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Pie, Apr., p. 80

Maya, Mar., p. 88

Mud turtle. Apr., p.
*

Mussels, May, p. 42

Nantucket, Dec. p. I

National parks. Aug.. , 74

I Indi^ , Mai

Meteorology, June. p. 66

Mexico, Mar., p. 88; Apr., p. 46; June, p. 40

Microevolution, June, p. 22

Mollusks. May. p. 42; without shells, Nov.,

p. 46

Monarch butterflies, June, p. 40

Monkeys, howling. Mar., p. 34

Monk seal, Oct., p. 78

Monstrous forms, June, p. 22

Mouflon, Nov., p. 72

Mountains, carved, Jan., p. 60

NATURALIST AT LARGE
Australian wind caller. Mar., p. 10

Bambi factor, Aug., p. 84

Paleontological hoaxes. May, p. 24

Railroads, Nov., p. 90

Replicators, Feb., p. 34

Reptiles, Jan., p. 28

New England, June, p. 32

New York City, street dwellers. Nov., p. 78

Nicaragua. Jan., p. 28

Observatories, Apr., p. 88

Orchids, Dec, p. 64

Organs, extreme perfection, Jan., p. 32

Paleontological hoaxes. May, p. 24

Parasitology, Oct., p. 34

Paris and war, Oct.. p. 68

Passenger pigeons, Nov.. p. 40

Periodicity, Apr., p. 8

Peru-Andes, May, p. 32

Pharmacies, Puerto Rican, Aug., p. 64

Photography competition awards, Aug.,

p. 46

Pigeons, Nov., p. 40

PLANETS
Earth, Mar., p. 72

Mars, Mar., p. 48

Uranus, Aug., p. 88

Plants, Nov.. p. 94

Plays, masked. Mar., p. 42

POLLUTION
Air-water exchange, Nov., p. 62

Coal, Oct., p. 8

Light. Apr., p. 88

Presidential retreat. Pine Knot, Nov., p. 40

Puerto Rican people, Aug., p. 64

Radio energy. May, p. 84

Railroads, Nov., p. 90

Red wolf, Dec, p. 80

Regeneration, amphibians, Oct,, p. 84

RELIGION
Aztec Indians, Apr., p. 46

Hasidim, Jan., p. 46

Good Friday, Calanda, Apr., p. 58

Puerto Rican botanicas, Aug., p. 64

Replicators, Feb., p. 34

REPTILES
Alligators, June, p, 54

Behavior, Apr., p. 52

Crocodiles, Jan., p. 28

Frogs, Jan., p. 38

Regeneration, Oct., p. 84

Tortoise. Oct., p, 90

Turtle, Apr., p. 52

Ring galaxies, Nov.. p. 106

Rings, Uranus, Aug., p. 88

Ritual beverages. Mar., p. 88

Rock art, Feb., p. 42

Rubber, Nov., p. 94

Salamanders, Oct., p. 84

Scaling theory, Aug., p. 34

Shamans, Feb., p. 42

Sheep, wild, Nov.. p. 72

Shelters. May, p. 48

Sky Reporter see Astronomy
Sloths, Jan.. p. 66

Slugs, Nov., p. 46

Snails, Aug., p. 104

SOLAR
Energy. Nov., p. 62

Magnetism, Dec. p, 100

System, Mar., p. 72

South African mantids. Mar., p. 66

SOUTH AMERICA
Jungles, Jan., p. 38

Marsupials, Oct., p. 22

Space, Feb., p. 85

Spain, Calanda, Apr., p. 58

Stone faces, Jan., p. 60

Stoney Bear, Aug., p. 74

Street dwellers, Nov., p. 78

Technology, agricultural. May. p, 32

Theodore Roosevelt, Nov., p. 40

THEORY
Continental drift, Feb., p. 12

Eariy universe, Oct., p. 106

Evolution. Feb., p. 34

Natural selection, Jan., p. 32; Dec. p :

Relativity, Jan., p. 83

Scaling, Aug., p. 34

THIS VIEW OF LIFE
Bamboo clock, Apr., p. 8

Continental drift, Feb., p. 12

Design perfection, Jan., p. 32

Dinosauria, Nov.. p. 26

Evolution, May, p. 12; Dec, p. 20

Lifetimes, Aug., p. 34

Marsupials, Oct., p. 22

Monstrous forms, June. p. 22

Spaceship Earth, Mar., p. 72

Timbuktu, May. p. 68

Tobacco, Apr., p. 22

Tomato, Aug., p. 108

Tortoise, Oct., p. 90

Tropical diseases, Oct., p. 34

Trypanosomiasis. Feb., p. 76

Tsetse, Feb., p. 76

Turtle. Apr., p. 52

Uranus, Aug., p. 88 .-

Viking lander experiments. Mar., p. 48

Volcanic regions, Apr., p. 37

Volcanoes, Jan., p. 8; Apr., p. 36

Walrus. Mar., p. 54; Nov., p. 52

War and food, Oct., p. 68

Water, clean. Nov.. p. 62

Wavelength, extreme ultraviolet, Feb., p f

Weather, Mar., p. 10; Jan., p. 66;Oct.,p f

Weaving and weavers, Ecuador Indians.

Oct.. p. 48

Whooping cranes. Mar., p. 22

Wind caller. Mar., p. 10

Wolves, red, Dec, p. 80

Books in Review

Chinese Natural History Drawings,

Mar., p. 79

Epidemic and Peace. Apr., p. 95

Epidemics, Apr., p. 95

Food in Chinese Culture. Aug., p. 94

Hon- the Other Half Dies. Oct., p. 1 18

Killing the Hidden Waters, Nov., p. 112

Konrad Lorenz: A Biography, June, p. H
Life that Lives on Man, The. May, p. 88

People of the First Man, Feb., p. 94

Plagues and Peoples. Apr., p. 95

Rails of the World. Dec. p. 106

Worlds of Ernest Thompson Seton, The.

Jan., p. 90
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on Public Televi

Treasure!

Tuesday, December 7

y& p.m./7 p.m. Central*

on Public Television

Gulf welcomes you to another!

exciting National Geographic
Season on PBS.

Last year Gulf Oil Corporation made it possible for two great

American institutions to bring you some of the season's most
exciting television.

Gulfs three-year commitment to the National Geographic
Society and the Public Broadcasting Service goes beyond the usual

corporate grant. We not only want to bring high-quality programs
to the American audience; we want to strengthen Public

Television, too.

The eight new specials you'll see over the next two years are

original American-made documentaries produced by the National

Geographic Society and WQED/Pittsburgh, a PBS production

center.

Gulf funded the project because we believe that the future of

Public Television depends on creating as well as broadcasting

exceptional programming.
We're also committed to bringing a wider audience to PBS.

So we've provided funds to promote the National Geographic
Specials on both a national and local level. Judging from the

response to the first season, millions of Americans are now more
aware of the exciting programs they can see only on Public

Television.

Now we're ready for the Second National Geographic Season
on PBS. We hope the millions who enjoyed the National

Geographic Specials last year will be back this year.

It's another exciting season on Public Television.

Gulf Oil Clorporation
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Ready to

Assemble and Finish
18" Century Furniture
One of 24 Bartley classics, in hand crafted

solid mahogany, oak or cherry. Totally

authentic in design and beautifully

constructed. Each kit is easily assembled

and finished in your own home without

tools. All pieces also offered completely

assembled and hand finished. A $5.00

coupon included with catalogue.

r7=i~r~Please send me your illustrated

catalogue of 18th century antique

furniture reproductions available

in kit form or hand finished. I am
enclosing SI.00 to cover postage

and handling.

Thegartjey Goltection,I^.
747 Oakwood Ave.,Dept. 15, Lake Forest, II 60045
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Vacations with educalion in anthropology, naiural

hisiorv and nature photography for Ihe non-

specialist to unique environments of Ihe world.

Summer 1977

Expeditions

Afghanistan and Persia

South America • East Africa

Alaska and the Pribilof Islands

Galapagos Islands • Nepal

Scotland • Hawaiian Islands

American West

( )|)Ii(indl (ollrKi'fredil Ihotufth Uni\<"

ior iniormjtinn. i-.'"

Mature Expeditions International Dept. N
4546 El Camino Real, Suite F • Box 1 173

Los Alios, CA 94022 • (415) 941-2910

For more than two years Jerome

R. Mintz lived among the hasidim in

Brooklyn, New York, studying their

history, traditions, and beliefs for his

doctoral dissertation in anthropology.

He subsequently published two books

on the subject. Now a teacher of an-

thropology at Indiana University, as

well as an ethnographic film maker,

Mintz frequently revisits the commu-
nity. His present anthropological

studies, however, have shifted to

Spain, where he is documenting the

rural-to-urban population movement.

Two articles by Mintz that focus on

this latter research
—

' 'Trouble in An-

dalusia" and "Comfortable Old

Shrines-Divisive New Visions," ap-

peared in Natural History in May
1972 and April 1974, respectively.

The idea for a second look

Mount Rushmore Memorial in Soi

Dakota came to Mark D. Cobuj
when he was teaching a course on h
torical and cultural differences in at

tudes toward the landscape. A picti

postcard of the Memorial sent by,

friend did the rest. Assistant profe

sor of English at Fort Lewis Collej

Durango, Colorado, Coburn receiv

his doctorate in English and the h

manities from Stanford Universit

He is a renegade New Yorker w!

enjoys living amid Colorado's S

Juan Mountains and fervently hop

that no one will ever try to impro

them by adding eyebrows.

Finding that the slow loris has

very low body temperature and met

bolic rate, G. Causey Whittow u

dertook an investigation of the phy;

ological mechanisms that would a

count for these phenomena. Tf

work, which began while he w
serving as a visiting professor at tl

University of Malaya in 1974,

him to speculate about the adaptiv

ness of being a slow mammal . A pr

fessor of physiology in the School
;

Medicine at the University of Hawa
|

Whittow is now researching the the;

mal ecology of the Hawaiian moi

seal. Similar work on the Californ

sea lion was the basis of his artic

"Sun, Sand, and Sea Lions" in tl

August-September 1974 issue of Nt
ural History.
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For more than two years Jerome
R. Mintz lived among the hasidim in

Brooklyn, New York, studying their

history, traditions, and beliefs for his

doctoral dissertation in anthropology.

He subsequently published two books

on the subject. Now a teacher of an-

thropology at Indiana University, as

well as an ethnographic film maker,

Mintz frequently revisits the commu-
nity. His present anthropological

studies, however, have shifted to

Spain, where he is documenting the

rural-to-urban population movement.

Two articles by Mintz that focus on

this latter research
—

"Trouble in An-

dalusia" and "Comfortable Old

Shrines-Divisive New Visions," ap-

peared in Natural History in May
1972 and April 1974, respectively.
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The idea for a second look

Mount Rushmore Memorial in Soi

Dakota came to Mark D. Cobu
when he was teaching a course on h

torical and cultural differences in a:

tudes toward the landscape. A picti

postcard of the Memorial sent b)

friend did the rest. Assistant prof(

sor of English at Fort Lewis Collej

Durango, Colorado, Coburn receiv
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I
F YOUR PLEASURE in art is deep and wide-ranging, we invite

you to send for this handsome booklet.

It is illustrated with beautiful color plates representing man's

creative triumphs from many periods and cultures.

It is in fact a prospectus describing in detail the most ex-

traordinary publishing project of our time — the monumental
Encyclopedia of World Art in 1 5 volumes.

The prospectus is free. We hope the sampling will arouse

the same excitement in you that the Encyclopedia has aroused

in the entire art world. But you incur no obligation in request-

ing a copy. No salesman will call.

The Encj'clopedia of World Art embraces man's greatest

achievements in the visual arts through the centuries. To turn

the pages of these prodigious volumes ... to read, to learn, to

explore their visual delights ... is a remarkable experience.

There are hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared

by the most eminent art authorities. In more than 7,000 su-

perb full-page plates — measuring a full 9 inches by 12 inches

in size — you will view rare treasures of renowned museums and
private collections all over the world. Not only paintings,

sculpture and architecture— but every art from armor to tex-

tiles, ceramics to tapestry, fashions, furniture and landscape

gardening, ivory, jade and stained glass, jewelry and silver.

More than 16,000 works of art are shown, almost 2,000 of

them in magnificent color.

A convenient Reader's Guide shows you how related ar-

ticles can enrich your understanding of any art subject you
wish to pursue.

With your free color prospectus, you will learn how you
may examine Volume I at leisure in your home and, if you
wish, become a subscriber to the Encyclopedia on a conven-
ient budget plan. Mail the attached card or write:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Dept. AY-137 ,

1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

Encyclopeclia ofVVorliylrtr
Whatever man has created that is beautiful to look iipon . . . in a 15-volume art library and "gallery" for the home

"An essential possession for anyone with a serious personal or professional

interest in art ... a work to be explored, studied and enjoyed."

Harry Einbinder, The Saturday Review

"A great landmark in art publications— a monumental undertaking."

Dorothy Adiow, Christian Science Monitor

"Packed with wonders." John Canaday, New Yorl< Times

"One of the most spectacular— and praiseworthy— achievements in the

field of literature and fine arts." Rex Barley, Los Angeles Mirror News

MAIL THE ATTACHED CARD



Volcanoes and the Climate
by Owen B. Toon and James B. Pollack

Dust particles and sulfur gases

ejected into the stratosphere

by volcanic explosions cause

changes in temperature as well

as gaudy sunrises and sunsets

During April 1815, twelve thou-

sand people in the Dutch East Indies

died when the Tambora volcano

spewed hot stones and volcanic ash

into the sky in the most violent vol-

canic explosion of recorded history.

Halfway around the globe and one

year later, record low summer tem-

peratures led New England farmers to

name the year 1816, "Eighteen hun-

dred and froze to death.
'

' Throughout

the summer of that year, cold waves,

snow, and frost killed crops. The
price of corn and wheat shot up, and

farmers were forced to sell their live-

stock at a loss. Many people were so

discouraged that they left New Eng-

land for the less-developed but

warmer lands of the South and West.

In Europe, 1816 was also a "year

without summer." Crops failed to

ripen and famine struck Britain,

France, and Germany.

Some consequences of the bad

weather of 1816 are still with us

today. Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin,

soon to become Mary Shelley, spent

her vacation that dreary summer hud-

dled near a fireplace reading ghost

stories with her poet friends Shelley

and Lord Byron. A story-writing con-

test developed and Mary wrote

Frankenstein, which was published

two years later. So, out of the rain and

cold, a monster was born.

Did the Tambora eruption of 1815

cause the bad weather of 1816? Do
volcanic eruptions in general cause

changes in weather and climate?

These questions are receiving in-

creased attention today as meteor-

ologists and climatologists try to un-

derstand why the climate changes, so

that future variations may be pre-

dicted or avoided.

Benjamin Franklin was the first sci-

entist to wonder publicly if volcanic

explosions affect weather. He noted

that a "permanent dry fog," perhaps

originating from the smoke of vol-

Betlmarn A/chrve

canic eruptions in Iceland, covere

North America and Europe during th

surrmier of 1783. The fog seemed t

dim the sun's rays, and Franklin Ix

lieved that the solar heating lost thi

summer was responsible for the se

verely cold winter of 1783/84. Franl

lin advocated that a thorough study b

made to see if other years with sun;

mer "fogs" had unusually bars

winters. The eminent contemporar

British climatologist H. H. Lamb ha

recently completed such a study. Hi

work shows that weather world

wide—or at least in the hemispher

of an eruption

—

is affected by vol

canic explosions and that the first on
or two years following major vol

canic explosions are slightly coole

than normal.

In Franklin's time it was believei

that local weather, variable from yea

to year, continually repeated itsel

over long intervals of time. Today wi

know that the climate—the averag(

weather over a period of man
years—is itself changeable. Twent;

thousand years ago the earth had

glacial climate. A mile-high sheet o

The eruption in 1883 of Krakatoa,

an island between Java

and Sumatra, is represented in

an artist's rendition. The
explosion, which was heard

2,000 miles away in Australia,

almost destroyed the island.

It propelled clouds of ash to

a height of thirty miles, plunging

the region surrounding the island

into darkness for two and a half

days, and triggered tidal waves

that killed about 36,000
persons. The volcanic ash

drifted around the globe for

several years, causing

spectacular red sunsets.
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i for

led

venturous Iravelers many peopi

have asked us for a safari m Ea*

Africa, we did not wish lo compe
with others <n this field and

until we could offer a prograr

IS unique and has been carefi

veyed to provide the outdoo

Ihat inspired Hemingway s i

the true way to appreciate A(

people, and its witdlile

We now inviie twelve intrepid travel-

ers to see Airica as did the explorers

before the tourists came, ori our

African
Camel Safari
JANUARY-FEBRUARY JUNE-JULY

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1977

nel supportA journey on foot with camel

across the fiercely excitmg N

Frontier District o( Kenya,

panied by a wildlife expert w
vides the protection required

expedition of this nature

The peace and serenity of

through the African bush w
mulfted sound of camel bells is

perience few travelers have e

For the spring and summer of 1977.

we are pleased to announce three new
programs for travelers who enjoy out-

door things-

Naturalist's Tour of
the Scottish Highlands

MAY 13 TO 29, 1977

We stay at small country inns and. by

special permission, on the island of

Rhum in the Inner Hebrides. We hike

acri , through forests

unspoiled

flowers, sample local dishes and whis-

key, meet Highland people and dance
to the sound of bagpipes.

Discover
the Hebrides

JUNE. JULY. AUGUST.
SEPTEMBER 1977

These are unique and fascinating

cne-week cruises of the Scotlish

Hebrides, aboard a comfortable sail-

ing trawler, accompanied by her

owners—three brothers who are sail-

ors of seamanship and great charm
and who know the islands well

The Rhine, the Mosel
and the Rhone
JUNE 18 TO JULY 3, 1977

We meet the owners of some of the

ancient castles where we are welcome
guests, the cellarmen at the vineyards,

friendly peasants on our hikes; we see

Roman anliquities, Medieval and ba-

roque churches and picturesque vil-

lages, as we make an adventurous

progress through the enchanting river

and mountain scenery of Central

Europe.

^^Discover
Cjalaj)ag()s

crieduled lor 1977

Galapagos Islands

Thrift Cruise

August 20 lo Septem

OclOber29 to No

For the fourth year, we invite you to

witness North America's greatest wild-

life spectacle:

The,Seals,
on the Icepack
Each yea ,

in Marc h, in Ca Tadas Gull

of Si, La e. hundrec s of thou-

sands of seals end their southern mi-

gral.on a nd c ngregate on the ice-

pack, turninq t in to a hi. ge natural

nursery a s the lernales g ve birth to

their bab es.

In March 1977 by using re liable heli-

copters. imall qro jps of t ourists will

again lar d on the icepac k and see
this dram alic a nd ncredib y beautiful

sight,

Also for the fourth year, we offer a

small, selected group of mirepid

travelers the world's most challenging

tourist experience:

Greenland
Dog-sledging
Expedition

In April 1977, two weeks are spent on

Greenland's breathtaking West Coast
under the expert guidance of Major

Mike Banks, the leading Arctic ex-

plorer, Travel is by helicopter and

husky-drawn sledges.

Detailed brochures of all these tours, cruises

and expeditions are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036

TELEPHONE (212) 354 6634

tilings, we have arranged tour lour^

lo enioy the birds, butterflies and
lungle wildlife of Tnnidad and French

'""'

The
Papillonlcxir

AUGUST 10 TO 20, 1977

OCTOBER 19 TO 29. 1977

These tours include a stay

at the lovely Asa Wright Nature Center

in the northern mountains ol Tnnidad.

in French Guiana we visit Cayenne,

the lies de Salut, and stay for three

days at a camp deep in the jungle

where transport is by canoes and ac-

commodations are in hammocks m
open-air bungalows

For the fifth winter. >

adventurous travelers

Himalayan
Trek in Nepal
February and November 1977

These expeditions are unique not only

due to the expert leadership but be-

cause Ihey combine a trek on toot in

the Annapurna region with a trek on

elephant back through the Terai

jungle, and a canoe trip on the Rapti

River, Between the treks, first class

hotel accommodations are provided:

and the expedition ends with five

days in Northern India, visiting Delhi.

Agra and Jaipur.

LadakhTrek
July and Augusi 1977

These expeditions include a trek

through the lovely valleys and moun-
tains of Kashmir into the remote

country of Ladakh. which was until

recently closed to visitors. Before and

after the trek, first class hotel and

vided in Delhi and Snnagar.

We also repeat the enormously popu-
lar and unusually interesting outdoors
program to South America, where small

groups, capably led. venture on our

Inca
Trek in Peru
July. August and September. 1977

= the lovely Urubamba Valley, at

surely pace over three passes
hrough fabulous Andean scenery

achu Picchu, the most dramat-

spectacular archaeological site

e world. Before and after the

first class hotel accommoda-
are provided in Lima and Cuzco.



Midnight shootouts... f oiI7 Ollll
duels at dawn...LldW aiiiU

Hangings were often heralded by
invitations to the press and other
interested parties.

A grim squad of Union Pacific riflemen i

in a special train, hunting Butch Cassidy't
Wild Bunch.

TIME-LIFE BOOKS
TIME & LIFE BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

Yes, I would like to examine The Gunfighters. Please send it to me for
10 days" free examination — and enter my subscription to THE OLD
WEST. If I decide to keep The Gunfighters, I will pay $7.95 ($8.95 in
Canada) plus shipping and handling. I then will receive future volumes
in THE OLD WEST series, shipped a volume at a time approximately
every other month. Each is $7.95 ($8.95 in Canada) plus shipping and
handling and comes on a l()-day, free examination basis. There is no
minimum number of books that I must buy and I may cancel my sub-
scription at any lime simply by notifying you.

if I do not choose to keep The Gunfighters, I will return the book
within 10 days, my subscription for future volumes will be canceled, and
I will not be under any future obligation.

Name I Hk-usu Pr ni)

Address Apt.

City

Slaic or 1' ov,nce Zip or Postal Code
C1AAR1

Now THE OLD WEST - an extraordinary series

from TIME-LIFE BOOKS - brings you the roar-

ing true life adventures and struggles of all those

dauntless men and women who opened and

settled the frontier West.

It was a time of impatient vigilantes, raw frontier

justice, roaming guerilla bands, and outlaws who
burned down courthouses out of plain cussedness.

It was the era, the heyday, the prime time of the

gunfighter.

In your introductory volume to THE OLD
WEST — The Gunfighters — you'll see what it

was actually like to live within range of the gun-

sights of the West's most dangerous outlaws:

the James gang, who vacationed in Indian Terri-

tory between holdups . . . Billy the Kid, who
casually killed a man for an idle insult . . . Ben
Thompson, one of the West's most ruthless gun-
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The Gunfighters
is yours to eiqoy free for 10 days I

as your introduction to :|^

THE OLD WEST
\

an extraordinary series from
j

TIME LIFE BOOKS t

men, admired by Sheriff Bat Masterson as the best gunfighter of

;hem all . . . Belle Starr - organizer and fence for rustlers, horse

thieves, and bootleggers., .and some less celebrated gunslingers

such as Dynamite Sam, Dark Alley Jim, Three-Fingered Dave,

and Si.x-Toed Pete. You'll be there from ominous start to bloody

finish at the O.K. Corral's classic shootout ... and watch in

amazement the most unsuccessful double bank robbery ever

staged: the Dalton Gang's debacle, ending in death and defeat.

Dnce you've caught your breath, you'll be looking forward to

the rest of the books in the series: The Cowboys, a compre-

hensive look at the real life of the real cowboy . . . The Indians,

an objective depiction of the daily lives, customs, and beliefs

of the Indian tribes who were America's first settlers . . . The

Soldiers, a straight true tale of the cowards and heroes, the wise

and foolish generals who fought the Indians and protected the

embattled settlers. And in such books as The Trailblazers, The

Railroaders, The Expressmen, The Forty-Niners, The Pioneers,

and The Great Chiefs, the superbly told story of THE OLD
WEST continues - alive with colorful paintings, early photo-

graphs, maps, newspaper clippings and posters, letters, diaries

and journals.

You're invited to enjoy The Gunfighters for 10 days free. If it

doesn't make you sit up and holler or gasp or fight back that old

wanderlust, just send it back without obligation. Mail the order

form today.

HIGH, WIDE, AND HANDSOME BOOKS JlMEi
Padded covers hand-rubbed for antique leather look, jj

embossed in Western saddle design. HI3^
240 pages, some 250 illustrations. 8'i" x 11" BOOKS



ice then stretched across North

America froi the Atlantic to the

Rockies and trom the Arctic to the

northern United States. Climate has

also varied during the past few cen-

turies. From ISOd'to 1900, the earth's

average temperature was slightly

lower than it is now and small villages

in the mountains of Europe were

overrun by glaciers. From 1600 to

1700, polar sea ice was so extensive

that no European ships could reach

Greenland, which had been colonized

centuries before.

Most meteorologists and climatol-

ogists today believe that a large vol-

canic explosion can cause bad
weather, but they are skeptical about

After being dormant for 120

years. Mount Agung on the

Indonesian island of Bali

erupted in 1963. The explosion

was the first large volcanic

eruption in 51 years.

any relationship between volcanic ex-

plosions and changes in climate. A
single volcanic eruption only affects

the weather for a few years. If climat-

ic changes do, in fact, result from vol-

canic explosions, large eruptions

would have to occur every few years.

We live in a period of very few large

volcanic explosions. The eruption in

1912 of Mount Katmai in Alaska was

the next to last. The only major erup-

tion anywhere in the world since then

was that of Mount Agung in Bali in

1963, so it is not possible to deter-

mine directly if climatic changes are

caused by volcanic explosions.

The doubts about a relationship be-

tween volcanic eruptions and climatic

changes have fostered several new
studies based on two different ap-

proaches. First, theorists are trying to

understand how single volcanic ex-

plosions cause changes in weather.

With this knowledge they may be

able to calculate the number of vol-

canic explosions required to produce

a given climatic change. Pollution (

the earth's upper atmosphere by tl]

exhaust of high-flying supersonic aii

craft may act to change climate in tl

same manner as volcanic explosion

Thus a thorough understanding of th

effects of volcanic explosions on cli

mate is needed to insure that humar
kind itself does not inadvertently a)

feet climate. Second, researchers ai

trying to determine if epochs wit

cooler climates had significant!

more volcanic explosions than thos

with warmer climates.

In order to understand how t

eruption of a remote volcano pn

duces worldwide weather effects,

must first understand volcanic expli

sions. Volcanoes are little more tha

cracks in the earth's surface througl,

which molten rock, or magma:
escapes. The magma is producei

mainly at the edges of crustal plate

so a global map of the locations o

volcanoes shows the crustal plate

outlined by volcanic "rings of fire.'

The magma is formed far below th

earth's surface, where pressures ari

very high. The high pressure force

gases—the most important beinj

water, carbon dioxide, and sulfurou

compounds—to dissolve in the mol

ten rock. As the magma reaches tb

surface through volcanic vents, th

pressure is reduced and the dissolve(

gases are released.

Many volcanoes have magma tha

is very fluid. When they erupt, th(

gases in their magma escape easily

as lava pours out onto the ground

Such volcanoes produce about twentj

or more minor explosions each year

which emit volcanic ash and gas int(

the earth's lower atmosphere, wherf

clouds and rain quickly wash the vol

canic pollution from the sky. Som<

volcanoes, particularly those arounc

the Pacific Ocean, have very viscou!

magma in which gas bubbles arf

trapped. When that magma reache

the earth's surface and pressure is re

duced, a major explosion occurs

Such an explosion was the eruptioi

of Krakatoa in the Sunda Strait of th

Dutch East Indies in 1 883 , estimate

to have been ten times as powerful a

the largest hydrogen bomb explode(

in the atmosphere by the Unite(

States. Krakatoa threw clouds of ash

at least thirty miles high, into th(

earth's atmosphere.

The stratosphere is the region o

the atmosphere above an average alti

tude of about nine miles. It is a cold

dry place, where rain clouds nevei

form. When a volcanic explosion in
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SCANDINAVIA
BY MAUPINTOUR
CRUISE FJORDS of Norway plus life-

see Sweden's Dalarna, Denmark's
fairytale country, and waterways of

Finland. Sightsee the cities, too.

MAUPINTOUR'S care and manage-
ment assures you see everything you
should see, comfortably. Learn the
significance, historic, contemporary.

10 DIFFERENT programs, different

dimensions: 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 4 weeks,
and a Grand 5 weeks. Also North
Cape and Midnight Sun! All escorted.

WHAT YOU DREAM Scandinavia is

begins weekly May to September. Ask
your Travel Agent for Maupintour's
Scandinavia folder or send coupon.

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.,

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211.

quality
|

touring
"

since 1951 Maupintour
^s^ about these Maupintour escorted holidays:
D Africa DAIps D British Isles Colorado
DAsia n Central America G Egypt D Europe
n France n Greece D Hawaii d India DIran
O Italy D Mexico D Morocco D North Africa
D Orient D Portugal D Scandinavia D Spain
D S.America D S. Pacific D USSR/E. Europe

Who saysyou can't

speak another language
in 60 days?

With Linguaphone, you can speak a new language—fluently and
idiomatically—in as little as 60 days. It's an easy, interesting, natural

method—used by leading schools and universities world-wide. You
listen to and imitate flawless native speakers. No old-fashioned verb

drills! Over 4,000,000 successful students.

Record and cassette courses in more than

20 languages.

Free Sample Lesson!
Mail coupon today for sample lesson in

French or Spanish. (The Linguaphone method
is the same for all languages.) See how
quickly, easily, you can learn a new language
with Linguaphone! LUsmtlAPHONe

LInjiuaphone Instilule, Inc.

I want to learn a new
language in my own home.
Rush FREE sample lesson

indicated, plus an illustrated

folder that gives a complete
explanation. I understand
I will be under no obligation.

Send SSI

D Mr.

D Ivlrs.

.

D Ms.

Address

City

iple lesson in: D French Q Spanish

1 am most interested in

O French O Spanish D Italian n German n Hebrew

Linguaphone tor Languages <ss?/ ? of Weslinghouse Learning Corporatic

jects material into the stratosphere

the volcanic ash and gas are nc

washed away but remain for years be

fore finally falling or being carried b

wind systems down to the lower at

mosphere. Winds in the stratospher

transport the ash and gas around th

earth and spread them over the entir.

hemisphere of the eruption and some
times over both hemispheres of tb

globe.

Volcanic gases are rich in sulfu

dioxide, which is also an importan

pollutant produced by the burning o

fossil fuels in industrial plants, auto

mobiles, and aircraft. Sulfur dioxid

is very reactive chemically. Injectei

into the stratosphere by a volcanic ex

plosion, it is converted through pho

tochemical processes into small drop

lets of sulfuric acid. These droplet

and small volcanic ash particles

which together make up the fog nota

by Franklin, affect weather mainly b-

interfering with the transmission o

light.

The earth's meteorology is largel;

controlled by a balance between tb

amount of visible sunlight absorbe(

by the planet and the amount of invis

ible infrared light radiated back t(

space by the earth. (Infrared light v

radiation of longer wavelength thai

the red portion, the long end, of th

visible spectrum.) Volcanic parti

cles in the earth's atmosphere reflec

visible sunlight back into space be

fore the light can reach the earth'

surface and be absorbed. As a result

the earth's surface cools off. On tb

other hand, the particles also absorl

infrared energy from the earth's sur

face, making it more difficult for tb

earth to radiate that energy back ti

space. This tends to warm the earth':

surface. The same process explain

why cloudy nights are warmer thai

clear ones, for clouds also prevent in

frared energy from escaping. Vol

canic particles thus produce bot!

cooling and warming trends, but th

cooling trend is more pronounce

than the warming trend, so on balano

the earth cools slightly after a largi

volcanic explosion.

Striking optical effects are oftei

seen following large eruptions, con

firming the action of volcanic par

tides in interfering with incomin]

sunlight. Even minor volcanic explo

sions, such as the 1968 eruption oj

Fernandina Island in the Galapago

and the 1974 eruption of Fuego i

Guatemala, caused spectacular rq

sunrises and sunsets in the Northerl

Hemisphere. The red skies painted b:
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Now in a giant card file all the great

animals of the wide, wild world.

SAFARI CARDS "^

II you love animals . . . II you want to know
more about their lives, their amazing be-

havior . . . you can now do it like protessionals

do: Build your own comprehensive card Hie.

Naturalists, zoologists, game wardens, ani-

mal ptiotographers... almost all those whose
work involves the study of nature's marvels
keep notes on index cards. They know that

this is the best, most convenient method of

adding to their knowledge and of being able
to locate rapidly and easily, information
whenever they need it. For any animal lover

keeping such a card system provides endless
joy.

Each Safari Card presents to you on the front

a beautiful full color photograph of an animal
and a simple index system for it. Its back is

devoted to a clear, stimulating and authorita-
tive description of the animal, its habits and
its life.

FOR YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY
THE MAGIC OF SAFARI CARDS

• For the young, Safari Cards mean active in-

volvement—teaching the advantages of a
logical tiling system and developing visual
memory.

• Each member of the family can consult the
cards at the same time, take them along on
trips to zoos, museums and safari parks.

4 Clever filing systems to file your cards

_ alphabetically

v.-^ by zoological order or species

by habitat

^by geographical
region

Examine now in your own honne l*t«k

a complete set of

24 Safari Cards
and receive as a gift this handy ^^ t^Lli^^

Free Filing Casem^j ^

Keep everything if delighted
for only $1 .89 (plus P&H) «*«•«<

•n«iver
within

• Whichever system of classification you
choose, information is always at your
fingertips.

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR FREE GIFTS
Return the gift coupon below and we'll send
you the complete starting kit described
above. And so that you will be able to get an
even better idea of the beauty and value of

Safari Cards we'll enclose a second complete
set of cards— all without any purchase obli-

gation whatever!

If after examining it all you are not satisfied

that you want to start collecting Safari Cards,
you simply return everything and owe noth-
ing. Otherwise you get to keep it all:

TWO Sets of Safari Cards the filing case
-.'• all the filing cards you need and all acces-
sories—and you pay only for ONE set of

Cards, that is $1.89 (plus postage and han-
dling). Yes, everything else—a $5.00 value— is

yours free and you'll then receive—for just as
long as you wish—new Safari Cards at about
monthly intervals under the convenient sub-

scription plan described in the gift coupon
below. You are free, of course, to cancel your
subscription at any time simply by writing.

The important thing now is to get to know
this exciting new nature project. Send in your
Gift Coupon today. There's no purchase
obligation.

SAFARI CARDS are a product of Cards of Knowledge
201 Lincoln Blvd., Middlesex, N.J. 08846

^JJJdlil COUPON
Safari Cards, 201 Lincoln Blvd., Dept. W287
Middlesex, N.J. 06846

Please send me prepaid, without purchase obligation the first

two sets of 24 Safari Cards each (48 in all) plus the free filing

case with all accessories.

I may return the Cards within 10 days and owe nothing. But if de-

lighted with my Safari Cards and I decide to keep them the first

complete set of 24 cards, plus the beautiful filing case and all

accessories are mine free and I will only pay you $1,89 (plus post-

age and handling) for the second set of Cards. You may then

send me on approval new sets of Safari Cards as they become
available one set each the next two months and three sets per

month thereafter.

For the sets I decide to keep. 1 need pay only the tow subscrib-

ers price of $1.89 per set of 24 cards (plus P&H).

I am free to ask you in writing, at any time, to terminate my
subscription.

Name_
please print clearly

CANADA: send in coupon for servicing directly from Toronto. |m04|



Eagle at 30 ft.

Photographed
by W. Beecher

with the Celes-
tron 1250mm,
f/10 Multipur-

pose Telephoto
Lens.

Saturn's Rings.
Photographed
with Celestron
14 Telescope.

The Celestron 8 (base
price: $790), most popular
of the Celestron line of com-
pact portable telescopes an
mirror-lens telephotos, is

shown here set up for star-
gazing. For a closer look
at this and other Celes-
tron products, ask for
your free color
catalog and free
telephoto book.

If life is about any one single thing, it's about
getting closer to ttie things that interest you.
Celestron Telescopes help you get closer.

Whether the subject is the muscular
structure of an eagle's eye at 30

feet. Or the planet Saturn —
one hour, 1 1 minutes away
at the speed of light. If you

want to get closer, look into the
world's best-selling modern telescopes.

Live a little.

Celestron Inlernatlonal as i i
2835 Columbia, Box 3578-N CBIBStrOn

Torrance, Calil. 90503

Easyon the go.

Minolta/Celtic Pocket Bi-

noculars are ideal for people
who like to travel light.

Beautiful jewel-like finish,

sturdy construction

and world-famous Minolta

optical quality assure su-

perb performance Images
are exceptionally clear,

bnght and sharp Center
focus design for fast,

easy focusing Two sizes,

6x20 and 8x20 Each
weighs only 6 ounces and
folds to fit snugly in

pocket or field pack For
more information, >n^
write Minolta Corporation,
101 Williams Drive,

Ramsey, N J 07446

Minolta/Celtic

Pocket Binoculars

the nineteenth-century English re

mantic landscape artist J.M.W
Turner may reflect the many volcani(

cally colored twilights of the perio.

in which he worked. And the phras;

"once in a blue moon" may hav

originated from observations of blu

and green suns and moons after vol

canic eruptions. Such blue and greei

colors were seen in the tropics fo

several weeks following the Krakato

eruption in 1883.

An even more beautiful phenome
non, occasionally seen after erup

tions, is a large ring around the sun

reddish at its outer border and blut

white toward the center, name(

Bishop's ring for the Reverem
Sereno E. Bishop of Honolulu, wh(

first described the occurrence ten dayi

after Krakatoa's explosion. Bishop'i

ring was seen throughout the North

em Hemisphere for more than tw(

years following that eruption.

The cause of such phenomena a;

blue and green moons was a puzzk

to which scientists have devotee

much speculation. To discover the or

igin of these optical events, high-fly-

ing aircraft and balloons have beer

used to collect samples of strato

spheric air after volcanic eruptions

Tiny sulfuric acid particles and frag

ments of lava were found in the

samples. Their small size and the fac:

that light behaves like a wave provide

the explanation for the optical effects

and also for the way in which these

particles affect weather.

The red of the normal, cloudless

sunset sky results from two proc

esses. First, as the sun sets, its bearr

passes through larger and largei

amounts of atmosphere. Air mole
cules, which are much smaller thar

the wavelength of visible light, scat

ter blue light out of the sun's beam
more readily than red light because

the wavelength of blue light is toward

the short end of the visible spectrum

Consequently, the solar beam be

comes more and more depleted oi

blue light. Second, the reddened

beam strikes more and more dust par-

ticles as the sun sinks over the hori

zon. Like volcanic particles, ordinary

dust particles are approximately the

same size as the wavelength of visible

light—about two hundred-thou
sandths of an inch in diameter. The

dust particles efficiently scatter all the

colors of visible light, so they are able

to scatter the reddened solar beam
down toward the ground where we
see it as the twilight color.

Volcanic eruptions cause an ex-



I4£!2:r Carefree Folbot Recreation
Fabulous Folbot Holidays

with greater SPORT and FUN for

YOU and all sensible, nature

loving folks from 6 to 96.

The NEW art of refined Folbot recreation combines GRACEFUL action witti

QUI ET relaxation ina CAREFREE and majestic Folbot World of most in-

viting natural splendor. Away from crowded and littered areas, you safely

GLIDE at an ideal pace in your fabulous Folbot along fascinating streams,

idyllic lakes, exciting surf and out to sea. Amid refrestiing airs wittiout

disturbing noise or mectianical worries, you benefit immensely from

EASIER and gentle folboting, now cheristied as ttie crowning glory of all

outdoors. Joyfully cruising in ttiis hrinciicirnt Ci ait, alone or witti family and

friends, you will celebrate this elegant and educational Folbot Way as your

INEXPENSIVE and GENUINE recreation for thebest tirpeof your life.

AMERICA'S foremost small Craft
TRAVEL HANDY 10 to 17V2 foot models, one to

4 sealers, featherweight paddles, efficient

sailrigs: small trolling motors. FOLD-
* ING Folbots fit in cartrunk, aircraft,

closets, or rigid PORTABLE Folbots for

cartop. Brilliant two-tone colors or

subdued camouflage. Available in

EASY nome assembly KITS or

FACTORY FINISHED.

RECORD FISHING
Champion reports HOW FOLBOT
GETS BIG FISH and MORE FISH

You missed it long enough
few dollars start you NOW

EASY KITS at big savings
Basic Kits from $39

$ 39
Prefab Kits from $115 ,

FACTORY Finished Ready-To-Go I

PORTABLE rigid I

$ 1 85 "°"" *'^^
I^ v./^^ cni niMrifrnm $312 I

$169
I

Yacht-smart
Folbot sailing

Superior HIGHPEAKED Folbot sailrig
GLIDES gently in zephyrs and fairly flys you
pointing up or cruising down wind. Added
any time, beautiful Dacron sail and all gear

presently ONLY $169.-

action color catalog with

STARTLING FACTS
and FIGURES

FREE
Mail coupon or address to:

Folbot Corp.,NH 177, Charleston, S.C. 29405
(or telephone 803-744-3483)

FOLDING from
Sailrig with gear

I
STATE .Zip.



W^Jkone mile
and200years into history

Williamsburg's mile-long Duke of

Gloucester Street leads you deeply
into America's past.

At one end, you'll find the oldest

academic structure in continuous use

in British America, the Wren Build-

ing at the College of William and
Mary. At the other, the Capitol, stately symbol
of the Crown's power in its largest colony.

In between are taverns and townhouses,
craft shops and quiet gardens.

During this, the Leisure Season, give your-

self time to walk this historic mile. And to

continue your journey through the past, enjoy
the timeless pleasures of a Colonial Williams-

burg hotel. Here in the midst of the Historic

Area, you'll find gracious accommodations,
festive dining and the enjoyment of golf

and tennis.

Discover the past, for a bright new pres-

ent, this winter in Colonial Williamsburg.

WILLIAMSBURG. VIRGINIA

Make reservations no'w. Inquire about our special

Leismi: Season plans at Williamsburg Inn, Lodge, and
The Motor House. Write Reservations Manager, Box CN,
Williamsburg, Va. 23185; or call (804) 229-1000; New
York, (212)246-6800; Washmgton, 338-8828.

traordinary increase in the number c

particles in the stratosphere; after a

eruption, there are perhaps two bi

lion particles in a column the heigl

of the stratosphere and one inc

square. These particles are so minus

cule, however, that a line of two hur

dred thousand of them would stretc

only one inch. Nevertheless, the

produce more spectacular sunsel

than ordinary dust both because c

their vast numbers and because the

circulate at extremely high altitudes,

making the sunset display last longei

Volcanic sunsets are rich in brilliar

hues of violet and pink seldom see

in normal sunsets. These colors occij

because, in addition to volcanic pai

tides, the stratosphere contain

ozone, a gas that absorbs yellow am
green light. The moon and the mid
day sun may appear blue or greei

after a large eruption because the vol

canic particles scatter more red ligh

than normal out of the sunbeam o

moonbeam, leaving the beam will

proportionally more blue and greei

light than we are used to.

Thus, there is direct observationa

evidence that volcanic dust particle

strongly scatter sunlight. Some of thi

radiation is scattered away from thi

earth's surface, causing it to cool

The cooling tendency is partly coun
teracted, as previously mentioned
because the particles also prevent in

frared energy from escaping from th(

earth's atmosphere. Volcanic par

tides are about the same size as th(

wavelength of visible light—approxi

mately one-twentieth the size of thi

wavelength of infrared light. The)

therefore affect visible light mon
than infrared light, with the net resul

that the earth cools off worldwide fol

lowing a major volcanic eruption.

Changes in the earth's atmospheri(

conditions after an eruption are usu

ally given in terms of average temper

atures because temperatures are mors '

easily deduced than other atmospheri

variables, such as precipitation, par ]

ticularly for the era before weatheii

:

was first recorded and measurec
j

(about 1750). Averages are used bC' ^

cause weather is so variable from (

time to time and place to place tha
j

it is difficult to describe changes •

Moreover, except for very recen i

times, information on average tem
peratures is often all that is available i

Unfortunately, average temperature
;

changes are usually small and can b«

misleading. For example, average !

summer temperature in Brunswick
Maine, in 1816—the "year withou

;
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summer"—was only a few degree

Fahrenheit lower than normal. None
theless, this small summer coolini

was quite significant for it was ac

companied by severe storms. Be
cause of the storms, northern Nev
England had frost during that entiri

summer except for two periods o

slightly more than three weeks each

The cooling after other very large vol

canic explosions, averaged over tht

hemisphere covered by the ash am
sulfuric acid particles emanatinj

from the explosion, has also been es

timated to be only one or two degrees

Fahrenheit.

One interesting sidelight of a com
parison between calculated changes

and observed changes in average tem

perature caused by volcanic explo

sions is that a single explosion does

not alter the temperature as much as

is theoretically possible. The vol

canic particles injected into the strato

sphere fall out of the sky after one oi

two years. The earth, however, re

sists global temperature changes on

this small time scale, primarily be

cause it takes a long time to warm oi

cool the oceans. This means that if

many volcanoes explode in rapid sue

cession, temperatures are likely to

drop more than they would following

a single eruption. Likewise, a series

of many small volcanic explosions

can, over a long period of time, pro

duce effects whose magnitude is as

great as that following a single really

large explosion.

Several researchers, H. H. Lamb
among them, have investigated the

number of volcanic explosions that

have occurred in rapid succession

within a period of a few years over

the centuries. Lamb found that we
live in a period that is markedly defi-

cient in moderate and large volcanic

explosions as compared to the period

from 1500 to 1912. The only notable

eruption since 1912 was the afore-

mentioned one of Mount Agung in

1963. Between 1500 and 1912, by
contrast, there was, on the average,

one eruption of moderate or great in-

tensity every four years. Evidence of

the magnitude of most of those erup-

tions is indirect. For example, in ex-

ploring the period prior to 1880,

Lamb had to use reports of vivid sun-

sets and measurements of ash fall

near volcanoes to deduce the magni-

tude of the explosions. Fortunately,

in 1880, measurements began to be

made of the amount of sunlight reach-

ing the earth. These measurements
clearly show the loss of sunlight fol
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lowing several volcanic explosions

—

just the information theorists need in

order to calculate the difference in

average temperature between the

present nonvolcanic period and the

period from 1880 to 1912. The dif-

ference, due to volcanic explosions,

is almost 1°F. Observations of tem-

peratures show that the earth has been

warmer since 1912 than it was during

the period from 1500 to 1912 by just

about the same amount.

Climatologists do not agree on the

cause of this observed warming. It

may be due to factors other than vol-

canoes, for instance, fluctuations in

solar radiation. But the agreement be-

tween the calculated temperature

change due to volcanic activity and

the observed change suggests that the

large number of volcanic explosions

between 1500 and 1912 played a

major role in altering the terrestrial

climate. If volcanoes should again

explode as often as they did during

the period from 1500 to 1912, moun-
tain glaciers and polar sea ice might

begin to expand, bringing hardship

and suffering to those in climatologi-

cally marginal areas of the world.

Climatologists also disagree on the

cause of ice ages. Some scientists

theorize that volcanoes could be the

cause of ice advances, or glacials, but

there is no consensus about the pre-

cise correlation between ice ages and

volcanic activity. Although vol-

canoes might cause glacials, the re-

verse is also possible—glacials might

cause volcanic explosions. In an ice

age , great masses of water are shifted

from the oceans to the ice caps. That

shift subjects the earth's crust to con-

siderable stress and could lead to en-

hanced volcanic activity through mo-
tion of the crustal plates. Although
we do not know whether volcanoes

caused the glacials or vice versa, new
evidence about the histories of gla-

cials and volcanic explosions has es-

tablished some connection between
the two phenomena.

During the last two million years,

the approximate span of the human
presence on this planet, there have
been many glacials, each of which
lasted about 100,000 years. Prior to

two million years ago, there was a

period of more than one hundred mil-

lion years during which there were no
glacials and the earth was so warm
that the Antarctic polar cap did not

exist.

The history of volcanic explosions

during ice ages is found on the ocean
floor, which preserves a record of all

the debris that has fallen into tl

ocean over the millennia, with tl

youngest material in the top layer. ,

worldwide study of volcanic as

layers in ocean sediments has foun

that there were many more violei

volcanic eruptions during the tw
million years of the ice ages than dui

ing the preceding tens of millions c

years.

Further evidence comes from th

ice sheets in Greenland and Antarc

tica, which contain ice at their bottor

layers that originally fell as sno\

100,000 years ago at the beginning o

the last ice advance. Cores from thos^

ice sheets also contain layers of vol

canic dust. The cores show that be

tween 30,000 and 16,000 years ago

from the peak of the last glacial to it

end, a tremendous number of vol

canic exposions took place, perhap

as many as one eruption every tw(

years. Theoretical calculations sug

gest that these volcanic explosion;

caused substantial cooling, whicl

contributed to the low temperatures a

the height of the last glacial.

Although volcanic activity wai

common at the peak of the last gla

cial, there is no evidence of an ex

tended period of volcanic activity a

the initiation of the last ice advance

about 100,000 years ago. But the

available data do not rule out the pos

sibility of a great number of eruptions

over a fairly short period of time ai

the beginning of the glacial. Some
climatologists believe that such an in

tense period of volcanic activity

could trigger an ice advance. In fact

a dramatic worldwide cooling, during

which the earth plunged for a thou

sand years from interglacial to full

glacial conditions, took place in a

single century about 90,000 years

ago. This type of sudden cooling

which would be disastrous for mod-
ern society, could play a role in start-

ing glacials and could be caused by

a short period of intense volcanic ac

tivity.

Lamb's work tends to show that

abnormal weather follows single

large volcanic explosions. Of course,

volcanic explosions do not cause all

the unusual weather on the earth nor

do they account for all the climatic

changes. Nevertheless, volcanic ex
plosions probably have caused some
of our most remarkable weather

They may have been involved in

some of our most important climatic

changes. And volcanoes will proba
bly continue to influence climate and
weather in the future. D
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A Naturalist at Large by Bernard Nietschman

The Nicaragua!! Ski!! Co!!!!ectio!i

Crocodiles are being decimated

because of the Big Buyer. When
he doesn 'r come, the local

dealer also takes a beating

When I was in graduate school

reading papers on ecological research

done in the tropics, I often wondered
why anyone ventured to foreign

places if all investigations were as dry

in the process as they often were in

the product. The accounts of many
studies were written as if the field

work took place in a cultural and per-

sonal vacuum; as if the researcher had

suddenly been teletransported to the

site and, by means of clairvoyance or

immaculate conceptual perception,

had faultlessly initiated and com-
pleted the research project in one
blinding flash of academic ingenuity.

Let me tell you that field research

does not work this way. Even though

exorcised from scientific articles and

books, there are awkward, stum-

bling, sometimes agonizing, and

often humorous personal encounters

and problems that give each research

experience a special character and

texture. These unusual personal en-

counters are a significant part of what

keeps us going back into the field.

When I returned to the east coast

of Nicaragua in 1971 to continue a

research project first begun in 1968,

one of the first people I saw at the

small airport outside of Bluefields

was Mr. Seymore (Robinson is his

last name, but in this part of the world

the surname is usually dropped for

informality and the Mr. retained for

politeness). He was still the eternal

optimist, scanning the passengers for

some important but long overdue
Godot who was to be the key figure

in one of his "strike it rich" business

scenarios. Seeing him again recalled

one of my more unusual and tragic

field experiences.

After we exchanged personal and
family news, 1 c 'uld not help but ask

him about the house at Cotton Tree.

He assured me that it was still there,

pretty as ever but wanting a coat of

paint. As we talked, I thought of my
first trip to the area, of Mr. Seymore,
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and of the house at Cotton Tree.

In 1968 I went to Nicaragua to

study the impact of commercial hunt-

ing and fishing on the local fauna and

on the subsistence system of the Mis-
kito Indians. With little idea of what
I might encounter at the designated

research site, I left my wife and son

in Managua, the capital, and went on
to Bluefields to reconnoiter the situa-

tion and rent a house that would be
our main study base.

There are two ways to travel to

Bluefields from Managua. You can
go by air on a one-hour flight or you
can spend all day going overland and
by river. I chose the latter in the hope
of seeing as much of the country as

possible. It was September and the

rains had started. The 180-mile trip

by microbus over the Rama Road was
punctuated by constant bouncing and
sloshing through ruts, mud, and
water. During the entire journey, the

number two driver hung out the win-
dow yelling "Rama, Rama, Rama"
in a melodic staccato, hoping to pick

up more travelers. By noon we had
reached the end of the road and the

town of Rama, which was something
of a letdown after seven hours of

"Rama, Rama, Rama."
The Rio Escondido was just below

flood stage and its muddy, debris-

strewn waters lapped at the impro-

vised cobweb wharves. Tied to one
of the wharves was a strange, almost

amphibianlike craft, which was to be
our means of transport for the remain-

ing eighty miles to the coast. The
Bluefields Express was a patchwork
vessel pieced together from a surplus

PT boat with a bus body welded to

its deck.

Like a platypus, the town of Blue-

fields is a bizarre sum of disparate ele-

ments that defy characterization. The
cascade of my first night's impres-

sions led to a cross-cultural overdose:

loggers, ranchers, pioneer farmers,

missionaries, and shrimp boat crews
crowded the main streets. Blasts of

Jim Reeves country and western

music spilled from the open door-

ways of cantinas named Miami
Beach, Tamarindo Number 2, OK
Corral, Torpedo Alley, and the Bay

of Pigs, drowning out multilingu;

Spanish, Creole English, and occg

sional Chinese and Miskito stree

conversations. Trucks and car

avoided potholes and people as the

navigated the few short roads that tei

minated either at the edge of the la

goon or the surrounding rain forest

Cerveza Victoria and Ron Tropica

signs hung from second-floor balco

nies of British-colonial woodei
buildings that sagged from damp rot

I was directed to Sunshint
Down's "Magestic Saloon' ' for gooc

food, said to be the best in Bluefields

It was true. Big, fresh sea shrimp

cooked Creole style with plenty o)

onions, vinegar, lime, garlic, blacl

pepper, and a local salsa picante.

Honest bread with a hard crust and s

solid feel to it and all the Chontales

ranch butter you wanted. And a huge

pitcher of soursop fresco—perhaps

the best drink in the tropics.

While eating, I watched the side-

walk parade through the open space

beneath the saloon doors: bare feet of

all sizes and shapes; rubber Tico

boots, some split and wire-stitched;

men's pointed, high-heeled, black

leather gallo shoes; rubber thongs;

and one pair of Sears canvas wedgies,

the kind with the little flowers and the

toe hole cut out of the front.

After visiting the Supermercado
William Woo (one shopping cart

from who knows where) to buy some
nails to hang my mosquito net, I took

a room at the Hollywood Hotel and

fell asleep wondering how—in that

cultural maze—I was going to find a

house to rent.

The next day it was hard to distin

guish the knocking at my door from;

the drum roll of early morning rain

beating on the corrugated tin roof.

Standing on the veranda outside my
room was an older man, dressed in a

wool suit, a hat, and amazingly, a

starched white shirt.

"Not to molest you this fine mor-
nin' , but I come to engage you in our

dealin' with the skins," he said in

delightful Creole English.

I was sure he had the wrong morn-
ing and fairly certain he had the

wrong man as well. He mistook my
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hesitation as ^ sign of acceptance and

went on.

"My name is Seymore Robinson,

pleased to meet your acquaintance,

and I made to understand that you is

here to see me
.

"

I explained that I was not there on

business and was not looking for him,

although 1 was happy to meet him.

Looking somewhat dejected, he

said. "These last days things a little

hardish so I is keeping bright eyes for

my business contact."

After telling me that he owned a

small store and also bought and sold

many things on the side, he inquired

what had brought me to Bluefields.

I told him that I was looking for a

house to rent and started to explain

about my research project.

Interrupting, Mr. Seymore said.

"Then this is your lucky day. You is

here on business and you come to the

right man. I have me own personal

house yonder in Cotton Tree which is

available at the moment. This be the

proper place for you, and God wil-

lin', we'll take a stroll and see it."

While we waited for the rain to let

up, Mr. Seymore explained that Cot-

ton Tree was an adjacent neighbor-

hood named for a prominent, large

tree on the bluff over the lagoon. He
extolled the virtues of his house. "It

catch a fine sea breeze that keep the

fly from humbugging you."
When the rain stopped, we walked

to Cotton Tree, passing several de-

sirable looking houses, all built on
stilts, with wooden sides and metal or

thatch roofs. But no, Mr. Seymore
informed me that these were only or-

dinary houses and to pay no mind to

them. I had to agree with him when
he stopped in front of a bright. Shell

Station yellow house with a shiny

new tin roof. To reach the front

porch, eight feet above the ground,

Mr. Seymore pointed to a tree house
ladder and up we went.

"I'm gon'a fix this to your satis-

faction, Mr. Bernard. This be a first-

class place for you."
He unlocked the door and pushed

it open. "I surely hope we does reach

an agreement, God willin'," he
added, as he opened the wooden
shutters.

It took a moment for my eyes to

adjust to the suddenly brightened in-

terior. At first, all I could see was a

floor completely covered by dark

bumps. I squinted to get a better

view. There could be no doubt about

it. In the house that we might live

in—the place that would serve as a

field base while we studied the impact

of commercial exploitation on local

fauna—were crocodile skins, from

wall to wall, neatly rolled like so

many loaves of bread, row upon row.

Smnned, I could only muster a

weak, smttering question. "How
many hides do you have here, Mr.

Seymore?"—as if the exact number

would somehow defuse my shock.

Mr. Seymore smiled as he rocked

up on his toes, the extra height giving

added emphasis to his words. "Mr.
Bernard, I got me one thousand nine

hundred in this here room and another

four or five hundred in the next room.

Mostly they is crocodilly but some be

alligator that favor the crocodilly.

Right now the place have a high scent

but don't let these animals worry you

none, Mr. Bernard. I'm gon'a fumi-

gate this place and paint it up, pretty,

pretty."

Hardly paying any attention to

what Mr. Seymore was saying, I

stared at the brownish black and light

yellow mass of bundles. Twenty-four

hundred skins. Think of it. Two thou-

sand four hundred crocodiles and cai-

mans. This place was the Forest

Lawn of the reptile world.

Mr. Seymore led me through the

skins, pointing to bare spots on the

floor where we could place our feet.

"Are these skins fresh?" I asked.

"Why no, man. These skins be
prepared. They been salted three,

four times. They be all right. I'll fix

the place up to your likin'," he re-

marked with a sweeping gesture, en-

couraging me to imagine the Blue-

fields House Beautiful, as if a coat of

paint could cover a cemetery.

"Don't do anything until my wife
sees the house. I wouldn't want you
to go to any extra trouble."

Now more interested in the skins

than the house, I asked how he ob-
tained them.

"They come from my little sellin'

and buyin' business that I have on the

side. I does buy all kinda skins and
things: water dog, tiger, tigercat, pe-
ludo, 'awksbill, calipee, and such
like thing."

Mr. Seymore then went on to ex-
plain that he had been buying skins

for many years, purchasing them
from hunters, loggers, ranchers, and
farmers from as far away as the Costa
Rican border. These people have to

come to Bluefields for supplies, and
when they do, they bring the skins to

Mr. Seymore or to one of the other

buyers.

"But all is gettin' scarce now.

Most of these skins here are smallis

Only one, one, be big. Sol got to w:

to get the right price. That is the spe

ulatin' part of the skin dealin'. I

waiting on a man who is to come
Bluefields, check out these skins, ai

buy them."
We then launched into a lengtl

discussion on the decline of varioi

species, the increase in the mark
prices, where the skins were sent, ai

the survival chances for these anima

and for Mr. Seymore 's business.

"If I don't buy, then the peopi

gon'a sell to the next man. The ma
ket gettin' a little tightish count of tl

laws in the States. But I sellin' no
to Europe and Japan. They is the on(

buyin'."

I thanked Mr. Seymore for his he^

and the information, said goodbyi

and retraced my steps through the ca

pet of skins . Even though the rain hi

stopped, and the sun was now wari

and powerful, it was to be a cold an

gray day for me.
During the months that followec

Mr. Seymore and I became friend:

Strange. While he was trying to e?

port skins, hides, hawksbill shell, an

other items, I was writing reports t

the Nicaraguan government pressin

for new and stronger conservatio

laws. The differences in our view

points were enormous, but we re

mained friends and he taught me
great deal about his business an^

about the varieties of wildlife in th

area. He would show me his records

detailing the types and numbers o

wild animal products that he had pui

chased and exported to distant mar
kets. He knew how I would use thi'

information, yet he offered it to me
"You got to know these things, Mr
Bernard, for your work."

No, my family and I never rente*

that pretty yellow house that was ;

graveyard on the inside. But afte

studying faunal decline for severa

years, we felt that we had lived there

nonetheless.

Sometime after my reunion will

Mr. Seymore, I asked him if he ha(

ever sold the skins.

"I never get the chance to sel

them," he replied. "Worm and buj

bore hole in them and I had to dasl

the whole shipment away in the la

goon. The big buyer never come."

Bernard Nietschmann, taking i

break from his research on dugongs
is traveling around Australia b

train, looking for future column ma
terial.
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This View of Life

The Problem of Perfection

The exquisite design of
some creatures poses a

challenge to Darwin 's theory

of natural selection

In 1802, Archdeacon Paley set out

to glorify God by illustrating the ex-

quisite adaptation of organisms to

their appointed roles. The mechanical

perfection of the vertebrate eye
inspired a rapturous discourse on di-

vine benevolence; the uncanny simi-

larity of certain insects to pieces of

dung also excited his admiration, for

God must protect all his creatures,

great and small. Evolutionary theory

eventually unraveled the archdea-

con's grand design, but threads of his

natural theology survive.

Modern evolutionists cite the same
plays and players; only the rules have

changed. Now we are told, with equal

wonder, that natural selection is the

agent of exquisite design. As an intel-

lectual descendant of Darwin, I do
not doubt this attribution. But my
confidence in the power of natural se-

lection has other roots: it does not

arise from the existence of "organs

of extreme perfection and complica-

tion," as Darwin called them. In fact,

Darwin saw truly exquisite design as

a problem for his theory. He wrote:

To suppose that the eye with all its

inimitable contrivances for adjust-

ing the focus to different distances,

for admitting different amounts of

light, and for the correction of

spherical and chromatic aberra-

tion, could have been formed by
natural selection, seems, I

confess, absurd in the highest de-

gree.

In last month column, I invoked

gall midges to illustrate the opposite

problem in adaptation—structures

and behaviors that seem senseless.
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But "organs of extreme perfection"

have an only too evident use; the dif-

ficulty lies in explaining how they de-

veloped. In Darwinian theory, a com-

plex adaptation does not arise in a

single step, for this would confine

natural selection to the purely de-

structive task of eliminating the unfit

whenever a better-adapted creature

suddenly appeared. Natural selection

has a constructive role in Darwin's

system: It builds adaptation gradu-

ally, through a sequence of interme-

diate stages, and brings together, in

sequential fashion, elements that

often seem to have meaning only as

parts of a final product. But how can

a series of reasonable intermediate

forms be constructed? Of what value

could the first tiny step toward an eye

be to its possessor? The dung-mim-
icking insect is well protected, but

can there be any edge in looking only

5 percent like a turd? Darwin's critics

referred to this dilemma as the prob-

lem of assigning adaptive value to the

"incipient stages of useful struc-

tures." And Darwin rebutted by try-

ing to find the intermediate stages and

by specifying their utility.

Reason tells me, that if numerous
gradations from a simple and im-

perfect eye to one complex and
perfect can be shown to exist, each
grade being useful to its possessor

. . . then the difficulty of believing

that a perfect and complex eye
could be formed by natural selec-

tion, though insuperable by our

imagination, should not be consid-

ered as subversive of the theory.

The argument still rages, and organs
of extreme perfection rank high in the

arsenal of modern creationists.

Every naturalist has his favorite ex-

ample of an awe-inspiring adapta-

tion. Mine is the "fish" found in sev-

eral species of the freshwater mussel
Lampsilis. Like most clams, Lamp-

i

silis lives pardy buried in bottom sed

iments, with its posterior end protrud-

ing. Riding atop the protruding poste

rior is a structure that looks for all the|ck

world like a litde fish. It has a stream

lined body, well-designed side flaps

complete with a tail and even an

eyespot. And, believe it or not, the|ct

flaps undulate with a rhythmic motion'

that imitates swimming.
Most clams release their eggs di

rectly into the surrounding water,

where they are fertilized and undergo

their embryonic development. But fe-

male unionids (the technical name for

freshwater mussels) retain their eggs

within their bodies, where they are

fertilized by sperm released into the

water by nearby males. The fertilized

eggs develop in tubes within the gills,

forming a brood pouch, or mar
supium.

In Lampsilis, the inflated mar
supium of gravid females forms the

"body" of its ersatz fish. Surround

ing the fish, symmetrically on both

sides, are extensions of the mantle,

the " skin" that encloses the soft parts

of all clams and usually ends at the

shell margin. These extensions are

elaborately shaped and colored to re

semble a fish, with a definite, often

flaring "tail" at one end and an

"eyespot" at the other. A special

ganglion located inside the mantle Y
edge innervates these flaps. As the

flaps move rhythmically, a pulse, be-

ginning at the tail, moves slowly for-

ward to propel a bulge in the flaps

along the entire body. This intricate

apparatus, formed by the marsupium
and mantle flaps, not only looks like

a fish but also moves like one.

Why would a clam mount a fish on
its rear end? The unusual reproduc-

tive biology of Lampsilis supplies an
answer. The larvae of unionids can-

not develop without a free ride upon
fishes during their early growth. The
larvae of most unionids possess two
little hooks. When released from their



by Stephen Jay Gould

rther's marsupium, they fall to the

ttom of the stream and await a pass-

; fish. But the larvae of Lampsilis

k these hooks. In order to survive,

iy must enter a fish's mouth and

>ve to favored sites on the gills. The
atz fish of Lampsilis is an animated

:oy, simulating both the form and

)vement of the animal it must at-

ct. When a fish approaches. Lamp-
is discharges larvae from the

irsupiiun; some of them will be

allowed by the fish and find their

ly to its gills.

The strategem of Cyprogenia. a re-

ed genus, emphasizes the impor-

lice of attracting a host. These mus-

sels "go fishing" in a manner subse-

quently reinvented by disciples of

Izaak Walton. The larvae attach

themselves to a bright red "worm"
formed by a protein manufactured

within the mother's body and are ex-

truded through the exhalant siphon.

Several observers report that fish seek

out and eat these "worms," often

pulling them, when only partly ex-

truded, from the female's siphon.

How could the decoy fish ever have

evolved? How did the marsupium
and mantle flap come together to ef-

fect their ruse? Lucky accident or

preordained direction may appeal to

our intuition more than gradual con-

struction by natural selection through

some intermediate forms that, at least

in their initial stages, could not have

looked much like a fish. The intricate

fish of Lampsilis is a classic illustra-

tion of a deep dilemma in Darwinism

.

Can we possibly devise an adaptive

significance for the incipient stages of

this structure?

The general principle advanced by
modern evolutionists to solve this di-

lemma calls upon a concept with the

unfortunate name of "preadapta-

tion." (1 say "unfortunate" because

the term implies that species adapt in

advance to impending events in their

evolutionary history, when exactly
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the opposite meaning is intended.)

The success of a scientific hypothesis

often involves an element of surprise.

Solutions often arise from a subtle re-

formulation of the question, not from
a brute force collection of new infor-

mation in an old framework. With
preadaptation, we cut through the di-

lemma of a function for incipient

stages by accepting the standard ob-

jection and admitting that interme-

diate forms did not work in the same
way as their perfected descendants.

We avoid the excellent question.

What good is 5 percent of an eye? by
arguing that the possessor of such an
incipient structure did not use it for

sight.

To invoke a standard example, the

first fishes did not have jaws. How
could such an intricate device, con-

sisting of several interlocking bones,
ever evolve from scratch? "From
scratch" turns out to be a red herring.

The bones were present in ancestral

forms, but they were doing some-
thing else—they were supporting a

gill arch located just behind the

mouth. They were well designed for

their respiratory role; they had been
selected for this alone and "knew"
nothing of any future function. In

hindsight, the bones were admirably

preadapted to become jaws. The intri-

cate device was already assembled,

but it was being used for breathing,

not eating.

Similarly, how could a fish's fin

ever become a terrestrial limb? Most
fishes build their fins from slender

parallel rays that could not support an

animal's weight on land. But one pe-

culiar group of freshwater, bottom-

dwelling fishes—our ancestors

—

evolved a fin that had a strong central

axis and only a few radiating projec-

tions. It was admirably preadapted to

become a terrestrial leg, but it had
evolved purely for its own purposes

in water—presumably for scuttling

along the bottom by sharp rotation of

the central axis against the substrate.

In short, the principle of preadapta-

tion simply asserts that a structure can

radically change its function without

"Fish" with eyespot and tail rides

atop Lampsilis ventricosa. When a

fish nears, the clam discharges

larvae: some will be ingested by

the fish and find their way to its

gills, where they will mature.

altering its form as much. We can

bridge the limbo of intermediate

stages by arguing for a retention of

old functions while new ones are de-

veloping.

Will preadaptation help us to un-

derstand how Lampsilis got its fish?

It might if we can meet two condi-

tions: (1) We must find an interme-

diate form using at least some ele-

ments of the fish for different pur-

poses; (2) We must specify functions

other than visual decoy that the proto-

fish could fulfill while it gradually ac-

quired its uncanny resemblance.

Ligiimia nasuta. a "cousin" of

Lampsilis, seems to satisfy the first

condition. Gravid females of this spe-

cies do not have mantle flaps, but they

do possess darkly pigmented, ribbon-

like membranes that bridge the gap
between partly opened shells. Ligu-

mia uses these membranes to produce

an unusual, rhythmic motion. The
opposing edges of the ribbons part to

form a gap several millimeters ii W

length at the mid-part of the shell

Through this gap, the white color a

the interior soft parts stands ou

against the dark pigment of the riblii

bon. This white spot appears to movf )»

toward the back of the shell, as i

wave of separation propagates itsell

along the membranes. These wavesfra

may repeat about once every two seo

onds. J.H. Welsh wrote in the Majk
1 969 issue of Natural History: I

The regularity of the rhythm is re

markably constant. To a humajk
observer, and perhaps to a fish, the

eye-catching feature here is them

white spot that appears to movela

against the dark background of the m

mussel and the substrate in which

it is half buried. Certainly thisol

could be a lure to host fish and may
represent a specialized adaptation

from which the more elaborate

fishlike lure evolved.



\Vc are still dealing with a device

(iillract fish, but the mechanism is

i.tract, regular motion, not visual

imicry. If this device operated

.< ilc the flaps were evolving and

, wly building their resemblance to

lish, then we have no problem of

I ipicnt stages. Motion of the mantle

iractcd fish from the start; the slow

K'ciopment of a protruding fish only

; lanced the process.

Lcimpsilis itself fulfills the second

ndition. Although no one has de-

d the significance of visual resem-

ncc as a lure, our leading student

. Lainpsilis. L.R. Kraemer, ques-

ins the common assumption that

apping' " of the body serves only to

HI late the movements of a fish. She

lie\es that flapping may have

ulved either to aerate the larvae

Jthin the marsupium or to keep them

^pe^ded in the water after their re-

>c Again, if flapping provided

!se other advantages from the start,

hn the fortuitous resemblance of

ips to fish might be a preadaptation.

le initial, imperfect mimicry could

: improved by natural selection

aiile the flaps performed other im-

:rtant functions.

Common sense is a very poor guide

] scientific insight for it represents

:ltural prejudice more often than it

lects the native honesty of a small

:y before the naked emperor. Com-
m sense dictated to Darwin's crit-

that a gradual change in form must

licate a progressive building of

iction. Since they could assign no

japtive value to early and imperfect

i ges of a function, they assumed ei-

r that early stages had never ex-

jd ( and that perfect forms had been

.-•ated all at once) or that they had

rt arisen by natural selection. The

p nciple of preadaptation—func-

cnal change in structural continu-

i—can resolve this dilemma. Dar-

\n ended his paragraph on the eye
' th this perceptive evaluation of

ommon sense":

When it was first said that the sun

stood still and the world turned

round, the common sense of man-
kind declared the doctrine false;

, but the old saying of Vox populi.

vox Dei [the voice of the people is

the voice of God], as every philos-

opher knows, cannot be trusted in

' science.

t'phen Jay Gould teaches biology,

1 ology. and the history of science at

hrvard University.
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The American public has become very health-con-
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us, when we arrive in this troubled world, are endowed
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What keeps well people well? Medical
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not upon well people and how to keep

them well. Now many top research

scientists are concentrating their ef-

forts on preventive medicine . . . how

to keep well people well.
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fits of this new research for yourself?
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The ManyWays to Beget aFrog
by Martha L. Crump

A diversity of reproductive

strategies enables a vast

array of species to

coexist in the same area

Frogs in temperate climates lay

their eggs in water; the tadpoles hatch

and eventually metamorphose into

small replicas of the amphibious

adults while still in their aquatic birth-

place. This strategy represents a

mode of reproduction that has proved

successful for many frog species.

Things don't work quite that way in

the tropics, however, where frog re-

production is a more complicated and

diverse affair.

Clutches of pearl white frog eggs

cached under rocks, a brown and iri-

descent red frog carrying six black

tadpoles on its back, dark green frogs

depositing eggs on leaves more than

three feet above the surface of a pond,

a large mass of white foam with wrig-

gling tadpoles inside: these are but a

few examples of the many different

and highly adaptive reproductive

strategies of tropical frogs. Such in-

triguing adaptations sparked my curi-

osity and led to a thirteen-month

study of reproductive diversity in

frogs at Santa Cecilia, Ecuador.

The greatest richness of frog spe-

cies of any area in the world studied

to date is found at Santa Cecilia—

a

small Quechua village on the north

bank of the Rio Aguarico. a tributary

of the Rio Napo, in the upper Amazon
Basin—where eighty-one species of

frogs live in an area of about two

square miles. There are few places in

the United States where one can find

as many as twenty species of frogs in

a similar-sized area.

Eight families of frogs, encom-
passing twenty-five genera, are repre-

sented at Santa Cecilia. Ten of the

genera are endemic to South
America; the remaining fifteen are

also found in Central America. Sev-

eral of the species are only found in

the upper Amazon region, whereas

some are widespread throughout the

Amazon Basin. The distribution of

others is peripheral to the Amazon
Basin or restricted to the eastern

slopes of the Andes.

One of the first questions that

comes to mind about the frogs at

Santa Cecilia is. Why are there so

many species in this one area? The
answer is found in a combination of

the geographic location and historical

zoogeography. The site is peripheral

to both the Amazon Basin and the

eastern slopes of the Andes. The re-

sult is a composite of species from

these two faunal regions. The fact

that about 15 percent of the eighty-

one species are seemingly rare may
indicate that these species are living

at or near their ecological limit.

Another possible explanation for

the species richness is that the area

was probably a forest refugium dur-

ing the Pleistocene. In 1969, geolo-

gist Jiirgen Haffer proposed that cli-

matic oscillations during the Pleisto-

cene resulted in alternating series of

contractions and expansions of the

rain forest in lowland tropical South

America. He postulated that during

dry phases the forest covered only

small, disjunct areas, which would
have acted as refugia for forest ani-

mals. Local selection pressures

would have resulted in intense dif-

ferentiation among the populations

inhabiting the enclaves. During wet-

ter phases, the forests expanded.

Where previously isolated popula-

tions came together, they formed the

present, complex patterns of specia-

tion typical of secondary contact

zones. One of the nine refugia postu-

lated by Haffer is the Napo region, in

which Santa Cecilia is located.

Of great ecological interest is an-

other question, How are all these spe-

cies able to coexist? After studying

the frog fauna at Santa Cecilia, I have

concluded that a major factor ena-

bling coexistence is the high repro-

ductive diversity of the different spe-:

cies. This diversity allows coexist-j

ence because of a multidimensiona

(time and space) partitioning of

breeding sites and probably coe-

volved with extensive speciation dur-

ing the Pleistocene as a means of copi

ing with the changing environment.

A commonly proposed evolution-

ary trend regarding reproduction ir

frogs is that these amphibians have

evolved toward greater terrestriality.

This trend can be seen in the repro-

ductive strategies of many of the

Santa Cecilia frogs. Many of these

frogs utilize specialized ovipositior

sites on land; some have also elimi-

nated the tadpole stage. These spe-

cializations allow for partial or com-

plete independence from an aquatic

environment for breeding purposes—

as opposed to nearly all North Ameri-

can frogs, which deposit their eggi

directly in water and whose larvae de-

velop in an aquatic environment.

The reproductive diversity of thej

Santa Cecilia frog fauna consists of

ten "modes of reproduction." This

term refers to a combination of egg

deposition site and type of develop-

ment—larval or direct. The modes

may be divided into three major cate-

gories: (1) Eggs and larvae in watei

(modes 1-3, 36 species); (2) Eggs oul

of water, larvae develop in watei

A Central American species,

Agalychnis callidryas lays its

eggs on leaves that hang over

water. After hatching, the

tadpoles drop into the water

to complete their development.

Alan Blank; Bruce Coleman. I
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(modes 4-6, 25 species); (3) Terres-

trial eggs, eggs attached ti) dorsum of

female, direct development (no free-

swimming larval stage), or larvae

develop within nest on land (modes

7-10, 17 species). The mode of re-

production is unknown for three of

the species.

Thirty-four species (46 percent of

the frog species at Santa Cecilia) de-

posit their eggs directly into standing

bodies of water, such as ponds,

water-filled ditches, lakes, and

swamps (mode 1). This group in-

cludes mainly toads, one "true frog"

Rana, tree frogs, and narrow-

mouthed toads. Their tadpoles de-

velop in water, eventually metamor-

phose, and leave the water for land.

These species deposit many small

eggs; clutch sizes range from about

140to more than 8,500 eggs. Mortal-

ity is high for both eggs and tadpoles

as evaporation often causes the water

body used to dry up. In addition, the

unguarded eggs and larvae typical of

some species are subject to predation

by aquatic insects, fish, snakes, and

birds. For these reasons, larvae of

some species of mode 1 frogs have

accelerated development; their strat-

egy is to metamorphose and leave the

water as soon as possible.

All of these species have pig-

mented eggs. The melanin in the eggs

may promote adsorption of radiant

heat energy, thereby allowing the

eggs to develop faster; it may also

shield the eggs from harmful ultravi-

olet radiation. Generally, those spe-

cies that deposit their eggs in areas

most exposed to direct sunlight have

the most pigment; those species that

deposit their eggs in areas sheltered

from direct sunlight have the least.

Mode 2 is represented at Santa Ce-

cilia by only one species of tree frog,

Nyctimantis rugiceps. This species

deposits a moderate number of small

eggs in a water-filled cavity in a tree

or stalk of bamboo. Because the eggs

Nuptial excrescences on the

thumbs of the male Phyllomedusa

dacnicolor enable him to cling to

the back of his mate, piggyback

fashion, while she searches for

a suitable site to lay eggs.

and larvae develop in an isolated site,

they are less prone to predation and

environmental hazards. However,

the tadpoles do have to cope with sev-

eral problems. Because the cavity is

small, they may be subject to mortal-

ity due to insufficient oxygen and a

limited food supply.

Mode 3 is also represented by only

one species of tree frog, the large

Hyla boans. Males construct basin-

like nests in sand, gravel, or mud
along the edge of a river. Each male

then positions himself beside his nest

and calls to attract a female. Males

have a protruding prepollex (vestigial

digit on the inner side of the first digit

on the forefoot) with a long, curved

spine. The spine probably aids in

grasping the female during amplexus

(mating). The female deposits several

thousand small, heavily pigmented

eggs in the water-filled nest basin.

The eggs spread out over the surface

of the water, forming a film. The se-

lective advantage of a surface film is

that it maximizes an egg's respiratory

area in an oxygen-poor environment.

Although the nest allows for mini-

mal predation by aquatic organisms,

the tadpoles in the constrained nest

provide an easy target for birds. An-

other disadvantage is that the nests

are subject to flooding or drying if the

level of the river changes signifi-

cantly. Food for the tadpoles is also

a limited resource in the nest. And
yet, in spite of these hardships, the

species is highly successful, as dem-

onstrated by its distribution and abun-

dance in the Amazon Basin. The spe-

cialization of the isolated egg deposi-

tion site must therefore be advanta-

geous.

Fourteen species of frogs deposit

their eggs on leaves above water

(mode 4). When the tadpoles hatch,

they fall into the water below and

complete an aquatic larval develop-

ment until metamorphosis into young

frogs. The clutch size of these species

ranges from 18 to more than 1,000

eggs . Because most of the species de-

posit their eggs hidden among vegeta-

tion, and so are not exposed to direct

sunlight, mode 4 frogs usually have

totally unpigmented or only slightly

pigmented eggs.

An advantage of this mode of re-

production is elimination of the prob-

lems of early development in an

aquatic environment (evaporation of
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By laying its clutch on a leaf,

a Hyla frog has eliminated aquatic

predalion of its eggs.

the water and aquatic predators).

However, the eggs are subjected to

terrestrial predation by insects and

snakes. Once the tadpoles enter the

water, they face the same environ-

mental pressures as mode 1 species.

One group of mode 4 frogs is the

tree frog genus Phyllomedusa. The
female searches for a suitable ovipo-

sition site in the vegetation above

water, with the male clinging to her,

piggyback fashion. Male Phyllome-

dusa have horny nuptial excrescences

on their thumbs, which aid in holding

on to the female during the search for

a place to lay the eggs.

Some species deposit their eggs on

the upper surfaces of leaves; others

on the distal tip of a leaf nearest the

water. Phyllomedusa tarsius, on the

other hand, encloses the egg mass
with leaves to form a closed nest.

This reduces the exposed surface of

the clutch and presumably lowers the

rate of desiccation, as well as loss due
to predation.

The clutch c(jnsists of both egg-

containing and empty, gelatinous

capsules. Eggs are dispersed through-

out, but the top and bottom of the egg

mass consist mainly of eggless cap-

sules. These "'plugs" at the top and

bottom provide protection from the

sun and dry air. The one at the bottom

also serves to keep the nest intact until

hatching occurs. The empty capsules

also provide an extra source of fluid

for the developing embryos.

The eggs of six species of the fam-

ily Leptodactylidae are suspended in

a frothy mass of mucus, semen, air,

and water, produced by kicking of the

male during amplexus (mode 5). This

frothy mass, with a consistency of

whipped egg whites, is called a

"foam nest." Some species produce

this foam nest on the surface of a

pond; others place the nest in a cavity

by the water's edge. Such a nest pro-

vides a moist environment for devel-

oping eggs and young larvae. Young
tadpoles leave the nest and complete

their development in the water. The
larvae of most of these species have

thin, muscular bodies adapted for mi-

grating from the foam nest to adjacent

bodies of water.

The tadpoles probably avoid much
competition for food and space in the

pond by undergoing early develop-

ment within the security of the foam
nest. The nest also provides a protec-

tive covering for the eggs and young
larvae, eliminating the problems of

desiccation and predation. (Who
would want to bite through a frothy

mass of foam just to eat tadpoles for

dinner?)

PhyllomcdLisa tarsius encloses its

egg mass within leaves. This

reduces the problem of desiccation.

Males of two of the species have

prepollical spines for maintaining a

secure grip on the female—mated

pairs of these species are quite active

when kicking up the foam nest. One
species has a cluster of horny spines

on the chest and greatly enlarged

forearm muscles for the same pur-

O S F , Bruce Coleman, Inc

Phyllobates trinitatis tadpoles

hatch on land and are carried

to water by the male parent.

pose. Clutch sizes for the six species

are moderate (235 to 1 ,740 eggs) and
most species have nonpigmented
eggs.

Five species of frogs (family Den-
drobatidae) deposit large , moderately

pigmented eggs in moist, secluded

places on the ground in forest or

forest-edge habitats. When the larvae

hatch, they are carried to water on the

back of one of the adults (whether the

male or female transports the tadpoles

may be species-specific). Three spe-

cies of these mode 6 frogs carry their

larvae to slow-moving streams,
where the tadpoles develop in quiet

pools. At this point, the larvae are

subjected to aquatic predators and no
longer have the protection of the

adult.

Two species transport their tad-

poles to some constrained body of

water such as a cavity in a tree or log.

These larvae are less exposed to

aquatic predators, but food is proba-
bly a limited resource due to the

small, confined area.

Adults have no apparent modifi-

cations for attachment of the larvae.



The larval body form is slightly de-

)ressed and the anteroventral half of

he tadpole is slightly concave. This

hape probably helps the tadpole fit

he slightly curved surface of the

idult's dorsum. The tadpoles are

lapable of maintaining their position

)n the adult in spite of considerable

)hysical disturbance. Release ap-

)arently is a combination of larval

ind adult activity and probably is cor-

elated with larval age. All of these

ire small frogs (less than 30 mm) and

lave low fecundity (9 to 23 eggs).

One species of the family Lepto-

lactylidae produces foam nests in de-

)ressions under logs or rocks on land

mode 7). The foam nest is similar to

hat of mode 5 , except that in this case

here is total independence of stand-

ng water. All larval development

xcurs within the nest. The clutch

;ize is small (fewer than 20 eggs), but

he nonpigmented eggs are large. The
latchling tadpoles have large yolk

acs, which provide all their nourish-

ment until they metamorphose and

eave the foam nest.

This specialized mode of reproduc-

ion eliminates the problems related

o aquatic development. The outside

ayerof the nest becomes crusty, thus

dleviating the potential problems of

lesiccation and terrestrial predators.

Fourteen species of frogs (genus

Eleutherodactylus) deposit large,

lonpigmented eggs in moist, se-

;luded terrestrial or arboreal sites,

isually amidst leaf litter, in and under

ogs, and in bromeliads (mode 8).

Development takes place within the

egg capsule, resulting in the hatching

of a miniature replica of the adult.

The eggs have large quantities of yolk

that provide nt)urishmcnt for the en-

tire development of the embryo.

Hatchlings have a horny projection

(called an "egg tooth") on the tip of

the snout, which they use to rip

through the jelly capsule during

hatching. The egg tooth is shed soon

after hatching.

These species are small (20-45

mm) and deposit few eggs (5 to 43).

Because the free-swimming larval

stage has been eliminated, these spe-

cies are entirely independent of stand-

ing bodies of water. The eggs are sub-

Martha L Crump

Eggs o/ Hemiphractus proboscideus

develop on the female 's back and
hatch as small replicas of the adult.

Martha L- Crump

Leaves shield the eggs o/Hyla

saryacuensis from the harmful

effects of direct sunlight.

ject to desiccation and terrestrial

predators, however.

A totally aquatic species, Pipa

pipa, has evolved extreme specializa-

tions for parental care. The eggs de-

velop in pits, covered with skin, on

the back of the female (mode 9). In-

credible acrobatic behavior is used by

these frogs in transferring the eggs

from the cloaca to the dorsum of the

female. The male grabs his mate in

front of her hindlegs, and the pair

then swim upward in a loop. The fe-

male releases the eggs at the top of

the loop (when the pair are upside

down); the eggs fall on the male's

underside and are fertilized. As the

pair continue swimming, the fertil-

ized eggs fall onto the female's back.

Her skin swells up around the eggs

and encloses each one. All develop-

ment takes place within the egg, and

the tiny frogs eventually swim out of

their individual pouches. The

Laying eggs on leaves does not

eliminate predation. Eggs o/Hyla
triangulum are eaten by snakes.

clutches are relatively small, and the

eggs are large.

There is also a terrestrial species at

Santa Cecilia, Hemiphractus probos-

cideus, that has evolved specializa-

tions for parental care (mode 10).

Eggs are carried on the back of the

female in separate depressions.

Again, the clutch size is small and the

eggs are large. The eggs contain suf-

ficient yolk to nourish the embryos

throughout development. Develop-

ment is direct; when the young hatch,

they are miniature replicas of the

adults. Hatchlings are carried about

on the female's dorsum for awhile;

the young have large, flat gills that

adhere to the back of the female. By
the provision of extensive parental

care, the young of this species are

protected from many hazards.

With so many diiferent modes of

reproduction, we can see how the

available habitat is partitioned in dif-

ferent dimensions. Many species ex-

hibit the generalized mode of deposit-

ing eggs directly into water and hav-

ing aquatic larval development. But

slightly more than half of the species

in the Santa Cecilia frog community

have evolved breeding specializa-

tions. These highly evolved repro-

ductive modes are adaptive strategies

in response to environmental pres-

sures. No one mode is "perfect" but

such a diversity allows for maximal
coexistence, resulting in a species-

rich fauna. D
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•nctata of Trinidad lays its

a standing body of water.

y-
""

This strategy results in high

~^mortality due to water evaporation

and predation. Consequently, this

species lays a large number of eggs.

O.S.F.; Boice Coleman, Inc.
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Brooklyn's Hasidim
»y Jerome R. Mintz

exiled from their

Mtnes in Europe, these

VUra-Orthodox Jews have

Reestablished their communities

In New York and face their

uture with optimism

"The difference between Satmar

asidim and other Jews is this: Once

jvhen the time came to put the Torah

the Old Testament] back in the cov-

ering, it was too difficult to fit it in,

ijind the man who was putting it in

juggested that they cut the Torah to

"nake it fit. Ridiculous? Of course.

Vou have to cut the covering to

jhape. We will adjust our environ-

nent to fit the Torah and not the re-

'erse
. '

'

I
This parable, told by the Satmarer

jiebbe (leader) at a Friday night meal

,

:pitomizes the attitudes of the most

lietistic hasidic Jews living in the

Villiamsburg section of Brooklyn.

he hasidim are ultra-Orthodox Jews

vho until World War II were the un-

;asy residents of the villages and

ghettos of central and eastern Europe.

oel Leib (a pseudonym), a Satmar

lasid who quoted his Rebbe's parable

o me, is a Hungarian Jew who sur-

/ived the final year of the war in a

oncentration camp. Today he is one

)f some 75 ,000 hasidic Jews who live

n Brooklyn, New York.

I Leib's religion dominates his life,

IS it did in prewar Hungary, and his

ull beard and black caftan are out-

vard signs of a complete allegiance

o his faith. Early each morning and
' igain just before nightfall he prays in

he besmedresh (house of study), usu-

Jilly with the same quorum of at least

\ en men; during evenings after prayer,

le studies the commentaries on the

jjrorah with another small group.

His wife shares the daily rhythm of

eligious life, although women's ac-

ivities are sharply separated from

hose of the men. Like most hasidic

women, she rarely attends public

services in the besmedresh. where she

must sit in a screened balcony with

the other women. The most evident

signs of her religiosity are her efforts

to maintain the ritual purity of her

home, her attendance at the ritual

bath after her menstrual cycle, her

modestly cut, long-sleeved dresses,

and the wig she wears to cover her

closely shorn hair. Only the housing

project where they live, the brown-

stone houses on the neighboring

streets, and the elevated subway con-

necting Williamsburg to Manhattan

testify that the hasidim have been

transported to the New World and

that their life has changed.

Most hasidim who immigrated

here in earlier decades melted rapidly

into the larger American Jewish com-

munity. Those who arrived in the

postwar years, however, refuse to

slip quietly into the surrounding soci-
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ety: they almost never intermarry, at

tend the theater, watch a movie oil

television, or seek advanced seculai

education. A large percentage worl'

in the diamond and knit goods indus

tries, while others work at jobs re^

lated to the community's religious

needs, such as teaching at yeshivai

(schools) or handling kosher food

products.

The Brooklyn hasidic commu-
nity's social and economic organi-

zation closely replicates that of the

prewar eastern European village

where hasidic Rebbes and their courts
^

were established. The Rebbes were

the descendants of the disciples of thei

Baal-Shem-Tov and Rabbi Dov Baer,

the two figures who initiated the hasi-

dic movement in the mid-eighteenth

century. The early hasidim separated

themselves from established congre-

gations and initiated a range of reli-

gious and social changes: the schol-

arly rabbi, who decided on questions

of law, became subordinate to the

inspired Rebbe; a more esoteric lit-

urgy was substituted; prayer and de i

votion were intensified, and some rit-i

uals, such as visiting the ritual bath^

(a small pool, deep enough for one to

completely immerse oneself while,

standing) were emphasized. As the

disciples of the first hasidic leaders

gathered their own followings, hasi-

dic dynasties developed, with thej

Rebbes and their hasidim maintaining!

mutual loyalty in succeeding genera-

tions. The physical center of each

group was the hoyf, or "court," a

term that carried both the physical

sense of the courtyard containing the

Rebbe 's residence, the house of

study, the bathhouse, and the shops

and storehouses, and the intrinsic

dynastic qualities of inherited sta-,

tuses and loyalties. Each court took

its name from the town in which it

was settled, for example, Satmar in

Hungary, Lubavitch in Russia, Gerir,

Poland, Bobov in Galicia. Each wasi

largely self-contained, with its own!

artisans, ritual slaughterers, shop-

keepers, and an endless stream of vis-

1

itors who sought the Rebbe 's bless-

j

ing, contributed financial support,'

and carried back to their villages tales

of the miracles wrought by the

Rebbe.

The various hasidic courts, which
were once scattered throughout east-

ern Europe, are now located in this

An undercover detective dressed as a hasid.
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At a demonstration supporting Soviet Jews, hasidic children dress in karate robes to symbolize Jewish power.
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country and in Israel. Here, they are

concentrated in three Brooklyn neigh-

borhoods—Williamsburg, Crown
Heights, and Borough Park. Most
hasidim in Williamsburg are of Hun-
garian origin and have allegiance

to Satmar. The Russian hasidim of

Lubavitch are settled in Crown
Heights; while the growing commu-
nity in Borough Park, comprising a

range of courts of diverse geographic

origins, is strongly influenced by its

many American-born hasidim. Each
court's size, which varies from fifty

to several thousand families (for the

Satmar community), is related to the

number that survived the war, the

percentage that preferred to settle in

Israel, and the reputation of its

Rebbe.

The strength of the present hasidic

community derives in great measure
from the intimacy and shared respon-

sibilities within the courts. Each court

is attached to a particular Rebbe and

bound by special customs and tradi-

tions and a common language. Its fol-

lowers have a shared point of view
regarding religious and political mat-

ters and an oral literature concerning

its Rebbes from the past to the

present. Each court maintains its own
yeshiva and besmedresh which are

supported by tuition and voluntary

contributions, generally 10 to 20 per-

cent of every household's income.

The duties and shared obligations de-

velop strong, self-perpetuating

bonds, with the sons assuming the

loyalties and responsibilities of their

fathers.

Like all Orthodox Jews, the hasi-

dim are regulated by the 613 com-
mandments (mitsves) of the Old Tes-

tament and by the elaborations of rab-

binical interpretation. The mitsves

embrace every area of human activity

and are the moral and legal guides for

daily life. Each Jew's personal fate,

as well as the destiny of the commu-
nity, is believed to hinge on the ful-

fillment of the laws. The hasidim,

more fervent and punctilious than

other Orthodox Jews, are considered

to be zealots of the law.

In accordance with the most perva-

sive commandments, the hasidim

honor the Sabbath (Shabbes) and the

holy days, pray three times each day,

bind phylacteries (tefillin) to the fore-

head and arm each morning, eat only

kosher food, and use separate kitch-
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enware for milk products and for

meat.

The Sabbath is divinely mandated

and its observance is public and com-

munal. From Friday sundown until

Saturday night all work comes to a

halt and a sense of solemnity and cel-

ebration descends over the neighbor-

hoods. On Friday afternoon Joel and

his fellow hasidim return home early

from work. The shops close on the

avenue and cars and trucks are

parked, except for those of outsiders

who pass through the quiet streets.

The men come to the basement of the

besmedresh where they step into the

ritual bath to purify themselves in

honor of the holy Shabbes. They

wear silk caftans, and those who are

married wear round fur hats with

twelve spokes of fur. It is an emula-

tion of the dress of the nobility of two

centuries ago, now worn in celebra-

tion of the holy day and as a symbol

of the hasidim's exalted state. That

night and the following day are times

for intense prayer, for periods of

study, for visiting, strolling, and for

meeting with the Rebbe and the court.

During the Shabbes the men con-
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gregate three times for communal

meals. The hasidim are famous for

the third meal, which takes place late

Saturday afternoon. The Rebbe,

dressed in a resplendent robe and fur

hat, is seated at a long table; at the

table are learned rabbis and illustrious

members of the court. A newly mar-

ried hasid has the seat of honor next

to the Rebbe. The rest of the follow-

ers crowd before the table, those in

the rear standing on benches, to ob-

serve the smallest motion of their

Rebbe, be it lifting his spoon or strok-

ing his beard. Individual hasidim

catch the Rebbe 's eye and toast him

with a glass of brandy or beer and,

in return, receive his blessing. The

Rebbe is customarily served large

platters of food—fish, chicken,

bread, and soup—but he eats spar-

ingly from the portions. The remains

of each dish are then divided into

small pieces and passed out to the ha-

sidim, with the Rebbe or his assistant

designating the recipient. The tidbits

that the hasidim receive are not meant

to satisfy their appetite; rather, the

morsels enable them to share in the

Rebbe' s holiness and power. Most of

the food is divided in an orderly way,

but there are moments when the de-

sire to partake results in chaotic

scrambling. The food is passed

among the followers until everyone

has tasted it or until the supply is ex-

hausted.

After the meal, in the growing

darkness, the Rebbe says toyreh, his

teachings. His talk is often set in mys-

tical terms intertwined with biblical

andtalmudic allusions. At times, the

Rebbe presents his thoughts as if in

a semitrance, interweaving examples

from the past with problems of the

present. He may urge his followers to

worship with fervor or insist that they

preserve every vestige of the past as

a shield—or he may warn his follow-

ers against riding the subway during

rush hour when contact with women
is unavoidable. Often the Rebbe 's

toyreh concludes with the prayer for

the coming of the Messiah.

The laws are the primary factor in

the development of the hasidic ethos.

Fear of contamination through pur-

poseful or accidental failure to carry

out the mitsves helps create a perva-

sive anxiety that begins early in life.

At the age of two, children are taught

to make a blessing when they awaken
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and before each meal. When young
men reach sufficient maturity to be

present at the Rebbe's table to listen

to his teachings, each is certain that

he is being directly addressed.

The tensions in fulfilling the laws

would be insupportable if they were

not introduced gently and balanced

by the acceptance of human frailty

and by the warmth and affection that

are characteristic of hasidic life. Has-

idic children play in the heart of the

besmedresh, sometimes disturbing

prayers and spilling over into the cor-

ridors and offices. For children, the

house of study is their playground;

for adults, it is the center of their

lives. Among many of the most dedi-

cated hasidim the religious law is

compensated by sympathy and under-

standing for the problems of young
people.

Although every hasid is observant

of the laws, the Rebbe's zeal and in-

sight are considered to be on a dif-

ferent scale from that of other hasi-

dim. As a Lubavitcher hasid de-

scribed it, the Rehbe "worships God
every second of the day with all his

heart and soul." Because of his

prayer, his piety, and his family lin-

eage, the Rebbe is thought to be in

contact with enormous spiritual

power.

Despite his importance in the com-
munity, the Rebbe is not lost to the

individual hasid. Several times each

week the Lubavitcher Rebbe remains

in his office throughout the night to

receive individual hasidim who come
for his blessing or for his counsel.

Although the Satmar Rebbe is 89

years old, he still receives his follow-

ers individually at his retreat in Belle

Harbor, New York. The Lubavitcher

Rebbe is celebrated for stimulating

Orthodoxy among less religious Jews

,

and the Satmar Rebbe is known for

his fierce determination to maintain

every vestige of law and custom and

for his opposition to the government
of Israel. Notwithstanding their gen-

eral fame and public responsibilities,

the Rebbes' personal relationships

with their hasidim are crucial for the

maintenance of their courts.

Hasidim approach their Rebbe
with a wide range of motives and

needs. Some come for compassion,

others require advice or a blessing,

and some seek a miracle. They peti-

tion their Rebbe to help them over-

come an illness in the family , the con-

flicts in a bad marriage, the curse of

poverty and ill-fortune. To fend off

potential danger, the Rebbes are also

asked to decide on and to bless any

family affair or business venture. A
hasid will rarely make an important

[

decision or pass through a crisis with-

out visiting the Rebbe to ask for his

blessing.

While its Rebbe provides a spirit-

ual center of gravity, a court also re-

quires legal, administrative, and

practical organization. These are

tasks not usually expected of the

Rebbe, whose otherworldliness and

spiritual stature generally remove

him from the administration of mun-
dane affairs. Orthodox Jewry has

always maintained its own legal sys-

tem to resolve such matters as di-

vorce, contracts, and torts, and it is

customary for the Rebbe to designate

rabbis who decide such issues. The
Rebbe also customarily names a com-

mittee of rabbis and learned laymen

to administer the besmedresh, the ye-

shiva, and the ritual bath.

Despite the intense faith and strong

traditions of the hasidim, the commu-
nity would not flourish without new
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orms of organization. Survival for

;ach court now depends upon re-

ponses to problems involving neigh-

)orhood relations, jobs, housing, and

government agencies. Today the

iebbe must name men with wide

)ractical experience as court manag-

ers to match the needs of the commu-
lity with the ways of the modern

vorld. With the help of "culture

)rokers" within the community, the

lasidim have used the techniques of

;ontemporary society to perpetuate

ind strengthen their community.

The Satmar court, for example,

low has community services that in-

:lude a private school system for

nore than 5,000 children, a weekly

lewspaper, an interest-free loan serv-

ce, summer camps, an employment

igency, a bus service linking

3oroughPark and Williamsburg, and

.-ommunity butcher shops whose
)rofits support the yeshivas. The

ourt also operates a medical and den-

al clinic, a pharmacy, and an emer-

gency first aid and ambulance serv-

ce. There is a new besmedresh,

vhich holds more than 7,000 people,

IS well as a new ritual bathhouse for

he women. To meet the housing

leeds of its growing population, the

;ourt purchased several hundred

acres in Monroe Township, New
York, where it will build a satellite

ommunity and develop local in-

lustry and job opportunities. One
,uch community is already flourish-

ng in nearby Monsey. To meet the

OSS of jobs in New York City due to

he recession in the knitting and dia-

nond industries, the Satmar hasidim

lave obtained federal aid to initiate

urograms to retrain unemployed hasi-

iim as mechanics, machine repair-

nen, computer programmers, book-

keepers, and secretaries—after first

assuring the Rebbe that these types of

employment would not conflict with

Drthodox responsibilities.

Because of the size and unity of

:heir court, the Satmar hasidim have

Decome an important voting bloc in

heir neighborhood and district. In

1972 they voted to defeat Allard

Lowenstein's bid for John Rooney's

;ongressional seat because of their in-

:erest in government support for paro-

:hial schools. Their voting power,

However, was dealt a sharp blow in

1974 when the New York State reap-

portionment plan redrew state senate

and assembly districts, thereby divid-

ing the 35,000 hasidim in Williams-

burg into two districts.

The hasidim do not object to their

community being the minority in a

nonwhite voting district, but they op-

pose having their community di-

vided. They have brought suit in fed-

eral court, contending that the redis-

tricting minimizes their voting

strength and denies them their consti-

tutional rights to equal protection and

due process as hasidim and as white

voters. The Supreme Court has

agreed to hear what promises to be a

landmark case in the determination of

racial and ethnic prerogatives.

The hasidim are threatened by in-

ternal as well as external change. The
growing hasidic population has re-

sulted in greater geographic spread;

as a consequence, social controls

within the courts have been weak-

ened. Some hasidim have expressed
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distress over the contrast between the

appearance of religiosity and true

piety. They distinguish between the

frum (observant) who obey the basic

tenets of Orthodox Judaism, and the

ehrlicher (honest) hasid whose piety

requires him to do more than the law

requires.

With their continued zeal, the hasi-

dim are not likely to discard their Or-

thodox traditions as did earlier iiimii-

grants. Rather, there is the likelihood

of dramatic counterreactions. These

might take forms already seen in hasi-

dim—revitalized leadership and a

more intense perception of Ortho-

doxy . The most immediate threat to the

hasidim, however, is the advanced

age of their most distinguished lead-

ers. When a Rebbe dies, his place is

usually taken by his son, although

leadership can fall to a son-in-law, a

grandson, or a devoted disciple.

The process of determining succes-

sion often intensifies conflicts be-

tween factions and can result in a

court's division or dissolution. In the

stress of selecting a Rebbe, dif-

ferences resulting from geographic

distance, size, or ideology may be-

come exacerbated. The fracturing of

an overextended court can mean sur-

vival for the faction that chooses

wisely and dispersion for the one that

does not. For this reason, the mainte-

nance of the court is uppermost in the

minds of the hasidim when a new
Rebbe must be named. They must

choose as heir someone who will en-

able the court to continue. With the

death of the Stoliner Rebbe in 1955,

his followers in Israel chose to follow

an established Rebbe there, while

those in this country decided to wait

for the Rebbe 's infant grandson to

grow up. Since that time, the faction

in Israel has dwindled. In Brooklyn,

however, the court has grown. The

grandson, now the Rebbe, is twenty-

two years old and has been married

to his first cousin for one year. He
keeps an office in his parents' home
in Borough Park. Young and un-

tested, the Rebbe must still prove

himself as a leader and teacher, but

his presence has enabled the Brook-

lyn court to remain intact.

The problem of leadership may not

be so easy to solve for the Lubavitch

and Satmar courts, whose Rebbes are

old and without direct heirs. For the

hasidim, however, tragedy has super-

natural ramifications portending mes-

sianic redemption. It signals the cul-

mination of a great design. Express-

ing his faith, Joel Leib says: "In the

darkest hour the Messiah will come . '

'

It is this devotion to their mystical and

social heritage, together with their

loyalty to the law and to their leaders,

that enables the hasidim to flourish in

twentieth-century New York. D
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The Great Stone Faces

by Mark D. Coburn

Trying to carve up Mount
Rushmore today would cause

a national outcry

If the notion of carving gigantic

presidential iieads on Mount Rush-

more were initiated today instead of

during the 1920s, it would not stand

a chance. Imagine, if you will, the

story of the creation of the Shrine of

Democracy moved half a century into

the future, and the unlikelihood of the

heads being carved will be immedi-

ately apparent.

In December 1923, Doane Robin-

son, secretary and superintendent of

the State Historical Society of South

Dakota, began to act on a brainstorm.

He approached an old acquaintance,

the widely respected United States

Senator Peter Norbeck, and proposed

to him the staggering idea of hiring

a monument sculptor to carve heroic

figures somewhere amid the Black

Hills. As the months passed, Norbeck
was gradually won over by Robin-

son's reasonable contention that pa-

triotic statuary on a scale larger than

that of the Sphinx would draw na-

tional attention and tourist dollars to

South Dakota. Encouraged by Nor-

beck, Robinson, in August 1924,

broached his scheme to the famous
sculptor Gutzon Borglum. The idea

promptly aroused Borglum 's fervent

enthusiasm, and the following month
he made his first site-searching trip.

ByMarch3, 1925, Norbeck and Rep.

William Williamson had easily

pushed through federal legislation

permitting a mountain sculpture in

Harney National Forest. A corre-

sponding bill in the state legislature

faced considerably stiffer opposition

(mainly on financial grounds), but by
March 5, it too had passed. On Au-
gust 10, 1927, President Coolidge

dedicated the project, and two
months later drilling began in earnest.

Transport Robinson's inspiration

to our own day and the results are

easy to predict. The Sierra Club and

Friends of the Earth would be among
the best known of the dozen or more
conservationist organizations that

would immediately launch protests.

Such periodicals as Natural History

and Audubon would hasten to throw

their weight into the battle. Post-Bi-

centennial enthusiasm notwithstand-

ing, for every thousand letters that

would pour into Washington, D.C.,

or Pierre, South Dakota, voicing pa-

triotic approval of the proposed mon-
ument there would likely be ten thou-

sand condemning the plan. The pub-

lic and its elected representatives

would be thunderously reminded that

the national forests exist to preserve

the natural beauty of our landscape,

not to shelter men busily engaged in

transforming awesome summits into

George Washington's wig or Teddy
Roosevelt's mustache.

The objections that would over-

whelm the Mount Rushmore Memo-
rial today, then, would likely be pri-

marily a blend of ecological and es-

thetic concepts. Opponents would
argue that the project and the crowds

it would draw would mar the environ-

ment and that statues are less beauti-

ful than the untouched terrain. During

the seventeen years that passed be-

tween Doane Robinson's first inspira-

tion and the end of sculpting at Mount
Rushmore, in October 1941, these

objections were raised, but the pro-

testing voice was merely a whisper in

comparison to the national shout we
would hear today. Two other kinds of

objections to Borglum's endeavors

came far closer to stopping the me-
morial .

The first obstacle, and by far the

most important, was economic. In

large part, the history of the Mount
Rushmore Memorial is a story of the

struggle for funding. From Robin-

son's first battle to induce regional

businessmen to pay for Borglum
visit to the Black Hills until the fin,

congressional appropriation for car^

ing the mountain, in August 1940, tl

dollars were painfully hard to com
by. The various Rushmore commi;

sions and other friends of the projei
'i

did yeoman work to obtain every cei

South Dakota Tourism Development

of the $989,992.32 the monument fi

nally cost. Had the general mood o

the New Deal years not favored larg

public projects, the depression wouli

probably have brought Borglum'

work to a stop. A $50,000 appro

priation for the monument, from i

grant made to South Dakota by th(

Reconstruction Finance Corporatioi

in the waning days of the Hoover ad

ministration, was the first real turninj

point for Mount Rushmore. Until thi

end, though, there were alway;

enough congressmen and other oppo
nents who agreed with Rep. T. L
Moritz of Pennsylvania when he as

serted that the statuary was a poor bu;

because "you cannot eat art." No
did the numerous delays in the worl

particularly endear the undertaking t(

Congress. It seemed as if each yea

Borglum needed funds for just on(

additional year.

Second, the sculptor's personal it}
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ind reputation led many in Washing-

on and South Dakota to question his

ibility to bring the memorial to com-

pletion within a reasonable time and

it a reasonable cost . On balance .Gut-

ion Borglum over the years did more

o harm Mount Rushmore than to help

t when he directed his considerable

nergies to fund raising and adminis-

rative problems. On the positive

ide, Borglum was a superb publicist

vith a Barnum-like flair for ballyhoo-

ng his work. He had many wealthy

ind influential friends and, for the

nost part, was deft at keeping them

vorking for him. Further, his own
)rofound enthusiasm for his labors at

vlount Rushmore and his deeply felt

)elief that he was creating something

)f enormous patriotic and artistic im-

jortance were infectious. Whenever
Borglum spoke or wrote about his

residents he made converts. On the

)ther hand, his lack of financial acu-

nen, his desire to be project adminis-

rator as well as artist, his bellig-

;rence, and his self-righteousness did

nuch to retard the work and to weak-

;n the monument's cause in Wash-
ngton. Borglum' s sense of mission

00 often tended to make him behave

lutocratically and abruptly at just

hose times when circumstances

:alled for political finesse, willing-

less to compromise, and patience for

treading calmly through jungles of

red tape.

Those disturbed by the havoc that

might be wrought by Borglum's "ar-

tistic temperament" found ample jus-

tification for their fears in the story of

his involvement with the abandoned

Confederate Memorial at Stone
Mountain, Georgia. In 1925, with a

decade of planning and nearly two
years of full-time carving behind

him, Gutzon Borglum had walked
away from his work in response to a

stormy disagreement with the Stone

Mountain Memorial Association.

Further, he destroyed his models (no

longer his, but rather their property,

claimed the association), and was
forced to flee from the Georgia police

and to seek sanctuary in North Caro-

lina. Dispassionate examination of

the evidence suggests that the sculp-

tor was more sinned against than

sinning. His assistant, Jesse Tucker,

South Dakota Tourism Development

swore to Borglum that repre-

sentatives of the association, dis-

turbed by what they deemed Borg-

lum's extravagance, had approached

Tucker in his chief's absence and

tried to get him to consent to finish

the monument from Borglum's
models after they fired him.

But such explanations seldom

catch up with the headlined stories.

No matter that dozens of completed

Borglum statues and paintings graced

homes, museums, and public build-

ings in America and Europe (includ-

ing a fine head of Lincoln in the Capi-

tol rotunda)—by late February 1925,

Borglum, inevitably, was best known
to the public as the man who had

abandoned an elaborate mountain

memorial with little more than one

head completed. To further diminish

confidence in Borglum, when word of

the Mount Rushmore project became
public, a Georgia group began sat-

urating both South Dakota and Wash-
ington with a pamphlet denouncing

him.

While economic crises and Borg-

lum-centered problems several times

came close to bringing a permanent

halt to the blasting and chipping in the

Black Hills, a further ground for op-

position never became much more
than a footnote to the Rushmore saga.

Over the years there were sporadic,

indignant complaints from groups

that seemingly approved of the gen-

eral concept of a national mountain

memorial, but sharply disagreed with

the choice of Washington, Jefferson,

Lincoln, and Theodore Roosevelt as

the sole Americans worthy of immor-

tality through petrifaction. Borglum
repeatedly explained the symbolic

significance of the men he had cho-

sen. The memorial, he asserted, was

less a monument to four particular

presidents than a celebration of cer-

tain basic themes of American history

and culture: Washington stood for in-

dependence and the founding of the

new nation; Jefferson's presence re-

called government by the people and

the first great era of expansion; Lin-

coln symbolized the preservation of

the Union; and Theodore Roosevelt

represented the importance of the

West in our history and, through his

association with the Panama Canal,

"the completion of the dream of Co-

lumbus." But such explanations cut

little ice with Teddy's niece Eleanor.

Mrs. Roosevelt strongly advocated

including the head of Susan B . Anth-

ony, a plea supported in a 1939 reso-

lution by the National Federation of

Business and Professional Women.
Nor did Borglum's explanations

wholly stifle those Democrats who
felt that if modern presidents were to

be included, a granite Wilson was
needed to balance the rocky Republi-

canism of T.R.

Although in our day they may seem
the most germane possible objections
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to the Shrine of Democracy, ecologi-

cal and esthetic condemnations of the

Mount Rushmore Memorial never

came close to threatening the monu-
ment's completion. Quite simply, the

conservationist view of Borglum's

efforts drew relatively little press cov-

erage. Rather, the numerous journal-

ists who commented on the actual

carving process were inclined to revel

in the statuary's scope and the skill

with which the mountain was being

devastated. Their prose usually re-

flected that sense of wonder before

the colossal that Borglum himself

considered to be so typically Ameri-

can and, hence, one more justifica-

tion for creating such gargantuan

heads in the first place. Most of the

newspaper and magazine stories

dwelt with awe on the dimensions of

the heads, on the engineering prob-

lems involved in ' 'carving with dyna-

mite" and in transferring human fea-

tures from model to mountain, and on
geologists' speculations concerning

how long the carvings might endure

.

The journalists' typical slant implied

conviction that their readers were

more likely to view Borglum's opus

as a fine example of American know-
how than as aggression against na-

ture . Pictures more often showed how
many men could stand in Lincoln's

eye or on Jefferson's lip than the rock

heap accumulating beneath the pres-

idents or the trees that were chopped

down to clear roadways to the peak.

Nor, of course, did the few art crit-

ics who spoke out have a chance of

convincing the general public that a

great engineering feat was not neces-

sarily a great esthetic achievement.

And who but the avant-garde cared in

the least that Borglum's naturalism

was more than slightly passe in the

age of Matisse and Picasso?

Usually the ecological and esthetic

strands of criticism fused, with the

objectors regarding the presidential

heads as unlovely because they were
unnatural. While such criticisms

proved ineffective, their modern tone

makes some of them stimulating

reading today.

Cora B. Johnson, editorial writer

for the Hot Springs (South Dako-
ta) Star, was prominent among the

early critics. She attacked the monu-
ment even before Mount Rushmore
was selected, when the most likely

site for the statuary was reported to

62

be a group of Black Hills spires called

the Needles. Said Mrs. Johnson in

one of her outspoken attacks: "We
view with alarm Doane Robinson's

proposal to carve the Needles into

statues. Man makes statues but God
made the Needles. Let them alone."

Perhaps the most eloquent oppo-

nent of the shrine, if a rather tardy

one, was a South Carolinian named
Ernst Bacon, whose letter to the New
York Times appeared in March of

1940, some eighteen months before

work on the memorial reached its

present state of completion. "I be-

^ .t^:-K
South Dakota Tourism Development

lieve there are many people in

America," said Mr. Bacon,

who do not admire this type of mu-
tilation of the noble outlines of

mountains.

There may be some who think

that the motive behind such a work
is not to make a monument for the

Confederacy, as at Stone Moun-
tain, or for the great Presidents of

America, as the Rushmore.
Stone Mountain is an extraor-

dinary phenomenon. . . .

On its most precipitous slope,

where the curvature of the rock is

certainly most interesting, Mr.

Borglum chose to blast out huge
quantities of rock, leaving an enor-

mous pile of detritus underneath

and exposing the inner rock, which

is white by comparison to a beauti-

ful weathered gray on the natural

surface.

In looking over your pictures of

Rushmore Mountain before Mr.

Borglum went to work there, I

have the impression of an extraor-

dinary rock formation being ren-

dered offensive to the eye through

this work which is supposed to be

art

We wonder who is served by
these gigantic monuments, and the

speculation arises as to how far we
will yet go toward destroying that

which is natural because we must

put the trade marks of what we like
[j

to think of as our civilization in its
jn

place.
Id

P
In the next few days the Times re

ceived two responses to Bacon's let-

ter, both strongly supporting him
One writer brooded on "how long it

would take Nature to obliterate the

desecration." The other, like Mrs.

Johnson fifteen years earlier, asserted

that "most people prefer mountains

the way God made them."
Some of Borglum's favorite ways

of describing his esthetic intentions

were tacit responses to criticism of

this sort. He enjoyed turning one of

his opponents' pet words against

them by referring to his work as "nat-

ural .

'

' The explanation he gave to an

interviewer in 1927 is typical of that

strain of Borglum's "logic":

Sculptured work on a mountain

must belong to the mountains as a

natural part of it [sic]; otherwise it

becomes a hideous, mechanical |ii

application.

A simple inscription upon the

broad face of the mountain, for in-

stance, is much nobler and more »

natural than if that inscription has i

a line or border around it.

Precisely why the 36-inch-high

gilded letters in which Borglum origi-

nally intended to carve a brief history

of the United States around the corner

from the four heads would be "natu-

ral," while a border of, say, stars,

stripes, and eagles would not be

—

that the artist never quite made clear.

Another way in which Borglum
implicitly justified the naturalness of

his work was his dramatic habit of

asserting that the essence of the presi-

dential heads had always been a part

of Mount Rushmore, and therefore

the sculptor's great task was to

"free" those heads from the sur-

rounding stone. Such comments as

the following are pure Borglum:

"Washington still lies behind the

granite." The rock must be "relieved



from the head." "The brow [of

ashingtonl has emerged, amazing

mass, vigor and beauty of form

. the great face seemed to belong

the mountain; it took on the ele-

jntal courage of the rocks surround-

it." "[I must] try to find and re-

ise the faces of four great Ameri-

ns within that granite mountain."

Caught up in Borglum's elo-

ence, perhaps his audiences never

ked themselves why the heads of

ister Keaton and Jack Dempsey
luld not equally well be "released"

|)m the Black Hills granite. Even

Photo Researchers

janklin D. Roosevelt, in an im-

|omptu speech at the dedication of

. fferson' s head , found himself echo-

;g Borglum's phraseology. The
lonument, he said, "exemplifies . .

.

t 'Operation with nature and not fight-

•g with nature."

The same people who had difficulty

igarding mountain sculpture as an

; t of cooperation with nature often

')iced yet another concern—that

one Mountain (if ever completed)

id Mount Rushmore would become
ecedents. The New York Times let-

r writer who wanted peaks "the

ay God made them" ended her

I )mments with a paragraph that took

is other tack: "Rather lucky,

a't it, that the rock formation of the

ilisades does not lend itself to sculp-

re? Otherwise we might have a

ring of Mayors along its entire face

view from the Henry Hudson Park-

ay."

The comic possibilities of a spread-

g taste for mountains with noses

ere not lost on the media (nor did

ushmore itself escape the cartoon-

ists and other humorists unscathed),

but one hears a note of real concern

beneath even such crude wit as that

of this bit of doggerel from the Chi-

cago Tribune:

Gutzon Borglum, have a heart

Spare just one mountain top

Leave one, I beg, just one at

least

That you won't chop and chop.

You cruise around with dynamite

And drills and tools and gears;

And carve up some grand mountain

That has stood ten thousand years.

A mountain fills me full of awe
1 only gaze—and gulp

But to you, Gutzon, a mountain is

—

Just something more to sculp . . .

No longer can I feel alone

As mountain trail I plod;

The great stone faces all around

Make me think I'm in a mob.
I shriek for solitude and turn

—

And run and run and run

At last an unspoiled peak I see,

Oh, Gosh! it's Jefferson.

I'd rather see a mountain

Just as it's always been

Than after it's been all

dolled up

With whiskers and nose and

chin. . . .

The columnist in The Nation who
signed himself "the Drifter" made
the point with greater deftness. After

opening with some gentle digs at the

pretentiousness of carving on a mas-

sive scale with dynamite as the chief

tool, he reflected on the potential

spread of the custom:

In time our financial wizards, seek-

ing new ways of perpemating their

memory, will buy up any remain-

ing available mountains and sit for

a sculptor carrying a stick of dyna-

mite in one hand and a match in the

other. It is this prospect which fills

the Drifter with despair. To come
face to face with Washington or

Lincoln along some remote moun-
tain range would be at least bear-

able. But he cannot face the pros-

pect of having to pitch his camp
under the nose of Henry Ford.

Ironically, by the time work at the

Mount Rushmore Memorial was con-

cluded, some of those charged with

the responsibility for it were finding

themselves uncomfortably close to

agreeing with the project's oppo-

nents. Higher officials of the National

Park Service were becoming aware of

the problems of land ethic involved

in their anomalous position. How
could an organization charged with

the duty of preserving large portions

of the wilderness justify administer-

ing a project whose goal necessitated

decimating a wilderness peak?

In March 1941 (the same month
Gutzon Borglum died and his son

Lincoln took over supervision of the

final stages of the work), Newton B.

Drury, director of the National Park

Service, appeared before a congres-

sional subcommittee to plead for a

small appropriation for maintaining

Mount Rushmore Memorial the fol-

lowing year. When a congressman

speculated that there might soon be

requests for funds for new mountain

statuary, Drury's reply was both em-
phatic and suggestive of weariness:

"As far as I am concerned, I hope this

will remain as it is now, unique, and

the only one of its kind."

We could not easily legislate the

Mount Rushmore Memorial out of

existence, and certainly most Ameri-

cans have no wish to do so. The

Shrine of Democracy remains an en-

gineering wonder, a patriotic trea-

sure, a fact of American life. The

conflicts over Borglum's work are

history; the work itself is as immortal

as any human creation can hope to be.

The memorial, as Borglum often as-

serted, would seem to have a chance

of surviving when virtually all other

artifacts of our civilization have van-

ished. The passing years are making

it clear, however, that like any other

man-made object, the Mount Rush-

more carvings reflect the era of their

creation: although Borglum's pres-

idents may endure half a million

years, they are already dated. They
reflect a love of the colossal and an

assumption about man' s right to over-

master nature more acceptable in the

American 1920s and 1930s than in

our own day. While future changes in

artistic taste and in attitudes toward

landscape may again make mountain

sculpture seem worth attempting, it is

improbable that Borglum's achieve-

ment will be matched in the years im-

mediately ahead. Most of the hun-

dreds of thousands who visit Mount
Rushmore annually, however deeply

moved they be, would likely share

Drury's hope that the carvings remain

unique. D
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Night Shift for Sloths

and Other Sluggards
by G. Causey Whittow

Being slow offoot

is not a handicap

if you live in the trees

and come out after dark

Most mammals move quickly and

may cover large areas to obtain the

quantities of food they require. High
body temperatures and metabolic

rates are common features of such ac-

tive animals. Some species, how-
ever, move only very slowly, and

they are noted for their extremely

sluggish behavior. Slow mammals
that immediately come to mind are

the sloths. The word sloth itself is

derived from the Old English word
for slow.

Slowness is not confined to the

sloths; it is also characteristic of some
prosimians, among the primates. Not
all prosimians, however, are slug-

gish; in fact, some, such as bush

babies, are extremely active. But the

lorises of Southeast Asia and the

pottos of Africa are slow moving by
any standards. There are also slow

species of marsupials, notably some
of the phalangers of New Guinea and

Australia.

Sluggishness has not developed as

a specialized adaptation in only one

order or family. Slow mammals,
however, do have some features in

common: they are all largely con-

fined to the tropics and they are all

both arboreal and nocturnal.

It might be argued that the tropical

distribution of slow mammals points

to their failure to survive in colder

climates. The metabolic response of

sloths to cold is defective, but the

slow loris and potto are able to regu-

late their body temperatures at quite

low air temperatures. The arboreal

habitat of slow mammals might sim-

ply reflect the prevalence of rain

forests in the tropics or the filling of

an arboreal niche for reasons uncon-

nected with being slow. Never-
theless, a slow mammal is probably

exposed to fewer predators in the

trees than on the ground. Further-

more, although many mammals are

able to move rapidly through the

trees, an arboreal life—as opposed to

life on the ground—makes for rela-

tively slow movement.
From a thermoregulatory point of

view, it makes eminent sense for a

sluggish mammal to be nocturnal.

The animal produces the minimal
amount of heat, by metabolism, dur-

ing the warmer day when it sleeps,

and it becomes active and thereby in-

creases its heat production during the

cooler night.

What are the advantages of

slowness to a mammal? At first sight,

a slow-moving animal would seem to

be at the mercy of its predators. How-
ever, a slow-moving animal is less

likely to attract the attention of a pred-

ator. By the same token, the prey of

a slow mammal may not be aware that

they are being preyed upon. I was
able to verify this in Malaysia, watch-

ing a slow loris capture grasshoppers

.

First, the loris carefully examined a

grasshopper from a distance; then

moved forward at an even pace, its

outstretched arms spaced wide apart.

As it neared the prey, the loris gradu-

ally brought its hands together and

clutched the grasshopper before the

insect suspected its fate.

Another advantage of being slow is

a reduced energy requirement. An in-

active mammal expends less energy

than an active one, and this would
give it an advantage in times of food

Three-toed sloth

#

i

Richard B. Peacock; Photo Researchers
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shortage. Slowness may also be re-

garded from the standpoint of niche

separation. Some animals are ar-

boreal and some terrestrial (spatial

separation); others are diurnal or noc-

turnal (temporal separation). The

spectrum of activity from the very

slowest species to the fleetest of foot

or wing results in different niches

within a habitat, enabling more spe-

cies to coexist in a given area.

Sluggishness in mammals is asso-

ciated with an array of structural and

functional divergences from the usual

mammalian pattern. The most obvi-

ous of these is in the limbs. Sloths

spend a great deal of their time hang-

ing upside down from the branch of

a tree, which, incidentally, virtually

removes them from the grasp of many
predators. Their digits terminate in

huge hooked claws, which are effec-

tive structures for suspending the ani-

mal from a tree. The slow primates

have relatively large hands and feet

that are capable of a powerful sus-

tained grip. Not so apparent, but also

involving the limbs, are vascular

structures called retia mirabilia. The

main arteries and veins in the limbs

break up into a network of many fine

vessels in close apposition to one an-

other. In the potto, the function of

these structures may be to insure that

blood continues to flow to and from

the hands, feet, arms, and legs during

the prolonged contraction of the

muscles involved in gripping.

Low body temperature is a corre-

late of slowness in mammals. Rectal

temperatures of the two-toed and

three-toed sloths were found to be

only 34.4° and 33.0°C, respectively,

3° to 4° below the values for most

placental mammals. The body tem-

peramre of a potto is 2° to 3° below

the expected value. I have found that

the body temperature of a slow loris

is 34.8° during the day and somewhat

higher at night. Recent work by T.J.

Dawson in Australia has shown that

Searching for a suitable resting

spot, a cuscus inches through a

network of fine branches in its

New Guinea forest habitat.

This slow-moving marsupial

feeds mainly on fruits and leaves.

Jack Relds; Photo Researchers
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; body temperature of the cuscus is

lilar. Low body temperature may
a mechanism for conserving en-

;y. To maintain a high body tem-

ature requires additional food,

ich would have to be obtained by

jending energy in foraging.

Associated with the low body tem-

•ature in slow mammals is a very

V metabolic rate. The metabolic

e of sloths was found to be only 36

66 percent that of other mammals
;omparable body weight. The met-

aiic rate of the potto is 66 percent

the standard for mammals. In the

w loris, the metabolic rate during

day was 36 percent of the usual

ue for placental mammals. The
jwantibo, an African relative of

slow loris and potto, also has a

V metabolic rate. The cuscus is

)ecially interesting in this regard,

:ause it is a slow marsupial. The
tabolic rate of marsupials is gener-

y about 70 percent that of placen-

that of the cuscus is even lower,

ly 83 percent of the predicted value

marsupials.

The physiological basis of low

tabolic rates in slow mammals is

: clear. Sloths are deficient in body-

iving skeletal muscle—a major

at-producing tissue in most mam-
ds. In sloths, the total amount of

iscle constitutes only 25 percent of

dy weight, approximately one half

the proportion of muscle in other

immals. This might contribute to

: low metabolic rate. And an ani-

il that spends a great deal of its time

>tionless does not require as much
scle. Sloths also have a low

^Toid gland activity. A hypothyroid

ite would be consistent with a low

jtabolic rate because thyroid hor-

jnes are the main hormonal stimu-

of an animal's metabolic activity.

A mammal that moves very slowly

ed not necessarily have a low meta-

licrate while it is at rest. The speed

movement during activity will ob-

slow loris will not release its

d hold until at least two of its

nbs have secured a new foothold,

lis cautious mode of locomotion

less likely to alert prey

ch as perching insects.

viously affect the metabolic rate, but

it does not follow that there should be

a difference between the metabolic

rate of a sluggish animal and an ani-

mal that moves rapidly, when they

are both at rest. Indeed, some very

active and quick mammals have low

metabolic rates at rest. Nevertheless,

all slow mammals studied do have

low metabolic rates—conceivably an

adaptation to being sluggish. An ani-

mal that is inactive for a large part of

its time, and then moves slowly when
it is active, has a limited capacity to

obtain food and energy . A low resting

metabolism may reduce the animal's

energy requirements to conform with

its diminished feeding capabilities.

According to this theory, the low

metabolic rate of slow mammals is a

consequence of their slowness.

Another possibility is that the low

metabolic rate of slow mammals is an

adaptation to a hot climate. All slow

mammals are tropical animals, and in

view of the difficulties of dissipating

body heat in a warm, humid environ-

ment, it would be to their advantage

to produce the minimal amount of

heat by metabolism.

The acquisition of a low metabolic

rate, and commensurately reduced

energy requirements, might then

have permitted these mammals to

adopt a slow mode of progression and

a life of considerable inactivity. In

other words, the low metabolic rate

might have been the key change that

allowed mammals to occupy the

niche of slowness. This hypothesis

would conform with the finding that

all slow mammals that have been in-

vestigated are hypometabolic, but not

all hypometabolic mammals are

slow. Seen in this light, the reduction

of muscle tissue in sloths is probably

a consequence of slowness rather

than the underlying basis of the low

metabolic rate. A species that uses its

muscles very little will not require the

muscle mass of an active animal.

Whatever the origins of a low met-

abolic rate in mammals, hypometab-

olism seems to have generated the de-

velopment of a number of adaptive

mechanisms. The retia mirabilia in

the limbs may not only insure an ade-

quate blood flow to the limbs during

grasping but may also minimize heat

loss to the environment. This is im-

portant to an animal that produces lit-

tle heat, even in a tropical climate.

The proximity of arteries and veins in

the retia allows the rapid transfer of

heat from the warm arterial blood to

the cooler venous blood. Heat carried

in the arteries, instead of being

transported to the skin of the hands,

feet, arms, and legs, and then lost to

the surrounding air, is "short cir-

cuited" back to the heart via the veins

and is thus retained by the body. This

is a well-established function of the

retia in the flippers, fins, and flukes

of marine mammals, which face a

formidable problem in the regulation

of heat loss because of the enormous
cooling power of water. In the sloths,

the forelimbs are extremely long, and

while this may be an adaptation to

their unusual posture, it does increase

the potential for heat loss and the need

for structures such as the retia mira-

bilia, which attenuate cooling of the

limbs.

In effect, the retia mirabilia serve

to increase the thermal insulation of

the tissues of slow mammals because

they reduce heat transfer from heat-

producing tissues to the environment.

Another, more obvious way of pre-

serving heat is a to acquire a thick

coat of hair. The sloths, the slow pri-

mates, and the cuscus all have thick

fur. The pioneer work of physiologist

P. F. Scholander and his colleagues

revealed that the thermal insulation of

the sloth was greater than that of other

tropical mammals. Sloth hair lies in

a direction reverse to that of other

mammals, presumably to facilitate

the runoff of rainwater when they are

hanging upside down. This would
prevent their fur from becoming sod-

den and losing its insulative proper-

ties. (In some sloths, the growth of

algae on the fur imparts a greenish

tinge that may help conceal them
from predators.)

Why do slow mammals need a

thick coat and retia mirabilia if both

serve the same purpose? The answer

is that the limbs are usually not as

well insulated with hair as the rest of

the body. In addition, the limbs have

a large surface area relative to their

bulk and, in consequence, tend to

cool rapidly. In fact, the physics of

heat flow from slim, cylindrical struc-

tures such as the limbs determines

that their hairy integument is ineffec-

tive as a thermal insulator.

An animal that starts the day with

a low body temperature and meta-
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bolic heat production, and which

sleeps during the day, is both physio-

logically and behaviorally well

adapted to a hot environment. Studies

I have conducted revealed that the

slow loris can also effectively

dissipate heat by panting. This would

enable the slow loris to tolerate condi-

tions as hot as those it is ever likely

to experience in the tree canopy,

where solar radiation presents an

added heat stress.

In the tropical rain forest, air tem-

peratures in the tree canopy are low

at night. In addition, an arboreal ani-

mal may lose body heat by radiation

to the sky. Under such conditions, the

animal's thermoregulatory problem

is reversed. We found that the slow

loris adjusts to these conditions by in-

creasing its metabolic heat produc-

tion. Its nocturnal activity produces

additional heat, compensating for the

increased heat loss to the cooler mi-

croclimate.

Slow mammals should show
marked changes in their neuromuscu-

lar physiology. One investigator

found that a sloth's muscles contract

much more slowly than those of other

mammals. In the potto, the rate of

contraction of the limb muscles is in-

termediate between that of the ' 'fast'

'

muscles, which a cat uses for rapid

movements, and that of the "slow"

muscles, which are used in maintain-

ing posture. But the speed of muscu-

lar contraction may not be the only

factor responsible for slowness; the

central nervous system may also be

involved. A suggestion has been

made that sloths have some features

of a decerebrate animal—one in

which the cerebral hemispheres of the

brain have been removed or are not

functional. This means that, for part

of the time, the higher levels of the

brain may not be exerting any influ-

ence on the control of breathing,

muscle contraction, or other body

function.

Passage of food through the gut is

exceptionally slow in sloths. The ani-

mals defecate and empty their urinary

bladder only at infrequent intervals.

They often descend to the ground to

do this, which may be the basis of

their very simple social behavior.

Normally solitary and inactive ani-

mals, the use by several individuals

of the same spot for toilet purposes

may be the mechanism by which they

meet and breed. Although slowness

of movement limits range, the widely

circulated story that sloths (and

lorises) live their entire lives in one

tree is almost certainly untrue.

Slowness invites comparisons with

the related phenomena of hibernation

and estivation. These are torpid states

characteristic of cold climates or pe-

riods of drought. Both hibernation

and estivation result in a considerable

reduction in the energy requirements

of the animal and, appropriately, both

states may often be induced by a cur-

tailment of the animal's energy sup-

ply. However, these are periodic

events in response to periodic varia-

tions in the environment. Slowness is

a less drastic phenomenon and is a

continuous state. In the equatorial

rain forest, seasonal changes in tem-

perature, rainfall, or food supply are
,

minimal. It is intriguing to consider

slowness as a less pronounced, tropi-

cal counterpart of true torpidity. In

place of a phasic change in the physi-

ology of the animal, correlated with

a recurring change in the environ-

ment, there is a constant physio-

logical (low metabolism) and behav-

ioral (slowness) adaptive state, in-

duced by exposure to the unchanging

heat and humidity of the rain forest.

Perhaps slow mammals are the most

highly adapted mammals of the tropi-

cal rain forest, not only physio-

logically but also in terms of the en-

ergy demands that they make on the

rain forest ecosystem.

The slow mammals are an enigma

among a group of animals noted for

their high body temperature and met-

abolic rate and for their activity. They
deserve more study. Low metabolic

states among mammals, particularly

in primates, may help us understand

how mammalian tissues may adapt to

low metabolic levels. Such knowl-

edge could have implications for

space travel and for life in any envi-

ronment where a reduced energy re-

quirement would be an advantage.

D

Three-toed sloths travel,

eat, sleep, mate, and even

give birth while hanging

upside down. All of these

are done very slowly.

Robert C, Hermes; National Audubon Society
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jiMatter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

High Torte

r alpine cooks,

king a cake is a

jreme achievement

\itei a day or so, the body adjusts

ligh altitude, and we can begin to

Ik througli a normal life without

idaches, nausea, and a pounding

irt. Cooking, however, remains a

nblem. Low air pressure compli-

es nearly all the processes of the

..hen. It slows down boiling and

cds up deep frying. It throws sugar

>kciy out of kilter, and it turns the

King of breads and cakes into a

iidishly unpredictable affair.

The alpine poltergeists begin to

iddle with our meals as soon as we
i; 2,500 feet above sea level. Sig-

iicant trouble settles in at 5,000

'«t, approximately the elevation of

!nver. And by the time we reach

.adville, Colorado, the nation's

i:hest city (elevation 10,190), or

.adville's tiny neighbor, Climax, at

1 1 ,300 feet probably the loftiest set-

tlement in the country, we have at-

tained a height where it is all but im-

possible to cook beans in the conven-

tional manner, where bread rises too

quickly, and where a poached egg is

an achievement.

Of all the pesky changes brought

on by thin air, the most unsettling for

sea-level natives is the lower boiling

point of water. For most of us, 212°F

is one of the basic benchmarks of life.

It is certainly a crucial factor in cook-

ing because it acts as an upper limit,

a foolproof temperature ceiling for

anything we might choose to cook in

water. You simply can't heat water

higher than 212° (unless you put it

under artificial pressure). Above that

limit, it turns to steam, bubbles away.

At sea level, that is.

But, as the air pressure falls at sig-

nificantly high altitudes, water will

turn to vapor more easily. There is

less air pushing down on the surface

of the water, and so it can bubble up

and away with less of a push from

beneath, for example, at a lower tem-

perature. This means that boiling will

occur sooner, but that the boiling

point—that crucial heat ceiling—will

be proportionally lower. At 5,000

feet, water boils at 202.6°. At 10,-

000, the hottest it will get is 194°. At

14,000, water boils away in furious,

giant bubbles at only 187.3°.

Consequently, when you put food

into this "cool" boiling water, it

cooks much more slowly than you
might have expected. Bubbles or not,

the heat is simply not there.

I tested this proposition last fall on
the trail leading up Mount Whitney at

the lower right-hand corner of the

Sierra Nevada in eastern California.

At approximately 12,000 feet, it took

slightly more than six minutes to pro-

duce a "three-minute" egg. The
white took that long to turn opaque.

It was delicious, nonetheless. The
egg had been purchased the day be-

fore when very fresh in Shoshone,

California, near Death Valley, where
it takes just under three minutes to

i king a cake atop Mount Whitney, altitude 14,495 feet.
Raymond Sokolov
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soft-boil eggs at 280 feet below sea

level. But the altitude on the Whitney
Trail had turned my stomach and

taken away my appetite for eggs or

anything else.

Even after fourteen hours of supine

acclimatization in a small orange and

blue tent bought for $10 at a bank-

ruptcy sale, I was still slightly nau-

seated. But my body had adjusted

enough to the air so that I was able

to lace my boots and consider with

some confidence the final stage of my
assault on the highest peak in the con-

tiguous United States. Whitney rises

14,495 feet. My job: bake a cake at

the top.

I will spare you a step-by-step ac-

count of my heroic ascent over the

last five miles of snow-covered trail,

which zigzags skyward in a great,

jagged bowl and then rounds a corner

to the mountain's back slope, where,

smack, the previously hidden entirety

of the Sierra hits your glare-strained

eyes. Stretching hugely away below
are trees, peaks, valleys, and flashing

monocle lakes.

Getting there is no great feat. Hun-
dreds of Boy Scouts and sedentary

marmot-lovers climb Whitney every

summer. Baking a cake at fourteen

and a half thousand feet, however, is

a real accomplishment. Indeed, it

may never have been attempted be-

fore, because altitude interferes more
severely with cakes than it does with

anything else in cookery. Even at rel-

atively low elevations, trouble sets

in. At a mere 3,000 feet, The Joy of

Cooking warns us, cake doughs will

begin to suffer "pixie-like variation

that often defies general rules."

If you were to mix up a standard

white cake dough and bake it in the

usual way in your oven in Denver or

Laramie, it would come out flat and

dry. The dryness is caused by the low
humidity of the mountain atmo-

sphere, while the flatness is a result

of the thin air, which defeats the best

efforts of baking powder, beaten

eggs, shortening, and sugar to hold

air in the cake and keep it light.

Baking powder is a chemical rais-

ing agent in which an acid and an al-

kaline substance react, in the pres-

ence of moisture, to emit carbon

dioxide. This gas forms small bub-

bles in a normal cake dough. The heat

of baking then "sets" the cells

formed in the dough by the bubbles.

(Modern baking powders are double

acting; they begin to act in cold

dough, but they do not do most of

their work until they are subjected to

heat. This permits us to mix up a ba

ter, then wait a while before using ii

High altitude plays havoc with th

chemistry. The gas has less air prei»

sure to work against, so it works tc

well. The batter puffs up and bubble

as if it were boiling. Then the g.

escapes before the cells have set ar

the cake collapses. Other factors als v

contribute to the density of cakes

high altitude. Sugar, in excess, pre

duces a coarse, crumbly textun

Beaten eggs are a source of unwante

air. Butter and other shortenings als

cause problems in air retention.

In other words, if we are to baklfi

cake at high altitude, we must signif

cantly alter the delicate balance of

batter designed for use at sea level

And, indeed, if you look at moi i)

cookbooks' baking sections, the i

present you with various rules ( n

thumb for alpine cakemaking. Atyp J

cal set of such instructions migl n

direct you to reduce the baking pov «

der in a conventional recipe by Vs 1 k

Vi teaspoon per 1 ,000 feet of ris 111

above sea level. It would also advis m

decreasing the sugar by Vi tablespoo tt

per 1 ,000 feet, and the shortening b a

V2 teaspoon. Conversely, you wi s

sometimes be told to add extra floui 1

say one tablespoon per cup in th 11

original recipe, and extra liquid,

tablespoon for every additional 2,5G

feet of altitude above 5,000 feet. P
I do not present these adjustment

as established principles. No or

does, because different recipes tut

out differently. Or, to speak franklj

no one really knows precisely how t

adapt a specific recipe for high alt

tude without trial and error. Norm;
cooking, it appears, is in many waj

a sea-level phenomenon, a trick th;

works in one environment and not i

others.

Prospectors and mountai
climbers, for instance, long ag

learned that above 10,000 feet the

had to use pressure cookers to coo

beans and other foods that requiij^

long boiling even at the high temperij||^

tures practicable at sea level. Sim
larly, at alpine altitudes, the standar

adjustments for cakes approach il!'

practical limit. If you continue to rti'

duce the baking soda by decremem;,

of Vs teaspoon per 1,000 feet, yo ,

eventually reach a point at which yo

must, following the rule, eliminal
,

baking soda altogether from the rec

ipe. For example, the 2 teaspoons (

baking soda called for in The Joy i

Cooking's recipe for gold layer cak

would have to be omitted in any ve
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Ill ()( the dessert prepared above

( )()()tcet. This is, of course, atech-

iil possibility only in Alaska, the

Kilayas, and a few other extreme

uDiiments where cake baking is

perhaps, essential. 1 mention it

, Id emphasize the specialized na-

1 ol cakes and the ingenious bal-

I : of natural forces they represent.

a any rate, my own bid for a place

the Guinness Book of World
unls as history's highest baker

with fair success. Cooked for

:.ut45 minutes in anOptimus Mini-

vn (an aluminum torus sold in

»iping equipment outlets) over a

iine burner's medium-high flame,

I white cake (see recipe) emerged

V much a cake. It was not the

y, convex ring one might have

illy wished for, but neither was it

cave and unacceptably dense.

Jnfortunately, I did not remain at

ummit long enough to develop a

mal appetite, so for an assessment

he cake's taste, I had to depend
ithe opinion of the others present

) devoured it before I had a chance

;e it. I had intended to do so be-

se icing is essential for keeping

es moist for any length of time in

J dry air at high elevations.

f I had stayed longer, I might also

have verified certain other textbook

nostrums about cooking in the upper

reaches. As things stand, i am willing

to take it on faith that above 2,500

feet, it is a good idea to compensate

for dryness by covering prepared

foods with aluminum foil and by

using slightly less flour or more liquid

in bread doughs (and watching care-

fully so that the more rapid action of

yeast does not take you by surprise).

I am also ready to believe that pres-

sure cookers require an extra pound
of pressure for every 2 ,000 feet above
sea level and an increase of 5 percent

in cooking time for every 1 ,000 feet

above the first 2,000. And I will not

hesitate, when next in Leadville, to

add extra liquid to pancake batter or

to consult a table of high-altitude tem-

perature equivalents before attempt-

ing to cook sugar for candy or icing.

All the usual stages, from soft ball to

hard crack, occur sooner (at lower

heats) the higher you go.

Finally, I take pleasure in advising

the fast-food moguls that when they

set up shop atop Pike's Peak, they

will have the devil's own time serving

crisp French fries. Even at relatively

modest altitudes, the recommended
frying temperature has to be reduced

to about 355°, from the normal 375°,

because the boiling point of the inter-

nal water in the potatoes is lower.

Without lowering the fat tempera-

ture, you get external browning well

before the inside has cooked. Presu-

mably, at high enough altitudes, cor-

recting for this anomaly will force

French-fry vendors to lower their fat

temperature to a point so low that it

will seep into the potatoes and leave

them as limp and greasy as some I

once ate in a low dive in Austin,

Texas. But that's another story for an-

other time, when we have come down
to earth. For the moment, my
thoughts are still lofty, and 1 want to

offer you the world's highest cake.

The recipe is printed with ingredient

quantities suitable for the summit of

Mount Whitney.

Whitney White Cake

1 1 Vi tablespoons sugar

2 cups sifted cake flour

'A teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon baking powder
2'/2 tablespoons shortening, softened

1 cup milk

1 egg, unbeaten

1 teaspoon vanilla

1 . Preheat oven to 400° or set up your
camp stove.

The warmth of

a fireplace,

the soft patina of

a fine old table . .

.

These are the things that

bring beauty and a sense
of history to the homes
of readers of

^arlyc^merican Life
I

People who love the walk-in fireplace or enjoy touch-
ng the soft patina of an old table are our kind of people!

viore than 240,000 of them are now members of the

larly American Society. Won't you join them?
Through our bi-monthly magazine, Early American

'Jfe, you'll learn how it was to live in the 1700's, and
low to bring the warmth and beauty of that age into

/our home today. If you've ever wondered how to lay a
vide board floor, stencil a wall, or make your own furni-

ure, let us show you. Travel with fellow members and
)uy books of interest at discount. Annual dues are $8.00,

payable after you've seen your first issue of Early Ameri-
•an Life. Just use the coupon on right, or call our toll-

Vee member service phone, 800-528-6050 , Ext. 80.

It's bi-monthly, so allow up to 8 weeks for your first copy to arrive.)

Membership Chairman
The Early American Society

3300 Walnut St., Boulder, CO 80302

Please enroll me as a member in the Early American Society

and bill my annual dues of $8.00 after I have received my first

issue of EARLY AMERICAN LIFE. I understand that if the

first issue does not live up to my expectations I may cancel

without further obligation.

Name

I Address

i
City

Zip



Discovering

underwater
treasures

Discovering

present-day

"primitives"

Discovering

prehistoric

cultures

Diverting adventures, precise observation,

scientific discoveries— ttiese are the Ingredi-

ents one expects and finds In thiis pellucid log

by an associate of Jacques Cousteau and col-

laborator with him on The Silent World and other

books His smooth-paced narrative, enhanced
by 44 photographs, unloads a rich cargo of his-

tory, lore and artifacts ., Dumas describes the

thrills, hazards and techniques of underwater

archeology as well as chance encounters with

exotic marine fauna —Publishers Weekly.

Size 7"x 10: $9.95

30 CENTURIES
UNDERTHE SEA
by Frederic Dumas

The social customs, marriage and sexual rites.

rituals and taboos of a wide variety of surviving

primitive cultures are examined In a book that

boldly challenges the traditional definitions of

the words "primitive" and "civilized". Here are

orthodox Jews as well as Australian Aborigines,

American Amish along with American Indians-

plus dozens of other fascinating cultures. Illus-

trated with 232 photographs in black-and-white

and color. Size 7-3/4"x 10-1/2:' $14,95

THE LAST
PRIMITIVE PEOPLES
by Robert Brain

Dr Frederic Andre Engel s 12 years of excavat-

ing in the Andes have produced some 50.000
artifacts collected In a 30.000-mile search
through the cordillera. South Americas moun-
tainous backbone that extends from the Antilles

to TIerra del Fuego, This fact-filled narrative

provides the details of these amazing archeo-

loglcal discoveries and portrays vividly the

social, economic, and political lives of Andeans
over the last 10.000 years. Illustrated with 68
extraordinary photographs. Size 7"x 10',' $12,95

AN ANCIENT
WORLD PRESERVED
by Frederic Andre Engel

ICROWN

I

Mix together the sugar, flour, s

and baking powder.

Beat the shortening and the n
into the mixture from step 2. C'

tinue beating until the shorten

has been smoothly incorporate

Now beat in the egg and the

nilla and mix until smooth.

Turn into a greased, floured ni

by-nine pan or into a simila

prepared camper's oven. Bake
conventional oven for 20 to

minutes or for somewhat longel

the camper's oven over medii

heat. The cake is done when it 1

solidified and begun to pull aw

from the sides of the pan.

Cool briefly and turn out ont(

rack or other clean surface.

Yield: one nine-inch cake

Note: The quantities given above
intended for altitudes in the 14,(K

to 15,000-foot range. To transl

backward for lower altitudes, add
teaspoon baking soda per 1 ,000-f(

descent. Also, add V2 tablespc

sugar and Vi teaspoon shortening

each 1 ,000-foot drop and subtrac

tablespoon of milk for every 2,5

feet. Reduce oven temperature 4°
]

1,000 feet of descent.

Rocky Mountain Icing

1 cup sugar

V4 cup water

V4 cup light corn syrup

1 egg white

2 marshmallows, cut in eighths

Vz teaspoon vanilla extract

'A teaspoon almond extract

1. Stir together sugar, water, £

corn syrup in a saucepan.

2. Bring to a boil and continue

cook over high heat until ici

reaches the soft-ball stage (202'

14,000 feet. For lower elevatioi

add 2° for each descent of 1 ,0

feet . For example , at sea level , 1

soft-ball stage is reached beg;

ning at 234°; at 7,500 feet abc

sea level , the equivalent tempei

ture is 219°).

3. Beat egg white until stiff. Scat

marshmallow bits over it. The

pour on the hot syrup and beat v

orously until the icing holds

shape and has almost complete

cooled.

4. Beat in vanilla and almond e

tracts and apply icing to cake.

Raymond Sokolov's most reci

cookbook is The Saucier 's Appre

tice, a guide to French sauces.
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THEGRANDDEL\iS\ON—6 Tuesdays starting February 8, Iv^/k (iL/UL J
7:30-9:00 p.m. Fee: $25.

Human curiosity has discovered the Americas, photo- CX^PiXI t\l^~^
)raphed Mars, isolated antibiotics and concocted mayon- \ |r|K I 11 iv I

laise. However, a mocking and attractive delusion walks ' " "^ ' " I >«J

)eside each scientific field of knowledge. In this illustrated /^/^~^[^[^| |/ir^V V ^/^ / J
leries, four noted scholars in the history of ideas explore ^^ nlvl Jillv 1^ i7 / I
;ix of the grandest and most persistent human delusions that ' V-^l/lVV^I llv 1^ \ / I /
still haunt 20th century science—Atlantis, Astrology, Dream
nterpretation. Underworlds, Alchemy and Decipherment.
Professors Claireve Grandjouan, Jean R. Bram, Robert J.

/Vhite and Tamara M. Green, all from Hunter College,
The City University of New York.

JNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN: Ancient Ports, Ships and Travelers—6 Wednesdays starting February 23, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Fee: $25.

Dr. Anna Marguerite McCann, one of the major archaeolo-
gists working under the sea in the Mediterranean, will

:3xplore the importance of ancient harbors, concentrating
Dn recent underwater excavation which she has directed.
The historical setting, the significance of the sites and the
artifacts found will be included with a background on the
rade and travelers of the times.

AN ANTHROPOLOGIST AND A VILLAGE—6 Wednesdays
starting February 9, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $25.

Drawing on a fine collection of colored slides, Dr. Malcolm
Arth, Curator at the Museum, shares his experiences in a
i/Vest African village and in a Native American community
as a basis for discussing the many facets of living with other
oeoples; and recreates the frustrations and joys of the
cultural anthropologist engaged in field work.

AN AWAKENING IN ANTHROPOLOGY—7 Tliursdays
starting February 10. 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

Social "trivia," from naming dogs to patterns in swearing,
even the choice of paints for a home are now considered
significant social data with complex symbolic meanings.
Paul J, Sanfacon, Lecturer in Anthropology at the Museum,
brings to light some present-day thinking of anthropologists
about both modern and tribal societies.

EXPLORE WEAVING—70 Tuesdays starting February 8.

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $60. Limited Enrollment.
In this introductory workshop, Kate Bennett-Mendez of the
Museum's staff will explore the evolution and history of

weaving from an anthropological point of view.
Lecture/demonstrations focus on techniques, materials
and looms used by North American Indian, Guatemalan,
Peruvian, West African and Pacific Island weavers.

MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY—8 Tliursdays starting

February 10, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.
Some insects look quite harmless but have helped to wipe
out entire populations in some parts of the world and are a
constant threat almost anywhere. In these slide-illustrated

lectures. Dr. Mohammad Shadab of the Museum's Depart-
ment of Entomology describes the insect vectors, their

biology and the life cycles of the parasites they carry.

MUSHROOMS, MOSSES, FERNS AND OTHER
NON-FLOWERING PLANTS—5 Tliursdays starting

February 10. 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $20.
The non-flowering plants range from microscopic bacteria
to gigantic kelps and conifers. In this series of slide-illus-

trated talks, Helmut Schiller, Lecturer in Botany at the
Museum, introduces diverse plants: mushrooms, mosses
and ferns of forest floors and meadows; lichens of rocky
and sandy places; algae at the edge of the sea; and conifers.

THE WORLD OF MAMMALS—8 Wednesdays starting

February 9. 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

A survey of some of the world's more interesting and
unusual mammals. In addition to slide-illustrated lectures,

visits will be made to three of the Museum's exhibition halls,

where a variety of North American mammals will be seen in

their natural habitats. Kenneth A. Chambers is Lecturer in

Zoology at the Museum.

Special Tour of the new SECTION OF METEORITES,
MINERALS AND GEMS—2 Tuesdays, Feb. 22 and
March 1; and repeated 2 Thursdays, March 31 and
April 7: 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $10. (Indicate preferred
dates.) Limited enrollment.

Dr. Martin Prinz, Chairman and Curator of the Department
of Mineral Sciences, and Dr. George Harlow, Assistant
Curator of the same Department, will personally interpret

this spectacular exhibition of some of the world's largest

gem stones, finest mineral and crystal specimens and the
dramatic beauty of earth materials and meteorites.

t REGISTER NOW

street Address

TO: Department of Education
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

I enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, together with a check (or money
order) for $ payalDle to The
American Museum of Natural History.

D Ms. D Mrs. D Miss D Mr.

NOTE: Participating and Donor members may take a 10% discount on open enrollment courses. Associate Members are not
eligible lor the discount. For furllier memberstiip information, contact the Membership Secretary, 873-1498.

Advance Registration i

opening night if course i

SOLD.



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is in the constellation Sagittarius in early

January, moves into Capricornus about January 19, and into Aquarius

about mid-February. Its motion through Sagittarius, almost parallel to

the equator, keeps it well south and low in our sky, bringing short days.

But in Capricornus it moves rapidly north, almost halving its distance

from the equator before leaving that constellation. Sunset occurs percep-

tibly later by the end of January, although sunrise has not advanced much

since winter began.

The morning moon of the second and third week of January (last-quar-

ter on the 12th) becomes new on January 19 and should show up as

an evening object (near Venus) by the 22nd. First-quarter is on January

26, full moon on February 3, and last-quarter again on February 10.

After being a bright evening object in late January and early February,

the moon returns to the morning sky.

Stars and Planets Evening skies this month and in February bring

Venus and Jupiter into greater prominence as evening stars, although

Venus sets too early to appear on our evening Star Map. You should

find it without trouble, however, quite brilliant in the southwest from

dusk until it sets after dark. Jupiter is on the map in Aries, near the

border with Taurus, where it appears well up in the east in the early

evening, setting before dawn. Saturn is on the evening map, too, al-

though it is a morning star until February 2. It rises shortly after dusk,

in Cancer, moves up into the south past midnight, and still shines in

the west at dawn. Mercury and Mars are too close to the sun for easy

viewing. Among the telescopic planets, Uranus is in Libra, Neptune

in Ophiuchus, and Pluto in Virgo; all are morning stars.

January 3: Earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun.

January 4: Latest sunrise of the year.

January 5: Mercury, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

January 15: Jupiter resumes its direct (eastward) motion through the

stars. Watch it move toward the Pleiades and the Hyades (in Taurus)

over the next several weeks.

January 16: Moon at perigee, nearest earth.

January 17: Mercury ends its retrograde motion.

January 22-23: The moon is near Venus, moving from right to left

above the planet, nearest (conjunction) at 6:00 a.m. , EST, on the 23rd.

January 24: Venus is at greatest eastern elongation, most favorably

placed for viewing to the left of the sun in the evening sky.

January 27-28: The moon, moving from right to left below Jupiter,

is close to the planet on both evenings. On the 28th, moon is at apogee,

farthest from earth, and Mercury is at greatest elongation in the morning

sky, but not well placed for viewing.

February 2-3: Saturn is at opposition from the sun, rising at sundown,

setting at sunrise. It now becomes an evening star. On the night of

February 3, the full moon passes close by below the planet.

February 10: The moon covers Uranus (an occultation) over parts of

Europe and Africa. The moon is at perigee late in the day.

February 12: Mercury and Mars are in conjunction and quite close

to one another, but too poorly placed to be seen.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 10: 15 p.m. on January 15; 9:15 p.m. on January 31; 8:15 p.m.

on February 15; and 7:25 p.m. on February 28; but it can be used for an hour

before and after those times.

So
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For those
with an eye

tor art

and a head
tor value.

Natural History Magazine invites you to enjoy some
delectable collectables. Remarkable replicas cast

from the originals on display at the American
Museum of Natural History. It is difficult to tell these

fine reproductions from the unique originals because
each one is hand-cast and hand-finished by

artist-craftsmen to duplicate the exact personality of

the original. Right down to its precise size, texture,

color and patina. Each replica comes with its own
descriptive history. All jewelry is gift-boxed. Here

truly are unusual gifts for those with an eye
for art and a head for value.

^'^^"^v NH HON

r'

AMERICAN
MUSEUM MEMBERS.

PLEASE TAKE
10% DISCOUNT.

Order Now
..for a friend
..for yourself

NATURAL HISTORY
NATURAL HISTORY REPLICAS. Dept, A450. Box 5123. Des Moines. Iowa 50340

. NH 78N Akua'ba Doll Necklace West
Africa. 2-7,/8"H -Gold $13.50

. NH HON Coptic Cross Necklace Ethiopia.

•Silver. 2 1/8" H $9.50

_ NH 113 African Fertility Doll with bead

earrings, necklace, ankle'. 14" H. $40.00

. NH 109 African Dahomey Woman
Statuette. 'Gold. 71/4" H. including walnut

base $3000

. NH SIN Pre-Columbian Eagle Necklace

Costa Rica. 'Gold. 2" wing span. $11.00

- NH 56N Pre Columbian Monkey-Faced
Men Pendant Co^ta Rica. 'Gold.'S-S/S"

wide. $26.00

. NH 65P Pre-Columbian Llama Pin, 'Silver

1-3/4" H. $9.50

-Please send me tile Replicas I have ctieckedfor wilich I

enclose my personal check or money order for $

_I prefer to charge American Express, valid thru

•
D

Signature
.

Name (please print] .

City. State, Zip

'Gold or silver electroplated pewter. (Prices include average of $1,00 for

lewelrv. $2.50 for sculpture, postage and handling) ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS
FOR DELIVERY



y Reporter by Robert Jastrow

Toublesome Black Holes

nstein 's theory of relativity

ikes these singular objects

evitable, but the concept is

<netheless unsettling to

jny astrophysicists

"The greatest crisis in physics of

time," is the way physicist John

heeler of Princeton University de-

ibed the entrance of black holes

respectable quarters in the scien-

c community. Defying all sense

d reason, the black hole is an addi-

nal bit of mischief created by the

:ory of relativity in its continued

slaught on the bastions of intuitive

rception and everyday experience.

The story of black holes begins in-

xuously in the swirling clouds of

'drogen that surge and eddy
oughout all space. Stars are born

these clouds when, under their ran-

m motions, numbers of atoms oc-

sionally meet by accident to form

lall pockets of gas. Once formed,

jocket of gas is held in the grip of

own gravity. As time passes, the

3ms in the pocket "fall" toward its

nter, picking up speed as they fall,

ley meet at the center and pile up
a dense mass, the temperature

jounts, and when it reaches roughly

I'enty million degrees Fahrenheit,

iiclear reactions flare up and a star

born.

The star lives out its life in the bai-

lee between the outward pressure

i-nerated by the continued release of

iclear energy at its center and the

ward pressure created by the pull of

i gravity. When a star's reserves of

iclear fuel are exhausted, the bai-

lee is destroyed and the star col-

pses under its own weight. If the

ar is modest in size, like our sun,

e collapse is relatively gentle and

e star fades out slowly in the linger-

ig death of a white dwarf. When the

star is massive, it does not fade away;

instead it collapses rapidly and vio-

lently, and rebounds from the col-

lapse in a cataclysmic explosion

known as a supernova. A glowing

cloud of debris expands from the site

of the explosion at a speed of thou-

sands of miles per second. Buried in

the cloud is the compressed remnant

of the star's core—either a neutron

star or a black hole in space.

A neutron star is a lump of matter

with a mass comparable to that of the

sun, but squeezed so severely that the

separate electrons and electron nuclei

within it have combined to form neu-

trons—subatomic particles having no

charge. This ball of pure neutrons,

about ten miles in radius, is so dense

that a matchbox filled with matter

from it would weigh several billion

tons. The ball of neutrons, spinning

rapidly on its axis several times a sec-

ond, emits flashes of radiation that

move through space like the light

from a rotating lighthouse beacon.

These flashes periodically sweep

across the earth and are observed by
astronomers here as regularly

repeated pulses of radiation. They are

responsible for the neutron star's

other name—the pulsar.

Neutron stars, or pulsars, are rela-

tively well -understood objects. Their

general properties can be explained

without difficulty, and their existence

creates no strains in the body of

science. Black holes are another mat-

ter. According to experts in relativity

theory, their existence is certain; it is

an inexorable consequence of the

laws of relativity, combined with all

known facts on the birth and death of

stars. When a star's nuclear fuel is

burned up, the star must collapse

under the force of its own weight. If

the star is fairly massive, its core will

be squeezed down to a radius of ap-

proximately ten miles and a ball of

pure neutrons will form there; if it is

extremely massive, the force of the

collapse will squeeze the core down
to an even smaller radius. If the core

is squeezed down to a radius of about

two miles, the theory of relativity pre-

dicts the sudden occurrence of an ex-

traordinary phenomenon.
According to Einstein's theory, a

ray of light should possess mass. If

Einstein is right , a ray of light emitted

from a star will be pulled back by the

star's gravity, as a ball thrown up

from the surface of the earth is pulled

back by the earth's gravity. When a

star is normal in size—about one mil-

lion miles in diameter—the force of

gravity on its surface is not strong

enough to keep the light rays from

escaping and they leave the star, al-

though with their energy somewhat
diminished.

But if the matter of the star is

squeezed into a very small volume,

the force of gravity on its surface is

very great. This can happen to the

core of a star as a result of a supernova

explosion. Suppose the core—which

may be several times as massive as

the sun—is squeezed down to a radius

of a few miles . At that point , the force

of gravity at the surface of this com-
pact mass is billions of times stronger

than the force of gravity at the surface

of the sun. The tug of that enormous
force prevents any rays of light from

leaving the surface of the star; like the

ball thrown upward from the earth,

they are pulled back and cannot

escape to space. All the light within

the star is then trapped by gravity; no

radiation can emerge. From that mo-
ment on, the star is invisible. It is a

black hole in space.

If the mass of a star is exceptionally

great—for example , twenty or thirty

times the mass of the sun—calcula-

tions indicate that the entire star, and

not merely the core, will become a
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TIME
MACHINE
FOR SALE.
15 FOR SIX
ROUND
TRIPS

Every issue of ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine sends you
on a fascinating voyage to antiquity. And every issue is

truly a collector's item. Rich, full page illustrations, lavish

reproductions of ancient art, front-line reports of excavations

and discoveries, and much more. . .are waiting for you right now.
Published by the Archaeological Institute of America.

ARCHAEOLOGY
THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEHIND THE TIMES

ARCHAEOLOGY -Dept.H-1 H-1

260 West Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013
Please send one year's subscription (6 issues) of ARCHAEOLOGY

Check enclosed for $15 Bill me.

Check enclosed for 2 years for $27 . .Bill me.

Name

Address
.

City State. Zip.

okSH^.

TRAVEr^DEST
«1M7|II

* Explorer Tours
640 Calhcart Strecl. Suile 307

Section NH02. Montreal H3B IM.t

Canada 514 - 861 6763

FURL
a bit of

natural

history

Whale and dinosaur
ride high while you
keep dry. Umbrella

is quick-drying

nylon and ideal size

for men and women.
With a light-weight

wood handle,

grooved to give

you a good grip

on things. Beige with

brown motif or navy
with beige. $16.00

including shipping
_

and handling.

Natural History Umbrella, Depl.UIS
Box 5123, Des Moines, Iowa 50340

Please send me Beige Navy
umbrellas at $16.00 each. My check/money
order for a total of $ is enclosed.

Name

Address

stale Zin

Museum members may take 10% discount.

black hole when the star collapses||

the end of its life

.

The force of gravity within a bla|

hole not only prevents light frci

escaping; it also prevents all physiij

objects from getting out of the ho|

This property of black holes is ai

other prediction of Einstein's theoi SJ

which asserts that no object can tra% if^

faster than light. If the black hole

gravity is so powerful that light ca

not break its grip and escape to spacj

material objects cannot escape eithel*

Everything inside the black hole

trapped there forever.

Any ray of light or physical obje

that enters the black hole from tt fc

outside can never emerge again. Tl i

interior of the black hole is con is

pletely isolated from the outsic lo

world; it can take in objects and radii &

tion but cannot send anything back, ^:

Once a black hole forms, gravilfc

continues to draw everything inside s

toward the center. According to cuj

«

rent knowledge in theoretical phyi J

ics, the atoms of the star pile up i i

the center in a dense lump that cot t

tracts steadily. First the materials c
p

the star shrink to the size of a pinhead

then to the size of a microbe; an^

then, still shrinking, they pass int

the realm of distances smaller thai

any ever probed by man. All the

while, a mass of ten thousand trillioi 5

trillion tons remains packed into tb e

contracting volume. 11

But while the materials of the sta i

shrink to microscopic size at the cen 1

ter, the radius of the black hole re 1

mains unchanged because no masis

has disappeared. It is all still there i

at the center of the hole, exerting tht

same powerful force of gravity on ob-

jects and rays of light in its neighbor-

hood.

In fact, since black holes capture

any material they encounter, the mass

and therefore the radius of a black

hole will always tend to increase in

time. A black hole is, in a sense, in-

satiable. As more matter enters it, its|

gravitational pull increases, and

therefore its boundary expands.

This property does not imply thai

black holes act as gravitational vac-

uum cleaners, drawing in matter from

the space around them. A ray of light,

a star, or a spaceship can pass by a

black hole safely as long as it does not

come too close. However, if the ob-

ject is on a collision course with a

black hole, it will enter the hole and

vanish. Even if its course carries it

within a mile or two of the hole's

boundary, the gravitational pull of the
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k hole will curve the path of the

ct so that it enters and disappears,

'hat would happen to an astro-

;icist who entered a black hole?

rould be ripped apart because the

of his body closest to the center

le black hole would be pulled by

onger gravitational force than any

rpart. Suppose, for example, an

)physicist entered a hole feet

his feet would be pulled more

igly than his head, and feet and

1 would tend to separate. The as-

hysicist would feel as though he

; being stretched on a rack; a few

sandths of a second after entering

)lack hole, he would be dismem-

d; after a few more thousandths

second, the individual atoms of

Dody would be broken into their

irate neutrons, protons, and elec-

s; finally, the elementary par-

s themselves would be torn into

ments whose nature is not yet

wn to physicists.

ituition tells us that an object as

irre as a black hole cannot exist,

he relativists insist that they must

jresent in the universe in great

ibers. It seems impossible to

h the relativists out in the matter,

e the black hole, by its nature, is

bservable. However, recent re-

s in X-ray astronomy provide in-

ct evidence that at least one black

; actually does exist. X-ray obser-

ons of the heavens made by

cets and satellites show a powerful

rce of X-rays, with unusual

perties, in the constellation

;nus. The source, named Cygnus

, is in the vicinity of a blue super-

it—a massive, very bright, blue-

)red star. The spectrum of the blue

3rgiant indicates that it is a mem-
of a binary, that is, a pair of close

s waltzing round one another

er the pull of their mutual gravita-

al attraction. Apparently, the in-

ble source of the X-rays is the

;r member of the binary,

'his pair of stars seems to provide
' evidence for the existence of

;k holes that theorists have been

icing. When the stars in a binary

relatively close together, the pull

';ach star's gravity draws matter

ly from its companion and streams

|as flow back and forth between

I two stars. If one star becomes a

:k hole, the gas drawn out of the

:jr star will continue to stream

I ard its companion; but as this gas

• roaches the boundary of the black

t, it will be accelerated to ex-

I lely high velocities by the black

Paradise is in Asia
and PIA flies you there.

21 days in the unspoiled

world of Pakistan, Afghanistan,

India and Sri Lanka

By the world's highest mountains and usually share your own language

there's a story book land of mosques The cities are music to pronounce:

and lotus pools, where people com- ^^ Delhi. Peshawar. Karachi. Jaipur.

nlonly live to be a hundred. The
bazaars are a happy hubbub of

exotic little treasures. Beaches

are warm and gold while the

ski slopes are still snow
white. It's the place where
Shalimar's gardens still in-

toxicate the air, and the

Khyber Pass looks down the

centuries to remember
Darius and Alexander the

Great.
Paradise-ln-Asia has

rugged wilds, deluxe hotels

and the world's best polo and
squash. People are friendly,

Rawalpindi. Kabul. Kandy.
Polonnarua.

Few ever find their Paradise on

earth. PIA can take you there

now, leaving New York on one
of their Boeing 747s. Ask
your travel agent or mail the

coupon.

^^PIA
I
PIA TOUR MANAGER
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

' Gentlemen: Please tell me more about your new
I Paradise-In-Asia tour of Pakistan, Afghanistan

I

and Sri Lanka.

\bu can hearboth sides
ofthe storywith Bauen
Now you can make films

that sound just as rich as they

look. The Bauer T60 is the finest

stereo sound projector ever made
for super 8. It records and plays

back in stereo, and monaural.

Shoot your scene, then add back-

ground to a second track on your

T60. The sophisticated control

panel lets you mix in your sound.

Stereo music, sound effects or

narration, any way you want it.

There are more things that

made the T60 truly super. It's

super quiet. With automatic

threading and gentle film

handling. And a 16.5mm-30nim
zoom lens.

It handles both super 8 and
single 8 film, too. And records on

both. In stereo, of course.

With the new Bauer T60 you can get professional sound lab effects without

the professional sound lab.

Check out the new Bauer 5x zoom sound camera, too. Or the new 12x zoom

silent, or any of our other fine movie products. Write for information

BAUER T60.
The Supers Projectorwith Stereo Sound.

(5iaipl AIC Photo, Inc., Carle Place, N.Y. U514
yiWs

] gjji^^ |3 3 Kgg Tui o( Robert Bosch Photokino GmbH.
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TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

Exploring strange waters and seldom seen landfalls

is a daily experience aboard the

M/S LINDBLAD EXPLORER
World-famous M/S Lindblad Explorer', a ship

which for years has opened sea lanes and
passages previously inaccessible to tourists,

invites you again to taste the excitement of

exploring remoteareasof our planet We have
scheduled four expeditions of exceptional

interest for the Spring of 1977

I.The Amazonas River- Upstream. We will

cruise the mighty Amazonas from Rio de
Janci ro to the river s delta, then 2300 miles up-
stream to Iquitos in the foothills of the Andes-

2. The Amazonas River- Downstream. Again
2300 miles from Iquitos down to the open sea
and to Trinidad, The abounding bird life on
the riverwill be of special interest

3. The Gulf of Darien and West Coast of Cen-
tral America. We sail west from Trinidad to

remote and seldom seen islands, then through

the Panama Canal to Costa Rica and Guate-
mala,

4. The Sea of Cortez and Baja California.

We embark from Acapuico and cruise along

a coast line immensely rich in sea life with

Los Angeles as our destination

The M/S Lindblad Explorer, operated in the

famed tradition of the Swedish American Line,

affords all the comforts of a fine cruise ship

Write for our brochure or give us the name of

your travel agent,

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept. NHLE4

133 East 55th Street. New York. NY. 10022
751-2300 or toll-free 800-223-9700

'Panamanian registry

'07BLACK BEAR
\Eiiarctos Americanus

Encounter this noble symbol of a determined, independent survival.

Meticulously conceived in diamond-hard ANTHRACITE COAL,
this rugged likeness is hand crafted to a fiery brilliant finish.

Our proud forest monarch will prove a source of pride to all who
share a resolute commitment to our natural habitat. {T't (T

LIMITED AVAILABILITY - RESPOND NOW. . . ^>±!D,

Cralt I 'iiidcrs • liox 180 • (;raliam.sville, iNcm York 12740
Please send to me (or to names indicated on my attached gift

list) "Black Bear"(s) at $15. ea.

I enclose $

handling.

Name__

total (check or M.O.) & $2 each for shipping and

\ AdrJre' Zip

hole's gravitational force. The ip.

idly moving particles, convergin|on

the black hole, will collide withne
another and produce an inteise

stream of X-rays, making the b|cl

hole an X-ray source of the kind'b

served by the X-ray satellites. !

Furthermore, as the two starsle

volve around one another, the X-i{y

emanating from the vicinity of iii

black hole will be periodicih
blocked by its companion. Cyg
X-1 fits this description precisely,

cause the intensity of the X-rays C(

ing from it vary regularly every

days.

What about other explanations

Cygnus X-1? According to c

theory, the invisible member of

binary could be a neutron star inst

of a black hole, since neutron slj

also emit X-rays. However, this is'

turned out to be unlikely. The prop--

ties of the binary in which Cygrs
X-1 is located indicate that its eji-i

mated mass is at least six times lei

mass of the sun. But calculaticsl

show that the mass of a neutron s f

cannot be greater than two or thi

solar masses. Thus the neutron s

explanation seems to be excluded,

black hole is consequently the mi

acceptable explanation remainir

There is a general reluctance to acct

the existence of black holes becai

they are such peculiar objects, t,,

Cygnus X-1 appears difficult to int(
j

pret in any other way.

Black holes remind physicists

the time at the beginning of this ce

tury when, although physics seem^

triumphant, the laws of the ato

prophesied the imminent collapse

the universe. There was no way th(

to make sense out of the atom, ju

as there is no way today to make sen

out of the black hole. The revof
;

tionary concepts of quantum m^

chanics saved the universe from ann:

hilation in that earlier crisis, at tf

tremendous cost of removing fundi

mental physics forever from the d(

main of ordinary experience. Revolt

tions are exciting but painful, and a

aura of discomfort pervades the sc

entific community today as it awaii

the next revolution in physics

thought, which, we now suspeci

cannot be too many years off.

An astrophysicist, Robert Jastrow i

the founder and director of the Goo
dard Institute for Space Studies i

New York City. He also teaches geol

ogy and astronomy at Columbia Uni

versify and Dartmouth College.
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COME SHARE
OUR DISCOVERY
American Museum
of Natural Historx;

Announces an

Extraordinari;

Adriatic-Aegean Cruise /-^

"^JC "'s**?

On September 19, 1977, 255 fortunate

land foresighted) friends of the Ameri-

:an Museum will embark on a voyage

^o the splendid past . . .the glories of

^ancient Greece and Byzantium... inter-

lipersed with quiet days on unspoiled

slands, in the favorite haunts of rare

and beautiful birds.

DISCOVERY offers you 19 days in

a region blessed with natural beauty

and towering human achievement. It

;tarts in Venice, ends in Athens, stops

at Dubrovnik, Istanbul, Troy, Delphi,

?^hodes, Crete, Corfu, to name only a

ew. It's an area rich in history, art, the

mprint of many cultures - and
DISCOVERY makes it j'yoursina

way that few travelers

:an expect.

More than a holiday, more than a

rest, even more than a chance to see

and explore other places, peoples,

customs, DISCOVERY is also a unique

adventure in learning.

The superb itinerary, planned in

consultation with Museum scholars

and scientists, overlooks no opportu-

nity to reveal and illuminate, to veer off

the traveled paths for special, extra

insights.

The expert arrangements will be

supervised by W.F. and R.K. Swan,
Ltd. of London. Every detail has been
scrutinized to contribute to your com-
fort. We'll use only the best accommo-
dations on a spacious, gracious ship

(70?o of the cabins, but 100% of the

crew and service staff). We've booked
rooms at the two best hotels in Venice

for the two nights before m.t.s. Orpheus
becomes your home.

The company you'll keep includes a

group of distinguished lecturers who
will lead i discussions, travel with you

share their own enthusiasms. There
are six in all, including the American
Museum's director, Dr Thomas D.

Nicholson. Two Museum omitholo-

qists will concentrate on the bird life

(they plan to take you to Scutari in

Turkey, the best of all possible places

to watch the spectacular Fall migra-

tion of thousands of birds). An Oxford

don, a Brown University archeologist,

the former director of the British

Museum will share the honors when
you're visiting archeological digs or

admiring works of art.

The flexible, comprehensive pro-

gram features a dazzling array of side

trips -all of them included in the price of

the trip, none of them required, if you
prefer to swim, stroll, shop or visit

sidewalk tavernas on your own.

Optional, too (but not included in the

price) is an extra four-day extension

in Athens for those who have the time.

Prices for DISCOVERY range from

$1475 to $1925 for each of two per-

sons sharing a cabin (single prices and
airfare estimates on request). And all

participants are asked to contribute

$350 to the American Museum.

If DISCOVERY sounds right for

you, please send for further informa-

tion now. Announcements like this

bring immediate and enthusiastic

response from those who have already

traveled with the Museum and their

relatives and friends. It's as simple as

filling out and mailing the card bound
in over this page. Or, if someone has

already removed the card, simply write

today to this address:

American Museum
of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork NewYork 10024

c/o Ms Ellen Stancs



Books in Review by Gerald Carson

Wildlife Recaptured

The Worlds of Ernest Thompson
Seton, edited by John G. Samson.
Alfred A. Knopf. Inc., $25.00; 204

pp., illus.

Ernest Thompson Seton was born

at the right time and with the right

talents to become celebrated as a

sympathetic and popular interpreter

of the back to nature sentiment that

flourished about the turn of the cen-

tury. The frontier was officially

closed. A predominantly urban and
suburban America was shaping up.

Seton was a transitional figure of ex-

traordinary versatility—a recognized

field naturalist, a copious writer of

wide influence, a frequent lecturer on
wildlife, and an animal artist who
knew, as Mr. Samson says in his in-

troduction to the present volume,
"where each muscle, bone, and ten-

don belonged."

If Seton's art has occasionally

seemed to be ancillary to his im-

mensely popular writings, the balance

is handsomely redressed in the present

collection, which reproduces—in

10V4- by 1 IVi-inch pages—a careful

selection of the outdoorsman's full-

color paintings and a generous gath-

ering-up of the quick studies, done in

pencil, ink, or watercolor, that ap-

peared as data in his field notebooks

and were later worked up as illustra-

tions for his books and articles.

Mr. Samson, the compiler, who is

also editor of Field and Stream maga-
zine, divides his book into discrete

sections devoted to the fauna of the

far north, the east, and the west, with

a closing section on Indians and
woodcraft, and a selective bibliog-

raphy of Seton's books. Biographical

material and commentary by the edi-

tor introduce each of the sections,

followed by brief excerpts from sev-

eral of Seton's forty-odd books,

among them Trail of an Artist-Natu-

ralist{\940). Lives ofGame Animals
(1925-27), Life Histories of North-
ern Animals (1909), Arctic Prairies

(1911), Wild Animals I Have Known
(1898), Lives of the Hunted (1901),

and Animal Heroes (1905).

Originally named Ernest Seton
Thompson, the artist-naturalist was
born in England in 1 860 and grew up
in the wilds of Canada. He came early

to his vocation, building a woodsy
shack of his own when he was four-

teen years old. Later he studied at the

Royal Academy of Art in London and
under French artists, sketching from
life in the menagerie of the Jardin des
Plantes in Paris where, a generation

later, the grand animalier, Frangois

Pompon, found the models for his

renowned sculptures of the stag and
polar bear. Something of a prodigy,

Seton was first published when he
was barely in his twenties. In 1883,

while still living in Canada, he
changed his name legally from

M3

Lobo the wolf
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Caribou calf

.J^

Pronghorn antelope
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Thompson to Seton, a change dn

firmed in the Supreme Court of Miv.

York in 1901 because many of b

copyrights had been taken out injbe

name "Seton-Thompson."
Apart from lecture tours and db

odical visits to the wilderness toe-

fresh his vision, Seton spent his n| 51

productive years in New York and i

cinity. There he wrote and illustradi

his books and received a flow of cm
missions to illustrate the works 3

other authors: one editor, for >.

ample, ordered a thousand drawirs

Friendships developed with curatrs

and department heads of The Amji-

can Museum of Natural History, vj;li

scientists at the U.S. Biological Sr-

vey and the New York Zoologial

Park, and with a highly visible pir-

sonality concerned with the presr-

vation of America's native fauna, t.e

president of the United States, Th)
dore Roosevelt.

Along with honors, awards, 'M

prosperity, came sharp controversili.



The new, improved

mi Natural History

Pliotograpliic Competition

is open for entries

The greatest photographic

ompetition in the history of

latiiral History is on. The
Jrand Prize is a round trip for

A'O to Peru, a country that will

hallenge any photographer

/ith vistas of ancient royal

ities, Andean peaks, Amazon-

in jungles, deserts, fog-

hrouded coasts, and a colorful

lixture of peoples. The cash

irizes this year total more than

^|i3,000. And the winning en-

ijries will be published in a

special double issue of Natural

•^Ustory in August and will be

;hown at The American

^'luseum of Natural History.

« The four categories for en-

tries are broad enough to fit the

iiterests of any photographer

liecause Natural History is con-
' erned primarily with receiving

and publishing great photo-

graphs. The categories are:

( 1 ) The Natural World
; ( 2 ) A

Sequence of an Event in Nature;

(3) Microphotography, includ-

ing pictures with a scanning

electron microscope ; and ( 4

)

Tlie Rules
1. The competition is open to

everyone except employees of The
American Museum of Natural

History and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to

three previously unpubhshed
entries in each of the four cate-

gories. Decision of the judges is

final.

3. The Museum acquires the right

to publish, exhibit, and use for

promotion the winning photo-

graphs. The Museum assumes no

responsibility for other entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies

or prints up to 8 by 1 inches, and

each must bear the photographer's

name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for the return

of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked

no later than April 15, 1977.

Pack them carefully and mail to;

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

The Human Family. First prize

in each category is $500. In

addition, these awards will be

selected from all the entries

:

Humor in Nature, $200; Urban

Wildlife, $200; and ten Honor-

able Mentions at $ 1 00 each.

The deadline is April 15,

1 977. Please put your name
and address on every entry,

and include a stamped, self-

addressed envelope—since we
do want to return your pictures

to you.

And, the best of luck!
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Indians

inthe
Northeast

The 1977
Natural History Calendar

deluxe edition published by

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

A photographic celebration of the

unique quality and character of these

handsome people. Brilliant color studies

of current life provide a rich contrast to

stark black and white prints from the

first quarter of this century. 15 in all, and

all deserving to be framed, including 3

full-size 12" X 18" spreads.

Full color, high gloss stock.

Order early for gifts. With

envelope, $4.00.

Natural History Calendar, Dept. C650
Box 5123, Des Moines, Iowa 50340

Please send me calendars at

$4.00 each. My check/money order for

a total of $ is enclosed.

(Third Class postage is included Add 50c: eac

lor First Class Mail.i

Address

(please print)

City

stale Zip

Museum members may lake a 10% discount.

Seton's interest in young people

to his organization of the Woodc
Indians. Subsequently an abra:

dispute arose among Lord Bac

Powell, the hero of Mafeking; Da
Carter Beard, like Seton a na

writer and illustrator; and Seton cp*

the proper distribution of credit

the founding and shaping of the in

national Boy Scout movement
disagreements ruptured old frie

ships and left a residue of alienati o""

A romantic in temperament, S«

was able as an artist to discipline h W'

self to observe the natural world acii^^'

rately and catch the essence of e iP
''

creature in his sketchbooks— jisn

timber wolf, the varying hare, *»»

various members of the hawk fam yitai

the caribou, badger, lynx, or wm *

ever. He once counted the feathers !

a Brewer's grackle. The total: 4,9

But when he wrote for a general ai

ence, especially young people, Se

was unabashedly anthropomorpl

giving his subject animals Individ

names and personalities, such ,

Lobo the wolf, Johnny Bear, ;

Redruff the grouse. Criticism J

lowed from the scientific commun
John Burroughs, for instance, cb

tised Seton for introducing hun

;

motivation into what purported to > ;

true accounts of animal behavior ijicjiii

insisted that Seton's widely read Wl't

Animals I Have Known should m ;

properly have been entitled Wild A ; .

mals IAlone Have Known. AndPriv;

ident Roosevelt, generally a frienkifi

critic, while praising the authmis'
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American Museum—Hayden Plan

le iteresting observations of fact,"

dtbmmended that he be more cir-

'asinspect about introducing his vast

Jiliiience of juveniles to animals that

Jaijild think symbolically, transmit a

iiatfture, and perform acts of heroic

loirifice reflecting human moral val-

lii
I

. Some years later, after the publi-

intionof his four-volume monograph
TAmerican game animals, Seton re-

ieiived the John Burroughs Medal for

iiic contributions to natural history.

Sei'erhaps the greatest impact of The

hrlds of Ernest Thompson Seton

aeon today's animal appreciator, liv-

ii in the culture of the 1970s with

-lurban sprawl and shrinking habi-

, I comes from a fresh awareness of

nil abundance of wilderness species

ikiiilable for field study during

rs on's productive years. The eco-

M.tem was still relatively stable, al-

lut'Ugh Seton lived to see the extinc-

ein of the passenger pigeon and the

il of the wild buffalo herds. One
dijnders how this gifted man, essen-

I |.ly a poet as well as artist, would
ajl if he could know that the 1976

Ifristmas catalog of Nieman-
lijircus, the Texas department store

tiaiin, offered—as a gift to the couple

mjo had everything—his and her

)|)y bison. Price, complete with

aipping charges, $11,750 each.

!r. Carson's most recent book is

ren, Beasts and Gods, an account

li men 's attitudes toward animals

) ough historic times.

Hall of the Sun

This striking satellite photo has

been captured in a brilliant full-

color 24" X 36
" commemorative

poster announcing the opening

of the Hall of the Sun. This

magnificent print, suitable for

framing, is now available through

Natural History Magazine.

Natural History Posters

Dept. P S 20
80X5123
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Price: $3.50 (check or money order)

Less 10% Member's Discount Quantity.

Address.

City -State- -Zip-

"A superbly illustrated

introduction to the subject of

animal courtship and mating."
DR. DESMOND MORRIS.

author of

The Naked Ape

THE
MATING GAME by ROBERT

BURTON

From single-celled proto-

zoans to mammals and man,
this beautifully illustrated

book describes the process of

reproduction— courtship ritu-

als, anatomical features, mat-

ing behavior and more — in

illuminatingtextand nearly

180 photos (160 in full color).

Sizes//' X 11".

$12.95, now at your book-
store, or send check to Crown
Publishers, One Park Ave.,

N.Y., N.Y. 10016. N.Y. and N.J.

residents, add sales tax.

CRO\^N
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A new idea that's 140^00,000 years old

TheBrcM
In Sparkling Clear, Genuine

Swedish Crystal

The Brontosaurus. This 70 foot long,

30 ton, plant-eating dinosaur of the

Jurassic Period has captured the seri-

ous curiosity of scientists, the imag-

ination of school children, the interest

of visitors to the American IVIuseum

of Natural History and other great

museums.

Now, the amiable spirit of this pop-
ular dinosaur has been captured in a

solid sculpture of genuine, clear

Swedish crystal.

r'
MWURFM H-ISTORY SCULPTURGS

Dept. G-250, Box 5123 Des Moines, Iowa 50340

Please send me crystal sculpture(s) of the

Brontosaurus.

I am a Member of The American Museum of

Natural History and am. therefore entitled to a

10% discount making the price $69.75.

I am not a Member and will pay the regular

price of $77.50.

Enclosed is my check money order in

the amount of $

I prefer to charge this amount to my American
Express account valid thru

n
Signature-

Send to: (Please print)

Address-

City

L.
.Zip-

A strictly Hmited editk)n...a unique work of
from famous Kosta Glassworks exdusivdy

The American Museum of Natural Histoi

7 inches long;

3^2 inches high;

214 pounds of

solid Swedish
crystal.

.J

Mzike Room in Your Home
For A Brontosaurus

Whatever the decor, wherever you
place it, the Brontosaurus sculpture

will capture attention with its lucid

brilliance, its fluid lines. This is

neither a laboratory model nor a

gimcrack souvenir.

It is a work of fine art!

The Brontosaurus sculpture was
created for the American Museum of

Natural History exclusively by
Svenskt Glass and is being produced
in a limited edition by Kosta Glass-

works of Sweden.

Connolseurs of crystal collectibles

will readily acknowledge the reputa-

tion of Kosta among the world's
great crystal makers. Their name
assures the quality of the full-lead

crystal and the excellence of the
hand craftsmanship.

The Sculptor Paul Hoff

The Brontosaurus sculpture was
created by Paul Hoff whose works
are represented in museums and
galleries on three continents. He has
combined scientific evidence with
the artist's prerogatives to form pure
crystal into a sculpture of fascinating

beauty.

A Strictly Limited Edition

This one time edition of the Bron-
tosaurus sculpture will be limited to

10,000 perfect pieces. Once this

number has been realized, the pat-

terns will be destroyed.

I

A Certificate of Authenticity will

accompany each sculpture. It will

bear the serial number of that par-

ticular sculpture in the edition.

Integrity is Assured
The hand scribed signature of artist ^
Paul Hoff, together with the hall-

marks of The American Museum of

Natural History, Kosta Glassworks
&nd Svenskt Glas etched on the base

further attest to the validity and
quality of each sculpture.

The beauty of the sculpture, the

quality of the crystal, the limited

nature of the edition and the hall-

marks on the base combine to make
the Brontosaurus sculpture a most
prudent investment. Historically,

sculptures of this quality show sat-

isfying appreciation over the years.

A Treasure to Own..A Gift

Of Memorable Proportions

The Brontosaurus crystal sculpture

available only from Natural History

Sculptures. The price is $77.50.
However, if you are an Associate
Member of The American Museum o'

Natural History, you are entitled to

a discount of ten percent; your price

$69.75. Shipping, insurance and all

custom duties are included. Satis-

faction is, of course, assured.
Prompt action will be well advised.

!

nWUR^L HISTORY SCULPTUR€S
Dept. G-250, Box5123 Des Moines, Iowa50;i



letters

ckyard Beauty

On my way to work this morning

loticed a large white-tailed kite

ting on a telephone pole. So, upon

ning home this evening and find-

;
an article about the bird in your

livember issue, I discovered some-

ng truly relevant to my daily ex-

'fl^nce. A day seldom passes that I

*il to see these magnificent birds.

"'VHaving observed these birds for

Send me
NATURAL
HISTORY

I prefer 2 years for $17.

D 1 prefer 3 years for $24.

The final picture of the sullen

young man was positively offensive

in its representation of the American
flag being degraded and insulted by

this arrogant individual wearing it

pinned inverted to the leg of his cor-

duroys.

I think if any of the Indian veter-

ans of the Forty-fifth Division, to

which I had the honor of being at-

tached for a time in Italy in 1 943-44,

-"ilay of contempt for the

f would waste few words

y little time in correcting

)tible gesture,

ippointed by your poor

n selecting that photo-

epresent the Northeast

ey have dignity and tra-

he Western Indians do.

; Narragansets, the Pen-

i Mohawks, the residual

Dns, and the few Shinne-

3ur calendar.

Paul Van Gieson
Hillsdale, New Jeisev

counts at the Museum Gift^Shop.

Zip

s&^K-/---p,r.s^-^^^^^^
J-194

lendar, entitled Powwow in New
ork, made me angry. The flag code

the United States definitely pro-

bits displaying a flag as this Indian

doing.

Louise Magaw Ackerman
Lincoln, Nebraska

Thank you for the beautiful cal-

idar I received a few days ago. The
lustrations are beautiful and en-

ghtening to me. The center-fold pic-

ire of the young boy is especially

^pealing. I fear I have used too

lany superlatives, but the calendar

worthy of them.

Laura B. Sindlinger

Elmira, New York

(ote:

otograph of the Indian

flag was selected for the

ecause it strongly revealed

It of American Indian life

I fact that this act is con-

major public gathering of

d others is a revealing com-
jt our society today. This

mean that we approve of

in the picture nor that we
defile the flag.

i fully aware that, as edi-

tors, we are particularly fortunate to

be working in the country of that

flag, where the freedom of the press

to publish both good and bad infor-

mation is a fundamental right.

A Correction
In Edward Abbey's book review

(November 1976), his assumption

that an orchid is a parasite is simply

wrong. In this largest family of the

plant kingdom, the nonterrestrial

members are epiphytes. Although

several nongreen species have sym-

biotic relationships with fungi, no

orchids are parasitic.

Ken Frieling

Stewart, Ohio

ONE OFAMERICA'S
LAST GREAT

ANTiaUE BUYS
You are Invited to become one of the few
Americans today lucky enough to own
not a copy, not a replica, not less than
an authentic circa 1900 antique school-

house clock—the kind than once ticked
happily away in the front parlors, gen-

eral stores & one-room schools of our
childhood. Each is unique & in 100%
running order. Yours will be numbered,
registered to your family or whomever
you designate and accompanied by a

handsome Certificate of Age & Owner-
ship (suitable for framing). You could
expect to pay far more at auction or

antique shop for just such a clock. To
assure ownership at this special price,

please order now.

The Original
Schoolhouse Clock

$98.00 ppd.
• Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Certificate of age, autfienticity. ownersfiip.

• Fully reconditioned 8 day keywind move-
ment, brass pendulum, key. Counts each

: ton

ely polisfied

When in New york. visit the

Pony Express Showroom

PONY EXPRESS SYSTEM
2986 Navajo St. Dept. Nil

Vorktown, N.y. 10598

iN Y State residents add 5«„ sales tai'.

We Honor Master Charge American Express &
BankAmericard Include signature & appropriate

dala or (or faster service call 914.248-7031.

Mr, /Ms.

Address Apt. = .

City State . Zip
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A new idea that's 140^00,000 years old

The nnrntosaimis
In Sparkling Clear, Genuine

Swedish Crystal

The Brontosaurus. This 70 foot long,

30 ton, plant-eating dinosaur of the
Jurassic Period has captured the seri-

ous curiosity of scientists, the imag-
ination of school children, the interest

of visitors to the American Museum
of Natural History and other great
museums.

Now, the amiable spirit of this pop-
ular dinosaur has been captured in a
solid sculpture of genuine, clear
Swedish crystal.

MWURfM HISTORY SCULPTURGS
Dept. G-250, Box 5123 Des Moines, Iowa 50340

Please send me crystal sculpture(s) of the
Brontosaurus.

I am a Member of The American Museum of
Natural History and am, therefore entitled to a
10% discount making the price $69.75.

I am not a Member and will pay the regular
price of $77.50.

Enclosed is my check
the amount of $

money order

I prefer to charge this amount to my American
Express account valid thru

D
Signature

Send to: (Please print)

Name

Address-

City

.Zip__

.J

Whatever the decor, wherever
place it, the Brontosaurus scul
will capture attention with its I

brilliance, its fluid lines. This i

neither a laboratory model nor
gimcrack souvenir.

It is a work of fine art!

The Brontosaurus sculpture wa
created for the American Muse
Natural History exclusively by
Svenskt Glass and is being pro(
in a limited edition by Kosta Gl;

works of Sweden.

Connoiseurs of crystal collectib

will readily acknowledge the re|

tion of Kosta among the world's
great crystal makers. Their name
assures the quality of the full-lead

crystal and the excellence of the
hand craftsmanship.

The Sculptor Paul Hoff
The Brontosaurus sculpture was
created by Paul Hoff whose works
are represented in museums and
galleries on three continents. He has
combined scientific evidence with
the artist's prerogatives to form pure
crystal into a sculpture of fascinating
beauty.

A Strictiy Limited Edition

This one time edition of the Bron-
tosaurus sculpture will be limited to
10,000 perfect pieces. Once this

number has been realized, the pat-
terns will be destroyed.
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available only from Natural History
Sculptures. The price is $77.50.
However, if you are an Associate
Member of The American Museum c

Natural History, you are entitled to
a discount of ten percent; your price
$69.75. Shipping, insurance and all

custom duties are included. Satis-
faction is, of course, assured.
Prompt action will be well advised.

MUSeJMOf

nWURM HISTORV SCULPTURGS
Dept. G-250, Box 5123 Des Moines, Iowa SCO



setters

ickyard Beauty
On my way to work this morning

noticed a large white-tailed kite

sting on a telephone pole. So, upon

niing home this evening and find-

a; an article about the bird in your

ncmber issue, I discovered some-

iiig truly relevant to my daily ex-

'/(ence. A day seldom passes that I

Til to see these magnificent birds.

"•i Having observed these birds for

veral years since moving to south-

n California, I was thrilled to read

lOut their unique beauty and hunt-

g skills.

One does not need to travel the

orld over to find a "rare" creature

great beauty. Thank you for pub-

,hing Lee Waian's article on a bird

any people fail to notice in the area

here I live.

Janet Royster
Irvine, California

he Turbulent Sun
I've just finished looking at your

ovember issue. The sun has never

•emed so near. I appreciate your

loughtful arrangement of articles

id photos.

Michael Robinson
Battle Ground, Washington

he Turbulent Calendar
In your 1977 calendar, which fea-

ires pictures of Indians in the North-

ist, some of the pictures are of

iterest and are historical. Some are

ven beautiful. However, the pic-

'jire on the last two pages of the

ilendar, entitled Powwow in New
ork, made me angry. The fiag code

J

f the United States definitely pro-

ibits displaying a flag as this Indian

. doing.

Louise Magaw Ackerman
Lincoln, Nebraska

Thank you for the beautiful cal-

ndar I received a few days ago. The
llustrations are beautiful and en-

ghtening to me. The center-fold pic-

ure of the young boy is especially

ppealing. I fear I have used too

nany superlatives, but the calendar

5\vorthy of them.

Laura B. Sindlinger
Elmira, New York

The final picture of the sullen

young man was positively offensive

in its representation of the American
flag being degraded and insulted by

this arrogant individual wearing it

pinned inverted to the leg of his cor-

duroys.

I think if any of the Indian veter-

ans of the Forty-fifth Division, to

which I had the honor of being at-

tached for a time in Italy in 1 943-44,

saw this display of contempt for the

country, they would waste few words

and take very little time in correcting

this contemptible gesture.

I am disappointed by your poor

judgement in selecting that photo-

graph to represent the Northeast

Indians. They have dignity and tra-

dition, as the Western Indians do.

Look to the Narragansets, the Pen-

obscots, the Mohawks, the residual

Seven Nations, and the few Shinne-

cocks for your calendar.

Paul Van Gieson
Hillsdale, New Jersey

Editor's Note:
The photograph of the Indian

wearing a flag was selected for the

calendar because it strongly revealed

one element of American Indian life

today. The fact that this act is con-

doned at a major public gathering of

Indians and others is a revealing com-
ment about our society today. This

does not mean that we approve of

the action in the picture nor that we
meant to defile the flag.

We are fully aware that, as edi-

tors, we are particularly fortunate to

be working in the country of that

flag, where the freedom of the press

to publish both good and bad infor-

mation is a fundamental right.

A Correction
In Edward Abbey's book review

(November 1976), his assumption

that an orchid is a parasite is simply

wrong. In this largest family of the

plant kingdom, the nonterrestrial

members are epiphytes. Although

several nongreen species have sym-

biotic relationships with fungi, no

orchids are parasitic.

Ken Frieling

Stewart, Ohio

ONE OFAMERICA'S
LAST GREAT

ANTiaUE BUYS
You are invited to become one of the few
Americans today lucky enough to own
not a copy, not a rephca, not less than
an authentic circa 1900 antique school-

house clock—the kind than once ticked

happily away in the front parlors, gen-

eral stores & one-room schools of our
childhood. Each is unique & in 100%
running order. Yours will be numbered,
registered to your family or whomever
you designate and accompanied by a

handsome Certificate of Age & Owner-
ship (suitable for framing). You could
expect to pay far more at auction or

antique shop for just such a clock. To
assure ownership at this special price,

please order now.

The Original
Schoolhouse Clock

$98.00 ppd.
• Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Certificate of age, authenticity, ownerstiip.

• Fully re-conditioned 8-day keywind move-
ment, brass pendulum, key. Counts each

in de elodic ton

• Finely polished S. carefully restored hard-
wood case, approx 22" H, 13" W, 4 ' i" D.

When in Nen York, visit the

Pony Express Showroom

PONY EXPRESS SYSTEM
2986 IMavaio St. Dept. Nil

Yorktown, N.Y. 10598

GENTLEMEN: Please register clock;sl in the

names I have typed or printed on a separate sheet

which I enclose with my check for

iN Y State residents add 5°o sales tax'

We Honor Master Charge American Express &
BankAmericaid Include signature & appropriate

data or for faster sendee call 914.248-7031.

Mr./Ms

Address ,
Apt = ,

City Stale Zip
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CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERSI

Take them alive, unhurt!
Slmpfe. safe HAVAHART traps catch raldlnR rabbits,
possums, coons, sgulrrels. plscons, sparrows, etc.. without
Injury. Straylne pets, poultry released unhurt. Fully as-
sembled. No Jaws or sprlnns to break. Galvanized; many
in use 20 years. Open ends give animal confidence. Sizes
for all needs. Send 25c for valuable Illustrated guide and
price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Here's my 25c- Please send price list, trapping guide.

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN
VACATION

YEAR 'ROUND LIVING

Lakes • Golf • Tennis • Heated
Pool • Guest Naturalist Often

Write for Information:

Tfie Audubon Colony
P.O. Box 1.56 (n.h.)

Cedar AAtn,, N.C. 28718
(704)885-2091

NATURAL HISTORY

FILE

only

$^95

each

Holds a year's subscription -

keeps all copies neat, clean

and in one place.

A deluxe Royal Blue magazine case
with "Natural History" gold stamped
on the face. Has the expensive good
looks of a leather-bound book.

Organizes your valuable collection by
year of issue. Reduces clutter in your
home or office, keeps copies handy
for easy reference. Sturdy book-
binder's board protects copies against

soil and damiage for as long as you
want to keep them. Gold leaf

furnished free for dating, etc. Send
check or money order. Ivloney re-

funded if not satisfied.

Natural History File ... . $4.95 ea.;

3 for S12. 95 postpaid

We tiave custom designed files for over 8.000
magazines. Order by title. $4,95 ea, ppd.

SHANNON CORPORATION Dept.17N
734 N. Decalur Ave., Minneapolis, N/IN. 55427

Announcements

The American Museum-Hayden
Planetarium is now offering a Satur-

day Morning Sky Show for Chil-

dren at 11:00 A.M. A planetarium

lecturer will explain why the moon
changes shape, why the seasons

change, what shooting stars are, and

how the nighttime sky would look

without the city's lights and pollu-

tion. The lecturer will also discuss the

status of such current space research

as the Viking Project to Mars, Pi-

oneer's journey to Jupiter and Saturn,

and Mariner's flight to Venus and

Mercury. The show is designed for

children in grades six through eight.

Special rates are available for groups

of ten or more. For further informa-

tion call 873-1300, extension 206.

A small exhibit of nineteenth-century

Mongolian Jewelry and Orna-
ments will open in the Museum's
Roosevelt Rotunda on January 20 and

run through March 1 . The display in-

cludes women's necklaces, rings,

earrings, and headbands, as well as

various ornaments used by men. All

handcrafted, the pieces are made
from locally mined silver, inlaid with

coral, torquoise, and jade. One of the

attractions of Mongolian silver-

smithing of the last century is the

contrast between the delicately

crafted silver and the usually rough-

hewn inset minerals.

Places are still available on the Mu-
seum's Anthropology Tour to

Morocco, April 2 to April 16, 1977.

The trip is especially designed for

persons interested in discovering the

diversity of Moroccan culture. Led
by Paul J. Sanfacon, Museum lec-

turer in anthropology, participants

will visit mosques and the king's pal-

ace in Rabat and the medieval Mus-
lim city of Fes. The tour will continue

through the Atlas Mountains to Ris-

sani, crossroads of the caravan trade

between the Sudan and North Africa,

and will include the city of Marra-

kech. Throughout the journey, visits

will be made to archeological sites,

museums, ancient towns, and mar-

kets. For further information call

873-1300, extension 341.

Note: The Museum's geology tour of

Iceland and Greenland, scheduled

for August 10 to August 30, 1977,

has been cancelled.

Incredible Africa!

JANUARY 12, 1977 ROOT |
LEAKEY 19-day natural historl

tented and lodge safari in Kenyl
& Tanzania, $1795.00 plus aitf

fare. Limited to 16 members. Ad
ditional departure February 16.

MARCH 17, 1977 Join JOHN
WILLIAMS on a special 30-da

i

safari in Kenya following bird mi|i

gration. JULY 21, 1977 Anothe

JOHN WILLIAMS departure fea

turing rare birds, big game anc

wildflowers, 30 days in Kenya

$3165.00 each plus airfare.

Call or write

SIEMER & HAND, LTD.
Travel Service

One Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 94111

(415) 788-7186

Shells • Fossils
Minerals

NEW COLOR ^^\\V

PORTFOLIO N^
plus Illustrated

Catalog $1.00 ^

DOVER SCIENTIFIC
Box 6011 C Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 D/S

Wanted; Book manuscripls in all fields Ex r(

editing, design, manulacture. and markelm--
all under one root. Two FREE books (im

270 pages) give complete delails

Write or phone Depl : 779D

,

EXPOSITION PRESS, Hicksville, N.Y. 11'1

(516) 822-5700,

CRuis:^
INLAN)
FLORIEA

Relax 5 days on the Lazy Bones plus airboat and svnp
buggy jaunts In Everglades country. $217 complete, )v.

thru April. Featured in leading publications. For brocre

write Capt Stan Maurer, Shanty Boat Cruises. Rt, 14 oi

434 Z. Ft, Myers, Fla. 33905.

NATURE ON STAMIIS

^ SAMPLES& APPR0VALS-$1
Solisfoction Guaranteed

Mil Med Stamps
'0 BOX 297 NH AURORA, CO 800
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.TOP SAYING . . .

1 CAN'T AFFORD TO TRAVEL"
I,? BOOKS THATGIVE YOU THE
i
FACTS ON HOW YOU CAN

i TRAVEL TODAY WITHOUT
I

BEING RICH

AROUND THE WORLD
BY FREIGHTER

V
a^. For no more than you'd spend at a resort you can

J Ike a never-to-be-forgotten cruise to Rio or Buenos
" ires. Or ttirougti ttie Canal or to the West Indies or

:i. :ross the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, etc

And what accommodations you get— large rooms
ith tieds, not bunks, probably a private bath, lots of

ood food and plenty of relaxation as you speed from

ort to port.

Travel Routes Around the World names the freighter

les (hundreds of them, v»ith sailings from practically

/ery port in the world), tells where they go. what they

large, briefly describes accommodations plus life on
)ur freighter, clothes to take, etc

^ To stop saying that travel is expensive, get your copy
ow. Price, S2.00.

BARGAIN PARADISES
OF THE WORLD

West Indies, Mexico, Californias Abroad

This is a book on how to double what your money can
)uy For that is what spending a few weeks or months,
ir even retiring, in the world's Bargain Paradises

nounts to.

Throughout this big book you learn where to spend
while in the West Indies. South America, the health-

~ul islands of the South Seas, and the marvelous
Balearic Islands where two can live like kings yet spend

r^'ery little

You read about cities and towns where it's always
.pring. about "Californias Abroad." about "Four
Modern Shangn-Las." about mountain hideaways,
'ropical Islands as colorful as Tahiti but nearer home.
ibout modern cities where you can live for less, about
luiet country lanes and surf-washed coastal resorts.

If you've ever wanted to travel but wondered how you
lould afford it: if you have a little income but wonder
-low you'd ever be able to retire on that: if you want a

ife of luxuries on what you'd get only necessities back
wme, then you want this book. $2.50.

I

HOW TO TRAVEL
WITHOUT BEING RICH

Do you know it costs only $218 to travel all the way to

Argentina through colorful Mexico, the Andes. Peru,

etc.. by bus and raiP Or that there are equally low cost

routings to all the places you want to see, whether

that's traveling around the world, exploring the West
Indies, roaming around Europe. South America,

elsewhere'

It you know the seldom-advertised ways of reaching

foreign countries, you don't need fantastic sums of

money in order to travel This book shows you the

lower cost, comfortable ways to practically any part of

the world Here are the ship, rail. bus. airplane, and
other routings that save you money and open the world

to you

Remember: there are always two ways to travel—
like a tourist, who spends a lot. or like a traveler, who
knows all the ways to reach his destination economi*

cally. comfortably, and while seeing the world

It you've ever wanted to travel, send now for this

book with Its 75.000 words of detailed information on

how to travel comfortably and economically. It costs

only $2.95. Even one little hint can save you this sum
several times over

OFF THE-BEATEN PATH
These are America's own

Bargain Ptiradises

Where to retire or vacation at what

look like pre-inflation prices and no

one ever heard of nerves or worries.

Off-the-Beaten Path names the really low cost Florida

retirement and vacationing towns, the top-notch values
in Texas, the Southwest. California, the South and East.

Canada, and a dozen other areas which the crowds
have not yet discovered:

— Fabulous places like that undiscovered region
where winters are as warm and sunny as Miami
Beach's, yet costs can be 2/3rds less. Or that island

that looks like Hawaii yet is 2000 miles nearer. Or
France's only remaining outpost in this part of the
world ... or a village more Scottish than Scotland . .

or resort villages without crowds or high prices ... or

island paradises aplenty in the U.S. or Canada ... or

areas with almost a pertect climate. And for good
measure you also read about low cost paradises in

Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico.

A big book, with page after page of information on
how to enjoy yourself more and more as you vacation,

retire, or see America. Price, only $3.95.

SPECIAL OFFER: All 4 books above— Travel Routes Around the World,

Bargain Paradises of the World, How to Travel Without Being Rich, and
Off-the-Beaten Path— ($11AQ value) for only $6.95.

FABULOUS MEXICO—
Where Everything Costs Less

The land of retirement and vacation bargains,

ywhere an American or Canadian retirement

'income looks like a fortune, and your vacation

,Tioney can buy double or more what it might
v'oack home. Norman Ford shows you vacation

'3nd retirement values where you can live like

a prince on what you might just get along on in

the U.S.A. or Canada. He pinpoints areas that

look like the South Seas, others where it's like

I June all year round, towns where many other
Americans and Canadians have retired; shows
invhere to find modern, flower-bedecked-hotels
and inns that charge hardly half of what you'd
expect to spend in even such a land of vacation
and retirement bargains as Mexico. Plus a big

section on where to start your money earning
so much more than In the USJi. or Canada.
$2.50.

AMERICA BY CAR
This big book is your insurance of seeing all the four-

star sights in whatever corner of the US., Canada or

Mexico you drive to- Whether you're visiting New
England or California. Florida or the National Parks, the

Great Lakes, the Mississippi, the East, the South, the

Southwest, the Indian country, etc.. it tells you day by

day and road by road the scenic way to go and it always
directs you to the important sights along the way and in

the cities. In Niagara or Los Angeles, Washington or

New Orleans, the Black Hills or Montreal, it takes the

guesswork out of travel.

America is so big you can easily overlook or forget

important sights or make many a wrong turn— which is

something you certainly don't want to do in these days
of higher gas prices. So get AMERICA BY CAR, the

book that makes sure you'll see everything of conse-

quence and always travel right. Only $3.95 for this

170.000 word book (as big as 3 ordinary- sized novels).

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

Florida needn't be expensive- not if you know |ust

where to go for whatever you seek in Florida And if

there's any man who can give you the facts you want,

It's Norman Ford, founder of the world-famous Globe
Trotters Club

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells you. first of

all, road by road, mile by mile, everything you'll find in

Florida, whether you're on vacation or looking over )0b,

business, real estate, or retirement prospects

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and restaurants

where you can stop for the best accommodations and
meals at the price you want to pay For that longer

vacation, if you let Norman Ford guide you. you'll find a

real "paradise "—)ust the spot that has everything

you want

Of course, there's much more to this big book. If you
want a home in Florida, he tells you just where to head.

If you've ever wanted to run a tourist court or own an
orange grove, he tells you today's inside story of these

popular investments

If you want to retire on a small income. Norman Ford
tells you exactly where you can retire now on the money
you've got. whether it's a little or a lot Because he
always tells you where life m Florida is pleasantest on a

small income, he can help you to take life easy now

Whatever you seek in Florida. Norman Ford's Florida

gives you the facts you need to find exactly what you

want. Well over 100.000 words but it costs only

$300—only a fraction of the money you'd spend
needlessly if you went to Florida blind.

WHERE TO RETIRE
ON A SMALL INCOME

This book selects out of the thousands of

communities in the U.S. only those places

where the climate is right, living costs are less,

the surroundings pleasant, and nature and the

community get together to guarantee a good
time from fishing, boating, gardening, concerts,

or the like.

It covers cities, towns, spas, resorts, etc.,

throughout America — from New England south

to Florida, west to California and north to the

Pacific Northwest. It includes both Hawaii and
the American Virgin Islands.

Some people spend hundreds of dollars

trying to get information like this by traveling

around the country. Frequently they fail—
there is just too much of America to explore!

This book saves you from that danger. Yet it

costs only $2.95.

A Good Trip Begins with a Harlan Book
Publishers since 1935

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS
16 Grant Blvd.

GREENLAWN (Long Island), N.Y. 11740

I have enclosed $ {cash, check, or

money order). Please send me the books I

have checked below, YOU WILL REFUND MY
MONEY IF I AM NOT SATISFIED,

D Travel Routes Around the World (travel by

freighters), $2.00.

D Bargain Paradises of the World. S2.50.

D How to Travel Without Being Rich. 12.95.

D Off-the-Beaten Path. S3. 95.

D SPECIAL OFFER #1: All 4 books above

for $6.95,

a America by Car. S3. 95.

D Norman Ford's Florida. S3. 00.

D Where to Retire on a Small Income. $2.95.

D Fabulous Mexico— Where Everything Costs
Less. $2.50.

D SPECIAL OFFER #2: Save almost $11 —all

8 books above— $23-80 value— for only

$12,95,

Print Name

Street Address

City

State Zip Code
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Astronomy

SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC 1977. Sunrise, sun-
set, moonrise, moonset. and phases custom-com-
puted tor your latitude and longitude anywhere in

world. Also planetary phenomena and selected
star coordinates. Wall calendar format. In use by
schools, planetariums, newspapers, amateurs and
professionals everywhere $9.00 US currency.
Foreign orders specify geographical coordinates.
Californians add sales tax Astronomical Data Serv-
ice, 1901 Old Middlefield Way, Suite 14C. Mountain
View, CA 94043

Automotive

SAVE HUNDREDS ON NEW CAR PURCHASE! Be
informed. Dealer cost quotes—$3.00. State make,
model, options desired. CA.B.S . Box 351-NH,
Burlington. MA 01 803

Books

BIRDS OF NEPAL, Fleming Field Guide, 150 color

plates, 741 species. $14 postpaid, Mrs. Sally

Beieler, 1028 Crestwood, Wenatchee, WA 98801

MOCKEL'S DESERT FLOWER NOTEBOOK. Soft

cover, 165 illustrations, 54 full color. Two indexes:
Common and Botanical Names. $6.95 postpaid.
Artist—Henry R. Meckel, P O Box 726, Twentynine
Palms. CA 92277

PYRAMIDOLOGY: Extensive book and product
catalogue, 25e please, 8143-NH Big Bend. Web-
ster Groves, MO 63119

Collector's Items

FREE CACTUS SEED with "Cactus Collector's

Handbook." (500 identification photographs.)
$3.00 postpaid. Infobooks, 5001 NH, San Angelo,
TX 76901

NATIONAL PARK MEDALS. 40 in silver. For infor-

mation write: Medals, 399 Crocker Ave., Ventura,
CA 93003

Education

GRAND TETON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCA-
TIONAL CENTER, Year round, diversified pro-

grams. Elementary through college Credit avail-

able. 1 1th year Write Director. Box 68. Kelly. WY
83011 (307) 733-4765

SHORT CUT TO FRENCH, Programmed instruc-

tion, family living From conversation to French uni-

versity entrance level, through 4. 8, 14 week ses-
sions. Open to determined beginners and near be-
ginners. Send particulars to: FASC Programs, Man-
oir de Fauguernon. 14100 Liseux. France

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUII! 50.000 Jobs! Informa-

tion Booklet, $2,00 AUSTCO, Box 3623-NH, Long
Beach, CA 90803

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2,00, Interna-

tional Opportunities, Box 19107-GW, Washington,
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations. Computerized Reports. $2 00.

TRANSWORLD. International Airport. Box 90802-
NH. Los Angeles. CA 90009

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: Current school,

college openings list in U S. $5.95, Abroad $5,95.

Leading placement sources, US, $3,95, Foreign
$4.95. EISF. Box 662. Newrton, MA 02162

U.S. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. $6.96. Global-
employ (LNDA). 704 Mira Vista. Huntsville. AL
35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,

math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America. Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level. U.S. citizens, singles or

couples only Expenses paid: travel, medical, va-
cation and living An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information: Cynthia Poindexter. ACTION, Box
T-34, Washington, DC. 20525

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 1 1

,

Germany

Gourmet Interests

TEA DEVOTEES Savor world's rarest select teas.

Brochure $1,00 (applied to first order). Grace Tea
Importers, Dept. NH-116. 799 Broadway. NYC
10003

Literary Services

SEARCH BY COMPUTER! Access to Information.

Inc.. is a non-profit information clearinghouse. $25
provides 50 latest citations on your question.
ACCESS. 1170B Camino Delora. Santa Fe. NM
87501

IVIagazines

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS. 1888-1976. Any
issue, maps, send wants. Buxbaum Geographies,
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Musical Instruments

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,
mandolins, banjos From $2 95, Finished dulcimers
from $23.95. Free Catalog. 8665 West 13th Ave-
nue-NH, Denver, CO 80215

Optics

GIANT DISCOUNTS!! Name brand binoculars,
scopes Free catalog! Plus information selecting
model best for you! Wnte: Marigold, Drawer M-46,
South San Francisco, CA 94080

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—
Brand Names—Free List—Thomas Manetta, 61
Hoffman Ave., Elmont, NY 1 1003

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1,50 per word; 16 word ($24) minimum. Display
classified is $1 50 per inch. Rates are not structured
for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-
TORY'S discretion: all must be prepaid. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-
TORY for each insertion, including your personal
address and telephone Mention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text Deadlines—8th of

month, two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
January issue closes November 8. A learsheel or
copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-
ated words count as two words: abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each. All stales are shown
in two-letter codes followed by zip. then telephone
(with area code), if any. An address such as "18

Main St." counts as three words. Occasionally,
slight editing for clarity is required. We trust you trust

us Thank you!

Rare Maps

FANTASTIC NIGHTTIME SATELLITE VIEV^
United States. 22" x 1 7" Only $2 00 plus 5C

age and handling. Extraterrestrial Life Obser
PO Box 12694, Dept N1. Austin, TX 7871

FINE 16th-19th CENTURY ORIGINAL MAP
handsome 72-page Catalog 7, $2,00. The V\ -;

Collection. Ill Canterbury Drive. Wilmingti

19803

Real Estate

STELLA MARIS—Outer Bahamas—Exce
waterfront, hilltop, ranchette Also St. Croix

owner Kramer, 1 650 Greenway. Valley Strei

11580

Stamps

FREE: Discount Price List for U,S, Stamps St

Box 610546 J. North Miami. FL 33161

Travel

ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS. Fly-in canoe expedit
North America's last great wilderness—the ,

.

and forests of Canada's Northwest Territoriea|f».,,i

tograph caribou, wolves, musk ox. birdlife. ^Hf!
fishing. Parties (four persons maximum) guicflpD

Alex Hall, wildlife biologist. All ages, bothE.-:
welcome. Previous canoeing experience r^
sential. Routes selected for cempatibility,',

clients' interests and capabilities. Two-way c

Twelve days from $800 00 per person Fco-

chure write: Canoe Arctic Inc
, 9 John BecO ~

scent, Brampton. Ontario. Canada L6W 2T2
i

DESERT BIRDS, MAMMALS. REPTILES. INS!"'
CACTI. WILD FLOWERS . . many resortsia

these. The Wickenburg Inn has professional 3'

ralists to help you see and understand more c

cial wildlife package weeks for beginners ar ;

vanced nature watchers; plus the finest m r

tennis, arts & crafts, accommodations, and :

Our special Desert Wildlife Holidays, 7 dc,

nights. $290 per person, double, and indde

three meals daily and all ranch activities. See<x
travel agent or write: The Wickenburg Inn, P C3c

P, Wickenburg, AZ 85358 (602) 684-781

1

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our aii

secluded and uncommercial- Outstanding bi^

Excellent nature study opportunities Trails,

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfol
mild Chiricahua Mountain climate year roundl
tages, apartments, pool. Free brochure, bll

Cave Creek Ranch. Portal. AZ 85632 {602)|
2334

ESCAPE TO THE WILDS OF WYOMING, VaJ
year round high in Bighorn National Forest,

of horses, fishing, big game, and cross-counl
ing Spear-0-Wigwam Ranch. Bex 1081 . Shel
WY 82801 (307) 674-4496

IOWA MOUNTAINEERS EAST AFRICAN EXIj

TION July 8-31, Superb sightseeing; ascenq
manjare; visit Kenya. Tanzania and Uganda.

'

Africa. PO, Bex 163, lewa City, lA 52240

MEXICO: Mountain resort and hot springs-,
,

swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13 85 ctil^

RioCaliente. Apdo 1-1187. Guadalajara, Me>o

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers. kt
prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch ;

City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

RAFTING EXPEDITIONS down the wild nve'o
Africa and Alaska SOBEK Expeditions, Box W-
Angels Camp, CA 95222 (209) 736-2924

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTERi Delu;-.::-

commodations. Cheaper than staying '

TravLtips, 163-09NHB Depot. Flushing. NV :

ST JOHN VIRGIN ISLANDS Rent our two- :

room beachfront house. Attractively furnis!d

spectacular view, $400/wk in season; $350 ul

Wnte: Seascape, Box 331 , Medina. OH 44251

UNFORGETTABLE. PERSONALLY CONDUCiX
wilderness vacations Very small groups, ,:'ir

Lammers, YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED,'o>
4126, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1 A 3S9, Canada

I

IIV

5C

UNSPOILED ST, VINCENT, Country charm, trie

staff, fine cuisine, beach, pool. $17.50 or $2
each, including two meals. Brochure: SUGAR I

INN. P.O. 119. St. Vincent. West Indies



dditional Reading

-.canoes and Climate (p. 8)

red M. Bullard's Volcanoes of the

~^lh (rev. ed. Austin: University of

Pas Press, 1976) and Gordon A. Mac-
^ -lald's Volcanoes (Englewood Cliffs:

t itice-Hall, 1972) are well-illustrated

aaductions to volcanic phenomena and

,'r effects on the environment and

;, pie. Krakatoa, by Rupert Furneaux

..Jglewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964),

c\phically describes one such eruption

y the resultant destruction. Nigel

SMer's The Weather Machine (New
;^ -k: Viking Press, 1975, $14.95) and

tjd A. Bryson's "A Perspective on Cli-

;j:icChange"' (Science, 1974, vol. 184,

i'\ 753-60) provide general introduc-

'^'isto weather and climatic change. For

sire detailed discussions of climate rela-

' to volcanic explosions see these

-ks by H. H. Lamb

—

Climate: Past,

'Isent and Future (London: Methuen,
'i'2). The Changing Climate (New
:;-k: Barnes & Noble, 1972, $4.50),

:; "Volcanic Dust in the Atmosphere,

'ha Chronology and Assessment of Its

^teorological Significance" (Philo-

k'hical Transactions of the Royal Soci-

al of London, 1970, vol. 266, pp.

ii-533). "Volcanic Explosions and

Pimatic Change: A Theoretical Assess-

'jnt,'" by J. B. Pollack et al. (Journal

"leophysical Research, 1976, vol. 81,

1 1071-83), describes how volcanoes

3j;ct climate. J. B. Hoyt discusses the

j isual weather during the year 1816 and
'.'impact on society in "The Cold Sum-
rof 1816" (Annals of the Association

American Geographers, 1958, vol.

I, pp. 118-31).

jOg Reproduction (p. 38)

^Originally published in 1931, G.

I

iigsley Noble's The Biology of the Am-
,ihia, nearly 600 pages and with 320
ustrations, is still considered the defini-

je reference work on this group; an in-

pensive paperback edition is now avail-

ile (New York: Dover Publications,

j
.50). David L. Jameson surveys repro-

iction in the frog families in "Evolu-

1 nary Trends in the Courtship and Mat-

ing Behavior of Salientia" (Systematic

Zoology, 1955, vol. 4, pp. 105-19). B.

Lutz's "Trends Towards Non-Aquatic

and Direct Development in Frogs"

(Copeia, 1947, vol. 4, pp. 242-52) and

Coleman J. Goin's "Amphibians: Pio-

neers of Terrestrial Breeding Habits"

(Annual Report of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution. 1959, pp. 427^5) deal with the

modifications of the basic amphibian

mode of reproduction. Grace L. Orton's

"Some Aspects of Ecology and Onto-

geny in the Fishes and Amphibians"

(American Naturalist, 1955, vol. 89, pp.

193-203) and "The Bearing of Larval

Evolution on Some Problems in Frog

Classification" (Systematic Zoology,

1957, vol. 6, pp. 79-86) provided some

of the evolutionary groundwork for theo-

retical statements such as Joseph A.

Tihen's "Evolutionary Trends in Frogs"

(American Zoologist, 1965, vol. 5, pp.

309-18). Recent smdies of amphibians

are reviewed in Evolutionary Biology of

the Anurans, edited by James L. Vial

(Columbia: University of Missouri Press,

1973); see, in particular, George B.

Rabb's "Evolutionary Aspects of the Re-

productive Behavior of Frogs" (pp.

213-27) and Stanley N. Salthe and Wil-

liam E. Duellman's "Quantitative Con-

straints Associated with Reproductive

Mode in Anurans" (pp. 229^9).

American Hasidim (p. 46)

In Legends of the Hasidim (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1974,

$5.95), Jerome R. Mintz describes the

mores and history of present-day commu-
nities, analyzes the cultural content of

more than 370 folk legends, and explores

the intimate relationships between hasi-

dic legend and law, rituals and values,

roles and social structure. Sensitive pho-

tographs enhance this work. For socio-

logical insights into the New York com-

munities see Solomon Poll's The Hasidic

Community in Williamsburg: A Study in

the Sociology of Religion (New York:

Schocken Books, 1969, $3.45) and Israel

Rubin's Satmar: An Island in the City

(New York: Quadrangle, 1972, $8.95).

In Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism

Bio-Mec Company
P.O. Box ,590

Concord, MA 01742

S^JPT

Find birds hard to spy?

With this telescope,

give it another try!

Telemaster Mark It: A crisp fo .using, 14-

lens waterproof system with fingertip con-

trolled zoom from 15X to 60X. A 60mm ob-

jectivc ensures bright o brill.. nt image.

Threaded to fit camera tripod. Options —
table or standing flipl 3ck tripod; 35mm
camera adaptor, attache type case (specify

tripod type and camera make a nd model).

L St price Our price

Telescope $243.50 $160,00

Tripod (either model] 58.50 40,00

Combination 302.00 189,50

Attache- type case 42.50 27,75

Camera adaptor

& T-mount 28.45 18,50

Buy a birdwatcher some
beautiful binoculars —

Audubon MK Ji: 8,5X,44 wide-angle |445 ft.|.

A relative light efficiency of 44.2 and large

5,18mm exit pupil provide the sharpest view-

ing even at dawn, dusk, and in deep shadow.

Perfect for tracking birds in flight. Center

focus, down to 13 feet. 38,4 oz.; gift boxed.

List price $155.00

Our price $100,00

Personal checks accepted with order.

Marshall Sahlins

THE USE AND ABUSE
OF BIOLOGY

An Anthropological Critique

of Sociobiology

The concept that the social sciences

and humanities may now be viewed

as subcategories of biology is chal-

lenged by the author, and identified

as yet another form of social

Darwinism.

"
. . . human behavior cannot be

reduced to biology because culture

interposes itself as a unique level

between the genotype and the

phenotype of human conduct."

—Stephen Jay Gould

Harvard University

$3.95
clothbound $ 8.00

The UyvversiU]

of Micl)i0an Press

ANN ARBOK



Now
there's an exciting monthly magazine

to help you grow plants indoors.

For only half the newsstand price.

Take a money-saving subscription
and discover the joys of knowing
exactly what to do when—in the
greenhouse and in your home or
apartment—to keep your plants
their healthiest, and to make sure
they produce a profusion of beau-
tiful, bright foliage and blooms!

If you enjoy growing plants indoors-

whether it be a rubber plant in your

hallway, African violets on your

windowsill, a Boston fern in your living

room, or exotic orchids in your green-

house-then PLANTS ALIVE is

for you!

It's written just for the indoor gardener

and is devoted to all the special

problems of growing plants indoors.

Begin enjoying PLANTS ALIVE now.

Let us send you the next issue at our

risk!

Simply return the coupon below and
we'll send you the current issue of

PLANTS ALIVE to read and enjoy. At
the same time, we'll reserve a special

subscription for you at the special,

money-saving subscription rate-subject

to your approval after you've seen your
first issue!

If you like what you see, you can have

a total of twelve issues for just $7.50.

That's a saving of one half the regular

newsstand price

If, on the other hand, you decide-after

seeing your first copy of PLANTS
ALIVE-that you don't want to sub-

scribe, simply let us know by returning

our invoice marked "Cancel." That will

end the matter, and your copy of

PLANTS ALIVE is yours to keep free!

Subscribe now and save!

PLANTS ALIVE SUBSCRIPTION CERTIFICATE

PLANTS ALIVE,

P.O. Box 2610, Boulder, CO 80322

YES, I would like to receive a subscription to PLANTS ALIVE. Please reserve a twelve-issue subscription

I my name at the special new subscriber price of $7.50. I understand you'll send me the first issue on

approval. If not delighted, I'll write "Cancel"

days, and that ends the matter. Otherwise, I'l

next eleven issues.

the accompanying statement and mail it back within 10

send you $7.50 within 10 days, and you'll send me the

1
1

Check here if you enclose $7.50
1—

1 Same cancellation privilege.

NAMF

1 1

Check here if you prefer two years (24 issues) 1
1—

1 for only $17.20. We'll bill you later. 1

AnnRFSS 1

riTY STATF 7IP 1

(3rd ed. New York: Schocken Be ''

$2.95), Gershom Scholem analyze

hasidic belief system, as does Alan

terman in The Wisdom of the Jewish

.

r(cs(New York: New Directions Puh

ing, 1976, $2.45), Originally publi

in Hebrew in 1814, 7n Praise of the

Shem Tov: The Earliest Collectic

Legends About the Founder ofHasic
translated and edited by Dan Ben-i^

and Jerome R. Mintz (Bloomington

diana University Press, 1972, $3

ofifers an introduction to the histo

roots of hasidism. The novels and st

of I. J. Singer and his brother Isaac'la

shevis Singer often provide moving h' i

penetrating accounts of hasidic life iri

land and America, In My Father's O
LB. Singer's autobiographic accoui

.

his childhood in a family of haili

rabbis , is an outstanding example

.

Mount Rushmore (p. 60)

Gilbert C. File's Mount Rushiyn

(Norman: University of Oklahoma Pi;s. ^

1964, $2.95) explores many aspectci;

this monumental project—from funr

and engineering to the sociology of

project and of the time period its • n

struction encompassed. Although wr ei

for younger readers, Willadene Pri;

Gutzon Borglum: Artist and Patriot {i^i-i

cago: Rand McNally, 1961) isacaref.ly

researched biography of the Mount R h

more sculptor, providing a perspectivDri

his other artistic endeavors, such asihe:

carvings at Stone Mountain, Georgi;; A

somewhat less objective account of B jg

,

lum's life. Give the Man Room, was vit-

ten by Robert J. Casey and Mary B^g-

lum (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill , 19 !i

Frederick G. Vosburgh's "Shrines ;

Each Patriot's Devotion" (National Cc

graphic, January 1949, pp. 51-82) il s

trates scores of national historic shrii s

including Mount Rushmore. For rea<

:

wishing to do their own historical

search on contemporary attitudes tovru

some past project such as Rushmore ,'ie

New York Times Index gives refererts'

to news articles, and even parts of ir-'

tides, that deal with specific subjects!

Slow Mammals (p. 66)

Ernest P. "Walker's Mammals of x^

World (3rd ed, Baltimore: Johns Hoptt*

University Press, 1975) gives generajfl

formation on slow mfimmals. "Ascenot
the Primates," R.D. Martin's interesiigi

article on prosimians, including mos it

the slow primates, appeared in Natid
History (Mwch 1975, pp. 52-61). S3-

cific, detailed information on this prin'te

suborder is contained in the 983 page )t

Prosimian Biology, edited by R.D. N'

tin et al. (Pittsburgh: University of Pi

burgh Press, 1974). George S. Ce
dale's Bush Baby Book (Lond
Phoenix House, 1960), a delightful bi>k

about the members of the loris group
intended for the general reading pub



f last, an Economical and
\cologtcal solution to rising

te/ costs!

Before you turn your
' thermostat any lower ttiis

nter, consider the potential of heating with

lod. Its a cheap, clean, renewable fuel

jrce Get all the up-to-date facts in The
|l,;.mplete Book of HEATING WITH WOOD.
[I 128 pp.. Quality Paperback Edition

end S3 95 plus SOU postage & handling to:

* GARDEN WAY PUBLISHING
iMlipt. 70351 Charlotte, Vermont 05445

1,,
BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM

pList $169.50 Postpaid $94.50
an example of the deep discount prices on high

s optics that IS found in our FREE catalog. This
r' lists and illustrates an outstanding selection
"'ephoto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc., plus
]||e information on how to properly select them,

or it today.

"!! GIL HEBARD OPTICS
'"<THOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

BOOK HUNTING?
.1

ejirtually any book located—no matter how
d or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonflction.

II authort, tubjects. Name the booK—we'll

i nd It! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

lease. Write: Dept 67.

I BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

FREE INFORMATION

MINERAL OF THE MONTH CLUB Depl. HR
tU0S7 CALIFORNIA ST. YUCAIPA. CA 92399

MURPHY'S LAWS!
' Incomparable "scientific" wit. Colorfully

lithographed on 8" x 1 0" heavy Parchtext

for framing. A great business or personal

gift! Only $3 (4/$10). Four Corners
Press, Dept. NHD, Hanover, Mass.
02339.

For information on the bioencrgetics of

slow mammals see Terence J. Dawson's
" 'Primitive' Mammals," in volume 3 of

Comparutive Physiology ofThermoregu-
Iciiion, edited by G. Causey Whitlow,

(New Yurie; Academic Press, 1973, pp.

1^6). Dawson is also the author, with

R. Degabriele, of one of the few studies

of a slow marsupial: "The Cuscus, Pha-

langermaculatus—A Marsupial Sloth?"

(Journal of Comparative Physiology,

1973, vol. 83, pp. 41-50). M. Goffart

provides information on the physiology

and anatomy of sloths in Function and
Form in the Sloth (Elmsford; Pergamon
Press, 1971). Goffart, an important con-

tributor to our understanding of the biol-

ogy of slow mammals, presents compara-

tive data on a wide variety of these crea-

tures in an article published jointly with

G. Hildwein: "Standard Metabolism and

Thermoregulatiop in a Prosimian Pero-

diclicus potto" (Comparative Biochem-

istry and Physiology, 1975, vol. 50A,pp.
201-13). For pioneering scientific work
on the vascular heat exchange structures

in the limbs of slow mammals see

"Countercurrent Heat Exchange and

Vascular Bundles in Sloths," by P.P.

Scholander et al. (Journal of Applied

Physiology, 1957, vol. 10, pp. 403-11),

and "Suggested Function of the Vascular

Bundles in the Limbs of Perodicticus

potto,'' by J. A. Suckling et al. (Nature,

1969, vol. 221, pp. 379-80).

Gordon Beckhorn

WHEN YOU WRITE TO
NATURAL HISTORY
about a ctiange of address, renewal of sub-

scription, billing, or any kind of ad|uslment

send the present address label

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in advance.

You can use Itiis form to tell us about a move

or order a subscription

Change of address—attach your address

label in tfie dotted area and fill in your new

address below, clip and mail to Natural History

Ivlembership Services Box 6000. Des Ivloines.

Iowa 50340

I O) a)

I H
is -h -D ?- 0)

^ «> g i S

IQ-

UCLAeXfension

NatureTours
1977

In-depth educational field

experiences to the most

exciting wild places in the

world under the guidance

of expert field scientists and

naturalists.

Galapagos . . . Argentina . . .

The Amazon . . . Mexico . . .

East Africa . . . Egypt . . .

Israel . . . Europe . . . Asia

. . . Australia . . . Hawaii . . .

and others.

Credit available. No pre-

requisites or previous

experience required.

For complete information, write

to Department of Biological and

Physical Sciences, NH, UCLA
Extension, P.O. Box 24902,

Los Angeles, CA 90024

or phone (213) 825-7093.

The words of Hal Borland.

^f^The images of B. A. King.

The timeless

essence of

New England.

Place to
Begin

THE NEW ENGLAND
EXPERIENCE

With 75 black-and-white photographs.

$14.95

SIERRA CLUB BOOKS
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The elegant solid gold funerary mask of the boy-king Tutankhamun. One of

fifty-five treasures on display from King Tut's fabled hoard.

National Gallery of Art

Washington, D.C.

New Orleans Museum of Art

New Orleans, Louisiana

November 17, 1976-March 15, 1977 September 15, 1977-January 15, 1978

Field Museum
Chicago, Illinois

April 15, 1 977 -August 15, 1977

Los Angeles County Museum of Art

February 15, 1978-Junc 15, 1978

Seattle Art Museum
Seattle, Washington

July 15, 1978 -November 15, 19'

Metropolitan Museum of Art

New York, New York

December 15, 1978-April 15, 19

This exhibition, organized by the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

is made possible through the assistance of

the National Endowment for the Humanities and Exxon Corporation.
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Unique among the world'sgreat cars.

Seville by Cadillac.

Even among the elite of the world's lux-

ury cars, it stands alone. Because only

Seville brings together international

size, performance and design with Cad-

illac comfort and convenience.

In search of the best of both worlds.

And for American drivers who seek the

best of both worlds, that's important.

On one hand, Seville is a brilliant

road car. With Variable Ratio Power
Steering. Four-wheel disc brakes. And
it's the first American production car

to incorporate a 5.7 Litre, Electronic-

Fuel-Injected engine that utilizes an

on-board analog computer as standard

equipment. In fact, it is designed and

engineered to be one of the finest pro-

duction cars built anywhere in the world.

Performance plus elegance.

On the other hand, Seville is a car

of classic elegance. Understated. But

never, never spartan. Quite the oppo-

site. Seville is a car complete — with

almost every luxury feature standard.

From Automatic Level Control to

Automatic Climate Control (that main-

tains the temperature you select—win-

ter and summer—with a single setting).

Your passengers will enjoy the quiet

luxury of the Seville interior. The soft,

tailored upholstery. And the superb

sound from your AM/FM Signal-Seek-

ing Stereo Radio with a Scanner and
Power Antenna.

But it's the ride that gets them.

When people experience Seville for the

first time, they are impressed by many
things. But perhaps by none more than

the ride. And there is good reason for

this. The Seville ride is of paramount

concern in the Cadillac engineers'

quest for perfection.

To be specific . . .

There are Teflon® liners in the rear

springs to reduce friction. Large-

diameter Pliacell shock absorbers, as

on the Cadillac Limousines. Isoflex

body mounts for a soft but firm ride.

Match-mounted wheels and tires
j

reduced deflection and increased r

ing smoothness. And to mak
Seville ride even better, Cadillac er

neers completely retuned the susp

sion system—part by part, assembly

assembly.

It's the only way.

Of course, only you can fudge fl

results of all this—in the totality of t

Seville effort. We can tell you Sev\

fust might be the best-performing i

you've ever driven. Yet, to apprecii

the Seville experience, you must dri

it. Feel its responsiveness. Corner

Maneuver it.

Whether you buy or lease, yc

Cadillac dealer earnestly invites you

drive Seville for yourself—by yours

It's really the only way.

BY CADILLAC
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As a teen-ager in rural Minnesota

where he grew up, Dean R. Snow
frequently examined the petroglyphs

on a nearby rock outcropping. Even
during those years. Snow knew that

he wanted to be an archeologist.

Since then he has conducted archeo-

logical research on American Indians

from Mexico to Alaska to Maine and

now teaches the subject at the State

University of New York at Albany.

Snow's article, "The Changing Prey

of Maine's Early Hunters," appeared

in the November 1974 issue of Natu-

ral History and his book. The Ar-

cheology ofNorth America, was pub-

lished last year. For the past three

years, he has studied the archeology

of New York's Lake George region;

later this year, he will return to Mex-
ico to continue the research he began

more than ten years ago.

Among the least-known aspec

folklore in this country is the co

bution that blacks have made to ai

tectural concepts. With this in n-

John Vlach traveled to west Afi

Haiti, and Louisiana to trace the

tory of the building design on w
the "shotgun" house is based. A
fessor of folklore at the Universi

Maryland, Vlach is involved in

amining the continuity of such J

can traditions in this country as i

work, pottery, basketmaking,

grave decoration. Enthusiastic a

preserving old buildings, he is no

the midst of "piecing together']

late-nineteenth-century row houi

Washington, D.C.
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1work foran energycompany
but that doesn't mean I hate
Mother Nature*"
"I'm not going to suggest

that an oil well improves

the horizon, or that an
operating surface mine
looks more attractive

than the original land-

scape," says Gulf Project

Engineer Ken Cassidy.

"But the fact is that, to

produce the energy we
need now and will need

in the future, we some-

times have to disrupt the

environment.

We try harder

"We work hard to keep

these disruptions as small

as possible, and to get the

work over with as quickly

as possible. And 1 think

we're doing pretty well.

"1 could show you sev-

eral beautiful places that

have yielded a lot of

energy from under the

earth, and that have been

reclaimed and replanted.

They look as good as they

did before. Sometimes
even better.

From coal to bass

"For instance, that spot

in the picture. Twenty
years ago it was a partial

flood plain, so unproduc-

tive you couldn't even get

firewood out of there.

Then fifteen years ago it

was producing coal— it

was a surface mine. Then
it was reclaimed, revege-

tated. Now it's a favorite

campsite for my whole

family. And there's no
better spot for catching

largemouth bass.

A double
challenge

"Here, Gulf has met

two challenges: produc-

ing energy and providing

an environment that's

good to live in.

"There are bound to be

areas in which energy

companies and environ-

mentalists may disagree.

But there are solutions

we can work on together.

"It's a great challenge

to recover energy from

the earth without perma-

nently disrupting the en-

vironment.We are meet-

ing this challenge. We'll

continue to meet it one

step at a time."

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge.

Gulf

Gulf Oil Corporation

"We need the

energy— but

we need a good
environment, too.



Called by Modern Photography "the best"

theQuestar/OOis unique in bringing to the

telephoto market a lens that guarantees
theoretical optical perfection and flatness

of field from edge to edge, with only I/2 of

1% linear distortion. Precise focusing from
infinity down to 10 feet is accomplished
with a single turn of the focusing ring,

and at the lO-foot distance the image
magnification is 1 :4, an unheard-of ratio

in telephoto lenses. Only Questar can
deliver such performance. With its stan-

dard screw-thread T-mount adapter sys-

tem, the Questar 700 can be connected to

virtually every 35 mm SLR camera. Write
for our literature: Questar Corporation,

Box NH700, New Hope, PA 18938.

Number of Elements ' ^^^^^^H
Focal Length ^^^^^1
Aperture Range ^W^^^^
Clear Aperture 88.9 mm.
Minimum Focusing Distance 10 feet

Angle of Acceptance 3° 25'

Length 8 inches

Diameter 4% inches

Weight 4 pounds
-ilter Provisions

For the past eleven years, Brai

Allan Branson has explored the

tent of damage to freshwater aqi

life of the southeastern United St

due to highway and dam construe

and strip mining {see "Stripping

Appalachians," Natural Hist

November 1974). A professor ol

ology at Eastern Kentucky Uni
sity, Branson is looking into the

factory system of minnows, as

as the distribution of terrestrial r

lusks on Washington's Olympic I

insula. He plans to expand this

search to include all such molh
throughout the western United S

and Canada. When not investigi

freshwater fauna, Branson does
carving and writes poetry.

After receiving her BA from the

University of Toronto, Dorothy
Harley Eber became a journalist. In

1 968 , a magazine assignment sent her

to Baffin Island in the Canadian Arc-

tic. There, in Cape Dorset, she met
a highly articulate Eskimo woman
artist, who, although not related to

Peter Pitseolak, the subject of Eber's

current article, had the same last

name. Eber's admiration for this el-

derly woman's beautiful drawings led

to the publication in 1972 of Pitseo-

lak: Pictures Out of My Life. When
the book came out, Peter Pitseolak

remarked that there was certainly

more to tell about Eskimo life and
showed Eber the photographs he had
taken over twenty years. Using inter-

preters and a tape recorder, Eber pro-

duced an oral biography in book
form. People from Our Side, to ac-

company Peter Pitseolak's pho-
tographs. The article in this issue is

adapted from that book. Robert S. Desowitz began sti

ing trypanosomiasis in 1951 at

African Institute for Trypanosomi

Research in Nigeria while on

eighteen-month tour for the Bri

goveriunent. "Ibecamesocaptiv:

by Africa," he writes, "that I did

emerge until nine years later. At

time, my colleagues and I had g

hope that the disease would be er

cated or controlled. Today whe;

meet, there is a consensus of des

that little progress has been made
that the situation may even have v

sened.
'

' Desowitz now teaches tr

cal medicine at the University]

Hawaii and is concentrating his

search on malaria. His article, "f

the Wise Men Brought Malari

Africa," appeared in the Oct(

1976 issue of Natural History.
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Called by Modern Photography "the best"

the Questar 700 is unique in bringing to the

telephoto market a lens that guarantees

theoretical optical perfection and flatness

of field from edge to edge, with only '/2 of

1% linear distortion. Precise focusing from
infinity down to 10 feet is accomplished
with a single turn of the focusing ring,

and at the 10-foot distance the image
magnification is 1 :4, an unheardnaf ratio

in telephoto lenses. Only Questar can
deliver such performance. With its stan-

dard screw-thread T-mount adapter sys-

tem, the Questar 700 can be connected to

virtually every 35 mm SLR camera. Write
for our literature: Questar Corporation,

Box NH700, New Hope, PA 18938.
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search on malaria. His article, "Ip^

the Wise Men Brought Malarijtc

Africa," appeared in the Oct|)ei

1976 issue of Natural History.
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lew inyourown home for 10 days-

yourchoice of2 great Art Programs

Lnjoy a screening of

MPRESSIONIST PAINTING
'or *1— ^ your introduction to the

]olor Slide Program

)f Art Enjoyment.
! >our experience with art

I iiastcrpieces has been h'mited to
||caled down "prints" in books
llnd rare visits to museums . . .

ti nacine the excitement of seeing
nem in the FULL SIZE and
LOWING COLORS of the

I iLZinal canvas—o;! yoKrown wall
li, 'me—just as they appear in

.\iJiiig museums and the collec-

ns of the world's art patrons!
his extraordinary experience is

o\\ open to you through a series
I remarkable Albums offered to

icmhers of the Color Slide Pro-
rum of Art Enjoymeni. There
as never been anything like it.

Enjoy the world's great art

\s a member of this Program,
oil will gaze in astonishment as
(enoir's lovely "Seated Bather"

(shown above) appears on your
vail four feet high—aglow with
ill the vibrant reds, blues, and
;reens of the Impressionist pal-
•ite: you will thrill to Rembrandt's

i.amed
"Aristotle Contemplating

he Bust of Homer,"—and marvel
IS you view Titian's allegorical

Inasterpiece "Sacred and Profane
L -ove" just as it appears in Rome's
"Jorghese Gallery.

That's just a sampling of what's
/In store for you through this

(i'rogram.

Accept this $1.00 offer

f you check off this Program on

the attached
card, you will i __
ceive a unique Album containing
24 color shdes of priceless works
by Renoir, Monet, Degas and
other important Impressionist
painters. These shdes are pro-
duced in Florence to exacting
specifications on 35mm Kodak
film in individual 2x2 mounts.
They set a new standard of faith-

fulness to the artists' originals,

and can be used in any home
slide projector.

The color slides, however, are
only one part of this elaborate
Album. Bound into the center is

an illustrated 48-page book by
Albert Chatelet, Director of
France's renowned Lille Museum
—with a guide to each of the slide

pictures and the complete story
of the Impressionist era.

If this demonstration pleases

you, you will be offered a new
slide-and-commentary Album
every six weeks. After your sixth

album you may elect to receive
all remaining albums or continue
with single-album shipments.
Other albums in this series in-

clude Italian Renaissance paint-

ing. Baroque Art, Romanticism
and Realism, Mannerist painting.
Origins of Modem Art, Flemish
Painting, Painting Between the
Wars, Spanish Painting, and the
other great art periods.

... Orviewthefinestworks

of LEONARDO daVINCI
tor ^l^y as your introduction to the

Color Slide Program

ofThe Great Masters.
If you choose this Program, you'll

be able to view 20 famous mas-
terpieces by the great Leonardo
da Vinci; each one projected on
your wall in the full glory of the
originals. And enjoy fascinating
commentary on each painting
and its place in the life of the
artist. What a thrill to stand be-
fore a magnificent painting—and
learn about it from someone who
knows the work well. Suddenly
everything you see takes on new
meaning, as you begin to under-
stand fully what the artist is com-
municating through his particular
choice of color, form, brush
stroke, and theme.

Now, your family can share
this exciting experience—and im-
portant cultural advantage— at

home, through the Color Slide
Program of the Greal Masters.
You view world famous works of
art projected on your own wall
in the full color of the original
canvases—while a noted author-
ity points out the significant as-
pects of each painting, and gives
you fascinating background on
the man behind the masterpiece.

A new way to deepen your ap-
preciation of art and artists.

As a subscriber, you are offered
a series of unusual albums, each
containing 20 color slides of
priceless paintings by a celebrated

Pmaster. These^
superb 35mm _
slides were created by specialists

in art photography working in

leading museums and collections

throughout Europe and America.
The authentic colors of the origi-

nal paintings, every subtle line

and detail, are brilliantly revealed
on these slides. They can be
shown on any standard home
slide projector.

The color slides, however, are
only one part of the Album.
Bound into the center of each
Album is an illustrated 40-page
guided lecture which discusses
the artist's life as well as each
of the 20 pamtings presented; its

place in the development of the
artist, its importance in the his-

tory of art, its reflection of the
tastes and attitudes of the period.

Every six weeks you are offered

a complete new Color Slide Al-
bum of 20 distinctive shdes and
an illustrated lecture. After your
fourth album you may elect to

receive all remaining albums or

continue with single-album ship-

ments. Forthcoming Albums are
devoted to the fives and works of
such great masters as Michel-
angelo, Rembrandt, Goya, Gau-
gin, and Picasso, as well as
Rubens, Van Gogh, Toulouse-
Lautrec, Chagall, and other out-
standing artists.

Mail attached card to try eitherProgram for 10 days
"he eost is surprisingly low.
^ ou might expect to pay $20 or more for
ich Album of color slides of comparable qual-
^— il the subjects were available from mu-
eums and private collections. Yet, as a
ubseriber to either of these Programs, you pay
'nly $7.95, plus tax, shipping, and handhng, for
ach complete Album. You may take as few or
s many Albums as you like, and may stop
whenever you wish.
Send no money now. Simply check either

program on card. We will ship the introductory
Color Slide Album of the Program of your
choice and enroll you as a trial subscriber. If

you are thrilled with the demonstration, send
only $1, plus tax, shipping, and handling.
Thereafter, you will be offered a new Album
every six weeks at the subscribers' low price of
only $7.95. You also will be given the oppor-
tunity to elect to receive all remaining volumes
in either program. If not defighted, return
everything within 10 days, and owe nothing.

IF rOU DO NOT H«VE * PROJECTOR: here's an unusual oppor-
tunity. We can offer you the sensational Kodak Carousel
600 Projector supplied with a 500-watt lamp, and 3 inch
//2.8 Ektanar lens. This top-rated projector shows all

regular 2" x 2" 35mm slides up to 1/16-inch thick. It has de-
pendable gravity feed and you hav
of its 14t>'Slide capacity at any
time. List price $94.50 - sub-
scribers' price only $69,95 plus
tax. Remittance must accom-
pany trial subscription form. If

ipletely delighted

/' Reply Card has been removed, write McGraw-Hill Color Slide Programs, Dept.AY-738, 1221 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10020.



NOWYOUCANSEE
A LOT OF INDIA
FOR A LOT LESS
THAN YOU THINK.

Come with Air-India.

On tours that are complete,

fascinating - and surprisingly

inexpensive.

Tours that take you to

Bombay, to Jaipur, to Agra, to

Srinagar, to Kathmandu and to

Delhi.

Expensive? No.

The Rama Holiday, for

example, is $1591.90 per person

for 16 days which includes round-

trip excursion fare from New York
on Air-India, superior hotels, all

ground transportation and taxes.

And that's only one of the tours

Air-India offers.

See your travel agent or send us

the coupon.

AIR-INDIA

666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019

Please send me tour information on

India.

Cily.Slal<-.Zi|)

Telephone Numbc'i

Travel AKenl's Nan

This View of Life by Stephen Jay G\

The Continental Drift Aff

Scientists had a hard time

solving this mystery, even

though many clues

pointed to the solution

As the new Darwinian orthodoxy

swept through Europe, its most bril-

liant opponent, the aging embryolo-

gist Karl Ernst von Baer, remarked

with bitter irony that every trium-

phant theory passes through three

stages: first it is dismissed as untrue;

then it is rejected as contrary to reli-

gion; finally, it is accepted as dogma
and each scientist claims that he had

long appreciated its truth.

I first met the theory of continental

drift when it labored under the inqui-

sition of stage two. Kenneth Caster,

the only major American paleontolo-

gist who dared to support it openly,

came to lecture at my alma mater,

Antioch College. We were scarcely

known as a bastion of entrenched

conservatism, but most of us dis-

missed his thoughts as just this side

of sane. (Since I am now in von

Baer's third stage, I have the distinct

memory that Caster sowed substan-

tial seeds of doubt in my own mind.)

A few years later, as a graduate stu-

dent at Columbia University, I re-

member the a priori derision of my
distinguished stratigraphy professor

toward a visiting Australian drifter.

He nearly orchestrated the chorus of

Bronx cheers from a sycophantic

crowd of loyal students. (Again, from
my vantage point in the third stage,

I recall this episode as amusing, but

distasteful
.
) As a tribute to my profes-

sor, I must record that he experienced

a rapid conversion just two years later

and spent his remaining years

joyously redoing his life's work.

Today, just ten years later, my own
students would dismiss with even

more derision anyone who denied the

evident truth of continental drift—

a

prophetic madman is at least amus-

ing; a superannuated fuddy-duddy is

merely pitiful. Why has such a

found change occurred in the i

space of a decade?

Most scientists maintain—

o

least argue for public consumpti(

that their profession marches toi ^'

truth by accumulating more and i
p

data, under the guidance of an inl p
ble, objective procedure called

scientific method." If this were

my question would have an easjCj",

swer. The facts, as known ten y sed

ago, spoke against continental ( *

since then, we have learned moref'^

revised our opinions according

will argue, however, that this

nario is both generally inapplic

and utterly inaccurate in this cas

During the period of nearly uni

sal rejection, direct evidence for

tinental drift—that is, the data g

ered from rocks exposed on our c( sic

nents—was every bit as good as '^i

today. It was dismissed becauss
*

one had devised a physical me^
^^

nism that would permit continen jj

plow through an apparently solid i an

anic floor. In the absence of a pla \

ble mechanism, the idea of cc
''

nental drift was rejected as absi

The data that seemed to suppo

could always be explained awa>

these explanations sounded contri

or forced they were not half so

probable as the alternative—acc^

ing continental drift. During the
]

ten years, we have collected a new

of data, this time from the oc

basins. With these data, a heavy d

of creative imagination, and a bel|

understanding of the earth's inter

we have fashioned a new theorj

planetary dynamics. Under i

theory of plate tectonics, contine

drift is an inescapable consequer

The old data from continental roi.

once soundly rejected, have been

humed and exalted as conciu;

proof of drift. In short, we now act

continental drift because it is the

pectation of a new orthodoxy.
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BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB*
"Unquestionably the finest single-volume encyclopedia in

the English language" —Bowker's Encyclopedia Buying Guide 1 975-76

YOURS FOR ONLY $IR
in a short trial membership -M.^^^
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LIST PRICE

$79.50
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OR MORE THAN four decades scholars and critics have

been unanimous in calling The Columbia Ency-

pedia the best single-volume reference work of its

id ever compiled. And as each new edition has

peared it has been acclaimed throughout the

glish-speaking world as setting ever higher

ndards of scholarship, comprehensiveness,

irity and skillful compression. The new
jirtli edition is no exception, as the repre-

f itati\e comments below indicate. Rede-
iKxI. reorganized. rewTitten and
shl\ illustrated after a lapse of twelve

us, II is a worthy successor to the
\ u 'US edition. And for the student,

businessman, the professional

inJced, anyone who reads

uiuch as a daily newspaper, it

II |ii ove to be one of the most
:'ful bcKiks one can own.
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\ loown this great works;
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I regard this tale as typical of scien-

tific progress. New facts, collected in

old ways under the guidance of old

theories, rarely lead to any substantial

revision of thought. Facts do not

"speak for themselves"; they are

read in the light of theory. Creative

thought, in science as much as in the

arts, is the motor of changing opin-

ion. Science is a quintessentially

human activity, not a mechanized,

robotlike accumulation of objective

information, leading by laws of logic

to inescapable interpretation. I will

try to illustrate this thesis with two

examples drawn from the "classical'

'

data for continental drift . Both are old

tales that had to be undermined while

drift remained unpopular.

I. The late Paleozoic glaciation.

About 240 million years ago, glaciers

covered parts of what is now South

America, Antarctica, India, Africa,

and Australia. If continents are sta-

ble, this distribution presents some
apparently insuperable difficulties:

A. The orientation of striae in east-

ern South America indicates that

the glacier moved onto the conti-

nent from what is now the Atlantic

Ocean (striae are scratches on bed-

rock made by rocks frozen into gla-

cier bottoms as they pass over a

surface). The world's oceans form

a single system, and transport of

heat from tropical areas guarantees

that no major part of the open

ocean can freeze.

B. African glaciers covered what

are now tropical areas.

C. Indian glaciers must have
grown in semitropical regions of

the Northern hemisphere; more-

over, their striae indicate a source

in tropical waters of the Indian

Ocean.

D. There were no glaciers on any

of the northern continents. If the

earth got cold enough to freeze

tropical Africa, why were there no

glaciers in northern Canada or Si-

beria?

All these difficulties evaporate if

the southern continents (including

India) were joined together during

this glacial period, and located farther

south, covering the South Pole: the

South American glaciers moved from

Africa, not an open ocean; "tropi-

cal" Africa and "semitropical" India

were near the South Pole; the North

Pole lay in the middle of a major

ocean, and glaciers could not develop

in the Northern Hemisphere. Sounds

14

good for drift; indeed, no one doubts

it today.

II. The distribution of Cambrian

trilobites (fossil arthropods living 500

to 6(X) million years ago). The Cam-
brian trilobites of Europe and North

America divided themselves into two

rather different faunas with the fol-

lowing peculiar distribution on mod-
ern maps. "Atlantic" province trilo-

bites lived all over Europe and in a

few very local areas on the far eastern

border of North America—eastern

(but not western) Newfoundland and

southeastern Massachusetts, for ex-

ample. "Pacific" province trilobites

lived all over America and in a few

local areas on the extreme western

coast of Europe—northern Scotland

and northwestern Norway, for ex-

ample. It is devilishly difficult to

make any sense of this distribution if

the two continents always stood

3,000 miles apart.

But continental drift suggests a

striking resolution. In Cambrian

times, Europe and North America

were separated: Atlantic trilobites

lived in waters around Europe; Pa-

cific trilobites in waters around
America. The continents (now in-

,

eluding sediments with entombed tri-

lobites) then drifted toward each

other and finally joined together.

Later, they split again, but not pre-

cisely along the line of their previous

junction. Scattered bits of ancient

Europe, carrying Atlantic trilobites,

remained at the easternmost border of

North America, while a few pieces of

old North America stuck to the wes-

ternmost edge of Europe.

Both examples are widely cited as

"proofs" of drift today, but they

were soundly rejected in previous

years, not because their data were any

less complete but only because no one

had devised an adequate mechanism
to move continents. All the original

drifters imagined that continents

plow their way through a static ocean

floor. Alfred Wegener, the father of

continental drift, argued early in our

century that gravity alone could put

continents in motion. Continents drift

slowly westward, for example, be-

cause attractive forces of the sun and

moon hold them up as the earth ro-

tates underneath them. Physicists re-

sponded with derision and showed
mathematically that gravitational

forces are far too weak to power such

a monumental peregrination. So
Alexis du Toit, Wegener's South Af-

rican champion, tried a different t

]

He argued for a local, radioac,!.*

melting of oceanic floor at contimi /;

borders, permitting the continen; j'

glide through. This ad /10c hypotlj

added no increment of plausibilil

Wegener's speculation.

Since drift seemed absurd in

absence of a mechanism, orthc

geologists set out to render thej

pressive evidence for it as a serid

unconnected coincidences.

In 1932, the famous Americar!

ologist Bailey Willis strove to ni

the evidence of glaciation compati

with static continents. He invokec

deus ex machina of "isthmian lin

—narrow land bridges flung with

ing abandon across 3,000 mile

ocean. He placed one between <

em Brazil and western Africa,

other from Africa all the way to I

via the Malagasy Republic, an

third from Vietnam through Boi it

and New Guinea to Australia,

colleague, Yale professor Chi

Schuchert, added one from Aus
to Antarctica and another from If

arctica to South America, thus c^

pleting the isolation of a soul

ocean from the rest of the woi

waters. Such an isolated ocean m
freeze along its southern margin,

mitting glaciers to flow across

eastern South America. Its (

waters would also nourish the

ciers of southern Africa. The Inc

glaciers, located above the equ

3 ,000 miles north of any southern

demanded a separate explanati

Willis wrote: "No direct conned
between the occurrences can reas

ably be assumed. The case must

considered on the basis of a gem
cause and the local geographic

topographic conditions." Willis's

ventive mind was equal to the tz

he simply postulated a topography

elevated that warm, wet south

waters precipitated their product;

snow. For the absence of ice in t(i

perate and arctic zones of the No
em Hemisphere, Willis reconstruc

a system of ocean currents that
j

mitted him to postulate "a wa
subsurface current flowing northwi

beneath cooler surface waters and

ing in the Arctic as a warm-w;;

heating system." Schuchert was i

lighted with the resolution proviil

by isthmian links:

Grant the biogeographer Holarc

a land bridge from northern Afi'

to Brazil, another from So

America to Antarctis (it aln



Vbu can save the children
of Rosario's village.

^
Ve want you to know about the children of Rosario's village

jecause they are like so many others in bypassed, impover-
shed communities around the globe. In Asia. Latin America.
\frica. Even here in the U.S.— in Appalachian hollows. On
ndian Reservations. In our inner cities.

The children of Pespire don't cry.

3
n some ways, Rosario and her friends in Pespire are like the

children you know. They enjoy simple pleasures. They play,

dream, have loving families. But their bodies cannot grow
.trong from lack of proper nutrition. Their families often
lave no money for shoes, proper clothing, good housing. Or
access to adequate schools, preventive medicine, even des-

perately needed health care when they are ill.

/et the children of Pespire do not weep over their misfor-

':unes. The life they are leading is the only one they know.

A$16-a-month sponsorship
can work miracles.

rhere is a deeply satisfying, highly effective way to help
;hildren like Rosario — Save the Children's sponsorship
Dian. You contribute Si 6 a month in the name of a child

/ou will come to know in a personal way. But since no child

ives in isolation, your money is combined with that of other
;ponsors to help the village help its children. $16 may not
Duy much where you live. But fused with other sponsors'
funds and put to work where income is so low, it can change
an entire community — the child's whole world.

In Pespire, it has meant a hot lunch program, school supplies,

agricultural training, a cottage industry to sell preserves.

But there is still much to be done. A water purifying system,
a health center, new schools.

Give them a hand up. Not a handout.
Since 1932, the goal of Save the Children has been to help
impoverished families alter the whole direction of their

lives. We use your money, not just as charity, but as working
capital for training and community-wide projects. Planned
by the people of the village. Carried out with the sweat of
their own labor. Each project supplements others. Cottage
industries provide money to build schools. Farming improve-
ments give children the nourishment and energy they need
to learn. We work to leave behind a strong, self-sufficient

community, able to go forward with dignity and pride in its

own accomplishments.

Your sponsored child
is a vital link in the program.

The child you sponsor is your link to Save the Children's

work. You will receive a photo, case history, and if the

child is able to write, letters as well. Otherwise you will

hear from a member of your sponsored child's family or a

field worker in the area, so you know, first-hand, the results

of your contribution. And quarterly, you will get reports

about the progress being made in the community. And about
the hardworking, spirited people you are helping.

The children are waiting.
Save the Children offers a positive, productive, and personal
way of opening your heart to a needy child.

Right now we have lists of places where youngsters hope
for a sponsor like you. Now, while your help can still make
a world of difference, please fill out and mail the coupon
below.

We know you care. We hope you care enough to do it now!
NH 2/7

YES, I wish to sponsor a D boy Dgirl D either

D Where the need is most urgent G Israel

D Appalachia (U.S.) D Honduras D Korea
D Bangladesh D IndiantLatin America) D Lebanon
DChicano (U.S.) D Indian (U.S.) DMexico
D Colombia Q Indonesia D Rural South
n Dominican Republic O Inner Cities (U.S.) (U.S.)

Enclosed is my first payment:
D Monthly, $16 D Semi-annually, S96
D Quarterly, $48 Q Annually, $192

D Instead of becoming a sponsor, I am enclosing

a contribution of $

D Please send me more information.

YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE
U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE. We are mdeed proud of our use of

your funds. Annual report and audit statement are available on request.

David L. Guyer, Executive Director

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION^
Westport, Connecticut 06880

Member of the International Union tor Child Welfare and the
American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service.
TM^ Ai



^\^Jkone mile
and200years intohistory

Williamsburg's mile-long Duke of

Gloucester Street leads you deeply

into America's past.

At one end, you'll find the oldest

academic structure in continuous use

in British America, the Wren Build-

ing at the College ofWilliam and
Mary. At the other, the Capitol, stately symbol
of the Crown's power in its largest colony.

In between are taverns and townhouses,

craft shops and quiet gardens.

During this, the Leisure Season, give your-

self time to walk this historic mile. And to

continue your journey through the past, enjoy

the timeless pleasures of a Colonial Williams-

burg hotel. Here in the midst of the Historic

Area, you'll find gracious accommodations,
festive dining and the enjoyment of golf
and tennis.

Discover the past, for a bright new pres-

ent, this winter in Colonial Williamsburg.

ttMndt
Wll.UAMSBURC. VIRGINIA

Make reservations now. Inquire about our special

Leisure Season plans at Williamshurg Inn, Lodge, and
The Motor House. Write Reservations Manager, Box CN,
Williamsburg, Va. 23185; or call (804) 229-1000; New
York, (212)246-6800; Washington, 338-8828.

exists today), still another 1|

this polar land to Australia

from the latter across the Ars

Sea to Borneo and Sumatra an

on to Asia, plus the acce

means of dispersal along shelf

and by wind and water currents

migratory birds, and he has al

possibilities needed to explair

life dispersion and the land

ocean realms throughout geol

cal time on the basis of the pre

arrangement of the continents.

The only common property sh;

by all these land bridges was thei]

terly hypothetical status; not an

of direct evidence supported any

of them. Yet, lest the saga of isthr

links be read as a warped fairy

invented by dogmatists to suppor

untenable orthodoxy, I point out

to Willis, Schuchert, and any ri||^i

thinking geologist of the 1930s,

thing legitimately seemed ten ti

as absurd as imaginary land brie

thousands of miles long—contine

drift itself..

In the light of such highly fejl,i

imaginations, the Cambrian trilob ipi

could present no insuperable pi

lem. The Atlantic and Pacific pi

inces were interpreted as different

vironments, rather than diffe sf

places—shallow water for the

cific, deeper for the Atlantic. Wi
freedom to invent nearly any hyk
thetical geometry for Cambrian oc liii

basins, geologists drew their n: h

and hewed to their orthodoxy.

When continental drift came
fashion during the late 1960s,

classical data from continental re ij

played no role at all: drift rode ir

the coattails of a new theory, s

ported by new types of evidence,

physical absurdities of Wegen
theory rested in his conviction

continents cut their way through

ocean floor. But how else could c

occur? The ocean floor, the crusi

the earth, must be stable. After

where could it go, if it movec
pieces, without leaving gaping h(

in the earth? Nothing could
clearer. Or could it?

'

' Impossible
'

' is usually define(

our theories, not given by nati |

Revolutionary theories trade in

unexpected. If continents must p.

through oceans, then drift will

occur; suppose, however, that co

nents are frozen into the oceanic c:

and move passively as pieces of c:

shift about. But we just stated that

crust cannot move without lea\

^



I

. We reach an impasse that must

dged by creative imagination,

ist by another field season in the

;d Appalachians—we must

;! the earth in a fundamentally

•ent way.

; can avoid the problem of holes

a daring postulate that seems to

lid. If two pieces of ocean floor

! away from each other , they will

no hole if material rises from

irth's interior to fill the gap. We
further by reversing the casual

ications of this statement: the

)f new material from the earth's

lor may be the driving force that

;s old sea floor away. But since

arth is not expanding, we must

have regions where old sea floor

jers into the earth's interior, thus

:rving a balance between cre-

and destruction.

deed, the earth's surface seems

broken into fewer than ten major

tes," bounded on all sides by

|)w zones of creation (oceanic

;s) and destruction (trenches),

inents are frozen into these

Is, moving with them as the sea

' spreads away from zones of cre-

at oceanic ridges. Continental

1 is no longer a proud theory in its

I right; it has become a passive

squence of our new orthodoxy

—

tectonics. Most geologists, my-
included, have been over-

I
med by the breadth of evidence

late tectonics gathered from the

ns during the past ten years—but

5t defer this tale for another time.

'e now have a new, mobilist or-

oxy, as definite and uncompro-

Iig
as the staticism it replaced. In

ght, the classical data for drift

I
been exhumed and proclaimed

I'roof positive. Yet these data

l^d no role in validating the notion

iA'andering continents; drift

liphed only when it became the

Issary consequence of a new
iry.

lie new orthodoxy colors our vi-

i of all data; there are no "pure

I " in our complex world. About

I years ago, paleontologists found

iintarctica a fossil reptile named
\rosaurus. It also lived on South

hrica. If anyone had floated such

I'gument for drift in the presence

l/illis and Schuchert, he would

I been howled down—and quite

bctly. For Antarctica and South

hrica are almost joined today by

i ng of islands, and they were cer-

ly connected by a land bridge at

|)us times in the past (a minor

irresistible! Cups of fine chocol'

that you fill with Kahlua. Sip th(

drink, nibble the cup and start

all over again. Because you

deserve something nice. Cups

complete with foil servers, twelve

to the box, 3 boxes for $7.00, minuTiuni

order, 3 boxes. Shipped postpaid. Sorry no cod

Kahlua. Coffee Liqueur from Sunny Mexico 53 Proof
r-A ann^R

Maidstone Wine & Spirits Inc. 116 N, Robertson. Los Angeles, CA 90048

lose weight, not performance.

Minolta/Celtic Compact
Binoculars provide

nnagnification comparable
to full-size binoculars,

but without the weight or

bulk. Superb Minolta

optics bnng in clear, bright,

sharp images Center
focusdesign for rapid, easy
focusing. Three sizes,

6x20, 8x20 and 10x20,
give you a choice of

magnification to suit your
needs Ruggedly bui

to go anywhere. For more
information, write

Minolta Corporation,

101 Williams Dhve, Ramsey
New Jersey 07446

Minoha/Celtic

Compact Binoculars
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THERE IS NO OTHER TELESCOPE LIKE IT!

THE NEW EDMUND ^yd\ f/4

NEWTONIAN WIDE FIELD

REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
0\eaT, bright, spectacular wide angle views of

stars, moon, comets . . . easy to use . . . portable!

nbehevable orderl

tascinating heavenly myslenes are yours lo ent
ref lector telescope makes d easy for everyone to spa

space-age enioyment o) the heavens and outdoors N

nserl the eyepiece, focus, and its big 3' : field of vie\

ngle view than any other type of telescope Bnghl, cr

capture your interest and imagination It s probably t
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Top quality optical system 4'4
,
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Opel
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Electronic Digital RAIN GAUGE

Never Needs Emptying

and gives remote, indoor reading!

This beautiful, remote-reading electronic digital rain

gauge accurately measures rain up to 100 feet away, Dy

tentfis of an inch up to 999.9", and empties itself. Ac-

cumulate total rainfall count for an hour, day, week, etc.

To start a new counting period, just push the reset button

on the indoor counter There's no need ever to empty or check the hermetically
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HELPING TO DEVELOP AMERICAS TECHNOLOGY FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

lowering of sea level would prod

such a land bridge today). Lys

saurus could have walked in comf

on a rather short journey at that

the New York Times wrote an ed

rial proclaiming, on this basis ale

that continental drift had b

proved.

Many readers may be disturbecj
I

my argument for the primacy
1

theory. Does it not lead to dogmatj
|

.

and disrespect for fact? It can,

course, but it need not. The lessoi

history holds that theories

overthrown by rival theories, not

orthodoxies are unshakable. In

meantime, I am not distressed by

crusading zeal of plate tectonics,

two reasons. My intuition, cultur

bound to be sure, tells me that i

basically true. My guts tell me
it's damned exciting—more t

enough to show that conventic!

science can be twice as interestinjj

anything invented by all the von

nikens and in all the Bermuda tri

gles of this and previous ages

human gullibility.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolo

geology, and the history ofsciena

Harvard University. ]
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NATURAL HISTORY
about a ctiange of address, renewal of si

scription. billing, or any kind of ad|ustme
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You can use this form to tell us about a mo

or order a subscription

Change of address—attach your addre

label in the dotted area and INI in your n(

address below, clip and mail to Natural Histc

(Membership Services Box 6000, Des IVIoinf

Iowa 50340
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jtizen Kane would have told us we're crazy.

Because what people want to re-ad about

re the disasters and depravities of lite.

But Qucst/77 will appeal to a higher side.

The side that wants to celebrate our

chievements and successes. The side that gets

nore joy out of an expedition to the top of

ilount Everest than the impending doom of

volcano in Guadeloupe.

Quest/77 will take a sophisticated stand

gainst fashionable despair and disengagement.

Jut we'll do it with drama, humor and zest.

\.nd we'll show that real happiness lies in

quandering ourselves for a good purpose-

iroving that life never ceases to amaze.

A superb looking bimonthly, Quest/77 is

ititched at the spine like a fine book, crisp,

degant and richly illustrated in color. It com-

aines the literary quality of The New Yorker,

the exciting photographs of Life and the

lush graphics oi Audubon.

Quest/77 is guaranteed to be a collectors

'tern. Each issue will reach the highest

standards of taste and excellence. Upcoming

;ontributions and features include:

' J.B. Rhine, on his 50-year search for ESP
' Harold Schonberg, on child prodigies.

' Mark Vonnegut, on megavitamin therapy

or mental illness.

• James Salter,on rock climt)er Royale Robbins.

' Paul Goldberger, on America's ten best

iesigned buildings.

' Max Lerner, revealing the real Thomas
icficrson, America's only philosopher-king.

' Spectacular pictures and firsthand reports

))• eleven young Americans of their climb to

he top of Mount Everest.

' A special 16-page section analyzing courage.

' Eugene Smith, discussing his ten best

photographs.

' Peter Forbath, on hot air ballooning.

' George Plimpton's insight into the Green

3av Monster-Vince Lombardi.

' A salty British adventurer's incredible sail-

Ixiat
trip across South America.

Each bimonthly issue also updates the lat-

est human accomplishments as verified by the

Guinness Book of World Records.

Quest/77 is bound to become the most

.alked about publication in years. It's enter-

.aining and lively with the guts to be positive.

i
Become a Charter Subscriber simply by

I

"nailing the postage-paid card that accompanies

this ad. Or, if it's more convenient, call toll-

free 800-423-4444, or fiU out the coupon.
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of Excellence/
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Full refund guarantee. If Quest/77 ever lets you down, just cancel and get a full lOCW refund.

Quest/77, P.O. Box 3700, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
n M-s, Please reserve charter benefits in m\ name, ship the valu.ihic Volume 1, Number One issue
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokoli

How toTreat the Common Cole

The cabbage and its kin

are versatile vegetables

Mark Twain wrote: "Training is

everything. The peach was once a bit-

ter almond; cauliflower is nothing but

cabbage with a college education.
'

' I

used to think that was just a wisecrack

about a vegetable the old wag didn't

like, but Twain was, it turns out, liter-

ally correct about cauliflower. It is a

descendant of the common cabbage.

In fact, it is a cultivated variant of the

very same species, Brassica oiera-

cea.

More remarkable still, the same
Protean plant is just as intimately re-

lated to Brussels sprouts, kale, broc-

coli, and kohlrabi. They are all culti-

gens (varieties known only in culti-

vated form) of B. oleracea. Each
plant does have its own varietal

name. Cabbage is capitata (a sur-

name that includes green, red, and

Savoy cabbage). Kale is acephala.

Both cauliflower and broccoli are

lumped together as B. oleracea bo-

trytis. And so on, in a series of seem-

ingly well-ordered appellations, but

even they do not begin to nail down
the surprising diversity produced by
human attention to one wild, leafy

weed very long ago.

What is genuinely hard to see at

first is how so many apparently dis-

similar vegetables could be so closely

connected. It turns out that each is a

highly specialized distortion of the

original wild type , which was a proto-

kale native to the seacoasts of

Europe's North Temperate Zone. The
genus Brassica includes many other

useful plants: rutabaga, turnip,

various mustard greens, and bok
choy. But none of them lent itself to

human hydridization so brilliantly as

B. oleracea. The most useful of these

artificial freaks, the cabbage, was
coaxed to grow a very short stem and

lots of leaves that overlap and appear

to form a huge bud. Real buds of B.

oleracea (axillary buds grown on an

erect stem) have been trained to de-

velop into heads—what we know as

Brussels sprouts—instead of sprout-

ing normally into branches. Kohlrabi

is a headless stem swollen into a mass

of edible tissue. Cauliflower and

broccoli are both examples of a

stunted inflorescence , heads of abor-

tive flowers on thick, hypertrophied

branches.

It is as if a mad agronomist had set

out to magnify and bloat the various

organs of an inofl'ensive weed and

then had found that each mutation

was more attractive than the last. Of
course, cultivation of the cabbage kin

must have stretched over a long pe-

riod and seems to have occurred pri-

marily in prehistoric times. True cab-

bage, as well as cauliflower and broc-

coli, was known to the Greeks and

Romans. The poet Propertius, in the

persona of Vertumnus, god of vegeta-

tion and the changing seasons, wrote:

"I am famous for the green cucum-
ber, and the swelling belly of the

gourd and for the cabbage tied with

light rushes."

Germans, Saxons, and Celts

brought the oleracea cultigens

Great Britain, where the speci

original native variety, a stout pen

nial called colewort, still grows w
The word cole also survives, as

all-purpose name for members of

Brassica genus. It is obviously C(

nected, linguistically, with kale

cauliflower and with the Gern
word for cabbage. Kohl. Kohlrab

Austrian dialect for cabbage-tur

(standard German for turnip is RUb
So, for once, popular nomenclat

reflects botanic reality; reflects it

fact, more accurately than the conf

ing, if official, binomial monicker

Cole, at any rate, is the oldest te

we have in English for cabbage

appears in an Anglo-Saxon sou

dated about 1(X)0. And it is in co

mon usage in the phrase "cole slaw

cabbage salad. Nevertheless, un

all other circumstances, we call

oleracea v. capitata just plain c

bage. The earliest written source

the word is a cookbook printed

1440, which directs us to "take

baches and cut ham on foure . . . i

let hit boyle." This is good adv

and it also shows the French origir

the word cabbage . Caboche is Frei

slang for a "big head," a nogg

Cabbages are big heads, and the jo

ney from caboche to cabache to c

bage is a short and direct one.

Today, cabbage and its spec

mates grow almost everywhere in

world except the tropics. They
easy to cultivate, do well in o

weather, and yes, they are good

you. Nutritionally, cabbage is m-
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Iwas the rarestbird in Burgenland

There I was. the only bird with-

out wings at the Andau Great

Bustard Sanctuary, face to face

with one of the rarest, shyest

creatures in the world. We got

along famously. He even agreed

to pose for some snapshots.

Austria has no less than twelve

wildlife preserves and deer parks,

four zoological gardens and four

magnificent bird sanctuaries. It's

paradise for nature lovers. And
the birds and beasts go out of

their way to take pity on birds

like me who need jet engines to

soar. Next, for a change of pace, I

migrated to Vienna. That's

another kind of sanctuary with a

special kind of fauna all its own.
Believe me, you can fly there too!

Find your wings . .

.

Encounter Austria to know the

heart of Europe.

Write for your free copy of "The
Experience Of Nature In

Austria."

I w ould like lo Encounter Austria. For your copy of our booklet ENCOUNTER
AUSTRIA, and for information on Austrian Airiines.

ask your travel agent or send coupon to your nearest

Austrian National Tourist Office;

545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

3440 Wilshjre Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90010

200 E. Randolph Drive, Suite 51 30. Chicago. IL 60601

1007 N. W. 24th Ave.. Portland. OR 97210

Nikon Binoculars.
Worth all the birds

in the bush.

The powerful, featherweight 8x30 and

9x35 are favorites for bird watching as well

as wildlife and nature study. Other Nikon

binoculars are great for sports, travel or boating.

All feature Nikon prism optics that are carefully

matched and precisely aligned so you can enjoy

bright, sharp viewing for long periods without

eye strain. And they cost a lot less than youVe

prepared to spend for such ruggedly built, top quality binoculars. See for

yourself, at Nikon camera dealers and fine optical departments. Or write for

Lit/Pak 18, Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-

Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd. P.Q.) HSd

than 90 percent water, but it is

low in calories (only 24 per

grams, or 3 'A ounces, of raw
|

bage) and high in vitamin A and
j

min C . Kale is phenomenally hi^i

vitamin C, with 186 milligramsj

100 grams. An orange averages
|

50 milligrams per 100 grams

peeled fruit.

More enticing, perhaps, to the J

sumer than all this nutritional
I

boning is the welcome news,

cabbage et al. can be prepare<

dozens of brilliantly delicious w
starting with the moderately si

Szechwan recipe for broccoli bell

The stir-fry method keeps the veg

ble from stewing its way to insipici

as does the addition of dried red
]!

pers and fresh ginger to the sa

You may also use cauliflower for

recipe. Not only do the Chinese th;

selves practice this taxonomid

plausible substitution, but they
,

the same name to both cauliflc

and broccoli, huacai.

If you were brought up thinkin

cabbage as a malodorous penalty

gave you gas, you will be please

perhaps jealous to learn that

simple French households got arc

the dreadful sight of gray masse

steamed leaves by pureeing cabl

with an equal weight of boiled p
toes, dehydrating out excess mois

from the puree in a hot oven, and

serving it with butter. Almost e

culture but ours has a cabbage <

combining meat, cabbage, and o

vegetables. My grandmother ca

this soup borscht and made it i

beef. In the Pyrenees, they use
{

and call it garbure.

For real cabbage versatility, h

ever, we face east, toward Budap

George Lang's The Cuisine of F

gary lists a score of dishes, from

basic stuffed cabbage to a leai

concoction of pate and crinkly Sa

cabbage. Hungary is also a place

does not snub the kohlrabi, but c

fully scoops out the centers, cl

them together with the leaves

uses the mixture as a sauce (aft<

has been cooked and seasoned) tc

over the kohlrabi shells, which th

selves are stuffed with a mixtun

ground veal and pork and then bal

For some reason, kohlrabi rec

tend to be complicated. But I disc

ered recently, having returned fro

farm stand with four small and tei

ones, that they can be peeled, sli

thinly, and sauteed in no time,

result is very appealing. They ^

done when they turn an opaque wlK

24



The new, improved

1977 Natural History

Photographic Competition

The greatest photographic

mpetition in the history of

itural History is on. The

and Prize is a round trip for

to Peru, a country that will

allenge any photographer

th vistas of ancient royal

ies, Andean peaks, Amazon-

1 jungles, deserts, fog-

rouded coasts, and a colorful

r xture of peoples. The cash

I
izes this year total more than

'',000. And the winning en-

I es will be published in a

1 ecial double issue of Natural

I'story in August and will be

iown at The American
I useum of Natural History.

The four categories for en-

' es are broad enough to fit the

terests of any photographer

cause Natural History is con-

rned primarily with receiving

and publishing great photo-

graphs. The categories are:

( 1 ) The Natural World ; ( 2 ) A
Sequence of an Event in Nature;

(3 ) Microphotography, includ-

ing pictures with a scanning

electron microscope; and (4)

The Rules
1. The competition is open to

everyone except employees of The
American Museum of Natural

History and their kin.

2. Competitorsmay submit up to

three previously unpublished

entries in each of the four cate-

gories. Decision of the judges is

final.

3. The Museum acquires the right

to publish, exhibit, and use for

promotion the winning photo-

graphs. The Museum assumes no

responsibility for other entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies

or prints up to 8 by 1 inches, and

each must bear the photographer's

name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for the return

of entries.

6. Entriesmust be postmarked

no later than April 15, 1977.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

11 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

wt
^^^i^MH
^^^^^HL. V'Pimi
^Hmii,^ ^^A
The Human Family. First prize

.

in each category is $500. In

addition, these awards will be

selected from all the entries:

Humor in Nature, $200; Urban

Wildlife, $200; and ten Honor-

able Mentions at $ 1 00 each.

The deadline is April 15,

1 977. Please put your name

and address on every entry,

and include a stamped, self-

addressed envelope—since we
do want to return your pictures

to you.

And, the best of luck!



SEENORTH
CAROUNA
BEFORE

JfOUCET
HERE

Before you plan your Id like your free mvel package,

vacation this year, send for

the free North Carolina NarS

travel package. It's full of —^
facts about things to do,and

where to find them. cny

Take a good look at

North Carolina before you |J^p-i-ij r*A RAl IM A
come.Andyoullen|oyita f^SISLx^eK! 37^
lot more while you re here, p o. Box 77 Raleigh, N.C 2761

1

_l

GREECE
BY MAUPINTOUR
GLORIES of Attica, the Peloponnese,
and Thessaly toured in depth. See
Athens, Sunlon, Marathon, Meteora,
Thermopylae, Delphi, Olympia, Cor-
inth, Epidaurus, Mycenae, Nauplia, Py-

los, Bassae, Sparta, Gythion, Navarino.

MAUPINTOUR'S care and manage-
ment assures you see everything you
should see, comfortably. Learn the
significance, historic, contemporary.

7 DIFFERENT programs 15 days to 23
days all expertly escorted. Plus cruise
Aegean, Black Sea, Adriatic.

WHAT YOU DREAM Greece/Aegean
Isles to be, April to October. Ask your
Travel Agent for Maupintour's new
Greece folder or send coupon.

AND THE
AEGEAN
ISLES!

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.,

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211 sSL,®Maupintour
Ask about these l\/faupintour escorted holidays:

D Africa DAIps D British Isles D Colorado
D Asia n Central America D Egypt O Europe
D France D Greece D Hawaii D India D Iran

Italy n Mexico Morocco North Africa

n Orient D Portugal D Scandinavia D Spain
n S. Annerica D S. Pacific D USSR/E. Europe

Cabbage and company (Brusse

sprouts and kohlrabi excepted)

also be eaten raw, ideally with aio

a garlic-laden mayonnaise, to accoi

pany the shredded leaves or cruncl'

flowerets. Red cabbage, shreddj

and mixed with plain yogurt, makl

a Lucullan, filling dish for a dietei

lunch or for anyone in search of .

unappalling source of roughage.

For more exotic moments, try ca

liflower pakoris, a sort of Indian ter

pura with a chickpea-flour batter. C|

the flowerets into 1-inch segment

Then mix together—as Madhur Jc

frey suggests in An Invitation to 1

dian Cuisine— 1 cup sifted chickpi

flour, Vi teaspoon each of salt, grouji

turmeric, ground cumin, and bakii!

soda with Vs teaspoon each of blaJ

and cayenne pepper. Dip t

flowerets in the batter and fry a fe

at a time, slowly, in oil, until goldi

brown.

Thus surfeited, you will permit r:

to close with a few random and del

cious tidbits about Cabbage at

Sons:

The white part of the cauliflow

is known as its "curd."

Sauerkraut is shredded cabba

fermented by the action of lactobaci

on the natural sugars in the cabba,

juice. This produces lactic acid, wi

its characteristically sour taste, ai

preserves the cabbage, turning it in

what one authority calls "human i

lage
. '

' This mash is , to my mind , p;

atable only as a stuffing for turkey

the Serbian dish, podvarak (see Nc

ural History, November 1975).

English slang expressions th

refer to cabbage are almost alwa

pejorative: cabbagehead for foe

cabbage-leaf for a cheap cigar.

French, on the other hand, ch
("cabbage") is a term of endet

ment. "To have something in yo

cabbage" {en avoir dans le cho

means to be intelligent. And it is ha

to think of pate a chou ("cream pi

dough," but, literally, "cabba;

dough") as anything but pleasant.

American farmers produce rough

2 billion pounds of cabbage in a nc

mal year. They also grow 350 milli(

pounds of broccoli, 73 milli(

pounds of Brussels sprouts, and 3*

million pounds of cauliflower. Yi

have your work cut out for you.

Chao Jielucai

Broccoli, Szechwan style, adapt

from Mrs. Chiang 's Szechwan Coc^

book, by Ellen Schrecker with Jol

Schrecker (Harper & Row, $12.95
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Audition free for 10 days Karl Bohm's superb Deutsche Grjmmophon recording of

SPECIAL BONUS: Mozart's Piano Concertos Nos. 12 and 26

All 4 International Award-Winning Records
For Less Than The Price Of 1!

Your Introduction To The Unique Money-Saving Program That Offers Free Auditions Of
Prize-Winning Recordings By The Leading Concert Artists Of Our Time!

Volfgang Amadeus Mozart— music's greatest

atural genius— divinely gifted beyond any other

lubician who ever Hved! And into his six great-

st symphonies he poured a multitude of his

lost astonishingly beautiful, incredibly moving

ispirjtions!

ymphony No. 41, "Jupiter"

iymphony No. 40 in C-minor

iymphony No. 39 in E-flat

iymphony No. 38, "Prague"

iy.nphony No. 36, "Linz"

iymphony No. 35, "Haffner"

Atra ! Symphony No. 32

Now you are invited to hear these miraculous

vorks in their finest recording . . . interpreted with

xtraordinary empathy by Karl Bohm . . . played

o perfection by the Berlin Philharmonic Orches-

ra , . captured in unsurpassed stereo realism by

)eutsche Grammophon. So outstanding is this

ecording that it has won three of the music

vorld's most eagerly sought honors: the Grand

Vi\ International du Disque, Edison Award and

Deutsche Schallplatten Prize! In addition, you

vill also receive Mozart's Piano Concertos Nos.

2 and 26, "Coronation," superbly performed by

oloist Geza Anda with the Salzburg Camerata

\,cademica — winner of the coveted Grand Prix

les Discophiles.

'«Jow enjoy and keep these 4 superb albums for

ess than the price you'd pay for l!

3ecause these magnificent recordings have met

vith almost unprecedented acclaim, they have

-een chosen to introduce you to The Great

\wards Collection, a totally new concept in home
istening. You may enjoy all eight masterpieces,

)n four superb-quality, imported records, for 10

iays absolutely free. Then keep all four, if you

rvish, for only $6.98 (that's less than the pncc

^ou'd pay for just one record)! Simply mail the

loupon at right today.

Here's how the program works . .

.

As a member of The Great Awards Collection

you will receive only the finest recordings of

^rize-winning concert performances by preemi-

nent orchestras, conductors and soloists. There is

no minimum number of recordings you must buy.

And you can cancel your membership at any time.

What's more, every superb recording you choose

to examine comes to you on a free 10-day trial

oasis. So you'll never waste a penny on disap-

pointing purchases

!

Approximately 14 times a year you will receive

the current issue of our Great Awards Collection

Bulletin highlighting an exceptional Selection of

the Month and other brilliant classical releases

recommended by a distinguished jury of musi-

cians, scholars and musicologists. If you want to

examine the Selection of the Month you need do

nothing. It will be shipped to you automatically.

If you want any other selection, just mark your

choices on the order card you will receive and re-

turn it by the date specified. If you do not want

any selection, just check the proper box on your

order card and return it by the date specified. It's

that simple!

Special half-price bonus offer saves you money!

In addition to great music, you'll enjoy great sav-

ings with our half-price bonus plan. For every

record you buy at our low members' price (always

well below suggested retail), you may choose an-

r"
-Send no money i

other one from a list of award-winners and other

critically-acclaimed LPs and pay just half that

price! A truly economical way to build your li-

brary of superb classical recordings.

How many records are you committing your-

self to buy when you return the attached coupon?

None at all! Even your introductory set of

Mozart's Six Greatest Symphonies and Piano

Concertos 12 and 26 comes to you on approval.

Audition it free for ten days, then either return

it — or keep it for only $6.98 for all four records

(plus a small postage/handling charge).

Here at last is the ideal way to acquire a con-

noisseur's record library in easy stages. You listen

at home to every award-winning selection you

elect to examine before deciding whether to buy

it! Please act today! Begin your money-saving,

no-obligation membership in The Great Awards

Collection by mailing the coupon for your free

trial, with four-for-iess- than- the-price-of -one

purchase option of this essential collection of Mo-

zart's Six Greatest Symphonies and exquisite

Piano Concertos Nos. 1 2 and 26.

Eight ways The Great Awards Collection helps

you enjoy fine music more than ever!

1. The greatest music by the world's immortal

composers-

2. A major, award-winning recording yours to

audition each month.

3. Superior imported LPs — silent surfaces.

4. Free ten-day trials of all selections.

5. All selections always far less than retail price.

6. Extra savings with Half-Price Bonus Plan.

7. No obligation to buy — no minimum purchase.

8. Money-saving introductory offer.

-Mai! coupon TODAY! --

Listen for lO days free. Keep all 4 for less than the price of l!

The Great Awards CoUectic

end r . for

Corl Bdhm. logelher with Ccza Andj
elurn the ^et jher 10 days jnd owe n<

ilus a small postage/handling charge.

Each month 1 will also be nolined of m
or every one of ihe^e records I buy j

mmunity Drive • Greal Neck. N.Y. 11025

e-award-winning recording uf Mozart's Six Creates! Symphonies by
-winning performance of Mozart's Piano Concertos Nos- 12 and 26. I may
or keep it and pay only St> ^8' for all four Deutsche Crammophon records,

all four records for less than the regular price of one!

t half thai

'Sales tax added for
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At last! A beautiful,

professional-quality greenhouse every
home gardener can afford.

The Burpee Greenhouse —
priced under $700. After

years of searching for the

ideal greenhouse, Burpee de-

cided to use our three gener-

ations' experience in growing

under glass to design __
our own. l

The Burpee Green-

house is available right

now. The materials are

first quality through-

out. The design is

absolutely beautiful,

and the price, begin-

ning at $645, makes it

an exceptional value for the

home gardener.

For pictures, a detailed

brochure, and complete price

information, without obliga-

tion, send in this coupon now.

W. ATLEE BURPEE COMPANY
6107 Burpee Bldg., Warminster, PA 18974

Sociad DaLT^viniains be^^aire!
In its quest for survival, argues Richard Dawkins,
it is the singlemindedly selfish gene that programs us.

The gene, not the individual, is the fundamental
unit of natural selection. The challenge of Dawkins'
ideas is extensive, surveying an "important body of

social theory . . . presented in simple and popular

form." — Robert L. Trivers, Harvard University

TME SELF!
Richaird Da^trkins

1 large bunch broccoli

3 dried red peppers

Vz-inch piece fresh ginger

1 tablespoon cornstarch

'A cup peanut oil

1 teaspoon salt

1. Wash the broccoli. Cut t

flowerets off the main stems

fairly good-size pieces. Cut

the tough bottom part of I

stems, then slice the stems in h

lengthwise and then into piec

about 2 inches long.

2. Cut each pepper into 4 pieces

3. Peel the ginger, then cut

shreds about Vs inch wide, t

width of a wooden matchstick

4. Combine the cornstarch with

cup water in a bowl and set asic

5

.

Heat your wok or pan over a hi

flame for 15 seconds, then a

the oil. It will be ready to co

with when the first tiny bubbl

form and a few small wisps

smoke appear.

6. When the oil is ready, throw

the ginger and the red peppei

Use your cooking shovel

spoon to stir them around in t

middle of the pan for 5 seconc

7

.

Now add the broccoli and stir-f

for IVz minutes, scooping it (

the sides of the pan and stirrii

it around in the middle so eve

piece is exposed to the hot oil

8

.

Add the salt and stir-fry the brc

coli for 1 minute longer.

9. Pour % cup water into the pa

wait for it to come to a boil, thi

cover the pan and let the broccc

cook over a moderately hij

flame for 8 minutes.

10. Stir the cornstarch and water

make sure they are well corl

bined; then, just before you aj

ready to serve the broccoli, po

the mixture into the pan. Stir-f

the broccoli for a few secon

over a high flame until the sau'

turns thick and clear, then serv

Note: One small head of cauliflow

can be substituted for the broccoli

this recipe. There is no simple wii

to calculate the number of portioi

this dish will serve. You must deci(|

whether it is a side dish in a Weste

meal or one of many dishes of mor
or-less equal importance in a Chine;

meal . Four servings is a rough gue

for either situation.

Raymond Sokolov's most rece

cookbook is The Saucier's Apprei

tice, a guide to French sauces.
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5,000 years of the

world's greatest
civilizations

YVME time-life books in-

n|
|jj| vites you to journey through

1 ^ 1*^ five thousand years and theBOOKS
jjg^ens of great cultures that

have helped to create the civilized

person you are today. In ancient

Africa, Greece, Egypt, India, China,
Japan and America, our ancestors

invented calendars, writing, plumb-
ing, clocks . . . designed bridges,

highways, buildings . . . wrote po-

etry, philosophy and law . . . painted

and sculpted works of unsurpassed
power and beauty.

In a unique series of books that

chronicles the fascinating story of

civilization, the editors of TIME-
LIFE BOOKS have brought to-

gether many of the world's most
eminent scholars and historians, ar-

chaeologists and anthropologists

The result is Great Ages of Man—
21 superb volumes depicting the

spectacular drama of man's journey

from primitive ignorance to the sci-

entific marvels of the 20th Century
Stunningly produced and illus-

Accept

ANCIENT EGYPT
for 10 days free

as your introduction to

GREATAGES
OFMAN

From the Great Pyramid at Gizeh to

the Tomb of Tutankhamen, here is

Egypt at the height of its splendor — a

civilization united in 27 cemuries of

glory, a span of achievement with few

rivals in human history. A lively and

romantic people who merged work and

duty with leisure and grace, gaiety and

sophistication, here are the true An-
cient Egyptians: builders of a great

political state, creators of magnificent

architecture and superb works of art

intended for eternity.

trated, these books disclose the world

as it really was, with everything

worth seeing and knowing brought
j

to vivid life. Intimate portraits of

history's most remarkable person-

alities, as well as authentically de-

tailed descriptions of how people

lived their daily lives, will help you
see these ancient worlds in their

most human terms.

Youi introduction to Great
Acts OF M \N IS Ancieni Egvpl—
the tuie stoiy of a culture that floui-

ished for 3.000 years, ruled by 30
dynasties of kings And it's yours foi

10 days free under the introductory

oftei described in the oidei form

Actual size 8%" x 10%".
192 pages. Nearly 200

llustrations, 64 in full color.

'-\

TIME-LIFE BOOKS
Time & Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Yes, I would like to examine Ancieni Egypl. Please .send it to me for 10 days'

free examination and enter mv subscription to Great Aces of Man. If I de-

cide to keep Ancieni Egypt, I will pay $6.95 plus shipping and handling. I

then will receive future volumes in the Great Ages of Man, shipped a vol-

ume at a time approximately every other month. Each is $6.95 plus shipping

and handling and comes on a 10-day free-examination basis. There is no
minimum number of hooks that I must buy, and I may cancel my subscrip-

tion at any time simply by notifying you.
If I do not choose to keep Ancieni Egypl, I will return it within 10 days,

my subscription for future volumes will be canceled, and I will not be under

any further obligation.
BGAAB2

n Mr.
D Mrs._
n Miss

L.



The Conseil International

des Monuments et des Sites announces
x',-^..-

TTieW)rlds .

^

100 Greatest Landmarks

^^m-i

A-

TflEVI FOUNTAIN ROME ITALY ; LA FONTAINE TREVI. ROME ITALIE

STERLING SILVER PROOF LIMITED EDITION ' ARGENT ie' TITHE EDITION EPREUVE A TIRAGE LIMITE

-» THE WORLDS 100 GREATEST LANDMARKS
I

LES 100 PLUS CELEBRES MONUMENTS ET SITES DU MONDE

Ait. Jo^izph. Smith.

123 McUn StAtoX
Anytom, U.S.A. 01234

Illustrated actual size is the medallic cachet honoring the Trevi Fountair

Officially postmarked in Rome, Italy, site of this world-famous fountain

'. of Italy's most beautiful landmarks.

100 finely engraved cachets...

carrying 100

solid sterling silver medals...

and bearing

100 intriguing postmarks

from the far corners of the world.

he Tower of London. The Palace of

Versailles. The summit of the Mat-

terhorn. The Great Wall of China.

The Alhambra. The Parthenon.

Mount Rushmore. The Acropolis.

Victoria Falls. The Basilica of St. Peter's . .

.

These are among the greatest landmarks of the

world. Breathtaking, exotic sites. Created by

the magic of nature and the genius of man. So

splendid and awe-inspiring that people from all

over the world travel thousands of miles just

to see them.

Now, the Conseil International des Monu-
mentset desS ites— the Paris-based international

body dedicated to the conservation ofthe earth's

landmarks —has chosen 100 of the most s,

cant oiall the world's landmarks for perm

commemoration. And a unique collecti

medallic cachets will be created to honor

great sites renowned throughout the wor.

Appropriately, there will be 100 each

the collection, each containing a finely !

tured sterling silver Proofmedal portrayin

of the world's greatest landmarks.

Each cachet will bear an official stamp

nation where the landmark is located—an

be postmarked at the site ofthat great land]

Thus, the Arch ofTriumph cachet will be

marked in Paris, France. The Mount E'

cachet in Kathmandu, Nepal. The Parti"



Medals in above cachets show

(t in Athens, Greece. The Christ of the

Is cachet in Mendoza, Argentina. The

I ue of Sultan Ahmed cachet in Istanbul,

I :y. The Victoria Falls cachet in Livingstone,

Ilia. The Mount Fuji cachet in Tokyo, Japan.

I) individual cachets . . . carrying 100 mag-

int sterling silver Proof medals . . . post-

ed at the sites of 100 of the greatest

:»arks throughout the world.

Authentic commemoratives
of the world's great sites

:ribers and their families will thus have the

jre and satisfaction of systematically build-

collection of distinctive commemorative

A strictly limited edition.

Subscription deadline: February 28, 1977.

cachets that have actually come from 1 00 of the

most beautiful, most historic places on the face

of the earth. A collection as unusual as it is

important. A true family heirloom that provides

a lasting tribute to the great landmarks that have

captured the imagination of the world.

To further enhance the desirability of the

collection for each subscriber, each cachet will

be personalized with the name and address of

the individual owner, or anyone he designates.

And each cachet will be accompanied by a

special certificate attesting to the authenticity of

the foreign postmarking and the sterling silver

content of the Proof medal it contains.

In addition, a deluxe collector's chest will be

provided to each subscriber, as part of the

collection. This handsome chest will be custom-

designed for easy reference and display of all

100 medals and cachets.

Issued in strictly limited edition

The Conseil International des Monuments et

des Sites(ICOMOS) has appointed The Franklin

Mint, the world's largest private mint, to strike

the medals and produce the cachets for The
World's 100 Greatest Landmarks collection.

And the collection will be issued in strictly

limited edition. The total edition in the United

States and Canada will be permanently limited

to the exact number of subscribers whose appli-

cations are postmarked by February 28, 1977.

The collection will be offered later in other

countries by The Franklin Mint's international

affiliates—but it will never again be made avail-

able in this country.

Subscribers to the series will receive their

specially-postmarked medallic cachets at the

convenient rate of two per month, beginning in

April 1977. The official issue price for each

engraved cachet, including the solid sterling

silver (32mm) Proof medal, is just $14.50 — and

this price will be guaranteed to each subscriber

for the entire series.

Subscription deadline: February 28

This is the only time that you and your family

will be able to take part in a unique medallic

A deluxe collecror's chest will be provided to each sub-

scriber to The World's 100 Greatest Landmarks. This

chest will be custom-designed for easy reference and dis-

play of the 100 cachets.

tour of the world. To "visit" some of the most

exotic places on the face of the earth, and to

take back with you a distinctive and lasting

commemoration of each place. This fascinating

tour will begin soon after you send your appli-

cation to The Franklin Mint, Franklin Center,

Pennsylvania. But please be sure to mail the

application below by the deadline date of

February 28, 1977.

CONSEIL INTERNATIONAL
DES MONUMENTS ET DES SITES (ICOMOS) |

Headq jane ed in Pans, the Conseil Interna nona des
Monuri ems et des Sues (ICOMOS) operates through a

world- «iHf network of National Committees i 1 SS

tries ICOMOS promotes programs of professiona and
technic al et ucation. sponsors national and in erna ional

confer nces and publishes professional journal ded cated

lo the cons* rvaiion, preservation and protec ion of the
|

landma rits listorical sites and national monumer ts of

the worid.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION .

TheW)rldslOO
Greatest Landmarks

Valid only ifpostmarked

by February 28, 1977

Limit: One subscription per person

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my subscription for The World's

100 Greatest LaniJmarks collection consisting

of 100 specially-postmarked cachets, each

bearing a sterling silver (32mm) Proof medal.

The issue price for each cachet is $14.50*,

and I understand the cachets will be sent to me
at the rate of two per month beginning in

April 1977.

I agree to pay $29.* for each shipment of

two medallic cachets, promptly upon being

billed at the time of its shipment. A custom-
designed collector's chest will be provided to

me at no additional charge.
*PIus my state sales tax.

Signature

State- -Zip-

Your cachets will be personalized exactly as shown
above. If you wish your cachets personalized

differently, please print the personalization you
wish on a separate piece of paper and enclose

it with this form.

C Check here if you wish no personalization at all.



A Naturalist At Large by Richard Dawki

The Remarkable Replicators

We are simply their well-run

survival machines

It is difficult enough explaining

how even a simple universe began. I

take it as agreed that it would be even

harder to explain the sudden spring-

ing up, fully armed, of complex
order—life. Darwin's theory of evo-

lution by natural selection is satisfy-

ing because it shows us a way in

which simplicity could change into

complexity, how unordered atoms

could group themselves into ever

more complex patterns until they

ended up manufacturing people. Dar-

win provides a solution, the only fea-

sible one so far suggested, to the deep

problem of our existence.

Darwin's "survival of the fittest"

is really a special case of a more gen-

eral law of survival of the stable. The
universe is populated by stable

things. A stable thing is a collection

of atoms which is permanent enough
or common enough to deserve a

name. It may be a unique collection

of atoms, such as the Matterhorn,

which lasts long enough to be worth

naming. Or it may be a class of enti-

ties, such as raindrops, which come
into existence at a sufficiently high

rate to deserve a collective name,
even if any one of them is short-lived.

The things which we see around

us, and which we think of as needing

explanation—rocks, galaxies, ocean
waves—are all , to a greater or lesser

extent, stable patterns of atoms. Soap
bubbles tend to be spherical because

this is a stable configuration for thin

films filled with gas. In a spacecraft,

water is also stable in spherical glob-

ules, but on earth, where there is

gravity, the stable surface for stand-

ing water is flat and horizontal. Salt

crystals tend to be cubes because this

is a stable way of packing sodium and

chloride ions together. In the sun the

simplest atoms of all, hydrogen
atoms, fuse to form helium atoms be-

cause in the conditions which prevail

there the helium configuration is more
stable. Other even more complex
atoms are formed in stars all over the

universe, and were formed in the

"big bang," which according to the

prevailing theory, initiated the uni-

verse. This is originally where the

elements on our world came from.

Sometimes when atoms meet they

link up together in chemical reactions

to form molecules that may be more
or less stable. Such molecules can be

very large. A crystal such as a dia-

mond can be regarded as a single mol-

ecule, a proverbially stable one in this

case, but also a very simple one since

its internal atomic structure is end-

lessly repeated. In modern living or-

ganisms there are other large mole-

cules which are highly complex, and

their complexity shows itself on sev-

eral levels. The hemoglobin of our

blood is a typical protein molecule.

It is built up from chains of smaller

molecules, amino acids, each con-

taining a few dozen atoms arranged

in a precise pattern. In the hemoglo-
bin molecule there are 574 amino acid

molecules. These are arranged in four

chains, which twist around each other

to form a globular three-dimensional

structure of bewildering complexity.

A model of a hemoglobin molecule

looks rather like a dense thornbush.

But unlike a real thornbush it is not

a haphazard approximate pattern but

a definite invariant structure, identi-

cally repeated, with not a twig or a

twist out of place, over six thousand

million million million times in an

average human body. The precise

thornbush shape of a protein mole-

cule such as hemoglobin is stable in

the sense that two chains consisting

of the same sequences of amino ac

will tend, like two springs, to coi

to rest in exactly the same thn

dimensional coiled pattern. Hen
globin thornbushes are springing ii

their "preferred" shape in your bo

at a rate of about four hundred milli
j

million per second, and others ;

being destroyed at the same rate.

Hemoglobin, a modern molecu'

illustrates the principle that atoi

tend to fall into stable patterns. E

fore the coming of life on earth, soi

rudimentary evolution of molecui

may have occurred by ordinary prt

esses of physics and chemisti

There is no need to think of desi

or purpose or directedness. If a gro

of atoms in the presence of ener

falls into a stable pattern, it will te

to stay that way. The earliest form

natural selection was simply a sek

tion of stable forms and a rejection

unstable ones. There is no myste

about this. It had to happen by defii

tion.

From this, of course, it does r

follow that you can explain the exi

ence of entities as complex as man
j

exactly the same principles on thtj

own. It is no good taking the rig|

number of atoms and shaking the

together with some external ener,

till they happen to fall into the rig

pattern and out drops Adam! Yi

may make a molecule consisting oi

few dozen atoms like that, but a m
consists of over a thousand milli<

million million million atoms,

try to make a man, you would ha

to work at your biochemical cockti

shaker for a period so long that t

entire age of the universe would see

Reprinted, with permission, from The Selfish Ge
by Richard Dawkins. Copyright © 1976, by Oxfi

University Press, Inc.
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COME SHARE
OUR DISCOVERY
American Museum
of Natural Historx;

Announces an

Extraordinarxj

Adriatic-Aegean Cruise

On September 19, 1977, 255 fortunate

(and foresighted) friends of tfie Ameri-

can Museum will embark on a voyage
to the splendid past...the glories of

ancient Greece and Byzantium... inter-

spersed with quiet days on unspoiled

islands, in the favorite haunts of rare

and beautiful birds.

DISCOVERY offers you 19 days in

a region blessed with natural beauty
and towering human achievement. It

starts in Venice, ends in Athens, stops

at Dubrovnik, Istanbul, Troy, Delphi.

Rhodes, Crete, Corfu, to name only a

few. It's an area rich in history, art, the

imprint of many cultures - and
DISCOVERY makes it ^yoursina
way that few travelers

can expect.

More than a holiday, more than a

rest, even more than a chance to see

and explore other places, peoples,

customs. DISCOVERY is also a unique
adventure in learning.

The superb itinerary, planned in

consultation with Museum scholars

and scientists, overlooks no opportu
nity to reveal and illuminate, to veer off

the traveled paths for special, extra

insights.

The expert arrangements will be

supervised by W.F. and R.K. Swan,
Ltd. of London. Every detail has been
scrutinized to contribute to your com
fort. We'll use only the best accommo-
dations on a spacious, gracious ship

(70% of the cabins, but 100% of the

crew and service staff). We've booked
rooms at the two best hotels in Venice
for the two nights before m.t.s. Orpheus
becomes your home.

The company you'll keep includes a

group of distinguished lecturers who
will lead . discussions, travel with you,

share their own enthusiasms. There
are six in all. including the American
Museum's director. Dr. Thomas D.

Nicholson. Two Museum ornitholo-

gists will concentrate on the bird life

(they plan to take you to Scutari in

Turkey, the best of all possible places

to watch the spectacular Fall migra-

tion of thousands of birds). An Oxford
don. a Brown University archeologist.

the former director of the British

Museum will share the honors when
you're visiting archeological digs or

admiring works of art.

The flexible, comprehensive pro-

gram features a dazzling array of side

trips - all of them included in the price of

the trip, none of them required, if you
prefer to swim, stroll, shop or visit

sidewalk tavernas on your own.

Optional, too (but not included in the

price) is an extra four-day extension

in Athens for those who have the time.

Prices for DISCOVERY range from
$1505 to $1955 for each of two per-

sons sharing a cabin (single prices and
airfare estimates on request). And all

participants are asked to contribute

$350 to the American Museum.
1

Ellen Stancs
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

Please send an itinerary and other

information about the

Adriatic-Aegean Cruise



like an eye blink, and even then you

would not succeed. This is where

Darwin's theory, in its most general

form, comes to the rescue. Darwin's

theory takes over from where the

story of the slow building up of mole-

cules leaves off.

The account of the origin of life I

shall give is necessarily speculative;

by definition, nobody was around to

see what happened. There are a num-
ber of rival theories, but they all have

certain features in common. The sim-

plified account I shall give is probably

not too far from the truth.

We do not know what chemical

raw materials were abundant on earth

before the coming of life, but among
the plausible possibilities are water,

carbon dioxide, methane, and ammo-
nia—all simple compounds known to

be present on at least some of the

other planets in our solar system.

Chemists have tried to imitate the

chemical conditions of the young
earth. They have put these simple

substances in a flask and supplied a

source of energy such as ultraviolet

light or electric sparks—artificial

simulation of primordial lightning.

After a few weeks of this, some-

thing interesting is usually found in-

side the flask: a weak brown soup

containing a large number of mole-

cules more complex than the ones

originally put in. In particular, amino
acids—the building blocks of pro-

teins, one of the two great classes of

biological molecules—have been

found. Before these experiments

were done, naturally occurring amino
acids would have been thought of as

diagnostic of the presence of life. If

they had been detected on, say. Mars,

life on that planet would have seemed
a near certainty. Now, however, their

existence need imply only the pres-

ence of a few simple gases in the at-

mosphere and some volcanoes, sun-

light, or thundery weather. More re-

cently, laboratory simulations of the

chemical conditions of earth before

the coming of life have yielded or-

ganic substances called purines and

pyrimidines. These are building

blocks of the genetic molecule, DNA
itself.

Processes analogous to these must
have giyen rise to the "primeval

soup" that biologists and chemists

believe constituted the seas some
three to four thousand million years

ago. The organic substances became
locally concentrated, perhaps in dry-

ing scum round the shores or in tiny

suspended droplets. Under the further

influence of energy, such as ultra-

violet light from the sun, they com-
bined into larger molecules. Nowa-
days, large organic molecules would
not last long enough to be noticed;

they would be quickly absorbed and

broken down by bacteria or other liv-

ing creatures. But bacteria and the

rest of us are latecomers, and in those

days, large organic rholecules could

drift unmolested through the thicken-

ing broth.

At some point a particularly re-

markable molecule was formed by
accident. We will call it the replica-

tor. It may not necessarily have been
the biggest or the most complex mol-

ecule around, but it had the extraor-

dinary property of being able to create

copies of itself. This may seem a very

unlikely sort of accident to happen.

So it was. It was exceedingly improb-

able. In the lifetime of a man, occur-

rences that improbable are practically

impossible. That is why you will

never win a big prize on the football

pools. But in our human estimates of

what is probable and what is not, we
are not used to dealing in hundreds of

millions of years. If you filled in pool

coupons every week for a hundred

million years you would likely win
several jackpots.

Actually, a molecule which makes
copies of itself is not as difficult to

imagine as it seems at first, and it only

had to arise once. Think of the repli-

cator as a mold or template. Imagine

it as a large molecule consisting of a

complex chain of various sorts of

building block molecules. The small

building blocks were abundantly

available in the soup surrounding the

replicator. Now suppose that each

building block Hks an affinity for its

own kind. Then whenever a building

block from out in the soup lands up
next to a part of the replicator for

which it has an affinity, it will tend

to stick there. The building blocks

that attach themselves in this way will

automatically be arranged in a se-

quence that mimics that of the rep-

licator itself. It is easy then to think

of them joining up to form a stable

chain just as in the formation of the

original replicator. This process

could continue as a progressive stack-

ing up, layer upon layer. This is how
crystals are formed. On the other

hand, the two chains might split

apart, in which case we have two

replicators, each of which can go

on to make further copies.

A more complex possibility is that

each building block has affinity, not

for its own kind, but reciprocally

one particular other kind. Then
j

replicator would act as a template, i

for an identical copy, but for a k

of "negative," which would in

turn remake an exact copy of the oi

inal positive. For our purposes it di

not matter whether the original rej

cation process was positive-negat &

or positive-positive, although it

worth remarking that the mod
equivalents of the first replicator,

DNA molecules, use positive-nc;

live replication.

What does matter is that suddei

a new kind of "stability" came i:

the world. Probably no particu

kind of complex molecule was p
viously very abundant in the so\

because each was dependent
building blocks happening to fall

luck into a particular stable confij

ration. As soon as the replicator v

born it must have spread its copi

rapidly throughout the seas, until

smaller building block molecules I

came a scarce resource, and otl

larger molecules were formed m(
and more rarely.

So we seem to arrive at a large pc

ulation of identical replicas. But n(

we must mention an important pre

erty of any copying process: it is i

perfect. Mistakes will happen. I ho

there are no misprints in this maj
zine, but if you look carefully y
may find one or two. They will pro!

bly not seriously distort the meani
of the sentences because they will

"first generation" errors. But ims

ine the days before printing, wh
books such as the Gospels we
copied by hand. All scribes, howe\
careful, are bound to make a U
errors, and some are not above a lit

willful "improvement." If they ;

copied from a single master origin;

meaning would not be greatly pe

verted. But let copies be made fro

other copies, which in their turn we
made from other copies, and errc

will start to become cumulative ai

serious.

We tend to regard erratic copyii

as a bad thing, and in the case

human documents, it is hard to thii

of examples where errors can be d

scribed as improvements. I suppo

the scholars of the Septuagint cou

at least be said to have started som
thing big when they mistranslated tl

Hebrew word for "young womar
into the Greek word for "virgin

coming up with the prophecy: "B
hold a virgin shall conceive and be

a son. ..." Anyway, as we sh*
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erratic copying in biological

icators can in a real sense give rise

pprovement, and it was essential

the progressive evolution of life

some errors were made.

It do not know how accurately

original replicator molecules

e their copies. Their modern de-

idants, the DNA molecules, are

nishingly faithful compared with

Tiost high-fidelity human copying

;ess; but even they occasionally

:e mistakes, and it is ultimately

e mistakes which make evolution

iible. Probably the original repli-

irs were far more erratic, but in

case we may be sure that mistakes

e made and these mistakes were

lulative.

iS miscopyings were made and

oagated, the primeval soup be-

le filled by a population, not of

itical replicas, but of several

eties of replicating molecules, all

iscended" from the same ances-

Would some varieties have been

:e numerous than others? Almost
ainly yes. Some varieties would
ebeen inherently more stable than

;rs. Certain molecules, once

ned, would be less likely than

jrs to break up again. These types

aid become relatively numerous in

soup, not only as a direct logical

sequence of their "longevity,"

also because they would have a

; time available for making copies

themselves. Replicators of high

gevity would therefore tend to be-

le more numerous and, other

igs being equal , there would have

n an ' 'evolutionary trend' ' toward

ater longevity in the population of

lecules.

Jut other things were probably not

lal, and another property of a repli-

Dr variety, which must have had
n more importance in spreading it

jugh the population, was speed of

lication, or "fecundity." If repli-

jr molecules of type A make
()ies of themselves, on average,

i:e a week while those of type B
ike copies of themselves once an

iir. pretty soon type A molecules

f going to be far outnumbered, even
I hey "live" much longer than B
I lecules. There would therefore

I'bably have been an evolutionary

id toward higher fecundity of mol-
lies in the soup.

\ third characteristic of replicator

lecules that would have been posi-

;ly selected is accuracy of replica-

1. If molecules of type X and type

last the same length of time and

II

raveling this far, you don't

want to end up in a bush

league hotel. The Nairobi

Hilton, a self-contained

oasis of luxury accommoda-
tions sparked with East

African authenticities, is an

ideal departure point for the

safari of a lifetime.

Set in the center of the

city, the ultra-modem Nairobi

Hilton, with its 17-story

circular tower, offers a

panoramic view from air-

conditioned rooms. With pool,

health center, and the African-

hut decor of the Amboseli

GriU, a supper

club for dining

and dancing by

candlelight.

bush of Hilton's Taita Hills

Lodge, between the east and

west sections of the Tsavo

National Park. With swim-

ming pool, bird walks and

gardens, the lodge is a comfort-

filled base for exploring the

park.

is an island—

— surrounded by

the Nairobi Hilton

is a Uvely spot

by day and night.

For a sample of the wildHfe

adventure awaiting, Nairobi

If!
ig!

National Park is just a taxi-

ride away.

Ready to venture out on

your safari? Take the all-year,

all-weather road to the

unexpected luxury-in-the-

SAHUHS
Six miles away is Salt Lick

Lodge, constructed on stilts,

connected by elevated walk-

ways. You'll get breathtaking

close-ups of the menagerie of

animals parading before your

eyes as they water at Salt Lick.

In a recent month guests

sighted 2,160 elephants,

5,182 buffalo, 69 rhinos and

24 lions.

The Nairobi Hilton and the

Taita Hills and Salt Lick

Lodges surround you with the

most luxurious, restful,

unforgettable settings from

which to experience the

essence of East Africa.

For reservations call your

travel agent or HUton
Reservation Service.

^jy HILTON INTERNATION.'\L
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LISTEN ! Hear again the Golden f^e of Radio!
ONE FULL HOUR of Radio Memories on Each

Full Fidelity LP Record at the Lowest Price Ever!

SHERLOCK HOLMES. The one and only Basil Ralh-
bone, and Nigel Bruce, as the most entertaining
sleuth of all time, and his loyal assistant A complete
radio mystery solved, as heard in 1939, PLUS a sec-
ond radio detective adventure

THE SHADOWI Who Knows What Evil Lurks in the
Hearts of Men? Two complete programs of Radio's
Master of Darkness from the 1940's, Murder and
mayhem — with all the original commercials and~ " Bears Bitter

THE LONE RANGER. The Masked Man and his In-

dian Companion Tonto Ride Againi A complete
broadcast, with commercials, wild Indians, bad guys,
and "Silver" — the fiery horse with the speed of

light' Plus a second complete western radio adven-
ture

ORDER TODAY!
OLD FASHIONED PRICES AND SERVICE

|~RADIOLA COMPANY
191 Grand Street Depi N
Crolon-on-Hudson, N V 10520

Please send me the record albums I've selected belo

— and hurryi

Enclosed is my check or money order for $

(Sorry, No C O D s) Please add applicable sales tax

Buy 2 records and Save!

Buy all 3 records and save even more!

^ Title Price
shpg &
handlg Total

Sherlock Holmes S2 95 75C S3 70

The Shadow S2 95 75C S3 70

The Lone Ranger S2 95 75C S3 70

Any 2 Records S5 65 SI 00 S6 65

All 3 Records S8 35 SI 00 S9 35

I

blAlh ZIP I

I
eiRadiola Radio Yesteryear 1977 I

r' 1

South
Carolina.

It'salot of
greatvacations.

Whatever kind ofvacation you're looking

for, you'll find it in South Carolina.

And to help you plan your vacation, we'll

send you the new South Carolina Trip Kit

—

free! It'll tell you about things to do and
places to stay. And there are maps to

you how to get there once you get here.

Wherever you go in South Carolina,

you'll find a lot ofgreat vacations. Just

clip the coupon to find out how they

can all be yours.

FREE SOUTH CAROLINA TRIP

Name

Address

City

th
Carolina

ipKit

-State. -Zip

l_
South Carolina Division ofTourism, Room 453, Box 78, Columbia, S.C. 29202

replicate at the same rate, bu

)

makes a mistake, on average, c
tenth replication while Y make
mistake only every hundredth rt

cation, Y will obviously bec(;

more numerous. The X contingei

the population loses not only the

rant "children," but also all their

scendants, actual or potential.

The primeval soup must have

come populated by stable varietie

molecules: stable in that either the

dividual molecules lasted a long i

or they replicated rapidly or they i

licated accurately. Evolutior

trends toward these three kinds of

bility took place in the follov^

sense: if you had sampled the sou

two different times, the later suit

would have contained a hig

proportion of varieties with 1:

longevity/fecundity/copying fidel

This is essentially what a biolo

means by evolution when he is spe

ingof living creatures, and the me
anism is the same—natural selecti

Should we then call the origi

replicator molecules "living"? M.

cares? Whether we call the ez,

replicators living or not, they w
the ancestors of life, they were

founding fathers.

The next important link in the ar

ment, one which Darwin himself I

stress on (although he was talk

about animals and plants, not mc
cules) is competition. The prime

soup was not capable of supporting

infinite number of replicator mc
cules. For one thing, the earth's s

is finite, but other limiting fact

must also have been important. In i

picture of the replicator acting a

template or mold, we supposed it

be bathed in a soup rich in the sn

building block molecules necess,

to make copies. But when the repli^

tors became numerous, buildi

blocks must have been used up

such a rate that they became a sea:

and precious resource. Differi

varieties or strains of replicator m
have competed for them. Lei

favored varieties must actually ha

become less numerous because

competition, and ultimately many
their lines must have gone extin

There was a struggle for exister

among replicator varieties. They c

not know they were struggling

worry about it; the struggle was c(

ducted without any hard feelings,

deed, without feelings of any kir

But they were struggling, in the ser

that any miscopying that resulted

a new, higher level of stability oi
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American Museum—Hayden Plan

iiv way of reducing the stability of

r tis was automatically preserved

a! multiplied.

The process of improvement was

milative. Ways of increasing sta-

ts and of decreasing rivals' stabil-

II became more elaborate and more

sclent. Some of them may even

h/c "discovered" how to break up

ti'lecules of rival varieties chemi-

cly and to use the building blocks

released for making their own
Mes. These protocarnivores simul-

ei'usly obtained food and removed
iipeting rivals. Other replicators

haps discovered how to protect

niselves, either chemically or by

tilding a physical wall of protein

iiund themselves. This may have

t.'n how the first living cells ap-

f
ired.

Replicators began not merely to

si but to construct for themselves

iiainers, vehicles for their contin-

iJ existence. The replicators that

.t vived were the ones that built

urvival machines" for themselves

I live in. The first survival machines

pbably consisted of nothing more
tin a protective coat. But making a

I ing got steadily harder as new
r als arose with better and more ef-

f:tive survival machines. Survival

iiichines became bigger and more
tiborate , and the process was cumu-
live and progressive.

I'Was there to be any end to the grad-

il improvement in the techniques

id artifices used by the replicators to

imre their own continuance in the

orld? There would be plenty of time

I' improvement. What weird en-

|ies of self-preservation would the

i llennia bring forth? Four thousand

i.llion years on, what was to be the

l:e of the ancient replicators?

They did not die out, for they are

|st masters of the survival arts. But
f' not look for them floating loose in

\i sea; they gave up that cavalier

bedom long ago. Now they swarm
i huge colonies, safe inside gigantic

'mbering robots, sealed off from the

itside world, communicating with it

' tortuous indirect routes, manipu-
:ing it by remote control. They are

you and in me; they created us,

idy and mind; and their preser-

tion is the ultimate rationale for our

istence. They have come a long

ay, those replicators. Now they go
' the name of genes, and we are their

rvival machines.

'.chard Dawkins is a lecturer in ani-

al behavior at Oxford University.

Hall of the Sun

This striking satellite photo has

been captured in a brilliant full-

color 24" X 36" commemorative
poster announcing the opening

of the Hall of the Sun. This

magnificent print, suitable for

framing, is now available through

Natural History Magazine.

Natural History Posters

Dept. PS 25

60x5123
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Price: $3.50 (check or money order)

Less 10% Member's Discount Quanity.

Address.

City -Zip-

C<Miie •»

Ireland is Europe's bargain vacation spot, where the dollar has never
had it so good. And the genuine warmth of our people will add an
extra special glow to your good times there. Read all about it— send
for a free copy of our vacation planner, "Ireland Personally Yours."
Then see your travel agent for reservations.

Irish Tourist Board, Box 1200, Long Island City, New York 11101

m IRISH TOURIST BOARD
BOX 1200, LONG ISLAND CITY
NEW YORK 11101

Please send me your free, 32-page color booklet "Ireland personally yours."

My travel agency is
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in original sculpture in fine pewter,

y one of the finest artists of our time.

o be issued only once, in strictly limited edition.

Ordering deadline: February 25, 1977

THE SCULPTOR. Gilroy

^ Roberts is recognized
T^^gp throughout the world as

» " one of Annerica's greatest

living sculptors.

For the past twelve years, Mr. Roberts

s been Chief Sculptor of The Franklin

nt. Before that, Mr. Roberts was Chief

ulptor-Engraver of the United States

int—the ninth man in history to have

Id that post.

His work has been exhibited at the

rcoran Gallery of Art in Washington,

C, the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

ts, the National Sculpture Society in

;w York City and in many cities

(road.

To Gilroy Roberts, birds are the most
lightful of God's creatures . . . the

ry essence of all that is beautiful in

ture. And for many years, birds have

en the subject of many of his most
portant works. His sculpture of the

Tierican Eagle, for example, was per-

nally presented by President Ford to

e King of Belgium, Pope Paul VI and
her Heads of State.

INow, at the height of his career, Mr.

I)berts has created an extraordinary

'w bird sculpture . . . one of his most
lautiful, charming and graceful works

. Baltimore Orioles.

This lovely work of art is Gilroy

jberts' first sculpture in pewter— a

edium chosen for its gleaming luster

id enduring beauty.

Each sculpture will be meticulously

afted in fine pewter, then individually

lished by hand with a special toning,

bring out every subtle nuance of the

tist's work.

Each sculpture will be produced to

der, and will bear Gilroy Roberts'

med signature mark {9i].

HE LIMITS OF EDITION. Baltimore
if/o/es will be produced only once, in

single, strictly limited edition. There is

firm limit of one per person, and an
Jsolute ordering deadline of February
5,1977.

The sculpture will not be available

irough even the finest art dealers or

imore Orioles—Shown actual size,

sculpture portrays a iemale Oriole

her young in a family grouping
acter/st/c ot this very domestic bird.

galleries. It is available only from The
Franklin Mint. The total edition will be
equal to the exact number of valid

orders postmarked by the February 25

deadline. And, when these orders have

been filled, the master sculpture will be
destroyed so that this limited edition

pewter sculpture can never be pro-

duced again. Thus, the rarity of this

beautiful work of art will be assured

forever.

The price of this important new work
of art by Gilroy Roberts is $150. There

is no need to send any payment now.
You will be notified when your sculp-

ture is ready, and you will be billed at

that time for the required deposit of

$37.50, with the balance to be billed in

three equal monthly installments after

shipment.

AN ADDED OPPORTUNITY. Baltimore

Orioles is the first in a series of four

pewter bird sculptures being created by

Gilroy Roberts.

As the owner of Baltimore Orioles

you will also have the guaranteed op-

tion to acquire the three remaining

sculptures in this series at the same
original issue price. The three other

sculptures will portray Peregrine Fal-

cons, Pelicans and Blackbirds.

There will, however, be no obligation

to purchase any of the other three

works. You will receive advance notice

of each new sculpture as soon as it is

ready, and you will then have thirty

days in which to order it if you wish.

AN IMPORTANT REMINDER. The order-

ing deadline for Baltimore Orioles is

February 25, 1977. All orders must be

postmarked on or before that date to be

eligible for acceptance. The edition will

then be permanently closed.

r' ORDER FORM

ultimoreJc/noles
Valid only if postmarked by February 25, 1977

Limit: One per person

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my order for Baltimore

Orioles, by Gilroy Roberts. I understand

that my sculpture will be cast expressly for

me in fine pewter at $150.*

I need send no money now. I will be noti-

fied when my sculpture is ready for ship-

ment, and I will be billed at that time for

the required deposit of $37.50.* Then, after

shipment, I will be billed for the remaining

amount in three equal monthly install-

ments of $37.50* each.
'Plus my state sales tax

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss.

Address.

City.

State, Zip_

Signature.
All orders are subject to acceptance



Rock Art and the Power of Shamans
by Dean R. Snow

Intricate designs, symbols,

and imaginary animals attest

to the importance many
American Indian societies

placed on the supernatural

Here and there across North
America, rock art, carved or painted

by Indians many years ago, prolif-

erates on smooth cHflFs, outcroppings,

boulders, and caves. Petroglyphs are

more common than paintings, many
of which have eroded away. Both,

however, consist of human and ani-

mal representations and symbols of

varying degrees of complexity.

The increasing publicity given in

recent years to the location of these

intriguing signs of native American
culture has resulted in the illicit quar-

rying and sale of this art. But it has

also spurred a desire for preservation

and protection and has given anthro-

pologists an opportunity to consider

the more subtle characteristics of long

since vanished Indian cultures.

This is not to say that anthro-

pologists have been notably success-

ful in interpreting rock art. Until re-

cently, most studies usually com-
pared superficial inventories of motifs

found on figures at one site with lists

of those from other sites. Such lists

included birds, bird tracks, horned
humans, fish, and various other
human, animal, or abstract figures.

Although painted or carved in a

simple style, many of these figures

and shapes defy precise identifica-

tion. Animal representations may
symbolize a dog, a bear, or any one
of several other quadrupeds. Even
more frustrating is the frequent
juxtaposition of animal figures, some
unfinished, with abstract symbols.
There are exceptions to the general

simplicity, such as the lavish Chu-
mash paintings in southern Califor-

nia, near Santa Barbara, but clean

lines characterize the contents of

most rock art sites.

Anthropologists have often inter-

preted rock art as examples of picture

writing (pictographs), assuming that

the artist consciously intended to en-

liven and clarify oral literature. But
efforts to read the figures at petro-

glyph and pictograph sites as if they

were narrative statements have con-

sistently failed.

Only a few people studying Indian

rock art have suggested that each fig-

ure was an entity in itself, bearing no
relationship to other nearby figures.

Also, there has rarely been an attempt

to consider rock art figures in the light

of our historical knowledge of

various American Indian cultures. To
suggest, for example, that rock art

was the result of a belief in hunting

magic would be futile if historical lit-

erature did not mention some form of

a belief in such magic.

I was first attracted to the study of

petroglyphs as a teen-ager growing
up in a small town in southern Minne-
sota. The land there was once prairie,

flattened by a succession of Ice Age
glacial advances and now creased by
the tributary streams of the Missis-

sippi River. Over most of the area,

bedrock lies buried deep under the

sand and gravel drift left behind by
the glaciers, but occasionally a dome
of red Sioux quartzite pokes through

the surface. One such outcrop lies

like the back of a great red whale in

a sea of prairie grass in rural Cotton-

wood County. The surface of the

nearly horizontal rock face bears rip-

ple marks left by the waves of the

Precambrian sea as well as a multi-

tude of north-south scratches cut by
the glaciers that passed over it mil-

lions of years later. The rock face also

bears an array of petroglyphs, which
are far more diflficult to explain than

the ripple marks and glacial
scratches.

The bedrock surfaces again at

Pipestone about sixty miles to the

west near the Minnesota-South Da-
kota border. For centuries, prehis-

toric Indians came to this area to

quarry pipestone, the fine-grained red

rock we call catlinite, for the bowls
of their long smoking pipes. Even

though this attractive raw mater

occurs in only a few places,- finish

pipes have been discovered in ma
Indian sites in eastern Nor
America.

The quarry near the border was o
of the largest, and its importance w
underscored by the dozens of peti

glyphs that once adorned the rock si

face. The existence of the quari

however, provides us with only t

most general reason for the peti

glyphs. For a more specific explar

tion, we must look to the historic

record of the Siouan-speaking Dakc
Indians and their ancestors w
monopolized the resource for ce

turies.

An important part of Dakota ci

ture, particularly for men, was the

'

sion quest. This typically involv

periods of isolation, fasting, andev
self-torture by young men in sear

of hallucinations that they regarded

guideposts for their future live

Their chances of having such expe

ences were increased if they attach

themselves to shamans—older m
whose supernatural powers were wf

known. In their search they ofti

smoked pipes of the strong native t

bacco, a potent inducer of hallucin

tions. There was thus a strong co

nection linking the pipestone quarri

to the supernatural activities of D
kota shamans and their apprentices

Historical records indicate that D
kota Indians believed the Pipestoi

petroglyphs to be of supernatural oi

gin. One story has it that a huge thu

derbird carved the petroglyphs wi

lightning bolts. Such explanatioi

Representations of bighorn shee

such as these in Monument Valle

Arizona, occur by the thousani

in the western United States. Thi

were probably painted by Indie

hunters practicing shamanisr
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may seem quaint to us, for contem-

porary Western culture draws a clear

line between the natural and the su-

pernatural. But in the traditional Da-

kota culture, concepts of natural and

supernatural were elaborately inter-

twined. The petroglyphs were proba-

bly made by a shaman or his appren-

tice responding to a vision of a thun-

derbird. But in a culture in which sha-

manistic power was assumed to exist

as a natural component of life, the

connection between the vision as an

impetus and the petroglyphs as a re-

sult is entirely logical.

Shamans were usually men, occa-

sionally women, and always strong

personalities. By virtue of this trait

and their ability to conjure up visions

for themselves and others, they

served to integrate the natural and su-

pernatural in Dakota society. The Da-

kota believed that birds, turtles, deer,

fish, humans, and other petroglyph

motifs had an inherent magical power
of their own because they often saw
them in visions.

The notion of art possessing inher-

ent power is also evident in the sand

paintings of the Navajo, who be-

lieved that the curing power they

transmitted into their sand paintings

flowed out to sick patients during sha-

manistic ceremonies, Explanations of

such art as simply being picture writ-

ing, idle doodling, or evidence of

hunting magic often miss the crucial

point and thus much of the richness

of American Indian cultures.

In some regions of the country, in-

vestigators have related certain art

techniques and motifs to specific In-

dian cultures and their shamanistic

beliefs. The link between the Dakota
vision quest and petroglyphs at re-

mote rock outcrops is only one ex-

ample. The polychrome rock paint-

ings of the Chumash, which have

been so extensively analyzed and

copied by Campbell Grant, are an-

other.

The Chumash were one of several

cultures of southern California and

the interior southwest that practiced

the tolguacha, or toloache, cult. To-

loache, which comes to us via Span-

ish from the Aztec toloatzin, refers to

plants of the genus Datura, which
when eaten produce colorful hallu-

cinations. The plants are also called

Jimsonweed, a result of the acciden-

tal discovery of their narcotic effects

by English soldiers at Jamestown,

Virginia. The Chumash thought that

the visions produced by the drug fore-

told the future and made supernatural

beings visible. Shamans under its in-

fluence thought themselves
transported through space and time.

It is likely that the colorful and bizarre

pictographs were painted during i

after such experiences.

My own interest in the connecti(

between rock art and historically d

umented shamanism led me to a

of petroglyphs on the banks of

Kennebec River in Maine. I tau

for three years at the University

Campbell Grant
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laine and during that time became

Iniliar with Abenalci Indian sha-

iinism and the few examples of rock

i: in the state. The Kennebec is one

I two primary river courses formerly

led by the Indians of Maine, the

(her being the Penobscot. The drain-

ie basins of these two rivers com-

prised most of the territory of the his-

toric Eastern Abenaki, of which the

only remaining resident branch is the

modern Penobscot tribe. At one place

along the course of the Kennebec

through southern Somerset County, a

ledge of metamorphosed shale juts

out into the current, forming a natural

r^/'

dock for canoes and, as it happens,

a smooth surface where the Indians

carved pctroglyphs. The site is one of

only a handful of pclroglyph sites in

Maine. About ninety distinct figures

are visible in a band more than eight

yards long and two yards wide. Other

figures are too faint to be accurately

traced, but the original number may

have approached two hundred.

The most striking characteristic of

the petroglyphs is their heavy sexual

content. The only similar phenome-

non occurs at a site near Peter-

borough, Ontario. Joan and Romas

Vastokas of Trent University have

studied this site carefully and have

come to many of the same conclu-

sions that I reached in my study of the

Kennebec petroglyphs. Both sites lie

within the general distribution of Al-

gonquian-speaking Indians.

Like the Vastokases, I plunged into

the literature of Algonquian shaman-

ism. They found their most solid

leads in the writing of Henry School-

craft, a nineteenth-century ethnolo-

gist. My own search led me to a re-

newed examination of the writings of

Fannie Hardy Eckstorm, a well-

known Maine historian, and Frank

Speck, an anthropologist who wrote

extensively on Algonquian speakers

in general and Penobscot shamanism

in particular.

I was especially drawn to Eck-

storm 's biography of John Neptune,

an Abenaki shaman who lived from

1764 to 1865. Neptune served as sec-

ond sagamore (vice-chief) with head

sagamore John Attean; together they

were the last traditional leaders to

enjoy life appointments. Because of

Neptune's long life and strong per-

sonal charisma, he was remembered

by other members of the community

long after his death. Both Eckstorm

and Speck saw through Neptune's

The complex polychrome paintings

of the Chumash Indians of

southern California defy precise

interpretation. That many of

them were hidden in mountain

clefts suggests that they were

part of a ritual. No longer so

isolated, the colorful paintings

have inspired modern graffiti.
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reputation as a rogue, and realized

that he was an excellent example of

a charismatic leader who was both a

shaman and political figure.

The Abenaki called their shaman
medeolinii. "supernatural man."
Such a person was by definition the

possessor of a potent magical power
whose vagueness heightened its

threat, for persons lacking it were
never sure who had it or how it might

be used against them. Even the sha-

man himself might not at first be sure

that he possessed magical power
since its acquisition was involuntary.

Unlike the Dakota, the Abenaki usu-

ally did not seek out shamanism, but

rather accepted it as a fact of life

much as one would accept any other

idiosyncratic characteristic of person-

ality.

A shaman could cause illness by
simply willing it. And he could sup-

posedly cure the illness by ceasing to

impose his magical will on the vic-

tim. This is not to say that the Abe-
naki shaman was a curer. Herbal

remedies and other practical, non-

magical techniques were normally

the province of curers, who did not

possess magical powers. A curer had
talent, but a shaman had personal

charisma, which translated into pres-

tige as well as both real and magical

power. The result was that shamans
usually rose to positions of leadership

in this egalitarian society. In this

way. secular power and magical

power reinforced and validated each

other.

A shaman's sexual prowess was
another way in which he expressed

his power. Shamans normally had
two or more wives and sexual reputa-

tions to match. Women occasionally

became shamans and acquired the

same sort of reputation for magical
and sexual power. Because the Abe-
naki society was normally male domi-
nated, female shamans were gener-

ally regarded as even more threat-

ening than their male counterparts.

John Neptune had three wives and a

reputation as a libertine, the real sig-

nificance of which we can now read-

ily appreciate, but which escaped
most nineteenth-century observers.

Abenaki shamans were quite inde-

pendent, never coming together into

organized societies like Ojibwa sha-

mans. When he wished, a shaman
could transform himself into, and

Algonquian-speaking Indians in

Maine probably landed their canoes

on this shale shelf of the Kennebec
River. The rock's smoothness was
ideal for petroglyphs. The sexual

content of many of the carvings

suggests that shamans made them
in an attempt to secure their

influence among fellow Indians.

travel about in, at least one animal

form. To an observer, the shaman's
body remained unconscious and inert

while this happened. The Abenaki
believed that if the animal were
killed, the shaman's body died in the

same instant. Indeed, this was the

logical explanation when a known or

suspected shaman died while either

sleeping or unconscious.

John Neptune is supposed to have
had seven animal forms, the largest

number known for any Abenaki sha-

man. Although his principal form
was the eel, he probably treated all

seven species with considerable re-

spect. Otters, beavers, porcupines,

bears, dogs, and birds served as other

typical animals into which shamans
could transform themselves. Many
legends reinforced this belief; a typi-

cal example tells of the hunter who
wounded an animal and later encoun-
tered a man with an analogous
wound. The logical conclusion was
that the injured man was actually a

shaman in animal form.

A short excursion into Abenaki
folklore also supports an interpreta-

tion of the Maine petroglyphs. An
Abenaki storyteller could shift each

of the culture's folk heroes in and out

of a cycle of tales in a way confusing

to modern readers seeking a clear and

permanent structure. Similarly, the

Abenaki traditionally believed that a

supernatural creature or creatures

lived in or on Mount Katahdin, apeak
that dominates the interior of Maine.

One of the most frequently mentioned
creatures was Pamola, often de-

scribed as a bird with a huge head and
wings but without a body. Sometimes
this creature was portrayed as being

covered with hair or as having a body
but no anus; at other times, it was a

handsome young man.
In most tales, the characteristics of
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the heroes always changed, a frustra-

tion to folklorists but not to the Abe-

naki. The point is that when dealing

with the supernatural there was no

need for either precision or perma-

nence because the entities described

were capable of endless transforma-

tion. This characteristic of traditional

Abenaki belief makes shambles of

modern efforts to impose a rigid

structure upon it. Such constant

change must be kept in mind in any

analysis of petroglyph motifs.

Among the most easily identified

Abenaki figures are four human male

representations with pronounced

phalli . They are also the most obvious

evidence of the connections between

shamanism, sexuality, and petro-

glyphs at the site. All four are shown

in profile, moving left to right, and

three do so with the left arm raised.

One figure has an enlarged left hand

with fingers splayed, a specific sym-

bol of shamans in Algonquian cul-

tures. The same gesture was common
on some historic Ojibwa birchbark

scrolls.

Female figures are more difficult to

identify because anatomical clues are

generally ab.sent. In.stead, women ap-

pear to be identifiable by posture.

Three figures are shown with legs

spread and knees drawn up, a gesture

of sexual receptivity. Female forms

are more often represented as disem-

bodied genitals, possibly an indica-

tion that the petroglyphs were made

by a man. These occur in two basic

forms—one an oval with a short inte-

rior line; the other a set of three lines

each joined to the others at one end.

The latter are common in many North

American petroglyph sites, but their

frequent identification as bird tracks

has tended to obscure their real mean-

ing. Most birds, particularly the birds

of" prey that most interested North

American Indian shamans, have rear

toes that leave tracks quite different

from the figures here.

Disembodied male genitals are less

frequent. There are only two such fig-

ures that can be positively identified.

Of two phallic representations, one is

equipped with wings and resembles

bird forms found elsewhere at the

site. The connection between birds

and sexuality is close. There are at

least fifteen birds among the petro-

glyphs; some of them are almost

human in form and at least three are
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phallic. The bird forms could repre-

sent the supernatural Pamola of

Mount Katahdin, interchangeably a

man or flying creature, a supernatural

being or transformed shaman.
Whether a phallic bird, a winged
phallus, or a transformed human, the

representations are a single amor-

phous concept.

At least thirteen petroglyphs repre-

sent canoes, each usually containing

two stick figures of humans. Occa-

sionally, one or both are provided

with long paddles. One canoe is part

of a larger abstract form, another is

upside down, and three others are

linked together. Still another carries

a complex superstructure with what

may represent an animal perched on
top. Most of the canoes seem to be

moving from left to right.

At first glance, the meaning of the

petroglyphs appears to be straightfor-

ward, even mundane, perhaps the

equivalent of Ojibwa water-route

markers. But there is no portage or

stream fork at this location, nothing

that would have required an aborig-

inal traffic sign. Instead, the canoe

motif could represent a deliberate use

of canoe transportation as a metaphor

for magical transformation. The ca-

noes with their passengers were prob-

ably neither less mystical nor less

powerful than the other figures.

Of the remaining petroglyphs,

some are too abstract or eroded to

allow identification; others are too

simple to interpret. The simple H
form, for example, occurs at least

twice here and is also found at sites

in Pennsylvania and Ontario, but its

meaning remains obscure. Three

house forms, whose shapes are con-

sistent with known aboriginal house

types, also defy interpretation. There

are also animals of unknown species,

some of which resemble the "signa-

tures" of Abenaki sagamores on
early treaties, possibly the primary

forms assumed by these men in their

roles as shamans. Despite the remain-

ing difficulties in interpretation, how-
ever, the fundamental connection be-

tween shamanism and rock art at this

site and at many others is strong.

We can only guess at why shamans
sometimes chose to express them-

selves in rock art. The Maine site sug-

gests that unless destruction of rock

art sites has been far more severe tl

we suspect, this sort of artistic

pression of shamanism was much I

widespread than shamanism itsf

Perhaps only a few shamans felt

need to fix their power in time i

space by giving it concrete express:

in rock art. If so, we can be grate

that these few chose to do so,

without rock art, the varying roles

shamans in the broad range of Ame
can Indian cultures might have 1

neglected forever.

Early nineteenth-century Nav
painted these Spanish horsem

below, in Canyon de Che
Arizona. The naturalistic figu

suggest they are not direi

linked to shamanism. Clec

visible only from air, the 1

foot-long effigy, right, scratcl

into desert gravel near Blyt

California, was probably made
Yuman-speaking shama

Hans Wendler, The Image Bank

Georg Gerster, Photo
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Ihotgun Houses
V John Vlach

obvious in its architecture

s to often go unnoticed,

lis building's evolution

? veals much about those

ho dwelled in it

Old buildings can tell us a great

eal. In many cases, they are the only

;cords left of the aspirations and ex-

eriences of those who lived before

s. If we care at all about the day-to-

ay life of the past in which our

resent society began to take shape,

e should examine those unpreten-

ous, often derelict structures that sit

eside seldom-traveled roads. Should

e be sensitive enough to regard

:ese castoffs as the products of effort

nd hope, we might discover a new
athway to an understanding of our-

Ives.

The rich insights that may reward

jrther searching are illustrated by the

ory of a humdrum little house often

ailed a "shotgun shack." An archi-

ictural saga that began centuries ago
n Africa lies enfolded in its shingles

nd tar paper. Shotgun houses are

ather common in the United States,

nd for this reason, do not usually

ttract the attention of the passerby,

n their most basic form, they are

mall, usually rectangular buildings,

ine room wide (no more than 1 2 feet

icross); three rooms deep, all con-

lected to each other: and with doors

It each end. One supposed reason for

heir name is that pellets from a shot-

un fired through one of the outside

oorways could allegedly pass
hrough the entire building without

loing any damage.

Louis Street, New Orleans

Today, shotgun houses, common
in both rural and urban areas, are

most often seen in mill towns, cotton

and sugar plantations, lumber camps,

railroad construction sites, and
around oil fields. Traditionally built

in this country to house large numbers
of workers, they are found from Chi-

cago to the gulf coast and from North

Carolina to California.

Their wide distribution during this

century makes their history difficult to

unravel. Several clues in the Ameri-

can cultural pattern, however, point

to Louisiana as the place of origin, in

this country, for the shotgun house.

Along some stretches of the Missis-

sippi River in Louisiana and in the

state's bayou country, no other house

form exists. Large numbers of these

buildings, many dating back to the

last century, are also found in New
Orleans, Vicksburg, Memphis, Saint

Louis, and Louisville, all river towns

first established by settlers as they

penetrated the country's interior

along its larger waterways.

Architectural historians have
thought that the long, narrow form of

the New Orleans shotgun house was

a reflection of nineteenth-century

land pressures, which shaped city lots

into narrow, rectangular sections.

While it is true that the shotgun plan

fit well into the city's urban context,

houses of other shapes were also built

on these lots. Indeed, the shotgun was

not as wide as the usual city lot and

was therefore not so restricted by lot

size as were some of the large French

Creole dwellings. Thus the bounda-

ries set by the city surveyor cannot

entirely account for the form of shot-

gun houses. The proliferation of shot-

guns in New Orleans suggests an ear-

lier origin based on motivations other

than functional ones.

The basic shotgun form is very

adaptable. A number of alternate de-

signs in New Orleans suggest that the

shotgun house had a long formative

period. Such variations were proba-

bly a response to conditions not antic-

ipated when the basic shape was first

used.

One variant, the double shotgun,

developed as early as 1854 and was

composed of two single shotgun

houses built side-by-side under one

roof. Builders also expanded shotgun

houses vertically to create "camel-

back" or "humpback" houses. In

these buildings the last rooms were

two stories high, thus producing a

hump. The double shotgun was also

modified by the creation of a second-

story rear addition. The development

of porches produced yet another vari-

ation. Dwellings known as "north

shore" houses had wide verandas on

three sides. Most of these were built

in the piney woods region along the

north shore of Lake Pontchartrain,

where many wealthy white residents

of New Orleans spent the summer
months.

Shotguns of this latter type were

built in New Orleans as early as 1 832.

In addition to early dates of con-

struction, variations on the basic

shotgun design also suggest antiquity

by the very fact of their existence.

The long history of the double shot-

gun, the single and double camel-

backs, and the north shore houses

provides strong evidence for assum-
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ing that the basic single shotgun origi-

nated in the first quarter of the nine-

teenth century. Sporadic documents

provide evidence that shotgun houses

were sold in the 1830s. These houses

were probably built dt least fifteen or

twenty years earlier.

The origin of the shotgun house

lies in the history of New Orleans's

black community. In 1 803 there were

1 ,355 free blacks in the city, many of

whom were active and successful in

a variety of trades. The size of the

community was greatly increased in

1809 by the immigration of approxi-

mately 2, 100 Haitian mulattoes, who

first emigrated to Cuba but were later

forced oft the island by anti-French

sentiment. At the same time, a like

number of slaves arrived from Haiti,

including many who were relatives of

free blacks. By 1810, blacks outnum-

bered whites in New Orleans. 10,500

to 4,500. Such a population expan-

sion necessitated new housing. As
many of the carpenters, masons, and

inhabitants were Haitian, it was only

natural that they modeled their new
homes on those they had left behind.

Even today, many Haitian dwell-

ings closely resemble the single shot-

gun houses of New Orleans; in some

cases, they are identical. More ir

portantly, they share the same set

secondary characteristics. Roo
sizes are comparable: dimensioi

average 12 by 14 feet in New Orleai

and 12 by 12 feet in Port-au-Princ
|

the capital of Haiti. Ceiling heigh

are about 12 feet in both cities. Pa

terns of internal partitioning are ah

shared. The first two rooms may I

converted into, or treated as,

large room. House fagades in Por|

au-Prince and New Orleans fn

quently have two tall frontal openin;

that serve as either doors or window
Furthermore, shotgun houses in boi



L s carry a large amount of decora-

[i 1)11 ihcir fronts, while the sides

J nct;lected.

In Port-au-Prince, shotgun houses
• re an alternative to Creole houses.

IS Litter type of building was based

Nomian houses and was used pri-

I il\ by French colonials. Although

re are some similarities in plan to

Creole house type, the shotgun ap-

ars to have developed inde-

iidently, occurring in those areas

It were formerly under the exclu-

e control of the free blacks. Conse-

entiy the shotgun hou.se is most fre-

ent in southern Haiti near Port-au-

Prince and rarely appears in the north,

the area dominated by the former co-

lonial capital, Cap-Fran(,ais (now
Cap-Haitien).

The long association of free Hai-

tian blacks with the shotgun house

type is suggested by the way in which

they clung to the design in the late

nineteenth century. Even when the

Neo-Gothic style—with its spires and

lacy trim—was brought to Port-au-

Prince from Europe, the narrow shot-

gun house design was retained as the

core of the new architecture, with the

new elements draped over the outside

of the older form. This tenacious con-

servatism indicates that Haitian

blacks had become accustomed to the

shotgun form, retaining internal fa-

miliarity while bowing to stylish

fashion.

The shotgun houses of Port-au-

Prince, however, have as a local ante-

cedent the dwellings constructed by

slaves brought from Africa to Haiti in

the early eighteenth century when a

strong plantation economy began to

develop.

The architectural style of planta-

tion housing in Haiti developed from

the interaction of the indigenous

Arawak Indians, the French colo-

nials, and the slaves. The Arawaks
lived in both round and rectangular

houses. The rectangular type, called

a bohio. was very much like the shot-

gun in form, but was significantly dif-

ferent in that it had only one room.

In the seventeenth century, French

settlers copied this building for their

own dwellings. The first Frenchmen
in Haiti were groups of vagabonds

who for almost a century lived a hunt-

ing-and-gathering existence while

plundering and raiding the sea lanes

of the Caribbean. They had no need

for a more substantial house form

than the hohio: thus it remained a fa-

miliar dwelling long after the settlers

had killed oil the Arawaks.

When the slaves built their planta-

tion dwellings, they used the form of

the bohio, but made it a two-room
structure. These houses, constructed

of wattle and daub with thatched

roofs, were one story high, one room
wide, and two rooms deep, had a

frontward-facing gable, and usually

measured 10 by 20 feet. Today, parts

of the southern Haitian countryside

are dotted with similar buildings. The
stable size of these rural dwellings

represents more than two centuries of

building custom. Urban shotguns and

their rural prototypes can thus be

linked in a continuum since they are

of the same type. But for the origins

of this house form, which evolved

after the eighteenth-century influx of

slaves, we must look to west Africa.

During the entire slave period,

many of the Africans who were taken

to Haiti came from southwestern Ni-

geria, an area dominated by the

Yoruba. The houses of the Yoruba,

like those in most of western and cen-

tral Africa, are extremely similar, in

spatial terms, to rural shotguns in

Haiti. The basic Yoruba house is a

two-room module measuring 10 by

20 feet. This unit is variable in its

orientation; either the long side or the

gable may face the front. With the

doorway on the gable end, the house

is a true shotgun. The Yoruba slaves

probably continued to use their cus-

tomary buildings after they arrived in

Haiti; they had only to make a minor

The south Haitian countryside is dotted with these watde-and-daub

shotgun houses almost identical to the slave quarters of mid-

eighteenth-century plantations. Occupied by a single family, the rear

room is usually used for sleeping: the front room for storage and

cooking. Construction materials—crushed sugarcane stalks for the

roofing, split laths or small saplings for the vvatde. and mud and

clay for the daub—are salvaged from any available sources. Other

materials, such as nails, screening, and whitewash for the walls,

cost about $50. a high price for many peasants.
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Shotgun houses first appeared in this country in the early nineteenth

century. Probably brought here by Haitian immigrants, shotguns were

inexpensive to build and could quickly provide housing for large

numbers of people. Now of several types, the basic structure for all

shotguns is exemplified by this single shotgun. The

size of each building is similar—three or four rooms deep, each room
measuring twelve by fourteen feet. Most shotguns in this

country have some adornment under the overhanging eaves; the front of

the house being the only part visible from the street. Formerly, shotguns

may have had two front doors. Now, virtually all of them have one door

at the front and one at the back, leading to a yard that once served as

an outdoor kitchen.
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adjustment to preserve their preferred

house form and simultaneously sat-

isfy the demands of plantation

owners. Furthermore, the similarity

between Yoruba houses and other

houses in western Africa allowed

other African peoples to accept the

Haitian shotgun as their own.

The two-room dwelling is the core

of man\ 'Yoruba houses, and the con-

tinuous use of the 10- by 20-foot unit

suggests that it is a basic premise of

design in Yoruba architectural tradi-

tions. Entire compounds are fash-

ioned by grouping two-room units to-

gether. The compound, the domain of

the extended family, is a large ram-

bling structure with many rooms ar-

ranged around an open courtyard or

a small impluvium.

Compounds are called agbo He in

Yoruba, literally ""a flock of

houses."* This term suggests some-

thing of the process by which these

houses evolved. Compounds, some
of which are said to be more than 300
years old, are the conglomerate re-

sult of individual family segments

building all their dwellings in one

place, using the same kinds of hous-

ing units they would have built sepa-

rately, but in this case, constructing

the units in accordance with a com-
munal living pattern.

The odyssey of the shotgun house
from Africa to the United States is

long and complex. African archi-

tectural concepts provided the cen-

tral, formative influence for planta-

tion houses in Haiti. These concepts,

together with features borrowed from
house forms u.sed by Indians and Eu-

ropeans, were incorporated into the

rural Haitian shotgun. The long asso-

ciation of blacks with the house form

was not severed when slaves were

granted their freedom. The mulatto

class took the mud-and-thatch house

and, by changing the techniques of

construction, transformed it into a

stylish city dwelling. But their

changes did not alter the plan of the

building. The internal pattern re-

mained familiar. The shotgun form

became for the free Haitian black a

physical symbol of independence.

And when Haitian blacks were forced

to migrate to New Orleans, they re-

tained the basic form.

The importance of the odyssey

from the Caribbean and western

Africa lies in the African influence

that the shotgun house displays in this

country. Here, the shotgun is com-
mon in black areas and hence is Afro-

American by virtue of its users. But

in some regions, like Bayou La-

fourche in Louisiana, it is the domi-

nant house type used by whites. Al-

though there may be two shotgun tra-

ditions—one black and one white (in

the latter, the buildings are wider)

—

both are clearly derived from a single

house form.

Although the term shotgun may be
related to the door arrangement of the

houses and the idea that shotgun pel-

lets fired through the house will meet
no obstruction, the name may have
also originated from western African

languages. Several words commonly
used in New Orleans came from west-

ern Africa. Voodoo, derived from the

Eon word for the god Vodun, is a

prominent one. In southern Daho-
mey, the Eon area, the term used to

describe houses is to-gun, "place of

assembly." The description, proba-

bly used in New Orleans by AfroLj

Haitian slaves, was misunderstooi ji

and then reinterpreted as shotgun.

But what significance could thi

house type have for the black commu
nity? We are only now beginning t

understand that humankind possesse

an internal architecture of ideas, tha

we have architecture without build

ings. With space as our only medium
we are constantly constructing invi

sible barriers, walls, and fences be

hind which we conduct our daily ritu

als of conversation, greeting, inti

macy, and personal encounter. Ii

black neighborhoods there is often

About 15 percent of the housing in Port-au-Prince, the capital

of Haiti, consists of this type of shotgun house, although none have
been constructed since the 1900s. Formerly occupied by single families,

the severe housing shortage in the city has resulted in many shotguns
becoming multiple dwellings. Although this cutaway shows an

interior wall of brick, the walls of many such buildings were usually
constructed of rubble. Tin roofs were introduced in .lie latter

part of the nineteenth century by French colonialists.

.'G>.:
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eat degree of tactility in the way
•opie interact. Touching—hands on

oulders, slapping ot knees, exten-

ve ritualized handshakes— is coni-

on. There is a type of physical inli-

acy that is measurably absent in the

ce-to-face encounters in many
hite communities.

A tradition t\)r this physical close-

ss is implicit in the shotgun house

an. The series of small rooms, usu-

iy joined without hallways, forces

mily members in one of two direc-

jns—into contact with each other or

'it to the porch and street. When
'any shotguns are put side by side,

as in a plantation arrangement or a

city block, interaction with neighbors

is as frequent as involvement with

one's family. 1 once asked a group of

black women in New Orleans to de-

line a sht)tgun house. Their collective

reply was, "A shotgun house is a

house without privacy." But in posi-

tive terms, it is a house in which there

is a focus on communal activity; it is

an architecture of intimacy.

This attitude has its counterpart in

western Africa where the communal
compound is generally dominant.

The many rooms of this building type

provide a spatial realm in which a

hundred or more family members can

interact communally or where small

segments of the family can be to-

gether. In this way priorities for pub-

lic and private intimacy are satisfied.

While the shotgun house dillers

greatly in ft)rm from a Yoruba com-
pound, in philosophy, a neighbor-

hood of shotgun houses is identical to

a compound. The shotgun house thus

serves today as a vessel in which an

alternative black tradition, an eti-

quette of involvement, has been

maintained. The shotgun house is a

physical expression of an Afro-
American state of mind. D
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A Coarrangement of Kingfishers
Photographs by Mila Olano and Javier Echevarri 1

Playing the mating game
on the banks of a Spanish river

Along the shores of the world's

fresh waters, there is an ecological

niche for an avian predator of small

fish and other aquatic organisms. A
small bird, with a strong, compact

body, short neck, large head, and

long, pointed beak, the European

kingfisher (Alcedo atthis), fills this

niche along many of the slow-flowing

streams and rivers, canals, ponds,

lakes, and marshes of northwest

Africa and the greater part of Eura-

sia—from northern Europe to central

Russia, south to India and south-

eastern Asia, and eastward through

Indonesia to New Guinea and the

Solomon Islands.

The bird is an excellent fisher, cap-

turing its aquatic prey by making
quick plunges into the water from ob-

servation perches, such as branches

and roots, overhanging a stream. At

times, a European kingfisher will

hover over the water almost vertically

and plunge from that position.

Fish make up approximately two-

thirds of the kingfisher's diet; aquatic

insects another sixth. Favored prey

species are minnows, sticklebacks,

and gudgeon; small trout, stone

loach, and roaches are other fish often

taken. Other prey items include water

beetles, Odonata larvae, hemip-

terons, small mollusks, frogs, tad-

poles, and worms. Most of the fish

taken are of populous, smaller spe-

cies. A culling efi'ect results from
kingfisher predation because aged,

diseased, and weaker fish are more
easily captured.

The European kingfisher is not a

sociable species, but during the

breeding season from March to Au-
gust, prospective mates seek each

other out, form a pair bond, build a

nest, and raise young. The male de-

livers a courting song, often while in

a butterflylike flight. When a female

responds, an aerial chase ensues, the

pair often rising to considerable

heights. As part of his courtship

flight, the male zooms about in circles

and figures of eight. The female re-

sponds to the courting, and as the

bond between them becomes firmer,

there is much bowing and bobbing by

both sexes. Sometimes the male will

stroke his mate with his bill; usually

he will feed her a fish. Copulation

often follows such ritual feeding.

A spot in the earthen bank of a

stream or river is selected, and the

mated pair begin nest construction.

Both birds vigorously hammer at the

embankment that will house their nest

burrow, knocking out small clumps

of dirt with their beaks. After about

a day, the female is able to cling to

the edge of the hole she and her mate
have made. Tunneling begins as she

pecks away at the earth, enlarging the

hole and deepening it to a length of

one and a half to three feet. The male

participates in the construction effort

by using his feet to shovel out the dirt

loosened by the female. The three

front toes in this species are fused for

more than a third of their length, en-

larging the sole of the foot. This is an

important adaptation for such burrow

nesters, enabling the birds to scoop

soil from their excavations by push-

ing it backward with their feet.

An area roughly 1 30 meters (426

feet) upstream and downstream from
the burrow is claimed by the pair as

a nesting territory. During this period

of nest-site defense, the female sel-

dom ventures farther than nine meters

(thirty feet) from the burrow en-

trance. By keeping other kingfishers

out of the immediate area, the mated

pair reduce the predation pressure on

the local fish population upon which

they depend heavily during the pe-

riods of egg laying, incubation, and

rearing of their young.

Copulation is frequent from the

time the burrow is completed to when
the first eggs are laid—a period of

about ten days. Up to four matings a

day, usually between four in tli^ after-

noon and half-past eight in the ev

ning, have been observed. Typical!

six to eight white eggs are laid durir

the middle of April and hatch at tl

end of the first week in May in tl

southern part of the species' range.

After she has incubated the egg

the female assumes the greater r

sponsibility for feeding the youn]

The male helps with some of the fee(

ing but usually drops out at an ear

stage. When either adult enters tl

passage to the nest, located at the te

minus of the slightly upsloping bu

row, most of the light is blocked ou

This darkening of the burrow trigge

a behavior in the young nearest tl

passage entrance: it opens its bill

be fed. After receiving a morsel i

food, this nestling moves so that tl

next in line has a position near tl

passage opening. The procedure

repeated until all the young are fed

The young disperse from the ne

area only a few days after fledginj

and soon become as intolerant of or

another as the adults are outside of tl

breeding period. The parents separa

soon thereafter as well. Since kinj

fishers periodically suft'er heavy mo
tality during severe winters, a dii

persal mechanism based on social ii

tolerance aids in the recolonization (

depleted areas. Kingfishers ofte

breed twice in a season; this, togeth(

with their large clutch size, help

them recoup population losses. The
fecundity and their adaptations f(

feeding on fish have enabled kinj

fishers to occupy the niche of avii

predator along the shores of so man
bodies of fresh water.

Frederick Hartman

Singing from a perch alongsid

the Rio Trabancos in Spair,

a European kingfisher advertise

for a mate. Both sexes sin

during the premating seasoh
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As a prelude to copulation, a male kingfisher,

carrying a small fish he has just caught, joins

his mate on a favored perch. He presents the

fish, head first, to the female, and as soon
as she has swallowed it, he mounts her.
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Scanning ilic \>uter below, a kingfisher spots

its pre\. With a rapid plunge, the bird smacks

into the water and catches a fish. Meal in

beak, right, the successful fisher rises to

begin the flight back to the nest burrow.
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Endangered Fish of Kentucky Streams

by Branley Allan Branson

While some highly visible

endangered species are

receiving the support of

conservation efforts, many
smaller ones are on

the verge of extinction

Russe Kinne, Photo Researchers

The last two decades of American
history have witnessed the emergence
of an environmental awareness
whose momentum has at times been

retarded by its development of a blind

side. While environmentalists focus

on highly visible animal species such

as the timber wolf and sandhill crane,

the habitats of three-inch minnows
and perches are being progressively

fractionated. A concern with the*''

ture ecological requirements of ma ^

of the small aquatic organisms n( il*'

under siege may be only acaden *

unless we develop a comprehensi •

environmental ethic to protect th|"!

present habitats.

Aquatic ecologists and ichthyolKl

gists generally agree that the recj ^*

economic recession and energy cri "



)uraged the relaxation or virtual

lination of environmental stand-

that were achieved only with ex-

le difficulty in the first place.

V, water-quality standards are

n ignored to permit coal mining

oil drilling, and laws stipulating

eclamation of land stripped for its

are not always enforced. The lat-

s a form of environmental degra-

dation that goes far beyond the obvi-

ous.

Nowhere has the impact of coal re-

moval been more apparent than in the

Appalachians. Yet there are segments

of Appalachian forests that have

escaped such human molestation.

One of these is Kentucky's Daniel

Boone National Forest.

At first glance, this forest appears

Restricted to the larger

streams of Daniel Boone National

Forest because of its size,

the paddlefish 's future is

threatened by the construction

of dams that prevent upstream

migration for spawning.



One of several ancient species,

the bowfin, right, inhabits

sluggish, but clear, streams. This

narrow ecological niche makes
the species especially vulnerable

to man 's alterations. Another
relict species, the rosyside

dace, below, develops brilliant

hues in April just before mating.

During the rest of the year, it

is a silvery gray color.
Tom McHugh Photo Researchers



2 an artificially delineated areaen-

2 ,ed by political bi)iindaries, but

er scrutiny reveals that its borders

ow the region's geography.

ind on the east by uplands and the

lent Teays River system, on the

;h by the Ohio River and the gla-

ed flatlands beyond, on the south

the wide valley of the Tennessee

er and the Appalachian Moun-
s, and on the west by the Missis-

)ian Plateau, the forest encom-

ses more than 627,000 acres.

sandstone cliffs, natural

Iges, stone arches, and waterfalls

scattered throughout a deciduous

st rich in woody plants (more than

species), herbaceous flowering

Its, and nonvascular species like

IS and mosses. Many of the small

eys support magnificent eastern

niocks, tulip poplars, native pines,

dense stands of rhododendron,

untain laurel, and holly.

Although the forest sometimes

s to the gobble of wild turkeys

the gnash of beaver teeth, most

he large game and fur-bearing ani-

s quickly vanished following the

val of white settlers. Until recent

irs, however, the native fish fauna

the forest remained nearly intact,

[icipally because of the wealth of

ar-water habitats and sparse

nan activity.

•^ow, populations of these fish spe-

are being threatened. One, the

elip sucker, is thought to be ex-

t. Others, ranging from the large

primitive paddlefish (Polyodon

thiila) to the minnow-sized
3eye shiner (Notropis ariommus)

becoming increasingly rare as

n's encroachments outside the

est steadily wear away the stability

the forest itself.

Three major rivers traverse the

est, and their tributaries exten-

ely interlace the uplands, running

ough corridors of nearly impene-

ble growths of rhododendron. The
torically important Cumberland

ver is the most beautiful of the three

ers. Together with its main tribu-

ies, the Big South Fork and the

ckcastle River, the Cumberland

iins the entire southern portion of

; forest—more than 5,000 square

les.

Almost 7,000 square miles are

ained by the Kentucky River. Since

leads in the eastern coal fields, the

Kentucky has been severely affected

by strip mining. In addition, the

river's lower portions were modified

by a .series of navigation locks and

dams constructed from the mid- 1 800s

to 1917.

The Licking River, encompassing

3.700 square miles of drainage, is the

smallest of the three rivers. Some of

the highest-quality streams in the

state, however, drain into this river

from the northern portions of the

forest.

Until the end of World War II,

these three rivers and their tributaries

were refuges for nearly 150 fish spe-

cies that were steadily being deci-

mated elsewhere because of habitat

degradation. Lacking modern high-

ways and large population centers,

the interior of the Kentucky highlands

was practically isolated from the

crunch of modern civilization. With

the dawn of the 1950s, increased de-

mands for energy-rich coal and rapid

transportation ended this protective

isolation for more than a score of sen-

sitive fishes.

Only two fish species indigenous to

the waters of Daniel Boone National

Forest, the harelip sucker (already ex-

tinct there) and the lake sturgeon, are

listed in the International Union for

the Conservation of Nature and Natu-

ral Resources' Red Data Book of

threatened and endangered species.

This listing, however, includes spe-

cies from every part of the world and

has little relevance when considering

localized populations of fauna. A
species facing extinction in one part

of its total range may exist elsewhere

in large numbers. In Boone National

Forest, twenty-three fish species are

suffering from varying degrees of

habitat deterioration. Not all of these

species exist in safe numbers else-

where. This type of degradation is by

no means restricted to the Appa-
lachians. Practically every state lists

one to twenty or more fish species as

rare, threatened, or endangered by
human activities. A wide range of

these activities affects the fish species

of Daniel Boone Forest.

Highway construction is one of the

most underestimated sources of water

pollution in America. Single-lane

roadbed preparation can stimulate the

production of nearly 4,000 tons of silt

per mile of construction, and the

amount produced by highways is at

least twice as great, depending on

slope and terrain. The silt eliminates

fish faunas by smothering eggs and

fry, by destroying food chains, and

by interfering with photosynthesis

and reproduction.

During the last ten years, the con-

struction of Interstate 75 and two

turnpikes has severely damaged Dan-

iel Boone Forest's waters. Highway
construction disturbance along the

upper Cumberland, several large

creeks in the Licking River drainage,

and three major tributaries of the

Kentucky River is delivering serious

amounts of silt to those bodies of

water. One fork of the Cumberland is

virtually blocked by great piles of

mud and debris. Little effort is being

made to curtail this type of pollution

anywhere in the United States.

Acid-water pollution is another ef-

fect of highway construction. Sul-

fide-rich rocks are a common feature

throughout this country's moun-
tainous regions. When construction

disturbances uncover these rocks

(they are also used as fill materials),

pyrites are leached into streams

where they increase the acidity of the

water. As a result, annual fish growth

is retarded, mortality increased, and

reproductive ability curtailed by as

much as 50 percent. This type of dis-

turbance also often increases concen-

trations of metal ions in the water

—

particularly zinc and aluminum

—

which may kill fish by inducing gill

hyperplasia.

But highway construction is just

one. underpublieized threat to stream

fishes in Appalachia and other parts

of the country. Bank clearing, to has-

ten runoff and as a preliminary step

in channel straightening, causes

serious erosion and associated silta-

tion in some 25 percent of the Cum-
berland River system and perhaps as

much as 30 percent of the Kentucky

system. Channel straightening, par-

ticularly in the Kentucky River basin,

aggravates bank erosion, and clear-

cutting of timber above streams adds

still more silt.

The causes of stream degradation

are not always so obvious, however.

A very innocuous type of influence,

one that we have allowed to creep

across the nation's waterways practi-

cally unchallenged from the 1940s

until recent years, is the construction

of large dams. Seven dams block the

6?



drainage system in Daniel Boone Na-

tional Forest—two on the Licking,

three on the Kentucky, and t\Vo on
Cumberland streams. A dam can

completely eliminate a shallow-water

species; the recent, nationally publi-

cized plight of the rare snail darter in

Tennessee is but one example. Its in-

fluence, however, stretches far

beyond its immediate construction

site. During dam construction, a

stream must be diverted until the dam
is completed. This usually results in

heavy downstream silting. Further

downstream changes, often involving

displacement of 50 percent or more
of the fish species in the stream, occur

after completion of a dam. As a reser-

voir builds up behind a dam, cold

water from its depths enters the

stream, lowering the temperature to

such an extent that warm-water fish

cannot survive or reproduce.

Many dams completely block pas-

sage of seasonally migratory fish,

such as suckers, native lampreys, and

white bass, to their spawning
grounds. According to a Kentucky
Fish and Wildlife Resources Com-
mission report, the future of muskel-

lunge in the Middle Fork of the Ken-
tucky River is precarious because the

Buckhorn Reservoir dam prevents

spawning.

Not only do dams prevent passage

of the primitive paddlefish (Polyodon

spathula) to upstream spawning
grounds but their presence often

disrupts the essential spawning stim-

ulus. The paddlefish, so named be-

cause of its elongated, flattened

snout, often attains a length of five

feet or more, spends most of the year

in deep, downstream pools of water,

and makes spawning runs upstream

only when heavy spring rains cause

a rapid rise in stream levels. Dams
tend to prevent flood stages and hence

spawning.

Siltation of spawning beds also

eliminates paddlefish. These factors

have, at the same time, been instru-

mental in exterminating the lake stur-

geon and the shovelnose sturgeon,

neither of which have been seen in

Daniel Boone National Forest waters

for many years. The harelip sucker

has also suffered the same fate.

The effects of surface mining far

exceed the combined damage of all

other stream-degrading factors in the

Appalachians. Like highway con-

struction, strip mining results in acid-

ification and siltation of streams and

rivers. In the process of stripping

overburden from coal seams, sulfide-

bearing rocks exposed to air and

water produce hydrosulfuric acid,

which flows into streams and in-

creases their acidity. The effect on the

gills and blood of fish often results in

the complete eradication of faunas.

Such has been the case in the Beaver,

Stinking, and Straight creeks of the

Cumberland River system and in

Goose Creek, a tributary of the Ken-
tucky. In addition, acidic drainage

enters practically every stream in Bell

and Harlan counties, and more than

half of those in five additional coun-

ties drained by the Cumberland
River, as well as 1 ,000 miles of

streams in the upper Kentucky River

drainage.

The real culprit of surface mining,

however, is the silt from eroding spoil

banks, haul roads, active mining

sites, and coal washers. Silt load in

streams sometimes increases thirty

times the normal amount. Its effect

upon fishes is just as drastic as acid

mine wastes, although the process

takes longer. According to our re-

search, more than 200 miles of

streams in the Licking River drainage

system, 850 miles in the Kentucky

River system, and almost as many in

the Cumberland River system are af-

flicted by mine-derived silt.

There are approximately ten mil-

lion acres of unmined coal in eastern

Kentucky. And in all of Appalachia

more than thirty million acres of coal

fields have not yet been stripped.

When we project the known devasta-

tion to these as yet unmined areas, the

magnitude of the problem facing

small-stream fishes begins to emerge
more clearly. Few people are aware

of the problem; fewer still seem to

care. I was particularly chagrined to

receive a letter from the pro-coal edi-

tor of a magazine who wrote, "Since

these fishes have no commercial
value. 95 percent of the public

couldn't care less what happens to

them." Most Americans are unfamil-

iar with the presumed extinction of

the harelip sucker but even small

schoolchildren recall the sorry fate of

the passenger pigeon.

The twenty-three rare, threatened,

and endangered fish species in the

forest's drainages system can be di-

vided into three categories; relict sf

cies from the past, species with sf

cialized habitats, and species w in

specialized feeding and breedi j(,

habits. The first category includes t g
paddlefish, sturgeons, and the bow jpij

{Amia calva). All of them have e |eti

tremely long genealogies and 1 jjf

quired millions of years to adapt
^g\

their present environment. These f ^
apparently have been able to comp{

jie

with more modern fish, but their t( \
erance for man's activities is ve|g

low. The bowfin is not endanger! ->

throughout its entire range, but a,

propriate habitats for this large prec -j

ceous species in the forest are scar
j] ]

and only minimal damage could (
(^

minish its populations.
uj

North America is rich in fish tl
i^,

live in widely separated relict popu^ ,.„

tions where the habitat has remain
j,,

unchanged for many hundreds -^

years. These fish have narrow habi
^

requirements, such as small sprin:
^

and clean, sandy bottoms. Dani u,

Boone Forest has some of the; -^

niches. The rosyside dace {Clin
j,;

stomus funduloides), silvery minnoli

(Hybognathus nuchalis), and tl

speckled chub (Hybopsis aestivali

are relicts in forest streams, but afl (

them are threatened by increasing si

and acid mine drainage. The pope)

shiner (Notropis ariommus) is a rai

species throughout much of its rangi

including segments of the upper Kei

tucky and Cumberland drainages

the forest, where mining operatioi

threaten the fish in all its known popi

lation sites. This handsome minno

has completely disappeared from tw|

large Kentucky River tributaries

Red Bird River and South Fork—ai

its populations are seriously depleti

elsewhere.

Twelve perch species in the forei

are endangered. More than a hundn

species of these highly colorfu]

three- to six-inch-long fish—calli

darters—exist in this country bi

most Americans are not even awar

of them. Such little-known animal

need the greatest safeguards, for the

can become extinct without anyon

ever noticing.

Darters are a very specializef

group of fishes requiring particula

habitats. They do not have air blad|

ders, so they are restricted to livin

on, and feeding from, the bottom oj

relatively shallow, well-aerate^
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ims. Silt may extinguish entire

mies by suHbcating the small bot-

dwelling invertebrates they feed

J
"by smothering their eggs and lar-

and under extreme conditions,

lymolhering the adult fishes as well,

he blotchside darter ( Percina hiir-

,) ), formerly abundant in the upper

nherland, has been forced down-

I ini into Tennessee segments of

1 stream, and even there it is now
111 the same waters, theCumber-

I snubnose darter (Etheostoina

pinne) and redline darter {E.

iiiicatum) have been completely

i[xited from Daniel Boone Na-

al Forest waters, although they

L'\ist elsewhere. And in the upper

tucky and Licking rivers, the gilt

ai row darters {Percina evidesand

cuMoma saggita) and a third un-

:iibed darter species are being

iniated by siltation, and the trans-

.. ;nt eastern sand darter {Ammo-
ipta pellucida) has nearly vanished

oier the impact of stream channeli-

. on and dam construction.

he minute tippecanoe darter

(Etheostoma tippecanoe) has an ex-

tremely fractionated distribution in

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, and Virginia. Such

localized populations are easily de-

stroyed by massive siltation and

stream acidification. And, finally, the

ashy darter {E. cinereum) had long

been considered extinct in Kentucky

until 1974 when a small population

was rediscovered in the Rockcastle

River, a principal tributary of the

Cumberland. Strip mining has since

crept onto the slopes above the river

and whether this little fish will survive

there much longer is doubtful.

What is happening to the fish fauna

in Daniel Boone National Forest

should not be taken out of context and

scrutinized only as a case study. Fish

species in other parts of the Appa-
lachians and the Ozarks, in the Colo-

rado Rockies where oil-bearing

shales are beckoning, in the coastal

forests of the Pacific Northwest, and

in the marginal habitats of the arid

Southwest where coal miners are

gearing up for a massive assault on

newly discovered deposits are subject

to the same fate.

The precarious condition of

myriads of small fishes should be tell-

ing us something about our oft-

heralded capacity to understand and

order the universe about us. We have

learned much about ecological adap-

tation, about the unique fit of species

in the interstices of nature, about the

bright fluid streamers we call water.

Yet, oddly, we seem to have forgot-

ten that our probing brains and other

organs are but slightly different con-

stellations of the same elemental par-

ticles that make up fish. D

The ashy darter was thought to be

extinct in Kentucky until, in 1974,

a small number were discovered

in a Cumberland River tributary.

The fish 's markedly different

morphology has attracted

the interest of researchers.
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A demonstration for the camera on how to set a fox trap.
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Itow It Really Was
ti Dorothy Harley Eber '

skimo photographer has

(led a lost moment
his people 's history

'eter Pitseolak took his first picture

he 1930s for a white man who was

red to approach a polar bear. Peter

seolak wasn't too sure it was such

|3od idea either and he told a fellow

Iter, "If he starts to move, you

y shoot him." But he got the pic-

, and some years later—either in

i2 or 1943—he acquired his own
nera. His photographs, taken over

wenty-year period, of friends and

itions and how they lived in the

t days of Baffin Island Eskimo
np life are regarded today as part

Canada's national heritage. The
nadian secretary of state recently

de funds available to purchase the

jatives and place them on perma-

it deposit in the Notman Pho-

P"aphic Archives of McGill Uni-

rsity's McCord Museum.
Unfortunately, Peter Pitseolak did

rt live to see this recognition. He
: :d in 1 973 at the age of 7 1 , just four

nnths after completion of People

Inn Our Side, the book we wrote

t;ether. During the time I spent with

n. taping interviews with the help

young Eskimo interpreters, and in

er conversations with his remark-

le wife, Aggeok, I learned many
. tails of how he taught himself pho-

:raphy and of how he and Aggeok
veloped the negatives in igloo,

lit, and hut.

For me, these pictures, taken

I iefly just prior to the time Eskimo
nved from the camps to the settle-

i;nts, are a marvelous testament to

un's will to try, to his creativity and

[termination. For instance, to cut

I wn on arctic sunlight, Peter Pitseo-

! c made a filter by filing a pair of dark

jsses and fitting the amber-colored

iss into the head of a flashlight,

lich he hung over his lens. Before

IS, he had had to wait until the sun

is low to take pictures. And what

d Peter Pitseolak and Aggeok use

r light when they developed their

gatives in the igloo? "We used a

three-battery flashlight and covered it

with a piece of red kadluna [white

man] material," Aggeok explained.

"My first camera was a box,"

Peter Pitseolak told me shortly before

his death. "It was simple to use; you
didn't have to set it. Then I got a cam-
era from the Catholic missionary. It

was a 122 camera and very heavy. It

was a big one. It had settings that

could focus on the subject so you
could be sure the picture would not

be lopsided. When the pictures were

taken properly, they turned out very

well . Another camera I got from the

Bay [Hudson's Bay Company] man-
ager. It was able to expand. It wore

out so I took the good parts and used

them with the 122. Later my daughter

Udluriak got a 620 and I used that

sometimes, too."

Peter Pitseolak always referred to

his cameras, not by the manufac-

turer's name or the lens opening, but

by the film he used. The various cam-

eras have not yet been properly iden-

tified, but five negative sizes have

been discovered. Unfortunately, at

the time Peter Pitseolak and I were

working together, he no longer had

any of the cameras he talked about,

although his favorite—the 122 cam-

era that took big postcard-sized nega-

tives—is still in Cape Dorset, the set-

tlement where the hunters of the

camps of the southwest coast of Baf-

fin Island now live. Peter Pitseolak

had lost it in a gambling game to lyola

Kingwatsiak, son of old Kingwat-

siak, whose picture he had taken

many times and from whom he heard

some of the stories he told in People

from Our Side.

Aggeok recalls that the very first

picture Peter Pitseolak took was of

her. "He was always practicing on

me," she remembers. "He would
say, 'Comb your hair and smile!"'

Developing the first pictures in an

igloo, tent, or hut was "the hard

part," Peter Pitseolak admitted. "I

watched a man doing it, but I knew
he wasn't doing it well. He was a

white man but he couldn't develop

pictures. I thought to myself, this

man is not washing the pictures Peter Pitseolak and his 122 camera



The pulling of a captured seal through a hole in the ice was
photographed by Aggeok.

This Eskimo and his children are posing before a plastic igloo,

one of several in their Cape Dorset community.

enough. So I washed the pictui

longer than he did."

Eventually, both Peter Pitseol

and his wife became expert dev

opers and printers, and he recalhi

"People often came to me to le;

developing—especially the Catho

missionary. He thought he knew h(

but he was using boiling water! Or
someone g^ve me a thermometer

test the water but my finger w

always best. I used to order the hy

from the Bay. Today I have a PolJ
\

oid but lately I have been thinking \

ordering again. I developed a picti l^-'

just recently in the X-ray fluid up

the nursing station where my neph( i

Elee Parr is working. It came out,

was visible."

Particularly interesting descri

tions of the techniques they used a

the circumstances in which they c

veloped and printed their pictui

came from Aggeok. When Peter P
seolak got his first camera (he thoug

the year was 1942; Aggeok believ

it was 1943), he was living in Ca
Dorset and working for the Baf

Trading Company, and a number
the photographs he took at this tin

were developed on camping trips

igloos. "When Peter Pitseoli

wasn't working we would go o

camping for a while," Aggeok say
' 'When he was out hunting he wou
put the camera on top of the igk

until the film was all used up [in ord

not to subject it to temperatui

changes] . It was in a case and he us<

caribou skins to wrap it up. He wou
put it on top of the igloo with the dc

traces over it so it wouldn't bio

away. Only after he finished the fill

would he take the camera inside ar

take out the film. The igloo didn't aj

pear to be an igloo because we h£

a canvas tent inside it, which mac

a difference in the temperature. W
would develop on top of the sleepir

platform with the three-battery flasl

light and after we did the washing w
would keep the negatives overnight i

a warm place on top of the box [th

box, which was used to store posse!

sions, would be on the woman's sid

of the igloo near the kudluk, the sei

oil lamp] . We would use two kudluk

and plenty of oil, which made a goo

temperature. An igloo with a lininl

was good enough even though it wa
made out of snow."
Aggeok says that they used "thre
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lof water, two chemical ones,"

sveloping. They used plates that

not quite the right size (later

acquired regular developing

), and to make a measuring cup

stuck a piece of paper just below

.alfway point on a mug. Printing

ictures, Aggeok explains, had to

me "where there was light," so

rst pictures were printed back in

! Dorset in their small wooden

e. (Peter Pitseolak was one of the

Cape Dorset Eskimo to live in a

e.) "When the pictures were to

insferred onto paper we did them

I home. The negatives were wa-

I in the igloo and the printing was

1 when we got home. We were

I oil lamps. To make the prints

ould place the negatives with the

.r in this tagatujuk [literally,

; a mirror," but in this instance,

nt frame], which had locks that

eked and a part would open

re you put the negative and the

r making sure the paper was the

way. Then you would lock it and

; that was done you would place

II
front of the lamp, which hung

|ii the ceiling, counting 'One,

I . .

.
' You would make sure you

I it there long enough because

K;nding on the time, the lightness

darkness of the prints would
(ir." How did they feel when they

I ted their first pictures, I asked Ag-

!c. She replied, "We were very

jy; we were laughing and we
; proud."

1 1946 Peter Pitseolak ceased

I

ling the traders in Cape Dorset

moved a few miles away to Kea-

Ivvhere ten families lived under his

ership. Keatuk was to be his last

>p; he left it for settlement life in

1. "I left the camp because my
idchildren had to go to school. I

afraid they might try to walk

e and on the way they could very

ly freeze. And I thought if a

Sher or anybody else gave a child

rd time, he would be unhappy and

j|to come home. I think the other

jlipers thought the same thing."

fii the Keatuk camp, most develop-

land printing was done in the quar-

|c, a double tent lined with bushes

^ set over a wooden frame, then

iked with snow blocks. Many of

I pictures from the Keatuk period

i portraits taken prior to Peter Pit-

slak's evacuation for TB. "Be-

cause he wasn't feeling well, he

would only take pictures when he

didn't have to move around too

much," Aggeok says. They were

taken indoors with lighting from the

window or from the oil lamps—he

had no flash—and are considered by

some admirers to be his finest work.

The most frequent subjects are

members of the family: Udluriak and

Kooyoo, Peter Pitseolak's daughters

by his first wife, Annie; his natural

daughter, Mary, by Nyla of Lake

Harbour; Ashevak, Aggeok' s son

from her first marriage, and his wife,

Mary; and the adopted children and

the grandchildren. There are also

many pictures of the Keatuk campers

and of other relatives and friends.

"When Peter Pitseolak got his cam-

era," his half-sister EUeeshushee re-

marked, "the skin clothing was just

beginning to disappear—many
people borrowed my clothing to dress

up for his camera." Aggeok says,

"He would explain to people that he

had learned to take pictures and that

he was interested in taking pictures of

them. He would know if a person

wanted his picture taken or not simply

by looking at the expression on his

face. Some were simply shy. He
didn't want to take pictures of those

who didn't want it. He used only to

take pictures of people who were

happy to be taken. He could tell from

the picture afterward if the person had

been willing."

One often-asked question is

whether Peter Pitseolak knew he was

photographing a disappearing life

style. The answer is that he was well

aware he was documenting vanishing

Eskimo life, although he probably

considered his work was for the bene-

fit of his grandchildren. He told me,

"When I was in the hospital with the

kidney in the south [his first hospitali-

zation in 1945], I heard people say

that many more white men would

come to this land. They said, 'The

Eskimo will be changed; he will talk

like a white man in years to come.'

I've always expected this and now it's

happening. I'm not surprised."

Many pictures were set up specifi-

cally for the camera. A good ex-

ample, probably taken by Aggeok, is

a series that shows Peter Pitseolak

setting a fox trap and then claiming

his quarry. "That's Peter Pitseolak

showing how for the future," Ag-

Peter Pitseolak 's daughter with

her husband and baby.
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With the help of his niece,

Peter Pitseolak prepares a

sled's runners for a trip.

A seal feast in Keatuk.

geok explained. Peter Pitseolak also

liked to plan pictures purely for the

esthetic effect, as is the case with one

of his loveliest photographs, the

joyous shot of passengers at the back

of a sled, raising their arms in the air,

almost dancing with delight as they

set off on the land. Aggeok re-

members that Peter Pitseolak said,

''When you start to move,
please. ..."
An important reason for many of

the posed photographs was to help

Peter Pitseolak with his drawings. In

the 1950s, as the traditional Eskimo
life style foundered under the impact

of the white technological society's

northward push, art projects were in-

troduced in the North and supported

with Canadian government backing.

Particularly spectacular work has

come from Cape Dorset and its West
Baffin Eskimo Co-operative, owned
and operated by the Eskimo. It is said

that today there is hardly a gallery in

the Western world without a Cape
Dorset print. As soon as experiments

in printmaking got under way in Cape
Dorset, Peter Pitseolak began to con-

tribute skillful and vivid drawings

that, like his photographs, document
Eskimo life.

One series of photographs Peter

Pitseolak took to assist him was par-

ticularly ambitious. He had campers

at Keatuk act out a well-known ad-

venture of Taktillitak, a man who
lived in the lifetime of Peter Pitseo-

lak's father and whose exploits were

legendary. While hunting for sea-

birds, Talctillitak was carried away on
an ice floe to a very small island

where he ran out of food. He built his

own grave and lay down to die, but

after dreaming of seals he got up and

killed a seal with a club. He made a

sealskin float, paddled to shore, and

walked to a camp, where his friends

were so happy to see him they burst

into tears. Photographs, which in-

clude an old-style Eskimo grave and

the weeping friends, recount the

whole story. Sometimes Peter Pitseo-

lak would use the photographs as a

guide in drawing; other times, partic-

ularly when etching a picture on ivory

walrus tusks, he would place carbon

under a photograph and trace. "He
had less than ten photographs of this

kind," Aggeok says, but a number of

drawings in the West Baffin Eskimo
Co-operative bear witness to the re-

markable skill and ingenuity >

which he used these photogra]

aids.

There are approximately 1,

negatives in the Peter Pitseolak

lection, but he certainly took m
more. However, many of the m
tives were ruined. "Sometimes in

hut it got very cold and then it wc
get very hot so some of the negati

got mildewed. I had to burn ther

he explained. Nevertheless, a gr'

collection remains. Stanley Trig

curator of the Notman Photograp

Archives, says, "The photogra

are extremely valuable because t

document the life of a communit;

a certain point in time and were ta

by a member of the community
self—extremely rare in any societ;

To celebrate its acquisition of i

negatives, the Notman Archives 1

year hung an exhibition of new pri

made from the earliest of the ne

tives. Aggeok, accompanied
Rosie Kelly, a young Eskimo inl

prefer, came south for the openii

Rosie was enthusiastic about the pi

ect. She herself couldn't really

member a time when she did not 1 ^

in a prefab house. "Sometimes
think I remember something abi

life in an igloo and I ask my moth
am I dreaming or is it true?" Lig

years away from her parents' gene

tion, she looked at their beautifu

tailored skin clothes in Peter Pits<

lak's pictures and said with wond
"They had everything we have, e\

panties, but it was all in caribou

Her favorite pictures, however, w(

those in which Peter Pitseolak set

situations to "show how for the

ture." "It blows the mind," shesa^

Aggeok also knows the pictures

"useful." She puts it this w£
"Speaking only for myself the ui

fulness of the pictures is that one c

look into the past and see people w
are no longer alive—who have be

dead for a long time. They can

seen through the pictures and tl

makes me happy. Also, they are us

ful for remembering what it was li

in the past. You can look at the pi

tures and start talking about how
used to be. Those are the things I fe

are important.
'

' And then, as an aftc

thought, "The schoolchildren

Cape Dorset have the pictures on tl

walls. They tell me they see from tl

pictures how it really was."
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thusiastic passengers setting off on a sled trip.
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The Fly That Would Be King
by Robert S. Desowitz

The results of conquering

trypanosomiasis might be

more devastating for Africa

than the disease itself

This African tyrant does not attend

political councils, is not a member of

the Organization of African Unity,

and has not palavered with roving

diplomats, but it does have a personal

air transport system—the tsetse.

Holding Africa in thralldom since an-

cient times, this parasite, known as a

trypanosome, is only six ten-thou-

sandths of an inch long, but it has

A tsetse feeding on a small animal

affected the economy, social institu-

tions, and even the religious com-
plexion of the continent.

During the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, Muslim Fulani cavalry swept

from their near-desert west African

Sahel kingdom into the savanna to the

south and east, conquering and con-

verting the animist tribes with whom
they came into contact. But in their

progression through woodlands and

forests they encountered a formidable

adversary, the tsetse. Swarms of

these flies attacked and bit the horses,

transmitting the parasite to them,

which resulted in a lethal form of ani-

mal trypanosomiasis. In rapid oi

the cavalry became a disarrayed]

fantry. On foot, the Fulani were
tually powerless; their invasion

halted before it could reach the
g|

population centers of the Benue
Niger river valleys. Thus was Isl

with its sociopolitical consequea
prevented from infiltrating this v§i"

densely peopled region of Africa

more than half a century.

The popular notion of trypan^

miasis is depicted by the lethail

human suffering from the "sleep'

distemper," as an English obser

described it some 200 years ago. ].



rm of distemper at all , the infec-

in man is caused by one of two
ely related parasitic organisms,

janosoma gambiense and T. rho-

\ense, and in animals by T. bru-

T. congolense, and T. vivax. (T.

biense was thought to be a para-

restricted to man but researchers

: recently implicated the pig as a

rvoir host.) Both animal and
lan trypanosomes are transmitted

le tsetse, a bloodsucking fly of the

js Glossina. Tsetse inhabit Africa

south of the Sahara, from ap-

timately 15 degrees north to 20
:ees south latitude, although they

once had a wider distribution, as evi-

denced by the discovery of a fossil-

ized tsetse in the Oligocene shales of

Colorado. While human trypanoso-

miasis continues to be a public health

problem, responsible for some 7,000

deaths each year, it is the infection in

domestic animals that has had the

greatest impact on African develop-

ment.

The tsetse belt encompasses more
than six million square miles of land

denied to livestock production,

mixed farming, and in some regions,

human settlement. It is an area that

could potentially provide 125 million

head of cattle to the protein-starved

continent. The disease has forced

herdsmen to concentrate their stock

on the limited amount of fly-free pas-

turage, which has led to overgrazing

and attendant soil erosion. When cat-

tle are trekked to distant markets

through fly-infested country, some 25

percent of the herd may die before

reaching their destination. And yet, a

less anthropocentric view might hold

that by preventing overexploitation of

this enormous area, the tsetse and the

trypanosome are the most stalwart

guardians of the African ecosystem

and its magnificent wild fauna.

>
.M

JAL. Cooke; Bruce Coleman. Inc.
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Researchers

like many antelope

?s in suh-Saharan Africa

\ct as reservoirs for

nosomiasis, have evolved an

ne response to the parasite.

i manner and degree of trans-

on of trypanosomes involves

lex interactions of parasite,

and fly vector. With this in

let us consider the scenario and

atis personae of The Fly That

d Be King, an African spectac-

vith a cast of millions.

t one is set in a forest in Africa,

lage is the host, either a man,

or antelope. A closer, micro-

c examination reveals the sec-

character, the trypanosome,

ming about in the blood of the

)y means of an undulating mem-
and lashing fiagellum. A sound

gy buzzing comes from offstage

.

a tsetse, a brown insect not

larger than a housefly. The

smells and sights the host, then

s and bites, sucking in its

nosome-containing blood,

t two takes place inside the

s gut, where the trypanosome

ates and multiplies by simple

jal division. After about four

it migrates to the fly's salivary

Is where, over the next fifteen

further transformation takes

until it assumes a short, stumpy

arance. This is the metacyclic

the terminal developmental

capable of infecting a new host,

t three opens in the forest twenty

later. The original host lies ob-

ly ill on the stage floor. Enter

!ier host. The infected tsetse

es, delivering the metacyclics to

:)loodstream of the new host and

pleting the cycle. Curtain,

hile this plot is essentially the

; for all African trypanosomes.

(

—

high producers of milk and
adapted to semiarid regions—

I die of trypanosomiasis,

e less productive breeds

'mmune to the disease.

the details for each species dilTer in

iiiportant respects. In man, the dis-

ease caused by Trypanosoma gam-
biense is of'a chronic, malignant na-

ture and gives rise to the torpor and

eventual coma and death classically

associated with sleeping sickness.

The pathology of the disease is

largely unknown. Over the course of

time, the trypanosomes tend to leave

the blood and enter, first, the lym-

phatics, and later, the spinal fluid and

the tissues of the central nervous sys-

tem. During this latter phase, the pa-

tient becomes comatose and dies after

several years if he has not received

chemotherapeutic treatment.

Whereas Gambian sleeping

sickness results in a slow death, that

caused by Trypanosoma rhodesiense

kills its victim within weeks or

months. Besides a difference in the

degree of virulence, the two infec-

tions differ in other respects. Gam-
bian trypanosomiasis is essentially a

human disease cycled from man to

man, while Rhodesian trypanoso-

miasis has a third host in the transmis-

sive cycle—the wild antelope

—

which acts as a reservoir of infection.

By all biological criteria, T. rhode-

siense is a parasite of the wild ungu-

lates, rather than man. It has evolved

to a state of equilibrium in the animal

host and produces no overt disease.

Man, for the most part an accidental

host, has not attained this accommo-
dation, as reflected by the intense vir-

ulence of the human disease. The
manner by which the antelope modu-
lates the infection remains a mystery

but its elucidation might aid in devis-

ing a means of similarly stimulating

a protective state in man.

The ecological setting—the land-

scape epidemiology—of the two dis-

ease varieties are different. Gambian
sleeping sickness is generally re-

stricted to the humid forests bordering

the lakes and rivers of west and cen-

tral Africa, the obligatory habitat of

the Glossina palpalis vector, the

tsetse species that transmits this form

of the disease.

Because rural African populations

rarely have the means to obtain water

from distant sources, communities

tend to form along the banks of rivers

and lakes, and village activities

—

bathing, washing, drawing water,

and fishing—take place at the water's

edge, making for intense man-fly

contact. Epidemics flare from time to

time but generally the disease level is

low because the tsetse is, biologi-

cally, a relatively inefficient vector.

Trypanosomes can readily multiply

in Glossina palpalis on\)/ shortly after

the fly emerges from the pupal stage.

Therefore, very few older flies are

able to act as successful vectors after

feeding upon infected humans.

Sleeping sickness caused by

Trypanosoma rhodesiense is endem-

ic to the dry savanna woodlands of

east and central Africa, the mutual

habitat of the Glossina morsitans vec-

tor and the great herds of antelope that

serve as reservoir hosts. Human in-

fections occur when man settles or

intrudes into the savanna to hunt,

gather wood , or graze cattle . The spe-

cies of vector that transmits this form

of the disease is not an equal opportu-

nity biter and prefers to take a blood

meal from mammals other than

humans. When game becomes
scarce, however, the fly will feed on

man. Apparently attracted to large,

slow-moving objects, the fly's in-

stincts become confused when these

sometimes turn out to be vehicles,

and it will feed on the passengers. In

this curious way, a package tour of

east African game parks occasionally

includes trypanosomiasis.

There is, then, an intimate relation-

ship between the nature of the ecosys-

tem and the epidemiology of trypano-

somiasis. The history of Africa, how-

ever, is characterized by continuous

ecological change—felled rain

forests succeeded by grasslands and

savanna woodlands, an advancing or

retreating desert, and shifting distri-

bution or concentration of man and

the wild fauna. These environmental

changes have played a crucial role in

the epidemiological patterns of the

Gambian and Rhodesian forms of

trypanosomiasis, particularly where

their ranges overlap in east-central

Africa.

The activities of both Africans and

colonial expatriates and their diseases

have also contributed to the epide-

miological status of trypanosomiasis.

Before the nineteenth-century colo-

nial period, trypanosomiasis was

confined to a relatively few, smolder-

ing foci. Internecine warfare and lack

of roads restricted communication

and prevented the spread of the infec-

tion. The rapid dissemination of
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sleeping sickness can be traced tcj

opening up of Africa by the cok) i

powers. It was the Pax Britannic'

much as the tsetse that was respc

ble for the broadcast of infect

How this complex of changing e

rormiental and human factors ha:

fluenced epidemicity of the two t;

of himian trypanosomiasis is i

trated, par excellence, by the ev

that have occurred along the Kt

and Uganda shores of Lake Victc i

Prior to human settlement, the i

was surrounded by a tropical 1

forest. Primitive agriculturists

grated to the lake's shores and fet

forest tracts for their shifting farm
j

Forest-inhabiting tsetse were pres

'

but human trypanosomiasis was
sent. Eventually, deforestation

gressed to such a degree that gri

lands replaced large areas of forj

forest. The grasslands then attra

a second wave of migration—Ni
pastoralists and Bantu cultivat]

The combined pressures of gra:

and agriculture suppressed forest|

generation and thus maintained a

free area beyond the forest

fringed the lake.

In the nineteenth century this s^

ety was devastated by the twin pe|

lences of smallpox and rinder]

Before the population had time to|

cover, savanna woodland succee

the grassland. At the close of

nineteenth century the ecologl

stage was set for sleeping sicknd

The shores of the lake were bordei

by a high forest infested with c

tsetse vector of Trypanosoma gi

biense. Beyond the forest Glos^

morsitans flies capable of transr

ting T. rhodesiense inhabited the

vanna woodland. Still the trypa

some had not made its debut.

The parasite is thought to h

been introduced when Sir He
Morton Stanley, employed at ii

time in the Congo by the Belgia

.

mounted an expedition in 1887 to i

area of Lake Victoria. Natives n

Stanley's retinue, probably infeci

with T. gambiense, may have carr 1

the seeds of the epidemic that wa:

'

decimate the population for the n

ten years.

By 1910, when the Gambian sle

ing sickness began to burn itself <

the nimiber of inhabitants in the a J

had declined from 300,000 to 10

000. Before the epidemic, the s

and number of human settlements 1

the effect of suppressing the fau||

population; but as people died of

disease or fled the stricken area,



Ti reservoirs of T. rhodesiense

)\1 into the adjacent savanna

,1 and. The epidemiological link

( Rhodesian sleeping sickness

from game to man through

land-dwelling fly was now
ii to complete the cycle. When
iiiiicnt-inspired resettlement

(tempted in the 1940s, the mi-

rapidly became infected with

ighly lethal disease and once

a the inhabitants deserted the

w Today, this potentially rich re-

)is virtually abandoned, occupied

iDy a few fishermen who are at

isk of contracting the infection.

. trypanosomes that infect do-

c animals are not restricted to

articular forest ecosystem; ani-

\panosomiasis exists wherever

are tsetse of any species. The
lice of wild game reser-

—and the high probability that

les carry these trypanosomes

—

ibutes to a level of transmission

ense and ubiquitous as to effec-

preclude stock production in

ourth of Africa. Nomadic and

n>ettled cattle-owning tribes have

t forced to pasture their animals

i2 fly-free zones in and near the

icSahel. As the dry season ap-

•c;hes, the Sahel is no longer able

I ! stain the herds and there begins

1 inual seasonal trek into the fly-

ifited Guinea savanna. Losses to

y.nosomiasis always occur, but

he nutrition is adequate and the

eiity of flies not too great, the stock

L manage to survive, if not

i ish.

le breed of cattle favored by the

i;an pastoralist is the zebu, a

IT', humpbacked longhorn, well

4 ted to semiarid conditions. Al-

Mgh it produces a relatively high

iei of milk and meat, the zebu has

K nformnate disadvantage of being

U' eptible to trypanosomiasis.
ire are smaller, some dwarf,
r«ds of cattle, such as the N'dama
D'Muturu, that possess a remarka-
'' ligh resistance or tolerance to the

mosome. Studies carried out at

Mgerian Institute for Trypanoso-

is Research have proved that the

tance of these small breeds is due
J 1 highly efficient immune re-

p ise . Two conditions are necessary

le attainment of this level of pro-

\e immunity. First, the animals

ai t be born of a hyperimmune dam,
n second, they must receive an

*/ and continuous infection of

TI anosomes so that they produce a

rijctive antibody.
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These tolerant breeds have not as

yet been economically exploited,

probably because of their small size,

although the N'dama is sufficiently

large to be used for meat purposes.

Crossbreeding with zebu or European
breeds does not result in offspring

capable of developing a hyperim-

mune state.

Combating trypanosomiasis calls

for heroic measures but side effects

of the remedies may be too severe to

be practicable. The battle against the

disease has included massive alter-

ation of the environment, social dis-

location, wholesale slaughter of the

wild fauna, and mass administration

of toxic drugs. A commonly em-
ployed means of control has been to

deny the tsetse its required habitat by
selective or large-scale deforestation.

Fly-free zones can only be main-

tained by intensive land use brought

about by the collectivization of the

population into large agricultural vil-

lages and townships. This forced dis-

location from the traditional, stable

life in small, scattered tribal group-

ings has resulted in a disturbing up-

heaval of the social order.

Perhaps the most controversial

control measure was the game de-

struction program carried out in east

Africa during the 1 950s . Designed to

open land to human settlement, the

logic of this scheme was faultless.

Game harbor Trypanosoma rhode-

siense and are the main source of

blood for the tsetse; therefore, de-

stroy the large fauna and good rid-

dance to both fly and trypanosome.

After the campaign, however, suffi-

cient numbers of small mammals sur-

vived to support the fly population.

Also, as the game were decimated,

herdsmen moved their cattle into the

cleared areas , and the fly was diverted

to feeding on the livestock and the

pastoralists, resulting in a continued

and intensified transmission of both

animal and human trypanosomes. Fi-

nally, revulsion against this studied

slaughter brought the program to a

halt.

Another potential control measure
has been the use of insecticides. Iron-

ically, one researcher has proposed

that this means was a major, if not

prime, contributor to the great

drought that recently ravaged sub-

Saharan Africa. The reasoning of this

hypothesis is as follows. Increasing

urbanization and prosperity in west

Africa precipitated a demand for

meat. Traditional cattle-owning
tribes increased the size of their herds

to match the market. Widespr
government-sponsored aerial sp

ing of insecticides, in conjunc

with mass chemoprophylactic '

injections of cattle, followed, per

ting growth of herds not only ir

Sahel but also in the adjacent Gui
zone savanna. The large numbei
cattle overgrazed the meager st;

of grass and other plant life in

fragile ecosystem, resulting i

higher reflectance of sunlight f

the denuded land. There is good
dence that such a situation caus

decrease in rainfall and in this re;

proceeded to such a point as to

duce climatic havoc.

Despite more than seventy yeai

research and effort, the freeing

Africa from trypanosomiasis has

been realized. Effective, practic;

means of control are either lackin

too harsh. Except for limited ar

insecticide spraying is too cos

Governments of the new African

tions are often too poor in econo

and technical resources to main
the anti-trypanosome and -tsetse

]

grams begun during the colonial

Although human trypanosomi

has declined due to drug treatmeri

infected people, the trypanoso

can develop resistance. Confror

with this impasse, scientists

long sought the biological "m£
bullet"—immunization—as a si

tion to the problem. Vaccination

brought many of the great scourge

mankind, such as smallpox and
;

low fever, under control without

cessitating change of the environm

or turmoil to the socioeconoi

order. But unlike the immunok
cally amenable bacterial and

pathogens, the trypanosome has c

founded all attempts to induce prot

live immunity. The reason for t

failure stems from the parasite's al

ity to elude the host's immune
fense by a process known as antige

variation.

There is currently great conC'

over the antigenic shift of the inl

enza virus, a phenomenon that see

to occur about every ten years,

trypanosome undergoes the sa

process but the antigenic vari

arises every five to ten days. This

tantamount to the host being

saulted by a new, personal epider

each and every week.

During the course of a trypano

mal infection the host may devel

antibody that eliminates most, but i

all, the trypanosomes. These sur

vors are of a different antigenic ch
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t(, which the antibody fails to rec-

I c . The variant trypanosomes

ixgin to proliferate in the blood-

11 The host responds by produc-

iK w specific antibody. The
NN is repeated over and over

1. the trypanosome possessing

iiiarkable ability of producing a

probably infinite number of

ciuc variants.

Ik underlying mechanism
uisible for antigenic variation

'LLii the subject of a long contro-

, between those who hold it to be

Icctive process, which presup-

N a starting parasite population of

[Ticdominant and many minor

1 mis, and those who believe that

I ;eiiic variants arise by mutation,

c arc difficulties in supporting ei-

)l these explanations on the basis

\perimental evidence, and re-

Is some researchers have postu-

I that the antibody itself somehow
CCS the chemophysical transfor-

oii of antigen structure. Electron

oscopy and immunochemical

ysis suggest that the trypanosome

gen—the face the parasite

ants to its world—is a glycopro-

coat, or pellicle, situated outside

trypanosome's limiting plasma

membrane. It appears that this coat is

periodically shed and the parasite,

acting as its own couturier, designs

and makes a new antigenic garment.

Trypanosoma vivax, the important

pathogen of livestock, seems to have

developed still another maneuver to

survive in the immunized host—anti-

genic mimicry. This trypanosome

may be able to absorb a coat of host

serum protein that disguises its alien

status and also acts as a protective

shield against any antibody that the

host may produce . A similar phenom-
enon, the absorption of host sub-

stances to the external parasite sur-

face, occurs in the schistosome blood

flukes of man. Antigenic disguise

may thus be an important adaptive

evolutionary strategy to permit some
parasites to exist in the immunized
host.

New methods for dealing with

human and animal trypanosomiasis

are urgently needed. The amount of

research and resources invested,

however, are minuscule compared to

the magnitude of the problem. A new
trypanocidal drug has not been added

to the chemotherapeutic armamen-
tarium for twenty years. Pharmaceu-

tical companies candidly admit that

the high cost of development and the

potentially poor profits from selling to

the generally impoverished underde-

veloped nations have virtually taken

them out of tropical disease research.

I feel confident, however, that im-

proved means of combating the infec-

tions will eventually be forthcoming.

A quality of biomedical science is its

incurable optimism that all things are

possible given time and support.

But it may well be that Africa's real

problems will commence with the ef-

fective control of trypanosomiasis.

Scientists and the administrators car-

rying out the practical applications of

research often fail to recognize that

they are engaged in a gigantic chess

game. As one enemy piece is cap-

tured, other pieces move to threaten.

As trypanosomiasis is conquered,

overgrazing, soil erosion, social

disruption, and faunal extinction may
result. Until such time that scientists

and their technical-administrative

partners appreciate the grand strategy

to act sanely and effectively to protect

the well-being of all Africa's citizens,

both two-legged and four-legged, we
might applaud the cosmic wisdom
that has made the tsetse, rather than

man, Africa's custodian. D
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The American Museum of Natural History takes you on another

Voyage of Discovery: The Island World of Britain, June 17-July3, 1977

Travel with Museum scientists and other scholars to

see a view of the ancient peoples and natural history

of Britain. Seventeen days of sights and experiences

presented in the particular way that Museum friends

and members have come to expect. A relaxing vaca-

tion, in good company.

In this year of the Queen's Jubilee many people will

be visiting Britain, but none except our travelers will

see it in this unique way: a voyage sponsored by The
American Museum of Natural History and operated by

Raymond and Whitcomb.

From our first stop in London (where we will partici-

pate in a special event honoring the Jubilee) through

our trip around the islands, you will see a variety of

contemporary and ancient cultures, and learn how
migrations, natural boundaries and economic move-
ments determined cultural development. And you will

learn how the forces that influenced the British peo-

ples continued through the years and affected the de-

velopment of America. You will see some of history's

great archeological sites, and you will enjoy the mar-

velous natural beauties of the British islands at the

best time of year.

Only a ship can take you to many of these places so

comfortably and efficiently. You'll be aboard the fine

motor yacht Argonaut as you see these sights, some
new and some familiar: Tresco, the prettiest of the

F3«'iP»»f''^!"il^-

Isles of Scilly • The Orkney Islands, with importar

neolithic sites • St. Peter's Port in Guernsey, with it

exceptionally big tides • Isle of Sark • St. David, th

small 12th century cathedral city in Western Wales

Isle of Skye, after the Argonaut squeezes through th

Sound of Sleet narrows • Hadrian's Wall • Ullapoc

on Loch Broom in the northern Highlands • Snow
donia in the spectacular mountains of Wales • ani

much more.

Travel with these experts:

Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of The Americai

Museum of Natural History and Astronomer, who wi

give evening lectures on the skies of Britain and ot

navigation.

Dr. Harry Shapiro, renowned Anthropologist, forme

Chairman of Anthropology at The American Museun
of Natural History and author of "The Heritage of the

Bounty," and, recently, "In Search of Peking Man."

Dr. Garrett Olmsted, Archeologist on the staff of Har

vard University whose field is Celtic origins and whc

works at some of the sites we will visit.

Dr. Francois Vuilleumier, Ornithologist and Associ'

V ate Curator at The American Museum of Natural His-

|\\tory, who specializes in bird migrations and who wil

\ show us sea and shore birds in the British springtime

Ellen Stancs

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024

Please send an itinerary and other information about the Island World of Britain.

NAME

ADDRESS

cipr

\
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\ Reporter by Stephen P. Maran

LJV Makes the Grade

ite initial skepticism,

Wing space in extreme

violet wavelengths

proved feasible

lune 1959, a world authority on

opes, who was also director of

or observatory in Arizona, told

Francisco audience of his esti-

of the bright prospects for mak-
stronomical observations from

Satellites orbiting above the

bing blanket of the earth's at-

here, he predicted, would make
sible to study the kinds of light,

as ultraviolet radiation and X
that do not penetrate to the

id. However, he ruled out one

In

of the spectrum a priori. That

he so-called extreme ultraviolet

0, consisting of light with wave-

hs from 100 to about 1 ,000 ang-

is. (An angstrom, narned for the

lish physicist Anders Angstrom,

init of length equal to approxi-

ly four-billionths of an inch. Or-

y ultraviolet light extends from
3 to 3,000 angstroms, while vis-

ight ranges from roughly 3,000

,000 angstroms. X rays have

lengths shorter than 100 ang-

is.) The expert from Arizona

icted that "space is going to be

hazy" in the EUV wavelengths,

to the absorption of that light by
atoms in interstellar space, it

led likely in 1959 that only the

and perhaps the nearest stars

Id ever be seen in the EUV.
the course of the next sixteen

5, a series of rocket and satellite

riments did indeed open up new
Mns of exploration for astron-

rs, allowing them to map and
sure the celestial sources of X
and ultraviolet light. During this

, a few rockets were launched to

y the EUV as well, but without

irent success. It was not until July

) that NASA astronauts partici-

ig in the joint United States-

R ApoUo-Soyuz space mission

ceded in detecting EUV radiation

from objects outside the solar system.

These stellar sources included one,

known as HZ 43, at an estimated dis-

tance of 210 light-years from the

earth and thus well beyond the

nearby stars. It appears that HZ 43
may be the hottest and brightest star

of its type yet found and that these

properties may help us to deduce the

circumstances of its past and future

evolution. For a group of physicists

from Berkeley, California, the

ApoUo-Soyuz discoveries were the

happy climax of a campaign to con-

vince other scientists that EUV wave-
lengths were not, as someone had put

it, "the unobservable ultraviolet."

The rationale for attempting to sur-

vey space in the EUV was threefold.

To begin with, it is a matter of record

that as each new range of wave-
lengths has been explored by astron-

omers, beginning with radio waves in

the 1930s, unsuspected celestial phe-

nomena have been discovered or, at

least, new aspects of known objects

in the sky have been revealed. It was
conceivable, therefore, that the most
interesting results of EUV astronomy

would be exactly those that could not

possibly be anticipated.

Secondly, stars with surface tem-

peratures of about 100,000 degrees

centigrade would emit light predomi-

nantly in the EUV. Although no nor-

mal-sized or large stars of so high a

temperature occur, it is known that

some small hot stars of those temper-

atures do exist at the centers of plane-

tary nebulae. These nebulae are ex-

panding shells of gas produced when
red giant stars shed the cool, outer

layers that surround their hot, central

cores. The central star of a planetary

nebula is the remaining hot core of a

red giant.

It is believed that central stars cool

down as the expanding nebulae
dissipate into space, and they eventu-

ally become the well-known white

dwarf stars, with temperatures of 50,-

000 degrees and less. However, as-

trophysicists disagree about the rate
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of the cooling process. If the central

stars cool down rapidly to 50,000 de-

grees or less, then few stars hotter

than 50,000 degrees will be found.

But if the cooling is long and slow,

then there may be many hot dwarf
stars intermediate in their properties

between the central stars of planetary

nebulae and the common white
dwarfs. These stars would be old

enough to have had their nebulae

dissipate and thus the only or most
feasible way they might be recog-

nized as hot dwarfs could be through

their strong EUV radiation. If it were
possible to count the numbers of such
EUV sources, we might be able to

estimate the rate of the cooling
process of central stars and thus settle

an important astrophysical argument.

The final reason for surveying

space in the EUV is a theory about

physical conditions in the interstellar

medium according to which this tenu-

ous gas in space is heated by EUV
radiation. Alternative theories

ascribe the heating variously to X
rays, cosmic-ray particles, or super-

nova explosions. EUV studies might
thus establish which theory is correct.

Were there really any prospects for

success in EUV astronomy? Many
astronomers shared the Arizonan's

misgivings. The fundamental objec-

tion was that space is supposedly
opaque to EUV light due to the strong

absorbing properties of hydrogen and
helium in the interstellar gas. Accord-
ing to one estimate, for example,
even using instruments of the highest

attainable sensitivity, the EUV light

of our own sun could not be detected

from as small a distance as only three

light-years. Yet the nearest star to the

solar system, Proxima Centauri, is

four light-years from the earth.

On the other hand, the Berkeley

scientists, led by C. Stuart Bowyer,
a space physicist whose outlook is

that objections are made to be over-

come, argued that the astronomers'

pessimism was based on theory rather

than fact. It was possible, the Berke-
ley group thought, that the interstellar

gas is distributed in a very patchy

manner, so that the EUV light of

some stars might pass between the

clumps of absorbing gas and thereby

reach the earth. Further, they cited

evidence that has led some astron-

omers to conclude that the solar sys-

tem is located in a region of space

where the interstellar hydrogen gas is

thinner than average. This would
allow us to "see" farther into space

in the EUV than had been calculated.

Of course, they pointed out, ce

kinds of stars must produce r

more intense EUV radiation tha| i

sun because the hotter the object
(

shorter the wavelength at whic
greatest light emission occurs,

jects like the central stars of plam
nebulae and the hot dwarfs intei

I

diate between these stars andi

white dwarfs might be visible at n}

greater distances in space tha;

sun, when searched for with l|

telescopes.

It was also suggested that som(
atively ordinary and well-kn

stars, with surface temperature

only 10,000 degrees, might ha\

yet undetected coronas, that is,

million-degree-hot, outer at

spheres like that of the sun (see
'

Turbulent Sun," Natural Hisw
November 1976). If these cor

were much more extensive than

of the sun, as some calculations

cated, they would also produce st

EUV light because of their great i

and high temperature.

The campaign to explore spac

the EUV began with rather primi

instruments carried on rockets

aloft to record information above

lower levels of the earth's atmospl

at various altitudes. One such roi

instrument was launched from
White Sands Missile Range in T

Mexico in October 1971 and agai

March 1973. The experimenter:)

charge of those missions reported

no EUV sources were detected 01

ther occasion. The Berkeley grc

following a different experime

philosophy, also built a rocket ins

ment and launched it from W
Sands in June 1972 and in Febn
1973. Their rocket flights too

negative results.

Then, with the assistance of

astronomers from the University (

lege, London, Bowyer and his Bei

ley colleagues flew a modified vers

of their instrument in February 19

This time the flight was made ft

Woomera, South Australia, sine

was intended to look for any E
sources that might exist in the soi

em sky. The results were again dis

pointing, but the evaluation was
verely hampered by the failure of

onboard, visible-light camera usee

photograph the constellations dur

the flight and determine the direct

of viewing. As a result, the data ar

ysis was unexpectedly complical

and time consuming, and it was
until after the Apollo-Soyuz miss

took place in 1975 that the Bei;



London collaborators realized

Imbeknownst to them, they had

p ly detected an EUV star in the

lit flight of the previous year. On
tame rocket flight, the payload

I jry parachute also had failed,

iiiL' in the destruction of the

instrument and thus dramati-

,
.nding what seemed at the time

I a series of consistently dis-

iging experiments.

h basic limitation of the EUV
It experiments was the short du-

ll
of a typical flight. A few min-

k after the instrument was
ihed above the absorbing region

i; earth's atmosphere, it inevi-

Ifell back toward the ground. To

I sensitive observations that were

i significant, a larger telescope

Inuch longer viewing periods

( needed. The opportunity for

l;onditions came during the July

I
24, 1975, Apollo-Soyiiz Test

ict. This was the celebrated inter-

iial space mission in which three

!A astronauts in an Apollo
craft docked in orbit, 135 miles

; the earth, with the Soyuz-19

I manned by two Soviet cosmo-

e more complex 14'/2-inch-di-

iT EUV telescope developed at

;ley for this mission was classi-

is a "unilateral" experiment,

ing that it required the services

; NASA crew only and, in fact,

; not operated until the joint-mis-

activities had concluded and

z had separated from Apollo. In

esign of this telescope, the ex-

lienters had reverted to the con-

pn which the earliest EUV rocket

liments were based, namely, a

ilar field of view directed at pre-

ited targets. The telescope was
Id by literally maneuvering the

|e Apollo command and service

jile to point the instrument at

I
of thirty carefully chosen white

Ifs, planetary nebulae, and other

listing celestial objects. In addi-

the instrument was exposed to

iky at certain other times, when
icrew was maneuvering the

iicraft to meet the needs of other

'iments aboard Apollo. In all, a

of about twenty hours of useful

sure time was obtained, which
mts to about 200 times the total

ving time of an average earlier

;t flight,

us far, analysis of the data tapes

the ApoUo-Soyuz experiment

;vealed the presence of EUV ra-

)n from at least four stars. One

star was so bright in the EUV that it

was recognized as a source even dur-

ing the mission, when raw data trans-

mitted from Apollo were displayed

on a chart recorder at the Johnson

Space Center in Houston. Bowyer
was so surprised, he said, that "it al-

most blew us off the console panel."

In a press release, the University of

California claimed that the discovery

of intense EUV light from this star,

HZ 43, proved that EUV research,

which "few thought possible has

more potential than even the most op-

timistic group had anticipated." The
editor of the trade magazine Aviation

Week acclaimed the discovery, not-

ing that "this area previously was

thought to be forever screened from

man's observation.
'

' In truth, the dis-

covery was nearly missed. As the

time allotted to the EUV astronomy

measurements was running down, a

key associate of Bowyer, Bruce Mar-

gon, discovered that one of the thirty

preselected targets apparently had not

been observed as planned. After a

certain amount of argument and re-

checking, the investigators prevailed

and the order was given to point the

telescope toward the overlooked tar-

get. The target was HZ 43 , which was
to become the great scientific success

of the mission.

HZ 43 is located in the northern

constellation of Coma Berenices. As
far back as 1971 , Japanese physicists

had detected an X-ray source in the

region, as had Margon in 1974. Then
in 1975, physicists at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, using

the SAS-3 X-ray satellite, localized

the X-ray source to the region of HZ
43 . From the Apollo-Soyuz observa-

tions, it became clear that this star

was indeed the source of both the

EUV radiation and the X rays, al-

though the majority of its energy is

emitted in the EUV. It also seemed
that the star must have a temperature

of about 1 10,000 degrees to account

for the radiation. HZ 43 is a white

dwarf star that had been studied at the

Hale Observatories in California in

1 972 . Analysis of its dim visible-light

spectrum, as recorded with the 200-

inch telescope on Mount Palomar,

had led a young Hale astronomer to

conclude that the surface temperature

was 50,000 degrees. Further, this es-

timate was said to be accurate to

within 10 percent and was thus in

clear conflict with the EUV measure-

ment. The disagreement was impor-

tant since there were no known white

dwarfs hotter than 50,000 degrees.
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A world authority on white dw
at the California Institute of Tech
ogy publicly expressed some rese

tions about the EUV measurem-

shortly after Apollo returned to ea

When I met him over lunch abo

year later , he still held a strong pn

ence for the lower temperature

mate. The Berkeley scientists, h|

ever, insisted that since the bul;

HZ 43 's energy, perhaps as muc
97 percent, is produced in the E
that wavelength range is the most

able one for gauging the star's ph'

cal condition. They gained sup

from theorists at the NASA-A
Research Center at Moffett Fii

California, and at the Universit}|

Rochester, who analyzed the E!

and visible-light data in combinai it

and concluded that 125,000 degi

was a better estimate. On the o
'

hand, computations done at the }\

Altitude Observatory in Boul
Colorado, and at the Universit

Delaware suggested that the tempi

ture of HZ 43 is actually in the ra|

of 55 ,000 to 70,000 degrees , depi

ing on the amount of helium in|

star.
j

The Berkeley physicists seemeiti

have adopted a compromise valut

about 80,000 degrees in Auj

1976, when they summarized tl

findings on HZ 43 at an internalic

symposium in Grenoble, Frar

They concluded that HZ 43 is both -

hottest and the most luminous wl

dwarf yet found. It radiates twict

much energy as our sun, althoug

is slightly smaller than the earth.

^

such a high temperature, HZ 4?

nearly as hot as some of the cen

stars of planetary nebulae from wh
white dwarfs are supposedly

scended. But its spectrum shows

trace of helium, whereas the nebi

stars always have helium. This r

represent a fundamental cont

diction of the theory of stellar eve

tion. It is also possible that there n

be a less drastic and more satisfyi

explanation.
"

The Berkeley physicists point i

that as the central star of a planetl

nebula shrinks to become a wljr

dwarf, its gravity will intensify,

some point, the gravity will be strc

enough to cause atoms of helium i|

the heavier gases to diffuse do\j

ward below the visible surface of

star, leaving an atmosphere of nea

pure hydrogen, the lightest gas.

43 , as a star intermediate between

planetary nebulae stars and the oi

nary white dwarfs, may have only
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cently undergone this diffusion

process. If so, it is truly a unique ob-

ject for astrophysica! study.

Another hot white dwarf, called

Feige 24, was also detected with the

EUV telescope on Apollo-Soyuz. as

were the stars SS Cygni and Proxima

Centauri. Investigations of the latter

two stars are still under way, but they

too should be of considerable inter-

est. SS Cygni is a dwarf nova, that

is, a binary star in which eruptions

occur at intervals. Since it was a se-

lected target of the Apollo-Soyuz ex-

periment, ground-based astronomers

were alerted to keep it under watch.

While the mission was in progress,

the Berkeley group received a tele-

phone call from the director of the

American Association of Variable

Star Observers in Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, who called to say that by a

great stroke of luck, SS Cygni was

undergoing an eruption at the very

moment.
Proxima Centauri, as mentioned

above, is the nearest star to earth

beyond our sun. It is a cool red dwarf

and on that account would not be ex-

pected to produce any EUV light

worth mentioning. However, it is

also a flare star, the occasional site of

events like the flares that erupt on our

sun, but ones that are much more

powerful. Solar flares produce strong

EUV radiation for brief intervals.

Since the Berkeley telescope detected

EUV radiation from Proxima Cen-

tauri, one wonders whether, by a sec-

ond stroke of incredible good luck,

this star actually flared at just the time

that the Apollo astronauts maneu-

vered their spacecraft to point the

telescope at the star? Since Proxima

is located in the deep southern sky,

an astronomer at Mount John, in New
Zealand, was hired to monitor the vis-

ible light of the star during the space

mission. But at the time of the EUV
observations, it snowed on Mount
John and viewing was impossible.

The Apollo-Soyuz observations

also confirmed that the solar system

is located in a region of lower than

average interstellar gas density. This

finding explains why the optimists

prevailed in EUV astronomy, for had

we been located somewhere else in

the galaxy, in a denser, more opaque

medium, the EUV wavelengths

would truly have been the "unob-

servable ultraviolet."

Stephen P. Maran is an astronomer

at NASA's Goddard Space Flight

Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon Until mid-February, the sun moves eastward through

the stars of Capricornus. About the 16th, it moves into Aquarius and
about March 12 into Pisces. In this part of the ecliptic—the sun's appar-

ent path through the stars—it shifts rapidly northward toward the equa-

tor. The lengthening of the day that results is quite apparent, with day-

light becoming almost 12 hours long by mid-March.
After the full moon of February 4, the moon is in the morning sky

until nearly the last week of the month. Last-quarter is on the 10th, new
moon on the 17th, the early evening crescent should show up by the

20th or 21st, and first-quarter is on the 25th. In March, we will start

out with a waxing evening moon, with full moon on the 5th and last-

quarter on the 12th.

Stars and Planets Three planets stand out prominently among the

bright evening winter stars this month: Venus—low in the west from
shortly after sundown until it sets about three hours later; Jupiter—well

above and to the left of Venus and second only to it in brightness among
the evening stars; and Saturn—still farther left, rising in the east almost

opposite the place where Venus is setting. Jupiter and Saturn remain ^^^^^^^^|HIK''.-^W
in the sky well into the night (Saturn nearly until sunrise), and they will ^^^^^^^H^HByH'^Vvi'l
be useful guides to nearby stars this month. Jupiter can help locate the

two prominent star clusters in Taurus (the Pleiades, above Jupiter, and
the Hyades, to its left). Saturn is in Cancer, with no bright stars near

it, but it can guide you to Pollux and Castor (Gemini) and Procyon (Canis ^ -^

'

Minor) to the west (right) and to Regulus (Leo) to its east (left). The
other two naked-eye planets. Mercury and Mars, are morning stars this

month, but poorly placed for viewing.

February 3^: The bright star within the glow of the full moon tonight

is Saturn.

February 11: The moon is nearest the earth (at perigee).

February 16: Mercury and Mars are in conjunction with the moon,
but they rise too late in the dawn to be seen.

February 2 1 : Venus and the evening crescent moon make a pretty

pair in the sunset sky tonight.

February 24: The moon has moved to the vicinity of Jupiter tonight,

passing closely beneath the planet at about 5:00 p.m., EST, then moving
off slowly to the east (left). It is at apogee (farthest from earth) today.

February 28: Venus reaches greatest brilliancy in the evening sky.

Although it will come closer as it swings between the earth and the sun,

it is now in a waning crescent phase, which dims its brightness in our

sky. The crescent shape is easily resolved in binoculars. This is a good
time to find Venus in the daytime if you know its position relative to

the sun.

March 2-3: The bright object near the moon is Saturn.

March 8: The moon is nearest the earth.

March 14: Venus begins its retrograde (westerly) movement, taking

it rapidly closer to the sun as it swings in between the earth and the

sun.

March 15: Mercury is in line with the sun and beyond it (superior

conjunction) and enters the evening sky.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then
match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11: 10 p.m. on February 1; 10:15 p.m. on February 15; 9:25
P.M. on Feburary 28; and 8:25 p.m. on March 15; but it can be used for an
hour before and after those times.
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ESKIMO ARTS QUARTERLY Free information or

send $1 00 for sample Arts and Culture of Nortfi,

162 East SOtti St , NYC 10021

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-

ttiors in a complete, reliable publistiing program:
publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books
All subjects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscnpt report Carlton Press. Dept NHB,
84 Fiftti Avenue, New York 1001

1

Books

BIRDS OF NEPAL. Fleming Field Guide. 150 color

plates. 741 species $14 postpaid. Mrs. Sally

Beieler. 1028 Crestwood. Wenatcfiee. WA 98801

PYRAMIDOLOGY; Extensive book and product
catalogue, 25(S please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Web-
ster Groves. MO 63119

Camps
BIRD BANDING. STAR GAZING. CANOE TRIP-
PING Natural science in Canada for boys and girls

Camp Blue Heron. 1414 Bryn Maw/r. Dayton. OH
45406

Education

GRADUATE PROGRAM IN ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES combines course work and internship,

some stipend, leading to Master's in Science
Teaching. Program emphases are field ecology,
environmental education, environmental advo-
cacy Individualized approach; teacher certifi-

cation available Box Y, 1 Elm Street. Keene. NH
03431

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!!! 50.000 Jobs! Informa-

tion Booklet. $2.00. AUSTCO. Box 3623-NH. Long
Beach. CA 90803

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations, Computerized Reports, $2.00.

TRANSWORLD. International Airport. Box 90802-
NH, Los Angeles. CA 90009

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: Current school,

college openings list in US $5 95. Abroad $5.95.

Leading placement sources. US, $3.95. Foreign
$4.95. EISF. Box 662. Newton. MA 02162

US. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies, $6,96. Glob-
alemploy (LNDA), 704 Mira Vista. Huntsville. AL
35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,

math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa. Asia. Latin America Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level US. citizens, singles or

couples only. Expenses paid: travel, medical, va-

cation and living. An Equal Opportunity Program
Information: Cynthia Poindexter. ACTION, Box
T-34. Washington, DC 20525

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag. Box 1 10660/NH. D-1000 Berlin 1 1

.

Germany

Gifts

BOOMERANGS! FASCINATING GIFT $5 00—
World's best' Free catalog—25 designs Boom-
erangman. 3108 Park. Monroe. LA 71201

PERFECT NEW GIFTS FOR NATURE LOVERS! Ex-

quisite fossil prints from 19th-century classics by
Cope. Leidy. and Hall. Stunning graphic art and
authentic natural history combined. Ready to

frame. 8"x10", Set of 6. $10. The New Leaf. Box
AA. Rolla. MO 65401

Gourmet Interests

TEA DEVOTEES: Savor world's rarest select teas.

Brochure $1 00 (applied to first order), Grace Tea
Importers. Dept. NH27. 799 Broadway, NYC 10003

Literary Services

GHOSTWRITING Professional Confidential. We
can write and publish your book! Writers Unlimited.

Box *4391. Wash.. DC 20012(202) 723-1715

Magazines

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS. 1888-1976 Any
issue, maps, send wants, Buxbaum Geographies.
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Musical Instruments

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos. From $2,95. Finished dulcimers

from $23 95. Free Catalog. 8665 West 13th Ave-
nue-NH, Denver. CO 80215

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our
secluded and uncommercial. Outstanding b
Excellent nature study opportunities Trails

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfc
mild Chiricahua Mountain climate year rounc

tages. apartments, pool. Free brochure b

Cave Creek Ranch. Portal. AZ 85632 (602

2334

ESCAPE TO THE WILDS OF WYOMING Va
year round high in Bighorn National Forest

of horses, fishing, big game, and cross-counti

ing. Spear-0-Wigwam Ranch, Box 1081. She!

WY 82801 (307) 674-4496

Optics

GIANT DISCOUNTS"! Name brand binoculars,

scopes. Free catalog! Plus information selecting

model best for you! Write: Marigold. Drawer M-57.

South San Francisco. CA 94080

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars — telescopes —
Brand Names — Free List — Thomas Manetta. 61

Hoffman Ave .
Elmont, NY 1 1003

IDAHO WILDERNESS Small family ranch oi|

nic Selway River. No roads. Access fifteen mi

horseback. Guests welcome for two-week'

June through September. Two weeks—$£

complete Selway Lodge. Box 1100-H, Har

MT 59840

MEXICO: Mountain resort and hot spnngs
swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13 85i

RioCaliente. Apdo 1-1187. Guadalajara. Me!

Rare Maps
FINE 16th-19th CENTURY ORIGINAL MAPS Our
handsome 72-page Catalog 7. $2.00. The Windsor
Collection. Ill Canterbury Drive, Wilmington. DE
19803

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers,
prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch,
City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

Real Estate

OLD-FASHIONED BACKWOODS FARM onj

Breton offers excellent meals, birding. n

study, pioneer skills and log cabins to a few gi

Reservations and information: J. Gardner, Or
dale. Nova Scotia, Canada

PURCHASE AGREEMENT ADDENDUM Covers
sixty circumstances, could save you thousands.

$20.00 cash or money order. Thomas Properties.

1325 44th Ave. N.E
.
Minneapolis. MN 55421

ST. JOHN. VIRGIN ISLANDS, Rent our twc
room, beachfront house. Attractively furn

spectacular view. From $340/wk. in season,

out. Write: Seascape, Box 331 , Medina. OH

Resorts Stamps

CIRCLE Z RANCH—Horseback riding, fantastic

birding. tennis, heated pool, historic unspoiled

area. November through May. Limit 40 guests. Bro-

chure: Box 194, Patagonia, AZ 85624

DESERT BIRDS, MAMMALS, REPTILES, IN-

SECTS. CACTI. WILD FLOWERS . many resorts

have these. The Wickenburg Inn has professional

naturalists to help you see and understand more;

special wildlife package weeks for beginners and
advanced nature watchers, plus the finest in riding,

tennis, arts & crafts, accommodations, and food.

Our special Desert Wildlife Holidays. 7 days. 6

nights. $290 per person, double, and includes

three meals daily and all ranch activities See your
travel agent or write: The Wickenburg Inn. P 0. Box
P. Wickenburg. AZ 85358 (602) 684-781

1

ANIMALS OR BIRDS ON STAMPS. 25 differen

plus list of Topical Collections. GEORGE F

Box 5203-N. Gulfport, FL 33737

Tours/Trips

ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS. Fly-in canoe expediti(

North America's last great wilderness—the ti

and forests of Canada's Northwest Territories

tograph caribou, wolves, musk ox, birdlife. Si

fishing. Parties (four persons maximum) guid*

Alex Hall, wildlife biologist. All ages, both !

welcome Previous canoeing experience re

sential Routes selected for compatibility

clients' interests and capabilities Two-way
Twelve days from $800,00 per person. For

chure write: Canoe Arctic. Inc. . 9 John Beck
cent. Brampton, Ontario, Canada L6W 2T2



ARTS MINI-TOUR TO PARIS, One week,

roh, featuring opening Grand Palais exhibi-

ods and Demons of the Hinnalyas: The Arts

aist Buddhism " Expert guided tours Gui-

ternuschi Museums, Beaubourg, Limited

)ation under distinguished organizStion

irship. For further information, write: Patricia

Asia Society, 1 12 E. 64th Street, New York,

121

'OUR FRANCE: Two weeks of comfortable
i| through loveliest part of France. Write Bike

ance, Box 1392, Charlotte, NO 28232

E HOLLAND'S CANALS—Charter Dutch-

fed barge. Sleeps six, Callas, 631 N, San
San Raphael, CA 94903

IRE AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
,1, Easter Island, Galapagos, India-Nepal,

'lia, Patagonia, Europe and Antarctica, Ex-

;tures on culture, wildlife, archeology Small

id groups, SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS, P,0.

64 University Station, Seattle, WA 98105

i^TIONAL EXPEDITIONS TO UNIQUE EN-

MENTS, including Afghanistan and Iran,

;, South America, Nepal, East Africa, Scot-

ith expert naturalists/anthropologists Small

,. in-depth cultural/educational experience

"Jature Expeditions International, Dept, NC,

73, Los Altos, CA 94022

DNMENTAL EXPLORATIONS, Adventure
lutheaslern wild rivers, swamps, islands,

nountains Camp and learn with our natural-

ilderness Southeast, Rt, 3, Box 619-N, Sa-

1, GA 31406 (912) 355-8008

ANA MOUNTAIN TRIPS: Backpacking and
aineering. Specializing in family adventures,

ichure write, MMT,3401 14th Ave So, Great

/IT 59405

;ONCEPT IN TRAVEL GUIDES offers intrigu-

las for travel throughout Europe, Send two
for sample portfolio of six guides to: Great

Box 5199-NH, Grand Central Station, New
JY 10017

THE WORLD BY FREIGHTERI Deluxe ac-

Ddations Cheaper than staying home!
ips, 163-09NHC Depot, Flushing. NY 11358

i WILDERNESS PACK TRIPS—Fishing,

5, Scenic, Big Game, Photography, Ski-tour-

i/acation year round DIAMOND D
H-OUTFITTERS, Jackson Hole, Box 11,

WY 83013

flGETTABLE, PERSONALLY CONDUCTED
ness vacations Very small groups John
ers, YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED, Box
Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada Y1A 3S9

.IFE VACATIONS IN SCOTLAND. April-No-

ir. Viewing, photography. Write international

1; Caledonian Wildlife Services, Kingsmills

ns, Inverness IV2 3LU SCOTLAND,

•S AND STYLE INFORMATION

Announcements

per word: 16 word ($24) minimum. Display

led is $1 50 per inch, fiates are not structured

sncy and frequency discounts or billing. All

isements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

's discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
'money order payable to NATURAL HIS-

for each insertion, including your personal

53 and telephone. Mention issue preferred,

sted heading, and text. Deadlines—8th of

two months prior to cover date. Thus, a

ry issue closes November 8. A learsheet or

3f the page with your ad will be sent upon
ation.

umbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-

(Ords count as two words; abbreviations and
des as one word each. All states are shown
-letter codes followed by zip, then telephone

area code), if any. An address such as "18

Jl St. " counts as three words. Occasionally,

J 3diting for clarity is required.We trust you trust

. ank you!

On February 13 Margaret Mead, cu-

rator emeritus of ethnology at The
American Museum, will lecture on

Keeping in Step with the Future.

Unlike previous generations, ours is

privileged in knowing a great deal

about the future into which we are

moving. Mead will discuss the kind

of communication necessary to facili-

tate both our own participation and

that of our children and grandchildren

in this transition. She will also talk

about the generation gap, focusing on

the communication bridges necessary

for three generations to experience

the tremendous changes taking place

in the contemporary world. The lec-

ture will be held in the Museum's
main auditorium at 3:00 p. M. Admis-

sion will be $5 .50 for the general pub-

lic and $4.50 for Museum Partici-

pating Members (limit of two). Tick-

ets available by mail or at the Mu-
seum Members Lounge. For further

information, call (212) 581-1810.

The first lecture in the Museum's
Evening Lecture Series for Adults

will begin on February 8. Nine dif-

ferent series will include such sub-

jects as underwater archeology,

weaving, medical entomology, the

world of mammals, and a tour of the

Hall of Minerals and Gems. Two of

the series will be on anthropological

subjects. In one, Malcolm Arth,

chairman of the Department of Edu-

cation, discusses his field work expe-

riences in both a west African village

and in a native American village. In

the other, Paul J. Sanfacon, Museum
lecturer in anthropology, will synthe-

size present-day thinking of anthro-

pologists concerning both tribal and

modern societies. Another series en-

titled "The Grand Delusion" will

discuss rumors and myths, ranging

from Atlantis to alchemy, that still

haunt twentieth-century science

.

Each series includes between two and

ten lectures, one each week. Prices

range from $10 to $60. For further

information regarding enrollment,

cost, and time call (212) 873-7507.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

Catches more

!

Easy to use I

jratdltiKratH, rabbltH.
Hparrows. etc. Tftkes mink,

without Irijviry. SlrayltiK petH. poultry releaned
unhurt, ^'ully aSHPiiihled. Eawy to use—open ends Klve
animal conlldencc. No ]awH or HprlriKH to t)reak. Galva-
nized. Sizes for all ncfd.s, Stnd 2.'ic for your booklet on
trapplnK necretn.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562

Here's my 25c, Please -send price list, trapplnu «illdc.

Name

Spectacular Collection of Genuine Fl RST
MEN ON THE MOON Postage Stamps
Strikingly dramatic stamps from Domin
ica, Grenada, Qatar, Togo, etc.... PLUS
collection of fantastic Outer Space stamp
— awesome moon rockets, weird intei

planetary vehicles, man floating In orbit-

from Russia, Rwanda, South Africa and
other faraway countries. Both of these
valuable collections — catalog price ove
$2.00 - for only 1 0(f! Also, fine stamps
from our approval service, returnable
without purchase and cancel service any
time — plus big free illustrated Catalog

SEND 10? TODAY.
Jamestown, (i/l27NIVl, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

MURPHY^S LAWS!
Incomparable "scientific" wit. Colorfully

lithographed on 8" x 1 0" heavy Parchtext

for framing. A great business or personal

gift! Only $3 (4/$10). Four Corners

Press, Dept, NHE, Hanover, Ivlass.

02339.

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually »ny book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Rctlon, nonflction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find It! (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 67.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087

m> THE ORIGINAL BRITISH^ REGIMENTAL SWEATER

England's latest fashion
craze. • Double rib knit •

100% virgin wool • Extra
long for extra warmth •

Durable, matching fab-

ric patches • Machine
washable • Money
back if not delighted •

Olive green, Navy blue

Sizes 32 to 46,children 7 to 12

FREE postage and handling.

Men's & women's $31.50
children's $21.50.

ORDER NOW Send check or money order

THE SCOTTISH PEDLAR LTD.,P.O. BOX 314

DEPT NH-2 SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. 07079
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Books in Review by Alvin M. Josephy,

A Sojourn Among the Indians

People of the First Man, edited by
Davis Thomas and Karin Ronnefeldt.

E.P. Diitton & Co. , $29.95; 256pp.

,

illus.

In the spate of outsize , sumptuous
coffee table books with dramatically

designed jackets and catchy titles that

come tumbling out from publishers,

it is sometimes easy to overlook one
that is really a significant event. Espe-
cially is this true when in these days
of many handsome picture books on
American Indians the volume appears

to be simply another one with a dif-

ferent title.

Ah, but this one is different, and
don't miss it, for it is the long-awaited

first publication of a large and repre-

sentative sampling of the original wa-
tercolors and sketches of the almost-

legendary Swiss artist Karl Bodmer,
whose pictorial interpretations of In-

dians have never been surpassed.

With enormous skill and attention to

detail Bodmer painted individuals

and scenes of life among a score of

tribes on the upper Missouri River in

1833-34. His work, known chiefly

for more than a hundred years only
through 8 1 hand-colored aquatint en-

gravings of his more than 400 paint-

ings and drawings, has been recog-

nized by ethnologists, historians, and
others as the ablest and most accurate

artistic representation of the Ameri-
can Indian—and has, during all those

years, whetted their appetite to see

the originals.

Bodmer, 24 years old at the time,

went up the Missouri in the employ
of a most remarkable European ex-

plorer-naturalist. Prince Alexander
Philipp Maximilian of the Prussian

principality of Wied-Neuwied near

94

Coblenz on the Rhine. A veteran of

the Napoleonic Wars, the 50-year-old

Maximilian had earlier published a

well-received book on his explora-

tions and observations of the Indians

of coastal Brazil and now wished to

do another one on some of the tribes

of North America. Accompanied by
his personal retainer and hunter, a

man with the unlikely name of David
Dreidoppel, and by the youthful

Bodmer, whose talented paintings

had been brought to the prince's at-

tention by a prominent Swiss zoolo-

gist, Maximilian arrived in Boston in

July 1832. The following spring

(Maximilian spent the winter in In-

diana, while Bodmer went down the

Mississippi to New Orleans, painting

wherever he went), the three Europe-
ans started up the Missouri River as

passengers on a steamboat that car-

ried supplies to the distant trading

posts of the American Fur Company.
Maximilian was meticulous, com-

mitted, and with great talent of his

own: an intelligent, trained observer

and perceptive reporter of all that he
saw and learned. The group eventu-

ally went all the way to Fort McKen-
zie, a crude fur post near present-day

Great Falls, Montana, some 1,500

miles up the river, meeting tribe after

tribe, which although already
touched and changed by contact and
trade with British, French, and Amer-
ican fur traders, were still free and at

the height of the greatest days of the

short-lived Plains Indian culture. As
raw material for his book, Maximil-
ian kept a detailed field journal,

which reached a total of almost 500,-

000 words, and made sketches and
drawings of his own. But his eye was
also on Bodmer, whose pictures he

planned would illustrate his be

and he selected the subjects, prodc

the artist to paint individuals, 1;

scapes, and scenes about whicl
intended to write.

The trip ended in April 1834,

travelers returned to Europe,
from his journals Maximilian wro
narrative of almost 300,000 woi

which was published in Coblen:

1 839-41 and reprinted in both Fre

and English. Filled with fascina

detail on natural history, geograp

and the fur trade, as well as on
life and customs of the Indiansa

book was the fullest and most vm
tant account of that part of Nl

America—still far beyond the

settlements of civilization—since

publication of Lewis and Clai

Journals some thirty years befc

But it was the stunningly color

vivid copperplate engravings, m
from some of Bodmer 's watered
accompanying the book, that m
Maximilian's text vibrant and rea

his readers—and in the end eclip

the text, good as it was.

As to the original documentary i

terials—both Maximilian's jouri

and Bodmer's watercolors—they

mained in the possession of the pri

and his family. The journals w
never published, and only from ti

to time would one or more
Bodmer's sketches or watercolors

reproduced, and then usually in a i

alog or specialized publication,

the 1950s, interest in Bodmer's or

nal works heightened; then, folk

ing a traveling exhibition of 118

them in the United States under

auspices of the Smithsonian Insti

tion, the Northern Natural Gas Cc
pany of Omaha, in an act of gi

I,



^'

hsi-Nika, a

nute Mandan
1, posed for

\er with his face

zd black in honor of

irt in the killing of

siniboin.



Fort Clark and the Mandan village of Mih-Tutta-Hang-Kush as seen
from the eastern bank of the Missouri River.





v|'

Maximilian attributed this Snake Indian woman's dark

complexion to a liver disorder.
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public service, purchased everyi

;

possible pertaining to the Maxii

ian-Bodmer expedition and bool|i

placed the full collection ofj

prince's journals, notes, accji

books, traveling equipment,

other property, and all of Bodn
original watercolors and drawinj

loan to the Joslyn Art MuseuiJ

Omaha for study and exhibition

There then began a dedicated e

on the part of many people, mos
tably Mildred Goosman, the

seum's curator of western co

tions, to get the material publis

The difficult German handwritii

the prince's original field jou

was laboriously translated into
'

lish, but because of the huge co

reproducing Bodmer's several

dred watercolors and printing a t

OOO-word text that would aj

(though importantly) mainly to

thropologists, historians, and (

specialists, no publisher was ab

take on the task.

The present volume (for

thanks must go to the persisteno

obvious enthusiasm of the two edj

and Goosman, who provides a p
and knowledgeable introductioi

something of a compromise,

great glories of many of Bodnl

originals, a small number of w%
did get into print in a special portii 1

in American Heritage magazin,

April 1963, are there, bringing o|»;

far greater realism and detail thai|

old hand-colored engravings,

landscapes and scenes of the

Missouri, the tableaux of camps

forts, and the dress, equipment,

features of the warriors, ch|

women, and children of Assinil

Blackfoot, Sioux, Mandan, and

Plains tribes. There is enough

cisely recorded ethnological and'!

torical material in these original

keep students (and all the rest oi

busy and happy for a long time

.

But there is a shortfall. Only 7

Bodmer's paintings are reproduce

color. Another 48 are printed in b

and white, along with 27 origj^

black-and-white sketches or engl

ings. This is out of a total of ni

than 400 of Bodmer's works

were available. Chalk it up to the

nomics forced on the publisher.

At the same time, specialists
1

be disappointed because the boc

limited to the trip up the Missc
]\

omitting text and pictures relatin

the many months the travelers s;

in other parts of the United SI
1

and, more importantly, because



O'er sketched this herd of buffalo in the Mauvaises Terres.

riive text used by the editors is

!i osed mainly of excerpts from

trince's publisfied book (in-

rsed here and there with their

/I expository material) and con-

n only tantalizing bits from the

lolished but more graphic and

diate field journals. These bits,

A IS they are, provide some pre-

jt ly unknown information on the

r ade and other matters and sug-

sthat there is considerable new
it ial for historians and anthro-

'|t;ists embedded in the still-un-

ibshed journals. Again, however,

leiust accept the editors' need for

i* and clarity within the limits im-

I on them by this volume. They
>elves, indeed, note that their

oannot be used for purposes of

nis scholarship.

tt count our blessings, as Goos-
Jiias done. Unable to include ev-

/ing, she and the editors have

c eded in producing a radiant,

piarly oriented book that will

ir Maximilian and Bodmer to a

c general audience, an important

tep. Now, perhaps, the National

winent for the Humanities, a

te foundation, or some other

actor will see the wisdom of

ig to underwrite the ultimate

and make the publication of the

Maximilian-Bodmer collection

1 M. Josephy. Jr., is editor in

(< of American Heritage's maga-

zine division and the author of nu-

merous articles and books on Ameri-

can Indians.

This publishing season has been

graced with a number of fine books

on the American Indian:

Wind on the Buffalo Grass, col-

lected and edited by Leslie Tillett.

Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
$35.00: 158 pp., illus.

Subtitled The Indians' Own Ac-

count of the Battle at the Little Big

Horn River and The Death of Their

Life on the Plains, it is just that—the

incidents made more vivid by the use

of Indian drawings and paintings.

The numerous firsthand accounts of

the actual battle and its terrible after-

math will perhaps lay to rest the flam-

boyant "popular" versions of the

tragedy and give the Indians an active

voice in their own history.

Song from the Earth, by Jamake
Highwater. New York Graphic Soci-

ety, $19.95; 212 pp., illus.

This is the first work for the general

reader on American Indian painting.

Highwater does an admirable job of

presenting the Indian viewpoint and

provides a framework on which to

build an understanding of Indian

painting and art objects. From pre-

Columbian art through the vibrant

work of twentieth-century artists,

Highwater traces what is both univer-

sal and uniquely "Indian" in Ameri-

can Indian painting. A very helpful

directory of collections of Indian

paintings, a chronology, and a bibli-

ography are provided at the end of the

book.

The Names, by N. Scott Momaday.
Harper & Row, $10.00; 170 pp.,

illus.

Momaday, the Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning novelist, has written an autobio-

graphical account of his Kiowa up-

bringing on Indian reservations in the

Southwest. Using tales he was told as

a child, his memory, and his imagina-

tion, Momaday re-creates the forces

that shaped his heritage. Scattered

throughout the book are wonderful

old family album photographs.

Edward Sheriff Curtis: Visions

of a Vanishing Race, text by
Florence Curtis Graybill and Victor

Boesen. Thomas Y. Crowell Com-
pany, $35.00; 303 pp., illus.

Edward Curtis was a turn-of-the-

century society photographer who
was devoted to producing an illus-

trated history of the native tribes of

North America. This book, one of

several dealing with Curtis that have

appeared in recent years, adds new
information culled from his writings

and correspondence and the recol-

lections of his daughter Florence

Graybill. More than 175 of his pho-

tographs are reproduced. The portfo-

lio section of the book, made up

mainly of portraits, is a dazzling dis-

play of this gifted man's work.

Carol Breslin
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Portraits

from
North American

Indian Life

Reproductions of 88 memorable photogravure prints of Edward
S. Curtis portraits bound togetfier into a book, incorporating many of

the best specimens of his "loving and poetic monument" to the North
American Indian. Fascinating cap-
tions describe each Indian life. study,
composed from Curtis' own personal
impressions, his notes and field

records. Insightful introductions by
A.D. Coleman and T.C. McLuhan. 12"

X 9", soft cover. $8.50, covers
shipping and handling

Selected portfolio of 5 impressive
historic prints, among them a well-

known portrait of the famous
warrior Chief Joseph. Each print is

reproduced directly from tlie orig-

inal Curtis photogravures—W x 14", on high quality stock and JfSSkHi,
ready to frame. $17.00, covers shipping and handling. FKS^^— liiiiiSi

Natural History Selections, Dept. M175 ^iiSaCgy
IBox5123,Des Moines, Iowa 50340 .,,jup^

Please send me:. Books at $8,50 eacti

Portfolios at $17,00 each

|[Z1 l^y check/money order, payable to Natural History, is enclosed

n I prefer to ctiarge to American Express

[n: nzD Qi] n:^
Valid ttiru

Signature

Oily state Zip

MUSEUM MEMBERS, please lake 10% discount.

^Check lor FREE brochure. Make your own selections ol any

5 prints Irom the 24 poetic Curtis prints available, lor same price

as our featured portlolio. No obligation. Send today.

Additional

Reading

Indian Rock Art (p. 42)

In The Archaeology ofNorth AmW
(New York: Viking Press, 1976), '

fusely illustrated with black-and-v

and color photographs, Dean R. S

provides archeological evidence foi

pervasive influence of shamanism ac

prehistoric North America. Mi
Eliade's Shamanism: Archaic 7

niques of Ecstasy (repr. Prince

Princeton University Press, 1964. $4

is a discussion of the cross-cultural n;

of this phenomenon. A special doi

size issue of artscanada (Decerl

1973/January 1974), entitled Su

Bones and Sl<in, is devoted to si:

essays on shamanic art; see, in partial

Peter Furst's "The Roots and Conti

ties of Shamanism' ' (pp. 36-60) and

Vastokas's "Shamanic Tree of L

(pp. 125^9). In their well-illustrr

book. Sacred Art of the Algonliian.'

Study of the Peterborough Petrogii

(Peterborough: Mansard Press, 19

anthropologists Joan and Romas
tokas interpret the shamanistic char;

of a group of Canadian rock carvings

;

ilar to those found in Maine. Camp"
Grant, a historian of aboriginal art, in '

tories known North American p<

glyphic and pictographic sites in /

Art of the American Indian (repr. 1

York: Apollo Editions, 1972, $2.95

"California's Legacy of Indian F

Art" (Natural History, June-July 1'

pp. 31-41), Grant compares the sig'

cance of these prehistoric native An:

can carvings and drawings with the v *

known cave paintings of France

Spain; see, for example, "Ice Age -

mals of the Lascaux Cave," by Deto

Perkins, Jr. (Natural History, J%

1976, pp. 62-69). l

Shotgun Houses (p. 50)

Anthropologist Melville J. Herskc

founder of the first American univei

program in African studies, has wri

a number of books detailing how
World ways survive in the accultura

simation. A central theme of his 1

treatise. The Myth of the Negro i

(repr. Boston: Beacon Press, 15

$2.95), is the positive aspect of muc
America's African heritage; Life i

Haitian Valley (Garden City: Dou|

day, 1971, $2.50) treats similar facet]

village life among the descendant^

slaves on one Caribbean island. JU



aj Chase, curator of The Old Slave

^luseum in Charleston, South Caro-

!aces the acculturative experience

o-American Art and Craft (New
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971,

i). Concentrating on artifacts of

i' Georgia and South Carolina, Rob-

F is Thompson's study of the "Afri-

nucnce on the Art of the United

(pp. 128-77), in Black Studies in

livcrsity. edited by Armstead L.

on ct al. (New Haven; Yale Uni-

Prcss, 1969, $2.45), surveys the

il of Afro-American esthetics in

. wood carving, graveyard sculp-

nd other folk art. John Michael

s "Phillip Simmons: Afro-Ameri-

acksmith," in Black People and
I Culture: Selected Writings from
rican Diaspora, edited by Linn

1(0 (Washington: Smithsonian Insti-

oPress, 1976, pp. 35-58), describes

f -ican traditions seen in the craft of

It Charleston blacksmith. Vlach's

hJhotgun House: An African Archi-

;i 1 Legacy" {Pioneer America,
f vol. 8, pp. 47-70) provides addi-

u details of his research. New Or-

•I Architecture, vol. 4, The Creole

it urgs. edited by architectural histo-

1 im Wilson et al. (Gretna: Pelican

jJhing, 1974), a series of essays on

le of blacks in that city's archi-

ti. , is beautifully illustrated with

l}ind present-day photographs and

vigs of shotgun houses.

digered Fish (p. 64)

r Ecology of Man: An Ecosystem

p ach. edited by Robert L. Smith and
i 5le in paperback (New York:

rj- & Row, 1976), is an illustrated

le ion of articles on the reciprocal re-

ohip between man's activities and

losystem; for example, Harry M.
*rs "Energy, Envirotunent, and
Itraction of Minerals" (pp. 260-61)

OSes the production of "endangered
/i nments.

'

' Caudill is also the author

ghi Comes to the Cumberlands
n: Little, Brown and Company,

J. $2.95), a classic description of the

Nation wrought by strip mining in

n;ky's mountains. Branley Allan

a )n's "Stripping the Appalachians'

'

al-al History, November 1974, pp.
-< ) explores mining activities from a

ill ist's viewpoint. Siltationas a direct

iiirect cause of the elimination of

fishes is examined in "Effects of Strip

Mining on Small-Stream Fishes in East-

Central Kentucky," by Branson and

Donald L. Batch {Proceedings of the Bio-

logical Society of Washington, 1972,

vol. 84, pp. 507-18). "Acid Rock in the

Great Smokies: Unanticipated Impact on

Aquatic Biota of Road Construction in

Regions of Sulfide Mineralization," by

John W. Huckabee et al. {Transactions

of the American Fisheries Society. 1975,

vol. 104, pp. 677-84), explores another

source of pollution. That yet a third

source is not unique to Kentucky is illus-

trated by Peter B. Moyle's "Some Ef-

fects of Channelization on the Fishes and

Invertebrates of Rush Creek, Modoc
County, California" {California Fish and
Game, 1976, vol. 62, pp. 179-86). For

background to these prolDlems see R. R.

Curry's "Rivers: A Geomorphic and

Chemical Overview" (pp. 9-31), in

River Ecology and Man, edited by Ray
T. Oglesby et al. (New York: Academic
Press, 1972, $16). Historian Thomas D.

Clark's The Kentucky {Lexinglon: Henry

Clay Press, 1969, $7.95) is a discussion

of the past and present status of that

state's chief river.

Peter Pitseolak (p. 70)

People from Our Side, a life story with

photographs by Peter Pitseolak and oral

biography by Dorothy Eber (Edmonton:

Hurtig Publishers, 1975, $8.99), andPft-

seolak: Pictures Out ofMy Life, from re-

corded interviews by Dorothy Eber (Seat-

tle: University of Washington Press,

1972, $9.95), are unique accounts of the

changing Eskimo culture. The first docu-

ments the transition through the lens of

an Eskimo's camera; the second through

the remarkable graphic art of an Eskimo
woman. William T. Larmour's Inunnit:

The Art of the Canadian Eskimo (Ottawa:

Queen's Printer, 1968, $3.25) and
George Swinton's "Arctic Renaissance"

(Natural History, January 1973, pp.
64-7 1 ) describe and illustrate the Eskimo
art forms that have emerged as one of the

results of the acculturative process. Ed-

mund Carpenter's Eskimo Realities (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973,

$12.50) provides an incisive anthro-

pological assessment of the disap-

pearance of the "old ways." In Seasons

of the Eskimo: A Vanishing Way of Life

(New York: New York Graphic Society,

1971, $17.50), Fred Bruemmer's emo-

tionally powerful photographs and sensi-

tive text focus on the rapidly changing

culture and environment of the Arctic.

Anthropologist Nelson Graburn's Es-

kimos Without Igloos (Boston: Little,

Brown and Company, 1969, $3.95) is a

study of the impact of social and eco-

nomic development on the people of

North America's last frontier. Eskimo
Songs and Stories, translated by Edward
Field, with illustrations by Kiakshuk and

Pudlo (New York: Delacorte Press,

1973, $6.95), offers insights to Eskimo
life through their folklore , as do a number
of fictionalized sagas drawn from Eskimo
tradition: James Houston's The White

Dawn (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovan-

ovich, 1971, $8.50) and Farley Mowat's
The Snow Wa/fcer (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1975, $8.95).

Tsetse and Trypanosomes (p. 76)

Man Against Tsetse: Struggle for

Africa, by John J. McKelvey, Jr., (Ith-

aca: Cornell University Press, 1973,

$12.50), is a popular account of the dis-

covery and epidemiology of trypanoso-

miasis in Africa, detailing the impact of

the disease on the continent and its

people. British entomologist John Ford

has worked in east Africa on problems

associated with the insect vector of

trypanosomes; his book. The Role of

Trypanosomiases in African Ecology

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), deals

with the ecological requirements of the

tsetse and the influence of this vector on

the disease's epidemiology. The African

Trypanosomiases, edited by Hugh W.
Mulligan (New York: Halsted Press,

1970), with more than twenty chapters on

trypanosome biology, presents informa-

tion on such aspects as immunological

reactions of host species and methods of

treatment. "Ecological Effect of Control

of African Trypanosomiasis," by W. E.

Ormerod {Science. 1976, vol. 191, pp.

815-21), discusses the possible links be-

tween trypanosomiasis, the cattle in-

dustry in western Africa, and recent

droughts in the Sahel. Although dealing

with the control of malaria, Robert S. De-

sowitz's "How the Wise Men Brought

Malaria to Africa" (Natural History, Oc-

tober 1976, pp. 36-44) presents a strong

case for the interplay of economic devel-

opment and the spread and control of dis-

ease in tropical Africa.

Gordon Beckhorn



50PIECE SET...PISTOL-HANDLED
FLATWARE OF 1776 ...Beautifully

reproduced in stainless steel with the

satin-finish look ofantique pewter.
NOT $44.95! NOT $34.95! ONLY $22.95!

Your home can reflect the candleHght appeal and gracious atmosphere

of Early American Colonial elegance when you grace your table with

this incredibly beautiful service. Through a special purchase, we can

offer you the famous Pistol-Handled Flatware with all its stunning

Colonial simplicity in magnificent, satin finish stainless steel at just a

fraction of what you would pay for luxurious Sterling Silver. Each

and every piece is a lovely replica of the graceful place settings that

highlighted many a candlelit Colonial dinner. The knives are the

genuine hollow pistol grip handles; the forks are the graceful 3-tined

design. And the entire 50-Piece Set is made of modern stainless steel,

to give you years of carefree service.

LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE AT THIS VERY SPECIAL LOW, LOW PRICE

Don't be disappointed! Take advantage of this amazing low price

while our supplies last. Order now and we'll send you the complete

service for 8 including 8 Pistol Grip Hollow Handle Knives; 8 Dinner

Forks; 8 Salad Forks; 8 Soup Spoons; 16 Teaspoons PLUS a SPE-
CIAL FREE GIFT of a matching Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon—
50 pieces in all. The entire set is yours for just $22.95 on full money
back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted. But don't delay.

Due to the rising cost of quality stainless steel, the price of this set will

be increased in the very near future. Take advantage of our truly low

price while current supplies last. Mail coupon today!

CROWN-CASTLE Ltd., Dept. PGP -494

51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please send me the Stainless Steel Pistol Grip Flatware

I have checked below on full Money Back Guarantee if

'

am not absolutely delighted.

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling with each order.;

Check Quantity Desired

n Service For 8 (50-Piece Set) $22.95

n Service For 12 (74-Piece Set) 33.95

D Service For 16 (100-Piece Set) 44.95

Enclosed is $

Charge my D BankAmericard Q Master Charge

American Express

Card No

Signature-

Exp.

-Date-

Name-

City-

.Zip-

I Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax !



oYOU
ally know
)w to use
)ur new camera?

even if you've had it for some
but would like to accomplish

e with it, check this list. If your

to dealer or bookstore can't

ply the one you want, we proba-

can. Indicate title and number
include applicable taxes in

I check. Address: Kodak, Dept.

-O, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

weed Camera Techniques for 126 and
im Cameras
»6, 52 pp., 95C

how to get the best possible pictures by taking

dvantage of an advanced 126 or 35 mm

rs and Lens Attachments for Black-and-
te and Color Pictures

,72 pp.. $1.95

they are. what they do, how they work, and
they can improve your pictures. Contains

isive information on accessories for creative

special effects, and on attachments for close-up

elephoto picture-taking.

entures in Existing-Light Photography
14. 64 pp., 95C

oughly covers the techniques for taking

res by existing light. Comprehensive exposure

s provide camera settings for many picture

sets. Loaded with picture ideas.

V entures in Color-Slide Photography
M, 336 pp.. $10.95

t ispiring idea book to help the color-slide fan

> )re new areas in outdoor and indoor color

ih agraphy. Hardcover.

Here's How
AE-81,64pp.. $1.50

Eight articles on bad weather pictures, remote

releases in nature photography, tablelops, night

photography, subject control, exposure meters, and

photographing glassware and fluorescent minerals.

More Here's How
AE.83.64 pp.. $1.50

Seven more articles written by experts on titling,

building a blind for nature pictures, exhibition

photography KODACOLOR-X Film, multiple flash,

lenses, and photographing stars.

The Third and Fourth Here's How
AE104. 128 pp.. $3.50

A wealth of photographic information on topics

ranging from photographing children to producing a

slide-tape talk

The Fifth Here's How
AE-87,72pp., $1.50

Photographing cats and dogs, garden flowers, glass-

ware; also articles on pictorial lighting, underwater

photography, and photography from the air.

The Sixth Here's How
AE-88.64pp., $1.00

Photographing a dance performance, photographing

insects; articles on candid photography, the art of

seeing, movie editing, and new pictures from old

negatives

The Seventh Here's How
AE-90,60pp.. $1.50

Articles on color infrared photography, top-quality

slide projection, photographing motion as color,

decorating your home with photographs, creating

moods in pictures, and time-lapse movies.

The Eighth Here's How
AE-94. 72 pp., $1.40

On what makes a picture successful and on creative

camera techniques, action photography, brilliant

pictures through ultraviolet photography, and uses

of photography to improve the environment.

The Ninth Here's How
AE-95. 156 pp.. $3.50

Articles on travel photography, slide shows, pet

photography, the Sabattier Effect in black and white

and color, better pictures of people, photography

of minerals, and making pictures at the zoo.

Basic Developing, Printing, Enlarging
AJ-2. 32 pp.. 75C

The foundation for all darkroom technique. Tells

step by step how beginners can develop their films

and make their own prints and enlargements.

Kodak Films for the Amateur
AF-1.96pp.. $1.95

Covers both color and black-and white Kodak films.

The text portion tells how to choose the right film

and how to use it properly for best results. A data-

sheet section gives all the details for each film, such

as speed, exposure recommendations, and
processing requirements.

Creative Darkroom Techniques
AG-18. 292 pp.. $7.95

An advanced book covering a wide range of

darkroom techniques, from methods of contrast

control to photo silk-screen printing. This book
shows many ways to make exciting new
photographs from existing negatives and slides.

Almost 400 illustrations in color and black-and-

white. Hardcover

How to Make Sports-Analysis Films
S-62. 40 pp.. $2.65

Acquaints the nonprofessional motion -picture

photographer with the basic techniques of making
sports-analysis films. Sports covered include

football, basketball, track, swimming, wrestling, golf,

tennis, and baseball.

How to Make Good Pictures

AW-1. 192 pp., $2.95

A complete handbook on the fundamentals of still

photography for the amateur.

Picturing People
E-99. 256 pp.. $12.95

How to take natural "environmental" pictures of

jDeople, Discusses rapport, lighting, lenses,

composition, shooting techniques, films, and

exposure. Records ihe comments of top notch

professional photographers as they demonstrated

how to deal with typical people picture situations,

showing the lighting and the results.

Bigger and Better Enlarging

AG-19. 288 pp.. $10.95

An up-to date how-to-do it book on enlarging both

color and black and white negatives. Teaches you
how to choose the right paper, determine exposure,

dodge and burn in, and finish your prints. Filled

with clever darkroom ideas. Hardcover.

Index to Kodak Information

L-5, 48 pp.. $0.

Includes highly specialized material in addition to

literature of general interest listed in this

advertisement.

Basic Scientific Photography
N-9. 40 pp., $1.25

Introduces the student and advanced amateur to the

applications of photography for illustrating and

documenting the natural sciences, archaeology, and

biomedicine.

Planning and Producing Slide Programs
(Business-Education-Government-Indus try-

Medicine-Television)

S-30. 70 pp.. $3.25

Intended to assist those who want to create and

produce slide presentations, using readily available

photographic equipment and supplies.

Photographing America
AC-81. 256 pp.. $15.95

Filled with hundreds of photo tips in pictures and
words, this book is both a guide to making better

pictures and a family album of America. Divided

into four major sections—home and family, portrait

of the land, enjoying our wilderness, and revisiting

the past. A book to use and to give. Hardcover.

Why take chances? That s a very, very

expensive camera.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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I How Intematioiial P^per
helps mother trees have stronger,

healthier offspring

*he forester in the photo-

graph is — well, you might
II her a matchmaker.
She's using that syringe in

(le of our seed orchards to

lake just the right kind of

atch: the pollen of one very

lecial pine tree to the flower

another.

It's all part of an effort to

ow a better kind of tree— far

Her, straighter and more
sease resistant than its

icestors.

That effort could be critical

America's economy.

Nature under pressure

Nature needs help. For two
nturies she has been
ipplying America— and other

irts of the world— with all the

ees we needed. Now the

iftand is increasing faster

lan nahare alone can replenish

e supply.

America uses more than

alf a ton of wood each year,

'r every man, woman and
\ild. (That's the equivalent of

55-foot tall southern pine tree

ith a 12-inch diameter for

>ch of us.)

And, the demand will

juble by the year 2000 if we
"e to meet our needs for

3using, protective packaging,

)mmunications and other

itical demands of a modern
:onomy.

So America must grow more
ees— and trees with a lot

more usable wood fiber. That's

where International Paper is

helping.

Breeding better forests

For 20 years now.
International Paper has been
breeding better trees. They're

not only taller and straighter

than ordinary trees. They also

grow faster. And they have
fewer, smaller branches. That
means they contain more
usable fiber.

Our first man-bred tree, the

Supertree, contained 25 percent

more wood fiber. Now we're

breeding a tree expected to

yield 20 percent more fiber than

that — to be grown in forests

managed to give each tree

optimum space for growth.

In fact, our tree breeding
program is so extensive that

by 1978 we expect to replace

every southern pine we harvest

with better, man-bred trees.

Hardwood trees, too

And we've extended our
breeding program to hardwood
trees like gum and sycamore,

so that hardwood lands will be
more productive, too. We've
also developed a Landowner
Assistance Program, to help

small landowners do a better

job of managing their forests.

Right now, there are over

500,000 acres of land involved
in this program.

And there's still more. We're

finding ways to get more wood
fiber out of the trees we harvest.

We're involved in cooperative

nursery programs and tree

farm programs. We're working
to improve tree harvesting

techniques, while protecting

forest soils and forest

watersheds.

More to be done

Will all this be enough to

keep the world's fiber supply
going strong? It will help. But
more must be done.

At International Paper, we
believe forest products

companies, private landowners
and government must work
together to develop more
enlightened policies for

managing America's forests.

The wrong policies can

make tree farming difficult and
force the sale of forest land for

other purposes. The right

policies can assure continuation
of America's forests—

a

renewable natural resource.

If you'd like more
information about what has to

be done to assure the world's

fiber supply, please write to

Dept.200-A, International

Paper Company, 220 East 42nd
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

® INTERNATIONAL
PAPER
COMPANY

220 EAST 42ND STREET
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HOWTO BE WELL-READ
EVEN IFYOUAREN'T WELLHEELED
If you don't judge a

book by its cover, why
pay for the cover?

Join QPB. Get great

books by great writers

in full-size, softcover

editions at far less

than hardcover prices.

QPB has a very simple

1 philosophy.

;
It's a book club for peo-

ple who love to read and

collect important works

ot fiction and nonfiction,

198. The Best Of Lid (Ph t

HnrJawcr: $19.^)5 QPB $8 9S

1 51. the Lord Of The R.nus
J.R.R. Tolkien. (5 Vol B xeJ)

H^irdcover:$2S.QPB >8 9S

3W.ThelIi.Kl,iiKlTh OK ^

\

\0h. The Right And The Poult; TIu

TiVMVi ,..fW,ikT-,ilr l.o^nl.iu.Tski Hard

hnc p.ilXT s.mir iml:i' m:l' ,imJ -.imr tcM .Aixl

.

>l itirspartot vour vUxik memlxTshipchma

hut are stunned by cur-

rent bookstore prices.

The QPB alternative

gi\'es you the titles you

want in full-size, soft-

cover editions.These are

hcioks printed on fine

c]uality paper, books as

permanent and durably

bound as most hardcover

editions.

You'll get at least one

bonus point for each book

or set you buy and when
you've accumulated six

bonus points, you will be

able to pick another book

or set free.

And with QPB's care-

fully selected list, num-
bering in the hundreds

( many a\'ailable in soft-

co\'er only through QPB),

no serious reader will

have a problem finding

bi^ioks he or she has

wanted to own.

H.irJ.nvcr >2S.')l'Ql BLJ -.; )>

204. The New York Times B wk
OfHouseP'lants.Jo;nL eh t

(lllu~)H.irJa)ver;59. )lQPB $3 9

38 3. The Town That F mt,ht To
Savehself. OrvilleSLhell

rhotnKr.iphs hy Ilka H. rtl l nn
HarJtover:$15.QPB:$6.95

119. The TeachinKS Of Don Juan,
A Separate Reality and Journcv Tc
Ixtlan.CirlosCastaneJa. (3 VoK,.

Boxed) Hardcover; $26.85

QPB: $8.85

Join now
and pick

any 3 books
or sets for

$leach—
with no
obligation

to buy
another book.

260. The New Catalogue Of
Catalogues: The Complete Guide to

World-Wide Shoppins hy Mail, Maria

De U iKlesi.l, (Photos) QPB; $7.95

380. The Rolling Stone Illustrated

History Of Rock &. Roll. Edited hy

hm Miller Dcsmned hy Rohcrt

Kini;shurv H.irdcover; $ 19.95

QPB; S9.95

1 79. .All The President's Men. Carl

Bernstein & Bob Woodward. (Photos)

Hardcover: SI0,95 QPB; $4.95

25 3. The Adventures Of Sherlock
Holmes md The Memoirs Of
Sherlock Holmes. A. txman Doyle

(2 VoU)lllus. QPB: S7.90

384. Far Tortuga and At Play In

The Fields Of The Lord. Peter

Matthlcsscn.QPBEd: $6.95

381. The Photography Cataloj;

Edited by Norman Snyder with Carole

KismaricandDonMyrus. (lllus.)

QPB; $7.95

389. The 1977 U.S. Fact Book: The
American Alman,ic. QPB; S3.95

"1

Let's try each other for 6 months...

Quality Paperback Book Club, Inc.,MiddletowTi, Pa. 17057.

Please enmll me in QPB and send the 3 chc^ices I've listed below. Bill

me $3 plus shipping charges. 1 understand that 1 am not required to

buy another btxik.but if.after receiving QPB Rt'iitni for 6 months.I

hitve not boughtand paid for at least 1 bcxik in every si.x-month period,

you may cancel my membership. 7-QB113-3 j (S

Indicate by number the

3 books or sets you want

Name

Address.

CitY

How membership works

1 'lou receive QPB Review 15

times each year i about every V

:

weeks). Each issue reviews a ne'ii

Main Selection, plus approximately

100 Alternates .Ml Main Selections

with estahlisheJ puhlisher s list prices

are offered at at least 20^'.'> discount

off that list price

2. If you want the Main Selection

do nothing It will he shipped to you

automatically If you want one or

more Alternate hooks — of no Kxik

at all — indicate your decision on the

reply form always enclosed and

return it hy the date specified.

_ State.

_Apt.

_Zip_

3 Free books. For each book or

set you take (except the first 3 you

get fof SI each) you earn Bonus

Points which entitle vou to free Kxiks

You pay only shipping charges

4 Return privilege. It QPB

the Main Selection without having

had 10 days to notify us. vou may
return it at ctur expense

5 Cancellations. >'ou may cancel

membership at any time by notifying

QPB. We may cancel your member-
ship if you elect ncit to buy and pay

tor at least one Knik in every six-

month peruid

386. 1 Hear My Sisters Sayinn
Poems hy Twentieth-Century Women
Edited hy Carol Konek and Dorothy

Walters. Hardcover; $9.95

QPB: S4.95

387. The Art Of Cooking For Two
Coralie Castle &. Asttid Newton
lllustr.ited hy Sara Raffetto. Hardcover

57.95 QPB: $4.95

370. A World Of Movies: 70 Year^

of Film History. Richard Liwton

(Photos) Hardcover: S25, QPB; $7.9^

2 1 5. The Hammond Whole Earth

Atlas. New Census Edition Including

Zip Codes. QPB: $4.95

210. The World Of The Past

Edited byjaoquetta Hawkes. (2 Vols.)

Maps and Photos. Hardcover: $20
QPB; $11.90

37 5. The Mediterranean And The
Mediterranean World In The Aste

Of Philip 11. Volumes I and II

Fernand Braudel. Translated hy Sian

Reynolds. (Illu.s.) Hardcover: $35
QPB: $13.90

378. Other Homes And Garhage
Designs for Self-Sufficient LivinB. |im

Leckie. Oil M;isters. Harrv Whitehouse
andLily Youni;. QPB: S9.95

39 1 . The Pushc.irt Prize: Be~t nt ih,

Small Pre-sov Edited bv Bill Hender-on
with the Pushcatt Pri:e loundint;

editors. QPB: $5.95

392. The Shattered Mind: The
, P.. fe Howai

QPB: S

.ilaloKUe

;rra Nostra. Carlos Fuente

ed by Mat!;,iret Sayers Pede

ier;$15.QPBEd; $6.95

The
first

book
club

for smart
peoplewho
arerft rich.

.i_. .j_



Authors

Editor of a weekly newspaper in

Durango, Colorado, Rodney
Barker became interested in

whooping cranes because as an en-

dangered species they "go right to

the root of man's careless use of his

resources." Barker is now pho-

tographing geologic formations in

the Four Corners area of the South-

west as a free-lance project. His

next self-imposed assignment will

be to probe into the Old West Re-

gional Commission's efforts to im-

plement economic development pro-

grams for regional native Amei leans.

When not working. Barker seeks the

life-giving properties of the moun-
tains and desert.

On leave from the University of

Michigan, where he is an associate

professor of geography, Bernard
Nietschmann is in Australia on a

grant from the National Geographic

Society. A frequent contributor to

Natural History, and its newest col-

umnist, Nietschmann is studying in-

terrelationships between dugong and

sea turtle behavior, and also hunting

patterns and cultural adaptations

among Torres Strait Islanders. A sen-

ior research fellow at Australian Na-

tional University, he will be down
under until July. A veteran of nu-

merous expeditions to Central

America, Nietschmann has a book in

progress on his often bizarre field ex-

periences with the Miskito Indians of

eastern Nicaragua (see "The Nicara-

guan Skin Connection" in the Jan-

uary 1977 issue). This month's col-

umn is his first from Australia.

During an Air Force stint,

neth E. Glander was assigne

task of caring for monkeys use

experimental purposes. Now t

ing anthropology at Duke Unive

he is five years into a twenty

project investigating the socia

ganization and ecology of ho'

monkeys. In the near future he

to expand his research to includ

feeding behavior of howling, sj

and capuchin monkeys to deter

the difference in feeding selec

among the species. As a sidelii

his professional interest, Glande

lects stamps with illustrations o

mates.

C



mis destinywas to
lie in poverty and
lisappointment.

fetiiis genius
;avetiieworld
lOme ofthe most
beautiful music
^verlieard.
1 the age of 6, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was ttie talk

Europe

By tfie time he was 8, he had sat on the knee of Empress
laria Theresa, delighted the court of George III and
imposed four sonatas for clavier and violin. But people
ho fussed over a child were less Interested in a struggling

. 2-year-old musician. When illness took his life at 35. he
as nearly destitute . . , and was buried in a paupers grave.

Yet he left the fickle world an astonishing txidy of music,

inging, like his fortunes, from lighthearted frolics to epic

agedy..,as you will discover in Time-Life Records
lagnificent boxed set on l\/lozart—the first in a book and
^cord series called GREAT MEN OF MUSIC.

Here is a connoisseurs choice" of Mozart's creations,

^corded in finest stereo sound by artists who have no peer.

ou II hear Leontyne Price singing from The Magic Flute

Van Cliburns unparalleled rendition of the Piano Sonata
0. 11 in A ..^ Helfetzs interpretation of the Violin Concerto
0. 4 in D ... Benny Goodman's superb performance of the

lannet Concerto in A

.

And you'll listen to this music with a new understanding
nd enjoyment. Because the records are supplemented with

color-filled booklet on Mozart's life and times, as well as
stalled program notes that tell you exactly what to listen for.

The boxed set on Mozart is only the beginning of the

REAT MEN OF MUSIC series. In future sets, the

lonumental works of Bach. Beethoven. Tchaikovsky,
rahms and others come alive for you. Interpreted by
unowned artists such as Beverly Sills. Eugene Ormandy,
mil Gilels and many more.

But start with Mozart for 1 days free. You'll receive four

ereo records of the kind which usually retail for $6.98 each,

;
an elegant slipcase; the background booklet complete with

^listener's Guide: AND, as a free bonus gift, the deluxe edition

lif The Golden Encyclopedia of Music, valued at $1 7.95.

If after 10 days you decide you'd like to own this $45.87
Kalue, it's yours for only $1 7.95, plus shipping and handling.

' however, you are not completely delighted, return the '

Ibum and encyclopedia and owe nothing. Send no money
ust mail the coupon at the right. Or write to Time-Life
:ecords, Time & Life Building, Chicago, III. 6061

1

ixperience the greatness of
Mozart as your introduction
;o Great Men ofMusic

YOURS FREE!
(with purchase of Album)

THIS VALUABLE
ENCYCLOPEDIA

RETAILING FOR $17.95

• 720 pages, 8'; x ll'tormal

• More than 800 illustfations.

24 pages in lull color

• Over 1 ,000 musical examples

• Separate glossary of

1 OOOfamous names

• Comprehensive index

TIME-LIFE RECORDS
Time & Life Building, Chicago, ML 60611

YES. I would like to audition MOZART in the GREAT MEN OF

MUSIC series Please send this four-slereo-fecord album to me
for 10 days free examination Also send The Golden Encyclo-

pedia ol Music to examine free for 1 days and to keep free if I

keep Ihe Mozart album If I decide to keep MOZART, 1 will pay

S17 95 (S18 95 m Canada) plus shipping and handling 1 will

then receive future albums (each containing tour stereo 1 2-inch

LP records) in ttie GREAT MEN OF MUSIC series, shipped an

album at a time approximately every other month Each album

will be S17 95 (SIB 95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling

and will come on the same 10-day-free-audilion basis Tfiere is

no minimum number of afbums that I must buy and 1 may cancel

my subscription at any time simply by notifying you If 1 do not

choose to keep MOZART and The Golden Encyclopedia ol

Music, 1 will return them in 10 days, my subscription for future

albums will be cancelled and I will not be under any further

obligation RLAAXO



A 2,000 year old

murder mystery solved
...two inch sharks
...strange mineral
formations . . .the is^mi,

secret life of animals
...the future of the
earth itself...

Sooner or later

all the secrets of

the natural world are
revealed to members of

Natural Science
Bookclub ^
(and at bargain prices).

?S'^JJ^j;!SS •«^-7^. "'

Take any 3 books,
values to $55.85,in
all for only M.OO
if you will join now for a trial period and agree to talce 3 more
books—at handsome discounts—over the next 12 months.

M \\ SNOW . I'MDIOI.KVI'HS m W7 h

THEAELI
I OF

liyiMbriV
^

rjBQ

The Seer

IMPORTANT GUARANTEE! Examine your 3 in-

troductory books for lOdays. If not delighted, simply

return them and your membership will be canceled.

You pay nothing, owe nothing!

58675. THE LIVING WORLD OF AUDUBON. Ko
land C. Clement. Superb reproduction of both Audu
bon's work and that of present day biologist"
photographers. 128 pages of full-color pictures. Couni>.

as 2 ofyour S books. $25.0(,

84380. TO THE BACK OF BEYOND. Fitzroy A/ac i
lean. With the aid of over 100 photographs (many in full

color), a noted English explorer-diplomat probes thm
exotic cities and fascinating peoples of Central Asia™

$1S.0(

65220. ODDITIES OF THE MINERAL WORLD
William B. Sanborn. Spotlights some of the more pecu- i

liar and unusual mineral formations, from crystals thj'

perfectly mimic a Maltese cross to specimens that re

semble everything from a silhouette of W. C. Field-^ tc

an automobile. $9.95

42680. DONANA: Spain's Wildlife Wilderness. 7/^,//!

Antonio Fernandez. Sumptuously illustrated portrait oi

one of the world's most important wildlife sanctuaries

Stunning 9-by- 1 1 -inch volume contains over 240 page^

of full-color photographs. Counts as 2 ofvour 3 booh.'
$29.9£

55000 THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ASTRONOMY AND SPACE. Ian Ridpath. Consul-

tant Editor. This one-volume encyclopedia covers the

full range of astronomical knowledge and space e.\plora-

lion, from ancient times to the present. $16.95

69311. PLAGUES AND PEOPLES. William H
McNeill. A fresh, groundbreaking study of the history ol

infectious disease and its effect on civilizations, past and

present. Covers the origins of disease, folklore treat

ments and cultural rituals, the continental and trans-

oceanic spread, and the growth of medical sciences.

$9.95

34210. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH
AMERICA. Dean Snow. Prehistoric Indian cultures,'

from the first crossings into this continent to the 20tK

century death of the last stone-age man. 195 photos,'

charts and maps. $18.95



:'20. ISLAND OF ISIS. Wmiam MacQuitty. A
ipluously illustrated look at Egypt's most beautiful

iple. Irom the lime it was built amid the murderous.
csiudus rule of the Ptolemies. $14.95

05. KORECASTS FAMINES AND FREEZES.
.71 (.i/ihhtn. Explores some fascmating questions
mt [he earth's future, the greenhouse effect, a new ice

and shiftmg magnetic poles. $8.95

'30. THE BEE BOOK. Daphne More. Delightfully
:cdoijl. mformative survey of the uncommonly
nied honeybee, A comprenensive natural history,

h>Aer MX) illustrations. $12.50

i70. FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY. £
trt'/he Palmer and H. Seymour Fowler. The most
hontjtive and comprehensive guide to natural history
lilablc. With the aid of over 2,000 illustrations, it

ilorc^ all major plant and animal species as well as
ks and minerals, the earth, moon, sun, and planets,
Upjce exploration. $19.95

M7. THE RAPE OF THE NILE. BnaHFc/^yan, The

090. THE UNIVERSE. Lloyd Motz. Absorbing ac-

ini of modem cosmoiogical theory examines the ori-

i,evolutLon. and futureof the universe. $15.00

395. BLACK HOLES, QUASARS AND THE
ilVERSE. Hetvy L. Shipmun. . . . Plus white dwarfs.
Jtron stars, supernovae. and Seyferl galaxies. In all,

absorbing exploration of the frontiers of astronomy.
$12.95

670. ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY. Fred
v/f An internationally acclaimed astronomer offers.
what IS probably the best work of its kind, a complete
\c\ oi the discipline. More than 700 pages, with 617
[st.inJmg illustrations (including 23 color plates) and
^harts $16.50

610. THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL DISAS-
'IR BOOK. James Cornell. Chronicles every major
asironhe from the destruction of Pompeii in A.D. 79
the Guatemala earthquake of 1976. A fascinating
tnpendium of the worst that nature has to offer—
mcanes. typhiMins. tidal >Aa\es, earthquakes, fires.

^•ods. famines, plagues and other major horrors.

I $12.50

73240. QUASARS, PULSARS, AND BLACK
HOLES. Frederic Golden. A thorough review of the
spectacular discoveries in astronomy, as told by the
science editor of 7/me magazine. Illustrated with twelve
drawings and twenty-four color photographs. $7.95

57026, JOHN MUIR'S LONGEST WALK: John
Earl, a Photographer, Traces His Journey to Flori-

da. Breathtakingly beautiful volume traces John Muir's
1867 walk from Louisville, Kentucky, to Cedar Key,
Florida. Contains over 70 full-color photographs.
Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $30.00

77620. THE SECRET LIFE OF ANIMALS. Lorus
andMargery Milne and Franklin Russell. Lavishly illus-

trated account of the dramatic discoveries recently made
about the behavior of animals. Includes over 300 full-

color photographs. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $29.95

61710. THE MEDIEVAL MACHINE. Jean Gempel.
An enlightening look at the times, the men. the condi-
tions and the remarkable inventions of the Middle Ages.
Presents the birth of technology, and how it contributed

to the growth of transportation, agriculture and industry.

Many illustrations. $12.95

MEMBERSHIP BENERTS • In addition to get-

ling three books all for only Si.00 when you join,

you keep saving substantially on the books you buy.
• If you continue your membership past the trial

period, you will be eligible for our Bonus Book
Plan— an important way to save even more, at least

70% off publishers' prices, • Your Book Club
News, describing the coming Main Selection and
Alternate Selections, will be sent to you 15 times a

year at three to four week intervals. • If you wish to

purchase the Main Selection, do nothing and it will

be sent to you automatically. • If you prefer one of
the Alternates or no book at all, simply indicate your
decision on the reply form always enclosed with the

News and mail it so we receive it by the date
specified, • The News is mailed in time to allow you
at least 10 days to decide if you want the coming
Main Selection. If because of late mail delivery of
the News, you should ever receive a Main Selection
without having had the lOday consideration period,
that Selection may be returned at Club expense.

36512. THE BOG PEOPLE/THE MOUND
PEOPLE. P. V Glob. Perfectly preserved 2,000-year-

old bodies buried in peat bogs, ail murdered . , , 6-ft-long

oak coffins hidden within mounds of eanh. . .two an-

cient mysteries solved to reveal the secrets of two cul-

tures, quite different but equally fascinating. Richly
illustrated. The set counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $25.00

36645. THE BOOK OF SHARKS. iVriiien and illus-

trated by Richard Ellis. A magnificently illustrated,

carefully researched and complete natural history of the

shark populations of the world. Covers all major types,
with explanations of their biology and behavior, plus
vignettes of the divers, photographers, filmmakers and
fisnermen who know them best. Counts as 2 of xour 3
books. $25,00

I Publishers" Pric.

Natural Science Book Club 4 9am
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

Please accept my application for membership and
send me the three volumes indicated, billing me
only $1.00. I agree to purchase at least three addi-
tional Selections or Alternates during the first 12
months 1 am a member, under the membership plan
described in this ad. Savings range up to 30vc and
occasionally even more. My membership is cancel-
able any time after 1 buy these three books. A ship-

ping and handling charge is added to all shipments.

3 books for $1.00.
Indicate by number the 3 books you want.

City .

xpensive books inoied in book descriplic

-Zip-

(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada
Prices slightly higher in Canada.)



Founder and director of the God-
dard Institute for Space Studies in

New York City, Robert Jastrow

began his career as a nuclear physi-

cist. In 1958 he joined the newly es-

tablished National Aeronautics and

Space Administration as head of its

theoretical division, which is respon-

sible for conducting basic research in

astronomy and the planetary sci-

ences. In addition to his administra-

tive duties, Jastrow is an adjunct pro-

fessor of geological science at Co-

lumbia University and of earth

science at Dartmouth College. Writ-

ing is his hobby, he says. He is the

author of Red Giants and White

Dwarfs, an astronomy book for lay-

men, coauthor of an astronomy text-

book, and has written many magazine

articles. A new book. Until the Sun

Dies, from which his current article

was adapted, will be published this

year.

An intrepid investigator of Arctic

life, writer-photographer Fred
Bruemmer had more than his usual

share of hard knocks on his expedi-

tion to Little Diomede Island in the

Bering Strait. He reports: "The trip

didn't start too well. On my first flight

to the island, the plane crashed into

a mountainside and was a total loss.

On Diomede, my reception was
somewhat cold. Gradually the is-

landers got used to my presence and

took me along on their hunting trips,

provided I did my share of the work.

Being able to interpret between them

and visiting Eskimo from Siberia, via

Russian and English, helped me fit

into village life and overcome the

Diomeders' initial aloofness."

Bruemmer's last article for Natural

History, "A Year in the Life of a

Harp Seal," was published in the

April 1975 issue.

George F. Rohrmann is a post-

doctoral fellow in biochemistry at

Oregon State University. His work is

concentrated on viruses that are being

considered for use as a biological

control for the larvae of the Douglas

fir tussock moth. It was while serving

as a senior lecturer in the Department

of Biology of the University of Bots-

wana, Lesotho and Swaziland from

1970 to 1975, that Rohrmann did the

field work for his article on mantids.

Because they were conspicuous and

photogenic, he kept several mantids

as pets.

When Peter T. Furst and Mii
|

D. Coe happened upon a cl

Maya vase in a private collectio;

years ago, they realized they

seeing a representation of a 1

known aspect of Maya culture

years, the poses and position:

sumed by some figures in I

sculpture had mystified arch

gists. The vase, showing the I

use and administration of hallu

gens, helped fill in gaps in May,|ii

cheology. A professor of anft

pology at the State University of

York at Albany, Furst has sfu

pre-Columbian art and iconogr;

in Mexico and Guatemala for i

than fifteen years. Coe, who tea

anthropology at Yale Universit;

researching aspects of Ma>a
Olmec civilizations, as well as th .i

cheology of French and Indian

forts in Massachusetts.



gw
lie American Museum of Natural History takes you on another

\)yageof Discovery: The Island World of Britain, June 17-July 3, 1977

T vel with Museum scientists and other scholars to

a view of the ancient peoples and natural history

Britain. Seventeen days of sights and experiences

onted in the particular way that Museum friends

i members have come to expect. A relaxing vaca-

1 in good company.

Iu3 year of the Queen's Jubilee many people will

siting Britain, but none except our travelers will

t in this unique way: a voyage sponsored by The
lerican Museum of Natural History and operated by

ymond and Whitcomb.

)m our first stop in London (where we will partici-

te in a special event honoring the Jubilee) through

r trip around the islands, you will see a variety of

ntemporary and ancient cultures, and learn how
grations, natural boundaries and economic move-
)nts determined cultural development. And you will

irn how the forces that influenced the British peo-

;s continued through the years and affected the de-

lopment of America. You will see some of history's

3at archeological sites, and you will enjoy the mar-

lous natural beauties of the British islands at the

St time of year.

ily a ship can take you to many of these places so

mfortably and efficiently. You'll be aboard the fine

Dtor yacht Argonaut as you see these sights, some
w ahd some familiar: Tresco, the prettiest of the

. J.Wi^la

Isles of Scilly • The Orkney Islands, with important

neolithic sites • St. Peter's Port in Guernsey, with its

exceptionally big tides • Isle of Sark • St. David, the

small 12th century cathedral city in Western Wales •

Isle of Skye, after the Argonaut squeezes through the

Sound of Sleet narrows • Hadrian's Wall • Ullapool

on Loch Broom in the northern Highlands • Snow-
donia in the spectacular mountains of Wales • and

much more.

Travel with these experts:

Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of The American

Museum of Natural History and Astronomer, who will

give evening lectures on the skies of Britain and on

navigation.

Dr. Harry Shapiro, renowned Anthropologist, former

Chairman of Anthropology at The American Museum
of Natural History and author of "The Heritage of the

Bounty," and, recently, "In Search of Peking Man."

Dr. Garrett Olmsted, Archeologist on the staff of Har-

vard University whose field is Celtic origins and who
works at some of the sites we will visit.

Dr. Francois Vuilleumier, Ornithologist and Associ-

V ate Curator at The American Museum of Natural His-

|\\tory, who specializes in bird migrations and who will

'' show us sea and shore birds in the British springtime.

Ellen Stancs

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Parl< West at 79th Street New York, New York 1 0024

Please send an itinerary and other information about the Island World of Britain.

"NHM



A Naturalist at Large

The Wind Caller

In a native Australian village,

a curious American scientist

played along with the elder ^s

whims. Then the game got

deadly serious

Coming out of the Coral Sea, a

branch of the South Subtropical Cur-

rent sets west. Driven by the trade

winds and deflected by the Great Bar-

rier Reef, the current turns northwest

and spills through the channels and

over the wide coral shoals at the

northern flanks of the reef. Into the

deepwater passages of Yule,
Flinders, and Bligh Entrances and

through the Torres Strait, the current

flows west: around the volcanic is-

lands of Murray, Darnley, and Ste-

phens; past the jumbled outcrop of

black rocks and wind- and surf-piled

coral sand known as Bramble Cay,

where green turtles seasonally con-

gregate to nest on isolated shores;

across the Darnley Deep where pearl

shell divers descended to depths

where day became night and the

water tugged so awesomely that they

flapped like flags in the liquid wind.

West into the "archipelago of Is-

lands without number," which Juan

Torres first described in 1606, and

which subsequent captains and crews

came to dread for the chance of ship-

wreck in the reef-strewn waters and

the island inhabitants' practice of kill-

ing survivors. West into the water

hourglass, the double funnel that sep-

arates New Guinea from Cape York
Peninsula and joins the Coral and

Arafura seas, of which Matthew
Flinders wrote: "Perhaps no space of

3'/2° in length represents more
dangers than Torres' Strait." But

Cook and Bligh passed safely through

and their charts traced channels that

others could follow.

Far perimeter of the strait. Wind-
and tidal-stream-aided current pours

through narrow confining passages in

the reefs and toward the multitude of

small and large Western Islands;

surges into Endeavour Strait. Past

Horn Island with its refurbished air-

field and its memories of scattered

bombing by Japanese planes during

World War II; past tiny Thursday Is-

land and its remnant fleet of five pearl

luggers, its four crowded hotel pubs

and beaches littered with broken beer

bottles; past rugged Moa and Badu
islands; past the rich dugong and sea

turfle grounds of Orman Reef; and

past Australia's northernmost border,

the mangrove-lined islands of Boigu
and Saibai, low and muddied in New
Guinea river outwash, and Dauan,

the pretty, cone-shaped, high-rising

island. Westward toward uninhabited

Deliverance, Kerr, and Turn islands,

and Booby Island with its forlorn

box, simply labeled "Post Office,"

placed there in 1835 as a mail drop

for ships on their way to London and

Sydney.

Flood tide and current setting west

into the Arafura, where it is full

fathom twenty and more; reefs and

island shoals disappearing beneath

the rising tide.

"Tide coming up now. Strong.

See, that's new moon quarter tide,

run straight, just like I tell you. Kulis

going down to the west. Everything

in the sea change over, turtle, du-

gong, fish—everything on tide."

Gelam and I stood on the warming
white sand beach, watching the tide

come in. Kulis. the east to west trade

wind time flood tide, lapped at the

bottom edge of his red lavalava as he

bent over to pick up something from

the advancing water. "Dugong been

eating on kulis, lee side of reef," he

said with confidence, pointing to the

fragment of leaf blade he held in his

hand.

I wanted to know how he had de-

duced that a dugong was feeding

ing flood tide, in a specific reef z

all from a two-inch-long clue.

"Look that torn edge, dugong
on kulis, can't hold proper stead;

bottom, rip that grass. When s

tide time, or gutat tide [west to

ebb tide], going down, then grass

proper straight across. Good to 1

then; good for you to take pic

then, too."

Gelam was a good field natura

Little escaped his attention and

took pride in his knowledge of ti(

currents, winds, stars, and the a;

ciated behavior and movements
marine life. At 62 he was old eno

to have learned much from

time people" and their practical

conceptual understanding of sea

sky island worlds, and he maintai

a pragmatic disdain for "these m
em times.

'

' He never missed a cha

to comment on the younger genf-

tion's "back over front, messed|i

ways," but he seldom missed aRo
Australia evening newscast, eiti

"Things going to the bad, ntit I

before time," he would often s

"Our ways changing." As much

possible he lived beyond the evi:

day problems that a purchased ec

omy brings to a traditional socit

His true delight was natural hist

and he radiated an infectious exut

ance in his continuing pursuit to le

more about the natural world anc

verify the old principles learned i

boy.

Gelam had asked me to meet li

on the beach that morning so that

could prove to me that he could "t

the wind." I didn't have much fci

that he could, despite his assuran',(

and knowledge of "island me-

cine," but I had come anyw
Gelam had taken it upon himself

instruct me about "island ways" i

"proper knowledge" and we wer



by Bernard Nietschmann

le of weeks into what seemed to

! crash course. I think he thought

1 little slow and thick headed be-

,e 1 didn't readily accept all that

)ld me. Maybe that's why he had

eased the pace. Or maybe 1 was
only one around who would at

t listen.

When the tide catch that mark,

vill come around," Gelam
, indicating with a dexterous big

the scratch mark he had made in

sand with a tree branch the night

re. I had been there then as well

he showed me how to call the

i. "Take small branch of gabudel

M. the one I get from old chiefs'

il e. strike him on sand, then point

where you want wind to come.
^i call for wind in deep language,

this gammon half and half they

ik today." He had called for a

' h wind for the next day.

\ e sat and waited while the tide

ic up, pushing before it small

cs of sea debris, each wave cov-

g a bit more of the dugong and
Ic bones left from numerous
hcrings and randomly scattered

I the intertidal area. Gelam pulled

a round tin of Capstan Ready
tibed Tobacco, which he kept se-

aed somewhere in his lavalava,

u rolled a cigarette. Head bent to

I latch, a muffled "no fear, soon
le ' leaked from cupped hands.

anxiously watched every advance
hat tide as it moved up the beach
ard the mark. There was little else

*. o as Gelam had become silent. He
In't look at the mark but watched

II clouds.

[iCiilis covered the mark and kept

[j
ng . 1 had my compass and was fac-

i into the southeast, pointing my
He directly upwind so that I could

bi the breeze on both my ears. So
Sno change. I looked at Gelam and
!!e him a palms up "what hap-
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pened?" gesture. He ignored me and

watched the sky. We sat in silence for

about fifteen minutes more, waiting.

Abruptly, Gelam stood up, faced

south for a moment, then turned to me
and grinned. "Wind going around

now, changing to the south."

He was right. It was a gradual

change, nothing quick: the wind just

started blowing in puffs and then

burst from the south. It took more
than an hour before I would really call

it a south wind. Gelam knew where

south was, but he watched the

compass with me. South it was.

Feet spread in a seaman's stance,

he said, "You believe me now?"
The wind change confirmed for

Gelam that his "action" was still

good and that the old ways still

worked. I was positive about the wind

change but still dubious that Gelam
had caused it. According to the

weather records I had copied, the

Southeast Trades, after months of

blowing in a steady direction, were

due for change. Besides, he could

have heard it on the radio the night

before. It could have been any num-
ber of things—Gelam was always

watching the clouds, listening for

particular birds to sing out, even care-

fully observing the behavior of his

two young pigs for signals of weather

changes.

I was hesitant to tell him that I

didn't believe he had called the wind,

despite what I had witnessed. Be-

sides, I was interested in dugongs and

sea turtles and was beginning to

wonder what I was doing on the beach

with Gelam in the first place. Apart

from our mutual interests, our con-

ceptual outlooks differed drastically.

I guess I am just easily distracted , and

Gelam was, after all, a pretty engag-

ing fellow. I wanted to get back to

work, to get back on the reefs. The
filter in the air compressor needed to

be changed; the scuba tanks refilled.

I was a couple of days behind on my
notes—there were so many other

things I could or should be doing,

rather than watching the tide come up
and waiting for the wind to change.

"Ate." I began, referring to

Gelam as grandfather, "lean see that

the wind changed and I don't know
why it changed, but I'm not ready to

say that you did it all." I expected

him to be angry with me because of

the time he had spent the previous

night and this morning—he had other

things to do, too—so 1 hoped that by
implying that he may have had some-

thing to do with the wind change, he

would be placated and my standards

of scientific observation would be

only slightly tarnished. Moreover, I

wanted to get back to the field re-

search.

Gelam gave me a long, curious

look, the kind that makes one want
to check to see if there is a piece of

mango stuck between one's front

teeth. Then he began chuckling, a

deep chuckle that started in his thick

belly, worked up in ripples, and

shook his body until the laughter just

poured out. Gelam 's sort of laughter

sweeps everything before it, regard-

less of the circumstances. When
someone laughs like that it's not im-

portant to know what's so funny, you
just join in. We laughed together,

tears running down our faces, until,

gasping and choking, we wheezed to

a stop for air.

When it was finally over and it was
possible to breathe deeply again,

Gelam turned and started back up the

beach, motioning for me to follow.

"Come," he said, "we've got more
work to do on winds."

My wife, Judi, and I, along with

our son, had come to Torres Strait to

do a year-long research project on the

behavior and ecology of dugongs and

sea turtles. Unlike most other tropical

shallow-water places in the world,

these animals are still abundant here

because Queensland State legislation

limits their exploitation to Islanders

and mainland Aborigines, and be-

cause there are relatively few Mti-

nesian Islanders, 2,500 or so, livy

in Torres Strait. After settling in
p|

one of the Western Islands, knoi

for its marine hunters and surroun*

by huge, promising-looking reefs,

began our study.

We were especially interested)

dugongs, but to study them you h;

to find them. We would look at (

tide tables, extrapolate time i

height for our area, and make rei

for a trip to the reefs—going throi

all the logistical hassles, such as y

ting gear ready and down to

beach—only to find that it was
low tide when we arrived there. Ri

drying; no dugong. This happened

frequently that I began to distrust i

tide tables and my observations of

coming tides at thd village beach t

mean, you would think that if it m

a rising tide at the village and i

tables confirmed this, that it woi

still be a rising, or high, tide f

miles away. But it wasn't always

:

I began to pay more attention to i

tides. I noticed curious things: a hi

tide on one side of the island, a k

tide on the other; tidal streams tlj;

dirtied the water in one spot, whili!

quarter of a mile away the water w

clear; and days when entire tic

cycles would be missing—it woi.

be high tide or low tide all day lor

To find out about dugongs, 1 v,

going to have to learn much mc
about the complicated and appareni
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variable tides. Momentarily stymied

and anxious to get on with the work,

I sought out local help, never suspect-

ing that the information I needed

would be cemented in such a dense

cultural conglomerate.

"What's the matter you come?"
the old man asked in English after I

had exhausted my repertoire of greet-

ings in the island language of Ma-
buiag. Taken aback by his phrasing

(I later learned that it meant "why do
you come?"), I pushed on to explain

that I wanted to learn about local tides

and that everyone had suggested that

I talk to him, to Gelam. I asked if he

could help me.

He sat passively for a long time,

looking down at the open tin of to-

bacco in his hand. I didn't know if he

was contemplating what I had said or

what to do about his meager tobacco

supply. Waiting for his reply, I

looked around, absorbing fragmen-

tary glimpses and sounds: good shade

where we sat under the native almond
tree; scarlet hibiscus against sun glare

off clean-swept sand yard; tall, grace-

ful coconut palms and a neat stack of

husks drying beneath; a pile of black-

ened rocks next to a pit in the sand

where a green turtle had been cooked,

Islander-style, in an earth oven on a

bed of hot rocks, covered by leaves,

coconut mats, and a mound of sand

—

and from a nearby corrugated tin

sided house, the strains of a guitar,

as the player tried to follow "Country

Road" from a John Denver tape, and

the sputtering hiss of a "Handi" ker-

osene burner in the kitchen.

"How much you know about
tides?" Gelam asked, suddenly and

directly.

Startled from my languid inven-

tory, I replied, "A little, but I have

these books
, '

' and pulled out Volume
III of the Australian Pilot and the lat-

est Official Tide Tables for Queens-

land.

"What they say about Torres

Strait?"

I read a few excerpts aloud.

"You know nothing about tides,

then. Aiginga. Nothing." He
frowned and shook his head sadly.

Long pause. "Okay, baba. I teach

you about tides and everything."

Learning about the tides took an

inordinate amount of time and it was
the "everything" that caused it. I had
always believed that natural history

was in many ways the study of cul-

tural history, but I never imagined it

was also an "everything history."

Each morning, day after day, I met

14

with Gelam under the shade of the

meke tree. He talked in part of tides

and winds and currents; about kulis,

which runs with the wind in the south-

east season, and gutat, the good du-

gong and turtle tide, which runs

against the wind, and of how they

change during kuki. the northwest

monsoon season

—

kulis then flowing

to the east and gutat to the west.

About tides that run "straight" dur-

ing first- and last-quarter moons, with

regular and uniform movements, but

then change to the confusing patterns

I had observed: missed cycles, simul-

taneous high and low tides on oppo-

site sides of a small island, and slug-

gish low tides that seemed asleep on

the coral sand flats . He told me when
to look for clear- and dirty-water pe-

riods; times of the day, month, and

seasons when dugong were bunched

on the reefs or scattered or in deeper

waters; how currents, winds, and is-

land and reef configurations influence

tides and the occurrence and distri-

bution of marine life; when to expect

a "big low tide" so that Judi and I

could go out to find dugong feeding

trails on the drying shallows; how du-

gong "change over" from deepwater

to shallow-water places as the tides

and moon change; and how the turtles

follow the tides.

"When dirty water big tide and

want to spear dugong, like only fat

one, we go to Red Fruit Island side.

If go to Kuiku Pad Reef, only find bad

dugong, not much fat. If want to look

turtle and full moon, go to reefs when
low tide, find them proper on top,

shallow place."

Armed with this sort of informa-

tion and with a new and strange set

of environmental cues to aid us, we
confirmed many of his observations

during our afternoon and evening

trips to the reefs.

Data on the marine environment

and the area's natural history had to

be pieced together from a thick pile

of notes filled largely with tangential

material. Despite my efforts to keep

him to subjects that I wanted to hear

about, he was not to be rushed or

directed or prompted. I soon aban-

doned attempts to channel the cas-

cade of personal experiences, myths

and legends, local and tribal history,

old hunting lore, and principles and

perceptions of marine ecology that

rushed from the floodgates of his

mind. Never knowing when a stray

piece of information relevant to our

research might appear, I wrote and

taped everything. He was the eldest

of his clan, the historical custodia

knowledge seldom required in "tl si

modern times."

He told of the time "before

light came"—prior to 1871 whei

London Missionary Society can

based on what his grandfather

told him, and of "before tim

when he was a boy, and "after be

time," when he was a young man
worked on pearl shell luggei

"when crew hard work and 1

money' '—of collecting trochus sh

"outside, breaker side of barrie

and of the coral cuts , sharks , and rji

stench of trochus meat rotting in

holds; of his days in the all-Islar

Torres Strait Light Infantry Batta

during World War II, when "all

boys join, fight for Australia." /

about American troops on Horn

land and the baseball games and is

waiting in the sun for somethini

'

happen and of the cigarettes
—

"

time we get tobacco proper go

Yankee cigarette, taste nice. " Anc

told of the years following the w:

end when things began to chai

quickly and the young people be;

leaving the homeland islands jf

Thursday Island, Bamaga, Cair;,

Townsville, Brisbane, and Kuri B

,

"Very seldom they come back. Tl

forget these places. They lose the

land ways."

He drew pictures in the sand

constellations that signaled the

pearance of seasons and the mo
ments of sea life, outlines and m
of reefs and channels, and sketche

different animals. He could imii.

the swimming and feeding beha\'

of most sea creatures with convinc

:

gestures. He was a wonderful

server of nature.

Gelam then began to tell me ab 1

calling the wind and calling dugon

He had the "medicine" and knew
"deep language" that enabled hin

'

do these things. "Only I know th

things, from olden time peof

These younger generation kn

nothing but to hunt and eat. Th;'

why plenty dugong here now— 1 c

them. I call them to come to this

land."

And he showed me the medic

and what you do with it and what )

.

say. Roughly translated into Engli

,

the call goes like this: "Don't stay 1

sea outside, too rough. If you s

outside you will sarup. Come cli

to island. Then if you want to brea

;

you can with tail on reef. You're

safe place now . '

'

There was more to tell and she
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solete beliefs that keep most people from
ever trying to play the piano:

1 . When it comes to music, either you have it

or you don't. It you have it, you can make
music. If you don't you can't. WRONG.
2. In order to make music, you have to know
your scales and do your exercises fluently. It

takes a year at the least—and closer to two—
before your study pays off and you are pre-
pared to play the piano. There are no short-
cuts WRONG.

3. Music is a very complicated study filled

with rules and regulations which only a ge-
nius can understand. WRONG!

The truth is that every human being pos-
sesses the ability to make music. You were
born with that power and now you are about
to set it free! Now read how easy it is to play
all the music you want to play in this star-

tlingly simple new way to learn in just minutes
a day!

Merryall House, Dept. MB-45
South Kent. Conn. 06785

Please send me copies of How to Play the Piano
Despite Years ol Lessons by Ward Cannel and Fred
f^arx. plus my tree bonus of the World's Most Beauti-
ful Sheet Music (a JIO value) all for just S8 95 I get to
keep the bonus whether I decide to keep the book or
not. which I may return after 30 days for full refund if

not absolutely delighted. (Please add 50C with ea
order to partially cover pstg & hdig )

Enclosed is I Total Amt Check or MO
No COD'S please.
Charge my acc't (Check one):
D Am Exp D Mast Chg. D BankAmericard

Here are just a few of
the great pieces You'll
be making music with:

All Through the Day • If Ever I Would Leave
You* Blueberry Hill* Look To The Rainbow*
Close As Pages In A Book * (Our) Love Is

Here To Stay * A Cottage For Sale * Sep-
tember Song * Eleanora * Show Me * Every-
thing's Coming Up Roses * Some Enchanted
Evening * Fanny * Someday 111 Find You *

Gigi* Spellbound Concerto * Harbor Lights *

This Can't Be Love * Haunted Heart • This
Nearly Was Mine * How High The Moon *
There's A Small Hotel * I Could Write A Book
* True Love * I Can Dream. Can't I? * Try To
Remember* I Love Paris * Where Or When *

I'll Follow My Secret Heart * And More!
And that's just the beginning. You'll be

playing semi-classics, old favorites, hymns.
Christmas carols, folk songs—in fact practi-

cally anything you can think of but never
dared dream you could play before.

Conn, residents add sales tax.



and I began to wonder when and

where it would all end. We were

going far beyond my original request

to learn about local tides. The
juxtaposition of practical and mysti-

cal knowledge made me uneasy and

my mood and responses became in-

creasingly more skeptical. Sensing

this, Gelam said one morning, "The
old people teach me what they knew
and how to take notice of things. Ev-

erything come from taking notice of

things. I tell you what I know and

then you can write it in your book.

Then these new generation will read

that and they'll know how it was."

I had become entangled in Gelam's

desire to preserve the old traditions

and the old knowledge. But my back-

ground, with its own beliefs, myths,

and legends, and my training con-

flicted with his. He lived in a world

different from the external one we
shared as visitors to the island and so

his perceptions were different. We re-

versed roles and he listened to my ex-

planations of scientific methodology;

of what caused tides and winds and

the movements of some animals in

the sea.

After I had finished, Gelam tilted

his head and smiled. His smile meant:

"You poor modern times man.
You'll never know about taking

proper notice of things."

And Gelam was undoubtedly cor-

rect. I would never believe in all those

wondrous things that linked stars,

winds, tides, animals, and Islanders

together in one mysterious cosmos.

One day, two villagers, Tamu and

Kadi, announced that they had to "go
T.I." (Thursday Island) on personal

business—it being the only commer-
cial and administrative town in Aus-

tralia's northernmost region—and

asked if I wanted to come. I had a

shipment of film to mail off, and this

seemed like a good opportunity. Bar-

ney, my son, also came along, to buy
more fishing tackle and to touch base

culturally in a place where there were

comic books and soft drinks. It was
to be a routine, two-day, there-and-

back trip in Tamu's 14-foot alumi-

num dinghy, and Gelam came down
to the beach to see us ofT.

As Gelam helped push the dinghy

down the beach into the water, he

whispered to me, "You look for

those passis and gat I tell you about,
'

'

referring to the channels and reefs he

had drawn in the sand. He said some-

thing else, but it was drowned out as

Tamu started the motor.

Three hours later, heading south,

cutting across the reefs and deep-

water channels, we lost power. We
drifted while Tamu and I took enough
of the motor apart to confirm that it

was a broken drive shaft. Perfect tim-

ing too. We were halfway through the

widest stretch of open water; Thurs-

day Island was a long way off. Our
situation was difficult: no hopes of

fixing the motor, no boats on the hori-

zon, no wind; our stores, two gallons

of water and a bag of overripe man-
goes warming in the open dinghy. We
talked about our predicament for a

few minutes while the kulis tidal

stream rapidly carried the dinghy

toward the open sea, the Arafura.

We were in mid-channel, between
reef sets, too deep and too much cur-

rent to drop the anchor. We took

shifts on the lead-heavy oars and

rowed for the next reef, but we lost

headway as we tried to cut across the

channel. These channels frequently

have tidal streams that run at five and

six knots. At last, exhausted and an-

chored over the reef, and hoping for

an early rescue, I asked Tamu and

Kadi if many boats followed the route

we had taken.

"No worry, plenty dinghies on the

weekend," Kadi assured me.

I reminded him that this was Mon-
day.

We couldn't row against the flood

tide and with no wind to try an impro-

vised sail, we waited for giitat, the

ebb tide. Barney began reading

Michener's Centenitial—I hoped we
would get to Thursday Island before

he finished it. Kadi, always hungry,

went to the bow to watch for mating

green turtles, which drifted on the

surface at this time of year. I didn't

ask how he planned to cook the meat
if he caught a turtle. Wearing a pink

lavalava, day-glo green rimmed
sunglasses, and a knotted handker-

chief for a hat, Tamu sat in the stern,

just looking at his motor and saying,

"My or my, why you do this tome?"
And I made a little tent to protect the

box of exposed film from the sun and

wondered if I should start a log.

In the October calm we waited for

the change of tides. The searing sun

heated the boat to what felt like solar-

cooker levels. Late afternoon haze,

sea, and sky blended into a uniform,

silvery gray Mobius band. Sea glassy

over the reef, swirling in the channel.

Deadwind time before the northwest

monsoons.
We started to row at sundown but

the slack tide was short and we didn't

cover much distance until the ebb tide

started. It was hard to see how
were doing in the rapidly fading li|

When it was really dark, Tamu
vised that we should anchor for

night on the next reef. He feared

we would drift too far the other

with gutat. Anchored again,

talked of turtles. Tamu taught mi

count to twenty in Mabiuag and

picked mango strings from our te

The heavy, somnolent night lay 1

on the sea. No breeze. We would i

the tides again tomorrow.

Eleven in the morning: Hammij,

Island close, Thursday Island just

hind. Prince of Wales Channel stil

cross, the worst one. We were tir

hungry, sore.

Kadi noticed it first. "Wind ct

ing. Soger.'' East wind.

We quickly made a sail out

Tamu's lavalava, used the ours

masts, and sat back. With this un

pected wind we would make Thi

day Island easily. Near the isla

three turtle hunters attracted by •

pink sail—you hardly see sails in i

part of the world, much less p

ones—changed the course of tf

dinghy and towed us in.

"We almost sarup out there,

she's right now," Kadi said afteii

long pull on the water bottle. "'Vi

can book this trip."

The morning after we returil

home, I found Gelam on the be;

and told him about our trip. He !

tened and nodded his head kno

ingly. Then he told me what he f

done.

"When you didn't send radio m
sage to Judi, she come and tell n

Lucky for you she did, too. 1 km
then that something happen becai

you didn't reach T.I. She pleii

worried. But I fix everything. 1 c

that wind up. That night you out

the reef, I go to beach and ma;

mark, call wind for next day. G
you push to T.I. You believe

now?"
"Let's say I believe more than I

before, ate.'' I thanked him, but

waited for me to say something el

"Now about this word sarup. wl

exactly does it mean?"
"Sarupl Well, sarup means

person lost at sea.' In before the lij

times, you sarup if your canoe cz

size or you lose your way. Y
stranger to the homeland then. If y
come back, they might kill you, c

off your head. But these mode
times different, now we say. . .

.'

And we walked back together to

beneath the meke tree.

i6



Male Mandrill. He sho s colors Butterfly fish. Nature articles Lightning. Bnlannica 3s many arti-

tide on explain why creatures look cles on science give you a new look

"Biological Coloration." the way they do. at natural occurrences.

\bu andyour familyare invited to sample

the most readable,most understandable

encyclopaedia evercreated.

BritonnicoS

A revolutionary 3-part home learning center.

It makes even the most difficult material

much easier to understand and use.

Our planet has experienced a
"knowledge explosion." In just

one generation, man has made
incredible forward strides in sci-

ence and technology. Conven-
tional encyclopaedias simply
cannot keep pace. That's why
Encyclopaedia Britannica . . .

the world's most authoritative

reference work . . . was totally

redesigned and rewritten to bring
you and your family the kind of
encyclopaedia you need today.

Britannica 3 . . . more useful . . .

in more ways ... to more people.

The new Britannica 3 is a com-
pletely redesigned encyclopaedia.

It is written in clear, readable
language ... the language of
today ... so that even the most
complex subjects become much
easier for your children to
understand.

Totally new format.

Britannica 3 is the only encyclo-
paedia divided into three parts.

This revolutionary new format
creates a home learning center

that is far more informative and
easier to use.

1

.

The Ten-Volume Ready Refer-

ence. Ideal for finding informa-
tion quickly. 102,000 articles

(each less than 750 words) cover
every area of knowledge. Excep-
tionally helpful in homework . . .

your children will welcome the

easily readable style.

2. Nineteen Volumes of Knowl-
edge in Depth. This section is

designed for readers who want to

explore entire fields of learning.

4,200 authoritative articles pro-

vide the detailed coverage that

has made Britannica the ac-
knowledged leader in its field.

Here, once again, the language is

clear, contemporary . . . intended
for every member of your family.

3. The One-Volume Outline of

Knowledge. Now, for the first

time, the whole of human knowl-
edge has been organized by sub-
ject into one readable volume. It

serves as a guide to the entire

encyclopaedia and permits you

to plan your own course of study.
There's nothing newer than

Britannica 3.

More good news. When you se-

lect Britannica 3, it comes with
this assurance: your yearbook
privilege will keep you up-to-
date with the latest facts in every
area of learning. And when you
judge by the 43 million words
in its 30 beautifully bound vol-

umes, Britannica 3 delivers more
value per dollar than any other
accepted reference.

You have just read some of the

good reasons why Britannica 3

belongs in your home. But there

are so many more—all graph-
ically presented in our new
Preview Booklet . . .

filled with colorful J

pictures and
exciting facts.

This Preview i;

yours free . .

.

no obligation
,

... so please ^^,j^^__^^^
send for it. ^^jg^H^^V '37

Let us mailjou this neuBritannicaPREVIEW BOOKLETFREE!
If card is detached, write to Britannica 3, Dept. 100-H, 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111. 60611
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'lastweek I sowed my wild oats*
The real fun starts in twoweeks,
when I try to kill them alL"

"Wild oats always make
people think of second-

rate Victorian novels,"

says Gulf agricultural

chemist Jim Ahle.

"Actually they're big

trouble in North and
South Dakota. They
crowd out the wheat,

and cost the farmers

there over two hundred

million dollars a year.

Single-minded

"A lot of things will

kill wild oats. What we
wanted was a single-

minded herbicide that

won't harm any other

plants, or the people or

animals who eat the

grain.

"To solve that

"A good wild oat

is a dead wild oat."

problem, we developed a

product called Carbyne!

It proved to be one of the

most successful wild oat

controls ever developed.

"That was several

years ago, but we're still

running experiments

with Carbyne, either

new formulations or in

combination with other

herbicides, so you can

control a variety of weeds
with one application.

"For each new formu-

lation, we sow thousands

of wheat plants and wild

oats in seed beds, and in

a few weeks spray them

Gulf Oil Corporation

with the experimental

herbicide. Then we
check to make sure the

weeds are dead and the

grain uncontaminated.

One in 1^000

"For every herbicide

that comes onto the

market, at least seven

thousand have been

tested and rejected for

one reason or another.

Carbyne is a winner, but

it's just one of many
herbicides and pesticides

we're working on here at

Gulf.

"The American
farmer is the most
productive on earth. The
challenge, as I see it, is

to keep him that way."

Gulf people:
meeting fllie challenge.



Eagle at 30 ft.

Photograptied
by W. Beecher

with the Celes-
tron 1250mm,
t/10 Multipur-

pose Telephoto
Lens.

Saturn's Rings.
Photographed
with Celestron
14 Telescope.

The Celestron 8 (base
price: $790), most popular
of the Celestron line of com-
pact portable telescopes and
mirror-lens telephotos, is

shown here set up for star-
gazing. For a closer look
at this and other Celes-
tron products, ask for

your free color
catalog and free
telephoto book.

Live A Little.

If life is about any one single thing, it's about
getting closer to the things that interest you.
Celestron Telescopes help you get closer.

Whether the subject is the muscular
structure of an eagle's eye at 30

feet. Or the planet Saturn —
one hour, 11 minutes away
at the speed of light. If you

want to get closer, look into the
world's best-selling modern telescopes.

Live a little.

Celestron International
2835 Columbia, Box 3578-N

Torrance, Calif. 90503
Celestron

FLY FREE TO & ^f^OK^

PAGO PAGO
SAMOA

NIUAFOOU
TONGA

AUCKLAND, N RAROTONGA

Fly free 1o Hawaii for

our Soutli Seas cruises.
Sail with the SS Mariposa or SS Monterey on our luxurious

31-day South Seas cruise from Honolulu Sept. 5, Nov. 7 or

Dec. 13, and we'll give you a free round-trip flight via United
Airlines between selected West Coast cities and Hawaii.

(From other cities, enjoy a comparable reduction in air fare.)

See your travel agent for details on these special cruises

with the friendly Americans. Or contact us at Pier 35,

SanftanciscceA
,
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IFuniTED AIRLinES

A Whooper
Rally
by Rodney Barker

It's the bottom of the ninth

inning for the whooping
cranes . . . the cranes
are in scoring position

Since 1850, North American wil

life has changed drastically in comp
sition and abundance, largely b

cause of a rapid transition from pri

tine to civilized conditions. A prin

example is the whooping crane. Th

bird, which had ranged across tl

marshes and prairielands of Americi

retreated before white man's wesi

ward settlement until its breediit

grounds in the United States had i

:

been abandoned. Its period of declii

continued through the 1930s, urn

only one migratory whooper flock x\:

mained in the wild, wintering in

single marsh on the south coast i

Texas. In 1937 the United States go

ernment, in an effort to protect tl

species from extinction, purchase

this area as a migratory waterfowl re

uge, since named the Aransas N
tional Wildlife Refuge.

Further conservation efforts we
stalled by a lack of knowledge. Tl

notebook on the whooping crane w!

slim. Even the whereabouts of tl

whoopers' nesting grounds were m
known until 1954, when they wei

discovered and it was learned that tf

birds journeyed into the Northwe

Territories of Canada near the Alber

border in order to rear their your

An accepted member of a sandH

crane flock, a yearling whoo^
forages for grain in a harveste,

cornfield near the Bosque di

Apache refuge in New Mexico



lout interference or disturbance.

he discovery of the breeding

jjnds in remote marshes of Wood
ifaio National Parle did little to as-

.f the salvation of the species. Only

vnty-one whooping cranes were

le in the wild by then, and while the

sated nesting grounds provided

; ection, the far northern location

nil a short nesting season. If a

:i ch of eggs was destroyed by a

•it m or a predator, there would not

tKTiuch time for a second nesting.

Fithermore, the cranes' migration

( te was long and dangerous: 2,600

cs from Wood Buffalo to

iisas—and the whoopers made the

i ht twice a year.

V movement to increase the popu-

laon of whooping cranes followed.

and two schools of thought developed

about how this could be best accom-

plished. One accepted that the species

had been condemned to extinction in

its natural environment and that cap-

tive propagation was the only hope.

The other felt the birds should be left

to themselves and that over time, and

with stringent protection, their status

in the wild would be enhanced.

There were problems associated

with both viewpoints. On the one

hand, captivity-induced changes

could result in the loss of traits essen-

tial to the bird's survival in the wild,

and no method had yet been devised

to condition captive birds in a way
that would eventually allow their re-

lease . On the other hand , a wild popu-

lation can be given only so much pro-

tection. For a species whose numbers
had been diminished to less than two
dozen, and which has a very low re-

productive rate, the prospects for a

natural resurgence seemed slim.

The priority at the time was to in-

crease the whooping crane population

by any and all means, and to accom-
plish this the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service and the Canadian Wildlife

Service began a program in 1967 that

involved transporting eggs from

whooping crane nests in Canada to

the Patuxent Wildlife Research Cen-

ter in Laurel, Maryland, for artificial

incubation, hatching, and raising.

The objective was to establish a cap-

tive breeding flock that would eventu-

ally produce enough birds to restock

the wild population.

. * '-i,^

i.ht'imr:^:

RoO Drewien
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The feeling was that the removal of

one egg from a whooper nest would
not hurt the wild flock, for of the two
eggs normally hatched in each nest,

sibling rivalry and competition for

food usually meant only one chick

survived. Eggs were taken from
whooper nests beginning in 1967,

and by 1974 a potential captive breed-

ing flock of nineteen birds had been
reared from fifty eggs at Patuxent.

Whooper numbers, in the wild and

in captivity, were on a slow upswing,
but two major factors continued to

hinder the increase of the species.

First, an insufficient number of birds

produced in the wild were going back

into the breeding flock. No one knew
what was happening to them, but too

many of the subadult group were van-

ishing before they had a chance to

contribute to the breeding population.

Second, the belief that animals reared

successfully in captivity should ex-

ceed, by several times, the customary
productivity of the species in the wild

was not holding true in the case of the

whooping crane.

At this crucial point in whooping
crane history. Rod Drewien and El-

wood Bizeau, research biologists at

the University of Idaho, came for-

ward with a proposal to start a new
wild population of whooping cranes.

Drewien and Bizeau had been work-
ing for six years with greater sandhill

cranes, close cousins of the whooper,
and had completed a comprehensive
study that involved catching and

banding some 700 sandhill cranes,

following them up and down the

Rocky Mountains on their migration

route, and experimenting with egg
switching. Their research indicated

that cranes are imprinted; that is, their

social behavior is learned through

early experiences. Drewien and Bi-

zeau then extended the implications

of their studies to whoopers. They
proposed that the eggs being removed
from the wild for incubation at Patux-

ent be deposited instead in the nests

of preselected sandhill cranes at

Grays Lake National Wildlife Refi

in Idaho, and that the sandhills be p
mitted to raise the whoopers as th

own. They believed that sandll

cranes would make good fos

parents: both species maintain li

long pair bonds and family grou

both lay two eggs that are similar

size and appearance and that hatch

thirty days. The biologists were ct

vinced that the adopted whoop
would learn from the sandhills to ;

just to a new environment.
,

Drewien took the view that "l

face of the continent is so chang

that the whoopers may not be able

reoccupy much of their histori(

range, which has been drastically
i

tered or eliminated by man. The or'

inal habitats are not there anymoi

We believe that the whooper is a lit

more adaptable than we give it cre^

for. With this restoration project \

are simply trying to take advantage

similarities between two specie

switching eggs and then letting nat

take its course."

The objectives of the proposed ej

periment were multiple. Obviousl!

it was important to increase ti

whooping crane population in ai

way possible. But to Drewien, she:

numbers were not the most importai

statistic: "Anything more than v;

have is a better number, but the tot

number is not as important as estai

lishing separate flocks. A hurricane

an oil spill at the wintering grounc

could wipe out the entire floci

whether there are 50 birds in it or 25

It would be far safer having those 2'

birds in separate flocks. Security f(

the whoopers is in dispersal of tl

species."

Past events dramatically undei

lined this statement. In 1940, tw

populations of whooping cranes e?

isted in North America: a nonmigrj

tory flock, living in the coasti

marshes of Louisiana, and the full

migratory birds that wintered i

Aransas. That year a hurricane hit th

coast of Louisiana, and all but six c

the nonmigratory colony of whooper

disappeared. All of the Louisian

whoopers were gone by 1949

In addition to bolstering the popi

lation, the establishment of a secon

and separate whooping crane floe

meant the whoopers would have a dif

ferent set of winter and summe
ranges. No migratory species can b

kept on a managed habitat or unde

protective observation all the time

but the banded stock of sandhills fror

24
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Cracow^trumpetcall to arms...

never finished^ryetneversilenced

in700years.
You stand in the Market Square

of medieval Cracow, in the

shadow of the Gothic Clothiers'

Hall. Atop the 250-foot tower of

St. Mary's Church, a lone man
sounds his trumpet four times

to the four corners of the city.

Just so, in the year 1241, a trum-

peter warning the city of the ap-

proaching Tartar invaders was
interrupted—slain by an enemy
arrow. You will hear the unfin-

ished fanfare marking every
hour in that hero's memory as

long as you stay in Cracow. It has

echoed across these ancient roof-

tops for more than 7 centuries.

To visit Poland is to make a

trip through time. You can walk
across her city streets and view
a thousand years of European

civilization in a couple of hours.

Cracow has its 14th century
Wawel Castle, its 600 year-old

university, and a modern steel

works. In Warsaw the 15th cen-

tury walls divide the miraculous-

ly resurrected Old Town from a

bustling capital, with its govern-

ment buildings, shops, and ex-

citing night life.

A night on the town might
mean a classic opera or ballet,

brilliantly performed, an imagin-

ative avant garde play, or the

latest award-winning film. A day
in the countryside can bring you
to a village folk festival, with
costumes, songs and dances as

old as Poland itself.

In Poland traditions such as

the trumpet c4H s^f Craiow Jiave

a way of surviving. The Poles

have a traditional flair for the

arts—most of all the art of hving.

And so they are unequalled as

hosts. You'll find new hotels

burgeoning everywhere—totally

modern in their comforts, com-
pletely "Old World" in their

gracious hospitality.

You'll find the Poles friendly

and outgoing, eager to meet you
and proud to show you their

country. From the Baltic Sea to

the ski slopes of the High Tatra

Mountains, Poland is a country

of 121,000 square miles and
33,000,000 people. One of the

few places in Europe where Old
World culture and the country-

side can be seen unspoiled. And
where the tourist is still an
honored guest.

LOT Polish Airlines and Pan
Am will fly you to Poland any
day of the week from U^ew York.
A variety of attractive tours and
charters, offered iiy these car-

riers/ is available. Fot informa-
* ; t * i

tion, see yoiir fraVei agent or

njgil thej^oupon bellow.

POLAND/ afand k)f nevei>ending fascination



which Drewien intended to draw his

foster parents wintered and sum-
mered on national wildlife refuges

—

Grays Lake National Wildlife Refuge
in Idaho and the Bosque del Apache
National Wildlife Refuge in New
Mexico—and on each flight, north

and south, stopped over to rest and

feed at, or in the vicinity of, the

Monte Vista National Wildlife Ref-

uge in Colorado. The 800-mile mi-

gratory journey from Idaho to New
Mexico was less than one-third the

2,600-mile Canada-Texas trek.

Many questions stood without an-

swers. Would the sandhill cranes ac-

cept the whooping crane chicks once

they were hatched? Would the

whoopers continue the same migra-

tion route of their foster parents when
they had to fend for themselves? Al-

though plumage, size, mating calls,

and ritual courtship dances of the two
species differ considerably, would
the sandhills and whooping cranes at-

tempt to interbreed in a wasted repro-

ductive effort?

Calling it a grand experiment to

provide a lot of answers, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service and the Ca-

nadian Wildlife Service approved

Drewien and Bizeau's proposal and

the project was begun in May 1975.

The Canadian Wildlife Service made
plans for the eggs to be picked up by
helicopter on May 28. There are vari-

ations in sensitivity to nest visitation

among species, and no bird will stand

for sustained disturbance. A direct

approach, quick actions, and a short

time spent at the nests of whooping
cranes had been found to be accept-

able during earlier operations of the

Patuxent project, and it did not appear

to bother the parents when one egg
was removed.

The eggs were left under their natu-

ral parents until approximately one
week before they were expected to

hatch; at that time Ernie Kuyt, a biol-

ogist with the Canadian Wildlife

Service, flew to the vicinity of each

nest. He removed one of the two eggs

in each nest (where three eggs were

found, two were taken). The eggs

were immediately placed in a porta-

ble incubator, and when the collec-

tion was complete, fourteen eggs had

been taken, with seventeen left for the

Canadian flock.

On May 29 the eggs were flown to

Grays Lake and substituted into the

nests of sandhills. Drewien drew
from a stock of one hundred banded
sandhill cranes, and his primary crite-

rion for the selection of the foster
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parents was the predictability of their

migration from Grays Lake to Bosque
del Apache.

Of the fourteen eggs taken to Idaho

in 1975, three were found to be infer-

tile. This was Drewien" s first sur-

prise. "That threw me, three eggs

being infertile. I didn't expect that

—

based on similar samples from sand-

hills. I had never run into that per-

centage of infertile eggs before."

Two eggs became meals for coyotes.

Of the nine eggs that hatched, six

chicks reached flight stage and three

were lost to unknown causes.

From the time they hatched to the

time they migrated, the young
whoopers were twice approached by
humans: once when the nests were
checked to make sure the eggs had
hatched and again when the remain-

ing young were banded at two months
of age.

One more bird was lost prior to mi-

gration on October 8, when the first

whooping crane wheeled upward in

circular flight with its sandhill parents

and headed for the Monte Vista Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge, 500 miles

away. By October 20, four whoopers
had arrived in the San Luis Valley of

Colorado at or near Monte Vista Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge to rest and

feed. The four foster parent families

continued on to New Mexico; two
settled in the Bosque del Apache ref-

uge, a third family stopped at the Ber-

nardo State Game and Fish Depart-

ment Refuge, and the fourth came to

rest on a dairy farm near the town of

Los Lunas. Reports of a large white

bird wintering with a sandhill crane

flock in northern Mexico left hope

that all five had safely completed their

annual southern migration. With one

bird not officially accounted for, add-

ing these four whoopers to the eight

chicks raised by the 49-bird wild

flock in Canada represented the larg-

est annual increase in the wild

whooping crane population ever re-

corded. That made a total of 85 wild

and captive whooping cranes in exist-

ence in 1975.

Drewien followed the birds to

Bosque del Apache refuge, monitor-

ing their activities and behavior and

watching the interactions between the

young whoopers and their foster

parents and other sandhills. It ap-

peared that the whoopers were acting

like normal sandhill young and being

treated as such by their foster parents,

but not by other sandhills. There was
a tendency for the whooper families

to feed on the edge of the flock be-

cause the young whoopers were i

quently harassed by other adult sa

hills. Most importanfly, howe\
they were adopting the sandhills' (

and their roosting and feeding cycl

Drewien and wildlife officials w
optimistic about the whoopers' al

ity to pass their upcoming te:

Would they follow their fos

parents back along the migrat

route to Grays Lake? And what vj(t

going to happen upon their arriva

the breeding grounds? Sandfj

breeding pairs, which are stronj

territorial, drive yearlings off prioii

a new nesting season. Left withn

the protection of the mature birds i

forced to shift for themselves on urt

miliar feeding grounds, the yot

whoopers would enter a time whj

they were highly vulnerable to los

A short mild winter brought

sandhills north one week earlier th

usual , and by March 2 , 1 976 , the f

c

whoopers had arrived in the vicin

of the Monte Vista refuge, with I

fifth bird still missing.

While in Monte Vista, the you

whoopers were constantly under I

vigil of refuge manager Pete Brya:

who observed that although t

whoopers congregated with otl^

young sandhills, "one of t

whoopers was a leader. Juveni

sandhills were attaching themselv|

to that whooper rather than the oth'

way around." Bryant's observatiii

that the whooping cranes appeared
[

be dominant in the juvenile grouj

suggested to him that a pattern of si

gregation was already developii;

that would eventually lead to natuij

separation when the birds reach

sexual maturity and selected matesl

Then an unexpected developmC:

occurred: the sandhill parents contii

ued their migration north, but on
one whooping crane went with ther!

The other three stayed behind

Monte Vista.

Pete Bryant felt the birds remaini

"because there was nothing to mo'

them. Conditions were good and gc

ting better. There was plenty of wat

and food around."

Two of the young whoopers left

April but two stayed until May 1'

When they left they scattered to tl

north; only one made the full migr

tion that the adult birds did to tl

grounds where they were hatched ai

raised. (This individual summerc

within twenty miles of Grays Lake

Drewien was not worried abo

this development because some san(

hills follow the same pattern. Bi
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there was no way to measure the i

plications because there was "

norm to compare them to. To t

day, nobody knows where the yoij

whoopers [in the Canada flock] •

We know most don't go back
where they were reared, and it m
just be characteristic for them
disperse as subadults. The one thi

that is traditional is that most doi

show up in the nesting areas."

Of the fifty-seven birds that w
tered at Aransas during 1975-'

only thirty-six showed up at the ne

ing grounds in Canada that sar

spring. Twenty-one sunlmered eh

where, and no one knows where th

went. The assumption is that these i

subadult birds, and that they summ
in areas other than the nestii

grounds, spreading out over a lar

area and only rejoining the rest of t

breeding flock after they have reachu:

sexual maturity and are paired ui'

Last year a new pair that had not beil

there previously showed up at Wodj

Buffalo National Park.
j

On the whoopers' northward ni!

gration, one landed in south-centtj

Montana, there was one in northcc.

Utah, and another was also reportti

in that state. The fourth, as me
tioned, ended up near Grays Lak
Two were observed in the compai,

of juvenile sandhills, and one was t|

itself. From all observations, the su:

adult whoopers were on a grain die

although they were spending moi

and more time foraging in marshi'

and wet meadows for frogs and oth

small aquatic life. They were also ol

served feeding on such insects ;

grasshoppers and dragonflies and c

young birds and bird eggs.

The experiment was begun wil

the idea that if it was succeeding af tt

one year, it would be continued. Th

addition of four whooping cranes I

the wild stock substantiated the dec

sion to repeat the experiment for

second year.

Sixteen eggs were picked up i

Canada last spring, but one egg, re

ceived from a pair that had supplie

an infertile egg the previous year, wa
infertile and was kept in Canada fc

museum purposes. So fifteen egg

were brought to Grays Lake an

placed under selected sandhills. I

addition to this supply, two eggs th;

had been produced in captivity at Pa

tuxent were brought to Idaho in th

first attempt to utilize the captiv^

breeding flock to bolster whoopin;

crane numbers in the wild. Some egg

were placed under the previous year'
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)i;;iits and some under new parents.

! >uickly, the bad luck that has hni-

le.'d all elTorts to assist the whoop-

n crane struck again. Coyotes got

n iid cleaned out a line of twenty-six

Ihill nests, including four with

N brought from Canada. Eleven

)ils hatched, but one died of pneu-

niia within two days. Within a

•k after the last had hatched. Grays

o w as hit by a four and a half day

m that brought rain, snow, and

r zing temperatures. Three more
i ks disappeared, reducing the

ibcr of surviving young whoopers
11 ten to seven. Three more were

lo unknown causes over the sum-
Drought conditions and the re-

am lack of food were blamed for

c last fatalities, as a number of

;iii2 sandhills were observed in

\ iiig condition. It was a poor year

. cranes at Grays Lake.

he fate of the two eggs brought
' from Patuxent was consistent.

\\ icn had been warned that there

not appear to be a developing em-
11 111 one of the eggs; nevertheless,

h were placed under sandhills.

I : one considered good did not

hch on its due date, but it was left

on the chance it might still come
tbugh. Four days later it was eaten

'1 ravens. The one deemed infertile

>^^ also eaten—the day after it

Tiuld have hatched.

"our young whoopers reached

11 ht stage and flew south in 1976. At

^)nte Vista, one of those extended

tl string of bad luck when it flew into

austy barbed-wire fence and died

f.m injuries sustained in the colli-

sn. The three survivors continued

c to Bosque del Apache . As it turned

c . the sandhill parents that success-

1 ly reared the 1976 crop of

V copers were not the same ones that

hi had success the previous year.

Meanwhile, the four yearling

V oopers who had scattered to the

r-th for the summer came back to

t ir previous wintering grounds on
t ir own. One was reported about

f ty miles north of the Bosque del

/lache refuge in early October, but

tn it apparently moved farther

jjth. It hasn't been seen since, and
lewien thinks it may have joined a

pup of young sandhills heading

ijth, which continued across the

\ rder into Mexico. Two remained at

I'sque del Apache and the other

s:nt the winter at the New Mexico
( ime and Fish Department refuge at

I arby Bernardo—proof that whoop-
i: cranes placed in a new geo-
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graphical area will remain in that area

after they have left their parents.

Assuming developments continue

as they have , the project seems on its

way to ultimate success. In 1976, fif-

teen new whoopers were added to the

wild whooper count, as the Canadian

flock contributed twelve young. The
previous high was also twelve, and

that was in 1975. Before this project

was begun the best score on record

had been a ten, in 1964. (The total

number of whooping cranes, in the

wild and in captivity, is now about

one hundred.)

After two years, the restoration

project is still in its infancy, but nu-

merical results and informative an-

swers have justified the initial risks.

"Beyond any doubt in my mind
now," Drewiensaid, "I'm confident

this method will work, as far as rear-

ing the bird, fledging it, and taking it

south." He has expressed little con-

cern over the birds scattering to dif-

ferent summer grounds because while

the distribution was spread over sev-

eral states, it was all within the same
geographical range occupied by the

sandhill crane population into which
they were introduced, and each area

contained the same basic habitats

—

grain fields and wetlands—utilized by
cranes at Grays Lake. "The more
we see, the only real question left is

will the whoopers get together and

pair or will they attempt to pair with

sandhills . The key to minimizing this

potential problem is getting enough
whoopers introduced into this flock so

that when they reach the age when
they start to pair, they can have an

opportunity to come in contact with

each other, among the thousands of

sandhills."

Drewien feels the answer could

very well lie in the captive breeding

flock at Patuxent, for assuming every-

thing continues as it has, then the only

limitation is the number of eggs that

can be gotten.

"One of the values of the captive

flock, besides, of course, maintaining

and perpetuating a gene pool aside

from what is in the wild, is that it can

contribute significantly to the restora-

tion project. It is going to be a long

program, and if Patuxent can break

down the barrier of getting eggs out

of the adults and get them produc-

ing—and they have approached it al-

ready with three eggs in 1975 and five

eggs in 1976—then we could supple-

ment the wild eggs with those eggs

produced in captivity, and we could

rapidly increase the number of

whoopers. I think that to be able to

depend only on eggs that come out of

Canada may not be enough."
He feels a couple of dozen

whoopers must be available in the

new population to give them a fair

chance to breed, and that once there

is the capability of putting out two to

four dozen eggs a year, "knowing
what success we've had in bad
years—25 percent coming through

—

we could break the barn door down
on these whoopers."
The biggest problem the project

has encountered thus far has been the

high loss of young during the nesting

and rearing period. Some of this was
due to adverse environmental condi-

tions. The past two years have been

subaverage years weatherwise, as

drought conditions, together with

storms at the wrong time, have taken

their toll. But in two years, six eggs

have been lost to predators, and that

is one factor that something can be

done about. A coyote-control pro-

gram will be administered at Grays

Lake this spring (the loss of eggs to

coyotes last year was due to a single

pair that moved into the marsh nest-

ing area for the first time). But if a

predator-control program is not im-

mediately effective, Drewien will

consider new criteria in the selection

of sandhill foster parents. Ideally he

wants a pair that consistently summer
on the refuge at Grays Lake and
winter at Bosque del Apache, but "I

might have to back up and use pairs

I don't have as much information

about because they have safer nest lo-

cations and are less likely to be pre-

dated by coyotes."

Besides coyotes, hunters continue

to pose a threat to the whooping
crane. Historically, the whoopers
have been most vulnerable to being

shot on their migration south because

they cross middle America during

hunting season. At the time of this

writing, however, the young whoop-
ing cranes in the experimental project

are being exposed to this particular

danger because of counterproductive

management practices on the Bosque
del Apache refuge itself.

Restricted snow goose hunting has

been allowed on the Bosque del

Apache refuge for years , but in 1 976
the Fish and Wildlife Service, against

the recommendations of refuge per-

sonnel, proposed to considerably ex-

pand the hunt to offer greater opportu-

nities. The bag limit on snow geese

and the number of shells hunters

could use were increased. A new af-

ternoon hunt was added but tli

eliminated ten days prior to the opt

ing of the hunt due to political pr(

sure.

"I'm not opposed to hunting

Drewien explained, "but it should

placed in a proper context. Virtual

every year since the hunt has be

held at the Bosque del Apache refu:

one or more sandhill cranes have be

misidentified and shot. Last year fi

sandhills were killed. If a person c

mistake a sandhill crane for a sncj

goose, he can certainly mistake

whooper, whose color patterns i

semble the snow goose much mo
closely."

Many people feel that the foremc

objective of a national wildlife refu;l

should be the enhancement of ti

wildlife that utilize the area, over ai

other use. And when there are co

flicting programs, wildlife should 1

the top priority item.

In 1975, 659 hunters came
Bosque del Apache after snow geesi

the total number of visitors that ye

came to 68 ,000, many of whom can!

to see the whoopers. In 1976, to a

commodate less than 1 percent of tn

public users, the hunt proceeded a

scheduled, with refuge agents scurri

ing around trying to keep track of tl|

whoopers in the morning fog, settinj

off sirens whenever the birds flel

near the blinds, stopping the huij

until the whoopers moved on, thai

starting it again with an all-clci:

siren. The hunt lasted eighteen daj]

and, fortunately, ended without

whooping crane casualty. But by th|

time it was over, the cranes in the n|

hunting areas were out of food an

most whoopers were flying off the rel

uge to private lands to forage durini

a period when the goose hunting set!

son was opening outside the refuge

There are lessons to be learne

from this experimental project tht

have valuable implications for man
other endangered species. Alread>i

George Archibald of the Internationc

Crane Foundation is in the process c

instituting an analogous program i

Asia with the Siberian white crane

using the European common crane a

the foster parent. If Drewien 's projec

works, and the ultimate measure o

success will be the pairing and raisin;

of young whoopers in the new flock

then not only will the lifeline of thi

whooping crane have been extended

but one of the most triumphant tech

niques ever developed in the restora

tion of endangered wildlife will havi

been established. C
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OUNCING A LIMITED MINTING OF AN EXTRAORDINARY NEW COLLECTION...

HE FLAGS OFROYALTY
IN SOLID STERLING SILVER

e royal banners of fifty great moyiarchs of history - portrayed for the first time

a magnificent collection of solid sterling silver ingots minted by The Franklin Mint.

Available by subscription only

Limit: One Proof Set per subscriber

lubscription deadline: March 25, 1977

For nearly five thousand years, the

world's great monarchs have used

flags as dramatic symbols of their

power and prestige. Symbols to

the hearts and minds of their subjects

[nd inspire great achievements through-

their domains.

now -for the first time - the per-

lil banners of fifty of these great and

lious monarchs will be portrayed in a

tacular collection of solid sterling silver

ts. Fifty mighty rulers whose deeds

e shaped the destiny of all mankind,

irlemagne. Napoleon. King Arthur,

ighis Khan. Ivan the Terrible. Cath-

ie the Great. And all of them repre-

ted by the impressive banners of their

,n - captured for all time in the rich and

uring beauty of solid silver.

Stirring flags, honoring monarchs

who shaped history

While the distinctive flags por-

trayed in this collection evoke the

pomp and pageantry of royalty,

each one also captures the essence

Ihe historic figure it represents. For each

;
is a living symbol that reveals much

ut the ideals and aspirations of the

aarch for whom it was created,

'he flag of William the Conqueror
;ures a huge Cross, symbolizing the

blessing for his mission to bring

man rule to the throne of England.

'tier the Great's imperial banner- pat-

led after the tricolor of Holland - re-

ts that nation's profound influence on

determination to modernize Russia,

'he flag of King Louis XIV is embla-

led with a sunburst, denoting his

ief that the brilliance of his reign would

iminate all Europe.

^'rederick the Great's flag bears the im-

ial eagle of the Roman Empire, reflect-

lioth his personal ambition and his

am of glory for Prussia.

\nd the flag of Queen Isabella and King
dinand-the banner that Columbus
ried with him on his historic voyage of

COvery — signifies the historic union of

iin's two great royal houses.

In all, the collection will portray the

flags of fifty great monarchs whose deeds

have influenced the course of history

throughout the world. And each flag will

be captured in the gleaming beauty of

solid sterling silver -to form a truly ex-

traordinary collection.

Authentic in every respect

Km^ The design for each flag has been

#flE, painstakingly authenticated by

'mif Dr- Whitney Smith, Director of

Tt the Flag Heritage Foundation and

the world's leading authority on flag his-

tory. Each ingot will accurately portray

the oflicial design of the flag it honors—
and even the shapes and proportions of the

ingots will vary, as do those of the original

flags they represent.

Moreover, each ingot will be minted

with a brilliant gem Proof finish - the ulti-

mate achievement of the minter's art. The
frosted design will be set against a highly

polished, mirror-like background, creating

an effect of dazzling beauty in solid ster-

ling silver.

Issued in strictly limited edition

^ifclJ^The Flags of Royalty collection

yS^ will be issued in strictly limited

f^ig edition, with a firm limit of one set

^1^ per subscriber. The total number
of Proof Sets in the United States and
Canada will exactly equal the number of

valid subscriptions postmarked by March
25, 1977. Because of world-wide interest in

this subject, the collection will be offered

later in other countries by the international

aflSliates of The Franklin Mint. But it will

never again be made available in the

United States and Canada.
Subscribers will receive the collection at

the rate of one ingot per month. The
original issue price for each sterling silver

Proof ingot is $29, SO, and this price will be

guaranteed to each subscriber for every

ingot in the series, regardless of any in-

crease in the cost of silver or of minting.

Subscription deadline

:

March 25, 1977

mf- JtFrom Emperor Constantine's
ySj^ Roman battle standard to the two-

i^C^ headed eagle flag of Emperor
yC^ Franz-Josef, these are the personal

banners of fifty of history's greatest mon-
archs - captured for the first time in the

enduring brilliance of sterling silver. A
collection that will be prized for genera-

tions to come. For its great beauty, its

educational value and its lasting historical

significance.

To subscribe for this important collec-

tion, mail the application below to The
Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, Pennsyl-

vania, no later than March 25. 1977.

A custom-designed
hardwood chest to liold

all fifty Flags of Royalty ingots will be provided

to each subscriber as part of the collection.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE FLAGS OF RQYALTY
Valid only if postmarked by March 25, 1977

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for a complete Proof

Set of The Flags of Royalty, consisting of fifty

proof-quality ingots to be minted in solid sterling

silver and issued to me at the rate of one ingot

per month beginning April 1977.

I need send no money now. Bill me $29.50* tor

each sterling silver Proof ingot in advance of

its shipment.

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss_

City, State, Zip_

sales lax Signature.
All applications are subject to acceptance.

The Franklin Mint is the world's largest private r r any other government s
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joison in a Monkey's Garden of Eden
b Kenneth E. Glander

r howlers in a Costa Rican

est, feeding is not just a

tter of plucking any leaf

K\\ of the howling monkeys, ex-

it for one adult female with an in-

t clutching her stomach, had fin-

:d feeding and had left the carne

da (Andira inertnis) tree. Sud-

ily this female started turning in

t circles on a branch , but she com-
ted only two revolutions before

ing her balance. For about a min-

, her tail hold on the limb pre-

ited her from falling and she hung

idedown. Then, convulsing spas-

idically, she lost muscle control

1 plummeted thirty-five feet to the

)und. All the while, her ten-day-

infant had kept its grasp. Al-

)ugh the infant was not injured, the

ither appeared dazed. After recov-

ng, she climbed back into the tree,

t remained sitting in the same spot

the rest of the day and did not feed

the next twenty-four hours.

Her fall was one more piece of evi-

nce that toxic substances in some
the leaves consumed by these man-
d howling monkeys (Alouatta pal-

•ta) not only determine a group's

;ding patterns and movements, Ijut

ay also influence its social organi-

tion.

This group of howlers, made up of

o adult males, six adult females,

d five juveniles, inhabited two

pes of forest on twenty-five acres of

ranch near Canas in northwestern

cent evidence suggests that

avoid poisoning, howling

onkeys—previously thought to

ve a virtually endless food
pply—must be highly selective

the kinds and amounts of

getation they consume.

Costa Rica. One is a broad-leaf ever-

green forest, which runs along the

banks of the Rio Corobici. Here, the

steady supply of water permits such

trees as espave {Anacardium e.xcel-

sum) and sotocaballo {Pithecellobium

longifolium) to thrive. Most of these

trees are about fifty-five feet high but

several magnificent specimens reach

one hundred feet.

At a distance of seventy-five feet

from the river banks, the ground is

much drier and the gallery forest

gives way to a deciduous one. During

the dry season from December
through April , the difference between

the two forests is most dramatic: the

dense green canopy of the gallery

forest contrasting sharply with the

bare limbs of the deciduous one. Dur-

ing the wet season from May to No-
vember, however, the canopies of the

deciduous forest are as thick as those

of the gallery forest.

In many places the canopies touch,

allowing the howlers to move directly

from one tree to another. But where

cut or blown down trees have created

gaps in their travel routes, the howl-

ers usually hesitate momentarily be-

fore flinging themselves out into

space to land safely in the crown of

a neighboring tree. All of the ani-

mals, except for those younger than

four months old, routinely make
these jumps. When these young ani-

mals come to gaps that their mothers

have already crossed, they edge out

to the very ends of the branches and

squeal until the mothers cross back to

get them. As a result, many of the fe-

males have to jump the same gap

three times. But by the time the juve-

niles are six months old their mothers

no longer pay attention to their

squeals and they must jump the gaps

themselves or be left behind. During

our fourteen-month study of the ecol-

ogy of mantled howling monkeys, we
observed over seven hundred jumps

and never saw an animal miss.

My wife and I had completed only

three months of our field work when
we saw the mother and infant fall

from the carne asada tree. There had

been other, similar occurrences

within a short time span. During the

late afternoon of the previous day, the

group had traveled from one side of

the Rio Corobici to the other, using

a natural pathway along the limbs of

trees that almost touched. They
crossed safely on this occasion, just

as they had many other times. We did

not wade the river to follow them
since darkness was already approach-

ing, but we could see them feeding

in the same tree from which the fe-

male and infant were to fall. Almost
half the tree's crown hung over the

river, as did the crowns of some of

the sleeping trees used by the group

that night. The next morning one of

the juveniles was missing. We sus-

pect that the missing juvenile fell and

drowned in the river because we
could not find his body after a thor-

ough search of the area.

More than a month later, the infant

of the female that fell from the carne

asada tree drowned in the Rio Coro-

bici. On that morning, it was riding

on its mother's back while she fed in

the crown of a tree that leaned out

over the river. We were following an-

other female feeding in a nearby tree

when we heard a splash. Upon
searching the river, I found the dead

infant in three feet of water.

In the two weeks prior to the fe-

male's fall, six howling monkeys
from other groups on or near the

ranch were found dead. I recovered

the intact bodies of three animals, all

females, for examination, but the

other three were too decomposed.
During the same two-week period we
also found two juvenile females from

another group twitching and jerking

on the ground. The younger animal,

about six months old, died within

four hours. The older one, some
eighteen months old, recovered.

At least three of the six dead ani-
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mals and both of the sick ones had
been feeding on the leaves of either

carne asada or madera negra (Glirici-

dia sepiiim) trees. The mature leaves

of madera negra contain rotenone, a

fatty acid called archidic, and an un-

known alkaloid. Rotenone is one of

the ingredients in some insecticides.

In Venezuela, Indians crush madera
negra leaves and mix them with water

and rice or seeds for use as a rat poi-

son. The leaves of carne asada con-

tain the alkaloid andirine. Five grains

of andirine will make a human nau-

seous. Colombian Indians poison fish

by putting crushed carne asada leaves

in lakes and rivers.

The unexpected and unusual con-
centration of dead and sick animals,

and our knowledge of what some of

these animals ate just before they

died, provided us with an opportunity

few other field researchers have . The
combination in tropical forests of

rapid decomposition and eflficient

scavengers, such as insects and vul-

tures, makes the remains of dead ani-

mals quickly disappear. When re-

mains are found, it is usually ex-

tremely diflScuIt to discover what the

animals consumed just before death.

Tests carried out by the Microbi-
ology Department of the University

of Costa Rica ruled out the possibility

that the monkeys died from herpes

virus , rabies , or yellow fever , and ex-

tensive autopsies of the animals pro-

duced no apparent pathologies. We
were left then with strong circum-
stantial evidence of natural poisoning
by ingestion of toxic leaves.

In order to verify or negate this

hypothesis, we began to analyze all

plant materials in our study site. The
present emphasis is on testing for al-

kaloids. Although the procedure is

accurate, it shows only the presence

of alkaloids, not the type. The results

are promising, but chemical analyses

are just beginning.

We have a much more substantial

amount of information on the feeding

behavior of the howlers. My wife and
I have now spent more than 5,000
hours in the field, either observing the

animals in their daily activity or

studying their habitat. We have sys-

tematically documented the distri-

bution of their food resources by
marking, measuring, mapping, and
identifying the 1 ,699 trees in the

study area. While in the field, we also

kept weekly records on the leafing,

flowering, and fruiting of the trees.

The annual rainfall in the howlers'
habitat area is about 70 inches, but
when we did our study in 1972 and
1973 only 56 inches fell during a

twelve-month period, most of it from
May through September. No rain fell

in January, February, or March. In

the wet season, the dense leaves pro-

vided shade for us and the animals.

During the wet season, the howlers
begin feeding at about 6:30 in the

morning and intersperse feeding

bouts with periods of moving from
one feeding area to another. Toward
the hotter middle hours of the day,
when temperatures reach about 85°F,

they usually move to the lower can-

opy to seek a shady place for resting.

Here, an animal stretches out with its

legs straddling a branch and its tail

wrapped around it. Infants and juve-

niles often explore the immediate
area around their mothers or play in

the tops of the trees during these pe-

riods. In a resting position a howler
is often difficult to spot from the

ground because its coat color blends
with the shifting patterns of sunlight

and shadows filtered through the tree

branches. A second peak of feeding

usually begins about mid-afternoon
and continues until the group settles

into sleeping places at about six

o'clock in the evening..

The pattern of daily activity is sim-

ilar during the dry season, except that

the first feeding occurs at about five

o'clock in the morning; by seven all

the animals are resting again. Tem-
peratures during the dry season are

hotter, often reaching 100° F. By
feeding earlier, the animals can rest

in the shade through the hottest part

of the day and feed again in the cooler

late afternoon.

When we observed the animals
during daylight hours in the wet sea-

son, they spent an average of 7.9

hours resting, 2.5 hours feeding, and
1 .4 hours moving, as compared to an
average of 8.6 hours, 3.0 hours, and
1.3 hours, respectively, during the

dry season.

The tree parts that the howlers eat,

and the time they spend doing so,

vary from day to day and from season
to season. During an average wet-

season day, the animals might spend
38 minutes eating mature leaves; 47
minutes, new leaves; 23 minutes.

fruit; 32 minutes, flowers; and
minutes, leaf stems.

During the average dry-season da
they spend 2 1 minutes eating matu
leaves; 104 minutes, new leaves;

minutes, fruit; 33 minutes, flower

and 18 minutes, leaf stems. The li

ear distance covered in search of th

food may be as much as 1 ,500 feet

Although the time spent consun
ing each vegetational compone
varies according to season, leaves a

unquestionably of great importan<

all the time. Since leaves are alwa'

available in a tropical forest,

searchers have traditionally thoug
that these leaf-eating monkeys ha\

an unlimited supply of food.

The results of our study appear
first glance to support fliis, since tl

howlers that we observed obtained a

of their food from only 331, or les

than 20 percent, of the 1 ,699 trees i

their habitat. Even more surprisir

was that the animals spent 75 percei

of their total feeding time in only 8

trees. This might suggest some dii

cernjble pattern in the animals' feec

ing. Do they select certain trees

tree species over others? Is there anj

thing unique about the trees they us

or those they do not use?

Indeed, the animals are very selec

tive, showing preference not only fc

specific tree species but also for cei

tain trees within a species. Furthej

more, they do not divide their tim

equally among species or individui

trees. In many instances howlers fee

in only a few trees of a particular spc

cies, totally ignoring other indivic

uals of the same species that appea

to have identical food resources.

The howlers demonstrated their st

lectivity in a most dramatic waj
There are 149 madera negra trees i

their home range. A common tree i

almost every part of Costa Rica, it i

often used for fence posts. Once
limb is placed in the ground as a pos

it frequently sprouts roots and begin

to grow, resulting in living fence

rows. The tree seldom grows talk

than forty feet and has a spindly

gnarled trunk. The bright pink flow

ers, often fried and eaten in Cost
Rica and Venezuela, grow in dens

masses at the ends of the branches

The fruit resembles an enlarged pe
pod, and the leaves grow in pinnat

clusters of seven to fifteen leaflet

each.
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Although mature leaves are toxic

to dogs, rats, mice, and horses, howl-

ing monkeys eat them, but not indis-

criminately. The howlers of the group

we studied, for example, ate the ma-
ture leaves of only 3 of the 149 ma-
dera negra trees available to them,

always returning to the same 3 trees.

Memb)ers of another howler group,

which occasionally visited part of the

study area, also fed on the mature

leaves of the same 3 madera negra

trees.

Two of these trees grew next to

each other on one side of the Rio

Corobici, while the third was more
than 900 feet away on the opposite

side of the river. Although the howl-

ers moved through many of the other

146 madera negra trees scattered

throughout their range, they did not

feed on the mature leaves of any of

these, although they passed through

some of them when traveling among
the 3 trees. This suggests that there

was something different about these

trees, something the monkeys could

detect. Our laboratory tests revealed

that the leaves of these 3 madera
negra trees did not contain alkaloids,

while the leaves of adjacent individ-

uals of the same species contained

fairly large amounts of alkaloids.

If this difference exists for alka-

loids, it could also be true for other

compounds. The leaves of one of the

madera negra trees, for example, did

not have cardiac glycosides while its

neighbors had large amounts. Like

the production of leaves, flowers,

fruits, and nectar, the production of

secondary compounds is a variable

factor. Whatever the results of tests

for these other substances show, the

presence or absence of alkaloids ap-

pears to be critical to whether howlers

in this area eat the mature leaves of

madera negra trees.

It would seem advantageous then

for the howlers to avoid all potentially

toxic foods. The problem is that all

Howlers sometimes feed by hanging

from their tails and back legs,

although this behavior is rare in

other New World monkey species.

This adult female is eating leaves

from a species of Ficus tree.
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plants contain substances, known as

secondary compounds, that vary in

their toxicity. Some tree species in

the study area contain more than

ninety different secondary com-
pounds. Even such common human
foods as celery and spinach contain

oxalic acid, 30 and 658 milligrams

per 100 grams, respectively. The pri-

mary cause of animal deaths from ox-

alic acid poisoning is kidney failure,

resulting from the precipitation of

crystals in the kidney tubules. Oxalic

acid and many other secondary com-
pounds—tannins, glycosides, or-

ganic acids, saponins, essential oils,

resins, sulfur oils, toxalbumins

—

pose a problem for any animal that in-

gests plant parts containing these

compounds.
These secondary compounds pro-

tect the plants against insect damage
and do not have to kill to be effective.

They may serve as repellents by being

unpalatable or toxic; they may affect

viability of insect offspring or dis-

turb normal reproductive cycles.

They also interfere with nutrition by

binding certain nutrients, effectively

making them unavailable to preda-

tors. Tannins, for example, bind pro-

teins. Obviously, not all plants con-

tain the same substances nor is any

particular substance effective against

all predators.

Among these defensive substances

are the irritating oils present in the

poison ivy family; hemagglutinins in

legumes, which act to disrupt red

blood cell functions; peyote alkaloids

in the cactus family; cardiac glyco-

sides, which interfere with muscle

contraction in the heart; cyanogenic

glycosides, which on contact with

water yield cyanide; and stimulants,

such as caffeine (in coffee and tea)

and nicotine (in tobacco).

Any organism that feeds exten-

sively on plant parts must have some
means of detoxifying the ubiquitous

secondary compounds in order to sur-

vive. Detoxification mechanisms
vary. One means is through the addi-

tion of a molecule of glucose to the

toxin, which facilitates its excretion

through the urine. This kind of detox-

ification, as well as other, similar

methods, takes place mainly in the

liver and kidneys. Another kind of

detoxification occurs when bacteria in

the intestines break down the chemi-

cal structure of the toxins.

As leaf eaters, howlers must ac-

quire food in spite of the toxins

present in that food. The role played

by the tree's defensive secondary

compounds in determining what re-

sources are really available to the

howlers must be seen as part of a dy-

namic relationship between the tree,

as prey, and the animal, as predator.

A food rich in nutrients is useless

unless an animal can handle the toxin

that may also be present in it. A dead

monkey has little use for nutrients.

Howlers certainly have a detoxifica-

tion system, but they also counter the

plant's defenses by preferentially se-

lecting those parts of the tree with the

lowest level of toxins. These are the

ripe fruits, flowers, and new leaves.

When these tree parts are not avail-

able or do not provide the proper nu-

trients for the howlers, they must in-

gest mature leaves—that part of a tree

highest in alkaloids and secondary

compounds.

However, the howlers rarely eat

the mature leaves of most tree species

or, if they do, they consume a limited

amount. Instead, they prefer only the

petioles (leafstalks). By doing so,

they demonstrate their ability to

choose plant parts with the least

amount of alkaloids

.

The selective feeding on particular

parts of certain tree species accounts

for the animals' dropping large num-
bers of leaves, a behavior thought by

other observers to be wasteful feed-

ing. On the contrary, the animals are

selecting that part of the leaf with lit-

tle or no toxin while disposing of the

poisonous part.

The amount of secondary com-
pounds in the leaves and the amount
of toxins the detoxification system of

the animal can process determine the

total number of mature leaves in-

gested from any one tree species.

Depending on these variables, the

howlers control the consumption of

any one toxin by feeding on a variety

of tree species rather than by concen-

trating on one or two. This strategy

may explain why howlers and other

leaf-eating animals usually leave a

tree before stripping it bare. By eating

only small amounts of each kind of

leaf, they give their systems time to

detoxify the toxin contained in those

leaves. Such diversification of food

types reduces the amount of any one

toxin but requires a broader-based de-

toxification system to handle the di

ferent secondary compounds. Tl

howlers must thus balance tl

amount and type of toxins ingestf

with the kinds of foods that are aval

able.

Animals are occasionally forced-

by seasonality, overpopulation,

habitat destruction—to feed on unf

miliar trees or to ingest more leavi

from a particular tree than they no

mally would. Thus overburdene(

their detoxification systems fail ar

some animals die. The death of tl

seven howlers from other groups, tl

female's fall, and the juveniles' co

vulsions were probably due to simil

sets of circumstances.

Group members, particularly old(

individuals, may provide a reserve

of knowledge about the habitat.

an evolutionary scale, knowledge

safe foods and the location and timir

of seasonal foods could select for s(

ciable animals living in groups sine

single animals or even a male-fema

pair would not have enough informd

tion to survive as leaf eatefs.

• Another selection factor for groul

living may be the group's possession

of a pool of sufficiently diverse fring

detoxification systems such that an

stidden change in toxins or the de

struction of large amounts of pre

ferred food wotild not be disastroi

for the entire population. The sam

pling of new trees by a single adu

animal may be a behavioral expres

sion of this hedge against catas

trophe. While we observed all of th

adult animals sample unfamiliar tre

species, we never saw more than on

animal at a time attempt this.

The presence of toxins in plai

foods has meaning for human as we
as nonhuman primates. Researchei

have cited the use of fire for cookin

as a major evolutionary step for earl;

man. The heat of cooking destroy

toxic substances. But how did earl

man cope with toxins before the us

This howler on Barro Colorad

Island in Panama is in a typicc

eating posture. Researchers ar

not certain whether the large

size of these animals is due t

the island 's dense vegetation

Geor(
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of fire? Extrapolations from studies of

extant primates indicate that man
depended upon a wide variety of plant

parts for food. He must have thus pos-

sessed a detoxification system, a sys-

tem that we still retain, as witnessed

by our ability to ingest such toxins as

caffeine, chocolate, and hallucino-

gens. Because man now cooks much
of his food, however, he may not rely

on detoxification to the same extent

as did his ancestors. Just as the de-

struction of toxins through cooking

may have liberated our ancestors

from limited food resources and re-

duced the selection pressure for a

nonhuman primate type of social or-

ganization, the presence of toxins in

some of the food resources of howlers

may limit the population size and re-

strict their social organization to its

present form. D
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Adult howlers are capable of a

horizontal jump of 20 feet or

a vertical fall of up to 60 feet.

They usually aim for a specific

branch before they leap and

rarely miss. Young howlers, such

as the one at left, remain in

constant proximity to their mothers

for six months and may nurse for

up to a year. Variations in the

duration of nursing may affect a

group's reproductive rate. During

daytime rest periods, howlers

frequently straddle branches,

far left, remaining in the same

position for up to an hour.

Kenneth E. Glander
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Masked Messages
by Ann Marie Cunningham

In ancient Korea, masked
commoners satirized nobles

in dance dramas, quiet forms

of political protest

"In the autumn of 1 962 , the author

witnessed what was perhaps one of

the most vulgar scenes ever portrayed

on a stage. In the first act, a young
woman enters and, after some comic

dancing . . . she suddenly pulls up her

skirt, stoops down, and pretends to

urinate. At that moment, a black-

faced reprobate monk enters from the

rear, a long rosary dangling from his

neck and a wooden temple block in

his hand. He spies the woman, and

after she moves oif, bends over the

soil and pretends to sniff it, in an ap-

parent bid to seduce her, which he

eventually does. That such perform-

ances do not arouse the extreme ire

of the Buddhist clergy is a never-end-

ing source of amazement. ..."

By his own account, Alan C. Hey-
man, an American specialist in

Korean music and dance, was taken

aback by this scene, which he saw
enacted in north Kyongsang Prov-

ince, in northwestern South Korea.

The drama he watched is one part of

a cycle of folk plays used by the com-
mon people of Korea to satirize their

social betters and their own hard lot

during that nation's feudal period,

which ended less than one hundred

years ago. Besides vulgar, punning

dialogue and situations, this type of

Korean drama also incorporates lewd

pantomime; colorful, grotesque
masks; brocade costumes, with long,

snapping sleeves; and vigorous leap-

ing dance steps, which further exag-

gerate the comical masks' features.

During March and April, a visiting

troupe will present Korean masked
dance drama for the first time in the

United States. The performers, origi-

nally from Pongsan, a North Korean
city, emigrated to Seoul in 1953,

when the country was divided, and

they are now sponsored by the South

Korean government. Troupe mem-
bers are for the most part students of

traditional masked dance drama, and

their performances are reconstruc-

tions of a folk custom no longer seen

in the countryside. However, interest

in this dance form—as part of their

cultural heritage and as a contem-

porary form of protest—appears to be

growing among Koreans. At demon-

strations in Seoul, students have pre-

sented masked dance dramas, using

anti-establishment innuendos to criti-

cize the South Korean government.

In Pongsan and other regional vari-

ations of Korean masked dance
drama, flutes, drums, and fiddles pro-

vide a rhythmic accompaniment and,

like jazz, allow plenty of room for

moving around a single theme. Steps,

plots, dialogue, and jokes vary, but

a vaudeville spirit and plenty of slap-

stick are constants. Stock characters,

the victims of the play's satire, also

remain unchanged: Buddhist monks
who all too willingly renounce their

ascetic way of life for rice wine, con-

cubines, dance, and song; an aristo-

crat whose pretensions are no secret

to his impish valet; a loose-living

monk and a nouveau riche social

climber who squabble over the favors

of dancing girls. (In one version, this

pair try to improve their virility by

vying for a butcher's offer of bull's

testicles.)

Halfway through the play, a lion

(made up of two or more performers)

threatens to bring the degenerate

humans to a richly deserved end. But

he is an Oriental cousin to Oz's

Cowardly Lion: he is easily dis-

tracted, and his erstwhile victims

continue to make fools of themselves

.

High- and low-born citizens alike tan-

gle in the eternal triangle. A husband
makes up for his lack of social pres-

tige by being insufferable at home; a

poverty-stricken wife henpecks her

husband over the price of carp and

eventually drives him away. In the

Korean peasant's life, good humor is

the only winner.

The actors' papier mache masks
—originally made of gourds, wood,
bamboo, leather, cloth, or clay—fur-

nish clues to the plays' cultural and

historic origins. Their cartoonlil

features betray the characters' natun

to the audience. Eyes pop and cros

foreheads wrinkle and ripple like S(

sand, mouths twist, and teeth

bared in fury. Disfiguring lumps ar

bumps identify regulars like tl

Monk with Boils (being a reprobat

he may have leprosy, thought to 1

a venereal disease) or the equally ug

Pockmarked Monk, who may ha\

been possessed by the dreaded smal

pox god.

The masks indicate that the pla^

have their roots in magic. Up to tl

sixth century a.d., ancient Kon
consisted of close-knit country vi

lages of 200 to 1,000 souls, wh
thought themselves surrounded b

scores of benevolent or malicioi

gods. In such communities, the mi

dang, or shaman, was a powerful fij

ure. She—for most shamans wei

women—blessed all significant vi

lage events: spring plantings, Augu:

harvest, Buddha's birthday, wee

dings, and funerals. She also cure

disease, corrmiunicated with th

dead, cast out demons. She, and th

villagers who participated in thes

rites, used masks to scare demons o

or to assume the form of an exorcise

devil. The masks' colors represente

the points of the compass: blue f(

east, red for south, black for norti

yellow for west, and white for th

center. Black, representing evi

came to be used for a monk's mask

white was appropriate for a youn

girl, and red, a powerful color (re

tablets were placed in front of house

to ward off plagues), stood for viri

ity.

The masks' colors also signifie

the five guardian gods who watc

One traditional character o

masked dance drama is the party

loving prodigal. His red masi

and vigorous dancing symbolize

drunken virility
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over any site. To honor these guardi-

ans, the plays, when they were per-

formed in villages, opened with a twi-

light pracession through bamboo
groves to music based on folk songs

or on shamanistic or Buddhist invoca-

tions. Abonfire would be lighted, and

in an open field adjacent to a sloping

hillside, the play went on until dawn,

when the masks and costumes were

burned, being too sacred to use again

except as offerings to the gods.

At an outdoor masked dance drama
at Kiung Hee University in Seoul,

a student dancer, left, performs in

a contemporary mask. Below, a

performer prepares backstage.

Acrobats and traveling players

(kwangdae) took the shamans'

masked dances to the provincial mar-

ket, where people from surrounding

villages gathered every five days or

so. Here, the village rites at first re-

tained some religious significance.

The market, compared in Korean folk

tales to a battlefield , was a noisy place

where people from all over the prov-

ince, living under the protection of

different spirits, crowded together in

one spot. To calm their attendant

gods, the kwangdae performed ap-

propriate rituals before and after per-

formances.

In the Korean market, a social as

well as an economic event, masked

dance drama became an entertain-

ment, a spectacle. Male actors (in

Asian drama, men frequently play all

the parts) set up their small stage

iMUMMiU^I^^
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ong snake charmers and fire

;rs, fortune tellers and medicine

n hawking ginseng, boiled toad,

;d serpent. Marketgoers seized

iy opportunities to drink with their

nds. Reeling out of wine houses,

y would come upon the play in

gress. Masked dance drama, like

sabethan theater, acquired a par-

pating audience whose shouted re-

ons and comments became an in-

ral part of the ribald action. Cama-
erie between audience and players

w, in part, because both occupied

lowest rung of the social ladder.

Confucianism arrived from China

he seventh century a.d., and as a

ular religion, placed the king at the

of the heap and froze everyone

ow into a rigid caste system. Sha-

ns, representative of ignorant

mtry people and their supersti-

is, sank to the lowest caste. Con-
ian scholarship was the only valid

ans of social advancement. Com-
ners could not smoke in front of

)les, and butchers, as the very

'est, could not mingle with other

inary people, much less the upper

[n 1392, the Yi dynasty—which
lured until Japan annexed Korea in

10—came to power and adopted

nfucianism as the state religion,

e social pecking order became all

portant. Clothes made the man and

ined his position; laws governed

width of sleeves and hat brims,

)e length, and style of shoe appro-

ate to each class.

Although it had no use for the peas-

try, the Yi dynasty, which was
anded by a music lover, did estab-

a governmental post to supervise

performance of masked dance

Unas at court for visiting Chinese

^itaries. Perhaps the government
0 thought that it would be useful

institutionalize the commoners'
m of protest, that allowing a pres-

re valve would forestall revolution,

asked dance drama drew a critical

uring a Pongsan mask-dance
ama performance, the prodigal

ccessfiilly challenges the elderlv

probate monk for the favors of
e young sorceress.

bead on the social polarities that

eventually brought down the feudal

state.

Pockmarked, boil-covered monks'
masks revealed, like Dorian Gray's

portrait, the unattractive side of

monkish characters. For many
Koreans, the term "Buddhist
monk"—a clergyman dedicated to

vegetarianism, celibacy, and medita-

tion—was synonymous with "hypo-
crite"—a holy man who drinks in se-

cret and keeps women on the side. As
for the aristocrat, he is always a fall

guy for his cheeky servant and for the

On March 13, 1976, fourteen mu-
sicians and actor-dancers of Korea's

Pongsan Mask-Dance Drama Troupe
will perform at The American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Tickets for

the concert, which starts at 3:00 p.m.

in the auditorium, may be purchased

by the general public for $5.50 each

at the Museum or by telephone

—

(212)581-1810.

For a complete schedule of the

troupe's two-month tour in other

American cities, contact the sponsor.

The Performing Arts Program of the

Asia Society, 133 East 58th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10022.

outrageous butcher hawking bull in-

testines. He is portrayed as a bombas-
tic peacock who holds his nose at the

approach of a commoner, lovingly

strokes his well-groomed beard, and

shows off his scholarship by deliver-

ing quotes in Chinese. Like the

monk, he is easily swayed by the

dancing girls, who represent all the

blandishments of the flesh. Female
masked dance characters cannot seem
to win: the entertainers are fair game
for male passersby; the wife triumphs

at the concubine's expense; the

housewife, a virtuous woman in soci-

ety's eyes, is her husband's drudge,

and when she complains, he leaves

her.

While the court's Chinese visitors

were laughing at these caricatures,

imperial gaiety was being underwrit-

ten by heavy taxation of the much
despised and increasingly angry com-
moners. Unemployed farm workers

organized an abortive rebellion in

1786, and royalty suspended its pa-

tronage of masked dance drama as too

volatile an expression of popular ire.

By the eighteenth century, how-

ever, merchants were prospering in

busy market towns like Pongsan, on

the main trade route to China through

the Korean province of Hwanghae. A
region with particularly strong class

divisions, home to aristocratic literati

who had not left for Seoul when the

Yi dynasty moved the capital south

from Sangdo, Hwanghae probably

provided broad targets for masked
dance dramatic tradition. Traders,

manufacturers, and provincial offi-

cials with money to spare became pa-

trons of the plays; the silk trade pro-

vided handsome costumes; and Chi-

nese diplomats passing through en

route to Seoul had to be entertained.

The sponsors often wrote plots, put-

ting in snippets of Chinese poetry,

perhaps to impress their visitors or to

show off their own scholarship.

Having traveled from the villages

to market to court, and back to the

marketplace, masked dance drama
flourished in the provinces until

Japan's takeover in 1910. Initially

suppressed,the plays continued as the

Japanese came to appreciate them.

When the Pongsan troupe moved
south to Seoul in 1953. masked dance

drama once again acquired official

sponsorship.

In North Korea, the government

has for some years been encouraging

language "purification"—purging

native Korean of Chinese and Japa-

nese forms. Masked dance drama,

especially if, like the Pongsan vari-

ety, it is presented in North Korean
dialect, may also be part of a cultural

revival in the north.

Since the traditional society it criti-

cized no longer exists, the Pongsan
masked dance drama is a historical

artifact, rather than a court entertain-

ment with overtones of social protest.

In contemporary South Korea, it can-

not be too vociferous a voice of politi-

cal dissidence, but it does consist-

ently manage to undercut government

censorship, which expurgates all sex-

ual references from media. Recent

visitors to Seoul joke that entertain-

ment there is like an American soap

opera: everything has to do with sex,

but nothing is explicit. Consequently,

the country vulgarity of the masked
dance drama, even as a historical arti-

fact, is a rebellious protest against the

ruling class's definition of virtue. D
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Report from Mars
by Robert Jastrow

Although the Viking
experiments have contradictory

elements, they seem to indicate

that life, or some process

that closely imitates life,

exists on Mars today

It was late in a midsummer after-

noon on the Plain of Chryse. The sun

was low in the bright orange sky of

Mars. The heat of the summer day

had warmed the air to —40°F, and a

gusty breeze of ten knots stirred the

dust. The eyes of a giant, insectlike

automaton rotated slowly from side to

side, surveying the desert scene. A
long proboscis uncurled and reached

out to scoop up a sample of the

orange-red soil, then drew back

within the metallic body. The search

for life on Mars had begun.

The automaton had been carried to

Mars by the Vi^/wg spacecraft in 1976

and set down at a carefully selected

site on the surface of the planet, cho-

sen for its proximity to past or present

sources of water. The automaton,

known as the Viking lander, con-

tained instruments that could sense

the presence of life in several ways.

Its wide-set TV eyes offered stereo

color vision to search out the fossil-

ized remains of once-living plants or

animals or to scan the horizon for

signs of movement. After the sample

of Martian soil had been ingested, in-

struments inside the Viking lander

could test it for microbes and other

simple forms of life.

But to what purpose? Why should

it matter whether microbes exist on
Mars? The answer has to do with

man's place in the cosmos. Many sci-

entists see life as a natural outcome
of the laws of physics and chemistry;

they regard the earth as an undistin-

guished planet circling an ordinary

Copyright © 1977 by Robert Jas-

trow. Adapted from his forthcoming
book, Until the Sun Dies, to be pub-
lished by W.W. Norton & Co., Inc.

star; and they are confident that wher-

ever similar solar systems exist—and

there are billions in the universe—life

will emerge. According to the latest

findings in astronomy, our solar sys-

tem is roughly five billion years old,

but the universe is twenty billion

years old. It follows that man is one

of the younger denizens of the uni-

verse and, perhaps, far from the ex-

alted state of other, older forms of

life.

However, this conclusion depends

entirely on the assumption—really no
more than a wishful thought—that

life is common throughout the

cosmos. Yet the contrary may be

true; the creation of life out of inani-

mate matter may require the simulta-

neous occurrence of so many spec

circumstances that it has only ha

pened once.

How can we determine wheth

that is so? The discovery of life (

Mars would settle the question. F
if life has arisen independently on tv

planets in a single solar system,

must be a fairly probable event. B
lions of inhabited solar systems mi
surround us in the galaxy, swarmii
with assorted organisms.

Why Mars? The reason is th

Mars offers more earthlike conditio

than any other planet in this solar sy

tern. It is true that water—the quinte

sential ingredient of life—is in ve

short supply there, but evidence h
come to light that this precious su



ice was once present in great

indance on the planet. Numerous

leup photographs of Mars show

channels that look, like arroyos

riverbeds carved by flash floods

t occurred millions of years ago.

s difficult to imagine a process

er than the flow of enormous vol-

es of water that could have pro-

ved those channels

.

urthermore, the north and south

es of Mars are covered by thick

>s of ice that show signs of having

;n partly melted and refrozen sev-

J times. Not only has Mars been

t; it has also been warm in the past.

So developments more encour-

ing for predictions of Martian life

uld be imagined. If life could have

gained a toehold on Mars during

those periods of warmth and mois-

ture, it might have adapted by slow

degrees to the harsh conditions that

befell the planet later on. Of course,

this life would be simple and perhaps

no higher than the level of a microbe.

There is no chance of finding intelli-

gent Martians because all evolution-

ary progress on Mars was surely

slowed down many hundreds of mil-

lions of years ago, when the planet's

water supply diminished and the tem-

perature dropped. However, the tests

for life by the Viking lander were de-

signed with these circumstances in

mind. They should work if any kind

of living organism exists on Mars, no
matter how primitive.

The first test is based on the reason-

ing that all organisms known on the

earth give off gases as waste prod-

ucts. For example, plants release

oxygen as a waste product, and ani-

mals and most kinds of microbes re-

lease carbon dioxide. If the Martian

soil contains organisms resembling

plants, a pinch of soil placed in a

chamber will produce a small amount

of oxygen. If the soil contains mi-

crobes or animals, carbon dioxide

will be produced. An instrument ad-

jacent to the chamber can detect these

gases.

When the test for gases was carried

out in 1976, carbon dioxide was re-

leased from the soil, indicating that

small animals or microbes might be

living in it. At the same time, a sub-

stantial amount of oxygen appeared,

suggesting that the soil might contain

plant life. The carbon dioxide was re-

leased slowly and steadily over a pe-

riod of several days, as would be ex-

pected from a population of microbes

in the soil. The oxygen, however,

came off in a burst in the first few
hours of the experiment. This was a

surprise, because if plants were pro-

ducing the oxygen, it would be re-

leased at a slow, steady rate, like the

carbon dioxide.

The rapid release of oxygen was

more consistent with a chemical reac-

tion in the soil , rather than a biologi-

cal process. One theory proposed that

the chemical reaction might involve

Early morning on the Plain of

Chryse. The landscape is

reminiscent of some desert

areas of the Southwest, with

sand dunes and other windblown

formations, and scattered blocks

of volcanic debris. The large

rock at the left is about three

feet high and lies twenty-five

feet from the Viking lander.
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n:
a compound called peroxide . Accord-

ing to this theory, solar ultraviolet ra-

diation falling on the Martian surface

would produce molecules of hydro-

gen peroxide, which could adhere to

the grains of rock in the soil. If the

grains of rock were then moistened,

the hydrogen peroxide molecules

would break up very rapidly into

water and oxygen. Other chemical

theories propose that the soil contains

peroxides of calcium or metallic ele-

ments instead of hydrogen peroxides,

but the end result is the same: if any

peroxide is present, moistening of the

soil releases a burst of oxygen.

Since the initial step in the Viking

experiment was the exposure of the

soil to moisture, the release of a burst

of oxygen could readily be explained

by the chemical reaction just de-

scribed, without recourse to life

processes.

The second life test was designed

primarily for microbes. In this test,

another pinch of soil was placed in a

chamber and moistened with a nu-

trient broth containing amino acids

and other food substances. These
substances, like all foods, were made
from atoms of carbon, oxygen, nitro-

gen, and other chemical elements. If

microbes existed in the soil, they

would consume the food and digest

it. Most of the atoms in the food

would be incorporated into the bodies

of the microbes as they grew and re-

produced, but some carbon atoms

would be released to the atmosphere

in the form of molecules of carbon

dioxide. All animals and most mi-

crobes exhale carbon dioxide in this

way as a by-product of their metabo-

lism.

How could scientists on the earth

find out whether that complicated

process was taking place in a chamber
on Mars, more than 200 million miles

away? The solution is ingenious. Be-

fore the flight to Mars, a special kind

A Martian channel approximately

200 miles long, with tributaries

feeding into the main ' "stream
'

'

and a characteristic pattern of

meanders in one section, is

evidence that water in abundance

may once have flowed on Mars.

-<v<^<

^

of food had been prepared, in whi

some of the carbon atoms were t

radioactive isotope of carbon, C**.

Martian microbes were present, th

would digest the C* atoms and e

hale radioactive carbon dioxide.
'

find out if this was happening, a d

tector sensitive to radioactivity w
placed in an adjoining chamber. 1

cated above the first one and sep

rated from it by a thin tube. If t:

detector signaled the arrival of radi

active carbon dioxide, that wou
suggest that Martian microbes existi

in the chamber below.

When the test was carried out, ti

detector indicated that a large amou'

of radioactive carbon dioxide h|

been produced in the pinch of sc

below and had passed through tl

tube into the upper chamber. Thu
this test indicated the presence

Martian life.

But the test for microbes, like ti

first test, could also be explained I

a chemical reaction that did not ij

volve living organisms. Suppose tl|

Martian soil contained hydrogen pe

oxide or some similar compound,
seemed to be indicated by the relea

of a burst of oxygen in the previo

experiment. When the soil was moii

tened by the nutrient broth, the pero

ide compounds would decompose t)

particles of food in the broth, breal

ing them up into smaller molecule'

including molecules of carbon die

ide. The carbon dioxide would be r

leased to the atmosphere. Some .

this carbon dioxide would be radioa

live. In that way, a purely chemic
|

reaction could simulate the presem
|

of microbes in the soil.

The third test for life was designs

to detect the presence of plantlike o

ganisms on Mars. Plants require ai

water, and light for their growt'

They grow particularly well in an a

mosphere of carbon dioxide, whic

happens to constitute 95 percent '

the Martian atmosphere. In the expe

iment, an artificial Martian atmi

sphere of carbon dioxide and wat

vapor was created in a close

chamber, while a lamp bathed the i'

terior of the chamber in a uniforj

,

glow that imitated Martian sunlighl I

Presumably, a Martian plant wou,
find these conditions favorable for

growth. Next, a fresh pinch of sc

was placed in the chamber. If plan

existed in the soil, they would absoi
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ebon dioxide and water from the at-

Dsphere; then, using the energy in

t; artificial sunlight, they would

hak up these substances and corn-

he them into the compounds known
1 carbohydrates, giving off oxygen

i a by-product. This complicated

pcess is called photosynthesis,

(ome microbes also depend on pho-

nynthesis for energy and growth. If

)
otosynthetic microbes existed on

ars , the test would detect them too
.

)

The essential element in photo-

nthesis is the buildup of carbohy-

ates out of carbon dioxide and

iter. Following the same strategy

ed in the microbe test, the experi-

enters decided to find out whether

this was happening by using specially

prepared carbon dioxide in which the

carbon atoms were radioactive. Mar-
tian plants in the chamber would ab-

sorb the radioactive carbon atoms and

build them into their bodies in the

form of radioactive carbohydrates. If

a test indicated that something in the

soil had become radioactive, that

would suggest that the soil contained

living plants.

This test, like the other two, gave

a positive result; after an incubation

period of several days, the soil was
found to be strongly radioactive. The
implication was that it contained

plants or plantlike organisms. That

interpretation was supported by the

•y^'"^^

fact that when the test was repeated

with the artificial Martian sunlight

turned off, the radioactivity dropped

considerably. Apparently Martian

plants, like terrestrial plants, grow
more rapidly in the light.

While the first two tests can be ex-

plained by a simple chemical reaction

involving peroxides, the third test

cannot be readily explained in this

way . Chemical theories that could ex-

plain it have been suggested, but they

involve different chemical com-
pounds and complicated reactions

that have not b)een tested in the labo-

ratory. Thus, a chemical explanation

for this test is not as acceptable as it

was for the other tests. Moreover, the

chemical reactions proposed for the

photosynthesis test would not be ap-

preciably affected by the presence or

absence of light; that property would
be more characteristic of a plantlike

biological process. These circum-

stances make the photosynthesis test

a relatively strong item of evidence

for Martian life.

Additional information came from

still another experiment in which the

soil was tested for organic molecules

such as amino acids. Every living or-

ganism on the earth, whether plant,

animal, or microbe, is made up of

various combinations of these two
dozen or so basic molecules. If life

exists on Mars and is chemically sim-

This photograph of a 100-mile

section of the north polar cup

of Mars was taken on October 14,

1976. during the Martian northern

hemisphere summer. A thin cover

of frozen carbon dioxide, or dry

ice, has evaporated, exposing
underlying cakes of ordinary ice.

The terraced slopes are believed

to be evidence of cycles of

climatic change that alternated

from warm to cold perhaps every

few hundred thousand years.

These layers have led to a new
picture of Mars as a planet

currently in the grip of an ice

age, but with past episodes of

warmth and moisture during

which conditions may have

been congenial for the

evolution of life.
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Oar to earth life, the same familiar

molecules should be present in abun-

dance in the Martian soil. Yet the

chemical experiment failed to reveal

any. This result would seem to prove

that life does not exist on Mars.

The photosynthesis experiment

and the organic molecule test tend to

cancel out one another, leaving the

question of Martian life as uncertain

as it was before the Viking lander

touched down. But when all the tests

for life were repeated by a second

automaton, which had landed at an-

other site 4,000 miles away, evidence

against the chemical explanation was
obtained and the case for biological

processes was strengthened. The test

for release of gases was performed
again at the second site, but this time

only a tenth as much oxygen was re-

leased as on the previous occasion.

Since the burst of oxygen was be-

lieved to be due to peroxides, it ap-

peared that the soil in the second land-

ing site must contain a much smaller

amount of peroxide compounds than

the soil at the first site.

That discovery had a bearing on the

interpretation of the microbe test. If

the positive results from that test had
also been triggered by peroxide com-
pounds in the soil, one would expect

the yield of "microbes" to go down
when the amount of peroxides went
down. But instead, when the microbe
test was performed at the second site

it yielded 30 percent more radioactive

carbon dioxide than it had at the first

site.

This result seems to indicate that

chemical reactions involving perox-

ide compounds cannot be the source

of the lifelike signals obtained in the

The extendable arm of the Viking

lander pushes aside a rock

to get at the underlying soil,

which has been protected from
the destructive effects of solar

ultraviolet radiation. At far right,

the arm has scooped up the soil

and deposited it in the

lander for biological and
chemical tests. The results of

these tests tended to confirm

the existence of Martian
microorganisms.
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microbe test. With the chemical

theory for that test eliminated, a bio-

logical process is the most straight-

forward explanation remaining.

Conlirmation of the existence of

Martian life would tell us that the evo-

lution of life is a fairly easy process,

one that has probably occurred in a

multitude of solar systems in the

cosmos. Man's views on his unique-

ness would be influenced by that dis-

closure. With these large issues at

stake, the Viking scientists exercised

extreme caution in the interpretation

of the results and carried out addi-

tional tests in an effort to discriminate

between the chemical and the biologi-

cal explanations for the findings. In

one experiment, a rock near the sec-

ond landing site was pushed aside by

the boom and shovel attached to the

lander and a sample of soil was col-

lected from the region under the rock.

This sample, when tested for release

of gases, yielded much less oxygen

than had been obtained from the sur-

face soil sample. However, the mi-

crobe test yielded nearly as much ra-

dioactive carbon dioxide as had been

obtained from the surface samples.

This result confirmed the previous in-

dication that the results of the mi-

crobe test were in fact due to microor-

ganisms, rather than chemical reac-

tions triggered by peroxide com-

pounds.

In still another check, the Martian

soil was heated to a temperature of

120°F, and the microbe test was

repeated. Some radioactive carbon

dioxide was produced although sub-

stantially less than in the test with un-

healed soil. This result would be ex-

pected if the soil contained a popula-

tion of microbes, since their growth

would be inhibited by the high tem-

perature. However, this relatively

moderate change in temperature

would not be expected to have a

serious effect on chemical reactions

in the soil. Again the tests seemed to

work against the chemical interpreta-

tion and in favor of the biological

one.

An unambiguous resolution of the

question of Martian life may not be

obtained for decades. Nevertheless,

although the Viking experiments

have contradictory elements, they

seem to indicate that life, or some

process closely imitating life, exists

on Mars today. D
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Life on a Cold Rock
Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

Despite miserable weather,

Soviet patrols, and changeable
American policy, the Eskimo

of Little Diomede Island

have remained hale, hearty,

aloof, and the best walrus

hunters around

In early summer, children at the

Eskimo village of Ignaluk on Little

Diomede Island grub with hope, en-

thusiasm, and old spoons in the mud
carried down toward the beach by the

spring melt. From time to time a

happy yell announces a find. It is

washed in the nearby sea and avidly

examined. Usually it is just a bit of

bone or ivory, a broken harpoon, an

ancient lance. Metal pieces are usu-

ally rusted beyond recognition. A
tiny brass bell has survived in better

condition. Chunks of fossil ivory are

handed to fathers who will carve them
into bracelets, letter openers, pickle

forks, and pendants. Tiny beads, usu-

ally bright blue, some of glass, some
of stone—perhaps lapis lazuli—are

eagerly collected.

The bell and beads came from

Europe, via Siberia, centuries ago.

Otto von Kotzebue, the Russian ex-

plorer, visiting these shores in 1816,

was "struck . . . very much" by the

great amount of glass beads and other

goods from Siberia owned by the Es-

kimo. Now the children gather them
carefully. Their mothers restring the

beads. Collectors pay high prices for

them.

Set in the chill and lead gray Bering

Strait midway between Alaska and

Siberia, usually wrapped in dismal

fog and haunted by northerly storms.

Little Diomede seems singularly un-

attractive. (During my first two
months there, in spring, we had four

sunny and five nearly windless days.

Summer was a bit better; fall and

winter, worse.) Its village sits atop a

giant, frozen midden, the debris of

two millennia of people who lived on
this lonely rock and set forth in their

skin boats, as they still do, to inter-

cept the vast throngs of marine mam-
mals migrating through Bering Strait

each spring and fall.

Little Diomede is about 2V2 miles

long, Wi miles wide, and rises

steeply on all sides to its 1 , 309-foot

summit. It is an ancient crag of gran-

ite mixed with masses of limestone

that, weathered and worn, has shat-

tered into boulders and rocks, cover-

ing many slopes—the breeding
places of hundreds of thousands of

seabirds. Sheer cliffs rim much of the

island. Only at its northwest corner is

the slope gentler, grading down to a

narrow strip of boulder beach. That

is where the village has been tacked

against the mountainside, facing its

sister island, Big Diomede (or Ostrov

Ratmanova, its Russian name), three

miles west and about three times big-

ger. Occasionally a Soviet helicopter

rises from Big Diomede and flies east.

After \V2 miles it halts abruptly, as

if it had hit a glass wall, flies north

or south along this line and returns.

That borderline, precisely in the

middle between the islands, divides

two worlds: Asia and America, the

United States and the Soviet Union,

communism and capitalism, Russia's

farthest east and America's far west.

It even separates today and tomor-

row, for here the border coincides

with the international date line. When
we passed this line on our hunting

trips, we moved from one day to the

next and back again on the way home.
What is now a border and a barrier

was once a bridge, the Bering Land

Bridge, or Beringia, a vast, vanish*

land. During the ice ages of the Plei

tocene, immense mile-thick ic

sheets covered about six millic

square miles of North America ar

large parts of Eurasia; eight millic

cubic miles of water were locke

within this monstrous mass of ic(

The level of the world's oceans W2

nearly 400 feet lower than it is nov

and a 1 ,000-mile-wide land corridc

connected Asia and America. Acros

it from Asia came many of today

North American mammals. Trave

ing in the other direction were the ar

cestors of the Eurasian horse and th

camel.

Among the last to cross the grei

tundra plains of Beringia, perhap

past the craggy mountains whose top

today stick out of the sea as the Die

mede Islands, was man, the ancestc

of the Indians and Eskimo.

At the end of the last Ice Age, th

ice sheets melted, releasing thei

store of water and, like an Arctic At

lantis, Beringia disappeared beneat

the rising sea.

Then it became Bering Strait wit

the two Diomede Islands in the mid

die, handy stepping stones for an

latecomers, who may have come i

boats or could have crossed on winte

ice . Bering Strait rarely freezes ove

completely. The area between th

A woman cuts up walrus meat

which is dried on racks for late.

consumption. Government

subsidized houses of recent vintagi

(background) have replacec

most of the traditional shelter

on Little Diomede Island.
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Cloud-shrouded Ostrov

Ratmanova (Big Diomede Island)

looms up out of the three-mile

stretch of water separating it

from Little Diomede (foreground).

The Russian-American boundary

runs between the islands.

two islands is always frozen in win-

ter, but it is rare that botii the 27-mile-

wide Siberian channel and the 24-

mile-wide Alaskan channel are

bridged by ice floes jammed together.

Yet in some years one or the other

may be. Old people living on Little

Diomede have made the chancy trip

across the ice (one recalled that his

father had done it carrying a keg of

liquor), both to Siberia and Alaska.

The current, rushing north through

Bering Strait, carries mineral-rich

waters into the shallow Chukchi Sea,

the basis for an exceedingly rich

planktonic and benthic flora and

fauna. It is this great food wealth that

each year attracts the immense migra-

tions of sea mammals: bowhead
whales, gray whales, walruses, har-

bor seals, bearded seals, ringed seals,

and ribbon seals are common in the

strait; white whales, finbacks, and

humpback whales pass it occasion-

ally. Coming from the great expanse

of Bering Sea, all must funnel

through the 57-mile-wide strait, mak-
ing it, in spring and fall at least, one

of the richest and most varied sea-

mammal areas on earth, and a sort of

Eden for sea-mammal hunters pos-

sessing both the equipment and the

courage to pursue such large prey in

a foggy, stormy, ice-jammed sea.

As the men in the middle, the Dio-

meders were ideally placed to exploit

this marine wealth. They were always

famous for their skill and daring.

Even today they have no equal as

walrus hunters and enjoy a slightly

ambiguous reputation as "Vikings of

the Arctic Sea," which they rather

cherish. One day, two boat crews

were in the Alaska mainland village

of Wales and saw a film about
Genghis Khan and the Golden Horde

.

Back on Little Diomede, they were

asked by a visiting biologist how they

liked the film. One man grinned and

said, "Nothing special. Just a bunch

of Diomeders on horseback!"

The Diomeders were also ideally

placed to be middlemen in the once

flourishing, and probably very an-

cient, trade between Siberia and

Alaska. For people having the su-

perbly seaworthy, large skin boats

known as umiaks (a 40-foot umiak
can carry more than forty people or

five tons of cargo), the trip across the

strait was easy. On a rare fine day,

one can clearly see the Diomede Is-

lands and Siberia's East Cape (Mys
Dezhneva) from Alaska's Cape
Prince of Wales, and Alaska, of

course, is equally visible from the

other side. Given a favorable wind,

the strait could be crossed with pad-

dles and sail in about a day. In the

nineteenth century, Siberian Eskimo
and Chukchi occasionally made the

200-mile trip from East Cape to Saint

Michael and, quite regularly, the

somewhat shorter journey to the

"trade fair" in Kotzebue. When
early-nineteenth-century explorers

visited Alaskan Eskimo villages, they

found the people well supplied with

Asian trade goods.

One hindrance to even more exter

sive trade was probably that the Asia

and Alaskan natives did not exactl
'

look kindly upon each other. Edwar
]

W. Nelson, of the Smithsonian Inst
'

tution, traveling in this region be

tween 1877 and 1881 , wrote that "i

ancient times the people of Berin

Strait were constantly at war with or

another, the people of the Diomed
islands being leaguered with the Es

kimos of the Siberian shore again;

the combined forces" of Eskim

along the American side of Berin

Strait. Occasionally, alliance

changed, and Little Diomeder
fought on the American side, agains

their erstwhile allies on Big Diomed
and Siberia. In 1926, whenCanadiai

anthropologist Diamond Jenness du;

at Little Diomede, one of the mos

common artifacts he came upon (stil

found now) were rectangular ivor

.

plates, once part of the warfaring Es

kimo's imbricated body armor.

Under Russian rule of Alaska (nc

too popular; to this day Diomeder

call a disliked white a "gussuk,"
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oruption of "cossack")—from its

d;overy in 1741 until its sale to ih6

lited States in 1867—and subse-

q;ntly, American rule on the Alas-

ki side and Russian rule on the Si-

fa ian side of the Bering Strait, war-

f;; gradually ceased and trade in-

c ased. The 1867 treaty between the

lited States and Russia stipulates

tit the border between them shall

pis "midway between the island

Jusenstern, or Ignalook [Little Dio-

Ede], and the island Ratmanoff, or

^'Onarbook [Big Diomede], and
p)ceed due north, without limita-

tn, into the . . . Frozen Ocean."
1 ide between Alaska and Siberia be-

cne extensive in the nineteenth and

e iy twentieth centuries and even the

IS of the Red star over Siberia did

tt change this. Although American
tders were banned from the Si-

Irian coast, the Little Diomeders
I lintained their Russian connection,

i :arly all had relatives and friends on
1 th sides of Bering Strait. Siberians

( ntinued to visit Little Diomede well

io the 1930s, and the Diomeders

sailed blithely to Siberia whenever
they felt like it, usually once a year.

The Siberians then were short of trade

goods but had an abundance of furs

and ivory. Little Diomeders took over

the needed items and returned with

such valuables as white fox pelts

worth (in 1927) $42 in Alaska and

blue fox furs worth about $ 1 50. It was
a pleasant, prosperous time.

This happy if somewhat anachro-

nistic state of affairs came to an

abrupt end in 1 948 when the cold war
reached the Diomedes. The Iron Cur-

tain clanked down and two boats from
Little Diomede were caught on the

wrong side of it.

That summer eighteen Little Dio-

meders in a happy holiday spirit

sailed to visit their neighbors on Big

Diomede Island, only to be arrested

on arrival. They were confined for

fifty-two days, interrogated at length,

and fed black bread and watery cab-

bage soup : a drastic change from their

usually copious fat/meat diet. They
were released only after repeated pro-

tests by Washington and returned

home famished and furious; they

have never really forgiven the Rus-

sians and they certainly haven't for-

gotten the incident. Several men
joined the National Guard, prompted

at least as much by pique and patrio-

tism, as by the desire for extra in-

come.
For nearly a quarter century the

separation was total. Officially for

health reasons (there had been a

"flu" epidemic), but more probably

to remove any temptation for clandes-

tine meetings, Soviet authorities re-

settled the Eskimo of Big Diomede on
the Siberian mainland coast in 1954.

Lately, however, detente has

reached the Diomedes. A few years

ago. Little Diomede walrus hunters

in their skin boats met, near the

border in Bering Strait, Siberian Es-

kimo hunters in similar boats and ex-

changed gifts, hunting information,

and news of long-separated relatives

and friends. Now when Diomede
boats are pushed by ice, winds, and

currents into Russian waters, they are

checked out by Soviet helicopters,

whose pilots take a good look and fly

off with a friendly wave.

While I lived on Little Diomede,

we were startled one spring day to see

two dark dots, barely visible through

the grayish veil of wind-driven snow,

coming toward us across the ice from

the west. Half the village piled pell-

mell onto snowmobiles and raced out

to meet the visitors. (The first snow-

mobile came to Little Diomede in

1972. Since then so many have been

bought that they have replaced all dog
teams.) They were Victor and Volo-

dia, two blithe spirits in voluminous

parkas and beautifully made sealskin

pants, sent from a Siberian sovkhoz

(state farm) to trap arctic foxes and

hunt fresh meat, on a contract basis,

for the Russian border guards sta-

tioned on Big Diomede.
The visitors spoke Yuit, the dialect

of nearly all of Siberia's roughly

1,500 Eskimo, which is so different

from the dialect spoken on Little Dio-

mede that they could barely commu-
nicate with their hosts. They resolved

the problem by speaking Russian and

English, using me as interpreter.

What, 1 wondered, did the border

guards have to say about their excur-

sion to meet the Diomeders? "Oh
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nen perform the chore of

oving the thick blubber

r from the hides of

hly killed walruses.

rus meat and fat form the

Is of the Diomeders ' diet.

Victor brushed them off with

ave of his hand, "they don't like

But what can they do? We are

ters. We travel far. How can they

p track of us? So they said: 'OK,

and meet the people over there,

be careful. No trouble!' What

trouble do they expect? These are our

people. They are Eskimo, just like

us." That was the dominant theme of

this and fjequent subsequent meet-

ings. Whatever else divided them,

they were all Eskimo, united by kin-

ship, culture, and tradition.

At the turn of the century, when
great gold deposits were discovered

in the sand of Seward Peninsula

beaches and Nome grew into a boom-
town, Diomeders and Eskimo from
King Island (40 miles south of the

Diomedes) came to Nome each sum-
mer to sell ivory carvings and buy
provisions. The King Islanders were

eventually persuaded by the govern-

ment to abandon their hard-to-service

island and to settle permanently in

Nome. Similar pressure was exerted

on the Diomeders in the 1950s and

1960s but most refused to budge from
their lonely rock. Nevertheless, a few
did leave, and for a while the popula-

tion decreased, from 103 in 1950 to

90 in 1960 and 84 in 1970, Since then

the trend has b)een reversed, and in

1975 the Diomeders numbered 119.

Government policy changed and

new, subsidized houses were built to

replace the ancient Diomede dwell-

ings—shelters dug partially into the

mountainside: the inner shell made
of driftwood logs enclosed with stone

walls; the roof of logs and sod (in

remoter times, of walrus skin), with

a skylight of scraped, translucent

walrus intestine. The village received

anew store and, in 1976, anew $1 .5-

million school. All this construction

not only provided employment, lur-

ing back some of the Diomeders who
had left the island, but also an added

boon, abundant fossil ivory dug up as

land was leveled for house sites.
'

' Ivory ," say the islanders ,
" is our

gold." It is the basis of Diomede
economy and, to some extent, is also

the island's currency. In lieu of cash,

the store accepts both ivory and carv-

ings from villagers who come to buy
food, ammunition, gas, or oil. Phone
calls can be paid for in cash or ivory.

And on bingo nights, an expensive

island passion, most cards are pur-

chased with carvings.

Most men and several women are

excellent carvers. Seated on the floor

(many also prefer to eat on the floor,

in the traditional fashion, with a sheet

of plywood as a table), they work
with speed and extraordinary assur-

ance, turning out small walrus effi-

gies and pendants. Many make beau-

tiful bracelets of small ivory squares,

using the ancient bow drill of bone or

ivory and thong to drill twin holes

through the thin (5 mm) plates. In the

1880s, Nelson had admired the Dio-

Walrus tusks are chopped out of

the skulls and cleaned. Ivory is

the "gold" around which the

islanders' economy revolves. Many
purchases are made with ivory

instead of conventional money.
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Walruses are cut up on the ice

floes and loaded into umiaks.

These boats, laboriously constructed

of steam-bent hardwood frames
covered with inch-thick split walrus

hide, are virtually unsinkable.
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iittle Diomede girl flanked

\vvo veteran walrus hunters.

]7 visitors to the island are

ck by the general good

'th, strength, and vigor

le inhabitants.

ers' skill: "Many of their carv-

. are really artistic, and the skill

I which animal forms are carved

elief is admirable." These old

ings were often etched, the fine

s smeared with a mixture of gun-

'derand blood, leaving a dark and

nanent stain. Today, Diomeders

India ink. The most skilled can

day make carvings worth $100
150 to them. To a good Diomede
er, apair of medium-sized walrus

s in this form represents a value

1,200 to $1,500.

,ate fall and winter are quiet times

.-ittle Diomede. New ice, dark and

)r sharp, and vast, jagged ice

is pressed down from the north

:e travel impossible. The island is

ipletely isolated; only in a grave

urgency would an evacuation by
copter be attempted. Only from

uary to April is the ice near the

nd firm enough for planes to land.

the islanders have food in plenty.

store, at this time, is usually well

visioned and the families' meat
es—spacious, stone-lined cav-

, some of great age, dug deep into

frozen mountainside—are

mmed with an abundance of food

rn sea and land.

The Diomeders' diet is varied,

(Jthful, and largely traditional.

'Jrus meat and fat, of which they

I'e a virtually unlimited supply,

im the basis. Seal oil is eaten with

I st meals; if a Diomeder has to go
;i mainland hospital, he is liable to

e a big jug of seal oil along because

? arrival of migratory seabirds

'^ay—when nesting begins—
Ings a halt to education on

island. Children hunt the birds

h slingshots during the bright

hts and tend to sleep in school.

without it, he says food just doesn't

taste right. It is also their main pre-

servative. Bird eggs (mainly murre),

collected by the thousands in early

summer, are stored, raw or boiled, in

oil and can thus be kept for about a

year. Birds are preserved in meat

holes or are boiled and stored in oil.

Blubber is allowed to age until saf-

fron yellow, then marinated in seal oil

and eaten as a zesty condiment with

the bland boiled meat or with kauk

(boiled walrus skin), which is best

after it has aged in a meat hole for

about a year. A dubious-looking deli-

cacy is "sour liver," raw walrus liver

kept in a large wooden dish near a

stove for a few weeks until it turns

into a brownish liquid. It has a pi-

quant, somewhat vinegary taste; one

uses it as a sauce to enhance the

boiled meat that usually forms the

main course.

The Diomeders collect and eat a

great variety of greens, stems, roots,

seaweed, and berries. In the past,

they obtained much of their vegetable

food on Big Diomede, where it is

more abundant than on their own
small island, and they are annoyed

that they can no longer visit there.

With small mattocks they dig up the

corms of spring beauty, which look

like tiny potatoes. These are boiled

and eaten with meat or mashed with

seal oil (or occasionally, reindeer fat

bought on the mainland) into a pleas-

ant, if somewhat bland, paste. After

the frequent storms, women and chil-

dren collect the thin, narrow, iodine-

rich fronds of seaweed washed up on
the beach, dry them, and eat them raw
(they have a nice, salty flavor) or mix
them with soups and stews. Willow

shoots and young leaves, ten times

richer in vitamin C than oranges, are

collected in early summer and eaten

either fresh or, like other greens, pre-

served in seal oil for future use.

Salads are made from the radish-

flavored leaves of Kamchatka rock

cress, the sourish leaves of mountain

sorrel, and the leaves of Parry's wall-

flower, which grow in tight, bright

green rosettes on the mountainsides

and contain considerable quantities of

vitamin C and provitamin A. In fall,

great quantities of cloudberries are

gathered on the moist, plateaulike is-

land top; when kept frozen in pokes

(plastic bags are now used) in the

meat holes, they retain their high vi-

tamin C content for up to one year.

Diomeders tend to be finicky about

their food and have a host of rules and

recipes on how to prepare, serve, and

preserve it; as a result, meals are usu-

ally varied, copious, interesting, and

probably very nutritious and health-

ful. Most visitors have remarked on

the Diomeders exceptionally strong

and vigorous appearance. "The na-

tives . . . look sturdy," noted anthro-

pologist Ales Hrdlicka in 1926.

"None other could survive here."

Their survival and success, now as

in the past, depends on their hunting

skill and daring, and on their superla-

tive skin boats. They have seven

umiaks, four 30-foot ones, used for

walrus hunting and long journeys,

and three 18-foot ones, used pri-

marily in early spring to hunt bearded

and ringed seals among the drifting

floes near the island. Two frames

(now of steam-bent hardwood, for-

merly of driftwood) were built in

1974 (it takes a man about three

weeks to construct a frame); the

others are old, one is more than thirty

years old but still strong. They are

covered with split walrus hide. The
two-inch-thick hides of female
walruses or young bulls are cut into

two inch-thick halves, a slow and ex-

acting job left to the women. Several

hides (five for a big umiak, three for

a small one) are sewn together,

stretched over the frame, and lashed

onto it with walrus thong, which an-

thropologist Froelich Rainey has

called "the strongest line known be-

fore the invention of the steel cable.

"

A yard-broad waistcloth of canvas

(formerly sealskin) is furled against

the gunwale in calm seas, and raised

on paddles and poles around the boat

as a spray guard in a storm. The keel

is shod with the smooth, fine-grained

bone of a whale's jaw to glide easily

across the ice. (The newest boats use

split vinyl hose for this purpose.)

Until fairly recently, the Dio-

meders paddled their umiaks and, in

addition, used a simple square sail of

seal or caribou skin, with grommets
and blocks carved of ivory. In storms,

inflated sealskins were lashed to an

umiak's side as sponsons. "With
their boats fitted in this manner these

people sail fearlessly along their

stormy coasts," Nelson noted in the

1870s. They still do, only now they

usually use 40 h. p. outboard motors.
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with a spare 25 h.p. motor in the boat

in case of trouble. In these boats the

daring Diomeders, regarded by the

meeker mainland Eskimo with re-

spect bordering on awe, will set out

in nearly any weather, in storm and

fog and racing ice. They claim the

umiaks are virtually unsinkable, and

considering the risks they routinely

take, this must be true because they

have never lost a boat. The frame is

strong but flexible, the cover ex-

tremely tough. Occasionally, an en-

raged walrus rips a cover, but the

men, prepared for this eventuality,

plug the hole with chunks of blubber,

continue the hunt, and when time per-

mits, haul the umiak onto a floe and

patch it with pieces of hide

.

They carry mariners' compasses,

but fog, strong currents, and the zig-

zag course of hunting often make it

difficult to find Little Diomede again,

since the island is such a small target.

They fire shots, hoping for a shore

echo, study the flight of birds, and

watch the drift of ice. If none of this

provides a clue to their whereabouts,

they turn the motor off to conserve

gas, and drift, sleeping, huddled up
on the thwarts, in the damp chill that

seems to seep to one's very core, hop-

ing the fog will lift. As a last resort,

they head east, for as they say, "You
can't miss the mainland."

Spring starts quietly. The men
carve or hunt seals at the floe edge,

the limit of landfast ice, usually not

more than a mile or two from the vil-

lage. Women and children spend pa-

tient hours "crabbing" at holes chis-

eled through the ice, catching crabs

that measure, including spindly legs,

about two feet in diameter (northern

cousins of the famous king crabs).

The method is simple. A stone sinker

and two chunks of fish as bait are

lowered on a thin line to the sea bot-

tom. A feeding crab, loath to lose

food, hangs on as it is pulled gently

upward. Only when it is nearly at the

surface does the crab seem nervous

and loosen its grip, but by then it is

usually too late. The most patient

crabbers, using several lines, can

catch twenty or thirty crabs in a day.

Others jig for tomcod and sculpins

through leads in the ice. Both are pop-

ular for fish soup.

In May, the migrant animals arrive

and pass, by sea and air. Some 20,-
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000 sandhill cranes and a quarter mil-

lion snow geese , which have wintered

in the United States, fly across Bering

Strait to their breeding grounds in Si-

beria, and the luminous Arctic night

is filled with their loud and urgent

calls. From Asia, flocks of small birds

come to breed in Alaska: wagtails,

arctic warblers, and wheatears.

Once, while we were lost in fog and

drifting north into the Chukchi Sea,

an exhausted wheatear, as lost as we,

landed on our boat. Everyone took

care not to alarm the little passenger,

and he remained with us until we
came within sight of the mainland.

In May, too, the seabirds arrive to

nest on Little Diomede; hundreds of

thousands of sparrow-sized least auk-

lets, tens of thousands of crested a

lets, pelagic cormorants, mur;

tufted puffins, and pigeon guillemi

In the evening and at night, when t

whir around the island, their myi

excited calls blend, filling the air vn

a strange, persistent, pulsating noil

The arrival of the birds marks, fori

practical purposes, the end of

Diomede school year. The child

are on the mountain all night,

sleep blissfully in school. Us
slingshots with elastic bands, they

many birds, a few windows, and

casionally, each other. For a wllai

the village has its share of walk

wounded. An island law forbids, w
good reason, the use of the anci

thong slings within a mile of the



H . Except when used by an expert,

ig slings tend to be erratic and can

fleadly.

he men haul the small umiaks

). iss the ice to the floe edge near the

1 1 end of the island and hunt

\lcd seals and ringed seals among
h drifting, swirling, grinding floes

ifie pack. When nipped by ice, they

ul the umiak onto a floe and ride

ilig until the pressure eases and

, can find a way through the floes.

:iks pass, but they are rarely pur-

I. By tradition and inclination

) nicders are primarily walrus hunt-

' Walrus are numerous now. Once
Kcd by commercial walrus hunt-

in LL population of 40,000 or less,

animals have increased again in

recent decades to about 150,000.

When the walruses arrive, the Dio-

meders switch to their large umiaks
and the big hunt of the year is on.

June, on Diomede, is called "the

month when people do not sleep."

The four walrus-hunting boats,

each with a crew of from eight to

twelve men (ranging in age from 16

to well over 60), vie with each other

to be best. Often they return just long

enough to unload a cargo of meat,

hides, and ivory, pick up more gas,

and head out again. The hunt is ex-

pensive. In gas alone, it costs $30 to

$40 each day (this, as well as most
of the food, is supplied by the boat

captain, but his share of ivory is in-

creased to make up at least a part of

this cost), and the crew may spend

$20 a day each on ammunition. The
boat captain usually consults with his

crew during the hunt, but his is the

final say. Most of the men have

hunted together for years; in the risky

race among drifting ice and enraged

walruses, they work as a skilled and

expert team.

And then, suddenly, it is all over.

The last great bull walruses, bringing

up the rear of the migration, have

passed. The large racks at Diomede
are crowded with slabs of drying

meat; the meat holes are full. The
crews divide the ivory and the bacu-

lums, or penis bones, which sell for

nearly $100 each in Nome. (Bacu-

lums, about l'/2 feet long, are much
sought after by tourists as conversa-

tion pieces.) The men rest and relax.

They catch birds on the mountain

with long-handled nets, a technique

identical to the one used by the polar

Eskimo of Greenland, nearly 4,000

miles to the east. They rappel down
the sheer cliffs to collect eggs or "go
egging" to Fairway Rock, a murre-

crowded pinnacle twelve miles south-

east of Little Diomede. They have a

great hunger for greens; men, wom-
en . and children swarmover the moun-
tain with plastic bags, collecting

leaves and tender shoots. The weath-

er is finally warm, the living easy.

Nevertheless, within a few weeks,

most will leave the island: to stay in

Nome or Anchorage, to visit relatives

in Seattle or Los Angeles, to work on

the pipeline. They will be gone for

two or three months. But in Sep-

tember, when storms lash the sea,

they return to their island like birds

flocking to an ancestral roost.

There is a brief fall hunt when the

walrus return, but it is rare that many
animals are taken. The ice returns

from the north, autumn gales screech

over the strait, and the Little Dio-

meders again are isolated on their

lonely rock between two worlds. D

Siberian and Alaskan Eskimo
meet on the border between the

Soviet Union and the United States

and try out each other's guns.

Detente has reached this area

of the Bering Strait.
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Misleading Mantids
Text and photographs by George F. Rohrmann

Both predator and prey
are often deceived

by false appearances

Flowering plants made their ap-

pearance among the earth's flora

about 100 million years ago; their

debut coincided with the evolution of

a host of insect pollinators. Some 60

million years later, the ancestors of

today's mantids evolved, preying

upon flies, bees, wasps, butterflies,

and moths associated with flowering

plants. The mantids, believed to have

descended from a carnivorous cock-

roach, occupied a niche created by
the presence of flowering plants and

their insect fauna. They have devel-

oped into some of the most efficient

predators of flower-visiting insects,

rivaling such voracious arthropods as

crab spiders and robber flies.

In order to capture flower-visiting

insects and avoid detection by other

insectivorous predators, such as

birds. lizards, and small primates,

elaborate concealment mechanisms
have been selected for among the

mantids. A study I conducted on
mantids in Swaziland, a subtropical

African country, revealed a great va-

riety of such mechanisms, based

mainly on camouflage. A number of

behaviors, including startle displays,

attack, and active escape, were also

used, in conjunction with camou-
flage, as defenses against some man-
tid predators.

Cryptic coloration is the basic

mechanism by which mantids con-

ceal themselves from prey and preda-

tors. The most common colors are

green and brown, which match the

vegetation in much of the mantids'

habitat. Some species show polymor-

phism with regard to color and have

a mixed population of brown and
green individuals. These colors ap-

pear to vary seasonally: brown is

more common during dry periods;

green more prevalent during the rainy

season. One species, Pseudocreobo-

tra wahlbergi, changes its color to

yellow, brown, green, blue, or white

depending on the color of its immedi-
ate surroundings. This permits first

instar nymphs to associate with a va-

riety of different colored vegetation.

Once having found a suitable location

(normally a flower), a nymph will

usually remain there until its final

molt at the age of seven or eight

months. As the ffower's color

changes with the season, the nymph
does likewise. In the dry season when
the flowering plant has died, the

nymph turns a matching brown.

Anatomical structures that resem-

ble parts of plants are another mecha-
nism for concealment that has
evolved in mantids. The physical ap-

pearance of many smaller mantid spe-

cies is similar to a blade of grass, a

shape that helps them blend with

grassy vegetation. Another adapta-

tion is a body structure resembling a

stick or twig. The concealment value

of this shape is enhanced by the man-
tid's behavior. When disturbed, the

mantid stretches into an elongate po-

sition, with the tibiae of the forelegs

folded back against the femora and

held in front of the head. The mantid

bends its antennae backward against

its body so that they are concealed.

When a mantid hangs upside down,
the visual effect is that of a forked

twig (with the middle and hind legs

resembling side branches), a resem-

blance further enhanced by the ba
like texture of the mantid 's cuticle

Many groups of mantids min
leaves. In some species the nympl
leaffike abdomen is flexed over t

thorax. When the nymph is disturbs

it flattens its body and directs its abc

men toward the source of the distui

ance. The combination of outlii

color, and superficial structure of t

abdomen contributes to its leaflike a

pearance. Looking like closely ass

ciated leaves, smaller nymphs fi

quently sit on the edge of a flower a

ambush visiting insect pollinators.

Both the nymph and adult stages

some species have dark patches

their cuticles ^ giving them the appea

ance of aged or diseased leaves. Ph)

locrania paradoxa has elaborate e

pansions on its legs, abdomen, ai

head, and its wing tips are curled ai

colored to resernble a dead leaf.

Floral mimicry is a method of coi

cealment characteristic of Pseudi

creobotra wahlbergi. The nymph
this species possesses spines on tl

underside of the abdomen, whic

when observed in the flexed positioi

effectively imitate the clustered n

productive structure of a flower. Tl

nymph perches on the petals of

flower with its flexed abdomen :

close association with the stamei

and pistils. Incoming insects attemp

Resembling, in both color at

structure, the dead grass

which it is clinging, a Sou.

African mantid, Pyrgomant

rhodesica, is hidden fro

both prey and predator
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The first instar nymph o/Pseudocreobotra wahlbergi

exhibits color change and floral mimicry. It is

able to adopt the color of a number of different

flowers. When one particular flower is chosen, the

nymph remains in association with it, changing color

along with the flower in the latter's progression

from full bloom to death. The nymph's flexed spines

imitate the flower's reproductive structures

and act as a deadly lure to pollinating insects.
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) pollinate the flower may instead

tracted to, and often easily cap-

by, the disguised nymph,

aying mantids exhibit other

; of structural concealment adap-

ts that are not dependent on a

mblance to vegetation. The
y hatched nymphs of many spe-

are similar in size, structure, and

vior to ants and this is thought to

predation during this stage of

development. One mantid,

jilus nasutus, has body mark-

that strongly suggest that its

phal form resembles bird drop-

s.

ther protective mechanisms, in-

ing structural and color modifi-

ns, direct a predator's attacks

Y from the most vulnerable parts

mantid's body. Bright yellow

cings on the mid-forewings of

s species could cause a predator

ttack the wings rather than the

. Since mantids do not depend on
t to capture prey (the females of

y species are incapable of flight

n laden with eggs), damage to

area would not affect their ability

rvive as much as damage to other

parts.

some mantid species, startle dis-

s have evolved to discourage

lators. These coordinated groups

tions are initiated at the approach

potential predator and result in

irtling change in a mantid's ap-

ance. An integral part of a startle

lay is the coloration, normally

visible, on the underside of a

itid. The color pattern often in-

les black or blue eyespots on the

r side of the tibia; in some species

"pupil" on a black background

es as the eyespot. During the dis-

the mantid rears up on its four

1 legs, angles out its front legs,

OSes the eyespots, and elevates its

wings, creating an illusion of

eased size. A side-to-side sway-

motion and a hissing sound pro-

ed by rubbing the dorsal part of

abdomen against the hind wings
often incorporated into the dis-

en threatened, some niantids use

artle display as defense. In

version, a mantid sways from
to side and makes a hissing

nd by rubbing its second pair

i'ings against its abdomen.

play, adding to the threatening atti-

tude of the disturbed mantid.

Such startle displays have been ob-

served to discourage lizards, small

primates, and cats who have detected

the mantid despite its concealment

mechanisms. If the startle display

fails, the mantid is likely to strike out

with its forelegs in an attempt to fight

off an attacker. If everything else

fails, a mantid will beat as hasty a

retreat as possible.

Startle displays are more typical of

the larger mantid species, which are

clumsy and readily captured if they

attempt a simple escape. Smaller

mantids generally move faster and are

more easily obscured by vegetation.

These species normally do not pro-

duce startle displays nor do they at-

tempt to fight off attackers.

Although camouflage and adaptive

behavioral patterns protect mantids as

nymphs and adults, the developing

embryos are extremely vulnerable to

predation. The female mantid lays

her eggs in an elaborate ootheca com-
posed of foamlike, proteinaceous

membranes that harden upon drying.

Attached to the branches of trees and

shrubs, oothecae come in a variety of

shapes depending on the species of

mantid. Female chalcid wasps are

capable of identifying an ootheca and

use their long ovipositors to deposit

their eggs within its chambers. The
wasp eggs develop at the expense of

the mantid embryos; in some in-

stances no mantids will hatch. If any

mantid embryos do survive, and

hatch concurrently with the wasps,

the tables are turned and the young
wasps become the mantid nymph's
first meal

.

Mantids—an estimated 1 ,500 spe-

cies confined largely to the warmer
regions of the world—have suc-

ceeded in exploiting the association

of flowering plants and insects. The
range of adaptations present in man-
tid populations reflects the character

of the vegetation in their environ-

ment. In contrast to Swaziland, for

example, many areas of Africa such

as the Kalahari Desert receive only

brief seasonal rains and are covered

with sparsely foliated bush and grass.

Their mantid populations lack the va-

riety of floral mimicry of species from
wetter climates; however, they show
an equally diverse array of adapta-

tions to the bark, twigs, and stems

that are the most prevalent plant com-
ponents in arid regions. D
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This View of Life

Twin-engined Spaceship Earth

Because of its size, earth

is atypical among the inner

planets of our solar system

Charles Lyell expressed in no un-

certain terms tlie guiding concept of

his geologic revolution. In 1829, he

wrote to his colleague and scientific

opponent Roderick Murchison:

My work . . . will endeavor to establish

the principle of reasoning in the science

. . . that no causes whatever have from
the earliest time to which we can look

back, to the present, ever acted, but those

now acting; and that they never acted

with different degrees of energy from that

which they now exert.

The doctrine of slow, stately, es-

sentially uniform rates of change had
a profound influence on nineteenth-

century thought. Darwin adopted it

thirty years later, and paleontologists

ever since have been searching for

cases of slow and steady evolution in

the fossil record. But what was the

origin of Lyell 's preference for grad-

ual change?

All cosmic generalizations have

complex roots. In part, Lyell merely

"discovered" his own political prej-

udices in nature—if the earth pro-

claims that change must proceed

slowly and gradually, encumbered by
the weight of events long past, then

liberals might take comfort in a world

increasingly threatened by social

unrest. Nature, however, is not

merely an empty stage upon which
scientists display their prior prefer-

ences; nature also speaks back. Many
of the forces that shape the surface of

our planet do act slowly and continu-

ously. Lyell could measure the ac-

cumulation of silt in river bottoms

and the gradual erosion of hillslopes.

LyelFs gradualism, while far too ex-

treme in his formulation, does

72

express a large part of the earth's his-

tory.

Our planet's gradual processes

arise from the action of what my col-

leagues Frank Press and Raymond
Siever call the external and internal

heat engines of the earth. Our sun

powers the external engine, but its in-

fluence depends on the earth's atmo-

sphere. They write:

Solar energy drives the atmosphere in a

complex pattern of winds to give us our

climates and weather, and it drives the

ocean's circulation in a pattern that is

coupled to the atmosphere . The water and

gases of the oceans and atmosphere

chemically react with the solid surface

and physically transport material from

one place to another.

Most of these processes work grad-

ually, in a classic Lyellian manner;

their large results are an accumulation

of minute changes. Running water

wears the land away; dunes march
over deserts; waves destroy the coast-

line in some places, while currents

transport sand to extend it elsewhere.

Heat derived from radioactive

decay powers the internal engine.

Some of its results—earthquakes and

volcanic eruptions, for example

—

strike us as sudden and catastrophic,

but the basic process, discovered only

a decade ago, must be a source of joy

for Lyell 's shade. Internal heat puts

the earth's surface in motion, driving

the continents apart at minute rates of

centimeters per year. This gradual

motion, extended over 200 million

years, has separated the single land of

Pangaea into our present, widely

dispersed continents.

Yet our earth is decidedly atypical

among the other inner planets of our

solar system: Mercury, Mars, and our

own moon. (I exclude Venus because

we know almost nothing about its sur-

face; only one Russian probe has suc-

I

cessfully penetrated its dense atn ^':

sphere to send back but two ambij
|

ous photos . I also exclude Jupiter

the large planets beyond. They are

much larger and less dense than

inner planets that they belong tdJB

very different class of cosn ti

bodies.) No geologist, no matter b id

strong his prior preferences, cot 1

have preached a doctrine of unifor

ity on the surface of any inner plai

except the earth.

Craters made by meteoritic bojc

bardment dominate the surfaces
j

Mars, Mercury, and our moon. ]|

deed, the surface of Mercury is lit

more than a field of tightly packed a

superimposed craters. The moot
surface is divided into two mai

areas: densely cratered highlands a

the more sparsely cratered mai

("seas" of basaltic lava). Lyelhl

gradualism, so applicable to c

earth, cannot possibly describe t

history of our planetary neighbors.

Consider, for example, our moor
history, as inferred from data e(

lected during the Apollo missions ai

summarized by Columbia Universi

geologist W. Ian Ridley: The moorr
crust rigidified more than 4 billii

years ago. By 3.9 billion years agii

the greatest period of meteoritic boriii

bardment had ended, the mare basi

had been excavated, and the maj

craters formed. Between 3.1 and 3

billion years ago, radioactively ge

erated heat produced the basaltic la'

that filled the mare basins. Then tl

generation of new heat failed

match its loss at the lunar surface ai

the crust rigidified; by 3.1 billi(

years ago, the crust became too thi(

to permit the ascent of any more b

salt, and activity at the lunar surfa

essentially ended. Since then, not;

ing much has happened beyond tl

very occasional impact of a larj



by Stephen Jay Gould

lorite and the constant influx of

J small ones.

'e \iew the moon today much as

ikcd 3 billion years ago. It has

• niosphere to erode and recycle

e laterial of its surface, and it can-

» enerate the internal heat to churn

I id change its visage. The moon
)'t dead, but it is certainly quies-

1 The concentration of moon-

I es at 800-1,000 km below the

nee suggests a rigid crust of this

1 :ness , compared with 70 km or so

I he earth's lithosphere. (To con-

II kilometers to miles multiply by

( 1 .) A partially molten zone may
t below the lunar crust, but it is

( ar down to influence the surface.

1 moon's surface is ancient, and its

(rd is the story of its catastro-

1 massive meteorites and up-

t ing lava. Its early history was

,;<ed by violent change; its last 3

ion years by very little indeed.

^hy is the earth so different from

sieighbors in recording a history

i:ked in large part by cumulative

r lual processes, rather than ancient

Jistrophes? Readers might be

iDted to think that the answer lies

I ome complicated difference in

position. But all the inner planets

xisically similar, so far as we can

in density and mineralogical con-

I wish to argue that the dif-

nce arises from a disarmingly

Me fact

—

size itself, and nothing

I : the earth is a good deal larger

[[ its neighbors.

lalileo first discussed the cardinal

I ortance of size in determining the

: n and operation of all physical ob-

; 5 (see my columns of January and

iruary 1974). As a basic fact of

tmetry, large bodies are not sub-

: to the same balance of forces as

.11 objects of the same shape (all

liets are, necessarily, roughly
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spherical). Consicier the ratio of sur-

face to volume in two spheres of (dif-

ferent radii. Surface is measured by
a constant times the radius squared;

volume by a different constant times

the radius cubed. Hence, volumes in-

crease faster than surfaces as objects

of the same shape become larger.

This simple principle explains an as-

tonishing array of disparate phenom-
ena. Why can flies, but not people,

walk up walls? (Small animals have

enormously greater ratios of surface

to volume than we do; forces of sur-

face adhesion acting on a fly's feet are

relatively great, while gravitational

forces acting on its weight are negli-

gible.) Why are all the largest birds

flightless? (Lift must be generated by
the surface area of wings, while the

body's weight increases as the cube

of its length—don't believe the giant

ants of Them for a minute.)

I maintain that Lyell's insight is a

contingent result of the earth's rela-

tively low surface/volume ratio, not

a general characteristic of all change,

as he would have argued. We begin

by assuming that the earth's early his-

tory did not differ much from that of

its neighbors. At one time, our planet

must have been scarred by abundant

craters. But they were effaced billions

of years ago, destroyed by the earth's

two heat machines: churned up byj

internal machine (uplifted in mcj^

tains, covered by lava, or buriei

the depths of the earth by subdue^

at the descending borders of lii

spheric plates) or quickly obliten

in atmospheric or fluvial erosion

the external machine.

These two heat machines opei
.j

only because the earth is large enoi
„,

to possess a relatively small surf i,

ancl large gravitational field. Merc
and the moon have neither ati

'

sphere nor an active surface. The
ternalmachine requires an atmosplJ

'

for its work. Newton's equation \.

lates the force of gravity directljlj

the mass of two bodies and inversl

to the square of the distance sepa!

ing them. To calculate the force hC|

ing a molecule of water vapor at
||

surface (if the earth or moon, we hlli

only consider the mass of the plaf',

(since the mass of the molecule;

constant) and the distance from

planet's surface to its center. A
planet gets larger, its mass increa

as the cube of its radius, while

squared distance from surface to c

ter is simply the radius squar l

;

Hence, as a planet gets larger, its gl.;

vitational pull on a potential atnt'

spheric particle increases as r'

(where r is the planet's radius.

EARTH



tnoon and Mercury, the gravita-

)il force is too small to hold an

r)sphere; even the heaviest par-

's do not abide long. The earth's

iiy is sufficiently strong to hold

gc. permanent atmosphere to act

; medium for its external heat ma-

le.

iternal heat is generated radioac-

V y over the volume of a planet. It

diated out into space at a planet's

lice. Small planets, with their

ratio of surface to volume,

kly lose their heat and solidify

outer layers to relatively great

lis Larger planets retain their

and the mobility of their sur-

I'S.

he ideal test for this hypothesis

Id he a planet of intermediate

. lor we predict that such a body
I Id display an intermediate mix of

r erved early catastrophes and

rlual processes. Mars, obligingly,

ist the right size, nicely interme-

i ; between the earth and our moon
r/lercury. About half of the Mar-

; surface is cratered; the rest re-

s the activity of rather limited in-

al and external heat machines.

I tian gravity is weak compared to

1 of the earth, but it is strong

ragh to hold a slight atmosphere

nut 200 times thinner than ours).

1 h winds course over the Martian

i] ace and dune fields have been ob-

6ed. The evidence for fluvial ero-

iii is even more impressive, if

ciewhat mysterious, given the pau-

i of water vapor in the Martian at-

iiphere. (The mystery has been

i;h alleviated by the discovery that

Is's polar caps are predominantly

'en water, not carbon dioxide, as

i.'iously conjectured. It also seems

J ly that a considerable amount of

/er lies frozen as permafrost in the

'tian soil. Carl Sagan has shown
' photos of relatively small craters

T lobate extensions in all direc-

s It is hard to interpret these fea-

s as anything but liquefied mud,
. ing away from the crater follow-

localized melting of permafrost

i| n impact. They cannot represent

31 because the meteorites that

lied the craters were too small to

erate enough heat on impact to

r t rock.)

Evidence for internal heat is also

ilndant (and rather spectacular),

\ le some recent speculation plausi-

)' links it with the process that

rves the earth's plates. Mars has a

'•:anic province with giant moun-
ts surpassing anything on earth.

Easyon the go.

Minolta/Celtic Pocket Bi-

noculars are ideal for people

who like to travel light.

Beautiful jewel-like finish,

sturdy construction

and world-famous Minolta

optical quality assure su-

perb performance Images
are exceptionally clear,

bnghit and sfiarp. Center
focus design for fast,

easy focusing. Two sizes,

6x20 and 8x20. Each
weighs only 6 ounces and
folds to fit snugly in

pocket or field pack. For

more information, s,

write Minolta Corporation
101 Williams Drive,

Ramsey, N J 07446

Minolta/Celtic

Pocket Binoculars

i-Til^itf-^i

YOUR NEXT
WCATION WAS
A LONG TIME IN

THE MAKING
PIAS EGYPT

/

^^m^ Great people ti

Nefertiti was antiquity's great-

est beauty. But in the eye of the -^^ Great people to fly »(«h

Sphinx she, you, Alexander and Pakistan kitemational one ol the wo.ld s most successlul airlines

Caesar are all in a lifetime. It's

the time of your life, touring

Egypt, cruising the Nile, shop-

ping Cairo's bazaars, walking

among ageless, awesome land-

marks. Take off on a PIA 747,

with people who know the

country. Ask your travel agent,

or use the coupon.

PIA TOUR MANAGER
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Gentlemen: Please tell me more about your new
Tour of Egypt— "Passages into Antiquity."



I saw myself in *TheSound ofMusic'

The mountains wait like

players in a grand orchestra . .

.

the 900-year old fortress stands

like an austere conductor . .

.

music rises from Salzburg like a

mist And I discover that the true

sound of music can sometimes
be heard in sUence. This lovely

city where Mozart was bom,
where Europe's best artists came
at the call of the Prince

Archbishops, shows me her

gracious secrets And then I go
to the Lake DistncL

I stand in a cave of ice at Werfen
and ride the funicular

to the mines at Hallein.

Then to the Tauem mountains
and Krimml, Europe's highest

waterfall. I became the sound of

music ... the music is me!
Come to the music . .

.

Encounter Austria to know
the heart of Europe.

For your copy of our booklet ENCOUNTER
AUSTRIA, and for information on Austrian Airlines,

ask your travel agent or send coupon to your nearest

Austrian National Tourist Office:

545 Fiftfi Ave., New York, N. Y 10017

3440 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010
200 E Randolph Drive. Suite 5130, Chicago. IL 60601
1007 N. W. 24th Ave., Portland, OR 97210

WHAT STAR IS THAT?

The ISO-VUE STAR POINTER will tell

you. Just point it at any star or constella-
tion to find out its name!

It will also find any star, planet, or

constellation for you, too. And it points
to it, and holds up a map of it at just the
right angle for your time and place—any-
where, any time. And much, much more.
Complete instructions, sky maps and

Star Cards for the 32 major constella-
tions. Satisfaction guaranteed, or full re-

fund. $5.95 + 50C postage. ISO-VUE,
6306 Baylor Dr., Tucson, Arizona 85710.

A MARVELOUS GIFT FOR
A SCIENCE-MINDED FRIEND!

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN
VACATION

YEAR 'ROUND LIVING

Lakes • Golf • Tennis • Heated
Pool • Guest Naturalist Often

Write for Information:

The Audubon Colony

P.O. Box 156 (n.h.)

Cedar Mtn., N.C. 28718
(704)885-2091

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $169.50 Postpaid $94.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on high
quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This
catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding selection
of telephoto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc.. plus
valuable information on how to properly select them.
Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

Olympus Mons has a base 500
wide, a height of 8 km, and a era

70 km in diameter. The nearby Va
Marineris dwarfs any canyon
earth; it is 120 km wide, 6 km dee

and more than 5 ,000 km long

Now, the speculation: Many ge

ogists believe that the earth's pla

are moved by plumes of heat andm
ten material rising from deep witl

the earth (perhaps even at

core-mantle boundary, 3,200
below the surface). These plun

emerge at the surface at relativi

fixed "hot spots," and the eartl

plates ride over the plumes. The 1

waiian Islands, for example, are

essentially linear chain increasing

age toward the northwest. If the I

cific plate is slowly moving ovei

fixed plume, then the Hawaiian
lands might have been formed one
one.

Mars, with its intermediate si:

should be more dynamic than t

moon, less so than the earth. T
moon's crust is too thick to move
all; internal heat does not reach t

surface. The earth's crust is th

enough to break into plates and mo
continuously. Suppose that the cri

of Mars is thin enough to allow he

to rise, but too thick to break up a:

move extensively. Suppose also tf

plumes exist both on the earth ai

Mars. Giant Olympus Mons may re

resent the locus of a plume, risii

under a criist that cannot move-

Olympus Mons, if you will, may 1

like ail the Hawaiis, piled one ate

the other. The Vallis Marineris mi

represent an unsuccessful "try"

plate tectonics—the crust fracture

but could not move.
Science, at its best, is unifying

strikes my intellectual fancy to leai

that the principle regulating a f

on my ceiling also determines tl

uniqueness of our earth among tl

inner planets. Pascal once remark©
in planetary metaphor, that know
edge is like a sphere in space; tl

more we learn—that is, the larger tl

sphere—the greater our contact wi:

the unknown (the planet's surface

True enough—but remember tl

principle of surface and volumes! Tl

larger the sphere, the greater the rat:

of known (volume) to unknown (su

face). May absolutely increase

ignorance continue to flourish wil

relatively increased knowledge.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolog'

geology, and the history of science i

Harvard University.
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,rst in a Series of Crystal Prehistoric Sculptures

I I I I

m
\ir'''i

3e followed, shortly, by Tyrannosaurus Rex.
|

tie the completion of your collection with

^ NTOSAURUS ... an inspired lieginning to

:xciting series.

limited edition, clear Swedish crystal

xectible

|:ertificate of Authenticity bearing a

ique serial number accompanies

I h sculpture

-lidcrafted by Kosta

3 ssworks of Sweden
]iated for and
ihenticated by

Fe American Museum
) Natural History

|NTOSAURUS...an
ll:ntic prehistoric sculpted

t.'tible, was initially perceived as k'

\i offering, but demand by discerning

l;tors has prompted the decision to create a series

tture captures the prehistonc spirit in exquisite design of

(Swedish crystal The second in the series, Tyrannosaurus

i s now being sculpted and will be offered later this year

(ge your imagination. Give pleasure to your eye. Stimulate

1 mind. Touch with sheer delight. Display proudly amid your

ious possessions- Whatever your decor wherever you place

I a treasure you'll possess for a lifetime,

noisseurs of crystal collectibles readily acknowledge the

!:ation of Kosta among the worlds great crystal ^

:Brs Kosta means quality and handcrafted excel- /

> Their works are represented in museums I

galleries throughout the world. The beauty of
|

culpture, the quality of the crystal, the limited |

Juat

edijion all combine to make
BRONTOSAURUS a most
prudent investment.

Destruction of the BRONTO-
SAURUS pattern, upon full

subscription of the ten

thousand piece edition, will

mean that BRONTOSAURUS
will never again be available,

except from private sale and,

then, surely at a price above

todays $77 50 (shipping,

insurance and all custom
duties included]. If you are a

Member of the Amencan
Museum of Natural History,

BRONTOSAURUS is available to

a 10% discount.

i

:ach

As a purchaser of BRONTOSAURUS, you

are guaranteed that Tyrannosaurus Rex will be made available

for your purchase - regardless of demand. Order
BRONTOSAURUS today and begin what many perceptive

collectors now believe is one of the most exciting and innovative

series of crystal sculptures ever to be offered. Your satisfaction

is assured, of course.

Without BRONTOSAURUS, your collectible series
cannot be complete and its investment value will be
diminished.

h^TUML HISTORY SCULPTUR© S°S°,c::?if4o
Please send me crystal sculpture(s)oftheBRONTOSAURUS.
D As a Member of the American Museum of Natural History, I am
entitled to a 10% discount—making my purchase price $69.75 each.

D Non-Member price—$77.50 each.

Enclosed is my D check, D money order in the amount of $

D I prefer to be billed on my American Express credit card:

Account Number Expiration Date

Signature

Send to: Name.

MiS^fk Address.
(please print)

City_

Statfi Zin



The new, improved

mi Natural History

Piiotograpliic G)mpetition

Closes April 15

The greatest photographic

competition in the history of

Natural History is on. The
Grand Prize is a round trip for

two to Peru, a country that will

challenge any photographer

with vistas of ancient royal

cities, Andean peaks, Amazon-

ian jungles, deserts, fog-

shrouded coasts, and a colorful

mixture of peoples. The cash

prizes this year total more than

$3,000. And the winning en-

tries will be published in a

special double issue of Natural

History in August and will be

shown at The American

Museum of Natural History.

The four categories for en-

tries are broad enough to fit the

interests of any photographer

because Natural History is con-

cerned primarily with receiving

78

and publishing great photo-

graphs. The categories are:

( 1 ) The Natural World ; ( 2 ) A
Sequence of an Event in Nature;

(3 ) Microphotography, includ-

ing pictures with a scanning

electron microscope; and (4)

The Rules
1

.

The competition is open to

everyone except employees of The
American Museum of Natural

History and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to

three previously unpublished

entries in each of the four cate-

gories. Decision of the judges is

final.

3. The Museum acquires the right

to publish, exhibit, and use for

promotion the winning photo-

graphs. The Museum assumes no

responsibility for other entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies

or prints up to 8 by 1 inches, and

each must bear the photographer's

name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for the return

of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked

no later than April 15, 1977.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

Bettman Archive

The Human Family. First pri

in each category is $500. In

addition, these awards will be

selected from all the entries

Humor in Nature, $200; Urb

Wildlife, $200; and ten Hono

able Mentions at $ 1 00 each.

The deadline is April 15,

1 977. Please put your name

and address on every entry,

and include a stamped, self-

addressed envelope—since wi

do want to return your picture

to you.

And, the best of luck

!



3KS in Review

idden Treasure

(ESE Natural History Draw-
DavidR. Godine. Publisher, in

tiation with the British Museum
ural History). $450.00; 20

ts, limited edition.

nong the many treasures housed

; British Museum (Natural His-

is a collection of more than two
and drawings of Chinese plants

and animals. These beautiful, finely

detailed drawings were done in the

early part of the nineteenth century at

the instigation, and under the supervi-

sion, of John Reeves of Canton, with

the aid of his son John Russell

Reeves.

Reeves joined the East India Tea
Company and went to China in 1812.

At that time very little was known of

the natural history of China, and

Reeves began sending specimens of

mammals, reptiles, and birds to the

British Museum and plant specimens

to the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don. As a further method of recording

the exotic fauna and fiora of China,

Reeves conceived the idea of com-
missioning scientifically accurate

drawings for the Horticultural Soci-

minck's tragopan
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"We hooked into a marlin

that probably went about 250-lbs.

He was magnificent. To tell you
the truth, I was kind of glad

the fish got away.''

Bob and EUie Cagnina
on the Cagninas' second visit to Bermuda

"We ended up catching a 40-lb

wahoo. It gave me one heck of

a fight. Absolutely beautiful.

A real fighter."

"Next day, we visited St. David's

lighthouse. A spectacular view!

White roofs, color contrasts,

lust beautiful."

Bermuda
Unspoiled. Unhurried. Uncommon.

See your travel agent or write Bermuda, Dept.230:

630 Fiftti Avenue. N.Y., N.Y. 10020 or 7 U Statler Office BIdg., Boston, Mass. 021 16
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/hich agreed to pay the modest

|)f the Chinese artists. The draw-

penciled on large sheets of

and then colored with water-
' paints, ranged in subject matter

01 plants and mammals to insects

id sh. Many were accurate enough

l: in describing new species and
' were of plants that were com-

\ unknown in Europe.

beauty and scientific impor-

of these watercolors has pre-

l\ been confined to those few

access to the collection in the

,h Museum. But now, in a large-

at, limited-edition volume.
Is of these outstanding artistic

N have been reproduced to give

iplingof both animal andbotani-

ihjects, with an introductory text

ding the historical background
.- collection. To do justice to the

lie work of the artists, the paint-

were reproduced by the Collo-

p process, a printing method

h ;e great flexibility achieves an al-

e\act color match and even re-

iiccs the finest details of the origi-

onciled drawings underlying the

1 colors.

Carol Breslin

VIEN YOU WRITE TO
NTURAL HISTORY

! < hange ol address, renewal of sub-

billing, or any kind ol adjustment,
1 ':•- present address label

W'ing? Please notify 6 weeks in advance.
" use this form to tell us about a move

a subscription

nge of address—attach your address

ihe dolled area and lill in your new
I lelow. clip and mail to Natural History

' 'Nhip Services Box 6000, Des Moines,

<40

OJ m -^ - ^ ^

L

I ?
I

CL

IS
J ^

TIME
MACHINE
FOR SALE.
$15 FOR SIX
ROUND
TRIPS

Every issue of ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine sends you
on a fascinating voyage to antiquity. And every Issue is

truly a collector's item. Rich, full page illustrations, lavish

reproductions of ancient art, front-line reports of excavations

'and discoveries, and much more. . .are waiting for you right now.
Published by the Archaeological Institute of America.

ARCHAEOLOGY
THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEHIND THE TIMES

ARCHAEOLOGY - Dept. H-3
260 West Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013
Please send one year's subscription (6 issues) of ARCHAEOLOGY

Check enclosed for $15 . .Bill me.

Check enclosed for 2 years for $27 Bill me.

Name

Add ress

City

H-3

. State. Zip.

BOVtIMJS LEO
FANTASTIC ANATOMY NO. 1 by CASTRO - CID

Popular Edition
Printed in black and
white (as shown) on
sturdy 651b. cover stocl<,

signed in the plate and
measuring 26"x35" $10

Special Collector's
Edition Original sili(-

screen in sepia, limited

to 150 copies, each
signed and numbered
by the artist and mea-
suring 30"x40" $75

CASTRO-CID is a young Chilean artist with an international reputation who is now resi-

dent in the United States, l-le has had numerous one-man exhibitions in Paris, Brussels,

Madrid, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, His works are in the permanent collec-

tions of The Museum of Modern Art, The Guggenheim Museum, The Guggenheim
Foundation, The Fort Worth Art Museum and The Menil Foundation.

J.H. Duffy & Sons, Ltd. 157 Spring Street, New York City 10012 BOVINUS LEO
Please send Popular Edition Prints @ $10 ea.

Please send Collectors Edition Prints @ $75 ea.

Make checl<s payable to J.H. Duffy & Sons, Ltd. Price includes stiipping and handling. N.Y. residents add sales tax.

Name

Address

City _Zip.
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CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS! A Matter of Taste

Take them alive, unhurt!
Simple, safe HAVAHART traps catch raldlnc rabbits,
possums, coons, squirrels, plccons, sparrows, etc.. without
Injury. Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Kully as-
sembled. No Jaws or springs to break. Galvanized; many
In use 20 years. Open ends give animal conndence. Sizes
lor all needs. Send 25c for valuable illu.strated guide and
price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Here's my 25c. Please send price list, trapping guide.

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long outKif-print. Fiction, nonflctlon.

All authors, tubjects. Name the book—we'll

find Itl (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 67.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087

For the fourth year, we otter discrim-

inating travelers the finest cruises'to

^Discover
Galapagos
For those who have leisure, the only

way to discover the unique Galapagos
Islands is on our intimate tv^/o-week

cruises for a maximum of fourteen

passengers in two comfortable motor
yachts, accompanied by naturalist

guides.

Six departures of these cruises are

scheduled for 1977.

For budget-minded travelers who are
interested in ecology, wildlife and
photography, we are repeating our ex-
tremely popular

Galapagos Islands

Thrift Cruise
in the privately chartered 66-passen-
ger mv Iguana', accompanied by
eminent naturalist leaders who will

give talks and lead us in the field:

May 28 to June 10, 1977
with Mr. Justin K- Aldrich

of the New England Aquarium

August 20 to September 2, 1977

with Ms. Susan Lock
Vice President of the Animal
Protection Institute at America

October 29 to November 1 1 , 1977

with Dr. Jack LaCroix Throp
Director of the Honolulu Zoo

Before these cruises, we spend four

days in Quito, Ecuador's lovely capi-

tal, with excursions in the Andes, and
then make the spectacular road
journey to the coast.

Please send for detailed brochures of

these cruises- we also specialize in

adventure tours to Greenland, the Arc-

tic, the Himalayas and the Andes, the

Papillon Tour to Trinidad and French
Guiana, safaris in Rajasthan and Fast
Africa, and to other unusual destina-

tions.

• Reglziorcd in Ecuador

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

Strange Fruits

Hurrah for the tasty

aliens trying to malie

it on these shores!

Last Sunday I dined on stewed kiwi

at the home of a lonely gold-digger.

Walter Buller

Birds of New Zealand ( 1 888)

In Buller's day, a kiwi was always
a bird, a flightless bird with a Maori
name. Scientists might call it Ap-
teryx. New Zealanders might adopt it

as their nickname, and a shoe polish

manufacturer might take kiwi for his

logo and his trade name. But none of

this exploitation of a long-beaked fel-

low creature disguised the fact that a

kiwi was a bird. Indeed, the only un-

toward piece of kiwi lore, until re-

cently, was that Buller would, despite

professional ethics, eat one.

Today, if I announced to up-to-

date company that I had been fed a

kiwi by a solitary gold digger, eye-

brows would rise. My audience
would assume that I had supped, not

with a sourdough, but with a vamp.
And these days, everyone who is any-

one knows that a kiwi is a fruit.

Until 1906, and probably for some
time afterward, this furry, brownish-

green, ovoid, three-inch-long deli-

cacy bore the humble name of Chi-

nese gooseberry. It grew first in the

valley of the Yangtze in China. Its

electric green, tart flesh tasted

roughly like a European gooseberry.

Thus Chinese gooseberry was a logi-

cal name, and it did the job for

everyone except scientists, who
dubbed it Actinidia chinensis (they

knew that it wasn't a true gooseberry
and didn't belong in the gooseberry
genus Ribes), and merchandisers in

New Zealand, who apparently didn't

think Chinese gooseberry was a sell-

ing name. The merchandisers, at

some point after 1906, when the plant

was introduced to New Zealand,

chauvinistically renamed it kiwifruit.

New Zealand is still the only

country that has grown kiwis on a

commercial scale. They could be

grown in the south of our country, but

they aren't. And so Americans pay as

much as 70 cents per fruit. This s

price has helped to make kiwili

chic. They are also stunning to

at when peeled and sliced so that i

delicate, edible black seeds gliste

an inner ring within a gorgeous g
field. The French culinary av

garde has gathered les liiwis tc

bosom (see recipe below). And e

American supermarkets have be

selling kiwis as a specialty item

.

The kiwi is only the latest ex

fruit to enter the American markc
joins a distinguished successioi

luscious hybrids and tropical tr.

plants, ranging from the avocado

the mango. Some of these tasty al

have never really caught on.

cherimoya (Annona cherimola]^

the Andes has been cultivated h :

but a leading New York fruiterei

ports that he sees them "maybe c

:

every fifteen years, and they cr

from Hawaii or New Zealand.

have never tasted the reportedly s!

betlike flesh of the cherimoya. b

would pay dearly for the chai:

Mark Twain called the cherim.:

"deliciousness itself." Tropical li

ticulturist Wilson Popenoe quote n

even more expansive opinion fro

botanical colleague named Seem :

The pineapple, the mangosteen and ;

cherimoya are considered the finest fi t

in the world. I have tasted them in tl

localities in which they are suppose
attain their highest perfection—the p
apple in Guayaquil, the mangostee
the Indian Archipelago, and the cl

moya on the slopes of the Andes—ai

I were called upon to act the part of F

1 would without hesitation assign

apple to the cherimoya. Its taste, indi

surpasses that of every other fruit,

Haenke was quite right when he calk

"the masterpiece of Nature."

You will find equally dithyram

accounts of the mangosteen (G

cinia mangostana) , a native of P

laysia and Indonesia unrelated to

mango, in the works of the dis

guished botanist David G. FairclM

(1869-1954). He was the fatheri)f

tropical plant introduction in le

United States and organized the iF-

fice of Foreign Seed and Plant Inljj:
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by Raymond Sokolov

ion (SPI) for the Department of

iculture in 1 898 . Fairchild was in-

nental in the establishment of the

ida and California avocado in-

iries. Between 1898 and 1912, he

SPI bring in more than 30,000

net varieties and species of

ign plants. At its peak, in 1916,

was receiving forty distinct plant

IS a week from abroad

.

/orld War I brought an end to, or

jast lessened official interest in,

lit introduction. Fairchild kept the

1, however, and continued to cul-

Ite his own exotic garden in Coco-

i Grove, Florida, where he settled

n his wife, Marian, the daughter

Ivlexander Graham Bell.

he Fairchild Tropical Garden was
blished there in 1938, with 400
ical trees. And Fairchild contin-

ued to propagandize for his beloved

mangosteen, while serving guests

such home-grown transplants as the

alamoen, a natural tangelo from
Surinam.

Meanwhile, Fairchild 's favorite

student, Popenoe, had planted a man-
gosteen orchard for United Fruit at

Lantecilla, Honduras. The slow-ma-
turing trees now reportedly bear fruit,

but they are not exploited commer-
cially. And it looks as though Fair-

child's dream will not come true even

in this generation.

Somewhere along the line, the

steam went out of the tropical fruit

introduction movement. In addition

to wars and depressions, the plant

hunters also ran up against unfore-

seen horticultural complications.

Popenoe's optimism about the cheri-

From the shores of Gitche-gumee .

/(

MINNEHAHA
WILD RICE

Richly delicious and highly nutritious. 100%
natural wild rice is nature's most nearly perfect

grain. An excellent source of vitamins and miner-

als, with 100% more fibre than white rice,

IVlJnnehaha adds a perfect touch to any meal.

We've held our price for 3 years; 15.90, pound.

postpaid, in five pound shipments. Each pound
poly-bagged in muslin sack with recipe brochure.

Free gift card and mailing: attach address list and

number of pounds per addressee to coupon.

And now to feed the intellectual palate: four

great books that depict the rich history of the origi-

nal Americans. Select one or all at large savings,

always with Minnehaha's moneyback guarantee of

satisfaction.

MINNEHAHA'S
BOOK SHELF

• IN A SACRED MANNER WE LIVE, a powerful

photographic tribute to a way of life forever

lost. With sensitive text and 120 priceless

reproductions by the great Indian photographer

Edward S. Curtis. Published at $15.00, our price:

$11.95.

• WAR CRIES ON HORSEBACK , the last 50 years

of the Indians' doomed attempt to resist white

civilization. Their heroic, tragic battles vividly

described by Stephen Longstreet m words and

photos. Published at $7.95; Minnehaha's price:

$4.95

• ARTISTS ON HORSEBACK : The Old West in Illus-

tratedJournalism, a rich panorama of documen-

tary art, with over 200 illustrations depicting

the frontier through the eyes of famous
reporter-artists. Published at $25.00; our price:

$15.95.

• THE SONG OF HIAWATHA . Longfellow's classic

tale of the legendary Hiawatha and Minnehaha

beautifully illustrated and bound in a collec-

tor's edition. Published at $17.50; our very spe

cial price for the legend of our patron maiden

$9.95.

MINNEHAHA WILD RICE. INC. NH-3

WCCO Radio Building—Suite 420

Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

Please send, postage paid:

Ten 1-lb. bags (S'$57.00'shipment $

Five lib. bags (a $29.50 shipments

(Singly boxed pounds, add $1 per stiipment)

Under 5 pounds, $6 85 per pound $

In a Sacred Manner We Live ^$11,95$

War Cries on Horseback @ $4.95 $

Artists on Horseback @ $15.95 $

The Song of Hiawatha @ $9.95 $

My check is enclosed for totaL$

Name

Address

City ^State -Zip-
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Whale and dinosaur
ride tnigh while you
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is quick-drying

nylon and ideal size

for men and women.
With a light-weight
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grooved to give

you a good grip

on things. Beige with
brown motif or navy

with beige. $16.00
including shipping

and handling.

Natural History Umbrella, Dept. U20
Box 5123, Des Moines, Iowa 50340

Please send me .Beige .Navy
umbrellas at $16.00 each. My ctieck/money
order for a total of $ is enclosed.
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Address

(please print)
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State Zip
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!

Measures 13'/i" long, with solid

ash handle and hanging thong,

30-DayMoney-Back Guarantee! |i

Order yours today. Get FREE Discovery

House Catalog, too. Send check or MO,
(Calif residents add 30^ sales tax,) to

DISCOVERY HOUSE, INC, Dept A706
17241 Murphy Ave., Irvine, CA 92713

moya in 1920 yielded, four decades

later, to resignation, for experi-

mentation had by then shown that the

plant's climatic requirements were

precise. It had to be grown where the

air was neither too hot nor too dry.

Otherwise, if it did grow, its flowers

had to be expensively and laboriously

hand pollinated. Popenoe and Fair-

child could look proudly on firmly

rooted grapefruit and soybean indus-

tries. But they—and we—must la-

ment a host of lost opportunities. Per-

haps they are really opportunities not

yet seized . At any rate , join me in this

plea to the fruit industry, for mango-
steens and cherimoyas, for baels,

carissas, ramontchis, and ketem-

billas.

Meanwhile, while we are waiting

for them, we ought to salute growers

and distributors who buck the over-

whelming trend toward limiting the

variety of fresh produce in our mar-

kets. Hail to the Florida orchards that

bring us fresh litchis in midsummer.
Hail to the tangelo men. Hail to the

green thumbs behind the fragrant

pear-apple. And a friendly salute to

the kiwifruit importers. I wish some
enterprising American would plant

them and bring the price down. But

even now, who can resist. If only the

Indonesians would wise up and send

us a few mangosteens. . . .

Kiwi Tart

Based on an idea of the Restaurant

Troisgros, Roanne, France.

Short piecrust dough for a single

crust, 9-inch pie

Dry beans

2Vi cups heavy cream
2 eggs

Vi cup sugar

3 tablespoons kirsch

7-8 kiwis, peeled and sliced cross-

wise and about Vi inch thick

1. Set a 9- to 10-inch flan ring on a

baking sheet. Roll out the dough
and press it onto the ring. Trim
around the top edge. Line the in-

side of the crust with a layer of

aluminum foil and fill the foil with

enough beans to weight it against

the bottom and sides of the crust.

Refrigerate for an hour or more

.

2. When ready to bake the tart, pre-

heat oven to 400 degrees.

3. Simmer the heavy cream (which

preferably should not be ultrapas-

teurized) until it is reduced by half,

to approximately 1 cup plus 2 ta-

blespoons.

4. Mix together the cream, the eggs.
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1 tablespoon of sugar, and the

kirsch, until very well blended.

5. Bake the crust with the beans for

10 minutes. Remove from oven

and reduce heat to .^.50°. Remove
foil and beans. Arrange the kiwi

slices over the crust and cover with

the egg-cream custard mixture.

Bake for 20 more minutes or until

custard has set. Remove from

oven.

6. Preheat broiler.

7. Sprinkle the remaining sugar

evenly on the top of the tart. Run
under the broiler until beads of car-

amel begin to form.

8. Let cool. Then slide the tart onto

a serving platter, remove the ring,

and serve.

Yield: 8 servings.

Kiwi Cream
Adapted from Kiwi Cookbook, by

Alan Armstrong, Seven Seas Pub-

lishing, Wellington and Sydney,

1968.

2 eggs, separated

Vs teaspoon salt

1 tablespoon cornstarch

Vi teaspoon vanilla extract

1 cup scalded milk

V2 cup sugar

V4 cup heavy cream, whipped until

stiff

3 kiwis, poached in simmering

water for 10 minutes, peeled,

and pureed in a blender

1 raw kiwi, peeled and thinly

sliced for garnish

1. Beat the yolks together with the

salt, cornstarch, and vanilla ex-

tract until smooth.

2. Stir in the milk and cook, in a

heavy saucepan over medium
heat, until thick. Stir constantly

during this process and as soon as

thickening takes place, stir in 14

cup of the sugar.

3. Beat the egg whites until stiff. Add
the rest of the sugar gradually and

continue beating until smooth.

4. Fold the whites into the yolk mix-

ture along with the whipped cream

and the kiwifruit pulp.

5. Pour the kiwi cream into a serving

bowl. Decorate the surface with

kiwifruit slices. Chill.

Yield: 4 servings.

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier' s Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.
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Ritual Enemas
by Peter T. Furst and Michael D. Coe

The reexamination of a

classic Maya vase has solved

an intriguing mystery about

this complex society

When the Spaniards conquered

Mexico in the sixteenth century, they

were at once fascinated and repelled

by the Indians' widespread use not

only of alcoholic beverages but also

of numerous hallucinogenic plants.

From the Spaniards' point of view,

however, both served the same pur-

pose—to conjure up visions of

demons and devils and to take im-

bibers from their daily life to super-

natural realms.

Distillation was unknown in the

New World before the conquest, but

Mesoamerican Indians were making,

as they still do, a variety of intoxicat-

ing ritual drinks, principally by fer-

menting cactus fruit; agave, or cen-

tury plant, sap; or maize ker

Among the Maya, the ritual bevf

was balche, made from ferms

honey mixed with a bark extract

the balche tree, Lonchocarpus

gistylus. These concoctions wei

taken orally.

But according to a Spanish vS

known only as the Anonymous
queror, the Huastec people of n
ern Veracruz and southern Tam
pas had pulque (fermented



"squirted into their breech,"

ling that they used intoxicating

las. There are indications that the

cs, as well as several other Mes-

;rican groups, also followed this

ice.

esoamerican Indians generally

liquor only on sacred occasions,

1, according to such sixteenth-

jry observers as Bishop Diego de

la of Yucatan, the Indians often

k themselves into states ap-

ching oblivion. Similarly, the

f many botanical hallucinogens,

described by Fray Bernardino de

gun and his contemporaries, was
tly limited to occasions when
t communication with the other-

d was required. Today, the best

vn of these is peyote, Lopho-

a williamsii, a small, spineless

IS native to the north-central

ft of Mexico and southern Texas,

plant now serves as sacrament for

000 adherents of the Native

rican Church and also plays an

ortant role in the religious life of

rluichol Indians of western Mex-
Before the conquest, peyote was
ly traded throughout Mexico,

re the Aztec priests numbered it

mg their important magical and

licinal plants.

t the time of the conquest the

Is of the white-flowered morning

y Rivea corymbosa were a widely

1 hallucinogen. In 1960, Albert

mann, the Swiss discoverer of

) (a synthetic hallucinogenic

g), isolated the active alkaloids in

morning glory species and a re-

d species, the purple- or blue-

I'ered Ipomoea violacea. and

nd them to be lysergic acid deriva-

s closely resembling LSD-25.
; latter species is often referred to

"heavenly blue" in the United

tes.

s Maya vase was made more
n 1 .300 years ago in what is now
atemala. Its explicit paintings

eal how the ancient Maya
ninistered hallucinogens.

Mushrooms also played an impor-

tant role in preconquest Mesoamcri-
can Indian life. Certain species, most

of them now known to belong to the

genus Psilocybe, were perhaps the

most extraordinary natural hallucino-

gens in use in Mexico. The Aztecs

called them teonandcatl. or "God's
flesh." Psychedelic fungi were wide-

ly employed in Mexico when the

Spaniards came, and their use in div-

ination and supernatural curing sur-

vives to this day in central Mexico,

as well as in the state of Oaxaca {see

"Drugs, Chants, and Magic Mush-
rooms," Natural History. December
1975). The Indians even used tobacco

to induce ecstatic trance states, which

the Spanish only saw as diabolic com-
munication.

While Spanish writers of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries left

us relatively detailed accounts of the

use of hallucinogens in central Mex-
ico, there is little mention of this in-

triguing aspect of native religion

among the Maya, who lived farther

to the south. The silence is the more
puzzling because we have circum-

stantial evidence of a very early cult

of sacred mushrooms in the Maya
highlands of Guatemala and the adja-

cent lowlands, in the form of more
than 250 mushroom effigies made of

carved stone, many dating to the first

millennium B.C.

The Maya were an integral part of

Mesoamerican civilization and
shared many of its basic assumptions

about the nature of the universe and

the relationship of humans to the nat-

ural and supernatural environment.

Like the central Mexicans, they di-

vided the cosmos into upperworlds

and underworlds with their respective

gods, believed in the cyclical destruc-

tion and regeneration of the earth and

its inhabitants, and followed the 260-

day ritual calendar.

In view of these many similarities,

as the Maya scholar J. Eric Thomp-
son has written, it was hard to believe

that the Maya did not use intoxicating

plants. Thompson searched the pages

of sacred traditional books of the Yu-
catec Maya, set down in the European
alphabet in the colonial period, for

hints of ecstatic visionary trances

through which the priests made their

prophecies. In the Books of Chilum

Balam (jaguar-priest) of Tizimin and

Mani, he found mention of trancelike

states but no hint whatever of any hal-

lucinogenic plants. He also discov-

ered scattered scenes in Maya relief

sculpture that suggested visionary ex-

periences characteristic of hallucino-

genic ritual.

This is slim evidence, however,

compared with the data from central

Mexico, and some Maya scholars are

not convinced that the Maya prac-

ticed the kinds of ecstatic shamanistic

rituals or vision quests with botanical

hallucinogens that played so perva-

sive a role in central Mexico, or

among the Zapotecs, Mixtecs, Maza-
tecs, and other peoples of Oaxaca.

The silence of Spanish colonial

writers on the subject of hallucino-

genic plants or rituals among the

Maya accords well with the view,

once widely held among scholars,

that the Maya were quite unlike their

Mexican contemporaries in tempera-

ment, being less preoccupied with

warfare and the Dionysian excesses

than with the contemplative interpre-

tation of the heavens and the passage

of time. But the discovery at Bonam-
pak, Chiapas, of mural paintings that

depict, among other events, a fierce

battle among Maya warriors, indi-

cates that this traditional view is very

wide of the mark.

As specialists have more closely

examined Maya art and iconography

in recent years, they have accumu-

lated increasing evidence that among
the classic Maya, ecstatic ritual was
important. One suggestion for this is

that some of the major Mexican hallu-

cinogens—among them the morning

glories and the hallucinogenic

mushroom Stropharia cubensis—
occur in the Maya country. These and

other psychedelic plants were un-

doubtedly known to the Maya.

Had Maya specialists looked more
closely at the earliest dictionaries of

the Quiche and Cakchiquel lan-

guages , compiled in the first centuries

after the conquest of highland Guate-

mala, they would have discovered

mention of several varieties of

mushrooms with hallucinogenic



properties. One is called xibalbaj

okox (.\ibalba means "underworld,"

or "land of the dead," and okox.

"mushroom" ) , said by the sixteenth-

century compiler to give those who
eat it visions of hell . If the association

of this species with the Maya under-

world left any doubt of its psyche-

delic nature, it is dispelled by a later

reference to the same species in Fray

Tomas Coto's dictionary of the Cak-

chiquel language. According to him,

xibalbaj okox was also called k 'aiza-

lah okox. which translates as

the "mushroom that makes one

lose one's judgment." Still another

fungus, k'ekc'un. had inebriating

characteristics, and another, muxan
okox. apparently brought on insanity

or caused one to "fall into a swoon."
We have recently come across a

wholly unexpected use of psychoac-

tive substances among the Maya

—

the ritual use of intoxicating enemas,

unmistakably depicted in classic

Maya art of the first millennium a.d.,

but not mentioned either in the colo-

nial or the modern literature. This

practice is well documented among
the inhabitants of South American
tropical forests as well as among the

Inca and their contemporaries in the

Andes, where archeologists have dis-

covered enema syringes.

Sixteenth-century sources describe

the Incas as regularly intoxicating

themselves with infusions of willka.

now known to be the potent hallucin-

ogenic seeds of the acacialike Ana-
denanthera colubrina tree. Lowland
Indians also used tobacco enemas.

South American Indians were the

first people known to use native rub-

ber tree sap for bulbed enema
syringes. While medical enemas had

a long history in the Old World, hav-

ing been used by ancient Sumerians

and Egyptians, as well as by Hindus,

Arabs. Chinese, Greeks, and
Romans, the rubber bulb syringe was
unknown in Europe until two cen-

turies after the discovery of the New
World.

The native Amerindian enema was
distinguished from its Old World
counterpart in that its primary pur-

pose was to introduce medicines and

intoxicants into the body, while the

Old World enema was employed
principally to clear the bowels. Dur-

ing the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, the enema as a relief for

constipation, real or imagined, be-

came a craze in Europe—so much so,

that Louis XIV had more than 2,000

enemas administered to him during

his reign, sometimes even receiving

court functionaries and foreign digni-

taries during the procedure.

The wide dissemination of the in-

toxicating enema in South America

suggests the discovery by Indians that

the rectal administration of intoxi-

cants could radically alter one's state

of consciousness more rapidly, and

with fewer undesirable side effects,

such as nausea, than oral administra-

tion. The physiological reason is

simple: Substances injected into the

rectum enter the colon, the last seg-

ment of the large intestine; the

principal function of the large intes-

tine is the reabsorption of liquids into

the system and the storage of wastes

until they can be evacuated. The ab-

sorbed liquid immediately enters the

bloodstream, which carries it to the

brain. An intoxicant or hallucinogen

injected rectally closely resembles an

intravenous injection in the rapidity

of its effects.

The first evidence that not only the

Huastecs, whose language is related

to the Maya languages, but also the

classic Maya knew of and employed

the intoxicating enema came to light

this past year through the examina-

tion of a painted vase in a private col-

lection in New York. This poly-

chrome jar, with a high, vertical neck

and flaring rim, was probably painted

in the heavily forested Peten district

of northern Guatemala during the

classic Maya phase, which dated

from the third century a.d. to the first

decades of the seventh century.

Seven male-female pairs, the women
easily distinguished by their robes

and long hair, are depicted in two hor-

izontal rows. That one woman is fon-

dling a child suggests a familial set-

ting. The activity being portrayed

would have brought blushes to the

cheeks of the traditional Maya spe-

cialist, for while one man is inserting

a syringe into his rectum, this delicate

task is being carried out for another

male by his consort. One male also

has a bulbed enema syringe tucked

into his belt.

Nine vases, identical in shape to

the actual vessel, are painted between

the couples, and painted dots at the

mouth of each represent a foaming,

fermented liquid that is probably

balche, the common alcoholic drink

among the Maya at the time of the

conquest. We must conclude that the

people on the vase are taking intoxi-

cating enemas, a practice previously

unrecorded for this culture.

An understanding of the scenes de-

picted on the Maya vase was onl; h

first link in a chain of iconognn,

discovery of the Mesoamer
i

enema phenomenon. Suddenly,

eral previously enigmatic scenes n

objects in classic Maya art had

meaning. A small clay figurine I

a burial excavated in 1964 by N

can archeologists on the islan(

Jaina, in the Gulf of Campeche.
picts a male in squatting posititm

hand reaching back to his rectum

a long time Maya experts were

zled because the figure's pos

seemed to represent defecation,

would the Maya have interred su

scene as an offering to their deac

A small hole in the anus sugge

that a piece was missing—that s

small object previously inserted t \

had either become lost during exc

tion or had been made of some pei

able material, long since deca;

The discovery of the enema vase f

the Peten district seems to \

solved the riddle. The little Maya
probably not defecating but was ii

act of giving himself an enema.

The gods themselves were alsci

picted as indulging in the enema

ual. One Maya vase has the tig

:

of thirty-one underworld de

painted on it. A naturalistically

signed enema syringe dangles f i

the paw of one of the principal

ures. Maya experts did not recog

the significance of the object l

they had examined the enema vas

New York. As another exaniph

polychrome bowl from Yucatan . i

.

in the National Museum of Antl -

pology in Mexico City, show

naked being with a pointed head

jecting himself with liquid.

The ritual importance of the inti

eating enema is highlighted by the

volvement in the rite of one of i

greatest underworld deities, an k

lord associated with earth, water, k

agricultural fertility. The Maya i

have believed that this god—

i

identified by Mayanists only by it

letter N, but very likely the siif

deity as the ancient Yucatecan >

Pauhatun—consisted of four p^

each part living in the underworld i

supporting the four corners of I

earth. P

The quadripartite god is depic:(

on a fine vase in a private collecin

in Chicago. Each of the four parts i

a characteristically chapfallen f;,

Four young and fetching consorts!

apparently preparing each of

god's representations for the end
rite. Enema pots with syringes onj

90



) Iront of two of the consorts.

Liiiale consorts may well repre-

hc important Mother Goddess of

1a\a, known as Ixchel, as sev-

ii:urine examples of the god N
acing this goddess have been

J.

ic same association of the god N.

les, and enemas is depicted on

ler pottery vase, with a consort

'n standing behind each god rep-

itation and untying his loincloth.

n, the same enema pots are in

of the consorts. So often are the

ry forms and syringes encoun-

together that we must conclude

:hey were commonly used in the

la rite.

le explicit depiction of enema rit-

' on Maya vases has led us to take

V look at a hitherto puzzling type

ay figurine from central Vera-

, which also dates from the clas-

"laya period. Some archeologists

interpreted these curious sculp-

as representing human sacrifice.

/ are usually of males whose fa-

expressions suggest pleasure or

itic trance, not death. Their legs

aised, either draped over a high

w or some other type of support

se slightly spread, with the feet

up in the air. The posture—and the

enraptured look—suggest the intoxi-

cating enema. The reclining position

also conforms to the Anonymous
Conqueror's description of the

method of enema intoxication among
the Huastecs.

The hallucinogenic, or intoxicat-

ing, enema is by no means dead in

Middle America. While conducting

linguistic research among the Hui-

chols of western Mexico, ethnog-

rapher Tim Knab was shown a peyote

enema apparatus used by an elderly

woman shaman in the community of

Santa Catarina. The bulb was made
from a deer's bladder and the tube

from the hollow femur of a small

deer. The shaman prepared her

peyote by grinding it to a fine pulp and

diluting it with water. Instead of tak-

ing the mixture by mouth (Huichols

normally eat the cactus whole or

drink it as an infusion), she injected

it rectally, experiencing its effects al-

most at once while avoiding its bitter,

acrid taste and the nausea that even

some experienced Indian peyoteros

continue to feel as they chew the

sacred plant.

The choice of deer bladder and

deer bone as materials for the Huichol

syringe is probably not a matter of

practicality. Bird bone, light, slender

and thin walled, would be more logi-

cal for the tube. But the Huichols hold

the deer especially sacred, even to the

point of deification, and they identify

it so completely with the hallucino-

genic cactus that peyote and deer be-

come conceptually one and the same

(see "An Indian Journey to Life's

Source," Natural History, April

1973).

We do not know what materials the

ancient Maya used for their syringes.

To make the transition from Huichol

to Maya requires an enormous jump
in time and space. Fish bladders and

bird bones, which are prominent in

Maya art, might have served for the

syringe, as might the milky sap of the

latex, or rubber, tree. More important

than the precise technology, how-
ever, is the discovery that, no less

than the simpler folk of the South

American tropical rain forests, the

creators of the most flamboyant and

intellectually advanced native civili-

zation in the New World hit upon the

enema as a technique of ecstacy—

a

practical means of ritually altering or

transforming the ordinary state of

consciousness. D

While
others fiddle.

Insta-Focus lets

you foGUS instantly.

ushnell's unique Insta-Focus lets you get a clean,
harp view instantly. And Bushnell's superior optics
)ive you every feather and feature in a clean
Jefinition.

Bushnell binoculars are the perfect binoculars for

)irdwatchers and nature enthusiasts. Good for any
ither fast-moving action, too. That's probably why
^ey are the number one selling binoculars in

\merica. See them at department stores, camera
ind sporting goods stores everywhere. For a free

;atalog write; Bushnell Optical Company, Dept.
'IH'17

. Pasadena, California 91107.

Photo by Don Bleite

Bushnell
Division of Bausch & Lomb

the Linovators.^'
Offices in Tokyo. Vancouver B.C. and dealers the vi^orld over.
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Antiques

RARE/OLD SCIENCE BOOKS, antique scientific in-

struments- Illustrated catalog l-D, $2,00 ($3,00
overseas). The Antiquarian Scientist, P.O. Box 227,
Jericho, VT 05465

Art

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS created from your fa-

vorite photographs (portraits, landscapes, sea-
scapes, animals, flowers). ART STUDIO ONE, Box
27134, Denver, CO 80227

Books

BIRDS OF NEPAL, Fleming Field Guide. 150 color

plates, 741 species $14 postpaid Mrs. Sally

Beieler, 1028 Crestwood, Wenatchee, WA 98801

ORNITHOLOGY, NATURE BOOKS. Used, rare.

Free list. Write: Wheeler, 21 501 Juego Circle, Boca
Raton, FL 33432

Collector's Items

FREE CACTUS SEED with "Cactus Collector's

Handbook." (500 identification photographs) $3.00
postpaid. Infobooks, 5001 NH, San Angelo, TX
76901

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of beautiful and collect-

ible foreign and domestic weights. Send $1 00 (re-

fundable with order) M SG, ART GLASS CO.,
1680 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 1 1230

Education

BURGUNDY CENTER FOR WILDLIFE STUDIES
SUMMER PROGRAM of natural science explora-

tion and discovery in Appalachians of West Vir-

ginia Two week sessions, coed, ages 12-15. Fif-

teenth year. Brochures: BCWS, 3700 Burgundy
Road, Alexandna, VA 22303

EXPLORE THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST! Summer
adventures in group camping and outdoor study.

High school and junior high programs. The High
Country School, 1021 NW Skyline Blvd , Portland,

OR 97229

GRADUATE PROGRAM IN ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES combines course work and internship,

some stipend, leading to Master's in Science
Teaching. Program emphases are field ecology,
environmental education, environmental advo-
cacy Individualized approach; teacher certifi-

cation available. Box Y, 1 Elm Street, Keene, NH
03431

JAPAN—CRAFT IN RELATION TO CULTURE. A
study/tour with artist/craftsman Mikhail Zakin. July
6-27, 1977. Limited to 22 participants Focus on
traditional/contemporary craftmaking paper, pot-

tery, weaving, bamboo, lacquer, dyeing, printing

New York departure $2600, less from west coast
(price subject to change). Write: O. C. Cultural Cen-
ter, 561 Piermont Road, Demarest, NJ 07627 (201)
767-7160

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE SEAMESTER:'^prli
3-May 29 aboard 110-foot schooner Harvey Ga-
mage. Virgin Islands to Long Island. 15-16 college
credits, history and science. Visits to oceanic and
historic sites. Dr. Thomas Haresign, Southampton
College of LI U , Southampton, NY 1 1 968 (516) 283-
4000

Employment Opportunities

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: Current school,

college openings list m US $5.95, Abroad $5,95
Leading placement sources, U S $3 95, Foreign
$4.95 EISF, Box 662. Newton, MA 02162

U.S. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. $6.96. Global-
employ (LNDA), 704 Mira Vista, Huntsville, AL
35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,
math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America. Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level U.S. citizens, singles or

couples only Expenses paid: travel, medical, va-

cation and living. An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information: Cynthia Poindexter, ACTION, Box
T-34, Washington, DC, 20525

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag, Box 1 1 0660/NH , D-1 000 Berlin 1 1

,

Germany

Gifts _ _ _
~_ ]^

BOOMERANGSi FASCINATING GIFT $5.00—
World's best! Free catalog 25 designs. Boom-
erangman, 3108 Park, Monroe, LA 71201

Musical Instruments

KITS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas,

mandolins, banjos From $2.95 Finished dul

from $23 95 Free Catalog. 8665 West 131

nue-NH, Denver, CO 80215

HAND-CARVED MASKS from Equador, Inca motif,

10x5 inches, $7 50 McCoy Imports, Cold Spring
Road, Liberty, NY 12754

1977 TRICENTENNIAL CALENDAR—2076 One
hundred years at a glance Beautiful, practical gift,

great conversation piece, framable (1 1"x 18"). May
well become collector's item $1.95 each; 3 for

$5.00. Write for special fund-raising prices. Fiodco,

154C Willis Road, Dover, DE 19901

SEAPUPS—Furry, soft, squeezable pups which
have the irresistible appeal of baby seals Hand-
made, 14" Brown, buff, white or gray. Send name,
address and $5 75 plus $1 25 postage to: Claudia
Binns, 22 South Ave , Attleboro, MA 02703

Rare Maps
FINE 16th-19th CENTURY ORIGINAL MAP
handsome 72-page Catalog 7, $2.00 The \A

Collection, 111 Canterbury Drive, Wilmingt
19803

Real Estate

PURCHASE AGREEMENT ADDENDUM. I

sixty circumstances, could save you thou
$20.00 cash or money order. Thomas Prof

1325 44th Ave. N.E., Mpls., MN 55421

Seashells

SEASHELL SAMPLER. 200 Beautiful shf

craftwork or collectors! Plus SHELLCRAFl
BOOKLET and illustrated Seashell C
$13.50. BENJANE ARTS, 320 Hempstead
West Hempstead, NY 11552

Travel
YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS appreciate extraor-

dinary gifts: Now you can give the recently redis-

covered sketches of O.E. BERNINGHAUS (1874-

1952), famed for capturing the flavor of America's
peoples and provinces Newly resurrected from a
long-obscure company booklet, these splendid
drawings portray a unique habitat of man in the

historic Ozarks mining region Fifteen exquisite

studies tastefully arranged in eight art-quality 8 x

lOprints Trulyunusual, Just$12 Order today! The
New Leaf, Box AA, Rolla, MO 65401

Gourmet Interests

HERBS Flavorful gourmet varieties. $1.98 for 8
seed packets. Chives, Sage, Rosemary, Thyme,
Basil, Savory, Dill, Marjoram, Herbs, Box 8662N,
Greenville, SC 29601

TEA DEVOTEES Savor world's rarest select teas.

Brochure $1 00 (applied to first order) Grace Tea
Importers, Dept NH 37, 799 Broadway, NYC 10003

Magazines

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS. 1888-1977. Any
issue, maps, send wants. Buxbaum Geographies,

Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

ADVENTURES. Observe whales and other
mammals in Baja, Sea of Cortez expeditions
life safaris in East Africa and more Write:

tures, Dept N, 4421 Albert, Oakland, CA 9^

CIRCLE Z RANCH—Horseback riding, fa

birding, tennis, heated pool, historic uns
area. November through May Limit 40 guest
chure: Box 194, Patagonia, AZ 85624

CRUISE HOLLAND'S CANALS—Charter I

skippered barge Sleeps six. Callas, 631 h

Pedro, San Raphael, CA 94903

CULTURE AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS ti

Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos, India-!

Mongolia, Patagonia, Europe and Antarctic

pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology,
escorted groups SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS
Box 5564 University Station, Seattle, WA f"

EDUCATIONAL EXPEDITIONS IN THE AMEf
WEST. Explore the Canyonlands, Indian Cc
historic Wyoming, the Anasazi Ruins, Hell's

yon, the Grand Canyon. Trips byfoot, dory, 4
drive, bus. Write: Nature Expeditions Interna

Dept. NC, Box 1 1 73, Los Altos, CA 94022

Bobo-Dioulasso, Upper
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OUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

and uncommercial Outstanding birding.

nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-

tiiking, backpacking, etc. Comfortably

cahua Mountain climate year round Cot-

lartments, pool Free brochure, birdlist

lek Ranch, Portal. AZ 85632 (602) 558-

tO THE WILDS OF WYOMING, Vacation

id high in Bighorn National Forest, Plenty

fishing, big game, and cross-country ski-

r-O-Wigwam Ranch, Box 1081 . Sheridan,

1 (307) 674-4496

VCE, NICE PRICE' THR-RIFT lt\|NS, LTD
T Williamsburg and Newport News. Vir-

Annapolis, Maryland Forget the Chateau
i! You will like our rooms and our prices,

ree brochure before hitting the road. Write

) Ferguson. THR-RIFT INNS. LTD.. Dept
2699. Newport News. VA 23602

XICO. Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

ic dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver

88061 (505) 538-2538

JNNING Enjoy learning Whitewater boat-

canyon camping on our full-participation

trips. Utah's Green River Wilderness,

r Expeditions, Box 365N. Boulder City, NV
02)293-1406 _ _

HE WORLD BY FREIGHTERi Deluxe ac-

ations. Cheaper than staying home!
:, 163-09NHD Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

BEST OF EUROPE with our unique travel

Sample portfolio of six wonderful places
dollars. Great Trips. Box 5199-NH. Grand
station. New York, NY 10017

DITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

as of the world Write for free 64-page illus-

italog MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1398 Solano-
ibany, CA 94706

WILDERNESS PACK TRIPS—Fishing.

Scenic, Big Game, Photography, Ski-tour-

ication year round. DIAMOND D
OUTFITTERS. Jackson Hole. Box 11.

AA- 83013

SITY SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITIONS to Africa

th America seek donor/pariicipants. No ex-

; necessary. Write: Expeditions, Boiany
lent. University of California. Berkeley, CA

A/ATER RAFT TRIP reservations are being
d for the Snake, Salmon, Middle Fork, and
Rivers, For more information, please con-

iho Adventures, Hank and Sharon Miller.

I-NH.

Salmon, ID 83467 (208) 756-2986

=E VACATIONS IN SCOTLAND April-

)er. Viewing, photography Write interna-

rmaih Caledonian Wildlife Services, Kings-

irdens. Inverness IV2 3LU SCOTLAND

J AND STYLE INFORMATION

ir word; 16 word ($24) minimum. Display
d is $150 per inch. Rates are not structured
icy and frequency discounts or billing. All

ements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-
discretion; all must be prepaid. Send

aoney order payable to NATURAL HIS-
or each insertion, including your personal
and telephone Mention issue preferred,

ed heading, and text. Deadlines—8th of

two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
issue closes November 8. A tearsheet or

the page with your ad will be sent upon

mbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-
rds count as two words; abbreviations and
5S as one word each. All states are shown
3tter codes followed by zip. then telephone

code), if any. An address such as '18

t." counts as three words. Occasionally,
iliting for clarity is required.We trust you trust

ik you!

Announcements

The recently opened Discovery

Room offers children, from six to

twelve years old, mysteries, puzzles,

and the opportunity to delve into the

wonders of natural science and an-

thropology. This is all done through

the use of discovery kits. Each con-

tains items for visitors to look at, feel

,

and then try to identify. One kit, "Re-

flections," allows children to dress

up in Museum-owned costumes and

jewelry to see how people around the

world adorn themselves. Open only

on weekends, the Discovery Room is

located on the first floor of the Mu-
seum outside the entrance to the Hall

of Ocean Life.

Treasures of Cyprus, a traveling

exhibit of nearly 200 priceless art ob-

jects that recently arrived in this

country, opened February 16 in Gal-

lery 77 on the Museum's first floor.

In its only New York appearance , the

exhibit will remain at the Museum
until April 3.

Spanning 8 ,000 years of the artistic

and archeological history of Cyprus,

the exhibit includes pottery, figu-

rines, statues, vessels, and jewelry

from Neolithic times to the nineteenth

century. Culturally, the exhibit is a

mirror of the island's varied past.

which included successive periods of

Phoenician, Assyrian, Egyptian, Per-

sian, Greek, Roman, Venetian, Tur-

kish, and British influence.

The exhibit, assembled under the

auspices of the Cypriot government

as a tribute to our country during its

Bicentennial, is being circulated here

by the Smithsonian Institution Trav-

eling Exhibition Service.

The Alvin Ailey Repertory En-
semble will appear in the Museum
Auditorium on March 6 at 2:00 p.m.

Formed several years ago to give

young dancers and choreographers an

opportunity to develop both them-

selves and their art, the ensemble re-

ceived wide acclaim for its 1974 tele-

vision performance of "Ailey Cele-

brates Ellington." Most of the

dancers are in their early twenties.

The ensemble performs frequently in

schools, prisons, hospitals, and occa-

sionally with the American Ballet

Theatre and the Alvin Ailey City

Center Dance Theater, its parent

group. Their repertory includes some
of Ailey ' s best-known pieces , such as

"Revelations" and "Night Crea-

ture." The performance at the Mu-
seum is free to those who have paid

the daily admission donation.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun moves into the constellation Pisces about

March 12 and remains among its stars until late April. On March 20,

it passes the vernal equinox at 12:43 p.m., EST, moving from south

to north of the equatorial plane, which marks the end of winter and the

beginning of spring in the Northern Hemisphere. The actual date on

which our day and night are each twelve hours long, however, is March

17, because of the effect of atmospheric refraction and because we
measure the beginning and end of the day by the sun's upper edge.

After bright evening moonlight in early March (full on the 5th), the

moon is in the morning sky past mid-month (last-quarter on the 12th,

new on the 19th). The slim evening crescent will appear on the 21st

or 22nd, growing to first-quarter on the 27th. The moon will be full

again on April 3, and it reaches last-quarter phase on April 10.

Stars and Planets The Star Map for March shows Jupiter and Saturn

located prominently among our evening stars, where they have been

all winter. But as spring approaches, they will shift slowly westward

with each nightly appearance. Both stand out brilliantly, even in compar-

ison with the bright winter stars.

The three evening planets are easy to distinguish. At dusk, Venus

will be high and bright in the glow of the setting sun, Jupiter will be

higher and to its left, and Saturn will be much farther left and quite

high in the eastern sky. Venus sets first, about three hours after the sun

on March 15, but much earlier by the end of the month. Jupiter sets

several hours before midnight, and Saturn before dawn. Mercury and

Mars are not well placed to be seen this month.

March 2-3: Saturn is near the moon both nights.

March 8: The moon is nearest the earth (at perigee).

March 14: Venus begins to move westward (retrograde) as its path

takes it between the earth and the sun. This will cause it to leave the

evening sky rapidly over the next few weeks.

March 16: Mercury is in superior conjunction, in line with, but

beyond, the sun and enters the evening sky.

March 20: Vernal equinox, spring begins.

March 21: The crescent moon is near Venus tonight.

March 23-24: The bright object near the moon on both nights is

Jupiter. The moon is farthest from the earth (at apogee) on the 24th.

March 30: The moon is near Saturn tonight; near the bright star

Regulus (in Leo) on the 31st.

April 3-4: A partial lunar eclipse is visible from most of North

America. At mid-eclipse, 11:18 p.m. , EST, on the 3rd, about 20 percent

of the moon's diameter is in the earth's shadow.

April 5: The moon is nearest the earth.

April 6: Venus passes between the earth and the sun (inferior conjunc-

tion) and becomes a raorning star, visible low in the east at dawn in

about two weeks.

April 10: Mercury is at its greatest distance to the east (left) of the

sun, placing it favorably as an evening star. The planet is in good

position for a week preceding and following this day to be seen low

in the west after sundown.

April 1 1 : Saturn ends its retrograde motion and begins to move east-

ward. It has been moving away from Regulus, in Leo, but it now moves

left toward the star.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 1 1:20 p.m. on March 1; 10:25 p.m. on March 15; 9:20 p.m.

on March 3 1 ; and 8:20 p. m on April 15; but it can be used for an hour before

and after those times.
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Ladies, Gentlemen:
WHY for Heaven's sake,

put up any longer with the

irritation and struggle with

wheelbarrows and poorly

designed carts as shown in

drawings below . . .

Tiny wheels won't
even roll over
little obstacles

Flops forward as
load shifts forward.
Axle in wrong place.

when here is a so much better

answer—the all NEW

Garden Way
WHEELBARROW-CART!

So perfectly balanced on TWO
BIG WHEELS, so easy to roll,

you guide our Wheelbarrow-
Carts with JUST ONE HAND

with heavy loads!

No bacltstrain!

No struggle!

No load fall-out!

yourse

Plywood panel

models
All-steel models

MARVELOUS GIFT IDEA I

This completely new, different and better de-

sign is the result of more than 20 years of

intensive carf research and experience. No
matter how many carts or wheelbarrows you
now have, whether they were built in Ver-

mont or not, please let us tell you the whole
exciting story of these NEW Garden Way
Wheelbarrov/Carts.

Please mail this coupon now for

FREE BOOKLET and aflractive prices.

Garden Way Research, Depf. 70353
Charlotte, Vermont 05445

Please send by relurn mail, FREE BOOKLET
about your GARDEN WAY Wheelbarrow-

Carls, including your allractive prices.

Name

Address

Stole Zip

Additional Reading

Whooping Cranes (p. 22)

Faith McNulty's The Whooping Crane
(New York: E.P. Dutton, 1966) and L.H.
Walkinshaw's Cranes of the WorW (New
York: Winchester Press, 1972) cover

what little is known of the biology and
habitat of this endangered species. David
R. Zimmerman's chapter on whoopers in

his book To Save a Bird in Peril (New
York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan,
1975, $9.95) and his article for Natural

History, "Captive Breeding: Boon or

Boondoggle" (December 1974, pp.
6-19), describe the initial, and largely

unsuccessful, attempts of the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service to save these cranes

from extinction. Zimmerman's writings

present a critical contrast to the currently

more fruitful cross-fostering efforts of

United States and Canadian biologists.

Richard S. Miller's "The Programmed
Extinction of the Sandhill Crane" {Natu-

ral History, February 1974, pp. 62-69)

puts in perspective the status of the foster-

parent species that has been pressed into

the service of the whooping crane. The
June 1976 issue of Nature Canada con-

tains many photographs and two informa-

tive articles on whooping cranes: Ernie

Kuyt's "Whooping Cranes: The Long
Road Back" (pp. 2-9), a well-illustrated,

knowledgeable description of their breed-

ing habitat and reproduction in the wild,

as well as a detailed account of the Cana-

dian contribution to the various efforts to

save the whooper, and R. Dalton Muir's

"Whooping Crane Summer: Filming the

Great White Cranes" (pp. 25-30), a nar-

rative of a project aimed at documenting
the behavior of adult and newly hatched

whoopers on their breeding grounds.

Howling Monkeys (p. 34)

Martin Moynihan's The New World
Primates (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

sity Press, 1976), an up-to-date account

of primate biology, ecology, and behav-

ior, is devoted entirely to monkeys of the

Americas. Modern primatologists still

use many of the same techniques of, and

compare their results with, the classic re-

search of Clarence Ray Carpenter: "A
Field Study of the Behavior and Social

Relations of Howling Monkeys" (Com-
parative Psychology Monographs, 1934,

vol. 10, pp. 1-168). Details of Kenneth
E. Glander's own work are given in

"Habitat Description and Resource Utili-

zation: A Preliminary Report on Mantled

Howling Monkey Ecology" (pp. 37-57),

his contribution to Socioecology and Psy-

chology of Primates, edited by Russell H

.

Tuttle (The Hague: Mouton, 1975). Co-
evolution of Animals and Plants, edited

by L.E. Gilbert and P.H. Raven (Ai

University of Texas Press, 1975), In

tains Paul Feeny's article on how t

toxins function as defenses against fei'

eaters: "Biochemical Coevolution
tween Plants and Their Insect H
votes" (pp. 3-19). Biochemist T: jis

Robinson's "Metabolism and Fun fi

of Alkaloids in Plants" (Science, 1

vol. 184, pp. 430-35) also discusses

poisons protect plants from being ov
ploited . One of the few papers aval

on detoxification systems of the marrj

ian digestive tract, William Freelano

Daniel H. Janzen's "Strategies in H i

vory by Mammals: The Role of

Secondary Compounds" (AmencawlLti

uralist, 1974, vol. 108, pp. 26S fei

gives information on several primal i

Korean Dance (p. 42)

Traditional Performing Arts ofKi

published by the Korean Commissio
UNESCO (Seoul, 1975), provid

broad perspective on that country's

music, dance, and drama; see, foi

ample, Yi Tu-Hyon's "Mask D;

Dramas" (pp. 35-80) for details of

and characters and dozens of color

tographs. Anneliese Stucki's "i

Aspects of Korean Masks and IV

Dance Drama" (Asia & Pacific Q i

terly of Cultural and Social Afj

1975, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 12-17) is anc s

useful source of background informa

"Korean Folk Music and Dance,'

Alan C. Heyman (pp. 90-110),

"Korean Folk Play," by Lee Du-I-

(pp. 112-29), are two of the six es

in Folk Culture in Korea, edited by (

Shin-Yong (Seoul: International Cul

Foundation, 1974). This collection

attempt to explore the patterns and m
of Korean culture, the balance and

mony between tradition and reality

they contribute to the Korean nati

identity. Heyman 's Western appn

and deep understanding of the eso

beauty of Eastern folk cultures are

found in his Dances of the Three-T

sand-League Land (New York: y

demic Press/Johnson Reprint, 1'

$5.50), an introduction to Korean ti

tional dance. Write to The Perforr

Arts Program of the Asia Society,

East 58th Street, New York, N.Y. lOi

for their Monographs on Music, Dr
and Theater in Asia{\976, vo\. 3, $4

in an attractive batik folder), three m
graphs on Korean dance, Japanese s

martial arts, and Indian dance theate

Mars (p. 48)

Radioastronomer Ronald N. Br
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The Galactic Club: Intelligent Life

ter Space (San Francisco: W.H.
lan, 1975, $3.95) is a popular,

lative discussion of the evidence for

sewhere in the universe, including

bearing on what other living crea-

might look like. Robert Jastrow's

jiants and White Dwarfs: Man 's

nt from the Stars (rev. ed. New
New American Library, 1971,

) provides a general background on

;ical and astronomical evolution in

smos. RickGore"s "Sifting for Life

Sands of Mars'" (National Geo-

'.ic. January 1977, pp. 8-31) de-

s the key Viking lander experiments

igating the question of life on the

)lanet. Several recent issues of

ce. beginning with August 27, 1976

193, pp. 759-815), are totally de-

to presentations of some of the data

lack by Viking I: data from Viking

likewise presented, beginning with

icember 17, 1976, issue (vol. 194,

277-1353). Gilbert V. Levin and

ia Ann Straat's "Viking Labeled

se Biology Experiment: Interim Re-
'
(pp. 1322-29), for example, sum-

es one life detection experiment.

Diomede Island (p. 54)

id Bruemmer's The Arctic (New
Quadrangle, 1974) offers an over-

rspective on the peoples and places

; far north, while "The Northern-

People" (Natural History, Febru-

)74, pp. 24-33), a graphically illus-

description of the lives of Green-

Eskimo, is an insightful contrast to

resent account of the Diomede Is-

rs. Alaska, by Bern Keating (Wash-

n: National Geographic Society,

), contains a section dealing specifi-

with the Diomede Islands. William

unt's Arctic Passage (New York:

les Scribner's Sons, 1975, $12.95)

nts the history of the Bering Sea re-

north of the Aleutians, illustrated

;arly photographs of ships and crews

ng and trading there. The Bering

Bridge, edited by David M. Hop-
(Stanford: Stanford University

, 1967), is a scholarly, wide-ranging

;tion of studies of Beringia. Edward
Jelson's classic (1899) monograph
le Smithsonian Institution's Bureau

merican Ethnology, The Eskimo
If Bering Strait, has been recently

nted (New York: Academic
/Johnson Reprint, 1971).

fids (p. 66)

igh B. Cott's Adaptive Coloration in

tals (New York: Halsted Press,

1959) and Wolfgang Wickler's Mimicry

in Plants and Animals (New York: Mc-
Graw-Hill Books, 1968, $2.45) provide,

respectively, the classic biological and

modern ethological interpretations of an-

imal camouflage. Two of Malcolm Ed-

mund's nicely illustrated field studies

have been published recently in the Zoo-

logical Journal of the Linnean Society:

"Defensive Behaviour in Ghanian Pray-

ing Mantids" (1972, vol. 51, pp. 1-32)

and "The Defensive Behaviour of Ghan-
ian Praying Mantids with a Discussion of

Territoriality" ( 1976, vol. 58, pp. 1-37).

Jocelyn Crane's "A Comparative Study

of Innate Defensive Behavior in Trinidad

Mantids" (Zoologica, 1952, vol. 37, pp.

259-93) is a technical account of some
mantids' reactions to predation. General

background information on mantid be-

havior is found in E. Jaediker Nors-

gaard's "Connubial Cannibalism" (Nat-

ural History, November 1975, pp.
58-63).

Maya Drugs and Enemas (p. 88)

Peter Furst's Hallucinogens and Cul-

ture (Corte Madera: Chandler & Sharp

Publishers, 1976, $4.95) provides a his-

torical overview of the use of hallucino-

gens in a variety of cultural settings, in-

cluding those of the Indians of Middle

and South America. Furst has also edited

a popular collection of papers on native

drugs and their use. Flesh of the Gods
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972,

$4.95); and his latest work, "High States

in Culture-Historical Perspective," will

appear this spring in Alternate States of

Consciousness, edited by psychiatrist

Norman E. Zinberg (New York: Free

Press). For background information on

major themes in Maya cosmology and

history see these works: J. Eric Thomp-
son's Maya History and Religion (Nor-

man: University of Oklahoma Press,

1970, $7.95), Elizabeth P. Benson's The

Maya World (New York: Apollo Edi-

tions, 1972, $2.95), and Michael D.

Coe's The Maya (New York: Praeger

Publishers, 1966, $3.95). Coe's Classic

Maya Pottery at Dumbarton Oaks
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1975,

$20) provides excellent photographs and

polychrome rollout drawings of the tech-

niques and subjects of Maya vase paint-

ing. Death and the Afterlife in Pre-

Columbian America, edited by Elizabeth

P. Benson (Washington: Dumbarton
Oaks, 1975, $10), presents a number of

interpretations of Maya funerary prac-

tices and conceptions of death and the

underworld.

Gordon Beckhorn

L.L.Beah
Chamois Cloth Shirt

\

For l^en and Women

Sueded cotton. Looks

and feels like nigh

grade chamois leather

Machine washatile and

IS more durable than

wool. Mr Bean per-

sonally used this shirt

on his hunting and fish-

ng trips Colors Navy

Blue, Tan, Bright Red,

Forest Green Ladies'

sizes: 10 to 20, Men's

sizes: 14'/j to 19

D Please send FREE 128 page Spring 1977 Catalog

Ship Ladies' Chamois Cloth Shirts

@ $12,35 ppd.

Size Color

Ship Men's Chamois Cloth Shirts

^!=^.

@ $12,50 ppd.

Size Color

D Check Enclosed

D BankAmericard

Name
Street

City-
Zip -

D Master Charge

D American Exrpess

Outdoor Sporting Specialties

LL. Bean, Inc.

620 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04033

We invite adventurous travelers lo

join us on a carefully surveyed loray

to remote Indonesia:

River Safari

in Borneo
with! visits to wildlife reserves and
arcliaeological sites in Java and Bali

SEPTEHflBER 4 TO 26, 1977

Nine days are spent touring West and

Central Java, including a three-day

visit to the splendid Ujung Kulon

Nature Reserve, followed by a train

journey to the Borobudur, the world's

greatest religious monument, which

we see at sunrise.

We then fly to Borneo, to cruise for

one week on the l^ahakam river and

its tributaries, striking deep into the

Dayak country with its remarkable

wildlife, where we attend village cer-

emonies and sleep one night in a

native longhouse. The tour ends with

two days of well-earned comforts on

the island of Bali, and is escorted

by an accomplished leader.

Detailed broct)ure available Irom:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
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The$64. boat

The Sea Eagle IV All Purpose Dinghy
Yachtender, fisherman's

pack boat, camp raft, family

fun-and-sun boat — on a

beach, in the ocean, out on a

remote lake — this practical,

all-purpose inflatable dinghy
has something for everyone.

Because it packs to the size of

a small overnight bag, weighs
just 12 lbs. and takes only five

minutes to inflate, this rugged
little boat can go almost any-

where there is water.

Safe, dependable and remark-
ably inexpensive, this quality

inflatable is just about the best

buy in boating today.

• 6'8
" long • 4 separate air compartments • Paclcs to size of small

• 4' wide for maximum safety overnight bag
• Seals 2 adults • Comes wilti pressure gauge. • Boat and accessories are
• Inflates in 5 minutes repair kit and 16-page guaranteed for one lull year
• Weighs just 12 lbs. instruction manual against any defect

Not a Toy

Please don't confuse this boat
with cheap, poor-quality

inflatables from the Orient

and elsewhere.

Made by the largest manufac-
turer of quality PVC inflatables

in Italy, the Sea Eagle IV is the

finest boat of its kind on the

market today.

CM? ^^i OuP 9/? "M" Qve 9/? ?/? 9^«?9* •?/?%e 9/?** 9«e 9uP "J* •><?W? >/? 9^

Unique, Two-Part Guarantee:
Because the Sea Eagle IV is so safe, rugged and depe

we oMer a unique, two-parl guarantee.

First, we give you an unconditional
30-day guarantee II there is anything
you don't like about the boat or
accessories, return for full refund.
Please note, those buying in Winter
or Spring, may start this part of the

guarantee June 1. 1977

Second, we give a one-year guarant
against any kind of defect on the bo
and the accessories \i anything
proves defective within one full yeai

return all or part of the merchandise
for full refund or replacement, as

§ I

I!

USE FOR 30 DAYS
IF NOT DELIGHTED, RETURN FOR FULL REFUND!

Leisure Imports, Inc., Dept. NH
2625 S. Greeley St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53207

Or, call toll free anytime: 800-558-3996

^'. Send me Sea Eagle IV Inflatable Dinghy(ies)

at $64.00 each, plus $4.00 shipping, with pressure
gauge, 16-page manual and repair kit.

Also ship me:
C 4r'0ar Set(s} '' $12.00 each.

G .Bellows Foot Pump{s) ('• $10.00 each.

$ Total amount enclosed, Wis. residents

add sales tax.

' Bill my credit card number below.

American Express

Carte Blanche

Master Charge Intf

you \
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[>iriVlARS SOLAR ECLIPSE CRUISES.
^ THE ECLIPSE IS ONLY PART OF

THE SCIENTIFIC ADVENTURE.

In October 12, 1977, one of nature's rore spec-

oes occurs—o total eclipse of the sun.

)n thot dote, Sitmor's two Liberion-registered

lu jry vessels rendezvous 1200 miles southwest

31.0S Angeles to provide on unequoled vontoge
pint for viewing the eclipse.

iut Sitmor offers for more than just a spec-

tculor view.

)n board both ships will be Sitmor's "Science

oieo" progrom. Itfeotures distinguished experts

kruring in fields such os Astronomy, Archoeology,

Nvigotion, Oceanography, Meteorology ond
Fotogrophy. Passengers may even earn profes-

s nol ocodemic credits in Astronomy through

LIA Extension.

All this in oddition to the usuol Sitmor amenities,

^sits to populor foreign ports. Lovish continentol

'I isine. European service from o 500-man Italian

(?w. And 25,400 square feet of open deck space
On October 1, the IS. S. Foirwind departs from
)rt Lauderdale, Florida, transits the Panama '^ji

3nQl, soils to the eclipse viewing site,
[

en terminates in Los Angeles -- ^^
7 days in oil). En route you

i1^"irrji¥""'
sit exciting South American and ^sSm ii»

lexicon ports. The T.S.S. Foirseo

departs Los Angeles on October 8 on on ll-doy

cruise, which olso visits Mexico.

FLY FREE FROM 127 CITIES

You'll even fly free roundtrip from ony of 127

cities throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico
oboord regularly scheduled airlines for the

Foirwind cruise with Sitmor's incomparable Air/

Sea program. Or you con enjoy major oir/seo

savings for the Foirseo cruise.

And you'll enjoy stopover privileges with

Sitmor's "Cruise Plus" feature.

For more information see your trovel agent.

"SCIENCE AT SEA" LECTURERS

FAIRWIND CRUISE
Dr. Edward M. Brooks, Professor, Geology ond
Geophysics, Boston College;

Dr. Mark Chortrond III, Chairman, American
Museum, Hoyden Planetarium, New York;

Dr. Frank D. Drake, Director, National Astronomy
& Ionosphere Center; Professor of Astronomy,

Cornell University;

Dr. Carl Sagon, Professor of Astronomy; Director,

Laboratory for Planetary Studies, Cornell

University;

Mr. Walter S. Sullivan, Science Editor, New York Times

FAIRSEA CRUISE
Dr. George Abell, Chairman, Dept. of Astronomy,
UCLA;

Dr. Joseph Chomberlain, Program Coordinator;

Director, Adier Planetarium in Chicago;

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Professor, Dept. of Astronomy,
Northwestern University

Dr. James C. Sadler, Assoc. Professor, Dept. of

Meteorology, University of Hawaii.

Plus Other Distinguished Guest Lecturers.

Sitmar^Cruises
The Caribbean and South America, Mexico. Canada and Alaska.

For Q copy of our Solar Eclipse

brochure, please write to Sitmor Cruises,

1801 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

CA 9001 5. Please include the
"" "«• — name and address of
'^'"•" *" " your travel agent.
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The strategy: brilliant.

The move: yours. ^
The drink: ^ui^ Black. Russ^tj

Because you appreciate excellence: mix one ounce ol

Kahlua and two ounces of vodka on the rocks.

Do treat yourself to our Kahlua

recipe book. It's yours --^^-/iijiS^:

for the asking.

Because you deserve _--;

something nice.
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The article on tobacco marks Erik

Eckholm's second appearance in

these pages. His first was "The
Firewood Crisis," in the October

1975 issue. A somewhat revised ver-

sion of his current article will be part

of a book for which the research was

sponsored by the U.N. Environment

Program. Eckholm writes on envi-

ronmental subjects for the World-

watch Institute, a Washington-based,

nonprofit research organization con-

cerned with global problems. He has

investigated the health situation in

Egypt and Southeast Asia and trav-

eled widely in Africa, Asia, Europe,

and the Soviet Union. A graduate of

Occidental College in Los Angeles,

Eckholm got a master's degree in

1974 from the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity School of Advanced Interna-

tional Studies. Although he eschews

cigarettes, he does admit to puffing

occasionally on a pipe.

Nfc

"I began looking at the ocean floor

around Iceland in 1971," writes ma-
rine geophysicist Peter R. Vogt.

During the last ten years he has criss-

crossed the oceans many times on re-

search vessels and in specially

equipped planes, gathering informa-

tion on hot spots, continental drift,

and plate tectonics. In 1975, he was
an exchange scientist for two months

aboard a Russian research ship in the

South Atlantic and served as cochief

scientist on Log 43 of the Glomar
Challenger in the North Atlantic.

Vogt is now with the Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, D.C. His

hobbies while on dry land include

pottery, woodcarving, candlemak-

ing, and collecting and cooking wild

fruits and vegetables. He also collects

cartoons on his speciality of hot spots

in the belief that "scientists should

learn to stand back and laugh."

Michael Harner is profess<

anthropology and former chairm

the anthropology program at

Graduate Faculty of the New S(

for Social Research in New
City. He has done extensive

work among the Indians of the I

Amazon region and in recent

has devoted himself to expla

human, social, and cultural evol'iio!

from an ecological point of view ''h

author of numerous articles m
monographs, his books include «

Jivaro: People of the Sacred W >

falls and Hallucinogens and Sha.

isu

.**.#*^'̂
ikmi

Because the threatened lUinoisu

turtle presented an interesting

tionary problem and its natur;

tory was virtually unknown,

Cooper spent two summers
sloughs and on the dunes of M
tine Island, Iowa, studying thisi

subspecies. The work becamt

basis of his master's degree resi

at Drake University. He has just

pleted a contract study for the U
States Fish-Pesticide Research IB

ratory (U.S. Fish and Wildlife I:

ice) in Columbia, Missouri, whic:

volved a test of the usefulnessi

compartmentalized food chaii

evaluating the hazards presentd b

aquatic contaminants. In his ai

time, Cooper backpacks and |ui

cross-country skiing.



Anyordinary camera
could have taken
this photograph.

TheYashicaFR is

no ordinarycamera.

Your chances of getting more than

a snapshotjump sky high with

the extraordinary Yashica FR system.

For a lot of reasons,

^ou see, an ordinary camera is

f(^^- like a local train. It has to stop at

every shot. Hook up the Yashica

FR to its compact, lightweight

winder and you've got an express. Just focus, set exposure

and you're ready to capture anything from the playfullness of

a kitten to the mad rush of a race horse. You waste no time

cocking the shutter. When you see whatyou like, shoot. The

Yashica Winder is always readywhen you are. Shot after shot

after shot.

At the heart of the Yashica FR is the highly-acclaimed

electromagnetic release system that features feather-touch

action for sharper pictures. Now, you don't have to worry

about losing a valuable shot because of camera shake. Place

your finger on that extra large exposure button and press

slightly. You'll be surprised how smooth the action feels. And
you'll see the difference in your slides and photos.

There's a wide range of accessories offered to FR own-

ers like electronic cable switches that allow you to fire from

up to 30 feet away, and a data back that records the day,

month, and year right on the edge of your negative or slide.

You can even attach an infrared remote control to the

Yashica FR. All you do is pick up the transmitter, point at the

camera and shoot. Anything but ordinary. Likewise, the

lenses. The Yashica bayonet mount takes on both Yashica

ML and Carl Zeiss T-Star (T* ) multi-coated lenses, 34 lenses

in all.

The extraordinary Yashica FR. Mo ordinary camera can

keep up with it. Visit your dealer. Or write to

us: Yashica, Inc., 411 Sette Drive, Paramus,

Mew Jersey. 07652. In Canada:

Yashica Canada Ltd., Ontario L4T 1 42.

VASHICA
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Genuine
Unitron
telescopes
for under
$200! ;^

Unitron 2-inch

Explore the moons of Jupiter or look
at a squirrel through the extraordinary
optics of a genuine Unitron telescope!
The two-inch Unitron refractor for

viewing the heavens is only $195 com-
plete, and the new 80mm Unitron
widefield spotting scope for terres-

trial observations starts at only $90!

A nice hobby gift for young and old!

Send coupon for additional infor-

mation and free catalog.

UNITf^ON The value line

r" "n
I

Unitron Instruments, Inc.

iSub.of Ehrenreich Ptioto-Optical Industries, Inc.

101 CrosswaysParkWest.Woodbury, NY 11797

I
USA (516) 364-8046 Depl. NH
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A few years ago, Tor Eigelin

happened to meet a cousin of !ii

Bunuel, the Spanish filmmaker,
jh

cousin mentioned that Bunuel cjti

from the small town of Calajl;

which annually celebrates Goodjr

day with a long and dramatic dri

ming ceremony. Eigeland, of Nof'(

gian birth, now lives in Spain ancL

been a free-lance photographer
I

writer since his student days in ^

ico City. He has carried out n

photographic assignments in the Ii

die East and is at present doin^

search on the Arabian Gulf she

dom of Sharjah. His other project

elude studying Islam and
\

tographing the rebuilding of Leba

Howard Topoff is an associate

professor of psychology at Hunter

College of the City University of New
York (CUNY) and a research asso-

ciate in animal behavior at The Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History. His

field work with antlions was con-

ducted in conjunction with animal be-

havior classes at the Museum's
Southwestern Research Station in

Arizona. The doctoral students and

faculty participating in this course are

part of a joint CUNY-Museum Ph.D.

program in animal behavior.
Topoff 's present research is on the de-

velopment and evolution of insect be-

havior, especially that of ants. He is

the author of "Ants on the March,"
which appeared on the December
1975 issue of Natural History.

Living on an old racing sloo

Newport Harbor, California, Ph
Dustan is never far from the Wc

When he is not on it, he is ofte

it, having prowled around coral

from the Red Sea to the Caribbi

He has been fascinated by their c

plexity ever since his undergrad

days when he took a biology field

to the Bahamas. In 1974, wher
directed a Smithsonian Institu

project to assess man-induced di

age to the Florida reefs, a saill

blundered onto a reef and he g<:

firsthand look at its fragility. Dusi

a lecturer in ecology at the Univer

of California at Irvine, is researcl

the dynamics of coral reef pop
tions and plans to concentrate hisl

ture studies on the photosynth

capacities of certain algae speciei

4
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STEINWAY CONCERT GRi\ND-MODEI. D

Steinway builds only one piano.

It is built in several models, several sizes and at

)us prices. All bear the Steinway name and
^mark.

There is no second line.

STEINWAY GRAND -MODEL M ,

There is no lower level of

finish—no technical

compromise designed to

[
"bring an instrument in"

for a lower price.

The grandest grand and
the smallest upright are built in

the same factory by the same
practiced hands,

drawing on the same stock of

raw materials.

Biggest and smallest share

the same patented features—
features which cannot

be found in other pianos.

From beginning to end every Steinway is created the equal of

every other Steinway. . .which is to say that all Steinways are created

superior to any other piano you can buy.

For literature about them write to one of them: John H. Steinway, Steinway & Sons,

Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., New York 10019.

All Steinways' are created equal.
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the report that briefs you on what to watch
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Pickfair Bldg., Rancho Santa Fe, California 92067 Area 714:756-2600

Dr. Hans Selye:

ON STRESS WITHOUT DISTRESS

The secret is adaptability . . . your mind
can make or break you!

PUBLISHERS NOTE: Hans Selye, C.C, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (C) is the

world-famous endocrinologist whose concept of stress has been called at the

World Congress of Medical Psychology: "breathtaking in its scope; it has per-

meated medical thinking and influenced medical research in every land, probably

more rapidly and more intensely than any other theory of disease ever proposed."

As a long-time member of our Editorial Board we have asked Dr. Selye to out-

line for you his concept, detailed in his many scientific papers and books, the

latest of which "Stress Without Dislress"(*) is staled in clear, non-technical

language we believe especially helpful to executives. „. u j c. »

Everybody knows what stress is and nobody knows

what it is. The word stress, like success, failure, or

happiness, means different things to different people

and. except for a few specialized scientists, no one has

really tried to define it although it has become part

of our daily vocabulary. Is it effort, fatigue, pain, fear,

the need for concentration, the humiliation of censure,

loss of blood, or even an unexpected success that re-

quires complete reformulation of one's life? The an-

swer is yes and no. That is what makes the definition

of stress so difficult. Every one of these conditions can

produce stress, and yet none of them can be singled

out as being '"it" since the word applies equally to all

others as well.

Yet, how are we to cope with the stress of life if

we cannot even define it? The executive who is under

constant pressure from his customers and employees

alike, the air traffic controller who knows that a mo-
ment of distraction may mean death to hundreds of

people, the athlete who desperately wants to win a

race, and the husband who helplessly watches his wife

slowly and painfully die of cancer — all suffer from

stress. The problems they face are totally different,

but medical research has shown that in many respects

their bodies respond in a stereotyped manner with

(*)S»rosi Wlftouf DIsfreis . . . How la achieve a reuurding life style in har-
mony with the lawi of nature, by itiing jtrejs as a poiitite force for personal
achievement and happiness. J. B. Lippincott Co.. Philadelphia and New
York. Copyright 1974 by Hans Selye, M.D.
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"HOW LONG WILL I LIVE?"
Before you get any

the best care you

lint keeps well people well? Medical

en have long concentrated upon sick

ople and how to get them well . . .

)t upon well people and how to keep

em well, Now many top research

ientists are concentrating their ef-

rts on preventive medicine . . . how

keep well people well.

ay we siiKf;»'st that you get the bene-

ts of this new research for yourself?

o as so many thousands of execu-

tes do. Subscribe to Executive

ealth Report. The members of our

litorial Board are among the world's

ost distinguished authorities on pre-

ntive medicine. Their wise advice

n help you not only live longer but

ijoy those extra years! (Note their

,gh qualifications as shown on oppo-

e page.)

cecutive Health Report is not sold on

^wsstands but only by private sub-

ription at $18 a year in llie U.S. .A.

d its possessions. §19 a year in

inada and Mexito. .\11 other coun-

es S24 by surfaie mail, .S28 by air

111. Individual reports (back i.ssues)

.50 per copy.

.Subscribe now under this unusual

troductory offer:

( 1 ) Your choice of any three of the

ports listed below ($1.50 each)

{EE!

! (2) Your money back at anytime

iring the entire year if you do not

id our reports live up to your ex-

ctations.

Never forget: "Men's lives are

ains of chances" but as Euripides

jw clearly so long ago: "Chance

hts ever on the side of the prudent."

ur only insurance against "tomor-

w" is what you do today. You have

t one life . . . doesn't it make sense

find out how to take the best care

it you can?

Please study the reports listed here

td
circle your three choices:

Hans Krebs, M.D.: On the overuse

d misuse of medication. Too many
itients are being made ill by drugs

le to their own or their physician's

relessness.

ton Ochsner, M.D.: "On the Role of

tumins C and E in Medicine." A
jrld-famous surgeon tells you how
^d why he uses these two essential

tamins.

hn K. Lattinier, M.D., Sc.U.: On
liat Treacherous Gland . . . Your
estate.

Fatigue, the Great Deceiver: Why
ost men never get their "second

nd."

older, isn't it time you find out how to take

can of the only body you will ever have?

If You Sit ..\t a Desk All Day, how tO

avoid a pot-belly and double-chin.

Never Take a Chance. INever Ignore

Any Sign of a TIA (Transient Ische-

mic Attack) such as a sudden tem-

porary weakness of an arm or leg.

The Anatomy of Courage. Some truths

a man must learn to accept about life

(and what he must do if he is to face

up to them).

120/80 or what? High blood pressure:

the hazard of your executive job.

The executive's dilemma: "Now I lay

me down to sleep" (I hope!).

On "The Horizontal Exercise." New
research findings about sex and how
to keep your middle age young!

John Yudkin, M.D.: On "This Slim-

ming IJusiness" . . . The truth about

the prevention and cure of overweight!

Linus Pauling. Ph.D.: What about

Vitamin E? Eminent investigators now
suspect it may be one of the key fac-

tors to help resist disease and slow the

aging process.

Go easy gentlemen, too much social

drinking damages your liver (even

though you may feel well, eat well,

and never get tight!)

Mark D. .'\ltscliule, M.D.: Is it true

what they say about cholesterol'? Do
SO many of our favorite foods, such as

eggs, that contain cholesterol increase

your risk of heart disease? Or are

those TV ads for "substitute" foods

that loudly proclaim: "No choles-

terol, no animal fat" a lot of pseudo-

scientific nonsense?

"The non-dieting diet." Walking is

magic to keep or win back a strong,

lean body (and that is just the first of

its great health benefits.)

On how to live 90 to 100 healthy

years! (The syndrome of longevity

... its 7 great "constants").

On The .Xrthrilis Mystery. Can what

you eat—or don't eat—make you ar-

thritis-prone or arthritis-resistant?

Alton Ochsner, M.D.: On "The Chair

Disease"
. . . Why blood clots in your

veins arc a little-realized occupational

hazard of desk-bound executives.

Hans .Selye, M.D.: On Stress Without

Distress. Your mind can make or

break vou!

The 1$ 'vitamins . . . Part I. On B,, . . .

When to suspect a deficiency of this

remarkable vitamin in your diet.

Stephen R. Elek, M.D.: On "The
Hurry-up Disease." Why it may be a

key factor that triggers heart attacks

as early as 40.

The R Vitamins . . . Part H. On Vita-

min B,. (Pyridoxine) "The Sleeping

Giant of Nutrition."

I.inus Pauling, I'h.D.: For the Rest of

Health, How Much Vitamin C Do You

Need? People who take the optimum
amount of vitamin C may well have,

at each age, only one quarter as much
illness and chance of dying as those

who do not take extra vitamin C.

The n Vitamins, Part IV ... On Folic

Acid: The most commonly deficient B

vitamin.

George C. Griffith, M.D.: On those

irregular heart beats (arrhythmias).

Some mean little or nothing, but others

warn your heart is in trouble.

Ross Hume Hall, Ph.D.: Beware of

those fabricated foods. There is still

too much we do not know about all

the chemical additives that are hidden

away in the fine print on the labels

of processed foods.

Roger J. Williams, Ph.D., D.Sc: On
your startling biochemical individual-

ity. Some amazing facts about your

body you need to know if you want

to understand yourself (and other

people) better.

On "The Unsuspected Illness"—Hypo-

thyroidism. How it can subtly sap

health in a variety of ways . . . and a

simple test to uncover it.

On Estrogens . . . The Controversy Over

"The Pill." Some women should never

take it! Some women should never

take it beyond a certain age! Why?
IMease use the coupon below, under

our money-back at any time guar-

antee.

EXECUTIVE HE.\LTH, Pickfair Bid-., Rancho Santa Fe, C.\ 92067
Gentlemen: Enclosed is my check for $ for a year's subscription
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay G

The 120-year Bamboo Clock

' 'Natural history, to a
large extent, is a tale

of different adaptations

to avoid predation.
"

Nature usually manages to outdo
even the most fanciful of human leg-

ends. Sleeping Beauty waited a hun-

dred years for her prince. Bruno Bet-

telheim argues that her pricked finger

represents the first bleeding of men-
struation; her long sleep, the adoles-

cent years before full maturity. Since

the original Sleeping Beauty was in-

seminated by a king, rather than

merely kissed by a prince, we may
interpret her awakening as the begin-

ning of sexual fulfillment.

A bamboo that bears the unpro-

nounceable name Phyllostachys bam-
busoides flowered in China in the year

919. Since then, with unerring regu-

larity, it has continued to flower and
set seed roughly every 120 years. P.

bambusoides follows this cycle wher-
ever it lives. In the late 1960s, Japa-

nese stocks of the bamboo (trans-

planted from China centuries before)

set seed simultaneously in Japan,

England, Alabama, and Russia. The
analogy to Sleeping Beauty is not far-

fetched, for sexual reproduction fol-

lows more than a century of celibacy

in these bamboos. But P. bambu-
soides departs from the brothers

Grimm in two important ways. The
plants are not inactive during their

120-year vigil—they propagate asex-

ually by producing new shoots from
underground rhizomes. Also, they do
not live happily ever after, for they

die after setting seed.

Ecologist Daniel H. Janzen of the

University of Pennsylvania recounts

the curious tale of Phyllostachys in a

recent article in the Annual Review of
Ecology and Systematics (1976).

Most species of bamboo have shorter

periods of vegetative growth between
flowerings, but synchroneity of seed-

ing is the rule , and most species wait

more than 15 years before flowering

(some may wait more than 150 years,

but historical records are too sparse

to permit firm conclusions).

These flowerings must be set by in-

ternal, genetic clocks, not imposed
from without by some enviroiunental

clue. Our best evidence for this asser-

tion is the unerring regularity of repe-

tition. We do not know any environ-

mental factor that cycles so predict-

ably to yield the variety of clocks fol-

lowed by more than a hundred species

of bamboo. Secondly, plants of the

same species flower simultaneously,

even when transplanted half a world

away from their native habitat. Fi-

nally, plants of the same species

flower together, even if they have

grown in very different environ-

ments. Janzen recounts the tale of a

Burmese bamboo only half a foot

high that had been burned down re-

peatedly by jungle fires, but flowered

at the same time as its unmolested

companions standing forty feet tall.

How can a bamboo count the pass-

ing years? Janzen argues that the

plant cannot be measuring stored

food reserves because starved dwarf

plants flower at the same time as

healthy giants. He speculates that the

calendar "must be the annual or daily

accumulation or degradation of a

temperature-insensitive photosensi-

tive chemical." He finds no basis for

guessing whether the cycles of light

are diurnal (day-night) or yearly (sea-

sonal). As circumstantial evidence

for implicating light as a clock, Jan-

zen points out that no accurately cy-

cling bamboo grows near the equator,

where variations in both days anc

sons are minimal

.

Most of us are better acqua

with another example of str

periodicity—the periodical cicad

17-year "locust." (Cicadas art

locusts at all, but large-bodied

bers of the order Homoptera, a g
of predominantly small insect;

eluding aphids and their relati

The story of periodical cicad;

even more amazing than most p(

realize: for 17 years the nymph:
underground, sucking juices fror

roots of forest trees all over the

em half of the United States (e

for our southern states, where a i

lar group of species emerges evei

years). Then within just a few wi

millions of nymphs emerge fron

ground, become adults, mate,

their eggs, and die. (The bes

counts, from an evolutionary st

point, will be found in a series c

tides by M. Lloyd and H. S. Dj
published in the journals Evolu

1966, and Ecological Monogrc
1974.)

The most remarkable fact is

not one, but three separate specii

periodical cicadas follow prec

the same schedule, emerging togt

in strict synchrony. Difl'erent £_

may be out of phase—popula

around Chicago do not emerge ii

same year as forms from New
land. But each "brood" follow

unvarying 17-year cycle (13 yea

the south)—in the same place

three species always emerge
gether. Janzen recognizes thai

cadas and bamboos, despite their

logical and geographic distance,

resent the same evolutionary f

lem. Recent studies, he writes,

veal no conspicuous qualitative

ference between these insects

bamboo . . . except perhaps ir



HE UNBEUEVABLE ASPEN.
EET THE BELIEVERS.
In almost no time, Aspen has

} e one of the most popular cars

1 1. And for good reason. It's one
1 jest cars around. So, with so

lappy and pleased Aspen owners
he country. Aspen has become
iLx-lievable!' And more
hie. Just ask any believer who
Dodge Aspen.

*I love the overall car. The size,

J ig, and visibility are excellent.

And the price was very good. My
family and friends just love it."

Sfil like everything about Aspen.

It's what I wanted. A smart-looking car.

And I got a good deal."

i'l like the way Aspen handles

on the road. It's very cornfortable for a

small car. And you get a lot of car

for the price."

Ul test drove an Aspen, and

that was it. I like the ride, the handling,

and the looks. I'm in it all day, and the

comfort is good. All in all, there's

nothing I don't like about my Aspen?'
Buy OP lease. Dodge Dealers

everyw^here are making Aspen easy to

drive . . . one or a fleet . . . through buying

or leasing arrangements. Visit your
Dodge Dealer and test drive an Aspen.

And be a believer, too.

Dodge Aspen, oodge

See it, price it, drive it... and believe. ^^M



7"x5V2" high. Numbered issue of 700. $190.

NEWEST IN KAZMAR PORCELAINS

"GOLDEN EAGLE FLEDGLING'

Here's a truly great sculpture from the Kazmars
just as outstanding as their now famous "Sea Lion Pup".

Every detail on this piece is crisp and clean.

The coloration is delightful and completely authentic.

Interestingly, the young Golden Eagle

exhibits a considerable amount of white plumage.
He will be almost solid brown at maturity.

While obviously a baby, he already displays a

commanding stature. Head erect, eyes bright and
perceptive, keenly alert to everything around him.

We urge you to place your order right away.

Kazmar porcelains are very popular and they go quickly.

A complete calalogue of the Kazmcir line is available for $1

.

Armstrong's
150 East Third Street • Pomona, California 91766

To telephone orders— (714) 622-4535 or (714) 629-6885

California residents please add 6% sales tax.

Price includes insured delivery anywhere in the United States.

way they physiologically c

years."

As evolutionists, we seek ans

to the question, Why? Why, inps

ular, did such striking synchro)

evolve, and why the long perioc

tween episodes of sexual reprc

tion? As I argued in discussing

matricidal habits of certain flies 'l|

cember 1976), the theory of nai

selection receives its strongest

port when we devise satisfactor;

planations for phenomena that s

us intuitively as bizarre or sense

In this case, we are confronted

a problem beyond the apparent p

liarity of such wastefulness (for

few seeds can sprout upon such

rated ground). The synchroneit

flowering or emergence seems ti

fleet an ordering and harmony op

ing upon the species as a whole
upon its individual members.
Darwinian theory advocates!

higher principle beyond indivic

pursuing their own self-interes

promoting their own genes in fi

generations. What advantage

the synchroneity of sex provide

the individual cicada or ban

plant?

The problem is similar to that f

by Adam Smith when he advoc

an unbridled policy of laissez fai

the surest path to a harmonious e

omy. The ideal economy, Smit!

gued, might appear orderly and

balanced, but it would emerge "i

rally" from the interplay of ind:

uals following no higher prim

than the pursuit of their own bes

terests. The apparent direc

toward a higher harmony, S

argues in his famous metaphor,

reflects the operation of an "invi:

hand."

As every individual ... by directing

industry in such a manner as its pro

may be of greatest value, intends onl

own gain, he is in this as in many
cases led by an invisible hand to proi

an end which was no part of his inten

... By pursuing his own interest he

quently promotes that of society moi
fectively than when he really inten(j

promote it.

Since Darwin, via Maltl

grafted Adam Smith upon natur

establish his theory of natural s«

tion, we must seek an explanatioi

apparent harmony in the advan

that it confers upon individi

What, then, does an individual ci(

or bamboo gain by indulging in

so rarely and, then, at the same
as all its compatriots?

i



From the rim of the Black Canyon of the Gunnison, an empty tin can will

I 2,425feet.

Please checl^ out the view only.

Tall, cool, historic Colorado welcomes you to wall^ see, find, discover and
reel. And we mean that with special warmth ifyou do a little more than just visit—
help. And become part ofthe great.

Ifyou love mountains, forests, glaciers, lakes, rodeos, streams, tundra, fiestas

i heaver ponds—we have all kinds ofthingsfor you.

Unfortunately, somefolks leave all kinds ofthingsfor us, too.

Vocations should be as happy
I places as they are for people. Where
^)d has touched his hand, let no man
oe his feet.

Enjoy Colorado in good spirit,

id in good conscience. Thanks. Colorado

STATE OF COLORADO. DIVISION OF COMMERCE & DEVELOPMENT
144 State Capitol BIdg . Denver. Colorado 80203

Address

.

City
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Why International Paper
is helping to develop

a 1,000,000-acre foreston
land it doesn't oivn

Te want to make sure
' there'll still be enough
»d products around when
r cliildren grow up.

Industry sources estimate

ericans wiU use about

e as much paper and wood
le year 2000 as they use

ly. And the U.S. Forest

ace predicts that our

on's commercial timber-

Is won't be able to keep up
1 the demand.
One of our solutions is to

private landowners

ease their )ield. They own
ut 60 percent of America's

St lands— yet produce
/ 30 percent of the wood
r. (Forest products com-
ies own only 13 percent

i.merica's forest lands —
produce 34 percent of

wood fiber)

We're looking especially

eople who own land close

ur operations in the South.

976 we expanded our pro-

Ti to the Northeast and
st Coast.

w we help landowners

We do it through the Land-
ler Assistance Program.

We'll show a private land-

owner how to prepare a site,

plant, protect, thin, and harvest

— at no charge.

This way, he can get the

most from his forest land —
in some cases, he can actually

doublehis yield.

We'll even find a contrac-

tor to do the actual work. Or
do the job ourselves at cost.

For this help, IP gets the

right to buy a landowner's

timber at competitive prices.

We've got more than

700,000 acres in the Landowner
Assistance Program now.
We're aiming for 1,000,000

before 1980.

A big help. But it's only

one thing we're doing to

increase the world's wood-
fiber supply.

Higher yield from our
own lands

We've developed a

Supertree — a southern pine

that grows taller, straighter,

healthier and faster than

ordinary pines.

We're experimenting with

a new machine that can

harvest an entire tree — tap-

roots and all. The roots used
to be left in the ground.

We're moving ahead on
fertilization techniques. Tree

Farm programs. Research.

Will all this be enough to

keep the world's fiber supply

going strong?

It'll help. But more must
be done.

At International Paper,

we believe forest products

companies, private land-

owners and government
should work together to

develop more constructive

policies for managing
America's forests. The wrong
policies can make tree farming

difficult and force the sale

of forest land for other

purposes. The right policies

can assure continuation of

America's forests — a

renewable natural resource.

If you'd like more infor-

mation about International

Paper's Landowner Assistance

Program, write Dept. 221-A,

International Paper Company,
220 East 42nd St., New York,

New York 10017.

INTERNATIONAL
PAPER
COMPANY



Solid brass kerosene lamps from

the coal mines of Wales.
Virtually unchanged since the mid 1800's. .

.

an uncommon collector's item that'll add a special charm

to your home or office.

This is definitely not a lightweight

reproduction. It's the real thing . . .

crafted from more than three pounds of

solid brass in a way that's remained

virtually unchanged for more than a

century. Lamps like this have played an

important part in the life and liveli-

hood of Great Britain's coal miners and
are actually responsible for saving thou-

sands of lives.

From deep in the mines to your
office or home.

Although it gives off light in

much the same manner and in-

tensity of the early-American

hurricane lamp, its most impor-

tant function was the detection

of dangerous gas. By reading

variations in the light given off,

an experienced miner could tell

when a dangerous level of

methane gas was present. It was
one of the most remarkable ad-

vancements in mining safety

ever developed. In fact, it was
so sophisticated for its time,

many are still in use today.

A handsome addition to almost

any setting.

We believe these solid brass

lamps are among the most un-

usual decorator items in exist-

ence. They'll add a special

"character" to your home or of-

fice and we honestly feel their

value as a collector's item will

increase with time.

The lamps measure 10" in

height and 31/2" in diameter. Each is

equipped with a solid brass hook for

hanging, or it can be set on a book
shelf, coffee table, desk, mantel . . . the

list is endless. They blend beautifully

with your prized antiques and equally

well with the most modern interior

designs.

They really work.
The lamps operate on kerosene and

burn a standard size wick. The intensity

of light can be controlled by adjusting

the wick to different heights. Use them
to provide a mellow atmosphere for

conversation or build a centerpiece

around one on the dining table for a
very British version of "dinner by
candlelight."

A beautiful and unique gift.

You might want to order an extra

A unique decorator item that'll add a distinctive touch to

any setting from a bookshelf to the fireplace hearth.

lamp for those occasions when a gift

means more than providing a social

amenity. Because they're solid brass

(not plated) they can be easily en-

gravecl to commemorate a special occa-

sion or just to express a special senti-

ment.

Along with your lamp, we'll send you
complete operating instructions and a

detailed history we think you'll find

fascinating $68.50

Normlhonipson
Dept. 03-130

1805 N.W. Thurman
Portland. Or. 97209

Order TOLL FREE anytime 80O-,'547-6712.

(Excluding Oregon, Hawaii, and Alaska)

Please add .$1,50 for postage & handling.

No. 9300 Brass Miner's Lamp: Qty.

D Check enclosed. Charge lo my:

D BankAmericard D Master Charge

Card #
Interbank #
Signature X

_Exp. Date_

City
.

State Zip_

n Send FREE color cata-

log. Just off the press and
loaded with new and ex

citing items, many ol

which can't be purchased
any where else in the
world.

In order to appreciate the most 1

ly explanation, we must recog

that human biology often provid

poor model for the struggles of c

organisms. Humans are slowly gr

ing animals: we invest a great de;

energy in raising very few, late-

turing offspring. Our populations^

not controlled by the wholesale d
1

of nearly all juvenile members,
many organisms follow a diife

strategy in the "struggle for e:

ence": they produce vast numbei

seeds or eggs so that a few will

vive the rigors of early life. Tl

organisms are often controlled

their predators, and their evolut

ary defense must be a strategy

minimizes the chance of being es

Cicadas and bamboo seeds seem I

particularly tasty to a wide variet

organisms.

Natural history, to a large ex

is a tale of different adaptation

avoid predation. Some indivic

hide, others taste bad, others
j

spines or thick shells, still ot

evolve to look conspicuously li

noxious relative—the list of ad£

tions is nearly endless, a stun

tribute to nature's variety. Ban
seeds and cicadas follow an um
mon strategy: they are eminently

conspicuously available, but so n
and in such great numbers that pr

tors cannot consume the

bounty. Among evolutionary b
gists, this defense goes by the n

of "predator satiation."

An effective strategy of prec

satiation involves two adaptati

First, the synchrony of emergenc

reproduction must be very pre<

thus assuring that the market is t

flooded, but only for a short t

Second, this flooding cannot o!

very often lest predators simply

just their own life cycles to prei

able times of superfluity. If baml

flowered every year, seed

would track the cycle and pre

their own abundant young with

annual bounty. But if the period

tween episodes of flowering fai

ceeds the life-span of any predi

then the cycle cannot be tracked

cept by one peculiar primate

records its own history). The ad

tage of synchroneity to indivi

bamboos and cicadas is clear eno

anyone out of step is quickly gob

up (cicada "stragglers" do occas

ally emerge in off years, but

never gain a foothold).

The hypothesis of predator s

tion, although unproved, meets

14



, 'ash, elegance and driving excitement belong in a world class car. So do you.

From the first sweeping turn on a freeway or back-country lane, Chevrolet's Concours
:11s you clearly that you've got a fine touring car under you. Concours is a luxury compact
iffering a remarkable driving experience for drivers who appreciate the flair of fine road cars

lacked up by dependable Chevrolet engineering. Concours blends hard-nosed performance
luality with an uncommonly well-appointed velour interior ... to produce a combination
iipable of challenging the highways of the world.

If you've made your mind up that w^orld class luxury compacts must be prohibitively

kpensive, be prepared to change it. Concours offers driving satisfaction at an affordable price,

* price that includes front-running excitement at no extra charge.

You may never experience the autobahns, cobblestones and mountain switchbacks of

jurope, but you can experience the rewards that come standard with a world class car.

j
Concours: A car with everything that belongs in a world class car.

lou belong there, too. Chevrolet

lONCOURS. A world class luxury cornpact.



This striking satellite photo has

been captured in a brilliant full-

color 24 " X 36
" commemorative

poster announcing the opening

of the Hall of the Sun. This

magnificent print, suitable for

framing, is now available through

Natural History Magazine.

Natural History Posters
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Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Price: $3.50 (clieck or money order)
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ALASKA
BY MAUPINTOUR
LAST FRONTIER escorted adventure.
Follow Trail of '98 gold seekers over
White Pass to Whitehorse, the Klon-
dike, infamous Dawson City. Pan for

gold. See Alcan Hiway, Alaska Pipe-
line, oil-boom Fairbanks, Anchorage,
Mount McKinley, Alaska wildlife.

CRUISE INSIDE PASSAGE aboard
Paquet's elegant Renaissance French
registry ship (superb!) Vancouver to

Skagway. See Prince Rupert, Juneau
or Glacier Bay, Ketchikan. Shore ex-
cursions and shipboard tipping are
included. Wines, too!

14 DAYS. Limited to only 38 guests.
Lifesee by bus, train, jet, and ship.

ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT for
Maupintour's new Alaska/Yukon tour
folder or mail the coupon below.

YUKON
INSIDE
CRUISE

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.,

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211
qualilv ^n
touring ^BiSi
since 1951^^ Maupintour
Ask about these Maupintour escorted holidays:
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O France D Greece D Hawaii D India D Iran
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primary criterion of a successful 1

1

planation. It coordinates a suite of I

'

servations that would otherwise

»

main unconnected and, in this a
downright peculiar. We know,
example, that bamboo seeds are

ished by a wide variety of anim;

including many vertebrates with L

life-spans; the rarity of flower

cycles shorter than fifteen or tw^

years makes sense in this context,

also know that the synchronous

ting of seed can inundate an affec

area. Janzen records a mat of se

six inches deep below the parei

plant in one case. Two species

Malagasy bamboos produced 50 k
grams (110 pounds) of seed per 1

tare (2.47 acres) over a large are;

100,000 hectares during a ir

flowering.

The synchrony of three spec

among cicadas is particularly imp
sive—especially since years of en

gence vary from place to place, w
all three species invariably emerge

gether in any one area. But I am n
impressed by the timing of the cy
themselves. Why do we have 13-

17-year cicadas, but no cycles of

14,15, 16, or 18 years? The numl
13 and 17 share a common prope

They are large enough to exceed

life cycle of any predator, but they

also prime numbers (divisible by

integer smaller than themselv

Many potential predators have 2

5-year life cycles. These cycles

not reflect the availability of peri(

cal cicadas (for they peak too o;

in years of nonemergence), but

cadas might be eagerly harve:

when the cycles coincide. Consid

predator with a cycle of five year;

cicadas emerged every fifteen ye

each bloom would be hit by the pre

tor. By cycling at a large prime n^

ber, cicadas minimize the numlje

coincidences (every 5x17 years

85 years in this case). Cycles oi

and 17 years cannot be tracked by

smaller number.

Existence is, as Darwin state(

struggle for most creatures,

weapons of survival need not

claws or teeth; patterns of reproc

tion may also serve. Occasic

superfluity is one pathway to succ

It is sometimes advantageous to

all your eggs in one basket, bu

sure to make enough of them

—

don't do it too often.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches bioli

geology, and the history ofscienc

Harvard University.



>Iow you can use the best of
he American past for more
pracious living today—
visit historic places — from Jamestown
to California's Franciscan missions

discover new collectibles — from
vintage posters to colonial candlesticks

sample regional cooking— from
Old New Orleans to Old West chuck wagons

kvirn practical crafts— from quilting

to spinning, to stone rubbing

cnioy decorating and gardening— from
new uses of wicker to colonial herb gardens

view and adapt architecture—
from Spanish colonial ranch

to classic Cape Cod

i ... all in the pages of

American Heritage Publishing Co.'s

AMEKICANA
^, MAGAZINE

Save 33% at the Special CrTQC:
Introductory Rate of only "^y
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TX
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Whetiner you're looking for interesting historic

places to see when you travel, or trying to enrich

your life at home, you'll find a marvelous variety

of things to experience and do in the pages of

AMERICANA. A magazine devoted to rediscover-

ing and showing you how to enjoy the best of the

American past, this beautiful bimonthly publication

invites you to share and use three centuries of practi-

cal, aesthetic, and historical knowledge.

From simple recipes for Indian Pudding and Bis-

cuit Dough Dumplings to gourmet dishes from

Antoine's in New Orleans, you'll find all kinds of

culinary specialties, historic menus, and fascinating

articles about uniquely American food. For collec-

tors whose interest in authenticity could mean
detecting forgeries, selling an old possession at the

current price range, or learning where some long-

sought-for item can be found, AMERICANA offers

an invaluable service. In addition to intriguing arti-

cles on such cherished objects as sundials, fans, bot-

tles, mercury glass, silver teapots, and Sunday toys,

you'll read an interesting Letters column where

readers contribute helpful information— and an

Exchange page as well for buying, swapping, and

selling.

If you love to work with your hands, the rich and

varied field of crafts is presented in loving detail.

Recent issues of AMERICANA have given readers

basic how-to-do-it instruction in spinning, hooking a

rag rug, stone rubbing, and making cornhusk dolls.

And for admirers of historic buildings and harmoni-

ous interiors . . . gardeners who'd love to plant an

early American vegetable garden . . . travelers who
love to know before they go . . . AMERICANA pro-

vides exact details as well as the history and pictures.

So whether you're staying at home in a classic

Cape Cod we could help you decorate, or planning

to visit Colonial Williamsburg, you'll enjoy it that

much more with AMERICANA. Why not try it now
at the Special Introductory Rate of only $7.95 and

save 33% on the regular $12.00 annual subscription

price? Just mail the order form today.

AMERICANA ^''°'

381 West Center Street

Klarion, Ohio 43302

"its, I would like to subscribe to AMERICANA for

a full year [six bimonthly issues] at the Special

Introductory Rate of only $7.95 [regular price:

$12.00].

D My check IS enclosed. D Bill me.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is moving eastward through the stars of

Pisces until April 19, and then moves into Aries, where it remains until

mid-May. This motion takes it progressively farther north of the equato-

rial plane, bringing longer days and shorter nights to the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The moon is full on April 3, then moves into the morning sky

to last-quarter on the 10th and new on the 18th. The early evening
crescent moon should show up about April 20 or 21 , waxing while it

remains later in the evening sky through first-quarter on April 26 and

full again on May 3. Last-quarter moon occurs again on May 9.

The sun and the moon will combine to produce four eclipses in 1977.

The first, on April 3^, is a partial lunar eclipse visible in the United

States and Canada except in the extreme northwest. Later in the month
(April 18), a solar eclipse will occur in the Southern Hemisphere, visible

as a partial eclipse in a wide area. A penumbral lunar eclipse on Sep-

tember 26-27 and a solar eclipse on October 12 will also be seen from
North America.

Stars and Planets Of our three beautiful evening stars this past

winter, only one remains on the evening Star Map for April. Venus is

gone from the evening sky, becoming a morning star early in the month
and reappearing low in the east at dawn by late April. Jupiter is still

in the evening sky, but too low in the west to be shown on the map.
It becomes visible at dusk in the southwest, in Taurus, just west of the

V-shaped Hyades cluster, and then sets within a few hours. Saturn is

still on our map, high in the south as darkness begins. It is in Cancer,

about midway between the twin stars (Pollux and Castor) of Gemini
and Regulus in Leo. Saturn sets soon after midnight.

Mercury is in favorable position as an evening star in the first half

of April, low in the west after sunset. Venus and Mars are morning
stars but not well placed for viewing.

April 3^: Partial lunar eclipse in North America.

April 5: The moon is nearest the earth (perigee).

April 6: Venus, in inferior conjunction with the sun, becomes a morn-
ing star.

April 10: Mercury is at greatest easterly elongation.

April 11: Saturn resumes direct (easterly) motion.

April 18: Solar eclipse in the Southern Hemisphere, annular across

southern Africa.

April 19: Mercury is in conjunction with the moon and begins its

retrograde (westerly) motion.

April 20-21 : The bright object near the moon is Jupiter.

April 22: Lyrid meteors (15 per hour) reach maximum.
April 24: Daylight time begins. Venus resumes direct motion.

April 30: Mercury, in inferior conjunction with the sun, becomes a

morning star.

May 3^: Perigee moon occurs 16 hours after full moon, producing
tides that are stronger than usual.

May 5: The Eta Aquarid meteor shower reaches maximum. You may
see up to 20 meteors per hour in the after-midnight sky.

May 1 1 : Venus is at greatest brilliancy in the morning sky.

May 13-14: Venus and Mars are in conjunction on the 13th, each
is in conjunction with the moon on the 14th, and the moon passes in

front of Venus (an occultation) over parts of North America.

-k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:15 p.m. on April 1; 10:20 p.m. on April 15; 9:25 p.m. on
April 30; and 8:25 p.m. on May 15; but it can also be used for an hour before

and after those times.





The Unnatural History of
by Erik Eckholm

Cigarettes are both a health

hazard and a source of
revenue. Governments are thus

ambivalent in their efforts

to discourage smoking

When accosting a tourist, a street

waif in Cairo is as apt to beg for a

cigarette as for coins. In the People's

Republic of China, a country re-

nowned for its health-care cam-
paigns, national leaders chain-smoke

as they preside over the world's larg-

est tobacco industry. More than a

decade after the United States gov-

ernment declared smoking to be a

health hazard, four out of ten Ameri-

can males and three out of ten Ameri-

can females smoke—and the federal

Department of Agriculture spends

$50 million a year supporting the to-

bacco industry.

How is it that such a harmful prod-

uct has become so firmly entrenched

in daily life the world over? That to-

bacco occupies good farmland in

India while peasants starve nearby?

That the cigarette merchants are al-

lowed to use Madison Avenue's

wiliest marketing techniques to

cajole youngsters into a lifetime of

smoking? Like a dime novel, the tale

of the three-cent cigarette is one of

intrigue, corporate power, and gov-

ernmental hypocrisy; of human
pleasure, addiction, and premature

death.

"This vice will always be con-

demned and always clung to," wrote

the perceptive Italian physician Ber-

nardino Ramazzini in 1713 of to-

bacco use. Trying to figure out why
Italian tobacco workers prized their

jobs despite the severe head and

stomach ailments tobacco dust in-

flicted upon them, Ramazzini, con-

sidered by many to be the father of

industrial medicine, made another

observation of equal present-day

weight when he noted that "the sweet

smell of gain makes the smell of to-

bacco less perceptible and less offen-

sive to those workers."

Although the medical case against

smoking has been conclusively estab-

lished only within the last quarter

century, tobacco has had powerful

opponents, as well as powerful cham-
pions, almost from the moment six-

teenth-century explorers gave Europe

its first whiff. Yet from the beginning,

the lure of profits, social fashions,

and the association of tobacco with

relaxation have all helped propagate

its use. Today, despite the medical

community's consensus and exhorta-

tions, the smoking habit continues to

spread throughout most of the world.

Indeed, many countries are just now
entering the era of tobacco-induced

disease and death.

Native Americans were the first to-

bacco smokers, but their European

conquerors turned smoking and other

forms of tobacco use into glo

habits. Sir Walter Raleigh, the col

ful favorite of Queen Elizabel

court, popularized smoking in E
land during the late sixteenth centi

The practice caught on fast and a
orders for tobacco were filled

Spain's New World colonies. Uj

Elizabeth's death in 1603, howe\i

British rule fell to James I, who foi

Raleigh's smoking habit as objecti

able as he found the courtier's pi

tics. (James eventually beheaded!

leigh for political reasons, but (

nineteenth-century writer claini

that smokers could consider Rale,

"the first martyr in their cause.")

James declared that tobacco

was unhealthy, unholy, and a
gether unbefitting a civilized socie

He concluded his famous Coum
Blaste to Tobacco, published

1604, by characterizing smoking

a custom lothsome to the eye, hateful

Copyright^. 1977 by WorldWatch Institute



4ose, harmefull to the braine, danger-

to the Lungs, and in the blacke stink-

ume thereof, neerest resembling the

ibie Stigian smoke of the pit that is

Dmelesse.

ven as James fumed, other people

making extravagant claims

ut the salubrious powers of to-

smoke. Some doctors pre-

bed smoking as an antidote to

Is and fevers; some even believed

I inhaled smoke might ward off the

|;ue. During the plague year of

13, all the schoolboys at Eton

;re obliged to smoak in the school

y morning," reported a certain

n Rogers, who also said that he

er received a harsher whipping

1 the one he suffered one morning

unishment for not smoking.

)espite the antismoking campaign
ducted by James and several of his

;lish successors and the unbudg-

opposition of Emperor Jahangir in

la, tobacco use quickly spread

lUghout Europe and then, through

tentacles of the colonial system,

he world. As one pipe lover ex-

d in 1895 over tobacco's spread,

ince and peasant alike yielded to

I mild but irresistible sway." In

iiteenth-century Italy, Ramazzini

iDrted,
tobacco was smoked or in-

;d by "women as well as men and

n children," and its purchase was
Sckoned among the daily expenses

It family."

rhe spreading demand and, hence,

Iwing commercial market for to-

|xo in sixteenth- and seven-
jith-century Europe spurred the

(jrgence of a lucrative industry.

Itish colonists settled in Virginia

lecting to cash in on the New
jrld's precious metals, lumber,

and fish; instead, they learned

: only tobacco exports could keep
ir colony afloat. Virginia was
rly abandoned in 1614, but to-

bacco soon brought prosperity to the

colony. It eventually became the eco-

nomic backbone of the southeastern

colonies despite strong opposition to

reliance on this crop by the English

king—and even by the founding colo-

nial companies. The "sweet smell of

gain" proved a potent force indeed,

and although tobacco no longer domi-
nates the economy of that region as

totally as it once did, the tobacco in-

dustry still wields considerable force

there and in other tobacco-producing

areas of the world. And today, the

tobacco market has a new dimen-

sion. On top of traditional public

demand for tobacco, scientific image

manipulation is used by the indus-

try to try to create an ever larger

market.

The popularity of one or another

form of tobacco use has varied as

standards of fashion have changed.

Beginning in eighteenth-century

England, for example, and for almost

the next hundred years, the practice

of sniffing snuff all but replaced the

smoking habit. In this century, how-
ever, cigarettes have nearly every-

where edged out pipes, cigars, snuff,

and chewing tobacco as the medium
of choice. Unfortunately, cigarette

smoking is probably the most danger-

ous of all forms of tobacco use.

Skillful marketing by the cigarette

companies undoubtedly helped sell

the public on cigarettes during the

early twentieth century. But the

power of advertising alone cannot

completely account for the symbolic

value with which cigarettes have been

invested. Simple tubes of tobacco

have come to represent modernity,

savoir-faire, and, in the minds of

children, who for decades have
plunked down nickels for candy ciga-

rettes and bubblegum cigars, adult-

hood. Hollywood may be one culprit.

Humphrey Bogart would not be

Humphrey Bogart without a cigarette

drooping from his mouth, and the ex-

ample of Lauren Bacall asking, "Got
a match?" helped identify cigarettes

as an essential social crutch. Even
Bogart's death from cancer of the

esophagus cannot dampen the identi-

fication of cigarettes with success and

glamour that his movies and
countless others continue to foster. In

contemporary Soviet films, com-
ments the satirical Moscow magazine
Krokodil, "when an actor handsome
like Apollo . . . takes a cigarette into

his fingers, it isn't accidental. It

means the time has come for a direc-

tor to demonstrate that his character

can also think."

Only recently has the compilation

of an awesome medical case against

cigarettes begun to tarnish the social

sheen of smoking. Many thoughtful

doctors had long suspected that ciga-

rettes promoted ill health, but proof

eluded researchers until the mid-

twentieth century. Even in the early

1900s, cigarette advertisers could

claim with impunity that their prod-

ucts actually promoted better health.

A startling jump in the number of

lung cancer deaths in North America
and Europe provided the first widely

accepted proof of the hazards of

smoking. In the nineteenth century

lung cancer was relatively rare, but

in the twentieth it rapidly emerged as

the leading cause of cancer death in

many countries. By 1950, studies in

England and the United States

showed an exceptionally close corre-

lation between personal smoking
habits and the incidence of lung

cancer. By 1953, the prestigious New
England Journal of Medicine could

characterize the evidence linking cig-

arettes and lung cancer as "so strong

as to be considered proof within the

everyday meaning of the word."
Then, in 1954, British and American
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researchers independently estab-

lished that smokers have a markedly

higher over-all death rate than non-

smokers. Yet the habit continued to

spread, especially among adult fe-

males and teen-agers, who had
lagged far behind adult males in

adopting the practice, as well as

among the wealthier classes in

Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

In the early 1960s, two landmark

public documents, which crystallized

the evidence on the effects of smok-

ing on health, caused something of a

turning point in the social history of

tobacco. Both a report released in

1962 by Britain's Royal College of

Physicians and one published in 1964

by the Surgeon General of the United

States presented the massive and

growing medical case against to-

bacco. These and other, similar docu-

ments prompted some governments

to educate people about the hazards

of smoking and to place partial re-

strictions on cigarette advertising. As
a result, the word on smoking' s risks

has now been fairly effectively dis-

seminated, in the industrial countries

at least. Most persons, even most

heavy smokers, realize that smoking
very possibly shortens their lives.

The most widely recognized health

consequence of smoking is probably

the heightened risk of lung cancer.

The smoking-lung cancer connection

is well known simply because avoid-

able lung cancer takes hundreds of

thousands of lives around the world

each year. Lung cancer deaths are

much more common among males

than females, but the gap is narrow-

ing as the rise in female smoking,

which began a quarter of a century

ago, begins to make itself felt.

Past studies have shown that ciga-

rette smokers are at least ten times

more likely to develop lung malig-

nancies than nonsmokers. (Those

smoking newer, low-tar cigarettes

may face a somewhat lower, but still

dramatic, rise in lung cancer risk.)

Many researchers feel that tobacco is

responsible for eight or nine of every

ten lung cancers. Combinations of to-

bacco smoke with air pollution or

with toxic substances in workplaces

undoubtedly add to the cancer toll;

tobacco smoke and certain other pol-

lutants operate together to drastically

multiply disease risks. For example,

male asbestos workers who srhoke

have 92 times the lung cancer risk of

males who neither smoke nor come
into regular contact with asbestos.

But cigarettes alone almost certai
y

account for most lung cancer casj.

Gio B. Gori, deputy director of
Jb

Division of Cancer Causes and Fi.

vention of the U.S. National Can't

Institute, estimates that smoking i

packs of cigarettes a day for a y

exposes the lungs to nineteen tir sr

more benzopyrene—one of the po:

.

ble carcinogens in cigarette smok(

than they would receive from brej

ing the polluted air of Los Angeles

a year.

Other organs and tissues, besii

the lungs, become especially cane

prone in chronic smokers. The smc

ing of pipes or cigars, as well as pi

ing on cigarettes, raises a perso

odds of developing cancer of

mouth, throat, or voice box, partii

larly if the smoker is also a het

drinker. Cigarette smoking also m
tiplies the smoker's chances of dev

oping cancer of the esophagus, p;

creas, and bladder. But, more f

quent and more deadly than th(

other malignancies, lung can'

poses a greater threat to the smoke,|

life than all the other smoking-)

duced cancers together. After cons

ering the entire spectrum of cane

and what is known about their caus

the president of the American Cam
Society recently stated: "Wipe c

smoking and you eliminate some '

to 20 percent of all cancer deaths,J

this and many other countries.'

Despite the publicity that the cij

rette-cancer connection has receiv*

far more deaths arising from cigare

smoking involve coronary heart d

ease—the leading killer in most (

veloped countries—than cano

Smoking taxes the heart: a midd

aged American male who smokes

twice as likely as a nonsmoking m;

to suffer a heart attack. Female smc

ers experience a less marked but s

significant increase in the odds

having a heart attack. Moreov
smoking combines with other ma
risk factors, such as high blood cl-|

lesterol and high blood pressure,

multiply manyfold the heart disejji

risk for both sexes.

The intense search for carcinoge!

in tobacco smoke has exposed ti

as the principal agents provocateu,

Research on the heart and circulatCi

system, however, suggests that ij

other smoke constituent—namej

carbon monoxide—influences coil

nary death rates. When males w
heart conditions are experimental

exposed to heavy carbon monoxi
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concentrations, the chest pains of an-

gina pectoris begin after less exercise

than usual and persist longer than

usual after exertion has stopped.

Coronary patients have a limited ca-

pacity to supply their hearts with rich

blood; exposure to carbon monoxide

further reduces this capacity by im-

peding the transfer of oxygen from

the blood to body tissue. Thus, car-

bon monoxide pollution places an

added strain upon the heart and in-

creases the likelihood that those al-

ready susceptible to heart attacks will

experience them. (Nicotine inhala-

tion seems to have the same effect.)

Chronic heavy exposure to carbon

monoxide may also promote the ini-

tial development of atherosclerosis,

nonsmokers to die from chronic bron-

chitis or emphysema.
Perhaps the most telling of all evi-

dence against cigarettes arises from a

simple comparison of annual death

rates between smokers and non-

smokers . The famous 1964 U.S. Sur-

geon General's report noted that the

death rate of males smoking ten to

nineteen cigarettes daily is 70 percent

higher than that of nonsmokers. For

those smoking forty or more ciga-

rettes daily, the death rate is 120 per-

cent higher. Nearly half the excess

—

and presumably avoidable—deaths

that occur among smokers in a given

year result from coronary heart dis-

ease, while more than one-sixth are

caused by lung cancer.

Sir Walter Raleigh and admi

which, over time, can lead to heart

attacks. Studies show that lifelong

smokers tend to have more severe

coronary atherosclerosis than non-

smokers do, and animals exposed to

carbon monoxide develop higher

blood cholesterol counts and more

atherosclerosis than unexposed ani-

mals.

Not surprisingly, cigarette smok-

ers take on tremendously increased

risks of developing long-term respira-

tory ailments such as chronic bron-

chitis and emphysema. Charged with

causing tens of thousands of deaths

and far more disabilities each year in

Europe and North America alone,

these diseases have emerged as rec-

ognized public health problems only

during the last century. The twin on-

slaught on the lungs posed by indus-

trial air pollution and tobacco smoke

undoubtedly explains why chronic

respiratory diseases are growing in

frequency. But cigarettes seem to be

the major contributor. Cigarette

smokers are five times as likely as

New York Public Library

Since the major medical indict-

ments of smoking appeared in the

1950s and early 1960s, further evi-

dence that raises questions about

human rights has accumulated. Vol-

untarily inhaling carbon monoxide

and carcinogens is one thing; exhal-

ing them into the air that others are

forced to breathe is quite another. In

a smoky room or car, nonsmokers in-

hale tars, nicotine, and carbon mon-

oxide just as smokers do, and both

groups register at least temporary

changes in their bloodstreams.

Breathing the exhaust of smokers can

strain the heart of a coronary patient

who does not smoke.

But the most potentially tragic vic-

tims of cigarettes are the infants of

mothers who smoke. They are more

likely than the babies of nonsmoking

mothers to be born underweight and

thus to encounter death or disease at

birth or during the initial months of

life. In an otherwise supportive envi-

ronment, the infant is usually well

equipped to withstand the impact of

maternal smoking. But when o r

factors that imperil the newborn e

present, for instance, poverty or p i|

maternal nutrition, heavy smokinj \i

the mother nearly doubles the infajs

odds of dying within a month of bi 1

1

Moreover, whether or not they

born underweight, the infants

smoking mothers suffer more cl

infections, such as bronchitis

pneumonia, than other infants.

Many persons have extinguis

their last cigarette after learning ot

health consequences of smoking

the United States the proportior

cigarette smokers among the a^

male population has fallen from

percent in 1964, the year in which

Surgeon General's report appeal

to 39 percent in 1975. Among ai

females, the proportion of smol

fell from a high of 34 percent in 1 jlj

to 29 percent in 1 975 . In Great Bri|j

and several other countries, smol

have also shrunk in number. As a s

ond-best response to the perils

smoking, still other new and vetc

smokers now buy cigarettes with r

tively low amounts of tar and n

tine. The figures, then, show a sig

icant, although hardly revolution;

reversal of smoking trends in som

the more developed countries. T
also show that the decline in smok

has been especially marked am^

those with the most education. In

United States, half of all college gi

uates who have ever smoked re

larly have dropped the habit.

The over-all downturn in t

smoking rates has been marred, b
ever, by a notable exception

—

that accounts largely for the slight

crease in over-all per capita cigar

consumption since it hit its lov

point in recent history in 1970. '

precedented numbers of teen-

girls and young women now smc^

Urged on by the continuing efforts

tobacco advertisers to identify smj

ing with women's liberation, yo'l

women are narrowing the historic ''

between male and female smok

rates. In fact, in the 15- to 16-y(

old age group, a slightly higl

proportion of girls (20 percent) 1
1)

boys (18 percent) now smoli

Twenty-seven percent of all teen-

1

girls in the United States now sm^

regularly and the number is climb

here and in many other countries

trend that a World Health Org:

zation committee has found es*l

cially troubling in light of "the cliT

finding that smoking during pi-

nancy has adverse effects on ^
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Disaster is
herwayof life.

But in the next moment
her world can begin to change.

Thanics to you.

Dora Maria's world is a cluster of cardboard shacks and lean-tos, ringed by sani-

tation ditches where sewage flows openly next to the street. It is built on what
used to be a city dump. Everywhere, there is the stench of decomposing gar-

bage. And the air is thick with flies.

Dora Maria plays in the waste as our children play in sandboxes. She does

not notice stench. Flies light on her face and nestle in her hair. She does

not bother to brush them away. She doesn't think of store-bought dolls,

new dresses or hot baths. The life she is leading is the only one she knows.

But for 52 pennies a day, you could sponsor a child like Dora Maria

through Save the Children. And things could begin to change for her

and her entire village.

Her people are spirited and eager to work. They dream of better times. Of
layering the area with topsoil. Of carting in lumber, making adobe blocks to

build solid, livable homes. Of a school, medical and sanitary facilities.

With your help and that of other sponsors. Save the Children can provide the

funds and guidance to make these dreams come true. And children like Dora

Maria can have a new chance at life.

And your family gets so much too. A photo of your sponsored child, letters and

progress reports. A caring relationship with a family and community far away.

A knowledge that you have helped hardworking people retain their dignity-

renew their hope.

524 a day may not be much to you. For Dora Maria and her village, it could be

the start of a miracle. Won't you please fill out and mail the attached response

card to help a child like Dora Maria and her village.

If attached mailer

has been removed,

use coupon at right.

NH 4/7
YES, I wish to sponsor a D boy Dgirl D either

D Where the need D Colombia D Indian (U.S.) D Korea

is most urgent D Dominican Republic D Indonesia D Lebanon

D Appalachia (U.S.I D Honduras Dinner Cities D Mexico

D Bangladesh D Indian (U.S.) D Rural South

DChicano (U.S.)

n

(U.S.)

(Latin America) D Israel (U.S.;

Enclosed is my first payment;

n Monthly, $16 O Quarterly,; DSemi-annually, $96 D Annually, $192

D Instead of becoming a sponsor, I am enclosing a contribution of $

D Please send me more information.

NAME

_ STATE- .ZIP_

1
YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE

U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE. We are indeed proud of our use of

your funds. Annual report and audit statement are available on request.

David L. Guyer, Executive Director

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Westport, Connecticut 06880
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QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHS

THE FACE OF THE SUN

This photograph, taken some years ago

during a peak of solar activity, not only

shows great detail in the enormous

sunspot, but reveals the "orange peel"

or "rice grain" texture of the surface, so

familiar to experienced sun observers.

Photographing the sun's detail, with its

granulations that measure only 1 to 2

seconds of arc, should be a job for the

great mountaintop observatories, where a

giant telescope can avoid sighting through

the worst of the earth's heat-agitated air.

However, this picture was token with the

7-pound portable Questar at midday, right

through the earth's entire atmosphere, at

sea level! Exposure, 1/1000 second on

35 mm. Microflle film,- effective focal length

over 50 feet. Our photographic print fails

to show all the beautiful tracery so plainly

visible on the negative.

For totally safe observation of the sun,

Questar 20 years ago developed its

patented filters which keep more than

99% of the damaging heat and light from

entering the telescope. This was the first

thought anyone had given to keeping

these rays out of the instrument itself since

Galileo sighted through his first telescope

in 1609!

1 QUESTAR CORPORATION 1971

Send for ihe Questar booklet describing the

world's finest, most versatile telescope; in full

color with I 50 phofogrophs by Questar owners.

$1 covers moiling on this continent. By air,

to South America $3.00; Europe ond North Africa,

$3 50. elsewhere, $4.00

TAR
ox 60 New Hope, Pa. 1 893J

fetus." If, as one familiar cigarette

advertisement patronizingly chants,

women "have come a long way,"
their equality with men as smokers

may lead to nothing more "liberat-

ing" than premature death.

Although the percentage of its pop-

ulation that smokes is somewhat
smaller than it was a decade ago, the

United States retains its long-stand-

ing title as the world's premier ciga-

rette-smoking country. This is partly

because so many Americans smoke
and also because they tend to smoke
more cigarettes per day than do most

other smokers. About 2,750 ciga-

rettes were smoked in 1974 for every

person in the country. Only Japan,

with a 1974 per capita consumption

of 2,600 cigarettes, came close to the

U.S. average. Astonishingly enough,

70 percent of all Japanese males

smoke, although only 9 percent of

Japanese females do. Annual per

capita cigarette consumption in West-

ern European countries ranges from

1,000 to more than 2,000; average

consumption in Mexico is more than

700 a year; and per capita consump-
tion in poor African. countries, such

as Nigeria and Tanzariia, is still only

a few hundred cigarettes per year.

These national cigarette-consump-

tion averages provide little hint of the

present smoking pandemic. While

the incidence of cigarette smoking

may have peaked in some of the de-

veloped Western countries, the prac-

tice has entered a dramatic growth

phase in most of the less-developed

countries. Cigarettes are catching on

especially quickly in the cities of the

poor countries. A recent Pan-Ameri-

can Health Organization survey in

eight urban areas of Latin America
revealed that 45 percent of males in

those cities smoke: a higher percent-

age than in the United States. In con-

trast, only 18 percent of the females

in these major Latin American cities

are smokers. To capitalize on this

new growth, the major cigarette com-
panies are now as never before aim-

ing their promotion at markets in the

developing countries.

Cigarette smoking is not yet the na-

tional pastime in most of Africa and

Asia that it is in Latin America, partly

because average personal incomes in

Africa and Asia are generally much
lower than those in Latin America.

Ironically, however, just when the

smoking habit is being dropped by

record numbers of the better-edu-

cated and better-oft individuals in

North America and Western Europe,

the educational and economic e

of the world's poorer countries

leading their countrymen in takir

the practice. Data from In

Uganda, and elsewhere show
cigarette smoking is especially p:

lar among university students

hand or mouth, the cigarette in f

countries bespeaks privilege

knowledge.

Perhaps the chief constraint on
arette use in poor countries is mo
only the rich can afford to enjoy

than an occasional smoke. As
comes in Africa, Asia, and 1

America rise, however, both

number of smokers and their smo'

frequency climb as well. Rapid

come growth usually affects smo!

rates perceptibly; oil-rich Mi
Eastern countries are providing c

rette merchants with a hot new
ket. In Nigeria, lung cancer is

rare, but a medical professor at L
University warns that "lung cai

will emerge with the affluence

erated by our country's oil econo
there will definitely be more mc
for cigarettes."

Smoking in poor countries is

totally confined to urban areas,

bacco use has long been entrenc

in some rural regions. For exam
shredded tobacco for hand-rolled

arettes or pipes is a stock iten

every Indonesian marketplace

China, the amount of tobacco grc

in backyard plots for personal c

sumption probably rivals the ou

of the vast state-run tobacco Indus

Contemplating the dim nutritic

prospects of the Gurung, a hill t

of Nepal, an anthropologist rece

wrote that, faced with a finan

pinch, the tribespeople would pi

ably let themselves become "

nourished rather than give up cer

'luxury' goods such as cigarettes

Who profits from the tobacco b

ness? The long list of those wit

financial stake in the cigarette tr

includes private and governmental

bacco farmers, huge transnatic

private cigarette companies and st;

owned cigarette monopolies

and national governments t

depend in part upon tobacco-g

erated taxes and foreign exchangi

survive, and the thousands of ne

papers and magazines whose pre

derive in part from the cigarette

vertisements they carry.

The two leading tobacco-grow

countries are the People's Republl

China and the United States; Inc

the Soviet Union, and Brazil co



I but lag way behind. The world's

or cigarette producers are, in

I, the Chinese government mo-
di s, the British-American To-

co Company, the Soviet govern-

u iiH)nopoiy, the Japanese gov-

iiiciit monopoly, and Philip

rns Inc. Hence three of the top

cigarette producers are public,

icr than private, enterprises.

he nearly free functioning of cig-

ic companies in capitalist coun-

s IS predictable. But the seemingly

he eked power of tobacco interests

I he governments of controlled-

ket economies, such as China

ihe Soviet Union, is puzzling,

iieiilarly since both of those gov-

nieiits so strongly emphasize pre-

ii\e medicine. While the Soviet

crnment is at least trying to dis-

I age smoking through public edu-

on. the Chinese government has

le nothing to uproot the habit.

icn hunger and unsanitary living

iditions were the overriding health

llenges in China, an anticigarette

campaign probably would have been

a luxury. But now, following China's

dramatic success in reducing under-

nutrition and infectious disease, ciga-

rette-induced ailments are on the in-

crease. Admittedly, antismoking

campaigns would probably strike the

Chinese as hypocritical, since many
powerful national leaders—including

the late Chairman Mao—are heavy

smokers. But upon his recent return

from a visit to China, a U. S. Senate

staff member offered a second expla-

nation: the large tax on cigarette sales

"serves as a major source of invest-

ment capital for the central govern-

ment—a source not easily replaced

and therefore not lightly aban-
doned."

Many governments must view the

tobacco trade with mixed emotions.

As they boost cigarette and tobacco

taxes and import duties—often osten-

sibly to discourage smoking—gov-

ernments simultaneously create a

major source of revenue that is far

easier to justify, politically, than in-

creases in other kinds of taxes. In

many countries, the tax revenue from

tobacco products exceeds the amount
received by the farmers for the origi-

nal tobacco crop. In 1974 in the

United States, federal, state, and

local governments took in about $6
billion in taxes on tobacco products,

while the $4 billion in tobacco taxes

received by the British government in

that year constituted 70 percent of

consumer expenditures on cigarettes.

Even in Nigeria, where smoking's

grip is less well established, tobacco

taxes provided 2.2 percent of all the

tax income in 1969/70.

Held hostage to the political power
of the tobacco and cigarette producers

or lured by self-interest in the tobacco

business or both, many governments

actively subsidize tobacco produc-

tion. Samuel Epstein, a physician

whose specialty is environmental

health, calculates that the U.S.
Department of Agriculture spends

about $50 million annually on price

supports, tobacco research, export

promotion, and other programs that

support the tobacco industry. The na-

tion's Agricultural Research Service,

he notes, "assigns more space to re-

search on tobacco than to research on
food distribution. What's more, the

ARS's concern is to produce a more
marketable product, not a safer prod-

uct."

Governmental hypocrisy in the

treatment of tobacco becomes espe-

cially easy when tobacco and ciga-

rette exports are involved. Foreign

exchange is always welcomed by
economic planners, and in this case,

the negative health results are some-

one else's concern. To help keep

Italy's tobacco exports competitive

outside the European Economic
Community, the EEC provides a sub-

sidy of about ten cents for each pound

of tobacco sold. The U.S. govern-

ment ended its direct export payments

in 1973, and terminated its practice

of sharing equally with producers the

costs of export promotion in 1975.

But the federal government still fi-

nances tobacco booths at foreign

trade fairs and trips of tobacco experts

to and from the United States.

Perhaps the oddest and fnost ques-

tionable use of tobacco by the United

States has been the inclusion of to-

bacco in the Public Law 480 "Food
for Peace" program of concessional

agricultural sales to needy countries.

This supposedly humanitarian aid

program has been manipulated to

meet several goals at once: to get rid
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ol (.louK'stic toliacco suipliisos, lo in

Irodiico loicigncis lo 11. S. lobai-'oo in

llic liopc dl' luuturiiig a I'liliiic coin

nicicial niarkcl. anil lo provide oco

noniic aid \o polilically iavoroii gov

oininonls. TIk' aniounl ol lohacoo

sliippciionoasy loinis luuior IM,. 480

lias lanjioil in value lioni $17 lo $.^3

inillii>n a year over llie lasl ileeado.

with llie l"»ulk going lo areas of "na-

lional security" concern, siicli as

Soiilli Vielnani, Cambodia, and,

niosl recently, I'-gypl.

riu>se who (.lesign, prim, or broad

cast cigarelle advorlisenienis also

benelil I'rotn Ihe tobacco business. Far

from rotlucing pioniolii>i\al lever, the

ban on ailveilising cigaieltes over

television and ladio in Ihe Dniled

Stales and several other countries

merely provided a windfall for Ihe

print media. The entire .$250million

advertising bndgel of Ihe American

cigaiette companies now goes totally

lo inaga/ines aiul newspapers. Only
afew major U.vS. perioiiicals have re-

fused lo share in this money.

Tlie mainstays of Ihe tobacco busi-

ness are, of course, llie lunulrctls of

millions of tobacco consumers

those who pay for both the pleasures

ami Ihe lethal consei|uences of lo

bacco use. Social foiccs encourage

people lo start smoking and lo cling

lo Ihe habit, but Ihe $S5 lo $100 bif

lion that consumers spenil each year

on cigarelles is what sustains global

cigarelle production and trade.

In the ambiguity plagued universe

of environmenlal lieallh studies, only

rarely does proof emerge of an un-

equivocal link between a pailiculai

environmenlal agent ami a pailicular

disease. The airtight medical case

against cigarelles stands oul sharply

as an exception. Cigarettes, there

fore, exjilicilly challenge Ihe capacity

of societies lo use Ihe conclusions of

lieallh research lo improve daily life.

The selective vision of cigarelle com
pany executives ami Ihe smokescreen

of cigarelle advertising nolwilhsland

ing, today's meaningful debate is nol

ovei the possibility thai cigarelles

miglil be a public ha/aril the only

question concerns eliminaling a prov-

en ha/aid

lUil decieasing Ihe hold o{ ciga

relies is no simiile task. Pollutiiin

from cigarette smoke, unlike impure

water or industrial wastes in (he air,

results jirimarily from i>ersonal deci

sions. Smoking, overnulrition. dan

geriius driving, and other forms of

self-doslruclion are all health prob

lems riioted in personal behavioi.

problems Ilial often leave health olli

cials perplexed and frustrated. Many
persons with knowledge of the risks

involveil slill persisi in unlieallln be

havior. IKnv can public health olli

cials inlluence ihem'.' Draconian in

lervenlions inU> |ieo|"ile's li\es might

reduce snu>king U> a minimum, but at

a social price few are willing lo pay.

From cliiklhood onward, people

aie constantly bombardeil with subtle

anil nol so-subtle enticements lo

smoke; adverlisements thai associate

cigarelles with sexual success are

reinforceil by what is probably a far

stronger inlluence- the example set

by counlless smoking adults. (.)nce

they become snuikers, individuals

grow both psyclioUtgicallv' and physi-

ologically depeuilenl on cigarettes.

Allluiugh leen agers may start smok-

ing oul o\ a desire lo appear sophisti-

cated and mature, they may continue

long after Ihal motive has lost its rele-

vance because they are hooked on

nicotine, an addictive drug.

The full .social cost of cigarelle

smoking has never lieen calculalcil,

but the purchase price of cigaieltes.

the extra mcilical expenses incurred

by smokers, and the income thai

smokers sacrilice lo unnecessary dis-

ease ami premalure death conslilute

only a portion of the lolal cost. A
\'->l> report to the Massachusells

Public Health Association estimated

that Massachusells smokers alone

cost Ihe stale's general public more

than half a billion dollars a year. If

no one in the stale smoked, hre pro

lection costs wouUI fall by at least $ 1

8

million anil lire damage by at least

$24 million a year. State meilical

costs pnniiled from (niblic funds i>r

lieallh insurance lo treat smoking in

duced diseases are $220 million a

year. Production losses in the slate

totaling $2(iO million a year result

from the working lime missed Iv-

cause of smoking-relaled disease.

The cost of cigarettes includes, in

addition lo the above factors, Ihe

many hundreds of millions of dollars

in public funds spent around Ihe

world each year on research on sniok

ing-relaled cancer, heart, and lespira-

lory diseases. Moreover, nonsmokers

generally pay higher life insurance

rales than they would if smokers w ere

not included in the actuarial tables.

The health hazard inllicled upon inno

ceni bystanders provides another cril

ical juslilicalion for governmeni in

leixenlion lo deter tobacco use.

Oxer the lasl few years many local

and nalional governments have, in

fad, restricted public smoking. N s

cow recently banned smoking in

city's restaurants, while sniokni

public buildings and transpoii.i

lias been limited or prohibiico'

man\ parts of the United States

I'urope. Such laws are often la\l\

forced, however. Intereslingh , n

than half of all current smokers po

in the LUiiled States in l*^)7.'^ .i:

that cigarelle smoking "should be

lowed ill fewer places than it is no\

Governments can weed oul m
contradictions from their present

[

icies by ending subsidies to the

bacco industry. But in Ihe end,

only way to solve the smoking pr

lem is to steer young people a\

from Ihe habit and to help older sni

ers kick it. Phe vigorous, svslem;

use of all possible educational ch

nels, advertising restrictions, pro

neni warnings on cigarelle packag

lax ilisincenlives, and so on mi

railically alter Ihe smoking scene.

,\ ilillerent approach lo Ihe pn

lem is 10 press ahead with the sea

for cigarettes that are lower in

carbon monoxide, and other lo

gases. Roth Ihe cigarette compan
and Ihe L'.S. governmeni are now
volved in research toward that ei

While opinions dilTer as lo whet

public funds ought to be diver

from aniismoking campaigns i

such research or whether all such <

penses ought lo be borne by the
j

vale companies, safer cigarettes

undoubtedly reduce Ihe health eo

of smoking. The two goals, a nc

smoking societv and less harmful c

areltes, need nol be viewed as cont

dictorv ; both can be pursued at om
111 the worlil's more develop

countries, personal behavior 1

emerged as the tlominani inlluence

heallh. The relev ant personal choii

are, in turn, inlluenced by Ihe prev;

ing social and political env ironme

Societies cannot and, most vvoi

agree, should not try to dictate me^

callv' rational beliav ior to each iii'

vidiial. Rut neither should thev i

courage self-deslrucliv e behav ior.

U.S. psychologist Daniel Horn, o

of Ihe pioneers in the study of smc

ing and heallh, says, today's ch

lenge is "to identifv' the men

whereby we can help people

whether children or adults—lo c

velop Ihe capability of umlerslandi

Ihe issues in personal-choice hea

behavior, and the capacity lo ma
choices both in their own self-inten

and in ihe inieresi of society

large."
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Unique among the worldsgreat cars.

Seville by Cadillac.

Even among the elite of the world's

luxury cars, it stands alone. Because

only Seville brings together interna-

tional size, performance and design

with Cadillac comfort and convenience.

On one hand, Seville is a brilliant

road car, designed and engineered to

he one of the finest production cars

built anywhere in the world. With a

5.7 Litre, Electronic-Fuel-Injected en- classic elegance. A car complete—with
gine that utilizes an on-board analog

computer as standard equipment.

On the other hand, Seville is a car of

almost every luxury feature standard.

Seville just might be the best-per-

forming car you've ever driven. Yet, to

appreciate the Seville experience, you
must drive it.

Whether you buy or lease, your
Cadillac dealer invites you to drive

Seville for yourself— by yourself. It's

really the only way.

BY CADILLAC





'Just because I

work foran oil company doesn't mean I

like dirty beachesJ'

"Some of my friends

actually seem to think that

anybody who works for

an oil company likes dead

birds and dirty beaches,"

says Gulf

Drilling

Superinten-

dent Bob
Eslinger.

"Of course, I don't,

any more than you do.

But I like having a car

and a warm house for my
family. And those things

take energy.

"I honestly think you
can have both energy and
a good environment, if

you try to do things right.

And a lot of things are

being done right.

Three out of 20,000
"For instance, since

the early 1940's, the oil

industry drilled 20,000 oil

That's me, my wife

iritt, and my son
rick at Matagorda
ieach. We come here
s often as we can."

julf Oil Corporation

and gas wells in the Gulf
of Mexico— and has had
only three major oil spills

in all that time. That's a

pretty good record. And
in each case, after a year's

time, you'd never know
there had been an oil

spill.

We're finding ways
"I'm proud of my

company— Gulf Oil

—

because I know firsthand

a lot of the things Gulf

does, and the precautions

we take, to get the

energy and preserve the

environment. Like

relandscaping old surface

mines. And helping

industry find ways to

eliminate pollution.

"Probably you can't

expect oil companies and
environmentalists ever to

agree completely. But you
don't need complete

agreement to make
something work.

"Gulf and the other oil

companies are making a

lot of things work to get

the energy we need and
protect the environment.

It's a tremendous

challenge, and I think

we're handling it pretty

well."

For further information,

write Gulf Oil Corporation,

Public Affairs Department,

PO.Boxl563,
Houston, Texas 77001.

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge.

"I think you can have

both energy and a good
environment, if you

try to do things right."
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Itot Spots
I' Peter R. Vogt

tst volcanic activity can

explained by plate

tonics. But some volcanic

ions, such as Iceland and
waii, are still puzzling

leneral acceptance of the idea of

tinental drift by geologists in the

ted States dates only from the late

Os. The continents are now
wn to lie embedded like rafts in

d, thicker plates—fragments of

earth's outer shell, or "litho-

ere," composed of the earth's

t and the uppermost part of the

itle. The lithospheric plates move
vly about relative to each other (an

lor two per year). The motion of

le 50- to 100-mile-thick plates

ses earthquakes, volcanic action,

mountain building at the plates'

as. Plate motion and its conse-

nces, including continental drift,

grouped together under a unifying

cept known as "plate tectonics."

although now taken as virtual fact,

e tectonics is still begging for a

'ing force, a mechanism that

ves the plates. Most investigators

or some sort of thermal convection

iie earth's mantle, the plates being

'e\y the frozen skin on top of this

Igishly convulsing system. Plate

onics explains the regular creation

lew oceanic crust along the axis

auea. on the "Big Island" of

waii. is the largest active

'ano in the world. From
2 to 1 971 it ejected an
rage of 60 million cubic

ds of lava per year.

of the mid-oceanic ridge, where mol-

ten material wells up from within the

mantle. It also explains the existence

of curved festoons of volcanic islands

like the Aleutians or the Marianas

with their nearby deep-sea trenches

and associated belts of intensive

earthquake activity. These volcanic

islands are surface expressions of

oceanic plates descending into the

mantle from which they were created

tens or hundreds of millions of years

before

.

What plate tectonics by itself has

not been able to explain is a collection

of some dozens of relatively localized

centers of intense volcanic activity,

many of which are within the interiors

of plates instead of at their margins.

In this article, I refer to such localized

volcanic areas as "hot spots." By
that term I mean not only volcanoes

of this type on the earth's surface but

also the regions below them where

the melting of volcanic material takes

place. Although there appear to be

more than 100 hot spots active at

present on our planet, these spots do

not expel equal amounts of material

.

Some discharge an average of more

than one cubic mile of lava per cen-

tury—most of it a dark, fine-grained

rock called basalt—others less than

one-thousandth as much. (Of course,

centuries or even millennia may pass

without any volcanic eruption at all.)

The most prominent hot spots cur-

rently active in the continental United

States are in the area of Yellowstone

National Park and the northeastern

corner of New Mexico. Both are

dwarfed by the hot spot at Hawaii. A
map of the globe shows that the

worldwide distribution of hot spots is

not random. There are large "spot-

less areas" such as the western Atlan-

tic and eastern North America. The
distribution of hot spots does not cor-

relate strongly with the continents or

ocean basins but many prominent hot

spots tend to be close to the mid-oce-

anic ridge.

The two most familiar and most

spectacular examples of hot spots are

Hawaii and Iceland. A detailed look

at them may thus be the best way to

approach the problem of what causes

hot spots. It might at first seem outra-

geous to lump together two such

seemingly diverse places: one, a

necklace of green specks floating in

the vast blue Pacific, which trails off

in a westwardly direction from the

towering volcanoes of the island of

Hawaii—the "Big Island"— to

deeply eroded smaller islands and fi-

nally to coral atolls and entirely sub-

merged volcanic cones called sea-

mounts; the other, a cold and stony

hulk in the stormy North Atlantic, the

emergent summit of a vast bulge of

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. But for all

their differences, Hawaii and Iceland

have several properties in common

—

both represent unusual and long-lived

volcanic activity that dates back tens

of millions of years and seems to mi-

grate over the lithospheric plates with

time. The volcanic activity of Iceland

is unusual because it is several times

greater than that occurring elsewhere

along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. And
the copious volcanism of Hawaii is

unusual because it occurs in the midst

of a million square miles of volcanic

quiescence, far from the nearest mid-

oceanic ridge.

Iceland contains numerous vol-

canoes of various kinds and is one of

the most active volcanic regions on

earth. Most of its recent volcanic ac-

tivity is restricted to a few belts that
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Layers of the Earth

extend northwest through the middle

of the island. Rocks at the center of

the island are new and young, but as

one moves either westward or east-

ward away from the center, the rocks

get progressively older, dating back

fifteen million or more years at the

eastern and western coasts. Massive

submarine extensions of the island

connect it to Greenland on the west

and the Faeroe Islands in the North

Atlantic on the east. These under-

water extensions form a transverse

ridge, perpendicular to the axis of the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Where the trans-

verse ridge emerges above sea level

in Greenland and the Faeroes, vol-

canic rocks that erupted about sixty

million years ago cap the ridge edges.

Thus , whatever is causing the profuse

volcanic activity on Iceland today has

existed more or less continuously for

sixty million years.

In the case of Hawaii, the islands

west of the volcanically active Big

Island get progressively older and

volcanically deader. Whatever pro-

duced the Hawaiian chain and its con-

tinuation as the Emperor seamounts
must have existed for at least the last

seventy million years, since that is the

age of the oldest surviving seamounts

at the northern end of the chain.

These seamounts will disappear when
the leading edge of the Pacific plate

that carries them descends into the

deeper mantle below the Aleutian

arc.

The progressive aging of volcanic

rocks the farther away they lie from

the area of recent activity is not a new
discovery. The nineteenth-century

American geologist James Dwight
Dana deduced the effect in 1838 from

his observation that the Hawaiian Is-

lands are more eroded and less active

volcanically the farther west one

goes. It was not, however, until ra-

diometric dating methods were ap-

plied to the Hawaiian Islands a cen-

tury later, that Dana was proved cor-

rect. But the systematic aging in a

certain direction could not itself be

understood until plate tectonics came
along in the mid-1960s. It was then

that the Canadian geophysicist J.

Tuzo Wilson conceived the basic ex-

planation of the hot spot.

There must be a relatively fixed re-

gion of persistent mantle melting

below the lithospheric plates, Wilson

reasoned. This region, the hot spot,

The earth 's crust is a thin

outer shell, 10 to 40 kilometers

deep. The lithosphere, which

includes both the crust and the

uppermost part of the mantle,

is the 50- to 200-km-thick

rigid material of which the

earth's drifting plates are

composed. The next layer,

about 500 km thick, is the

semimolten asthenosphere over

which the plates move. Below
that are some 2,200 km of rocky

mantle. Next is the 2,100-km

liquid outer core and then the

1,370-km solid inner core.

produces batches of magma, or n

ten rock. (Some scientists use

term "melting spot" or "mel
anomaly" in place of hot spot.) B(

lighter than the surrounding rock,

magma makes its way upw
through the plate and flows out on
earth's surface in the form of

canoes. Plate motion slowly mc
the volcanoes away from the fixe4

spot that formed them. Through

process, the Hawaii-Emperor cl

has become a seventy-million-y<

long "track' ' of the motion of the

cific plate over one hot spot. If

Pacific plate had been stationary

entire time, all the volcanic mate

created during seventy million y(

—more than 100,000 cubic miles

would have piled up in one place

Iceland straddles the Mid-Atla

Ridge. Its volcanoes thus deposit

salt on the two diverging Euras

and American plates. These plates

moving apart at the slow rate of

centimeters (about % inch) per y<

The Pacific plate, by contrast, is m
ing at the relatively rapid speed

five to fifteen centimeters (about •

to six inches) per year. This

ference in rate of plate motion pro

bly explains the squat shape of

land and its submarine extensions

compared to the long chainlike c

figuration of the Hawaii-Emperoi

lands, formed over approximately

same geologic period of time.

If plates move over hot spots,

the hot spots themselves move v

respect to the deeper mantle? Opin

on this question is divided. Data
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(ing to the last five to ten million

/:rs indicate that hot spots have not

ived, although information from

I earlier times suggests that they

c may have. In my view, hot spots

Durently do not move—or if they

i they generally move more slowly

:ln lithospheric plates. This relative

.\ity'" of hot spots was shown in

'U by W. Jason Morgan, a geo-

sKist at Princeton University, by

alls of paleomagnetic data.

Ihc magnetism in certain rocks

istcrs the direction toward the

ih magnetic pole as well as the lat-

Jc at which the rocks were origi-

1\ formed. If the area in which the

ks are currently found is part of a

Aing lithospheric plate, the mag-

ism in the rocks can provide infor-

tion about the motion of the plate.

Morgan showed that hot spot traces

'i data on rock magnetism yield a

iMstent picture of plate motion if

cause of the hot spots is geo-

iphically fixed.

Hot spot traces have thus proved

\ useful in reconstructing the ac-

I motion of the plates over the

th w ith respect to the deep mantle.

ite tectonics only describes the rel-

\c motions between plates. For ex-

iplc. two plates might be moving
lit eastward and westward, but

> lilc they are moving in this way rel-

, vc to each other, both could be

I wing northward over the deeper

tintle.

; The relative fixity of hot spots had

1 other and perhaps deeper signifi-

tnce. It was one of the observations

in led Morgan to make the mental

fnp from Wilson's hot spots to the

l;a of thin columns of relatively hot

literial rising in the earth's mantle.

Iich such column, or "convection

:|jme," expresses itself as a hot

>ot. Plumes possibly extending

I wn as far as 1 ,800 miles to the bot-

m of the earth's mantle would not

i expected to shift rapidly about.

Morgan's hypothesis likened the

.'ames to "thunderheads" in the

antle. They were postulated as

;as of rapid (2 meters, or 61/2 feet,

r year), narrow upward convection

hot mantle material that spreads

it in the upper mantle and then sinks

nvly in regions distant from the

.ice of origin to complete the con-

ction circuit. This was a novel ap-

oach to the old idea of mantle con-

vection, according to which convec-

tion is not restricted to narrow zones

but consists of wide cylindrical cells.

Alternative theories try to explain

linear volcanic chains, like the Ha-

waiian Islands, in terms of gradually

advancing fractures in the litho-

spheric plate, magma being thought

to be potentially available every-

where at sufficient depth. In the Pa-

cific , such fractures would have to ex-

tend southeastward and close up at

the rear as they progress, otherwise

there would be volcanic activity all

along the chain. The hot but rigid

rock of the lower lithosphere would

be induced to melt when the fracture

temporarily released some of the

pressure of the overlying material.

Is there any way to prove that hot

spots are really evidence of rising

convection plumes? In Morgan's

model , the top of the plume is in the

soft, semimolten earth layer just

below the lithospheric plates. This

mushy zone is commonly referred to

as the "asthenosphere." Plumes

bring material up vertically out of the

deeper mantle; at depths of about a

hundred miles, the first tiny melt

pockets develop in the hard but plas-

tic rock. This partially molten "crys-

tal slush" then moves radially out-

ward into the asthenosphere, much as

a glacier moves away from a moun-
tain. The greatest amount of melting

would occur directly above the rising

plume, thus causing the observed vol-

canic activity at the hot spot. Al-

though other theories about hot spots

could also account for the volcanism,

the outflow of molten material into

The World's Active Hot Spots

the asthenosphere is a specific predic-

tion unique to the plume model. The
theory would receive support if such

a flow below the plates could be

measured.

In 1971 , the same year Morgan in-

troduced his mantle plume ideas, a

research team from Columbia Uni-

versity published the results of a 1966

geophysical research cruise to the

Reykjanes Ridge off the coast of Ice-

land. Their measurements suggested

to me the possibility that flow below

the plates—specifically, flow away
from the Iceland hot spot

—

could be

measured and used to demonstrate

that Morgan's mantle plume theory is

valid.

Projecting southwest from Iceland

,

the Reykjanes Ridge forms a northern

extension of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

The Reykjanes Ridge has a crestal

zone of elevated volcanic topography

close to the line where new magma
is coming up. This "line" is a narrow

zone, no more than a few miles wide,

where new crust is being added to the

steadily diverging American and

Eurasian plates, to the accompa-

niment of frequent earthquakes and

submarine volcanism. The crestal

zone of the Reykjanes Ridge shoals

gradually northeastward and then

emerges in Iceland as Reykjanes, a

peninsula. The capital city of Reykja-

vik, on the peninsula, is on the very

edge of the American plate, on ocean

crust so young and hot that geother-

mal waters can be tapped only a few

hundred to a few thousand feet below

the surface. Reykjavik is heated by

these waters. A few miles to the

^MJ.f^C
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southeast one can walk along the lava

flows of the newly born "ocean

crust" of Reykjanes and across to the

Eurasian plate, of which eastern Ice-

land is a part. In addition to the Reyk-

janes Ridge crest, there is a second

young volcanic belt—one that in-

cludes such famous volcanoes as

Hekla, Katla, Surtsey, and Hei-

maey—still farther east. It appears

that the line demarking sea-floor sep-

aration is in the process of shifting to

the eastern zone of volcanoes. If so,

the volcanic fires of Reykjanes may
someday—perhaps in a million

years—be stilled. Shifts such as the

above are not too common in the

world ocean; the fact that many of the

known shifts have occurred near hot

spots tends to lend credence to the

plume theory. Outward flow from

plumes could help break plates apart

or weaken them so much that other

forces could separate them.

If there is a flow below the plates,

does it spread out evenly in all direc-

tions? Probably not. Since plates get

thicker with age—at the expense of

the underlying soft layer—a natural

conduit is formed below the mid-oce-

anic ridge. Much of the plume flow

would be channeled into this "pipe";

irregularities in the flux leave a record

of flow speed imprinted like frozen

wakes on the ocean crust. The mid-

oceanic ridge and the pipe below it

are displaced at major fracture zones.

Such displacements would block or

interrupt the flow in the mid-oceanic

pipe to various degrees. The result of

these new discoveries is a complex
plumbing system wherever plumes

exist below the mid-oceanic ridge,

for example, near Iceland, the

Azores, or the Galapagos Islands in

the Pacific.

Independent verification of flow

below the crest of the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge and even of damming at trans-

form faults—fractures in the earth's

crust that tend to run at right angles

to the ocean ridges—has emerged
from the geochemical studies at the

University of Rhode Island, which
found Icelandic volcanic rocks derive

from a distinct plume-type mantle.

As the mantle flows under the Reyk-

janes Ridge, it becomes mixed with

"normal
'

' mantle , that is , mantle dis-

tant from plumes, with the result that

basalts dredged along the Reykjanes

Ridge become progressively less

"Icelandic" in their chemistry as dis-

tance from the hot spot increases.

North of Iceland the Icelandic chem-

istry disappears abruptly across a

major fracture that is displaced from

the axis of sea-floor spreading. This

abrupt cutoff of rock of Icelandic-

type composition can be explained if

northward flow from the Icelandic

plume has been dammed at the frac-

ture.

Are there any other measurements

we can make of what is going on

below the plate in the deep mantle,

other than of the particular topogra-

phy found near Iceland, that might

help us understand the cause of hot

spots? If hot spots are mantle plumes

that extend upward from their origin

at great depth, one might expect the

rising material to differ somewhat in

its physical properties from that in the

surrounding mantle. If so, seismic

waves generated by earthquakes or

atomic explosions might be slowed or

bent as they passed through different

materials in the rising plume. Since

a plume is very narrow on the scale

of the earth, an earthquake would

have to occur at just the right loca-

tion, with respect to the seismograph,

for the waves it generates to intercept

the plume. To date, there have been

some reports that seismic waves gen-

erated in the western Pacific island

arcs and recorded in western Canada
have been affected by anomalous

conditions as they passed above the

earth's core-mantle boundary di-

rectly under Hawaii. But several in-

vestigators have disputed these inter-

pretations, and the question of

whether the physical properties of the

mantle are distinctive at great depths

in the mantle below the area of cur-

rent hot spot volcanism is an open

one.

Seismology can only indicate the

present state of the earth. What we
should really have is a historical

index of activity that shows, for ex-

ample, how many cubic miles of

mantle the plume brings upward per

year over periods of geologic time.

Needless to say , there is no direct way
to measure the upward flow in a

mantle plume. However, the average

annual rate of lava and ash poured out

by a hot spot's volcanoes can be

measured. To compute from this

measurement the volume of mantle

brought up, we would have to know

what fraction of mantle actually mm
and escapes to the earth's surft 1

The chemistry of the basalts invol

indicates that the rate of volcanic >

charge needs to be multiplied by a

where from 10 to 100 to give the ^

ume of mantle that produced the la

There are two possibilities for e

;

mating volcanic discharge rate . Fi

the volcanoes can be monitored ,

the volume of erupted rocks mt

ured directly after each erupti

Since volcanoes are notoriously

ratic—many years may elapse

tween eruptions—a long historiu

observation record may be necessivf

to establish a geologically meanii;.^

ful, long-term average eruption r^:]

Accurate records of measuidj

erupted rocks are a recent develiK

ment. On Hawaii, where the \;^

canoes discharge copiously, accuru

lava flow measurements extend b;i

only to the last century. The currerm

most active volcano is Kilauea on i

island of Hawaii: over the per,!

from 1952 to 1971, Kilauea c;,

gorged an average of 60 million cu <»

yards of lava per year. Since the ci.

nineteenth century, the average c(

bined annual discharge of Kilau

and Mauna Loa has been about

million cubic yards, but this must

considered a lower limit since lidl-

known about nineteenth-century s'

marine eruptions. During actual en i

tions, the discharge rate of lava njj

be hundreds of times higher,
\

course, just as rainfall rates may
much higher during a storm than ra

averaged over a year.

The second way to estimate v

canic discharge rate—one I h;

made use of—begins with divid

the Hawaiian chain into fifteen-mi

wide strips running across the ch

from the southwest to the northe;

The volume of volcanic topog

phy—that is, islands, submerged

land bases, and seamounts—abc

the abyssal sea floor was calcula

When the Helgafell volcano

the Icelandic island of Heimc
erupted in January 19'/

houses in the fishing villa

of Vestmannaeyjar were alim

buried in volcanic a:
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each strip. The volume was then

ded by the time it took the plate

lOve across the fifteen miles of the

The time was derived from the

5 of various volcanic islands and

nounts along the Hawaii-Em-

)r chain.

he measured discharge rate for

vaii, as ascertained by the first

ihod, is astonishingly close to the

res I arrived at using the second,

s correlation suggests that if the

2 to 1971 discharge rate had ap-

d from one million B.C. onward,

'observed volume and oldest ages

he Big Island of Hawaii can be

i.iunted for. We do not know
' -ther or not there are large fluctua-

s in basalt discharge over time pe-

ls measured in centuries or in

jsands of years. If there are, the

Mit historical rate happens, fortui-

^lv. to equal the long-term, ormil-

->ear average. On the other hand,

possible that a hot spot's volcanic

-iLii over centuries and millennia is

ii\ely constant, in which case a

decades or a century of observa-

I will provide a good approxi-

mation of the million-year average.

But when we examine the output

of the Hawaii hot spot over still

longer time periods—say, ten million

years— it is no longer true that pro-

ductivity can have remained con-

stant. Since there are now numerous

rock age dates along the Hawaii-Em-

peror chain, the massive portions of

the chain around Gardner Pinnacles,

west of Niihau, and, likewise, be-

tween Oahu and Hawaii seem to rep-

resent a higher than average lava dis-

charge rather than slowdowns of the

Pacific plate. (If a plate slows down
while discharge remains constant, we

should also expect the volcanic chain

to become more massive
.
) The topog-

raphy of the Hawaiian Islands clearly

shows a progressively increasing dis-

charge that began about six million

years ago—the time when Kauai and

Niihau islands were formed at the

geographic site currently occupied by

the Big Island, namely, over the

Hawaii hot spot. The Big Island is

aptly named—I cannot think of a

larger, purely volcanic island, either

visible or sunk below the sea, with the

single exception of Iceland. And Ice-

land is largely a bulge in the ocean

floor itself, not a volcanic edifice con-

structed, lava flow by lava How, from

the abyssal depths. In terms of the

surviving seventy-million-year vol-

canic trail left on the Pacific plate by

the Hawaii hot spot, the "geologic

present"—that is, the last one or two

million years—has been truly excep-

tional.

What about the discharge rates of

other hot spots around the world?

Most are less well known than Hawaii

and less plentiful in their volcanic

output. I have compiled discharge

histories of a number of hot spots,

with the following surprising result;

There seems to be a globally synchro-

nized waxing and waning of volcanic

discharge rates at widely spaced hot

spots. For example, the twelve- to

eighteen-million-year-old peak in

discharge rate that produced the mas-

sive part of the Hawaiian Ridge near

Gardner Pinnacles and French Frigate

Shoal corresponds in time to the ex-

trusion of the vast Columbia basalts

in Oregon by a hot spot at present
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under Yellowstone National Park.

That peak discharge rate marked the

beginning of strong volcanic activity

in the Canary and Cape Verde islands

and other hot spots. The increasingly

abundant volcanism of the last six

million years also affected various

other hot spots in addition to Hawaii.

If a seeming correlation between
the ups and downs of volcanic activ-

ity at different hot spots was unex-

pected, so was the finding that ash

layers in oceanic drill cores revealed

discharge highs for the same pe-

riods—from twelve to eighteen mil-

lion years ago and from six million

years to the present. Most of this ash

does not come from hot spot vol-

canoes. It comes instead primarily

from the notoriously explosive vol-

canoes situated along such island arcs

as the Aleutians, Kuriles, Japan, and

the West Indies, where oceanic plates

descend into the mantle. The avail-

able evidence suggests to me that the

world's volcanoes belch simulta-

neously in a global chorus, a result as

surprising as it is unexplained. (By
"simultaneously" I am, of course,

referring to million-year averages.

not annual averages
.
) Why should hot

spot volcanoes and island arc vol-

canoes vary their output concur-

rently? One possibility might be that

plume convection, responding to epi-

sodic instabilities deep in the mantle,

accelerates the plates, which in turn

cause more island arc volcanism as

they are forced into the mantle at a

higher rate.

Whatever the cause of hot spots

may be, there is still much that we
have yet to learn about them. For ex-

ample, are they truly fixed or do they

possibly move with respect to each

other? Do they contribute in a manner
not now understood to the process of

continental drift? More specifically,

will the Big Island of Hawaii grow
bigger still or be succeeded by an

even more spectacular massif of over-

lapping volcanoes to the southeast?

Alternatively, will the volcanic hot

spot trails of the Hawaiian chain

dwindle once again, as they did after

the previous high, twelve to eighteen

million years ago?
W. Jason Morgan, who originated

the mantle plume idea, has suggested

a rise speed of about 2 meters (6V2

The Hawaii hot spot, whc

surface expression is mark

today by Mauna Loa, abo
and Kilauea, right, has bt

outstandingly vigorous duri

the last few million yei

and continues to remain .

Since the early nineteei

century, for example, i

average combined annual la

discharge rate of these t

volcanoes has been abc

35 million cubic yan

feet) a year for mantle material in t

ascending plume. At that rate

would take one or two million ya
for an increase or decrease in plur

activity to take effect on the earti

surface after originating at depths

great as the core-mantle boundar

Our volcanic future a few milli

years hence—with all its possil

consequences—may therefore

ready be preordained deep in t

mantle.
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The Enigma of Aztec Sacrifice
/ Michael Harner

uman sacrifice was meant
' appease the appetites
'

the gods—and of
e Aztecs themselves

On the morning of November 8,

i 19, a small band of bearded, dirty,

.hausted Spanish adventurers stood

I

the edge of a great inland lake in

:ntral Mexico, staring in disbelief at

e sight before them. Rising from the

inter of the lake was a magnificent

land city, shining chalk white in the

;dy sun. Stretching over the lake

ere long causeways teeming with

ivelers to and from the metropolis,

;nochtitlan, the capital of the Aztec

npire, now known as Mexico City.

The Spaniards, under the com-
and of Hernan Cortes, were fresh

om the wars of the Mediterranean

id the conquest of the Caribbean.

i3ugh and ruthless men, numbering
wer than four hundred, they had

wo sixteenth-century drawings from
e Florentine Codex of Bernardino
' Sahagiin. At left, the victim's

'art is offered to the sun. At
e;ht. priests sacrifice a youth

ho had been chosen to personify

c Aztec deity Tezcatlipoca for

year. Accompanied by a retinue,

e future victim often strolled

; a god on earth, playing one of

s clay flutes. When he finally

icended to the temple-pyramid

atform, he broke his flutes, one
J one. on the steps. The vast

ajority of victims did not enjoy

ich presacrificial status.

fought their way up from the eastern

tropical coast of Mexico. Many had

been wounded or killed in battles with

hostile Indians on the long march.

Possibly all would have died but for

their minuscule cavalry of fifteen

horses—which terrified the Indians,

who thought the animals were gods

—

and the aid of a small army of Indian

allies, enemies of the Aztecs.

The panorama of the Aztec citadel

across the water seemed to promise

the Spaniards the riches that had
eluded them all their lives. One of

them, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, later

wrote: "To many of us it appeared

doubtful whether we were asleep or

awake . . . never yet did man see,

hear, or dream of anything equal to

our eyes this day." For the Span-

iards, it was a vision of heaven.

Slightly more than a year and half

later, in the early summer of 1521 , it

was a glimpse of hell. Again the
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The main temple-pyramid at the

Maya site of Tikal, Guatemala.

The steep steps of Mesoamerican
pyramids may have facilitated

tumbling down the bodies of

victims after sacrifice.

Spaniards found themselves on the

lakeshore, looking toward the great

capital. But this time they had just

been driven back from the city by the

Aztec army. Sixty-two of their com-
panions had been captured, and

Cortes and the other survivors help-

lessly watched a pageant being en-

acted a mile away across the water on

one of the major temple-pyramids of

the city. As Bernal Diaz later de-

scribed it.

The dismal drum of Huichilobos

sounded again, accompanied by conches,

horns, and trumpetlike instruments. It

was a terrifying sound, and when we
looked at the tall cue [temple-pyramid]

from which it came we saw our comrades

who had been captured in Cortes' defeat

being dragged up the steps to be sacri-

ficed. When they had hauled them up to

a small platform in front of the shrine

where they kept their accursed idols we
saw them put plumes on the heads of

many of them; and then they made them

dance with a sort of fan in front of Huichi-

lobos. Then after they had danced the

papas [Aztec priests] laid them down on

their backs on some narrow stones of sac-

rifice and, cutting open their chests, drew

out their palpitating hearts which they of-

fered to the idols before them.

Cortes and his men were the only

Europeans to see the human sacrifices

of the Aztecs, for the practice ended

shortly after the successful Spanish

conquest of the Aztec empire. But

since the sixteenth century, Aztec

sacrifice has persisted in puzzling

scholars. No human society known to

history approached that of the Aztecs

in the quantities of people offered as

religious sacrifices: 20,000 a year is

a common estimate.

A typical anthropological explana-

tion is that the religion of the Aztecs

required human sacrifices; that their

gods demanded these extravagant,

frequent ofi^erings. This explanation

fails to suggest why that particular

form of religion should have evolved

when and where it did. I suggest that

M. P. Kahl; Bruce Coteman, Inc.

the Aztec sacrifices, and the cultural

patterns surrounding them, were a

natural result of distinctive ecological

circumstances.

Some of the Aztecs' ecological cir-

cumstances were common to ancient

civilizations in general. Recent theo-

retical work in anthropology indi-

cates that the rise of early civili-

zations was a consequence of the

pressures that growing populations

brought to bear on natural resources.

As human populations slowly multi-

plied, even before the development of

plant and animal domestication, they

gradually reduced the wild flora and

fauna available for food and disrupted

the ecological equilibriums of their

environments. The earliest strong ev-

idence of humans causing environ-

mental damage was the extinction of

many big game species in Europe

about 10,000 B.C., and in Ameri

north of Mexico by about 9,000 B,

Simultaneously, human populatic

in broad regions of the Old and Ni

Worlds had to shift increasingly

marine food resources and sma

game hunting. Finally, declini

quantities of wild game and fo

plants made domestication of plai

and animals essential in most regie

of the planet.

In the Old World, domestication

herbivorous mammals, such as catt!

sheep, and pigs, proceeded apa

with that of food plants. By abc

7,200 B.C. in the New World, he
ever, ancient hunters had complete

eliminated herbivores suitable for d

mestication from the area anthi

pologists call Mesoamerica, the i
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J
)n of the future high civilizations of

lixico and Guatemala. Only in the

jidean region and southern South

,nerica did some camel-related spe-

cs, especially the llama and the al-

|ca, manage to survive hunters' on-

!iughts, and thus could be domesti-

,(|led later, along with another impor-

|it local herbivore, the guinea pig.

Mesoamerica, the guinea pig was

t available, and theCamelidae spe-

;s became extinct several thousand

ars before domesticated food pro-

ction had to be seriously under-

cen. Dogs, such as the Mexican
irless, and wildfowl, such as the

"key, had to be bred for protein,

le dog, however, was a far from

tisfactory solution because, as a

rnivore, it competed with its

eeders for animal protein.

The need for intensified domesti-

ted food production was felt early,

anthropologist Robert Carneiro has

linted out, by growing populations

fertile localities circumscribed by
rain poorly suited to farming. In

ch cases, plants always became do-

sticated, climate and environment

rmitting, but herbivorous mam-
als apparently could not, unless ap-

opriate species existed. In Meso-
rierica, the Valley of Mexico, with

fertile and well-watered bottom-

nds surrounded by mountains, fits

11 Carneiro's environmental
odel. In this confined area, popula-

)n was increasing up to the time of

Spanish conquest, and the supply

wild game was declining. Deer

ere nearly gone from the Valley by
e Aztec period.

The Aztecs responded to their in-

easing problems of food supply by
tensifying agricultural production

ith a variety of ingenious tech-

ques, including the reclamation of

)il from marsh and lake bottoms in

e chinampa, or floating garden,

ethod. Unfortunately, their ingenu-

/ could not correct their lack of

suitable domesticable herbivore

lat could provide animal protein and

its. Hence, the ecological situation
' the Aztecs and their Mesoamerican
iighbors was unique among the

orld's major civilizations. I havere-

;ntly proposed the theory that large-

rale cannibalism, disguised as sacri-

;e, was the natural consequence of

lese ecological circumstances.

The contrast between Meso-

america and the Andes, in terms of

the existence of domesticated herbi-

vores, was also reflected in the num-
bers of human victims sacrificed in

the two areas. In the huge Andean
Inca empire, the other major political

entity in the New World at the time

of the conquest, annual human sacri-

fices apparently amounted to a few

hundred at most. Among the Aztecs,

the numbers were incomparably

greater. The commonly mentioned

figure of 20,000, however, is unrelia-

ble. For example, one sixteenth-cen-

tury account states that 20,000 were

sacrificed yearly in the capital city

alone, another reports this as 20,000

infants, and a third claims the same
number as being slaughtered through-

out the Aztec empire on a single par-

ticular day. The most famous specific

sacrifice took place in 1487 at the ded-

ication of the main pyramid in Te-

nochtitlan. Here, too, figures vary:

one source states 20,000, another

72,344, and several give 80,400.

In 1946 Sherburne Cook, a demog-
rapher specializing in American In-

dian populations, estimated an over-

all annual mean of 15,000 victims in

a central Mexican population reck-

oned at two million. Later, however,

he and his colleague Woodrow Borah

revised his estimate of the total cen-

tral Mexican population upward to 25

million. Recently, Borah, possibly

the leading authority on the demog-
raphy of Mexico at the time of the

conquest, has also revised the esti-

mated number of persons sacrificed in

central Mexico in the fifteenth cen-

tury to 250,000 per year, equivalent

to one percent of the total population.

According to Borah, this figure is

consistent with the sacrifice of an esti-

mated 1 ,000 to 3 ,000 persons yearly

at the largest of the thousands of

temples scattered throughout the

Aztec Triple Alliance. The numbers,

of course, were fewer at the lesser

temples, and may have shaded down
to zero at the smallest.

These enormous numbers call for

consideration of what the Aztecs did

with the bodies after the sacrifices.

Evidence of Aztec cannibalism has

been largely ignored or consciously

or unconsciously covered up. For ex-

ample, the major twentieth-century

books on the Aztecs barely mention

it; others bypass the subject com-
pletely. Probably some modern Mex-

icans and anthropologists have been

embarrassed by the topic: the former

partly for nationalistic reasons; the

latter partly out of a desire to portray

native peoples in the best possible

light. Ironically, both these attitudes

may represent European ethnocen-

trism regarding cannibalism—

a

viewpoint to be expected from a cul-

ture that has had relatively abundant

livestock for meat and milk.

A search of the sixteenth-century

literature, however, leaves no doubt

as to the prevalence of cannibalism

among the central Mexicans. The
Spanish conquistadores wrote amply
about it, as did several Spanish priests

who engaged in ethnological research

on Aztec culture shortly after the con-

quest. Among the latter, Bernardino

de Sahagun is of particular interest

because his informants were former

Aztec nobles, who supplied dictated

or written information in the Aztec

language, Nahuatl.

According to these early accounts,

some sacrificial victims were not

eaten, such as children offered by

drowning to the rain god, TIaloc, or

persons suffering skin diseases. But

the overwhelming majority of the

sacrificed captives apparently were

consumed. A principal—and some-

times only—objective of Aztec war
expeditions was to capture prisoners

for sacrifice. While some might be

sacrificed and eaten on the field of bat-

tle, most were taken to home commu-
nities or to the capital, where they

were kept in wooden cages to be fat-

tened until sacrificed by the priests at

the temple-pyramids. Most of the

sacrifices involved tearing out the

heart, offering it to the sun and, with

some blood, also to the idols. The
corpse was then tumbled down the

steps of the pyramid and carried off

to be butchered. The head went on the

local skull rack, displayed in central

plazas alongside the temple-pyra-

mids. At least three of the limbs were

the property of the captor if he had

seized the prisoner without assistance

in battle. Later, at a feast given at the

captor's quarters, the central dish was

a stew of tomatoes, peppers, and the

limbs of his victim. The remaining

torso, in Tenochtitlan at least, went

to the royal zoo where it was used to

feed carnivorous mammals, birds,

and snakes.

Recent archeological research
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lends support to conquistadores' and

informants' vivid and detailed ac-

counts of Aztec cannibalism. Mexi-

can archeologists excavating at an

Aztec sacrificial site in the Tlatelolco

section of Mexico City between 1960

and 1969 uncovered headless human
rib cages completely lacking the limb

bones. Associated with these remains

were some razorlike obsidian blades,

which the archeologists believe were

used in the butchering. Nearby they

also discovered piles of human
skulls, which apparently had been
broken open to obtain the brains, pos-

sibly a choice delicacy reserved for

the priesthood, and to mount the

skulls on a ceremonial rack.

Through cannibalism, the Aztecs

appear to have been attempting to re-

duce very particular nutritional defi-

ciencies. Under the conditions of

high population pressure and class

stratification that characterized the

Aztec state, commoners or lower-

class persons rarely had the opportu-

nity to eat any game, even the domes-
ticated turkey, except on great occa-

sions. They often had to content

themselves with such creatures as

worms and snakes and an edible lake-

surface scum called "stone dung,"
which may have been algae fostered

by pollution from Tenochtitlan. Pre-

liminary research seems to indicate

that although fish and waterfowl were
taken from the lakes, most of the

Aztec poor did not have significant

access to this protein source and were
forced to be near-vegetarians, sub-

sisting mainly on domesticated plant

foods such as maize and beans.

The commoners theoretically

could get the eight essential amino
acids necessary for building body tis-

sues from maize and beans. (A com-
bination of the two foods complement
each other in their essential amino
acid components.) However, recent

nutritional research indicates that in

order to assure that their bodies would
use the eight essential amino acids to

rebuild body tissues, and not simply

siphon off the dietary protein as en-

ergy, the Aztec commoners would
have had to consume large quantities

of maize and beans simultaneously or

nearly simultaneously year-round.

But crop failures and famines were

common. According to Duran, a six-

teenth-century chronicler, poor peo-

ple often could not obtain maize and

beans in the same season, and hence

could not rely upon these plants as a

source of the essential amino acids.

How did the Aztecs know they

needed the essential amino acids?

Like other organisms perfected under

natural selection, the human body is

a homeostatic system that, under con-

ditions of nutritional stress, tends to

seek out the dietary elements in which

it is deficient. Without this innate ca-

pacity, living organisms could not

survive.

Another Aztec dietary problem

was the paucity of fats, which were

so scarce in central Mexico that the

Spaniards resorted to boiling down
the bodies of Indians killed in battle

in order to obtain fat for dressing

wounds and tallow for caulking

boats. While the exact amount of

fatty acids required by the human
body remains a subject of uncertainty

among nutritionists, they agree that

fats, due to their slower rate of metab-

olism, provide a longer-lasting en-

ergy source than carbohydrates. Fatty

meat, by providing not only fat,

which the body will use as energy,

but also essential proteins, assures the

utilization of the essential amino
acids for tissue building. Interest-

ingly, prisoners confined by the

Aztecs in wooden cages prior to sacri-

fice could be fed purely on carbohy-

drates to build up fat.

In contrast to the commoners, the

Aztec elite normally had a diet

enriched by wild game imported from

the far reaches of the empire where

species had not been so depleted. But

even nobles could suffer from fam-

ines and sometimes had to sell their

children into slavery in order to sur-

vive. Not surprisingly, the Aztec elii

apparently reserved for themselve

the right to eat human flesh, and coi

veniently, times of famine meant th

the gods demanded appeasemei

through many human sacrifices.

At first glance, this prohibitic

against commoners eating hume
flesh casts doubt on cannibalism's pc

tential to mobilize the masses <:

Aztec society to engage in wars f(!

prisoners. Actually, the prohibitic

was, if anything, a goad to the low.

class to participate in these wars sim

those who single-handedly took ca|

lives several times gained the right

eat human flesh. Successful warrio

became members of the Aztec eli

and their descendants shared the

privileges. Through the reward •

flesh-eating rights to the group mo
in need of them, the Aztec rulers a

sured themselves an aggressive w
machine and were able to motiva

the bulk of the population, the poo

to contribute to state and upper-cla

maintenance through active partic

pation in offensive military oper

tions. Underlying the war machine

victories, and the resultant sacrifice

were the ecological extremities of tl

Valley of Mexico.

With an understanding of the ir

portance of cannibalism in Aztec ci

ture, and of the ecological reasons f<

its existence, some of the Aztec

more distinctive institutions begin

make anthropological sense. For e

ample, the old question of wheth

the Aztecs' political structure was
was not an "empire" can be reexar

ined. One part of this problem is th

the Aztecs frequently withdrew fro

conquered territory without establis
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ig administrative centers or garri-

ins. This "failure" to consolidate

inquest in the Old World fashion

|zzled Cortes, who asked Mocte-

: ma to explain why he allowed the

irrounded Tlaxcalans to maintain

uir independence. Moctezuma
iportedly replied that his people

. uld thus obtain captives for sacri-

e. Since the Aztecs did not nor-

ally eat people of their own polity,

lich would have been socially and

ilitically disruptive, they needed

arby "enemy" populations on

riom they could prey for captives,

lis behavior makes sense in terms

Aztec cannibalism: from the Aztec

lint of view, the Tlaxcalan state was
eserved as a stockyard. The Aztecs

;re unique among the world's states

having a cannibal empire. Under-

indably, they did not conform to

Id World concepts of empire, based

I economies with domesticated her-

vores providing meat or milk.

The ecological situation of the

ztecs was probably an extreme case

problems general to the high popu-

tion pressure societies of Meso-
nerica. Cannibalism encouraged

e definition of the gods as eaters of

iman flesh and led almost inevitably

emphasis on fierce, ravenous, and

carnivorous deities, such as the jag-

uar and the serpent, which are charac-

teristic of Mesoamerican pantheons.

Pre-Columbian populations could, in

turn, rationalize the more grisly

aspects of large-scale cannibalism as

consequences of the gods' demands.
Mesoamerican cannibalism, dis-

guised as propitiation of the gods, be-

queathed to the world some of its

most distinctive art and architecture.

The temple-pyramids of the Maya
and the Toltecs, and of the pre-Aztec

site at Teotihuacan in the valley of

Mexico, resemble those of the Aztecs

in appearance and probably had simi-

lar uses. Even small touches, such as

the steepness of the steps on pyramids
in Aztec and other Mesoamerican
ruins, become understandable given

the need for efficiently tumbling the

bodies from the sacrificial altars to the

multitudes below. Perhaps those pre-

historic scenes were not too dissimi-

lar from that which Bernal Diaz de-

scribed when his companions were

sacrificed before his eyes in Tenoch-
titlan:

Then they kicked the bodies down the

steps, and the Indian butchers who were
waiting below cut off their arms and legs

and flayed their faces, which they after-

wards prepared like glove leather, with

their beards on , and kept for their drunken

festivals. Then they ate their flesh with a

sauce of peppers and tomatoes.

Gruesome as these practices may
seem, an ecological perspective and

population pressure theory render the

Aztec emphasis on human sacrifice

acceptable as a natural and rational

response to the material conditions of

their existence. In Tristes Tropiques,

the French anthropologist Claude

Levi-Strauss described the Aztecs as

sufi'ering from "a maniacal obsession

with blood and torture." A materi-

alist ecological approach reveals the

Aztecs to be neither irrational nor

mentally ill, but merely human
beings who, faced with unusual sur-

vival problems, responded with un-

usual behavior. D

Skulls of sacrificial victims at

the Aztec site of Tlatelolco,

Mexico City. Mexican archeologists

believe that the holes were made
both to remove the brains and to

mount the skulls on a rack.
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Vest-pocket Turtle
Text and photographs by Jim Cooper
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Confined to a few
midwestern localities,

the Illinois mud turtle

faces a demanding
environment and extinction

The empty shell lay in the scrubby

vegetation beneath a canopy of cedar

boughs. Close examination revealed

it was the shell of an Illinois mud
turtle, but the surroundings offered no

clue to what caused the turtle's de-

mise or to how the shell came to be

atop this sand dune. I had come to Big

Sand Mound in eastern Iowa, to study

this turtle, so I noted my exact loca-

tion and a few details of the find in

my journal and dropped the fist-sized

shell into my field bag.

This was not my first encounter

with the Illinois mud turtle under

what seemed, to my untrained eyes,

to be unusual circumstances. Once,

while rounding a bend in a tractor

road, I had come upon a dead female,

her shell crushed by the recent pas-

sage of a vehicle. The nearest body

of water was almost a half mile away,

and the animal appeared to have been

going in the opposite direction.

Such incidents had sparked my in-

terest in the Illinois mud turtle, a plain

creature whose nearest relative has a

range with a center almost a thousand

miles south in the arid southwestern

Recently emerged from hibernation,

an Illinois mud turtle moves

slowly over a barren stretch of

Big Sand Mound in eastern Iowa,

possibly in search of a pond
in which to begin feeding.

United States. What I learned in two

years of study was the probable role

of a rigorous and changing environ-

ment in the evolution of a geo-

graphically isolated turtle

.

Kinosternon fiavescens spooneri is

not nearly as imposing a creature as

its scientific name. It is rarely more

than five inches long, and its domed
shell is a dingy olive or brown with

no ornamentation. The turtle's distin-

guishing features are its bright yellow

chin, a plastron with two well-devel-

oped transverse hinges, and a dis-

agreeable odor that issues from musk
glands when the animal senses a

threat.

Despite its generally unremarkable

physical appearance, the Illinois mud
turtle does have several charac-

teristics to attract the student of natu-

ral history: its distribution is sharply

limited, the area it inhabits is a rem-

nant prairie, and it appears to have

adaptations to a drier environment

than that in which it is found. In addi-

tion, the Illinois mud turtle is a mem-
ber of a largely unsmdied group of

turtles—the mud and musk turtle

family.

In eastern Muscatine County,

Iowa, bordered by the Mississippi

River, is Big Sand Mound. Occupy-

ing about 1 ,500 acres, this formation

is one of the outstanding features of

Muscatine Island, a vaguely defined

region delineated by an old channel

of the river. From the highway that

skirts its western edge. Big Sand

Mound appears as a large hump,

roughly two miles long, rising fifty to

sixty feet above the river flood plain.

The mound had its origin in the wind-

blown sediments of a prehistoric

lake, located about twenty miles to

the west, and its ecological charac-

teristics are anomalous to the sur-
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Distribution of lilinois mud turtle

Distribution of yellow mud turtle

rounding countryside. Topographi-

cally, it is similar to Nebraska's Sand

Hills or the dune country around Lake

Michigan.

Parts of the mound's slopes are

covered with prairie grasses and

heavily forested in oak, hickory, red

cedar, and ash, while the top is

mostly cultivated. The mound's east-

ern edge is a sparsely vegetated re-

gion of shifting sands—small dunes

that form and re-form, sometimes

burying tree trunks ten to twenty feet

up. However, three distinct types of

aquatic habitats occur there. A large,

shallow oxbow lake winds around the

northern and eastern edges of the

mound. This lake, almost completely

ringed in willow growth, is separated

from the Mississippi by a large dike.

Several permanent ponds lie just

south of the oxbow, while in the sur-

rounding sandy lowlands, scattered

temporary ponds hold water usually

until midsummer. These three habi-

tats and the adjacent sands support the

largest known population of Illinois

mud turtles. Western hognose
snakes, ornate box turdes, and other

relict Plains animals also inhabit the

dunes, and scattered among the

grasses are prickly pear cacti.

April is the month of awakening

for the hibernating denizens of the

mound. Dazed and sluggish, they

emerge to begin another year. Among
them is the Illinois mud turde.

For several weeks after emerging

from hibernation, mud turtles rarely

enter water. Temperatures in the

ponds are usually too low to permit

activity and so the turtles undertake

overland journeys of considerable

length. These apparently random
movements may be related to the

turtles seeking water warm enough to

begin activity.

As seasonal temperatures moder-

ate, the turtles begin entering water

in search of food. In early May, they

sometimes move into shallow water

in the early morning and remain still

for several hours before advancing

into deeper water to feed. Such activ-

ity is a form of temperature regula-

tion: the sun-warmed shallows ele-

vate the turtle's body temperature

from 18° to 32° C, preparing it for

activity in the cooler depths. Also,

such behavior may serve to concen-

trate the turtles in groups, facilitating

courtship and mating, both of which
occur in water. By mid-May, the

turtles begin to bask. Small groups of

isolated individuals rest watchfully

on floating debris or exposed shore-

lines while the sun is high.

Once the waters have warmed
enough to permit extended immer-

sion, mud turtles are rarely seen on
land unless they are venturing be-

tween ponds. Terrestrial excursions

are usually restricted to the morning
or late evening.

Rising temperatures in June bring

further alterations to the Illinois mud
turtle's daily routine. Basking now
shifts from exposed to shaded sites

and the turtles begin spending less

time at the surface of the water. Some
turtles, instead of basking, just float

motionless at the surface, submerg-

ing to the depths at the slightest dis-

turbance.

In the water, mud turtles fora

over the bottom in search of fi!

crustaceans, and insects. Aqua
vegetation and decayed animal mat
are eaten, but aquatic beetles, drj

onfly larvae, and other larval inse(

are the major items in their diet

early summer, mud turtles feed hcE

ily on the fairy shrimp that teem
the warm, shallow waters of seasoi

ponds. As the summer progress

they shift to foraging in the mud
ooze that bottoms the larger bodies

water. A favored source of inse

prey is the flooded woodland that si

rounds a large lake after extended p

riods of heavy rain.

Middle to late June is the beginni

of Illinois mud turtle nesting on E

Sand Mound. Shallow excavations

the sand, some surrounded by
crushed and dried remnants of tur

eggs left behind by marauding sku

and raccoons, are visual evidence tl

nesting has begun.

Predation pressure is highest di

ing a period of several days followi

egg laying, because the femal(^

scent is still strong and the disturb)

sand marks the nest site. Female mii

turtles construct more elaborate ne i

than many other species, sometirris

even constructing false nests that <|j

identical in configuration to the ni

ones. The female may remain ii

false nest for several days befcj

moving to a new site. This behav:

is possibly a mechanism to thw
predators by increasing the effort

volved in dining on turtle eggs.

The female mud turtle seeks a sj

among scattered clumps of gra|
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lually on an east-facing slope and

;A'ays within a few hundred feet of

iter. She begins to burrow with her

relegs, vigorously tossing the sand

hind her. When only the rear mar-

n (if her shell is exposed, the turtle

verses herself in the burrow. She

en pushes sand upward, covering

s entrance above her. The female

ys from two to six hard-shelled, el-

)tical eggs, then uncovers herself

id replaces the sand. The charac-

ristic of enclosing herself within the

St distinguishes the Illinois mud
rtle from the majority of turtle spe-

;s. Most turtles simply scoop a de-

ession in the sand with their hind

gs, deposit the eggs, and scrape

bris and earth over them before re-

rning to water.

How long a female mud turtle re-

ains in the nest is as yet unknown,
early July, I came across a circle

moist sand about six inches in di-

neter; its moistness indicated it was
freshly dug nest. Digging into it, I

.tracted a female mud turtle, blink-

g at the brilliance of the sunlight.

;neath her in the excavation were

ur still moist eggs. I returned the

rtle to her nest, covered it, and left,

^turning an hour later, I found the

irface of the nest as I had left it. But

lamination disclosed that the female

id departed. How long she would
ive remained had I not disturbed

her, 1 cannot guess. This is not to

imply that the turtle was tending the

nest; more likely her actions were re-

lated to temperature regulation. In

July, surface sand temperatures can

become inhospitably high. Mud
turtles traveling overland at this time

sometimes deal with the extreme tem-

perature by spending the hottest part

of the day in a burrow, emerging at

sunset to resume activity. Such was
probably the case with this female.

Young Illinois mud turtles hatch in

September and are approximately the

diameter of a quarter. They resemble

adults in marking and coloration ex-

cept for the presence of a series of

black spots on the upper shell and an

irregular black blotch on the under-

side. Attached to the lower shell is the

bright yellow yolk sac that provides

nourishment to the young turtle

through the first weeks of its life. I

was not able to determine the time of

emergence from the nest, but data

from other mud turtle species suggest

that the young might remain in the

nest after hatching, live off the yolk

sac, then hibernate until the following

spring.

One might expect that exposure to

Iowa's withering July and August
heat would cause the mud turtles to

become even less terrestrial than they

are in June. Instead, a reversal in be-

havior takes place at this time. As

temperatures soar into the nineties,

basking in water ceases and mud
turtles begin to appear more fre-

quently on land, sometimes even at

midday. By late July the turtles begin

leaving the ponds in the early morn-

ing and moving into the sand where

they bury themselves during the heat

of the day, emerging at night to return

to the ponds.

This behavior appears to be an ad-

aptation to a grassland environment

of high summer temperature and an

intermittent water supply. As the

smaller ponds begin to dry up, day-

time water temperatures reach poten-

tially lethal levels, forcing the turtles

out. In the moist sand beneath the

vegetated slopes, temperatures re-

main tolerable. While pond and sur-

face temperatures exceed 40°C , sub-

surface sand temperatures remain a

tolerable 25° to 27°. The mrtles move
back and forth at first, burying them-

selves in the daytime and emerging to

Young turtles bask in

the rays of the midday
sun. At this stage of

their lives, they are

vulnerable to such predators

as skunks and raccoons.
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return to the ponds late at night. This

appears to be a relict behavioral pat-

tern. Alterations of the aquatic habi-

tats on the mound have resulted in

some areas that are deep enough and

large enough to remain habitable

throughout the hot days of summer.

Such behavior increases into early

August when activity abruptly

ceases. Suddenly the sand surface is

devoid of mud turtles, as are the

ponds. Other mrtle species continue

their activities, sometimes even bask-

ing; but at this time, no amount of

trapping, netting, or tramping

through the sand produces even a

glimpse of an Illinois mud turtle.

August is the month of aestivation

for Illinois mud turtles on Big Sand

Mound. A behavioral mechanism
that aids certain animals in surviving

periods of extreme heat, aestivation

is particularly important to animals

that inhabit arid and desert regions.

As temperatures rise to unfavorable

levels, the animal selects a cool

place , usually beneath the soil surface

or in the damp ooze at the bottom of

a drying pond. Here it remains in a

state of dormancy until more tolera-

ble conditions prevail.

So, after a period of movement to

and from the ponds, the mud turtles

simply settle into a sandy burrow near

the overheated waters. The water

table at the mound is very high; and

the root systems of the plant cover

help to retain some of the thirty-three

inches of annual precipitation. The
ponds along the eastern edge of the

mound are not much higher than the

Mississippi River. Some of these

ponds, where most Illinois mud turtle

activity occurs, actually rise and fall

with the river. On the higher slopes,

where burrowing takes place, moist

sand is seldom more than a foot be-

neath the surface. In the cool sand,

the turtles await the return of more
moderate weather.

The turtles sometimes go directly

from aestivation to hibernation, re-

maining inactive from August until

the following spring. During such

years the Illinois mud turtle might

have the shortest annual activity pe-

riod of any turtle—fewer than one

hundred days.

Much Illinois mud turtle behavior

centers around its thermoregulatory

demands. A cold-blooded vertebrate

inhabiting areas of temperature

extremes beyond those it can phys-

iologically tolerate must evolve be-

havioral adaptations to regulate its

temperature.

During late Tertiary and Pleisto-

cene times, the Southern Great Plains

Corridor, a broad belt of land extend-

ing from southwestern North
America northward along the eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains into

Canada, played an important role in

reptile dispersal. From population

centers in the Southwest and the Mex-
ico Plateau, subtropical species ad-

vanced northward with favorable cli-

matic changes and retreated south

when adverse conditions prevailed.

Among the reptiles that used this dis-

persal route were the ornate box

turtle, western hognose snake, and

the yellow mud turtle {Kinosternon

flavescens). Responding to increas-

ing aridity in the Southwest and Great

Plains, the yellow mud turtle evolved

specialized traits. Conditions de-

manded that the turtles move about in

the early spring to find water warm
enough to begin such activities as

feeding and mating. In summer, it be-

came necessary to locate waters cool

enough to continue such activities.

Predominantly aquatic, the turtles

still had to develop a tolerance for

extended terrestrial activity. When no

suitable aquatic habitat was avail-

able, as during late-summer drought,

aestivation was necessary to enable

the turtle to survive until more tolera-

ble conditions returned, while hiber-

nation provided a means of with-

standing the bitter prairie winters. In

areas where environmental condi-

tions moderated, these extreme be-

haviors lingered on as relicts, re-

minders of the species' ancestry.

Today, three subspecies of the yel-

low mud turtle are recognized. Kin-

osternon flavescens flavescens occurs

widely throughout the southwestern

United States, ranging from Ne-

braska to Mexico. Adapted to the arid

conditions of the Plains, it can be

found in temporary ponds and pot-

holes, and more recently, in cattle

troughs. K. f. stejnegeri, the Mexican
yellow mud turtle, is found in Mex-
ico. The Illinois mud turtle has the

most limited distribution. It now
occurs in only a few localities in east-

ern Iowa and Illinois—areas charac-

terized as remnant sand prairie.

This pattern of distribution sug-

Illinois mud turtles prey

aquatic organisms, ranging fr

small fish to fairy shrimp, c

scavenge for decaying fish fle

This adult is feeding on a yoi

bluegill it has just captur

gests that the ancestral yellow m
turtle was once found over a larj

area of North America. Changi

conditions, brought about by the

vance and retreat of glacial ice ai

more recently, by the arrival of mi

might have resulted in the turtle's (

appearance over some of that ar<

with only a few populations rema
ing in ecological pockets that retain

some favorable characteristics. Su

separation would eventually lead

the formation of subspecies and pre

ably accounts for the presence of t

Illinois mud turtle.

As with any animal that occup

an extremely limited range, the I

nois mud turtle's future is far frc

assured. The dwindling of the prai

has resulted in the loss of much pote

tial mud turtle habitat. Man's acti'

ties, such as draining sloughs and p(

holes and cultivating grasslanc

have also aggravated conditions,

deed the Illinois mud turtle seems

be declining in numbers. Populatio

have decreased in Illinois in rece

years and disappeared in Missoi

where the subspecies formerly

isted; in Iowa the turtle is almost i

clusively confined to the tiny area

Muscatine Island, near an area

rapid industrialization. Such popul

tion declines may be a result of nat

ral trends or of the encroachments

man; most likely they are a combir

tion of the two. Whatever the caus

it is unlikely that the trend will

reversed.

Eggshells scattered around

Illinois mud turtle's nest a

evidence of a raid by a skunk

raccoon. Nest mortality is highe

during the period when the female

scent is still strong on the ne:
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Drums of Calanda
Text and photographs by Tor Eigeland

Each Good Friday this sleepy town awakens

with a sudden clamor before

resuming its repose for another year

As the church bells struck noon on Good Friday, the

best drumsticks of the best drummer hit the best drum in

Calanda. Gently but firmly, an intricate rhythm began to

shape patterns of beats and syncopated, staccato sounds.

The thousands of other drums in the little town were si-

lent. Tomas Gascon, tall, dark, and strong, drummed on.

An enchanted anticipation filled the air. Suddenly, Tomas

Gascon stopped and, in the dead silence that followed,

half smiled.

Then all hell broke loose. Twelve hundred small sticks

struck six hundred small drums, and four hundred big

sticks pounded upon four hundred bombos—large bass

drums. The noise hit one in the guts like the fist of a

heavyweight boxer. It was earsplitting, shattering, fright-

ening. People who do not venture into Calanda on this

day claim that the drums can be heard seven miles away.
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At any other time of year Calanda is a quiet town of

some 4,000 souls and many animals located in the middle

of farming country in lower Aragon—about 200 miles

east and slightly to the north of Madrid. To outsiders,

Calanda—with its ageless, clustered houses—is unre-

markable , typical of thousands of other towns that dot the

Spanish countryside. To the townspeople, however, it is

remarkable not only for its annual drumming ceremony

but also as the birthplace of filmmaker Luis Buiiuel.

Neither rich nor poor, the town is very old—nobody
knows for certain how old. Its narrow streets are lined

with two- or three-story, ocher-gray buildings, whose
ground floors hold several bars and many small and simple

shops. The town's heart, the Plaza de la Iglesia, is domi-

nated by a cathedral. Anyone who is not at home or out

of town can generally be found in the plaza. Even so, the

hot midday sun usually empties it of people until dusk,

when it fills with groups talking and strolling. But at noon
on Good Friday, it churns with an expectant crowd.

A lull follows the first frantic drumming while religious

processions form. A statue of Jesus bearing his cross is

carried out of the cathedral on a float. Statues of the Virgin

Mary and other religious figures follow. "Roman" sol-

diers, looking as if they had always been here, accompany
the floats, as do long rows of drummers in purple tunics

and pointed Ku Klux Klan-like peaked hoods. The drums
return to a steady beat: "Da-rrramm-da-rrramm-da-
rrramm, da-rrrammarrrarrammarra-rrramm." Jesus and

the Virgin Mary rock back and forth as the people carrying



the floats follow the rhythm of the drums. Solemnly, the

procession winds its way through the streets of Calanda,

then returns to the cathedral for the Mass.

A free-for-all of drumming follows the Mass. Bands

of from ten to thirty drummers swarm through the town,

stopping outside the homes of friends and families , where

according to tradition, they are served cookies and wine.

Other drummers stay in the plaza—alone or in constantly

moving groups, fragmenting and re-forming with new

people. When overcome by thirst or fatigue or both, the

drummers stroll into one of the bars for wine or beer.

Although the drinking is constant, there is no drunk-

enness; the Calandinos imbibe just enough to keep going.

And with the clamoring of the drums, there is no room

for shouting or yelling or even for the crying of babies.

The few tourists present are treated with friendly indif-

ference. The big occasion to them is an enormous drum

that they can bang on.

After a few hours, the relentless pounding on the

bombos begins to break the skin of the drummers' hands

and blood colors the big drums. Some seem not to mind

or notice; others put on gloves when the pain becomes

too great. Perhaps the flowing blood represents a religious

purification.

In the late afternoon, another mass followed by a rest

period provides a hiatus from the din. But at about 10:00

P.M. the drumming starts up again. It does not stop until

2:00 p. M. the next day. During this sixteen-hour period,

the constant, thunderous drumming becomes hypnotic,

the drummers hypnotized. Religious fervor, country

wine, and more blood on the bombos are some of

ingredients of this annual scene. During the night, pe(

have been known to stroll straight into the countrys

oblivious, drumming, and muttering to themselves.

The year that I observed the drumming ritual, a bio

woman in a light blue blouse provided a stark, somev

Buriuelesque sight as her strong right arm slammed

drumstick on the pale tan bomiio-skin. Caught up in

steady surge of the rhythm, she was indifferent to

lacerations on her hand and fingers caused by hitting

edge of the big drum; the patch of red blood slo

spreading over it, provided a startling contrast in col

The woman later put on a glove but kept on drumn

till the end.

The bars stayed busy and were open all night. In

relative quiet behind the closed doors, I asked sev.

people about the origin of this curious custom. Toi

Gascon's reply was typical
:

' 'I've played since my moi

carried me in her arms. And my father played since

was a baby. I think we have always played the dn

here." A priest said that drums were probably first he

in Calanda in 1643 when Roman soldiers appearec

present a full coat of armor from the Roman authori

to a Calanda notable by the name of Miguel Pellicer.

At 2:00 p. M. on Saturday, the drumming stops a]

once after a brief ceremony. The silence is almos

deafening as the beginning of the drumming on G
Friday. Half-stunned, the people stroll off alone or in 1

and threes . Half an hour later Calanda is just a quiet, d\

little town again.
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he Pit and the Antlion
Howard Topoff

ant that stumbles into this

is on a one-way slide to

waiting jaws of death

n insect larva is a transient con-

;r inside of which are developing

le important evolutionary adapta-

5 of the adult organism. But a

can lead an existence every bit

ascinating and complex as the

t. Even without such structures as

js and copulatory organs, an in-

larva is a mature animal in many
ects, often possessing specialized

nations that endow it with a life-

; markedly different from its adult

nts. One of the best examples of

a developmental dichotomy is

antlion, which together with the

onflies, owlflies, and lacewings

ngs to the order Neuroptera.

he adult antlion, with its long,

ider body and delicate out-

ched wings, resembles a dam-

y. The larva, by contrast, is a

hly wedge-shaped creature that

ids almost all of its time hidden

;ath the soil. Because their spe-

ized structural and behavioral ad-

tions make them efficient and dra-

ic predators, antlion larvae are

ng the few nonpest insects to

; generated more behavioral stud-

han the adult forms,

/hat has made larval antlions a fa-

te study subject for more than 200
s is their behavior of constructing

nnel-shaped pit in dry sand and

zing upon small terrestrial animals

antlion waits for prey at

bottom of its pit. A victim

falls into the trap

lared in a death grip

he antlion 's mandibles.

that accidentally fall into it. As its

common name implies, the antlion

larva feeds predominantly upon the

many species of ants that forage in its

environment, not because of any
unique feeding specialization, but

simply because ants are usually the

most abundant wingless arthropods

wherever antlions are found. The
larva will, in fact, just as readily con-

sume a wide variety of arthropods,

including spiders, sowbugs, cater-

pillars, and beetles.

An antlion excavates its pit by
moving backward in a circle , using its

oval-shaped abdomen as a plow and

its flat head as a shovel for flicking

sand upward. When the pit is com-
pleted, the larva lies motionless on
the bottom, concealed beneath the

sand, with only its long, piercing

mandibles exposed. When a foraging

ant or other suitably small prey acci-

dentally steps over the rim of a pit,

the sand particles making up that por-

tion of the sloping wall roll down-
ward, carrying the victim to the

skewerlike mandibles of the waiting

antlion.

Frequently, the antlion does not

successfully impale its prey on the

first attempt, and the prey tries to

escape up the angled wall and out of

the pit. But as the potential victim

scurries upward, it dislodges the tiny

dry sand particles beneath it and finds

itself on a treadmill—moving its legs

as fast as it can but making no upward
progress. To make matters worse for

the prey, the antlion responds to the

mechanical stimulation of the minia-

ture sand avalanche resulting from
this activity by flicking its head up-

ward and showering the prey with

sand. As this storm of loose sand falls

on the slope of the pit it speeds up the

treadmill effect. The prey loses

ground and eventually tumbles back

toward the waiting antlion.

As soon as it has trapped the prey

with its mandibles, the antlion moves
backward, dragging the victim

deeper into the sand and sucking out

its protein-rich body fluids. Holding

on to its prey is no simple task, espe-

cially when an antlion snares an ani-

mal considerably larger than itself.

Here it is aided by a morphological

adaptation consisting of numerous
hair tufts that project anteriorly. Any-
one who has ever used a toggle bolt

will appreciate how these hairs func-

tion. When the antlion moves back-

ward, the hairs bend and offer little

resistance. But when a struggling

prey organism attempts to pull the

antlion forward, the hairs flare out-

ward and anchor into the substrate.

For several springs, I have led an

animal behavior class at The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History's

Southwestern Research Station in

Arizona. We worked exclusively

with Myrmeleon immaculatus, a spe-

cies extremely abundant in the fine

silt deposited along the banks of a

creek near the research station. Many
of our observations focused on the ac-

tual process of pit construction. We
noted that before a pit is excavated,

the larva moves just beneath the sub-

strate, flicking sand continuously as

it plows backward across the terrain.

When a larva moves backward in this

fashion, it leaves a narrow furrow in

front of it, much as would be created

by dragging the tip of your finger

lightly across the sand. Because the

path of the larva can seem tortuous,

these movements are called doodles,

hence another popular name for the

antlion: doodlebug.

The success of both doodling and

pit construction requires the antlion to

overcome several formidable prob-

lems. Digging through sand with

efficiency is one. The antlion accom-

plishes this by utilizing a variety of
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Tangential Flick for obstacles up to 5x the antlion 's body weight Lateral Flick, 5x to 8x body weight

morphological specializations. Fore-

most among these is the shape of the

larva's abdomen, with its relatively

blunt anterior end gradually tapering

toward the posterior—the direction of

movement. This shape enables the

antlion to slide easily backward

through the dense substrate when the

hind legs move forward on their

power stroke. The animal is also

aided by its hair tufts, which bend

forward when the animal moves
backward, but which fan outward and

anchor it when the legs move back on

their return stroke. (This prevents the

animal from simply oscillating back

and forth in the sand.) In addition to

functioning as anchors, one particular

group of tufts on the ventral surface

of the abdomen seems to have an ad-

ditional function. These tufts occur

along two longitudinal ridges and the

hairs growing from them are longer

than those on most other parts of the

body. This arrangement actually

creates two furrows relatively devoid

of sand. As a result, when the larva's

hind legs move backward on the re-

turn stroke, they move within these

air pockets, thus encountering far less

resistance than when moving through

the sand on the power stroke.

Because pit construction is almost

invariably preceded by some amount
of doodling, biologists have always

assumed that doodling is important in

enabling the antlion to sample the en-

vironment and locate a suitable site

for its pit. It has never been made
clear, however, exactly which

parameters of the environment pro-

vided the selection pressure for the

evolution of doodling. For example,

it is doubtful that substrate type is the

key parameter, because antlions are

not terribly fussy about the medium
in which they dig. The published lit-

erature shows that pits have been

found in quartz sand, red sandstone,

dust, humus, rotted wood, gypsum,

and even coal ashes. The only con-

sistent requirement seems to be that

the substrate be composed of small,

dry, loose particles. Furthermore, be-

cause these variables are properties of

the substrate itself, the larva is un-

doubtedly capable of responding to

them without ever raising its head

above the sand. But this is precisely

the outstanding feature of doodling.

As the antlion pushes its way back-

ward through the sand, it repeatedly

flicks sand upward, thus raising its

head above the soil surface. It would

make sense, therefore, if the primary

adaptive function of doodling ena-

bled the antlion to respond to environ-

mental cues whose energy source was

capable of stimulating receptors lo-

cated on its head. The obvious candi-

dates for this job are the well-devel-

oped eyes, which are situated on both

sides of the head, close to the base of

the mandibles. But what does the per-

ception of light have to do with locat-

ing a site for a pit?

One indirect clue, pointed out in

practically every field study of ant-

lions, is that pits are seldom found in

greatly exposed areas. They tend to

be concentrated instead beneath

or other natural overhangs. Theli

vantage of such locations is grqj

protection from the sun, large anji

traffic, wind, and rain. Although

cannot be certain at this early si

of the project, our studies have l(

vided some circumstantial evid(|i

that the larvae actively locate tlli

sheltered sites by means of a vi

orientation process that takes p
during doodling.

When we released captured
j

lions within our experimental
f|

much of the sand surface was covi

with patches of shade produced bj

surrounding trees and the early mi

ing sun. The larvae doodled in rr

directions during early morning,

all activity ceased throughout the

test part of the day—late morning

early afternoon. Late in the ali

noon, however, a second burs

doodling occurred. As the sun hea,

westward toward the horizon,

shaded areas on the sand sun,

gradually receded eastward. By
|

time, all the antlions were also c

dling in an easterly direction, >l|

some minor scattering, so that by

set the experimental plot was covt
;|

with a series of relatively straight

parallel doodles. Some of the antl

were actually keeping pace with

moving shadows. Although it was

clear whether the antlions were

sponding directly to the darke

areas of shaded sand, to some as|

of the leaf and branch pattern fron

trees, or to temperature gradatic
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y were all clearly moving toward

shaded locations.

Jometime between 5:00 and 7:00

., each antlion abruptly ceased

)dling in a straight line and began

nove in an almost perfect circle,

construction had begun. As each

lion circled backward, it contin-

to flick sand up over its body and

of the circular furrow. When it

iipleted the first circle, it moved
ard and continued along another

le of slightly smaller diameter.

5 larva continued this pattern of

vement until an inverted cone was
med, then it took up a predatory

ition and ceased activity.

\n antlion often finds its backward

vement during pit excavation

eked by small stones, pieces of

gs, and other debris. One response

this situation is for the antlion to

!r its course slightly and simply

jass the obstacle. Unless the stone

exceedingly massive, however,

re are several reasons why this is

the most effective adjustment. If

antlion shifts its circling pattern

wardly, around the pebble, it will

\ encounter the pebble again while

a\Liting the interior of the pit. On
other hand, if the antlion bypasses

stone by moving inward, the ob-

jle winds up perched near the rim

the crater. Unfortunately, this

n.s out to be only a temporary solu-

1 because the action of wind and

sing animals could easily cause

pebble to fall back into the pit. In

iition, obstacles around the rim of

Radial Push, more than lOx body weight

the pit may cause potential prey orga-

nisms to alter their direction away
from the pit.

In order to study the antlion's re-

sponse to obstacles, we collected sev-

eral dozen larvae, ranging in weight

from 14 to 54 mg, and placed them
in coffee cans filled with fine sand

from their field environment. Each
evening when the animals were en-

gaged in pit construction, we care-

fully placed pebbles of varying

weight directly in their paths. We
found that the strategy of altering the

direction of circling is indeed used by
the antlion, but only when the ob-

stacle is so massive that it cannot be

budged. When this occurs, however,

the antlion doesn't merely move
around the pebble. Instead, it actually

stops circling, doodles to another area

several centimeters away, and exca-

vates an entirely new pit. If the ob-

stacle is at all movable, however, the

antlion promptly removes it. We dis-

covered that the Myrmeleon larva

possesses at least four different mech-
anisms for removing pebbles from its

pit, depending upon how heavy the

pebble is in relation to its own weight.

Very small pebbles, weighing

from a fraction to approximately five

times the weight of the antlion, are

treated like ordinary grains of sand.

The antlion moves backward under

the pebble until its head is positioned

directly beneath and then flicks the

obstacle out of the pit by catapulting

it upward and back over the long axis

of its body. Because the path traveled

by the pebble is along a tangent to the

circular groove in which the antlion

is digging, we have termed this mech-
anism of pebble removal a "tangen-

tial flick."

A slightly heavier object, between

five and eight times more massive

than the antlion, elicits a noticeably

different response. Although the ant-

lion assumes the same position as for

a tangential flick, it now heaves the

pebble laterally, perpendicular to its

body axis, away from the center of

the pit. The adaptive value of this

"lateral flick" is that the pebble now
has to travel a shorter distance in

order to clear the outer wall of the pit.

If the pebble is approximately ten

times the weight of the larva, the in-

sect switches to a third mechanism,
one that we call a "radial flick." The
name of this procedure stems from
the fact that the antlion now rotates

its body 90 degrees, lining itself up
along the radius of the circle, with its

head facing toward the center. In this

position, as in the previous lateral

flick, the pebble is thrown out along

the shortest path possible . The advan-

tage to the antlion of taking this posi-

tion for heavier pebbles is that by
heaving the stone backward along its

body axis, the animal is using its most

powerful stroke.

The radial flick is the last mecha-

nism available to the antlion for

catapulting objects out of the pit.

When it encounters an obstacle that

is heavier than ten times its own
weight, it initially makes several at-
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A wandering ant has stumbled ii

)

an antlion 's pit. Alerted by

cascading grains of silt loosed b

the ant, the antlion awaits its pri

with poised mandibles (1). Havi,

eluded its predator's first attack

ant scrambles up the 38- to

42-degree slope of the pit in an

attempt to escape. The antlion

furiously flicks silt upward,

preventing the ant from gainin^^

purchase (2). After the ant is fin

trapped, the antlion sucks out ii.s

body fluids (3). Finished with its

meal, the antlion flings the prey

carcass out of the pit (4).

tempts to toss it into the air. Bi

the animal's musculature cannot
]

vide the necessary power, the pel

merely jiggles slightly on the suri

of the sand. After several futile

tempts at flicking, the antl

emerges from the sand, places the

of its abdomen against the stone,

slowly pushes it radially up the si

of the crater and out of the pit, si

ping only after the pebble is sev

centimeters from the rim. Then
antlion does an about-face, mc
back down the slope, reenters

sand, and resumes excavating.

Observing an antlion remov
pebble by means of this radial p
is reminiscent of the legend of S:

phus, king of Corinth. In Gr
mythology, Sisyphus was the or

iest of men. When Death came
him, he instructed his wife noi

offer the traditional sacrifice to

dead. Upon arriving in the um
world, however, Sisyphus cc

plained that his wife was not do

her duty. He even managed to

vince Hades, god of the underwoi

to permit him to return to the upj

world to punish his wife. It was

a trick, of course, and when Sisyp:

returned he and his wife lived

gether for many more years. After

tering the underworld for the sec(

time when he died of old age, Sm
phus was handed a most unusual p;il

ishment. His task consisted of rollj]

a huge rock up and out of a dj

crater. Each time the boulder neai(

the rim, however, it rolled backdc i

to the center of the crater and he
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,ait over. Thus Sisyphus's task

' d an eternity.

" n antlion is not usually con-

'^'Ited with precisely the same prob-

>
I Sisyphus had. Because most nat-

ty occurring stones are irregularly

*|ied and have somewhat flattened

Pfices. they do not automatically

5^ down into the pit if the animal

"fientarily loses contact. The ant-

e's task is also simplified in that the

lal push need not be executed in

"( continuous movement. Instead,

' fmimal might push the stone part-

is up the slope, stop for several sec-

''(>, and then resume pushing.

^*fe decided to put the antlion to the

f^nate Sisyphean test by repeating
i"! obstacle experiment, this time

Wg perfectly spherical ball bear-

H . The result was an exhibition of

P'ncing that would be the envy of

1

1 circus seal. Once again, the ant-

'? emerged on the surface of the

'H after several unsuccessful at-

i'ipts at flicking a heavy steel ball.

P'aced its abdomen against the ball

'I started pushing slowly up the

He of the crater. Almost immedi-

%, however, the smooth ball

in to shift position so that the tip

i'le larva's abdomen was no longer

applying force through the center of

the ball. The antlion responded with

a series of compensatory movements,
similar to those one would make
while balancing a broomstick verti-

cally on the tip of an outstretched

finger. Whenever the ball slipped ei-

ther toward the right or left, the ant-

lion reacted by shifting its abdomen
in the same direction just far enough

so that it was properly recentered on

the ball.

When we repeated this experiment

several times , it became obvious that

we had just about approached the

limit of the antlion's capability for be-

havioral adjustment. As the animal

pushed the sphere up the slope, its

abdomen was in an almost constant

state of movement. More times than

not, however, the larva lost control,

the ball rolled down to the center of

the pit, and the larva, like Sisyphus,

had to start again.

Although placing pebbles and ball

bearings in the paths of antlions dur-

ing pit construction may at first glance

seem to be little more than clever

tricks designed by scientists to amuse
themselves, these experiments can

answer questions of fundamental im-

portance. Animal behaviorists often

The hairs on an antlion are adaptive

in prey capture. When a victim

attempting to escape tugs at

the predator, the hairs flare

outward and anchor the antlion.

use the term "stereotyped" when re-

ferring to the behavior of an organism

whose capacity for adjusting is rela-

tively limited. A serious problem

arises, however, when this conclu-

sion is reached as a result of studies

conducted only in the species' natural

environment. On the one hand, it may
indeed be true that the organism sim-

ply does not possess the neural com-
plexity necessary for a wide range of

behavioral flexibility. On the other

hand, it is also possible that novel sit-

uations arise infrequently, so that the

organism only occasionally has the

opportunity to demonstrate its com-
plete range of behavioral patterns.

This is one of the principal rationales

for conducting carefully controlled

experiments in a laboratory setting.

By testing the organism under a vari-

ety of experimental conditions, the
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investigator can often elucidate, in a

short time, a range of behavioral

processes that might take many
months of field study to uncover. Al-

though our class experiments repre-

sent only the very first stages of a

thorough research program, we have

already demonstrated that the antlion

Myrmeleon immaculatus possesses a

far greater potential for behavioral

adjustments than had previously been

reported.

Although the excavation of pits by
antlions has often been compared

with the building activities of other

arthropods, such as spiders, caddis-

flies, and honeybees, our findings

concerning the antlion's behavioral

plasticity suggest that the analogy is

a poor one. Consider, for example,

the beautiful cartwheel pattern of the

orb web built by Araneus diade-

matus, one of the master weavers of

the spider world. If the spider merely

moved from one support to another,

haphazardly depositing threads of

silk along the framework, the result

would undoubtedly be little more
than a silky mass (and probably a

silky mess). The formation of an opti-

mal snare requires Araneus to utilize

a precise sequence of its own intrinsic

behavioral patterns and not rely on

being helped by factors in its external

environment.

In the case of the antlion, by con-

trast, the evolutionary process has

taken a very different direction. The
success of the antlion's behavior is

guaranteed precisely because the or-

ganism is adapted for taking maxi-

mum advantage of the physical

properties of the substrate in which it

is excavating. As a result, its behav-

ior can be quite variable, yet still pro-

duce an inverted conical pit with ideal

trapping properties.

To understand how this works,

consider the following simple exer-

cise, one that anyone can perform at

a sandy beach. A cylindrical pail is

filled with the dry sand found far from

the water's edge and carefully in-

verted on a flat surface. The resultant

mound of sand will not have the cy-

lindrical geometry of the pail. Be-

cause the sand is dry, particles slide

past each other as soon as the pail is

lifted, so that the mound will be rela-

tively cone shaped. The angle by

which the wall of the cone slopes up-

ward from the base will always be

similar as long as the same substrate

is used. In earth science, this angle

is termed the "natural slope" and

represents the steepest angle under

which an unbraced wall of material

will remain in stable equilibrium.

Although this example is for the

formation of a cone whose apex rises

above the substrate, the same geo-

logic principles are operative when
sand is removed during the formation

of a funnel-shaped pit. To demon-
strate this, we collected several

buckets of silt from the antlion's habi-

tat, and with a small vacuum cleaner

sucked up particles until we created

a pit with a diameter comparable to

that of a larva's pit in the field. We
then measured the slopes of the walls

of our artificial pits and found that

they ranged between 39 and 43 de-

grees. When we measured the slopes

of antlion pits in the field, the calcu-

lated range was 38 to 42 degrees . Our
conclusion is that many of the fea-

tures of an antlion's pit result as much
from the action of physical forces

operating on the silt particles as from

the behavior of the antlion itself.

Thus, it is not surprising that the ant-

lion exhibits no rigid sequence of

movements during pit construction.

The antlion may excavate the initial

circle by moving either clockwise or

counterclockwise, and the direction

of circling may change several times

before the pit is completed. Another

common variation is for the antlion to

stop circling altogether and cut

straight back and forth across the cen-

ter of the depression, only to resume

circling after an unpredictable num-
ber of such crossings. Finally, the

antlion may simply spend varying pe-

riods of time in the center of the de-

pression and flick headfuls of sand

without changing the position of its

body. As long as the antlion remains

within the area delineated by its initial

circle and spends enough time tossing

out sand, the result will always be a

first-rate trap. D

Having encountered a stone during

pit construction that is more than

ten times its body weight, an

antlion pushes the obstacle

up and over the rim.
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esieged Reefs of Florida's Keys
Miillip Dustan

tloads of sun- and water-

shipers inadvertently,

mercilessly, assault

e delicate refuges

larine life

ore than one hundred known
wrecks lie along the mangrove-

d coastline of the Florida Keys,

ns and coral reefs having claimed

victims here since the sixteenth

Liry.

le best-known wrecks are those

e Spanish plate fleets . Laden with

iure from the conquered Aztec

Inca empires, these ships assem-

in convoys near Cuba before

ling across the Atlantic with their

ite to Spain. Upon leaving Cuba,

usually sailed north, riding the

Stream through the narrow

its of Florida. In 1733 a particu-

savage hurricane trapped the

in the Straits and drove twenty-

ships onto the reefs. During the

j-year period following the disas-

the Spanish government suc-

led in salvaging twelve million

amount of damage that boat

:ks inflict upon coral reefs

'nds on the type of coral

Ived. Star coral, top. a

sive form, withstands weight far

'r than elkhorn coral, bottom,

se branches break easily. One
th after the elkhorn coral was
aged, tissue began to form over

jroken branch ends. After

e months, new polyps, aligned

nd the direction of the waves,

m to grow over the tissue.

dollars worth of treasure. Success,

however, was only partial for some
of the ships lay in water too deep for

divers. For the next 200 years, the

wrecks remained buried beneath the

sand; then in the late 1950s and early

1960s, a few adventurous divers re-

covered an additional four million

dollars worth of silver and gold.

Like those of the 1733 plate fleet,

the fragile hulls of many other ships

have been split open by the sharp

coral. Common to all these catas-

trophes has been the understandable

lack of concern of captains and crews

for the damage their vessels inflicted

upon the reefs.

The Keys, a narrow, 166-mile-

long band of islands, stretch south-

westerly from the east coast of south

Florida to the Dry Tortugas. At their

northern end are fossil reefs formed
during the Pleistocene when sea

levels were higher. The lower keys

—

from Big Pine to Key West—are

composed of oolitic sediments and

bear a close resemblance to the geo-

logic structure of the Bahamas. The
keys support an assemblage of vege-

tation related to that of the West
Indies. Although logging operations

in the 1 800s erased most of the large

lignum vitae and mahogany trees in

the area, second and third growth

trees are now common.
Today these islands are a haven for

vacationers seeking the warm sun

during winter months. Tarpon, bone-

fish, and sailfish lure fishermen; os-

prey, roseate spoonbill, white ibis,

and many other bird species bring

bird watchers; and the beautfiul off-

shore reefs attract divers. In addition,

the keys support a multimillion-dollar

commercial fishing industry.

In the early 1960s environ-

mentalists, concerned that the

richness and beauty of the reefs were
disappearing under the demands of

coral and fish collectors and treasure

seekers, began a campaign to pre-

serve the reefs. Their efforts, led by
John Pennekamp, an editor of the

Miami Herald, and Gilbert Voss, a

marine biologist at the University of

Miami, resulted in the establishment

of the nation's first underwater
park—John Pennekamp Coral Reef
State Park. In conjunction with the

newly formed federal marine sanctu-

ary, the park encompasses more than

a hundred square miles of sea floor

oft' Key Largo, an area possessing

some of the most prolific reefs in the

keys. Within its boundaries are 35

species of coral and more than 500
species of fish. The collecting of

corals and fish is forbidden within the

park, but line fishing, lobstering, and
commercial fishing are permitted.

Coral reefs, one of the richest and

most productive ecosystems on earth

today, are rapidly becoming im-

periled. Man is directly responsible

for their decline. In Hawaii, the once

pristine Kaneohe Bay reefs are cov-

ered with layers of sediment as a re-

sult of land clearing. Sheets of green

algae, nourished by sewage, have en-

crusted much of the sea floor near the

reefs. In Sri Lanka, coral is mined as

a building material. In the Philip-

pines, divers collect coral and ship it

to the United States where it is sold

in curio and aquarium shops. And in

Palau, plans are in the making to con-

struct an oil refinery and superport in

the midst of the reefs.

Although the reefs in John Penne-

kamp Coral Reef State Park have not

suffered this kind of massive damage,
they are threatened in another way

—

by the skyrocketing upsurge in scuba

diving, snorkeling, and leisure boat-
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ing. The park's popularity has pro-

vided us with a natural laboratory to

probe the question of coral-reef sur-

vival under heavy recreational pres-

sure. In 1974, more than 300,000
people paid admission to use the

park. In 1975, paid attendance was
estimated at 400,000. Most of these

people entered the park on commer-
cial diving boats.

Coral reefs are one of the few eco-

systems that construct their own geo-

morphology. Covered by a veneer of

countless fragile corals, algae, and

other organisms, all attached to a

limestone framework, each reef is

gradually formed by the accumula-

tion of carbonate sediments. As the

organisms on the reef surface die,

their skeletons provide an anchor for

additional living corals. Each coral

lives according to the laws of natural

selection. Most species have specific

habitat requirements and thrive only

in environments that fulfill their

needs. The result is the growth of

asymmetrical reefs with distinct pat-

terns.

The main direction of reef growth
is into the prevailing seas, a commu-
nity adjustment to wave conditions.

The geometries of coral species re-

flect the intensity of water motion in

their individual habitats. Round,
massive forms are able to resist the

power of waves. Elkhorn corals,

Acropora palmata. with their major

axis growing parallel to the swell di-

rection, distribute the power of a

wave. Many species of gorgonians,

the flexible sea fans, grow perpen-

dicular to the average direction of the

surge, presumably to maximize feed-
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ing efficiency. All coral forms seem
to allow the organisms to catch par-

ticulate food while dissipating hydro-

dynamic energy most efficiently.

Researchers can use these species'

responses to changes in their posi-

tions to study the effects of man on

coral reefs. When corals are over-

turned, for instance, they grovv new
branches, or edges, oriented to the

direction of the prevailing seas. Much
can be learned about the survival abil-

ity of reefs by studying their rate of

regeneration.

We tried to ascertain the vitality of

the reefs in John Pennekamp Coral

Reef State Park between October

1974 and December 1975. Damage to

the reefs there is being caused not

only by physical but also by chemical

interference. In 1975, the greater

Miami area produced 84 million gal-

lons of sewage per day, which was
pumped into the ocean. Some of this

enters the inshore currents, which
flow south past a portion of the reefs.

The resultant damage to reefs is diffi-

cult to detect over short periods of

time. A 10 percent decrease ingrowth

rate, for example, would have a pro-

found effect on a reef but would not

be apparent for about twenty-five

years. Our studies on Carysfort Reef

in the park, however, revealed some
species suffering mortality rates as

high as 22 percent over a six-month

period. Chemical pollution also af-

fects reproductive rates and the abil-

ity of larvae to settle.

Physical damage, far more direct

and localized than chemical damage,
is easier to assess. On the Pennekamp
reefs, divers, snorkelers, and their

The Keys, a 166-mile-long islam

chain, curve southwesterly aroiii

the tip of Florida. Coral reefs

and mangrove thickets, habitats

of abundant marine life, once

surrounded all the islands.

boats and associated equipment

primarily responsible for phys

damage. Divers damage corals bjiij

advertently scraping off the anim '

tissue. The corals replace this ti;

in much the same way our own bo

heal a scraped knee. Divers and s:

kelers also break branches of

more delicate corals with fin kick

by standing on the sessile creatu

As well adapted as they are to a

forces of the sea, branching corals^

no match for a 150-pound humai i

Probably the most widespi

damage to reefs in the park res

from the anchoring of small be

Larger commercial diving boats d

too much water to anchor dire

over the reefs, and out of resp.

they usually anchor in sandy arn

Small privately owned boats, hii

ever, often glide into the shallowsn

,

anchor directly on the reef. Mostii

chors weigh more than five poui

and, like humans, can easily danj

the corals by lopping off branches

gouging surfaces. The damage (

not cease with the settling of the'

chor. While the boat swings inj

sea, anchor chains and ropes ofte

more damage than the anchors tb

selves. And as the aiichor is weig:

it often bounces over the bottom

The damage caused by a single

chor is restricted to a small area.i

some reefs are heavily trafficked

a busy day, up to two hundred b|

visit Molasses Reef, only two aj

in area; on most other days,

average is twenty to fifty boats,

chors are dropped on the reef s

15,000 times each year. If eachi

chor damages an area of only s

sixteen square inches, the cumuhi

damage over a year's time is apprj

mately one-tenth of an acre.

Each wound inflicted on a cor;

other reef-dwelling organism disrj

the growth of the entire reef. The
mal living routine of an organ

stops while it expends energ;;

repair the wound—energy norn

used to capture food, to reproduci

to grow and add to the bulk ol

reef. Coral reefs exist because tb

rate of deposition exceeds the ra



li (ruction by the relentless sea. Ge-

jisis estimate that reef growth in

I
Caribbean ranges between one

II fifteen feet every thousand years.

Y , corals themselves grow at a rate

h would result in reef growth ten

I no hundred times greater. Only a

III! part of the deposition, how-

r. remains behind as reef rock.

I iirowth rates of the corals are re-

ed by damage, rates of net accre-

; may be similarly reduced. Only

nail change in the growth rate is

.ssary for a drastic decrease in net

(. growth over the long run. To the

initiated eye the change would be

n well-formed reef to coral-en-

icd rubble (a type of reef struc-

1 within decades.

itibably the most dramatic imme-
c damage suffered by reefs is that

scd by boat wrecks. Although this

V not happen with great fre-

|incy, the resultant damage clearly

tws the fragility of reefs. On No-
iher 2, 1974, the 38-foot trimaran

\ t( blundered onto Key Largo Dry
ks Reef, having just set out from

I Everglades bound for Los An-
s She was reaching before a fif-

1 to twenty-knot wind, with seas

icsiimated six to nine feet high,

. ^n a navigational error put her in-

I- ihe line of the reef. The hull

Liiided on a shallow patch of a

: il spur, then smashed head-on

er full sail into the reef flat, a

ve of delicately branching elkhorn

il. Maya's rudder gave way first,

tfllowed by the belly of her main
Bll t, which, once ripped open, dis-

iveij ged the entire contents of the en-

s room and cabin into the sea. Dis-

in»]|;d and heavy in the water, she

ndered as her crew tried desper-

y to save her. But the sea had

ediled Maya's fate and she pounded

ivoi ieath on the reef. A day later all

; remained afloat was one sponson

a few bits of wood. Like that of

rfs| plate fleet of 1733, Maya's re-

ins lie scattered on the ocean floor.

ilys vtayas wreck site covered some
lOO square feet. The impact

appi ished the branching corals to rub-

. Massive corals were abraded or

t open, and many living sessile

Jisiiitures were killed or exposed to

Theidation. Fish populations were
porarily disrupted; their terri-

es and coral cave refuges de-

niiriiiyed. Many of the small pomacen-
fishes were scarred in battles over

redistribution of new territories.

llAier fishes hunted the area for

lefJ nges and other invertebrates ex-

Juci

posed when the corals were over-

turned. Although the fish adjusted to

the new conditions quickly, recovery

of the coral populations will take

many years.

In an attempt to ascertain the extent

of damage to the reef, we had the

largest colonies dated by carbon 14

analysis. The results showed that the

skeletons had absorbed carbon 14

from atomic weapons testing held in

the last thirty years. By correlating

reef-growth rate with the location of

carbon 14, we determined that the

largest reefs overturned at Key Largo

Dry Rocks were somewhere between

fifteen and forty years old. Although

new coral has begun to grow on the

upset structures, the growth of the en-

tire reef was set back a considerable

amount of time. During the year fol-

lowing the wreck, we monitored the

changes in the reef and the regrowth

of damaged corals.

Many of the pieces scattered on the

bottom had died, their deaths ap-

parently being related to their posi-

tions and sizes. Large pieces fared

much better than small ones and

pieces in semiprotected spots sur-

vived longer than those in exposed or

highly protected places (the former

were tossed about by swells and the

latter did not receive sufficient sun-

light). In some areas where corals had

collapsed onto other parts of the same
colony, their tissues had fused and the

two parts grew together. Those pieces

still living had begun to regrow and

reorient their skeletons to prevailing

sea and light conditions.

Corals first respond to damage by
growing a thin layer of new skeleton

and tissue. This takes from weeks to

months, depending on the size of the

wound and the species of coral . Elk-

horn coral grows new tissue and skel-

etal material at a rate of about half an

inch per month. Before the coral can

cover a wound, however, other orga-

nisms colonize the bare skeleton in an

ecological succession starting with

diatoms, then blue-green and red

algae. In the process of healing, the

coral must overgrow this algal jungle.

New polyps then form on the sur-

face and branches begin to grow.

Local envirotunental conditions af-

fect their direction and shape. In-

terestingly enough, we found that the

rate of growth of new branches was
slightly greater than that of undam-
aged ones. The former, however,

were thinner; thus, the net amount of

skeletal material deposited may be

the same. Because the wreck changed
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prealigned' 8 wave diagonal on a coaled optical window seals optics from moisture
and dust, 28mm Kellner eyepiece (gives 15X, higher without other eyepiece or
Barlow). Fastfocusing (25' to infinity) Bright Scharfanian red (doesn't impair night

), adj carrying strap A'firsf scope must',
Ideals onds ope'

GIANT fJPKf
164 PG. CATALOG

The e is no other telescope like it. NO. 2001 E

COMPLETE AND MAIL COUPON NOW

149^5
Ppd.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 300 Edscorp Bide., Barrineton. N. I. 08007

~ SEND FREE 164 PG CATALOG'E"

4500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

FOR HOBBYISTS,

* SCHOOLS, INDUSTRY

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

@300 Edscorp Bldg.

Barrington N.J. 08007

Science . Optics • Hobby Cenlei

(6091 547-3488

Send

unique Edmund Telescope(s
#2001 E @ $1 49 95 ea $

Service & Handling Charge
$_

Enclosed IS :" Check r; M
For TOTAL ol S

Signature

30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUAR-
ANTEE. You must be satis-

tied or return any purchase

I
in 30 days lor lull refund

HELPING 10 DEVELOP AMERICAS TECHNOLOGY FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

8-PowerVision,
Pocket Size,
by Nikon.
Meet the Nikon 8x24 Ultra Compact
Binocular. Provides virtually as much daylight

viewing brightness as the biggest glasses you can buy With superb, crisp

viewing clarity— the result of Nikon prism optics, so precisely aligned and
optically matched for equal magnification that you can view for hours
without strain. Plus potent 8-time magnification, ideal fbr scenic, wild-

life and all-round outdoor viewing. Moisture- and shock-resistant, too.

Yet it barely makes a bulge in your pocket, weighs just 14K ounces, and
costs a lot less than you might think. One of seven Nikon binoculars

available at Nikon camera dealers and selected optical departments.

Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-

Optical Industries, Inc. (in Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., PQ.) [§Hd

the water-flow patterns on the reet

gouging out a new channel throug

the over-all pattern of regrowth is

uncertain. One year after the wn
the damaged reef appears li

changed; the swath cut by Maif
hull is still a gaping hole.

The wreck of Maya was an i

logical disaster to Key Largo

Rocks. Unfortunately, it was notih

only incident of its type within h

boundaries of John Pennekamp C A

Reef State Park in 1974-75. Du
the sixteen months I spent workin r

the park, there were at least five oj«

such incidents; happily none werja

catastrophic as Maya's demite

These accidents do not include ii

merous propeller groundings, wlp!

keep the local propeller repair sho^

business year-round. Other manjn :

duced physical damages inclp

breakage and entanglement by fn

ing lines and lobster traps. Clealv

lush reef growth cannot take pladl

the coral community has to put sig

icant amounts of its energy bu(

into repair and regrowth.

Inevitably, the question arises a

what can be done to protect the n
and still allow man to enjoy the

source. From our observations,

chors appear to be the greatest m
ace to reefs. One possible solutioi

to affix permanent moorings to

bottom, a suggestion made sev

times by Gilbert Voss, but to no av

Another possibility is to mark the i

with a circle of buoys and forbid

choring within that circle. This wo
not only protect the corals but wo'

also protect the divers from injury

boats, often a serious threat durin

crowded day.

Perhaps not all the reefs in the p
should be open to human traffic. P
tected wilderness areas give natur

breather and tend to enhance the ari

around them as well. Reefs n(

space; some could easily be put

limits to divers and boats. 0th
could be closed during peak rep

ductive seasons to allow disser

nation of larvae to proceed und

turbed by man. Reef use could a

be rotated to allow time for recov(

from intrusion by man and his (

vices. More heavily visited rei

might sustain less damage if provid

with marked trails. Whatever

management scheme, some effi

should be made to protect the re(

now, for these delicate ecosystei

cannot long endure man's continui

pressure—his pollution and his I

sure-time-related misuse of reefs.
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le American Museum of Natural History takes you on another

soDyageof Discovery: The Island World of Britain, June17-July3, 1977

vel with Museum scientists and other scholars to

J a view of the ancient peoples and natural histon/

Britain. Seventeen days of sights and experiences

''iinaisented in the particular way that Museum friends

I'^ojj members have come to expect. A relaxing vaca-

'*^'i|i, in good company,
ilejii!

Jujejlhis year of the Queen's Jubilee many people will

s.wjii visiting Britain, but none except our travelers will

«^i it in this unique way: a voyage sponsored by The

lerican Museum of Natural History and operated by

ymond and Whitcomb.
' li

Geaiim our first stop in London (where we will partici-

plaate in a special event honoring the Jubilee) through

Jbi«ir trip around the islands, you will see a variety of

Witemporary and ancient cultures, and learn how
grations, natural boundaries and economic move-

nts determined cultural development. And you will

:m how the forces that influenced the British peo-

s continued through the years and affected the de-

opment of America. You will see some of history's

i[j;at archeological sites, and you will enjoy the mar-

ous natural beauties of the British islands at the

>e\i|3ttime of year.

ily a ship can take you to many of these places so

mfortably and efficiently. You'll be aboard the fine

)tor yacht Argonaut as you see these sights, some
iwolw and some familiar: Tresco, the prettiest of the

lot

Isles of Scilly • The Orkney Islands, with important

neolithic sites • St. Peter's Port in Guernsey, with its

exceptionally big tides • Isle of Sark • St. David, the

small 12th century cathedral city in Western Wales •

Isle of Skye, after the Argonaut squeezes through the

Sound of Sleet narrows • Hadrian's Wall • Ullapool

on Loch Broom in the northern Highlands • Snow-

donia in the spectacular mountains of Wales • and

much more.

Travel with these experts:

Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of The American

Museum of Natural History and Astronomer, who will

give evening lectures on the skies of Britain and on

navigation.

Dr. Harry Shapiro, renowned Anthropologist, former

Chairman of Anthropology at The American Museum
of Natural History and author of "The Heritage of the

Bounty," and, recently, "In Search of Peking Man."

Dr. Garrett Olmsted, Archeologist on the staff of Har-

vard University whose field is Celtic origins and who
works at some of the sites we will visit.

Dr. Francois Vuilleumier, Ornithologist and Associ-

ate Curator at The American Museum of Natural His-

tory, who specializes in bird migrations and who will

show us sea and shore birds in the British springtime.

TfcU^

B S Fl R

fSW

If DISCOVERY sounds right for you,
please send for further information now.
Announcements like this bring immediate
and enthusiastic response from those who
have already traveled with the Museum
and their relatives and friends. It's as
simple as filling out and mailing the

card bound in over this page. Or, if

someone has already removed the card,

simply write today to this address:

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, New York 1 0024
c/o Ms. Ellen Stancs



Tatented
LittteToweJ

outsmart summer
heaU,p^,,^,,h

your brow is Pe'sP'^'^y '

( ;„ water,

'your hat. or do^^^J"^/,' keep yoo cool

wring .t °"' ^"^^Xq t'^hmg, camping.

^arpoitf^-^^f'""^"""
doweling Hat S4.95PPd-

Order Today! Money BackGuarantee!
Enclosed is my check or money order for

$ Add sales tax where applicable.

Please rush my 2002 Toweling Hat.

Size Color_^__________

Address-

City

Q Send me FREE your color catalog of unique
outdoor products.

J^^c£di/^S<iuu^a/t^

ept, WNH, Third S Vir Seattle, WA 98124

AFRICAN
CONTRASTS

A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sok<o

Humble Pie

Unjustly maligned, English

food is a gutsy old

cuisine, but hard to find

Gastronomes in search of a scape-

goat to roast invariably turn toward

England. Take Talleyrand, the lead-

ing French epicure—and states-

man—of the Napoleonic period.

"England," he pronounced, "has an

infinitude of religions, but only one

sauce." Talleyrand was wrong, of

course. England then, as today, had

one established religion and several

sauces of its own, roughly as many,
indeed, as Italy. But, facts to the con-

trary notwithstanding, Talleyrand's

gist—that England is a place of great

moral tolerance for plain food—is an

article of faith for many well-traveled

Americans even at this late date.

"London," they will concede, "is

a great city—civilized, hospitable to

eccentrics, and filled with parks

the food is unspeakable." You
have met people like this. I 1

known one extremely well. I wai

Then, last fall, on a da]

stereotypical British dampness
gloom, in the plushly remod
home of the novelist Frederick m
ryat (now a first-class hotel) onl

south coast at New Milton, Ha[(

shire, I fell, open-mouthed and ji

a barely stifled cry of pleased |ii

prise, upon that rara avis, a magfe

cent English meal

.

'

The main course was, literal!

rare bird, a lightly roasted grc;

with high and bloody flesh. (

nished with homemade "gi
chips" (small, crinkled potato ch s

and English bread sauce (see reo

below), this dish had the struct 'e

logic, and uniqueness that impll

cuisine: an orderly, culturally cols

Expio
640 Calhcart Street, Suite 307

Scclion NH 04 Montreal H3ii 1M3
Canada 514—861-6763
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I
So|((igustatory world view. And so,

~~~~ferted from culinary bigotry, lam
1 ready to eat humble pie.

lamble pie is, in fact, a case in

it. It is a real English dish, but like

any real English dishes, you will

y, if ever, see it in British restau-

.. They serve French food, Italian

:, featureless convenience foods,

tiing but English food. As a re-

i
if you want to find humble pie,

]atl;s|look in a book and see that it has

Voyj^ingtodo with humility. It is a pie

s Imposed of all manner of meats,

|„j,:i hare to bacon, and sometimes

1 jjji. Originally, it was made from

)[iejj'|nnards, or numbles, of deer.

emodiO* J'^s' ^^ "napple" became "an

nck.'il^'"
^° numble turned into "an

le," which, since a dropped

lljlch" was at some point assumed,

ved into "humble" and sounded

poor food. If it had been called

[jtiif des abats de chevreuil en
'
'te, you and I and the inspectors

e Guide Michelin would long ago

J
jl beaten a path to the brilliantly

(
aic Burgundian inn that served it

J,
specialite.

jI,

s it happens, numbles does have

ench or, at least, an Anglo-Nor-

ancestry. It goes back ultimately

e Latin lumbiis, for "loin." The

and;

connection with innards is obvious,

and the etymology also illustrates the

common Roman background of

French and English food.

Medieval menus in both countries

derive direptly from the Mediter-

ranean heritage of the Roman Em-
pire. The oldest French cookbook,

the Viandier of Taillevent, dates

from the fourteenth century and lists

sauces of the same sweet-and-sour

type we know from recipes in Apicius

and from other ancient descriptions in

Latin. What we think of today as

French cuisine does not begin to show
up in cookbooks until the eighteenth

century.

Roughly speaking, the same kind

of Romanesque diet seems to have

dominated the English table well into

the modern period. Much evidence

for this exists . Madge Lorwin has col-

lected some representative recipes

and modernized them for home use in

her recently published Dining with

William Shakespeare (Atheneum).

Here you will find the roast birds,

meat pies , pickled and salted fish , and

homely grain puddings and breads

that fed Falstaff and Rabelais and

anyone else above the poverty line in

Europe before 1700 and even later.

From this perspective, beef-and-

kidney pie can be properly viewed,

not as a specifically British concoc-

tion, but as a survival from pre-

modern European cooking. The
grouse I ate is a comparable an-

achronism that harks back to a time

when gamy birds dominated banquet

tables in France and England. Not

lonly pheasants, grouse, and par-

tridge, but such abandoned delicacies

as stork, heron, crane, and swan were

avidly consumed by British and

French royalty.

Organ meats of every kind also fed

the gentry on both sides of the Chan-
nel . But vestiges of this more diverse

,

preindustrial diet persisted in Eng-

land longer and more visibly because

no other native cuisine developed to

supplant it. Lytton Strachey wrote in

this century of country meals that in-

cluded "for breakfast the inside of a

she-goat, at lunch sow's udder
trimmed with tripe and parsley

smothered in thick white sauce."

You and I will probably never face

such fare, no matter how deeply we
penetrate the English countryside,

but there is no understanding British

food without taking into account this

gutsy, old-fashioned background.

Salted fish—kippers or smoked had-

dock—for breakJfast is not an Anglo-

ToBeanlnvalid
The Illness of Charles Darwin • Ralph Colp, Jr., M.D.

What was the mysterious illness that plagued Darwin throughout his adult life? His

contemporaries did not know and, in the ninety years since his death, the search for

solutions has continued. Did he have allergies, arsenic poisoning, gout? Was he a

hypochondriac, unduly coddled by his wife? Was his illness neurotic? Colp presents a

detailed medical history of Darwin, with information on his heredity, discussion of various

theories about the illness, and the first transcription of Darwin's family medical book.

Using his insights as a practicing psychiatrist, Colp advances the well-considered opinion

that the illness can only be understood by realizing the conflict between Darwin's anxiety

to prove his theory of evolution and his equal anxiety about that theory's

ideological consequences. Illustrated $15.00 till 6/30/77; thereafter S17.50

The Collected Papers of

Charles Darwin
In Two Volumes • Edited by Paul H. Barrett,

with a Foreword by Theodosius Dobzhansky

This most extensive and authoritative collection of Darwin's papers ever to be

published includes sixty papers in addition to the ninety listed in previous biblio-

graphies. "... the anthology shows how remarkably far-ranging were Darwin's

interests. He published on zoology, botany, paleontology, geology, ethology, and

even meteorology. No natural phenomenon seemed uninteresting to him... [it] shows

ever more clearly the greatness of the man'.'— from the Foreword.

Volume 1: 1832-1857; Volume 2: 1858-1882. The set S40.00

The University of Chicago Press
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Inca Field Expedition
Graduate and Undergraduate Credit

SE-5016 or SE-4036

August 1

to

August 18, 1977

Conducted by:

Florida Institute
of

Technology
Melbourne, Florida

An exciting opportunity to travel,

study and obtain university credit.

Includes studies in basic arctiae-

ology, Inca history, basic Spanish.

Field trip to Lake Titicaca. Cuzco,

Machu Picchu, and Lima. Visit the

Mujica Gallo Gold Museum. Tour

the Museum of Anthropology and
Archeology in Lima.

Course is approved for nine (9)

Qtr. Hrs, (6 Semester Hrs). Credit

for teachers certification, rein-

statement of certificates, recency

of credit, and extension of certifi-

cates.

F.I.T. is accredited by the Southern

Association of Colleges and
Schools.

Teachers Summer Institutes

Florida Institute of Technology

Melbourne, Floriija 32901

Please send brochure.

Name

Address -

City ..State --

Zip No.

tamj

(Actual size 2 x 3")

Pionner X will pass Pluio as il leaves our solar

system In case the capsule is intercepted by
ex'ralerrestrial beings Ihere is a plaque
cafrying an ingeniously designed coded
message indicating ils origin

This plaque has been reproduced in a stun-

ningly engraved and numbered 14K gold

plated buckle

Along vi^ilh the buckle you v^ill receive an
explanation ol the entire coded message

S14 92 ppd for buckle -
wilh antique brown bell

$19 92 ppd (specify sue)

Add 1 00 'or insured postage

C 8t G Enterprises

PO Box D, Dept N
Alpha, NJ. 08865

New Jersey residents add 5% sales tax

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $169,50 Postpaid $94.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on high
quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This

italog lists and illustrates an outstanding selection

telephoto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc.. plus
valuable information on how to properly select them.
Write for it today,

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

THE NEW YORK
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Presents iwo lectures

Dr. Jane Goodall
Ethologist, L.S.B. Leakey Foundation

"The Female in Chimpanzee Society"

April 21. 1977. 6:30 p.m.

Dr. Iain Douglas-Hamilton
Animal Behavionsl

"Where Have All the Elephants Gone?
May 17. 1977, 6:30 p.m.

Barbizon-Plaza Hotel Theater

lObCcnlral Park South

New York City

Subscription tickets: S12.00 for two lectures

1510.00 for Members) Call 212—220-5090

Saxon quirk. It is an edible reminc

of an era before refrigeration. Li

porridge, it gives us a taste of l

plain food of the past.
!

This plainness, which pervades a

thentic British cooking, can be su

lime, as with my grouse, whose fie

had been carefully hung, exposed

the open air, so that it would decoi

pose, turn tender, and develop a

vor of powerful sophistication.

The question remains: Why d

this plainness or, rather, this fide!

to antique methods and tastes prev;

in a country that otherwise led Euro

into the modern age? Perhaps the a

swer lies buried in some impenetral

recess of the English character

there are at least two good reaso

one can point to, the Puritan revel

tion and the Napoleonic Wars. Whi

French chefs were inventing mode
French food in the seventeenth ce

tury, England tightened its belt d\

restrained its gastronomic impull

under the skinflint gaze of Cromwi

and his lieutenants. When Ta

leyrand's chef, Careme, arrived frcj

France in the early nineteenth ce^^

^^itury, he brought a dazzling new s

of food, but he also bore the hati

stamp of Bonaparte's France.

Since Napoleon, down to tl

present day, French "kickshaws

(from quelque chose) have offend

English national pride. Elaborate di

ing was, in a sense, equivalent k
French supremacy. Yet even as tl

100 percent Englishman defensive

claimed plain food—roast beef ai

overcooked vegetables—as his n

tional heritage, he, conversely, ced

gastronomic cleverness to the Fren

and hired them to cook for him wH
the mood for something grand a

sailed him. Escoffier worked at tl

Savoy Hotel in London.

This was an outstanding but not;

isolated instance. To eat well in Lo

don or elsewhere in England, y
find yourself going to a French or

least a foreign restaurant nine tim

out of ten.

Good British food is a chore to

cate outside private homes. Some i

ceptions prove this rule, howev

usually luxury items—oysters, di

ble cream, strawberries, and salmc

Then, too, there are certain spi

remnants of empire, notably curi

and that curried Anglo-Indian com

nation of rice, haddock, chopf

egg, and currants called "kedgeree

But the true spirit of British cook! i(

is still kept alive, here and the

despite the depredations of the bli
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NAN S BEGINNINGS
xo • Cualcmdia, South AmeritJ

Egypt • Africa • Italy

qative expeditions to old and new world

3 isif uctof s and guides ofter insights into

If history, anthropology, archaeology,

ology Small groups depart monthly

iliic credit option available Free litera-

CUM INTERNATIONAL Depl. S

2437 Duranl, Suite 208

erkeley, CA, 94704 (415) 843-8294

ifURE ON STAMPS
iOS & the BEES & the ANIMAL KINGDOM
43ENUINE POSTAGE STAMPS,

SAMPLES & APPROVALS- $1

Sotlsfoctior Guaranteed

Mil Mad Stamps

Located high in a Colorado
alley near Rocky Mountain
fationaJ Park. Here in a

•iendly informal atmosphere,
Ju'U find room to roam, clean

lountain air, and activities /or

II. Write for brochure.

.'andguesf ranch
Longs Peak Route box H
Estes Park Colorado 805 J 7

of 15 years of rationing, of lost "do-

minion over palm and pine," and

plummeting pounds. You have to

look and ask. And if you are very

good, a nannylike waitress will some
day serve you a slab of silverside (the

corned top round of beef) and then

some meltingly delicious fresh figs or

a slice of Christmas Stilton. "Oh, to

be in England. ..."

Bread Sauce

1 cup milk

1 small onion, peeled

2 cloves

1 cup breadcrumbs

'A cup heavy cream

Salt

White pepper

Nutmeg

1. Bring milk to a boil in a large

saucepan. As soon as it starts to

foam up, reduce heat so that the

milk simmers gently.

2. Take the onion, stick the cloves

into it, and add it to the milk. Then
stir in the breadcrumbs.

3. Continue simmering until the

breadcrumbs have thickened the

sauce, about 5 minutes. Stir con-

tinuously.

4. Stir cream into the sauce and sea-

son to taste with white pepper,

salt, and nutmeg.

5. Remove onion and discard (with

cloves) before serving sauce with

feathered game or poultry.

Yield: About 2 cups

Plain Scones

1/4

J_

2 cups flour

i teaspoon salt

3 tablespoons shortening

1 teaspoon sugar

Vi cup milk, approximately

cup yellow raisins

Preheat oven to 450 degrees.

Sift the flour and salt together.

Cut in the shortening and sugar.

Moisten with milk, gradually,

until you produce soft dough.

Grease a baking sheet.

On a lightly floured surface, roll

out the dough to a thickness of

roughly % inch. Cut the dough
into squares or circles.

Bake on the greased baking sheet

for 10 minutes.

Yield: 6 servings

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier' s Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.

THE GREAT
SPERM WHALE

Pin in 14Kt. gold (bright or

soft finish) with a ruby eye.
Show/n actual size, 200. Small pin, 75.

Large tie bar, 225. Tie tac, 75.

Cuff links, 200. Earrings, 175.

By mail or phone, satisfaction guaran-
teed, N,Y,C. residents please add 8%
tax, elsewhere add taxes applicable.

GRANT A. PEACOCK, INC.
One East 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

(212) PL 3-4640

Give your knees
a breath of
fresh air.

Your Icnees can enjoy the scenery too as you

walk along in Holubar's new Hiking Shorts.

Fabric of 62% Polyester, 33% cotton and 5%
Spandex allows freedom of movement and as-

sures a cool, comfortable fit. Colors: Tan and

Sky Blue

453O50B MEN'S $20.95
SIZES 28-38 (even only)

453043B WOMEN'S $20.95
SIZES 8- 16 (even onlv)

Add $1,70 liandling. Colorado. Califoi

esid< ,dd sale:

1975 !Oth Street. Bouldei. Colorado S0306

Order ToU Free 1-800-525-2540
|,Ma^k,., H,i».in and Colotado residents only, call

(kM) 4-t:-K-tn \'o collect calls pleasel

BankAmericard Master Charge American Express

.Ask for our free 64-page color outdoor wear and
equipment catalog.
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Art

"COLLECTOR'S SERIES"™ LITHOGRAPHS AND
PRINTS Wildlife, commercial. WWI & WWII air-

planes, automobiles, and additional subjects
Send $1.00 for catalog. "Collector's Series," Box
7919 Dept. NH, Ctiicago, IL 60680

ESKIMO ARTS QUARTERLY. Free information or

send $1 .00 for sample. Arts and Culture of Nortti,

162 East 80th St., NYC 10021

OUALITY MURALS reproduced upon request.
Specialty: pretiistoric art; Altamira. Lascaux caves.
Box 44, Wtiite. SD 57276

ROGER TORY PETERSON—Collector bird prints.

Catalogs $2.00. Wildlife Gallery, 162 Bedford
Street, Stamford, CT 06901

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
tliors in a complete, reliable publishing program;
publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books
All subjects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscript report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHD,
84 Fifth Avenue, New York 1001

1

Books

BIRDS OF NEPAL, Fleming Field Guide. 150 color
plates, 741 species. $14 postpaid Mrs. Sally
Beieler, 1028 Crestwood, Wenatchee. WA 98801

PYRAMIDOLOGY; Extensive book & product cata-
logue, 250 please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Webster
Groves, MO 63119

Cattle

SCOTTISH HIGHLAND CATTLE, the long-haired
picturesque horned cattle of Scotland. For informa-
tion on the largest imported herd in Canada contact
David Pease, RR #6 Shelburne, Ontario, Canada
(519)925-6412

Collector's Items

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! ! Join
worldwide mineral club. Free details Mineral of

Month Club. Box 487-HS, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Education

ART SAFARI, INC WORKSHOP SEMINARS. WEST
AFRICA; Hands-on workshops in Pottery, Textile

Design, Metal Arts, Sculpture, Music, Dance,
Theater Field trips & seminars African instructors.

8 weeks: Ghana-Benin-Nigeria. July 1-Aug, 30. 6
weeks: Senegal-Mali-Sierra Leone-Ghana, July 1-

Aug. 15. MEXICO: Workshops in Silversmithing.
Weaving, Pottery, Stone-Carving, Painting, Music
5-week program, July 5-Aug. 11. Credit available
Write: Art Safari Inc., 500 West End Ave., NYC
10024

LIU'S beautiful SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE in the
resort Hamptons offers extensive programs in un-
dergraduate, graduate, and teacher education
Marine Science, Marine Ecology, Environmental
Science, Biology, Chemistry, Social Science, Spe-
cial Studies include Human Ecology, Major Writers'

Conference, plus many One-Week Intensives
Complete vacation facilities at low family room and
board rate of approx. $200 a week for 4, Write for

free 40-page brochure: Ms Skinner, Dept Z.

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE. Southampton, NY
11968(516)283-4000

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY educational/
recreational crafts and aquatics program. Ages 1 2-

18 Write: Conferences/Professional Programs,
SDSU, San Diego, CA 92182 (714) 286-5978

SUMMER STUDIES ON THE MAINE COAST Col-
lege of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, Maine offers six

courses in its 1977 Summer Session: Marine Mam-
mals, Mushroom Identification. Poetry Workshop.
Flora of the Maine Coast. Why Wilderness?, and
Maine Coast History and Architecture. For informa-
tion write; Director, Summer Studies, Box NH, Col-
lege of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, ME 04609

WHAT'S BETTER THAN SPEED READING? SPEED
LEARNINGi Self-Study course with cassettes
teaches speed, comprehension, retention. Three
college credits available. Free brochure. Write;

LEARN Inc., Dept. H, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!!! 50,000 Jobs! Informa-
tion Booklet, $2.00. AUSTCO, Box 3623-NH, Long
Beach, CA 90803

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2.00. Interna-

tional Opportunities. Box 19107-GX, Washington,
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations. Computerized Reports, $2.00.
TRANSWORLD, International Airport, Box 90802-
NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: Current school,
college openings list in US. $5.95, Abroad $5.95.
Leading placement sources. US $3.95, Foreign
$4,95, EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA 02162

U.S. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. $6.96. Global-
employ (LNDA), 704 Mira Vista, Huntsville. AL
35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,
math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America. Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level US. citizens, singles or

couples only Expenses paid: travel, medic
cation and living. An Equal Opportunity Pr
Information; Cynthia Poindexter, ACTIOf
T-36, Washington, D.C. 20525

Energy

WIN OIL AND GAS LEASES in U.S. governm
lottery. Complete information/instructions—
participate, $3.00. Gittel Company, 36 Grac
tion. New York, NY 10028

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65
tries! Sampler: Eight countries—$3.98. FREI
CHURE. MULTINEWSPAPERS, Box DE-20
Point, CA 92629

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through

tional correspondence. Illustrated broohur
Hermes-Verlag,Box110660/NH, D-IOOOBf
Germany

Games

METRADOMS,'" a game of metric domint
simple and entertaining way to learn metric!

ten to adult Color-coded, hex-shaped chif

fascinating patterns during play. Money re

if not fully satisfied. Send $9.95 + $1 .00 hi

or write for free literature: Odiot Game C(!

27N, Jamestown, Ml 49427

Gifts

PERFECT NEW GIFTS FOR NATURE LOVEF
quisite fossil prints from 19th-century das;
Cope, Leidy. and Hall. Stunning graphic ;

authentic natural history combined. Re;
frame, 8"xia'. Set of 6, $10. The New Leaf. E

Rolla, MO 65401

YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS appreciate e

dinary gifts; Now you can give the recentiv



d sketches of 0,E- BERNINGHAUS (1874-

ifamed for capturing tfie flavor of America's

s and provinces Newly resurrected from a
jscure company booklet, ttiese splendid

gs portray a unique fiabilat of man in tfie

Ozarks mining region Fifteen exquisite

tastefully arranged in eigtil art-quality 8" x

Its. Truly unusual Just $12 Order today!

w Leaf, Box AA, Rolla, IvlO 65401

RICENTENNIAL CALENDAR—2076 One
d years at a glance Beautiful, practical gift,

onversation piece, framable (1 1"x 18"), tvlay

icome collector's item $1,95 eacfi; 3 for

tfili/Vrite for special fund-raising prices, f^odco,

^Viliis Road. Dover, DE 19901

net Interests

VOTEES: Savor world's rarest select teas,

ire $1 ,00 (applied to first order). Grace Tea
srs. Dept, NH 47, 799 Broadway, NYC 10003

NAL GEOGRAPHICS 1888-1977, Any
naps, send wants Buxbaum Geograpfiics,
6-NH. Wilmington, DE 19899

»il Instruments

3uild dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, liarps,

lins, banjos. From $2 95, Finisfied dulcimers
23,95. Free Catalog, 8665 West 13tti Ave-
H. Denver, CO 80215

DISCOUNTS: Binoculars-Telescopes-
I Names-Free List-Tliomas Ivlanetta, 61
fin Ave

, Elmont, NY 11 003

c igraphy

;EK SUfvllylER WORKSHOPS in color and
grapfiy for serious amateurs, scientists,

- q professionals Write for course sctied-
'^-' Pfiotographic Worksfiops, Rockport, IV1E

.RAPHIC AFRICAN SAFARIS with world-
; guide Darrell Crawford depart (Vlarch,

just and October For informative African

ye Kit, write or call Tradewinds Interna-

1442 N. Calumet Rd., Chesterton, IN 46304
1)26-4589

bcRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS to IVIaine's unin-

1:1 offshore islands and wilderness mountains
lational Geographic photographers. July thru

Inber Write: Island/Wilderness Expedition,
lockport, IVIE 04856

. LOWER PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE SI^OKY
|l TAINS, Photography hikes include Appa-

1 Trail, Old Wagon Road and Grotto Falls

y through Tuesday, tvlay 1 through 3 Write

iraphy. Academic and Professional Pro-

,
Division of Continuing Education, University

iware. Newark, DE 19711

Estate

HASE AGREEIvlENT ADDENDUIVl: covers
ircumstances, could save you thousands,

I cash or money order, Thomas Properties,
4th Ave, N,E., (Ulpls., IVIN 55421

ces

IHINGFINDERS! We research product
IS, furnish report. $25. Other research avail-

'.0, Box 23225, Washington. D,C, 20024

H OF THE CRUISING LIFE! Live aboard

classic yachts sailing Central America. Reef Ecol-

ogy. Seamanship. Scuba Courses. OCEANUS.
Box 431N. Ho-Ho-Kus. NJ 07423

CANOE TRIPS, two to twelve days, in wilderness
Nova Scotia Small groups with licensed guides,
August and September, Write: Granville Nickerson.

RR #4. Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia BOS 1A0,
Canada

CENTRAL AlvlERICAN EXPEDITIONS to Guate-
mala, IVIexico, Belize. Very small personalized
groups Visit IVIayan ruins, remote Kekchi Indians,

caves, waterfalls, coral reef islands. Cenotes. skin

diving, jungle exploration and much more Three
weeks $689 00 plus air fare, INTERNATIONAL
ZOOLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS, Sherborn, li/1A

01770

CULTURE AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos. India-Nepal,

Mongolia, Patagonia, Europe and Antarctica Ex-

pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology. Small
escorted groups SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS, P 0,

Box 5564 University Station. Seattle. WA 98105

DESERT BIRDS. tVIAt^tvlALS. REPTILES, INSECTS,
CACTI, WILDFLOWERS . many resorts have
these. The Wickenburg Inn has professional natu-

ralists to help you see and understand more: spe-
cial wildlife package weeks for beginners and ad-
vanced nature watchers; plus the finest in riding,

tennis, arts & crafts, accommodations, and food.

Our special Desert Wildlife Holidays. 7 days. 6
nights, $290 per person, double, and includes
three meals daily and all ranch activities See your
travel agent or write: The Wickenburg Inn, P O Box
P, Wickenburg, AZ 85358 (602) 684-781

1

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

secluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding.

Excellent nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably

mild Chiricahua tVlountain climate year round. Cot-
tages, apartments, pool. Free brochure, birdlist.

Cave Creek Ranch. Portal, AZ 85632 (602) 558-
2334

IDAHO WILDERNESS, Small family ranch on sce-
nic Selway River No roads. Access fifteen miles by
horseback Guests welcome for two-week visits

June through September. Two weeks-$525 00
complete. Selway Lodge, Box 1100-H, Hamilton,
IVIT 59840

IV1EXIC0: Ivlountain resort and hot springs—sun,
swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13.85 daily,

Rio Caliente, Apdo 1-1187, Guadalajara, IVIexico

IVIEXICO: ARTS-CRAFTS SPECIAL, August. Plane-
bus to Oueretaro. Guanajuato. San Ivliguel de Al-

lende. Aguascalientes, Guadalajara. Patzcuaro.
Uruapan. Ivlorelia. Ivlexico City 1 5 days. $785 from
Dallas. "Grand Canyon." Copper Canyon. SW Chi-
huahua. 10-day adventures Ivlarch. June. August.
October Exclusive chartered autovias & mini-

buses, spectacular scenery, Tarahumara Indians,

$595 from El Paso WAI^PLER TOURS, Box 45-NH
Berkeley, CA 94701

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals,
wildflowers Fifteen 1977 tours in Americas,
Europe, Africa. Asia. West Indies WORLD NA-
TURE TOURS, Box 693A, Silver Spring, f^D 20901

NEW IVlEXiCO, Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Ivlountain Ranch. Silver

City. Ntvl 88061 (505) 538-2538

RIVER RUNNING. Enjoy learning Whitewater boat-
ing and canyon camping on our full-participation

Sportyyak trips. Utah's Green River Wilderness
Fastwater Expeditions. Box 365N, Boulder City, NV
89005(702)293-1406

ROAIVl THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe ac-
commodations. Cheaper than staying home!
TravLtips. 163-09NHE Depot. Flushing. NY 11358

ST JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS. Rent our two-bed-
room, beachfront house. Attractively furnished,

spectacular view. From $340/wk, in season; $300
out Write: Seascape, Box 331 , Ivledina, OH 44256

SEE THE BEST OF EUROPE with our unique travel

guides. Sample portfolio of six wonderful places
only two dollars. Great Trips. Box 5199-NH. Grand
Central Station. New York. NY 10017

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the world Write for free 64-page illus-

trated catalog lylOUNTAIN TRAVEL. 1398 Solano-
NH71. Albany. CA 94706

SLEEPING RAINBOW GUEST RANCH in Capitol

Reef National Park. Remote, quiet, wilderness.

Relax, hike, or take tours. Torrey. UT 84775

WHITE WATER RAFT TRIP reservations are being
accepted for the Snake. Salmon, fvliddle Ford, and
Owyhee Rivers For more information, please con-
tact: Idaho Adventures, Hank and Sharon tvliller.

Box 834-NH, Salmon, ID 83467 (208) 756-2986

WILDERNESS TRAILS/WALKING SAFARI: Bnng
your telephoto lenses for one of the most unforget-

table experiences of your life—a walking safari in

the Luangwa Valley National Park—unsurpassed
for variety and abundance of game Photograph
the big five—and staggering numbers of other

mammals and birds 16 day inclusive tour also

visits Victona Falls/Livingstone. Brochure from:

Zambia Airways. One Rockefeller Plaza. New York.

NY 10020

WILDLIFE TOURS. Mexico. Arizona. Texas; trips

tailored to show you more. Under the aegis of natu-

ralist Ben Feltner, For details write: fi/IERLIN BIRD-
ING TOURS. P.O. Box 19687. Houston. TX 77024

WILDLIFE VACATIONS IN SCOTLAND April-

November Viewing, photography Write interna-

tional airmail: Caledonian Wildlife Services. Kings-

mills Gardens. Inverness IV2 3LU SCOTLAND

WORLD TRAVELERS: Please send for your free

samplecopy of "International Travel News." 2120-
V 28th Street, Sacramento, CA 95818

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1.50 per word; 16 word ($24) minimum. Display
classified is $1 50 per inch Flates are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-
TORY for each insertion, including your personal
address and telephone IVIention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text. Deadlines—8th of

month, two months prior to cover date Thus, a
January issue closes November 8 A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-
ated words count as two words; abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each. All states are shown
in two-letter codes followed by zip, then telephone

(with area code), if any. An address such as "18

Main St." counts as three words. Occasionally,

slight editing for clarity is required. We trust you trust

us. Thank you!
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"BY OUR WORKS YOU'LL KNOW US"

"Bv their works you shall know them". And if

you want to see what we're doing 24 hrs a day,

send for our free leaflet "Help", just off the

press. You will see that the non prof it, non-

governmental EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE
SOCIETY ts in its fifteenth year of projects,

under the supervision of eminent specialists,

who literally look after, supervise and follow

up dozens of current undertakings.

We're at home on the range but the E. A. Wild

Life Society has one of the biggest ranges in

the world to cover. I t's a 24-hr job protecting

one of the most unique collections of wildlife

still in existence. Our scope is the size of Texas.

CAPETOWN

Poaching: The Society supplies i

i the vehicles and communications

he local authorities to combat this

jtening the continued wellbeing of '

needed

vildlife.

mal Research: Env.rc

eys of nearly every major spec

atened or not, have been under!

eiy in order to plan for the con

nd I

nal R sometimes referred to as

IS activity IS one of the ways
ich the Society can help save species

ned by agricultural settlements. As an

le, the moving of herds of Roan Antelope.

Education: A long-range project which is equally

urgent m the short term is the education of the

people of East Afnca-especially the youth-to
^e wealth, both economic and cultural, of the

/ildlife which abounds m the region. While

government realises the importance of wildlife.

people themselves see the necessity of fuller

in lA/ith the authorities.

Shepherd and other prints;

Christmas cards and Calendars from
our Gift Shop and Gallery in the

Nairobi Hilton Hotel.

r-——,r„T
—

/ erK/ose US S 15 for my year's membership.

I

i As a member of the Society you will t

j \ also receive a year's subscription to "

J»^ Jg^ Af^RICANA quarterly wildlife magazine. E

T EnsTRFRicnn
lUILD LIFE SOCIETV

Announcements

From April 4 to May 1 , the Mu-
seum will feel the influence of R.

Buckminster Fuller—architect, en-

gineer, philosopher, educator, and

writer, but probably best known as

designer of the geodesic dome. On
May Day , at 3 :00 p .M . in the Museum
auditorium. Fuller will discuss his

ideas about design, learning, youth,

history—any number of topics. He
never lectures on a specific subject;

rather, he communicates in a stream

of consciousness, presenting his

thoughts—usually focused on com-
mon sense and efficiency—with

humor, charm, and enormous imagi-

nation. If Fuller's appearance follows

the precedent set last year, his audi-

ence will leave the auditorium
inspired by the infinite possibilities he

presents.

To introduce Museum visitors to

some of his concepts, a retrospective

exhibit of photographs of Fuller's de-

signs and structures will go on display

on April 4 in the Center Gallery, near

the People Center.

Tickets to the May 1 lectun

available by mail or at the se

floor information desk. Admij
for Participating and Donor Men
will be $4.50 with a limit of twc

$5 . 50 for Associate Members an

public.

The Education Departme
Spring Series of Workshops
Children will begin the third w
end in April and continue througl

third weekend in May. Each w
shop is taught either by a depart

staff member or by a profession

the particular study area. The fol

ing sessions will be available:

ploring Earth's Past, The Natui

New York City, Ecology of an U
Park, Nature Photography, and

ploring with the Microscope,

workshops meet on either Saturdi

Sunday and most include field tri]

Central Park or other parks in

York City. The cost of each w
shop is $20. For further informa

call (212) 873-7507.

The Education Department is

sponsoring appearances by two di

companies in the Museum auc

rium. Both performances will be

to those who have paid the daily '.

seum entrance fee. On April 2

2:00 P.M., members of the Phi

pine Dance Company, directed

Reynaldo G. Alejandro, will exf

some of their repertory of 40 dar

representing the different cultures

legends of the Philippines. On the

lowing day, April 3, also at 2\

P.M., the Allnations Dance C<i

pany will present "Joy in Ev

;

Land. " This company of young [
i

fessionals of many nationalities |r!

forms dances representative of tl

respective cultures.
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ETSAVO
O.ECTION
(clusively by
ican Museum of Natural History

Fis pure African . . . primitive animal figures

I from ancient Benin Calabash carvings.

}ly translated by native artisans.

>e collection is Today. . . practical, washable,

;otton and sturdy canvas. A singular blend of old

^f beauty and utility,

^ere you will, these bags will tote your

i with flair Feathery light, utterly compact,

^handsome . . . yet each is especially

r your travels whether they be across the

jnd the world.

I Kimonos ... for your times together For

i»rsomeone special. Give them. Share them. The

)% cotton so it can be worn at home or at the

NATURAL HISTORY TSAVO COLLECTION °-«-""^--^

m
s Kimono I universal size) 100% cotton

Gusseted Cosmetic Bag 6"x7"

T.dav Tote Bag Il"xl7"x5"

Gusseled Toiletry Kit 8"xll"

Carry-All Tote Bag 13"xl6"x5M!"

Combination of H & 1

Des Moines. Iowa 50340

Museum Members May Take a 10% Discount

I—I Please send me the articles I have checked for which I

enclose my personal check or money order payable to

Natural History in the amount of $
I prefer to charge this order in the amount of $ to;

D American Express Credit Card
D BankAmericard D Master Charge

Account # .

Signature _

Name (pleas

Address _

City

Interbank #

Expiration Date

- Zip_

Please add $1.50 to your order to cover postage and handiing. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.



Sky Reporter by Stephen P. m|

Let There Be Darkness

Optical observatories

around the world need
protection from increasing

light pollution

In recent years, astronomers have

become more and more concerned

over the growth in light pollution

—

the presence in the envirorunent of

unnecessary artificial light that inter-

feres with astronomical research.

Light pollution has damaged the

viewing conditions at some important

observatory sites in the United States

and abroad and has forced the reloca-

tion of others. National and interna-

tional astronomy organizations have

formed committees and task forces to

investigate the problem. But until

lately, few persons other than astron-

omers have worried about this effect,

which the New York Times called

"light blight" and "anew and insidi-

ous form of environmental contami-

nation." Since 1972, however, a

growing awareness among commu-
nity leaders and environmentalists, as

well as concerned scientists, has

stimulated the adoption of legal pro-

tection for several observatories,

through ordinances that place limits

on the design and operation of out-

door lighting equipment in urban

areas. Recent evidence now suggests

that such controls are actually work-

ing.

In the United States, the principal

observatories with large telescopes

are concentrated in the western states,

which have experienced intensive

economic development and popula-

tion growth in the near past. The in-

crease in light pollution around west-

ern cities has thus had a particularly

serious effect on astronomy. At Lick

Observatory, on Mount Hamilton

near San Jose, California, a place that

was described in 1887 as offering

"advantages superior to those found

at any point where a permanent obser-

vatory has been established," lights

and smog from the Bay Area are men-
acing the research program. Light

and smog combine synergistically

—

smog particles reflect light in all di-

rections, increasing the undesirable

illumination of the night sky. In this

way, air pollution also contributes to

light pollution. A leading astronomer

at Lick, Robert Kraft, has warned that

by the 1980s, scientists there will no

longer be able to observe extremely

faint objects, such as the more distant

galaxies and quasars.

In the mid-1960s, the problem at

Lick was recognized, and a staff as-

tronomer ran a two-year survey of

California south of San Francisco in

a search for a new and darker obser-

vatory location. (Locations farther

north are considered less desirable for

astronomical research because of

more frequent spells of cloudy
weather and diminished capability for

viewing southern stars.) Charting

California cities and their estimated

sky glows, he found that much of

southern California was already con-

taminated by light pollution. He pro-

jected an even worse situation for

1985, but by the early 1970s some
astronomers had already concluded

that this projection had erred on the

optimistic side.

The problem is not confined to Cal-

ifornia, although that state, with Lick

imperiled. Mount Wilson Observa-

tory seriously disturbed by the lights

of Los Angeles, and Mount Palomar

Observatory menaced by the glow

from both San Diego and Los An-

geles, clearly is a leader in this un-

happy trend. Throughout the country

and, indeed, the world, astronomers

are upset by the increased inter-

ference of outdoor lighting with deli-

cate observations. In Mexico, city

lights and pollution have twice forced

the relocation of the principal re-

search activities of the Observatorio

Astronomico Nacional since 1951.

The first move was from Tacubaya,

where skies were ruined by the

of Mexico City, to Tonanzintli

the growth of the city of Puebla

affected this site, too, and in 19

Mexican astronomers began dev

ing a new observatory in the ;

San Pedro Martir, in Baja Calif

According to satellite photos of

cover conditions around the v

this is one of the three clearest

tions on earth. It is hoped that

rounding large forest and prote

legislation will retard light poll

at this ideal spot. If they don't,

may be no place left for astronc

logo.

Amateur astronomers report

lar problems. One amateur in \

ford, Cheshire, in England, wn
the Journal of the British /

nomical Association to com
about new streetlights near his

and the installation of floodlight

nearby soccer stadium. He urge

low members of the associate

protest to their respective memb<
Parliament and noted that

streetlights had previously

turned off at midnight, now that

is in short supply they have the

on all night and sometimes d

daylight hours as well." An
amateur, of the aptly named Ch
Valley Astronomical Socie

Ohio, sells bumper stickers thatF

"I Would Rather See Starlight

Streetlights.

In Japan, astronomers publish

brochure a few years ago, en I

Please Protect the Observa

which warned that a principal \

ing facility dedicated in 1955, i

dangered by the increased lightii

adjacent areas. Sketches in the i

chure propose better shieldinji

outdoor lamps, and a chart indi

the danger zone where the

serious interference originates.!

occasion, direct action has

taken. For example, in October

(according to the Associated Pr

the Japanese Environmental Age



Wilikommen, Bienvenue, welcome...

We've fifty different ways of saying "Pleased to meet you, mal<e yourself at home",

and easily as many places where home will seem another world away -with Her Majesty's Regiments

on Parliament Hill, or the poignant sl<irl of the Highland Piper, amid banter and barter at

Den-air markets, or the magic and pageantry of our Caribbean cultures, or the oom-pah-pah of Bavarian

beerfests, and at any and all, por favor, pro sze bardzo, you're more than welcome.
Dr a thousand ways to have fun this summer with a friendly foreign flavour call COLLECT (416) 965-4008,

or write: Ontario Travel, Dept. R, Queen's Park, Toronto M7A 2E5.

We'll send you our Traveller's Encyclopaedia.

Ontariowcanada



Worsening of the problem of light

pollution can be seen in these

two photographs of Greater Los

Angeles. The top picture was

taken from Mount Wilson in 1911;

the bottom one in 1965. In view of

the region 's population growth,

there is no reason to believe the

situation has recently improved.

prompted by the Japan Association to

Protect the Starry Sky, asked building

owners to turn off lights in order to

permit sky watchers to view a meteor

shower associated with the breakup

of Comet Giacobini-Zinner.

Jesuit astronomers at Castel Gan-

dolfo, Italy, where the Vatican Ob-

servatory is located, built a portable

"night sky photometer," calibJ

by the dim light of a radioactive.a

sule. With this, they measured

light pollution at various places i I

country. One of the most affecte 1

cations turned out to be that ot

observatory itself, where the Ja
found that the sky brightness

j,

altitude of 45° above the horizcl
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InZelazowaWola^
you might justhappenupon
themusicalexperienceofyour life.

You take a pleasant hour's drive

from Warsaw on a sunny sunn-

imer
day. You're seated in a blos-

som-filled garden outside the

charming little country house
where Chopin was born.
Through the wide-open casement

windows come the sounds of a

masterful performance of a

Chopin Polonaise. Played by a

virtuoso pianist ordinarily heard

in the world's great concert halls.

It happens every Sunday after-

noon, from May to September,

in Zelazowa Wola.
Poland is like that. A land of

unexpected pleasures. In the

historic Old Town of Warsaw,
you discover an outdoor modern
art show, dazzling against the

red brick Gothic walls of a 16th

century fortress. You join the
'" fun-loving Poles for an evening
^' of jazz, rock and friendly con-
" versation in Warsaw's ancient
' wine cellars and coffee shops.

"'Alongside are palaces and

"I
churches—Gothic, Baroque, Neo-

Classical—completely authentic,

yet completely rebuilt stone by
stone since the war.

In beautiful medieval Cracow,

you can meet the young students

of the Jagiellonian University,

where once Copernicus studied.

Yes, Copernicus shattered the

misconceptions of the medieval

mind, but Cracow still preserves

its treasures! Visit the 12th cen-

tury St. Mary's Church with its

great wood-carved Wit Stwosz
altar. See the Wawel Castle tap-

estries. You'll call them incom-

parable—and then you will com-
pare them with the astonishing

contemporary wall hangings for

sale in Poland's Cepelia crafts

shops.

Everywhere in Poland, you'll

find the heritage of ten centuries

still alive and growing today.

Not stored away in dusty mu-
seums, but flourishing in the

shops, theaters, nightclubs, res-

taurants, streets. You'll find

Polish hospitality unique—com-

bining the most elegant of Old
World manners with the most
up-to-date tourist facilities. Like

Cracow's new Holiday Inn, or

Warsaw's two Intercontinental

Hotels. In Poland every sight-

seeing experience is a living ad-

venture. Come soon, for the va-
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charters, offered by these car-

riers, is available. For informa-
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mail the coupon below.
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" Polish National Tourist Office

500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Please send me information and liter-

ature on travel in Poland.
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the direction of Rome, was more than

600 percent brighter than can be ac-

counted for by the natural light of the

stars and the earth's atmosphere. At

the relatively unspoiled location of

the island of Ponza in the Tyrrhenian

Sea, by contrast, the undesirable illu-

mination amounts to only 20 percent.

In the battle against light pollution,

astronomers have, at times, despaired

that things might only get worse. For

example, at Wesleyan University in

Middletown, Connecticut, the school

administration installed four 100,-

000-candlepower mercury lamps ad-

jacent to a protesting astronomy pro-

fessor's 24-inch telescope. Bart J.

Bok, an astronomer for more than 40

years, has told how, as director of the

Mount Stromlo Observatory in Aus-

tralia, he was forced by increased

street lighting in Canberra to transfer

much of the observatory's research

program to a remote post in the out-

back. Bok had been present at Tonan-

zintla, when lights spoiled the sky

over that part of Mexico. Now living

in Tucson, where he has been director

of Steward Observatory and is cur-

rently professor emeritus at the Uni-

versity of Arizona, he has watched

outdoor lighting grow to the point

where it threatened the world's finest

collection of "big eyes."

The total investment in the astro-

nomical laboratories of the Tucson
area has been estimated at sixty mil-

lion dollars, and more equipment is

under construction. Within sixty

miles of Tucson are the telescopes of

the Steward Observatory, Kitt Peak

National Observatory, the Lunar and

Planetary Laboratory, the Mount
Hopkins Observatory of the Smith-

sonian Institution, and the new Mc-
Graw-Hill Observatory. These are

major installations. It was at Steward

that the flashing light pulses from the

Crab Nebula were discovered, and

where astronomers identified several

of the most distant quasars in the

known universe. At McGraw-Hill,

observers detected the optical out-

burst of nova A0620-00 (see "Ex-
ploding Stars," Natural History,

May 1976). Kitt Peak was established

in the late 1950s by the National

Science Foundation to provide scien-

tists and students from universities

lacking modern instruments with

access to such facilities at a good
viewing location. By the early 1970s,

however, Bok and other local scien-

tists reported that growth in the num-
ber and intensity of outdoor lights in

Tucson and Phoenix, as well as in

outlying trailer parks and small towns

on the desert, threatened Kitt Peak
and the other nearby observatories.

Even the vehicular headlights from
the increased flow of traffic on Inter-

state 10 between Tucson and Phoenix

contributed to the problem.

In June 1972, the astronomers per-

suaded Tucson authorities to adopt

ordinance No. 3840, dealing with

outdoor lighting, a landmark in the

fight against light pollution in major

urban areas. This ordinance directed

that future lighting installations be

fully shielded so the lights would
shine down, not up, and that they be

filtered, if necessary, to remove the

bluer shades that interfere most with

astronomy. Relatively inoffensive

home-lighting installations were not

affected. Advertising searchlights

were to be turned off between mid-

night and sunrise and outdoor illumi-

nation of buildings "by floodlight

projected above the horizontal" was
banned when the purpose was purely

architectural or esthetic. Some types

of advertising lights were also re-

stricted . At both Kitt Peak and the Uni-

versity of Arizona, astronomers pro-

moted compliance with the new rule

by counseling local businessmen on
acceptable lighting designs and by
writing to national manufacturers to

encourage the design of less offensive

streetlight reflectors.

Heartened by the Tucson ordi-

nance, astronomers in Richland,

Washington, the site of the Battelle

Institute's observatory , persuaded the

city fathers to enact a similar law . But

not all astronomers are optimistic.

One outspoken activist in San Diego
contributed an editorial to the astro-

nomical journal Mercury entitled

"Can We Save What's Left of the

Dark?" warning that the end of opti-

cal astronomy in the United States

may be inevitable.

In a society already concerned

about energy conservation, light pol-

lution is a cause of dismay not only

to astronomers. Light that streams out

into the sky is wasted, performing no

useful purpose. It represents a sub-

stantial loss of electrical energy,

much of which is generated by burn-

ing precious reserves of fossil fuels.

Surely commonsense approaches can

be found to this problem. When
Smithsonian astronomers at Mount
Hopkins, for instance, complained

about bright new lights at the dog
track in Amado, Arizona, the man-
agement installed better reflectors on

the lamps, resulting in both a brighter

track and less stray light in tl

The latter was appreciated by
omy researchers and the form
welcomed by local students oi

and improvers of the gre>

breed.

Much of the lighting in

areas, notably that using new
bright mercury and sodium
lamps, has been justified (

ground that it will discourage

Bright streetlights may provide

tional reassurance to appreh

pedestrians, but there is little

that they actually prevent criir

cording to a published study

UCLA astronomer who con
FBI crime figures with data o

door lighting.

Fortunately, a happy endinj

be in sight. A principal author

light-pollution measurements , i

A. Hoag of Kitt Peak, repor

April 1976 that his data (as rec

at Kitt since 1970) show thai

Tucson ordinance No. 384C

adopted in 1972, the rate of in

in light pollution dropped off dr:

cally. Further, at the Univers

Hawaii, which has a major ne

servatory under developmei

Mauna Kea, the director of the

tute for Astronomy told me of si

in obtaining legal protection

countywide basis even before

pollution reached threatening pi

tions. There, light pollution wa
ceived as an enviroiunental is

general concern, rather than a

noyance only to cloistered scie:

Civic leaders got together to boi

protective measures suggested

Mauna Kea astronomers and the

olulu Advertiser lent editorial

port, which concluded that "li§l

controls on the Big Island wouka

keep the mountaintop valuable

nomically to the benefit of Hawa i

the rest of the world."

In addition to interfering wii

tronomical research, light poll:

creates a more subtle, less quaii

ble loss that affects everyone

prives urban dwellers of the opf i

nity to witness and enjoy the

beauty of the night sky. The r

work of Hoag, which shows t

light-pollution ordinance can ac

its purpose, and the increased in

by municipal governments in

issue suggest that we may yet se

"dark at the end of the tunnel.'

Stephen P. Maran is an astron

at NASA's Goddard Space 1

Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
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iks in Review by Guido Majno

pidemic
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CUES AND Peoples, by William

VlcNeill. Anchor Press/Double-

$10.00: 369 pp. Epidemic and
CE, 1918, by Alfred W. Crosby,

Greenwood Press, $17.50: 337
Epidemics, by Geoffrey Marks
William K. Beatty. Charles

bner's Sons, $9.95; 323 pp..

hree books on epidemics have ap-

ed in short succession. If their au-

s had previously agreed to avoid

petition, they could scarcely

i; done better, for they have ap-

Sl.ched their subject in radically

4:rentways. William H. McNeill,

lof this country's most noted his-

-nns, professor of history at the

[Wersity of Chicago, and author of

)much acclaimed The Rise of the

'.f; A History of the Human Com-
U'ity. has given us another master-

y'e. His Plagues and Peoples was
jilled from a vast amount of re-

:ch; it deals with the origins of epi-

: ic disease and traces its role in

.lan affairs throughout the ages,

ed W. Crosby, Jr., associate pro-

- or of history at Washington State

versity, is also not a newcomer.
' las earlier dealt with the biologi-

^ :onsequences of Christopher Co-
1 bus's adventures in The Colum-
ii Exchange, and his new book,

Epidemic and Peace, 1918, takes a

single, recent epidemic and studies it

in depth, with emphasis on its human
impact. The third book. Epidemics,

is essentially a short sourcebook with

selected quotations from original

texts. Geoffrey Marks is a medical

writer and William K. Beatty is pro-

fessor of medical bibliography.

The most ambitious design is ob-

viously McNeill's. Only a seasoned

historian would have dared take such

a long view of life on this planet. How
did infectious disease come about?

How did it affect the early hunters?

What did civilization and infectious

disease do to each other in different

parts of the world? What is the impact

of climate on local parasites and

thereby on local culture? What was
the role of travel? And of medicine?

Others have tackled such questions,

notably Hans Zinsser in his memora-
ble Rats, Lice and History, but Mc-
Neill's book will remain the land-

mark for years to come

.

I had long waited for someone who
would tell me what people, plants,

and microbes meant to each other

over the ages; this is the closest I can

hope to get. McNeill works at the

giant puzzle with a broad grasp of

matters historical, as one would ex-

pect, but he has also done his scien-

tific homework exceptionally well

(witness the fifty-four pages of notes)

275 full-color Illustrations of

extraordinary beauty and de-
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S1595, now at
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and uses medical lingo so accur|

that I suspected him of having

a couple of years in medical sol'

But he modestly credits nin<|

readers and a few other experts

combed through the manuscript

I cannot convey the sweep of

a book in a few lines, but I can

you an example of McNeill's

spective. He deals with our part

as inhabitants of the world with

impartiality that mankind someti'

sounds like a minority group (he

it humankind). In fact he madi

think that a Martian visitor, loc

at our planet with keen eyes,

conclude that its real inhabitant

the bacteria (which are obvi(

more numerous and more w
spread) and interpret the people

disease that tends to destroy

greenery, pollute the air and w
and cause the growth of ma
mmors called cities. If you
never thought of yourself as a

ease, let me give you this foo(

thought in McNeill's own w
' 'Looked at from the point of vie

other organisms, humankind t

fore resembles an acute epidemi<

ease, whose occasional lapses

less virulentforms of behavior [ix

mine] have never yet sufficed to

mit any really stable, chronic

tionship to establish itself." In

words, the world is still acutely

fering from us.

Among the many themes d

oped by McNeill, I will choose ;

to stimulate your appetite for r

Civilization, as we all ki

crowded people into cities, and

provided big game for bacteria,

known is that many epidemic

eases of civilization began the:

reers among "cattle crowd:

herds—and then transferred fror

tie to man. On the American c

nent, animals domesticable on a

scale were not available (remerr

there were no horses, no cowsi

sheep before the Europeans ca

This may help us understand hov

Aztecs could pile up in cities as 1

as Tenochtitlan (Mexico City) an

remain free of the diseases of ci

zation that ravaged the Old Worl
the long run, of course, this was

to their advantage: it deprived 1

of the chance to develop bact

strains with which to mow dowi

invading Spaniards.

That America was conquered r

by bacteria and viruses than by w
ons is too well known to repeat

McNeill chooses examples that

'
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Little, Brown

give you the chills (and make you feel

even more guilty toward your Ameri-

can Indian friends). Such as the tale

of the Cayapo, a South American
tribe, which numbered 6,000 to

8,000 in 1903. That year the tribe ac-

cepted one single missionary who
made every effort to preserve the

Cayapo from the dangers of civili-

zation. Result: In 1918 they had

dropped to 500; in 1950, only two or

three were left. The tribe disap-

peared. And this time the intentions

had been the best.

Three-way interactions
(plants-people-parasites) show even

more clearly how man the manipula-

tor can be manipulated by his own
doings. In Europe, during the 1600s,

improved agricultural methods pro-

vided turnips and alfalfa as feed for

cattle on a scale previously impossi-

ble. This meant more cattle for food,

thus more healthy people; but it also

meant a better target for the malaria-

carrying mosquito, which prefers cat-

tle to people. Now it so happens that

the malarial parasite does not find cat-

tle a suitable host; so the chain of in-

festation was broken, and malaria

withdrew to the Mediterranean lands,

where summer droughts prevented

the production of the new fodder

crops.

The effects of world travel provide

McNeill with more nuggets. In the

days of sailing ships, for instance, the

plague had time to burn itself out dur-

ing long trips: an automatic quaran-

tine, in a way. When ships became
bigger and faster and could carry

larger populations of rats, the plague

bacilli managed to cross the oceans

successfully. What better illustration

of the two-edged sword of progress.

But the most fascinating tale about

the plague is the step-by-step expan-

sion of Pasteurella pestis, hitching

rides as it could from the Himalayan

foothills until centuries later it found

a perfect microclimate in rodent bur-

rows of the New World all the way
from Mexico to Canada. Get bitten

today by a ground squifrel in the

western United States and you stand

a fair chance of coming down with

good old-fashioned bubonic plague.

We are now armed against it with

streptomycin and other magic bullets,

but the bugs have not given up since

the Middle Ages—they have just

gone underground.

Now be prepared for a shock. Did

it ever occur to you that bugs and

taxes might have something in com-
mon? This is one of McNeill's most

fii.

original thoughts. He brings it.p

discussing the situation of fat et

whose energies—historically-'ial

been drained either by di

("microparasitism") or by ii

("macroparasitism"). It took

little while to accept this notion

it both interesting and awkl

Also, I have a hunch that somt

fessional historian will try to 1

to shreds. It is certainly true tha|

microparasitism and macroparai

can sap your blood, but time w:

whether the idea of considering!

on the same plane is a stroke of gSi

or a play on words. And talking k

words: infectious diseases (n

parasitism) make you immune
the Latin word immunis meantj e.

empt from taxes" (macroparasii m
So there is a true bridge of lanj

between microbial and fiscal

sites. McNeill does not use this

ment, but I think it adds power
cause.

In a book dealing with epide

it is somewhat sobering for a i

cian to find that medicine is first

tioned on page 235 . The reason

vious. Before Pasteur (and unt

late 1 800s) there was no effectiv

to deal with infectious disease, e

for smallpox vaccination, whic!

launched about 1800, and sma
inoculation, which was prac

sporadically on a smaller scale ii

lier centuries.

In summary, a great book. (I

its publishers would read it,

notes included. Perhaps next

they would make it a little easit'f

the reader to find the notes. Boo i

signers seem to forget that b'll

once they are sold, also have

read.)

Crosby's Epidemics and P
1918, is a fine, galloping accoK'

the influenza pandemic that l!l|

some 25 million people in lessh

a year. In some ways it was a a

out of the Middle Ages bound in ll

twentieth century. No plague v

killed so many people in so sh i

time. And there was no treatmti

all, except TLC (tender loving e;

'

nurses were better at it than doc-

Crosby chooses some ghastly

sodes that you will never forget .

the tale of whole Alaskan vil :

wiped out, except for the dogs g i>

ing at the dead with live childrei ;ti

huddled against them. Or the hi'ii

trip of the Leviathan, bounc'fi

Europe packed with troops—ai i

explosion of influenza on bir

Other episodes are gripping be^ u



fJemind us that the survival of

oil sense under stress, in our

jj,
sedly rational society, is not to

by
en for granted. San Francisco,

,i,|(
stance, became bitterly divided

,i,jihe issue of wearing prophylac-

i,,|:aze masks. Eventually the po-

„^ icame involved. In retrospect,

i,|,(nsense seems almost hilarious,

,l,jit that the sensible messages

„j|lrowned out. It could all happen

III

'; final chapter, on the discovery

jf'fj:
virus, reads like science fic-

Pj'Xnd in the end, having told the

ijf 25 million deaths, Crosby is

j^;id by a problem of human mem-
,iii,rhis enormous, worldwide dis-

,.j. made very little impact on the

in'ors. There is practically no

jl'jf it in literature (compared with

ii^jicient plagues that killed fewer

jp.e) and it is scarcely remembered

virt. I am sure, this was an effect

nkl War II, which blurred the

^,
episode (although the war it-

j
illed less people). But this is

jjvbly not the main reason. A dis-

i^j:hat affects everybody but kills

,'2 or 3 percent is not terribly

,1 ening. People tend to accept it

J

gamble, almost as a challenge.

j.ilague is quite another story: its

i.ility can approach 100 percent.

!: flu could not produce a lasting

li.
But it did produce a sensitive,

ugh, well-written book.

I

e third book. Epidemics, by
yS and Beatty, does not aspire to

,i

the same league as the other

It is essentially a short textbook

,|a short bibliography; its basic

is to provide you with excerpts

,
srature from all times. An eye-

:ss account is more impressive

I'Statistics, as when a survivor of

,llack Death complains that the

J has become a lonely place.

|!liy three books about epidemics,

'nay wonder? Why all at once?

,
y be coincidence, but I prefer to

''\t as a sign of renewed interest

le physical world around us.

j,e little creatures could do us in

ii any time—or they could help us

ve on this planet. History, as

!

as science, can teach us how to

:f/'nh them.

jo Majno is chairman of the

nrtment of Pathology at the Uni-
ty of Massachusetts Medical
ol. He is also the author of The
ing Hand: Man and Wound in

indent World.

I commanded a Danube steamer
The captain didn't l<no\v I

look over his story-book steamer
on the trip from Linz to Vienna,
but I stood on the bridge giving

my own orders to the wind. At
Melk, we sailed through the

incredible Wachau valley where
ancient aistles crown jutting

slopes. At the wine-growing town
of l^uemstcin, the fortress where
Richard The Lionheart was held

prisoner in 1193 soared above us.

Naturally, I took the time to

rescue his ghost for old times'

After glorious days in Vienna
1 followed the Danube to

Camuntum with its museum of

Roman Art and splendid ruins,

then to Hainburg where [oseph

Haydn spent his boyhood.
I lived the Blue Danube

Waltz for 20U miles of music,

history and beauty I can never

forget.

This is your hour to know
the heart of Europe ... to

encounter Austria.

I would like to Encounler Aus

Zip.

For your copy of our booldel ENCOUNTER
AUSTRJA. and for information on Austrian Airlines,

ask your travel agent or send coupon to your nearest

Austrian National Tourist Office;

545 Fifth Ave, New York, N. Y. 10017

3440 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. CA 90010
200 E. Randolph Drive. Suite 5130, Chicago, IL 60601
1007 N. W, 24th Ave.. Portland. OR 97210

Eyewitness to the Eskimo.
This affectionate record of Mfe among the Hudson Bay Padlimiut, by the

wife of the late Anglican Bishop of the Arctic, marks one of the few
occasions on which Eskimo life has been interpreted through images

wholly accessible to the white man. With 43 full-color plates $10.95

PEOPLE OF THE WILLOW
The Padlimiut Tribe of

the Caribou Eskimo
, portrayed in u'atercolors by

Winifred Petchey
Marsh > ni^^^x

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

99
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OFGENUINE
ANTIQUE
CLOCKS

The Old Schoolhouse Clock
$98.00

lut genuine circa 1900 antiques.

PONV EXfRESS SYSTEM
Dept. N45
2986 Navajo Street

Yorktown, NY. 10598

Again available

RAISEO ON OWN MOTHER'S MILK BABY BEEF &
^^^^^kNo hormones, antibiotics, pesticides, herbicides

H^^v^ used, ever. DelicioLSly tender with less fat.

r 100% pure organic.

SPECIAL 28 LB TASTER-SflMPLER PACKAGE WITH VOUR
FAVORITE CUTS: STEAKS ROASTS, SCALLOPINI. CUTLETS.
iOZ PATTIES. Phunc (S9J) S3S.77J6 o, wnle

TEEl MOUNTAIN FARM
BOX 6 STANAROSVILLE, VIRGINIA 22973

Sailatallship
iV\ to small Caribbean islands.

6 or 14 days from $290.

Write for free Adventure Booklet.

Box 120, Dept. 225, Miami Beach, Fla, 33139

Ikifctaof'Cnii/c/

THIS YEAR COME SEE

A FOREIGN LAND...
THE REAL AMERICAN WEST

America? Foreign? You bet it isl After all, what
could be more foreign than 2,000.000 wilderness

acres where snow-clad peaks soar into skies that

have never known pollution's taint? Or solitary

vers so pure that you can lie on your

nk your fill. Or cathedral groves of giant

vere ancient before Columbus. This is

) Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness where
we — your licensed and bonded outfitters — will

guide you into the private domain of deer, bear. elk.

cougar, wheeling eagles and fighting trout.

Roadless Spectacular. Wild- And Free . . Mean-
while, back at the ranch, superb log cabins and
authentic teepees house our guests in the Old West
setting of a working ranch. Enjoy riding, hiking,

boating, fishing, swimming, chuck wagon feeds,

moonlight cruises, weekly rodeos and just easy

relaxin' by the shining lakes of Idaho's unspoiled

panhandle Good fun! Great food! Grand friend-

ships!

lakes and ri

belly and dri

cedar that y

TIMBER RIDGE RANCH
P.O. Box 83'NH HARRISON, IDAHO 83633

Please lell me more about "foreign" America Send
me complete information on wilderness and ranch

vacations today'

Name

Acfdri

Cilv^

Zip .

Additional Reading

Hot Spots (p. 36)

Walter Sullivan's Continents in

Motion (New York: McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1974) provides one

of the best general accounts of the

complex processes involved in plate

tectonics. "Hot Spots on the Earth's

Surface," by Kevin C. Burke and J.

Tuzo Wilson {Scientific American,

August 1976, pp. 46-57), gives addi-

tional details of the surface manifes-

tations and worldwide distribution of

volcanic hot spots. Harold T.

Stearns's textbook. Geology of the

State of Hawaii (Palo Alto: Pacific

Books, 1966), provides a descriptive

account of volcanic activity at the

world's most prolific hot spot. For

more technical studies of hot spot ac-

tivity see W. Jason Morgan's "Deep
Mantle Convection Plumes and Plate

Motions" (American Association of

Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, 1972,

vol. 56, pp. 203-13) and Peter R.

Vogt's "Evidence for Global
Synchronism in Mantle Plume Con-

vection, and Possible Significance for

Geology" (Nature, 1972, vol. 240,

pp. 338-42). David A. Ross's "The
Red Sea: An Ocean in the Making"
(Natural History, August-September

1976, pp. 74-77) adds another

perspective to the understanding of

mantle-surface interactions.

Aztec Cannibalism (p. 46)

For details of the evidence upon

which his theory is based, see Mi-

chael Harner's lengthy paper in the

February 1977 issue of American
Ethnologist: "The Ecological Basis

for Aztec Sacrifice." In his account

for Natural History, Harner quotes

from The Conquest ofNew Spain, by
Bernal Diaz del Castillo (trans, by

John M. Cohen, New York; Penguin

Books, 1963, $2.50). Bernal Diaz,

the most famous participant-

chronicler of the conquest of Mexico,

provided comprehensive accounts of

Aztec sacrifices and their aftermath.

Two of the more popular accounts of

Aztec life-styles at the time of the

conquest stand in stark contrast to

Diaz's, each devoting a single sen-

tence of text to the issue of canni-

balism. One is William H. Prescott's

The Conquest of Mexico, a t

volume written in the

nineteenth century and now av;

bound together with his The

quest ofPeru (New York: Modt
brary, $5.95). The other is frc

1940s, George C. Vaillanfs .

of Mexico: Origin, Rise, and J

the Aztec Nation (rev. ed. by 5:

nahB. Vaillant, New York: Pt

Books, $2.95). Jacques Sous

Daily Life of the Aztecs on th a

of the Spanish Conquest (Staisr-

Stanford University Press, '?""

$2.95), although written in a pi

style, is generally authoritativ

informative.

Mud Turtles (p. 52)

Archie Carr's So Excelle

Fishe: A Natural History o

Turtles (New York: Doubled;

tural History Press, 1973, $2.9,

vides a thorough, comparative il

standing of turtle behavior anc|

ogy—patterns of movement a

production, nest construction, c|

of predation, and the imp
human activities are well co

Turtles of the United States, b

petologists Carl H. Ernst and

W. Barbour (Lexington: Uni\|

of Kentucky Press, 1972), is a

prehensive, detailed (3 to 4 pag|

species) volume providing colo

tographs and general informatili]

habitat, range, behavior, and bi|

of turtles. JohnGoode's Turtles\

toises, and Terrapins (New
Charles Scribner's Sons,

$4.95) is a good general referenl

the layman. More precise inf|

tion on the ecology and activi

yellow mud turtles can be foil

I. Y. Mahmoud's studies: "Cod
Behavior and Sexual Maturity ii|

Species of Kinosternid Tu
(Copeia, 1967, pp. 314-19

"The Comparative Ecology (

Kinosternid Turtles of Oklahb

(Southwestern Naturalist, 196^'ai^

14, pp. 31-66).

Antlions (p. 64)

William Morton Whec
Demons of the Dust (New Yor

W. Norton & Company, 193(:



'e olfer another (irst in travel:

The
jreatWhite Bears
icti year, in late October, hundreds
1000 pound polar bears migrate

wards the shore of Canada's vast
jdson Bay and v^ait there for the

)ming ol the winter sea ice.

1 October 20 to 24, 1977, we will

l<e the first group o( tourists to see
id photograph the rennarkable and
iring sight of these wild carnivores
iiiing free.

> unique expedition is limited to
. ive members plus our team ol

inly experienced leaders and stall,

,1'lves the hire of helicopters and
iidv guides for the group's protec-
in and is unavoidably costly.

^lailed brochures are available from:

NNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
.tST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036
>HON[ (212) 354 6634

DOK HUNTING?
I lily any book located—no matter how
:r long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfictlon.

I ethers, lubject*. Name the book—we'll

I t! (Title alone Is sufficient.) Inquire,

I.e. Write: Dept 67.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
I UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

y / Designed

/ by the ages

^ - Shells
;^ Fossils

^ Minerals
^ Color Portfolio

.^_^^<^ plus catalogue, $1.00.

^ Dover Scientific
Box 601 1 C Long Island City N.Y. 1 1 1 06
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oneness l

A subtle linking of ?

man's religious symbols 9

into one. Created by the

artisan to symbolize the

spirit of mutual respect,

harmony and love.

With iliuslrated dcscnptivi

in . . Si7,^0
. . S16.75

booklet

ISAAC SOLTES DESIGN NH
Am I

1923 S. McPherrin Ave. w,,,y-u„^"""^ Monterey Park. Calif. 917M MstrAhg

California Residents Add 69^ Sales Tax
Chctk or Nfoney Order/Money -back Guarantee

Full i.olof brochure ?O0. Applies to purchase.

MURPHY^S LAWS!
amparable "scientific" wit. Coloi^ully

ijgraphed on 8" x 10" heavy Parchlext

,1 framing. A great business or personal

'^h Only $3 (4/$10). Four Corners
i^iss, Dept. NHG, Hanover, Mass,
itlii39.

classic account of the biology and be-

havior of antlions and other preda-

cious insects found in desert habitats.

Animal Architecture, by Karl and

Otto von Frisch (New York: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1974, $12.95),

and Ancient Artizans. by Stuart W.
Frost (Boston: Van Press, 1936), are

books on how and why animals mod-
ify their habitat or build structures to

meet their needs. Other studies of ant-

lion excavations are "Pit Con-
struction by Myrmeleontid Larvae,"

by G. Youthed and V. Moran {Jour-

nal of Insect Physiology, 1969, vol,

15, pp. 867-75), and "Mechanisms
of Pit Construction by Antlion Lar-

vae," by Razvan Tuculescu et al.

(Annals of the Entomological Society

of America, 1975, vol. 68, pp.
719-20).

Coral Reefs (p. 72)

Douglas Faulkner's The Living

Reef (New York: Quadrangle, 1974)

and Jacques Cousteau and Philippe

Diole's L//e and Death in a Coral Sea

(Garden City: Doubleday, 1971) are

beautifully illustrated introductions

to the world's coral reefs. F. G.

Smith's Atlantic Reef Corals (rev.

ed. Miami: University of Miami
Press, 1971, $6.95) and T. F.

Goreau's "Ecology of Jamaican

Coral Reefs" (Ecology, 1959. vol.

40, pp. 67-89) introduce reefs of the

Atlantic Ocean, "Life and Death of

the Reef," by Robert E. Johannes,

with stunning photographs by
Douglas Faulkner (Audubon, Sep-

tember 1976, pp. 36-55), is agraphic

account of the impact of man's activi-

ties on coral biology. This article is

followed by Kenneth Brower and

Douglas Faulkner's "To Tempt a Pa-

cific Eden, One Large Oily Apple"

(pp . 56-9 1 ) , spelling out plans to turn

a group of Pacific coral reefs into a

superport-oil refinery complex. The
responses of coral organisms to dam-
age and pollution are described in two
earlier Natural History articles: Gil-

bert L. Voss's "Sickness and Death

in Florida's Coral Reefs" (Au-
gust-September 1973, pp. 40-47)

and Ralph Mitchell and Hugh Duck-
low's "Slow Death of Coral Reefs"

(October 1976, pp. 106-110).

Gordon Beckhorn

Erratum:

In the photograph on page 66 of the

February 1977 issue, the fish labeled

a rosyside dace is actually a redline

darter.

Ready to

Assemble and Finish
18' Century Furniture
One of 24 Bartley classics, in hand crafted

solid mahogany, oak or cherry. Totally
authentic in design and beautifully

constructed. Each kit is easily assembled
and finished in your own home without
tools. All pieces also offered completely
assembled and hand finished. A $5.00

coupon included with catalogue.

your illustrated

reproductions available
form or tiand finistned. I am

nclosing $1.00 to cover postage
nd hiandling.

TheBartJey Collection, I^d.

747 Oakwood Ave., Dept. IT, Lake Forest, II 60045

^Discover
Galapagos
For budget-minded travelers wfio are
interested in ecology, wildlife and
phiotography, we are repeating our
popular Galapagos Islands Thrift

Cruises in ttie privately ctiartered 66-

passenger mv Iguana", accompanied
by eminent naturalist leaders wtio
will give talks and lead us in ttie

field:

May 28 to June 10, 1977
with Mr. Justin K. Aldrich

ol frte New England Aqi

August 20 to September 2, 1977

with Ms. Susan Lock
Vice President of the Animal
Protection Institute ol America

October 29 to November 11, 1977

Before each cruise, we spend four

days in Quito, Ecuador's lovely cap-
ital, with excursions in the Andes,
and then make the spectacular road
journey to the coast.

Detailed brochures are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
S5 WtiT 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY U10)(>

ILLIPHONE I2I2I JS4 6634

' Registered in Ecuador



This superbly crafted metalware will add a new di-

mension to your table settings. Remarkably like an-

tique pewter in the burnished silvery lustre, in the

traditional shapes admired for generations, even in

the solid "feel" of the prized originals. You've ad-

mired similar pieces— at much fancier prices—on

magazine pages and In expensive shops. Now you

can enjoy the same time-honored traditional beauty

right in your own home!

ADAPTABLE TO MANY MOODS AND USES
The classic historic design is equally compatible with fine

china or casual pottery. Graceful plates and sturdy ale nog-

gins like these once abounded in early American inns, and
similar sets graced many a Colonial manor table. Today,

you'd have to scour the antique shops for months in order to

find matching pieces of comparable beauty and utility-and

pay many times more than these modest prices. Imagine

what charming and distinctive table settings they'll help you
crsst©

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY CAPTURED
IN CAREFREE METALWARE
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and will not chip, dent or break under normal use. The spe-
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look that is enhanced by the finely polished satin finish.

PEWTALLOY metalware may be safely washed by hand or

dishwasher. As you use it, you'll find that your PEWTALLOY
service acquires a patina that adds to its beauty.

Complete 16 Piece Set-
Service for Four as shown- includes:

four 10'/?" dinner plates, four 7" bread

/butter or salad plates, four 16 oz. tank-

ards (for tiot or cold drinks) and four

napkin rings.

only

$0095
22

LIMITED SUPPLY
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

ORDER NOW—Supplies Are Limited!

This offer will not be repeated this season
don't miss out. Take advantage of this truly i

usual value and order your superbly craft

traditional PEWTALLOY dinnerware set rig

now— for yourself or for an impressive gift!

FULLY GUARANTEED: You must be absolu

ly satisfied with your purchase in every way
simply return the merchandise within 30 da'

and receive a prompt refund.

•""crown-CasTle Ltd., Dept. PDW-18
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please rush me the 16 piece PEWTALLOY dinnerwa
set for only $22.95 on full money back guarantee i

am not absolutely delighted:

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling.)
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Charge My D Bank Americard D Master Charge

D American Express

Card No

Expiration Date
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Address

City _State_ -Zlp-
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; you an idea of diamond values, the earrings l.,

j|e for about $1100. Your jeweler can show you

/ starting at about $200. De Beers Consolidated]
^^^

I told her we were going "out on the town" for her birthday,

and she said she had nothing to wear.

A diamond is forever.
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This fierce face

once worn by a Ndr1

American Indian. Now;

is part of a landmark exhibit d

years of American Indian art.

Called "Sacred Circles," the exhibit was

assembled after years of search through

public and private collections in six coun-

tries. It includes over 850 artifacts from 1 500

B.C.tothepresentandisthe most extensive

.n art e>^

"to be presented. Oh Apr

J, "Sacred Circles" wi

she Nelson Gallery-Atkins Mi

isas City, Missouri, following ii

smashing success in London. This will be il

only appearance in the United States.

The American Can Company Foundajtic
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exceptional cultural event. ^i
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loger L. Welsch first learned

|it folk architecture ten years ago

raduate school and says he has

preoccupied with its varieties,

Icially on the Great Plains, ever

\i. Currently a professor of folk-

at the University of Nebraska,

Isch would like to spend less time

lying traditional buildings and

le time "thinking about them,

feeling them, building them, tearing

them down, driving nails, and cuss-

ing." In this effort, he is reconstruct-

ing two log cabins on his Nebraska

farm. So attuned to nineteenth-

century life on the plains is Welsch

that he says he would like to look

like C.N. Dunlap, a ranch foreman

during the 1880s, whose photograph

appears here.

While still in high school, Klaus-

Friedrich Koch walked across Sar-

dinia and Montenegro and his later

travels have taken him to unexplored

parts of New Guinea (where he lived

for nearly two years in a remote val-

ley in the Central Mountains), to the

Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan be-

fore the Lindblads got there, and

through Burma and Afghanistan. He
has also been to Tahiti, Samoa, Fiji,

and Tuvalu (formerly Ellice Islands).

In 1974, he made a pilgrimage to

Mecca and in 1976 he felt a sudden

need to visit Timbuktu. Koch camou-
flages his addiction to traveling by
conducting ethnographic research.

He taught anthropology at Harvard

for several years before joining the

faculty of Northwestern University.

His many publications include two
previous articles in Natural History.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay GoiH

Evolution's Erratic Pace

The history of life contains
' long periods of boredom
and short periods of terror

' '

On November 23, 1859. the day

before his revolutionary book hit the

stands, Charles Darwin received an

extraordinary letter from his friend

Thomas Henry Huxley. It offered

warm support in the coming conflict,

even the supreme sacrifice: "I am
prepared to go to the stake, if requi-

site ... I am sharpening up my claws

and beak in readiness." But it also

contained a warning: "You have

loaded yourself with an unnecessary

difficulty in adopting iVafwra nonfacit

saltum so unreservedly."

The Latin phrase, usually attrib-

uted to Linnaeus, states that "nature

does not make leaps." Darwin was a

strict adherent to this ancient motto.

As a disciple of Charles Lyell, the

apostle of gradualism in geology,

Darwin portrayed evolution as a

stately and orderly process, working
at a speed so slow that no person

could hope to observe it in a lifetime.

Ancestors and descendants, Darwin
argued, must be connected by "infi-

nitely numerous transitional links"

forming
'

' the finest graduated steps
. '

"

Only an immense span of time had

permitted such a sluggish process to

achieve so much.
Huxley felt that Darwin was dig-

ging a ditch for his own theory. Natu-

ral selection required no postulate

about rates; it could operate just as

well if evolution proceeded at a rapid

pace. The road ahead was rocky

enough; why harness the theory of

natural selection to an assumption

both unnecessary and probably false?

The fossil record offered no support

for gradual change: whole faunas had

been wiped out during disarmingly

short intervals (see my column of Oc-

tober 1974). New species almost

always appeared suddenly in the fos-

sil record with no intermediate links

to ancestors in older rocks of the same
region. Evolution, Huxley believed,

could proceed so rapidly that the slow

and imperfect process of sedimenta-

tion rarely caught it in the act.

The conflict between adherents of

rapid and those of gradual change had

been particularly intense in geologic

circles during the years of Darwin's

apprenticeship in science. I do not

know why Darwin chose to follow

Lyell and the gradualists so strictly,

but I am certain of one thing: prefer-

ence for one view or the other had

nothing to do with superior percep-

tion of empirical information. On this

question, nature spoke (and continues

to speak) ambiguously and multifar-

iously. Cultural and methodological

preferences had as much influence

upon any decision as the actual data.

On issues so fundamental as a gen-

eral philosophy of change, science

and society usually work hand in

hand. The static systems of European
monarchies won support from legions

of scholars as the embodiment of nat-

ural law. Alexander Pope wrote:

Order is Heaven's first law;

and this confessed.

Some are, and must be,

greater than the rest.

As monarchies fell and as the ]

eighteenth century became embroi

in an age of revolution, scient

began to see change as a normal
j

of universal order, not as aberrant!

exceptional. Scholars then tra

ferred to nature the liberal progran

slow and orderly change that they

vocated for social transformation

human society. Karl Marx reo

nized the primary path of influei

when he wrote to Engels in 1862:

It is remarkable how Darwin recogni

among beasts and plants his English si

ety with its division of labor, comp
tion, opening up of new market, "in\

tion," and the Malthusian "struggle

existence."

To many scientists, natural c<

clysm seemed as threatening as

reign of terror that had taken tl

great colleague Lavoisier.

Yet the geologic record seemec

provide as much evidence for c;

clysmic as for gradual change. The

fore, in defending gradualism a

nearly universal tempo, Darwin 1

to use Lyell's most characteri

method of argument—he had to re

literal appearance and common se

for an underlying "reality." (C

trary to popular myths, Darwin

Lyell were not the heros of t

science, defending objectiv

against the theological fantasies

such "catastrophists" as Cuvier ;

Buckland. Catastrophists were

committed to science as any gradi

ist; in fact, they adopted the m:
' 'objective

'

' view that one should '

lieve what one sees and not inter]
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vorable mutations are diluted by the

sheer bulk of the population through

which they must spread. They may
build slowly in frequency, but chang-

ing environments usually alter their

value before they reach fixation.

Thus, phyletic transformation in

large populations should be very

rare—as the fossil record proclaims.

But a species on the periphery is

isolated , even cut off from its parental

stock. It lives as a tiny population in

a geographic corner of the ancestral

range. Selective pressures are usually

intense because peripheries mark the

edge of ecological tolerance for an-

cestral forms. Favorable variations

spread quickly. Small, peripheral iso-

lates are the laboratory of evolution-

ary change.

What should the fossil record in-

clude if most evolution involves the

speciation of peripheral isolates?

Species should be static through their

range because our fossils are the

products of large central populations.

In any local area inhabited by ances-

tors, a descendant species should ap-

pear suddenly by migration from the

peripheral region in which it evolved.

In the peripheral region itself, we
might find direct evidence of specia-

tion, but such good fortune would be

rare indeed because the event occurs

so rapidly in such a small population.

Thus, the fossil record is a faithful

rendering of what evolutionary

theory predicts, not a pitiful vestige

of a once bountiful tale.

Eldredge and I refer to this scheme
as the model of punctuated equilibria.

Lineages change little during most of

their history, but events of rapid spe-

ciation occasionally punctuate this

tranquillity. Evolution is the diflferen-

tial survival and deployment of these

punctuations. Our model is fully con-

sistent with Darwin's central postu-

late that natural selection controls

evolutionary change. Natural selec-

tion requires continuity and interme-

diacy, for selection must create the fit

by steadily increasing the frequency

of favorable variants. It does not re-

quire exceedingly slow and gradual

transformation of entire populations.

(In describing the speciation of pe-

ripheral isolates as very rapid, I speak

as a geologist. The process may take

hundreds, even thousands of years;

you might see nothing if you stared

at bees on a tree for your entire life-

time. But a thousand years is only an

instant in the three-billion-year re-

corded history of life. Geologic reso-

lution is usually far more coarse.)

If gradualism is more a produci

Western thought than a fact of natt

then we should consider alternat

philosophies of change to enlarge •

realm of constraining prejudices,

the Soviet Union, for example, sci

tists are trained with a very dilTer

philosophy of change—the so-cal

dialectical laws, reformulated

Engels from Hegel's philosophy. T

dialectical laws are explicitly puiu

ational. They speak, for example.

the "transformation of quantity i

quality." This may sound 1

mumbo jumbo, but it suggests t

change occurs in large leaps folic

ing a slow accumulation of stres

that a system resists until it read

the breaking point. Heat water am
eventually reaches a boiling poi

Oppress the workers more and m
and they suddenly break their chai

Eldredge and I were fascinated

learn that most Russian paleontc

gists support a model very similati

our punctuated equilibria. The C(

nection cannot be accidental.

I emphatically do not assert

general "truth" of this philosophj

punctuational change. Any attemp

support the exclusive validity of si

a grandiose notion would border

the nonsensical. Gradualism sor

times works well. (I flew over

folded Appalachians this morn
and saw the striking parallel rid;

left standing by gradual erosion of

softer rocks surrounding them,

make a simple plea for pluralism

guidirjg philosophies, and for

recognition that such philosophi

however hidden and unarticulat

constrain all our thought. TJie dial

tical laws express an ideology qi

openly; our Western preference

gradualism does the same thing m
subtly.

Nonetheless, I will confess t(

personal belief that a punctuatio

view may prove to map tempos

biological and geologic change m-

accurately and more often than an)

its competitors—if only becai

complex systems in steady state i

both common and highly resistanij

change. As my colleague British

ologist Derek V. Ager writes in s

porting a punctuational view of g
logic change: "The history of i

one part of the earth, like the life

a soldier, consists of long periods

boredom and short periods of terro

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolo

geology, and the history of scienc,

Harvard University.

i6
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Aztec Enigma
Michael Harner's picture of the sup-

posed contrast between the Old World
and the New, and between Mexico and
the Andes, is simply wrong ("The
Enigmaof Aztec Sacrifice," April 1977).

Herbivores suitable for domestication

were never eliminated from Mesoa-
merica, either by the "ancient hunters"
or by envirorrmental changes following
the last glaciation. Deer, bighorn sheep,

pronghom antelope, tapirs, and pec-

caries, to mention only the larger herbi-

vores of Mexico, could all have been suc-

cessfully domesticated to assure a steady

supply of animal protein. Any animal on
the long list of Mexican relatives of the

South American guinea pig would have
done the job just as nicely for the ancient

Mesoamericans as the guinea pig did for

the Andean peoples. Sahagijn refers to

gopher meat tamales and to rats in a long
inventory of high-status food for the well-

nourished Aztec aristocracy. And what
about the rabbit—like the guinea pig, a

rodent—with its near-legendary fecun-

dity and its soft hair that was so highly

prized for warriors' costumes?
What makes the Mesoamericans

unique is that they did not choose to do-

mesticate animals that were available.

They did domesticate the turkey, the dog,
the honey bee (whose protein-rich larvae

were also eaten), and possibly the duck.

Harner is wrong to call the dog a "carni-

vore" and hence, not only an inefficient

converter of protein but one that "com-
peted with its breeders for animal pro-

tein." Dogs are omniverous, the Mexi-
can hairless especially so, fattening read-

Uy on an almost wholly carbohydrate

diet. Its average weight is 30 to 35
pounds.

Woodrow Borah's unpublished popu-
lation estimate, cited by Harner, of 25
million for central Mexico, finds few
takers among Mesoamericanists. We
agree with Edward Calnek and H. B.

Nicholson that the actual figure probably
lies between 10 and 15 million at most.

Nor have we been able to find anyone who
would agree with the astonishing figure

of 250,(XK) sacrificial victims per annum,
which Harner, without citing any evi-

dence, chooses to equate with 250,OCX)

human bodies for the Aztec dinner table.

Harner did not mention the Aztec em-
pire's tribute system, thanks to which
enormous amounts of goods—including

foodstuffs—and services flowed into the

three cities of the Triple Alliance from
conquered provinces. Sahagtin claimed
that thanks to annual tribute in maize,
beans, and chia seeds, there were enough

basic staples in the royal granarie

sustain Tenochtitlan for twenty year

Harner's "materialist," or econo
determinist, interpretation, has in e.

reduced the Indian ancestors of mo
Mexicans and millions of Mexi
Americans to the level of creatures S(

of their stomachs, too undiscernin

recognize that there were other, far i

efficient and economical ways of ge

protein than eating their fellows.

Harner and the editors of Natural Hi:

considered the social and political in

cations of disseminating such a me
nistic view of Mexican prehistory

journal that for hundreds of thousanc

its readers is the only source of anthr(

logical information?

Peter T. Ft

Jill Leslie Ft

State University of New York, All

One might object to many of the de
adduced by Michael Harner in ' 'The

cret of Aztec Sacrifice." But he has

vanced a hypothesis that fits what
know about human nutrition and ce:

Mexican society of the late fifteenth

early sixteenth cenmries. His theory c

plements the two other hypotheses (o

population and a deliberate policj

terror on the Aztecs' part) that have I

advanced to explain the remarkable
liferation of human sacrifice and a

ciated ingestion of parts of the vie

after the middle of the fifteenth cent

Accordingly, Harner's ideas must
taken seriously and tested by much
ther research.

Harner's critics seem to place Sahi

and Duran in opposition to Bernal '.

I do not think that these sources realb

opposed. Bernal Diaz agrees with c

Spaniards who were among the ear

Europeans to arrive in central Mex
For an elucidation of Sahagtin and Du
we should look to the Relaciones (

grdficas, a lengthy series of rep^
prepared for Philip II a half century !{

the conquest, which used Indian eldei

informants and included description

heathen rites and customs. These rep

were roughly contemporaneous
those of Sahagtin and Duran but cov
the entire country. Their testimony is

mally unanimous that in aboriginal tir

as now, there was an abundance of i

for sale; the upper classes ate relati

well and the lower classes poorly,

cording to the reports, the diet of

lower classes had improved substanti

under Spanish rule.

For the Valley of Mexico, we ha
report on the city of Texcoco, across
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asked the man in the velvet

jacket and derby hat He holds

the reins on a Fiaker, one of the

elegant horse-drawn cabs that

have been clopping around
Vienna since the 17th century.

The drivers are living guidebooks

with their own brand of free-

spirited punctuation. I asked my
man to take me to a place with

my kind of spirit And he drove

me to the Vienna Circus and
Clown Museum. Later, on the

way to the Heurigen wine
gardens for some social

acrobatics, the driver gave me his

own grand tour of this incredible

city. I got the word from the

horse's mouth, in a manner of

speaking . .

.
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you . .
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lake from Tenochtitlan. This report si

;

clearly that central Mexico's general ; u

ation regarding food distribution alsc
p

plied to Texcoco, and almost certain' i

the rest of the Valley.

In 1974 the late Sherburne F. Cook
I read a paper on food production

nutrition in central Mexico at the Intc

tional Congress of Americanists in ^ <

ico City. We devoted a paragraph to i il

nibalism as a source of animal prot
i

although by no means the sole one, iri

aboriginal period. Our paper was reac

and circulated among, a consider:

body of anthropologists and ethno

torians from many countries, incluc

Mexico. In a vigorous discussion, no

raised a question, much less an object)

to our paragraph on cannibalism. I ;

pect that Harner's sin is that he has di

to raise in public what has long been

cussed in scholarly circles.

WOODROW Boi
University of California, Bert

The AUTHOR replies: The point of

articles in Natural History and Ar,

icon Ethnologist (February 1977) i;

propose an explanation of why
j

Aztecs, among all known human so;!

ties, sacrificed unparalleled number;

human victims. If the Fursts have an

ternative explanation, it is not eviderj

their remarks. They speculate with eii

able certitude that the Mesoamericji

could have successfully bred a variet;

wild herbivorous mammals for food,

haps such domestication, however d

cult, might have occurred eventually,

Mesoamerica remained the only majoi

gion of civilization that lacked dome

cated herbivores for meat or m
Despite its zoological classification

carnivore, the dog can indeed be fed'

getal food. But unlike most major donj

ticated herbivores, it still competes \

its human owners for essentially the s:

kinds of food, animal or vegetal. As

the Fursts' dissatisfaction with Bon
numerical estimates, the Aztecs and ti

neighbors held the world's record, wi!

ever the actual numbers, for human sai

fice. There were repeated famines

shortages of food despite the tribute ;

tem and the granaries. In my explanai

the human sacrifices were neither

work of madmen nor slavish response

gods with unaccountable tastes,

rather an adaptive solution to ecolog

problems that changed with the introd

tion of Old World livestock in the

teenth century. Aztec cannibalism en

long ago, and modern Mexicans

Mexican-Americans cannot be I

responsible.

The EDITOR replies: The Fursts' im i

cation that Natural History sho (

suppress new theories and proicct

readers because they are naive goes cc

pletely against our scientific philoso V

and our basic respect for our readers.
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i

Paleontological Hoaxes

p. T. Barnum would applaud
the success that wily

hoaxers have enjoyed

at paleontologists ' expense

Competition between scientists has

meant that the pursuit of knowledge

is occasionally sidetracked by
hoaxes—deliberate attempts to pass

off fake discoveries as genuine. Re-

cent hoaxes, perpetrated by scientific

workers under extreme pressure to

obtain grants or admission to prestig-

ious institutions, can be considered

cries for help. Older incidents have

ranged from good-humored pranks to

attempts to destroy rivals' careers.

A number of paleontological

hoaxes have been so successful that

they took years to expose, and some
have never been completely unrav-

eled. Vertebrate paleontologists have

been favorite dupes, perhaps because

bones appeal more to hoaxers' imagi-

nations than do other types of fossils.

Two fakes that hoodwinked the pa-

leontological community for long pe-

riods were the Calaveras skull, dis-

covered in 1886 in a mining site

northwest of Yosemite in central Cal-

ifornia, and Piltdown man, whose
presumed remains were unearthed in

1912 in Sussex in southeast England.

The Calaveras skull caused consid-

erable excitement when it was re-

ported in 1886. It seemed to indicate

that man had lived in California dur-

ing late Tertiary time—more than two

million years ago—far earlier than

anywhere else on earth. J. D. Whit-

ney, a geologist who had been chief

of the California Geological Survey,

had accepted the skull as genuine on

the testimony of a friend , a physician.

In his turn, the good doctor had taken

the word of the young miners from

whom he had acquired the skull.

They claimed to have dug it out of a

new mine shaft.

Skeptics, however, pointed out

that the matrix, or dirt, inside

skull did not resemble the Siei

gravels of the mining pit in whic:

was supposed to have been bur

By 1911 , both Whitney and his frii

had died, and a U.S. Geological 9i

vey report could tell the true stor;

the Calaveras skull without eml

rassing anyone involved.

The Calaveras gravels actu

contained some genuine foss

stumps of palm trees. About the t

of the discovery, floodwaters fro:

nearby stream had washed a nun-i

of skeletons out of an Indian bui

place. These two events inspire:

local practical joker to trick the tc

physician, who was an avid colle.

of fossils and similar curiosit

With the help of some accomplii

the joker convinced the doctor to

cept a contemporary Digger Inc

skull as a Tertiary fossil several i

lions of years old. But the pranks

were not expecting the trusting ph

cian to submit the skull as genuin

Whitney. Hoping to save face foij

concerned, the perpetrators stucH

their story. Even though the C'

veras skull was eventually unmasV

it became embedded in the litera

of prehistoric man as falsely as it

been embedded in the gravel shi

and it is still sometimes mentione

a possible fossil of pre-Pleistoci

California man, more than a mili

years old.

The story of Piltdown man
volved many more individuals,

eluding some of the most emii

specialists of their time. Although

find was proved a hoax in the 1 9'.

several mysterious aspects of

case, including the perpetrat

identity and motives, remain

solved. The discovery was first

nounced in 1912, when the hij

respected English amateur pak

tologist Charles Dawson, who hac

ready been responsible for some
markable finds, sent some fragm^
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of a human brain case and jaw to Sir

Arthur Smith-Woodward, paleontol-

ogist and keeper (curator) of the

Department of Geology at the British

Museum. Dawson, who later gave

several vague and confusing accounts

of his original find, claimed that he

first noticed the bone fragments in a

road workers" gravel pit on Piltdown

Common, near Fletching, Sussex.

The skull he sent Smith-Woodward
was anomalous: the jaw was remark-

ably primitive; the brain case quite

advanced. Yet the two seemed to fit

together, partly because the scientific

community, on the lookout for tangi-

ble evidence of Darwin's theory,

wanted to see a match. Smith-Wood-
ward gave Dawson's Piltdown man
the scientific name Eoanthropus daw-

soni and tried to illustrate what he

must have looked like.

Dawson led Smith-Woodward to

his site, and a number of other pal-

eontologists followed, including

Teilhard de Chardin, who was just

beginning his scientific career, and an

interested amateur named Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle, who was then writing

about Professor Challenger's discov-

eries in The Lost World. Dawson lo-

cated another site at Piltdown and he

and his visiting colleagues turned up

additional fragments—some crude

tools, parts of a second skull, and re-

mains of associated fauna, including

elephants, rhinoceroses, and beavers.

All these finds seemed incontestable

proof that man was living in England

in pre-Pleistocene time or not later

than early Pleistocene (a million

years ago), before the Ice Age.

As in the Calaveras case, a few

skeptics carped about small discrep-

ancies and complained that the Pilt-

down skull did not fit into any logical

sequence of fossil man's history. Pilt-

down man was classified as an enig-

ma and usually drawn in on charts of

human evolution as a side branch that

led nowhere.

Then, in the early 1950s, technical

advances in chemical and physical

analyses permitted a restudy of the

actual material of the Piltdown skull

and its associated artifacts. Results

immediately showed that the brain

case was that of a Neanderthal man
whereas the jaw was that of a modern
ape. The two parts of the skull had

been made to match by staining and

breaking down the jaw and filing the

teeth. Th'e analysts proved that a sec-

ond Piltdown jaw could have been

manufactured from an ape jaw, but

not from the very differently shaped

26

jaw of a genuine early man, such as

Heidelberg man. The Piltdown
hoaxer foisted his clever deception on

the gullible scientific community so

carefully and patiently, that to this

day no one can positively name him.

In his 1955 book. The Piltdown For-

gery, i. S. Weiner, whose colleagues

worked on the chemical reexami-

nation of the fossils, stated that the

available evidence points to Dawson,
who died in 1916. Dawson's motives

are difficult to fathom: he had a well-

established reputation, which would
have been irreparably tarnished if his

trickery had failed. Weiner believes

that if Dawson was not the culprit, he

was the tool of a blackmailer.

Dr. Johannes Beringer, an eight-

eenth-century German amateur, was
the victim of a third paleontological

hoax, an attempted character assassi-

nation centered on his Lithographiae

Wirceburgensis, published in 1726.

Beringer successfully combated his

persecutors, but his triumph is not

part of the apocryphal version of this

hoax, which crops up periodically in

textbooks and popular scientific liter-

ature. The usual version is that

Beringer, a German university pro-

fessor, was so excited by some fossils

he had found and took his students on
so many field trips to his site that they

tired of helping him and began fabri-

cating material for him to discover.

This harmless student prank is sup-

posed to have continued unabated

until the professor decided to publish

figures of all the stones. His students

tried to disillusion him by making
more and more improbable fossils,

such as butterflies sipping nectar at

flowers, spiders with their webs, let-

ters of the Hebrew alphabet— all of

which Beringer joyously accepted as

genuine. His book was off the presses

before he found the stone that finally

disenchanted him: it had his name on
it. Beringer ruined himself finan-

cially by buying up the unsold copies

of his book and died heartbroken. To
recoup the family fortune, his heirs

rebound the books and sold them as

collectors' items.

But Beringer's story is rather dif-

ferent from this tragic account. In

1963, the University of California

Press issued a translation of Ber-

inger's original work, with supple-

mentary notes and some documentary
evidence proving that the professor

was the subject of something far more
serious than a student prank. Dr.

Beringer was indeed a professor, in

that he was dean of the faculty of

medicine at the University of Wi
burg in Germany, but he was a

court physician and had a lucral

private practice as well. In additi

he had established such a reputat

as a learned amateur collector

curios that he incurred the envy
two university colleagues, a librar

and a professor of geography <

mathematics. They plotted to ur

Beringer by casting him in the role

a forger of fossils. After fabricat

the figured stones, the plotters hi

one of the three young men who Ij

been helping Beringer dig and

structed him to sell Beringer the J

gensteine (lying stones) or to pi

them where he would find them.

May 1725, Beringer saw the first

these "fossils": one stone show
the sun and its rays and two depict

some wormlike objects.

The "discoveries" continued

nearly a year. Beringer then judj

that he had enough stones to just

publication. In the spring of 1726,

issued 21 plates, showing some 2

stones. Most of Beringer's text is

interesting discussion of theories p
viously advanced to account for fos

lization. In the academic style of

time, Beringer examined these t

ories one by one and refuted each,

even mentioned the rumors that

figured stones were fakes planted

enemies, but he discounted the ic

as unthinkable. Beringer did not

tempt to settle the question of h^

such stones had been formed. He v

publishing his illustrations to sh

the wonders of "this new stone c

lection" and continue the "search

truth" about them.

No sooner was the book in pi

than the evidence of trickery beca

so overwhelming that Beringer, di

lusioned at last, felt obliged to defe:

his honor by judicial proceedin

Wiirzburg court records show thai

hearing was held in the cathedral

April 1726, and two municipal tri

in April and June. The two princip

were exposed and declared that tf

and other shadowy figures in the p
had sought revenge because XY

found Beringer overweeningly ar

gant and condescending.

The schemers were duly punish(

the librarian, who had been writinj

history of the duchy of Wiirzbu:

was forbidden further access to u

versity archives. His manuscript

mained unfinished and he died fc

years later. The other professor v

banished from the duchy, but v

later allowed to return after he ask
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Subscription deadline: May 31, 1977.

After that date, no new subscriptions will ever again be accepted.

FOR A VERY LIMITED TIME, you have the op-

portunity to subscribe to the only official collection

of First Day Covers devoted solely to wildlife stamps

from around the world.

This is the only First Day Cover collection au-

thorized by the prestigious World Wildlife Fund,

headquartered in Switzerland. And it is available

exclusively to subscribers. Charter subscribers have

already received twelve magnificent issues. The
final date for entering new subscriptions to this

beautiful collection is May 31, 1977. After that date,

the rolls will be permanently closed — neuer to be

reopened again.

Outstanding issues from every part of the world

As a subscriber, you will receive outstanding new
wildlife stamps, from countries around the worid,

on a systematic monthly basis.

Each of these beautiful new wildlife stamps will

be sent to you as part of an individual First Day
Cover of incomparable quality. Every cover will be

a limited edition collector's item— combining an

original work of art with the new wildlife stamp and
the first day cancellation applied in the issuing

country at the designated post office of first issue.

As astute collectors know, this post office cancel-

lation is extremely desirable, since it permanently

and officially certifies the special First Day of Issue

status of both stamp and cover.

Portraying the wildlife of many lands

Historically, wildlife stamps have been treasured by

discerning collectors for their beauty and strength

of design, as well as the spectacular subjects they

portray. And this collection will present an excep-

tional array of these important wildlife stamps —

on First Day Covers from the far come
worid: From Russia, the Siberian tiger

Togo, the spotted leopard . . . From Po

plains wolf . . . From Kenya, the river croc

From Canada, the mountain cougar

.

In addition, an original engraving w
pecially created for each cover in the c

Each of these engravings will be a colorfu

different, portrayal of the wildlife deplete

stamp that cover bears —designed to enh

complement that stamp. Furthermore, I

gravings will be designed exclusively; for t

by noted wildlife artists of many nations,

neuer be issued again.

Each cover will also be accompanied I:

thoritative commentary discussing the wil

ject depicted on both the stamp and on the i

cover. And each cover can be fully per

with the name and address of the subs,

the person designated by the subscriber, i

A deluxe handcrafted album, for protecj

display, will also be provided to each si

This album will include a special dedical

the Worid Wildlife Fund and a Certifical

thenticity verifying the first day of issue

the covers.

A strictly limited edition

The International Collection of Worid Wil



Official Wildlife Slamps

from around the world.

First Day Cancellations

applied in

the countries of origin.
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Original engravings.

designed by

noted wildlife artists.

U3 ^^"^
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Personally addressed, if desired,

and sent in a special

protective package.

A deluxe album, to protect and display the covers, will be provided

to each subscriber as part of the collection.

orld Wildlife First Day CoversJay

Hi vers is being issued in strictly limited edition,

'ely for advance subscribers. There is an

'c \e limit of one subscription per person. Back

K ire not available. And subscription rolls will

e opened to new subscribers again.

i, each subscriber to this important series

iveniently acquire a collection of assured

Mat combines the world's most important

ildlife stamp issues with richly engraved

and first day of issue postmarks from around

id.

ciibers will receive their First Day Covers at

' of three per month during the three-year

-ition period beginning in May 1977. New
^ers in the United States will be guaranteed

-le price of $4 per cover throughout their

ption period— a most unusual and signifi-

; ice guarantee. Furthermore, the subscriber

ncel the series at any time upon 30 days'

Once a subscription is canceled, however,

3t be reinstated.

Final world-wide deadline for

subscriptions is May 31, 1977.

bscriptions for The International Collection

. Id Wildlife First Day Covers must be post-

'1 by May 31, 1977, to be accepted. After

SJLs, the subscription rolls will be permanently

closed, and no new subscriptions will ever be ac-

cepted again. The Franklin Philatelic Society, in-

ternational stamp division of The Franklin Mint,

will produce the covers and service all subscriptions.

authorized by the World Wildlife Fur\d

Your application should, therefore, be mailed di-

rectly to The Franklin Philatelic Society, Franklin

Center, Pennsylvania 19091. Be sure it is post-

marked no later than Mai; 31. 1977.

OFFICIAL SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The International Collection of Worid Wildlife First D^ Covers

Limit One subscription per person Subscription deadline: Maij 31. 1977.

The Franklin Philatelic Society

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The International

Collection of Worid Wildlife First Day Covers. 1

understand that I will receive 3 covers per month

for 36 months, beginning with covers canceled in

May 1977, and that the price of $4.' per cover

($12.' per shipment) will be guaranteed to me for

the entire three-yearperiod. A handcrafted collector's

album to hold all the covers will be sent to me at no

additional charge. I have the right to cancel my
subscription at any time upon 30 days' notice.

I need send no money now. I will be billed for my
covers as they are issued.

'Plus my state sales tax

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss-

City_

State. _Zip_

Signature

PERSONALIZATION INSTRUCTIONS- Check one.

n Personalize my covers exactly as shown above.

D Personalize my covers as indicated on the

attached sheet of paper. (Print the name and

address you wish in block letters and enclose

with this form.)

D Do not personalize my covers.



Limited Edition

Collector's Prints

by
Jill Fogelsong

Signed & Numbered

Life Size Images

Tiger

Cheetah

Leopard

36.00 each

We invite you to send for our free full color brochure.

Cyogelsong C3'i

11 Peabody Terrace, Suile 1901, Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Zoom in for the
closestpossib/e view

witti SWIFTS
prismatic spotting

scope!

A nature watcher's best friend. Our 60mm
Prismatic Spotting Scope has an exclusive

eye piece tilted at a convenient 45 degree angle

so you can look dow^n into it for comfortable, close-up

viewing. The high-quality eyepieces available with

our spotting scope may be quickly inserted via a

three-prong bayonet fixture. Included with this

scope are a 22X orthoscopic eyepiece and
removable tripod adapter for short or long range

models. Additional triplane eyepieces in 30X,

40X and SOX may be purchased separately.

For camera buffs, it's Swift's Model 844
Prismatic Scope MARK II, ideal for

telephotography. Or the Telemaster Jr.

Zoom Spotting Scope with telephoto lens.

These Swift instruments will bring you
closer to nature than you ever

thought possible.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC. 952 Dorchester Ave., Boston, MA 02125 or P.O. Box 562 San Jose, CA 95106

permission to complete his c,

league's unfinished work.

Beringer himself fared much be

than his enemies. He lived on
fourteen years and published two
ditional books that earned him c

siderable recognition. The textbc

tale of Beringer is far from accur;

he was no small man broken by a

dent prank, but a victim of prol

sional jealousy who countered the

tack as wisely as he could. The
pressive part of the Beringer cas(

which makes it a devastating cc

ment on the effects of professio

competition in science—is the

mendous amount of work, expen

and time the perpetrators devoted

their project, presumably out of n:

ice alone.

In all three of these hoaxes, sor

one deliberately tampered with

fossil record and placed phony m;

rial where it would be conside

genuine. In the Calaveras hoax,

pranksters never anticipated seric

consequences, and their skull beca

celebrated only because Whitney

well-known scientist, had accepter

as genuine. But Whitney was a gee

gist, not a paleontologist, and he

viously had not been sufficiently cr

cal.

Piltdown man, a more comp
case, was the work of someone det

mined to prove a cherished thesi;

the existence of a "missing linl

pre-Pleistocene man—even if he 1

to manufacture the evidence himse

No practical joker would have risl

his scientific reputation as this rr

did. Nor would a prankster have bo

ered to gauge so accurately the crei

lity of the scientific community.

While no more credulous than

more modern colleagues at Piltdo

and Calaveras, Beringer laid hims

open to treachery because, like m
scientists of his period, he substitu

reasoning for experience. If he \

done his own digging, he would hj

noticed that the lying stones wi

never found in undisturbed strata,

his book was by no means useless:

text was a model of shrewd think:

about fossil formation, and the st(

of his misfortunes should have ser\

as a warning to future paleonto

gists. The workers at Calaveras £

Piltdown simply had not paid att(

tion.

Dr. Keen is professor emeritus of\

leontology and curator emeritus

malacology at Stanford University
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Fly the colorful tough birds of Ecuatoriona.

^e know ourway around ajj the Americas.
Announcing:'Travel Adventures." Tours for the hard-to-please tourist.

Our painted jets symbolize tine provinces of Ecuador

and reflect the rest of our colorful destinations: Panama,
Quito, Guayaquil, Cali and Lima. v>;^-.

From New York , Miami and Los w.^"^

Angeles. But under our colorful

plumage are tough birds who
have been winning awards for

high standards of professional-

m for 20 years. Our special "Travel Adventures"

ake you to Quito , ancient capital of Ecuador, where you can count on pleasant

unny weather 52 weeks a year. Or, the legendary Gala pagos Islands.

Cruise down the lush Amazon on a 131 foot river cruiser that's
' ^

ke a luxury hotel. Visit the velvet-soft beaches of Salinas or the

abled lost city of the Incas , Machu-Picchu. Superb golf, tennis,

ncredible deep-sea fishing, elegant gambling casinos, bargain-rich

idian handicraft markets and much more. At so much less.

If you're more than an average tourist, see your Travel

^entor write us about extraordinary Ecuatoriana "Travel Adventures'.

^ ECUATORIANA
THE AIRLINE OF ALL THE AMERICAS

UNDER OUR COLORFUL PLUMAGE ARE SOME TOUGH BIRDS.

Ecuatoriana, 500 Fifth Avenue, Room 310, New York, N.Y. 10036
""

Yes! I'm interested in your "Travel Adventures." I want to fly your
colorful tough birds and get to know my way around the Americas.

Address

-

City

My Travel Agent Is



Farming the Edge
of the Andes
by Stephen B. Brush

photographs by Victor Englebert

Despite assurances of
bountiful harvests through

the use of Green Revolution

technology, some Peruvians

wisely follow centuries-

old planting strategies

High in the Peruvian Andes before

planting time, peasants sort over their

collections of seed potatoes, selecting

out of a possible fifty varieties those

types that will be suitable for particu-

lar fields. In spite of low productivity;

the many varieties of one plant and

the way they are planted assure the

peasant that he will not starve if

drought, flood, or disease destroys

part of his crop. These traditional pat-

terns allow him to farm with mini-

mum dependency on far-flung trade

networks that are often liable to eco-

nomic and political vagaries.

In contrast to the diversity of

peasant fields, the advanced agricul-

ture of industrialized nations strives

toward the high production of one

crop through extensive genetic exper-

imentation and soil fertilization.

Peasants in many parts of the world

are being induced to abandon their

traditional agriculture and to adopt

the results of the newer technology.

Within the last decade, pressure for

this change has increased with the

breeding of high-yielding varieties of

maize, wheat, and rice, and with the

profitability of transferring technol-

ogy from Western to third world na-

tions. Rapid population growth, the

costs of importing food, and the rural

exodus to cities have pressed the ur-

gency of this change. The admirable

goal of this effort—known as the

Green Revolution—is the provision-

ing of an increasingly hungry world

with food. But as this revolution

proceeds, lessons that could be
learned from traditional peasant agri-
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cultural systems are mostly ignored.

In the Peruvian Andes, where tra-

ditional agriculture predominates,

peasants deal with one of the steepest

environmental gradients in the world.

Single mountain slopes, often span-

ning several thousands of feet in alti-

tude, embody numerous ecological

zones where there are differences in

temperature, rainfall, exposure,
slope, drainage, and soil composi-

tion. Altitude and exposure deter-

mine the different plant communities
that grow in these zones.

The agriculture of both peasant so-

cieties and great civilizations such as

the Inca Empire has been based on
a finely tuned understanding of the

ecosystems that span the Andes from
the dry Pacific coast to the dense jun-

gles of the eastern foothills. This sen-

sitivity persists into the present.

Uchucmarca is one village whose
survival has depended on a close ad-

herence to steep valley ecosystems.

Located in northern Peru near the

Maranon River, a principal tributary

of the Amazon River, the village is

situated at an altitude of 9,950 feet,

halfway up a forty-mile-long valley

that covers more than 10,000 feet in

altitude. The valley's climates are as

diverse as those along a line from
Texas to Alaska.

Slightly more than one thousand

people live in Uchucmarca and an-

other thousand live in smaller hamlets

and homesteads scattered throughout

the valley. Like many other isolated

Barley grows on about one-fifth of

the land belonging to Uchucmarca.
More cold-resistant than wheat,

most barley is raised at an

altitude of about 10,000 feet.
n
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ages on the eastern slopes of the

les, Uchucmarca is connected to

outside world by steep mountain

Is passable only by foot and on
seback. The nearest road is six

ITS away and a twelve-hour jour-

is required to reach the nearest

rket center with such amenities as

;tricity.

Jchucmarca's self-sufficiency

les from the wide variety of crops

duced in the valley's six ecolog-

zones. Although the zones blend

) each other, their different alti-

es produce a gradient of environ-

tits. The lowest zone, between

00 and 4,900 feet, is a narrow al-

ia] basin between steep, dry hills

ided with columnar cacti and

'St households keep some sheep

two reasons: the wool is used

virtually all clothing and
manure is the only fertilizer

t potato fields receive.

thorny trees. Lying well within the

rain shadow of the eastern cordillera,

this area receives no appreciable rain,

and the zone's principal crops—sugar

cane, coca, manioc, chili peppers,

and fruits—must be irrigated.

Above this zone, the kichwa fuerte

zone runs up to 6,200 feet. In this area

the valley widens and increased rain-

fall allows a dense scrub forest. Al-

though precipitation is still too sparse

and irregular to support extensive cul-

tivation, some families venture to

grow wheat and maize here. For most

people, the important product of the

kichwa fuerte is firewood, a resource

rapidly being depleted.

The major grain-producing zone,

the kichwa, climbs from 6,200 to

8,200 feet in the wide, middle valley

below grass-covered hills. Uchuc-
marca' s farmers believe this area con-

tains the valley's optimal agricultural

land, with warm days, frost-free

nights, and a regular annual rainfall

of about twenty inches. During July

and August, almost the entire village

population decamps for this area to

spend a month or two enjoying the

Sugar cane, an abundant crop in

the lower valley, is crushed in

oxen-powered mills. The resultant

cane juice is boiled down and

molded into five-pound blocks.

mild climate and harvest festivals.

Above 8,200 feet the valley nar-

rows again as the templado zone

begins. As its name implies, this is

a temperate area situated between the

warm, drier zones in the lower valley

and the cool, moist ones above. Steep

slopes covered with low bushes and

trees preclude extensive cultivation.

But on more level ground, a wide va-

riety of crops such as maize, wheat,

barley, lentils, and field peas are

grown.

Uchucmarca is located at the lower

end of the next zone, the jalka. Lying

between 9,900 and 12.000 feet, this

zone is the center of the cultivation

of potatoes and other tuberous crops.

Potatoes are the bread of the Andean
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Bread baking a cooperative activity in which one family owns

a beehive mud stove, another contributes firewood, and a third

provides the labor. All bread is made from locally grown wheat.
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%e Uchucmarcan women are

iving specialists. Weavini^ a

cho-sized garment may take

f two weeks, but spinning the

»/ may take several months.

pie. No meal Is satisfactory with-

them, and hunger is defined by

r absence. The origins of Andean
ization may be traced in part to

[Culture in the jalka. In this valley,

1 modern and pre-Columbian pop-

ions expended more labor on
e land for these crops than for any

5r. Temperatures are cool here,

frosts are common during the

r nights of the short dry season

veen May and September,

bove this zone, the jalka fiierte

'. ascends to almost 15,000 feet,

e, above the limits of crop cultiva-

, rolling pastures of bunchgrass,

ge, and Andean tundra are swept

cold winds and are often covered

clouds that tumble down from the

tern Andean Cordillera—a line of

ggy rock outcrops and clifTs where
idors nest. Llama and alpaca have

g since disappeared from these

tures, although their prehistoric

indance is evident in the ruins,

w, cattle, sheep, horses, mules,

I pigs graze here, representing the

st important source of cash to the

agers.

The Uchucmarcan economy in-

des subsistence strategies de-

ned to provide access to these eco-

ical zones and their products for

h individual household. Although
person has absolute ownership of

parcel of land—a right held ex-

sively by the village—individual

iseholds are granted virtually per-

nent rights through inheritance or

the village council,

ike most peasants in Latin
lerica, the Uchucmarquinos pre-

lize is consumed in several ways:

nels are mashed into hominy or
sted or partially sprouted, dried,

i then fermented into chicha.

traditional Andean beverage.

sent an image of egalitarian pov-

erty. Most families, however, are

fairly well off in that they have

enough food for the table. The daily

fare is simple; wheat cakes of stone-

ground whole wheat flour, parched

and roasted maize, beans or peas,

roasted barley flour, mutton soup, a

few pieces of dried beef or mutton,

and quantities of steamed potatoes.

An average family of four persons

cultivates about five acres of land that

are spread among small plots in

various parts of the valley. Using
only simple tools—a short-handled

hoe, a pick, and a shovel—and with

only oxen to supply power, agricul-

ture is arduous and time consuming.

Hiking to and from cultivated plots

may occupy several hours per day.

My research reveals that the average

farmer spends almost 60 percent of

his work time tending his fields and

herds.

Most households attempt to obtain

rights to as many parcels in as many
zones as possible. Shortages of land

and labor, however, prevent most
households from achieving self-suffi-

ciency. These shortages are compen-
sated for by a set of alternative strata-

gems, such as reciprocal labor ex-

change, hiring laborers who are paid

in crops as well as in cash, barter be-

tween households specializing in one
crop, and a system of sharecropping

that exchanges land for labor. Every
household in the village employs
each of these stratagems to some de-

gree.

To insure a full larder, households

try to grow six or seven different

crops in different parts of the valley.

Another guarantee is to plant the

same crop in several fields. A single

household may thus have three or

four potato fields in the jalka, as well

as fields planted in wheat, barley,

maize, and field peas in two or three

of the lower zones. The peasants may
also diversify crops in one field:

maize, squash, and beans, for ex-

ample, are always planted together

because these different crops utilize

different soil nutrients. This tactic

may balance the failure of one crop

with success in another if a family

does not cultivate numerous plots.

Another way to reduce the risk of

food shortage is to plant numerous
varieties of one crop, especially pota-

toes, in a single field. There are more

than 2,000 named potato varieties in

Peru; in Uchucmarca alone, the

peasants can identify some 50 varie-

ties. The potato is indigenous to the

Andes , and the area harbors a tremen-

dous gene pool , both wild and domes-
ticated. In the Andes, continuous

cross-pollination between domesti-

cated and wild potato varieties fre-

quently creates new strains.

This large number of potato types

provides some measure of security

for the average Andean peasant. Ag-
ricultural success in Uchucmarca is

fraught with danger; from earth-

quakes, landslides, hail storms, and
sudden frosts, as well as damage by
insects and disease. Saints, such as

San Isidro, who watch over the fields

and who are favored with candles,

prayers, and fiestas do not guarantee

success. Although all families

depend on different crops as well as

on their kinsmen and neighbors, their

final safeguard against hunger is their

ability to grow enough potatoes.

In most traditional communities, a

first line of defense against crop de-

struction is maintenance of as wide a

genetic base as possible and selection

of different types more resistant to

frost, blights, and insects. But no
single variety of potato is able to

withstand all of these, and none has

total resistance to any single pest. By
growing many varieties, however,

the peasant reduces the risk of hunger

if one field or variety is attacked by
a particular pest.

In Uchucmarca, a common prac-

tice is to plant fast-growing varieties

during the drier part of the year; this

avoids late blight, which increases

during the months of heavy rain. An-
other practice is the cultivation of cer-

tain frost-resistant varieties in flat,

bottom areas of the high valley where
frost, but not late blight, is common.
Other varieties are cultivated on hill-

sides where late blight, but not frost,

is common.
A third stratagem used by Uchuc-

marcan peasants to assure a potato

harvest is to cultivate fields for only

one to three years before returning

them to a long fallow of eight or more
years. Farmers usually sow potatoes

in the first year and other Andean
tubers—oca (Oxalis tuberosa), ma-
shua {Tropaeolum tuberosum), and

ullucu ( Ullucus tuberosum)—for one

or two subsequent years. The long
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fallow period lowers subsistence risk

in two ways; by reducing the amount

of erosion and soil loss and by killing

disease vectors such as nematodes

and fungi, which remain in the soil

and depend on continued potato

plantings to survive.

A final means of reducing crop de-

struction is the bordering of fields

with hedgerows of living plants such

as sauco bush and agave. Ostensibly

maintained to keep out destructive

livestock, the roots of the plants re-

tard soil loss due to wind and water

erosion and create quasi terraces. Soil

loss is also reduced by plowing and

cultivation, which tends to build up

soil behind the hedgerow, slightly

leveling the field on steep slopes.

Hedgerows also provide refuges for

wild varieties of domesticated plants

as well as for insects, which polli-

nate, and birds, which prey upon
pests. Despite criticism leveled at

hedgerows for the space they require,

they are one of man's most important

agricultural inventions.

In spite of the success of isolated

villages in meeting their food require-

ments, Peru faces aimual food defi-

cits and must import food. Agricul-

tural production has not grown as rap-

idly as the population. To meet this

dilemma, the Peruvian government

and international development agen-

cies initiated a program in 1974 to

develop high-yielding potato varie-

ties and to promote advanced agricul-

tural technology based on the exten-

sive use of chemicals. This effort,

centered at the International Potato

Research Center outside of Lima, is

modeled on research programs for

maize and wheat in Mexico and for

rice in the Philippines. Although a

miracle-variety potato may never be

produced, several new strains have

been developed that are capable of

substantially higher yields than the

traditional ones. These new varieties

may increase yields by two or three

times those of traditional varieties,

lifting production from roughly three

to eight or nine tons per acre. Along
with agrochemical technology, these

varieties have been introduced to sev-

eral areas of Peru.

Uchucmarca and other villages

along the eastern slopes of the Andes,

however, have not adopted these new
varieties or the new technology.

Peasants say that the new strains are

tasteless and of a watg-y consistency.

Traditional varieties, especially the

favorite floury-textured ones, tend to

be higher in protein and have better

protein quality than the improved

strains. Crude protein of the native

types averages roughly 2.48 percent

versus 2.07 percent for the new types.

Protein equivalency ratios—a meas-

ure of protein quality—indicate that

some of the native varieties are more

than 50 percent higher in quality than

the most commonly planted "im-

proved" variety. Also the new strains

require heavy fertilization, while the

traditional varieties do not. Good-
tasting potatoes, by Andean stand-

ards, are incompatible with heavily

fertilized fields.

Another deterrent is that the seeds

of the new varieties and the technol-

ogy they require are far too expensive

for peasants: fertilizer, fungicides,

and insecticides alone cost about

sixty dollars per acre. There are no

public or private loans available in the

valley, and the present scale of potato

production by an individual house-

hold does not now justify the long and

expensive journey needed to search

for credit. Uchucmarcan peasants are

accustomed to producing potatoes

with little or no cash expenditure. The
average annual cash investment per

plot is less than two dollars, the cost

of hiring a team of oxen for two or

three days. Outside labor, if needed,

is traditionally paid for in the crop

itself.

The general adoption of the new
varieties would eliminate the rich

gene pool of indigenous varieties and

force the farmer onto an ecological

high wire where the narrowly based

genetic crop may fall prey to a re-

cently evolved disease. Examples of

such disasters are plentiful: the 1970

corn blight in the United States, cof-

fee blights in Brazil, and the Irish po-

tato famine of 1845. Further reduc-

tion in the gene pool of indigenous

varieties may severely limit the abil-

ity to respond to such genetic

dangers.

The developers of new high-yield-

ing varieties are aware of this danger

and have countered it by creating

germ-plasm banks such as the U.S.

Department of Agriculture station at

Fort Collins, Colorado, where seed

varieties of one crop are frozen or

tubers are kept in cold storage. Such

methods are satisfactory, provic

the seeds and tubers remain via

under such conditions and the n

chinery for keeping them does

fail. Recognizing that neither of th'

provisions is certain, Hugh litis

botanist at the University of Wisc(

sin, has proposed maintaining

lected "genetic landscapes," that

setting aside regions where spec

crops would be off limits to agric

tural technology. Such a propo

would avoid accidents, such as po\

failures, and allow the natural proo

of cross-pollination between wild i

domesticated species. litis reco

mends the establishment of an int

national potato diversity preserve

the Lake Titicaca basin of Peru

Bolivia.

Like the native potato fields,

economies of traditional villages

relatively stable, but low-yieldii

systems. The adoption of new, hi}

yielding crop varieties and agrocl

mical technology depends on restri

turing traditional cultural and e(

nomic patterns. But Keith Griffin,

economist at Oxford Universi

notes that the credit and rural assi

ance that supports the Green Revo
tion is often biased away from

peasant in favor of large commerc
producers. Francine Frankel,

economist at the University of Pei

sylvania, has observed the effects

this bias in India, where the liv:

standards of the poorest peasa

have deteriorated in some areas a

where the Green Revolution has i

dermined traditional peasant relati(

ships. If these services and subsid

fail, the peasant may have no alteri

tive but to join the exodus to citie

The passing of traditional cultu

under the guise of modernization

suits in a world made the poorer. T
passing may be inevitable. What
not inevitable, however, is the loss

these cultures' insights and
sources, so essential for the future

our hungry planet.

After harvesting and threshing

barley, peasants dry the grain

the lofts of houses. Hydraulicc

operated mills in Uchucmai

grind the grain into flo
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How Mussels Get Attached
by Arnold Tamarin

This mollusk produces a

remarkable adhesive whose
strength and durability

are of interest to

dentists and surgeons

The animal kingdom has numerous
examples of species whose life-styles

entail attachment to a surface. The
methods of attachment used by dif-

ferent animals demonstrate a wide

range of mechanisms developed in re-

sponse to various environments and

feeding habits. In the world of fish,

for example, the remora is a hitch-

hiker and saves energy by clasping

the underside of sharks by means of

a suction device on the top of its head.

By detaching and reattaching from

the shark at will, this fish can swim
independently when necessary. At

the other end of the spectrum are spe-

cies, such as barnacles and oysters,

that anchor themselves permanently

to available hard surfaces and are not

free to move about on their own. Such
animals have developed specialized

glands that secrete cementing sub-

stances, which become mineralized

to create rigid, unbreakable connec-

tions between their shells and the sites

of attachment.

The sea mussel (Mytilus) and some
other bivalve mollusks have devel-

oped a unique attachment mechanism
termed the "byssus," which consists

of materials secreted by glands lo-

cated in the foot. Marine mussels live

mainly in beds along the coastal

shoreline, where they are daily ex-

posed to pounding surf and changing

tides. The byssus accommodates the

mussel's requirement of semiper-

manent attachment in its variable en-

vironment. Although mussels are

considered to be sessile, or perma-

nently attached, animals, they do re-

tain a limited freedom of movement
that enables them to survive the shift-

ing currents and silt in their intertidal

habitat.

Aristotle appears to have provided

the first description of mussels being

"rooted" in sandy and muddy
places. A few medieval treatises on
bivalves provided accounts of the

byssus and interpreted the structure as

a plant growing from the surface to

which the animal attaches. The first

accurate interpretation of the byssus

as a holding device fabricated by the

mussel itself was published by the

German naturalist Conrad Gesner in

1558. The first scientifically detailed

study of a byssus-forming bivalve

was printed in 1882. Around the turn

of the present century, greater interest

in the biology of mussels was gen-

erated by the fishing industry's recog-

nition of their commercial value as

human food and as bait. In England,

and especially in Scotland, marine

biologists were becoming sensitive to

the effects of water pollution and of

man-made topological changes,
which adversely affected the ecologi-

cal status of natural mussel beds in

estuaries.

Some of the current interest in the

biology of mussels comes from a new
quarter. Since adhesives play a fun-

damental role in a vast number of

modern manufacturing processes, the

bonding substances formed by living

organisms are exciting the curiosity

of scientists as a possible source

more knowledge concerning

physical-chemical nature of adhesi

in general. Further, the possibility

discovering new "glues," whi

might solve some present problems

be adapted to new uses, is a tantal

ing prospect. From the standpoint

glue technology, the mussel is a pi

ticularly good subject from which

learn some secrets about adhesion.

The byssus is formed and holds f

<

under adverse conditions—und<

water and in the presence of erra

stresses caused by the turbulence

currents and waves. In addition, t

bonding material withstands repeat

wetting, drying, and temperati

changes caused by the ebb and flc

of tides. Mytilus is also a good subjf

for study from an experimental stan

point because living specimens

easy to get, they do well in laborato

aquariums, and they are easily

duced to form new attachments.

In the species M. californiani

the byssus has a tan color and consi;

of five parts, one of which (the roc

is discernible only upon dissectio

At low tide the casual wader in mi
sel beds can recognize a cylindric

rod extending from near the midc

of the straight edge of the tighl

Sea mussels live in intertid

areas. The species Mytil

californianus is found along tl

Pacific coast from San Die^

north to Vancouver Islan
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The flattened disk, or attachment

plaque, with which the mussel

holds fast to various surfaces,

can be seen at the end of a thread

in this micrograph taken with a

scanning electron microscope.

closed shells. Attached to this rod,

the byssus stem, are a variable num-

ber of threads, usually about a dozen,

but occasionally as many as one hun-

dred. The end of each thread termi-

nates as a flattened disk, called the

"attachment plaque," that adheres

strongly to the surface of rocks, the

shells of neighboring mussels, or

whatever surface is convenient.

When forcefully pulled, a mussel can

be lifted from the bed, but only at the

expense of broken threads since the

disks remain firmly attached to the

underlying structure.

Close examination shows that the

threads are connected to the stem by

means of overlapping flattened rings,

arranged like a stack of paper cups,

that encircle the stem. The part of the

thread adjacent to the ring is slightly

flattened and corrugated. When the

mussel shell is pried open, the stem

is seen to protrude from a pit in the

fleshy eminence at the base of the ani-

mal's foot. By patiently working the

stem back and forth with a firm twist-

ing motion, the root can be extracted.

The root consists of innumerable

thin, parallel, opalescent gelatinous

sheets, which converge to form the

base of the stem.

How does the mussel make this re-

markably complex anchoring device?

What is it made of? How does it

work? Some of these questions can be

answered by observing a mussel as it

attaches to the side of a laboratory

aquarium. The shell opens slightly

and the foot is extended by an internal

hydraulic system so that the tip is free

to grope for an appropriate attach-

ment site. When ready, one side of

the tip is firmly applied against the

glass with a squirming motion, like

that of a child pressing its tongue

against a windowpane. A turbid ma-

terial then flows out of a depression

near the end of the foot, and after a

few moments, the foot is withdrawn

leaving behind a disk and a thread that

emerges full length from a longitu-

dinal groove on the surface of the

foot. The groove extends the length

of the foot, from the depression near

the tip to the pit from which the stem

emerges. Thus, the depression, the

groove, and the area around the stem

within the pit form one continuous

space that acts as a mold for the

"casting" of the disk, the thread, and

Starfish are predatory creatures.

Among their prey are mussels

whose shells the starfish can

open by means of the suckers

on their several arms.

Bob Trelease, Sea Library
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h rings as a continuous structure,

licroscopic studies provide an in-

I ii into the manner in which the

' rent parts of the byssus are

Mcdand secreted. At least five dif-

11 substances are synthesized in

ludcess by five distinct types of

il cells. The individual cell is

nl somewhat like a rounded hot-

r bottle, with a long, narrow,

ling extension at one end. The
hody is about one-thousandth of

inch in diameter while its exten-

I

I

IS one-fifth as wide but may reach

-fourth of an inch in length. Al-

ugh their shapes and sizes are

e or less comparable, the five cell

ss differ in their distribution and

he appearance of the characteristic

nules they secrete. One cell vari-

makes granules, shaped like

lewhat rounded footballs, that are

;d with evenly spaced parallel fila-

nts. This material is a form of col-

;n, the protein responsible for the

gh, stringy character of tendons,

er the granules are formed in the

e part of the cell, they move along

narrow extension that terminates

1 free surface where they are ex-

led. Other gland cells have dif-

ntly shaped granules containing

er materials but secrete them in the

le manner. The nature of one of

remaining materials is still not

)wn, but the chemical composi-

is of the others have been tenta-

:ly characterized as a type of

cus, a phenolic protein, andanen-
ne that converts the phenolic pro-

1 into a tanning agent. Collagen is

reted into all parts of the byssal

)aratus. The mucus, the phenol

npound, the enzyme, and the un-

)wn material are selectively se-

ll ted. Thus, each part of the byssus

ilitains some collagen but has its

In individual total composition.

Too little is known about stem for-

4ssels and barnacles often

ire the same habitat. The
rnacles attach themselves to

mussels and the two

danisms live in a commensal
ationship in which neither

e interferes with, or

ntributes to, the other.

mation to offer much information at

this time. But it seems that secreted

collagen mixes with the chemically

unidentified ingredient to form the

gelatinous root sheets that form the

stem. Hardening of the stem may be

the result of contact with seawater.

It is thought that formation of the

tough byssus threads may result from
a chemical sequence in which the en-

zyme converts the phenolic protein

into a tanning agent, which, in turn,

cross-links the collagen molecules

—

a process akin to the tanning of

leather. At this point it is interesting

to note that the tough character of the

byssus has been recognized by Medi-
terranean coast dwellers for at least a

thousand years. Weaving the threads

into gloves, scarfs, and purses was
long a common home industry,

which, unfortunately, is now becom-
ing a forgotten art.

The formation of the adhesive disk

is less straightforward and less well

understood than the formation of

other structures. But on the basis of

electron microscopy, a plausible

theory has been formulated. Through
the mixing action of specialized

paddlelike fine hairs, or cilia, within

the depression in the foot, the mucus
is suspended as tiny droplets in the

phenol compound. When this emul-

sion contacts an appropriate surface,

the droplets act as points of instant

stickiness that are temporarily en-

hanced by the presence of water—

a

characteristic of mucus in general.

The phenol compound, which forms

most of the common boundary be-

tween the disk and the attachment

surface, requires more time to estab-

lish chemical bonds between its mol-

ecules and those of the attachment

site. The temporary stickiness of the

mucus allows this to happen by im-

mobilizing the disk long enough for

the phenolic chemical cross-linking

to take place. Since cross-linked

phenol compounds are insoluble in

water, and since their synthetic indus-

trial counterparts make good glues,

this theory of disk formation is com-
patible with current knowledge about

the physical and chemical require-

ments for strong adhesion.

From the foregoing, it appears that

the byssus works in the following

manner: the threads serve as guy
wires, cemented by the disk at one
end and attached to the stem at the

other. The flat corrugated segment
next to the stem acts as a shock ab-

sorber, which stretches out in re-

sponse to the buffeting of waves. The
flat rings are structurally an extension

of the thread, connecting it to the

stem. The stem and root function as

a continually replenished connector

between the animal and the threads

and also as a fixed point from which
retractor muscles gain leverage.

In its watery environment the mus-
sel can use its byssal apparatus for

locomotion much as an expert moun-
tain climber uses ropes and pitons.

The powerful retractor muscles en-

able the animal to snap a few threads

on one side by pulling against many
on the other side. This allows the

mussel to crawl forward using its foot

in a snaillike fashion. When the re-

maining threads are drawn taut, the

foot is extended to deposit a new set

of disks and threads. By repeating

this process, a mussel can even climb

a vertical glass surface. All in all, the

byssus is an elegant solution to a com-
plex problem.

There is much more to learn about

the byssus, especially with respect to

the chemical composition of the

various substances from which it is

formed, and a number of research

teams are currently working on this

problem. Since the byssus is very re-

sistant to dissolution, it does not eas-

ily lend itself to direct analysis.

Therefore, attempts are being made
to isolate the glandular tissue within

the mussel foot and to separate the

different types of cell granules before

they are secreted. This is a tricky pro-

cedure because the proximity of the

various cells causes their long exten-

sions to intertwine. Unfortunately, the

available techniques for collecting

granules from cells also break some
of the granules, and when that hap-

pens, a mixture is created in which
the intact granules tend to clump, thus

resisting separation into pure

samples.

Despite such difficulties, progress

is being made. As the chemical

puzzle unfolds, there is anticipation

that certain aspects of the byssus at-

tachment process in mussels may be

applicable to the design of better

man-made adhesives for use in sur-

gery and dentistry, where moisture

and movement are now obstacles to

ideal adhesiveness. D
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Shelters on the Plains
by Roger Welsch

The hinges are of leather

And the windows have no glass;

The board roof lets the howling

blizzards in;

I can hear the hungry coyote

As he slinks up through the grass

'Round that little old sod

shanty on my claim.

Chorus of a

Pioneer Plains Folksong

Even today the Great Plains crush

travelers between the endless sky and

a landscape that undulates like swells

of the sea. But now, there are at least

occasional trees and farmsteads,

roads and telephone lines that delin-

eate and articulate spaces within a

land otherwise devoid of landmarks.

Most of today's plains dwellers know

the landscape and regard the climate

and space as slight discomforts at

worst, in contrast to the migrant

homesteaders of the nineteenth cen-

tury who had never imagined such a

place in their worst dreams.

Then there were even fewer trees

than now and the grasslands were not

so neatly and reassuringly divided

into sizes the mind could digest. The
term "prairie schooner" was only

barely a metaphor. Ole E. Rolvaag,

the Norwegian-born author, por-

trayed the life of the immigrants and

described the vastness of the plains in

his 1927 novel. Giants in the Earth,

Bright clear sky over a plain so wide

that the rim of the heavens cut down on
it around the entire horizon. . . . Bright

clear sky, today, tomorrow, and for all

time to come. . . .

And sun! And still more sun! It set *"

heavens afire every morning; it grew v I

the day to quivering golden light—tl

softened into all the shades of red

purple as evening fell. . . . Pure cc

everywhere. A gust of wind, sweep ii,i

across the plain, threw into life wave;

yellow and blue and green. Now and tl

a dead black wave would race over

scene ... a cloud! . . .

It was late afternoon. A small carai

was pushing its way through the

grass. The track it left behind was like

wake of a boat—except that insteadjjj!.

widening out astern it closed in again

The agony of frontier life on t

plains is immortalized on toir

stones, in the lyrics of folksongs, a

in journals and daybooks. But

chives often do not contain inforn
f'

lion on how people responded to sj
"

cific conditions. I therefore mrned ?'



lurce usually ignored by those who
4tly folk architecture—the writers

' he plains. 1 reasoned that these

Is and novelists had based their

cs of success on a sensitive per-

iion and faithful rendering of the

iiccr experience. Such subjective

creative data necessitated careful

illation; but then so must any

1 J-gathered information.

reread the works of such writers

1 ^olvaag, Willa Gather, Mari San-

I . and Bess Streeter Aldrich, as

I as the essays of architectural his-

aii Amos Rapoport, architectural

losopher Gaston Bachelard, and

nographer John Demos, looking

,, clues to an understanding of the

nure and degree of the impact of

;i ins geography on the mind of the

:rant. The message was clear: the

plains were a mysterious land of

frightening, unbounded space.

The intensity of plains geography

was made all the sharper by the lens

through which it was first seen by the

pioneers: the eyes of hopeful immi-

grants—from Norway, Germany,
Czechoslovakia—or of settlers from
other parts of the United States, such

as Wisconsin, Illinois, and Connecti-

cut, where landscapes were more
manageable. These people were ac-

customed to a perspective foreshort-

ened by trees, rocks, lakes, and

streams—rural scenes relieved by
stone or timber fences a few hundred

feet apart, by farmsteads numbering
two or three to the eyeful.

The German farmers were accus-

tomed to walking in the morning to

fields they could shout across and

then returning in the evening to a

house among other houses, where
there was company and communion.
On the plains they farmed areas ten

times bigger than they had in the Old
Country. There were no fences, trees,

or rocks, few neighbors within an

hour's ride, and the nearest town was
days away.

The distances were only one of the

brutalities the Great Plains region

dished up for its challengers . The tem-

perature range exceeded, by twenty

degrees at the top of the thermometer

and forty at the bottom, any they had

ever experienced in their homelands.

The daily range could equal the an-

nual range in Holland. In Czechoslo-

vakia, there had been no prairie fires

racing through the tinder-dry grass

faster than a man on horseback.
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Sod houses could be extremely simple

in their construction. The simplest

were built low to the ground and
had no windows. From a distance,

these dwellings often took on the

appearance of animal burrows.

Sfettr.

Portraits taken in front of sod

houses were common during the

1880s. To document their success at

surviving on the plains, families

wanted all their material goods

included in the photographs.
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There had been no rattlesnakes and

swarms of grasshoppers in Belgium;

no cacti, buffalo, or vengeful Indians

in Sweden. On the plains, the wind

tore the covers from wagons and

thunder shook the dishes from
shelves. Hailstones, of a size that

could kill horses, fell with terrifying

abruptness. Trickles that would not

have been worthy of a name in Ger-

many were called rivers here, and like

the Platte, they flowed—as some
said—upside down, "with the sand

on the top and the water underneath.
'

'

Thus the geography of America's

northern plains region—Kansas, Ne-

braska, the Dakotas—offered cli-

matic, social, and emotional vio-

lence that demanded the sturdiest of

shelters. Yet, paradoxically, the

plains withheld all the materials the

settlers had traditionally used for

building. There was little stone, even

for chimneys; little wood, even for

cooking. The most logical first

thought would be hasty retreat.

Rolvaag's powerful writing grew

from his own experience in the wil-

derness: one of his characters faces a

future on the plains and cries, "How
will human beings be able to endure

this place? Why, there isn't even a

thing that one can hide behind!" Re-

treat is a universal motif in plains lit-

erature and folklore. A character in

Willa Gather's novel O Pioneers!

agonizes, "The country was never

meant to live in; the thing to do was
to get back to Iowa, to Illinois, to any

place that had been proved habita-

ble."

Gonsider just one aspect of what

the pioneers experienced as they

moved westward—the change in for-

estation. During the nineteenth cen-

tury, Indiana was almost totally

forested in hardwoods—mostly oak

and walnut. Forty percent of Illinois

was forested; Iowa only 18 percent,

hinting, perhaps, at what lay ahead.

Nebraska, Kansas, and the Dakotas

were 3 percent forested, mainly in a

line along the Missouri River at the

eastern edge of the Great Plains.

And yet the promise of owning
land, a farm many times the size of

farms in the Old Country (where the

possibility of ever possessing even a

small one was unlikely) steeled the

settlers' resolve to stay and blurred

the impact of the catalog of trials they

encountered. Besides, most of them

had spent everything they had, in

both money and pride, to get here,

and they could scarcely turn back.

These people had to build houses.

They quickly used up the trees crowd-

ing the river and creek banks in build-

ing their traditional log houses. The
next alternative, one that made home-
steading on the plains a possibility,

was the earth, the sod, or "Nebraska

marble." And for thirty years the

standard on the plains was the sod

house. (How sod came to be used as

a building material is uncertain. The
settlers may have borrowed the idea

from the Mormons, who began build-

ing with sod in the mid- 1850s. The
Mormons, in turn, probably got the

idea from the earth lodges of the

Omaha and Pawnee Indians.)

Today we make every effort to de-

sign houses that bring the out-<

doors indoors and take the indoc

out-of-doors. Patios serve as dini

rooms; huge windows provide the

lusion that we are outside when \

are inside. We open the house wa
and break down barriers. But f

nineteenth-century plains dwelleifc

perceptions were different. After

i

day of being squeezed between si

and earth, of being exposed to t

withering sun or a razor-sharp win

there was little desire on the part

the pioneers to bring the environme

into their houses.

The house was meant to be
I

fortress, a bastion for shutting out t'

outside. The thick walls, the ft

small windows and close rooms we

not seen as disadvantages—as thii

might be now—but rather as an int
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I part of the sod house's advan-

\ lar from being discomfited by

damped quarters, plains settlers

!jlii the closeness of family mem-
N m the evening hours, after a day

III out of sight and hearing of each

L 1 or, for that matter, of any other

, nan being. The close contact and

1 KJation with the family took on a

s special, desirable quality.

v\ liters' words resound with

I'LS of this premise. To be sure,

Ncitlers saw the plains as a source

\ oalth, but the riches could be won
\ by facing nature. The plains,

h their promise of treasure and

i:dom, demanded an ardent suitor,

I- willing to face tasks and trials

nch like those required of fairy-tale

hoes in their quest for a princess-

bJe. The land was an adversary, an

enemy, to be conquered and tamed.

Sod was first and foremost an expedi-

ent response to plains geography. It

not only answered the absence of con-

ventional building materials but also

countered the problems of heat, cold,

wind, and defense. The two- to three-

foot-thick walls kept the sod house

warm in the winter and cool in the

summer. Neither wind nor bullets

could pass through them. Grass fires,

a constant threat, would sweep by the

soddies, singeing the door and win-

dow frames but leaving the interiors

cool. Inside the cavelike buildings,

the roar of the wind and thunder was
only a faint murmur.
The settlers usually built their sod

houses on a slight rise or hillside,

never in a lowland or valley bottom

where a spring flood might destroy

them. They first leveled out a floor

area with spades, then wetted and

tamped it solid with a fence post or

wagon tongue. This was the only

foundation the house would have.

Moist bottomlands produced the

best sod. Here the grass was toughest

and the soil was more likely to hold

together during the processes of cut-

ting, moving, and house con-
struction. Preferred grasses were buf-

falo grass {Biichloe dactyhides),

cordgrass (Spartina pectinata), and
big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii).

Only enough sod for a day's work

—

about a quarter acre—was cut at one
time so that no sod would lie in the

open overnight and dry out. A stand-

ard 12- by 14-foot soddie required

about one acre of sod. Wherever pos-

sible, oxen were used to cut sod be-

cause they gave a smoother pull on
the plow than horses, which tended

to lurch under the heavy task.

The tool used for cutting sod was
not the conventional farming plow,

the purpose of which was to tumble

and break up the soil. Rather, a grass-

hopper plow, which had a horizontal

blade, was used to shave away a rib-

bon of sod, three to four inches thick

and eighteen inches wide, which
passed smoothly over a rod mold-

board and rolled over upside down
behind the plow. Workers used sharp

spades to cut this ribbon into

"bricks" about two feet long. The
bricks were then loaded onto a wagon
or sledge and hauled to the house site.

The bricks formed the walls and

were laid up grass-side down (for rea-

sons I have never been able to dis-

cover) without any sort of mortar. To
increase their stability and discourage

tunneling by mice or snakes, the

bricks were staggered. When the

walls reached a height of two to three

feet, simple board frames for the door

and windows were set in place and

propped with sticks. The rest of the

walls then went up around them.

Later, dowels were driven through

A remarkable number of women,
singly or in groups, homesteaded

during the nineteenth century. The
Chrisman sisters, left, settled

in this Nebraska sod house.
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the frames and into the walls to hold

the windows in place.

The slightly pitched roofs were

made of from three to five heavy

cedar beams, running from gable to

gable on each side of the building.

Over these beams the builders laid

willow or Cottonwood rods from peak

to eave. Chokecherry or plum brush,

then a layer of long grass—usually

bluestem or prairie cordgrass—and

finally, a layer of sod bricks followed.

Here the sod was laid grass-side up
so it would continue to grow and hold

the roof together.

This early, expedient form of

dwelling, often as much cave as

house, had severe shortcomings,

however. As the lyrics of "Starving

to Death on a Government Claim,"

a folksong of the period, depict it,

My house it is built out of

national soil,

The walls are erected according

to Hoyle;

The roof has no pitch, it is level

and plain.

But I never get wet—unless

it happens to rain.

Even after a rain had ended, water

from the thick sod roof would con-

tinue to drip inside a house for several

days.

Before many years this ad hoc

house type began to undergo the pol-

ishing processes of tradition. A tech-

nology of sod construction quickly

developed; within twenty years it had
transformed the miserable sod hovel

into the sometimes elegant sod home.
The walls of these more elaborate

dwellings were shaved with a spade,

giving them clean, sharp lines. Win-
dow frames were slanted to permit

more light to come through. Com-
mercial or homemade plaster and

5*

Stucco covered the house inside a

out to increase its durability and

duce a major problem of s

houses—fleas. These insects infest

f

the porous walls and plagued 1

occupants.

Windows, the most expensi

component of the house (and one i

quired by many homesteading law

often cracked or broke with the i
|

even settling of the heavy wal

Builders ingeniously solved the pre
j,

lem by leaving a four- to six-inch g ^

above the window during co
^

struction. This space was stuifed w
paper or grass; as the walls settle

the gap simply closed.

Leaking roofs—the perpetual ba

of sod houses—were made watertij

either by adding a layer of plaster

the thatch under the roof sod or

using commercial cedar shing

brought in by railroad. Most hous

still retained a sod covering over t

i

This sod ' 'chateau

'

' was erected

at a cost of $500 by a Belgian-

French family that settled in

Nebraska in 1884. As testimony

to the durability of sod, this

building—with its three-foot-

thick walls—stood until 1973.

when it was razed. Settlers often used hillsides

for the back walls of their sod

houses. Folktales mention that

some travelers, who came upon

these houses while crossing the

plains at night, believed

that the voices coming from the

chimneys issued from hell.
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ngles for insulation and to add

)Ugh weight to hold the roof on

ing high winds.

\t the end of the nineteenth cen-

y, the suitability of the sod house

plains conditions became most ap-

ent. The Nebraska State Historical

;iety's photographic collection of

i houses reveals ample amounts of

lied lumber lying near the dwell-

;s. Those who had settled on the

ins during the early part of this

itury told me that while frame con-

uction was fine for animals, sod

's best for people. Wood burns,

s, warps, swells, and shrinks; in-

:ts and mice chew through it; and

cold penetrates it. The large num-
of still standing, and frequently

1 occupied, sod houses that are

y to eighty years old offers further

jstantiation of the durability of

i.

Why then did plains dwellers al-

most universally abandon sod for

frame construction during the late

nineteenth century? The primary

cause was class consciousness. Those

who had achieved financial security

could advertise their success through

the frame house.

As another reason, the initial im-

pact of plains geography had begun
to wear off. As a familiar plains' line

goes, "'Living in Nebraska is a lot

like being hanged: the initial shock is

a bit abrupt but once you hang there

for a while you sort of get used to it
.

"

In the demise of sod houses, the for-

bidding mystery of the plains had dis-

sipated to the extent that inhabitants

no longer felt the need for the physi-

cal and psychological security that

these dwellings offered.

Sod houses still dot the plains.

Some are still lived in, but most are

just derelicts—abandoned, their

roofs overgrown, their door and win-

dow frames sagging. These ghosts,

however, are more than merely aban-

doned houses. They are reminders of

the grip the plains had on their early

settlers. Behind their dark sod, these

houses offered protection from a

lonely and inhospitable land. They
also offer another reminder—their

abandonment and replacement by
wood frame houses are symbolic of

a reversal in attitude. Now, it appears

that plains dwellers have a grip on the

land instead of the other way around.

Thus the sod house was as much a

product of the impact of the plains on
the human mind as it was a product

of the geography of the plains.

A farmer friend of mine com-
mented a short time ago, "We seem
to forget that we may have made this

land what it is, but first it made us

what we are."

It also made the plains' houses of

our parents and grandparents. D
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On my way home from Borneo in

1966, I got as far as Laos, where I

remained for more than three years

plying the trade of capturer and ex-

porter of wild animals. 1 very soon

discovered just how lucrative a trade

it was; the demand was always far

greater than the goods available. I be-

haved neither better nor worse than

my competitors. 1 merely copied their

methods: to catch as many animals as

possible and sell them at the highest

price without bothering too much
about various legal technicalities. In

my own way, I was fond of animals;

but it was a misconceived fondness,

as is the case with many hunters and

animal lovers.

By 1968 my business had become
one of the biggest in Southeast Asia.

I employed upward of a hundred trap-

pers and a similar number of beaters

and factors, and 1 had agents working

for me on four continents. By wheel-

ing and dealing, I had achieved a vir-

tual monopoly of the trade in gibbons

and some rare species such as the

serow, clouded leopard, black leop-

ard, and douc monkey.

In order to impress my customers

and to be in a position to charge exor-

bitant prices, but partly also for the

sheer fun of the thing, I dubbed my-
self Doctor of Natural Science and

Veterinary Surgeon. And, in the

same vein, I christened my business

the Laos Biological and Experimental

Centre.

For me there was no sudden change

of heart, no road to Damascus. Let

me merely say that there came a time

when I began to ask myself questions,

for example, when I found myself

compelled to kill animals I was fond

of, animals I had become attached

In 1 970 1 set off on a tour of my m;

customers—zoos and circuses. Wl
that journey revealed to me was tl

80 percent of the animals I Y

dispatched had died either in trar

or during the first few months of ci

tivity.

But it is no light matter to give

a job that brings in a great deal of a
money, and it was not until soi

months later that I finally made up i

mind to do it. I continued to recei

orders, however, and my reply w

to send my customers the followi

letter: "I am sure that, as the cura

of a zoological garden, you must

a true animal lover; you will theref(

be delighted to hear that your mor
has been used to purchase ten ad

gibbons which I immediately

leased into the forest." J.-Y.

Confessions of an Animal Trafficker
by Jean-Yves Domalain

There are trades in which

it is impossible for a

man to be virtuous

Socrates

Ninety percent of the animals that

dealers display have passed along an

interminable chain—the chain of

trafficking—that links the producer to

the consumer. When I use the word
"trafficking," 1 take it as the diction-

ary meaning that defines it as "trad-

ing of a more or less clandestine,

shady, and illicit nature."

Every year several thousands of

tons of animals find their way from

the jungle into captivity. This drain

of wildlife is readily explained: the

last thing the traffickers are lacking in

is ingenuity and the financial stakes

are so high that corruption inevitably

results, especially in the countries in

which the animals originate. The re-

sources available to the inspection

services are ludicrously inadequate

or, in some areas, nonexistent.

From The Animal Connection, by Jean-Yves Doma-
lain. to be published by William Morrow & Co,. Inc.

English translation copyright 'C) 1977, by William

Heinemann Limited.

In many countries the authorities

are hardly concerned about the ani-

mal kingdom. The supervision of

forests receives much more attention

since the interests of large timber-

felling concerns are involved. Let

there be no misunderstanding: it is

not that the forests are actually pro-

tected, but their exploitation is care-

fully supervised. Which means that

felling and exploitation licenses bring

in tidy sums that quietly find their way
into numerous bank accounts,

whether in Switzerland or elsewhere,

totaling amounts that would cause

considerable surprise if generally

known.
The man who actually captures

wild animals is usually a poor peasant

hunter-trapper who sells his catch for

very little. A casual glance at a gen-

eral map of the areas from which the

animals are drawn reveals that they

are commonly situated in underde-

veloped countries, where rules and

regulations, if any, are loosely ap-

plied. The local trapper operates for

the most part without the slightest

anxiety. While in some areas vague

rules and legislation could be

garded as hampering his activitif

the extent of the areas prospected,

inadequate resources available to t

gamekeepers, and the widespre

willingness to turn a blind eye met
in fact, that the rules and regulatic

remain a dead letter.

The peasant hunter understan

only one thing, game catching, but

has, in fact, no great understandi

of it. He cares little if he catches

pregnant female, a nursling that he

neither able nor willing to feed, oi

member of an almost extinct specie

On the contrary, the rarer the anim

the more valuable and the easier

find a buyer.

Everything is grist to the peasc

Gibbons do not make good pe

yet there is a flourishing dema
in Europe for these primati

To capture young gibbons, hunti

usually shoot the mothei

Edmund Appel. Photo Re
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The international zoo trade

still traffics in the endangered
orangutan. Many captives become
obese because of improper feeding

and lack of exercise.

Kenneth W, Fink, Pholo Researchers
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Iter's mill. The man who is putting

he capital has promised to buy

hing that moves, since anything

moves can be sold, including the

t unlikely creatures: frogs, wild-

snakes, birds, elephants, dol-

, whales, fish, coral polyps,

|)s, and so on. Even insects, scor-

s, and spiders cannot escape this

orable plundering of the fauna of

y continent and every latitude,

he native—a highly skilled

ter as far as hunting to kill is con-

led, whether it be by bird traps,

traps, pitfalls, or plate traps

—

ws regrettably little about tech-

es of live capture. Trapping for

are is a subtle and dangerous

|—dangerous, that is, for the ani-

s, since the trapper runs no great

—and requires far more skill than

immediate slaughter of game. A
iper must possess exceptional

/ers of observation, know every-

ig there is to know of the habits

fild animals, be fully versed in the

miques of setting traps, and most
ortant of all, be capable of keep-

his victims alive while waiting to

»atch them to the dealer . It is a rare

g to find a native endowed with

these gifts.

/lortality is high at the time of cap-

The native does a great deal of

lage to his catches through igno-

re and incompetence, but mainly,

3ugh lack of concern. The reticu-

d python, which measures be-

en ten and twenty feet long, is

ght in a running knot on the end
pole. Rather than use a thicker

,
the Thai or the Baule or the Se-

o chooses a piece of thin wire that

s deep into the flesh of the neck,

quently the reptile's mouth is

itly bound with a second piece of

The animals brought in often

r wounds inflicted by a machete.
»Vhy does the native trapper, who
killed in the use of staked pits for

opard to impale itself on. not use

imilar pit. somewhat deeper and

outdoor bird market in Brussels,

'gium. does a brisk business,

igbirds are popular pets in

'ope: some species are bred;

ers imported illegally.

without stakes, in which to capture

the animal alive'.' There is no rational

explanation. He simply prefers the

deadly trap that invariably mutilates

the animal. On several occasions I

have been sent big cats that had been

caught uninjured but had subse-

quently had their four paws tied

tightly together with barbed wire.

One of these reached me after more
than ten days of unimaginable
distress and died soon after, the ex-

tremities of its limbs appallingly af-

fected by gangrene.

Pangolins, toothless, scaly mam-
mals that feed on ants and termites,

are habitually prevented from escap-

ing by having a hefty carpenter's nail

driven through their tails. This is an

animal with very powerful claws

—

capable of smashing in termite

nests—and no ordinary cage, espe-

cially a wooden one, is proof against

it; consequently, it is nailed to the

floor. Only very rarely have I re-

ceived an uninjured specimen.

After trapping, much brutality is

used in getting the animals into

crates, especially when the creature

involved is dangerous or believed

dangerous. A blow over the head with

a club is still the most frequently em-
ployed method. It is undoubtedly ef-

fective but inevitably damaging.

Many species are treated even
more brutally: the mother is killed in

order to get at the baby. Sometimes
three or four females have to be killed

before an infant not badly injured is

secured. The risk of things going
wrong is enormous; the baby may be

unintentionally shot or break its neck
or its limbs in falling; or again, if the

wounded mother runs away and dies

in some inaccessible spot, the baby
may go on clinging to her and slowly

starve to death. Newborn monkeys
never survive; even the older ones

rarely emerge from the ordeal un-

scathed and are often left with a hail

of shot lodged deep within their

bodies.

Land clearance and deforestation

are among the most cost-effective

methods of capturing young animals.

Setting fire to the undergrowth is an-

other commonly employed, but
deadly, technique since slow-moving
animals and. above all, baby animals

are roasted alive in considerable num-
bers.

Big-scale organized hunts, as

shown in popular films, are still a rar-

ity. They are, generally speaking, or-

ganized by specialists and rely upon
well-trained and supervised local tal-

ent. The companies organizing such
hunts go for the "big stuff": ele-

phants, zebras, giraffes—monkeys
when there is a major order for them.

They enjoy legal status and on the

whole abide by the regulations. Mod-
ern methods of beating (radio com-
munication, spotter planes, mo-
torized transport) and the use of hypo-
dermic tranquilizer guns cut down
losses considerably, although acci-

dents still happen, usually due to mis-

takes in the drug doses administered.

Once the capture has been completed,

men with scientific or parascientific

training and a sound veterinary

grounding are put in charge of feed-

ing and caring for the animals. As far

as I can determine, it is only in east

Africa that such companies exist; ev-

erywhere else animals are hunted on
an individual basis by the indigenous

population.

It sometimes happens that an entire

village organizes a large-scale netting

operation. This involves encircling a

large area with a net held in position

with stakes and driving primates (go-

rillas, macaques, and baboons), ante-

lopes, and so on into its meshes. It

is a very profitable method of hunt-

ing, but as no provision is made to

house the numerous animals cap-

fiired, they stay tied up on the spot

until sold.

There is another profit to be made
by the hunters and trappers—from
dead animals. Pelts, ivory, feathers,

teeth, paws, hooves, horns, and
tails—they sell the lot, along with

organs deemed to possess medicinal

properties, such as the eyes, the liver,

the heart, the tongue, and the tes-

ticles, which acquire, after appro-

priate prayers have been mumbled
over them, magical or aphrodisiac

qualities. Reptiles, in particular, fig-

ure prominently in these commercial
bargainings, but whenever there are

too many of them on offer or custom-

ers are hard to find, they are skinned

without further ado, often still alive.

In the next step of the chain, the

animals go to the local pickup man.
He is sometimes a native, sometimes
a "poor white" who has ended up in

this backwater, like some pitiable

survivor in one of Conrad's novels.

I, Photo Researchers
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The 'grand sale" price list of a

leading Thai supplier gives a hint

of the number of animals involved

in the trade. Because orders are

fewer in winter, prices are low.

Hot countries all have their quota of

these white outcasts, rejected by both

civilizations, who eke out a wretched

existence. More often than not, they

are to be found in the hutments of the

slum areas, but occasionally some
take to scouring the lowlands and set

themselves up as animal dealers.

They tend to be concentrated in town-

ships on the skirts of the forest and

they are willing to take anything the

peasant hunter-trappers bring in.

Their task is a simple one: to recruit

local peasants whose entire catch they

will subsequently buy. All they then

have to do is to store the animals until

the exporters from the capital come
out and collect them. In Thailand

there are about twenty collection

points scattered throughout the

country, although the southern forest-

lands provide the greatest amount of

game. Some game collectors employ

up to a hundred villagers.

The collector's decrepit premises

are entirely inadequate. Since profits

at this point in the chain are very low,

the fellow is unwilling to spend a

single penny on animals that are

merely passing through his hands.

For a gibbon in good shape, that is,

with no visible injury, the peasant

gets between $ 1 and $ 14 . The collec-

tor gets about $30 from the exporter,

who immediately ups the price to

$200. When it comes to the European

or the American importer, he really

makes a killing. The eventual pur-

chaser may have to fork out more than

$400 for a monkey valued at $10 at

the outset. The fact is, then, that it is

the exporters and importers, that is,

the middlemen, who make the big-

gest profits. Their expenses, espe-

cially those of the exporters, are neg-

ligible: local employees, even if they

are incompetent, at least do not cost

much, and food for the animals is

cheap and dispensed very sparingly.

The importer, on the other hand, does

have to pay the air freight charges;

but even so, these two last links in the
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BANGKOK WILDLIFE CO., LTD.
IMPORTERS- &. EXPORTERS

Grand Sale Prtce-Ust tor Ubolesale.
Ootobczv-Docenber, 1973

1 female £;^ttod Lcc;«tu. yaung adult.. ......d US $

l-£ heodaJ Coldec Cats, youug uuult.. •..•••••• **

25
90
150

Lsopwni CatB, youn^ adult... ....

Botn' Leepanl Cats, tame.........
Dab^ Civt^t Cati), taxtc

Tiger Clveta, yvong adiU-t.......

Banded Ldjusao^. yxKLig adult....
CoExaon H<uigoo4ee. ....... ........
Clowleoa Ottarfi^ young adult.....

Clavlesa Cttara, young tone.......

Mal^'nn Perctipin«0. .............
Bruuab-talled Ferci^lxtea.........

Tellou-tlireeted Martens....
Slov Lorio*.
large Plyinfi Fozas, "Pmlt Bets"
Black Giant SiiiiirTole

Tri~colourvd SqulrroIs... .......
Black Squirrels.... ...... .......
Vbito Stjoirrols

Bed S^iirrels. .....«.«
Yellotf-faaak Squirrels...........
lierd's Horelt St^iTels.. .......
Zebra Sqoiraels. ......*.........
Sioall Flying Sqoirrele..........
Tree Shrova......
CoioMm Tree Squirrels...........

Bentilea l 50

Boby Ja:va Hankoys.. ......... .......
Baby Bhaaos HQail:c!j''B.. .«•>.. .••.....
Baby Pl^talled tioakBye

Beiby Stuap-tailed Maokays*. •.•.••••
Baby Suart Honlceya.. •..«. ...•.••..
Spectacle Longors.. ....... •....•...
Silver Languro.. •......••... .......
Dtfoc Laoffors, fy^tSxrix. neoeans....
Itaby lioose Cats, taae gaod far pet.

Bal^ SiBiws« Dogs..... ..•«..••••.*

Coasaen Cobras. ••..... ....•*...••
Banded Cobras........ ...........
Gulden Cobras, ycllQv.-, spitti2ig.

King Cobras, over 13 feet.......
King Cobras, under 12 feet......
Banded Kraits
Blue Sroits
Qossell's Tipcrs......... .......

Malayan Pit Vipers
Green Pit Vipers
l^agier's Pit Vipers
Tri£iexcsuxus bzmburensis........

Bioga cynadon... ........
Qioga cyanea... .........
Bloga dendrophila.......
Bioga MttltlTMiftnlata.....

Grass Green Whip Snakes.

Blood lythons

>50.00 a

75.00
25.00
30.00
6.00
W.OO
55.00
%.00
25.00
35.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
9.00
3.QD

12.00
14.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
1.30
2.00
2.00
1.50
1.30

8,50
20.00
20.00
22.00

2i.00
2B.0O
30*00

250.00
7.00
7.00

4.00
6.00
15.00
35.00
25.00
5.00
12.00
5.00
2.00
1.50

10.00
6.00

2.00
3.50
2.00
3.00
1.00

20.00

chain do very well for themselves.

Birds are a particularly profitable

proposition and are, moreover, or-

dered in large numbers. A consign-

ment of three thousand myna birds is

by no means exceptional. A myna,
which brings a mere $.60 to $1 .00 to

the peasant, is sold for at least $30 by
the wholesaler. Those sold as talkers,

or that even show promise in that di-

rection, fetch much more. On the

Quai de la Megisserie in Paris, it is

common for the larger varieties of

myna to fetch more than $300, a fig-

ure that takes some stomaching when
one is aware of what the birds origi-

nally cost. It is true that the wastage
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is considerable, but it is amply co

pensated for by the staggering pn

margins

.

While it is possible to plead extt|j

uating circumstances for the po'

uneducated hunters, who scare

earn enough to keep body and S(

together, the middlemen stand out

mean, grasping creatures worthy

neither pity nor regard. The

traffickers, who have never set fool

either jungle or savanna, are nothi

but mean-minded, acquisitive, i

scrupulous tradesmen.

It is common practice for deal

to revamp their animals in order

make them look presentable. It is i
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is, aid

ilah
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g old con, familiar to horse traders

I airgrounds. In the trade they call

' jiving them a new lease on life."

iiicr whose fur is on the pale side

icklcnly transformed into an al-

ii ) with the aid of some hydrogen

icvxide, with a consequent increase

;ikie from $30 to $1 ,000. Snakes

.iiiig from fungal growths are

a lied up" before being pack-

I . all that is necessary is to scrape

he caseous magma, thus making
Licature presentable for the few

^ required to sell it. Some leop-

aic transformed into black leop-

. \\ ith a coat of paint. I remember
J that did not survive the experi-

ij; they licked otT the toxic sub-

tices that had been sprayed over

br fur. Another frequently em-
4/ed con consists of dyeing dull-

xired birds.

Monsieur Saravan, of the French

anal import firm Prexotical, re-

liled some of the tricks of the trade

cne, the sharpest of which was in-

li mutably the operation he regularly

formed on dromedaries. Drome-
hies are expensive to buy but easy

creed. So some fellows out for the

jatest profit bought several pairs in

Her to start a stock farm. They were

i prised to find the animals sterile,

•ould advise the unfortunate

ders to have the testicles of their

le camels carefully examined;

y will discover that they have been

shed by clapboards. This form of

tilation is very difficult to detect,

nby touch, and enables the dealer

it least double his sales of male
medaries, as single-minded
ints go on buying more and more
reeding animals."

The same trick is used in all cases

ere castration is easy: ungulates,

is, and so forth. One trader, who
d a few years ago, used to expose

all mammals to massive doses of

aviolet rays in order to achieve the

le result.

Waybill confirms the author's

hipment of a black panther from
Laos to France. Many animal

cargoes are illegal, but

bribery and false documents

get them through the customs.

Another shabby device used by the

exporter to make a bit more money
is the practice of substituting one ani-

mal for another. The middlemen
always play dumb to achieve their

ends, and under the pretext of igno-

rance—which is often genuine—they

dispatch goods only very remotely

corresponding to the order placed

—

for example, a common green pigeon

(Treron curvirostra) instead of a Ni-

cobar pigeon {Caloenas nicobarica).

The "mistake" can be even more
spectacular: it is no rare thing to find

a leopard cat (Felis bengalensis) that

weighs nine pounds at the outside

"muddled up" with a leopard. The

not-too-bright purchaser believes he

has acquired a baby leopard and, as

the months go by, is surprised at how
slowly the little creature seems to be

growing. The animal dispatched, in

fact, costs only $160, whereas a

"tamed baby leopard" can fetch as

much as $1,000 when sold retail.

Like everyone else, on a number of

occasions I oft -loaded "rubbish" that

had been left hanging about unsold in

my cages. The usual way I did so was
by playing with words; for example,

the Prexotical firm one day received

a crate from Vientiane containing

four Temminck's cats, whereas ac-

cording to the terms of the contract
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Kenneth W Fink, Pholo Hel

of sale they were expecting four

golden panthers. To give some idea

of how ignorant these people were,

although they were France's biggest

importers of wild animals, I have to

admit that the golden panther does not

exist, save in the price list I had care-

fully compiled for Prexotical. I had,

however, taken the elementary pre-

caution of stating a precise scientific

name for the cats. Thus, golden pan-

ther was Felis temmincki—you had to

be pretty stupid to fall for that to the

tune of 2,000 francs ($400), an exor-

bitant price, since Felis temmincki, or

golden cat , bought anywhere else was
worth only 200 francs ($40) whole-

sale. Only the extreme rarity of my
golden panthers enabled me to put

such a price on them. I might add that

this objectionable firm found custom-

ers for my fabulous beasts even be-

fore taking delivery of them and, in

fact, sold them as golden panthers.

I have often received insulting let-

ters from directors of zoos, complain-

ing that the animals I sent them were

not as ordered, although the order had

been scrupulously filled. The person

concerned had simply described the

animal incorrectly or had made his

list by referring to the Larousse En-

cyclopedia, a nonspecialist produc-

tion that gives little idea of different

species and their proportions.

Occasionally one comes across the

reverse situation; someone obsessed

with Latin terminology and subspe-

cies. A fearful idiot, who runs a seedy

little zoo in Brittany, insisted on
being sent a subspecies of leopard cat

that only exists in Formosa. I sent him
a common leopard cat (Felis benga-

lensis) in first-class condition, in ex-

change for which I received abusive

and even threatening letters.

Several weeks later I made him an-

other proposition. I had a paralyzed

wildcat in stock. Unable to bring my-
self to destroy the creature in cold

blood , I had isolated it from the other

animals and it lived a wretched exist-

ence in its own corner. I had no idea

what to do with it, and it was out of

the question to send it to an ordinary

customer. But my man in Brittany

was no ordinary customer so, after

receiving one of his irate letters, I

wrote him saying 1 was able to offer

him a Felis bengalensis of the rare

variety hemiplegis. Would he be in-

terested in this unique specimen of its
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type, with which he, as a specialist

in rare felines, must surely be famil-

iar? Of course he was familiar with

it, of course he was interested, and he

agreed to pay the phenomenally high

price I had asked!

The number of honest dealers is re-

markably small. I am personally ac-

quainted with about fifty exporters

scattered over four continents. I have

worked with all of them for many
years, permanently or on and off, and

I am utterly incapable of naming a

single one who does not habitually

employ such methods.

It sometimes happens that, in a

given season, an animal's skin is

worth more than the live animal it-

self. At such times, colobus monkeys
are massacred in their cages if they

fail to sell immediately, as they are

delicate creatures, especially in cap-

tivity. Better a good healthy skin now
than a substandard mopping-up cloth

in a few weeks time.

In 1972 the Thailand Animal Com-
pany slaughtered three black leopards

simply because they had no immedi-

ate buyers. It was the wrong season

of the year, the beginning of winter

in Europe and the United States,

when no prudent zoologist will take

on any exotic creature. The cost of

feeding the animals would have eaten

up all the profit, so they were poi-

soned, and their skins, rapidly cured,

fetched more than enough to offset

the original outlay. The same year an

American of Austrian origin, work-

ing as a dealer in northern Thailand,

shot a batch of four leopards with a

pistol. The man, obliged to move to

a new house on short notice, had cal-

culated that the cost of moving would
be too high for him. Even the Bang-
kok dealers were horrified. The jun-

gle was at his doorstep; the animals

could easily have been set free.

Deception is not practiced exclu-

sively with regard to the quality of the

goods dispatched, but also to the

methods of dispatch. Permits, waiv-

ers, and other official documents are

often forgeries from beginning to

end. It is extremely easy to get hold

of official forms. I myself simply used

to have them printed. Then all one

had to do was fill them in. Rubber
stamps were not expensive and
always made the right impression. In

any case, even if the papers were gen-

uine, the goods did not correspond.

Clouded leopards, an endangert

species, bring high profits\

dealers. The animals often endut

weeks in inadequate crates at

diets of sinew, bones, and /I

What frontier or airport official

knowledgeable enough to sort ct^
prohibited species from the vast 1

of animals that are allowed to lea

the country? Who could tell the d

ference between a flat-headed

(Felis planiceps) and the comm
fishing cat (Felis viverrina)! Just

help matters, the names are alwa

written in English or Latin. The v(

nacular forms never appear in the re

ulations. As far as any petty offic

knows—and he is frequently illitf

ate—the two cats referred to are coi

pletely identical, especially if t

consignment notes and veterina

certificates confirm that they are be

fishing cats.

The bribing of airport officials

equally common practice and,

though a somewhat costly way
going about things, is relatively sail

In Bangkok the going rate is $10 ij

a gibbon and $100 for a Malay!
tapir. In Bogota and east Africa tl

scale of charges is similar. The ccl

rupt official takes delivery of the crff

and simply forgets to enter it on tl

waybill. A certain amount of tactl

required and, in the case of unel

pected changes in duty rosters, plal

can go awry. When a big order is i|

volved, it is necessary to resort

other means. Only international al

ports are supervised, and no seriol

attempt is made to patrol each seconi

ary road leading into a neighborif

country. All that is required is a c(|

tificate of origin—stating, for

stance, that a given chimpanz|

comes from the Ivory Coast-

veterinary certificates. At the front I

Between time of capture a

arrival at final destinatio

birds and other animals sufj

staggering mortality from rou,

handling, crowding, and poor dit





Tom McHugh, Photo Researchers

Birds of the Psittacidae family

harbor diseases transmittable to

man, yet firms in Bangkok
export thousands of parrots and
parakeets without precautions.

post in Upper Volta, the smuggler has

his official papers stamped and states

that his animals are merely in transit.

The whole operation is thereby made
official and there is no longer any

problem in boarding a plane at Bobo-
Dioulasso. It is surprising and illogi-

cal to find that in the Ivory Coast, as

in many other countries, it is quite in

order to keep animals in captivity al-

though their export is forbidden. So
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dealers are able to hold in stock as

many creatures as they like and no
one subsequently inquires how their

cages come to be empty.

Certain firms with impressive let-

terheads (Allied Institute of Applied

Herpetology, Michigan Center for

Research, for example) take advan-

tage of an incredible obsession with

official-looking documents, which is

particularly widespread in underde-

veloped countries and in France, to

claim special treatment. The legal au-

thorities would be greatly surprised

were they to pay a visit to the prem-

ises of some of these research centers,

for they would find not the slightest

trace of scientific equipment. The im-

pressive list of qualifications after the

directors' names, although not au-

thentic, suffices to instill confidence.

There are many countries in whi

the mere use of the title "zoo' ' is sij

ficient to obtain special permissionj

export certain protected species. It

easy to understand how, under the

conditions, a set of forged documei

and rubber stamps is an essential p
of the office equipment of any se

respecting trafficker.

The last important person in t

chain of animal trafficking is the p

vate buyer. He is beyond question t

vital liiik, since without him this s(

did trade would not exist. If peo[

were well informed, they woiii,,

never visit zoos and would certair|
fe j

not purchase wild animals.
|

giii]

The number of animals livi| i^,

within the confines of our model aj,

cities is staggering. Some dangerc|
jji,

wild species are kept in apartments 1 iijj



' ie\ were cats or dogs, and many
ntually end up in zoos, unless

.tly put to death when they be-

le too much of a nuisance. They
ge from scorpions to hordes of

i:ikeys, the smaller carnivores,

e;iles—a recent fashion that is

jwballing—and, of course, fishes

a birds.

)n the basis of the tons upon tons

inimals dispatched specifically to

ate individuals, it is reckoned that

I: he present moment there are, in

' is alone, several score of big cats

• thousands of snakes. Reference

he importers' books shows that

re than fifty thousand snakes enter

tice every year, while imports into

many, Belgium, and, more par-

ilarly. Holland exceed this figure

a w ide margin.

What is the explanation of this ex-

traordinary craze? I believe it is not

so much due to a sudden passion for

nature as to a fashion resulting in part

from the large number of wildlife

films and the publicity some of them
have received. Many adults and chil-

dren now want to have in their homes
some of the animals they have ad-

mired in the wild state in such films,

without realizing how serious a prob-

lem it is to keep them in captivity and,

above all, that the practice is jeopard-

izing the survival of some species.

While some films have made major

contributions to the conservation of

wildlife, they have also to some ex-

tent done indirect damage to the

cause. We now have to convince the

public that lions were never intended

to live in a third-floor apartment, and

that alligators prefer the marshlands

of the Everglades to a bathful of chlo-

rinated water.

It does occasionally happen that

private individuals wish to enjoy the

company of animals out of genuine

and unselfish affection. But the dam-
age done is still the same, since the

wish of such people to have a pet has

meant that at least ten others of the

species lost their lives merely to sat-

isfy this quirk for wildlife.

Asian snake charmers need a

constant supply of fresh cobras.

Native collectors capture

large numbers of Indian cobras,

below, to satisfy the demand.

K.H. Switak, Photo Reseafchers
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In order to gratify his passion,

whether it be merely a passing enthu-

siasm or more deeply rooted, the

buyer does not hesitate to part with

considerable sums of money: a talk-

ing myna bird, for example, gener-

ally brings between $180 and $300,

according to how shrewd the buyer

looks. But that is only the beginning.

The cage to keep the bird in can cost

$100, and that would be for a ludi-

crously inadequate one. And then

there is the special food sold with the

myna. Monkeys are much more ex-

pensive to buy and maintain. As for

the big cats, they are absolutely ruin-

ous: a clouded leopard now costs at

least $3,000. Ocelots are greatly in

The skin trade is alive and well

in countries such as Colombia.

A native hunter stretches a

jaguar skin, above, then rolls up

his booty and transports it to a

local dealer, far right. The dealer

buys skins from many natives

who cover a broad geographical

area. Most of these skins will

go to the European fur market;

legislation has put a crimp

in this trade in the United States.

demand, although the species is in

danger of extinction in its native

forests. An ocelot fetches about

$800. But buying an animal is one

thing; caring for it throughout its life-

span is quite another.

The smell of wild animals rapidly

becomes unbearable, even if they are

naturally clean. Many should be

housed outdoors, which poses prob-

lems in the winter. Others require a

higher ambient temperature than a

human finds comfortable. Generally

speaking, these creatures are exceed-

ingly frail and need constant care and

attention. Unfortunately, most veteri-

narians, used to dealing with cattle or

with dogs and cats, are often inca-

pable of diagnosing what is wro
with a kinkajou or a monkey.

It should also be pointed out tl

such animals, coming as they do frc

tropical or equatorial countries, cai

bacteria and parasites that are fi

quently transmittable, and sometirr

deadly, to man. Even apparen

harmless birds may transmit virule

diseases to humans, and children i

particularly vulnerable to infecti

from many internal or external pai

sites carried by wild animals.

All these reasons should be sui

cient to discourage prospecti

buyers of wildlife. But the most ij

portant remains the protection a

preservation of animal species.
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>> Fabulous Timbuktu
by Klaus-Friedrich Koch

"Oh you who journey to Gao make a de-

tour to Timbuktu, whisper my name to

my friends and bear them sweet greetings

from the exiled who longs for the soil on

which his friends, and family, and neigh-

bors live."

Wall inscription in the

Centre Ahmad Baba, Timbuktu

These lines were written—the leg-

end goes—by Ahmad Baba when he

saw a camel caravan leaving Marra-

kesh, in Morocco, for Gao on the

Niger River, which it would reach

after many weeks of hazardous travel

across the Sahara.

The noble status of these visitors

to Timbuktu is apparent by

their fine robes and animals.

Below, a tailor confers

with a customer in one of the

covered markets of the city.

Ahmad Baba had been a teacher at

the famous Sankore mosque and uni-

versity of Timbuktu in the kingdom
of Songhai when a Moroccan army
conquered this Sudanic empire near

the end of the sixteenth century. Sus-

pected of encouraging a rebellion,

Ahmad Baba was deported to Marra-

kesh. When he returned to his native

city after twelve years in exile, Tim-
buktu had already begun its decline

into the desolate town of mud-brick

houses and grass huts that I saw on
my visit in 1976.

The author of the travel guide I

read on the small airplane that

brought me to Timbuktu probably

meant to spare me the disappointment

other visitors had felt on reaching la

cite mysterieuse. "As it is now," I

read, "it would be thrilling to stum-

ble on Timbuktu en route to some-

where else, but it can't bear the

weight of a special trip."

It can indeed—for those who go to

the edge of the Sahara to view the
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lants of a city that had once been

ossroad of international com-

;e and, during the fifteenth and

ienth centuries, along with Cairo,

and Damascus, one of the great

ers of Islamic scholarship.

imbuktu's mystique is the appeal

s magnificent past. Founded by

ghai traders from the east and

ibara merchants from the west at

site of an ancient summer camp
le nomadic Tuareg, the city owes
its rise to imperial splendor and

ater decay to geography. Here,

re the Niger borders the desert,

routes out of western Africa

:d up with trans-Saharan caravan

s. When the caravans no longer

e, Timbuktu sank back into the

I from which it had emerged. The
iges of many wars had brought the

down from its exalted place in

lieval Africa. When European ex-

ers finally "rediscovered" this

intis of the desert, they were sur-

d at what they found.

he man who originally put Tim-
tuon the map as one of the busiest

iid markets of the fourteenth cen-

was Mansa Musa, ruler of the

empire that arose in the Upper
er region at the turn of the thir-

th century. Like the other em-
s of the western Sudan (Ghana,

h it eclipsed, and Songhai, to

ch it yielded), Mali derived its

1th from the control of the trade

es along which caravans moved
ily taxed valuables: gold from
tern Africa to the Maghreb and

no less precious salt from the Sa-

1 to the south.

/hen Mansa Musa went on his pil-

lage to Mecca in the year 1324,

caravan—tens of thousands of

pie, including five hundred

es—transported many tons of

1 across North Africa. During his

in Cairo as a guest of the sultan,

nsa Musa's own lavish generosity

the avarice of local merchants,

) cheated the black king in every

, temporarily depressed the price

:old in Egypt by 10 to 25 percent,

laji Musa returned from Mecca

' famous Sankore mosque was
center of Islamic scholarship.

with an Andalusian poet and architect

he had met in the holy city and who
now built him a palace and a new
mosque, the Great Mosque, in Tim-
buktu. With the rise of the city's com-
mercial importance grew the reputa-

tion of its schools, where widely

known scholars taught history and

science and Islamic jurisprudence.

Mansa Musa's extraordinary jour-

ney made his kingdom known
throughout the Muslim world. In the

1350s the most illustrious explorer

whoever lived, the Berber Ibn Batuta

of Tangier (who had previously trav-

eled in South and Central Asia,

reached Peking, and seen Sumatra),

visited Mali and later wrote about its

people:

The negroes have a greater abhorrence of

injustice than any other people. Their sul-

tan shows no mercy to anyone who is

guilty of the least act of it. There is com-
plete security in their country. Neither

traveller nor inhabitant in it has anything

to fear from robbers or men of violence.

Such tranquillity did not last long.

By the end of the fifteenth century,

disputes over dynastic succession and

battles with the encroaching Mossi of

the upper Volta River had weakened
the empire. For Timbuktu, a brief pe-

riod of Tuareg domination ended in

A.D. 1468 with the invasion of the

Songhai forces from Gao, where a

hundred years earlier a kingdom had

begun to form that later extended

from Lake Chad to the Atlantic

Ocean. Following the erratic rule of

Sonni Ali, the conqueror who mur-

dered a great number of the city's

learned men and favored others of his

choice, the fame of Timbuktu's

teachers spread again under the reign

of Muhammad Ture, later known as

Askia the Great, one of All's com-
manders who had usurped regal

power from All's son within a year

of his father's death. Askia the Great

was a patron of the arts and sciences

and during his reign, the Sankore

qadis (judges) achieved international

recognition as authorities in Islamic

law. The libraries of Timbuktu's

scholars included works from all

branches of learning. Catalogs that

have survived list ethnographies and

chronicles, grammatical treatises and

theological commentaries, legal texts

and books on astronomy and medi-

cine.

Until the modern-age explorers

reached the Niger in the late eight-

eenth and early nineteenth centuries,

most things known in Europe about

the Sudan came from a remarkable

work that was first published in Ven-
ice in 1550 and appeared in an Eng-

lish translation in London fifty years

later. Its title was The History and
Description of Africa and of the No-
table Things Therein Contained,

written by Al-Hassan ibn Muham-
mad, better known as Leo Africanus.

Hassan was born in the mid- 1460s in

Granada but he grew up in Fez,

Morocco, where his family had
joined the large community of

Moorish emigrants from Christian

Spain. After many years of travels

throughout the Muslim world he was
captured returning from a trip to

Egypt, when Christian pirates seized

his ship olT the coast of Tunisia. Im-

pressed with his learning, his captors

delivered him as a servant to Pope
Leo X. The pope, however, baptized

the Moor and granted him his own
name. Living off a papal stipend, Leo
Africanus, who had visited Timbuktu
when Askia the Great reigned over

the city and it was at its zenith, re-

corded his knowledge of the interior

of Africa.

Here are many shops of artificers, and
merchants, and especially of such as

weave linnen and cotton cloth. . . . The
inhabitants, and especially strangers

there residing, are exceeding rich, inso-

much, that the king that now is, married

both his daughters unto two rich mer-

chants. . . . Come, cattle, milke, and but-

ter this region yeeldeth in great abun-

dance: but salt is verie scarce heere. . . .

Here are great store of doctors, judges,

priests and other learned men, that are

bountifully maintained at the kings cost

and charges. And hither are brought

divers manuscripts or written bookes out

of Barbarie, which are sold for more
money than any other merchandize. . . .

The inhabitants are people of a gentle and

chereful disposition, and spend a great

part of the night in singing and dancing

through all the streets of the citie. . . .

Leo's report could not help but re-

inforce Timbuktu's image as the El-

dorado of Africa, although European
global exploration and exploitation

had meanwhile shifted to the

Americas, India, and Indonesia.

A hundred years after Leo's visit

the great Sudanic empire of Songhai
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A Catalan map from 1375
shows Mansa Musa holding an
enormous gold nugget as an
Arab trader arrives by camel
to barter with him.

lay in ruins. Following a long diplo-

matic quarrel and intermittent battles

between Songhai and Morocco over
the control of the once lucrative, but

by then almost depleted, salt mines at

Taghaza, the Askia dynasty, already

torn apart by dynastic conflicts and
civil strife, succumbed to an invading
force of the sultan of Morocco in

1591. Timbuktu, which had surren-

dered without a fight, became the ad-

ministrative capital of the colony.

Moral turpitude and vile debauch-
ery (which historically often precedes
the fall of empires) had spread before

the conquest. Far from restoring pub-

lic order, the conquest demolished it

completely. Unable to establish a via-

ble administration even after a guer-

rilla force of southern Songhai had
been defeated, the sultan's suzerainty

south of the Sahara could not take

hold. The Tuareg and the pagan Bam-
bara took advantage of the prevailing

anarchy and mounted repeated at-

tacks on Songhai villages and towns.
A seventeenth-century Arab historian

from Timbuktu wrote:

Everything changed at that time; danger
replaced security, misery followed opu-
lence, trouble, calamity and violence suc-

ceeded tranquility. Everywhere people
were destroying each other; in every
place and in all directions plundering oc-

curred, and war spared neither life nor
possessions nor the welfare of the people.

These problems abroad and suc-

cession disputes at home forced the

Moroccan sultan to abandon any hope
of extending his dominion across the

Sahara. Less than thirty years after

the capture of Gao, his rule en
Rival factions of the occupa
army, no longer bound in duty tt

sultan, began to fight among th

selves for control of Timbuktu an

sister market towns of Djenne
Gao. The troops married 1

women, and their descendants er

up paying tribute to the Tuare
their rivals, the Fulani, who i

then encroaching on the Middle N
region, as these two peoples foi

protracted wars against each o

and with the Bambara for hegem
over that area. The chaos that

lowed Askia's rule severely

stricted, but never stopped, the tr

Saharan trade to the Maghreb, wl

in the seventeenth century incre;

its share in slaves and added iv

which hitherto had found its n

market in Egypt.

By the nineteenth century, h
ever, Timbuktu and the other to

of the western Sudan had lost t

role as entrepots between bl
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From Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa, by Heinrich Barth.

Arrival at Timbuktu

Africa and the Mediterranean coast

from the Maghreb to Egypt. Since the

fifteenth century, the Portuguese

—

and later, during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, Dutch, French,

and English merchant houses—had

established trading settlements along

the Atlantic coast and diverted the

flow of gold, slaves, and ivory from

traditional inland routes. In the end,

the ban on slavery by the European

powers in the early nineteenth cen-

tury virtually annihilated the trans-

Saharan trade in which, by the mid-

nineteenth century, slave transports

made up one half the volume . As Tim-
buktu' s export could never depend on

the products of local industries , its fate

was sealed with the withering of the

once-steady caravan traffic.

Although as early as the 1490s

King Joao II of Portugal had sent an

ambassador to the Mali court, the ge-

ography of the Sudan and the location

of Timbuktu remained a mystery out-

side the Muslim world until the early

nineteenth century. The Portuguese

had tried early to reach the gold

mines, but as one contemporary his-

torian explained in florid language,

It seems that for our sins, or for some in-

scrutable judgment of God, in all the en-
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trances of this great Ethiopia that we navi-

gate along. He has placed a striking angel

with a flaming sword of deadly fevers,

who prevents us from penetrating into the

interior to the springs of this garden,

whence proceed these rivers of gold that

flow to the sea in so many parts of our

conquest.

At the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury, in spite of Ibn Batuta's correct

description of the Niger's easterly

course, most European maps still

showed the river flowing to the west

because both a respected Spanish-

Arab geographer and Leo Africanus

had erroneously written of its west-

ward flow. By that time the quest for

Timbuktu and the direction of the

Niger's course had become an obses-

sion of some Europeans, scholars and

adventurers alike.

In 1793 the Association for Pro-

moting the Discovery of the Inland

Parts of the Continent of Africa, a

fancy London dinner club, sent

Mungo Park, the intrepid Scottish ex-

plorer, to Africa "to ascertain the

Niger's course" and to "use his ut-

most exertions to visit the principal

towns and cities in its neighborhood,

particularly Timbuctoo and
Houssa." Park, coming from the

Gambia, reached the Niger at Segou,

LilllJ

w

the capital of the Bambara, in

and described its view in a passaj

often quoted in the annals of Afr

discovery as Stanley's meeting

Livingston:

Looking forwards, I saw with in;

pleasure the great object of my missii

the long sought-for majestic Niger

tering to the morning sun, as broad a

Thames at Westminster, and flo

slowly to the eastward. I hastened t(

brink, and, having drank of the w
lifted up my fervent thanks in pray

the Great Ruler of all things, for ha

thus far crowned my endeavours

success.

"Thus far" only, for insurmou

ble difficulties forced Park's remr

England before he could once a;

attempt to reach his main goal: to

the city of Timbuktu and to locate

river's estuary. During Park's sec

journey-expedition, 1805-1806,

forty-three of his European comf
ions perished and he himself, tra

ing downstream by boat, lost his

in the rapids near Bussa, in tod;

Nigeria, 800 miles from Timbul

Although he had reached its k

tion, Mungo Park never saw T

buktu. He was barred by hostile

tives from leaving the river at

city's port of Kabara. When
|



chman Rene Caillie, the first

ern traveler to reach Timbuktu

return home alive, in 1828 en-

1 the city disguised as an Arab,

ing of its past grandeur re-

led.

V saw this capital of the Soudan, to

1 which had so long been the object

y wishes. On entering this mysteri-

.ity, which is an object of curiosity

research to the civilised nations of

pe. I experienced an indescribable

faction. ... I looked around and

d that the sight before me did not an-

my expectations. I had formed a to-

difterent idea of the grandeur and

thof Timbuctoo, The city presented,

st view, nothing but a mass of ill-

ing houses, built of earth. Nothing

to be seen in all directions but im-

e plains of quicksand of a yellowish

2 colour. The sky was a pale red as

; the horizon; all nature wore a dreary

ct, and the most profound silence

ailed; not even the warbling of a bird

to be heard. Still, though 1 cannot ac-

t for the impression, there was some-

; imposing in the aspect of a great

raised in the midst of sands, and the

;ulties surmounted by its founders

ot fail to excite admiration.

dmiration perhaps—but of his

<. through the streets he wrote:

a word, everything had a dull ap-

ance. I was surprised at the inac-

y , and I may even say , indolence

,

layed in the city."

Caillie was not the first Christian to

reach Timbuktu. A year and a half be-

fore, the Scotsman Alexander Gor-
don Laing had entered the city, but

he was slain by treacherous nomadic
tribesmen on his way back through

the Sahara.

Caillie's report shattered Tim-
buktu's splendorous image, which
had intrigued Europeans long after

the city had begun to decay. Yet,

some people apparently had their

doubts before the truth was known.
In 1829, Alfred Tennyson, then a stu-

dent at Trinity College, was awarded
the Chancellor's medal for poetry at

Cambridge University for his poem
Timbuctoo. which contains the fol-

lowing prophetic lines:

. . .Wide Afric, doth thy sun
Lighten, thy hills unfold a City as

fair

As those which starr'd the night o'

the Elder World?
Or is the rumour of thy Timbuctoo
A dream as frail as those of

ancient Time?
... the time is well nigh come
When I must render up this glorious

home
To keen Discovery: soon yon

brilliant towers

Shall darken with the waving of her

wand;

Darken, and shrink and shiver into

huts.

Black specks amid a waste of

dreary sand.

l><^! "?

Low-built, mud-waU'd. barbarian

•settlemenl.

How chang'd from this fair City.

Nonetheless, the legend and the

lure persisted. The next European to

visit Timbuktu was the German
Heinrich Barth, who, in the service

of the British government, reached

the city from the east in 1853. That
was twenty-two years after two Eng-
lishmen, Richard and John Lander,

had followed the Niger from Bussa,

where Park had perished, to its mouth
at the Bight of Benin, thus solving

one of the most tenacious riddles in

the geographical exploration of the

world.

Barth describes his entry into Tim-
buktu in the following words:

Having then traversed the rubbish which
has accumulated round the ruined clay

wall of the town, and left on one side a

row of dirty reed huts which encompass
the whole of the place, we entered the

narrow streets and lanes . . . which
scarcely allowed two horses to proceed

abreast.

In spite of this uninviting scene,

Barth—often sick with fever

—

remained in and around Timbuktu for

eight months, detained there by his

protector. Sheikh Ahmad al-Bakai of

the Kunta Arabs, a desert tribe, who
at great risk to his own welfare

guarded his infidel guest against the

murderous designs of the Fulani.

'B**^

buktu, from the terrace of Heinrich Earth's house
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Art

INDIAN ART PRINTS by Jerome Tiger. In limited

edition. Color brochure, 500. Refundable. Wright &
Co., P.O. Box 54, Checotah, OK 74426

Books

PYRAMIDOLOGY; Extensive book & product cata-

logue, 25e please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Webster
Groves, MO 631 19

WILDLIFE—Ornithology—Herpetology—Zoologi-

cal Books, Largest selection anywhere. Free list.

ZOO BOOKS, 520 N. Dixie Hwy., Hollywood, FL
33020

Collector's Items

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! ! Free

details. Mineral of the Month Club, Box 487-HT,
Yucaipa, CA 92399

Education

GRADUATE PROGRAM in Environmental Studies

combines course work and internship, some
stipend, leading to Master's in Science Teaching.

Program emphases are field ecology, environ-

mental education. Individualized approach;
teacher certification available. BoxY, Antioch-New
England, 1 Elem Street, Keene, NH 03431

LIU'S beautiful SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE in the

resort Hamptons offers extensive programs in un-

dergraduate, graduate, and teacher education.

Marine Science, Marine Ecology, Enviornmental

Science, Biology, Chemistry, Social Science. Spe-
cial Studies include Human Ecology, Major Writers'

Conference, plus many One-Week Intensives.

Complete vacation facilities at low family room and
board rate of approx $200 a week for 4. Write for

free 40-page brochure: Ms. Skinner, Dept. Z,

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE. Southampton, NY
11968(516)283-4000

ZION PARK SUMMER SEMINARS- Series of weekly
seminars related to geological formations, plant

and animal life of Zion Park and Cedar Breaks.

Credit available. First seminar starts June 13. Write:

Continuing Education, Southern Utah State Col-

lege, Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!!! 50,000 Jobs! Informa-

tion Booklet, $2.00 AUSTCO, Box 3623-NH, Long
Beach, CA 90803

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations, Computerized Reports, $2.00.

TRANSWORLD, International Airport, Box 90802-
NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

TEACHERS-ADMINISTRATORS; Current school,

college openings list in U.S. $5.95. Abroad $5.95.

Leading placement sources. U.S. $3.95, Foreign
$4.95. EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA 01262

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS; Chemistry, physics,

math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level. US citizens, singles or

couples only. Expenses paid; travel, medical, va-

cation and living An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information: Cynthia Poindexter. ACTION. Box
T-36. Washington, DC. 20525

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries! Sampler; eight countries-$3 98. Free bro-

chure MULTINEWSPAPERS, Box DE-20. Dana
Point, CA 92629

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE hrough interna-

tional correspondence. Illustratetf brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, D-1 000 Berlin 1 1

,

Germany
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PENFRIENDS—USA, ENGLAND, worldwide. Send
age, interests for free reply. Harmony. Box l-NH,

Brooklyn, NY 11223

$1 0.95 Travel Centers of the World, P.O. Box
Hollywood, CA 90028

Musical Interests

Gifts

BOOMERANGS! 32 styles. BOOMERANGS! Free

Catalog—Newsletter. Enjoy fun sport! Boomerang-
man, 311 Park, Monroe, LA 71201

NATURE NOTE CARDS; from pen and ink drawings
of wildlife. 10 boxed designs include Saw Whet
Owls. Leopard Frog, Penguins, Raccoon, Dolphin,

$3.50 ppd. Brochure available Nature's Design, 16

Crosby St, NHB, New York, NY 10013

REPLICAS FROM HISTORY. Handwrought solid

copper lanterns, post lamps, sconces, fireside

match holders, chandeliers. Brochure $1 .00, refun-

dablewith purchase. Landry's CopperShop, Dept.

N1, Box 311, Kiln, MS 39556

STAINED GLASS BUTTERFLY. Colorful, graceful

design, tiffany style 9" x 7", red/gold or blue/green.

$1 1 (includes postage) Navarino Glass Studio,

3403 Fox Road, RD2, Syracuse. NY 13215

Gourmet Interests

TEA DEVOTEES: Savor world's rarest select teas.

Brochure $1 00 (applied to first order) Grace Tea
Importers, Dept NH57, 799 Broadway, NYC 10003

Health

SINUS PROBLEM? Booklet explains how world's

leading specialists treat nasal phlegm. Send $1 ,00

to Hydro Med. Inc., Dept. N, 10753 Palms #2, Los
Angeles, CA 90034

FASTEST, EASIEST PIANO COURSE IN HIST

Uses patented system. Free information; Bo)

A, La Canada, CA 91 011

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, I

mandolins, banjos. From $2.95. Finished dulc

from $23.95. Free Catalog. 8665 West 13th

nue-NH, Denver, CO 80215

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labe

purchase obligations; newsletter; discount

dend certifcates; 100% guarantees. Free di

Discount Music Club, 650 Mam St., Dept. 25
NewRochelle, NY 10801

Optics
«ils

OPTIC DISCOUNTS; Binoculars—Telest r
-

—Brand Names—Free List—Thomas Manet
Hoffman Ave., Elmont, NY 11003

Photography

ALASKA PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPEDITION. Hik

packstock in the Kenai National Moose R
View and photograph eagles, trumpeter s
caribou and many more. July 14 through 21

Write: Academic and Professional Programs
sion of Continuing Education. University of

ware. Newark. DE 19711

Magazines

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS. 1888-1977. Any
issue, maps, send wants. Buxbaum Geographies,
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

ONE-WEEK SUMMER WORKSHOPS in colo

b/w photography for serious amateurs, sciei

and working professionals. Write for course si

ule; Maine Photographic Workshops, Rockpo
04856

Real Estate

Maps

MAPS TO ANYWHERE! Beautiful color maps and
guides to cities and countries all around the world.

Free brochures. Complete 10,000-Map Catalog

PURCHASE AGREEMENT ADDENDUM C
sixty circumstances, could save you thous.

$20.00 cash or money order. Thomas Prope

1325 44th Ave. N.E., Mpls., MN 55421

SOUTHERN OREGON COAST; Elegant view t

Arthur Avenue Marhel, The Bi



als

nservationist. A bedrooms, 3'/2 baths, 4 fire-

s. Numerous carefully considered details,

guestliouse, caretaker's mobile home Buyer
grant conservation easement Surrounding
rest, bluffs and intertidal coast to be nature
preserve. Acreage and ocean frontage ne-

]le, (503)482-4175

SIDE LODGE, CANOE. Virgin forest, fire-

,
modern $150 week. Write: Santa Glaus

Temple, ME 04984

WILDERNESS FARM FOR $65 WEEK! Rustic
without conveniences, clean, comfortable,

cres forest, streams. Robert Bull, Temple, ME

Market accepts advertisements only from
rs who do not offer for sale any specimens
dangered species of mollusks.

iHELL SAMPLER. 200 Beautiful shells for

vork or collectors! Plus SHELLCRAFT IDEA
KLET and illustrated Seashell Catalog,
.0 BENJANE ARTS, 320 Hempstead Ave,,

Hempstead, NY 11552

HELLS: Select specimens, postpaid.
cation guaranteed. Chambered Nautilus
Sliced Half $4.00 Seashell Catalog 25«

SHELL GAME, Box 330722, Miami, FL 33133

tips

LDS FIRST POSTAGE STAMPS. Penny Red
n Victoria, England. Genuine samples with

cal story. Queen's portrait c 1840. $2.00
(3 for $5.00) Remit by dollar bills CAPTAIN

., Brenzett, New Romney, Kent. England

'el

)KA. Special tour tor professional foresters, re-

;e managers, natural historians. September
1

. WESTERN FORESTRY CENTER, 4033 S.W
on Road, Portland, OR 97221 (503)228-1367

OME IN ENGLAND invites you to experience
iritish way of life at its best Stay as a house-
t with handpicked English families. Write: At
e in England, P.O. Box 104. Larchmont, NY
8(914)834-8568

OE TRIPS, two to twelve days, in wilderness
1 Scotia Small groups with licensed guides,
ist and September. Write: Granville Nickerson,
*4, Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia BOS 1A0,
id a

3Y SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

jded and uncommercial. Outstanding birding
llent nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-
for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably

Chiricahua Mountain climate year round. Cot-
s, apartments, pool. Free brochure, birdlist.

! Creek Ranch. Portal, AZ 85632 (602) 558-

OPE for people who love to walk! For a sample
olio of our unique travel guides, send two dol-

to: Great Trips. Box 5199-NH, New York, NY

APAGOS—Cruise in the Archipelago, encoun-
g unique wildlife with naturalist guide. Only 3
jrtures left. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1 398 Solano-
2, Albany, CA 94706

3ED BACKPACKING TRIPS. Cascade and
ipic Mountains. Write: Box 1001, Wanderers'
Service, 507 3rd Ave,, Seattle, WA 98104

DED TOURS—plant, birding. cliff dwellings,

g trails. Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver City. NM
i1 (505) 538-2538

NG WITH PACKHORSES in Colorado's La
j ta Wilderness. June 1 2 to 1 7, Emphasis on na-

ture photography. Write: Hank Bunker, Swarth-
more. PA 19081

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats,

two-masted schooner, heated salt water pool. Write
for folder. Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538

MEXICO: Mountain resort and hot springs—sun,
swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13.85 daily

RioCaliente, Apdo 1-1187, Guadalajara, Mexico

NICE PLACE, NICE PRICE! THR-RIFT INNS, LTD.,
located in Williamsburg and Newport News, Vir-

ginia and Annapolis, Maryland Forget the Chateau
La Dough! You will like our rooms and our prices.

Send for free brochure before hitting the road Write

me! Tripp Ferguson, THR-RIFT INNS, LTD., Dept
NH, Box 2699, Newport News, VA 23602

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS to Maine's unin-

habited offshore islands and wilderness mountains
with National Geographic photographers, July thru

September Write: Island/Wilderness Expedition,
Ltd,. Rockport, ME 04856

PLAN YOUR PERSONAL WILDERNESS EXPERI-
ENCE with our guides Exclusive backpack trips

specializing in very small groups and families.

Write: North Sun Expeditions, Swan Lake. MT
59911

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe ac-
commodations. Cheaper than staying home!
TravLtips, 163-09NHF Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SEA OF CORTEZ EXPEDITIONS See fin whales,
porpoises, visit remote islands and beaches.
Watch gray whales in Baja. Wildlife safaris in East
Africa Adventures International, Dept N, 4421 Al-

bert Ave., Oakland, CA 94619

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the world. Write for free 64-page illus-

trated catalog. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1398 Solano-
NH71, Albany, CA 94706

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Expeditions exploring nat-

ural history of New Mexico, Colorado, Utah. Ari-

zona Flying, jeeping, ratting, camping, lodging.
Geology/Archaeology. Free brochure: P.O. Box
945, Dept-104, Santa Fe, NM 87501

SUMMER FOREST TOURS. Day trips and over-
nights. Educational Reasonable rates Bus, boat,
bicycle, foot. Write for schedule WESTERN FOR-
ESTRY CENTER, 4033 S.W. Canyon Road, Port-

land. OR 97221 (503) 228-1367

UNIVERSITY BIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY RE-
SEARCH EXPEDITIONS in South America/
Asia/Africa seek donor-participants. No previous
experience necessary. Wnte: EXPEDITIONS. Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley. CA 94720 (41 5) 642-
6586

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1.50 per word: 16 word ($24) minimum Display
classified is SI 50 per inch Rates are not structured
for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-
TORY'S discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-
TORY for each insertion, including your personal
address and telephone Mention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text Deadlines—8th of

month, two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
January issue closes November 8. A tearsheet or
copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-
ated words count as two words; abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each All states are shown
in two-letter codes followed by zip. then telephone
(with area code), if any. An address such as "18

Main St." counts as three words. Occasionally,
slight editing for clarity is required. We trust you trust

us. Thank you!

Barth finally escaped from this pro-

tective custody; he went down the

Niger and onward to Lake Chad from
where he crossed the Sahara to

Tripoli on the Libyan coast. Upon his

return to England he wrote his famous
work. Travels and Discoveries in

North and Central Africa. Being a

Journal of an Expedition Undertaken
Under the Auspices of H.B.M.'s
Government in the Year 1849-1855,
which probably contains, except for

Ibn Batuta's work, the most distin-

guished travelogue ever published,

although it received scant attention at

that time.

In spite of Earth's perceptive de-

scription of the geography and history

of Timbuktu, its mystique continued

to entice travelers, scholarly explor-

ers and eccentric adventurers alike, to

go there, too. Laing, who was not the

first—or the last—to die in the quest,

at least had reached the city. All but

one, the Austrian Oskar Lenz, who
followed Barth before the French

occupied the Niger plain, were forced

to give up their goal en route or, in

most cases, were killed in the desert

before they reached the city.

In 1893/94 a French military expe-

dition entered Timbuktu despite

fierce opposition from the Tuareg
who massacred two detachments in a

cleverly executed ambush.
Today Timbuktu, once a metropo-

lis of fifty thousand, is a sleepy place

of about ten thousand inhabitants in

the Republic of Mali. The famous
mosques still stand and an occasional

camel caravan still reaches the town
from the Taodeni salt quarries, where
production began after the loss of the

Taghaza mines in the late sixteenth

century. The mosques, the caravans,

the tombs of some of Timbukm's
scholars, and, of course, the ethnic

and cultural diversity of its popula-

tion remind the visitor of the town's

historic past.

Travelers who occasionally arrive

by car or boat or plane need not fear

the local Tuareg, who long ago dis-

covered the benefits of the tourist

trade . They offer camel rides through

the dunes that ring the town and com-
pete with other local merchants in the

sale of African "antiques."

But Timbuktu's scholarly tradition

finds its continuation in the archival

work of the UNESCO-sponsored
Centre Ahmad Baba, which collects

the scattered remnants of the medi-
eval libraries that have survived the

destruction and pillage of the town's

numerous conquerors. D
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun's movement along the ecliptic (the projection

of the earth's orbital plane on the sky) takes it from the constellation

Aries into Taurus in mid-May. It passes south of the Pleiades (the Seven

Sisters) on May 20, north of the Hyades (and Aldebaran) about May
28, and remains in Taurus through mid-June. By the end of May, the

sun will have moved to within less than 2° of its most northerly position

above the earth, and the extent of daylight will be within 15 minutes

of the greatest length it reaches during the year.

The moon is full in early May (on the 3rd), and it will be a morning

object through mid-month (last-quarter is on the 9th, new moon on the

17th). The evening (waxing) crescent moon ought to appear by May
20, and first-quarter moon is on May 25. The moon remains a bright

evening object through the end of May, becomes full again on June 1

,

and reaches first-quarter on June 8. Look especially for the morning
crescent near Venus and Mars on May 14 and again on June 12.

Stars and Planets Saturn is the only planet on the May Star Map.
Located in Cancer, between Pollux and Castor (in Gemini) and Regulus

(in Leo) , it appears high in the southwest at dusk and sets before midnight

.

In the mornmg sky, Venus and Mars play out an interesting little

drama. Venus, which became a morning star in early April, is rapidly

becoming increasingly prominent and is easily seen in early May low
in the east at dawn. Mars is also a morning star and has been since

November. But it has remained dim and inconspicuous since then, daw-
dling along to the right of the sun. On May 13, Mars overtakes Venus
and passes about one degree below it. But Venus, speeding up its east-

erly movement, soon keeps pace with Mars, then outpaces it, and passes

it on June 3. So, for about three weeks, Venus and Mars stay close

together, and Venus—easy to find because of its brightness—can help

you find the dimmer Mars immediately to the south.

May 4: Expect perigee spring tides.

May 5: The Eta Aquarid shower reaches maximum. Observers may
see up to 20 meteors per hour, some quite bright, in the hours after

midnight, and perhaps half that number a day or so before and after.

May 1 1 : Venus is at greatest brilliancy as a morning star.

May 13-14: Venus is in conjunction with Mars on the 13th; both
are in conjunction with the moon on the 14th.

May 16: Mercury is in conjunction with the moon.
May 18: The moon is at apogee, farthest from the earth.

May 23-24: The bright object near the moon on both evenings is

Saturn.

May 27: Mercury is at greatest westerly elongation, but it is not

favorably placed as a morning star.

June 3: Venus and Mars are again in conjunction but begin to separate

as Venus moves east more rapidly.

June 4: Jupiter, in conjunction with the sun, leaves the evening sky

and becomes a morning star.

June 12; Early this morning, look at Venus, Mars, and the crescent

moon. Venus is the brighter of the two starlike objects near the moon.
June 14: The moon is farthest from earth.

June 15: Venus is at its greatest distance to the right of the sun
(westerly elongation), enhancing its prominence in the morning sky.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:20 p.m. on May 1; 10:25 p.m. on May 15; 9:20 p.m. on
May 31 ; and 8:20 p.m. on June 15; but it can be used for an hour before and
after those times.
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QUESTERS
WORLD OF
NATURE TOURS
You may find some tours similar to ours in

other programs. But Questers is the only pro-

fessional travel company specializing solely in

nature tours. Tour parties are small, the pace

leisurely, itineraries unusual, and the leader-

ship expert. Areas covered include Mexico,

Guatemala, Hawaii, Alaska, Indonesia, India,

East Africa, Iceland, and Australasia. We can-

not tell you here, however, about al! the tours,

or all the wildlife preserves, archaeological

sites, museums and temples you will visit, but

our current Directory of Worldwide Nature
Tours can. Call or write Questers or see your
travel agent today for your free copy!

Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL, INC.

DEPT, \lH-577, 257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010/(212) 673-3120

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $169.50 Postpaid $94.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on high
quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This
catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding selection

of telephoto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc., plus

valuable information on how to properly select them.
Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SO.. KNOXVILLE. ILL. 61448

THE NEW SUPER-SIZE
SCHOOLBAG

FROM DENMARK
More pockets, zippers, flaps and compartments

make this sturdy classic the best all-purpose

bag ever. Terrifically functional with a great

casual look. A favorite of models, photogra-

phers, artists, students, musicians, dancers,

opera singers, nuns, poets, duck hunters, cy-

clists, plumbers, teachers, filmmakers, pilots,

architects, doctors, reporters and travelers be-

cause there's always a place to stuff one more
thing. A new zippered pleat can expand this

improved version to double the normal width

-now a full 15'/i" x 13" x 8". Perfect carry-on

flight bag. Adjustable shoulder strap. In

squashy gray, chocolate brown or bright Da-
nish blue waterproof canvas, $28,50,
(plus $2,00 shipping), N,Y, res, add lax. Send
to Dept, H-5,

THE YEOMAN GROUP
Box 3013 Grand Cenlral Slalion New York City 10017

8o

A Matter of Taste

Bananamania

This cheap and tasty fruit is

definitely not for monkeys only

Almost everything about bananas

is funny. Their peels proverbially

pro(iuce pratfalls. Burlesque come(ii-

Hill

'

ans were known in the trade as

nanas," and lead comics were

bananas," There are many bar [siel

jokes, most of them capitalizing

the phallic shape of the fruit , And
story about the man with the barjlta



by Raymond Sokolov

s ear who apologizes for not hear-

what you say because, he ex-

is, he has a banana in his ear, is

dnd of humorous, cryptosexual

Freud would have said made us

h because it relieved the tension

m

and fear that sex and sexually sym-
bolic objects induce.

At any rate, bananas are intrinsi-

cally embarrassing. Peeled at the

table and eaten raw, they make us

think of monkeys snacking at the zoo.

In my high school yearbook, the cap-

tion for a photograph of a notably si-

mian student, in full wrestling regalia

and crouched for a quick takedown,

read: "Give him a banana and maybe
he'll go away."

Still, most people do eat bananas.

They are cheap, nonfattening (262

calories per pound), nutritious, re-

quire no cooking and almost no chew-
ing. The problem, for etiquette con-

scious folk, is how to consume ba-

nanas without doing an imitation of

a chimp. Amy Vanderbilt advises us

that, except at picnics, we should peel

the banana and then break it up "as

needed into small pieces." Then it

should be "conveyed to the mouth
with the fingers."

I have not tried this dodge, but I

did recently learn, from an exquisite

Minnesotan, an even more elegant

modus banandi. This polite Min-
neapolitan slices away one panel of

the peel with a knife. Then, holding

the remaining fruit on his plate, he

slices the fruit while it is still safely

ensconced in the rest of the peel.

After squeezing on some lemon juice

(which incidentally will prevent

browning of banana flesh exposed to

air), he proceeds with a fork, neatly,

and with hands dry.

Many other methods for eating

Shells -Fossils
Minerals

NEW COLOR >\\\\
PORTFOLIO \\>j

plus Illustrated

Catalog $1.00
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DOVER SCIENTIFIC
Box 6011 C Long Island City, N.V. 11106

Our new Himalayan summer program
was wonderfully successlul, and we
repeat

The
LadakhTrek

July and August, 1977

These expeditions include a trek

through the lovely valleys and moun-
tains of Kashmir into the remote
country of Ladakh, which was until

recently closed to visitors. Before and
after the trek, first class hotel and

houseboat accommodations are pro-

vided in Delhi and Srinagar.

We also repeat the enormously popu-
lar and unusually interesting outdoors
program to South America, where small

groups, capably led. venture on our

Inga
Trek in Peru
July. August and September, 1977

These expeditions provide the stir-

ring experience of walking along the

ancient Inca trait from Cuzco high

above the lovely Urubamba Valley, at

a leisurely pace over three passes
and through fabulous Andean scenery

to Machu Picchu, the most dramat-

ically spectacular archaeological site

in the world. Before and after the

trek, first class hotel accommoda-
tions are provided in Lima and Cuzco

For the fourth winter, we invite

adventurous travelers to lom our

Himalayan
Trek in Nepal

November 1977

and February 1978

These expeditions are unique not only

due lo the expert leadership but be-

cause they combine a trek on toot in

the Annapurna' region with a trek on
elephant back through the Terai

jungle, and a canoe trip on the Rapti

River Between the treks, first class

hotel accommodations are provided:

and the expedition ends with five

days in Northern India, visiting Delhi,

Agra and Jaipur,

Please send for the detailed bro-

chures of these treks—we also spe-

cialize in cruises in the Galapagos
Islands and on the Nile, safaris to

Rajasthan and East Africa and adven-

ture tours to French Guiana and other

unusual destinations.

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC



THERE IS NO OTHER TELESCOPE LIKE IT!

THE NEW EDMUND 41/4", f/4

NEWTONIAN WIDE FIELD

REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Clear, bright, spectacular wide angle views of

stars, moon, comets . . . easy to use . . . portable!

GIANT PJ^f^
164 PG. CATALOG

N SECONDS YOU RE SCANNING THE ASTOUNDING UNIVERSE, able to

see and study the breath-taking cosmos as perhaps you never have before
awesonie vastness, unbelievable orderliness, stark silent beauty AM the

fascinating heavenly mysteries are yours to enter and explore This new
reflector telescope makes It easy for everyone to span a thousand light-years to

space-age enjoyment of the heavens and outdoors No complicated set up! Just
nsert the eyepiece, focus, and its big 3^ 2 field of view gives you more stars m a
ngle view than any other type of telescope Bright, cnsp. finely resolved images
capture your interest and imagination It s probably the easiest to use telescope

n your lap, on a tripod Or just rotate the spherical base
on Its own mount for use on a table, car hood. Take it anywhere (only 17". 10 lb).

Top quality optical system AW, f,4 parabolic primary mirror ('e wave. 17" F L.):

prealigned ' 6 wave diagonal on a coated optical window seals optics from moisture

and dust, 28mm Kellner eyepiece (gives 15X, higher without other eyepiece or

Barlow). Fast focusing (25' to infinity)- Bright Scharfanian red (doesn't impair night

vision); adj, carrying strap. A "first" scope 'must".

nd scope' _ Si 40 95
There is no other telescope like It. NO. 2001 E

COMPLETE AND MAIL COUPON NOW
lEDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 300 Edscorp BIdg., Bamngton. N t. 0B007

Send me

unique Edmund Telescope(s)

#2001 E @ $149.95 ea $

Service & Handling Charge

Ppd.

-Z SEND FREE 164 PG CATALOG'E"

4500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

FOR HOBBYISTS,

L SCHOOLS, INDUSTRY

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

®300 Edscorp BIdg.

Barrlngton N.J. 08007

America's Greatest

Science • Optics • Hobby Center

1609) 547.3488

30-DAy MONET. BACK GUAR
ANTEE. You nnust be satis

tied or return any purctiase

I
in 30 days lor lull relund. State ^Zip J

HELPING TO DEVELOP AMERICA S TECHNOLOGY FOR OVER 30 TEARS.

Boost your wildflower IQ.
Walking in the woods or fields of the Northeastern and North Central
United States, you may encounter any one of 1,375 species of wild-

flowers. Yet with Lawrence Newcomb's amazing new system, you can
identify any specimen in less than thirty seconds!

It's as easy as one, two, three

1

.

Determine the flower type from among eight choices (digit one)

2. Determine the plant type from among six choices (digit two).

3. Determine the leaf type from among four choices (digit three).

Look up this three-digit number in the Locator Key and follow the

key to determine the page where your plant is described and
shown. No knowledge of botany is required.

ELIOT PORTER: "I have tried Newcomb's key on flowers I know and have
been delighted by the ease with which they can be identified."

Endorsed by The Massachusetts Audubon
Society and The Garden Club of America. I

1,284 beautiful, accurately detailed illustrations,

including 32 pages in full color.

512 pages, waterproof cover, pocket size

$6.95 at all bookstores or use this coupon;

J
NH-1

M. C. DeLamarler
Little, Brown and Company
34 Beacon St.. Boston, Mass. 02106

Please send me copy(ies) of NEWCOfvtB'S WILDFLOWER
GUIDE at $6.95 each, plus 50< for postage and handling. I en-
close Q check Q nnoney order in the amount ol

.

including local taxes where applicable Please allow three
weeks for delivery. Order number 0316604410.

NAME

!r^ild|bwer
Guide!

I by ^jjQfOon

Lawrence
Newcomb

lllusrrored by ^Borcton Momscnl

ADDRESS.
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bananas have, of course,

worked out over the thousanc

years since the first human beinj

downed the "elongated yellow f;

(as a New York Times reporter

loss for a banana synonym,
wrote) in southern Asia, when
Musa genus is probably native

has been known throughout histc c

times. A facetious list of ba

dishes occurs early on in Th(

Pynchon's novel Gravity's Rain,

But even a realistic, "serious"

log of bananisms runs the ris

sounding silly: banana bread, b l

bananas with brown sugar, ba

split, banana mousse, banana

cream (see recipe below), ba

cream pie, bananas and cream,

nanas and corn ilakes, banana frit

There are a few imposing Fp

banana desserts, such as the elabc

tart called bananes bourdaloue

can even make a banana souffle if||tii

remember to push the mashed
through a fine strainer; otherwist

resultant dessert will contain f bia

and taste like bread pudding. Iti;

there are a small number of ej to

banana dishes, especially the Chij ;;>

dessert in which sliced ban;i|rj

coated in hot caramelized suga

honey are dipped in ice water so

long strands of caramel solidifylgi

stand for long life. And, if you 1

the patience, you might want tc

boiling down a puree of pineap %

sugar, and bananas to make the M
can dessert cajeta de piha y pldu

Diana Kennedy learned to do
from her maid, Luz, and it takes

to six hours before the puree t

into a spectacularly rich and mysftjijl

ous dark paste (see recipe below

Finally, by mentioning ban;

flamed in rum, we come essentife

to the end of banana cuisine, anc

can fairly claim that most of the i i

pes are American or, at least,

they have been completely nat

lized here, just like the banana it!

By the early sixteenth cent

bananas had been transplanted to

hemisphere. This was part of a wc
wide proliferation that has seen

Mwraclan thrive in virtually all tr

cal locations on the planet. We i

think of Honduras and Costa Ric

the preeminent banana republics

it is also the case that Queensl

Australia, is familiarly known]

;

Bananaland, from the prevalenct
;

the crop there. Banana beer is {r

characteristic drink of the Cha

who live in Tanzania around Mc
j

Kilimanjaro. And global produc j.

p
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nanas hovers in the neighbor-

of eleven billion pounds,

nanas are a successful interna-

crop—and have been since the

lineteenth century—because

are easy to grow and easy to

Commercial bananas are

ess and reproduce through

;nocarpy, without pollination.

ers separate the suckers, or ra-

, from the rootstock or they cut

le rootstock into wedges and

them. A pseudostem of concen-

ly formed leaves rises from the

id, to a height of ten to thirty

from the center of the pseudo-

sprouts the flower stalk. Near

ip of this downward-curving

are groups of sterile male flow-

jurrounded by purple bracts.

buds are sold as fruit in the Far

md the inner heart of the tree is

in Ethiopia.

t most of the world consumes

the true fruit, which is the swol-

vary of the female flowers that

ir farther back qn the flower

These fruits grow in what we
oanana fanciers would call

ties. Experts use another system

rminology. Single bananas are

;ers." A cluster of eight to

e fingers is a "hand." Six to

een hands are a "stem."
takes 75 to 150 days for a stem

iture to the point where it can be

)ed. Bananas ripen more eflfec-

/ and evenly if they are picked

1. And certain varieties ship re-

ably well. The leading type for

/ years, the gros Michel, may
been relatively insipid, but it did

poll during its transit by banana

from the United Fruit docks in

luras to New York,

liquita Banana, the United Fruit

name for the gros Michel,

led supreme until the Panama
challenged its dominion in the

following World War II. This

us disease attacks the roots of

na plants , especially the gros Mi-
and spreads upward until leaves

pse, Panama wilt destroyed

sands and thousands of acres of

Michel bananas. And it was not

the mid-1960s that United Fruit

/ United Brands) shifted its ban-

plantations to other, disease-re-

nt strains. These other varieties

le fruit could only travel if they

packed in corrugated boxes,

h meant a higher capital invest-

t in producing areas, but it also

d the banana industry in several

itries.

For the consumer, however, the

best-tasting bananas are still the

dwarf yellow and Canary Island red

varieties, which appear sporadically

in specialty markets. Their superior

flavor is obvious.

Plantains, or green bananas, are

another distinct type of the genus

Miisa. starchier and thicker skinned.

They are the potato of Hispanic

America, but they are just as much
bananas as the soft type we are accus-

tomed to. The confusion over names
in the banana world is almost cer-

tainly the result of centuries of pre-

scientific hybridization. Then came
Linnaeus with an apparently precise

system of nomenclature. Today,

however, a distinguished banana spe-

cialist, N.W. Simmonds, writes that

he has decided to "disregard all Latin

names. ... If ever banana taxonomy
should become reasonably com-
pletely understood ... a rational

Latin nomenclature might be possi-

ble; but it is very doubtful if it would

be worthwhile."

The old names do, however, retain

a certain fanciful luster. ' 'Musa
'

" was
once said to go back to the name of

the Emperor Augustus's physician. It

is also, and more convincingly,

derived from the Semitic root for ba-

nana.

Musa sapientiim, the Linnaean

name for the common banana, re-

flects Pliny's notion that bananas,

when discovered by Alexander the

Great, were a food of the wise men
of India. Indian lore also may account

for the traditional plantain binomial

Musa paradisiaca. for it was thought

that the plantain was Adam's "fig"

in the Garden of Eden and that it had

provided the leaves that were the first

human clothing.

Banana leaves are, at any rate, of

bountiful dimension and are diversely

useful in many parts of the world: as

natural equivalents of aluminum foil

in cooking, as impromptu tablecloths

for eating outdoors, as umbrellas, as

funnels for scooping up water, as

thatching for roofs, as fodder, and for

making rope.

No one is positive where "ba-

nana" itself came from, although the

oldest recorded instances in English,

from the late sixteenth century, indi-

cate that the name had its roots in west

Africa. None of this learned confu-

sion about the elongated yellow fruit

should deter you from your own mas-

ticatory research on its locally avail-

able cultivars and clones, Bananas

always taste good with chocolate.

Banana Ice Cream

3 bananas

1 cup sugar

1 Vz cups heavy cream, chilled

1

.

Puree the bananas in a blender.

2. Heat the sugar in a saucepan with

2 tablespoons of water until the

sugar dissolves.

3. Stir together the sugar and banana

puree and let the mixture cool.

4. Stir in the heavy cream and chill

the mixture for one hour.

5. Freeze in an ice cream freezer.

Yield; 1 quart

Cajeta de Pina y Platano

(After a recipe in The Cuisine^ of

Mexico, by Diana Kennedy)

1 Vi cups brown sugar

1 2-inch stick cinnamon
1 four-pound pineapple

2 pounds bananas

Juice and peel of Vi lime

2 1 -inch sticks cinnamon

1. Bring 1 quart of water to a boil,

add brown sugar and 2-inch stick

of cinnamon, and continue boiling

briskly for 20 minutes, uncov-

ered. The liquid should reduce to

approximately IVi to 3 cups. Re-

move cinnamon and discard.

2. While the sugar-cinnamon mix-

ture reduces, peel and dice all the

fruit. Discard the central core of

the pineapple.

3. Preheat oven to 325 degrees.

4. Mix together the reduced syrup

and the fruit. Puree this mixture,

coarsely, in a blender, in three

batches.

5. Pour the puree into an ovenproof
dish just deeper than 3 inches.

Add the lime peel and juice and

the 1-inch sticks of cinnamon.

6. Set the dish in the oven and cook
for 5 to 6 hours. Cooking times

will vary according to the depth of

the dish; the deeper it is, the

longer it will take to produce a

rich, dark-brown, sticky mixture.

Scrape the sides of the dish from

time to time, more frequently

toward the end, and mix the scrap-

ings back into the cajeta.

7. Glaze the surface of the cajeta

quickly under the broiler. Then let

cool and serve with cream cheese.

Yield: 6 servings

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier' s Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.
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Sky Reporter

The Cygnus A Conundrum

No theory yet devised fully

accounts for the phenomenal
amounts of radio energy
released by this galaxy

In 1943, an electrical engineer in

Wheaton, Illinois, whose hobby was
astronomy, used a dish-shaped back-

yard antenna to survey celestial radio

emission. Based on his observations,

he prepared a contour map of a large

part of the sky. The contour lines,

which resembled those that indicate

height above sea level on a geological

survey map, showed the strength of

radio waves received from different

directions in space. The engineer's

map revealed an intensification of the

radio waves coming from the direc-

tion of the constellation Cygnus

.

It was thought at the time that ce-

lestial radio emission is produced by
electrically excited interstellar gas

distributed throughout our Milky
Way galaxy. Since Cygnus straddles

the central plane of the Milky Way,
where the interstellar gas is concen-

trated, the finding was not very sur-

prising. The surprise came three

years later, when researchers em-
ployed by the Ministry of Supply in

England discovered that the Cygnus

radio waves were fluctuating

graph of their measurements si

notable increases and decreases ip Tt

strength of the received radio w,

occurring only seconds apart.

These rapid changes reminds
English observers of the var

radio emissions that come from
spots. Thus, they suggested tha

fluctuating radio waves from Cy
were produced by one or more
cific objects, perhaps stars with

turbed regions , or " starspots

,

than from a broad distribution ol

in space.

It was later proved that the flu<

tions are not inherent in the

Hale Observalon



by Stephen P. Maran

s but come from turbulent con-

is in a layer of the earth's atmo-

e. They are caused by a process

igous to that responsible for the

cling of visible stars. However,

inclusion that Cygnus A, as the

source has since been named,

1 highly localized, or "dis-
" object was correct. Once as-

mers knew that there were dis-

radio sources in space, the hunt

n to find their associated celestial

:ts.

addition to Cygnus A, several

discrete radio sources were

found and identified with known
nomical objects, including the

Nebula, the Andromeda galaxy,

i member galaxy of the Virgo

sr (a group of galaxies that is rel-

ly close to us by cosmologists'

lards). Thus, it was disconcert-

lat no conspicuous astronomical

;t appeared on photographs of

egion of Cygnus A, the first

/n discrete radio source, whose

il is about three million times

er than the radio emission from

lilky Way. Cygnus A is, in fact,

econd strongest radio source in

/hole sky. (The strongest is Cas-

ia A, a supernova remnant like

^rab Nebula.) Finally, in 1951,

tish radio astronomer at the Ca-

ish Laboratory succeeded in

ng an exceptionally precise mea-

nent of Cygnus A's position,

iing the British radio astronomy

iurements, a search was made
the 200-inch optical telescope on

mar Mountain in California for

lus A's optical counterpart. On

IMS A, the object that looks

two blobs, in the center

e photograph, is one of the

powerful radio sources

discovered.
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Every issue of ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine sends you

on a fascinating voyage to antiquity. And every issue is

truly a collector's item. Rich, full page illustrations, lavish

reproductions of ancient art, front-line reports of excavations
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Published by the Archaeological Institute of America.
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We invile sixteen adventurous travel-

ers to join us on a unique African
travel experience:

The Snows
of Kilimanjaro

FEBRUARY 10 TO 27, 1978

Our expedition begins with a tented
wildlife safari, during wfiichi we spend
ttiree days under canvas in ttie vast
Tsavo National Park, teeming with
game, followed by three days in the
Kimana area where Ernest Heming-
way camped while writing The Snows
of KHimanjaro and where we under-
take hikes to prepare us for the as-
cent of Africa's highest mountain, on
the equator but crowned with its per-
manent icecap.

In order to make the six day climb
not only memorable but enjoyable, we
allow plenty of time for resting at huts
and camps to become used to the
very high altitude.

Detailed brocfiure of tfiis and of ottier

expeditions in the Andes and the

Himalayas are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
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a September evening in 195 1 , the re-

gion of Cygnus A was photographed

from Palomar by Walter Baade, a

noted extragalactic astronomer asso-

ciated with the Mount Wilson and

Palomar Observatories. The pho-

tographs revealed a dim galaxy of pe-

culiar appearance in the midst of a

cluster of even fainter galaxies. Other

observations showed that the galaxy

was about 110 million light-years

from the earth. (More recent revi-

sions in the extragalactic distance

scale used by astronomers show that

the true distance of Cygnus A may be

as great as 1 ,000 million light-years.)

At that distance, Cygnus A was far

beyond the Virgo cluster and thus was
the most remote radio source yet lo-

cated. This was astounding because,

as the second strongest source ob-

served from the earth, Cygnus A
might logically have been one of the

closest ones. The few other galaxies

then identified with radio sources pro-

duced far more energy in the form of

visible light than as radio waves, but

Cygnus A"s radio waves were as

powerful as its light.

On the Palomar photographs, the

Cygnus A galaxy consisted of a rather

faint, round, fuzzy image, centered

on two brighter condensations. Baade
proposed that this presumed galaxy

was actually two colliding galaxies.

The condensations were interpreted

as being the respective central nuclei

of the galaxies, while the fuzzy re-

gion was regarded as a superposition

of their main bodies, seen in perspec-

tive. Although a large galaxy may
contain hundreds of billions of stars,

the stars are, on the average, very far

apart. Thus if two galaxies did col-

lide, their member stars would sift

through each other with few direct

hits, very much like two squads of a

stadium marching band parading

through each other at half time with-

out bumping. The theory of colliding

galaxies, which had been worked out

even before Cygnus A was pho-

tographed, predicted that the inter-

stellar gas of the two galaxies would
be heated by the collision . And subse-

quent observations of Cygnus A had

indeed revealed intense spectral lines

caused by the emission of light by

neon, oxygen, and nitrogen gases in

a hot, excited state.

Later calculations, however,
showed that, although the collision

theory correctly predicted lines of hot

gas, a collision is not sufficiently en-

ergetic to power a radio source as

strong as Cygnus A. In addition, ob-

(Hi

M

allii

ia

ICv

servers subsequently found i

radio sources that resemble Cygi

but are associated with galaxies

clearly are not involved in collis

Argument continues as to the c

of the energy of Cygnus A, bi

tronomers no longer believe tha

galaxies are present. Instead, th

tical object may be a single large

axy with a dark central dust layeiLn

passes across the nucleus, m£
Cygnus A seem to contain two ;

rate condensations, or it may be < j. »!

axy with a double nucleus

kinds of object are seen elsewhe

the sky.

The next finding concer

Cygnus A was made by another

ish scientist, Roger Jennison o:

Jodrell Bank Experimental Staftisi

who was working with a new kit

radio telescope. His telescope

sisted of two large and complex

able aerials intended to gauge the

of observed radio sources. As
omers wondered if the Cygni a

radio emission came from the g;

itself or from a large surroun

"halo." By moving the ae

around the Cheshire countrysid

different days, Jennison and an ;

date had attempted to measurq

diameter of Cygnus A in each of

eral directions and, hence, deteri

its shape as well as its size. W
it be circular, elliptical, or some (

shape? Comparing the measuren

with the aid of simple trigonomi

the answer should emerge. B
hadn't. No simple shape fitted

data.

As recounted in a book he wi§[

Jennison, while soaking in the bat

and mulling over the problem,

lized that the observations did n<

a simple shape because only ont

ject had been considered in the c

lations. He rose out of the tub

hour or two later, shivering but

lant in the idea that it all fitted toge

if Cygnus A were two blobs."

blobs, also called lobes, evide

produced radio waves but no li

since they are far outside the ga|!itf

in Baade's photograph, separate

about 500,000 light-years accoP

to recent estimates. They are loc|s

at equal distances from the galaxj

a line that passes through it. Sue

object is termed a "double

source" and is now known tc|l);

fairly common in space.

In Cygnus A and other sin

radio sources, weak radio emis

trails backward from the lobes tov

the center of the system. In
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:s, the lobes are very close to

laxy, while in others they are

farther apart than those of

IS A. Perhaps most significant,

ire observed instances of "dou-
' louble radio sources," which

wo pairs of lobes, one pair near

laxy and one pair far outside it.

uggests that whatever process

ced the blobs of Cygnus A is

to recur, creating a new set of

that, according to most
es, will travel out from the gal-

n opposite directions at high
ti

_

i radio waves emitted by
js A are so powerful that, as one

t put it, "less than one source

million" has a comparable in-

/. Astrophysicists attempting to

nt for this energy are also con-

d with a difficulty known as the

inement problem." This term

to the puzzling fact that the

lobes are much smaller than

separation. If, as many astron-

believe, the lobes are clouds of

a, or electrified gas, then, like

; rings drifting away from the

n who blows them, they should

rapidly as they recede from the

t galaxy. However, a compari-

f Cygnus A with other double

sources in various stages of de-

ment shows that the lobes do not

id as rapidly as predicted. Does
lean that something is confining

tarding the expansion of the

? Or are the lobes not just blobs

sma?
sic to both questions is the issue

ether the Cygnus A radio source

reated by one violent event or

ng continuously supplied with

y to power the lobes. The now-
ded colliding galaxies theory

he first example of a violent

concept to explain Cygnus A.

ler such theory involves the an-

ting encounter of cosmic clouds

tter and antimatter, that is, mat-

imposed of the counterparts of

ary atomic particles but with the

site electrical charge. This idea

ropped when physicists realized

here is no way to accumulate

ient antimatter. Opinion today

s methods of continuous energy

ation.

variety of new theories have re-

/ been advanced by radio-source

rchers to account for the inten-

)f the Cygnus A emission. Ac-
ng to one concept, intergalactic

ailing into a giant black hole at

enter of Cygnus A generates a

continuous supply of energy to power
the radio source. Unfortunately, the

reality both of black holes and of

sufiicient gas in intergalactic space re-

mains to be proved.

Another hypothesis postulates the

existence of a "spinar," a "massive,

rapidly rotating, magnetized object"

in the galaxy. The spinar supposedly

emits energy in two opposite direc-

tions, and where the beams of energy

strike the intergalactic gas, they pro-

duce the radio lobes.

A third proposal is the "ram pres-

sure theory." This concept suggests

that plasma blobs shot out from the

center of the galaxy are compressed

by the intergalactic medium, thus ac-

counting for the confinement of the

radio lobes. However, double radio

sources similar to Cygnus A are

found to have comparable properties

whether or not they are located in

clusters of galaxies. Since the inter-

galactic gas should be denser in a

cluster than elsewhere, this simple

observation suggests that the interga-

lactic gas does not play a major role

in the development of radio sources.

Yet another hypothesis, known as

the "slingshot theory," addresses the

confinement problem and combines

the ideas of a violent event and a con-

tinuous energy supply for Cygnus A.

In March 1976, physicists at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology

and Harvard University proposed a

new version of this theory. According

to their reasoning, spinars were

hurled out of the galaxy in opposite

directions either when a parent object

spun so fast that it broke apart or

when an orbiting system of several

spinars was disrupted. Traveling out-

ward, each spinar generates high-en-

ergy electrons that surround it and

produce the radio lobes. Although the

radio emission of the electrons fades

as they dissipate into space, they are

constantly replaced by new electrons

from the spinars. As in previously

espoused theories, however, basic as-

sumptions are made in this one that

cannot yet be proved. Thus, no one

knows if this latest concept is correct.

But at least it avoids some objections

leveled at the earlier theories and ac-

counts in a consistent way for the

main characteristics of the double

radio source. That is probably the

best we can hope for at this stage in

the investigation of Cygnus A.

Stephen P. Maran is an astronomer

at NASA's Goddard Space Flight

Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.
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Books in Review

Uninvited Guests

The Life That Lives on Man, by
Michael L. A. Andrews. TapUnger
Publishing Co., $9.95; 183 pp.,

illus.

For most of us, insects and other

allied arthropods are a nuisance to be

endured during summer excursions to

the beach or mountains or around the

picnic table. Diseases, such as plague

and typhus , or crab louse infestations

are usually relegated either to the

Middle Ages, the third world, or the

promiscuous. And while we marvel

over the industrious bee and ant, the

beautiful butterfly and moth, we are

for the most part less familiar with

those hematophagous arthropods

that, in addition to causing wheals

and welts, transmit numerous dis-

ease-causing viruses, rickettsiae,

bacteria, protozoans, and metazoans.

Equally unfamiliar to most people

is the microenvirormient of skin

where each second, on each milli-

meter of epidermis, a complex eco-

system—involving sweat, sebum,

hair, and commensal bacteria and

fungi—is continually evolving. Here

then is an intriguing voyage, not un-

like Gulliver's trip to the land of the

Brobdingnagians, that describes the

exotic microscopic fauna, flora, and

other biota that surround, suckle, and

invade our integument. And lest

those who suffer from hypochondria

or entomophobia be taken aback, it

should be immediately pointed out

that Michael Andrews's descriptions

of our skin and the critters that crawl

across it is more reminiscent of the

African veld than an advertisement

for psoriasis.

The mite, flea, and louse are para-

sites, true enough, but they are also

predators. Some of the descriptions

given these arthropods by Andrews
raises them to the sinister majesty of

the cheetah, wild dog, and hyena.

Bacteria and yeasts are also perceived

(especially with the use of excellent

photomicrographic reproductions) as

highly complex living creatures.

The book, we are told in the flap

copy, is a collection of BBC pro-

grams that has been developed in

greater detail for publication. This

might account for a certain chop-

piness in presentation and duplication

of material. Nevertheless, the author

has assembled an eclectic assorl

of personal experiences, p
sophical asides, historical accoi

remarkable photomicrographs

trations, sketches, and interv

into chapters that describe the si,

cance of microbes and arthropods

impinge upon people. Unenc

bered by the talmudic preciosity

doctoral candidate or the rhetor

a diagnosing physician, Andre



by John S. Marr

siasm for his subject is infec-

He is alternately enamored by

a; amazed by the exfoliation of

"scurf," we are told, is made
millions of mote-sized particles

%n. which float off us each time

i ithe, dry ourselves, turn over in

dor put on our clothes); angry at

n of the more dubious medical ex-

r lents performed in the name of

cc ; and justifiably worried about

the emergence of resistant bacteria

that may result from the injudicious

use of antibiotics. He describes these

subjects accurately, documenting
without footnoting and with a mini-

mum of sensationalism.

The initial chapters introduce the

physiology of skin and review histori-

cal and contemporary attitudes

toward various insect parasites.

These are amusing and informative,

compelling one to plunge into subse-

quent chapters. The ecological niches

of the mite, tick, flea, and bedbug, as

well as that of head, body, and crab

lice, are described in great detail. The
microbiota of the skin and bubonic

plague receive special attention in

separate chapters. The final chapter

summarizes the ecology of man-mi-
crobe-arthropod interdependencies

and suggests that recent technological

"advances" may in the near future,

upset these balances.

There are, however, a few mis-

takes that are at times distracting. An
entomologist friend of mine hap-

pened to read the book. He greaUy

enjoyed it and was enchanted to dis-

cover that, among other things, a

Rothschild first discovered the vector

of plague (Xenopsylla cheopis.

Rothschild). Nevertheless, he noted

some errors and, although his con-

cerns were different from mine, they

were of a somewhat similar nature.

Some of Andrews's taxonomic de-

scriptions are dated: lice are now con-

sidered to be in one order, Phthirap-

An infestation of lice, a common
occurrence in the Middle Ages,
provides the opportunity for

a leisurely communal delousing.

tera, and not separately grouped

under the Anoplura and Mallophaga.

Aphids are in the order Homoptera
and not Heteroptera: the former are

predominantly plant feeders (not

bloodsuckers) while the latter often

are predacious and not plant feeders.

The insecticide carbamyl is a carba-

mate and not an organophosphate. A
plate depicting the vector of plague

X. cheopis is missing a diagnostic

episternal line . So much for the exact-

ing doctoral candidate.

I was concerned with the dated use

of Pasteurella as the genus for the

plague bacillus Yersinia pestis. (It

was Yersin, not Pasteur, who first

identified the organism.) In addition,

a minor mix-up attributes the many
deaths among American Indians and

frontiersmen in the Bitter Root Valley

of Montana and Idaho in the 1880s to

a viral disease. The author confused

the arbovirus causing Colorado tick

fever with the rickettsia of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever. This mis-

match is important since it was the

pioneering work of H. T. Ricketts

(among others) that elucidated the

epidemiology of this disease. And
while most arthropod-borne diseases

in the United States appear to be de-

creasing, the incidence of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever has risen

alarmingly over the past decade. An-
drews mentions that there were 380
cases in 1970 and neglects to com-
ment on the continuing upward trend,

from 200-odd cases in 1959 to nearly

900 cases in 1976. He does not com-
ment on the deceptive name given the

disease—although first discovered in

the Rocky Mountains, most cases

occur in the Appalachians. His geog-

raphy is also off when he describes a

small outbreak of malaria in 1952 as

having occurred in the Rocky Moun-
tains when, in fact, it occurred in

northern California.



The magnification attained

in this photomicrograph

has transformed an innocuous

dust mite into a creature

of formidable appearance.

There is one additional point about

which Andrews is a bit vague. In an

early chapter he implies that the head

louse transmits epidemic typhus.

Then, in a later chapter describing

mite and head louse infestations, he

corrects himself, stating that the head

louse (in contradistinction to the body
louse) could transmit the infectious

organism, but that this is a theoretical

possibility and has never happened.

Parents of children infested with head

lice (a not uncommon problem these

days) should not have to be seriously

concerned about epidemic typhus in

their children. Also, he laments that

the only researchers addressing them-

selves to the head, body, and crab lice

problems are in Great Britain. This I

seriously doubt, attributing this bit of

chauvinism to his British resources.

We in the United States do not have,

and should not worry about , a louse-

gap problem.

The author's great enthusiasm for

the subject leads me to speculate on

how the original BBC program (and

eventually, the book) was created. I

imagine that Andrews happened

Dr J A Swift Unilever

across an article about a mite or, per-

haps, the workings of a hair follicle.

This led him to further discoveries

and revelations about the skin and its

microscopic and macroscopic inhabi-

tants. Intellectual curiosity mandated
a review of the literature, discussions

with researchers, and a careful histor-

ical search for origins and opinions on
these matters. The beginnings of the

project were probably confined to the

skin and its immediate occupants.

The commensal bacteria and fungi

were studied, followed by the intra-

cutaneous and cutaneous parasitic

mite and louse. This presumably led

to other bloodsucking arthropods

that, although obligate or facultative

parasites, live independent of humans
(and other mammals) for days,

months, or years. If this is not how
Andrews's project began, it at least

gives a logical explanation of the

book's progression. However, by
discussing the flea and bedbug, in-

sects that only upon occasion—and

then but briefly—attack humans,
there is an implied omission of other,

similar bloodsucking arthropods,

their historical importance, and the

researchers who first realized their

significance. What about the Diptera,

for example, the mosquitoes (culex,

anopheline, aedes, culiseta) and the

flies (sand fly, blackfly and tsetse), as

well as the other orders of Insecta that

also have caused so much misery to

people?

Certainly the mosquito shares an

equally important part of history

the louse and the flea (plague tc|

contrary notwithstanding). The
torical speculations as to the cau^l

malaria are fascinating reading.
FJ

aid Ross's research with the "da
wing mosquitoes" (the anophele

a hallmark in the history of medic

Even today, malaria is ranked as

leading cause of death worldwid

the World Health Organizati

Other mosquitoes and the grie\

mischief they have caused sh(

have been mentioned as well,

aedes, the work of Walter Reed,

the elucidation of the epidemiolog

yellow fever were omitted. Even

Patrick Manson, a British gian

tropical medicine, is not mentio

for his work in associating a mosq
with filariasis, among his many c

tributions to medicine.

Other omissions cannot help bu

noted either for their historical imi

tance, the absurdity of the predac

insect vectors, or the unusual na

of the diseases they cause. Theot

Smith, an American, was the

doctor to incriminate an arthropo

a source and vector of a disi

(Texas tick fever); Carlos Chaga
Brazilian, through a series of brill

observations theorized that a dis(

(which now bears his name) migh

transmitted by an aggressive, bk
sucking bug. He examined the gi

the bug, found a trypanosome sinl

to the trypanosome of African sh

ing sickness, searched for a sin|

organism in the blood of acutel;

people, and found it. This was

first time a disease was postulate

exist because of a researcher's ca

observation concerning an insc

behavior.

There are other insects,

searchers, and diseases that woul

nicely into the schema of this be

but in all fairness to the author,

inclusion of all these would I

made what is now a thoroughly

joyable few hours of reading int(

intimidatingly long tome. Still, tl

stories should be popularized

erably by a writer like Andrew
would like to think that the authc

planning a sequel to tweak and en

tain us again with fact and fie

about the unseen or inapparent jui

in, on, and around us.

John S. Marr is the director andpl
cipal epidemiologist of the Bureal

Preventable Diseases, Heel

Department of New York City,

coauthor of The Black Death.
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Cracow^ trumpetcall to arms...

never finished^yet neversilenced

in700years.
You stand in the Market Square

of medieval Cracow, in the

shadow of the Gothic Clothiers'

Hall. Atop the 250-foot tower of

St. Mary's Church, a lone man
sounds his trumpet four times

to the four corners of the city.

Just so, in the year 1241, a trum-

peter warning the city of the ap-

proaching Tartar invaders was
interrupted—slain by an enemy
arrow. You will hear the unfin-

ished fanfare marking every

hour in that hero's memory as

long as you stay in Cracow. It has

echoed across these ancient roof-

tops for more than 7 centuries.

To visit Poland is to make a

trip through time. You can walk
across her city streets and view

a thousand years of European

civilization in a couple of hours.

Cracow has its 14th century

Wawel Castle, its 600 year-old

university, and a modern steel

works. In Warsaw the 15th cen-

tury walls divide the miraculous-

ly resurrected Old Town from a

bustling capital, with its govern-

ment buildings, shops, and ex-

citing night life.

A night on the town might

mean a classic opera or ballet,

brilliantly performed, an imagin-

ative avant garde play, or the

latest award-winning film. A day
in the countryside can bring you
to a village folk festival, with

costumes, songs and dances as

old as Poland itself.

In Poland traditions such as

the trumpet call of Cracow have

a way of surviving. The Poles

have a traditional flair for the

arts—most of all the art of living.

And so they are unequalled as

hosts. You'll find new hotels

burgeoning everywhere—totally

modern in their comforts, com-
pletely "Old World" in their

gracious hospitality.

You'll find the Poles friendly

and outgoing, eager to meet you
and proud to show you their

country. From the Baltic Sea to

the ski slopes of the High Tatra

Mountains, Poland is a country

of 121,000 square miles and
33,000,000 people. One of the

few places in Europe where Old
World culture and the country-

side can be seen unspoiled. And
where the tourist is still an
honored guest.

LOT Polish Airlines and Pan
Am will fly you to Poland any
day of the week from New York.
A variety of attractive tours and
charters, offered by these car-

riers, is available. For informa-

tion, see your travel agent or

rt\|il the coupon below.

Polish National Tourist Office

500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Please send me information and liter-

ature on travel in Poland.

^OLAND, aland of never-ending fascination



A magnificently
illustrated

exploration of
tribal art-

based upon the
famed series
aired on PBS

'uring this century, the work
of tribal artists has come to be
taken seriously—as art, not just

as ethnographic ewdence. But

while the look of a mask or figure

has an immediate impact, tlie in-

tentions of the maker and the

meaning it had in its original

context are often obscure. To en-

rich our understanding of these

objects, this book describes the

making and use of tribal art in

some of tlie few places where the

traditions are, more or less, in-

tact.

Here are chapters on the
Dogon—master mask makers,

smiths and builders; on the

tribes of the Pacific Northwest
who still carve totem poles and
masks; on cult houses in

Melanesia; bronze-casting in

West Africa; and rug-making
among the nomads of Iran.

Davad Attenborough explains

how the artists convey their

messages through their art, how
their art depicts their daily lives,

ceremonies and rituals.

Throughout the book are exam-
ples of tribal life and representa-

tive artworks, shown in twenty-

four pages of four-color photo-

graphs and in over 200 black-

and-white illustrations.

The Itibal
Eye
By DAVID

ATTENBOROUGH
.S14.95 at all booicsloros

I
Norton .-X^^-W^^'^.'^'^ if.r^.n'^^

Announcements

Margaret Mead at 75, an exhibit

honoring Margaret Mead, curator

emeritus of ethnology at the Ameri-

can Museum, is on display in the Mu-
seum's temporary exhibit hall on the

second floor, between the African

Mammal Hall and the Man in Africa

Hall. The display features pho-

tographs of Mead as a child, as a stu-

dent, and as an anthropologist in the

field and in the Museum. Quotations

from Mead, which explain her atti-

tude toward her work and the study

of anthropology, accompany many of

the photographs.

The American Museum of Natural

History is sponsoring a two-week
Voyage of Discovery: The Island

World of Britain from June 17 to

July 3 aboard the luxury motor yacht

Argonaut. Participants, limited to

150, will visit the unspoiled Scilly Is-

lands, the Inner and Outer Hebrides,

and the Orkney and Shetland islands,

as well as mainland ports. Theyl

have an opportunity to study the!

ture, history, flora and fauna of tl

ancient islands. Prominent scienl

will lecture on a variety of and

pological and natural history subj

during the cruise. Further infon

tion and application forms may ba

tained from Ellen Stancs, Ameil

Museum of Natural History, Cea

Park West at 79th Street, New Y|

N.Y. 10024.

As part of its four-day-long ce

nial celebration. The New York
croscopical Society will hoi

open house on May 14 from 1

A.M. to 3:30 P.M. in room 419 ol

Museum. During the event, enti]

"Wonders of the Micro-Woi|

members of the society will dis;

their microscopes, many of theml

tique. Visitors will be able to exaj

microscopes firsthand and to \

slides of colorful crystals and fib

as well as examples of living prj

zoans and other forms of microsci

life. The open house will be an exi

lent opportunity to introduce chili

to a rarely seen world. The event

also include a display of photomil

graphs and photomacrographs t£|

by society members. Although

connected with the Museum, the

croscopical Society meets regul|

in room 419 to discuss the latest

plications in the field of microscc

An exhibit entitled Maps-Ti
Science and Art will open on I I

1 1 in Gallery 77 on the first floo

the Museum. The display will exp

scale and projection of maps, I

they are made, and how sclent

use them in various aspects of

search. Featured in the exhibit wil

many maps of the New York

gion—some of great histor

value—on loan from the Amer;

Geographical Society.
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THEORIGINAt
Micmac Indian guide Jim John Jr., like his father

before him, is a legend in his own time. He poles

a Gander River boat, unique to this area of

Newfoundland, in search of splendid sedmon
and the mighty moose.

scenes like this are everywhere in Newfoundland —
)eaceful, timeless, an idyllic retreat from the ccires

)f your world. Yet we're right next door,

he origineil pcirt of Atlantic Canada.

Necirer than most vacation spots in the U.S.,

and never that crowded.
Come shcire our summer. We have a package
of wonderful memories in store for you.

I T
i

I

Anotliei' world next door. Write for: The Original Vacation Kit.

Dept. of Tourism, Gov't, of Newfoundland and Labrador,
P.O. Box 2016, St. John's, Newfoundland,

Canada AlC 5R8.



Additional Reading

Andean Agriculture (p. 32)

Kuyo Chico: Applied Anthropology in

an Indian Community, by Oscar Nunez
del Prado and William F. Whyte (Chi-

cago: University- of Chicago Press. 1973,

SQ'^SO). and Stephen B. Brush's Moun-
tain. Field, and Family (Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press, to be

published in 1977) provide comple-

mentary cultural perspectives on the sub-

sistence strategies of people coping with

the mountain ecology of western South

America. Ciro Alegria. one of Latin

America's foremost novelists, in his epic

masterpiece Broad and Alien Is the

World (trans, by Harriet de Onis. New
York: FarrarandRinehart. 1941). depicts

from firsthand knowledge the struggles of

Indians to survive in the Peruvian high-

lands. Craig Morris's "Master Design of

the Inca" (Natural History, December
1976, pp. 58-66). describes the Inca road

system as it affected the land-use patterns

and economy of the Peruvian highlands.

"Man's Use of an Andean Ecosystem,"
by Stephen B. Brush (Human Ecology,

1976, vol. 4, pp. 147-65) is his profes-

sional report of the research described in

his article for Natural History. Other

classic studies of land-use patterns can be

found in H. Milstead's "Distribution of

Crops in Peru" (Economic Geographx.

1928, vol. 4, pp. 88-106) and CO.
Sauer's "Cultivated Plants of South and

Central America" (pp. 487-543). in Vol-

ume 6 of the Handbook of South Ameri-
can Indians, edited by Julian Steward

(Washington: Bureau of American Eth-

nology, 1950). Potatoes, the central crop

of Peruvian Indians, are discussed in D.

Ugent's "The Potato" (Science. 1970,

vol. 170. pp. 1161-66) and in Redcliffe

N. Salaman's recently reissued, absorb-

ing 1940s account The History and Social

Influence of the Potato (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1970).

Mussel .Attachment (p. 42)

J.E. .Morton's Molluscs: .An Introduc-

tion to Their Form and Function (4th ed.

Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press,

1967. S3. 75) is an intelligently written

overview of this animal group. .Marine

,\Iussels: Their Ecology and Physiology.

edited by B.L. Bayne (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1976), although

more technical, is also recommended.
Irving A. Field's "Biology and Eco-

94

nomic Value of the Sea Mussel Mytilus

edulis" (Bulletin of the United States

Bureau of Fisheries. 1922, vol. 38, pp.

127-259) is a classic monograph present-

ing an account of the ecology, anatomy,

and related life history of one species of

bivalve. Details of Arnold Tamarin's

studies of this mussel group can be found

in his technical papers in the Journal of

Morphology: "An Ultrastructural Study

of Byssus Stem Formation in Mytilus cal-

ifornianus" (1915. \o\. 145. pp. 151-78)

and "The Structure and Formation of the

Byssus Attachment Plaque in M\tilis"

(1976, vol. 149, pp. 199-222). Also see

the important paper he wrote with bio-

chemist Patricia Keller: "An Ultrastruc-

tural Study of the B>ssal Thread Forming
System in Mytilis" (Journal of Ultra-

structure Research. 1972, vol. 40, pp.
401-16). Werner Nachtigall's Biological

Mechanisms of Attachment: The Com-
parative Morphology and Bioengineer-

ing of Organs for Linkage. Suction, and
Adhesion (trans, by M.A. Biederman-

Thorson, New York: Springer-Verlag.

1974) offers a perspective on the methods

used to solve the problem of attachment

throughout the animal kingdom.

Sod Houses (p. 48)

Through insightful descriptions of the

impact of climate and geography on the

settlers of the Great Plains . two of Everett

Dick's books

—

The Sod-House Frontier:

1854-1890 (Uncoln: Johnsen Publishing

Company, 1954, S8.95) and Conquering

the Great American De^err (Lincoln: Ne-

braska State Historical Society, 1975,

S10.95)—provide a rich sociohistorical

context for understanding the rise of sod

house construction. In House Form and
Culture (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-

Hall, 1969. S2. 95) architectural historian

Amos Rapoport discusses theories of the

interaction of geography, social struc-

ture, and traditional architecture. Illus-

trated w ith a fine series of line drawings,

Rapoport's work deals mainly with prim-

itive folk cultures and how their housing

relates to their environment. Roger L.

Welsch's own studies of the folklore of

plains architecture can be found in Sod
VV'a//5(Broken Bow. Nebraska: Purcells,

1968, SIO). Based on his analyses of

more than 1 ,000 photographs of sod

structures, Welsch's book describes vari-

ations in form and construction and docu-

ments the evolution of this folk

lecture by drawing on oral histories|

from those who built and lived

houses. His article "Sod Construct!

the Plains" (PioneerAmerica. 196^

1, pp. 13-17) has been reprinted

pamphlet: write the Nebraska Stat^

torical Society, Lincoln, NB 685C

ask for "The Nebraska Soddie.

recommends a fine spring day,

promise of good weather to follo|

counter the depressing effects of re

Ole E. Rolvaag's Giants in the

(New York: Harper & Row,
SI .25), a novel that captures and po|

in vivid prose the Impact of the

Plains on the minds of Scandinavia|

migrant farmers.

Animal Trafficking (p. 54)

F. Wayne King's "Adventures

Skin Trade" (Natural History,

1971, pp. 8-16) and Bernard Ni(

mann's "The Nicaraguan Skin Co
tion" (Natural History, January

pp. 28-30) offer complementary vie

the attempt to control the internal

ttade in animals and animal proc

JaclynH. Wolfheim's "The Perils o

mates" (Natural History. October

pp. 90-99) details the impact of i

activities on the dwindling habitat'

numbers of some primates. Two boo
the world-renowned Swiss zook(

Heini Hediger

—

Wild Animals in Cc

ity: An Outline of the Biology ofZoo
cal Gardens (1950) and The Psyche

and Behaviour of Animals in Zoos
Circuses (1955)—have been trans

by Geoffrey Sircom and reprinted in i

f)ensive paperback editions (New 'V

Dover Publications, 1964 and H
Hediger's books contain much data;

many observations not found elsewj[:;

as well as offering azookeeper's pers:..

tive on acquiring, keeping, and exh
'

ing wild animals. Gerald Carson's .• .

Beasts, and Gods: A History of Crfi:

and Kindness to Animals (New Y
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, $2

traces the relationships and attitude
;"

man toward the "lower" anir

throughout recorded time. Definitivt

counts of the status of many of

world's animals and plants, and the I

aspects of obtaining or possessing t

alive or as products, can be found in'

dangered and Threatened Wildlife



still Moments

solute tranquility- pausing on a woodland path to listen to the myriad sweet sounds of the forest,

paddling over motionless mirrored blue skies, or simply lounging, soaking up the sun, and if you

tire of that, the chance to sail, hike, golf ride, play tennis, shuffleboard, enjoy shore-lunches or

arbecues, and, come nightfall, make new friends in the cozy company of a roaring fire, or be one

with nature outside, beneath the Borealis, the silence broken only by the loon's lonely cn/-

rt:ill moments, absolute tranquility, the North begins again. For more about resorts and northern

adventure vacations, call COLLECT (416) 965-4008, or write:

itario Travel, Dept. R., Queen's Park, Toronto M7A 2E5. We'll send you our Traveller's Encyclopaedia.

Ontaiiowcanada



Eagle at 30 ft.

Ptiotographed
by W. Beecher

with the Celes-
tron 1250mm,
f/10 Multipur-

pose Telephoto
Lens.

Saturn's Rings.
Photographed
with Celestron

The Celestron 8 (base
price: $790), most popular
of the Celestron line of com-
pact portable telescopes and
mirror-lens telephotos, is

shown here set up for star-

gazing. For a closer look
at this and other Celes-
tron products, ask fo

your free color
catalog and free
telephoto book.

Live A Little.

If life is about any one single thing, it's about

getting closer to the things that interest you.

Celestron Telescopes help you get closer.

Whether the subject is the muscular
structure of an eagle's eye at 30

feet. Or the planet Saturn

—

one hour, 11 minutes away
at the speed of light. If you

want to get closer, look into the

world's best-selling modern telescopes.

Live a little.

Celestron International /-»_i__,*___
2835 Columbia, Box 3578-N (^elBStrOII

Torrance, Calit. 90503

2000 TOOL CATALOG
This new full color catalog features

a wide selection of the finest quality

imported and domestic woodworking

tools and accessories. Tools for Cab-

inetmaking, Woodcarving, Marquetry

and Veneering. Finishing and Work-
benches fill out the traditional line.

Specialty tools range from Gun
Checkering to Musical Instruments

and Miniature Craft tools. A selec-

tion of Design Books, How-to Books

and Early American Measured

Drawings make this catalog a valu-

able aid to a woodworker's shop.

Catalog 50(^ in Coin or Stamps

WGDDCRAFT
Uept. NH 57 Mi Montvale Ave.

V WOBURN, MASS. 01801 J

Compiled and edited by Campbell

and Lynn Loughmiller

Foreword by Francis E. Abernethy

Many of the people who tell their

stories here are close to one

hundred years old; some are the

great-grandchildren of the pio-

neers who established isolated

homesteads in the primeval,

nearly impassable forest which

became known as the Big Thicket.

A captivating study in folklore,

history, and the intimate rela-

tionship of these people with their

environment

"I was entranced by it. It catches

the essence of a time and place

with sensitive insight."— Stuart

Udall

256 pages, 43 b&w photographs,

$12.95

(iniversity of Texas Press

Box 7819

Austin 78712 a^

Plants" (Federal Register, Octoi

1976, vol. 41, no. 208, pp. 47,
rj

which lists species and common
population estimates, portions c

range where pressures are seveil

other useful information. This

gered Species List can also be o

from the Office of Endangered S|

U.S. Department of the Interior,

Street, Washington, D.C.

Timbuktu (p. 68)

J.O. Hunwick's "Religion and

the Songhay Empire, 1464-1591

296-315) in Islam in Tropical .

edited by I.M. Lewis (New York:

University Press, 1966), is a wel

mented study of Islamic traditioi

danic religion, and the political

zation of the Songhai empire in tl

before the Moroccan invasion of

gion of Timbuktu. Nehemia Levtz

eminent scholar of African and

history, has used Arabic primary i

to trace the relationship of trade ai

ernmental structure from the eight

sixteenth centuries in his book,

Ghana and Mali (New York: B
Noble Books, 1973, $7.50). Met
historical scholarship can also be

in Edward W. Bovill's classic

work. The Golden Trade of the

(2nd ed. New York: Oxford Un
Press, 1970, $2.95), a most reada

count of the rise and fall of the S

empire. Bovill has also written

nating account of the search for the

of the area's most important wat

The Niger Explored (New York: '

University Press, 1968). Horace ^

The Primitive City of Timbuktoo (r

New York: Anchor Press/Doul

1965, $1.75), based on his 1940

graphic field investigation of the

organization, economics, and reli;

Timbukm, stands as a model

pological study of a city. Brian Ga
The Quest for Timbuctoo (Londoi

sell, 1968) is a well-researched i

tractive history of the search for A
'

'mystery city
.

" The book ' s mater

drawn from the original autobiogn

accounts and travelogues of Tim!

earliest explorers. Many of thes<

accounts, which Professor Koch
in his piece in these pages, hav

reprinted and, as such, are avail

many libraries. These include Lei

canus's The History and Descrip

Africa and of the Notable Things 1

Contained, edited by Robert Brov

translated by John Pory (New Yorl

Franklin, 1963); Mungo Park's Th

nal of a Mission to the Interior of

(Saint Clair Shores, Minnesota

arly Press, 1973); Heinrich Earth's

els and Discoveries in North and C

Africa and Rene Caillie's T
Through Africa to Timbuctoo (Bij

ton, Oregon: International Scllj

Book Services, 1965 and 1968).

Gordon Beh

96



There'sgoodreasonwiiypeople believe
Kidd buried his treasure inNova Scotia.

"fUST fof^ffioment, put yourself in

Captain Kidd's place.

For concealing a treasure trove, you look

r: Hidden coves. Sandy beaches. And

ight, sunny days; for a good view

' I around.

That's Nova Scotia. Today, with

'|rect flights, much easier to get to.

Come to Nova Scotia and be

'Iplenished. Clear your head. Discover

seie potency of fresh, sea-washed air.

Jidulge yourself in a little timelessness.

ii^ Bring your golf clubs and tennis

ij,|;ar it you want to mamtam your

'llge. We're not all out fishing; not all

iie time.

f

Lunch, Maritime country-style,

fter dinner, stroll outdoors and watch

|(ie moon rise over the sea.

\' We have hotels, resorts, motels. Or try

inight, or a week, on a farm; a real working

Jlrm. Or in a room by the sea.

where you can lie a'bed and hear the

waves fighting the shore.

Nova Scotia is an old civilization. We
invite you to come and share it for awhile.

For information about everything that's going

on, and where to stay, and what to do, write:

Tourism, Box 130, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Or call us:

800-341-6096 Toll free, for sure.

A last word about Captain Kidd.

Some treasure, reputedly his, has been

found. Too bad, perhaps. For ours is a land

of myths and mysteries.

The stuff of dreams.

Ocean playground of Atlantic Canada
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50PIECE SET...PISTOL-HANDLED
FLATWARE OF 1776 ...Beautifully

reproduced in stainless steel with the

satin-finish look ofantique pewter.
NOT $44.95! NOT $34.95! ONLY $22.95!

Your home can reflect the candlelight appeal and gracious atmosphere

of Early American Colonial elegance when you grace your table with

this incredibly beautiful service. Through a special purchase, we can

offer you the famous Pistol-Handled Flatware with all its stunning

Colonial simplicity in magnificent, satin finish stainless steel at just a

fraction of what you would pay for luxurious Sterling Silver. Each

and every piece is a lovely replica of the graceful place settings that

highlighted many a candlelit Colonial dinner. The knives are the

genuine hollow pistol grip handles; the forks are the graceful 3-tined

design. And the entire 50-Piece Set is made of modern stainless steel,

to give you years of carefree service.

LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE AT THIS VERY SPECIAL LOW, LOW PRICE
Don't be disappointed! Take advantage of this amazing low price

while our supplies last. Order now and we'll send you the complete

service for 8 including 8 Pistol Grip Hollow Handle Knives; 8 Dinner

Forks; 8 Salad Forks; 8 Soup Spoons; 16 Teaspoons PLUS a SPE-
CIAL FREE GIFT of a matching Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon—
50 pieces in all. The entire set is yours for just $22.95 on full money
back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted. But don't delay.

Due to the rising cost of quality stainless steel, the price of this set will

be increased in the very near future. Take advantage of our truly low

price while current supplies last. Mail coupon today!

Complete

Luxury

Service

For

r,CROWN-CASTLE Ltd., Dept. PGP-629
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please send me the Stainless Steel Pistol Grip Flatwan

I have checked below on full Money Back Guarantee if

am not absolutely delighted.

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling with each order.)

Check Quantity Desired

n Service For 8 {50-Piece Set) $22.95

D Service For 12 (74-Piece Set) 33.95

n Service For 16 (100-Piece Set) 44.95

n Enclosed is $

Charge my Q BankAmericard

D American Express

Card No..

Master Charge

Exp.

-Date-

Signature

-

Name

City-

State- -Zip-

L Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax
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^VSfebster's

d nfjtwua.\-^i>*^*m'

M.ircthan 1 50,(KX) entries

22,000 new words

27,000 examples showing;'

The latest . . . eighth in the

the most widely approved dict^wg

fncaninRs.

,>priatc word usage.

S» Colle^ate series,

. filoine,ol!iceands'

WebstersNew Collegiate Dictionary.

Itswhere the words live.

America's all-time best-selling dictionary examples plus scores of charts, tables, and

doesn't just define words -it brings words illustrations -all arranged to make meanings

alive. So you won't have to quake in the face clearer than ever. All together, over 150,000

of "seismic" or get neurotic over the use entries spring vividly to life. Give one to

of "paranoid" or feel defeated when you come your family. Get one for yourself. Just $10.95

across "kung fu." For this is the dictionary wherever books are sold. Merriam-Webster

I
that offers thousands of quotations and usage Dictionaries, Springfield, MA 01101.

FROM MERRIAM-WEBSTER
© G.&C. MERRIAM 1977
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watergoblet

isnot for watei
afone.

Whatever you want it to be, that's

what it is.

Whatever your imagination
dictates, that's what it becomes.
A goldfish bowl, a place for nuts,

buttons, soaps, whatever.
The legendary water goblet by

Waterfora, born in fire, blown by

mouth & cut wholly by hand, with
heart.

Do what you will with it.

It's like splurging on a Rolls Royce
to carry hay to your horse.

But it feels so good to let

yourself go.

What would you do with a

Pholo:Pesii

Waterford goblet?

To each of the 100 most imaginative

entries that arrive before Nov. 1, 1977,

we'll award four Waterford water
goblets.Write to; Waterford Goblet
Ideas, RO. Drawer 1159,

Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067.

Man lives not by water alone.

All entries become the sole property of Waterford
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Authors

No stranger to these pages, atmo-

spheric physicist Robert Jastrow
last appeared in the March 1977 Nat-

ural History ("Report from Mars").

A commuter between New York and

New Hampshire, he is an adjunct pro-

fessor of geological science at Co-
lumbia University and of earth

science at Dartmouth College. For

the past fifteen years , he has also been
the director of the Goddard Institute

for Space Studies in New York City.

The author of several books, with a

new one currently in progress, Jas-

trow appeared in a series of television

programs on space science that ran in

1964 and 1971 on CBS-TV. He has

been a recipient of the Columbia Uni-

versity Medal for Excellence (1962),

the Arthur S. Flemming Award
(1964), and the NASA Medal for Ex-

ceptional Scientific Achievement

(1968).

Unknown to each other until a year

ago, both Edwin S. Dethlefsen and

Kenneth Jensen had been inde-

pendently studying gravestones for a

number of years: Dethlefsen in New
England ("Death's Head, Cherub,

Urn and Willow," Natural History,

March 1967) and Jensen in Alabama.
They met last July at a seminar on
American civilization and discovered

their mutual interest. Dethlefsen,

who teaches anthropology at Franklin

Pierce College in New Hampshire, is

continuing his research on New Eng-
land cemeteries, using them as

models for cultural change. He is also

excavating several Spanish and Eng-
lish shipwrecks off Bermuda. Jensen,

who teaches anthropology at Orfegon

College of Education, has shifted his

attention from southern to western

cemeteries.

Professor of biology at Am
College, Lincoln P. Brower
been studying the behavioral ecc

of monarch butterflies for

years, with support from the Nat
Science Foundation. Part of his

rent research involves the ecolo

chemistry of Danaidae butterflie

the milkweed plants on which
are reared. Brower is also inten

in riverine ecology and federal

control policy. He writes tha

wants to "provide an intelle

Achilles' heel to divert the

Army Corps of Engineers, the

Soil Conservation Service, anc

Bureau of Land Reclamation

ruining rivers with dams and c

nelization." A professional scie

filmmaker, Brewer's movie or

monarch butterfly will be rele

this month by Harper & Row
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We've just made

the super-fastYashica FR
even faster.

f you're looking for a rugged, full-featured SLR with an
iction power winder, the Yashica FR. was made for you.
hoots photo sequences at least 20% faster than its com-

petitors' fastest winders.

That's because the FR
has an advanced electro-

magnetic release system,
the most responsive system
available. A unique focal

plane shutter that assures
shutter-speed accuracy by avoiding the "inertia lag"

bund in conventional designs. And because the Yashica
PR's winder is powered with 6 batteries, not four, you get
3ower-to-spare for constant high speed power shooting
3t up to 2.5 shots per second.

And that's just the beginning. The Yashica FR'sfull

nformation viewfinder, with bright, easy-to-read LED's
:ells everything you need to know, at a glance. Add
all-metal construction to the Yashica FR's compact

design, and you have one of

the fastest handling, most rugged
cameras.

And lenses? 34 in all, includ-

ing the super-sharp Yashica
Multi-coated lenses, and the

legendary Carl Zeiss T-Star (T*)

^ (%lHP^ lenses, which are available onlyW^B^ QPi Contax/Yashica cameras.
Choose from a full complement

^^ of innovative accessories like

It £H ^H^ electric cable switches, a re-

mote control Infrared phaser
that triggers the FR with an
invisible beam of light, and an
automatic bellows. You'll see
why the Yashica FR is one of

the most advanced systems
cameras ever made, offering advantages that no other

camera system has. And now we've gone even further

to make the Yashica FR a super-speedster.

We've added a new, electrically linked pro-grip

that makes the super-fast Yashica FR even faster. Both
for handling and for shooting.

The action-packed Yashica FR.

See it in action at your Yashica dealer.

*FR Trademark is licensed by Cine Magnetics Inc.

FREE With the

Purchase of

a Yashica FR
I and Action Winder

Yashica FR Serial No

Need more information first?

Just send us this coupon along with the

Yashica FR warranty card that comes with

every Yashica FR and winder and we II

send you the 555 professional grip FREE!
Offer expires August 31 , 1977.

-Zip-

Just send in this coupon and we'll send you more information on the

Yashica FR and the name of the dealer nearest you.

Yashica Inc., 41 1 Sette Drive. Paramus, h J. 07652.



Don^letty
sque»eyoii

Well friends, you heard whatthe man said.

Some sacrifices will have to be made.

But getting into a Volkswagen won't be

one of them.

Volkswagens may look like small cars,

but only on the outside.

Inside is another story altogether.

A VW Rabbit, for example, has (incred-

ibly!) more space for people than 19 other

cars in its class, including Monza, Mustang,

Pinto, Sunbird, Datsun F-10, and Toyota

Celica.

The Rabbit also has (shockingly!) more
trunk space than 34

other cars, including

Cadillac Seville,

Thunderbird,
Ca m a r o,

Monza, Nova,

Comet, Star-

fire, Firebird, Skylark and Ventura.

These are official U.S. Governmeni

tistics, by the way, published in the of!

Environmental Protection Agency 1977

Mileage Guide.

The Rabbit also goes like a bat out q-

know-where. From to 50 in 7.7 secon^

sports car performance.

Moving along smartly to our Dashet!

hope you'll be floored to learn that the

Dasher Wagon, according to the same
guide, has more trunk space than

wagon in its class made by any other n

facturer Meaning General Motors,

Chrysler, Datsun, Toyota. ^^.
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unergycnsis

riloasmall
f^ Dasher

n't need

ifhatmuch

13, Dasher
:comes in a beautifully appointed
jf Hatchback and 4-door Sedan. Yet

Dashers have way more passenger

r and trunk room than any Japanese

their class and more than most Amer
ars in their class.

iolly, Scirocco. The VW
j:co is a true sports

at can bring home
bic feet of stuff on

days and racing

ieson Sundays.

rocco is just some-

else, beating every-

in its class (and a

other classes). Yet

; more trunk space

any— repeat—on/

car in its class

made by any— re-

peat ony— manufacturer

All the new Volkswagens
were made for the times that

are on us now. All three get

24 MPG in the city Rabbit

and Scirocco get 37 MPG
on the highway Dasher

gets 36. (EPA estimates

with standard transmission.

Actual mileage depends

on how and where you
drive, optional equipment,

and the car's condition.)

Yet even with all this economy there is

nothing quite like them fortheircombination

of handling, performance, reliability, safety

space and just plain wisdom of design.

You're going to appreciate them._Better

still, you 're going^^

to love them.

Scirocco



Leslie D. Garrick is a research fel-

low with the Center for Field Biology

and Conservation of the New York
Zoological Society. His present re-

search is on the ecology and behavior

of the American crocodile in the

Greater Antilles. Garrick has studied

alligators and crocodiles in Florida,

Jamaica, Panama, and the Dominican
Republic. A strong interest in croco-

dile conservation has led him to serve

as an observer for the American Croc-

odile Recovery Team in Florida.

Coauthor of "The Alligator Re-

vealed," Jeffrey W.Lang is a Ph.D.

candidate in the Department of Ecol-

ogy, and Behavioral Biology at the

University of Minnesota. He is cur-

rently finishing a research report on
the thermal behavior and physiology

of alligators and another on the social

behavior of the American crocodile.

Both reports are based on work done

in south-central Florida. His next

project will be a comparative study of

several tropical crocodilian species.

A trip to the Northern Territory of

Australia to investigate the estuarine

crocodile is in the offing.

Bruce E. Bechtol and Jerry R.
Williams began their study of litter

on a California beach in 1969 with a

community clean-up project. A few
years later the authors used the beach
as a classroom for courses in environ-

mental sciences at California State

University, Chico, where they both

teach in the Department of Geogra-
phy. Bechtol and Williams are look-

ing into the nature of litter and ways
of dealing with solid waste. One re-

search method they frequently em-
ploy is to survey the amount and kind

of litter in and around roadside trash

cans. Their principal effort, however,

lies in pointing out the damage such

pollution does to both the environ-

ment and human beings.

While working toward a doctorate

in meteorology at the University of

Arizona in the 1960s, Richard E.

Orville witnessed many severe thun-

derstorms and became interested in

the dynamics of lightning. A serious

amateur photographer, he has since

then pursued his interest, camera in

hand, in Switzerland and, most re-

cently, as a member of an investiga-

tive team based at the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. An article by Or-

ville entitled "Lightning Through a

Lens," illustrated with his photo-

graphs, was published in the January

1966 issue of Natural History. Or-

ville is currently a professor in the

Department of Atmospheric Science

at the State University of New York
at Albany. He and his family like to

go on camping trips in New England
and know exactly what to do when
caught in a thunderstorm—they
crouch, but don't lie, on the ground,

with their feet close together.

Where to buy
ZEISS

Binoculars
ALASKA, Anchorage: Great Northern
Guns, Slewarfs Pholo Shop.

ARIZONA, Flagstaff: Rutts Sporting
Goods, Phoenix: Camelback Gun
Shop, Holubar Mountaineering Ltd.,

Sunset Sports Center. Prescott: Rifle
Ranch. Scoltsdale: Don's Sport Shop.
Inc. Tempe: Holubar Mountaineering
Ltd. Tucson: Jensens Custom
Ammunition, Surveying &
Optical Instrument Co.. Universal
Archery Sporting Goods.

CALIFORNIA, Bakersfleld: Vincent s
Sporting Goods. Beverly Hills: Beverly
Hills Camera Shop, Jack's Camera
Exchange. The Camera Exchange of

Beverly Hills, The Magnin Co , Inc.

Carmel: Adam Fox, Inc. Costa Mesa:
Cal's Cameras. Inc.. Champion
Motorcyle and Marine Supplies,
Pelex Camera. Inc. Encino: Pony
Express Sport Shop, Inc. Hayward:
Franklin Optical Co. Hermosa
Beach: Newman's Photo and Sound,
Hollywood: Schaefer Photo and
Camera Supply Co. La Jolla:
Pacific Camera. La Mesa: Grossmont
Optical Co.. La Mesa Camera and
Sport Center. Long Beach: Sight
Instruments Los Angeles: Adray's,
Amedia Corp,, Bel Air Camera, Dr.
Michael Grossman Iwata Photographic
Supply. Marina Del Rey: Marina Del
Rey Camera. Newport Beach: Black-
man Ltd. Jewelers. Palo Alto: Keeble
& Shuchat. Pasadena: Heimann Op-
ticians. Lee Mac Camera Exchange,
San Diego: Baker Instruments and
Repair, Dr. Sheldon Metz & Asso-
ciates, Stanley Andrews Sporting
Goods. San Francisco: Abercrombie &
Fitch Co., Brooks Cameras, Inc.,

Cable Car Clothiers-Robert Kirk Ltd.,

Eddie Bauer. Inc., Marigold Co. (Cata-
log House Only). San Leandro: The
Traders. San Pedro: Southwest instru-

ment Co. Santa Ana: Heritage Gun
Shop, Holubar Mountaineering Ltd.

Santa Barbara: Douglas Telescopies.
Trans-Pacific Marine Co. Santa
Monica: London Guns. Studio City:

Studio City Camera Exchange. Wood-
land Hills: Woodland Hills Camera
Center.

COLORADO, Aspen: The Optical Shop
of Aspen. Boulder: Holubar Moun-
taineering Ltd. Colorado Springs:
Abercrombie & Fitch Co.. Holubar
Mountaineering Ltd. Denver: Eastern
Mountain Sports, Ing., Eddie Bauer,
Inc.. Holubar Mountaineering Ltd. Ft.

Collins: Holubar Mountaineering Ltd.,

Jax Sporting Goods. Timberline
Sporting Goods, Inc. Vail: J. Rich
Sports Ltd.

CONNECTICUT, Hartford: Eastern
Mountain Sports, inc. Norwich: Camp-
bell's Sporting Goods. Ridgefield:
Outfitters Ltd,

DELAWARE, Wilmington: Lincoln

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Washington:
Eddie Bauer, Inc., Mark Weiss Camera
Center, Optique Gallery. Inc . Penn

, Clearwater: Edar Marine. Cocoa:
The Wilderness Shop. Coconut Grove:
Bill Stewart Cruising Gear. Eau Gallie:

Locker, Marine Discount of Ft. Lauder-
dale. Inc.. My Family Unlimited, Inc..

Shore Line South an Orvis Shop.
Hollywood: Peter Bataskov Firearms
& Sporting Supplies, Inc. Miami:
L. B, Harvev Marine, Inc., Hopkins-
Carter Hardware. Marine Supply Co,,

Snug Fit Marine Prod.. Inc., Tamiama
Gun Distributors. The Gun Shop, Inc .

Zipp Sporting Goods Ocala:Sporl
City Distributors. Orlando: Denmark
Sporting Goods, Inc, Palm Beach:
Abercrombie & Fitch Co. Pompano
Beach: Chris Craft Corp, Sarasota:
Ships Locker, Stuart: House of Ecol-
ogy, Tallahassee: Outdoor Shop,
Tampa: Easy Trails. Pioneer Tire Co

.

Inc
,
Sailing Specialties West Palm

Beach: Hopkins Marine Hardware Co
GEORGIA, Atlanta: Bair's, Inc. Chuck
Firearms. Inc. Wallis Kamera Haus,
Thomaaville: Staffords,

HAWAII. Honolulu: Francis Camera
Shop. Inc

IDAHO, Boise: Sunset Sports Center,
Moscow: North Western Mountain
Sporls-

ILLINOIS, Chicago: Abercr(

. Me : Optic
, Charles

Instruments, Inc., Tele Optics. Oak
Brook: Abercrombie & Fitch Co.
Peoria: Gunsmithy, Urbana: Grade Vt

Wilmetle: Green Bay Trailfitters.

IOWA. Ames: Nims Sportsman's of

Ames. Cedar Rapids: Wholesale
Sports. Inc. Davenport: Ziffren Jewel-
ers, Des Moines: Bass & Ringneck
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The work is by Lucas Samaras, one TL!^
of America's foremost artists. It is part I lll^
of one of the world's most DU^I '^ Kr^irl
importantcollections.lt was rVlldriMlllJ
produced using the finest instant Q\/ ^f\
photographic system in the world,3^v vl
thePolaroid®SX-70®

Land camera. That

same camera is owned by

millions. A camera of ex

traordinary quality and versatility
"l-Lfc^^

capable of exposures from 10.4 inches 111"
to infinity. A film of

rr%\\cu^\r%r%
remarkable clarity and \^LIII%rv.UUI I

definition of detail whose color is^^^
-f-l^r^

among the most stable and fade- Ol 111^^
resistant in existence, jk 4 _ m^g^m gfYl i^"^
Samaras' work of art iVlUsltfUrn 01
fromtheSX-70, a

work of art in itself.

photograph
is part of

Modern Art.





OPERATION
A report on how the forest industry is worlcing

to get twice as much wood from America's

commercial forests. Year after year. Forever.

Wood is one of the world's most
valuable resources.

It's America's busiest building ma-

terial. It's also the basic ingredient in

pulp, packaging and a thousand other

products—right down to the paper this

ad is printed on.

More Wood ftom Less Land.

But while world demand for wood
is increasing, the amount of land avail-

able for commercial forests* is shrink-

ing. Some of it has been set aside for

parks and wilderness areas. Much of it

has been turned into farms, freeways

and new developments.

The chart above shows that U.S.

consumption of all wood and paper prod-

ucts will double in less than 50 years.

Thus the reason behind Operation Double

Tree—the forest industry's name for in-

tensive forest management that can

double the amount of wood grown on a

given piece of land. And do it in such a

way that the forest remains a valuable

part of the ecosystem.

^Commercial forest is described as that

portion ofthe total forest which is capable

of, and available for, growing trees for

harvest. Parks, wilderness and primitive

areas are not included.

The two Douglas firs to the right grew in

the forests of the Cascade Mountains of
Washington State. Both were harvested
when they were 25 years old. The differ-

ence is, the larger one grew in an Opera-
tion Double TYee area, while the smaller

one did not.

Double Tree is ambitious and is

already working.

All across the U.S., forest product

companies are working to double for-

est yield. In Oregon and Washington,

forest product companies are predicting

Double Tree isn't limited to largf

trial tree farms. Individual w
owners from Maine to Georgia £

ting idle lands to work, creating

belts that offer the twin payoff

increased harvest and eternal f

That may sound like a parad

eating a cake and having it, too.

like oil or coal, wood is one nati

source that is renewable. And i

forestry has found ways to make

'

Nature more productive.

triple growth with genetically superior

trees planted in prime forestlands.

Through thinning efforts alone,

some companies in the Great Lakes

States have increased diame-

ters of remaining trees

enough to double wood
volume per acre

over a 35-year

period.

3reat Lakes New England

Today's intensive forest manaj

is rooted in nature's own ecological

begins with the harvest. Slower ^

trees are thinne

Others are h;

at peak \

kn

>



KMIBLETREE
(1 is made to use every last part of

:: tops, limbs and bark.

!W Forest.

It the real key is in the new for-

5 new trees.

some areas, foresters plant new
js by machine, or by hand. Heli-

are also used to re-seed. When
seedlings go in, the forest often

five-year head start over natural

ation in the same area,

my of them are of genetically su-

stock, the result of years of se-

'breeding." Seedlings by the hun-

)f millions are grown in special

s. They're healthier, faster grow-

t mature faster and can be har-

sooner.

me forestlands, such

in the Northeast

;e States

'lother

Wood is America's busiest building material

Nature because natural regeneration

does a better job.

Soil studies determine prime grow-

ing areas. When necessary, nutrients

are added. And the young trees are pro-

tected from de-

structive

insects, fires and natural enemies.

The result is a better quality forest,

one that can be at least twice as pro-

ductive.

Who Owns The American Forests?

Significantly, the principles of Op-

eration Double Tree are being used on

only a small portion of America's forest-

land. And good as Double Tree is, it

might not be enough. Too much of the

American forest is still under-utilized

and under-productive.

Overall, industrial forestlands are

working the hardest. Industry owns only

13 percent of the commercial forest-

land, but it provides almost 30 percent

of the total harvest. Some 4 million pri-

vate individuals own 60 percent. Gov-
ernment owns about 27 percent.

All of which means we must join to

make the most productive use of our

remaining commercial forestland.

Industry has invested millions to

make the concept a reahty.

But money isn't enough.

Leaders and landowners

must understand

the problem. And,
more important,

the solution.

For more infor-

mation, write for

our free booklet

"Managing the

Great Ameri-

can Forest,"

American For-

est Institute,

P.O. Box 873,

Springfield,

VA 22150.

Trees. The renewable resource.



Post-Human Intelligence
by Robert Jastrow

By the twenty-second century,

biological organisms may
not have the highest

intelligence on earth

Some twelve to fifteen million

years ago, a few venturesome pri-

mates emerged from the safety of

their forest dwellings and moved onto

the savanna. At that time the line of

human descent split off from the main

stock of the apes. A record of the mi-

gration of this splinter group remains

in the form of scattered jawbones

whose dentition suggests a grassland

diet and a life in the open. For many
millions of years thereafter, the rec-

ord of human origins is nearly blank.

The trail reappears in rocks about five

million years old that contain the fos-

silized remains of a small animal—in

size and appearance like a pygmy
chimpanzee, yet with a curiously hu-

manlike posture. This was Aus-

tralopithecus, the ape-man.

Bones found in the campsites of

Australopithecus in Africa reveal that

the primate had developed a strong

taste for meat. It ran with the other

carnivores of its time and was a com-
petent hunter, holding its own against

the lion and the giant hyena. Yet it

was a puny creature, slight in build,

weighing perhaps seventy pounds,

and without slashing canines, claws,

or other weapons. But its physical

weaknesses were balanced by the

strength of its intellect.

The brain of Australopithecus was

not of impressive size, being about as

big as a fist and only moderately

larger than the brain of the chimpan-

zee. But in proportion to the weight

of the body, the brain of Aus-

© 1 977 by Robert Jastrow. Adapted in part from his

forthcoming tX)ol<, Until the Sun Dies, to be pub-
lished by WW, Norton & Co., Inc.

tralopithecus was twice as large as

the brain of the ape. Every animal

uses a part of its brain as a telephone

exchange, receiving signals from the

body and sending out messages in re-

turn. Australopithecus, with a body
considerably smaller than the ape's,

required fewer brain cells for that pur-

pose and had more gray matter avail-

able for the storage of past experience

and the contemplation of future ac-

tions.

Australopithecus achieved this

brain size four or five million years

ago, about ten million years after its

ancestors had moved to the savanna.

The primate seems to have changed

little thereafter, either in brain or

body. Like many prior forms of life,

the ape-man had reached an evolu-

tionary dead end; it had become a liv-

ing fossil. Between one and two mil-

lion years ago, it became extinct.

Well before Australopithecus van-

ished, another intelligent animal ap-

peared in Africa. This creature was a

relative of Australopithecus, with

similar bodily traits, but its brain was
considerably larger. The new animal

was Homo—the first man. Aus-
tralopithecus and Homo lived on the

same continent for several million

years. Throughout that long interval,

while the intelligence of Austra-

lopithecus remained unchanged, the

brain of Homo continued to grow.

The fossil record has not revealed

why one cousin became more intelli-

gent than the other; we only know
that a million years ago, when Aus-

tralopithecus disappeared. Homo's
brain had become twice as large as

that of the ape-man.

Homo was a bright animal one mil-

lion years ago, and a determined one.

Its technology for making stone tools

represented a high level of organi-

zation and planning. Mary Leakey,

widow of British archeologist-

anthropologist Louis Leakey, has

found evidence that Homo sec

the neighborhood for miles aroui

a search for the particularly

kinds of stone needed for its toob

ing activity. When such stones

found, the animal brought themh
to its workshop. The implicatic

that Homo had developed an

dustry: it thought out its needs ii

vance; gathered its materials; wo
on them from day to day; and

it had fashioned the tools , saved ti

for repeated use. In intellect, Hm
was sup)erior to all other anima *

its day; yet nature's work on its 1

was far from complete. Homo v,

nearly finished creature from the n

down, but its skull held a brain
|

half the size of the brain of mo
man.

Starting about one million j

ago, the human brain began to j

at a considerably faster pace. I)

panded at first at the rate of one C

inch—a heaping tablespoonful

additional gray matter every 100

years. Then the growth rate doul

doubled again, and finally, it dou
once more. Between 300,000

500 ,000 years ago, the rate of grc

hit its peak. At that time the hu

brain was expanding at the phencj

nal rate of ten cubic inches e:

100,000 years.

No other organ in the history ol

is known to have grown so fast. \

factors generated this explo
growth? The toolmaking Industi

early man is part of the answer. i|

possession of a good brain ena(

Homo to make tools in the first pl^

but the use of tools became, in t|

a driving force toward the evoli

of an even better brain. The evok
of speech was also import

Through the spoken word, a ne\

vention in toolmaking could, foi

ample, be communicated rapidl

others. In this way the innovative

of the individual enhanced the il



il prospects of the group, and the

itive strength of one became the

ligth of all. Spurred on by these

iamstances, the centers of the

fin devoted to speech grew in size

Il complexity, and in the course of

Tiy generations the whole brain

i V with them. As in the technology

if toolmaking, reciprocal forces

8 e into play in which speech stim-

! id better brains and better brains

T roved the art of speech and the

I e of brain growth spiraled up-

d,

change in climate that set in

^ut two million years ago may also

'\fi played a role. About that time,

:

I world began its descent into a

i (it Ice Age, the first to afflict the

jiet in hundreds of millions of

('s. Sheets of ice moved steadily

S:hward, and by the time human-
li had established itself in temper-

t! latitudes, ice covered large parts

iiurope

and Asia. European sum-
s then were nearly as cold as

ters today. In that difficult period,

traits of resourcefulness and inge-

y must have been of premium
ue. The individual who first

ight of stripping the pelt from a

liightered beast and wrapping it

iHind his or her shivering limbs was
I Einstein of the day. Only by such

iUntive flights of the imagination

^ild the naked animal survive the

oj>rs of a harsh climate. These cir-

tlistances must have further ex-

Ided the higher centers of the brain

ivhich new ideas were conceived

)il past experiences were recorded.

iVhich factor played the most im-

liitant role in the evolution of human
diligence? Was it tools? Lan-
II ge? Or the pressures of the Ice

n J? No one can tell; all worked to-

Jtier through natural selection to

liduce the dramatic increase in the

eJ5 of the brain that has been re-

it ded in the fossil record of the last

Kahlua, Coffee Liqueur from Sunny Mexico. 53 Proof.

Maidstone Wine & Spirits Inc.. 116 N. Robertson. Los Angeles. CA 90048.

^^ Nikon Binoculars.
Jl^^Worth all the birds

in the bush.

The powerful, featherweight 8x30 and

9x35 are favorites for bird watching as well

as wildlife and nature study. Other Nikon

binoculars are great for sports, travel or boating.

All feature Nikon prism optics that are carefully

matched and precisely aligned so you can enjoy

bright, sharp viewing for long periods without

eye strain. And they cost a lot less than you're

prepared to spend for such ruggedly built, top quality binoculars. See for

yourself, at Nikon camera dealers and fine optical departments. Or write for

Lit/Pak 18, Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-

Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada; Anglophoto Ltd. P.Q.) [ISB
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Chevrole
Your complete shoppii

Everything you need in wagons under
one roof, including a full range of

available wagon options and personal
attention from sales people who know
wagons. There are almost 6,000
Chevrolet Wagon Stops across the country

The New Chevrolet. More of the
things you want in a wagon.
The New Chevrolet is a very timely large wagon It takes

up less space in garages and parking spaces, is more
maneuverable in city traffic and offers more mileage
than 1976 full-size Chevrolet wagons. 20 mpg highway
and 16 mpg cit/ are its EPA estimates with the new
standard V8 and automatic transmission. EPA estimates

are lower in California*

The New Chevrolet offers more convenience, too. The rear door-gate opens down for cargo, or out

for people when they're entering the available third seat.

There are concealed compartments in the side and under the floor to keep valuables locked up tight,

out of sight. Handy utility trays built into the wheel wells hold things that usually clutter seats and floor

And the seats fold flat in nothing flat when you want to haul paneling, railroad ties,

grandfather clocks or what have you.

Big wagons are supposed to be roomy and practical. But nowhere does it say they also have to be
quiet, comfortable and smooth riding. But this one is, and thafs more like it. See for yourself at your

Chevy dealer's Wagon Stop.
*
The mileage you get will vary depending on your type of driving, driving

habits, car's condition and available equipment

WeVe g(
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Vagon Stop.
icnter for wagons.

Vega with available Estate equipment

Vega. 5-year/60,000-mile engine guarantee.

Vega is a great starter wagon for small families. It seats four

with room for gear behind. Vega's Dura-Built engine guarantee is

an added value feature thafs good for 5 years or up to 60,000
miles, whichever comes first. It covers repairs to the cylinder block
and head, manifolds, water pump and all internal engine parts

made necessary due to defects in materials or wor1<manship.
It means that should something go wrong with the engine your
Chevy dealer will fix it free. It does not cover repairs required

because of accident, misuse or lack of proper maintenance.
Your Chevy dealer has the complete guarantee statement.

d innv.

Chevelle Malibu Classic

The smart, mid-size Chevelie.

Sensible value in a glamorous mid-size, thafs part of Chevelle
wagon's strength. The other part is a wagonload of practical

features. Automatic transmission, steel-belted radials and power
steering and brakes are standard. The liftgate swings up and
out of the way. There are storage trays in the wheel wells and
concealed space under the floor Full Coil suspension system
with front stabilizer helps it handle roads as well as loads.

Silverado Suburban

Suburban. Our superwagon.
This is our superwagon that holds more than most wagons and

tows more than many trucks. Properly equipped, a C20 Suburban
can move up to 15,000 lbs. of Suburban, passengers, cargo and
trailer Super also describes Suburban's inside space. There's

available seating for up to nine with 35 cubic feet left over for

cargo. With seats removed. Suburban can handle 144 cubic feet

of cargo. And you'll find a wide range of available options to

make it convenient, personal and complete.

'iijs,^^

Beauville Sportvan

Sportvan. Our people mover.

Got a crowd to move? We've got something just for you
at the Chevrolet Wagon Stop. Sportvan can take up to 12

passengers with available seating. Passengers enter through
a wide-opening, easy-sliding side door Take out the quick-

release rear seats, throw open the wide double rear doors,

and you've got your own personal moving van with up to 260
cubic feet of cargo space. 125" or 110" wheelbase available.

4-v^tieel -drive Blazer

Our 4-wtieel-drive Blazer.

Ifs tough enough to take you to parts of the U.S.A. you never
knew were out there. With the full-time 4-wheel-drive system thafs
standard when you order automatic transmission, it looks and
feels easy. And Blazer offers many fine wagon attributes. There's

seating for up to five, generous cargo space and a wagon-type
tailgate for rear access. Standard Blazer has a steel front half top
and removable rear fiber-glass-reinforced plastic top.

hewagon foryou. Chevrolet



Eagle at 30 ft.

Photographed
by W. Beecher

with the Celes-
tron 1250mm,
1/10 Multipur-

pose Telephoto
Lens.

The Celestron 8 (base
price: $790), most popular
of the Celestron line of com-
pact portable telescopes and
mirror-lens telephotos, is

shown here set up for star-

gazing. For a closer look
at this and other Celes-
tron products, ask for

your free color
catalog and free
telephoto book.

If life is about any one single thing, it's about
getting closer to the things that interest you.

Celestron Telescopes help you get closer.

Whether the subject is the muscular
structure of an eagle's eye at 30

feet. Or the planet Saturn —
one hour, 1 1 minutes away
at the speed of light. If you

want to get closer, look into the
world's best-selling modern telescopes.

Live a little.

Celestron International

2835 Columbia, Box 3S7B-N
Torrance, Calil. 90503

Celestron

I put myselfon Sigmund's couch
Here in the Sigmund Freud

Museum at Vienna's Berg-

gasse 19, 1 dreamed 1 met the

great Doctor himself. What
would he say about the mystery

I felt in that room?
Elsewhere, in houses on

streets I can't name, I heard

echoes of Beethoven, Mozart,

Schubert, Haydn. I visited the

many museums and monuments
reflecting the past that brought

me here to Austria. I saw the

Lipizzaner stallions of the

Spanish Riding School, sailed the

Danube, walked through the

Vienna Woods.
In the mountains near Inns-

bruck I relived the breathtaking

races of the Winter Olympics.

1 listened to the sound of music in

the hills of Salzburg. And I was
changed.

It's easy for you, too, to put

yourself on Sigmund's couch . .

.

to encounter Austria.

For your copy of our booklet ENCOUNTER
AUSTRIA, and for informalion on Austrian Airlines,

ask your travel agent or send coupon to your nearest

Austrian National Tourist Office:

545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

3440 Wilshirc Blvd., Los Angeles. CA 90010
200 E. Randolph Drive. Suite 5130, Chicago, IL 60601

1007 N. W, 24lh Ave, Porlland, OR 97210

million years. The human body a

shaped into its modern form dui

that same period. Now brain i

body were complete. Together 1;

made a new and marvelous creat|i

charged with power, intelligeji

and creative energy. Its wits had llj

honed by the fight against hun (

cold, and natural enemies; its f n

had been molded in the crucible

adversity. In the aimals of ant!

pology, its arrival is celebrated t

change in name, from Homo e

tus—the man who stands erect-

Homo sapiens—the man of wisd^

Today, human beings rest at

summit of creation on the earth. W a!

does the future hold in store for

;

extraordinary animal? Perhaps

mans will become extinct, as /

tralopithecus did; 90 percent of,

the forms of life that have existec]

the earth have become extinct,

they may survive unchanged into

distant future, living fossils like

oyster. This fate may already be u

us, for the human body has chani

very little in several hundred th

sand years, and the human brain i

not changed, at least in gross size;

the last hundred thousand years, i

organization of the brain may h'

improved in that period, but i

amount of information and wii

that can be crammed into a cran

of fixed size is limited. The fact

the brain is no longer expanding , a

half a million years of explo;

growth, suggests that the deve)

ment of the animal we call hur

may be a nearly completed chapte]

evolution.

This does not mean that the ev(

tion of intelligence is over. I thin

is reasonable to assume that hur

beings are not the last word in

evolution of intelligence on the ea

but only the rootstock out of wl
a new and higher form of life

evolve, to surpass our achievemt

as we have surpassed those of A
tralopithecus. The history of life s

ports this conclusion, for it show

seemingly inexorable trend tow'

greater intelligence in the higher ;

mals. Apparently, among all trait:[

a living organism, none has gre;

survival value than the flexible, in

vative response to changing coi

tions that we call the intelligence

seems unlikely that this trend in e

lution, which has persisted for m
millions of years, would be ter'

nated sudderJy at the particular le!

of mental achievement that we
human. If the past is any guide to

i6



J re, humankind is destined to have

• 11 more intelligent successor.

/hat form will that posthuman in-

tlgence take? A common picture

; it as a creature very much like

L.eives, but with an even larger

rn. Some futurists, however, be-

(. J this point of view is too narrow.

y see powerful forces of evolution

A I irk—cultural rather than or-

K —that could lead to a com-

icly different form of intelligence.

Ise experts are impressed by the

losively rapid development of in-

gent machines. They view the

cut difference between human
uriiticial intelligence as one of de-

, nut of kind, and predict that the

between humans and machines

he crossed about the year 2000.

<ie recent developments in the

Liputer industry might give us

se for thought before we reject

r vision.

'o understand the significance of

ic developments, compare the hu-

1 brain with existing computers.

average brain weighs three

nds, consumes electrical energy

le rate of 25 watts, and occupies

•lume of one-tenth of a cubic foot.

bin this small volume, the brain

ses between ten billion and one

dred billion items of information.

: most powerful computers in use

ly have memories that hold a few

lion items of immediately accessi-

information. Although the capac-

af such a machine is far less than

of the brain, it consumes about

000 watts of electrical power,

1 occupies hundreds of cubic feet

;pace. Scaling today's computers

/ard in size, a machine matching

human brain in memory capacity

ild consume electrical energy at

, rate of one billion watts—half the

|3ut of the Grand Coulee Dam

—

occupy most of the space in the

jpire State Building. Its cost would
in the neighborhood of $10 billion.

1; machine would be a prodigious

ificial intelligence, but it would be

ly a clumsy imitation of the human
I in.

/he qualitative superiority of the

lin is even more striking than its

lipacmess. Every brain cell is di-

j:ly connected to many other cells,

ome cases to as many as 100,000.

a result, when we send a conscious

^'.)ulse down to the recesses of the

', Tiory to summon forth a point of

, )rmation, the cells in which this

]

, )rmation is stored communicate
a subconscious level with thou-

Zoom in for the
closestpossible view

with SWIFTS ip
prismatic spotting ¥^^

scope!

A nature watclier's best friend^ Our 60mm
Prismatic Spotting Scope has an exclusive

eye piece tilted at a convenient 45 degree angle

so you can look down into it for comfortable, close-up

viewing. The high-quality eyepieces available with

our spotting scope may be quickly inserted via a

three-prong bayonet fixture. Included with this

scope are a 22X orthoscopic eyepiece and
removable tripod adapter for short or long range

models. Additional triplane eyepieces in 30X,

40X and SOX may be purchased separately.

For camera buffs, it's Swift's Model 844
Prismatic Scope MARK II, ideal for

telephotography. Or the Telemaster Jr.

Zoom Spotting Scope with telephoto lens.

These Swift instruments will bring you
closer to nature than you ever

thought possible.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC. 952 Dorchester Ave., Boston, MA 02125 or P.O. Box 562 San Jose, CA 95106

EUROPE
BY MAUPINTOUR
WONDERS from Scotland to Sicily.

You can choose from 21 different

escorted tours such as British Isles,

Capitals Rome to London, Grand
France, The Alps, Germany Exclusive,

Grand Italy, Greece or Scandinavia.

THE IMPERIAL lakes you to Austria,

Hungary, Yugoslavia. Rhine Cruise of

Middle Europe or Traditional Europe.

MAUPINTOUR'S care and manage-
ment assures you see everything you
should see, comfortably.

WHAT YOU DREAM Europe to be
comes true with Maupintour. Ask
your Travel Agent for Maupintour's

new Europe folder or send coupon.

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.,

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211 =1.®Maupintour
Ask about these Maupintour escorted holidays:

D Africa DAIps D Britisd Isles D Colorado
DAsia D Central America D Egypt D Europe

D France D Greece D Hawaii D India O Iran

D Italy n Alaska D Morocco D North Africa

D Orient Q Portugal D Scandinavia D Spain

D S. America D S. Pacific D USSR/E. Europe

17



sands of other cells, and a wealth of

associated images pours out at the

conscious level of thought. The fruits

of the subconscious activity are intui-

tive insight, flashes of perception,

and creative inspiration, all made
possible by countless connections

among the cells of the human brain.

These connections from one cell to

another explain much of the brain's

extraordinary power.

The computer memory, in con-

trast, is like a set of pigeonholes

stacked against a wall, with no think-

ing capacity in any pigeonhole, and

no connections from one hole to an-

other. Information can be placed in a

pigeonhole or taken out of it, but

there are no associations and thinking

goes on elsewhere.

It is plain that computers are mini-

brains in comparison with the product

of millions of years of human evolu-

tion. On almost every count, the

world's most powerful electronic

brains are hopelessly inadequate in

comparison with the one-tenth of a

cubic foot of gray matter that resides

in the human cranium.

In that case, why is the computer

useful? The answer lies in its speed.

The latest machines do sums a hun-

dred million times faster than the

human brain, performing as many as

ten million additions each second,

whereas the brain requires a second

or more to do a single addition. Speed

gives the computer its great power in

dealing with problems such as fore-

casting the weather or keeping track

of airline reservations. Yet its small

memory and primitive thinking cir-

cuits render it powerless to deal with

the variety of exercises in reasoning

that any human being easily masters

in the course of an ordinary day.

But the intelligent mach^e, still in

its infancy, is evolving rapidly. The
experience of the last three decades

indicates that computer capability in-

creases by a factor of ten every seven

or eight years—a period that, in the

jargon of the specialists, constitutes

a computer generation. This seems a

reliable rule of thumb for projecting

the state of the computer art into the

future. The record is clear. The first

generation of computers, based on

vacuum tubes, came into use in 1950.

The second generation, which ap-

peared about 1958, was based on

transistors and was ten times larger

and faster. The third generation—ten

times faster still—thinks with the aid

of "chips," tiny squares of metal,

which replaced both the bulky tran-

sistor and the vacuum tube. Large

third-generation computers, built

around chips, appeared in 1966. The
first large computer of the fourth gen-

eration was introduced at the God-
dard Institute For Space Studies in

1973. That machine is also based on
chips, but in it a single chip holds the

equivalent of one thousand vacuum
tubes. This is the powerful computer
previously compared to the human
brain.

The fifth generation of computers

will come into use about 1981. One
important element in these machines

will be a "bubble memory," a new
device a thousand times more com-
pact than its predecessors. With the

reduction in volume offered by the

bubble memory, a hypothetical ma-
chine with the capacity of the human
memory would shri-nk from the vol-

ume of a skyscraper to that of a suite

of offices.

Still more revolutionary electronic

devices are in an experimental stage.

One has the capacity of an entire com-
puter plated on a single chip roughly

one-quarter inch across. This chip-

sized computer contains the seeds of

a conceptual advance that may bridge

the gap between today's relatively

simpleminded computer and the ela-

borate three-dimensional tracery of

nerve cells in the human brain. Tran-

sistors and other circuit elements are

fitted so closely together that it be-

comes feasible to combine thinking

circuits and memory units on a single

chip. Thus, one cell in the computer's

memory bank can both remember and
reason.

This combination of functions is

extremely important because a mem-
ory chip with thinking capacity can be

wired to send out instructions to

neighboring chips. Hence, when an

instruction is sent to the memory bank
to call out the contents—say , an indi-

vidual's name—stored in a particular

cell or group of cells, the memory
cells directly involved can send out

inquiries to neighboring cells for re-

lated information and produce for the

computer user a larger body of infor-

mation than the user had in mind.

Here we come close to the kind of

remembering by association that con-

stitutes such a powerful element in

human reasoning. The brain responds

to a simple request for information

with a large variety of material, all

connected with the summoned entity

by associations stretching way back
into past experience. The thinking

process is enormously facilitated by

the richness of the brain's responil

such requests, working at the sub
scious level by means of the tl

sands of connections between i

vidual brain cells in a maimer as

poorly understood. The compute
1977 are simplistic organisms wit

capability for subconscious thou

but the new advances in electroi

which will lead to memory-c
thinking on a single chip, will chf

all that.

If the rule of thumb for projec

the state of the computer art contii

to hold, then two more generatioi

computer improvement bey
1981—^bringing us to about 199

should produce a desk-sized macl

that has the memory capacity

some of the thinking power of

human brain. Another generatio

two will see a quasi-human int

gence that can be fitted into a suite

These intelligent machines wii;

doubtedly be constructed because

will need their help in managing
complex world of the next cent

Programmer-tutors will spend

haps twenty years working with (

machine, filling its memory
knowledge and basic skills and

developing its ability throug

graded series of exercises. Wher
machine's education is complete

mind will resemble that of a hi,

trained Ph.D., with limited exj

ence but strong reasoning power
the beginning of the twenty-first

tury, we will come to live in syi

otic union with these products of

creativity, looking to them for

specialized, but exceedingly t!

ough, explorations of complex pc

bilities that cannot be matched b>

human brain. Lacking our biolog

inheritance, they will also lack

psychological insights; but if we
in a mood for a cerebral conversat

we will find them to be stimula

partners.

What about the twenty-second

tury? Or the twenty-third? There

no limits yet in sight for the ri;

curve of machine intelligence

leader in artificial intelligence

search, Marvin Minsky of MIT,
lieves that a machine will ultima

come into being with ' 'the genera

telligencc of an average human b<

... the machine will begin to edu

itself ... in a few months it wil

at genius level ... a few months i

that its power will be incalculabl

And after that? Minsky says, "II

are lucky, they might decide to I

us as pets."

i8



Fill out this coupon
and save a child

Just by completing this simple questionnaire, you can befriend a needy child through Save the

Children Federation. For only fifty-two cents a day, your money, combined with that of other

sponsors, can breathe new life into an impoverished village . . . help hard-working people in their

fight for dignity ...turn despair into hope for a child who has known only disaster. Fifty-two

cents may not buy much where you live. But for the poorest of the poor where the need is so

desperate, it can work miracles. ^^ ^^^

My Name is:

Address.

City. -Zip.

Tell us how you want to help, by answering these questions:

1. What geographical area are
you interested in?
Urgent need exists in all the areas listed below. Select an
area, or let us assign a child where the need is greatest.

D Where the need n Dominican n Inner Cities

is greatest Republic (U.S.)

n Appalachia n Honduras D Israel

(U.S.) D Indian (Latin D Korea
n Bangladesh America) D Lebanon
D Chicano (U.S.) D Indian (U.S.) Q Mexico
D Colombia D Indonesia D Rural South (U.S.)

2. Any sex or age preference?
if so, our personnel who are familiar with conditions in

the area you have chosen will select a child in accordance
with your wishes.

D Boy D Girl D No preference

Age D 4 to 7 D 8 to 12 a No preference

3. Would you like a picture of your
sponsored child?
Shortly after assignment is made, we can
send you a photograph and brief personal
history, if you desire.

D Yes D No

4. Would you like to

correspond with your
sponsored child?
If desired, correspondence can
help build a meaningful
one-to-one relationship.

Translations, where necessary,
are supplied by Save
the Children Federation.

DYes DNo

tMail to:

SAU

Go

5. Would you like information about
the child's community?
Several times a year you can receive detailed reports on
the activities and projects being undertaken in the com-
munity to benefit your sponsored child. Would you like to

receive such information?

a Yes D No

6. How do you wish to send your payment?
D Monthly, $16 D Semi-annually, $96

D Quarterly, $48 D Annually, $192

Enclosed is my first payment: $

7. Do you wish verification of Save the
Children Federation credentials?
Save the Children is indeed proud of the handling of its

funds. An exceptionally large percentage (78.1%) of

each tax deductible dollar you donate is used for direct

aid and supporting program services. Due to volunteered
time, labor and materials, your donation pro-
vides your sponsored child with benefits
worth many times your total gift. An inform-
ative annual report and audit statement
are available upon request.

Annual Report D Yes D No
Audit Statement O Yes D No

8. Would you rather make a
contribution than become
a sponsor of an individual

child at this time?
n Yes, enclosed is my

contribution of $__
D Check here for general in-

formation about our unique
programs for aiding impov-
erished children.

YOUR SPONSORSHIP
PAYMENTS AND

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S.
INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION®
f 48 Wilton Road, Westport, Conneetyut 06880

GocUbless you for carmg enough!
Member of the lnternatT&iS>-4Jnion for Child Welfare and the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service.



A 2,000 year-old

murder mystery solved
...the current state-of-

the-art in astronomy... ,;,^

the secret life of

animals ...buried

civilizations...the
future of the
universe...

Sooner or later
."

all the secrets of

the natural world are
revealed to members of

Natural Science
Bookclub
(and at bargain prices).

SVVAMP

Take any 3 books,
values to $59.90,

for only 990 each
H you will join now for a trial period and agree to take 3 more
books—at handsome discounts—over the next 1 2 months.

igisr"'!

36512. THE BOG PEOPLE/THE MOUNE'
PEOPLE. P.V. Glob. Perfectly presei

2,000-year-old bodies buried in peat bogs, al!

murdered . . . 6-ft-long oak coffins hidden withir
|

mounds of earth . . . two ancient mysteries solved
j

by an eminent archaeologist. Set counts as 2 n;,

your 3 books. $25. (Kl!

34670. ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY
Fred Hoyle. A peerless survey of the ideas, prini

ciples and processes of astronomy by one of thr

world's outstanding astronomer-cosmologisis

Outsized volume, over 700 pages, 617 illustra-

tions and 45 charts. $16. 5( i

7333-'. THE RAPE OF THE NILE. Briui, Fa-

gan. The plundering of ancient Egypt's treasure

and the rise of Egyptology. Illustrated. $14.95
I

77620. THE SECRET LIFE OF ANIMALS.
Lorus and Margery Mihie and Franklin Riis.st'll

Lavishly illustrated account of the dramatic dis

coveries recently made about the behavior ol :ini

mals. Over300full-colorphotographs. Counts as
\

2 ofyour 3 books. $29.95

85090. THE UNIVERSE. Lloyd Mot:. I

Examines the origin, evolution, and future ot the,

universe, $15.00;

48470. FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HIS-

1

TORY. E. Laurence Palmer and H. Sevinoiir I

Fowler. The most authoritative and comprehen-

sive guide to natural history available. With ihc

aid of over 2,000 illustrations, it explores all

major plant and animal species as well as rcK-ks •

and minerals, the earth, moon, sun, and planets,
j

and space exploration. $19.95'

62910. MONUMENTS OF CIVILIZATION:
Maya. Te.<:l by Pierre Ivanoff. Filled with 107

breathtaking color photographs, a fine direct nar-

rative, architectural illustrations and diagrams,

and fascinating selections from Mayan sacred and

historical writings, the Mayan world unfolds

through a tour of rediscovered cities

.

$ 1 9.95

84040. THEY LOVE AND KILL. Sex, Sympa-
thy and Aggression in Courtship and Mating.

Vitus B. Droscher. Compelling document of the'

mating habits and reproductive methods of ovei

300 animal species that shows how both sexuality

and the social bonding instinct act to overcome!

aggression. Amply illustrated. $15.50



The'
Planet Asmrtomyand Cosmology

720. ISLAND OF ISIS. William MacQuiin-.
suniptuou>l> illustrated look at Egypt's most
auliful lemple. from the time it was built amid
murderous, mcestuous rule of the Ptolemies.

$14.95

415. GOLD, GALLEONS AND AR-
lAEOLOGY. Roben F. Burgess and Carl J.

nisfii. Superbly researched account of the his-

y of the 1715 Spanish Plate Fleet sunk in a

rricaneoff the coast of Florida . . . and the Great
inda "gold rush" to salvage the treasure.

$12.95

210. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH
lERlCA. Dean Sniw. Prehistoric Indian cul-

es, from the first crossings mto this continent to

! 20th century death of the last stone-age man.
."i photos, charts and maps. $18.95

640. THE MEANING OF FOSSILS:
)isodes in the History of Paleontology. Martin
;. Riulwick. Profusely illustfated work brings to

ht the crucial role paleontology played in rec-

nizmg the earth's age and the developing
lughts of the theory of evolution. $15.00

670. ANIMAL INVADERS. C//ir Roars.
ecisely documented account of what happened
len animals were traasported by man from na-

e environments to new ones . . .and the often-

jhtmarish consequences. $12.50

240. FROM VINLAND TO MARS. Richard
Lnvis. A sweeping history of a thousand years
exploration, from the 986 AD. landing of the

SI Vikings on Newfoundland to the more re-

nt, spectacular landings of Vikings 1 and U on
-surface of Mars. $15.00

350. MYSTERIES OF THE MEXICAN
I'RAMIDS. Peler Tompkins. Stunning array of

photos, drawings and maps illustrates the

•cinating Mesoamerican pyramids which have
stifled archaeologists and laymen for centu-

s $20.00

900. MONUMENTS OF CIVILIZATION:
'jpt. Claudia Barocas. Sumptuously illus-

ted. Offers a richly detailed account of his-

y's most alluring civilization— its sungod
araohs and fallahs, architects and slaves, reli-

3n and mythology, rise and fall. $19.95.

36395. BLACK HOLES, QUASARS AND
THE UNIVERSE. Henry L. Shipman. An ab-

sorbing exploration of the frontiers of astronomy.
$12.95

63815. NATURAL HISTORY IN AMERICA,
From Mark Catesby to Rachel Carson. Wayne
Hanley. Gripping account of the work done by
naturalists in the two hundred years since Ameri-
can independence. Beautifully illustrated. 15.00

84345. TO CAUCASUS. The End of All the
Earth. Fiizroy Maclean. Focuses on the land and
its people in an out-of-the-way corner of the world
where Jason sought the Golden Fleece and Europe
and Asia meet. Almost 100 photographs. 17.50

69325. THE PLANET WE LIVE ON. Edited
by Cornelius S. Hurlbut. Jr. A beautifully illus-

trated, information-rich encyclopedia of the earth

sciences. Contains over 250,000 words and 1 .800
entries in areas from crystallography to tectonics,

geophysics to volcanofogy. environmental geol-

ogy to oceanography. Counts as 2 of Your S

books.
' $37.50

(Publishers' Prices shown!

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • In addition

to getting three books all for only 99c each
when you join, you keep saving substantially

on the books you buy. • If you continue your
membership past the trial peritxl. you will be

eligible for our Bonus Book Plan— an impor-
tant way to save even more, at least 70*^; olf

publishers" prices. • Your Book Club News,
describing th coming Main Selection and Al-

ternate Selections, will be sent to you 15

times a year at three to four week intervals. •

If you wish to purchase the Main Selection,

do nothing and it will be sent to you automati-

cally, • It you prefer one of the Alternates or

no book at all, simply indicate \our decision

on the reph torm alwa\s enclosed with the

News and mail it so we receise it by the date

specified. • The News is mailed in time to

allow you at least 10 days to decide if you
want the coming Main Selection. If because
of late mail delivery of the News, you should
ever receive a Main Selection without having
had the 10 day consideration period, that

Selection may be returned at Cluo expense.

77615. THE SECRET LIVES OF FISHES.
Bernard Gordon. The life stories—and not in the

least what you expect them to be—of more than
70 of the world's most intriguing fishes. Big,6"x
9" volume, handsomely illustrated. $12.95

81550. THE SWAMP. Bill Thomas. Beautiful

oversize volume with over 300 full-color photo-

graphs of these fragile environments dependent
on a tenuous balance of soil, water, sun and wind
Covers all the major swamps from Florida to

Hawaii. Counts as _ ofyour 3 books. $24.95.

58740. THE LIVING WORLD OF AUDU
BON MAMMALS. Ruben Elman. 62 coloi

plates of Audubon's paintings with over 100

pages of full-color photographs to compare, by
outstanding nature photographers, all in a beauti

ful giant format. Counts as 2 of your 3 books
$35.00.

nNatural Science Book Club 4-2al

Riverside, Nev\' Jersey 08075

Please accept my application for membership
and send me the three volumes indicated,

billing me only 99C each. I agree to purchase

at least three additional Selections or Alter-

nates during the first 12 months 1 am a

member, under the membership plan de-

scribed in this ad. Savings range up to 30''i

and occasionallN e\en more. My membership
is cancellable any time alter 1 but these three

books. A shipping and handling charge is

added to all shipments.

3 books for 990 each.
Indicate by number the 3 books you want.

: books (noted in book descriptions)

. Zip_City Stati

(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada

I

only. Prices slightly higher in Canada.)



This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gok

The Return of Hopeful Monsters

If you start early enough,

the creation of monstrous

forms is not difficult

Big Brother, the tyrant of George

Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four,

directed his daily Two Minutes Hate

against Emmanuel Goldstein, enemy
of the people. When I studied evolu-

tionary biology in graduate school

during the mid-1960s, official rebuke

and derision focused upon a geneti-

cist named Richard Goldschmidt. Al-

though the year creeps up on us, I

trust that the world will not be in Big

Brother's grip by 1984. I do, how-
ever, predict that during the next dec-

ade Goldschmidt will be largely vin-

dicated In the world of evolutionary

biology.

Goldschmidt was a Jewish refugee

from Hitler's decimation of German
science. He spent the remainder of his

career at Berkeley, where he died in

1958. His views on evolution ran

afoul of the great neo-Darwinian syn-

thesis forged during the 1930s and

1940s and continuing today as a

reigning, if slightly insecure, ortho-

doxy. Contemporary neo-Darwinism

is often called the "synthetic theory

of evolution" because it united the

theories of population genetics with

the classical observations of mor-

phology, systematics, embryology,

biogeography, and paleontology.

The core of this synthetic theory

merely restates the two most charac-

teristic assertions of Darwin himself:

first, that evolution is a two-stage

process (small, random variation as

the raw material; natural selection as

a directing force); secondly, that evo-

lutionary change is generally steady,

gradual, and continuous.

Geneticists can study the gradual

increase of favored genes within pop-

ulations of fruit flies in laboratory bot-

tles. Naturalists can record the steady

replacement of light moths by dark

moths as industrial soot blackens the

trees of Britain. Orthodox neo-Dar-

winians extrapolate these even and

continuous changes to the most pro-

found structural transitions in the his-

tory of life: by a long series of insen-

sibly graded intermediate steps, birds

are linked to reptiles, fish with jaws

to their jawless ancestors. Macroevo-
lution (major structural transition) is

nothing more than microevolution

(flies in bottles) extended. If black

moths can displace white ones in a

century, then reptiles can become
birds in a few million years by the

smooth and sequential summation of

countless changes. Change of gene

frequencies in local populations is an

adequate model for all evolutionary

processes—or so the current ortho-

doxy states.

Many evolutionists view strict con-

tinuity between micro- and macro-

evolution as an essential ingredient of

Darwinsim and a necessary corollary

of natural selection. Still, as I argued

last month, Thomas Henry Huxley

divided the two issues of natural

lection and gradualism and wari

Darwin that his strict and unw
ranted adherence to gradualism mi
undermine his entire system. The f

sil record with its abrupt transit!

offers no support for gradual chan

and the principle of natural select

does not require it—selection

operate rapidly. Yet the unnecess

link that Darwin forged became

central tenet of the synthetic theo!

Goldschmidt raised no objectioi

the standard accounts of microevc

tion; he devoted the first half of

major work, The Material Basi

Evolution (Yale University Pre

1940), to gradual and continu

change within species. He bn

sharply with the synthetic thee

however, in arguing that new spec

arise abruptly by discontinuous vai

tion, or macromutation. He admit

that the vast majority of macromi
tions (for example, two-heac

turtles and two-legged sheep) co

only be viewed as disastrous—th

he called "monsters." But, Go
Schmidt went on, every once ii

while a discontinuous macromutat

might, by sheer good fortune, ad

an organism to a new mode of li

a "hopeful monster" in his ten

nology. Macroevolution proceeds

the rare success of these hopeful mi

sters, not by continuous sm
changes within populations.

I want to argue that defenders

the synthetic theory made a caricat
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of Goldschmidt's ideas in estab

ing their whipping boy. I shall!

defend everything Goldschmidt si

indeed, I disagree fundamen!

with his claim that abrupt macro
lution discredits Darwinism.

Goldschmidt, too, failed to 1

Huxley's warning that the essenc

Darwinism—the control of evolu

by natural selection—does not

quire a belief in gradual change.

As a Darwinian, I wish to del

Goldschmidt's postulate that ma
evolution is not simply microev

tion extrapolated and that m
structural transitions can occur

idly without a smooth series of ir

mediate stages. I shall proceed by
cussing three questions : ( 1 ) can a

sonable story of continuous cha

be constructed for all macroevt

tionary events? (my answer shal

no); (2) are theories of abrupt cha

inherently anti-Darwinian? (I

argue that some are and some arer

(3) do Goldschmidt's hopeful nn

sters represent the archetype of ap

tasy from Darwinism, as his cri

have long maintained? (my ansv

again, shall be no).

All paleontologists know that

fossil record contains precious li

in the way of intermediate for:

transitions between major groups

characteristically abrupt. Gradual

usually extract themselves from
dilemma by invoking the extreme

perfection of the fossil record-

only one step in a thousand survi

as a fossil, geology will not rec

continuous change. Although I re

this argument (for reasons discus

in last month's column), let us gi

the traditional escape and ask a

ferent question. Even though we h
no direct evidence for smooth trai

tions, can we invent a reasonable

quence of intermediate forms, thai

viable, functioning organisms,

tween ancestors and descendants?

what possible use are the imperl|

incipient stages of useful structure

What good is half a jaw or hal

wing? The concept of "preadap

tion" provides the conventional

swer by permitting us to argue t

incipient stages performed differ

functions. The half jaw worked p

fectly well as a series of gill-suppc

ing bones; the half wing may hi

trapped prey or controlled body te

perature. I regard preadaptation as

important, even an indispensab

concept, and recently defended

{Natural History, January 1977)

discussing the evolution of a dec

24
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"fish" on a clam's rear end. But a

plausible story is not necessarily a

true one. And, in any case, the issue

is not, can preadaptation save gradu-

alism in some cases, but rather, does

it permit us to invent a tale of continu-

ity in most or all cases? I submit, al-

though it may only reflect my lack of

imagination, that the answer is no,

and I invoke two recently supported

cases of discontinuous change in my
defense.

On the isolated island of Mauritius,

former home of the dodo, two genera

of boid snakes (a large group that in-

cludes pythons and boa constrictors)

share a feature present in no other ter-

restrial vertebrate: the maxillary bone

of the upper jaw is split into front and

rear halves, cormected by a movable
joint. In 1970, my friend Tom Fraz-

zetta published a paper entitled

"From Hopeful Monsters to Boly-

erine Snakes?" {American Natural-

ist, vol. 104). He considered every

preadaptive possibility he could

imagine and rejected them in favor of

discontinuous transition. How can a

jawbone be half broken?

Many rodents have cheek pouches

for storing food. These internal

pouches cormect to the pharynx and

probably evolved gradually under se-

lective pressure for holding more and

more food in the mouth. But the Geo-
myidae (pocket gophers) and Hetero-

myidae (kangaroo rats and pocket

mice) have invaginated their cheeks

to form external fur-lined pouches

with no cormection to the mouth or

pharynx. What good is an incipient

groove or furrow on the outside? Did

such hypothetical ancestors run about

three-legged while holding a few
scraps of food in an imperfect crease

with their fourth leg? Charles A.

Long {American Naturalist, 1976),

has recently considered a suite of

preadaptive possibilities (external

grooves in burrowing animals to

transport soU, for example) and re-

jected them all in favor of discon-

tinuous transition. These tales, in the

"Just-So Stories" tradition of evolu-

tionary natural history, do not prove

anything. But the weight of these,

and many similar cases, long ago

wore down my faith in gradualism.

More inventive minds may yet save

it, but concepts salvaged only by fac-

ile speculation do not appeal much to

me.

If we must accept many cases of

discontinuous transition in macro-

evolution, does Darwinism collapse

to survive only as a theory of minor

adaptive change within species?
j

essence of Darwinism lies in a si

phrase: natural selection is the

ative force of evolutionary cha

No one denies that natural selec

will play a negative role in el

nating the unfit. Darwinian thee

require that it create the fit as \

Selection must do this by buildinj

aptations in a series of steps, pres

ing at each stage the advantag<

part in a random spectrum of ger

variability. Selection must sup«

tend the process of creation, not

toss out the misfits after some o

force suddenly produces a new
cies, fully formed in pristine per

tion.

We can well imagine such a r

Darwinian theory of discontinu

change—profound and abrupt ge

ic alteration luckily (now and tl

making a new species all at oi

Hugo de Vries, the famous Di

botanist, supported such a the

early in this century. But these

tions seem to present insuperable

ficulties. With whom shall Mint
from Zeus's brow mate? All her r

tives are members of another spec

What is the chance, even

fullness of time, to produce Mine

rather than a deformed monsi

Major disruptions of entire gen
systems do not produce favored

even viable—creatures.

But all theories of discontinu

change are not anti-Darwinian,

Huxley pointed out nearly 120 ye

ago. Suppose that a discontinu

change in adult form arises fror

small genetic alteration. Problem;

discordance with other members
the species do not arise, and the lari

favorable variant can spread throil

a population in Darwinian fashi

Suppose also that this large chai

does not produce a perfected form'

at once, but rather serves as a "ke

adaptation to shift its posses

toward a new mode of life. Contint

success in this new mode may reqi

a large set of collateral alteratio

morphological and behavioral; th|

may arise by a more traditional, gr

ual route once the key adaptati

forces a profound shift in select

pressures.

Defenders of the modern synthe

have cast Goldschmidt as Goldst

by linking his catchy phrase—ho

ful monster—to non-Darwinian i

tions of immediate perfection by p
found genetic change. But this is

what Goldschmidt maintained,

fact, his mechanism of discontinu
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in adult forms relied upon a notion of

small underlying genetic change.

Goldschmidt was a student of indi-

vidual development. He spent most

of his early career studying geo-

graphic variation in the gypsy moth,

Lymantria dispar. He found that

large differences in the color patterns

of caterpillars resulted from small

changes in the timing of develop-

ment: the effects of a slight delay or

enhancement of pigmentation early in

growth were enlarged through ontog-

eny and led to profound differences

among fully grown caterpillars.

Goldschmidt identified the genes

responsible for these small changes in

timing, and demonstrated that large

final differences reflected the action of

one or a few "rate genes" acting

early in growth. He codified the no-

tion of a rate gene in 1918 and wrote

twenty years later:

The mutant gene produces its effect . . .

by changing the rates of partial processes

of development. These might be rates of

growth or differentiation, rates of produc-

tion of stuffs necessary for differentia-

tion, rates of reactions leading to definite

physical or chemical situations at definite

times of development, rates of those

processes which are responsible for seg-

regating the embryonic potencies at def-

inite times.

In his infamous book of 1940,

Goldschmidt specifically invokes rate

genes as the makers of hopeful mon-
sters: "This basis is furnished by the

existence of mutants producing mon-
strosities of the required type and the

knowledge of embryonic determi-

nation, which permits a small rate

change in early embryonic processes

to produce a large effect embodying
considerable parts of the organism."

In my own, strongly biased opin-

ion, the problem of reconciling evi-

dent discontinuity in macroevolution

with Darwinism is largely solved by
the observation that small changes

early in embryology accumulate

through growth to yield profound dif-

ferences among adults. Prolong the

high prenatal rate of brain growth into

early childhood and a monkey's brain

moves toward human size. Delay the

onset of metamorphosis and the axo-

lotl of Lake Xochimilco reproduces

as a tadpole with gills and never trans-

forms into a salamander. (See my
book Ontogeny and Phylogeny [Har-

vard University Press, 1977] for a

compendium of examples, and par-

don me for the unabashed plug.) As
Long argues for the external cheek

pouch: "A genetically controlled de-

velopmental inversion of the ell

pouch may have occurred, recurl

and persisted in some populatil

Such a morphological change w<|

have been drastic in effect, turJ

the pockets 'wrong side out' (f[

side in), but nevertheless it woulti

a rather simple embryonic chang
Indeed, if we do not invoke dis(

tinuous change by small alteratio

rates of development, I do not

how most major evolutionary tra

tions can be accomplished at all.

systems are more resistant to b
change than the strongly diffe

tiated, highly specified, com]
adults of "higher" animal groi

How could we ever convert a rhii

eros or a mosquito into sometl

fundamentally different. Yet tra

tions between major groups

have occurred in the history of li

Sir D'Arcy Wentworth Thomps
classical scholar, Victorian pi

stylist, and glorious anachronisii

twentieth-century biology, dealt

'

this dilemma in his classic treatise

Growth and Form.

An algebraic curve has its fundame

formula, which defines the famil)

which it belongs. . . . We never thin

"transforming" a helicoid into an e!

sold, or a circle into a frequency cu

So it is with the forms of animals,

cannot transform an invertebrate ini

vertebrate, nor a coelenterate

worm, by any simple and legitimate

formation. . . . Nature proceeds from

type to another. ... To seek for stepp:

stones across the gaps between is to s

in vain, forever.

D'Arcy Thompson's solution was
same as Goldschmidt' s: the transit

must occur in simpler and more si

lar embryos of these highly diverg

adults. No one would think of tra

forming a starfish into a mouse
the embryos of some echinodei

and protovertebrates are nearly id

tical.

The year 1984 will mark the 12

anniversary of Darwin's Origin

first major excuse for a celebratj

since the centenary of 1959. I h(

that our "new spe^ng" seven yej

hence will be neither dogma nor v

uous nonsense. If our entrenched

priori preferences for gradual!

begin to fade by then, we may fini

begin to welcome the plurality of

suits that nature's complexity p

vides.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolo

geology, and the history of science i

Harvard University.
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Social Commentary

from the Cemetery
by Edwin S. Dethlefsen and Kenneth Jensen

From colonial times to

the present, gravestones

have reflected American
attitudes toward death,

family, and society

An old and popular New England

tradition, for resident and visitor

alike, is a relaxing walk through one

of our historical cemeteries. In the re-

lief-sculptured death's heads and

winged cherubs that adorn eight-

eenth-century slate headstones, we
may admire a fine old folk craft or the

more energetic may attempt to deci-

pher the sometimes imaginative epi-

taphs. With appreciation for the ar-

tistry of our colonial forebears may
come a sense that the graveyard is an

oasis of stability in a world that is

otherwise changing at a rapid rate.

Stable as it may appear, the old ceme-

tery is a remarkably sensitive record

of change, representing successive

generations, each with its own dis-

tinctive set of values and ways of per-

ceiving the environment.

Haphazard rows of slate tablets

give way in time to simple marble

tablets bearing urn and willow

motifs. The latter in turn lose popu-

larity to marble gravestones of a vari-

ety of sizes and shapes and often ar-

ranged in groups or family plots. The
heyday of ornate marble memorials

lasted into the 1920s, when measured

rows of uniformly sized granite

blocks replaced them. The most re-

cent development in cemeteries has

produced parks of rolling lawns, their

necropolitan smoothness scarcely

broken by rows of slight indentations

in the grass, where small bronze or

concrete markers record the names

and numbers of those who lie be-

neath.

Surely these are vast changes to

have accrued within a mere few cen-

turies. The differences among Egyp-

tian, Greek, and Roman architecmre

are hardly more diverse, even though

they involve millennia, as well as the

cultures of different nations.

The early colonists saw and dealt

with their world in specific ways. The

winged death's head, the most popu-

lar motif before 1760, represented the

mortal remains of the deceased and

was followed by winged cherubs rep-

resentative of the immmortal soul. By
1800 the ethereal, but impersonal,

urn and willow motif had replaced all

other pictorial references to the de-

ceased individual.

Epitaphs on these stones of the late

Revolutionary and early Federalist

periods tend to memorialize the living

personality rather than to mark its de-

mise. One typical epitaph of this pe-

riod, from Shrewsbury, Massachu-

setts, reads:

In Memory of Mrs. Hannah,

Wife of Mr. Simeon Ide,

Who Died April ye 18th, 1792

in ye 22nd year of her age.

Endear 'd to her friends by those

amiable Virtues, which dignify

human nature, and renders it

desirable, even with its miseries.

But many gravestones of the ear-

lier, colonj-al days speak not at all of

memories. Consider this one in Lee,

In colonial New England

cemeteries, such as Boston 's

Granary Burying Ground, most

gravestones are adorned with

sculptured death's heads.

S. Green-Armylage, Photo Researchers
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t' Hampshire, as a model of terse-

i and finality:

Here lies ye body of

Hanna Joannes

Wife of Ebeneezer Joannes,

Ages 31 vears & 5 mo
Died May 4. 1745.

Jthough not all inscriptions of this

od were so short, many include

nore than vital statistics, with an

sional phrase to remind us that

!h awaits us all.

' such sentiments and attitudes can

ige so much in a few generations,

can we hope to understand and

e the views our ancestors had of

worlds they lived in? Literary his-

ans may explain the psychology

our predecessors by examining

ten descriptions and charac-

ations, but in coing so, they must
e with or ignore the lurking suspi-

that writers were almost always

lect group whose words did not

ssarily reflect the attitudes of the

imon folk. On the other hand, ev-

)ne dies, and survivors of the de-

ed memorialize that event with

/estones and epitaphs reflecting

ial attitudes of the times,

lie lack of individuality in our

iem cemeteries, much to the re-

of those of us seeking a return to

lanistic or, perhaps, quainter val-

signals the continuation of a

cess begun decades ago—this

cess is in itself a statement about

nge in American culture. If evi-

ce of folksy individualism has dis-

eared from the cemetery, along

ti the Edwardian voluptuousness

ts marble memorials, there must
reason or a complexity of reasons

the disappearance,

here is more to a gravestone than

design at the top. Many have dis-

:tive shapes and arrangements of

ds on them, references to groups

which the deceased was once a

, and even differences in the ma-
al of which they are constructed,

ivestone decorations may vary

he mid-nineteenth century.

rble replaced slate as gravestone

terial, allowing opportunities

more elaborate carving. This

mple is in Chelsea, Vermont.

greatly; often they are incised, but

they also come in the form of grave

accompaniments such as borders

around family or individual plots,

planted flowers or shrubbery, plastic

or cut flowers and their containers,

toys, candles, seashells, and so on.

Even the position of the name on the

gravestone may be indicative of

changing cultural concerns.

While it is esthetically intriguing to

examine one gravestone at a time,

each memorial is also an integral part

of an entire cemetery. The most re-

vealing hints about American culture

are the cumulative impressions of the

various time and style periods repre-

sented in the cemetery.

A colonial or early American
gravestone, for example, usually rep-

resents only a single individual. Oc-
casional exceptions were children,

mother and child, or husband and
wife, any of whom may have some-
times shared the same gravestone. In

modern community cemeteries from
Maine to Florida, however, more
than half the gravestones erected

since 1950 represent two or more
people. Nor is the arrangement ran-

dom within a family. In more than

90 percent of contemporary grave-

stones, the shared monument repre-

sents a husband and wife. In many
instances one member of the couple

is still living; in some cases neither

spouse is deceased. One elderly cem-
etery keeper in Florida proudly
showed us the plot and stone already

engraved with his and his wife's

names, which they had carefully se-

lected for their resting place.

We have also observed that in most
southern cemeteries, the wife's name
on recent gravestones is usually on
the right, while in the north the place-

ment of names is quite variable. As
a variation on this theme, in some
central Massachusetts villages with

populations of eastern European de-

scent, wives' names on gravestones

consistently occupy positions below
those of their husbands. While these

observations are so obvious as to have

gone largely unnoticed, they are of

interest because they represent cer-

tain attitudes of contemporary Ameri-
cans and, as such, demand explana-

tions that may help us interpret evi-

dence of the more distant past.

Colonial and early American hus-

bands and wives were seemingly not

greatly concerned about being buried

side by side or about who was buried

on which side of whom, but they did

seem preoccupied with family soli-

darity, religious fervor, and wealth.

This concern extended through the

romantic Victorian and post-Victor-

ian eras up to the 1920s.

Obelisks in countless family plots

point out the heavenly resting places

of those buried in them, with the indi-

vidual graves marked by rows of

simpler stones. Consider this simple,

but intriguing, inscription on a large

granite block in a Keene, New Hamp-
shire, family plot:

Patrick Cooney
1845

Mary Cantwell

his wife

1855

Lawrence Cooney
1871-1906

Mamie Cooney
1878-1885

While the significance of the arrange-

ments of names on the stone is clear,

the pattern of burials within a plot fol-

lows no rules. In family plots, hus-

bands and wives rest in opposite

corners just as frequently as side by
side. Since a large proportion of

burials, from colonial times through

the 1920s, were in family groupings

(more often identifiable as family

plots, set ofT by a fence or border, in

the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

turies) there appears to have been a

reasonable assurance that wherever

one's remains were interred they

would be in a friendly neighborhood.

As often as not, children and other kin

were buried between the remains of

spouses, the burials arranged in the

chronological order of death more
often than according to specific famil-

ial relationships.

The appearance of formal family

plots in the mid-nineteenth century

suggests the social attitudes of the liv-

ing community. The erection of or-

nate marble monuments in the family

plots of upper-class families, as op-

posed to the simpler memorials
erected by less wealthy people, may
be an expression of the increasing so-

cial and economic stratification that

occurred with the industrial expan-

sion of the nineteenth century. It may
also be a result of an increase in popu-

lation density beyond the point where

the deceased, buried at random in the

Mill. Photo Researchers
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imetery, had a reasonable expecta-

in of lying among friends.

As burial patterns changed, so did

avestone materials. Gravestones of

ite, so common during the colonial

xiod, gave way by the mid-nine-

nth century to marble. Slate,

ich consists of compacted layers of

jne, is fine for engraving but not for

iborate sculpture. Also, because of

ite's physical structure, grave-

pnes made of that material are nec-

sarily tabular in form and cannot be

sily quarried in blocks like marble.

»rk in color, slate invited the tradi-

nal colonial death's head and even

! cherub. But the urn and willow

signs and epitaphs of the later pe-

d, which spoke of the eternal life

the soul, demanded a lighter-col-

;d material that lent itself to new
erpretations of death. Although the

let form of gravestone , wrought in

nJ irble, survived into the Victorian

riod, it was accompanied by in-

lasing numbers of pulpit and obe-

|k forms, scrolls, crosses, and a va-

{

ity of statuary, some imported from
trope by wealthier families. While
gamily plot often included a large

Klisk representative of the family as

lA'hole, the individual grave was
marked by as decorative a stone

1 amily finances and the importance

',jthe deceased would permit.

1 iEpitaphs also changed over time.

u:ontrast to the terse epitaphs of the

Gonial period, such as "He lived

dired and died lamented," those of

i Victorian period are generally ei-

st colonial epitaphs are terse

accepting of death. The one

eft is unusual in a number
espects, not the least being

t it was erected in memory
slave. The death 's head

'olonial gravestones, top right,

resentative of humanity's

tality, gave way in popularity

he more sentimental, immortal
rub, center right, at the end of
eighteenth century, when the

:efulness of Puritanism was
ndling. In the 1800s, the urn
I willow replaced the cherub,

tinuing the attempt to

y death 's reality.
Eric Hartmann, Magnum
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ther eulogistic of the deceased or wor-

shipful of God. Follo^^'ing on the late

stages of depersonalized death as ex-

emplified by the um and willow, the

new stone forms and epitaphs appear

to deny death altogether. Some topi-

cal ones are "Asleep in Jesus," "At
Rest," "Not Dead but Sleeping."

and "In My Father's House Are

Many Mansions." Also common are

biographical statements about the de-

ceased. Kin references to wife. son.

daughter, and brother are also popu-

lar during this period, suggesting that

family was taking greater ascendanc}'

over communitN^ in the indi\'idual \al-

ues and loyalties of the time.

During this period, references to

God were more popular than in the

eighteenth century, and the formerly

omnipresent um and willow now
competed with lambs, doves, flow-

ers, angels, crowns, crosses, heav-

enly gates, wreaths, and bibles, all in

unprecedented variety. The Victorian

era was a time of social and economic

differentiation in America, an age of

technological and intellectual explo-

ration, and a period when practically

any kind of behavior could be blamed

on God.
Memorials to the successful are ev-

ident far beyond the cemetery as well

as in if. wimess the solidity and mas-

siveness of public philanthropies of

the industrial and economic giants of

the time. The burial place of the man
who had endowed the local library

was usually marked by the biggest

monument in the cemeter>'. The re-

markable variety of the Victorian

cemetery is itself an assurance that

regimentation was not a characteristic

of the time, but that competitiveness

and creativity were prime virtues.

The 1 920s marked the begiiming of

the modern period in cemetery
change. Elaborately sculptured mar-

ble and flowery epitaphs rapidly

faded in importance, ultimately to be

replaced by stark and massive blocks

of polished granite, whose impres-

sion of durability is far greater than

that of either marble or slate. The

time was further marked by the full

bloom of assembly-line industry in

place of handcrafting. It was marked,

too, both by the decline of social Dar-

winism and by a movement toward
egalitarianism that has continued its

momenmm up to the present. The
wealthy no longer cared to call atten-

tion to their wealth. At the same time,

the population of the United States

climbed well beyond the hundred

million mark. The combination of

these last tv.'o elements perhaps

prompted a general return toward

simplicity- and uniformity' in the cem-

eter>' marker and plot. Granite head-

stones took the form of rectangular

blocks inscribed either on their \-erti-

cal faces, on their flat, slanted, or

vaulted tops, or less commonly, on
polished horizontal slabs.

Epitaphs are no longer common.
When they exist at all . they are usu-

ally reduced to a few, remarkably un-

original phrases such as "At Rest."

"In Memory of . . .."or "Gone but

Not Forgotten." References to God
and heaven are rare. Their repeti-

tiousness conveys the impression that

they are employed as secularized for-

malities, rather than as expressions of

primary values. We found one rever-

ent but enterprising couple still living

in Florida, however, who had the

foresight to inscribe on their already

erected gravestone the message, "To
God With Love."

Another contemporary t^npe of

gravestone is that pro\'ided for veter-

ans by the United States government.

This takes the form of a simple gran-

ite, marble, or bronze tablet and is a

specific indicator of what we know to

be an important aspect of culture

change in America—the increasing

paternalism of govenunent.

From cemeter>' evidence, we are

tempted to suggest that the values of

modem Americans have gone under-

ground. The distinguishing aspects of

the modem cemetery are the succinct

gravestone inscriptions and the delib-

erate pairing of husbands" and wives'

names. From the 1950s to the present

these stones appear with such fre-

quency that one wonders what has

happened to the unmarried people.

"Son" and "daughter" have all but

disappeared from the cemetery. In-

fant and child mortality were all but

eliminated during the second quarter

of this century, so perhaps children

simply moved away to establish fami-

lies of their own.

A related side effect of twentieth-

century cultural development has

been a 30 to 40 percent increase in life

expectancy, adding greatly to the

number of married couples who, hav-

ing lived into old age, spend their

later years in childless homes,

consequential increase in the e

tional imponance of the wife-!

band relationship is clearly Nisibl

the high proportion of shared me
rials. Nor can we entirely ignore

implication that the devotion to,

dependence upon. God so evic

from the colonial period through

early nineteenth centurj' and the

portance of family in the Victoi

period have been replaced in mod
times by an emphasis on a strong

durable husband-wife bond.

Most of our historical commu
cemeteries are fuUy occupied, and

remainder are nearly so. The era

community- cemeteries that be

with the Pilgrims is thus at an

Few of us will be buried among
ancestors; this in itself represent

change in our \iew of death and

associated emotions and ritu;

Large numbers of people are n

buried in memorial parks, where

succession of change in mormary <

tude is again e%ident in the aim

total denial of indi%idualit> . Inste

emphasis is on a peaceful, quiet en

ronment. where the dead ma}' rest

all but anon>Tnit\' in the egalitar

ranks of a multistoried mausoleurr!

in a memorial lawn, marked only

a flat tablet set at ground level to alL

unimpeded passage of a lawnmow
Because nostalgia is often a pie

ant emotion, many of us deplore

passage of the historical cemete;

But progress and culture travel ha

in hand. While the old commun
cemetery remains a quiet and pleas;

place in which to meditate about

lives of those who went before us,

expansion of the memorial park is

inevitable as was the replacement

marble by granite. The new cemete

is but another product of our cultuj

adjustment, and as such, future ge

erations of strollers will find it,

an absorbing place in which to lo(

for, and think about, the lives of the

predecessors.

The community cemetery is an enti

of the past. As families have lo

their geographic cohesivenes

modern gravestones ha\

lost much of their individualit

Frank Miller. Pholo Reseafci
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Monarch Migration
by Lincoln P. Brower

A butterfly weighing a fraction

of an ounce flies thousands of
miles to a recently discovered

wintering spot in Mexico

The monarch butterfly belongs to

the Danaidae (or milkweed butter-

flies), a family that occurs throughout

tropical regions of the world. Most of

the species of this family lay their

eggs only on milkweed plants. After

hatching, a monarch caterpillar vora-

ciously consumes the milkweed
leaves, passes through five larval

stages in about two weeks, undergoes

metamorphosis into a chrysalid, and

about one week later emerges as an

adult butterfly. After about three

days, adults are ready to mate and a

new generation begins. The rate of

development is temperature depend-

ent, so that the number of generations

varies from year to year.

During the past several million

years, milkweeds underwent a re-

markable evolutionary diversifica-

tion in North America. Across the

continent, including Mexico, there

occur no less than 108 species in the

genus Asclepias alone. This array of

milkweeds represented a vast poten-

tial food supply for the danaid butter-

flies. However, these insects evolved

in tropical climates, and no stage of

any danaid butterfly—egg, larva,

chrysalid, or adult—is known that

Monarch eggs are attached to

host plants, which nourish the

larvae after they hatch. A sticky

monarch butterfly egg clings to

a bud of an Asclepias grandiflora

milkweed (right side of bud).

The egg will hatch in two to

four days, depending on

ambient temperatures.

can survive prolonged freezing tem-

peratures such as those that occur in

temperate North America. Breaking

this climatic barrier was a major chal-

lenge, and the monarch, Danaus
plexippus, is unique in being the only

species in its family that has suc-

ceeded. Having evolved the ability to

migrate, the monarch is able to ex-

ploit the North American summer
food supply of milkweeds and then

retreat southward to overwinter in

areas free from excessive cold.

The migration of the monarch is

very different from that of birds be-

cause the individual butterflies that

fly south in the fall are several genera-

tions removed from their ancestors

that flew north the previous spring.

Their annual return to the overwinter-

ing grounds is thus a complex, in-

herited behavior pattern in which
learning plays no role.

The monarch's migration strategy

is highly successful; through several

short-lived summer generations, of

from three to five weeks each, the

species builds its populations to im-

mense numbers. Throughout the con-

tinent, as fall approaches, the last

generation of adult butterflies begins

congregating locally, and by mid-

September, the monarch populations

are in full migration. In the far west,

the butterflies fly southward and

westward toward coastal sanctuaries

from north of San Francisco to Los

Angeles. The butterflies congregate

in moist groves of Monterey pines or

eucalypUis trees far enough from the

sea to avoid winter gales, but close

enough to protect them from heavy

winter frosts . The most famous Cali-

fornia overwintering colony is in Pa-

cific Grove, but scores of other sites

exist.

Although migration routes and

overwintering sites west of the Rocky
Mountains are fairly well docu-

mented, a long-standing mystery

enshrouded the fate of monarch popu-
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li ons eastward to the Atlantic coast.

Siall winter-breeding colonies occur

U^orida, but it seemed unlikely that

tl se could sustain and provide suffi-

C at numbers of butterflies to migrate

thward again in the spring to

K opulate the eastern half of the con-

li."nt. Reports of large movements of

Anarchs along the Gulf Coast and

ithward through Texas during the

I had long led scientists to suspect

t the butterflies overwinter some-

ere in Mexico.

During the winter of 1974, lepi-

jterist Kenneth Brugger, after a

g search, finally solved the mys-

y: at least one vast colony of over-

itering monarchs occurs high in

mountains of central Mexico.

: have long been interested in the

narch butterfly's relationship to

milkweeds from which it derives

sonous chemicals as well as suste-

ice. These poisons, cardiac glyco-

es, provide the butterfly with a

isiderable measure of protection

dnst birds and probably other

dators as well . If a bird eats a mon-
h that has fed on a poisonous milk-

ed, the bird will suffer a bout of

aiting. Although it soon recovers,

bird remembers its unpleasant ex-

ience and will not attack monarchs

a long period of time. In our re-

irch, my wife, Christine Moffitt,

I I have found that not all monarchs
i poisonous; those that are, vary in

ir toxicity to birds . In other words

,

re is a palatability spectrum in the

tnarch, which is determined by the

Ikweeds it eats during its cater-

lar stage. Some milkweeds are not

isonous; others are slightly poi-

ous; still others extremely so.

Furthermore, most milkweed spe-

s have a characteristic array of car-

ic glycosides, and it is possible to

ingerprint" captured wUd mon-
ths and by analyzing their chemical

nstituents, determine which spe-

•s of milkweed they ingested as lar-

; in their natural habitats . Since we

trying amounts of toxic substances

e present in different milkweed

ecies. This monarch caterpillar

feeding on Asclepias eriocarpa,

most toxic species yet tested.

discovered this remarkable relation-

ship in monarchs from the California

overwintering areas, we predicted it

would also be true of the butterflies

in the Mexican colony. 1 was thus

keen to visit the newly discovered site

in Mexico.

In order to protect the overwinter-

ing site, in which millions of monarch
butterflies cluster in a three- to four-

acre area, the research team work-

ing there refused to divulge its loca-

tion, even to other scientists. One of

the researchers, Fred A. Urquhart

of the University of Toronto, did

publish a popular article in which he

mentioned the altitude and general lo-

cation of the site in a mountainous

area of northern Michoacan. Armed
with this information, and through a

long, complicated, tedious, and frus-

trating piece of detective work in-

volving a number of people, a mem-
ber of our research team, William

Calvert, located a massive overwin-

tering colony on December 3 1 , 1976,

which he thought was the same one

Brugger had discovered in 1974.

Since we have been unable to ascer-

tain whether the two sites are one and

the same, we have designated our

overwintering colony as "Site
Alpha." Our team immediately pro-

ceeded to Mexico, and with Calvert

in the lead, we headed for the location

where he had spotted the colony.

At first, we could not find the but-

terflies because the day was overcast,

and they were inactive. But as we
walked farther down a slope, I no-

ticed changes in the patterns of light

through the trees and realized that we
were in the midst of the overwintering

monarchs, occurring in such dense

clusters that they vividly altered the

appearance of the forest. Our first im-

pressions were overwhelming, not

only because of the incredible num-
bers of butterflies assembled in one

location but also because of the pro-

found biological implications of the

phenomenon.
Although Site Alpha is more than

100 miles from the sea, its geographic

location results in moderating clima-

tic conditions, probably similar to

those of the coastal overwintering

areas in California. The colony is lo-

cated in the trans-Mexico volcanic

belt, close to the continental divide.

The area, at an altitude of more than

9,000 feet, is moist and supports a

Adult monarchs feed on nectar, but

flowers, such as the lupine, above,

are not plentiful at their wintering

site in Mexico. Fats, from nectar

eaten in the fall, may sustain them.

mature forest community consisting

mainly of firs, pines, cypress, and

several smaller deciduous tree spe-

cies. The firs dominate the forest in

numbers and size and attain heights

of at least 95 feet. Pines and then

cypress are the next most abimdant

trees. The forest floor is carpeted with

a lush layer of mosses, and the trees

bear many mesic-loving lichens and

ferns.

Even though overwintering occurs

during the dry season, the area is high

enough that clouds frequently roll

across it, and in the evenings the hu-

midity rises to 100 percent. This

moisture is important because it pro-

tects the monarchs from desiccation

when they are immobilized by low

temperatures. Three other factors en-
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hance the favorable moisture condi-

tions of the colony: a cool exposure

on a north-facing slope, a sheltered

location about 200 feet downslope

from the windy ridge crest, and proxi-

mity to the headwaters of a mountain

stream.

We determined that the colony oc-

cupied an area of about 3 . 7 acres . We
also estimated the number of butter-

flies at the site based on data from a

study done in California. From au-

tumn 1975 through the spring of

1976, my colleague Paul Tuskes uti-

lized the mark, release, and recapture

method in an overwintering grove at

Santa Cruz and determined a peak

abundance of 92,000 butterflies in

February. The density of the butter-

flies on the trees at Site Alpha was at

least ten times greater than at Santa

Cruz, and the area was fifteen times

as great. By multiplying this dif-

ference in area and butterfly density

for Mexico by the nimiber of butter-

flies at Santa Cruz, we obtained a

value of 13.8 million butterflies at

Site Alpha. This is a very conserv-

ative estimate, and we believe it is

well within the realm of possibility

that there are as many as 100 million

butterflies overwintering in this one

Mexican locality.

In California, most of the overwin-

tering colonies occur in disturbed

habitats with a rather uniform vegeta-

tion of either Monterey pine or intro-

duced eucalyptus trees. In contrast,

the natural community at Site Alpha

has a diversity of tree species, which

also vary in size. This provides dif-

ferent substrates for the butterflies

and, in turn, results in a variety of

cluster shapes, sizes, and organi-

zations.

The scaly cypress leaves seemed to

provide the best foothold; these trees

were often so profusely covered with

monarchs that it was nearly impos-

sible to see the foliage. Some of the

smaller trees were actually bowed
over by the collective weight of the

monarchs. On pines, the butterflies

clustered among the needles in such

numbers that whole branches seemed
covered with jagged ornaments. The
shorter needles of the firs provided

less grasping surface, and many
branches were transformed into sur-

realistic cylinders of butterflies. The
trunks of many trees were also packed

with butterflies, all aligned vertically
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and so close together that they ob-

scured both the bark and the bases of

dead branches, which protruded in a

seemingly mysterious maimer.

At night, early morning, late after-

noon, and on overcast days the only

movement in the clusters was that of

the laden branches swaying gently in

the breeze. During these times the

monarchs clung tightly to the leaves,

branches, and each other, and only

the somber colors of their tightly op-

pressed wings were evident. Because

butterflies are virtually dormant at

low temperatures, cool periods are

times of energy conservation for

them.

Since the clustering behavior of the

monarch is so controlled by tempera-

ture, we decided to study the relation-

ship in more detail. During our stay

we measured the temperature range in

the center of the colony at heights of

approximately 0, 16, and 33 feet.

Even though two of the five days were

brilliantly clear and three were partly

to totally overcast, minimum temper-

atures ranged from only 42° to 48°F;

maximum temperatures from only

56° to 60°. These findings indicated

that the site is thermally quite stable

and, equally important, that the maxi-

mum temperature was at the thresh-

old at which monarchs can fly.

The critical nature of this tempera-

ture threshold was underscored one

day by an unplanned, macabre inci-

dent that occurred when our guide,

whom we had left in charge of our

experimental equipment, built a fire

under the trees. (As it turns out, the

local p)eople frequently bring their

cattle to the site to feed on the mon-
archs. To facilitate this practice, the

herdsmen build small fires beneath

the clusters, and as the smoke rises

Clusters of overwintering monarchs,

hang from the trees at Site

Alpha in Michoacdn, Mexico.

Thirty to 100 million may be

using the 3.7-acre area, and some
clusters are so heavy that the

tree branches bend and even break.

Overleaf: Monarchs are packed so

tightly against a cypress tree

that only the outlines of a

few branches are visible.
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the monarchs release their grip and

drop en masse to the ground.) I ar-

rived on the scene to find a circle of

forest floor, about forty-five feet in

diameter, covered with layers of but-

terflies. This was late in the afternoon

of a predominantly overcast day with

the temperature about 55°. The but-

terflies flapped helplessly on the

ground until they settled into a pro-

longed thermoregulatory shivering in

an attempt to warm their thoracic

wing muscles. Because the ambient

temperature was too low , most of the

butterflies could not attain the critical

59° to 61° that would have enabled

them to fly back to a cluster. The next

morning nearly all were found to have

crawled from a few inches to about

three or four feet up onto vertical

faces of rocks or small plant stems.

We observed that the butterflies did

not form clusters in the tops of the

taller trees and reasoned that this de-

creases their chances of being blown

down during cold periods. Another

advantage in concentrating the clus-

ters below the canopy became evident

on the morning of January 23 . In the

clearing where we camped there was

heavy frost on the ground, but be-

neath the butterfly trees in the forest

the temperature was 42°. Thus, the

tall trees not only act as a windbreak

but also provide an lunbrella against

frost. Snowfall is another danger be-

setting butterflies that are dislodged

from the clusters, since it would

cover and totally immobilize them.

Although traumatic, our guide's

small fire provided valuable scientific

information; since the butterflies are

unable to return to their clusters if

their thoracic temperature is less than

about 55°, they are easy prey to mice

and other mammalian predators. In

fact, numerous dead butterflies were

on the ground and looked as if they

had been partially eaten by mammals,

although hard evidence at Site Alpha

has not yet been gathered. At a colony

in Montaiia de Oro State Park in Cali-

fornia, I found several caches of

wings beneath sticks and next to tree

trunks adjacent to the overwintering

txees—clear evidence of mammalian

predation.

Monarchs are dislodged not only

by storms and the possible breaking

of branches, but also by birds attack-

ing them or moving about in the trees

while engaged in other activities. On
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January 26, an overcast day, my as-

sistant Lee Hedrick observed a small

flock of Bullock's orioles fly into a fir

tree that had no roosting monarchs.

From this tree they flew singly to an

adjacent fir laden with monarchs and,

upon landing, displaced several but-

terflies, which either dropped to the

ground or glided off into the forest.

For about forty-five minutes, the

birds dislodged occasional butter-

flies. Although we did not witness in-

gestion per se, one monarch wing

floated down with a small piece of

thoracic muscle still attached to it.

We also heard the birds snapping

their beaks while moving about in the

vicinity of the clusters. A year earlier

at Santa Cruz, we had observed west-

ern chickadees attacking and captur-

ing several monarchs in the clusters.

Two other patterns of apparent bird

predation occurred extensively along

a logging cut that bordered one side

of Site Alpha. We found numerous

individual wings littering the forest

floor and also saw many maimed, but

still living, butterflies—some with

one or more wings missing; others

lacking their abdomens. One of the

latter, in fact, fell out of the sky di-

rectly in front of me. I had noticed

similar apparent predation in January

and February 1974 at Santa Cruz and

Montana de Oro State Park.

Whether wild birds eat monarch
butterflies was hotly debated earlier in

this century. There is now no doubt

that they do, and this raises the inter-

esting question of how they cope with

butterflies that contain emetic doses

of cardiac glycosides obtained from

milkweeds. My long-term assistant

Susan Glazier and I have experi-

mented with blue jays at Amherst

College and have found that these

birds learn to taste-discriminate the

poisonous from the nonpoisonous

monarchs and eat only the latter. It is

tempting to hypothesize that the wild

birds at Site Alpha and Santa Cruz

were doing this, too, and the number
of partly eaten butterflies on the

ground would tend to support the

hypothesis.

Over-all , natural mortality seemed

to be low at Site Alpha. Upslope from

the colony, however, dead butterflies

littered the ground to such an extent

that an odor of decomposition was
strongly evident. This did not seem
natural, and I wondered what had
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caused it. Our guide provided the an-

swer. On our third visit to the colony

he brought a bag of salt, which he

used as bait to lead cattle to the butter-

flies. Having previously shown us the

effects of a small fire, he now shook

the monarchs off several of the

smaller trees . Because of the cold, the

monarchs flapped helplessly on the

ground, and the cattle ate them by the

thousands and trampled countless

others. Once inside the colony, the

cattle bumped into smaller trees and

dislodged large clusters of butterflies.

When Calvert first arrived at the

site, the colony extended farther up

the hill where the decomposing mon-
archs lay. We believe that the local

herdsmen may have eradicated as

much as 20 percent of the colony by
smoking the butterflies out and shak-

ing them off the trees for the cattle.

The general appearance of the ma-
jority of the monarchs at Site Alpha

was of exceptionally high quality

compared with butterflies from sev-

eral overwintering sites in California

that I have examined. Few butterflies

were tattered, and the abdomens of

most appeared robust, indicative of a

healthy physiological state. In exam-
ining a number of collected speci-

mens, I noticed a very high body
moisture content; also that the gut

was frequently filled with a watery

fluid. Because of previous observa-

tions in California, where many mon-
archs fly out of the overwintering col-

onies on warm days and feed at flow-

ers, my initial thought was that this

was nectar.

We had hypothesized that the

availability of nectar might well be an

important factor in determining the

location of overwintering sites in

Mexico. Thus, one of our objectives

Butterflies at Site Alpha drink

water from wet moss on the forest

floor. A high body-moisture

content is important to prevent

desiccation. While drinking, the

monarchs also bask, insuring

that they will be warm enough
to make the return flight to their

clusters as evening and lower

temperatures approach or when
clouds shade the sun.

at Site Alpha was to record the avail-

able nectar sources and the extent to

which the butterflies utilize them.

Several species of herbaceous plants

were in flower, and we found mon-
archs nectaring on Lupinus, Senecio,

Stevia, and Bidens. This is a montane

coniferous community, however, and

the flowers that normally occur here

proved to be vastly outnumbered by

the monarchs. Moreover, most of

these plants were growing in open

areas cleared by recent lumbering,

and it soon became obvious that they

could provide but a negligible amount
of nectar for the butterflies.

On the second clear day at Site

Alpha we determined the source of

the monarchs' high moisture content.

The butterflies appeared to be flying

downhill along a draw on one side of

the colony, so we followed them. A
number of spring sites became evi-

dent, and wherever the sun shone

upon moist areas, hundreds of butter-

flies were drinking. Still farther

down, the draw intersected a creek

where clouds of butterflies were fly-

ing about. Along the creek's edge and

on rocks in its midst, thousands of

monarchs were imbibing water.

Virtually all of these drinking but-

terflies were simultaneously basking.

Since the shade temperature (56°)

was below the critical flight tempera-

ture (59° to 61°), I reasoned that they

were thermoregulating to assure their

ability to escape from sudden shad-

ing, should it occur either because of

clouds or the shifting angle of the sun.

Late in the afternoon, observations on

the hillside above the colony sup-

ported this hypothesis. At about 4:30

P.M., masses of monarchs passed

eastward overhead and then veered to

the north, back toward the clusters in

the center of the colony.

During this return I watched the

butterflies against the blue sky for

about twenty minutes and noticed a

peculiar pulsing in their numbers as

they passed by. This, together with a

definite patterning of their flight, sug-

gested the ordered movement that one

often sees in schooling fish. It seems

likely that these oriented mass move-

ments are based on some kind of an

interindividual spacing mechanism.

This could be visual, but it might also

involve the following of aerial phero-

mone trails produced by the flying

butterflies.
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The migration of the monarchs,

which culminates in the overwinter-

ing colonies, is controlled by sea-

sonal changes. As fall approaches,

the last generation of monarchs pro-

duced across the North American

continent is subjected to decreasing

day lengths and lowering tempera-

tures. In a series of experimental

studies, zoologists William Herman
and John Barker of the University of

Minnesota have found that these two

factors in combination trigger the

neuroendocrine system of the mon-

arch to produce a juvenile hormone

that represses gonadal maturation in

adults . Although details of the control

mechanism are not well understood,

it is clear that monarchs of the fall

generation are physiologically and

behaviorally distinct from those of

the summer generations in ways that

make their southward migration pos-

sible. These differences include the

repression of egg and sperm develop-

ment, a nearly complete quelling of

courtship and mating activities, a loss

of oviposition response to milk-

weeds, the development of social

nectaring assemblages, and the de-

velopment of late afternoon aggrega-

tion behavior that results in tempo-

rary nocturnal cluster formation. As
these behaviors emerge, they com-

bine with a tendency for the butter-

flies to fly generally southward, and

by mid-September the mass migra-

tion is under way.

The beak mark of an avian

predator is clearly visible on a

monarch wing, above. Birds feed

on monarchs because there is a

palatability spectrum in these

butterflies. How palatable an

individual is depends on the

species of milkweed it fed on

as a caterpillar. Some milkweeds

carry no toxins, others are highly

poisonous. This monarch probably

escaped because the bird

had learned to taste unpalatable

butterflies from a previous

experience and quickly released its

catch. In a controlled experiment,

sequence right, a bluejay with no

experience with monarchs is fed a

butterfly that was reared on a toxic

milkweed. Shortly after ingesting

its meal, the bluejay began to

show signs of being uncomfortable.

Vomiting spells followed.

This bird thereafter refused to

touch any monarchs that it was

offered. In the wild, some birds

apparently feed on monarchs until

they ingest a poisonous one.

Remembering the taste of the

cardiac glycosides, the birds then

avoid monarchs or immediately

release poisonous individuals.

Because some birds will attack

them, monarchs are sensitive to

their presence. At far right,

a cluster of overwintering

monarchs in California explodes

into flight as birds approach.
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Some of the butterflies at Site

Alpha may fly in from the northern-

most edges of their range , from north-

ern Maine or Alberta, Canada, for ex-

ample, a distance of at least 2,400
miles. U we assume that the mean
distance flown by a monarch to Site

Alpha is 1,500 miles and that the

mean distance of the northward
spring flight is another 1,000 miles,

then the average Site Alpha monarch
will have flown about 2,500 miles

over its life-span. Now that we are

certain of the massive overwintering

in Mexico, this feat assumes awe-
some proportions.

We do not have much information

on the return spring flight, but Urqu-
hart and others before him have ar-

gued, probably correctly, that some
may live on and disperse their eggs
throughout the spring, thus surviving

perhaps as long as nine months.

How can a butterfly, which weighs
little more than half a gram (about

one-fiftieth of an ounce) fuel its

southward migration, survive several

months with no significant access to

nectar, and then perform the north-

ward migration? Part of the answer is

the energy obtained from the milk-

weed leaves eaten during the larval

stage. This is conserved thoughout

metamorphosis into the adult butter-

fly where it is stored in the cells of

an extensive abdominal organ known
as the fat body. Fall migrants do have
a high fat content, and in our earlier

analyses of cardiac glycosides we
noted that the abdomens of many mi-
grating and overwintering monarchs
were virtual butterballs. A previous

study determined that, on the aver-

age, fat made up 34 percent of their

dry weight.

Biologist L. A. Schroeder has re-

ported that monarch larvae can con-

vert as much as 8 1 percent of the car-

bohydrate present in milkweed leaves

into lipids (fats). If we assume that a

similar biosynthetic transformation

can take place in the adults, nectaring

aggregations during the fall flight

may well be refueling stops of major
importance to the successful over-

wintering in Mexico. This specula-

tion is consistent with the results of

a dissection sample of 1 1 1 females

we obtained at Site Alpha. Seventy-

five percent not only had well-devel-

oped fat bodies but also contained

moderate to extensive amounts of

free lipids, which oozed out as yel-

lowish droplets when dissected under

water. It would appear, then, that the

fall migrants are well served by the

great numbers of fall flower compos-
ites that occur between the Atlantic

coast and the Rocky Mountains.

By dissecting the abdomen of a fe-

male under a microscope, it is possi-

ble to examine the ovaries and deter-

mine the extent of egg maturation. In

our sample of 1 11 females, we found
no indication of mature or maturing
eggs. This sample also enabled us to

determine the extent of sexual activ-

ity. We suspected that it was minimal
because during our entire stay I ob-

served less than a dozen mating pairs

.

In butterflies, mating results in the se-

cretion of a distinctive spermatophore

(a small sac of sperm) inside of a spe-

cialized female organ known as the

bursa copulatrix. As the sperm are

used up, the spermatophore col-

lapses, but it has a neck that remains

intact. It is therefore possible to deter-

mine the number of times each female

has mated. We found that 85 percent

of the 111 females were virgin, 11

percent had mated once, and 2 per-

cent each had mated two and three

times.

The lack of both egg development
and mating activity indicated that the

overwintering colony at Site Alpha
was largely in a state of reproductive

diapause at the end of the third week
in January. The conclusion seems in-

escapable: reproductive diapause is

an adaptation that results in the sus-

pension of heavy, energy-demanding
activities, thereby greatly increasing

the chances of surviving the winter

and executing a successful northward

migration in the subsequent spring.

Experiments by Herman and
Barker have demonstrated that egg
development in the monarch is mini-

mal to absent at day lengths of less

than 11 to 12 hours and temperatures

of less than 68°. Site Alpha is at ap-

proximately 20° north latitude, where
on December 22 (the winter solstice)

the day length is 10 hours and 48 min-
utes. At this latitude, the day length

increases by 48 seconds per day, so

that by February 1 it would be about
11.3 hours , with the stage set for mat-
ing to be triggered by the seasonally

rising temperature. Thus, at the time

of our visit to the colony, it is likely

that the monarchs were primed for re-

production, as far as day length wi

concerned, but were repressed by t\

seasonally normal low temperaturei

which reached a maximum of 60°.

The dual-control mechanism
day length and temperature seen

ideally suited to promote the repn
ductive success of the overwinterin

monarchs. Since oogenesis occuj

slowly at low temperatures and dot

not peak until 82°, the mated female

are free to leave the colony and m
grate northward, initially unencun
bered with large numbers of eggs, bi

with an increasing rate of egg maturj

tion as both seasonal temperature an

day length increase.

It is unlikely that overwintering (

the monarch butterfly in Mexico is i

geographically restricted as it no^

seems . I predict that, as is true in Ca
ifornia, numerous Mexican overwii

tering colonies will be discovered

locations having ecological chara<

teristics similar to those of Sit

Alpha. The principal reason for thi

contention is that roosting in a ver

limited area would make the specie

highly vulnerable to fire. Not onl

does the overwintering occur durin

the dry season, but this area is in th

trans-Mexico volcanic belt. Past voi

canic activity must have set man
fires, and from our observations,

large-scale fire could easily decimat
an entire colony.

I concur with the original disco\

erers' desire that the precise locatio

of Site Alpha not be made public unt

steps have been taken to protect ii

This overwintering colony is cei

tainly a prime example of one of th

most spectacular natural phenomen
in the world. Unfortunately, as is tru

of many important biological areas

Site Alpha is threatened by lumberin
and cattle. A coordinated interna

tional effort should be mounted a

soon as possible to protect this ex

traordinary site from what could b
inevitable destruction in the not to

distant future. C

Monarchs in clusters will spreai

and turn their wings to fact

sunlight. On cloudy days th\

butterflies remain dormanl
thereby conserving their energ)\
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The Alligator Revealed
by Leslie D. Garrick and Jeffrey W. Lang

All an alligator wants is to

bellow and head slap, engage

in leisurely sex, and
have a protective mother

Two crocodilians live within the

continental United States. The Amer-

ican crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) , a

widespread tropical New World spe-

cies, has been reduced to about 200

individuals that inhabit some of the

Florida Keys, Florida Bay, and areas

in Everglades National Park. This

species is threatened by the continu-

ing loss of its coastal mangrove habi-

tat and by human-caused mortality

from automobiles on local roads and

destruction of nests. The other spe-

cies, the American alligator {Alliga-

tor mississippiensis), is endemic to

ten southern states from Texas to

North Carolina. Its fortunes have

fluctuated in the last 200 years.

Historically, alligators were either

treated as vermin or exploited for

their economic value. Young alliga-

tors were killed, stuffed, and sold as

tourist curios, while shoes and hand-

bags were manufactured in large

quantities from the hides of adults.

Sharp downturns in alligator numbers

were noted by the turn of the century.

During the next five decades the

American alligator population de-

creased so dramatically that, in the

late 1950s and early 1960s, some
states passed protective legislation.

In 1967 the American alligator was
listed as an endangered species.

Under state and federal protection the

alligator began a slow but noticeable

recovery in some areas. By 1972 the

state of Louisiana, a front-runner in

alligator research, management,

commerce, decided that the specMup

had recovered its numbers su

ciently in three parishes (counties^

permit aimual controlled hunting

early fall of several thousand alii

tors for their hides.

As of February 1977, the alliga

was reclassified as "threatene

throughout most of its range. This

galizes both the killing of alligat

"in defense of human life" and

sale of hides obtained in this manii

The changes in federal regulatu

have been justified by census data c

lected by game commissioners in

affected states. Although attem

have been made to standardize o

susing among states, the danger

that the loosely collected figures n

be overestimates. Florida, for

ample, claims to be overrun witl
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alf-million alligators and is

P* (vamped with complaints from resi-

bnts. In order to alleviate the pres-

are on harried Game and Fresh

"i /ater Fish Commission officers in

' le northern part of the state, Flor-

la, with federal approval, will li-

'f ense hunters to shoot these "nui-
'^ ince" alligators and to sell their

""'ides with state cooperation. The
'':'; roblem is that humans have moved
'^ ito alligator habitat, resulting in

"'™ reater alligator-human contact.
"'"'' Fortunately, the alligator's plight
'''"''' imulated a serious research effort

^^'" uring the last two decades. Initially,

'"^'' lanagement goals, directed pri-

''ff'iarily toward understanding alliga-

%-" )r movements, feeding patterns, and
''

" ^production, predominated. In con-

ast, our studies deal with alligator

1

-II xial life, and we have concentrated

on systematically describing their so-

cial behaviors and organization. Most
of our research took place at an alliga-

tor farm in south-central Florida

where thirty-five adult alligators in-

habit a medium-sized lake.

Biological studies of wild alliga-

tors in the Louisiana coastal marshes

have determined what parts of a water

body alligators use and when. By fol-

lowing adult alligators fitted with

radio transmitters, biologists of the

Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries

Conmiission found that adult males

prefer artificial canals and other

deepwater open channels year-round,

and that females prefer open water

during April and May, the courtship-

mating period. After that, they stay

near their nests and den sites. The
most significant finding to come out

of this work is that alligators form

small breeding groups in open water

during the spring.

Bellowing, usually an early-morn-

ing activity, is the most obvious sig-

nal of courtship and mating. We
heard these booming roars in chorus

nearly every morning until the middle
of June. Apparently, bellowing at-

tracts both sexes to a breeding group
by advertising the location of poten-

tial mates. Only males were thought

to bellow, but we found that females

also do so, their roars often attracting

courting males. However, when
males approach other males, fights

frequently result.

Head slapping is another display

that we were able to study. In this

display, an alligator slams its head
into the water, creating a splash that

can be heard at a distance of 200 yards

above water, and probably much far-^
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ther underwater. Alligators head slap

from within their territories, and re-

sponses to this signal by other indi-

viduals are very similar to those dur-

ing bellowing. These two displays are

the most obvious of the eighteen cata-

loged communication signals in the

alligator repertoire (including six dis-

tinct vocalizations) that function to

bind individuals into a social unit.

Now, for the first time, we can

sketch the framework of alligator so-

cial structure. Upon arrival at the

breeding area the males fight and the

victors establish territories. We
watched as the largest, most aggres-

sive male won all of his battles and

emerged socially dominant. He de-

fended a large territory in the lake and

had priority access to females for

mating. Several subdominant males

were excluded from his territory and

occupied smaller adjacent areas. The
top male also interrupted the sub-

dominants during their courtship with

females. A system of mutual adver-

tising attracted the nonterritorial

females to the dominant male and to

other males. The females are polyga-

mous and move freely from one male

to another, but the dominant male
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probably mates more than the sub-

dominant males.

Once a potential mate is attracted,

courtship begins with greeting be-

haviors: the male and female touch

and rub snouts, rub heads, and emit

coughing sounds. At this point, the

female may refuse further attention

from the male by emitting a short,

throaty bellow, then swimming off.

Following the short greeting, the

pair begin to circle one another, ride

on each other's backs, and submerge

and blow bubbles. These behaviors

shift about within the courtship se-

quence, and the pair can break off at

any time.

Copulation takes place in shallow

water. The male mounts his mate's

back and after intertwining his tail

with the female's, he lists to one side

so that her cloacal vent is accessible

to his penis. The entire act lasts only

a few minutes.

Courtship activity lasts for six

weeks, suggesting that sustained re-

ciprocal stimulation is necessary for

coordinated mating. The most intense

courting and mating precedes nesting

by about one month and probably co-

incides with ovulation. Here may be

Males and females take turns

riding on each other's backs

as part of their precopulatory

ritual. Blowing bubbles and
geysers of water through their

nostrils is also a part of a

courtship that may last for

hours. The larger males establishl

breeding territories and mate

with numerous females.

an example of how behavior

physiology are integrated over a lo

courtship season to determine

timing of fertilization. In any eve

a courtship period lasting that lor

even though it does involve a shifti

of partners, can be described as 1

surely. From our vantage point it <

was noticeably playful.

An alligator nest is composed
locally available vegetation i

earth. In early June we saw fema

crawl out of the water at night i

begin to shape, rework, and conditi

the nesting material into a mou
about three feet in height and five

six feet across at the base, a proc«

that took a week. For most of t

construction they use both hi

limbs and forelimbs. The last det

prior to egg laying is the format!

of a conical egg chamber, extendi

about a foot or more below the ape

A female lays between 20 and^

eggs, one every 45 seconds. As ea

egg leaves her body, she meets itw
the underside of her hind limb, fi

breaking the egg's fall and then po
tioning it in the nest. After the last e

is deposited, she covers the clutc

with amazing control she grasps ne

ing material with the claws of I

hind limbs and drops it on top of t

eggs. Once the eggs are covered, t

female reshapes the nest and packs

by crawling across it.

Nests usually are built in plac

above the high-water mark that su

mer rains will bring. Even so, sor

nests are flooded during seve

storms. Release of water from can:

into former parts of the Everglades

southern Florida during the rainy se

son regularly inundates and destro

many alligator nests. T

Hatching success is determined

proper temperature and humidi

D, Hughes; Bruce Colt
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Defending her vegetation- and ^

earth-packed nest, left, a female

will charge potential egg predatoi

such as black bears and
raccoons, and humans who ventw

too close. Having worked its way

out of an egg with the use of an

egg tooth, a hatchling, below, wil

be assisted to nearby water by its

mother. Another hatchling, facin^^
page, rests on its mother's back,

basking and snapping at insects.

conditions in the nest, maternal pro-

tection against nest predators, and

parental assistance at hatching. Tem-
peratures within the egg chamber

vary between 79° and 92° F during the

sixty- to seventy-day incubation pe-

riod. Moisture content in the nest is

affected by rainfall and groundwater.

Raccoons and black bears are

major predators of alligator eggs.

Other studies have demonstrated that

female alligators do guard and defend

their nests against predators. From
radio tracking studies and other ob-

servations, we know that females

remain near the nest after laying. We
often sighted females resting quietly

at the edge of the lake near their nests;

as we approached they lifted their

heads and tails slightly out of the

water. If we approached too close to

a female, she swiftly charged toward

us, driving us away from the nest.

Just prior to hatching, the outer

shell of the egg cracks and falls away,

and the tiny alligator slits the tough

inner membrane with its egg tooth.

Even before it takes its first breath of

air outside of the egg, the hatchling

is capable of vocalizing a high-

pitched "erk" sound. By playing the

tape-recorded grunts of a day-old alli-

gator through remote audio speakers,

we demonstrated that female alliga-

tors actually respond to the vocaliza-

tions of the young. A recently com-
pleted study by Gene Meyer and
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Myrna Watanabe, in the Okefenokee
National Wildlife Refuge in Georgia,

has produced conclusive evidence

that female alligators excavate the

nest, carry some hatchlings to water

in their jaws, and lure the remaining

offspring out of their natal tombs by
vocalizations. But it is also known
that in areas of heavy poaching or

human disturbance females do not de-

fend nests after laying and do not lib-

erate the young at hatching. Given the

heavy mortality on hatchling alliga-

tors, such disturbance can cause a sig-

nificant drain on alligator popula-

tions. Other crocodilians also defend

their nests and liberate the hatchlir

from the nest, emphasizing the ij

portance of maternal care.

Hatchling alligators, probat

from the same nest, live in groups,
'

'pods
, " near their mother ' s den sii

They often crawl about on
mother's head and back where th

bask and snap at insects. When >

approached a brood the moth
opened her mouth and hissed, th

lunged and chased us from the are

When we grasped a hatchling it em
ted a loud, repetitive "distress" ye

that attracted adults to the sound. J

experiment by Everglades Natior

iii



P k biologist James Kushian demon-
ited a female's response to the

iress calls. Kushian elicited such

Is by holding a newly hatched alli-

or ten feet from its mother, which

ii II rapidly crawled out of the water

tc/ard him. He then released the

V ing one. The female picked up the

chling with the side of her mouth,

ealed to the water, and released it.

hnsporting of the young in the

fiuth by females also has been docu-

iited in American, Morelet's, and

c crocodiles, and in the spectacled

.. man.

Toward the middle of their first

ir the young begin to swim alone.

^cral in a group we watched ap-

II ed to be leaders because they

re followed by other individuals

ring their wanderings. While
imming, these leaders emit fre-

nt grunts that probably help to

intain contact among all the mem-
. s of the group and to alert others

Ithe presence of food or predators.

[(n spite of maternal care, young al-

ters are preyed upon heavily by
coons, otters, turtles, fish, and

eral species of heron. The toll

en by predators, when added to

t taken by disease and other

brces, probably reduces the origi-

clutch by half within one year and

to 90 percent within three

lars. The remaining small alligators

ry likely disperse away from the

!)ther by the second or third year,

t this may be dependent upon the

bitat. For example, in the Ever-

|ides, where alligators are restricted

"gator holes" during the dry sea-

.1, young of three successive years

Ive been seen near a female's den.

iCrocodilians grow very rapidly,

t mature late. Ranging from eight

ten inches at hatching, alligators

5W roughly one foot during each of

;ir first six years, eventually reach-

'^ » an adult length of six to eight feet

females and ten to fourteen feet

males.

A diet of insects, snails, crabs,

lallfish, frogs, and small mammals
pports such rapid growth. Larger

;y such as gar and other fish,

akes, birds, raccoons, muskrats,

d an occasional dog are also eaten

the alligator grows larger. Alliga-

s are by no means finicky eaters

—

py will take live prey or scavenge
sir meals—but they feed less fre-

quently than might be assumed for so

large an animal. Nonfood items

called gastroliths (stomach stones)

are sought out, ingested, and retained

in the stomach. Some biologists

argue that these stones function as

ballast, while others are of the opin-

ion that they aid digestion.

Retention of gastroliths enabled

us to feed adult alligators a small

pseudogastrolith containing a radio

transmitter that encoded stomach
temperature. We wanted to know

how the internal body temperature of

this large cctotherm (ectotherms

derive body heat from the environ-

ment, rather than from internal me-
tabolism, as do birds and mammals)
fluctuated in response to daily and
seasonal changes in the environment

and how an alligator's behavior af-

fected its body temperature. By si-

multaneously recording temperature

and observing behavior, we demon-
strated that an alligator can maintain

its body temperature at about 89°F for



hours each day by basking in the sun-

light on land or in the water. During

the warmer months, when alligators

bask infrequently and remain sub-

merged for hours at a time , their body
temperatures fluctuate by only a few
degrees throughout the day.

In order to regulate their body tem-

peratures alligators require a source

of water deep enough to provide a

temperature gradient and shelter from
the sun, adequate vegetation on land

and near the water for shade and

shelter, and access to suitable land

areas for basking.

Water, therefore, is the key to the

alligator's survival. Within a broader

wetland mosaic, this semiaquatic rep-

tile must locate suitable water for its

food, social behavior, reproduction,

and heat balance. However, wetland

ecosystems are disappearing so rap-

idly that the American alligator's sur-

vival cannot be guaranteed. For ex-

ample, in 1972 biologist Jim Schorte-

meyer of the Florida Game and Fresh

Water Fish Commission estimated

that 23 percent of good alligator habi-

tat was lost in the development of six

south Florida counties.

A new life-history portrait of the

American alligator is emerging, one

that could save its existence. Alliga-

tors can be characterized as lacking

predators (except humans) as adults,

as suffering their major mortality

prior to three or four years of age, as

investing much time and energy in

maternal care, as seasonal breeders

possessing an intricate social organi-

zation and sophisticated com-
municatory behaviors, and as being

long-lived in the wild. This is a very

stable life-history pattern, one in

which the alligator exploits a particu-

lar set of predictable environmental

resources. For example, some female

alligators show fidelity to nest sites

year after year.

We have suggested how human al-

teration of the environment can dis-

turb the alligator's reproductive be-

havior and ecology. Such human dis-

turbance as the flooding of nests is

obviously detrimental. A less obvi-

ous but equally important human im-

pact may also soon occur. Killing of

large males in the Louisiana and

Florida hunting programs should be

avoided because removal of such in-

dividuals might disrupt the alligators'

male-dominated social structure dur-

ing breeding and deprive the pop I

tion of a potentially important gen|

contribution.

Many important questions all

the relationship between alligatorl

havior and ecology remain to be
[

swered. One of these is whether h|

tat differences generate difference!

social structure; that is, do alliga|

living in lakes or rivers have a

ferent social structure from those I

ing in marshes. Despite gaps in I

knowledge, we now have enough!

formation to enable us to formulal

coherent, habitat-centered survl

plan for this ancient reptile.

Hatchling alligators float in a bei

of swamp lettuce, below. At this

stage of their lives, they feed

mainly on insects, snails, frogs,

and small fish. Raccoons are maj

predators on the young reptiles.

When an alligator reaches the sii

of the one at right, however, the

tables are turned and raccoons

become the prey.

R.E Pelham. Bruce Colemi
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('alifornia Litter
b Bruce E. Bechtol and Jerry R. Williams

some instances,

sh-laden beaches are more
ractive than clean ones

i !alifornia beaches: Those words

ke visions of endless stretches of

1, warmed by perennial sunshine

frequented by bikini-clad sun

shipers and wet-suited surfers

)ying a casual life-style enhanced

ui occasional game of volleyball

beach party around a blazing fire

.

he intensity of beach use in south-

ei California sustains and magnifies

th image. But another facet of this

li idise is the increasing human im-

t on those beaches. Perhaps the

;t obvious result is litter; its vol-

i is representative of the amount
ise a beach suffers. Intrigued by
dichotomy between use and

I
al se, we analyzed the accumulation

t o'itter on a beach in southern Cali-

kf( lia over a two-year period.

I ,itter may well be the clearest indi-

Ki )r our consumer-oriented, no de-
' pi it-no return society leaves to mark

it' passage. Wherever Americans
'ti^el, work, and play, and fre-

.q ntly, even where they live, their

d 'arded objects pile up in an incred-

r \ ariety of shapes, sizes, and ma-

tgiilated beaches invite crowds
cipally because users are not

> ricted in their activities,

ii ortunately, the frequent result

isn accumulation of litter.

terials. Beach litter is a potpourri of

refuse—from newspapers and plastic

eating utensils to disposable diapers

and a myriad of other commonplace
and exotic items haphazardly sorted

and redistributed by the sea.

The scenic Pacific Coast Highway
clings tenuously to the steep, rocky

cliffs of California. Occasionally, the

roadway descends to sea level and

skirts beaches built up by sea cur-

rents. The little ribbon of sandy beach

that we observed stretches for about

300 yards along one of the coastal

indentations, clasped to a sharp curve

in this winding road just north of

Malibu Beach. No signs warn visi-

tors away from this small beach.

There are no day use or parking fees,

no rangers or lifeguards. Overnight

camping is not discouraged, fires are

not restricted, and animals can run

free. This is one of those rapidly dis-

appearing niches in southern Califor-

nia—a totally unsupervised and un-

maintained recreational site on a seg-

ment of coastline that has somehow
escaped development by conunercial

interests or government agencies.

Although much of the coastline

south of this area is either publicly

owned and maintained or fenced off

by private landowners, this beach

seems to be nobody's concern. Peo-

ple seek it out to be free of any form
of restriction on their activities. To
insure that we did not interfere, we
simply watched and, as unobtrusively

as possible, collected litter.

Every two months over a two-year

period, we picked up, counted, and

disposed of all beverage containers in

the area, but its over-all appearance

remained much the same. We used

the bottles and cans we retrieved as

representative of all litter and left

other trash to accumulate at its usual

rate. During our study, we did not

disturb the activities of beach users.

In our conversations with many of

them, we found that they perceived

the beach as we did, as a heavily lit-

tered but unregulated recreational

site. That it was unregulated was the

beach's greatest attraction and, at the

same time, the source of its dismal

appearance.

Beaches come and go with the sea-

sons, reaching their maximum devel-

opment by summer when human use

and litter accumulations attain their

highest levels. Between Memorial

Day and Labor Day, the beaches are

everybody's playground as swim-
mers, sunbathers, people watchers,

fishermen, and others crowd them.

By summer's end, the refuse of the

previous months is quite evident. On
the beach we studied, such light-

weight items as paper cups, plates,

napkins, food wrappers, and bags

lined the base of the sea cliffs. Piles

of refuse filled gullies and crevices,

deposited there by people in half-

hearted attempts to remove their

trash. Reirmants of fire pits, contain-

ing partially burned logs and garbage

and surrounded by empty food and
beverage containers, dotted the

beach—mute testimony to the sum-
mer's activities.

The winter beach is for hardy

souls. Beachcombers, strollers, dog
walkers, and fishermen are most com-
mon during this season and human
pressure on the beach is minimal. But
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even during the winter, the volume of

discarded debris is sizable. As winds

and waves scour the beach, much of

the summer's trash is washed away.

Shifting sands bury what is left, but

this frequently reappears later as con-

temporary kitchen middens or
' 'buried treasure

.

" So long as the nat-

ural rhythm of the seasons is main-

tained, the seacoast will manage to

purge itself of much of people's care-

less activity. Out of sight, however,

is not always out of mind . . . every-

thing has to go somewhere and the

litter eroded from one location is usu-

ally deposited in another.

The natural cycle of seasonal beach

change and human use is charac-

teristic of almost all beaches, but

human pressures are particularly no-

ticeable on the coastal zone adjacent

to large urban populations, such as

those in southern California. On this

particular beach, we were able to doc-

ument a remarkable consistency in

the volume of beverage cans and bot-

tles thrown away during the same
months each year. We could thus es-

tablish a discernible pattern of litter-

ing. Litter accumulation peaked in

late simimer when we collected more
than 1,400 assorted beverage con-

tainers. The volume of litter as indi-

cated by beverage containers de-

clined in the winter months to fewer

than 200 cans and bottles. By compil-

ing the kinds of beverages and the

brands, we gained insights into the

nature of the people who frequented

the area.

As might be expected, young peo-

ple were the predominant users of the

beach. We usually saw children and

adolescents either with parents or in

church and youth organizations.

These groups camped for two or three

days or used the beach for cookouts

and picnics. On public beaches, some
of these activities are prohibited and,

where allowed, fees are required and

strict supervision maintained.

On one occasion we tried to dis-

courage a busload of cub scouts from

unrolling their sleeping bags amid all

the broken glass and debris. We sug-

gested to the adults in charge that

there would be less likelihood of cut

feet if they camped at a nearby state

park. Their reply was that there was
a fee for using state facilities, while

this one was free. They were aware

of the hazards, having camped here

before, but tolerated them in order to

reduce their expenses.

We noticed that young people

clearly demonstrated their impact

through the number of soft-drink con-

tainers they left on the beach. These

bottles and cans surpassed all other

containers in total number and flue-

mated markedly from season to sea-

son. After the end of each summer we
collected more than 800 such contain-

ers. During the latter part of each

winter, however, we found fewer

than 100 of them.

Young adult consumers of alco-

holic beverages were second in im-

portance as contributors to the volu-

minous accumulations of trash. Beer

drinkers were much in evidence dur-

ing the summer. Of the more than

thirty-five brands we found, Bud-

weiser and Coors accounted for no

less than 55 percent of the total. Beer

drinkers typically congregated in

groups of from two to six individuals

and pursued activities ranging from

sunbathing to overnight camping.

Hard liquor and wine bottles made
up the smallest proportion of the litter

that we recovered. Most were of inex-

pensive brands of wine and rum.

Their numbers remained low and

constant. We observed that most of

the wine and hard liquor was con-

sumed by older adults, not the prime

users of this beach.

An offshoot of our survey was the

knowledge that the antilittering cam-

paigns of the past several years were

obviously not reaching young people.

The very group that we naively ex-

pected to be most concerned about the

environment turned out to be the chief

litterers at this beach.

Although America's population is

expanding, we are still an affluent so-

ciety, with more leisure time, money,
and mobility than we have ever had.

One result of this generally fortuitous

situation is increased pressure on rec-

reational resources. In order to get the

maximum use out of existing re-

Many people will not use cleaner,

supervised beaches because such

attractions as camping, making

fires, and drinking alcoholic

beverages are prohibited.

sources and to accommodate e r

larger numbers of people, our st

ety has moved increasingly tow ;

computer-arranged, institutional!, j

recreation. Obtaining a campsite i a

California state park, for example

,

quires making a reservation men
in advance. This leads to additio,,

bureaucracy, but it also results in I -

ter supervision and maintenance t

facilities. Use pressures are so gr

that without some such control

quality of outdoor recreational ar

would rapidly deteriorate. Even
many Americans object to such g(

ernmental regulations as an

fringement on their liberty. Gi\i

such attitudes, many people are }-

tracted to nonregulated areas. Pa

doxically, with heavy use i

unsupervised areas tend to sut.

abuse because no one is ultimati,

accountable for them.

This open beach, which drawiii

wide range of people seeking esci

from the metered tempo of met

politan life, is a classic example i
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nat can happen to an attractive rec-

rdional site when nobody has the

nponsibility to maintain it. There is

a single litter receptacle in the vi-

ii\ ;
people seem to assume that

il little bit of trash they leave behind

V 1 not make that much difference.

The volume of litter that accumu-

lijs on such a small section of beach

•phenomenal. Over the two-year

\cy, we collected 6,702 beverage

iiainersfrom this site. Other forms

liller, however, also continued to

rue, as evidenced by rusting cans,

iiiinum pull-tabs, rotting fruit,

ikon glass, half-burned garbage,

j] other miscellaneous trash. One
\iuld think that such an array would

c courage use of the beach, but this

h not been the case. That parents let

t'ir children play amid all the trash,

tit dog owners run their animals

J-e, and that swimmers and other

\,ter enthusiasts frequent the beach

i such numbers indicates the strong

fraction of an unregulated beach,

tin one that is heavily littered. Most

of the time, people were forced to

clear away debris before they could

establish a campsite, build a tire, or

spread out a picnic lunch—but still

they came. When we questioned

them about their reactions to this

mess, many voiced a preference for

the better-maintained beaches in the

vicinity, but said they were not per-

mitted to run their dogs, build fires,

or camp overnight on the cleaner,

supervised beaches.

Inevitably, the people we inter-

viewed decried the beach's deplor-

able condition but maintained that

they always took their trash with them
when they left. They also frequently

volunteered to give us their empty
beverage containers. In two years,

however, we did not observe a single

individual or group removing any

garbage or picking up any litter.

One can sympathize with those

who oppose greater regulation of our

personal lives. But as the population

grows and as living space contracts

and deteriorates in quality, individual

and societal options decrease. In the

case of this recreational site, a mini-

mal response to the litter problem

would he the placement of trash bar-

rels at regular intervals near the

beach. Unfortunately, this in itself

solves nothing since someone or

some agency has to be responsible for

regularly picking up and removing

the accumulated trash.

This is not as simple as it sounds.

California has numerous examples of

overflowing roadside trash containers

and scenic landscapes cluttered with

debris. As this one beach vividly il-

lustrates, litter is an endemic problem
of considerable magnitude in our so-

ciety. If environmental quality in rec-

reational areas is truly desirable to us

as a nation, we must make some sac-

rifices, individually and collectively,

whether it be through taxes or restric-

tions on personal liberties. At the

very least, more attention must be

given to minimal maintenance and

supervision of intensively used recre-

ational areas. D

Morton Beebe, The Image Bank



Bolts from the Blue
by Richard E. Orville

Lightning continues to puzzle

the experts, and the process by

which thunderclouds become
electrified remains uncertain

Lightning strikes the earth about

eight million times every day. During

the period of one year, strikes in the

United States alone kill some 150 per-

sons, cause property damage in

excess of $20 million, and set an esti-

mated 10,000 forest fires that destroy

$30 million worth of marketable

timber. The cost of controlling these

fires is approximately $100 million,

or about one-third of the nation's total

annual fire-control expense. Light-

ning causes almost twice as many
deaths as hurricanes and about the

same number of fatalities and the

same amount of property damage as

tornadoes.

Not all lightning damage occurs on

the ground. Some 60 to 70 percent of

weather-related Air Force aircraft ac-

cidents are caused by lightning. Com-
mercial airplanes are involved in

lightning strikes about once in every

5 ,000 flying hours . In most instances

,

nothing untoward happens; the

lightning simply flows over the out-

side shell of the plane , and when dam-
agedoes occur, itis usually slight. But

there have been several notable excep-

tions. A Boeing 707 was downed on

December 8, 1963, near Elkton,

Maryland, by lightning that ignited a

gas tank. All persons aboard were

killed. Those aboard a Boeing 727 in

a holding pattern over Chicago's

O'Hare Airport on September 26,

1964, were more fortunate but will

probably never forget the experience

.

Their plane was struck five separate

times in twenty minutes but landed

safely nonetheless.

Lightning is an electrical dis-

charge—an enormous spark. It oc-

curs mainly in towering cumulonim-

bus clouds, or thunderclouds, which

are characterized by strong updrafts

and downdrafts with velocities com-

monly from about 1 5 to 50 kilometers

per hour (10 to 30 miles per hour) but

that have been known to exceed 100

kph. A thunderstorm may have a di-

ameter of about 1 to 2 kilometers and

an altitude from cloud base to cloud

top of 6y2 to 8 km. In the mid-lati-

tudes, the temperature at the base of

the thundercloud is usually slightly

warmer than freezing, although this

depends on the geographic location of

the storm; storm clouds in lower lati-

tudes have correspondingly warmer

bases.

Thunderclouds have a net positive

charge in their upper regions and a net

negative charge in their lower re-

gions. This separation of opposite

electric charges is known as a dipole.

At least a dozen theories have been

proposed to account for the polarity

of the thundercloud, of which three

are worth noting. Apparently, several

charging mechanisms can occur si-

multaneously in a given thundercloud

with the dominant one dependent on

the storm's location. The dominant

mechanism in thunderstorms over

mountains and in high latitudes may
thus differ from that in tropical thun-

derstorms.

Ice particles are customarily found

in the upper reaches of thunderclouds

if the cloud tops are high enough.

Clouds with altitudes of 7,500 to

9,000 meters (25,000 to 30,000 feet)

may not exhibit lightning. But when
the same clouds build up to 15,000

meters, lightning suddenly begins.

Taking account of that observation,

one explanation for the dipole struc-

ture of thunderclouds, proposed irn

pendently by researchers at the N
Mexico Institute of Mining and Tei

nology and the University of Lond(

attributes it to a temperature diffen

tial in ice. According to this theo

when two ice particles come into c(

tact and then separate, as in a bou

ing collision, a charge will mc
from one ice surface to another

there is a temperature difference 1

tween the two surfaces. Laboratc

experiments show that the warmer

the two ice surfaces is left negativ(

charged; the colder surface is 1

with an equal and opposite positi

charge.

It is believed that this process c

operate in two ways in a thund

cloud. First, large, rough-surfac

hailstones, often produced in thi

derclouds, fall through the cloud a

collide with smaller and smoother i

crystals. In the collisions, t

smoother-surfaced particles sli

across the protuberances of the hs

stones, causing frictional heatir

The hailstones sustain a grea

amount of heat than the smooth
smaller particles. The hailstones cc

sequently acquire a negative char

and the smaller ice particles acqu:

a positive charge.

Secondly, hail or snow pellets tl

fall through a cloud may colk

supercooled water droplets—liqi

water whose temperature is bek

freezing—which freeze on impa<

the resultant latent heat release kee

the hail at a temperature above tl

of the smaller ice crystals with whi

the hail is colliding. The hail cons

quently receives a negative charge

it continues its fall toward the base

the thundercloud, while the small*

positively charged ice particles

carried on to the top of the cloud.
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|vnother explanation—and perhaps

most popular theory today—for

electric charges in thunderclouds

uires only that two liquid or solid

tides undergo a bouncing coUi-

1 while in the presence of the elec-

field of the cloud. Initially, the

tides are electrically neutral. The
1 causes positive charge to migrate

ine side of a particle and negative

rge to migrate to the other side of

same particle. When two particles

ide, charge is exchanged and the

tides separate with a net charge;

particle will be positively and the

;r negatively charged. Having ac-

ed a net charge, the particles then

ance the cloud's electric field,

sing a greater transfer of charge

:n the next two particles collide

n the field. This positive feed-

k mechanism for the separation of

itive and negative charges will

itinue until lightning occurs.

third theory is independent of

ther the particles are water or ice

can occur in a cloud devoid of ice

tides. The atmosphere typically

a positive charge near the ground,

s theory proposes that the positive

rge is transported by convective

rents to the upper part of a cloud.

: negative charges in the atmo-

ere around the cloud top are at-

:ted by the cloud's positive

ge, become attached to the out-

; of the cloud, and are carried to

ower part by downdrafts along the

jd edge. Once again, intensifica-

1—or positive feedback—of the

:tric field will continue until

itning occurs.

'avored site for the study of
htning is Mount San Salvatore,

ir Lugano, Switzerland,

trumented towers on the

untain have recorded more than

) strikes in a single year,

e discharge in the top

otograph is cloud-to-ground

itning, while that in the

torn picture is "triggered"
htning, which begins on the

mnd and moves upward
vard the thundercloud.

Much controversy surrounds the

preceding three theories and their ap-

plicability to thunderstorms. Never-

theless, it is well known that one or

more charge-separation mechanisms
produce a minimum of 20 to 30 cou-

lombs of positive and negative charge

in a thundercloud (a coulomb is the

amount of charge transferred in one
second by one ampere. By compari-

son, a 100-watt bulb uses about one

coulomb per second). The mecha-
nism also creates electric fields as

high as 500,000 volts per meter and

electric potentials with respect to the

ground of 100 million to 1,000 mil-

lion volts. When those conditions are

fulfilled, lightning occurs.

The high voltage produced during

thunderstorms has led to the sugges-

tion that lightning might be harnessed

to provide a useful source of energy.

Unfortunately, the charge delivered

to the earth's surface in a lightning

flash is only about 20 coulombs,

enough to operate one 100-watt bulb

for just over 20 seconds. Thus, the

total charge available in a single ac-

tive thunderstorm would not fill the

energy needs of even one household.

The charge separated by one or

more of the mechanisms discussed

above resides on the solid or liquid

particles in the cloud. When the accu-

mulation of charged particles pro-

duces a high enough electric field, the

insulation of the air surrounding the

particles breaks down and electric

charge flows from particle to particle

in an avalanche of discharges consti-

tuting lighting.

There are several types of lightning

named according to where the dis-

charge takes place. Among them are

intracloud lightning, by far the most
common type, in which the flash

occurs within the thundercloud; air-

discharge lightning, in which the

flash occurs between the cloud and

the surrounding air; and cloud-to-

ground lightning, in which the dis-

charge takes place between the cloud

and the ground.

The last type is mostly unob-

structed by the thundercloud and is

therefore widely studied even though

it represents only about 20 percent of

lightning flashes. A cloud-to-ground

flash is composed of one or more
shorter-lived discharges known as

strokes. The first stroke begins in the

base of the cloud and proceeds toward

the ground in regular and distinct

steps of 50-meter length at intervals

of 50 microseconds. Called a

"stepped leader," this process,

which begins as a faint luminosity,

creates a downward-branching pat-

tern. As it moves toward the ground,

it also produces a pipelike channel

within the cloud . Carrying an average

current of a few hundred amperes

—

enough to run several hundred TV
sets for a few milliseconds—the

stepped leader propagates at a typical

velocity of 150,000 meters per sec-

ond, or about one two-thousandth the

speed of light. Near the ground, peak

currents of a few thousand amperes

have been reported by a research team

at the University of Arizona. The
stepping process deposits approxi-

mately 5 coulombs of charge on the

channel , inducing an opposite charge

on the ground and increasing the elec-

tric field between the leader and the

point of impact.

As the faintly luminous leader

comes within about 50 meters of the

surface of the ground, an upward dis-

charge jumps from the target object

to meet it . At the moment of junction

,

the cloud is short-circuited to the

ground and a brilliantly luminous,

upward return stroke of high current

occurs. Because the return stroke is

much brighter than the preceding

leader, its intense light is typically

what we first see as lightning.

Stepped leaders that have not reached

the ground become the branches of

the return stroke, and charge on these

branches flows into the lightning

channel.

The 5 coulombs of charge depos-

ited on the channel by the initial

stepped leader flow to the ground in

a few hundred microseconds to pro-

duce peak currents on the order of

30,000 amperes but which may ex-

ceed 200,000 amperes. Studies of the

rapidly changing electromagnetic

field made at the University of Florida

indicate that these peak currents are

reached within 1 to 3 microseconds

of the initiation of the return stroke.

Peak lightning temperatures meas-

ured by the author in the channel were

observed to be about 30,000°K, or

five times hotter than the surface of

the sun.

As the charge streams toward the

ground, the luminous return stroke

moves upward toward the cloud base
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at speeds of about 100 million meters

per second, approximately one-tenth

to one-half the speed of light. In the

rapid passage from ground to cloud,

the luminous return stroke pauses at

points where the branches join the

channel, and the channel brightens as

charge from the branch flows into it.

The stroke then continues its upward
motion, reaching the cloud base in

about 70 microseconds to complete a

return trip that took the stepped leader

20 milliseconds on its downward
journey.

With the completion of one return

stroke, the flash may be over. On the

other hand, if there are subsequent

strokes, about 30 to 50 milliseconds

will pass before a dart of light perhaps

50 meters long, called a dart leader,

moves down the channel of the return

stroke. Carrying a current of 1,000

amperes at a speed of 2 million meters

per second, the dart leader will once

again short-circuit the cloud to the

ground and a second return stroke

will occur. This sequence of leaders

and return strokes usually takes place

three to four times within a given

flash but has been recorded a maxi-

mum of twenty-six times in a flash

that lasted for two seconds.

The tapping of electric charge by
subsequent strokes in a flash was once

thought to be initiated in vertically

aligned charge centers located higher

and higher in the thundercloud. How-
ever, studies at the New Mexico Insti-

tute of Mining and Technology and

Rice University in Houston indicate

that charge centers in multistroke

flashes tend to be aligned horizon-

tally. Furthermore, research on
thunder has produced maps of the

lightning channel within the thunder-

cloud that show it to be horizontal.

These findings are significant in sug-

gesting that a mixture of ice and

supercooled water particles is proba-

bly present in the charged regions of

the thundercloud. Higher elevations

would be characterized by the domi-

nant presence of ice, the lower re-

gions by the dominant presence of

water. Perhaps the mixture of ice and

water is a prerequisite for the build up

of the charge centers in these clouds.

Cloud-to-ground discharges are

not the only kind of lightning that in-

volves the ground. Studies carried out

at New York City's Empire State

Building in the late 1930s revealed

that lightning sometimes begins on

the ground and moves upward toward

the cloud. A detailed investigation of

such discharges, known as "trig-

gered lightning" because they occur

only in the presence of human-made
objects, has recently been completed

at the Mount San Salvatore Lightning

Observatory, near Lugano, Switzer-

land. The 70-meter towers above

Lake Lugano are involved in more
than 100 flashes each year, more than

80 percent of which are triggered

lightning. The remainder are the nor-

mal cloud-to-ground discharges.

Triggered lightning begins with a

stepped leader that flows from the

tower top upward toward the thunder-

cloud. On reaching the cloud base, an

increase in the channel luminosity

occurs but no return stroke follows.

If there is a subsequent lightning

stroke, it is initiated by a dart leader

that begins in the cloud and moves
down the old channel to the tower. A
normal dart-leader/return-stroke se-

quence then takes place in all subse-

quent strokes. A curious feature of

these flashes is that they are occasion-

ally the only ones that occur during

a "thunderstorm" over Mount San
Salvatore, which suggests that in the

absence of the towers on the moun-
tain, there might not have been any

lightning at all.

Intracloud lightning, the most fre-

quent kind of flash, begins with a

leader that moves between charge

centers in one direction only and pro-

duces a more or less continuous, but

flickering, luminosity for approxi-

mately 0.2 second. During this time,

the amount of charge transferred is

probably similar to the amount in-

volved in a ground discharge. Studies

of strikes to instrumented aircraft that

fly through thunderclouds indicate

peak currents of only a few thousand

amperes, an order of magnitude less

than the currents in cloud-to-ground

return strokes. Intracloud discharges

illuminate a cloud without the light-

ning channel being visible. The cloud

takes on the brief appearance of a

white sheet, hence this type of dis-

charge is popularly referred to as

sheet lightning.

Flashes that take place between a

cloud and the surrounding air are

called air discharges. These occur

when a flash moving toward the

ground faDs to reach it or when intra-

cloud discharges extend into the|

surrounding a cloud.

Other types of lightning with it

familiar names as forked, stril

heat, hot, cold, ribbon, and bead I

all be explained in terms of cloudj

ground discharges.

Forked lightning refers to a m<|

branched cloud-to-ground lighti

flash. A discharge without bran(

is called streak lightning.

Heat lightning is a distant cloud

ground or intracloud discharge

flashes on sultry summer evenii

As a result of the great distance to

discharge, a preponderance of \

light is scattered from the dischi

and the flash is characteristically

or orange like the setting sun,

cause of the distance to the fli

thunder is usually not heard in c

junction with heat lightning.

The terms hot and cold light

refer to those ground discharges

cause forest fires and those that

not. Flashes composed of strc

with currents of a few hundred

peres that last for at least a tentl

a second after their greatest inten

are capable of starting forest fires

are consequently called hot lightni

Flashes with shorter-lived curn

cause only explosive damage to ti

and are known as cold lightning.

Less frequent than the types

lightning already discussed are

bon and bead lightning, additic

forms of ground discharges. I

strong wind is blowing perpendici

to the line of sight during a mi

stroke flash, the lightning char

may be blown sideways and sub

quent strokes will be displaced. I

to the residual image on the retinf

the eye, the flash may resemble a i

bon composed of several strokes.

Bead lightning is even less cc

mon than ribbon lightning. In

type of discharge the main chan

breaks into luminous sections,

beads, as the light intensity of

channel decays. Some sections of

channel remain luminous longer tl

other sections either because they

viewed end-on or because they h<

a larger diameter and therefore ti

longer to cool.

Ball lightning is the name giver

the mobile luminous spheres t

have been observed during thund

storms. They are often the size of

orange or grapefruit, have a lifeti
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few seconds, and are usually red,

:;ige, or yellow. The balls gener-

) move horizontally at a velocity

lew meters per second. Many do

rise, as a sphere of gas might be

t'cted to do. Unfortunately, there

) adequate theory to explain ball

ining.

I most all types of lightning dis-

charge are followed by thunder. The

powerful flow of current in a lightning

flash heats the surrounding air, which

expands rapidly forming a shock

wave. Initially, the air expands at a

rate faster than the speed of sound

(1 ,100 feet per second) but the shock

wave quickly decays to a sound wave

and is then heard as thunder.

You can estimate the distance to a

lightning flash by counting the sec-

onds between seeing the flash and

hearing the thunder . For every second

you count, add about 300 meters (ap-

proximately 1,000 feet). For ex-

ample, if it takes five seconds for the

thunder to reach you, the lightning

was one mile away. 1 am often asked

if I am ever afraid of close lightning

strikes when doing experiments in

thunderstorms. My answer is, not if

1 hear the thunder. If the lightning is

so close that you cannot hear the

thunder, you are a part of the strike.

In view of the extent of the damage

caused annually by lightning and of

the gaps in our knowledge about it,

many scientists have turned to the

study of lightning and thunderstorms.

Seventy investigators from more than

twenty universities and government

agencies are currently midway
through a three-year program called

the Thunderstorm Research Interna-

tional Program (TRIP). Based at the

Kennedy Space Center in Florida,

TRIP makes use of sophisticated re-

search equipment, including radar

and aircraft. Among the questions the

scientists hope to answer is. Just how
does a thunderstorm work? Smdies

by many of us in the past have been

performed singly to determine the

physical properties of the lightning

flash. Yet prediction and control can

only come after we gain an under-

standing of the complicated meteor-

ological patterns of air flow and pre-

cipitation that are associated with the

build up of the charged regions in

thunderclouds. This requires a large,

coordinated scientific effort using the

latest technological advances to in-

vestigate all aspects of the thunder-

storm simultaneously. In the end, we
hope that our effort will bring the goal

of lightning prediction, and perhaps

limited control, within the realm of

applied technology. D

Ribbon lightning, a relatively

infrequent type of discharge,

is named for the effect

created when strong winds blow

across the point of observation

and displace the successive

strikes in a flash.
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Letters

Tobacco Row
"The Unnatural History of

bacco" (April 1977) should be n

reading for every grammar, I

school, and college student.

C. H. McKech
Cambridge, Massachus

Erik Eckholm's article, "The
natural History of Tobacco," suf

from an imprecision uncharacteri

of your publication. Built on a pn

ise that is grossly generalized, the

tide is a house of cards. The prem
repeatedly stated, is that the "mt

cal case against tobacco" is

some," "airtight," "conclusiv

"growing," and "massive

terminology begs definition and s

stantiation. A "medical case

more than accusations and non sec

There is an essential distincti

not made in the article, betwee

hypothesis suggested by statistical

sociation and the sum of the labc

tory, clinical, and epidemiolog

evidence necessary to establish sci

tific proof. The fact is that there is

conclusive laboratory or clinical

«

dence that cigarettes cause

human diseases with which they h;

been statistically related. So we
left with statistical associations,

responsible epidemiologist says t

statistical associations alone can

tablish cause and effect. The best t

such statistics can do is to sugges

hypothesis, and that's the prim

basis for the medical case agi

tobacco: a hypothesis based

statistics.

Dr. Carl Seltzer of Harvard exa

ined the statistics concerning he

disease and found some curi(

anomalies. For one thing, he fov

that the attack rates of coronary he

disease (CHD) were lower for smi

ers who had stopped smoking tl

they were for people who ne

smoked. Following the conventio

hypothesis, he said, it would be bel

to smoke and then stop than nevei

smoke at all . He rejected the noti(

of course, but said the anomaly upS

any causal hypothesis.

In a paper in the American He
Journal (July 1975), Dr. Seltzer
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ie ed the many questions implicitly

'> d hy the statistics and concluded:

less these inconsistencies and

lets in the data are satisfactorily

(ncd or reconciled, the current

'thesis for cigarette smoking as a

r risk factor in CHD must be

amined and alternatives must be

ht."

ot Philip Burch of the Univer-

if Leeds in England found the

sties replete with similar anoma-
iin lung cancer and other dis-

s For example, among smokers

, Hind a lower rate of Parkinson's

inse. He dismissed the hypothesis

i; smoking prevents some diseases

I) causes others. Burch quoted the

II Sir Ronald Fisher, regarded as

father of modern epidemiology,

said that the hypothesis concern-

1 smoking and lung cancer may
/I prove to be "a catastrophic and

c^picuous howler."

1 his recent book The Biology of

'^•'cer: A New Approach, Burch

J: "Those epidemiological stud-

hat purport to show a causal con-

leion between cigarette smoking

I various cancers, but particularly

u; cancer, fail when examined crit-

t;ly to establish the causal claim."

rofessor Burch observed that lung

.or is unquestionably overdiag-

nid today. Autopsy studies have
b wn that lung cancer has been over-

ii;nosed by as much as 50 percent

necent years.

)r. Milton Rosenblatt in an article

n^eu' Scientist C'Lung Cancer and
loking—The Evidence Reas-
<ied," May 9, 1974) concluded
h the recorded increase in lung
cer can be attributed to new diag-

tic techniques, including X rays,

(turn cytology, and biopsies.

"he scientific literature contains

"lerous articles on other possible

ors in lung cancer, such as genetic

iisposition, viruses, and exposure
imes, gases, and dust. To cite just

.Dr. Theodor D. Sterling, in an

ucle in the American Journal of
°Aic Health (February 1976), ana-

]iA the data and concluded that

e secular trend of lung cancer in

I I runs counter to a smoking-lung
-cer hypothesis, while the secular

trend of lung cancer in women just as

easily supports the hypothesis that the

major antecedent of lung cancer may
be found in occpuational exposures

rather than in smoking."

Data from the 1975 National

Cancer Institute study show that

smoking patterns cannot explain the

geographic distribution of lung
cancer found. Dr. Joseph F. Frau-

meni of NCI said: "Something else

is going on." (Atlas of Cancer Mor-
tality for U.S. Counties, 1950-1969:

DHEW Publication No. [NIH] 75-

780).

With questionable laboratory evi-

dence, disputed statistics, and a num-
ber of other hypotheses, the indict-

ment of cigarettes is hardly "air-

tight.' ' Eckholm then asserts that am-
bient cigarette smoke harms non-

smokers. He offers no evidence. A
research paper in the New England
Journal ofMedicine {A^n\ 17, 1975)

found no evidence that ambient ciga-

rette smoke harms normal non-
smokers. A physician who reviewed

the research in the same issue con-

cluded that the complaints might be

psychogenic in origin.

Even those who have been vocal

against smoking agree there is no

proven harm to the nonsmoker. Dr.

Ernst Wynder of The American
Health Foundation said recently that

cigarette smoke can be "dis-

agreeable," but added, "it has no in-

fluence on the health." Last Sep-

tember, Dr. Gio Gori of the National

Cancer Institute said, "If you want to

remain with fact and not with fiction,

there is little danger of disease to peo-

ple that stay in the room, say, where

people smoke."
During the past twenty years, most

of the publicly supported research on
the diseases blamed on cigarettes has

been started with the predetermined

conviction that cigarettes would be

proven guilty. This approach violates

a cardinal principle of scientific in-

vestigation and usually is unproduc-

tive or worse. There still is not ac-

ceptable evidence on which to con-

vict cigarettes.

During the same period, the to-

bacco industry has contributed more
than $60 million for independent re-
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search on smoking and health, with

no strings attached. This amount is

far more than all the voluntary health

agencies combined, the same agen-

cies that indict cigarettes in their pub-

lic appeals for funds.

The industry's long-standing posi-

tion is that the truth will be found in

the laboratory, not in polemics.

Eckholm has delivered seven

pages of opinions, all on one side,

without a single indication that con-

trary opinions exist. It is thus not sur-

prising that he concludes by advocat-

ing the "vigorous, systematic use of

all possible educational chaimels, ad-

vertising restrictions, prominent

warnings on cigarette packages, tax

disincentives, and so on."

Demurrers aside, those are subtle

and, in the case of "tax disincen-

tives," not so subtle forms of coer-

cion to modify behavior.

Also not so subtle is Eckholm's

statement that the federal government

spends $50 million a year "support-

ing the tobacco industry
. '

' The impli-

cation is that there is a subsidy for the

cigarette manufacturers, while in re-

ality the government support program

is designed to stabilize tobacco leaf

production and assure fair prices to

the growers. Since its establishment

by the Congress , the program has cost

little more, in 43 years, than what

Eckholm claimed for one year. No
other farm commodity price-support

program has fared so well or cost the

taxpayers so little. Under mandated

acreage and poundage limits, it as-

sures a good portion of America's

farm families a just return on invest-

ment.

Within the past month, the Secre-

tary of Agriculture told a House com-
mittee that ending tobacco price sup-

ports would put 600,000 to 800,000

families on the welfare rolls.

Eckholm questions the inclusion of

export tobacco under Public Law
480, a program of concessional agri-

cultural sales to needy countries. But

through such trade promotion, over-

seas sales of this American farm

product now contribute more than

$1 .2 billion a year to the over-all U.S.

trade balance.

The economics of tobacco should

by no means be equated with any al-

leged health effects. But a truly objec-

tive chronicle of America's first in-

dustry should, in addition to delving

with open mind into the medical liter-

ature, have addressed tobacco's im-

portance to present economic well-

being.

Iimuendos, imprecisions, and y-

potheses-stated-as-fact would sf

too often these days to be the f

mark of the young journalist \

considers himself infallible . In a n

terly essay. On Liberty, a great wi

and thinker, John Stuart Mill, wri

' 'The opinion which it is attemptelto

suppress by authority may be ti

Those who desire to suppress ii

course deny its truth: but they are

infallible. They have no authorit;

decide the question for all manki i

and exclude every other person fi

the means of judging."

None of us is infallible, and I spjik

for all the tobacco industry when I

that we believe that your 400,

subscribers and countless m
readers deserve a more objective ti

tise on tobacco than your respec :

and usually eminently fair maga2

has given them.

Horace R. Kornec|y

President, The Tobacco Institte

Washington. D

The author replies: As I noteciu

my article, as far back as 1953 jie

New England Journal of Medicie

characterized the evidence link g

cigarettes and lung cancer as o

strong as to be considered pr u

within the everyday meaning of it

word." Since then, of course, e

medical case against cigarettes ,is

grown broader and even strongeris

a result of both epidemiolog al

studies and laboratory experime;5.

which have confirmed the presenci 3i

carcinogens in tobacco smoke and le

hazards of carbon monoxide poi-

tion.

Each of the statements inmy arti

about smoking' s effects on healtl

well documented in the medical li

ature. I made no original assertii

about smoking' s threat to onesell

to others, but rather accepted

judgments of such qualified authi

ties as the World Health Organizat

Expert Committee on Smoking

Its Effects on Health (see W.

Chronicle, August 1975), and

U.S. Public Health Service (see

Health Consequences of Smoki

1975, U.S. Department of Hea
Education, and Welfare, June 197

That Mr. Kornegay can locate a i

researchers who question smokin

dangers is not surprising, but

opinions of such individuals

scarcely counterbalance the prep

derance of informed medical opini

For example, Kornegay cites Pi

Philip Burch's dramatic statemei,
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tdoes not mention the editorial that

^^;y inspired in the British Medical

yrnaloi August 21, 1976. Burch,

'i: Journfl/ observed, "must be vir-

'"'\jlly alone ... in asserting that the

*'|ual hypothesis [that smoking pro-

*"l)tes lung cancer] is 'a catastrophic

""|d conspicuous howler.'
'"

'flKornegay quotes from Dr. Joseph
' "tFruameni, Jr. , and Dr. Gio B. Gori
"^l the National Cancer Institute as

'^DUgh their views contradicted

'"'^"'ne. 1 doubt this, however, since by

incidence both of these distin-

ished researchers had reviewed and

^P^ientially agreed with my draft man-

"'^^ripts on smoking and cancer. The
^%ional Cancer Institute's valuable

""Instigations of geographic varia-

'"^ns in cancer rates will likely help

Ncover industrial carcinogens but in

m way contradict the evidence that

eking is the principal cause of lung

''^''icer. To suggest otherwise is to

'"'"tort badly the meaning of Dr. Frua-
f' ni's statement.

For obvious ethical reasons, the

*''rt of long-term, controlled study of

-^bans that might provide the final,

'^mal "proof" of smoking's haz-

s will never be carried out. Thus,

can expect those with a financial

n

stake in the tobacco trade to continue

their etTorts to obfuscate the obvious.

But almost no one is fooled by the

cigarette industry's blandishments

anymore.

Ah, Kiwi

I look forward to Raymond Soko-

lov's witty and civilized articles on
rare foods, and "Strange Fruits"

(March 1977) was no exception. It

also brought back memories of my
first taste of kiwifruit. I had the good
fortune to enjoy a rest leave in New
Zealand during World War II. The
name kiwifruit may have been
adopted in New Zealand as early as

1906, but in 1944 I was introduced

to the fruit as Chinese gooseberry and

its taste has stayed with me through

the years. I recently saw my fondly

remembered Chinese gooseberry at a

fruiterer's and bought one, looking

forward to recapturing the taste of

New Zealand after 33 years. What
disappointment! Ripened in the crate

is not ripened on the vine. Or has my
memory played tricks with my taste

buds?

I was surprised that Sokolov did

not mention the passion fruit, which
I also enjoyed in New Zealand. As I

remember, it was the size of an Italian

plum, its hard dark rind was broken

away at the top and the fruit scooped

out of the rind with a demitasse spoon

as one would eat a boiled egg. The
small, soft seeds were covered with

the flesh of the fruit much as a pome-
granate, but the seeds, being small

and soft, were eaten with the meat.

Trusting my memory, the taste was
delicate and exotic, like no fruit I

have eaten before or since. Where, oh
where for a vine-ripened kiwifruit or

passion fruit?

Philip Winograd
Ycnkers, New York

Reading the article "Strange
Fruits," by Raymond Sokolov, I was
surprised to learn that kiwi isn't

grown in this country. In this area

there are many acres of kiwi grown,

with associations for growers. A
problem with the vine is the initial

cost of planting, so most people have

small plantings of five acres or less.

If Sokolov wants kiwi so badly,

perhaps he should come here in late

summer. He could gorge himself at

that time.

Mary Anne Havre
Marysville, California

^
'This fascinating book
intimacy I have rarely experienced

iem

lemei

.5:J-\' -ca.

:""•*,,

gives us the world of archeology with an

taking ^^ into fabled lands and fabulous fields of human endeavor."

—Leon Edel

SIR AUREL STEIN
Archaeological Explorer

by Jeannette Mirsky
In his day, Sir Aurel Stein (1862-1943) was continually in the limelight,

through his own writings and lectures and through newspaper dispatches

about his exotic travels and spectacular finds in Central Asia. Rediscovery

of the ancient Silk Route between China and the West; recovery of the

library at Tun-huang (comparable to that of the Dead Sea Scrolls);

excavations of long-buried sites at Turfan, Niya, Miran, and other places

important in revealing how Christian and Buddhist influences moved

east and how Indian, Iranian, and Chinese cultures impinged on the

West— these are just a few of Stein's prodigious achievements which

were described by Sir Leonard Woolley as "the most daring and

adventurous raid upon the ancient world that any archeologist

has ever attempted."

This exciting biography will awaken a whole new generation of

readers to the way Stein's discoveries expanded our intellectual

horizons. Illustrated $17.50

University of Chicago Press

B^
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Books in Review

Lorenz Observed

KoNRAD Lorenz: A Biography, by
Alec Nisbett. Harcourt Brace Jovan-

ovich, $10.00; 240 pp., illus.

Few figures in twentieth-century

biology have been as controversial as

Konrad Lorenz, founder of the mod-
em discipline of ethology (the study

of animal behavior) and recipient,

with Nicolaas Tinbergen and Karl

von Frisch, of the 1973 Nobel Prize

for Physiology or Medicine. Alec

Nisbett' s biography makes it clear

why Lorenz became involved in one

controversy after another. Through-

out his career Lorenz chose to focus

his attention, not on trivial questions,

but on the most fundamental issue of

animal social life: the origin of be-

havior. No topic could involve more
potential controversy. Among biolo-

gists it raised again the old dichotomy

of "nature vs. nurture"; among non-

biologists it questioned the whole

method of extrapolating from animal

to human behavior. Coming down as

distinctly as he did on the side of the

innateness of much animal behavior,

Lorenz was bound to stir more than

a few hackles.

In the introduction, Nisbett ex-

plains that his purpose is "to indicate

a way through the thicket of what are

sometimes densely interwoven, and

at others only half-related, ideas that

one man has launched in a lifetime's

industry. To see best how these fit

together demands some understand-

ing of the man himself, and his own
personal history: my aim is to provide

this in a sympathetic but critical biog-

raphy." Sympathetic it is, but critical

it is not.

Nisbett traces Lorenz's career from
his birth and early childhood in Alten-

berg, Austria, through his gymna-
sium and medical education (M.D.
from the University of Vienna in

1928), to his entrance into the field

of natural history with studies of the

behavior of jackdaws (1928-31), and
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somewhat later, careful observations

of nesting behavior in the greylag

goose. From there Nisbett chronicles

Lorenz's work on behavior in a vari-

ety of other species (mostly fowl),

which, for lack of a regular academic

appointment, he carried out at his

family home in Altenberg. In 1940

Lorenz received his first university

assignment, as professor of psychol-

ogy at Albertus University in Konigs-

berg (now Kaliningrad). Pressed into

medical service during the war,

Lorenz returned to Austria in

without a job and accepted ai

pointment with the newly reo

ized Max Planck Institute (fon

the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute).

Throughout this chronology a

picture of Lorenz emerges. Oi

one hand, he is portrayed as thet

relaxed naturalist who likes no
better than to be left alone to s

countless hours peering througl

bullrushes at a family of di

watching patiently the courtshij



by Garland E. Allen

M of some greylags in his gar-

or reading and writing in his
"* ^at Altenberg, bothered only by
Toccasional visit of one of the

y domesticated birds that freely

(led his house. This side of the

appears as a good-natured, hu-

ous, grandfatherly sort of nine-

th-century naturalist. On the

r hand, beneath this surface se-

y the picture of an energetic,

ly ambitious scientific politician

rges slowly, but unmistakably,

cely independent and individ-

tic, Lorenz chose at first to work
e, supported, one gathers but is

told, by his father's money,
ir, he relentlessly sought an aca-

ic appointment, not so much for

;alary that might be involved, but

luse he felt the need of a recog-

d position from which to launch

popularize the then-new science

limal behavior.

liere can be little doubt that

snz occupies an important place

le history of modern ethology,

y in his life he read the older nine-

(h- and early twentieth-century

ers on behavior and instinct

ry: Herbert Spencer, Lloyd Mor-
,
Robert M. Yerkes, and William
Jougall. Lorenz was dismayed at

ack of detailed observational data

which these authors had based
e-scale generalizations about

lans as well as animals. Lorenz
been interested in natural history

child, and brought to the study

pecies-specific behavior the skills

in exceptional observer. Among
jarliest observations was the phe-

trad Lorenz, out for a
'//, is followed by a line of
se that have imprinted

him and recognize

as their ' 'mother.
'

'

LYNCHBURG has some of the oldest homes
in Tennessee. And the oldest registered

distillery in America.

Its name, of course, is Jack Daniel's. Where
we still make whiskey the way Mr. Jack
made it in 1866. And then smooth it out

with his age-old charcoal mellowing process.

If you're interested in

old Tennessee homes,
we'd be glad to show
you around Lynchburg.

If you're curious about

old Tennessee Whiskey,
let a sip of Jack Daniel's

be your guide.
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Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynctiburg (Pop. 361), Tenn. 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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THE
EMERGENCE
OF SOCIETY

A Prehistory of

the Establishment

byJohn E. Pfeiffer
author of

The Emergence of Man

"The Emergence of Society con-

firms that John Pfeiffer is one of

the four or five best science

writers in the world today. This
new book presents the true story

of the rise of civilization as best

it can be pieced together from
the findings of archaeology. No
colliding planets or extraterres-

trial visitors are called upon, but

the rich, intricate stages that

unfold in Pfeiffer's account are

just as remarkable and far more
convincing. It is Pfeiffer's rare

gift to be able to work like a

scientist while writing like a

journalist." —E. O. Wilson
Baird Professor of Science,

Harvard University

Author of Sociobiology:

The New Synthesis

170 photos, drawings and maps.

A Book-of-the-Month Club alternate

A Natural Science Book Club
Main Selection

A Behavioral Science Book
Service alternate

At your bookstore or use this coupon

Rev 09

McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept. PL, 35th floor

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Please send me copy(ies) of

The Emergence of Society & $15.00.

Name

City-

-Zip-

Check or money order enclosed.
I Please add applicable taxes. nh I

nomenon that came to be known as

"imprinting"—the attachment of

young chicks or goslings to the first

moving object they encounter after

hatching—a process he showed to be

"iimate." Lorenz demonstrated that

young fowl imprinted on a mechani-

cal bird, on himself, or even on one

component of his body such as his

foot. Over the years, quaint pictures

of Lorenz being followed by groups

of young chicks or ducklings that im-

printed on him have graced the pages

of biology texts and popular articles.

Beyond merely observational

skills, Lorenz also possesses an un-

usual knack for devising simple ex-

periments to "dissect out," as he

calls it, the components of behavior.

In some interesting work carried out

in 1937 with Nicolaas Tinbergen,

who was to become his long-standing

friend and colleague, Lorenz noted

that if an egg was placed near the nest

of a greylag goose, she would roll the

egg toward the nest with a charac-

teristic vertical bobbing and a hori-

zontal "steadying" movement of the

beak. If the egg was removed after the

goose had gotten it about halfway to

the nest, the animal continued to bob

its bill up and down but ceased to per-

form the sideways steadying move-

ments. The conclusion was simple.

Egg-rolling behavior consists of two

distinct and separable components:

one, the bobbing vertical action,

which is innate and continues

whether or not the egg is still present,

and two, the sideways steadying

movement, which is not innate but

depends for its continuance on an en-

vironmental stimulus (the presence of

the egg).

From such observations and exper-

iments, Lorenz hoped to go beyond

mere description of behavior to an

analysis of its "structure." He spoke

of structural "units of behavior,"

such as bobbing and sideways beak

motions, which were the smaller, dis-

crete components of a more complex
pattern called egg rolling. Moreover,

these units of behavior were as real

to Lorenz as anatomical structures.

Lorenz believed (without any sub-

stantial evidence) that many such

units were genetically determined; in

fact, he sometimes spoke of "behav-

ioral genes
.

" He firrrily held that such

instinctual, genetically determined

behavior had been produced by natu-

ral selection and was as much an

adaptive trait of a species as anatomi-

cal or physiological traits.

For Lorenz it was not a far specula-

tive leap from such detailed beh; iq

as egg rolling to more general be iv|

ior patterns such as territorial dei k

or aggression. To him, these al

volved the same sort of innate,

grammed response as egg rol

That all species did not possess

behaviors was no more surprisii

Lorenz than the fact that ail spi

do not possess feathers or bino( :t

vision. So convinced was he o tj

biological nature of innate respc

that, in the case of aggression, Lc

even proposed a mechanical mod „

explain how aggressive behavior**

generated. According to the so-ci®

hydraulic model, aggressive enei

build up constantly within an c

nism, much like water accumulat

a tank. K no outlet is provided

reservoir fUls to overflowing, bur;

its boundaries in a violent and unr

ral way. In nature, most animals 1

the opportunity to release their rt

voir of aggressive energies constc

and in relatively harmless \v

Thus, small-scale acts of aggres;,

in animals generally lead to an a\ (t

ance of actual violence.

In humans, however, Lorenz a

the aggressive energies being de ii

a natural outlet (he has sugge

competitive sport as one alternati

They thus build to immense pro ti

tions and produce violent and c:ii

deadly conflicts. In On Aggress 'i

Lorenz extended this theory t

wholesale explanation for the var

kinds of aggression (crime. •

found in human societies. Aggres c

behavior is natural; society r«

learn to channel this "instinct' iJ

proper directions. The prevalenc

violence in human societies is

according to Lorenz, a result of sc

conditions, for example, racial oi

onomic oppression, but a result o)

«

failure of society to provide a suit ii

outlet for iimate aggressive ener^sj

Within scientific circles Lore!

instinct theory triggered an enornw

controversy. Among Lorenz 's I

lowers were a number of Eurofa

ethologists, most notably Nice

Tinbergen and Irenaus Eibl-Ei

feldt. Among his sharpest critics \

American behavioral psycholos

J.B. Watson and B.F. Skinner, u

a younger group of American eth 3

gists, including T.C. Schneirla i

Daniel Lehrman. Lorenz's critics i

only questioned the interpretatio i

many behavior patterns as instinc i

(which other observers found to \ «

a large component of learning)

also severely attacked his b;

8o



eods of arguing by analogy, his

It stent anthropomorphism, and

s penchant for extrapolating from

IV r animals to human beings.

1 sbett's biography has done much

,| int a unified picture of Lorenz as

M a person and as an ethologist. In

)i;chnical language he has de-

Ted most of Lorenz' s scientific , as

as popular, writings in a clear

The main problem with the

lies in its largely apologetic na-

Far from being a critical biogra-

N isbett's book bends over back-

i lo rationalize many of the con-

rsial aspects of Lorenz's life,

example, whenever Lorenz

ed to he wrong about a specific

—such as his theory that the do-

ne dog originated from the

en jackal rather than from the

if— Nisbett emphasizes that

\ lether right or wrong . . . Lorenz

a clayed his usual role of stimulus

ithers." While in individual in-

i;es such an argument may be

ii, used too often, it says nothing

:iis very illuminating,

ake another case. When Lorenz

imes intolerably anthropomor-

' (for example, he claims that it

. erfectly reasonable to describe

.1 bonding in turtledoves as "mar-

is;," even involving "love," since

behavior pattern has many overt

ilarities to human marriage and

1 ), Nisbett lets the matter go with

.(enz's own justification that

iropomorphisms are often the best

:! riptions available for specific ani-

i; behaviors. The issue is more
; )us than simply the use or nonuse

i mthropomorphic terms. Given

c;nz's penchant for leaping from

nal to human behavior, there is a

1 cal flaw in anthropomorphic

iking. If iimate animal behaviors

:• described in anthropomorphic

IS. and then those very descrip-

I s are used as the basis for arguing

:i similar behaviors in humans must

-vefore be innate, as in animals, the

riment becomes circular. A is de-

jBl in terms of B, and then B is said

iti the same as A. Given the impor-

«* and controversial nature of

<;nz's extrapolations from animal

1 uman behavior, failure to point

mch flaws in logic provides a less-

: 1 1-clear understanding of the prob-

,: 5 in trying to study innate behav-

^ It leaves the reader sharing

;nz"s view that if an analogy

ids right, it must be right.

! ar more serious is Nisbett' s lack

fclritical approach to the social im-
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Ontogeny
and

Phylogeny
Stephen Jay Gould

In the first major book
on the subject in fifty years,

Stephen Jay Gould docu-
ments the history ofthe

idea that "ontogeny reca-

pitulates phylogeny."

He shows how the

theory influenced educa-
tion, criminology, psycho-

analysis, and racism; and
argues that it collapsed be-

cause the rise of Mendelian
genetics rendered it

untenable.

Gould demonstrates
that neoteny, the opposite

of recapitulation, is the

most important determi-

nant in human evolution.

And that the primary evo-

lutionary value of hetero-

chrony is its immediate
ecological advantage.

$18.50
Belknap Press

Harvard University Press
Cambridfse. Mass. 02138

pact of Lorenz's theories and explicit

espousal of Nazi ideology. Nisbett

does not try to hide the fact that

Lorenz had certain sympathies for the

Nazi Qause, or that Lorenz wrote at

least one infamous paper in 1940

("Disorders Caused by the Domesti-

cation of Species-Specific Behav-

ior"), which was not only racist in

import but was couched in Nazi ter-

minology. In discussing this paper,

Nisbett argues in the most contorted

vein that Lorenz was politically

naive; that he only recognized the

evils of Nazism in 1943 when he saw
a group of Gypsies being carted off

to a concentration camp; and that the

topic of domestication of races was
for Lorenz a ' 'purely scientific' ' issue

in 1940.

The length to which Nisbett will go
to apologize for Lorenz is seen in his

attempt to minimize the serious racist

implications of the article. In his 1940

paper, Lorenz argued that in domesti-

cated animals degenerative mutations

result in the loss of irmate, species-

specific releaser mechanisms govern-

ing mating patterns. These mating

patterns are necessary for maintain-

ing the purity of the stock. If allowed

to mate at random, most domesti-

cated strains would soon revert to

their wild-type ancestry. In humans,
who have also become "domesti-

cated" by their civilization, random
mating would yield similar results:

the loss of pure ' 'types
. '

' Under more
natural conditions each human type

(read, "race") has an "innate esthe-

tic mating sense"—people of

"higher types" being naturally

repulsed by the physical appearance

of people of "lower types.
'

' The bio-

logically determined esthetic sense

helps maintain purity of type or race.

The breakdown of this system
through overcivilization has resulted

in racial degeneracy in Europe—only

the state, by controlled breeding, can

stop the decline toward degeneracy.

(Lorenz made this argument less than

five years after the passage of the infa-

mous Nuremburg Laws, which made
marriage between Jews and Gentiles

illegal in Germany!)
Nisbett goes out of his way to

downplay the racist overtones in this

argument. First, he makes a huge

furor over a small semantic point:

Lorenz claimed that he was mistrans-

lated by one of his American critics

(Leon Eisenberg) in a highly critical

paper published in Science in 1972.

In a controversial passage of Lorenz's

original, in which he describes how

h

superior people are esthetic

repulsed by inferior people, E
berg translates the phrase Mensht
des anderen Geschlechtes as ' 'm(

another race," whereas Loihj

claims he meant "people of the c ei

sex." But fine points of etymo r^

are not the issue here. The ove

tone of the 1940 paper is so filled

Nazi terminology and ideology,

is so overtly racist, that to argue jjel

the use of a single word serves

to distract the reader from the r

point.

Second, Nisbett argues that Loi|^

is no more a racist in describing

tain human groups as "degeners

than he is in describing the domeic
goose as a degenerate "race" of le

greylag. But elsewhere in his wri g

Lorenz makes it clear that he

likes" domesticated forms far n
than their wild ancestral types

idea could be closer to the Nazi id

ogy of superiority of the Noi

"type," the progenitor from wl
all other races have degenerated, j

third, Nisbett claims that Lorenz |d

writing his 1940 paper, was
"creating" Nazi ideology, but c

' 'asking for a scientific reexamina)

of ideas that had already been fi

in orthodox Nazi 'philosophy.'

evidently hoped by a little clever i

nipulation to get his own ideas

cepted into Nazism."
All of these rationalizations for

1940 paper are weakened by the ti

picture of Lorenz that Nisbett him:

paints. Personally, Lorenz see

always to have been a comp
miser—a sellout if one wants to

less kind. For example, when tak

his Ph.D. orals, Lorenz sensed

one of the examiners stood on the

posite side of a particular controve

from himself. Accordingly, Nis

tells us, Lorenz gave answers t

the examiner would find "accej

ble' ' even though he himself belie^

differently.

More important, Lorenz was
i

naive about the social and politij

implications of his theories. NisH
shows us that Lorenz took every

portunity to draw coimections
:^

tween animal and human social

havior. In On Aggression and a h

of popular articles and books, Lon
repeatedly made the same b£

points, stripped of Nazi terminolo

as found in liis 1940 paper. FurtI

more, Lorenz did not object, exc

in a few instances, to the widespn

popularization of his ideas about i

ritoriality or aggression in the jc
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Where the North begins
In Bush Plane countr/, all the wilderness your heart desires, four hundred thousand lakes, two hundred
outpost camps, thrills & spills on white-water canoe routes, fourteen species of fighting game fish,

a couple of fantastic train excursions winding through majestic canyons or far North to Arctic Tidewater,

scenic highways, and all kinds of great lakeside resorts with the chance to sail, hike, golf, ride,

play tennis, shuffleboard, enjoy shore-lunches or barbecues, and come nightfall, make new friends in

the cozy company of a roaring fire, or be one with nature outside -this is where the endless North
begins. For more about Northern adventure vacations, call COLLECT (416) 965-4008, or write:

Ontario Travel, Dept. N., Queen's Park, Toronto M7A 2E5. We'll send you our Traveller's Encyclopaedia.

Ontariowcanada
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In mid-life. Jewish-Austrian refugee
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as a political activist and moved to
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Little, Drown

nalistic writing of Robert Ardrey

{The Territorial Imperative), Des-

mond Morris {The Naked Ape), or

the team of Robin Fox and Lionel

Tiger {The Imperial Animal). With a

general world view that held that

much of human behavior, and thus

social worth, is iimate, Lorenz helped
create and maintain the ideological

foundation on which the Nazis could

build their myths of Aryan superiority

and anti-Semitism. In the long run it

matters relatively little that Lorenz

wrote an explicitly Nazi paper. The
damage was done, and continued to

be done, through the more customary

channels of strictly "scientific" liter-

ature both before and after 1940.

But the worst part of Nisbett's ap-

proach is his lack of understanding of

the real forces that affect the develop-

ment and use of scientific ideas. His-

torically speaking, it is important to

analyze the forces behind the im-

mense publicity given during the

1920s and 1930s to theories of bio-

logical (genetic and evolutionary) de-

terminants of social behavior, of

which Lorenz's ideas of instinct and

innate aggression are only one ex-

ample. This was the period during

which eugenicists in the United

States, Great Britain, Scandinavia,

and Germany were espousing a gene-

tic cause for all sorts of human behav-

ioral and personality traits (alcohol-

ism, feeblemindedness, prostitution,

unemployment, and so on). Heredi-

tarian arguments were given wide-

spread publicity by wealthy interests

at a time when capitalist economy
was entering its most severe period of

decline in the twentieth century (the

Great Depression). Racism was on
the rise and was given substantial jus-

tification by a variety of theories that

claimed that social beahvior was a

product of innate, rather than envi-

ronmental, factors.

Nisbett's failure to consider the

over-all scientific and social context

of this period has caused him to miss

the main point to be learned from a

study of Lorenz's work. Scientists

can play a powerful role in society

—

more powerful, sometimes, than they

or the public are willing to admit.

Ideas can become deadly weapons
when they provide a supposedly ob-

jective and rational description for

human social behaviors. Scientists

need to understand the role their work
can play in a social system where the

control of the flow of ideas lies in the

hands of those elite who have their

own social aims in mind. Lorenz's

case exemplifies this point drai|

cally. From his notions that man
cial behaviors are innate and

humans have an instinct for pre!

ing the "purity of type," all eli

his system follows. Lorenz w
respected scientist whose views

advertently or not, could be us«

legitimize a brutal genocidal phi]

phy. In killing Jews, Aryans '

only "doing what comes natural

It makes little difference for ai

alysis of history to argue wh«

Lorenz saw the implications oj

work in this direction or not.

study of history is not concerned

individual motivations, but wit!

behavior of large groups—class

who behave in accordance with

derlying social, political, and

nomic forces. Lorenz contributei

and was used by, one class (the

man ruling class, eventually re

sented by the Nazis) in its vaii

tempt to maintain control over a

idly deteriorating social and

nomic system.

The historical lessons to be lea

from an analysis of Lorenz's c;

are all the more important fo

today, when "doing what comes
urally" is rapidly becoming a ho

hold term. Our own era has seei

rise of similar theories of bioloj

determinants for social behavi*

Arthur Jensen and William Sh
ley's notion that blacks are gei

cdly inferior to whites in I.Q.

E.G. Wilson's Sociobiology:

New Synthesis, a monograph
maintains that many human socia

haviors, especially sex roles, are

;

etically determined and have beei

lected for during evolution. Nei

Jensen and Shockley nor Wilson 1

any more evidence than Lorenz

the innateness of such human s(

behaviors. Yet the immense
that these recent theories have

ceived is no less startling in our

than was that which Lorenz rece

in his. Lorenz's case ought to hel

see that the prevalence of s

theories (not just one theory,

many of similar Uk) can pave the

for a holocaust. It is not a perver

of history to try and learn from

past. Books like Nisbett's could

tentially make an enormous contr

tion in that direction. That this (

ent biography does not is a great

appointment.

Garland E. Allen is an associate^

fessor of biology at Washington i

versity, Saint Louis, Missouri.
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BWIA

':c3f us is Trinidad, vibrant, cosmopolitan. The island where the steel band, calypso and limbo were all born, and the
il of Carnival dances on all year. And where the Scarlet Ibis' fly home in the setting sun . . . One of us
Toago, sensuous, secluded, the legendary isle of Robinson Crusoe. Golden with beaches,
n with mountains, blue with the sparkling sea. Both of us invite you, for swimming, scuba,
1 s, golf. For rhythm. Or romance. And look how easy we make it. BWIA ("Beewee"),
Dternational airline, with 37 years of continuous Caribbean flying experience,

[63 extremely attractive packages based on low GIT air fares. They're terrific. So
t; soon. Just the two of you. All of you. Or one. And visit with just the two of us:

.rfad & Tobago. The country with the double welcome and
I' the sunny smiles. Talk to your travel agent or BWIA at ,'^

I 581 -3200, or the toll-free number in your area.

;
)ntact the Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board,

•C/ladison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
'212) 838-7750. Or the Trinidad & Tobago
sm & Trade Center, Suite 702, 200 S.E. First

A, Miami, Fla. 33131 . Tel: (305) 374-2056.

lustthetwoefus.



The
Changing
City

How does a charming European
city turn into a faceless, neon-lit, au-

tomobile-oriented metropolis?

In a series of eight fold-out paint-

ings (three of which are reproduced

here), Swiss artist Jorg Miiller has

charted the step-by-step progress of

urban decay. By showing the same
section of the city at approximately

three-year intervals, Miiller demon-

strates in remarkable detail the pres-

sures for increased space and conven-

ience that bring about the city's meta-

morphosis.

Because of lack of planning, the

once-charming city loses both its per-

sonality and original purpose. Al-

though Miiller based his paintings on

his study of a number of Swis;

German cities, the decline he pic

is true of the urban scene ii

country as well.

Without using a line of text, N
has pinpointed an urgent coi

porary dilemma.

The Changing City, by Jorg Miill

Margaret K. McElderry Book),

by Verlag Sauerlander. Used by pe

sion of Atheneum Publishers.

Wednesday, January 7, 7976
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There'sgoodreason\^ypeople believe
>tain Kiddburied his treasure inNova Scotia.

fUST fSP^TOoment, put yourself in

f Captain Kidd's place.

For concealing a treasure trove, you look

or: Hidden coves. Sandy beaches. And

>right, sunny days; for a good view

11 around.

That's Nova Scotia. Today, with

lirect flights, much easier to get to.

Come to Nova Scotia and be

eplenished. Clear your head. Discover

he potency of fresh, sea-washed air.

ndulge yourself in a little timelessness.

Bring your golf clubs and tennis

jear if you want to maintain your

:dge. We're not all out fishing; not all

he time.

Lunch, Maritime country-style.

\fter dinner, stroll outdoors and watch

he moon rise over the sea.

We have hotels, resorts, motels. Or try

I night, or a week, on a farm; a real working

arm. Or in a room by the sea.

where you can lie a'bed and hear the

waves fighting the shore.

Nova Scotia is an old civilization. We
invite you to come and share it for awhile.

For information about everything that's going

on, and where to stay, and what to do, write:

Tourism, Box 130, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Or call us:

800-341-6096 Toll free, for sure.

A last word about Captain Kidd.

Some treasure, reputedly his, has been

found. Too bad, perhaps. For ours is a land

of myths and mysteries.

The stuff of dreams.

Ocean playground of Atlantic Canada



From the shores of Gitche-gumee .

WILD RICE
SEAFOOD SALAD
Minnehaha Wild Rice is the most nutritious

and versatile of grains. Try this delicious seafood

and wild rice salad and you'll agree Minnehaha

adds the perfect touch to any meal;

12 ounces cooked shrimp or crab

2Vz cups cooked Minnehaha Wild Rice

Selected mixed greens, plus 2 chopped green onions

2 fresh tomatoes and 2 hardboiled eggs

Dressing: mix 1 cup mayonnaise, Vi cup wine vinegar,

Vi teaspoon dry mustard, 2 tablespoons Dijon mustard.

Toss seafood and wild rice: chill. To serve,

arrange greens in large bowl; toss onions with sea-

food mixture and place on greens; garnish with

tomato and egg wedges. Add dressing just before

serving. Serves four, refreshingly.

MINNEHAHA WILD RICE. INC. ni

WCCO Radio Building— Suite 420

Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

Please send, postage paid:

Three 1-lb. bags @ $19.50/shipment

My check is enclosed for total: $

Name
Address

City. .State. -Zip.

WATCHING BIRDS Is about

much more than

bird-watching— it covers the

study of birds, their evolution,

anatomy, flight, voice,

reproduction, hatching,

migration, winter habits, and

distribution Audubon editor Les

Line calls it "an enlightening

book for all bird watchers and a

natural companion to the

Peterson Field Guides. " and

Roger Tory Peterson himself, in

his foreword to the book, says,

Roger Pasquier represents

'the new wave of young

ornithologists." Illustrated

by Margaret La Farge

A Matter of Taste

$9,95, now at your bookstore,

or order from

.^j^ Houghton Miff(In Company

Dept NH, 2 Park St , Boston, Mass 02107

Please enclose 85c postage and tiandling for eacli copy

Oranges and Their Cous

The great success of citrus

fruits in America has turned

the exotic into the ordinary

Driving through Bradenton, Flor-

ida, this winter, just after the frost

had laid waste thousands of fruits

in the commercial orange groves

and sent local prices climbing, I

thought of another cold day fourteen

years ago in London. My wife, who
was writing a paper on Paolo Uccello,

and I had come to look at one of the

painter's famous battle scenes in the

National Gallery. As it happened, the

picture was being restored, and so,

after addressing ourselves to the ap-

propriate authorities, we were
ushered backstage, as it were, to a

large yet still-cluttered room where,

hard by Rembrandt's Polish Rider,

we found our Uccello, partly cleaned,

but visibly in need of more work. The

restorer had, however, already

earned his keep. In the background of

the stylized affray we knew from re-

productions, he had uncovered
orange trees: bright, luxuriant, fruit-

ing orange trees.

They are the only instant oranges

I have ever come across. My surprise

and delight at seeing them were prob-

ably irrelevant reactions to the

painter's intentions, but Uccello must

have put them in to add an exotic , rich

strain as a symbolic counterpoint to

the choreographed havoc that was his

main subject.

Oranges and their citrus cousins

always, until quite recent times,

brought a warm, bright, comfortable

whiff of the semitropics to people

who ate them in northern climes. Sev-

enteenth-century Dutch painters of

luxurious still lifes liked to place ele-

gant spirals of citrus peel among
high-priced crystal and gold objects.

As recently as 1923, Wallace Stevens

wrote deliciously of "complacencies

of the peignoir, and late coffee and

oranges in a sunny chair."

Since then, oranges and lemons,

limes and grapefruits have lost their

aura for Americans. Botanists may
once have compared oranges to the

golden apples of the Hesperides, but

the enormously successful citrus I

dustries of Florida and Califo rjii

have turned wonder into routine,
sfii!

United States is the leading citrus
] |i i

ducer in the world. This, combi lUi

witheasy transport, artificial ripei iJi

with ethylene gas, and cle ;|i

methods of propagation thro ib

grafting and budding , has made ci pi

fruits and juices a cheap and bi joi

fact of American life. Frenchi \U

may still regard orange juice ta i
neat as an unusual indulgence (as (tl

might consider freshly squee fe

mango juice), but for most of gi

orange juice is simply O.J., soi ite

thing we take with breakfast »?

don't think twice about.

While passing through all that v

ened, spoiled fruit, I thought, perh L)

the inevitable rise in price will rem jo

people that oranges are importi

Perhaps some who now settle g;

truly banal juice made from ar
jj

cially "balanced" concentrate

go back to squeezing their olg

oranges. Others may even rever

peeling whole oranges. That coL

lead to a wave of citrus connoisst

ship now limited to those Florida r

dents and northern fanatics who in

as

iji



by Raymond Sokolov

: resh, naturally ripened fruit

n for its taste and texture.

spite the freezing temperatures,

y marketed oranges, grape-

ii , and tangerines in Florida this

ir:r dramatically outclassed any

, fruit I have eaten at any time

north. I found myself gobbling

|Liats, which are sour but delec-

morsels eaten peel and all. And
^ the time—well spent—to peel

ic -laden tangelos.

1e classic method is a bit messy
aborious, but it pays off, for

les as well as tangelos. You cut

the peel in a thin, curving strip,

ig with a small knife just deep
1 gh so that all the white albedo of

s iner peel comes away with the

tiled outer flavedo. This peel con-

ir aromatic oil glands, which im-

rlavor to cocktails when the peel

sted over the drink and then im-

, ed in it. The flavedo can also be

e to flavor desserts of all kinds (see

ces below).

Iside the peel, as everyone
W'S, is a cluster of juicy sections.

ii:areful person will cut away each

ODn so as to remove the encasing

sbranes. Eventually, one is left

with a luscious pile of orange sections

on one side and a heap of membranes
on the other. After squeezing the

residual juice out of the membranes
into a glass, you have only to rinse

off your hands and eat the fruit.

This procedure will work with

nearly all citrus fruits (although it is

essentially unnecessary with tanger-

ines and other "zipperskins"),
graphic proof that they are relatives.

Taxonomists looked to this similarity

when they lumped all these special-

ized berries, or hesperidia, into the

subdivision Citreae of the rue family

Rutaceae. The Citreae are further di-

vided into three subtribes, of which
the true citrus group is the one that

includes oranges et al.

Actually, the true citrus group in-

cludes six genera. Three are of no
practical interest and are limited to

Australia, New Guinea, and the is-

land of New Ireland in the Bismarck

Archipelago. Poncirus is the genus of

the trifoliate orange, whose hardy

rootstock hybridizes conveniently

with grafts and buds from other cit-

rus. Kumquats have the Fortunella

genus pretty much to themselves.

And last, but obviously not least, the

genus Cirrus contains all the other ed-

ible citrus fruits.

Thorny shrubs, white flowers,

compound leaves, hesperidial fruit

(in sections encased in membranes
and housing easily ruptured juice ves-

icles), juice rich in organic acids (no-

tably ascorbic acid, or vitamin C) and

carotene (vitamin A)—these are the

conmion traits of the citrus plants we
know and eat. They mutate fre-

quently and hybridize easily among
each other. Their seeds are either zy-

gotic (genetic mixtures of male and

female parents) or nucellar embryos,

which contain only the genetic infor-

mation of a single female plant. Nu-
cellar seeds will produce plants iden-

tical to the ones that they grew on, an

advantage usually limited to plants

grown from grafts or buds on a host

rootstock or by other vegetative

means.

Modern citrus growers rejoice in

this state of affairs, which has made
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24K1 Gold Plated
BLAZER BUTTONS

Six classic high-relief

designs — for sailors,

golfers, tennis buffs, or people who want to

make a quiet, distinctive statement about

their lifestyle You can't find buttons like

these in your local store. They're gold plated

and come GIFT BOXED in a jeweler's snap
case Sets contain 3 coat and 4 sleeve but-

tons, double-breasted blazers & jackets take

two sets Send check or money order for

$10- per set. we pay postage NY, residents

add sales tax Be sure to specify design

THE BUTTON WORKS Ltd.
Dept 107, 229 West 36th Street

New York, NY 10018
BankAmericard and Master Charge Accepted

Shells 'Fossils
Minerals

NEW COLOR
PORTFOLIO
plus Illustrated

Catalog $1.00

DOVER SCIENTIFIC
Box 6011 C Long Island City, N,Y. 11106

BUY
Hatural

GEMS
lb: •wisely hedge inflation

•have portable wealth

•give lasting pleasure

. ..andmake moqey-when
you buyat the rightprice!

'Be informed! 'VJnte or call

for yourTREE color

Tbrtfolio of GemTacts,

INTERNATIONAL LTD
3600 So Hill St Los Angeles CA 90007

(213)231-9281
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genetic engineering with citrus trees

comparatively easy. They can either

graft disparate species onto each

other with ease or they can grow seed-

lings without the risk of unsuccessful

variation that threatens seed propaga-

tion in many other plants.

But citrus men have also inherited

a complex legacy from less scientific

millennia, during which citrus genes

blended and intertwined to produce a

thicket of varieties too tangled to sort

out cleanly in the greenhouse or in the

field. Indeed, horticulturists have

sometimes reproduced hybrids that

had already appeared in nature, while

for most species it has been impos-

sible to locate wild progenitors.

The citrus diaspora began in pre-

historic times in northeast India. By
136 B.C., Simon the Maccabee was
ordering that citrons replace cedar

cones in the Jewish harvest-festival

ritual. Palestinian Greeks then con-

flated the two objects and kept the old

name, which is why all citrus plants

are now named after cedars (kedros).

The citron (Citrus medico) was the

first such fruit to reach Europe. This

happened in Hellenistic times, after

Alexander had opened up good lines

of communication with the East.

Eventually, it fell to Columbus, on
his second voyage in 1493, to close

the circle by transporting orange,

lemon, and citron seeds to Hispan-

iola.

The West Indies have ever since

been a rich ground for citrus evolu-

tion. A certain Captain Shaddock in-

troduced the largest of all citrus

fruits. Citrus grandis, to Barbados in

1696. Now known as the shaddock,

or pompelmous, its flesh has not won
many adherents. But during the eight-

eenth century, shaddocks mutated

into a more delectable fruit that grew
in clusters like grapes and was there-

fore dubbed the grapefruit in Ja-

maica. The name stuck, despite ef-

forts on the part of horticulturists to

rename it "pomelo." The grapefruit

(C parodist) reached the United

States in 1823 , when a French settler,

Odette Philippe, planted seeds or

seedlings from the Bahamas near

Safety Harbor on Tampa Bay. All

modern American varieties are said to

descend from this original planting

(red and pink varieties are muta-

tions). And since this country now
produces 90 percent of the world's

grapefruit crop, Dr. Philippe de-

serves an important place in the

pantheon of American economic
botany.

Mandarins are the zipperskin f

we lump together as tangerines,

tually, tangerines (C reticulata,

only one of three species in

group. They came to England 1

Morocco. The various satsumas (

inated in Japan in about 1600 by
tation from Chinese seeds and 1

been grown in Florida on trifo :

orange rootstock since 1876. Rej

edly the best of the mandarins,

"king" orange arrived from Sa
in California in 1880. It has

panned out commercially on
scale because of difiiculties in cull

tion and because the rind is rough

visually unappealing.

A complete survey of all the c ^

species and varieties now grow
f;^

the United States would stretcl

and on. But I caimot pass silently i 'j'

the exotic hybrids, which alr<

confuse the supermarket citrus b \
and may do so increasingly as r

^
and better varieties reach the shel

Astute fruit fanciers have long s

warmedtothetangelo, acombins ^

of tangerine and grapefruit (pom< ''

But commercial names such as f

cott and Temple conceal the fact

both these fruits (which peel ei

and taste more or less like oran

are tangors (tangerine plus oran

The Temple orange is named
W.C. Temple, the citrus mogul
promoted it, beginning about 1

after a neighbor in Winter

showed Temple the interesting

fruit that had sprung from Jama
budwood on his property.

We must not forget the umat

which resembles the tangelo, but

fact the result of pooling the tal

of blood oranges and satsumas . T
are also orangelos, which look

grapefruits but lack their acidity

aroma because of the admixtur

orange to the grapefruit type. Li

quats are key limes paired with k

quats, brainchildren of the legem

citrus experimenter W.T. Swiii

who hoped, during his lime

phase in 1909, that this hybrid wi

be hardy enough to extend Amerl "•

lime cultivation northward and

wrest away Mexico's lime supi

acy. The limequat never caught

Neither have such genetic curios

as the citranges, citrumelos, anc

trangequats (respectively, trifo
"

orange plus orange, trifoliate or.!'

plus grapefruit, and citrange ''I

kumquat). The dictionary does, li

ever, mention a bitter drink call©

trangeade, but I do not expect ev
taste it. Nor do I look forward



H of citrangedins, hybrids of ci-

a: and calamondin (C. mitis), the

te false Hme.

S 1, when I hear about the new,

e , easy-peeUng hybrids of tan-

rj^s and tangleos now under de-

le ment, my taste buds perk up.

t« all, every citrus variety I like is

nn-made to some extent, hybri-

ot out of a primeval shrub's fruit,

hi can say that perfection has al-

ic been attained?

Colombian Orange Puffs

The Dumpling Cookbook, by

I Polushkin. Workman Publish-

. o.)

I jps all-purpose flour, approxi-

lately

hlespoons sugar

aspoon salt

i iblespoons butter

I jp freshly squeezed orange

lice

L iblespoon grated orange peel

ups vegetable oil for deep fry-

ig

onfectioner's sugar

. a medium bowl, sift together

i; flour, sugar, and salt. Add the

litter, orange juice, and orange

]
el and mix to form a stiff dough,

i ding extra flour if necessary.

I move the dough to a floured

bard and knead for about 10 min-

les or until the dough feels

Mooth and satiny. Cover and let

iind a half hour.

1)11 out the dough as thin as possi-

e. Use one or several cookie cut-

rs to cut out shapes you like.

l;at the vegetable oil to 360 de-

,ees.

lop the dough pieces into the hot

1 and fry for 3 minutes or until

iffy and golden brown. Fry no
ore than 4 to 6 fritters at one

ne.

l:move with a slotted spoon and
. ain on absorbent paper. Repeat

itil all are done.

firinkle with confectioner's sugar

id serve.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings.

Tarte au Citron

ion tart as prepared at the Midi-

lit Restaurant, Lyon)

:ups sifted flour

up plus 3 tablespoons sugar

)Ound unsalted butter

ablespoons shortening

, beaten with 1 teaspoon

vater

1 Va cups blanched almonds

Peel of 2 large lemons

3 egg yolks

1

.

Prepare a cookie dough crust (pate

sablee) with the flour, 7 table-

spoons of the sugar, 5 tablespoons

of the butter, and the shortening.

Blend the butter and shortening

quickly with your fingertips or a

pastry blender or two forks, until

the dough reminds you of oat-

meal. Blend in the egg and gather

the dough up into a ball. Press it

in a long smear across the work
surface with the heel of your hand.

Re-form the ball and refrigerate in

a plastic bag for several hours,

until firm.

2. Just before you are ready to roll out

the dough, preheat the oven to 300

degrees, grease the surface of a

cookie sheet and prepare the fill-

ing for the tart: grind the almonds

in a nut grinder or whirl in the

blender, turning the machine ofi"

and on several times to minimize

the release of oil from the nuts.

With a vegetable peeler, cut away
the yellow part of the lemon peels;

chop this lemon zest as finely as

you can. Beat together the remain-

ing sugar and remaining butter.

Then beat in the egg yolks, the

ground almond, and the chopped

lemon zest.

3

.

Roll out the crust until it is a circle

about 14 inches in diameter. Put

a greased 10-inch flan ring on the

cookie sheet. Place the dough
over the ring and push it snugly

against the inner sides of the ring.

Run a rolling pin across the top of

the ring to cut away excess dough
(which can be reserved to make
cookies). Push the dough up over

the top of the ring all around to

about Va inch above the ring. Press

with the back of a knife against the

rim.

4. Pour the almond/egg/lemon filling

into the tart shell. It should come
about three-quarters of the way up

the side of the shell. Bake until the

crust browns nicely and the filling

has set, about 40 minutes.

5. When the tart is done, lift off the

ring (cut it loose with a thin knife

if necessary) and slide the tart onto

a serving dish. Let cool before

serving.

Yield: 8 to 10 servings

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier' s Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.

MS WORLD DISCOVERER CRUISES

^^^5^P his year, when it s

-^^P|H fall and winter
M* I here, cruise the" M southern hemi-

sphere on the compact, com-
fortable MS World Discoverer
Aboard this totally modern
ship you'll visit primitive vil-

lages on the Amazon and so-
phisticated cities in South
America with experts along to

expand your knowledge of

native cultures and exotic wild-

life. There s room for just 120
fortunate adventurers, so come
join us for a most uncommon
cruise. Passengers fly from
U.S.A. to South America to

join cruises

AMAZONAS
ADVENTURE
Oct 26 (29days)Fromlquitos.
Peru, follow the Amazon to its

mouth then cruise along the
Brazilian coast to Rio de Janeiro.

EAST COAST
SOUTH AMERICA
Nov. 19. (27 days) Sail south
from Rio de Janeiro to Buenos
Aires Visit the Falklands [Islas

Malvinas] and Punta Arenas.
Chile, return to Ushuaia. south-
ernmost town in Argentina.

2 ANTARCTIC
ADVENTURES
Dec. 10. (25 days) Sail from
Ushuaia. Explore the Falklands.

cruise the coast of the Antarc-

tic Peninsula. See spectacular
ice floes, penguins, scientific

bases. Return to Ushuaia. Dec.
30, (30 days) Same as above.
Return to Buenos Aires,

W DAVID CAMPBELL TRAVEL LTD
527 Madison Avenue Suile 1207
New York New York 10022 USA
Phone (212) 725 4639 or 752 8908

Please send me your lull color cruise
brochure

Zip

MS World Discoverer is registered in Singa-
pore Cruises operated by Neckermann
Cruises Frankfurt. West Germany
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Called by Modern Photography "the hest"

the Questar 700 is unique in bringing to the

telephoto market a lens that guarantees

theoretical optical perfection and flatness

of field from edge to edge, with only '/: of

1 % linear distortion. Precise focusing from
infinity down to 10 feet is accomplished
with a single turn of the focusing ring,

and at the 10-foot distance the image
magnification is 1:4, an unheard-of ratio

in telephoto lenses. Only Questar can
deliver such performance. With its stan-

dard screw-thread T-mount adapter sys-

tem, the Questar 700 can be connected to

virtually every 35 mm SLR camera. Write

for our literature: Questar Corporation,

Box NH700, New Hope, PA 18938.

Specifications

Number of Elements 4

Focal Length 700 mm.
Aperture Range f8

Clear Aperture 88.9 mm
Minimum Focusing Distance 10 feet

Angle of Acceptance 3° 2.5'

.ength 8 inches

Diameter 4Ye inche

Weight 4 pounds
Filter Provisions 35 mm.

Additional Reading

Cemeteries (p. 32)

The nineteenth-century need for

more burial space and for places of

respite from cities is discussed in

Thomas Bender's "The 'Rural' Cem-
etery Movement: Urban Travail and

the Appeal of Nature" {The New
England Quarterly, June 1974, pp.

196-211). In Stanley French's ar-

ticle, "Cemetery as Cultural Institu-

tion" {American Quarterly, March
1974, pp. 37-59), Mount Auburn,
the first landscaped cemetery in the

United States, is described in the con-

text of the rural cemetery movement.
' 'From Monument to Place

,

" by J .B

.

Jackson {Landscape, 1967-68, pp.

22-26), is a historical synopsis of the

development of the American ceme-
tery as a planned environment. Wild-

life, too, uses old cemeteries, as

described by Jack Ward Thomas
and Ronald A. Dixon in "Cemetery
Ecology" {Natural History, March
1973, pp. 60-67). "Death's Head,
Cherub, Urn and Willow" by James
Deetzand Edwin S. Dethlefsen {Nat-

ural History, March 1967, pp.
28-37) is an earlier study of tomb-

stones. Edmund V. Gillon's Victo-

rian Cemetery Art {1912), illustrated

with 260 photos, is available in

paperback for $4.00 from Dover
Publications, New York. A useful

guidebook is New England Cemeter-

ies: A Collector's Guide, by Andrew
Kull (Brattleboro: Greene Press,

1975, $9.95 hard-cover; $5.95 in

paper). Harriet Forbes 's Gravestones

of Early New England and the Men
Who Made Them, 1653-1800, avail-

able in paperback for $6.95 from the

Pyne Press, Princeton, is a 1973 re-

print of the original 1927 edition.

The American Way of Death, sec-

ond edition, 1975, by Jessica Mit-

ford, available from Fawcett Crest

Books, New York, for $1.95, puts

early American attitudes toward

death into modern perspective.

Monarch Butterflies (p. 40)

Butterfly migration is one of the

subjects covered in Klaus Schpio

Koenig's illustrated text, Migiti

and Homing in Animals (New 3i

Springer-Verlag, 1976). A s

text covering the subject of de

against predators is Defence in

mals, by Malcolm Edmunds
York: Longman, 1974). This B

.

work, including an extensive bilp

raphy, is available in paperbacjfi

$14.50. Author Lincoln Browc i-

also written on the use of milk e

as a butterfly defense {Scii-

American, February 1969,
22-29). The announcement Ou.

first discovery of a Mexican wintdj

spot for the monarch may be fHHi

LnF.A. Urquhart's August 197(N

tional Geographic article, "Foud
Last: The Monarch's Winter Hoi e.

Butterflies, Their World, TheiiJ\

Cycle, Their Behavior (New ^IhJ

Alfred A. Knopf, 1975) is a bc^
fully illustrated work on butterflyicc

logy and behavior with text by lii

versify of Florida professor Th n

C. Emmel, photographs by Edi

S. Ross and others, and drawin; e

Walter Hortens . Anyone interest 1

1

butterfly observation may wish t :i

tain Alexander B. Klots's

Guide to the Butterflies (Bo j

Houghton-Mifflin, 1951, $5.95)

Alligators (p. 54)

Edward A. Mcllhenny's per;i

account of Louisiana alligators,

Alligator's Life History (Bo;

Christopher Publishing Ho
1935), contains many observa

that later research has proved t

accurate. A 1976 reprint editio

this work may be obtained fron

Publishing Section, Society foi

Study of Amphibians and Repi

Department of Zoology, Miami
versify, Oxford, Ohio 45056,

cost of $12 (paperback) or $15 (I

cover). A useful overview of botl U

tinct and living crocodilianii

Wilfred T. Neill's The Last o/h

Ruling Reptiles: Alligators, Cr'i

diles, and Their Kin (New York: o



lia University Press, 1971).

'S'lBamfordCott's Looking at An-

*'V' A Zoologist in Africa (New
s(: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1975)

(Ifiluns a very readable illustrated

"an on the Nile crocodile. An-
Mi/ C. Pooley and Carl Gans's
Bt; Nile Crocodile" (Scientific

ftn'ffln, April 1976, pp. 114-24)

'3c3nteresting color photographs as

wtas maps and diagrams. Two re-

iki important papers on the natural

Wry of alligators appear in the Pro-

'. ings of the Southeastern Associ-

ol;, of Game and Fish Commis-
%' Annual Conferences: T.

: (ten's "Nesting Ecology of Alli-

76's in Louisiana" (from the 23rd

•ual Conference, 1969, pp.
0*51), and T. Joanen and L. Mc-
;ifi.e's "A Telemetric Study of

V tMale Alligators on Rockefeller

tege, Louisiana" (26th Annual
lyierence, 1972, pp. 252-75).
vie may be available in a large uni-

li'ty library—or the reader should

id'iis or her librarian to obtain them
Kiterlibrary loan. "Social Signals

sli3ehavior of Adult Alligators and

ii'odiles" (American Zoologist,

?', vol. 17, pp. 225-39), a recent

0!!;w paper by Leslie Garrick and
SI sy Lang, authors of the article in

issue of Natural History, com-
> the behavior of three croco-

; n species. "Night of the Croco-

*

'" by J.C. Ogden and C. Single-

Aiidubon Magazine, May 1973,

i' 32-37), features photographs of

aid crocodile nest during a hatch-

If

It*

± Litter (p. 62)

lore and Beach, the monthly
)l5letter and semiannual magazine
ifie American Shore and Beach
srvation Association, while con-

ad largely with erosion and other

ical changes in beaches, also

tj s such issues as littering and gov-

ijiental planning for beach use.

'€ and Beach is available for

annually from the ASBPA, 10

Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami,
Florida 33 149. An annotated bibliog-

raphy on man's recreational impact

on natural resources is available from
Wildland Recreation Research Proj-

ect, Pacific Northwest Forest and

Range Experiment Station, U.S.

Department of Agriculture Forest

Service, 4507 University Way NE,
Seattle, Washington 98105. Bruce E.

Bechtol and Jerry R. Williams have

written two other articles on litter:

' 'The Litter Census as a Tool in Geo-
graphic Education" (Journal of Ge-

ography, November 1972, pp.
468-72) and "Is the Aluminum Con-
tainer a Viable Alternative to Oregon-

Style Legislation?" (Modern Brew-
ery Age, May 31, 1976, pp. 22-23),

which describes littering patterns at

twenty-three California sites.

Lightning (p. 66)

Two recent works on lighming,

available at low cost, are Martin A.

Uman's Understanding Lightning

(Carnegie: Bek Technical Publica-

tions, 1971, $6.50) and Peter E. Vie-

meister's The Lightning Book (Cam-
bridge: M.LT. Press, 1972, $2.95 in

paperback). The latter is profusely il-

lustrated and contains appendixes

with such useful information as

sources for safety codes and other

publications, lightning-related equip-

ment, and addresses of key organi-

zations. Two worthwhile English

publications are Physics ofLightning,

by D.J. Malan, an Applied Physics

Guide (London: English Universities

Press, 1963), and B.F.J. Schonland's

The Flight of Thunderbolts (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, second edition,

1964), which incorporates the

Greynog Lectures that Schonland de-

livered in 1960 at the University Col-

lege of Aberystwyth. Plenum Pub-

lishing, New York, has in print two

books on ball lightning: The Nature

of Ball Lightning, by Stanley Singer

(1971) and Ball Lightning, by Don-
ald J. Ritchie (1961).

Pamela Haas

ONE OF AMERICA'S
LAST GREAT

ANTIQUE BUYS
You are invited to become one of the
few Americans today lucky enough to

own not a copy, not a replica, not less

than an authentic circa 1900 antique
regulator clock — just like the kind

that once ticked steadfastly away in

the doctors', legal and financial offices

of yesteryear. Each is unique and in

100% running order. Yours will be
numbered, registered to your family or

whomever you designate and accom-
panied by a handsome Certificate of

Age & Ownership (suitable for fram-
ing). You could expect to pay far more
at auction or antique shop for just

such a clock. To assure ownership at

this special price, please order now.

The Original
Regulator Clock

$115.00
Sa rslaclio Guar. nteed or mor ey refunded

Cerlili cale of age autheni city ownership.

Fu
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ulum, k

ed B-day
ey, Coun

keywind movem
s each hour in d

Fin
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. 22

shed
' H. 13

and carefuly

W. 41/2" D.

restored c.

When in New York, visit the

Pony Express Showroom

PONY EXPRESS SYSTEM
2986 Navajo St., Dept. N66

Yorktown, N.Y. 10598
Please send me ciock(sl a $115 00 plus $6,00

for insured delivery for each. Please register to

the name(s) attached. fHy check is enclosed for

$ . (N Y. Slate residents add 5°o sales tax 1

We Honor Master Charge, American Express &
BankAmericard Include signature & appropriate

data or for faster service call 914-248-7031.

Mr. IMS.

Address

City
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun moves from the constellation Taurus into

Gemini on June 20 and arrives at the summer solstice on June 21. It

continues eastward in Gemini into July, passing south of Castor and

Pollux about the 15th, finally entering Leo on August 10. A few days

later, on August 13, it passes the planet Saturn. Now in the most north-

erly part of its apparent sidereal path, the sun spends nearly 14V2 hours

above the horizon daily.

Expect a morning moon during the first half of June, July, and August

and an evening moon during the last half, with new moon occurring

about mid-month and full moon near month's end. Phases in June are

last-quarter on the 8th, new on the 16th, first-quarter on the 24th, and

full on the 30th. In July: last-quarter on the 7th, new moon on the 16th,

first-quarter on the 23rd, and full moon on the 30th. Last-quarter will

occur again on August 6, new moon on August 14. Perigee moon is

on June 1, June 29, July 27; apogee on June 14, July 12, August 8.

Stars and Planets There are no planets on the Star Map this month,

because none are above the horizon at map times. Mercury is an evening

star for July, but sets too early for good observing. Saturn is also in

the evening sky through August 13, low in the west for several hours

after sunset in June and early July, but poorly placed after that.

The morning planets are better located. Venus is dominant in the east

for several hours before sunrise and quite brilliant (although dimmer

than it was in May, it is better positioned for viewing). In early June,

Mars will be near the brighter Venus. Look on the morning of June

12, when the late crescent moon will pass by them. Jupiter will show

up as a morning star by early July, low in the east before sunrise, below

Venus. The distance between these two planets will decrease until the

end of July, when they are quite close; it will then increase slowly in

August. Jupiter, Venus, and the crescent moon will be impressive on

the morning of July 1 3 and again on August 1 1

.

June 3: Venus is in conjunction with Mars.

June 4: Jupiter, in conjunction with the sun, enters the morning sky.

June 13: Earliest sunrise of the year.

June 15: Venus is at its greatest distance from the sun in the morning

sky.

June 20: Saturn is near the moon tonight.

June 21 : Solstice. Summer in the Northern Hemisphere begins at 7: 14

A.M., EST.
June 28: Latest sunset of the year.

June 29: Mercury enters the evening sky.

July 5: Earth is at aphelion, farthest from sun (94,500,000 miles).

July 11-12: The late crescent moon passes Mars and Venus in the

morning sky.

July 13: Jupiter is near the moon this morning, below Venus.

July 29: Maximum of the Delta Aquarid meteor shower.

July 30: Venus is in conjunction with Jupiter, separating thereafter

to the east (below Jupiter).

August 8: Mercury is at greatest elongation in the evening sky.

August 9-10-11: The moon passes Mars, Jupiter, and Venus in

the morning sky, coming closest to each on successive mornings.

August 12: The rich, impressive Perseid meteor shower reaches maxi-

mum.
August 13: Saturn, in conjunction with the sun, becomes a morning

star.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 1 : 15 a.m. on June 1; 12:20 a.m. on June 15; 1 1:25 p.m. on

June 30; 10:25 p.m. on July 15; 9:20 p.m. on July 31; and 8:20 p.m. on August

15; but it can also be used for an hour before and after those times.
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_TF^1V[ARgET_
Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors in a complete, reliable publishing program:
publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books.
All subjects invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscript report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHR,
84 Fifth Ave., New York 1001

1

Books

BIRDS OF THEWEST, Clarke/Small. Over 200 spe-
cies photographed in color, described in 10 habi-

tats. $30 postpaid. Herbert Clarke, 2027 El Arbolita,

Glendale.CA 91208

HAWAIIAN FOREST PLANTS: representative flora

beautifully illustrated; ideal gift, practical guide-
book. 68 pp. , 1 34 color photographs, $3.50. Orien-

tal Publishing Company, P.O. Box 221 62, Honolulu,
HI 96822

ORNITHOLOGY, NATURE BOOKS. Used, rare.

Free list. Write: Wheeler, 21 501 -FN Juego Circle,

Boca Raton, FL 33433

PRIVATE EDITIONERS: Printer-to-Author Service;

quality work for small editions at lowest cost. Inquir-

ies invited. RICKARD, 30 Prince, Bklyn. NY 1 1201

PYRAMIDOLOGY: Extensive book & product cata-

logue, 25? please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Webster
Groves, MO 631 19

WILDLIFE—Ornithology—Herpetology—Zoologi-

cal Books. Largest selection anywhere. Free List.

ZOO BOOKS, 520 N. Dixie Hwy., Hollywood, FL
33020

Camps

CO-ED OCEAN SUI^IvlER CAI^P in Mexico: July
1 -August 15th. Marine biology, ecology, sailing,

surfing, scuba. Year round seaside villas. Bro-

chure: 548 LaGuardia Place, New York, NY 10012
(212)777-1449

Education

FASTEST, EASIEST PIANO COURSE IN HISTORY!
Uses patented system! Free information: Box 751-

A, La Canada, CA 91 Oil

SIERRA NEVADA wilderness interpretive outings
and environmental seminars for college credit. Bro-
chure: The Sierra Nevada Institute, Route 1—Box
20, Bishop Creek, Bishop, CA 93514 (714) 873-
4390

THE CORPORATE TRIBE—A lecture on the tribol-

ogyof corporations, on their new territorial relation-

ships, future growth, and survival. Presented at

Northwestern University, August 29, 1976 by Keith

Dickson Wilcock, Management Psychologist. Send
$3.00 per copy to Corporate Tribe, 5145 Weeks
Road, Excelsior, MINN 55331

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANTS YOU!!! 50,-

000 Jobs! Latest information, $2.00. AUSTCO, Box
8489-NH, Long Beach, CA 90808

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations. Computerized Reports, $2.00.

TRANSWORLD, International Airport, Box 90802-
NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

U.S. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. Send $6.79.

Globalemploy, 704 Mira Vista, Huntsville, AL 35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,

math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-

mentary to university level US, citizens, singles or

couples only Expenses paid, travel, medical, va-

cation and living. An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information: Cynthia Poindexter. ACTION, Box
T-36, Washington, DC. 20525

Friendship

PROFILE ANALYSIS. Ideal system for finding

friends with similar interests, traits. Profile, details

$1 .00 Box 452, Springfield. MA 01 1 01

Gifts

BEAUTIFUL BOXES hand inlaid with Rocky Moun-
tain woods. Free brochure: Wildwood Inlay, 3994
S. 300 S. #58N, SLC, UT 84107

BOOMERANGS! 32 styles. BOOMERANGS! Free

Catalog-Newsletter. Enjoy fun sport! Boomerang-
man, 311 Park, Monroe, LA 71201

COLORFUL DINOSAURS silksoreened on t-shirts,

aprons, tote bags! Free brochure. Write: Creta-

ceous (breations, Breeden Rd., Lusby. MD 20657

LUCITE OR WOODEN NAPKIN RINGS each with

an unusual specimen shell attached. Truly beauti-

ful. 6 for $7.50, 12 for $14.75 PPD. Urban Design

Studios, 850 Oliver Street, Woodmere, NY 11598

NATURE NOTE CARDS: captivating wildlife draw-
ings. Perfect for carefree vacation messages. 10

boxed designs $3.50 ppd Send for brochure. Na-
ture's Design, NHB, 16 Crosby St., NY, NY 10013

SCARAB (sacred beetle) Jewelry for men and
women. Sterling Seal rings with secret hiero-

glyphics on swivel $15. Send for brochure. Rags-
dale A39-54 65 St. Woodside, NY 1 1377

STAINED GLASS BUTTERFLY. Colorful, graceful

design, tiffany style. 9" x 7", red/gold or blue/green

$11 (includes postage). Navanno Glass Studio,

3403 Fox Road, RD2, Syracuse, NY 13215

Gourmet Interests

TEA DEVOTEES: Savor world's rarest select teas.

Brochure $1 .00 (applied to first order). Grace Tea
Importers, Dept. NH 67, 799 Broadway, NYC 10003

IVIagazines

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS. 1888-1977. Any
issue, maps, send wants. Buxbaum Geographies,
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Maps

SPACE PORTRAIT MAP OF UNITED STATES. Full-

color 36 X 45 wall chart includes data on monitoring

our natural resources via satellite. $3.95 post paid.

Bulk discounts available. NEWSPAPERBOOKS,
Dept. NH, P. 0. Box 259, Nonfood, N.J. 07648

Music

RECORD PLAYERS—Free catalogue largest li-

brary Recorder Music and Recorders. Amster Re-
corder Co., 1624 Lavaca St., Austin, TX 78701

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount divi-

dend certificates; 100% guarantees. Free details.

Discount Music Club, 650 Main St., Dept. 25-0677,
NewRochelle, NY 10801

Musical instruments

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos. From $2.95. Finished dulcimers
from $23.95. Free Catalog. 8665 West 13th Ave-
nue-NH, Denver, CO 80215

Optics

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars-Teles pe
Brand Names-Free List-Thomas Manetta, £-lt

man Ave., Elmont, NY 11003

Photography

ONE-WEEK SUMMER WORKSHOPS in co
b/w photography for serious amateurs, sci

and working professionals. Write for course
ule: Maine Photographic Workshops, Rockp
04856

Real Estate

W

SOUTHERN OREGON COAST: Elegant vievi|

for conservationist. 4 bedrooms, 31/2 baths.

places. Numerous carefully considered
Older guesthouse, caretaker's mobile home'
must grant conservation easement. Surro jl

old forest, bluffs and intertidal coast to be m.

study preserve. Acreage and ocean frontSi r

gotiable. (503)482-4175

I

Rentals

PRIVATE 22 ACRES near Tanglewood Larc
log cabin—summer/winter. N. Simon, Be
Monterey, MA 01245

Stamps

WORLD'S FIRST POSTAGE STAMPS. Peni

Queen Victoria, England. Genuine sampliB
historical story. Queen's portrait c. 1840.[
each (3 for $5.00). Remit by dollar bills. C/|
NOEL, Brenzett, New Romney, Kent, Engia

Travel

ADVENTURES. Sea of Cortez expedition

serve fin whales, porpoises and explore rerfl

lands. Watch gray whales in Baja. Wildlife Jffl

in East Africa. ADVENTURES INTERNAT ^l<l

Dept. N, 4421 Albert, Oakland, CA 94619
^ .

ALASKA. Special tour for professional forestl
source managers, natural historians. Sep!
10-21. WESTERN FORESTRY CENTER, 40f
Canyon Road, Portland, OR 97221 (503) 22|

CANADIAN COTTAGE SITES, fishing, bl
1,000 acres wilderness. $1700 per lot, $10|
$20 monthly. One hour drive west of OttawP
Alford, Dept. NH, Kingston, Ontario.

CULTURAL & WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS tl

Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos, India-!

Mongolia, Patagonia, Europe and Antarctil

pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeologyB

escorted groups. SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS"
Box 5564, University Station, Seattle, WA 9: :5-

Boston Post Road Marital. The Bronx
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y SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

lledand uncommercial. Outstanding birding

'enl nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-

.for hil<ing, backpacking, etc Comfortably

5;tiiricatiua Mountain climate year round Cot-

j apartments, pool. Free brochure, birdlist,

(Creek Ranch. Portal. AR 85632 (602) 558-

IPE TO THE WILDS OF WYOMING, Vacation

'Dund high in Big Horn National Forest, Plenty

ses. fishing, big game arid cross country ski-

1 3ear-0-Wigwam Ranch. Box 1 08 1 . Sheridan,

! '801 , (307) 674-4496

-J iPE for people who love to walkl For a sample

I lie of our unique travel guides send two dol-

S) Great Trips. Box 5199-NH. New York NY
m;

] I MEXICO, Guided tours-wildflowers. birds,

..fitoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver

MM 88061 (505) 538-2538

:!( OGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS to Maine's unin-

"fid offshore islands and wilderness mountains
national Geographic photographers, July thru

imber Write, Island/Wilderness Expedition,

-Hockport, ME 04856

^ PEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

JTiireas of the world. Write for free 64-page illus-

n':i catalog, MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1398 So-

I-NH71, Albany, CA 94706

I .PAGOS—Cruise in the Archipelago, encoun-
~\ unique wildlife with naturalist guide. Only 3
llures left, MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. 1398 So-

7iNH72. Albany. CA 94706

: ED BACKPACKING TRIPS, Cascade and
^oic Mountains, Write: Box 1001. Wanderers'
-^ilervice. 507 3rd, Ave,. Seattle. WA 98104

'"CIN BAY SAILING RESORT, Fleet of sailboats,

lasted schooner, heated saltwater pool. Write

~der Boolhbay Harbor. ME 04538

—30: Mountain resort and hot springs—sun,
-' ning. massage, tropical buffet—$13,85 daily,
'

aliente. Apdo 1-1187. Guadalajara. Mexico

-".PLACE. NICE PRICE! THR-RIFT INNS. LTD,.

i id in Williamsburg and Newport News. Vir-

"jand Annapolis. Maryland, Forget the Chateau
^)ugh! You will like our rooms and our prices

flforfree brochure before hitting the road. Write

%ipp Ferguson. THR-RIFT INNS. LTD . Dept,

™tox 2699, Newport News, VA 23602

JpHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS, Rent our two bed-
'"' beachfront house. Attractively furnished,

J*Jacular view. From $340/wk in season; $300
Me: Seascape, Box 331 . Medina. OH 44256

HWEST SAFARIS; Expeditions exploring nat-

listory in New Mexico, Colorado, Utah. Arl-

Flying. jeeping. rafting, camping, lodging,

Wligy/Archaeology, Free brochure; P.O, Box
«lDept-104, Santa Fe, NM 87501

lES AND STYLE INFORMATION

I per word: 16 word ($24) minimum. Display
ified is $1 50 per inch. Rates are not structured

flijency and frequency discounts or billing. All

'.^Usements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-
I'liT's discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
/(/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-

jy for each insertion, including your personal
^iss and telephone. Mention issue preferred.

i9Sted heading, and text. Deadlines—8th of

|h. two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
ary issue closes November 8, A learsheel or

!|j
of the page with your ad will be sent upon
;ation,

numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-
words count as two words; abbreviations and

^

)des as one word each. All states are shown
.ffl)-letter codes followed by zip, then telephone

m area code), if any. An address such as "18

'a St." counts as three words. Occasionally.

« editing for clarity is required.We trust you trust

dSnank you!

Announcements

The Aeolian Chamber Players

will give two concerts, one for chil-

dren and the other for adults, in the

Museum's Auditorium during the

weekend of June 1 1 and 12. This en-

semble, founded in 1961 , has a wide

repertoire of contemporary and clas-

sical selections that are rarely per-

formed. The group is noted for its un-

orthodox, imaginative playing tech-

niques; for example, in their frequent

rendering of "The Voice of the

Whale," from George Crumb's Vox
Balarnae, the flutist sings into the

fliute and the pianist strokes the piano

strings with a chisel. The ensemble

also plays works of other contem-

porary composers, such as David

Burge's "Aeolian Music," Arnold

Schoenberg's chamber symphony
No. 9, and William Bolcolm's
"Whisper Moon." The concert for

children, June 1 1 at 1 1 :00 a. m. , will

emphasize pieces based on folk music

and is free to all participating and

donor members of the Museum. As-

sociate members and the public will

be charged 50 cents per ticket. The

second concert will be on June 1 2 at

3:00 p. M. Tickets, available by mail

order or at the second floor infor-

mation desk, are $3.00 for partici-

pating and donor members, and

$4.00 for associate members and the

public.

More than 100 specimens of Cones

and Cowries, two colorful shell

types favored by collectors, will

make up an exhibit in the Roosevelt

Rotunda. A short time ago, the Mu-
seum was given two unusual shells:

one a species of cone shell, Gloria

maris, or glory of the sea; the other,

a species of cowrie, Cytraea volenti.

These two specimens form the basis

of the exhibit, which will run from

June 15 through August.

A photo exhibit honoring Mar-
garet Mead, curator emeritus of eth-

nology at the American Museum,
will continue throughout the summer
in the Akeley Gallery on the second

floor. The display includes photo-

graphs of Mead as a child, as a stu-

dent, as a young anthropologist inter-

viewing South Pacific islanders, and

more recently, as a well-known lec-

turer and panelist. The display con-

sists of both black-and-white prints

and projected color transparencies.

An exhibition of Maps—Their

Science and Their Arts, in Gallery

77 on the fifst floor of the Museum,
explains map scale and projection,

the use of latimde and longitude, and

the kinds of instruments used in map
making. Many of the maps are of

New York City: some are historical,

showing the growth of the city, while

others explain the city's different

aspects—school districts, water sup-

ply routes, topography. Also dis-

played are maps used by other socie-

ties. Examples are a reproduction of

an Aztec codex and a birchbark map
used by American Indians. Most of

the maps are on loan from the Mu-
seum's various departments and from

such institutions as the American

Geographical Society and the U.S.

Geological Survey.
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PURCHASE
OF A
LIFETIME

While Supplies Last

50PIECE SET...PISrrOL-HANDLED
FLATWARE OF 1776 ...Beautifully

reproduced in stainless steel with the

satin-finish look ofantique pewter.
NOT $44.95! NOT $34.95! ONLY $22.95!

Your home can reflect the candlelight appeal and gracious atmosphere

of Early American Colonial elegance when you grace your table with

this incredibly beautiful service. Through a special purchase, we can

offer you the famous Pistol-Handled Flatware with all its stunning

Colonial simplicity in magnificent, satin finish stainless steel at just a

fraction of what you would pay for luxurious Sterling Silver. Each

and every piece is a lovely replica of the graceful place settings that

highlighted many a candlelit Colonial dinner. The knives are the

genuine hollow pistol grip handles; the forks are the graceful 3-tined

design. And the entire 50-Piece Set is made of modern stainless steel,

to give you years of carefree service.

LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE AT THIS VERY SPECIAL LOW. LOW PRICE
Don't be disappointed! Take advantage of this amazing low price

while our supplies last. Order now and we'll send you the complete

service for 8 including 8 Pistol Grip Hollow Handle Knives; 8 Dinner

Forks; 8 Salad Forks; 8 Soup Spoons; 16 Teaspoons PLUS a SPE-
CIAL FREE GIFT of a matching Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon—
50 pieces in all. The entire set is yours for just $22.95 on full money
back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted. But don't delay.

Due to the rising cost of quality stainless steel, the price of this set will

be increased in the very near future. Take advantage of our truly low

price while current supplies last. Mail coupon today!

r,CROWN-CASTLE Ltd., Oept. PGP-642
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please send me the Stainless Steel Pistol Grip Flatwa

I have checked below on full Money Back Guarantee If

am not absolutely delighted.

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling with each order

Check Quantity Desired

n Service For 8 (50-Piece Set) $22.95 |l

n Service For 12 (74-Piece Set) 33.95
|

D Service For 16 (lOO-Piece Set) 44.95
||

n Enclosed is $

Charge my D BankAmericard D Master Charge

American Express

Exp.

-Date-

Signature-

Name

Address—
City

.Zip.State

L. Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax



SOMEHOW SCOTCH
OTUED ELSEWHERE
N'T QUITE THE SAME.
ContraRV to popular belief, manv More brands of Scotch

bottled in America than in Scotland. They are bulk-

pped and bottled here, often using municipal water.

The makers of Cutty Sark, however, remain adamant

the subject of Scottish Scotch.

To this day, Cutty SaRk is distiued, blended, and

tied in Scotland, using the water of Loch Katrine,

is results in a Scots Whisky of uncomMon smoothness

ich is worth every penny you pay for it.

To distinguish genuine Scots Whisky from the Rest,

i need look no fuRther than the very lop of the label

a bottle of Cutty Sark.

It spells out exactly what you're geTiing right there

black and yellow. ^^^.^_^__^^_

^^<^l%:.\. Government Su^^H^nd



Smile, everyone!
I I

THE FIREFLY
Smirnoff, grapefruit juice

& grenadine.



Summers here. Days as crystal cie

ioth and balmy soft as...Smirnoff. Build

sandcastle. Create a Smirnoff Grapeshot.

iplash through the surf. Dive into a Smirnoff

lullfrog. Wrap yourself up in everything that

"ummer and Smirnoff. Like we said...smile!

GINGER ALE
After all, not everyone
drinks.
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Each animal is an investment in art,

sculptured by Aynsley. Even recently, the

Queen of England celebrated Ame™=^^
bicentennial year by carrying a no
Aynsley Eagle to Boston. Write for

«

booklet, titled: "Beauty& The Beasl

^ds." Aynsley Bone China, 225 FH

York, NY 1 001 0. (The English member
le Waterford Crystal family.)

fiynsley
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Authors

A leading figure in the technique of

culturing human cells, microbiologist

Leonard Hayflick is affiliated with

the Children's Hospital Medical Cen-
ter, Bruce Lyon Memorial Research

Laboratory, Oakland, California. He
has served in the past at the Wistar

Institute in Philadelphia and worked
and taught at Stanford University

School of Medicine in California.

Hayflick received his Ph.D. in medi-

cal microbiology and chemistry from
the University of Pennsylvania in

1956. His research plans include a

project involving the reconstruction

of human cells from isolated nuclei

and cytoplasms.

Elizabeth Mathias, right, is asso-

ciate professor of anthropology at

Saint John's University in New York
City's borough of Queens. Her work
has centered on Italian-American folk

religion in south Philadelphia, and on
life in a Sardinian shepherd village.

Sister Mary Ann Borrello, left, of

the Dominican order of Our Lady of

the Rosary, is assistant professor of

sociology and anthropology at Suf-

folk County Community College on
Long Island, New York. While

teaching in the South Bronx, in

1960s, Borrello first became awan
spiritism's pervasiveness am^

New York's predominantly Ronn
Catholic Puerto Rican communi;s

when she asked her Puerto Ri n

grade school students what tli;

mothers did when the children \\

ill. In 1975, one of Mathias's coll

students invited her to a spiritist ct

mony. Borrello went along, an^

:

joint study of botanicas and Puto

Ricans' dual religiosity began.

"For the past two years I have

been, in a sense, a migrant worker,"

writes Christoplier Cauble. In the

summertime he worked for the Na-
tional Park Service in Alaska; winters

he settled in the mountains of Mon-
tana to pursue free-lance writing.

Cauble's interest in grizzlies became
firmly entrenched in 1972 when,
alone on a backpacking trip in Mount
McKinley National Park, a sow griz-

zly attempted to sink her teeth into a

selected part of his anatomy. He has

encountered more than a hundred

grizzlies in the backcountry of Mount
McKinley, Glacier, and Yellowstone

national parks, and at Katmai Na-
tional Monument in Alaska. Cauble
is working for the National Park Ser-

vice in Katmai this summer



Flythe colorful tough birds of Ecuotoriana.

We know ourway around dj the Americas.
Announcing:'Travel Adventures." Tours for the hord-to-pleose tourist.

Our painted jets symbolize the provinces of Ecuador and

the rest of our colorful destinations: Panama, Quito, Guayaq
Lima, Santiago and Buenos Aires.

From New York , Miami and Los

Angeles. But under our colorful

plumage are tough birds who have

been winning awards for high stand-

ards of professionalism for 20 years.

Our special "Travel Adventures"

take you to Quito, ancient capital of Ecuador, where you can

count on pleasant sunny weather 52 weeks a year, and the legendary Galapagos

Orcruise down the lush Amazon on a luxurious 131 foot river cruiser. Visit the

fabled lost city of the Incas, Machu-Picchu. Experience Santiago, with its

lively Chilean dancing and fine wines; or sophisticated Buenos Aires, with

its broad boulevards and elegant shops. Enjoy an Ecuatoriana "Travel

Adventure." And find superb golf, tennis, deep-sea fishing, gamblingcasinos,

bargain-rich Indian handicraft markets and much more. At so much less.

If you're more than an average tourist, contact your Travel Agent or ca

toll-free 800-327-1337 for reservations and flight information.

For more details about extraordinary Ecuatoriana "Travel

Adventures" send in this coupon or call.

reflect

uil. Call,

J= ECUATORIANA
THE AIRLINE OF ALL THE AMERICAS

UNDER OUR COLORFUL PLUMAGE ARE SOME TOUGH BIRDS.

District Sales Office
Ecuatoriana, 564 Fiftti Avenue, New Vor/c, N.Y. 10036
(212) 575-5450 or toll-free 800-223-5855

Yes! I'm interested in your"Travel Adventures."! want to fly your
colorful tough birdsandget to knownny way around the Americas.

Name

Address

City State -Zip_

My Travel Agent is_



OPERATION
A report on how the forest industry is working
to get twice as much wood from America's

commercial forests. Year after year. Forever.

Wood is one of the world's most
valuable resources.

It's America's busiest building ma-
terial. It's also the basic ingredient in

pulp, packaging and a thousand other

products—right down to the paper this

ad is printed on.

More Wood Fk-om Less Land.

But while world demand for wood
is increasing, the amount of land avail-

able for commercial forests* is shrink-

ing. Some of it has been set aside for

parks and wilderness areas. Much of it

has been turned into farms, freeways

and new developments.

NCREASED DEMAND AND LOSS OF
COMMERCIAL- FORESTLAND
SOURCE DEPARTMENT Or AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVIC' 27.8

k^^^L (BILLION CUBIC FEET) y*

/'

M^ ^^
,18 COMMERCIAL ^

FORESTL^NDS'^
(MILLION ACRES) 474.7

860 1970 1980 1990 20O0 2010

IK.
202C

The chart above shows that U.S.

consumption of all wood and paper prod-

ucts will double in less than 50 years.

Thus the reason behind Operation Double

Tree—the forest industry's name for in-

tensive forest management that can

double the amount of wood grown on a

given piece of land. And do it in such a

way that the forest remains a valuable

part of the ecosystem.

'^Commercial forest is described as that

portion of the total forest which is capable

of, and available for, growing trees for

harvest. Parks, wilderness and primitive
areas are not included.

The two Douglas firs to the right grew in

the forests of the Cascade Mountains of
Washington State. Both were harvested
when they were 25 years old. The differ-

ence is, the larger one grew in an Opera-
tion Double Tree area, while the smaller

one did not.

Double Tree is ambitious and is

already working.

All across the U.S., forest product

companies are working to double for-

est yield. In Oregon and Washington,

forest product companies are predicting

Double Tree isn't limited to lar^t.

trial tree farms. Individual w

owners from Maine to Georgia u

ting idle lands to work, creating

belts that offer the twin payoff

increased harvest and eternal f

That may sound like a parad

eating a cake and having it, too. 1

like oil or coal, wood is one nali

source that is renewable. And i

forestry has found ways to make '.

Nature more productive.

triple growth with genetically superior

trees planted in prime forestlands.

Through thinning efforts alone,

some companies in the Great Lakes

States have increased diame-

ters of remaining trees

enough to double wood
volume per acre

over a 35-year

period.

Great Lakes New England

Today's intensive forest manai

is r(X)ted in nature's own ecologicjil l

begins with the harvest. Slower gk

trees are thinnef

Others are!

at peak gl

And!

">



k>UBLETREE
pt is made to use every last part of

;e: tops, limbs and bark.

' lew Forest.

Jut the real key is in die new for-

he new trees.

n some areas, foresters plant new
ngs by machine, or by hand. Heli-

s are also used to re-seed. When
;
seedlings go in, the forest often

five-year head start over natural

;ration in the same area.

/lany of them are of genetically su-

' stock, the result of years of se-

; "breeding. " Seedlings by the hun-

of millions are grown in special

ies. They're healthier, faster grow-

at mature faster and can be har-

i sooner

lome forestlands, such

se in the Northeast

ike States, are

Mother

Wood IS Amenca s busies! building material

Nature because natural regeneration

does a better job.

Soil studies determine prime grow-

ing areas. When necessary, nutrients

are added. And the young trees are pro-

tected from de-

structive

insects, fires and natural enemies.

The result is a better quality forest,

one that can be at least twice as pro-

ductive.

Who Owns The American Forests?

Significantly, the principles of Op-

eration Double Tree are being used on

only a small portion of America's forest-

land. And good as Double Tree is, it

might not be enough. Too much of the

American forest is still under-utilized

and under-productive.

Overall, industrial forestlands are

working the hardest. Industry owns only

13 percent of the commercial forest-

land, but it provides almost 30 percent

of the total harvest. Some 4 million pri-

vate individuals own 60 percent. Gov-
ernment owns about 27 percent.

All of which means we must join to

make the most productive use of our

remaining commercial forestland.

dustry has invested millions to

make the concept a reality.

But money isn't enough.

Leaders and landowners

alike must understand

the problem. And,

more important,

the solution.

For more infor-

mation, write for

our free booklet

"Managing the

Great Ameri-

can Forest,"

American For-

est Institute,

P.O. Box 873,

Springfield,

VA 22150.

Trees. The renewable resource.



Letters

A Turtle Vanishes

Jim Cooper's article "Vest-pocket

Turtle" (April 1977) stimulated us

into a weekend field trip to photo-

graph Kinosternon flavescens spoon-

en, its habitat, and other eastern

Iowa sand prairie fauna on Muscatine

Island.

Hopeful and anxious to locate a

live Illinois mud turtle, we were dis-

appointed. A careful search of the

first pond we encountered revealed

the remains of seven dead spooneh.

At the second pond, we discovered

that some disaster had also befallen

its chelonian population. Walking
one-third of this larger pond's shore-

line, we counted fifty dead turtles rep-

resenting four species, including one

more spooneri. The area we surveyed

was small, so hopefully there are

other ponds harboring spooneri
which did not meet the same fate.

The cause of the turtles' death is

not known to us. The very severe

winter combined with a low water

level in the ponds could have caused

many turtles to freeze. A chemical

plant nearby may be using the ponds

for waste disposal. In any case, "the

largest known population of the Illi-

nois mud turtle" is in trouble, if not

destroyed.

If a viable population of spooneri

survives on Muscatine Island, the fu-

ture may be no brighter than the pres-

ent. The northern end of Big Sand
Mound is owned by a large chemical

company, and the rest has just been

purchased by an electric company as

a site for a generating plant. Though
the power company has proposed set-

ting aside some unused acres as a

"nature preserve" when construction

starts this fall , the needs of a generat-

ing plant and a rare semiaquatic turtle

may not coincide. Where there is a

clash, it's doubtful that the power fa-

cility would be modified to preserve

turtles.

All populations of the Illinois mud
turtle should probably be listed as en-

dangered by the Office of Endangered
Species , U . S . Fish and Wildlife Serv-

ice. Federal endangered status would
not only protect individual turtles, but

such listing would allow "critical

habitat" designation for Muscatine

Island and similar areas. This tyj

protection would preserve not

the "vest-pocket turtle," but the

tire sand prairie fauna.

John C. Mur
Plainfield, Illi

Michael J. C
Grayslake, Illi

Animal Traffic

Jean-Yves Domalain's "Com
sions of an Animal Trafficker" (wy

1977) correctly describes how trad .

in illegal wild animals can occur

cause of the disinterest of some g •

ernment officials and bribery tf

others, and how some callous deal«

grossly mistreat animals, but it int

rectly reports many other aspects i

the international trade in live wild i-

imals. The author is only partly ac i

rate in detailing the collection/sl' i-

ping end of the animal trade tii

exists in parts of Southeast Asia. : d

is frequently inaccurate when
scribing the purchasing/receiving c J

of the trade in Europe.

Far and away the greatest num •

of live wild animals sold internati(

ally or domestically go to the pet m
ket, not to zoos and circuses. For i

ample, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se

ice records for 1970 and 1971 in

cate that 95 percent of the wild bi

imported into the United States wi

for sale as pets to private citizei

About 4 percent were sold for b

medical research and less than 1 p
cent were destined for zoos. The
mainder were imported by wildl

agencies and other special interes

At the same time, about 44 pcrct

of the imported wild mammals wi

sold as pets, 54 percent went to b

medical research, and less than 2 pi

cent to zoos and aquariums, with i

remaining fraction for wildlife u

agricultural purposes. Wild bird ii

ports for 1973 and 1974 were rough

similar, with 98 percent destined I

pets and less than 2 percent for /ch



"Jow you can experience the freedom
a I serenity still to be found in the natural
vnders of our land. Thanks to a publish-

:) landmark from TIME-LIFE BOOKS.
:/27-volume picture library of THE
;V-IERICAN WILDERNESS. And we'd
le to invite you to sample a volume of it

'-ithout cost or risk . . . and then, if you
,l>>h, join us as a subscriber.

A rare adventure
awaits you . .

.

'\s a subscriber, you'll feast

( scenes from our land's for-

Hden canyons, powerfu
1 ers. majestic peaks, awe
ne deserts. You'll visit

' le High Sierra — home of

•lint sequoias, site of
'iscmite, and strong-

_lld of the West's big
IS. ..Hawaii, land (

1 e-spewing volca
ries, Eden-like for-

its, enchanting
'cral reefs . . . Baja
sl.lifornia, where
|i lined missions, bleached bones and aban-

I ned mines testify to one of man's unsuc-
lisful attempts to rape a natural land.

I Start with Wild Alaska
I FREE for 10 days

(Begin your tour of THE AMERICAN
- ILDERNESS with a 10-day free exami-
tion of the first volume in the series,

'

ild Alaska. Explore our last frontier . . .

iiland of three million lakes . . . 119 mil-

,, n acres of forest land ... a glacier as
a; as Rhode Island—and still 99 percent

' linhabited. Then decide if you want to

1 ep the book. If so, you may own it

I r only $6.95 and continue to receive
her books in the series as described in

f e coupon. There is no obligation to keep
ly book, and you may cancel at any time,
ail attached card, or use coupon on this

ige. Or write: TiME-LlFE BOOKS, Time
Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

j..,i2rican Wilderness
Library

Wild Alaska is written by the

gifted author Dale Brown,

with eminent zoologist and

ecologist William Pruitt Jr.

as consultant.

• Oversized 9 x 10% Inches,

hardbound

184 pages; more than

96 Illustrations, 65
pages In full color

I
,

Now venture into Wild Alaska
Yes, I would like to examine Wild pDPF fAf 10 CIAVC
Alaska. Please send it to me for 10 «^fc l^^l l^T ««« J«
days' free examination and enter my Tmiic i icc ortrtt^G
subscription to THE AMERICAN I'.™ „,.":!- ?.u,. ,,, cncii
WILDERNESS. If I decide to keep Time & Life BIdg., Chicago, III. 60611

Wild Alaska, I will pay $6.95 plus
shipping and handling. I then will re-

ceive future volumes in THE AMER-
ICAN WILDERNESS series, shipped Print Name
a volume at a time approximately
every other month. Each is $6.95 plus
shipping and handling and comes on
a 10-day free-examination basis.
There is no minimum number of
books that I must buy. I may cancel
my subscription at any time simply
by notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep Wild
Alaska, 1 will return the book within
10 days, my subscription for future
volumes will be canceled and I will
not be under any further obligation.

Apt. No.

State (or Prov.) Zip (or Code)

D If you are a school or library check here.



You can learn to take great
pictures in 42 seconds.
Witli tlie new Pentax ME.
The new Pentax ME is the smallest, lightest, easiest-to-use, fully automatic

35mm single lens reflex camera ever made.

All the complicated calculations a pro goes through, the Pentax ME does
for you. Automatically. Precisely. Instantly. With its electronic brain.

You just set, focus, shoot—and get great pictures. It's as easy to use as a

pocket camera, but it's built to satisfy the most demanding pro.

If you want to be sure to capture fast-moving events (diving, running, a

ball game, a baby's first steps), you can add on the ME Auto Winder. It

advances the film automatically. Far faster than you can by hand. So you can
get a series of shots of all the action. You'll be doing rapid-fire shooting. Just

like the pros.

If you want special effects such as telephoto or wide angle shots, you can
choose from among 40 different lenses. Then, as your knowledge of

photography grows you can build a totally professional Pentax ME system.

Go see your photo dealer today. Ask for the 42-second demonstration.

He'll show you how easy it is to get great pictures with the new Pentax ME.

It couldn't be easier.

PENTAX
CORPORATION

9 Inverness Dr. East, Englewood, Co. 801 10

In 1973, only 30 percent of the n
mals were imported for sale as

] ts,(i

while 60 percent were brought i;

biomedical research. Approxim;
4 percent went to zoos
aquariums.

Domalain knows that the maji

of live wild animals are sold to pri

pet keepers, but he chose to down
that fact in favor of attacking tht a

more conspicuous zoos. And his:>

customers were primarily Frenclln

stitutions, possibly the least knipl

edgeable and/or least humane of jht

zoos on the European continent.

A good many North Americann
European zoos were among the e

supporters of efforts to elimi

commercial trade in endangered c

legal wildlife, by participating in

untary boycotts prior to enactmer

endangered species laws, pressing

passage of the U.S. Endangered J i

cies acts, and actively participatin \i

the drafting of the Convention onn-

ternational Trade in Endangered Se-

cies of Wild Fauna and Flora and le

domestic legislation that implemi

this treaty in the more than 30 nati i

that have ratified it to date. Sev[al.

zoological societies have global ]!>

grams aimed at conserving wild , i-

mals in their natural habitats.

In summary, author Domala s

experiences in trafficking in wild ; i-

mals in Southeast Asia and sel ic

primarily to French buyers, incluc i

some badly operated French zc^,

has given him a biased understand ig

of actual world trade in wild anin Is

and of professional zoo operation

F. Wayne K g

Director of Zoology
Conserva, •

New York Zoological Sac

Less Litter

I hope you follow up "Califor

Litter" (June-July) with other artic

on the same problem.

We have found here in this so II

comer of the Hudson Valley that

annual "Litter Days" well-pu'

cized locally, do help. We make p

ties out of them, ending a three-h

litter-picking with a two-hour pic i

with songs. The total volume of li r

has slowly but steadily gone dowi

Our Clearwater "sloop clu

keeps a watchful eye on a small st e

park beach and a municipal wal -i

front. At the latter we have torn do i

the insulting "No Littering 3
'

Fine" sign, which no one, includ :

police, paid much attention to, i i

(Please turn to page >



"" yrink deeplyfrom the zvclhprvigof/iisiorv...

m
int i^.hoose Any Set ForA DollarAVolume

A rare opportwnty to eririchyour library zvith one of these enduring works,

at afraction of its usual cost. Saviyigs up to $112, zuith trial )>ie7nbership.

THE UNION:

Fruits of

Manifest Destiny

1847-185-2

"Ki

Allan Nevins'

THE ORDEAL OF THE UNION
8 Volumes, Publisher's Price $120.00/ Yours For Only Si^

The masterwork of this great historian. Monumental account of our nation

history. 1847 to 1865. Told with a sweep and passion that is almost Tolstoiai

likely to see more history of this character and scope for some time lo a
— N.Y. Times, National Book Award.

Fernand Braudel's

THE MEDITERRANEAN:
And the Mediterranean World

in the Age of Philip II

2 Volumes, Publisher's Price $35.00/ Yonn For Only $2

A landmark social history, these two volumes are classics on the

16th century Mediterranean world. "Probably the most significant

historical work to appear since World War II" — A/. Y. Tima

Dumas Malone's Pulilzer Pnze-\X'inning

JEFFERSON AND HIS TIME
5 Vols. Pub. Price $72.50/ Yours For Only S5

From his Virginia youth through his troubled second term £

president. Biography surpassing anything you've ever read c

Jefferson and his world. 1975 Pulitzer Prize

CHINA:
PREHISTORYTO 20TH CENTURY
Chinese civilization from Imperial magnificence to the People's

Republic C.O.Huckefs China's Imperial Past, F. Wakeman, Jr's

The Fall of Imperial China, and J. E. Sheridan's Chma in

Disintegration: The Republican Era.

Far

Shelby Foote's

THE CrVlL WAR: A Narrative
By a historian who is also a gifted novelist - the opening shot at

Fort Sumter through the surrender at Appomattox.

"A renkirkable achievement, prodigiously researched, vigorous,

detailed, absorbing." —NY Times

The story of history, and the men who
nade it, makes for reading that is both lively

;'''ind valuable.

li .And the best of written history is the
irovince of The History Book Club.
Now in its 31st year, the Club provides

' ts members with the finest new books of
il listory and world affairs — always at sub-

[I

itantial savings. If you've never tried us,

v'ou've missed some great reading and
['jnusual buys. But none like this:

I For a mere dollar a volume, we'll send you
. iny one of the magnificent sets pictured —

,,
.vith your first selection at the reduced

J member's price (any book listed at right).

f If you're less than delighted, return all the
books (we'll pay postage) and that's that. Or

^ <eep them and take iust four more selections

\ during the coming year from the 150-200
ji

I

offered each month.
They're easy to take at $3, $4, $5 (and

^ more) off bookstore prices. No stinting on
; physical quality either; all our books are the

J. equal of the publishers' editions. And this

Club has a Bonus Plan that lets you pick any
. book we offer, not just certain ones. Use the
coupon to join today.

PICK ONE OF THESE SELECTIONS
AT THE REDUCED CLUB PRICE:

(First price is publisher's list.

Boldface shows member's price.)

520. Plagues and Peoples
Bv \X',llmm //. McNeill- Effect of

diseases on mankind. S10.00,'$7.75

517. The Universe; Its Beginning
and End
B\ Lloyd Moiz. S14.95/S9.95

159 7 Who Shaped Our Destiny: The
Founding Fathers as Revolutionaries
By Richard B. Mora. JICI 95,'$7.95

161. A History of American Law
ByLaicrenceM- Friedman. J17.50/$I0.95

163. Medieval History: The Life and
Death of a Civilization
By Norman F. Cantor $ll.95'$8.95

431. The Phoenicians
By Gerhard Herm. JS. 95, $7.50

537. The Great Republic: A History-

of the American People
By 5i.v Greal Hiiloriam. J20.00 $13.50

545. Shakespeare's English Kings;
History, Chronicle, and Drama
By Peler Saccio. $1 3.95 $8,95

546. The Celts
B\' Gerhard Herm. A 2000-year epic

study. J12.50/$8.SO

\VH77C
71THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB • Stamford, Conn. 06904

Please enroll me as a trial member and send me
the introductory books whose numbers I'm entering

below. Bill my set at $1 a volume and my other selec-

tion at the reduced Club price (plus modest ship-

ping charges). i 1
•.

1

Set #
I

1
Selection ff

j
|

I may return all the books within three weeks at

your expense and owe nothing. Or I will take four

more selections within a year (7101 counarig my m-
troductcry selections) — at reduced Club prices plus

shipping. Thereafter, I mav resign at anv time.

NH-36W
Print Name__

,A(idress_

Citv, _State_ _Zip_

In Canada: Mail to the History Book Club, 16 Ovcrlea Blvd., Toronto .M4H 1A6. Onl.

A note on how the Club works: Every four weeks, you re-

ceive our Reziczi and a dated reply card. If you want the

Editors' Choice, do nothing: the hcrok will come auto-

matically. To order a different hook or no book, return

the card by the specified date. '\'ou will have at least 10

days to decide — but if you get an unwanted book because

I

of late mail, we pay return postage.



You Can Now Acquire a Private Library of Distinction

TheDOGmm ''Books

The World's Greatest Works of Literature • Beautifully Illustrated

Bound In Genuine Leather • Decorated With Real Gold



vtryciiie wanti to

<iirnv<nd himself and

In-- Uimily with objects

.'f lasting beauty,

nuiining and value - lo

own Willi pride and

iniss on as valuable

\ht>ii> to tiitiirc generations. There can he no

I heirloom than beautifully leather hound,

ilci orated editions of the world's greatest books.

, i/i)» ciiii acijuire this kind of private library

The Easton Press.

he World's Greatest Books

isn't difficult to list the world's

reatest books. Their titles spring

istantly to everyone's mind, because

'hat makes a book great is its ability to

ave a lasting impact on each new
eneration of readers. A book becomes

reat only when it is recognized as being

reat - generation after generation.

elville's Moby Dick, Dickens' A Tale of

(111 Cities, Chaucer's Canterbury

iiles. Plato's Republic, Thackeray's Vanity

lir. Fielding's Tom Jones, Hawthorne's

arlet Letter, Dostoevesky's Crime and

tnishmenl. Homer's Iliad, Bronte's

,'iithering Heights, Dante's Divine Comedy.

wift's Gulliver's Travels. Mark Twain's

ukleberry Finn and Milton's Paradise Lost.

loks like these are the greatest books

all time. ..the books of lasting value that

-uh family wants on its bookshelves.

s Beautiful as They

re Meaningful

he pride that one feels in acquiring this

dition of the world's greatest books

3mes not only from the power and

gnificance of each literary master-

iece. It comes also from the sheer

eauty of each book. Every volume in

his private library will exemplify the

Itimate in the art of printing, illus-

rating and binding,

ach of the volumes will be printed on

he highest quality paper. Each book is

ound in genuine leather, and every

olume's binding is inlaid with real gold

n a unique design that sets it apart from

other volumes.

jcnuine Leather Bindings

Today it is rare to find books bound in

enuine leather. The cost of such

)indings and the time required to create

hem has made the crafting of such

)indings an almost vanishing art.

Jut each book in this collection will be

||>ound in genuine leather! The leathers

used will be only the finest, and many
different types of leathers will be used -

calfskin, cowhide, suede, sheepskin - to

give even greater distinction to the total

collection.

As with every detail of these books,

luxury in binding will be the rule rather

than the exception. Each volume will

have the beautiful lustre, wonderful

feel, and distinctively rich smell that is

characteristic of only genuine leather.

Unique Cover Designs

of Real Gold

To further enhance the richness and

beauty of your books, each binding will

be decorated with real gold. Each cover

design will be deeply inlaid with this

precious metal. The back cover and the

spine of each book will be similarly

decorated.

Gilt-edged Pages

Complementing the gold of the leather

cover's design is the gilt edging of every

page. The pages of every book will be

gilt-edged in real gold.

Elegant in Every Way
As final touches of elegance, each book

will have beautiful endsheets of the

highest quality, contain a bound-in

ribbon page marker and be bound with a

"hubbed" spine that is used in only the

finest books.

The result of all of this careful attention

to luxury and elegance is a collection of

books that brings back memories of the

great private libraries of the most

discriminating families in days gone by.

Distinctly Different Volumes

Distinctiveness is the watchword of this

private library. No two volumes are the

same. The leather used in the bindings

will be of many colors and grains. The
type styles and illustrations will vary

from volume to volume matching the

unique character of each of the

individual works. The design on each

volume's leather cover will be different,

with no two alike. Even the sizes of the

books in the collection will vary.

A Most Important Family Heirloom

To acquire this distinguished edition of

"The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written"

is to establish a family treasure that will

be enjoyed now and passed on from

generation to generation.

Each of the books in this collection is a

literary masterpiece. In addition, each

volume is a work of lasting beauty. The

elegance of the genuine leather

bindings, decorated with real gold and

crafted to the highest standards of the

bookbinder's art, makes this private

library an expression of true apprecia-

tion of quality.

In today's world of impermanence, it

has become increasingly important to

establish in each family something of

true heirloom quality. There is no finer

example of such a family treasure than

this edition of the world's greatest books.

Available Only by

Advance Subscription

The Easton Press edition of "The 100

Creates^ Books Ever Written" will be

tCoutinut'il on next pngel



Beautifully Illustrated Books

Each volume of "The 100 Grea

Books Ever Written" will be beautif

illustrated. In many cases, authe

illustrations from the period of

literary masterpiece will be used,

others, specially commissioned art fr

leading illustrators will be created

impressively complement the spec

book.

ILoittiniteti irom previous imgt^l

made available only by advance

subscription. The books will not be

available in bookstores, nor will they be

offered through rare book dealers.

They will be made available only to

those who take advantage of the

opportunity you now have before you.

The quantity issued of each volume in

the edition will be strictly limited to the

advance subscriptions we have received

and registered. The rarity that is so

important in determining the future

value of your heirloom possessions is

thereby ensured with this library of

"The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written".

A Truly Personal Library

When you acquire this edition of "The

100 Greatest Books Ever Written" you

are building a personal library that will

be one of your most prized possessions.

To beautifully identify each book in the

edition as part of your own private

collection, a unique personalized name-

plate will accompany every volume.

This plate is our certification, as the

publisher of this edition, that each

volume was issued expressly in your name

to honor your registered subscription.

Whether it be finely detailed black i

white etchings or dramatic full co

paintings, the illustrations used in e;

book will be carefully selected to ma
the mood and meaning of the authc

work. The rich use of illustratic

throughout each volume will incre;

the pleasure you and your family der

from each book. Truly, each volume v

be exactly what you would expect in

heirloom edition of "The 100 Greati

Books Ever Written".

The Acquisition Plan

Books of the quality of the volumes

this collection are not generally av;

able today, and they cannot be me
produced. Because of the extraordina

care and craftsmanship required of fi

bindings such as these, the books in t

collection will be issued at the rate

one per month.



ubscriptions to The Easton Press

lition of "The 100 Greatest Books

\er Written" will be offered only on an

Jwince registration basis. Further,

idi\idual volumes of the edition will

ot be offered. This means that only

ibscribers to the collection can acquire

lis private library of distinction.

omparable books bound in genuine

Mther sell for as much as $50 to $75

er volume. However, you will be

le^ised to learn the volumes in this

illection will be priced at only $28.50

iich for the first two full years. Future

olumes will be similarly priced subject

nly to minor periodic adjustment to

;flect varying material costs.

hus, you can acquire "The 100

.reatest Books Ever Written" at prices

.ir lower than collectors have been

justomed to paying for similar fine

ooks in the past.

"his favorable pricing is possible

lecause the efficiencies of direct mail

elling will enable us to place a larger

irint order than is usually possible on

ine editions of this nature.

\s a subscriber, you will never receive

ny books you do not want. A list of the

00 books scheduled in the collection

be sent to you. You may indicate

which titles on this list, if any, you do

not want to receive, thereby insuring

that you acquire only the books you

wish to own.

If you desire, you may return any

volume within 30 days for a full refund

of your purchase price. Moreover, you

need purchase volumes only as long as

you choose to do so; you may cancel

your subscription at any time.

R.S.V.P.

To accept this invitation, you need only

complete the Preferred Subscription

Reservation and return it to us. (It is not

necessary to send any payment at this

time.) This simple step is all that is

necessary for you to begin building a

private library of your own that is sure

to be envied by all who see it, and

treasured by all who use it.

r"

l^^ji^ Cccdyfiyi-i^('̂:^>t£,AA

Preferred Subscription Reservation

The100 Qreatest ^ooks SverWntleft^

n

The Easton Press

47 Richards Ave.

Norwalk, Conn. 06857

No payment required.

Simply mail this subscription reservation.

Please send me the first volume of "The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written" and reserve a

subscription in my name. Further volumes will be sent at the rate of one book per

month. I will be billed $28.50* prior to shipment for each book.

1 may return any book within 30 days for a full refund, and I may cancel my subscription

at any time.

1 understand that you will send me a list of books scheduled for future monthly

shipment. I may then indicate which titles on this list, if any, I do not want to receive,

thereby insuring that I never receive any books I do not want.

An option to charge books to Master Charge or BankAmericard will be made available

when you are invoiced for your first volume. piutSt.i^ ferhooii im shieFhis««,i immlUng.

Name_

Address.

City . State- . Zip

I I

As a convenience, I prefer to pay now for my first volume in the collection at

$28.50 plus $1.25 shipping and handling (total payment $29.75). Enclosed is my
check pavahle to the Easton Press. Conn residenls p.n- S31,83 lo include sales tax.

|_40NH_
\ \ I



Capture the beauty of our world as you
never thought possible. Focus 2000 Is

the photography workshop for serious

and creative nature photographers. Don
Carroll, internationally renowned photog-

rapher, will be your instructor Presented

by Advances In Instruction, a division

of Harcourt Brace Jovanovlch, Inc.

Focus 2000 is an Intensive workshop
taking participants from fundamentals

to the most advanced techniques and
the world of professional photography In

three days and nights. The workshops
are to be held In ten of the most beauti-

ful resort locations in the nation. Write or

call now for a full-color brochure with

complete schedule and details. Charge
privileges: AMEX, BAG, IvIC.

Advances In Instruction

757 Third Avenue (Room 2405)

New York, New York 10017

N.Y State residents call: 212-754-2950.

Out of state call toll-free: 800-223-7640

S^^^mrkI Ej^^??^? Jflrff^ffj^HB ^^^^"^^iffl

MISSING ANOTHERYEAR
OF ASTRONOMY?

Missing photographs from Mars?
Missing novae or nebulae?
Missing monthly star maps?
Missing ancient astronomers?
Missing solar neutrinos?

Missing award-winning articles ?

Missing the sky calendar?

Missing earthquakes?
moonquakes? starquakes?

Missing that special approach to

the human side of science?

Missing astronomical anecdotes?

All these things and many more are yours

in the readable and inexpensive GRIFFITH
OBSERVER, the monthly magazine that

brings the cosmos down to earth. Subscribe
now or write for a sample issue to

GRIFFITH OBSERVER
Griffith Observatory

2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027

Subscriptions

$ .").00 1 year $9.00 2 years .$13.00 3 years

put up colorful hand-painted "V |.

come" signs with information atji

the area.

It is obviously impossible to re j-

«

late and supervise every acre of p).il

lie land. It is possible to exame I

other industrialized nations of le"

world, and learn from them.

Peter See( ;,

Beacon, N

Bechtol and Williams's concn

over the amount of litter on Califoi|a

beaches and other recreational arjis

is shared by many in our country.

The major portion of this trash c i

sists of beverage bottles and cans

their research revealed. (A glai

;

alongside most roads in the nal n

will reinforce this conclusion.)

I say "most roads" because h^e

in Vermont a person is hard presid;

to find bottles or cans along ro;!-

sides, on the beaches, in the wocis

. . . anywhere.
'

This is a result of our beverage cJ-

tainer deposit law, which requils'

that a deposit be paid on soft dr •

and beer bottles and cans (usually t

cents) and which is refunded wh
the empty containers are returned,

"Flip-top" cans with metal to

that are removed to open the can ;

:

prohibited.

This law has drastically reducl

the amount of litter in our state.

Few people will throw away i

nickel, and for those who will, the

are many more who will pick it i

(Had they been Vermont botth,

Bechtol and Williams's collect] i

would have brought a tidy $335. Id

A. J. Shelv
Rutland, Vermc

Every independent study I ha

seen shows that metal beverage cc

tainers are distinctly in the minori

as a percentage of litter. We arei

particularly happy about this as \

wish people wouldn't litter anythii

at all. But banning the can will hard

solve the problem.

While we don't have a ready a

swer to the very real over-all lift

problem, we are making exception

progress in getting aluminum ca

out of the litter. They are worth abo

$400 a ton, and in 1976 alone the al

minum industry recycled 4.9 billic

of them, including about 1.5 billic

from the state of California. Ai
j

we'll do better in 1977!

Blair R. Gett:

Aluminum Company of AmerU
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvan

i8
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Citizen Kane would have tolii us we're crazy.

Because what people want to read about

arc the disasters and depravities of life.

But Quest/77 will appeal to a higher side.

The side that wants to celebrate our

achievements and successes. The side that gets

more joy out of an expedition to the top of

Mount Everest than the impending doom of

a volcano in Guadeloupe.

Quest/77 will take a .sophisticated stand

against fashionable despair and disengagement.

But we'll do it with drama, humor and zest.

And we'll show that real happiness lies in

squandering ourselves for a good purpose-

proving that lite never ceases to amaze.

A superb looking bimonthly, Quest/77 is

Stitched at the spine like a fine book, crisp,

elegant and richly illustrated in color. It com-

bines the literar)' quality of The New Yorker,

the exciting photographs of Life and the

lush graphics oi Audubon.

Quest/77 is guaranteed to be a collectors

item. Each issue will reach the highest

standards ot taste and excellence. Upcoming
contributions and features include:

J.B. Rhine, on his 50-year search for ESP

,
Harold Schonberg, on child prodigies.

[ Mark Vonnegut, on megavitamin therapy

I
for mental illness.

James Salter.on rock climber Royale Robbins.

Paul Goldberger, on America's ten best

,
designed buildings.

Max Lerner, revealing the real Thomas
Jefferson, America's only philosopher-king.

Spectacular pictures and firsthand reports

by eleven young Americans of their climb to

the top ot Mount Everest.

A special 1 6-page section analyzing courage.

Eugene Smith, discussing his ten best

photographs.

Peter Forbath, on hot air ballooning.

George Plimpton's insight into the Green

Bay Monster-Vince Lombardi.

A salty British adventurer's incredible sail-

boat trip across South America.

Each bimonthly issue also updates the lat-

est human accomplishments as veritied by the

Guinness Book of World Records.

Quest/77 is bound to become the most

talked about publication in years. It's enter-

taining and lively with the guts to be positive.

Become a Charter Subscriber simply by

mailing the postage-paid card that accompanies

this ad. Or, if it's more convenient, call toll-

free 800-423-4444, or fill out the coupon.

'
A7H.AB<) '

QUEST/77 CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION BENEFITS
Save 25% off the newsstand price-your rate is just S9 tor six annu.Tl issues. On newsstands,

Qucst/77 will cost S2 a copy.

Perpetual savings. Always receive the lowest possible price on renewals and gift subscriptions.

Full refund guarantee. If Quest/77 ever lets you down, just cancel and get a full 1009f refund.

Quest/77, PO. Box 3700, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
n 'I'es. Plcise reserve charter benefits in m\' name, ship the valuable Volume 1, Number One issue

and bill me tor just S9 tor the year's subscription -six full issuc-s.

Sr.itc Zip

Que^ 77 LIFE NEVERCEASESTOAMAZE.



The Biology of Aging
by Leonard Hayflick

Normal human cells seem to

have a limited capacity for

replication. Before the limit is

reached, aging sets in and
death approaches

There is probably no other area of

scientific inquiry that abounds with as

many untested or untestable theories

as does the biology of aging. Three

of the most tenable hypotheses on
which most other theories ultimately

rest are based on modern understand-

ing of the molecular biology of gene-

tics. Several considerations, not the

least of which is the constancy of the

life-span within each animal species,

lead to the conclusion that the prob-

able cause of senescent change is

somehow contained in the genetic

message.

The first of the three generalized

possiblities now au courant is that the

manifestations of senescent changes

are the result of actions by the genetic

program, which contains specific

"aging genes" that code for the se-

nile changes presaging the death of

the organism. All developmental

changes result from a preexisting

genetic program played out over

time. Consider, for instance, the in-

evitability of the menopause and the

graying of hair, two examples of pre-

dictable biological events that occur

late in life and that are probably gene-

tically based.

Advocates of the theory of a

prewritten genetic program conjec-

ture that aging results from this kind

of mechanism. They argue further

that the survival of a species depends

upon the ability of its members to live

long enough to reach the age of pro-

creation and that what occurs after

that is essentially irrelevant. The bio-

logical changes that occur during this

irrelevant period we recognize as se-

nescence.

This reasoning postulates that pro-

found clinical manifestations of aging

occur only in humans and in their do-

mestic or zoo animals. Wild animals

that have not learned to cope with dis-

ease and predators do not live long

enough to exhibit senescent changes

to the degree observed in humans or

those species we choose to protect.

Old animals in the wild are simply

culled by predators and disease well

before real aging becomes manifest.

Thus the profound senile changes

seen in humans are inadvertently un-

masked because of man's success in

controlling his environment.

A second hypothesis involving the

genetic apparatus has many of the

features of the preceding argument,

except that it does not include specific

aging genes; instead, it proposes that

the organism simply runs out of gene-

tic information, resulting in those bi-

ological changes we recognize as se-

nescence.

The third hypothesis of aging

maintains that the genetic inforn

tion system, although programmi
for sequential biological even

eventually acquires inaccuracies a

produces misspecified proteins. T
loss of accurate information occi

from an accumulation of randc

events that damage essential inform

tion-containing molecules. When
threshold of "hits," "damage
"insults," or "errors" is reache

normal biological activities stop ai

signs' of aging occur. The nature

damage to such essential molecul

is not clearly understood, but t!

fact of its occurrence is known.
Some gerontologists believe th

the reason for the known redundanc

of identical message units in hum;

DNA, for example, is that it providi

insurance against the vulnerability

damage inherent in this system, ar

that the presence of duplicated info

mation serves to lengthen the time h
fore hits and errors accumulate in su

ficient number to confound the g(

netic message.

A specialized case of this last gei

eral theory has been described

which errors are postulated to occi

in those molecules that synthesize ei

zymes. A faulty enzyme could vei

quickly produce a batch of faulty (

even lethal misspecified protein:

very much as a single faulty machin

tool would quickly produce hundred

of faulty parts. A search for thes

misspecified proteins in aging cells



On Photographing the Invisible

To the naked eye, it was a Swedish

80-ore postage stamp. A rarity, and

very valuable.

The camera, how^n'er, told quite

another story The stamp was a coun-

terfeit.

Faint traces ot tampering that were

hidden to the naked eye were revealed

by the camera. Someone, somewhere.

had ingeniously altered the stamp by

chemically removing a surprint. The
stamp was worthless.

To the naked eye (left), the

stamp was genuine. To the cam-

era (right), it was a counterfeit.

Note the faint, dark traces of

tampering now revealed in the

upper section.

What manner of exotic camera

was this that could "see" the invisible?

The lens: one of the 20 in the

Hasselblad arsenal, the 105mm Zeiss

L'V-Sonnar f4.3. Designed for pho-

tography within the ultraviolet portion

of the electromagnetic spectrum, its

costly quartz elements can detect

radiations that are unseeable by the

human eye.

It has peered at objects in outer

space, examined forgeries, laid bare

the secrets of counterfeit money. Not

a lens for everyone, ob\'iously, but an

indication ofjust how awesomely com-

prehensi\-e the Hasselblad System is.

The camera: an otherwise per-

fectly standard Hasselblad 500C/M,

normally fitted with an 80mm Zeiss

Planar f2.8 multi-coated lens.

This is the basic model that allows

you to tap into the vast Hasselblad

System. It is one of the most bewilder-

ingly versatile cameras the world has

everknown. Yet so marvelously simple

to operate that it often plays the part

of the family snapshot camera.

A True System.

The Hasselblad System is a prodigious

array of 4 cameras, 20 lenses, 8 view-

tinders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. Choose the right

pieces, and your 500CA4 would be

equipped for sports, aerial, architec-

tural, and fashion photography.

And portrait, landscape, medical,

underwater, and news photography.

And wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial, and child photography.

And you would always have the

right film in the camera at the right

time. You can shift from color to

black-and-white and back again to

color— and resume shooting at pre-

cisely the right frame—by popping in

the protective dark slide and switch-

ing film backs.

The Camera with Nine Backs.

There is a small button on the film

back of every Hasselblad 500C/M.
Slide it sideways with your thumb and

the back will come away in your hand.

The standard back holds 12 ex-

posures. Each frame of film is 2)4

inches square, almost four times the

area o/a 35mm /rame.(See box,below

right, for actual size.)

This IS only the beginning. There

are eight other backs available: Backs

that let you change to a 6 x 4.5cm for-

mat... or a 4-5 X 4.5cm superslide

format for showing in any 35mm
projector. Backs that give you a choice

of 1, 12, 16, 24, 70, or 500 exposures.

A back that is a sheet-film adapter.

Even two backs for Polaroid film, so

you can check composition, lighting,

and exposure ahead of time.

You begin to realize why eight out

of ten top commercial photographers

surveyed name Hasselblad as the

medium-format camera used in their

work.

Retained Value vs.

Obsolescence.

In an age when machines spew out

cameras in the tens and hundreds of

thousands, when flashy new models

thrust last year's marvels intp early

obsolescence, Hasselblad goes its own
way.

Planned obsolescence is taboo at

Hasselblad. All but two of the acces-

sories for the 500C/M will fit every

Hasselblad made since 1957 (except

the Super Wide Cl . . . and will fit every

future Hasselblad.

The greater part of a year is spent

on building each camera, much of it

crafted by hand. And fully one quarter

of the work force devotes its time to

nothing but quality confol.

Little wonder, then, that a pre-

owned Hasselblad commands such a

high price ... if its owner can be per-

suaded to part with it at all.

HASS£IBIAD'

The Hasselblad 500C/M.

A lavish brochure is available tree it you write;

Braun North America, Dept. 0000. 55

Cambridge Parkway. Cambridge. Mass. 02142

Braun North America is a division of The
Gillette Company and exclusive marketer oi

Hasselblad cameras in the U.S.
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cramping you
If you think an economy cor would

put you in a compromising position,

look again.

With a Volkswagen you could ac-

tually wind up with more room and com-
fort than you have now.

Our Dasher, for example, comes in a
beautifully appointed 2-door hatchback or

4-door sedan, with fully reclining bucket

seats, plush carpeting, and enough room
for five passengers.

In fact, the Dasher beats just about every

car in its class in combined interior room
and trunk space. And in a wagon, it has
more cargo area than any car in its class.*

Then there's our Rabbit, which has been
catching everyone by surprise. Even Detroit.

To start with, it takes off like a shot.

Rabbit ^^

With acceleration from to 50 mph iq

amazing 7.7 seconds. (That's faster thai

Triumph Spitfire.) And with front-w3

drive that literally pulls you around cor.

It also

more room

Based on EPA Interior Volume Index measurement, published in the official 1977 EPA Guide 2nd E



ilolhrs wHhouf
Ityle.

)le than 25 other cars you could

(including Monza, Mustang E, Pinto,

ita Celica, and Datsun B-210). And
; room for luggage than 53 other cars.

Id you believe, with the rear seat folded

n it can hold 21 bags of groceries. And
the seat folded up it still has more trunk

:e than a Cadillac Seville.)

nally we come to Scirocco, our true

s car that gives you extravagance and

1 good sense at the same time.

:ist year Scirocco was the Trans Am
"mp for cars under 2 liters. And speaking

yie, the Scirocco was just named one of
( "25 best-designed factory-made Prod-
is available in America today" by Fortune

,(]azine.**

also gives you something few sports

i.can offer: room for four and more trunk

);ethana Ford LTD I.

2t (amazingly!) a Scirocco has the same
II economy as a Rabbit

oth Scirocco and Rabbit get

/mpg on the highway and

Iripg in

the city Dasher gets 36 mpg highway 24
mpg city (Of course, these are EPA estimates

with standard transmissions. Your mileage

may vary depending on how and where you

drive, optional equipment and your car's

condition.)

With all this going for our Volkswagens,

we suggest you stop in to your Volkswagen

dealer for a test sit.

It's one way to get through the

energy crisis without getting bent

out of shape.

Economy
without sacrifice.

Dasher
^une, May 1977.



now the object of considerable re-

search. Since no system works flaw-

lessly, what causes these defects to

occur initially? Is it chance or pro-

gramming by aging genes, which,

with clocklike precision, assures that

the genetic program functions accu-

rately up to a point and then specifies

its ending?

Whether any of the aforemen-

tioned notions, alone or in combina-

tion, will ultimately explain the biol-

ogy of senescence cannot now be de-

termined. Nevertheless, most geron-

tologists would argue that the funda-

mental events that orchestrate age-

related changes are likely to be found

in the genetic machinery.

In addition to hypotheses rooted in

genetic mechanisms, several theories

of aging currently under study in-

volve events occurring at a higher or-

ganizational level than the gene or en-

zyme. These theories include such

things as immunological mecha-
nisms, a mechanism based on the

age-accelerating effect of radiation

energy, and changes in the chemistry

of connective tissues. Yet these latter

considerations involve events occur-

ring at levels of biological complexity

that either do not apply to all animals

that age or are secondary or tertiary

changes caused by more fundamental

events occurring at the gene level

.

After reaching sexual maturity, in-

dividual members of a species even-

tually accumulate physiological

losses that lead to an increase in their

chances of dying. In fact, the ac-

tuarial data for humans, first analyzed

by the English actuary Gompertz in

1825, reveal that the likelihood of

dying doubles every seven years after

the age of thirty. A variety of human
physiological functions decline at a

rate of about a 0.8 to 0.9 percent per

year of the functional capacity pres-

ent at age thirty.

The notion that aging occurs in ani-

mals that reach a fixed size after matu-

rity is beyond dispute, but is the inev-

itability of the aging and death of in-

dividual cells composing that orga-

nism predetermined? A superficial

consideration of this thought may
provoke disbelief since it is intui-

tively obvious that a dead or aging

organism must consist of dead or

aging cells. Research shows that

whatever causes aging and death in

the whole organism does not produce

similar changes, and at the same rate,

in each cell composing the organism.

If the rates of aging vary among
organs, tissues, and their constituent

cells, then one might argue that the

root causes of aging may occur as a

consequence of losses in some few
cell types where the rate is fastest and

the effects greatest. Let us explore the

notion that normal somatic, or body,

cells as opposed to germ, or sex, cells

are predestined to undergo irre-

versible functional declines that may
presage aging in the whole organism.

There are at least two ways in

which this question has been tested.

First, vertebrate cells have been

grown and studied in cell culture, and

second, cells have been serially trans-

planted in laboratory animals. The
goals of such studies have been
directed toward answering this funda-

mental question: Can vertebrate

cells, functioning and replicating

under ideal conditions, escape from
the inevitability of aging and death,

which is universally characteristic of

the whole animals from which they

were derived?

In respect to those studies under-

taken in cell culture, one investiga-

tion stands out as the classic response

to this intriguing question. In the

early part of this century Alexis Car-

rel, a noted cell culturist, described

experiments purporting to show that

cells derived from chick heart tissue

could divide indefinitely. The culture

was voluntarily terminated after

thirty-four years. This experiment is

important to gerontologists because if

cells, released from controls by the

animal, can divide and function nor-

mally in culture for periods in excess

of the life-span of the species, then

either the type of cells cultured plays

no role in the aging phenomenon or

aging is the result of changes that

occur only in whole organs. The in-

ference would be that aging per se is

not the result of events occurring in

the cells.

Following Carrel's observation,

support for his experiments seemed to

be forthcoming from other labora-

tories in which it was noted that cul-

tured cell populations, derived from
many tissues of a variety of animal

species and from humans, had the

striking ability to replicate apparently

indefinitely. These cell populations,

which arise spontaneously, number
in the hundreds and are best known
by the prototype cell lines HeLa
(derived from a human cervical carci-

noma in 1951) and L cells (derived

from mouse connective tissue in

1943). They continue to flourish to

this day in cell culture laboratories

throughout the world. Nevertheless,

it!'

what seemed to be incontrovert le

evidence for the potential immorti .

of vertebrate cells soon fell be; ,

new insights and a preponderanc
opposing evidence.

Of central importance to the qi

tion is whether the cell populati

studied in vitro are composed of r

mal or abnormal cells. Clearly

aging of animals occurs in normal

populations and if we are to eqi

the behavior of normal cells in v

with similar cells in vitro, then

latter must also be shown to be n

mal.

It is for this reason that the

mortal' ' cell lines described above
which the HeLa and L cell popi

tions are prototypes, must be

eluded from consideration beca
they are abnormal cells. For examp
most immortal cell lines do not hi

either the exact number or the prec

morphology of chromosomes char;

teristic of the cells composing the t

sue from which they originally (

scended. Many such cell lines gi

rise to tumors when inoculated ii

laboratory animals, and some rev(

biochemical properties unchari

teristic of the cells composing the t

sue of origin. The widespread use

these cell lines for a variety of

search purposes in laboratori

throughout the world is subject to t

criticism that, in most cases, they d

not characteristic of any cell ty

found in human or animal tissue

However, cell populations entire

typical of normal cells found in vi

can be cultured, and in respect

gerontological inquiry, the findin

are profoundly different from the b

havior of abnormal cell lines

Some fifteen years ago, Paul Moo
head, a geneticist now at the Unive

sity of Pennsylvania Medical Schoc

and I found that cultured norm
human embryonic cells underwent

finite number of population doublinj

in vitro and then died. We found th

when such cells were grown under tl

most favorable conditions, death wi

inevitable after about fifty populatic

doublings. We also showed that deal I

of cultured normal cells was an inhe

ent property of the cells themselve

That observation has now been coi

firmed in hundreds of laboratories.

Since normal cell strains have

limited doubling potential in vitn

studies on any single strain would b

severely curtailed were it not possibl

to preserve these cells at subzero ten

peratures for apparently indefinite ptr

riods of time. The reconstitution C|

26



'"

sen human fetal cell strains has re-

I''
led that, regardless of the dou-

ig level reached by the population

he time it is preserved, the total

nber of doublings that can be ex-

ted is about fifty when those made

ore and after preservation are

nbined. Storage of human cell

lins merely arrests the cells at a

ticular population doubling level

does not influence the total num-
expected doublings,

of this date, I have reconstituted

of 1 30 ampules of the human

I strain WI-38, which was placed

iquid nitrogen storage fifteen years

). Since 1962 one ampule has been

onstituted approximately each

nth, and all have yielded cell pop-

tions that have undergone about

y cumulative population dou-

ngs. This represents the longest pe-

s' d of time that viable normal human
is have been arrested at subzero

nperatures.

We postulated that the finite life of

itured cells might represent aging

he cellular level. Although we and

lers were skeptical of this interpre-

ion at first, subsequent experi-

sntal data has tended to support this

;a. However, before considering

! newer developments in this field,

s necessary to reconsider Carrel's

icken cell experiment.

In the years following Carrel's ob-

-vation, no one has been able to cul-

e chick cells serially in a state of

tntinuous, rapid proliferation longer

tin one year. Thus, interpretation of

tirrel's work is in serious doubt. It

i Hkely that the method of prepara-

i)n of chick embryo extract,

(spared daily under conditions of

w-speed centrifugation as a source

nutrients for his cultures, allowed

r the survival and introduction of

vv. viable cells into the so-called

imortal culture at each feeding.

In 1965 I reported that all thirteen

iman embryo lung cell popula-

)ns that we studied reached senes-

nce after undergoing about fifty

)pulation doublings. I also showed
at an average of twenty population

mblings occurred when human
lult cell populations were studied,

le age of the adult donors varied

am 26 to 87 and I was unable to find

precise correlation between the age

the adult donors and the number of

:11 population doublings found. It

as clearly evident, however, that

iman cell cultures derived from em-
yo donors as a group underwent

gnificantly more population dou-

Pruning as a means to

more nearly perfect wines*

To us, pruning— the cutting off of

parts of the grapevine during the winter

dormant period— is the single most
important practice in the entire culture

of grapes.

It is a complex and highly judgmental

operation that not only controls the

amount of crop our vines will bear, but

also controls the quality of the ultimate

contribution that crop will make to our

wines.

That is why, we do not consider a man
thoroughly experienced until he has

been pruning for at least three years.

Why We Prune
The whole purpose of pruning is to

direct our vines to grow fewer but oetter

grapes— grapes of optimum maturity

and with the full potential of their variety.

Vines which produce too many
grapes— a condition called over-

cropping— can lead to a thin, watery

wine.

A carefully pruned vine will produce
grapes that have acid and sugar contents

in perfect balance, and their wine will be

full-bodied, deep and brilliant in color,

and with a bouquet that is true to the

grape.

Our Unique Next Step
Sometimes, despite judicious prun-

ing, a vine will overproduce anyway—
perhaps because of optimum conditions

for exceptional fruitfulness, or because it

did not produce as much as it should

have in the previous year

In such a case, we resort to thinning.

Thinning involves the actual removal

of whole grape clusters from the vine

—

the sacrificing of a part of our crop in

order to ensure the quality of the rest.

Sometimes this can mean removing
as much as one-third the crop from an
overproducing vine in order to maintain

vine vigor Or all of it, if we wish to give

the vine a rest to regain its vigor

Gallo, we might point out, is one of the

very few wineries to practice this costly

technique of thinning in order to pro-

duce only the best possible wine grapes.

How We Prune
Pruning is basically an art. And over

the years we have developed techniques

that we believe provide the best possible

results of that art.

We began researching and establish-

ing our pruning practices in the 1940's.

At that time, every single variety of

grape was given its own program to

determine the best method of pruning
for that particular vine.

As a result of our tests, we have estab-

lished some general rules.

One, is that on each spur—that part of

the new wood which remains after

pruning—we never leave more than
two buds for future growth. This ensures

optimum grape quality.

We do, nowever, vary the number of

spurs on each vine. This depends on the

variety.

For example, the Chenin Blanc and
Ruby Cabernet vines are allowed not

more than twelve spurs, the French
Colombard fourteen, and the Barbera
ten.

In general, the varieties having larger

grapes and grape clusters are left with

fewer spurs so as not to tax them beyond
their capacities, and the varieties having

smaller grapes and grape clusters are left

with more.

Who Prunes
Because so much depends on the

judgment of our pruners— in addition to

how much to cut, at what angle, and
which wood—we treat their training

very seriously.

At first, a beginner is only allowed to

watch. Then he is permitted to work only

when an experienced man is watching

him. And finally, before working inde-

pendently, he must work under a fore-

man.
That is why, as mentioned earlier, it is

usually three years before we consider

him a thoroughly experienced pmner
Our Goal

Obviously, the reason we here at the

Gallo Vineyards are so particular about

pruning is the direct relationship it has

with wine quality.

Our experience is that excellent wines

can only be made from excellent grapes,

and that perfect wines require perfect

grapes.

Therefore, because our goal is to

make the finest wines possible— to give

you pleasure by bringing you only the

fullest perfection of flavor, taste and
bouquet—we are totally committed to

growing and using only the best quality

grapes.

That insistence on perfection, really, is

the basic principle to which we have
dedicated our wine-making lives.

Gallo Uneyards, Modesto, Callfomta
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Fillout thiscoupon
andsave the children
Just by completing this simple questionnaire, you can befriend a needy child through Save the

Children Federation. For only fifty-two cents a day, your money, combined with that of other

sponsors, can breathe new life into an impoverished village . . . help hard-working people in their

fight for dignity , ..turn despair into hope for a child who has known only disaster. Fifty-two

cents may not buy much where you live. But for the poorest of the poor where the need is so

desperate, it can work miracles.
l^,^ g ,,

My Name is:

Address.

City. -State. -Zip-

Tell us how you want to help, by answering these questions:

, What geographical area are

you interested in?

Urgent need exists ir all the areas listed below. Select an

area, or let us assign a child where the need is greatest.

Where the need Dominican Inner Cities (U.S.)

is greatest Republic Israel

Appalachia Honduras Korea

(U.S.) Indian (Latin Lebanon

Bangladesh America) Mexico

Chlcano(U.S.) Indian (U.S.) Rural South (U.S.)

Colombia Indonesia

, Any sex or age preference?

If so, our personnel who are familiar with conditions in the

area you have chosen will select a child in accordance with

your wishes.

Boy Girl No preference

AgeA to 7 8 to 12 No preference

. Would you like a picture of your
sponsored child?

Shortly after assignment is made, we can send you a photo-

graph and brief personal history, if you desire.

Yes No

. Would you like to correspond with your
sponsored child?
If desired, correspondence can help build a meaningful one-

to-one relationship. Translations, where necessary are sup-

plied by Save the Children Federation.

Yes No

5. Would you like information about
the child's community?
Several times a year you can receive detailed reports on the

activities and projects being undertal<en in the community to

benefit your sponsored child. These community reports show

how your money is being used most effectively for permanent

improvements to the child's environment— for health care,

education, food production, nutrition, and community train-

ing. Would you like to receive such information?

Yes No

6. How do you wish to send your payment?
Monthly, $16 Semi-annually, $96

Quarterly $48 Annually $192

Enclosed is my first payment: $

7. Do you wish verification of Save the

Children Federation credentials?

Save the Children is indeed proud of the handling of its

funds. An exceptionally large percentage (78.1%) of each tax

deductible dollar you donate is used for direct aid and sup-

porting program services. Due to volunteered time, labor and

materials, your donation provides your sponsored child with

benefits worth many times your total gift. An informative

annual report and audit statement are available upon

request.

Annual Report Yes No
Audit Statement Yes No

8. Would you rather make a contribution

than become a sponsor of an individual

child at this time?

I

Yes, enclosed is my contribution of $

Checl< here for general information about our unique

programs for aiding impoverished children.

Mail to:

II

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION®
^^1 48 Wilton Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880

I H God bless you for caring enough!
Member of the International Union for Cfiild Welfare and ttie American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Se

YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE US INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE.



blings (40 to 60) than those derived

from adults as a group (10 to 30).

More recently, others have not only

confirmed my earlier report but have

shown a direct correlation between

donor age and the number of dou-

blings cultured cells will undergo.

A phenomenon that is fundamental

to our understanding of the biology of

aging is that variations in life-spans

between different species are far

greater than individual differences

within a given species. A fruit fly is

ancient in 40 days, a mouse at 3

years, a horse at 30, a man at 100,

and some tortoise species not until

about 150 years.

Although the data are fragmentary,

the population doubling potential of

normal cells derived from the embry-
onic tissue of a variety of animal spe-

cies seems to be proportional to the

mean maximum life-span for those

species. If such a correlation is ulti-

mately proved, a significant finding

will have been made. It would then

be possible to determine the life-span

for any animal species simply by as-

sessing the number of population

doublings of which their cultured nor-

mal embryonic cells are capable.

If the concept of the finite lifetime,

or senescence, of cells grown in vitro

is related to aging in the whole ani-

mal, then it will be most important to

know whether normal cells have the

capacity to proliferate indefinitely in

vivo. If all of the multitude of animal

cell types were continually renewed,

without loss of function or capacity

for self-renewal , we would expect

that organs composed of such normal

cells would function indefinitely and

that their host would live on forever.

Unhappily, however, renewal cell

populations do not occur in most tis-

sues and when they do, a finite limit

to their proliferation occurs.

The important question is. Is it pos-

sible to circumvent the death of nor-

mal animal cells that results from the

death of the "host" by serially trans-

ferring marked cells—that is, cells

that can be distinguished from those

of the host—to younger animals?

The question can be answered by
serial transplantation of normal tissue

to new, young animals each time the

recipient approaches old age. Under
these conditions would transplanted

normal cells proliferate indefinitely?

Data from four different laboratories

in which mammary tissue, skin, and

blood cells were employed indicate

that these normal cells, serially trans-

planted to animals, do not survive in-

definitely. It is well known that under

similar conditions of tissue transplan-

tation, cancer cell populations can be

serially passed indefinitely. The im-

plications may be that acquisition of

the potential for unlimited cell divi-

sion or escape from senescent

changes by mammalian cells in vitro

or in vivo can only be achieved by

cells that have acquired some or all

of the properties of cancer cells or

germ (sex) cells. Paradoxically, this

leads to the conclusion that for mam-
malian somatic cells to become bio-

logically immortal they must first be

induced to a cancerous state either in

vivo or in vitro. They can then be sub-

cultivated or transplanted indefi-

nitely.

The possibility that animals age be-

cause one or more important cell pop-

ulations lose their proliferative capac-

ity is unlikely. I would suggest in-

stead that normal cells have a finite

capacity for replication and that this

finite limit is rarely, if ever, reached

by cells in vivo but is, of course, de-

monstrable in vitro. I would further

suggest that other functional losses,

which occur in cells prior to their loss

of ability to divide, produce age

changes in animals long before these

normal cells have reached their maxi-

mum division limit. Indeed, we now
know of many functional losses that

take place in cultured normal human
cells that are expressed well before

the cells stop dividing. We believe

that these decrements, which herald

the approach of loss of division ca-

pacity, play a greater role in the ex-

pression of aging long before these

cells fail to divide.

However, the measurement of loss

of proliferative capacity is, after all,

one of many cell functions that can

be studied. If the manifestations of

age changes are due to the loss of

some cell function other than the loss

of cell division, as I believe likely,

then in vitro systems are all the more
important as model systems. We
must not forget that cell division itself

is one of a number of functional

losses that occur as normal cells pro-

liferate in vitro.

The death of cells and the destruc-

tion of tissues and organs is a normal

part of the developmental sequence in

animals. It is the common method of

eliminating organs and tissues that

are useful only in the larval or embry-
onic stages of many organisms. Ex-

amples of such tissues are the primi-

tive kidney of higher vertebrates, the

tail and gills of tadpoles, larval insect

organs, and in many cases, ii

thymus. During the developmen
vertebrate limbs, cell death and

sorption shape the digits and thi[

and upper-arm contours. In the lit

of vertebrates, cell "death clocll

operate on schedule. Loss of funct

leading to cell death is thus an intij

sic part of development.

The control of human aging has

cently gained much attention

field is rife with suggestions. Ml

approaches are derived from anirj

studies and are based on slowing

process down rather than circumvel

ing it. Although some animal stud

have slowed aging, none of these i

proaches has yet been tried in 1

mans. Animal studies that used

technique of reducing body tempe
ture showed that a reduction of oi

a few degrees resulted in a significi

increase in the longevity of fruit fli(

rotifers, and fish. In human beings

is thought that a reduction in bo
temperature of two to three degre

Celsius would result in an extensi

of the life-span by approximate

twenty years.

Another approach involves the

hibition of highly reactive molecul

known as free radicals. Their pre

ence, it is believed, may accelera

the process of aging. If so, the use

chemicals such as antioxidant

which bind free radicals and thus i

hibit their reactions, might ameliora

the aging phenomenon. Work
mice that have been fed antioxidan

has been interpreted as showing a ;

to 40 percent increase in mean lif

span.

Perhaps the most practical a]

proach to increasing human longevii

might be based on experiments

which rats were underfed by provi«

ing them with a very low caloric ii

take. The result was a 50 percent ii

crease in longevity. Similar resul

have been shown to occur in rotifer:

silkworms, fruit flies, bees, chickeni

and other animals. The effect, how
ever, is most pronounced if the Ic

caloric diet is started when the ani

mals are very young. This results i

a stretching out of the developments

program over a longer than norme

period of time. Infancy, puberty, ma
turity, adulthood, and aging simpi;

occur at later than usual points, wit!

no particular period seemingl;

lengthened more than the others. 1

this approach should be practical fo

humans, the question would be

Which is more important, the quan

tity of life or its quality? L\
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"Any talk about one exclusive form of energy is just irrespon-

sible nonsense. This country will need all the energy it can get

from all sources to meet the challenge that confronts us."

"We're not running out of gas. We"i

.

running out of cheap, readily available

gas. That's an important distinction?'

AreWfeRunning Out of
theFuelofthe Future?

No, say the experts. Despite recent shortages, clean, efficient

natural gas will play a significant role well into the 21st

century. The truth is, we simply cannot do without our most

modem form of energy.

Hugh Downs interviews Robert E. Seymour, Chairman ofthe

Board, Consolidated Natural Gas Co., and Chairman,
American Gas Association.

HUGH DOWNS:
Last winter the U.S. experienced severe and disruptive

shortages of natural gas. We are now officially in the middle

of an energy crisis that President Carter has said requires

waging the moral equivalent of war. Yet you have stated that

you're optimistic about the future of gas energy.

ROBERT SEYMOUR:
I'm indeed optimistic. Let's look at the facts. Geological

experts estimate that we have at least 35 and possibly as

much as 60 years of supply from conventional sources, and
that figure rises steeply when you add the gas from supple-

mental and non-conventional sources. So there is cause for

optimism as far as the future of gas energy is concerned.

Gas is certain to play a major role in the U.S. energy picture

well into the 21st century. I consider that good news, be-

cause there is simply no other form of energy that could

take over the load gas is carrying today

HUGH DOWNS: Just what is that load?

ROBERT SEYMOUR:
Gas supplies over half of the energy users in the residen-

tial-commercial sector, and the largest share of energy con-

sumed by industry. You get an even better perspective by

looking at it this way: the gas industry supplies almost three

times as much energy per year as the electric industry.

HUGH DOWNS:
That's something most people aren't aware of, I suspect.

ROBERT SEYMOUR:
I'm afraid you're right. President Carter has called natural

gas our most precious fuel, and I suspect that in addition to

its high-energy content his assessment was due to the fact

that natural gas just doesn't pollute air, land, or water. Far

from being old-fashioned, natural gas is really our most

modern, most timely fuel.

HUGH DOWNS:
The critical question, it seems to me, is how does the cost of

our "most precious," "most modern" fuel compare with

other energy forms, let's say electricity?

ROBERT SEYMOUR:
In terms of energy bought by residential users, electricity

riJ[J=l?lJJI.W!l:Mte|.U^llJM

Gas Customers Gas Consumption
% of All % All Energy
Users by Consumed

Types of Users Number Market Amount (by Market)

Residential/
Commercial 44,753,000 54.6 7.6 quads 42.7

Industrial 180,000 44.5 11.7 quads- 57.3-

Gas Transmission
j

& Distribution — — 0.6 quads —
Total 44,933,000 - 1 9.9 quads -

\

"fncludes gas used (or electric generation.

Excluding transportation, gas provides 35.9% ot all energy consumed in ttie U.S.

Advertisemenl



The Queerfs

Great Pacific&
Orient Cruise.

Go for90 days.

Go for 14 days.

Butdo go.

On January 16, 1978 the Queen
Elizabeth 2 embarks on a fantas-

tic voyage to the other side of

the world. She'll travel 35,798
miles and visit 27 ports. Join her

for all or part of her 90'day

cruise. Choose from 33 Pan Am
fly/cruise segments, starting at

14 days. Whatever you do— go!

Canton, Peking and
the Great Wall of China

Shore excursions include 3 days

in the People's Republic of

China during The Queen's stop

at Hong Kong. Visit Canton or,

for a limited group, Peking and
the Great Wall.

The voyage includes 12

maiden arrivals at ports like

Auckland, Manila and Vavau,
the Polynesian paradise.

Leave from
N.Y.,Fla.,orL.A.

Sail from New York for 90 days

on January 16; from Fort Lauder-

dale for 86 days on January 18;

or from Los Angeles for 62 days

on January 30. Full 90 days:

$8,900 to $35,000 per person,

double cKcupancy. See your

travel agent or write Vaughn
Rickard at Cunard, Dept. NH
555 Fifth Avenue, New York,

New York 10017.

^mr/^-m '^^

Great Ships of British Registry

since 1840

This View of Life by Stephen Jay Goi;(

Our Allotted Lifetimes

During an average life, all

mammals have nearly the

same number of breaths

and heartbeats

Meeting with Henry Ford in E. L.

Doctorow's Ragtime, J. P. Morgan
praises the assembly line as a faithful

translation of nature's wisdom:

Has it occurred to you that your assem-

bly line is not merely a stroke of industrial

genius but a projection of organic truth?

After all, the interchangeability of parts

is a rule of nature. ... All mammals
reproduce in the same way and share the

same designs of self-nourishment, with

digestive and circulatory systems that are

recognizably the same, and they enjoy

the same senses. . . . Shared design is

what allows taxonomists to classify

mammals as mammals.

An imperious tycoon should not be

met with equivocation; nonetheless,

I can only reply "yes, and no" to

Morgan's pronouncement. Morgan
was wrong if he thought that large

mammals are geometric replicas of

small ones. Elephants have relatively

smaller brains and thicker legs than

mice, and these differences record a

general rule of mammalian design,

not the idiosyncracies of particular

animals.

Morgan was right in arguing that

large animals are essentially similar

to small members of their group. The
similarity, however, does not lie in a

constant shape. As I have argued in

several columns, the basic laws of ge-

ometry dictate that animals must
change their shape in order to perform

the same function at different sizes.

I remind readers of the classical ex-

ample, first discussed by Galileo in

1638: the strength of an animal's leg

is a function of its cross-sectional area

(length X length); the weight that the

leg must support varies as the ani-

mal's volume (length x length x
length). If a mammal did not alter the

relative thickness of its legs as it got

larger, it would soon collapse sii

body weight would increase mi
faster than the supporting strength

limbs. Instead, large mammals h£

relatively thicker leg bones than sm
mammals. To remain the same
function, animals must change th

form.

The study of these changes in foi

is called "scaling theory." Scali

theory has uncovered a remarkal

regularity of changing shape over t

25-millionfold range of mammali
weight from shrew to blue whale,

we plot brain weight versus bO'

weight for all mammals on the s

called mouse-to-elephant (or shre-

to-whale) curve, very few species d

viate far from a single line expressii

the general rule: brain weight i

creases only two-thirds as fast

body weight as we move from sm;

to large mammals. (We share wi

bottle-nosed dolphins the honor

greatest deviance from the curve.)

We can often predict these reg

larities from the physicial behavior

objects. The heart, for example, is

pump. Since all mammalian heat

are similar in function, small heai

will pump considerably faster thif

large ones (imagine how much fast

you could work a finger-sized toy be

lows than the giant model that fue

a blacksmith's large forge). On tl

mouse-to-elephant curve for man
mals, the length of a heartbeat i;

creases between one-fourth and on
third as fast as body weight as v

move from small to large mammal
The generality of this conclusion h;

just been affirmed in an interestir

study by J. E. Carrel and R. I

Heathcote on the scaling of heart ra

in spiders. They used a cool las(

beam to illuminate the hearts of res

ing spiders and drew a crab spider-t(

tarantula curve for eighteen speci«

spanning nearly a thousandfold rang

of body weight. Again, scaling

very regular with heart rate increasin

four-tenths as fast as body weigi
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fTTOOK AWINE MERCHANT
iTO BLEND A SCOTCH THIS
PLEASING TO THE PALATE.

Ever since the late I600's, BeRRy Brothers & Rudd,

?. have aFFixed their peRSonal label to some of the

world's most expensive and plnAS-

ing potions. And theiR shop in

London has attracted a parade of

peers, poets and prime MinisteRs

to its door.
Lords tippled here.

NaturALLV, when BeRRY Bfioth"

rs & Rudd created a Scotch Whisky, they blended it to

leet the expEctAiions of noble tastes. The result was

uttY Sark Scots WhisKy. A Scotch of uncomMon breed-

,g and Distinctive smoothness.

Today, you CAn oetain Cutty SaRK from youR neigh-

orhood spifiits merchant, secure in the knowledge
Kat it will live up to its heritage. You'd expEct no

jss fRom the people who provided Napoleon III with

<laret. Beau BRUMmel with chaMbertin, ANd Lord Byron

^'ith poRT-



A 2,000 year old
murder mystery solved
...two inch sharks
...intelligent life in

outer space...the

secret life of animals
...the future of the
earth itself...

Sooner or later '

all the secrets of

the natural world are
revealed to members of

Natural Science
Book Club
(and at bargain prices).

f-<m

^mMM

RVCIOli -

TheBogFeopl?
,. ,,„ \l.,n Praerva/

Take any 3 books,
values to $59.90,

for only 990 each
if you will join now for a trial period and agree to take 3 more
books—at handsome discounts—over the next 12 months.

48470. FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY. £. Laurence Palmer and H. Seymour
Fowler. The most authoritative and comprehensive
guide to natural history available. With the aid
of over 2,000 illustrations, it explores all major
plant and animal species as well as rocks and miner-
als, the earth, moon, sun, and planets, and space
exploration. $19.95

62910. MONUMENTS OF CIVILIZATION:
Maya. Text by Pierre hanojf. Filled with 107
breathtaking color photographs, a fine direct narra-
tive, architectural illustrations and diagrams, and
fascinating selections from Mayan sacrecJand histor-

ical writings. $19.95

63350. MYSTERIES OF THE MEXICAN
PYRAMIDS. Peier Tomnkins. Stunning array of
500 photos, drawings ana maps illustrates the fas-

cinatmg Mesoamerican pyramids which have mys-
tified archaeologists and laymen for centuries.

$20.00

55000. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF ASTRONOMY AND SPACE. Ian
Ridpaih, Consultant Editor. This one-volume en-
cyclopedia covers the full range of astronomical
knowledge and space exploration, from ancient
times to the present. $16.95

79140. SOCIOBIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR.
David T. Barash. A brilliant introduction to the
emerging science—sociobiology—a new, highly
controversial way of looking at behavior. $9.95

35730. THE BEE BOOK. Daphne More. Delight-
fully anecdotal, informative survey of the uncom-
monly talented honeybee. Over 100 illustrations.

$12.50



48601. THE FIRST THREE MINUTES/THE
COLLAPSING UNIVERSE. First, lascinaiinc

lour from the first Ici'. mimites after the birth of the

universe throutih iis expansion and evolution. Plus.

a fascinating spctuLiiion ot its far future, the inves-

tigation of "the most m\stitvmg of astronomical

phenomena—the black hole. The 2 ctnint us one
hook. $14.75

74275. ROGER TORY PETERSON'S DOZEN
BIRDING HOT SPOTS. (;,,.ro " H.u,n,.n »iih

an Inlroilmnnn h\ K,.^cr '/'..n i\hr^rn \ laMshly

illustrated guide to the do/en best birjing locations

in North America, selected bv the foremost author-

ity on the subject.
'

$9.95

50020. THE GALACTIC CLl B: Intelligent Life

in Outer Space. Romilil Hm, , u, // A brilliant and

precise survey of the life support possibilities of the

universe; current theories. nard\\are and problems
in making contact with extralerreslrial life. $8.95

48715. THE FOOD CRISIS IN PREHISTORY.
Murk Nuthun Cohen. It was not ignorance but lack

of motivation that prevented mosi^groups ^^i people

from becoming larmers. Smairhum.in groups
preferred hunting and gathering their food; it

was easier, for one thing. Agriculture de\cloped
as population increasecT Fascinating historical

overview. " $15.00

36512. THE BOG PEOPLE/THE MOUND
PEOPLE. P.V. Cloh Perfectly preserved 2.000-

year-old bodies buried in peat Kigs. all murdered . . .

6-fl-long oak coffins hidden within mounds of earth

... two ancient mvsteries solved bv an eminent ar-

chaeologist . Sf( ci'mnn us 2 ofyour 3 hooks . $25.00

34670. ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY.
Fred Hoyle. A peerless survey of the ideas, princi-

ples and processes of astronomy by one of the

world's outstanding aslronomer-cosmologists. Out-

sized volume, over 700 pages. 617 illustrations and
4."; charts. $16.50

73337. THE RAPE OF THE NILE. Briun Fugan.
The plundering of ancient Egypt's treasures and the

rise of Egyptology. Illuslratecl- $14.95

77620. THE SECRET LIFE OF ANIMALS.
Lorus und Murgery Mlhie untt Frunkhn Russell.

Lavishly illustrated account of the dramatic dis-

coveries recently made about the behavior of ani-

mals. Over 300 full-color photographs. Counis as 2

ofyour 3 hooks. $29.95

85090. THE UNIVERSE. Lloyd Man. Examines
the origin, evolution, and future of the universe.

$15.00

81550. THE SWAMP. Rill Th.mus Beautiful,

oversize volume with over .11X1 lull-color photo-

graphs of these fragile environments dependent on a

tenuous balance ol'soil, water, sun and wind. Cov-
ers all the major swamps from Florida to Hawaii.

0)»/if.v as 2 ofyour J hooks. $24.95

58740. THE LIVING WORLD OF AUDUBON
MAMMALS. Roheri Elman. 62 color plates of

Audubon's paintings with over l(X) pages of full-

color photographs lo compare, by outstanding na-

ture photographers, all in a beautiful giant format.

Couins as i o] \our .? /^ hooks $35.00

69325. THE PLANET WE LIVE ON. Ediied h\

Cornelius S. Hurlhui. Jr. Contains over 2.'i0,000

words and 1 ,800 entries in areas from crystallog-

raphy to tectonics, geophysics to volcanology. en-

virotimental geology to oceanography. Counts as 2

ofyouri hooks. $37.50

84040. THEY LOVE AND KILL. Sex. Sym-
pathy and Aggression in Courtship and Mating.
Vitus B. Droscher. Compelling document of the

mating habits and reproductive methods of over 300
animal species that shows how both sexuality and

the social bonding instinct act to overcome aggres-

sion. Amply illustrated. $15.50

43070. EARTH, WATER, WIND AND SL^.
D.S Hulues. Jr. Practical look into gcothermal

energv. h\dropower. tidal power, sea thermal

energy . wind and solar power. $8.95

67760. PEOPLE OF THE FIRST MAN. Duvid
Thomas and Karen Ronnefeldl. Editors. Life among
the Plains Indians in their final davs of glorv. witii

more than 100 Ihrillinc walercoUirs of "tribal war-

riors, women and chicis m full regalia, the hunt,

festivals First hand historical adventure. Counts us

2ofvour.< hooks $30.00

36395. BLACK HOLES, QUASARS AND THE
UNIVERSE. Henn L. Shipman An absorbing ex-

ploration of the frontiers of astronomy . $12.95

36645. THE BOOK OF SHARKS. Riehurd Ellis

\ magnificentU illustrated, carefully researched

and complete natural historv of the shark population

of the w orld Counts us 2 o/\our _' hooks. $25.00

(Publishers' Pnccsslionni

If the reply card has been removed, niease w r

Natural Science Book Club
Dept. 4-5AL, Riverside. N.J. 08075

to obtain membership information and an

application.



(or .409 times as fast, to be exact).

We may extend this conclusion for

hearts to a very general statement

about the pace of life in small versus

large animals. Small animals tick

through life far more rapidly than

large ones—their hearts work more
quickly, they breathe more fre-

quently, their pulse beats much fas-

ter. Most importantly, metabolic

rate, the so-called fire of life, scales

only three-fourths as fast as body
weight in mammals. Large mammals
generate much less heat per unit of

body weight to keep themselves

going. Tiny shrews move freneti-

cally, eating nearly all their waking
lives to keep their metabolic fire burn-

ing at its maximal rate among mam-
mals; blue whales glide majestically,

their hearts beating the slowest

rhythm among active, warmblooded
creatures

.

If we consider the scaling of life-

time among mammals, an intriguing

synthesis of these disparate data

seems to suggest itself. We have all

had enough experience with mam-
malian pets of various sizes to under-

stand that small mammals tend to live

for a shorter time than large ones. In

fact, the scaling of mammalian life-

time follows a regular curve at about

the same rate as heartbeat and breath

time—between one-fourth and one-

third as fast as body weight as we
move from small to large animals.

(Again, Homo sapiens emerges as a

very peculiar animal. We live far

longer than a mammal of our body
size should. In previous columns, I

have argued that humans evolved by
a process called "neoteny"—the re-

tention of shapes and growth rates

that characterize juvenile stages of

our primate ancestors. I also believe

that neoteny is responsible for our

elevated longevity. Compared with

other mammals, all stages of human
life—from juvenile features to adult-

hood—arise "too late." We are born

as helpless embryos after a long ges-

tation; we mature late after an ex-

tended childhood; we die, if fortune

be kind, at ages otherwise reached

only by the very largest warmblooded
creatures.)

Usually, we pity the pet mouse or

gerbil that lived its full span of a year

or two at most. How brief its life,

while we endure for the better part of

a century. As the main theme of this

column, I want to argue that such pity

is misplaced (our personal grief, of

course, is quite another matter; with

this, science does not deal). J. P.

Morgan of Ragtime was right—small

and large mammals are essentially

similar. Their lifetimes are scaled to

their life's pace, and all endure for

approximately the same amount of bi-

ological time. Small mammals tick

fast, burn rapidly, and live for a short

time; large ones live long at a stately

pace. Measured by their own internal

clocks, mammals of different sizes

tend to live for the same amount of

time.

Yet we are prevented from grasp-

ing this important and comforting

concept by a deeply ingrained habit

of Western thought. We are trained

from earliest memory to regard abso-

lute Newtonian time as the single

valid measuring stick in a rational and

objective world. We impose our

kitchen clock, ticking equably, upon
all things. We marvel at the quickness

of a mouse, express boredom at the

torpor of a hippopotamus. Yet each

is living at the appropriate pace of its

own biological clock.

I do not wish to deny the impor-

tance of absolute, astronomical time

to organisms. Animals must measure

it to lead successful lives. Deer must

know when to regrow their antlers,

birds when to migrate . Animals track

the day-night cycle with their circa-

dian rhythms; jet lag is the price we
pay for moving much faster than na-

ture intended. The bamboos of my
April column somehow count 120

years before flowering again.

But absolute time is not the appro-

priate measuring stick for all biologi-

cal phenomena. Consider the song of

the humpback whale. These magnifi-

cent animals sing with such volume
that their sounds travel through water

for thousands of miles, perhaps even

around the world, as their leading stu-

dent Roger S. Payne has suggested.

E. O. Wilson has described the awe-

some effect of these vocalizations:

"The notes are eerie yet beautiful to

the human ear. Deep basso groans

and almost inaudibly high soprano

squeaks alternate with repetitive

squeals that suddenly rise or fall in

pitch." We do not know the function

of these songs. Perhaps they enable

whales to find each other and to stay

together during their annual trans-

oceanic migrations.

Each whale has its own charac-

teristic song; the highly complex pat-

terns are repeated over and over again

with great faithfulness. No scientific

fact that I have learned in the last dec-

ade struck me with more force than

Payne's report that the length of some

p«i

songs may extend for more than ui

an hour. I have never been abllti

memorize the five-minute first K i

of the B-minor Mass (and notta

want of trying); how could a wlH

sing for thirty minutes and then re]

itself accurately? Of what poss

use is a thirty-minute repeat cycl

far too long for a human to recogn

we would never grasp it as a sir

song (without Payne's recording

chinery and much study after

fact). But then I remembered
whale's metabolic rate, the er

mously slow pace of its life compa
with ours. What do we know ab

a whale's perception of thirty n
utes? A humpback may scale

world to its own metabolic rate;

half-hour song may be our min
waltz. From any point of view,

song is spectacular; it is the most e

borate single display so far discc

ered in any animal. I merely urge i

whale's point of view as an appi

priate perspective.

We can provide some numeri
precision to support the claim that

mammals, on average, live for t

same amount of biological time . Ir

method developed byW . R. Stahl,

Gunther, and E. Guerra in the h
1950s and early 1960s, we search f

mouse-to-elephant equations for bi

logical properties that scale at tl

same rate against body weight. F
example, Gunther and Guerra gi'

the following equations for mamma
ian breath time and heartbeat tin

versus body weight.

breath time = .0000470 bodyO-^^

heartbeat time= .00001 19 body"-^^

(Nonmathematical readers need n<

be overwhelmed by the formalisn

The equations simply mean that bol

breath time and heartbeat time ii

crease about .28 times as fast as bod
weight as we move from small t

large mammals.) If we divide the tw

equations, body weight cancels ot

because it is raised to the same powei

breath time ^ .0000470 body°^ _
heartbeat . 0000 1 1 9 body»^ ~ '

time

This says that the ratio of breath timi'

to heartbeat time is 4.0 in mammal
of any body size. In other words, al

mammals, whatever their size

breathe once for each four heartbeats

Small animals breathe and beat thei

hearts faster than large animals, bu

both breath and heart slow up at th«:

same relative rate as mammals ge

larger.
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'"•ii Jfetime also scales at the same

•Miito body weight (.28 times as fast

*'K;>ve move from small to large mam-
«l Js). This means that the ratio of

'^

*l ih breath time and heartbeat time

"'ff lifetime is also constant over the

P'ssjiole range of mammalian size.

tinen we perform an exercise similar

";'iiithat above, we find that all mam-
'*ls, regardless of their size, tend to

injiiathe about 200 million times dur-

ifr jtheir lives (their hearts, therefore,

ii at about 800 million times). Small

ecimmals breathe fast, but live for a

lipiDrt time. Measured by the sensible

abiernal clocks of their own hearts or

\ IT, : rhythm of their own breathing, all

lejimmals live about the same time.

stute readers, having counted their

eaths, may have calculated that

ty should have died long ago. But

( omo sapiens is a markedly deviant

isci immal in more ways than brain-

jss alone. We live about three times

long as mammals of our body size

.hould," but we breathe at the

ighf'rate and thus live to breathe

out three times as much as an av-

lage mammal of our body size.)

The mayfly lives but a day as an

;ult. It may, for all I know, experi-

ice that day as we live a lifetime.

t all is not relative in our world,

lid such a short glimpse of it must

I
vite distortion in interpreting events

f
;king on longer scales. In a brilliant

;i
etaphor, the pre-Darwinian evolu-

Tibnist Robert Chambers spoke of a

Lri ayfly watching the metamorphosis

a tadpole into a frog (from Vestiges
' the Natural History of Creation,

344):

jppose that an ephemeron [a mayfly],

)vering over a pool for its one April day
' life, were capable of observing the fry

the frog in the waters below. In its aged

ternoon, having seen no change upon
' em for such a long time, it would be

ttle qualified to conceive that the exter-

il branchiae [gills] of these creatures

ere to decay , and be replaced by internal

ings, that feet were to be developed, the

il erased , and the animal then to become
denizen of the land.

Human consciousness arose but a

linute before midnight on the geo-

I )gic clock. Yet we mayflies, igno-

mt perhaps of the messages buried

1 earth's long history, try to bend an

ncient world to our purposes. Let us

ope that we are still in the morning
f our April day.

tephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

eology. and the history oj science at

larvard University.
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raveling this far, you don't

want to end up in a bush

league hotel. The Nairobi

Hilton, a self-contained

oasis of luxury accommoda-
tions sparked with East

African authenticities, is an

ideal departure point for the

safari of a lifetime.

Set in the center of the

city, the ultra-modem Nairobi

Hilton, with its 17-story

circular tower, offers a

panoramic view from air-

conditioned rooms. With pool,

health center, and the African-

hut decor of the Amboseli

Grill, a supper

club for dining

and dancing by

candlelight.

^M ^•^^.^
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bush of Hilton's Taita Hills

Lodge, between the east and
west sections of the Tsavo

National Park. With tennis,

pool, bird walks and gardens,

the lodge is a comfort- filled

base for exploring the

park.

is an island—

— surrounded by

the Nairobi Hilton

is a lively spot

by day and night.

For a sample of the wildlife

adventure awaiting, Nairobi

3B»
30

91

National Park is just a taxi-

ride away.

Ready to venture out on

your safari? Take the all-year,

all-weather road to the

unexpected luxury-in-the-

SAHUIB
Six miles away is Salt Lick

Lodge, constructed on stilts,

connected by elevated walk-

ways. You'll get breathtaking

close-ups of the menagerie of

animals parading before your

eyes as they water at Salt Lick.

In a recent month guests

sighted 2,160 elephants,

5,182 buffalo, 69 rhinos and

24 Hons.

The Nairobi Hilton and the

Taita Hills and Salt Lick

Lodges surround you with the

most luxurious, restful,

unforgettable settings from

which to experience the

essence of East Africa.

For reservations call your

travel agent or HUton
Reservation Service.

•3» HILTON INTERNATIONAL
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Opelmakesnews

Hie results of the BuKkOpel 5-Car
Showdown are in

!

Opel finishes.««uh.«.2ncl.
A lot of car makers compare their

car to other cars.

We compared our car with other cars.

In a daring, fender-to-fender competi-

tion called The Buick Opel 5-Car

Showdown. In it, we pitted our Opel
against four better known competitors

in point-by-point, side-by-side, indepen-

dently supervised tests of acceleration,

cornering flatness, parking-lot maneu-
verability, pulling power, gradability,

and a few other areas. In short, some of

the things you'd like to know when you
go out to shop for a car.

It was a bold move. After all, what
if we didn't win?

Well, to make a long story short—we
didn't. When all the tests were com-
pleted and all the figures tallied up,

Opel finished second, right behind VW
Rabbit, You can imagine how thrilled

we were. But look at it this way: in order

to finish second overall, we had to beat

Toyota Corolla, Datsun B-210, and
Subaru DL in a number of instances.

(And in some areas, we beat VW, too,

as you'll see.)

Which is a victory. And not just a

moral one.

You see, we know Opel is a little

dynamo of a car. But apparently no one
else did. Because it seemed that when-
ever anyone went out looking for a

practical little import, they looked real

hard at the other cars in the Showdown.
But hardly ever at ours.

So we wanted to show that Opel
could hold its own against its famous

competitors. That it should definitely

be considered when you wander out

to shop.

In other words, we were confident

Opel was good enough to take on
this competition.

Opel announces
4-door5*

Then we went one step further. And
made Opel good enough to take on
your family. By offering you our new,

j ust-i ntrod uced-i n-this-country Opel
4-door Sedan.

After all, if you've got a family (or

maybe some friends you like taking

along on spirited spins around the

countryside), you need to carefully

examine a car's ins and outs. So we
gave you two more.

Easy come. Easy go.

E|Mfa| 1^c# VW Buick Toyota Subaru Datsutv""*"'"
Rabbil Opel Corolla DL B-210

Results (Showdown Point Sum

EPA Trunk Capacity Estimates

Pulling Power
(30mph3rtl gear)

(55mph 4tti gear)

Parking Lot Maneuverability

EPA Mileage Estimates

Estimated Range
Maintenance Stops*

(Recommended)

Acceleration

(0-55mp)l,20-35mp)l)
(30-70mph)

Gradability'"

(30mph 3rd gear)

(55mph 4th gear)

CornerinoFlalness"
SteeringQuickness

Grand Total 50 47 39 35

The less Irequent the number ol visits over 37,500 mile

normal driving, the higher the score The number and type of

inspections, a(3)uslments and replacements would vary by visit.

"Based upon opinion that less lean is prelerable to more lean

"•Includes vehicle weight

In Calitornia, Opel placed second on an overall basis Individual

test results vary Irom those shown above

See your Buick Opel dealer lor complete details



Opelmakessense
fou can learn a lot

'lomafestdiive.
Or even a test-sit.

That will let you experience our

ody-contoured vinyl seats. Seats tai-

xed for comfort and good lateral

upport. Witti seatbacks that adjust.

It'll show you— in one quick glance-
how easy it is to read Opel's well

_ thought-out instrument panel, and

reach Opel's well-placed controls.

And it will reveal (most abundantly)
- Opel's thick, standard pile carpeting

(one more way this small car lives up

to its Buick name). Perhaps even startle

you with an amazing sight in small cars

these days: a real glove compartment . .

.

" that locks.

What you will most certainly notice

first, though— if you happen to be sitting

in the driver's seat of an Opel Deluxe

Coupe— is that you're not just looking

ata bunch of warning lights. But gauges.

A tachometer right next to the speed-

ometer. An oil-pressure gauge. An
' ammeter An electric clock with a

second hand. All standard. To let the

enthusiast in you keep a close eye on
the kind of response you're getting from

that gutsy 1 .8 litre dynamo under the

hood.

But to really feel how Opel goes on
the road, you should really feel it.

On the road.

And, oh, what a feeling.

Opel peffforms.

Indeed it does. As the 5-Car Show-
down will testify. First of all, in tests

of cornering flatness and steering quick-

ness, none of the competitors out-ran

Opel. And in tests of acceleration and

gradability, only the VW Rabbit (a car

much-ballyhooed for its fuel-injected

engine) was able to nose out our Opel
for top honors.

Opel's strong showing in these areas

isn't surprising when you consider its

own accoutrements. Like the dynamic

overhead-cam, 4-cylinder hemi engine.

Four-coil-spring-suspension. Front

stabilizer bar. Rear track bar. Floor-

mounted, full-synchronized, short-throw,

4-speed manual transmission (with

5-speed and automatic available). Rack-

and-pinion steering And lots more.

Nevertheless, it still may surprise

you. But then, up to this point, maybe
you haven't considered Opel.

Maybe you should.

More than just
mileage: range.

When you do consider Opel,

you'll find it quite considerate of you.

With EPA mileage estimates of 36 mpg
on the highway and 23 mpg in the city.

(The actual mileage you get will vary

depending on the type of driving you

do, your driving habits, your car's

condition and available equipment.

Estimates lower in California.) But don't

stop there.

You won't have to. Because with

Opel's 13.7-gallon gas tank (largest of

any of the cars in the Showdown, by the

way], its estimated range is about 350
miles.

(By the way, this range estimate is a

function of both gas tank capacity and

miles per gallon, and is based on multi-

plying the EPA combined estimate,

which is 27 mpg, by gas tank capacity.

Actual range may vary.)

Hie iiestnews
of all.

If by now our intrepid little Opel is

beginning to sound like an intriguing

proposition, let us suggest you hurry to

your Buick Opel dealer for further

consultation.

Not only will he give you a brochure

with complete details on the 5-Car

Showdown, he'll be happy to provide

you with one of those revealing test-

drives we mentioned.

And, of course, he'll show you how
very affordable Opel is to buy.

Come on, now. Any car with this

much going for it is at least worth con-

sidering, isn't it?

BUKKOPEL



Minolta by Minolta by Irving Penn.

If

Should you buy a good used camera?
Ask three million users.

Behind every new Minolta SR-T, tinere's ex-

perience and know-liow that have satisfied

more than three million owners.

And to satisfy that many people, a camera
has to do a lot of things right.

Let's take a look at what's behind the

Minolta SR-T's popularity.

It'seasyto use, for one thing. With Minolta's

patented through-the-lens metering system,

you get perfect exposures just by lining up
two needles in the big, bright viewfinder '

Interchangeable lenses, for another. All

Minolta SR-T models accept all of the nearly

forty Rokkor-X and Celtic lenses made by

Minolta. So you can get all kinds of photo-

graphs—from fisheye wide-angle shots to

close-up pictures of faraway subjects with a

super-telephotolens-using just one camera.
And the lenses are easy to change, with

the unique Minolta bayonet mount that re-

quires only a quick turn to put a lens on or

take one off.

Should you buy the good used camera?
Yes. Especially now that it's easier to own
one than ever before. For more information,

see your photo dealer or write Minolta Cor-

poration, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey N.J.

07446.

More than three million people own a Minolta SR-T.



Prizewinning

photographs
rom the
1977

l^tural

History

Photographic

Competition
The successful entrants in the 1977 Natural History

hotographic Competition might have taken a cue from
olette, the French novelist. Her great word was

, egarde! before the beauty disappears. This she learned

om her mother, who could not comprehend city life, a

irdenless existence. Our contestants wanted to

ipture and preserve what they saw in their gardens, but

1 the end could only bear witness to the ephemeral

naracter of the natural world. Like Colette, they

ad to recognize that all things change

jnstantly and irrevocably. Of our winners' work, no
icture illustrates the photographer's dilemma more
owerfully than Martha Cooper's sequence.

A free-lance photographer who, thanks to a father

/ho owned a camera store, has been taking pictures

ince nursery school. Cooper passed a Maryland farm
very day en route to a temporary job in Baltimore. 'T

idn't conceive the series as a sequence—it evolved

aturally. The first picture I shot just because the farm
loked so picturesque; the subsequent ones because I

was saddened by its transformation." She moved to

New York, and a year later, returned briefly to

Baltimore and recorded the former farm's subdivision

into lots—an all-too-frequent event in nature.

Two prizewinners were similar examples of sharp

eyes paired with feet heading elsewhere. Willard

Colburn passed the young robins in their traffic-light

nest—nature adapting reasonably well to

technology—every day for two weeks. Finally, one

Saturday morning, the sun broke through the Oregon
rains, giving him enough light to photograph. Arthur

Swoger, a professional who does every kind of work,

especially nature photography, took the subway to

Jamaica Bay Wildlife Sanctuary in New York City's

borough of Queens. As he left the train, he spotted

dozens of grasshoppers, ranging in color from pea green

to deep brown, in a clump of tall grass alongside the

station.

Sometimes, a photographer—as an apprentice in

looking—must combine contemplation with careful

planning, patience, and ingenuity. Karin Furlow had

always found her two-year-old grandson's short, fat feet

amusing, but to convey their charm, she had to

persuade him to pose with a mirror. Dale Sarver, who
is earning a Ph.D. in marine biology at the University

of Hawaii, ran into unforeseen difficulties using a movie
camera to photograph a snail devouring a sea

cucumber—a minute-long process. The snail, which

normally appears only at night, buried its head in the

sand to avoid the floodlights. Using a still camera,

Sarver needed extra film; the animal would stop eating

when it saw the camera's flash.

To watch a caterpillar hatch from its egg and change

into a giant moth with a ten-inch wingspan. Jack De
Coningh, an industrial designer, built a breeding box
and created an ecosystem in his New York City

apartment, experimenting with half a dozen different

species of moths and butterflies. The moth's

metamorphosis took five months, and De Coningh had

to stay up for twenty-eight hours to photograph the

caterpillar spinning its cocoon. Born in Indonesia,

where he discovered early that the natural world was "a
constant source of interest, beauty, and mystery," he is

especially pleased that his granddaughter's class of

urban first-graders wants to visit his breeding boxes. His

picmres are his means of passing on to the young his

urgent concern about environmental destruction.

Microphotography may be the ultimate expression of

the photographer's admiration for his subject, no matter
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how small, how overlooked. Since he discovered

microphotography three years ago, Michael Siegel, a

microbiologist, is prepared to take a second look at

everything. "It's practically the only kind of

photography I've done since." He found that certain

crystals, when subjected to polarized light, will break

into masses of color and design. His winning picture is

of a melted sheet of polyethylene, normally used for

plastic bags.

The possibilities of dirt—not the clarity of

crystals—drew Sharon Geyer to microphotography.

Five years ago, working as a darkroom technician on

blood and liver cell research, she discovered,

"Though dirt ruined microscopic slides for what I was

really after, it can be beautiful in a purely esthetic

sense. When I realized this, I decided to add my own
dirt." Her prizewinner, which one judge wanted to title

"Mother and Child," is a dried solution of

DL-methionine, ferric sulfate, and water. "All of my
slides are a witches' brew of chemicals, dust, lint,

whatever, and a dissolvent such as water or benzene.

Very unscientific. This slide was concocted almost a

year earlier, a fairly normal length of drying time."

Other photographs did not require elaborate

technology, but the photographers did have to be born

watchers: vigilant, patient, philosophical about

mistakes and missed opportunities. Charles Krebs, a

school bus contractor, spent a week alone in the

Everglades
—"you can't take the family"—waiting for

late afternoon sunlight and a female anhinga with the

turquoise eye coloring peculiar to the breeding season.

Richard Smith waited for a very early October morning

to photograph his mysterious island in a northeast

Minnesota lake. To describe the day, he sent us part of

Sigurd F. Olson's The Singing Wilderness: "It was

before dawn, that period of hush before the birds had

begun to sing. The lake was breathing sofdy as in sleep;

rising and falling, it seemed to me to absorb like a great

sponge all the sounds of the earth. It was a time of

quiet—no wind rustling the leaves, no lapping of the

water, no calling of animals or birds."

At dawn on the other side of the world, about ten

miles west of Shiraz, Iran, an energetic sales pitch

allowed Carol Bier the fly-on-the-wall invisibility every

documentary photographer seeks. Bier and her husband

spent last year doing archeological research in Iran,

traveling to and from ruins in the province of Fars. En
route, they were able to spend time with pastoral

nomads of the Qashgai confederation of tribes, at both

FIRST PRi;

Microphotograp

Dried solution

DL-methionine, ferric sulpha

and wa,

Photographed at 160

Sharon Barnett Gey

their summer and winter encampments, and to observ

the fall and spring migrations to and from the camps.

In her photograph, the merchant squatting at left has

come out from Shiraz, the provincial capital, to bartei

the cones of sugar before him for the migrants' goats,

sheep, milk products, or coins. "The merchant and tli

family were so absorbed in bargaining and gossip that

they were unaware of me."
Other winners were blessed with luck, what Stephe

Diehl modestly called, "Just one of those rare momer
of being in the right place at the right time with the

right equipment." Diehl, whose luck carried over froi

last year's contest, in which he won an honorable

mention for his study of an apple leaf, took his delic;

picture of fall foliage practically holding its breath on

hardwood trees in New York State's Adirondack

Mountains. "My wife and I were overtaken by a viole

storm. Rain and wind blasted the mountainsides.

Photography impossible that Saturday. Next morning

we awoke to find that the rain had changed to snow.

The winter storm had passed leaving clinging snow or

virtually everything."

William Holmes happened to be photographing in

garden when he saw a fly land on an orange poppy.

The fly's alert profile reminded him of "a miniature

B58 Hustler ready to take off." Lee Rentz is getting

a master's degree at Utah State University in

Cache Valley, an agricultural region where the clouds

are particularly beautiful in May. "I often look at the

sky, grab a camera, and go out into a storm. If the

clouds are interesting or if rain is falling somewhere ii

the distance, chances are I can take some dramatic

photographs." On this occasion, he was struck by the

contrast between his wife's red shirt and grasses

bending in eerie storm light.

Some winners took a serendipitous shot and were

surprised to discover what they had. Michael Neff saw

a coot on a Swiss lake, where a late afternoon sky and

reflections from a nearby building produced a

"psychedelic effect" he liked on the waves. But he

considered the photograph, "the worst of the three

pictures I sent you." Fred Darvill was hiking in early

morning fog. "Both my small daughter and I stopped

rest. She was one switchback ahead of me. Without

much thought or planning, I snapped the one picture

only and we went on. I really did not realize how gooc

the photograph was until it was returned or I certainly

would have taken more."
Some lookers, perhaps the most enterprising, pay
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attention in unexotic spots, settings tiiat border on the

banal. On a photography safari to Mount Kilimanjaro,

Ted Schiffman found a Masai woman in a model tribal

village maintained for tourists. Renato Caselli, a

Mississippi farmer, liked the tail he saw on a hippo in

the Jackson zoo. And Everett Johnson was killing time

in the Frankfurt zoo, waiting for a plane home on a

chilly October day, when he found the meerkats

enjoying a heat lamp. There was no question about his

prize; the animals' irresistibly corny quality made the

judges laugh out loud.

Our three judges were struck by the high quality of

the 400 slides and photographs winnowed for their

viewing from 30,000 entries that arrived from all over

the world. The 1977 finalists' virtue was so consistent

that one judge said his choices could only be

considered capricious. In the end, the three judges

concurred amicably on which pictures belonged at the

top of the heap.

Although not all the judges had met previously, their

careers had crossed or intersected. Milton Glaser, the

influential graphic designer, is founder of Push Pin

Studios and designer of New yor/c magazine. John

Dominis, now picture editor of People magazine, was

formerly a staff photographer at Life, as was Ken
Heyman, now a free-lancer. Some of Heyman's most

familiar work appeared in the collection "The Family

of Man. Working with Margaret Mead, he has

illustrated two books: Family, published by Macmillan

in 1 965 , and World Enough: Rethinking the Future,

published by Little, Brown in 1975.

The 1977 Grand Prize was a round-trip for two to

Peru. First Prize in each category was $500, Honorable

Mention $100. Special awards—Humor in Nature,

Urban Wildlife, and the Willoughby Prize, presented by

Willoughby's Camera Stores—were each $200. All

prizewinning photographs will be displayed in a

special exhibition at the American Museum of Natural

History in September 1977.

For the 1978 Natural History Photographic

Competition, the categories will be: The Natural

World; A Sequence of an Event in Nature;

Macro/Microphotography (including pictures with a

scanning electron microscope); and The Human
Environment. There will be special awards for Humor
in Nature and Urban Wildlife. Details concerning the

rules, the prizes, and the deadlines will be announced

early next year.

Ann Marie Cunningham



FIRST PRIZE
The Human Family

Qashqai nomads bartering

Pars Province, Iran

Carol Manson Bier
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FIRST PRIZE
Humor in Nature

Meerkats

Frankfurt Zoo, West Germany
Everett C. Johnson

FIRST PRi:

Urban Wildl

Stoplight Rob\

Eugene, Oreg\

Wlilard L. Colbu
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FIRST PRIZE
A Sequence of an Event in Nature

A farm is sold

Owings Mills. Maryland
Martha Cooper
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;onorable Mention

'etamorphosis of the giant moth

lew York. New York

ack DeConingh
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Honorable Mentil

Sto\

Cache Valley, UtM

Lee Renl

Honorable Mention
Snail devours a sea cucumber
Honolulu. Hawaii
Dale Sarver

Honorable Mention

Ford Island and reeds in misi

Burntside Lake, Minnesota

Richard Smith
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inorable Mention

jke Zurich. Switzerland

Ichael C. Neff

Honorable Mention

Spur-throated grasshoppers

Queens. New York City

Arthur Swoger

Honorable Mention

Hippopotamus tail

Zoo—Jackson. Mississippi

Renato Caselli

honorable Mention

Fly on poppy
Toronto. Ohio
William A. Holmes
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lonorable Mention

iiion' on hardwood trees

\dirondack Motintains. New York

Stephen J. Diehl

Honorable Mention

Masai woman
Kenya

Ted Schiffman
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Honorable Mention
Melted polyethylene sheet

Photographed at 400X
Michael Siegel

Overleaf

GRAND PRIZE
On the trail to Cascade Pass

North Cascades National Park. Washington
Fred T. Darvill, Jr.
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Botanicas: Puerto Rican
Folk Pharmacies
by Mary Ann Borrello and Elizabeth Mathias

photographs by Marcia Keegan

In New York City, small shops

selling articulos religiose

are the only outward sign of
Puerto Ricans' spiritist

beliefs and practices.

In New York City's Puerto Rican

neighborhoods, life is very much the

same as in Puerto Rico itself: the lan-

guage is unchanged, and community
institutions, such as bodegas, social

clubs, and botanicas, or religious

supply shops, are not very different

.

A botanicals front window is usually

a jumble of conventional gift store

items, crucifixes, highly colored plas-

ter statues of the Madonna, angels,

and saints—including such foreign

transplants as the Infant of Prague and

the Italian favorites Saint Francis of

Assisi and Saint Rocco—plus Afri-

can gods, Buddhas, and cigar-store

Indians. A passerby who peers be-

yond the statues or ventures inside the

botanica will find shelves of yellow,

white, red, black, and maroon
candles and bead necklaces in similar

colors; books on dream interpreta-

tion, Chinese proverbs, and numer-

ology stacked alongside the Bible and

Roman Catholic prayer books; jars of

incense and herbs; bottles of Florida

water, commercial toilet water, and

herbal lotions; oils and soaps; aerosol

sprays; lodestones and cowrie shells;

Latin music tapes and records with

saints on their covers and titles like

"The Seven Powers'" and "The Most
Powerful Hand." Some botanicas

stock various plants and such ani-

Left. in La Marqueta, Spanish Harlem's open-air

market, a stall offers beads, herbs, and lotions

that promise good liicic and health. Above. Otto

Chicas is one of the market's largest botanicas.

Flowers, used for home altars, are sold outside.
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t far left, shrines at a spiritist

;ntro, or temple, include one

) Concilio Congo, an important

frican deity. Worshipers have

rought him Scotch, candy, fruit,

owers, and banana leaves. Above,

fifteen-year-old member of the

jntro congregation wears bead

ecklaces in the favorite colors

f her spiritist protectors.

lals as turtles, pigeons, chickens.

The botanica is the economic man-
festation—and to an outsider, the

inly visible evidence—of the bifur-

ated religious system of most Puerto

Ucans, who since the 1950s have

leen settling in El Barrio, or Spanish

iarlem. New York's major Puerto

lican neighborhood. Other pockets

>f settlement are found on Manhat-
an'sWest Side and Lower East Side;

n parts of Brooklyn, the Bronx, and

Jueens; in nearby New Jersey and

.ong Island. Most Puerto Ricans are

loman Catholics, but for many—re-

;ardless of income, social class, age,

)r education—orthodox religious

affiliation pales beside their involve-

ment with espiritismo. or spiritism.

At botanicas. Puerto Ricans buy the

formidable variety of objects and

goods they need for spiritist observ-

ances. The botanicas seemingly

unrelated items all have symbolic

meaning and order in the spiritist

world view. And throngs of custom-

ers at flourishing botanicas attest to

spiritism's thousands of followers.

To these faithful, daily life is sur-

rounded by an invisible universe of

good and evil spirits, with powers to

affect the course of human affairs.

Spiritist teaching consists of ways to

contact the spirits, to enlist their aid

or escape their ire. In Dan Wake-
field's Island in the City, one of the

first books about Puerto Rican culture

in the urban United States, a Puerto

Rican is quoted as saying, "If you

ever talk to a Puerto Rican who says

he doesn't believe in spirits, you

know what that means? It means you

haven't talked to him long enough."

For an immigrant community under

considerable stress, spiritism is a sol-

ace: it puts names on fears and sup-

plies reasons why things go wrong.

It also provides the possibility of re-

lief or change if the unseen powers

are courted by a person who has de-

veloped his or her facultades. the in-

nate abilities to intercede with spirits.

In its Puerto Rican incarnation,

spiritism is a melange of Roman Ca-
tholicism, Yoruba religion brought to

the Caribbean in the seventeenth cen-

tury by African slaves from western

Nigeria, and the teaching of Hip-

polyte Rival , a French spiritist philos-

opher who saw no conflict between
spiritism and Scripture, and who pub-

lished in the 1850s and 1860s under
the name Allan Kardec. (Most botan-

icas carry Kardec's seven books,

basic theology for any spiritist, as

well as pictures of Kardec, which are

used in spiritist centers or home
shrines.) His fame seems to have

reached Puerto Rico on publication,

for seances were already being con-

ducted at parties there in 1856.

Before Kardec arrived in book
form, Puerto Ricans were already fa-

miliar with santeria, a type of spir-

itism that exists throughout the Carib-

bean and Central and South America.

In one of its forms, santeria syncre-

tizes Roman Catholicism with
Yoruba religion. The Catholic clergy

made strenuous efforts to convert

slaves upon their arrival in the New
World, but the Africans actually ab-

sorbed Catholicism into their own re-

ligion. They recognized their familiar

gods and goddesses in the new figures

of Christ, the Madonna, and the

saints. Chango, for example, the

most virile and sexual Yoruba deity,

the warrior god who controls thunder,

lightning, and fire, is syncretized with

Saint Barbara, virgin martyr, protec-

tor of soldiers, whose father was
struck by lightning after he beheaded

her. Like all santeria deities, Chan-

go/Saint Barbara has a favorite

color (red), claims certain animals

and plants with magical and medici-

nal uses (sarsaparilla, among others),

is invoked for particular reasons (pro-

tection against enemies), and re-

sponds favorably to favorite offerings

(fruit, rum, and cigars). Oshun, the

affectionate Yoruba goddess of

rivers, love, and gold, is syncretized

with La Caridad del Cobre , a Cuban
virgin who watches over fishermen.

Eleggua, Yoruba guardian of the

highway and the home, is seen as

Saint Anthony of Padua and the

guardian angel. In the Puerto Rican

community, members frequently
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have special devotions to individual

gods. Each saint must be venerated

with amulets, oils, and lotions, as

well as candles, bead necklaces, and

incense in his or her favorite color,

all purchasable at a botanica.

The botanicals busiest day is Sat-

urday, when crowds of customers,

mostly women, line up. Each has a

slip of white paper in hand and con-

sults it frequently while making pur-

chases. Friday evening is the night

when most spiritist meetings are held

in centres, or spiritist religious cen-

ters. In the spring of 1975, thanks to

an invitation from a Puerto Rican stu-

dent, we visited a centra in the

Bronx, and observed how the inti-

mate relationship between botani-

cas and the spiritist religion works.

This particular centra ceremony
incorporated elements of both spirit-

ism and santeria. In this centra, the

presiding medium was called ma-
drina, which is a santeria term. At
most spiritist services, the leader is

known as a medium. The ceremony
was to begin at nine on a Friday night,

but we arrived early to consult with

the madrina, or medium. A medium
has developed her facultades and has

been trained in spiritist ritual by
means of a long and expensive initia-

tion, involving many botanica ex-

penditures. She can communicate
with the spirit world and can call

spirits into her own body or those of

the faithful. She can also see past,

present, and future events in visions

and hence can prescribe prayers and

The centro '5 congregation

celebrates its presiding madrina 's

anniversary as a medium and

the birthday of one of her

personal spirits. Dancing to

the Afro-Cuban band, two teen-agt

girls, left and below, receive

spirits and go into ecstatic

trances. Below, a boy too

young to go into trance watches.

ceremonial rites to solve problem!

The centro we visited was the pre

siding madrina' s home, an ordinar

two-story frame house in a working

class neighborhood. On the lawr

near the centra's basement entrano

were two shrines, one enclosing

statue of Saint Barbara, with fruit of

ferings at her feet. (Santeria god

must be fed their favorite food

Many seem to have sweet teeth, pre

fering fruit and candy.) The othe

niche held a statue of an America
Indian chief, a protective figure repre

senting a syncretism of spiritism an(

Indian healing lore. The statue wa
bedecked with beaded necklaces ii

the god's colors to ward off evil, anc

its base was surrounded by fruit an<

cowrie shells and coconuts (used t(

foretell the future).

The centra's sanctuary room meas
ured about thirty by eighteen feet

Folding chairs faced a free spao

about the size of a small dance floor

The room was dimly lit, and along th<

wall at the far end was a water fon

filled with pennies and nickels meant

by means of sympathetic magic, t(

attract more money. Behind the fon

was a three-foot statue of La Carida

del Cobre, with a boat at her feet. Sh(

wore yellow, Oshun's favorite color

Large statues of other saints and Afri

can gods, accompanied by their fa-

vorite offerings, lined the walls of the

room. To the font's right was a five

foot statue of Saint Barbara with

dish of fruit. Next to her stood

smaller statue of Saint Martin de

Porres with a candy offering. Farther

on was an open grass hut, a shrine to

Concilio Congo, an African deity,

whose offerings included the familiar

coconut shells, strings of beads, and

cowrie shells, as well as black dolls

used for magical spells.
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In the wall at the room's near end

as a deep niche fronted by a glass

ise, which doubled as a counter,

ere was the centra's botimica. run

/ the madrina to serve the more im-

ediate needs of this particular reli-

ous community. Opposite, a door

d to the madrina i consulting room.

The few Hispanic men, women,

id children—women outnumbered

len two to one—who had arrived

irly for consultations or for socializ-

ig sat on folding chairs near the con-

ilting room's entrance. A man wear-

ig a white shirt and trousers came

)rward, and our student presented

5. He was the padrino, the ma-

ri/ia's husband and assistant. He
)ld us in Spanish that the madrina

would be with us shortly and would
see us individually. For us, she would
permit an exception to usual proce-

dure: oiir student-interpreter could

accompany each of us.

The madrina. a tall, light-brown-

skinned woman in her late thirties,

appeared and warmly encouraged us

to come into her consulting room. In-

side, the only uncluttered area was
her sacred white table. The walls

were decorated with scarves in colors

associated with each god and saint,

pictures of Chango, Yemaya,
(goddess of the sea, syncretized with

Our Lady of Regla, a Cuban ma-
donna). Saint Lazarus (paired with

Babalu-Aye, god of the sick), and

Saint Barbara. Clustered on the floor

were coconut shells, black dolls of

several sizes, and roses of Jericho,

curious dried plants that open and

turn grayish green when placed in

water. (Santeria's African roots give

it animistic elements. As good luck

plants, roses of Jericho are frequently

fed honey or sugar water.)

The madrina briefly ignites her

hands and passes them before the

faces of the faithful waiting

to go into trance. Once in that

state, they can depend on their

friends to assist them.



The madrina opens centre

ceremonies by welcoming the

congregation. As spiritual leader

of the centra, located in her

basement, she is godmother to

many of the attending faithful.

The raom smelled strongly of gar-

lic, which had been burned to dis-

courage evil spirits. A plate on a

small stool contained the dollar bills

left as payment by consultees who
had preceded us.

The madrina indicated that each of

us , in turn, should take a seat near her

table. The first consultee was Eliza-

beth and after looking closely into her

face for thirty seconds or so, the ma-
drina turned to the table and took a

handful of cowrie shells out of a

drawer. She tossed the shells onto the

table and, after studying the pattern

they made, went into trance. In Span-

ish, she gave her evaluation of Eliza-

beth's personal life and problems.

Then, coming out of trance, she

spoke further about Elizabeth's par-

ticular problems and determined that

her bad luck was the direct result of

an evil spell that had been cast ten

years before. A jealous person had

stuck nails in an onion, tied it with

black ribbon, and had buried it. (The

ten-year-old spell the madrina envi-

sioned coincided with a somewhat
difficult period in Elizabeth's life.)

The madrina assured Elizabeth

that with proper ritual, this old curse

could be neutralized. Mary Anne was
told that she had a strong spirit on her

side, but that she had been a bit dis-

tracted and forgetful lately. For each

of us, the madrina wrote on pieces of

white paper lists of items we were to

buy. Upon our return she would use

our purchases to perform special rites

to remove the evil influences plaguing

our lives. Mary Anne's list included

a white pigeon, forty-six pennies,

four coconuts, a bottle of honey,

Florida water for purification defense

against evil, and four pieces of

magnus rock. These lodestones, and
nails or filings that have touched

them, are thought to be alive and re-

ceive prayers and offerings.

Elizabeth's list was more compli-

cated and expensive, calling for a

black chicken, a white pigeon,
Florida water, three coconuts, and

four pieces of magnus rock. The ma-
drina herself could supply the

chicken and pigeons for a fee. A
cording to our student, a chicken us

ally costs $10, while a baby
sometimes needed for very serio

problems, might run as high as $15
By 9:30 p.m. preparations f

services had begun. We joined t.

congregation of about thirty peop

and removed our shoes to avoid pc

luting the sacred area. The madrin

padrino, and three helpers,

dressed in white, went to the alta

Latin music, meant to draw spirit

flooded the room. Moving with X\

music's tempo, the madrina and pi

drino ignited coconuts doused wil

Florida water, and using their fee

rolled the flaming spheres around th

room to purify it. Members of th

congregation then approached th

altar one by one, and the madrina a;

sisted each into trance by passing h(

flaming hands, which she had lit s

she had the coconuts, before the ind

vidual's face for a few seconds. Sh

then turned the person around thre

times, releasing him on the third turn

whereupon helpers came forward t

guide his movements. The tranc

state lasts from a few seconds to sev

eral minutes, and may be mild to ex

tremely agitated, depending on th

type of spirit entering the person

body. Possessed faithful may fall t

the floor in a frenzied state or spea!

in tongues.

Finally, after all who wished to g
into trance—the majority of the con

gregation—had recovered and re

turned to their chairs, the madrina'

turn arrived. This was the peak mo
ment of the service. One by one, thref

spirits took possession of her, includ

ing her personal spirit, which had ap

peared to her in a dream or vision a;

the spirit of the saddle. When this

spirit arrived, the madrina moved tc

the back of the room and placed hei

foot upon a saddle standing in

corner.

Of the three visiting spirits, one

was aloof, avoiding contact with

humans. Another, known to be

childlike and especially loving spirit,

invited contact. To communicate

with this spirit, the congregation,

ourselves included, lined up in front

of the madrina, who, whispering

words of affection, embraced and

presented each with a flower. The

service ended about 1 :00 a . M
.

, when
the madrina, exhausted by her activi-
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sand by spirit possession, was led

ay by the padrino and two assist-

3 mediums.

What we experienced at the centra

presents only one of the many
xieties of spiritist services. On Sat-

days, those who have consulted

idiums proceed to botanicas armed

ith shopping lists. However, since

ediums oft'er consultations at any

d all times, hotanica business con-

Rics steadily throughout the week.

line botanicas have their own small

insulting room with a medium in at-

ndance, who may charge little or

)thing. Clients are expected, how-

ever, to patronize the botanica after

their sessions.

The botanica functions as a folk

pharmacy, through which the me-
dium ministers to the physical and

spiritual health of the community.

Faithful consult the medium for life's

every problem—unemployment, ill

health, marriage, love, and family

difficulties—as well as dream inter-

pretation and exorcism. Some health

professionals recognize the me-
dium's role as a folk psychotherapist:

in the South Bronx, community men-
tal health centers regularly refer

Puerto Rican patients to mediums and

botanicas. especially for psychoso-

matic complaints.

Although nothing—except per-

haps the psychological influence

—

adequately explains how the me-
dium's intervention works, we have

seen many cases in which she has def-

initely helped. During one session at

another centra, a woman complained

of head pains. She had been X-rayed,

but doctors had found no evidence of

tumors. In this case, another member
of the congregation, who had been

developing his own facultades. had a

vision of a woman whose head had

been crushed by a car. The client ex-

claimed that her sister had died in

such a manner. The group concluded

that the dead woman's spirit was
causing her sister's headaches and

tried to communicate with the spirit

to discover its motives. The medium
and the client then proceeded with

private consultations and ritual to

drive away the spirit.

As spiritism's mediator, the me-
dium provides channels, in private

sessions and communal ritual,

through which individuals may gain

the protection, encouragement, and

support of their fellows, as well as of

spirits or saints and of deceased mem-
bers of their own families. Tfirough

the medium's intervention, a congre-

gation member can cast off evil and

feel the presence of friendly spirits.

The medium interprets and analyzes

problems, provides explanations for

personal misfortunes, and prescribes

guaranteed remedies: rituals only she

can perform or supplies available

only at a botanica.

The remedies always cost money:

botanicas. botanica wholesalers, and

spiritism in general are big business

in the Puerto Rican community.

Spiritism's devout followers go to bo-

At the centro, top. the madrina

guides a group of young people

learning to develop their facultades,

abilities to communicate with

spirits. Bottom, a flaming coconut,

used to purify the centro, rolls

past a shrine to Ellegua. guardian

of entrances. The coconut will be

kicked outdoors, extinguished,

and smashed to ward off evil.
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tanicas not only to fill the medium's
prescriptions but also to buy herbs

(which purportedly can cure most ail-

ments), and statues for home shrines,

as well as various other supplies that

honor personal gods, induce good
luck for family and friends, or inflict

bad luck on enemies. Statues can be
considerable investments. In Spanish

Harlem, we have seen five-foot plas-

ter statues of Saint Barbara priced at

$495. More modest statuary starts at

$9.95. Two or three dollars buys lo-

tions, soaps, and aerosol sprays with

powers to remove jinxes, bless a

house, attract a lover, bring luck in

gambling, or invoke the Seven Afri-

can Powers, a particularly potent

group of santeria deities.

As the medium is apt to prescribe

Catholic prayers and attendance at

Mass along with santeria rituals, so

botanica products call on African

gods and Catholic saints and Jesus

Christ. One label on a bottle of Seven
African Powers lotion reads:

Do you have problems? Call the Seven
Saints to your aid. Humble yourself when
you need assistance. Ask for help in the

name of Jesus Christ with your problems,

financial, health and love. These Seven
African Powers will oiTer you concentra-

tion power.

The same cross fertilization is ob-

vious in the botanicals stock of reli-

gious jewelry: Catholic medals and
scapulars, spiritist amulets shaped
like small rosary beads, or miniature

black hands. When a Puerto Rican
baby is baptized, the family will often

ask the priest to bless the baby's

medal and amulet, both worn on one
chain. Some priests bless both objects

without comment. Others attempt to

convince the family that the bead or

hand has no part in Catholicism.

Puerto Ricans generally see little

sense in this argument; they consider

both objects necessary to protect the

infant from evil.

Although candles are burned to

honor the gods and achieve good
health and happiness, they also have

destructive uses. A woman who
wants to destroy a marriage might
buy three black candles, two shaped
like nude females and one like a nude
male. (Black, the most powerful

color, may cause death; red will re-

sult in a lesser injury.) At home, she

writes the names of the husband and
wife she wants to separate on two

slips of paper. If she wishes to be-

come the man's new lover, she writes

her own name on a third slip . She then

turns two candles, representing a man
and a woman, back to back, and

places the husband's or wife's name
under the appropriate figure. She puts

her own name under the other female

candle and places it facing the male.

She lights all three candles and recites

special prayers. Within the week to

ten days the candles take to burn

down, the marriage should be de-

stroyed and the man attracted to his

new lover.

Even smaller purchases like these

candles represent considerable in-

vestments for people hampered by
chronic shortages of cash. Never-

theless, the market for botanicas

shows no signs of drying up. Besides

serving as community therapy, spirit-

ism also represents a colorful alter-

native to the relatively inexpressive

Roman Catholic ceremonies. In and
around the New York area, the tradi-

tional attitudes and beliefs of spirit-

ism receive continual reinforcement

from Puerto Rico. Followers take ad-

vantage of inexpensive weekend
flights to migrate back and forth to

their home island.

In New York, as in Puerto Rico,

when crowds line up outside botan-

icas on Saturday mornings, they

demonstrate that a minority subcul-

ture has managed to maintain a sub-

stantial level of ethnic and spiritual

unity. Spiritism enriches the Puerto

Rican 's life by offering reasons for

events that would otherwise go unex-
plained; within the spiritist commu-
nity the disorders of daily life are or-

dered and made manageable. And
the positive effects of this religion

—

its emphasis on loving concern among
community members, shared prob-

lem solving, individual and group

emotional security—are undeniable.

In the madrina 's consulting room
at the centro, a young woman asks
guidance in a personal matter. The
madrina 's advice will be based on

the patterns she discerns in the

cowrie shells before her. She
also frequently uses these shells

to predict the future.
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The Great Grizzly Grapple
liristopher Cauble

ational parks are for

•ople, plants, and animals,

hen there is the big bear

at occasionally mauls people

Stoney Bear is dead. I knew her

fore the National Park Service

IPS) killed her. Stoney was a griz-

y hear in Mount McKinley National

irk, Alaska, and we had met several

nes, while I was ensconced in a car

bus or while I was hiking alone,

le never caused me any trouble; she

:ver harmed anyone; she never

imaged property.

Stoney was a wild, naturally forag-

g grizzly, not a garbage-fed bear,

le problem was that she was not

raid of people, being far more toler-

it and unconcerned about human
esence than any grizzly I had ever

icountered. She would feed by the

ladside even if a busload of tourists

ere hanging out the windows, tak-

ig photographs, and yelling at her to

ok up. The Eielson Visitor Center

as within her territory, and she

ould walk its sidewalks hunting the

it ground squirrels that had become
ow from tourist handouts and ignor-

ig bystanders only ten or twenty feet

ivay.

Stoney Bear had been living in

IcKinley since 1972, always in the

ime roadside area and always alone.

n adult, free-ranging grizzly,

ft. meanders through one of the

'any isolated, open reaches of

lount McKinley National Park in

laska. In Yellowstone National

ark. right, grizzlies seeking

lod handouts are an increasingly

ommon sight as the number of

Isitors to the park soars and the

ears lose their fear of humans.

Because of repeated visits to the Eiel-

son Center, she had been relocated by
the National Park Service in 1974,

but within two weeks she had re-

turned across the crest of the Alaska

Range, covering a distance of about

sixty-five miles. In the spring of 1976

she was seen mating. Stoney had
never given birth before. How dan-

gerous and aggressive would she be

with cubs? The prospect of a serious

human injury resulting from Stoney 's

protective instinct and her habitual

close contact with people became a

crucial factor against her. The NPS
considered relocating her again, but

it was deemed too expensive. She had

returned before, she might not sur-

vive in a new territory, and conceiv-

ably, the NPS could be held liable if

Stoney caused trouble somewhere
else. No nearby zoo wanted the bear.

The final decision: kill her.

On June 14, 1976, Stoney Bear

was injected with an overdose of Ser-

nylan, a tranquilizer commonly used

for large animals. She was destroyed

atop Stoney Hill, her topographical

namesake. She was killed, not for

what she had done, but for what she

might do. At the time of Stoney's

death, the National Park Service was
receiving both blame and blessing for

its efforts at managing the grizzly

bear.

Not long after Stoney's demise.

National Park Service authorities

were hunting proven killer grizzlies

in Alaska and Montana. On Sep-

tember 12, 1976, a man was killed

and eaten by a grizzly in Glacier Bay
National Monument. The rogue bear

was never found. On September 23,

1976, a young woman was dragged

from her tent by a grizzly in Glacier

National Park. Her body was found

one hundred yards from the tent, and

two grizzlies were shot when they

charged rangers guarding the body.

Three other persons were mauled last

summer in Glacier National Park, and

four persons were injured by grizzlies

Bruce Coleman. Inc.



in Yellowstone National Park. People

were charged and treed in Mount
McKinley National Park and Katmai
National Monument. In Canada a

woman was killed and her companion
severely mauled in Glacier National

Park, British Columbia.
The grizzly bear, having pre-

viously been forced to retreat to the

sanctuary of national parks, now
faced another threat: the pressure

from too many people within its last

refuge, with a resultant danger for

both people and bears.

The recent controversy over griz-

zly bears began on a hot August night

in 1967 in Glacier National Park
when, incredibly and inexplicably.

two young women were killed on the

same night by different grizzlies in

separate backcountry areas. It was a

night of bizarre horror, and the story

appeared on the front pages of major

newspapers and on television news
broadcasts. A bitter and still-continu-

ing debate erupted over whether or

not grizzly bears should be allowed

to exist in the national parks.

Normally a quiet bureaucracy, the

National Park Service suddenly
found itself inspected, dissected, and

suspected as never before. When the

public discovered that an open gar-

bage dump close to a backcountry

chalet and campground had been at-

tracting grizzlies for years and that

one of the women had been killed 1

a sow grizzly visiting the dump, tl

NPS was charged with careless ma
agement and branded a contribute

villain in the death.

After the Glacier incidents, tl

personnel at other national pari

evaluated their bear situations to co

rect dangerous practices, such

operating open dumps. Yellowstoi

had several such dumps, and
though they were in backcounti

areas restricted from visitor trave

the Glacier problem put pressure c •"

Yellowstone to close its dumps toe S'

All agreed that the dumps should l ^

closed, but disagreements over tt !'

best procedure to follow develope *

\% .«'*>

Jen and Des Bartletl; Bruce Coleman, Inc.
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ween the park service and two sci-

ists who were involved in a ten-

ir grizzly bear research project,

lat resulted was an acrimonious

jate known as the "great grizzly

itroversy."

The scientists, Frank and John

iighead, argued for the gradual

ising out of the dumps over a ten-

ar period; concomitantly, the

npgrounds would be equipped

th bear-proof garbage disposal sys-

ns. They believed a rapid shut-

wn of the dumps would put the gar-

ge-addicted bears on a severe

old turkey" regimen that would re-

t in grizzlies entering camp-
mnds in search of a garbage "fix."

More problem bears in campgrounds
would translate into more dead bears

since the NPS was under heavy pres-

sure to protect visitors from grizzly-

caused injury. This pressure dictated

that the NPS act quickly to close the

dumps.
The NPS was damned if it closed

the dumps and damned if it didn't. In

1968 and 1969 the amount of edible

garbage placed in the dumps was
drastically reduced. Attempts to im-

prove campground garbage facilities

and park-wide disposal systems were
also made. By the spring of 1971 all

intrapark dumps had been closed.

Sure enough, beginning in 1968, here

came the bears.

From 1959 through 1967, 170

grizzlies, an annual average of 18.9,

were removed from the entire Yel-

lowstone ecosystem. This figure in-

Shortly after emerging from
hibernation, a grizzly, left, has

a meal of water weeds. Tender

plants, among the few available

foods in early spring, help prepare

the bear's digestive system for an

omnivorous diet. Below, having its

picture taken by an early season

tourist, a young grizzly shows

signs of habituation to humans.

eludes control activities by the NPS
as well as hunting and control activi-

ties outside the park. From 1968

through 1972, 172 grizzlies, an an-

nual average of 34.4, were removed.

(Figures for the entire Yellowstone

ecosystem are important because of

the wide dispersal of garbage-feeding

bears after the dump phase-out began

in 1968.)

From 1968 through 1972, 51 griz-

zlies were removed by control actions

from Yellowstone National Park it-

self, an annual average of 10.2 (33

were shot, 9 were donated to zoos,

and 9 died from drug overdoses dur-

ing capUire operations). This com-
pares with 37 grizzlies removed from
1959 through 1967, an annual aver-

age of 4.1.

The Craigheads and the NPS
clashed repeatedly. The scientists

warned of severe and possibly irrev-

ocable population depletion. The
NPS challenged the scientists' data

and claimed that more bears existed

in Yellowstone than they supposed.

In some areas the data between the

Craigheads and the NPS differed

greatly, and the truth was lost in a

wilderness of charges and rebuttals.

The Craigheads were no light-

weights and the ensuing battle royal

captured the interest of the national

media. The great grizzly controversy

soon enveloped scientists, bureau-

crats, and conservation groups. Sec-
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ibs of the year are playful,

1 litlermates spend much time

trading with each other.

•y diminishes as they get

er. a precursor of an adult 's

mgly asocial behavior.

ary of the Interior Rogers C.B.

)rton felt compelled to request the

tional Academy of Sciences to

er the debate as a nonpartisan

ge-

The National Academy of Sciences

ued its report in 1974, and neither

e was entirely vindicated. The
'S was criticized for its closed-door

licy to independent research

mps (the Craigheads had been

shed out of their Yellowstone re-

irch laboratory in 1971) and its

ibby data collection methods. The
aigheads were rebuked for their

mputer models of the bear popula-

n, which the Academy found to be

) rigid. The result of the report was
agree that, yes, there was indeed

ontroversy.

After 1972 the number of grizzlies

quiring removal from Yellowstone

itional Park dropped considerably,

le park service crowed that its pol-

had worked; now Yellowstone's

izzlies were wild, healthy, back-

Puntry bears. The Craigheads re-

lied that because there were so few
izzlies left, the number of removals

d to decrease.

Since 1971 theNPShasnotpermit-
J an independent census of Yellow-
ine"s grizzlies. Instead, the NPS
s relied upon haphazard "sight-

gs" " by observers with questionable

lalitications (mostly park employ-

s) to derive a population estimate

r the entire Yellowstone ecosystem

between 319 and 364 bears for

)74. The Craigheads, however, on

sow nurses her two cubs in an

len meadow. Many human-grizzly

cidents occur because female

mrs. extremely defensive of

eir young, will attack anything

at seems to pose a threat.

the basis of their computer model,

have projected a 1974 population of

between §2 and 233, with 136 being

"most probable." To further confuse

the issue, an Interagency Grizzly

Bear Study Team (led by an NPS
biologist), mostly using previously

collected data, made a sprawling esti-

mate of anywhere from 237 to 540
grizzlies for 1974. In view of so many
disparate estimates, the only possible

conclusion is that no one really knows
the current status of the grizzly popu-

lation in the Yellowstone ecosystem.

What with the Glacier National

Park deaths and the Yellowstone con-

troversy, the park service entered a

period of schizophrenia regarding

bear management. Grizzly bears

were to be preserved as a valuable

wilderness feature, but tourists were

to be protected from harm—and
heaven forbid that park management
should ever again contribute to a

human injury. Perhaps for these rea-

sons, bear management by the NPS
took some very nasty turns. In 1972

a grizzly was trapped in a Mount
McKinley National Park campground
and hauled away to be relocated. The
superintendent and chief ranger re-

ported to the media, and even to other

NPS employees, that the bear was
simply transplanted to another sec-

tion of the park. This was a deliberate

lie. On orders of the superintendent,

the bear was transplanted all right,

directly into another dimension by a

bullet in the brain . In 1 974 a net-slung

Yellowstone grizzly was being trans-

located via a helicopter; en route the

net was opened and the bear dropped

several hundred feet to smash on the

ground. The NPS was between a rock

and a hard place regarding bear man-
agement and the grizzly got the

squeeze.

"The negligence of the defendant.

United States of America, was the

sole, direct and proximate cause of

the death of Harry Eugene Walker on

the night of June 24-25 , 1 972
.

" With
these words Judge A. Andrew Hauk,
in an opinion filed in a U.S. District

Court in March 1975, ordered $87,-

417.67 to be paid to members of the

Walker family as the result of a suit

filed after Walker had been killed by
a grizzly bear near Old Faithful in

Yellowstone National Park. The
judge cited the park's dump-closure

policy, as well as the failure to pro-

vide adequate warnings to park visi-

tors about bear dangers, as contrib-

utory negligence. Claims by the NPS
that Walker was knowingly and ille-

gally camped in a closed area, that he

deliberately avoided all opportunities

to receive brochures warning of

bears, that he was careless with his

food and had garbage around his

camp failed to move the judge. (It

didn't help that the killer bear had

been captured and relocated by the

NPS two years earlier.)

The decision in the plaintiffs' favor

caused repercussions throughout the

park service. How much protection

from wild bears could the NPS be ex-

pected to provide? If a hiker didn't

receive one of the bear brochures and

was mauled by a grizzly, would the

NPS be negligently liable? Where
was the line between reasonable visi-

tor safety and excessive bear-people

management?
Although the Walker decision was

overturned in December 1976 on the

basis of a technical exemption to the

Federal Tort Claims Act, another suit

has been filed by a man who was
mauled by a grizzly in Glacier Na-

tional Park in 1975. Thus the implica-

tion of the Walker case remains a Da-

moclean threat to the NPS.
While drownings, mountaineering

mishaps, automobile wrecks, and a

variety of other accidents occur in the

parks, none seem as likely to be

viewed as NPS negligence as grizzly

injuries. The reverberations of Judge

Hauk's gavel plucked at the nerves of

NPS officials, and everyone prayed

for no more incidents. The bureau-

cratic boat was rocking in the storm

and the passengers were frantic.

At the orientation for seasonal em-
ployees in McKinley in the spring of

1975, the superintendent handed out

copies of the Walker decision and

said, "Here's what we're up
against." Later in the summer, fol-

lowing an incident in which a bear bit

a hiker, a permanant ranger first ex-

plained, "It wasn't really a maul-

ing." An acute sensitivity to bear in-

cidents developed, including a jargon

of euphemisms reminiscent of the

war reports from Vietnam. Bears

were not killed, they were "dis-

patched" or, more blandly, "re-

moved from the population." Bears

were not threatening life and limb

when they charged someone, they
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were "acting playfully toward hikers

by chasing them." (The latter from

a memorandum to be read at all inter-

pretive programs after a pair of griz-

zlies treed a hiker in McKinley, in

August 1974.)

After the deaths in Glacier Bay Na-

tional Monument and Glacier Na-

tional Park in 1976, the NPS quickly

documented the details of each inci-

dent as never before. In the event

there were any resultant lawsuits, the

NPS wanted to be ready with all the

facts.

Glacier National Park is a study in

the growing problems between peo-

ple and bears. Within its 1 ,580 square

miles live some 200 grizzlies or about

one bear for every eight square miles.

In 1976 a record number of 1,662,-

678 tourists visited the park, an in-

crease of 5.8 percent over 1975. The
recorded overnight backcountry
usage totaled 28,978 camper days.

Although there are no statistics avail-

able for day-use of the backcountry,

it can be safely assumed that such

use, whether to hike, fish, climb, bird

watch, or whatever, is also on the

rise.

The number of grizzly bear inci-

dents has been increasing in Glacier.

In 1975 five persons were injured by
the bears; in 1976 three persons were

injured and another killed. Incidents

of grizzlies charging people in the

backcountry have correspondingly

increased. During this period the

grizzly population remained fairly

stable but the number of tourists con-

tinued to rise. The figures suggest a

simple equation: more people equal

more injuries.

The answer to why this is happen-

ing is not an apparently simple corre-

lation of numbers, however; there is

an ominous belief that bear behavior

may be changing. Attacks precipi-

tated by some obvious provocation,

such as a sow with cubs charging after

being surprised, are expected inci-

dents. An increase in this type of at-

tack may be statistically predictable

as human traffic increases. But inci-

dents in 1975 and 1976 do not quite

fit as attacks of provocation, and the

bears involved were mainly solitary

and/or younger animals.

In August 1975, a father and his

two children were hiking along a pop-

ular trail to Grinnell Glacier. They
made a turn and met a lone grizzly.

The bruin charged and mauled all

three persons before running off. The
hikers were not carrying food and

they had not harassed the animal . In

September 1976, two people were

hiking on a remote trail but making

a considerable amount of noise when
they saw a single grizzly. The bear

mauled both of them. The NPS has

labeled this attack as "unprovoked."
Later in September a grizzly dragged

a woman from her tent at the Many
Glacier Campground and killed her.

The campsite was clean and free of

food. A park service board of inquiry

could find no reason for the attack.

Clifford J. Martinka, Glacier Na-
tional Park's supervisory research

biologist, is a bear authority. He well

knows the grizzly bear situation in

Glacier, and he is worried: "I used

to think that with prudent manage-
ment we could largely eliminate

bear-human incidents. Now I'm not

so sure. I'm beginning to believe the

grizzlies have reached the point

where they have encountered so

many people that it has affected their

collective behavior. They may be los-

ing their shyness of humans but not

losing their aggressiveness. It might

be they are becoming behaviorally

more like black bears, which are now
very bold around people. If grizzlies

get as bold as blacks it could be criti-

cal because grizzlies are altogether a

more aggressive and dangerous ani-

mal."

Hunted bears may be more afraid

of humans than are sanctuary-pro-

tected bears and less of a threat to

campers and hikers. In the Bob Mar-
shall Wilderness Area south of Gla-

cier National Park, grizzlies have

been hunted for years and there is sel-

dom an aggressive action toward

humans. The bears have learned to

avoid humans and their "thunder

sticks." In national parks, however,

hunting is quite incompatible with the

guiding philosophy.

Experiments are now being con-

ducted into such adverse condition-

ing techniques as the use of lights,

chemicals, and noise to encourage

bears to avoid people. These are still

in the testing stage, however, and re-

search is slow and difficult. What
might work with a caged bear may
produce different results with wild

grizzlies. Also, finding areas where
experiments can be conducted with-

out endangering bystanders is of,

a

frustrating. jjij

Trying to physically separate p jili

pie and bears is a common manaj j »t

ment method. In Glacier, for

ample, a bear-monitoring system c

lects sightings of grizzlies and repc

of bear trouble and examines them

determine if particular trails

campgrounds should be closed.

1976 more trails were temporal

closed than ever before. Cons:

eration is also being given to buildi

a compound-type campground at o

backcountry site. Certain roadsi
(fl

campgrounds may be restricted

hard-side camping only, thereby pi

hibiting tents and allowing only tra

ers , truck campers , and motor home
The argument that parks are f

people, not for bears, is heard aft
ijii

every grizzly bear incident, usual

from people using such incidents

springboards for their own wishes

A variation of this premise is e

countered, notably in Alaska, wht

people condemn the NPS policy ba
ning firearms in the national park

After the Glacier Bay incident la

September, an outdoor writer for tl

Anchorage Daily Times blasted tl

no-gun policy and stated that 1

would not camp in prime grizz

country, national parks includet

without some sort of weapon, adhe

ing to the belief that breaking the la

is preferable to being chewed on b

a bear.

Basically the no-firearm policy

meant to protect wildlife from unne(

essary slaughter. Without it, poacl

ing would be far more difficult to cor

trol, and in the vast areas of Alaska

parks there would be no way the NP
could prevent the indiscriminat

shooting of any animal. Specificall

regarding bears, any appearance of

grizzly can be frightening to the inex

perienced and unprepared. The NP,

fears that many people would shoe

without real need. Also, if the park

became littered with bears woundei

by poor or indiscriminate shooting

the danger of bear attacks would b
astronomically greater.

The NPS is not contemplating th

extirpation of grizzlies, although ;

segment of the public favors such i

policy. While bear attacks are dra

matic and nerve chilling, other acci

dents account for far more tragedie

in the national parks. In records dat

8o



back to 1 9 1 3 , 3 persons have been

; ed by grizzlies in Glacier National

j'k while 69 have perished from

ler outdoor accidents, such as

Iwnings (36), falls while hiking

), or being hit by falling objects

:h as rocks and trees (6). Consid-

ig that only 3 out of 1 ,600,000 vis-

's to Glacier in 1976 were harmed

grizzlies, the risk of a bear attack

exceedingly remote. Nonetheless,

irs form a large area of concern in

visitor's mind, and their presence

2cts human attitudes in subtle but

)found ways.

Why the deeply ingrained fear of

ITS? Man is not so far removed
m his wilderness childhood as he

ly think. The horror associated

th an attack by a wild beast releases

tdamental fears that have been sub-

lated for generations. Perhaps the

iseless waste of lives in automobile

:idents affects us less than one

ith caused by a bear not only be-

ase the vaster numbers benumb us

t also because the screams of crash

;tims cannot penetrate the civilized

neer protecting us as incisively as

! primitive growling of wild beasts,

perhaps the automobile is simply

) new for us to fear as intensely,

ter all, we grew up as both predator

d occasional prey of other wild ani-

mals and had a long time to learn to

be afraid. We have lived with auto-

mobiles fpr but a historical second;

the installation of intrinsic fear proba-

bly requires far more time.

Besides the statistical evidence in

the bear's favor, defenders of the ani-

mal cite the scientific value of the

creature. In natural areas, such as na-

tional parks, scientists can find rela-

tively pristine ecosystems in which to

study and learn. Diversity is the key

to ecology , so the removal of any ele-

ment would reduce the value of a sys-

tem to science.

Other points made in favor of the

grizzly are more abstract. As in argu-

ing for the preservation of a fine paint-

ing or a musical composition, esthetic

and spiritual values are invoked in de-

fense of grizzly bears and their do-

main, the wilderness. The bear is for-

midable, exciting, and stimulating.

Does not the human psyche need such

varied nourishment for a healthy

diet? While hiking in the grizzly's

realm brings one in closer con-

sciousness with these nebulous yet

somehow vital intangibles, even the

simple awareness that such wilder-

ness continues to exist may be a men-
tal tranquilizer for the frazzled city

citizen. The world is not all concrete

and steel and pollution; there is also

the wilderness and the great bear.

Whatever methods scientists and

park managers discover to make
tourists safer in the national parks,

there will still remain the problem of

the grizzly with its aggressiveness

and strength. But if we can yawn and

accept the reports of tens of thousands

of deaths from automobile accidents

and mishaps in the home, can we not

tolerate the exceedingly rare death

due to a grizzly bear? The prospect

of encountering a dangerous wild ani-

mal will always be unacceptable to

some, but to others the image of a

grizzly wandering over a high alpine

meadow will remain a blessed indica-

tion of the diversity that remains for

our senses and sensibilities. There
will be more tragedies caused by griz-

zly bears, all of them regretful; but

we cannot completely remove the risk

without exterminating the great bear.

That would be a far greater tragedy

than the fate of Stoney Bear. D

Grizzlies cover large areas when

foraging. Opportunistic feeders,

two bears gorge themselves on roots

in a thicket of young trees.

Stephen J. Krasemann, Peter Arnold Ptioto Archives
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is in Leo from mid-August to mid-Sep-
tember, then in Virgo, well past the solstice, where its northerly position

brings us the very long days and high diurnal arc of early summer. In

this part of its apparent sidereal path, the sun moves rapidly toward,

and eventually across, the equatorial plane. Days are still longer than

nights, but are rapidly getting shorter. Nights catch up on September
26, when sunrise and sunset are exactly twelve hours apart.

The moon will be part of the evening sky till the end of August. Early

in the month, therefore, we can expect to find a morning moon in the

sky. In August, phases are last-quarter on the 6th, new on the 14th,

first-quarter on the 21st, and full on the 28th; in September, last-quarter

is on the 5th, new on the 13th, first-quarter on the 20th, and full on
the 27th. Two eclipses result from the moon's motion during the period:

a penumbral lunar eclipse visible in North America on September 27,

and a solar eclipse on October 12—total in the Pacific Ocean, partial

throughout most of North America.

Stars and Planets The show in the morning sky is a good one indeed.

Very brilliant Venus is there and spectacular Jupiter, both becoming
more prominent during the two months. In early August, they are rela-

tively close, rising several hours before daylight dims them; Mars, al-

though fainter, is prominent nearby, higher and to the right. During
August and September, Venus moves well east (left) of Jupiter, but Mars
moves closer, passes Jupiter, and then moves east (left) from it. Saturn,

meantime, enters the morning sky in mid-August. By mid-September,
Venus moves near and passes Saturn; a few days later, Venus passes

the star Regulus in Leo, in both cases very close to the objects. From
mid-September, for about ten days, you may expect to see Mercury,
too, as a morning star, low in the east in the early twilight in one of

its more favorable appearances as a morning star. At the end of Sep-
tember, Jupiter and Mars, both in Gemini, will be high in the south

at dawn, while Venus and Saturn will be in Leo, lower in the southeast.

August 9-11: The waning crescent moon moves past Mars, Jupiter,

and Venus, in that order. Look in the east before dawn.
August 10-14: Look for the Perseid meteors on any morning from

1:00 A.M. on. Best on the 12th, with up to 50 meteors per hour.

August 1 6 : The moon occults (covers) Mercury about 6 :00 p

.

m . , EST

.

September 4: Mars and Jupiter are in conjunction.

September 5: Mercury becomes a morning star.

September 7: The crescent moon is near Mars and Jupiter (the

brighter) in the east this morning.

September 10-11: The moon is close to Venus and Saturn.

September 18: Venus shifts from right of Saturn.

September 19-24: Mercury is favorably placed for observing as a

morning star, low in the east in the very early dawn.
September 21 : The star nearest Venus this morning is Regulus in Leo.
September 22: The sun arrives at the equinox at 10:30 p.m., EST.

Summer ends and autumn begins in the Northern Hemisphere.
September 27: The full moon is the harvest moon.
October 4-5: In the morning sky, the moon is near Jupiter on the

4th, Mars on the 5th.

October 8-10: The moon again moves past Saturn and Venus.

-k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 1:15 a.m. on August 1; 12:20 a.m. on August 15; 11:15 p.m.

on September 1; 9:20 p.m. on September 15; 8:20 p.m. on September 30; and
7:20 P.M. on October 15; but it can also be used for an hour before and after

those times.
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A Naturalist at Large by Bernard Nietschmi
]

The Bambi Factor 1

(0

lit

Good and bad animals

are made, not born

Knocking about in out-of-the-way

places searching for information on
animals and people produces enlight-

ening perspectives on similar themes

closer to home. During a recent trip

around Australia, I tried to learn

something about the roles animals

play in different societies. Wherever
I stopped, I asked about local wild-

life: the native names of species, their

habits and habitats, how and when
they were hunted and used, and how
they were portrayed in art and myth.

One encounter in northwestern Arn-

hem Land, a cloistered corner of Aus-

tralia's Northern Territory, gave me
some perspectives on my own tribe.

A visit to an aboriginal village had

led to a talk with some men about the

area's wildlife. I went through my list

of questions and the villagers gra-

ciously explained the different clan

totems, and the various animal sym-
bols and designs on bark paintings

and other arts and crafts. They also

told tribal stories involving animals

and gave me the common names of

local species. They were perceptive

and helpful and a joy to talk with.

When we finished the list, some of the

eiders began asking me similar, but

culturally reversed, questions about

my people. Fair enough. They had

made every attempt to help me under-

stand some of their way of life, why
shouldn't I reciprocate and be an in-

formant on my tribe?

I rummaged through the attic and

basement of my memory, seeking fa-

vorite and most important American

animal symbols, myths, and stories.

I didn't find much: the bald eagle, a

few James Thurber fables, and a lot

on pets. The aborigines were satis-

fied, but I wasn't. Their questions

stuck and nagged.

Later, the more I dredged up, the

more I realized that much of our sym-

bolic system is also heavily based on
animals. Culturally blind, I was
bumping into an imposing structure,

and while I could make out some of

the steps and doorways, I could not

see the form until the roof fell in and

I remembered the Walt Disney-
Mother Goose Table of Animal Val-

ues. That memory jogger led me to

comic books, cartoons, language,

television, movies, and the cultural

epaulets of identity found on T-shirts,

Levi jackets, belt buckles, lapel but-

tons, automobile hoods and grilles,

posters, trademarks, logos, and pen-

nants. Animal symbols were every-

where. I had discovered a mother

lode. Just as well I found it after my
visit to Arnhem Land for if I had tOld

then of the things that you're going

to read, I might have been put on a

wanted list as unnaturalist at large.

I once saw a bumper sticker in Los
Angeles that read: "All the world is

watching the United States, and all

the United States is watching Walt
Disney." Disney animals have had a

major, governing influence on all of

us. They are part of our cultural

DNA, something that sociobiologists

should look into. Someone in n
magazine recently wrote about "D
neyfication." What a word! Ev
Abraham Lincoln, Fran Tarkentc

Barbara Walters, Robert Redfoi

and General Motors haven't been
'

cated" yet, so you know Disney

big stuff . The Disney crowd can ma
or break an animal. Some Disney ai

mal images approach symbolic cri

cal mass.

John Livingston, in his imagin

tive book One Cosmic Instant, poir

out that right along with the multip

cation table and the table of chemic

elements, we have learned the W;
Disney-Mother Goose Table of Ar
mal Values. Why is it, Livingstd'

asks, that some animals are "good
and others "bad?" Why are wolve,

coyotes, bears, vultures, weasel

and snakes bad; while fawns, chij

munks, rabbits, squirrels, ar

beavers are good? This list can be e:

tended and appended to include an

mal heroes and villains in com]

books, fairy tales, Saturday mornir

television cartoons, and Sunday a

ternoon nature programs.

Despite America's high per capii

consumption of meat, the table of an

mal values has it that meat eaters ai

the bad guys, and seed-grass-bar

eaters are the good guys. You ai

what you eat, according to Adell

Davis, which appears to apply,

well, to fictional animal characters.

Most of the animals in fable;

tales, films, and comic books are er

gaged in make-believe events. Chil

dren and consenting adults reall



\bu 11 see it better

through a better pair of binoculars!

ibu've moved quietly a long way
)ver rough back trails — and suddenly

/ou see something move! High in a

rcc overhead, a baby eagle is

lelicoptering, fluttering up from its

lest in the first perilous lessons of

light. Is it too young? Will it be lucky?

f it catches a downdraft or a cross-

wind, it will miss the edge of the nest

ind spiral helplessly to the earth...

:o be abandoned by its parents. You'll

vant to take in every detail of this

are and dramatic moment.

\t times like this, poor resolution

Mnoculars will let you down. They
jnly magnify a fuzzy image, and so

;ou see everything bigger — but

vithout the sharp detail you need.

Some won't focus closer than 35 feet

3r more, a critical weakness when
;ou want to use them for nature

;tudy And after prolonged viewing

:hrough poor resolution binoculars

you'll experience eye fatigue that

drains your strength, because your
jyes have been struggling to resolve

J clearer picture.

Mso the optics in inexpensive

binoculars can be jarred out of

alignment when used in rough field

;onditions. And looking through

misaligned binoculars will seem to

pull the eyes right out of your head.

s'Jnfortunately none of this is obvious
.vhen you go in to buy a pair A
;weep around the store, when you're

looking at nothing in particular, won't
tell you much about the optics or

ihe construction. But the name
Custom by Bushnell wi

Bushnell is the number one name in

binoculars, and the Custom line is

Bushnell's finest. Custom line optics

are balanced and aligned through

electronic computation, to prevent

eye strain and provide maximum
comfort and they are built rugged,

with heavy duty bridges and hinges
— and locked-in -place prisms. These
superbly designed high-resolution

glasses were created specifically

with the outdoorsman in mind, and
there is a model for every particular

need. For instance, the Custom 7X35s,

9X36s, and the Custom Compacts
focus down to 14 feet for nature

study close-ups! So no matter what
aspect of wildlife you're interested in.

Custom Binoculars by Bushnell will

give you the best look at it.

See them at your nearest Bushnell

dealer, or write to Bushnell Optical

Company 2828 East Foothill

Blvd., Dept NH 22, Pasadena, Ca 91107.

Bushnell is a division of Bausch &
Lomb, with offices in Tokyo,

Vancouver B.C. and dealers the

world over

PICK THE MODEL BEST
SUITED FOR YOUR TYPE OF

NATURE STUDY

CUSTOM
ALL

PURPOSE
7X35

Both light and bright.

Excellent for all-

around use.

CUSTOM
RANGE
MASTER
WIDE
ANGLE
7X35

Wide field of view.

For glassing large

areas for wildlife

animal and bird

movement-

CUSTOM
EXTRA
BRIGHT
7X50

High light gathering

qualities. Identifying

birds and animals in

poor light. Excellent

for dawn or dusk
spotting.

CUSTOM
HIGH
POWER
(9X36
and

10X50)

Long distance viewing.

For steep terrain and
inaccessible areas,

or when extra close

detail is required.

CUSTOM
COMPACT Light weight/small

(6X25 size. For in your

and pocket.

7X26)

iJllshnell Optics for the Outdoorsman
Binoculars • Riflescopes • Photo Lenses • Boresighters • Telescopes



Eddie Bauer
... for your outdoor lives

Non-Skid Chukka
A firm tooting on wet rocks, slippery

decks or anyplace that fistiing, hunting

or hiking takes you. The secret is In the

sole - . . 18-iron natural rubber with

hundreds of inset grippers. Soft tvlaple

Cuddy leather uppers with padded scree

top. Color: Maple. Sizes: Men's C and E

widths whole and Vz sizes 7-12, whole

size 13. #3120 Chukkas $24.50 ppd.

Tote&Travel Bags
Tough, spacious bags to carry and

protect jackets, clothing and outdoor

gear. Nylon fabric Is strong and

waterproof. Drawstring closure. Inside

top flap for added protection. Fold flat for

storage. Assortment: One each 4"

dia. X 10" high, 8" dia. x 16" high, 10"

dia. X 20" high. = 0300 Assortment of

Tote Bags $6.95 ppd.

Order Today!

Money Back Guarantee!
Enclosed is my check or money order lor

(Add sales tax where applicable )

Please RUSH my order.

D =3120 ChuKkas. Size

s 0300 Tote & Travel Bags.

Name

D Send me FREE your color catalog of unique
outdoor products
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I Depl ANH Thirds Virginia, Seattle, WA 98124 j

don't buy that sort of skewed reality,

right? (Make a list of animals and ask

your children to choose the good and

bad ones. You might want to use

some less loaded words.) Make-
believe animal scenarios are made be-

lievable through humanlike plots, so-

cial and interpersonal relationships,

and dialogue, much of which carries

moral and ethical values. However
they are drawn, the animals' faces are

simply shrunken human heads that

show every grown-up wrinkle,

frown, smile, and wart from our ex-

periences, and which preview the

adult world for children.

The table of animal values is really

a table of human values . Nonhuman
animals know nothing of nastiness,

saintliness, greed, benevolence,

cruelty, or cuteness. Livingston adds

that we have failed to realize the utter

indifference of nature to human val-

ues. But all must be seen in human
terms and all must be possessed with

human values.

A veritable zooful of animals

roams our symbolic landscapes—ex-

otic wild animals, domesticated

farmyard creatures, pets. They are

found in epithets, cliches, analogies,

metaphors, and similes—and in bar-

rooms and churches. If I were to call

someone a "vulture," "maggot,"
"dog," "sheep," "pig," "toad,"

or "baboon," they would in all likeli-

hood get mad. Yet if I said someone
was a "lamb," "tiger," or "fox,"
they would take it as a compliment.

Of the wide range of physical attri-

butes and behavioral characteristics

of animals, we have ignored most and

substituted human characteristics to

condense and heighten an image or to

evoke a feeling.

Many of the images of animals in

our language are the residue of cul-

tural lint traps. Anything loose and
unattached goes through the prover-

bial wash: some ideas and words are

flushed; others stick to the conceptual

screen. On first appearance, a new an-

imal epigram may have the impact of

a potent new symbol—"pig" of the

1960s or "turkey" of the 1970s. The
more successful it is, the more readily

it is assimilated into automatic re-

sponses and folk images.

Take "turkey." That single word
can evoke fits of near hysteria among
my son and his friends. The word is

a regular on television and has even
been programmed into one of the

home video games: in the tick-tack-

toe game, "You Lose Turkey"
flashes on the screen, implying more

than simply having lost the g:

"Turkey" will probably die i

overuse by the 1980s as "squir

did after the 1950s. The next an

is up for grabs. (We may move
vegetables. My personal pick to c[

is "turnip.")

And then there is the use of

word " as
,

" commonly in a simile

tween a human concept and a spc'

animal, such as "crazy as a loo

"dumb as an ox," "stubborn

mule," "slippery as an eel," "bi

as a lion," "big as a whale," am
on, ad nauseam. Such similes cot

tute one of our national cultural tr;

I tried to imagine the outcomi

being weaned and raised solely

conventional folk animal wisd
Bats, loons, and jays are crazy

owls are wise. Peacocks, butterfl

and fawns are beautiful, whereas

rillas, baboons, pigs, dogs, and to

are ugly. Ostriches, sheep, and

geons are stupid; apes have too m
body covering, while jays have

little. Crabs and hornets are alw'"s

mad or nasty; goats and mules

stubborn; bears are rough and Ian

gentle; mice and clams are qu

:

wolves, vultures, and hyenas are til

and always up to no good; ants id

shrimps are about the same size.

From this list of imaginary anini

characteristics, one would have

conclude that, with the exception i

bees, all insects and arthropods ;

bad; anything found in fresh or ^ i

water is likely to be dangerous . o .

or very big; and reptiles and amphi

ans are to be avoided. Birds art i

mixed bag, some of the small ones

:

OK except for the crazies, but the \ :

ones are either dumb or eat rotti

meat. Some of the mammals are

cious and ugly, although a few can :

approached with caution.

As for pets, livestock, and fan

yard animals, they may be our bt

friends, yet they are often our woi

enemies in common speech. "Dog
"bitch," "pig," "hog," "horse,

"parrot," "chicken," "goat

"cow," "sheep," "canary," ai

"pigeon" are all derogatory. For ;

the attention and money devoted

pets , and all the dietary and econom
importance of the domestic m
nagerie, one might assume that ih'.

wouldn't be such verbal victims.

The animals in our language ai

perceptions have solid niches in o

society. Animal symbols can be pox

erful. They have to be chosen wi

care. I mean, would you buy a car th

was called a Whale, Toad, Moose, i
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SHELLS FOSSILS

MINERALS
Fascinating Illustrated

Catalogue of quality

specimens, plus beautiful
*"-- Color Portfolio $2.00

^ Dover Scientific
Box 601 1C
LonglslandCity.N.Y. 11106

the
Guaten

I the village of Coban high
ins of historic
nes thislong 70"

plated necklace! Its tradi-
tion is as old as the ancient
Mayan tribe of the Quikche.
The custom of the groom giving
his bride a lifetime silver chain
continues today. Authentic
in design and craftsmanship,

sntirely handmade, intri-

cate link by link, in a villager's
cottage. $23.60.
Mayan Wedding Necklace
Airmailed from Guatemala
Companion Earrings! 2'i"
drop. Screw or wire. $10.80.
In native straw basket with
story of the Wedding Chain.
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BERNADO'S DOOR 26 (N)
3131 Southwest Freeway
Houston TX 77098

I For the filth year, we after budget-

minded travelers who are interested

in ecology, wildlife and photography

our extremely popular

^Discover
Galapagos
cruises in the privately chartered 66-

!t passenger mv Iguana', accompanied
L by eminent naturalist leaders who will

give talks and lead us in the field:

January 1 to 13, 1978
with Dr. William E. Ferguson,

San Jose Stale University.

Calitornia

May 7 to 19, 1978
with Dr. J. Wynne McCoy,
Cornell University, New York

July 30 to August 11, 1978
with Dr. Dale A. Zimmerman,
Western New Mexico University

October 22 to November 3, 1978
with Mr. Steve Runnels.

Dallas Museum of Natural History.

Texas

Before these cruises we spend four

days in Quito, Ecuador's lovely capi-

tal, with excursions in the Andes, and
then make the spectacular road jour-

ney to the coast.

Please send for detailed brochures ol

these cruises— we also specialize in

dog-sledging expeditions in Green-

land, treks through the Himalayas and
the Andes, the Papillon Tour to Trini-

dad and French Guiana, safaris in

Rajasthan, Borneo and East Africa,

and our superb The Nile is Egypt

cruises.

' Registered in Ecuador

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036

TELEPHONE (212)354 6634

Baboon? The driveways of America
are clogged with Cougars, Jaguars.

Mustangs, Ponys, Falcons, Impalas,

Foxes, Rabbits, Roadrunners, Hor-

nets, Marlins, Barracudas, Colts,

These names were not selected ran-

domly. A lot of market research went

into them. Each name conjures a spe-

cific and supposedly desirable image,

one which a car owner may acquire

when he gets behind the wheel.

In discussing culture, anthro-

pologist Marvin Harris wrote: "In a

time when many are eager to experi-

ence altered states of consciousness,

we tend to overlook the extent to

which our ordinary state of mind is

altered." Although animal symbols

are important, they do not yet have

the totemic social significance in our

culture that they have for many other

peoples in the world. Most of us do
not form relationships and economic

exchanges because of animal images

or totems. But some people are so

emotionally aligned with animals that

this may change. I remember a

woman who came up to me at a party

and said "I'm into whales. How
about you?" I call this the Jonah Fac-

tor. It may someday lead to the point

where social and economic relation-

ships are based on animals, depend-

ing on such things as what pet you
own or which endangered species you
are worried about.

Animals in homes, in zoos, and in

the wild have become cultural arti-

facts. In this column ten years ago,

Marston Bates wrote that "the forests

that are gone and those that are left

as parks or reserves, the animals that

are protected and those that are perse-

cuted—our whole ecosystem is

shaped by the concepts of our culture.

Our troubles stem from our concep-

tual environment. We made it. All we
have to do is change it!"

Our illusions of imaginary animal

traits may become so convincing, so

persuasive, that they become reality,

and we will see animals that really are

too ugly, too stupid, too big, too

crazy, too greedy, or too violent to

care about any more. All the nega-

tive, demeaning symbols in our lan-

guage should be rare or endangered,

not the animals. Let the whales swim
deep, the bats fly free, and the wolves

roam without anything but our best

hopes and strongest protection.

Bernard Nieisclvnann has completed

his field work on dugongs in Austra-

lia and will be returning hoifw some-

time in August.

Enjoy the pleasures of shopping
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to P. O. Box 34257, Dept. 04664,

Dallas. Texas 75234.
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FROM DENMARK
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opera singers, nuns, poets, duck hunters, cy-

clists, plumbers, teachers, filmmakers, pilots,

architects, doctors, reporters and travelers be-

cause there's always a place to stuff one more

thing. A new zippered pleat can expand this
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-now a full ISVi" x 13" x &'. Perfect carry-on

flight bag. Adjustable shoulder strap. In
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to Dept. H-8.
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Escape from the ordinary'^

Designed by professional

loafers . . . made
better for us amateurs.

You see them on Alpine guides, profes-

sional hunters, men and women who direct

leisure fun at summer resorts. Tyroleans

are worn by professionals whose work is so

much-fun, it seems like loafing.

We've taken the good looking, functional

European design, added American comfort

and practicality, and tailored Tyroleans with
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pockets in front was only
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Cut lor action, Tyrole-
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of for furTction and wearability.

Tyroleans are also available in slack

length, shipped unhemmed for easy adjust-
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through warm weather, yet well protected
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dry
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Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Ma ir

Rings

Around Uranus

A major and unforeseen

finding indicates that the

seventh planet from the sun

is encircled by five rings

In a prime example of serendipity,

one of the principal astronomical dis-

coveries of modern times was made
last March by scientists who were not

looking for what they found and

were, in fact, using a research aircraft

designed for an entirely different pur-

pose. The discovery was that rings

like those of Saturn also exist around

the planet Uranus. The finding was so

unexpected that both the airborne ob-

servers and at least one team viewing

Uranus from the ground on the same
night thought at first that their instru-

ments were malfunctioning.

Decades of prior observation had

seemingly established that Saturn

was the only ringed planet. This con-

viction was such an accepted "fact"

that when, in 1975, a Harvard Uni-

versity astrophysicist concluded that

rings must have formed around
Uranus early in the planet's history,

he felt compelled to add a tentative

explanation for a process that pre-

sumably had later destroyed them.

However, the recent discovery sho

that Uranus has at least five rings

one more than Saturn. They are mi
narrower than those of Saturn a

therefore reflect far less light from

)

sun. In addition, Uranus is fartli

from the sun than Saturn and is aj
•'

farther from the earth. These facte

make the newly discovered rir

more difficult to see than Saturn's a i

help explain why they weren't fou

earlier.

The events leading up to the d

covery of the rings of Uranus beg

in 1973, when an astronomer at H
Majesty's Nautical Almanac Offic

a unit of the Royal Greenwich Obsc

vatory in England, predicted that t

distant planet would occult, that ;

briefly block the light from a fai

orange star in the constellation Lib

on March 10, 1977. The astronome

Gordon E. Taylor, pointed out in tl

Journal of the British Astronomic
Association that "no useful observ

tions of such an event have ever bee

made and adequate preparation is e

sential in order to obtain the max
mum amount of information. ..."

An occultation is the passage of tl

moon, a planet, or the satellite of

planet in front of another celestial ol
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LCD Watch Breakthrough...

MICRO-ALARM
mwwwww
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a 6-digit 6 function LCD Alarm Watch for only $69.95! ^

At last, a constant readout (no buttons to push) precision quartz electronic watch

with a built-in 24 hour alarm system.

A quiet revolution has been taking place in the electronic watch industry during the last few years. Push-button

LED's are being replaced with continuous-display LCD watches; 4-digit displays are being replaced by 6-digit

readouts. This year there will be many such LCD watches available.

However, Winthrop-Rogers prides itself on offering not only the most technologically-perfect products available,

but also on introducing the most technologically-advanced products on the electronic market before they are

readily available. Therefore, we are pleased to announce the most remarkable achievement in electronic watch
technology to-date.

By combining the quartz-accuracy precision of the LCD watch with miniaturized alarm technology, we proudly

Introduce the first CONTINUOUS DISPLAY ALARM WATCH. A watch that may not be available from other

sources for years can now be yours at a price hundreds of dollars less than you would Imagine.

12:34 AND 56And now consider the incredible conven-

ience of a portable alarm clock handsomely
adorning your wrist at all times ! ! !

• Never again missing an appointment be-

cause you lost track of time.

• Never again missing a plane or a train

because you didn't relize how late it had
become.
• Never again forgetting to make that all

important phone call.

• Never having to worry about forgetting

to take important medication on time.

• Never worrying about waking up from
that catnap, or at a hotel if your wake up
call isn 't on time.

• Always being aware of when you should
be coming or going or doing all that your
hectic schedule demands - without de-

voting your valuable time to trying to

remember it all.

i-6sm
SET TO RING
AT 7:55 A.M.

THE ALARM
The MICRO-ALARM has a 24 hour Alarm System,

allowing you to set your watch to signal at any

minute of the day or night ( 1 ,440 settings per day

are possible). Once set, you need not be concerned

about your next appointment or train, plane or

phone call. The MICRO-ALARM will remember for

you and remind you when you need to be reminded,

SNOOZE/REMIND CONTROL
For your convenience the MICRO-ALARM will

give one short beep prior to its full alarm cycle,

allowing you to turn it off without disturbing

others. If not deactivated after the first short

beep, the alarm will then beep for 15 continuous

seconds. Push the deactivate button twice and the

alarm is off. However, should you want a further

reminder, then push the deactivate button only

once and the alarm will go through its cycle again

in exactly 5 minutes, allowing you to continue

your current activity whether it be a snooze or

phone call without fear of forgetting your next

commitment.

ie-345ESECONDS

6-DIGIT LCD DISPLAY
The MICRO-ALARM has a 6-digit readout showing

hours, minutes and seconds at a glance. Since the read-

out is by Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and not by

Light Emitting Diode (LED), no button has to be

pushed: the time is continuously displayed! A built

in night-light functions at the push of a button for

reading in darkness.

AUGUST 15th

FRIDAY
CALENDAR DISPLAY

B:E FR

Just one push of the control button converts the dis-

play into a 3-function calendar; displaying the month,

date of the month, and day of the week. The remark-

able memory built into the module knows each month

and the number of days in that month and resets

automatically on the first day of the new month.

QUARTZ ACCURACY
The MICRO-ALARM is extraordinarily accurate. Its

module is manufactured by Hughes Aircraft Company,

one of the world's foremost manufacturers of micro-

electronics, and is guaranteed accurate to within 3

minutes a year (averaging less than 15 seconds per

month). You can depend on the accuracy year after

year. There are no moving parts, so there is nothing

to wear out or even require servicing. The result of

this accuracy is that you can set your watch to the

second.

THINK ABOUT IT!

Even If you have no consistant need for a watch vtfith a

built-in electronic alarm, the MICRO ALARM is a valu

able Investment for its watch features alone:

1. It is the most up-to-date fully-functioning electronic

watch available today.

2. It is accurate to +/• 15 seconds per month, and never

has to be wound - put it on, and the time and date are

correct even if it has been In a drawer for a month!

3. Its elegant styling will compliment any attire - and

elicit compliments from your associates and friends.

4. At this price you can not find a better buy.

5. One day you will have a critical need to be reminded of

a vital appointment - and then, having used the alarm

function once, you will never again return to any other

reminder system.

6. Why buy an ordinary watch when you can own a

MICRO-ALARM?

ELEGANT MESH BRACELET
Each MICRO-ALARM comes with a 1 year limited

warranty. You may order in your choice of gold-

tone or silvertone case. Each for only S69.95 plus

$1.99 for shipping and handling. Each MICRO-
ALARM comes with a matching, elegant, thin

mesh bracelet, more handsome and much more

practical than those "pull over-snap" type bracelets.

This band adjusts comfortably and easily, eliminat-

ing cumbersome link adjustments.

15 DAY TRIAL
Wear the MICRO-ALARM for 15 days to assure

yourself that this is no ordinary watch. If at

the end of that time you are dissatisfied for any

reason you may return it for a prompt refund,

no questions asked.

To order by credit card please phone

our 24-hour toll-free number:

800-325-6400 ask for Oper. 36
In Missouri: 800-342-6600 ask for Operator 3Q

or mail the attached coupon with your

payment and the MICRO-ALARM will

be on its way to you.

Allow 3-4 Weeks For Delivery

W^^/Atcp- c/u^aeid^ C^J^. V5508

Box A69, 1135 Greenrldge Rd., Buffalo Grove, It 60090

Please send MICRO-ALARMS @ S69.95 each

plus Si.99 for shipping and handling.

Silvertone MICRO-ALARM
Goldtone MICRO-ALARM

If I am not completely satisfied I may return it

for a full refund. Total amount enclosed S

check or money order. {Illinois residents please

add 5% sales tax.) No C.O.D.s please.

Charge: n Amer. Exp. D Bank Amer. /Visa

D Master Charge MCBK#

Card # Exp

Signature

Name_

Address Apt

City State Zip

To expediate shipping by UPS, please provide

street_ addj^ess rather_than _P.O, _Bqx _number.
|



LIVING
NEW WORLD
MONKEYS
(Platyrrhini)

With an Introduction to

Primates Volume I

Philip Hershkovitz

Lons-avvaited, this is the first vokime of

two in an encyclopedic work which is

the result of eleven years' study of more
than 3,100 museum-preserved specimens
and primate fossils, and observation of

hundreds of animals in captivity and of

thousands in the wild. The author deals

first with primates as a taxonomic unit

and with New World monkeys from
comparative anatomical and evolutionary

points of view. The most extensive part

of the volume is devoted to the taxonomy
and bioloHy of the family Callitrichidae

(marmosets, tamarins) and the family

Callimiconidae (callimico). "...a master-
piece.. .A "classic! a scholarly enterprise
r)f 'jrand proportions." — Ronald Sinyor.

Lavishly illustrated with ,520 fifiures and
7 color plates. Bibliography of more than
2, ,500 published works. Gazetteer.

H%" X 11%". S75.00 til 12/:«/77; SHO.OO

thereafter.

MANUAL OF
NEOTROPICAL
BIRDS Volume 1

Spheniscidae (Penguins) to

Laridae (Gulls and Allies)

by Emmet R. Blake

This is the first in a four-volume work
that will treat 3.300 species and some
8,300 subspecies of avifauna to be found
in Central and South America, the con-

tinental islands, and adjacent waters
(Mexico, the West Indies, Galapagos,

and the Falkland Islands excepted).

Volume I covers (300 species and about
1.500 subspecies of 48 families. This

comprehensive and authoritative manual
provides the fullest information on the

birds of a region unsurpassed in the

diversity of its avian fauna and which
contains more than one-third of the

world's bird species. Handsomely illus-

trated with 67 beautifully detailed and
specially reproduced wash drawings, a

section of superb plates, several in color,

and 237 maps. 704 pages. 7"x W" S50.00

The
University of

Chicago
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ject, such as a star or another pi lei

or satellite.

The importance of the occulta n

of a star by Uranus, as perceive

1973, was the opportunity the e

would offer to time the rate at wi

the star fades out as it passes bel

the planet's thick, cloudy atn

phere. Such information would al

planetary scientists to detern

various properties of the Uranus
mosphere, such as the average we
of the constituent gas molecules

the possible presence of high-altit

cloud layers. Timing the star's di-

pearance and reemergence \vt

also provide a more precise measi

ment of the planet's diameter and
|

haps even of its shape. Calculati

show that the rotation of Lha
should cause it to bulge at the eq

tor, so that its equatorial diameter

ceeds the one measured from pok
pole. Jupiter has a large "equato

bulge" of this type. While the eq

torial bulge of Jupiter is a contini

phenomenon that has been accural

measured, the corresponding ob:-

vations of Uranus were in cons

erable disagreement in 1973. Rec(

nizing the importance of resolvi

this discrepancy, a group of Urat

experts that met in September 19

at Moffett Field, California, adopi

a resolution directing "the attenti

of observers and funding agencie

to the 1977 Uranus occultation.

One planetary physicist, James
Elliot of Cornell University, arrang

to observe the Uranus occultati

from NASA's Kuiper Airborne C
servatory, a C-141 jet transpi

equipped with a 36-inch telesco

and normally used to observe infrar

light that is absorbed in the eart?

atmosphere. During the March obs«

vations, the aircraft cruised at an al

tude of 4 1 ,000 feet, above 75 perce

of the atmosphere. Elliot's measui

ments were made in red light, whi
is readily observable by instrumer

on the ground, but the need for t

aircraft in this case arose from the c

cumstances of the occultation

best region for viewing it was at se

not on the land. Also, a high-altitu*

observing facility was desired

eliminate the risk that cloudy weath
might prevent viewing.

A few weeks before the occultatic

was to occur, it was found that tl

occultation track, that is, the zone(

the earth's surface from which tl

event would be visible, had been ii

accurately predicted. New phot

graphs made by two Lowell Observ

!
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y astronomers with a 61 -inch tele-

)pe in Flagstaff, Arizona, showed

t the star to be occulted was actu-

y slightly north of its previously

ed position. It was also found that

nor corrections were necessary in

computed path of Uranus through

sky. As a result, the predicted oc-

.tation traclc shifted to the south.

two teams of Arizona astron-

lers stationed at the Perth Observa-

y in Australia this meant that their

truments were now located near

J perhaps outside the northern limit

the occultation track. Elliot how-

';r, only had to shift the flight path

the airborne observatory.

'•On March 10, shortly after 20

lurs, Greenwich Mean Time, the

I borne observatory began tracking

I; faint orange star SAO 158687.

I

cased by the 36-inch telescope, the

ht of three colors in the red region

the spectrum was isolated by filters

fd beamed to sensitive photoelectric

uipment. There, weak electrical

;nals were generated in the same

ly that daylight striking a photog-

)her's light meter produces an elec-

: current that defiects the meter

sdle. The signals from the photo-

cU'ic equipment were amplified

d routed to recording devices, in-

idinga "strip chart recorder." The
Iter device, which was closely

(itched by Elliot and his associates

I the flight proceeded, has moving

jns that record the intensity of the

j;nals on a continuous roll of graph

i'per.

A television monitor also dis-

iyed a picture taken through the

escope, thereby providing a visual

jeck on the accuracy with which the

iir was tracked as the plane flew over

I: Indian Ocean.

At 20 hours, 11 minutes, 43 sec-

ids. Elliot and two aides from Cor-

ill had their first intimation that

niething unexpected was in the

irks. Although the star was not yet

c 10 be occulted by Uranus, the

lis (in the chart recorder suddenly

' iped, indicating a brief diminution

' the measured light. At first, a prob-

11 \\ ith the tracking system was sus-

cted; perhaps the telescope had

inted away from the star. How-
er. the television monitor showed
tead> image of Uranus, indicating

It the telescope was under control.

actuality, the outermost ring of

anus (since dubbed the "epsilon"

ig) had just passed in front of the

ir. The unexpected event had been

tected 74 seconds earlier, farther

. ck on the occultation track at Perth,

andoj
Look At

Us First!
Fall in New Mexico

means Color . . .

Brilliant hot air balloons

fill the skies during

the Balloon Fiesta . . .

Golden Aspens light

the Mountains . . .

Visit us & enjoy

the color of magnificent

sunrises . . . magnificent

sunsets . . . enchanting!

exico

For Vacation Information.'~
Fill Out and Mail To:

TOURIST DIVISION

113 Washington St., Rm. 209

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Call Toll Free: 800-545-9876
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TAKE THE FIRST STEP...LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE
IN 60 DAYS WITH LINGUAPHONE!

Linguaphone is a personal, one-on-one technique we have spent 50 years

perfecting in 70 different countries around the world.

When we tell you that you could be speaking simple, confident

French or Spanish (or any of 20 other languages) in 60

doys, it isn't just an optimistic promise.

It's a fact based on the experiences of more than 3-millior

Linguaphone students. Get started right away. Fill in

the coupon todayl

FREE RECORD OR CASSETTE sample lesson

brochure show you how to: • Learn a language in only

30 minutes a day • Grasp grammar and vocabulary effortlessly

• Acquire an authentic accent • Open up new cultural horizons

^L^» Be more successful in business.

^r , . , ..,.., Send sample lesson in: D French D SpanishSend sample lesson in: D French D Spanish

D Record D CossetteLln${iiaphone Institute. Inc

DEPT. NA02

79 Madison Ave.
^^;^^

New York, N.Y. 10016
I want to learn a new language ADDRESS

in my own home. Rush FREE

sample lesson indicated, plus

an niustrated folder that STA^l zip

gives a complete explanation.
, ^^ ^^j, interested in

I understand I will be under
QFrench DSpanish Dltalian DGerman DHebrew DEnglish

no obligation. n, ,- r-i/-\*L^ DArabic UOther

Linguaphone lor Languages <5s?ASefv,ceo(wesim9houseLea.nmgcorDo-ation

Nikon Binoculars.
Worth all the birds

in the bush.

The powerful, featherweight 8x30 and
9x35 are favontes for bird watching as well

as wildlife and nature study Other Nikon

binoculars are great for sports, travel or boating.

All feature Nikon pnsm optics that are carefully

matched and precisely aligned so you can enjoy

bright, sharp viewing for long periods without

eye strain. And they cost a lot less than you're

prepared to spend for such ruggedly built, top quality binoculars. See for

yourself, at Nikon camera dealers and fine optical departments. Or write for

Lit/Pak 18, Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-

Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd. P.Q.) USB
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by a surprised Lowell Observai;

astronomer, Robert L. Millis, % ,

two associates.

Millis, whose team thus gets

credit for the first reported obse

tion of a Uranian ring, later indic

to a reporter for the Flagstaff Sun
instrumental failure had been
mentarily suspected when S
158687 first seemed to fade at Pe
Nevertheless, the observations wi
24-inch telescope were continued

additional occultations were
corded. Two rings ("delta"

"alpha") were missed when
Lowell astronomers halted their

servations at two different mome
to recenter the telescope pointi

Further, a few less certain occu
tions were observed, perhaps indi'

ing that more than the five definit

established rings exist.

It later turned out that the predic

occultation, that is the occultingJi

the star's light by Uranus itself, \

not visible from Perth, but Milli

persistence was rewarded by the

servation of the ring occultatio

The Perth observations were term

ated by the interfering glare from
rising sun; thus the Lowell astn

omers did not record the five defir

occultations that occurred as the ^

posite side of the ring system pas;

in front of the star.

Aboard the aircraft, however.

Hot was able to record both the f

"inbound" occultations and the f

"outbound" ones. (The occultatic

were not sighted visually nor w<

they photographed. They were

ferred from dips indicated on I

strip chart recorder.) From thf

measurements, Elliot could pro

beyond a reasonable doubt that

events were caused by a circular ri

system and not, say, by five

viously unseen moons. It appears tl

the outermost ring, epsilon, might c

viate slightly from a true circle or m
be slightly tilted with respect to t

other rings.

Other observations of the ring c

cultations were made with a 102-ce

timeter telescope of the Indian Ins|

tute of Astrophysics at Kavali

where two astronomers at first sui

pected that they had discovered a ne

moon of Uranus, and at Naini T;

India, where astronomers from tl

Uttar Pradesh State Observatory, e

pecting only the occultation of tl

star by the planet, began viewing t(

late to record the first inbound eps

Ion-ring occultation, but did dete

the four other inbound occultatioq



to the west, the five outbound ring

ultations were observed by an as-

nomer at Cape Town, South
ica. Only the airborne astron-

srs, however, recorded all the in-

ind and the outbound events.

"IVhat is the significance of the

iis'l In 1 975 , an expert on planetary

S|;llites at the University of Arizona

^)te in Icarus, the leading profes-

*i|ial journal of solar system re-

'i^rch, that "Uranus" satellite system
• Ihe least studied and the least un-

4stood of the major satellite sys-

lis. . .
." He referred to Uranus 's

'f, known moons, which revolve

it(und the planet in the same direc-

'1^1 and in a common plane, tilted

"fiost at right angles to the planet's

''fit around the sun. In the very same
4ie of the journal, A. G. W. Cam-
jnof Harvard University, a leading

'fhority on the origin of the sun and

? nets, proposed that rings might
' ;e have formed around Uranus as

logical consequence of the same
' cess that formed the five moons.
' ;ording to his theory, the moons
med from a rotating disk of matter

t circled Uranus early in its his-

/, and the rings represent remnant
tides from this disk . Like the rings

Saturn, the rings of Uranus are not

id objects but must be composed
i
an enormous number of small

ins of ice and stone. Recent obser-

ions suggest that the rings of Sa-

il are made predominantly of ice,

roposition that helps explain why
rings have been found around

)iter and the other planets that are

ser to the sun. Their ice particles

luld have evaporated.

Atone time, the status of Saturn as

I
only ringed planet was taken for

fnted. The discovery of rings

fund Uranus suggests, however,
It ring formation may be a basic

;icess in planetary evolution. If so,

ptune, the next planet beyond
anus, may also have as-yet-unde-

ted rings. When I visited the Kitt

ik National Observatory head-
irters at Tucson in early April,

y a few weeks after the Uranus
gs discovery, it was therefore not

' surprising to find an expert plane-

y observer busily poring over
Jks and formulas, beginning the

rk of searching for stars that might
neday be occulted by the still-hy-

;hetical rings of Neptune

.

'phen P. Maran is an astronomer
NASA's Goddard Space Flight

nter in Greenbelt. Maryland.

rip-off

Americas Best-Selling Dictionary.
Its where the words live.

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary is so vivid the words seem to
come alive. Over 22,000 new words like "rip-off" and "cryonics" make
instant sense to anyone. And crusty old words you could never quite
understand -like "objurgation" -suddenly become child's play. In fact,
everything about it makes words easier to use than ever before. Which
may explain why it's the best-selling dictionary ever. At only $10.95.
it's practically a steal. For your family, office, or as a gift.

From Merriam-Webster.

Hi^S/\i\II
BY MAUPINTOUR
FOR DELUXE ocean-front rooms with

lanai, come with us on an escorted

Maupintour holiday tour to Hawaii.

30 MEALS, 4 islands, 14 days of beau-
tiful sightseeing, choice dining, local

happenings, special events, entertain-

ments, all included. Orchids, helicop-

ter flight-seeing, Polynesian Center,

City of Refuge, Kona, Parker Ranch,
Akaka Falls, volcanoes, whaling towns,

Kalapana's hidden beach, palms.

WHAT YOU DREAM Hawaii will be
begins every Sunday. Ask your Travel

Agent for Maupintour's Hawaii folder

or send the coupon below now.

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St..

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211
1951 *^ Maupintour

Ask about these Maupintour escorted holidays:

D Africa DAIps D British Isles D Colorado
n Asia D Central America D Egypt D Europe
n France D Greece D Hawaii Q India D Iran

D Italy QAIaslsa D Morocco D North Africa

D Orient n Portugal Q Scandinavia n Spain
D S. America D 3. Pacific D USSR/E. Europe
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Books in Review

The Chinese Way of Eating

Food in Chinese Culture, edited

by K. C. Chang. Yale University

Press. $20.00: 429 pp. . illus.

"Appetite for food and sex is na-

ture," said Kao Tzu, a Chinese phi-

losopher during the Warring States

period. Indeed, food and sex would
seem to be the two most basic human
activities: the former is necessary to

the individual's survival; the latter is

necessary to the species' survival.

Yet students of the human scene, so-

cial scientists, have neglected the

study of these activities possibly be-

cause they are considered too earthy

or too gross. It is therefore of some
interest that several recently pub-

lished works have attempted an an-

thropological view of food. One of

the most successful is Food in Chi-

nese Culture.

Food and sex are often associated.

In our own culture, one need only

think of the English vocabulary used

to talk about sex, with its emphasis

on metaphors having to do with eat-

ing or with specific foods. Or the

scene in Tom Jones, where a rep

of suggestive foods, including o

ters and hunks of meat, serves as

occasion for sexual seduction

Chinese language also makes use

gastronomic images in sexual

scriptions; so, a sixteen-year-old

gin may be described as being
'

' sw
and ripe as a melon ready for c

ting." Food and sex are intertwii

in the first great realistic Chin
novel, Chin-p'ing-mei ("Golden I

tus") written in the sixteenth centv

in which simultaneous ingesti

/

Courtesy Yale University Pri

T'ang mural of cattle plowing field
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Alain Y. Dessaint

d copulation occur once or twice.

All societies must limit the natural

petites associated with food and

i, but the range of variation in cus-

ns pertaining to food is infinitely

:ater than in those involving sex.

1 men must eat, but the foods they

, the ways in which these are pre-

ved, prepared and cooked, the

lounts, variety and times of eating,

tastes that are liked and disliked,

utensils and etiquette of serving

od, and the beliefs about the

)perties of particular foods all vary

seemingly infinite ways. Even

thin a culture, there are variations

sed on class, region, religion, so-

il occasion, sex, and age, and there

; variations over time.

Most people would probably agree

it, along with the French, the Chi-

se place a greater value on food and

stronomic delights than most cul-

es. Even Maoism could not regi-

;nt Chinese eating habits: commu-
mess halls were one of the first

lovations of the Great Leap For-

ird that had to be abandoned. It is

eresting to note that in spite of the

nilarity between French and Chi-

se cultures in the high value that

Ith place on food, they differ radi-

illy in the role they assign to sex.

If food is an important part of cul-

re. it is also a reflection of deeper

lues. Since at least the Chou dy-

sty(c. 1100-256 B.C.), the Chinese

\c recognized a division of food

o fun (grains such as rice, the cul-

al superfood) and ts 'ai (mixed veg-

ubles and meats). The former are

irved in individual bowls (the proper

I quette is to bring the bowl to the

IS and shovel the rice in with chop-

cks). while the latter are served in

ge bowls placed in the center of the

lie. from which everyone helps

iiself. Fan serves as a bland filler

absorb the rich variety of smells,

vors, colors, and textures possible

is'ai. Unlike the typical American
:al of steak, potatoes, vegetables,

AFTER WE USE a barrel for aging Jack

Daniel's, our employees can use it for just

about anything.

Mr. Yodeler Brannon here might chop his

in half to use as a planter. Or set it outside

to catch rain in. If he's handy, he could turn

it into a barbecue grill. Or
even a living room chair.

They have hundreds of

uses, these old barrels.

But after a sip of Jack

Daniel's, we believe,

you'll know the most

important use of all.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
DROP

6
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF ANCIENT EGYPT—9 Tuesdays
starting October 11, 7:30-9:00 p.m. Fee: $35.

Six distinguished Egyptologists explore the magnificence

of the Egyptian civilization in this series of illustrated lec-

tures. The development of the pyramid and the temple,

the importance of pottery in the study of the past, enter-

tainment, artists and their work, and trade routes will be

discussed. Lecturers: Nora Scott, Curator Emeritus, Egyp-

tian Department, Metropolitan Museum of Art; Frederick R.

Matson, Research Professor of Archaeology, Pennsyl-

vania State University; I. E. S. Edwards, formerly Keeper

Emeritus, Department of Egyptian Antiquities, the British

Museum; Arielle Kozloff, Associate Curator in Charge,

Department of Ancient Art, The Cleveland Museum of Art;

Richard A. Parker, Wilbour Professor of Egyptology, Emeri-

tus, Brown University; Virginia Burton, Associate Curator,

Egyptian Department, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

MAGIC AND WITCHCRAFT—S Thursdays starting

October 13, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

Paul J. Sanfacon, Lecturer in Anthropology at the Museum,
leads a serious sociohistorical inquiry into various beliefs

and practices of magic, witchcraft and sorcery.

THE STORY OF GEMS—8 Tliursdays starting October 13.

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $40. Limited Enrollment.

In this unusual series, Joe Rothstein, Associate in the De-

partment of Mineral Sciences at the Museum, discusses

gem stones, their physical and optical properties, as well

as characteristics that make them gem quality material.

Illustrated with color slides, gem stones from the Mu-
seum's collection, and a visit to the new Morgan Memorial

Hall of Gems.

IDENTIFYING MINERALS AND ROCKS—fO Mondays
starting October 17, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $60.

(including iaboratory fee.) Limited Enrollment.

Laboratory workshops in techniques of identifying com-
mon minerals and rocks through physical tests of

specimens. Dr. George Harlow, Assistant Curator in the

Department of Minerals Sciences at the Museum.

A Special Tour of the new SECTION OF METEORITES,
MINERALS AND GEMS—2 Tliursdays, October 20 and

27, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $10. Limited Enrollment.

Dr. Martin Prinz, Curator of the Department of Mineral Sci-

ences at the Museum, and Dr. George Harlow, Assistant

Curator of the same Department, will personally interpret

this spectacular exhibition of some of the world's largest

gem stones, finest mineral and crystal specimens and the

dramatic beauty of earth materials and meteorites.

AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES—8 Mondays starting

October 17, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

Limited Enrollment.

Using color slides and materials from the Museum's col

lections, Dr. Charles J. Cole, Associate Curator in the

Museum's Department of Herpetology, discusses classi

fication, evolution, adaptations to various modes of life,

uses, and how scientists investigate the biology of am
phibians and reptiles. Includes a "behind-the-scenes'

tour of the Department of Reptiles and Amphibians and a

preview of the new Hall of Reptiles and Amphibians which

opens to the public later this Fall.

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF ANIMALS—7 Mondays starting

October 17, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $35.

Dr. Ethel Tobach, Curator at the Museum and Adjunct Pro-

fessor in Biology and Psychology at the City University of

New York, discusses the evolution and development of

social behavior as an important factor in ecological adap
tation of representative species. Experimental studies with

live animals will be demonstrated.

THE WORLD OF BIRDS—6 Tuesdays starting October 1

1

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $25.

Using color slides and study skins from the Museum col

lections, Kenneth A. Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at

the Museum, introduces the history of birds, their classifi-

cation, structure and other interesting aspects such as re-

production, display and migration.

WILD FLOWERS OF THE NORTH—5 Thursdays starting

October 13, 7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $20.

In this slide-illustrated series, Helmut W. Schiller, Lec-

turer in Botany at the Museum, explores the world of wild

flowers of northern mountains, coniferous forests, and
wetlands, from Alaska and the Pacific Northwest across

to the New England States.

INSECTS: EARTH'S MOST SUCCESSFUL ANIMALS
—6 Thursdays starting October 13, 7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $25.

Alice Gray of the Museum's Entomology Department gives

an informal series of slide-illustrated talks on some of the

fascinating aspects of the world of insects, including struc-

ture, life-histories, environmental relationships, and the

significance of insects to man.

REGISTER NOW

street Address

TO: Department of Education
I American Museum of Natural History

I
Central Park West at 79 Street

I
New York, N.Y. 10024

I enclose a stamped, self-addressed
I envelope, together with a check (or money
I order) for $ payable to The

I
American Museum of Natural History.

1

I D Ms. D Mrs. D Miss D Mr.

NOTE: Participating and Donor members may take a 10% discount on open enrollment courses. Associate Members are not

eligible lor the discount. For further membership information, contact the Membership Secretary, 873-1498.

Advance Registration is requested but registration accepted on the
opening nigtit if course is not filled. NO SINGLE ADMISSION TICKETS
SOLD.



PRE-INCA
REPRODUCTIONS

...hand-crafted pottery

of ancient Peru

Authentic replicas of the pre-lnca

cultures. Each pottery figure is

hand-crafted by skilled Peruvian ar-

chiologists and artisans. Decora-

lions are created by the use of dif-

ferent color clays or ancient burn-

ing techniques. Periodically each

replica is individually crafted result-

ing in limited availability.

Send for free brochure

or 50* for a complete

catalog giving descrip-

tion of the work and

location of the find.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR UNIVERSITIES,

MUSEUMS AND ORGANIZATIONS

PERUVIAN ART CRAFT
P.O. Box 105S, Radio City Slalion

New York, N.Y. 10019

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
I List $169.50 Postpaid $99.95
(i an example of the deep discount prices on high

I optics that IS found in our FREE catalog This
i; lists and illustrates an outstanding selection

ephoto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc., plus

-le information on how to properly select them.
^ or it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
IRTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

IMDANGERED ANIMAL
ELT BUCKLES

3LID BRONZE-LOST WAX ART CAST
BAS RELIEF SCULPTURES

4.95 each dd. No cod. NYres add local tax
Satisfaction Guaranteed

ftcatiatuU 6mA^€A N-IF, Lyons Fans. N.Y. 13368
' ^d large stamped envelope for detailed folder

and salad all standing in isolation, as

if under analysis, the is'ui must be a

harmonious blend of bite-sized pieces

of a variety of meats and vege-

tables—reflective of the harmony so

important in the Chinese social order

between Man and Nature, Man and

Man, Ruler and Subject.

China offers an immense regional

and temporal diversity of gastro-

nomic arts. Chang's book empha-

sizes the latter, taking us to myriad

feasts (and famines), from the time of

Peking man (described by Chang) to

that of Communist man (by Vera and

Francis Hsu, Eugene and Marja An-

derson), by way of the dynasties of

Han (by Ying-shih Yii), T'ang (Ed-

ward H. Schafer), Sung (Michael

Freeman), YUan and Ming (Frederick

W. Mote) and Ch'ing (Jonathan

Spence). Along the way, we are

tempted by pages and pages of fasci-

nating culinary delights, not the least

of which was the custom, during the

T'ang dynasty, of stuffing newborn

rats with honey and allowing them to

crawl about the dinner table to be del-

icately picked up with chopsticks and

popped in the mouth alive. Or
steamed dumpliiigs filled with

minced humans, mentioned in The

Water Margin as a specialty of

"black deed inns" where evil per-

sons plotted crimes. (Indeed, canni-

balism is quite ancient in China; some
archeologists believe Peking man
was a cannibal because of the many
broken skullcaps in his caves.)

In addition, each region, even each

locality, has a traditional cuisine: the

dishes of Szechwan are hot and spicy;

sweet and sour dishes are charac-

teristic of Canton; Fukien is famous

for its soups; Shantung cooks are

heavy on garlic and seafoods; Honan
is the home of sweet-and-sour fresh-

water fish, and so on.

Behind this regional and temporal

diversity, however, one can discern

elements of unity. As Eugene and

Marja Anderson argue so cogently in

their excellent contribution to this

volume, Chinese cuisine makes use

of a basic repertoire of ingredients

and technology, of methods of com-

bination and preparation. The basic

ingredients are rice, fish, pork, and

vegetables (to which north China

adds wheat, soybeans, and mutton).

The technology includes a stove, the

wok, capable of high heat, the

cleaver used for dicing foods, and

eating utensils, such as porcelain

bowls, spoons, tiny teacups, and

chopsticks. In the south, methods of

stiare the Thrills

ot Exploring

ouier space;
All OYNASCOPES,
Including ttiis

superb RV-6, 6-lncti

available

on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES*
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

® TM Registered U.S. Pc

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO., Depl NH.78

620 Oakwood Ave., W. Hartford, Conn. 06110

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City_

I I

^ 'V

supert) aluminum
camera cases

...jZERO
Allli ON

THE PEOPLE WHO CREATED THE POST-RECOVERY
APOLLO MOON ROCK CONTAINERS

Valuable, delicate equip-

ment deserves the best

transporting and storage

protection. Tliese presti-

gious, uitra-njgged cases

do it supertjlyl And you

customize the multi-layered

polyester loam to your

exact needs. Blank layout

template, knlle and Instruc-

tions are Included witli
.. . ^ ,

each case. Get the best At fine Pfoto dealer^

and relaxi <>' *'l" "" H'erature

BERKEY MARKETING COMPANIES vf—y
Depl 82Z. P Boxll02Woo[lsi(le. N.Y. 11377 LlJkJ

In Canada: Berkey Photo (Canada) Ltd., Ontario Lm
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...the ideal way
to buy your presents from
The Metropolitan Museum

ILvery three months— four times a year— the Museum will announce

by mail remarkable new objects— exact copies of Museum originals:

sculpture, decorative art, tableware, and ornaments.

/%S, The variety will be extraordinary: ancient jewelry in gold and sil-

ver; Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal

and rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval

world; silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America.

JiA, These copies, often produced by the same techniques used for

the originals, are made by artist-craftsmen working under the Mu-
seum's direct supervision. The care taken in production frequently lim-

its the quantity, and the majority of reproductions can be bought only

by mail or at the Museum. (Above: Hippopotamus, bright blue faience

decorated with lotus flowers. Length 8", $19.75 pl^^s $1.25 shipping.)

/il/ To receive all of the advance announcements to be issued during

the next year, send the coupon below with one dollar to cover mailing.

''•1' On September 1, you will receive the 116-page Christmas Catalogue. The
brilliant array of new presents includes an Egyptian jasmine flower necklace;
a golden Buddha; a medieval silver bowl; stained glass; jade and bronze
horses from ancient China; an 18th-century porcelain dinner service; new
needlework kits from the Unicorn Tapestries; snowflakes, stars, and bells in

gold and silver; and an unparalleled selection of Christmas cards. An addi-
tional 24-page full-color catalogue introduces the Museum's Costume Insti-

tute "originals"— line-for-line recreations of designs from the past which
bring unusual flair to contemporary fashion. Among these is the first copy
ever made of the fabulous Imperial Russian "100,000 gold ruble" shawl. This
outstanding reproduction in fine wool challis, with its bold stripes and intri-

cate floral patterns retains the more than 50 colors of the original. It measures
21" X 96"; the price is $35.00.

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OFART
255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 ixh7

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the
Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed.

ADDRESS -

combination emphasize tastes tha rej

piquant and pungent, with ferme

soybean products often comb
with vinegar, chili, or sugar. In nt

China, less vinegar, sugar, and vi

tables are used in favor of more
ameoil, star anise, garlic, onion,

soybean jams. In the south, foo

cooked quickly with peanut or 1

oil—a speediness that reaches its £

gee in the lightninglike stir-frj

and quick boiling of the Cantom
In the north, slower preparatioi

used for pot dishes, red-coo

dishes, and simmered dishes.

The foundation of this unity beh

Chinese cuisine is a minimax st

egy: minimal input for maximal (

put in growing food and in cooki

The Chinese have been remarka

free in accepting foods from ot

cultures and remarkably innovativ

making much of the most comn
ingredients . Past famines have aim

completely eliminated food taboo

But, of course, food is more tl

a means of appeasing hunger; it a

serves important personal, soc:

and religious functions. Diet is p

of medical prevention and treatme

The Chinese, as do many peopl

categorize foods as hot (Je) or ct

(Hang); for example, spicy fat pi

is hot, watercress is cold, rice is b

anced. The sick may be treated

feeding them hot foods for disea:

believed to be cooling and vice ver

The healthy maintain a balance 1

tween hot and cold foods, as well

between dry (kan) and wet {sh

foods, and take strengthening foe;

{ch '0, such as ginger and ginseng, 1

good measure (much as America

take chicken soup).

Virtually every eating transacti

in China is social; one seldom eats

isolation. Major events, such as we

dings, require major feasts. Leade

both informal and official, must ma
regular appearances in tea shops a

restaurants and sponsor feasts—

t

more official and important the p<

son, the more frequent and splend

the feasts must be. Certain foods

markers of prestigious occasior

Sharks' fins and bird's nest soup s

used not so much for their taste b

as a means of underlining the impc

tance of an occasion. Because th

are rare , expensive , and conspicuoi

these foods carry the message that tl

feast is extraordinary. "In short, fo(

is communication. No conclusive

important business can be tra'nsacte

no firm contacts made, no importan

(Please turn to page 10
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HowDareWe OfferYou 9 of Mozart's
Greatest Symphonies and Piano Concertos

foronly 78*each!

Tiis extraordinary offer is, quite frank-

jr, the most dramatic way we could

hink of to introduce you to The Great

Awards Collection. This truly unique

ervice offers music lovers the opportu-

lity to audition great classical record-

ngs at home on a free 10-day trial basis

. . and to purchase them at substantial

avings. With the understanding that

here is never any obligation to buy.

^our Records For Less Than The
Price Of One!

We will send you these nine award-

vinning Mozart performances on four

nagnificent recordings. Listen to them

or ten days. If you wish, you may
hen keep all four records for only

^yb.^S plus a small postage/ handling

:harge (sales tax added for New York

esidents). That's less than you'd ex-

pect to pay for just one record. Why, it

:omes to only 78(2 a performance!

And what performances! The sym-

ihonies are among Mozart's most in-

spired creations. They're performed

vvith unsurpassed empathy by Karl

Bohm . . . played to perfection by the

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra . . .

:aptured in superb stereo realism by

Deutsche Grammophon. So outstand-

ng are these recordings that they have

! ivon three of the music world's most

Ijagerly
sought honors: the Grand Prix

[nternational du Disque, Edison Award
; and Deutsche Schallplatten Prize. In

addition to the symphonies, you will

also receive Mozart's Piano Concertos

Nos. 12 and 26, "Coronation," in a per-

formance by soloist Ge'za Anda with

the Salzburg Camerata Academica
that won the coveted Grand Prix des

Discophiles.

Here's How The Program Works . . .

As a member of the Great Awards
Collection, you will be offered only the

finest recordings by preeminent orches-

tras, conductors and soloists. Criiically-

acclaitned performances of no less than

AWARD WINNING
PERFORMANCES

• Symphony No. 41, "Jupiter"

• Symphony No. 40 in G minor
• Symphony No. 39 in E flat

major
• Symphony No. 38, "Prague"
• Symphony No. 36, "Linzer"
• Symphony No. 35, "Haffner"
• Symphony No. 32 in G major

Performed by Karl Bohm and the

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

• Piano Concerto No. 26,

"Coronation"
• Piano Concerto No. 12

Performed by Geza Anda and the

Salzburg Camerata Academica .

award-winning calibre. And all of them

available to you at dramatic savings!

Every four weeks you will be sent

the current issue of our Great Awards

Collection Bulletin highlighting an ex-

ceptional Selection of the Month and

other brilliant classical releases recom-

mended by a distinguished jury of

musicians, scholars and musicologists.

If you wish to examine the Selection of

the Month, you need do nothing. It will

be shipped to you automatically. If you

want any other selection, or no selec-

tion, just indicate your decision on the

order card you will receive and return

it by the date specified. It's that simple!

The low members' price will always be

well below suggested retail.

Special Half-Price Bonus Offer.

For every album you keep, you may
choose another one from a list of

award-winners and internationally ac-

claimed LP's ... at half the price!

How many records are you commit-

ting yourself to buy when you return

the attached coupon? None at all! Even

your introductory set of Mozart's sym-

phonies and piano concertos comes to

you on approval. Audition it free for

ten days. If you decide to keep it (and

we're sure you'll be delighted), all four

records are yours for only $6.98!

Here is the ideal way to acquire a su-

perior record library in easy stages. Be-

gin your money-saving, no-obligation

membership in The Great Awards Col-

lection by mailing the coupon today.

Free Home Audition Request
The Great Awards Collection

175 Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y. 1 1025

YES! Please send me, for my free audition, the 4-record set of Mozart sym-

phonies and concertos. I may return it after ten days and owe nothing ... or

keep it and pay only $6.98 plus a small postage/handling charge (sales tax

added for New York residents). This comes to just 780 a performance. I will

also receive, every four weeks, free preview privileges of award-winning

classical recordings. I may keep those albums I wish at substantial savings.

/ am not obligated to buy any minimum number of albums and I may cancel

this arrangement at any time.

Name

Address Apt. No.

City State Zip 69217

Offer limited to the connecting 48 states. Offer expires 12/31/77. Limit: one membership
per household. Only new members eligible. NOTE: All applications are subject to review,

and we reserve the right to reject any application.



^Bemstei

'M TAKE
YOUR
PICK

262493-262494. Bach:
Suites 1-4 and more lute
music played by John
Williams on the guitar
(Counts as 2-Columbia)
173641. Bach: Greatest
Hits -Air On a G String:
Sleepers Awake; many
others (Columbia)"

223800-223801. Bach:
6 Brandenburg Concertos
—A Newman & Friends
(Counts as 2 — Columbia] -

273334. Beethoven:
Symphony tslo. 3 (Eroica)
— Solti and the Chicago
Symphony (London)

273409. Beethoven: Three
Favorite Piano Sonatas
(Moonlight. Pathetique,
Appassionata)— Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)

270702. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 7 (Dance)
— Stokowski and the New
Phllharmonia (London)

154856. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Chorale)
— Mormon Tabernacle
Choir; Ormandy and the
Phila Orch IColumbiai"

223016-223017. Beethoven:
Greatest Hits - Fur £/ise;
Minuet in G: first move-
ment Moonliglit" Sonata:
Minuet in G, excerpt from
"Moonlight" Sonata: etc
(Counts as 2-Columbia)
269142. Beethoven: Piano
Sonatas No. 1 8 and 23
(Appassionata) ~ Lazar
Berman (Columbia)"

205120. Berlioz: Symphonie
Fantaslique— Boulez and
London Sym (Columbial'

271965. Bizet: Carmen and
L'Arlesienne Suites —
Stokowski. cond (Colun

263293. Claude Boiling:
Suite lor Flute & Jazz
Piano — Jean-Pierre
Rampal. flute; Boiling,
piano (Columbia)^

nbia)

223388-223389. Brahms:
Piano Concertos No. 1 & 2
— Rudolf Serkin; George
Szell, Cleveland Orch.
(Counts as 2 — Columbia)

258673-258674. Brahms:
Sonatas for Violin and
Piano (complete) — Stern,
violin; Zakin piano
(Countsas2— Columbia) +

267963. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 1 — Artur
Rubinstein; Zubin Mehta,
Israel Phil (London)

216036. Chopin: Piano
Concerto No. 2; DeFalla:
Nights In the Gardens Of
Spain —Alicia de Larrocha,
pianist (London)

246843. Chopin: Mazurkas,
Etudes, and more— new
recordings by Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)

271882. Copland: Appalachian
Spring; Gershwin: American
In Paris-Zubin Mehta, LA
Philharmonic (London)

262352. Dvorak: Piano
Concerto— Justus Frantz,
piano; Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

269688. Dvorak: Symphony
No. 9 (New World) and
Carnival Overture — Zubin
Mehta, L A Phil (London)

161414. The Glory of
Gabrieli — music for mul-
tiple choirs, brass and
organ. E Power Biggs;
Gregg Smith Singers; and
others (Columbia)t

1 871 1 2. Gershwin: Greatest
Hits. Bernstein et al;

Rhapsody in Blue: An
American in Pans: Three
Preludes: etc (Columbia)

1 77428. Gershwin: Porgy &
Bess (Symphonic Picture)
and An American In Paris
— Ormandy, Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia)+

252155-252156. Gilbert
& Sullivan: Pirates Of
Penzance (complete) —
D Oyle Carte Opera Co
(Counts as 2 — London)t

230391. Grieg: Piano
Concerto: Rachmaninoff:
Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini — P Entremont,
piano; Eugene Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)"

257956. Haydn: Symphonies
101 (Clock) and 103 (Drum
Roll) — Bernstein and the
NY Phil (Columbia)

264655. Music of Victor
Herbert — Beverly Sills,

A Kostelanetz (Angel)

236448. Scott Joplin
Entertainer many more.
E Power Biggs, pedal
harpsichord (Columbia)

250720. Mendelssohn:
Piano Concertos — Murray
Perahia. piano; Marriner
cond (Columbia)

242750. Mendelssohn and
Tchaikovsky Violin Con-
certos-Stern, violin;
Ormandy cond (Columbia)

269555. Mozart: Piano
Concertos No. 1 4 and 24
— M Perahia, English
Chamber Orch (Columbia).:.-

260588. Mozart: Piano
Sonatas 14, 16, 18 —
Glenn Gould (Columbia) f

213330. Offenbach: Gaite
Parisienne — Bernstei n,

NY Phil (Columbia)"

252551. Orlf:Carmina
Burana — Michael Tilson
Thomas, Cleveland Orch
and Chorus (Columbia)

227009. Prokofiev: Peter and
the Wolf: Tchaikovsky: Nut-
cracker Suite — Bernstein,
N Y Phil iColumbia).

243600, Ravel: La Valse:
Mother Goose Suite —
Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic (Columbia) •

188920, Respighi: Pines
and Fountains of Rome —
Eugene Ormandy, Phila-
delphia Orch (Columbia)"
230409. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherazade — Bernstein,
N.Y Phil. (Columbia)

260596-260597. Schoenberg:
Gurre-Lieder— Boulez and
the BBC Symphony Orch,
(Counts as 2— Columbia)t

176354. Schubert: Symphony
No. 9 in C (The Great)

-

Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia) +

192690. Sibelius: Greatest
Hits — Swan of Tuonela:
Finlandi^:etc (Columbia)+

250795. Sibelius: Symphony
No. 2 — Tauno Hannikainen,
The Sinfonia of London
(Columbia Musical Treas )

173658. Johann Strauss:
Blue Danube; Tales From
Vienna Woods; Emperor
Waltz; etc. Ormandy,
Phila Orch, (Columbia)t+

268482. Johann Strauss:
Tales From Vienna Woods;
Die Fledermaus Overture;
others Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

202796. Richard Strauss:
Also Sprach Zarathustra
— Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)

155309. Stravinsky:
Firebird and Petrushka
Ballet Suites - Columbia
Symphony conducted by
Stravinsky (Columbia) t

224733. Stravinsky: Rite
Of Spring — Bernstein,
London Sym (Columbia)tt

250845. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1 —
Watts, piano; Bernstein,
N.Y Phil (Columbia)

137778. Tchaikovsky: Romeo
and Juliet; Sleeping
Beauty Ballet Suite—
Ormandy and Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia)+

220947-220948. Tchaikovsky:
Greatest Hits — Capriccio
Italien: 1812 Overture: etc
(Counts as 2 — Columbia) t

253872. Villa-Lobos:
Bachianas Brasileiras No.
2, 5, 6, 9 — Mady Mespie.
soprano; Capolongo, Orch
de Paris (Angel)"

255620. Wagner: Orgi
— opera excerpts tran
scribed for organ! AntI
Newman (Columbia)

233684. Wagner: Tristi

und Isolde (Prelude ar
Love-Death, etc ) — Bi

NY Phil, (Columbia)"

265926. Age Of Gold
orchestral showpieces
Prokofiev. Shostakovic
Borodin, etc Bernstei
NY Phil (Columbia)

174607. Bernstein's Gi
est Hits, Vol, 2 — Danse
Macabre. Polovtsian
Dances: etc. (Columbia

176602. E. Power Bigg
Greatest Hits — Bach:
Sleepers Awake': Ives
Variations on "America
many more (Columbia)

267922. Country Fiddid
Band — GuntherSchull
conducts 1 00 years of
authentic country danc
music (Columbia)"

259168. Footlitters: A
Century of American
Marches— G Schuller,
conductor (Columbia)

246645. Music From W;
Disney's "Fantasia'
Night on Bald Mountair
Sorcerer's Apprentice,
many others [London)

262378-262379. Jaschl
Heifetz in Concert— he
plays Franck, Bach, etc,

(Countsas2 — Columbii

268318. Heifetz-Piatigo]
Concerts — chamber rr

by Dvorak, Stravinsky,
Gliere, others (Columbi.i

269571. Robert MerrilM
Mormon Tabernacle Chi
— Yankee Doodle Dandi
Over There: Till We Mee
Again: etc (Columbia)

261891-261892. Mormo
Tabernacle Choir — Rod
Of Ages. 31 great hymnij
(Counts as 2 — Columbic|

';



Just two of the

great performers

whose latest

recordings are now
offered on stereo

records, cassettes,

8-track cartridges

and reel tapes

THE CLASSICAL DIVISION OF COLUMBIA MUSIC CLUB INVITES YOU TO TAKE

SUWS foronly 1 =
^^J ^ ifyou join now and agree to b^^ 8 selections (at reqular Club]

eonard Bernstein and Sir Georg Solti

lilt two of tlie great conductors whose
performances are nov\' oflered on these

oii'll also find superb recordings by

Horowitz, Mehta. Ormandv, Serkin.

tokowski (to name but a few).. .in

jchiimed performances of the greatest

lies, concertos, orchestral masterpieces

ne! And as a new member, you may
Y 8 of these selections-in your choice

records, cartridges, cassettes or reel

II for only S 1.00.

onlv membership obligation is to buy
t more selections in the coming two

the regular Club prices (which cur-

re S6.98 or S7.98. plus shipping and
Multi-unit sets anci Double Selections

.omewhat higher).

of it...vou need to buy as few as four

>r tapes a year...and you won't have any

in selecting them, because you'll

3ur Classical Bulletin regularly every'

ks ( 13 times a year). And we'll also send

egular Club Magazine, which contains

il classical recordings, as well as hun-

selections from every field of music. In

up to six times a year we may send

lecial issue of the Bulletin, offering

:cial savings.

This Bulletin will tell you about many of the

newest classical releases and we'll even select

one as "The Selection of the Month"-but there

is no obligation to accept it. ..order only those

you want when von wanl ihein!

A special response card will be enclosed with

each Bulletin. ..and you may use it to order or

reject any selections otTered simply by mailing it

by the date specified. And if vou want only The
Selection of the Month, vou need do nothing— it

will be shipped to you automatically. What's

more, you'll have at least ten full days in which

to mafce your decision— if you ever have less

time than that, just return The Selection of the

Month at our expense, for full credit.

You may cancel membership at any time

after you've purchased eight selections-or con-

tinue under our special bonus plan, yvhich offers

you substantial savings on all future purchases.

Here, indeed, is the most convenient way possi-

ble of acquiring the classical library you wanl-
<;/ the p-ecilesi savings possible! So do act now.

now and agree to buy only

8 selections (at regular Club prices)

during the coming two years

All applications are subject to review and Columbia
House reserves the right to reject any application

I Columbia Music Club/CLASSICAL DIVISION
' Terre Haute, Indiana 47811

Please accept my membership application in tine Club

under the terms outlined in this advertisement Send me
the 8 classical selections listed below for only $1 00. plus

shipping and handling I agree to buy eight more selec-

tions (at regular Club prices) in the coming two years—and
may cancel membership at any time after doing so

SEND MY SELECTIONS IN THIS TYPE 6RL/DM
OF RECORDING (be sure to check one):

8-Track Cartridges Reel Tapes

Tape Cassettes Records

36829. Ormandy/
hia Orch. March
Stars & Stripes.
Salute. Marche
Tiany more
2-Columbia)«

enata Scotto—
uccini. Cilea.
.etc. (Columbialt

iteverly Sills and
steianetz —

I mour Songs by
I! 'oulenc. Bizet,
t'c iColumbia)

Note: selections witti two numbers are 2-record sets

or doutjie-lengtti tapes Each o( these "double selec-

tions" counts as 2—so please write in both numbers

Each selection is available as a record, 8-track car-

tridge, cassette or reel-to-reel tape— unless it is fol-

lowed by one of these symbo's
+ Selection is available as a record only
^' Available on records and cassettes only
^ Available on records and cartridges only

Available on records, cartridges, cassettes

274126, Solti/Chicago Sym-
phony— Ravel; Bolero:
Debussy: Afternoon ot a
Faun and La Mer (London)

271973 StokowsKi Encores
— Chopin: Mazurka: Byrd
Pavan: Dvorak. Slavonic
Dance: more ( Londoni

262923 Barbra Streisand
— Classical Barbra, Songs
by Debussy, Canteloube,
Handel, etc. (Columbia)"

259564. Joan Sutherland &
Luciano Pavarotti — duets
from Lucia Di Lammermoor:
Rigoletto. etc ( London 1+

191841 Szell's Greatest
Hits — Smetana Moldau:
tviozart: Marriage ot Figaro
Overture: etc iColumbia) +

272567. Thijs Van Leer/
Introspection 2 — famous
flutist plays his own
music; also Granados,
Bach, etc, (Columbia) -i

Columbia
House

Write in numbers
of 8 selections

n Mrs.

Miss ., .

(Please Print)

Address , , .

Last Nairre

Apt

State Zip Code

Do Vou Have A Telephone? (Clieck one) YES NO
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M^el Calder
TlieKeytotlie
Universe

A Report on the New Physics

"Rates with the best new works on
the exciting recent discoveries in

particle physics. -PubZ/shers Weekly

Nearly 200 photos and drawings,
including 6 pages in color.

At your bookstore or by mail:

THE VIKING PRESS Dept ATE-NH
625 Madison Ave,.New York. N.Y. 10022

Please send me -„copies of THE
KEY TO THE UNIVERSE @ $14.95 ea
I enclose D check D money order for

$ total, (Please add sales tax

where applicable.)

Name
Address

|^ity_ -St. -Zip-

Since 1972, when we started our

tours, cruises and expeditions for ad-

venturous travelers, many people
have asked us for a safari in East

Africa; we did not wish to compete
with others in this field and waited

until we could offer a program which
is unique and has been carefully sur-

veyed to provide the outdoor living

that inspired Hemingway's novels—
the true way to appreciate Africa, its

people, and its wildlife.

We now invile twelve intrepid travel-

ers to see Alrica as did the explorers

belore the tourists came, on our

African
Camel Safari

MARCH 3 TO 19, 1978

OCTOBER 6 TO 22, 1978

A journey on foot with camel support

across the fiercely exciting Northern
Frontier District of Kenya, accom-
panied by a wildlife expert who pro-

vides the protection required on an

expedition of this nature.

Few travelers, so far, have experi-

enced the peace, serenity and enjoy-

ment of walking through the African

bush with the muffled sound of camel
bells.

Detailed brochures are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 SIKEET, NEW YORK. NY 10036

marked or asserted, without the shar-

ing of food. The expense, status

value, quality, and setting of the food

communicated more about the critical

social dynamics of the situation than

language can; much that is hard to

verbalize, and more that would be im-

polite to verbalize, is communicated
by this channel. Such use of food is

worldwide, as every anthropologist

knows; but no culture has developed

it more than the Chinese."

The Chinese even make use of food

to communicate with the super-

natural. The most direct contact that

each family has with the celestial bu-

reaucracy is through the Stove God,
who once each year ascends to the

spirit world to make his report on the

family's conduct and activities over

the past year. Of course, shortly be-

fore he is scheduled to make this re-

port, the family plies him with tasty,

glutinous rice cakes. Food offerings

used to be buried with the dead (one

source of our knowledge about past

gastronomic customs), but now the

spiritual essence of the food satisfies

the supernatural. Although some
spirits have favorite foods and every

festal occasion has its traditi

dishes, there is a hierarchical ran

food offerings, from lowest to h'l

est: (1) tea and fruit, (2) bowf
noodles and wine, (3) duck, chic

and pork dishes, and (4) a pig, e

cially a "golden pig" (roasted w
with a sugar glaze that gives it a S

let gold color). Although Wester
often interpret these festival meal
unnecessarily lavish extravagai

that add to the burden of daily

gality, it must be remembered
pigs and chickens are very efiic

converters of wastes into high-qu£

protein: protein, moreover, wl

people might otherwise feel unabl

afford, and the lack of which wc
in the long run have detrimental

fects upon their health.

Food in Chinese Culture offers

reader no recipes, but its scope

perspective offer new ways of unc

standing food as part of culture

Alain Y. Dessaint is assistant p
fessor of anthropology at the L

versity of Maryland. His book
norities of Southwest China will

published later this year.

^^•

i^N^
Offerings being made to the god of
agriculture (from a 1 7th-century woodcut)

Courlesy Yale University PI



A WEEKEND OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILMS

Saturday, September 17

Sunday, September 18

1 1 :30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m.

Eight screening areas with continuous films. Eighty

hours of film and interpretation by experts. Anthro-

pological films you've never seen before—anthropo-

logical films you've been wanting to see again.

A detailed program for the weekend Film Festival

is available. Write for it and further information to the

Margaret Mead Film Festival at the Museum or call

212—873-1300,

ext. 566 or 559.

^^^^
€<^*to*

a^*^*^""*^*wa^
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Ve^
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^ri4, IS

AN EVENING SERIES
Wednesday, September 14

Thursday, September 15

Friday, September 16

8 p.m. fVlain Auditorium

Jean Rouch, the distinguished French anthropologist

and film-maker, will spend three evenings discussing

and showing his own films. Dr. Mead will introduce

the series.

Admission by series ticket only. Use this coupon to

order your ticket.

American
Museum of

Natural
History aw. Film Festival

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE

Number of series tickets for

Museum members* or students**-

Number of regular series tickets _

Total number of tickets

Amount enclosed

•All membership categories except Associate

"Valid student I.D. card required at programs

@ $7.00

@ $8.00



A Conjugation of Snails
photographs by Hans Pfletschinger

The edible ground snail , Helix po-

matia, is an animal with an appro-

priate common name. A terrestrial

species found throughout central and

southeastern Europe, it is viewed as

a culinary delight by a variety of cul-

tures. The French in particular have

developed a number of escargot

dishes featuring this species.

Land snails are more specialized

and recently developed than their

marine relatives. Breathing through a

kind of lung, rather than the gills used

by marine species, land snails have

had to evolve adaptations to meet the

dangers of desiccation and cold. Edi-

ble ground snails, for example, hiber-

nate during the cold European winter

months. They do this by burrowing

among roots and leaf mold to a depth

of up to thirty centimeters (about

twelve inches), then roofing the exca-

vation with a mixture of leaves, soil,

and mucus. Once in its burrow, an

edible land snail also forms an

epiphragm, or lid, over its shell aper-

ture as further protection against

cold. The epiphragm is sufficiently

porous to allow humid air to pass

through.

Spring sun elevates the tempera-

ture in the burrow, and when suffi-

ciently warmed, the edible ground

snail breaks through its epiphragm

and digs its way to the surface. Most
active during periods of high humid-

ity, the snail forages primarily at

night. Equipped with thousands of

minute teeth on a chitinous, bandlike

radula, the snail rasps off bits of vege-

tation. Their preference for broad-

leaved plants has led snails to be com-
mon inhabitants of gardens and vine-

yards.

May and June are the main mating

months for this hermaphroditic spe-

cies, although mating may continue

into summer. Cross-copulation (pho-

tograph 1) takes place when two
partners erect the anterior parts of

their bodies and press firmly together.

The mating couple rock back and
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forth and shoot calcareous darts, up
to twenty millimeters long, into each

other. These darts, formed in a gen-

ital gland, probably serve as a stimu-

lus to mating. Shortly after the darts

are exchanged, sperm transfer be-

gins. Sperm is stored in a receptacle

within the snail's body. Four to six

weeks after mating, the fertilized

eggs in each snail have matured

enough for deposition to take place.

The snail seeks a shady, humid, semi-

barren spot where the earth is not too

hard. With its foot, the animal digs

a shaft about the width of a finger.

The excavated earth is arranged

around the lip of the shaft, forming

a small mound. At a depth of five to

six centimeters, the lower part of the

shaft is widened to form a chamber.

The digging process takes an entire

day.

After a rest period of several hours,

egg laying begins (photograph 2).

The genital opening is located be-

tween the mouth and eye tentacle on
the right side of the head. The pea-

sized eggs (photograph 3), are rich in

yolk and covered with a mucous coat

that lubricates their passage through

the genital opening. A substance in

the mucus, possibly an enzyme, pre-

vents the eggs from rotting or being

attacked by fungi while they maturate

in the egg chamber.

There is a long interval between the

laying of each egg, more than thirty

minutes in some instances. The num-
ber of eggs in a clutch can vary from
a low of thirty to seventy or more. In

the clutch pictured, sixty-nine eggs

were laid, the first at 7:30 a.m. and

the last on the evening of the follow-

ing day—a period of thirty-six hours.

The eggs are covered by a soft,

white, calcareous shell that allows

humid air to pass through. Desicca-

tion is a threat, so the adult plugs the

shaft leading to the egg chamber,

using soil from the shaft excavation

mound as building material. As the

parent snail crawls over the mound.

earth particles stick to its slimy f

The snail then crawls in tight cii

around the shaft and scrapes the

tides off, repeating the process i

the shaft is completely plugged.

About two weeks after deposi

(under controlled conditions), ha

ing of the young snails is indicate(

small droplets of water on the ej

During the next two days the e

change color, and begin to disi

grate (photograph 4). Disintegra

is due to the young snails inside

sorbing calcium carbonate from

egg covering to form their own sh(

Twenty-four hours later, the er

egg covering has disappeared and

young have hatched.

After hatching, the young att

themselves to the walls of the

chamber (photograph 5). They be

their first active feeding by eal

away at the surrounding soil,

trients, in the form of organic s

stances in the soil, pass through

hatchlings. Calcium carbonate is i

absorbed, and the bodies and sh

of the young grow larger

stronger.

As they eat away at their

chamber, the young snails enlarge

cavity sideways and upward. O
the next three to four weeks,

hatchlings nibble the soil, continue

enlarging the chamber and near

the surface. When they are will

five millimeters of the ground

face, the snails begin to break throi

(photograph 6).

Once above ground, (photogr£

7), the hatchlings disperse towi

nearby vegetation to begin the h

bivorous diet they will maintain

adults. Their numbers are reduc

sharply by predators such as beetL

ants, and toads, and by farmers

gardeners seeking to eradicate th(

from their plots. Of those that s'

vive, many succumb to still anoti

type of predation: humans on 1

prowl for another meal of escarp

Frederick Hartma
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Let your eyes

walkon

the moon.

Be friends

with a
rabbit

Follow

sporting

events.

Search
^ fora comet

Fly with a

hawk

When you are observing events a
lot closer to home than the nearest

galaxy, you need a different kind
of telescope. But you still need
great optics. So for terrestrial view-

ing—bird-watching, wildlife study,

hunting, sports events, armchair
mountain-climbing — your ideal

companion is Unitron's portable

spotting scope. Its large aperture
gives you excellent visibility in dim
light, even for seeking comets and
exploring the moon.
The Unitron 80mm spotting

scope starts at $90, ready to use.

For detailed information,
or the name of your nearest

dealer, send the coupon.

UNfTt^ON
The value line.

Unitron
Instruments, Inc
subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc,

101 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 U.S.A.

I

City, _Zip_

A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sok
j

Up from Catsup

The tasty, old-fashioned
tomato IS the victim

of its own success

The tomato, as everyone knows, is

an endangered species . The spheroid,

commonly red and tangy fruit has

not, of course, been pursued to the

point of extinction, like that other

prized native of Peru, the vicuiia. In-

deed, from its first encounter with the

conquistadors (tomato derives from
the Nahuatl tomatl), Lycopersicon

esculentum went on to conquer the

world in salade de tomate, salsa di

pomodoro, and in that most reliable

lunch-counter sandwich, the BLT. So
popular is this once-maligned cousin

of the deadly nightshade (and other

Solanaceae family members, such as

the potato and the eggplant) that,

year-round, no supermarket can af-

ford to be without it. And that is the

trouble.

But you know that already. You
have heard that mass-produced, ar-

tificially ripened, mechanically
picked, long-hauled tomatoes aren't

worth the vines they were forced to

grow on, in Florida or other agro-

nomically "advanced" centers of to-

maticulture. Even without the bar-

rage of antitomato propaganda eman-
ating from James Beard and other epi-

cures, who have lately been resorting

to canned Italian tomatoes, you

would have known by the eviden

mouth, tongue, and teeth that

modern American tomato is a con

sham. It has no taste and it won'
splat.

Horticulturists, who should be

loried as traitors to the proper sta

ards and practices of their trade, h

sold themselves to agribusiness:

and have fabricated sturdy-walled

matoes that can survive the truck

cross-country without bruising

squashing.

Fortunately, for a few weeks of

year, local growers in all parts of

country sell their own, antique-st)|~

squishable, blotchy, tart, and soi

times green-dappled tomatoes

country stands. These tomatoes ai|

test of a good knife. And they put

industrial tomato in the shade

You too can grow them. And )l

should reserve the sunniest cornei!

your garden or your fire escape fci

few plants. (It isn't worth the tij

and trouble, for most people,
i

bother with seeds.) In temper

zones, tomatoes, which are natura

perennial, are grown as annuals a

develop into spreading vines or ser

erect plants. Among their other mc

apparent virtues, tomato plants of

a convenient home laboratory for t

study of the arrangement and gene

geometry of a common type of le£

Tomato leaves usually grow in

alternate (one leaf per node) arr

io8



Remembrance of Things Past

The Long House, the Pow-Wows, the ancient rites of summer, the Jesuit Mission of three

centuries past, the villages where Loyalists first cleared the land, tilled, harvested, ground their

grain, baked their loaves, dyed their wools, spun and loomed, the log stockades and a great

Limestone Citadel that were outposts of Empire, the rattle of rifle-fire and thunder of

cannonades, the bustle and bundling of the Fur Trade, the antics of the Voyageur Rendez-vous Days,

the gentle rhythms of life as it used to be unfold again every summer Treat the kids. For more

about our living heritage, call COLLECT (416) 965-4008, or write: Ontario Travel,

Dept. TR, Queen's Park, Toronto M7A 2E5. We'll send you our Traveller's Encyclopaedia.

Ontariowcanada
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NOT JUST A
VACATION
Explore the reQlm

of the IncQs and con
temporary Indian cultures

Small groups for optimum pleasure.

OTHER TOURS GuQtemolo • Mexico • Egypt • Eosi Africo • Imly

FORUM TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL
2437 Ouroni Ave. »70». Otikeley. CA 94704 (41 J) 9436294

#AeroPeru

i 118 YEARS SINCE
IM DARWIN'S OR/G/A/S/

WU Is teaching evolution still an is-

T 1 sue?

' ' Ten state legislatures, major
school districts, now considering
"creationist alternatives" to evolution

texts!

176 scientists, others, issue "A STATE-
MENT AFFIRMING EVOLUTION AS A
PRINCIPLE OF SCIENCE" appealing

to local school boards.

The statement with signatories plus in-

formation on AHA sent free upon re-

quest. Write Dept. NH.

AMERICAN HUMANIST ASSOCIATION
602 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

Area: SVz million

square miles.

Population:

220.

Antarctica's

winter popula-

tion of 220
sw/ells to a

modest 3,000

in summer.
Among the

summer visitors

recently was John
Langone, whose
report on the hard-

working, raunchy
lifestyle of the

last frontier is "enthralling."

—Publishers Weekly.

"Top-notch " — Kirkus Reviews.

LifeAtThe
Bottom
The People of Antarctica

John Langone

Little, Brown
S8 95

along the leafstalk, or petiole. They
also emerge, alternately, to one

side—and then the other—of a cen-

tral axis, just as feathers grow on two
sides of a central quill . This configu-

ration is, hence, known as pinnate

(pinna is "feather" in Latin). And
since a single leaf grows at the apex

of the "quill," the tomato leaves are

said to be odd-pinnate because of this

unpaired, extra leaf at the end of the

petiole.

Furthermore, as with leaf arrays in

other plants, if you draw a line along

the stem that connected the bases of

successive leaves, you might, if you
measure the segments cut off by the

leaf bases on the resulting spiral and

cogitate cleverly, rediscover the phe-

nomenon known as phyllotaxy.

Before you reach for your dividers

and your ruler, you should know that

the neat ratios found in botany text-

books for phyllotaxy (from the Greek
words for "leaf" and "arrange-

ment") do not work out perfectly but

only approximate whole-number per-

fection. Still, phyllotaxy does basi-

cally work out to be a complex mathe-

matical regularity in the placement of

leaves along a stem. To return to our

example then, not only do tomato

leaves have a visual, featherlike pat-

tern but they also emerge along a

spiral track that twists around the ba-

sically cylindrical surface of the

stem. Furthermore, this array is

mathematically specific; the same,

for all tomatoes. The spiral line con-

necting tomato leaf bases must twist

around the stem two times and run

through five leaf bases before it

reaches a (sixth) leaf that will grow
directly above the leaf you started

with. In other words, there is a recur-

ring pattern in the arrangement of

leaves around the stem. Every sixth

leaf starts the twisting series anew.
The recurring pattern, in tomatoes,

boils down to a ratio of 2:5—two full

twists around the stem and five leaf

bases. It is also the case that the angle

of the arc of the spiral between two
leaf bases is 144 degrees, which is

two-fifths of 360 degrees. Or, if you
looked straight down the stem, so that

the vertical distance between leaf

bases played no part in what you saw,

the length of the arc between succes-

sive leaf bases would be two-fifths the

circumference of the stem.

Botanists say, then, that tomatoes

have a phyllotaxy of 2:5. Ditto for

tobacco plants. But several other

phyllotactic ratios have been ob-

served in nature: 1:2, 1:3, 2:5, 3:8,

For the filth year, we invite you ti

witness North America's greatest wild

lite spectacle:

The,Seals,
on the Icepaci

Each year, in March, in Canada's Gull

of St. Lawrence, hundreds of thou-

sands of seals end their southern mi-

gration and congregate on the ice-

pack, turning it into a huge natural

nursery as the females give birth to

their babies.

In March 1978, by using reliable heli-

copters, small groups of tourists will

again land on the icepack and see
this dramatic and incredibly beautiful

sight.

We are the only company in the world!

with the experience, knowledge andl

audacity to offer these unique, thrill-1

ing and exhilarating tours which are,

arranged with permission of the Gov-:

ernment of Quebec.

Detailed brochure of the tours, and a

reprint of the article Seeing, not Seal-

ing trom Mainstream Magazine , avail-

able from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

are NATURAL HISTORY B#>l

r^ Bou„v. Zoology,

,OOlCf>. Omitholopy. Entomc

IX^AVr? lohlhyolopy.

UTALOEUE AVAILABIi,

19 Oifotil Plict/Rockiille Centre, Nm York I
-

SHOW THE WORLD YOU'RE AI
FRIEND OF THE PORPOISElf

Sterling Silver Porpoise with

Sterling Silver Chain .... $i|
Includes postaee. Check or

Orders. Money back guarar
No C.O.D.s. Colors
3% Sales Tax. ^

|:i*- VLAD FILKO/Silversmith
4405 Chippewa Dr. Boulder, CO. 80l

From theNewYork Botanical Ga
FREE! FALL CATALOG

A selection of gift ideas, posters, bot

prints, floral stationery, calendars and
cosmetics. Also a special group of the

Dutcti bulbs for indoors and out, plus i

gardening items. Reply to Dept
The N.Y. Botanical Garden, Bronx, NY

BEETLES, BUTTERFUES and INSEt

f \ froa MALAYSIA,
V^l^/^ AFRICA, BRAZIL.

COMPLETE SaENTlFIC
P.O. Box 307-N

Round Lake. Illinois 60073

AUTHORS WANTED B

NEW YORK PUBLISHE
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts \

types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed
complete information, send for free booklet 1

Vantage Press, 616 W. 34 St.. New York



1, S;21 , and so on. In every case,

jiumerator is the number of cir-

i around the stem and the denomi-

is the number of leaf bases in

aiicrn or series. These observa-

:ils() apply to arrangements of

s on pine cones, to the curving

ol llorets in sunflower disks and

; iiidering of cauliflower florets.

I;ii as I know, no one has satis-

iiK explained the genesis of

iiiios. The so-called genetic

I. :ilong which the pertinent, re-

11^ segments have been marked
iKi\ result from the geometry of

^clls and the way they are

v\\ together. And it is also true

he 'spiral" itself is really a kind

li\ since it is a regular curve de-

red on a stem that may, for most
, loiigth, be closer to a cylinder

u is to a cone. Helices invite

I lose comparisons to the micro-

ic model propounded by Crick

.Waison for the genetic material

lis, DNA.
ithout drawing such high-flown

rrections, we can still be properly

tiishcd by an undoubted property

.- set of phyllotactic ratios. Look-
. ii ihem in the descending order

Lignitude in which they are listed

above, we can see that, as the series

progresses, the numerator of each

fraction is the sum of the preceding

two numerators; the denominators

are, each, sums of the preceding two

denominators.

This kind of series, in which each

term is the sum of the two before, is

known as a Fibonacci series, after its

discoverer Leonardo Fibonacci,

(Leonardo da Pisa), a twelfth-century

mathematician. Fibonacci also intro-

duced Arabic numerals to Europe,

but his series brought him eventual

personal celebrity, partly because it

converges mathematically to 1.618,

the Golden Section.

All this has undoubtedly led some-

one to see the hand of God at work
in the humblest tomato patch. But it

was demonstrated as far back as 1872

that there was nothing mysterious at

all about the numerology of phyllo-

taxy. Fibonacci ratios are merely a

mathematical description of the most
efficient method for arranging leaves

so that they do not keep sun off each

other. Different-sized leaves produce

different ratios. This is not only com-
mon sense, but a confirmation of the

working of the fine hand of natural

selection. Leaves that shade each

other will shrivel, kill the plant, and

consign its genes to oblivion.

Fortunately for tomato-lovers,

their favorite plant exploits its 2:5

ratio to produce yellow flowers con-

taining five stamens around a pistil

with two (or more) carpels, which
give way, after a 120-day growing

season, to the fruit we crave.

The trouble with this happy result

is that it works too well. Too many
tomatoes at one time is a feast; it is

also a glut. The agribusinessman's

solution was to move to Florida and

minimize the importance of seasons.

You and I can either give away our

excess or we can preserve it.

Thousands of Americans have re-

cently rediscovered home canning.

There was even a national shortage of

Mason and Bell jars not long ago.

(These are the tight-sealing glass con-

tainers most home canners prefer

over metal containers.) This revival

raises all sorts of complicated techni-

cal questions, and many books have

b6en published that speak to the need

of reeducating Americans to the spe-

cial sanitary and mechanical require-

ments of canning.

These "technicalities" are no

joke. Death from botulism is swift

'ruise the Mystery Isles of Indonesia

in Gracious Luxury.
Dreamboat, the m.s. Prinsendam.

1 Luxurious and elegant, yet comfortable

and cozy, it's uniquely designed to navi-

, ?Si53r 3\\c-\ / gate shallow harbors cruise ships have

vjjjjt it ^^^^lij^^^
^^^^"''^'-^

-I /
'
never touched before. Nias, for example.

' ^^^"^pcA-!-./ ' ^^ Holland America opened this fascinating

(
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stone age,

\ ~-- y::^h&f^;^Tr-^^-^^^ to tourism.

\^^^^^^^^^^^ You'll take

^^^!^^^^^^^^^^^ part in

cerernonies as ancient as the stones around
^"^^"^ you, then sail on to storied ports called Bali,

L "I -tj^ " «Ay»- "^jTffv?^^^^^--. Jakarta, Surabaya, Penang. From fishing

Dlland America 14-Day ^'"^Ses to 9th century shrines, past

KA ^ r • rumbhng Krakatoa to bustling big aties,
ISendam Adventure Cruises

to exquisite botanical gardens with 8000
1 1 Singapore. different kinds of orchids. Experiences

,.li, Java, Sumatra, Singapore. Places like these are beautifully unique and

I

/e placed on your must-see- especially enhanced by the comfortable

;time list. See them now, on a 14-day surroundings of a very modem ship,

ind America Indonesia Adventure It's high adventure by day, gracious

56. Sail aboard our magnificent luxury by night.^ Holland America Cruises

To complete your grand Far Eastern

tour, we have eight exciting land

adventures to choose from. Departures

from the east coast take you

to Hong Kong and Bangkok via

Amsterdam. If you're leaving from

the west coast, visit-places like

Hong Kong and Kyoto via Tokyo.

And if you can't make the full

14-day cruise, we have some 7,9, and

10-day segments available. Call

your travel agent or send the coupon.

m.s. Prinsendam registered in

the Netherlands Antilles.

r, 82 IC !

Holland America, 2 Penn Plaza, New York,

N.Y. 10001. Tell me more about your

Indonesia Adventure Cruises.

Name.

Address-

City -Zip_

My travel agent is_



From the shores of Gitche-gumee .

.
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WILD RICE SUMMER
HEALTH BOWL

Want a truly delicious and nutritious summer

salad? Minnetiaha Wild Rice and ttiese fixings give

you a quick, refreshing meal loaded with vitamins A,

B, C and protein.

2 cups hard-boiled eggs (8 medium) coarsely chopped

2 cups cooked Minnehaha Wild Rice (V* Ih., uncooked)

¥3 cup wheat germ. 1 cup bean sprouts

1 green pepper, 2 green onions, 1 tomato, all chopped

Dressing: blend 1 cup yogurt with 1 teaspoon prepared

mustard, adding a pinch of salt.

Lightly toss all ingredients, then gently mix in

the yogurt dressing. Serve on lettuce leaves, to treat

4-6, delightfully. More recipes in every perfect

pound of Minnehaha Wild Rice.

MINNEHAHA WILD RICE, INC.

W/CCO Radio Building— Suite 420

Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

Please send, postage paid:

Three 1-lb. bags @ $19.50/shipment

My check is enclosed for total: $

Namp

f^ity staff. 7in

Lars-Eric Lindblad inxdtes you to

ejcamine the colossal achievements

ofthe prehistoric Polynesians

& the Inca Empire.

INCAS, PERU AND
EASTER ISLAND

Deep in the heartland ofthe Andes
and on desolate Easter Island

stand testimonies to cultures ofsuch
glory, that even today we can only

speculate about their origin.

Come and explore the monumental
heritage left us. This is a truly

efcciting archeologicaljourney.

Cost ofZ3 day expedition is $2,050.

Airfare is not included.

Please writefor our brochure or
give us the name ofyour travel agent.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept. NHIPE

135 East 55th Street, NY, N.Y 10022

751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700

and horrible for those who forget that

the anaerobic bacterium Botulinus

Clostridium thrives in improperly

heated and evacuated batches of

canned food. Done properly, of

course, canning is a blessing. Ever

since Frangois Appert invented can-

ning in 1804 (in a 12,000-franc com-
petition Napoleon held to promote the

discovery of a good way to preserve

fresh food), careful canning has bene-

fited millions. Happily, moreover,

for the tomatophile with an extra

bushel on his hands, acid fruits do not

produce botulism. The acid in the nat-

ural juices will, in conjunction with

normal boiling, kill B. Clostridium

and other hungry little flora. Toma-
toes, those paragons of acidity, can

with great ease and safety.

The so-called cold pack method is

very easy and leaves the tomatoes

whole. First, wash both the tomatoes

and your hands. Wash the jars, lids,

and washers in hot, soapy water. Boil

them in water to sterilize, for fifteen

minutes, and leave them covered with

the boiling water until you need them.

Blanch and peel the tomatoes.

Pack them into the sterilized jars,

leaving about one-half inch of head-

way. Push down lightly on the toma-

toes as you pack them, filling the jars

as tightly as possible. Add one tea-

spoon of salt to quart jars; one-half

teaspoon to pint jars (salt also kills

Botulinus). Run a knife around the

side of the fruit to press out air bub-

bles. Press again on the tomatoes so

that they are covered by their own
juice.

Now seal the jars—carefully—for

this is a fine art. Wipe the rims of lids

and rubber rings clean. Moisten rub-

ber rings just before sealing to insure

a good lit. Then, seal the filled jars,

but watch out. Each kind of jar re-

quires a slightly different method.

Self-sealing Mason jars, which
have two-part metal lids with a seal-

ing compound on the bottom edge of

the flat piece of the lid, should be

sealed tight. They will still allow air

to seep out during boiling and do not

need to be tightened afterward.

Mason jars with separate rubber rings

should first be fully tightened, then

loosened, by turning the lid back a

quarter-inch, to let air out during pro-

cessing. Tighten completely after-

ward. Wire-clamp-type jars should

also be only partially tightened before

boiling: pull the long wire down, but

leave the short wire up. After pro-

cessing, pull the short wire down for

a complete seal.

CATCH ANIMAL RAIDM

Simple, safe HAVAHART traps catch raldlnii
coons, squirrels, pigeons, sparrows, etc., wlthoi
Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Fully
No Jaws or springs to break. Galvanized; m_
20 years. Open ends give animal confidence. SIj
needs. Send 25c for valuable Illustrated guide and

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 1056

Here's my 25c. Please send price list, trapping

p

Sail a Semester
aboard
Regina
Maris

Ship aboard the square-rigged barqi

Regina Maris for a two-month scientific and educs

tional expedition to study whales and open ocean
ecology. This 144' sailing vessel provides a rare

opportunity for students (at least 18 years old)

interested in marine ecology as well as learning

navigation and other nautical skills. Credits are gi-

through the Harvard University ExtenskmjDjograi

Expeditions leave in October and December, 1977

and in February, 1978- For dec;

The Ocean Research and Education Society, In

51 Commercial Wharf # 6b, Boston, MA 02110

(617) 523-3455

Artist/Nat

^ (j f^ LIVING LEGENl
1^1^

PEREGRENE FALCON
Jmited Edition 950/31 "x 22 '/2"/ Price $175.00

Fuil Coior/Ali-Rag Imported Paper
' Please Ship Postpaid"

n'Peregrine Falcon" Print(s) al S175.00 eacti.

DSend $1 for Color Catalog/Complimentary w/orde

D Ctiecls or cfiarge DMCDAEDBA

k Signature

wl Phone

^^^ Dealer Inquiries Welcome Nhj



IiUESTERS Sr:
rORLDOF ^ ^
ATURETOURS^/^
)U may find some tours similar to ours in

her programs. But Questers is the only pro-

ssional travel company specializing solely in

;turc tours. Tour parties are small, the pace
surely, itineraries unusual, and the leader-

ip ixpert. Areas covered include Mexico,
utiniola, Hawaii, Alaska, Indonesia, India,

St Amca, Iceland, and Australasia. We can-

\ )t tell vou here, however, about all the tours,

. all the wildlife preserves, archaeological

es, museums and temples you will visit, but
ir current Directory of Worldwide Nature

"
turs can. Call or write Questers or see your

^ ivel agent today for your free copy!

Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL, INC.

»ept. NH-877. 2r,7 I'AKK AVKNl K SOITH
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010/(212) 673-3120

or the filth year, we after two small

roups of intrepid travelers the world's

lost challenging tourist experience:

Greenland
3og-sledging

Expeditions
March and April 1978 two weeks

e again spent on Greenland's
eathtaking West Coast under the

<pert guidance of Major Mike Banks.
te leading Arctic explorer. Travel

by helicopter and husky-drawn
edges.

stalled brdchure, and a report of the

)73 Greenland expedition, reprinted

om International Wildlife Magazine,
mailable from:

ANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
WtbT 42 STREET. NEW YORK. NY 10030

LEPHONt (2121 354 6634

OOK HUNTING?
lally any book located—no matter how
ir long out-of-print Fiction, nonflctlon.

uthort, subjects. Name the book—we'll

Itl (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,
te. Write: Dept. 67.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

MH n^
fessional handmade custom enlargements
;ct from your slides Sharper, more brilliant

• non-lade durability 8x 10-S4 00 11 x
$8 00 16 X 20- $16 00 Send check Add

00 for orders under $10 00 Satisfaction
sranleed

PRO COLOR INC -Dept NH 2
955 Yonkers Ave

,
Yonkers. N Y 10704

HELP US STOP POPULATION
GROWTH!

I ou think world population must be reduced
''ore the human race chokes on its own
Tbers. write today for our free brochure. It

scribes a sensible, realistic program for

'bing, halting, and then reversing popula-
1 growth.

lEGATIVE POPULATION GROWTH, INC.

Room 414 (E2) 103 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10017

Processing itself is almost as easy

as boiling water. Completely im-

merse your properly sealed cold-pack

tomato jars in hot water that has not

quite boiled. Bring to a boil and keep

it boiling. Process pints for 35 min-

utes, quarts for 45 minutes. Top up

water level with more boiling water

if necessary. Store finished jars in

darkness.

Preserving tomatoes with sugar is

even easier. Sugar is a preservative in

its own right. The great simplicity

and safety of this method is one rea-

son that homemade jellies and jams

never went out of style. Mireille

Johnston's sophisticated tomato pre-

serve (see below) comes from the

south of France, but, minus rum, it

is identical with traditional American
tomato jellies and can be used with

red and green varieties alike. In any

of these recipes, of course, the origi-

nal tomato is what counts. No taste

gives no taste. Grow your own.

Red Tomato Preserves

{Confiture de Tomates Rouges, after

a recipe in The Cuisine of the Sun,

by Mireille Johnston.)

5 pounds local tomatoes

4 pounds sugar

Rind of 1 lemon
Juice of lemon

2 tablespoons dark rum (optional)

1

.

Hold the tomatoes, one by one, in

simmering water for 5 seconds, to

loosen the skins. Peel with a sharp

knife and set each one aside as you
finish with it, to cool.

2. Halve the tomatoes, squeeze out

seeds, and place in a heavy-bot-

tomed, nonaluminum saucepan.

Stir in sugar, lemon rind, and

lemon juice.

3. Bring to a boil, stir briefly with a

wooden spoon, lower heat, and

simmer for one hour or until the

tomatoes have become trans-

parent and sticky.

4. Remove the lemon peel, stir in

rum, if desired, and then put the

preserved tomatoes into dry, steri-

lized jars. Pour the syrup over

them. Seal, with a layer of melted

paraffin.

Serve with cookies or on toast, at

tea or for a snack.

Yield: About 3 quarts.

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier's Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.

"BY OUR WORKS YOU'LL KNOW US"

lealk off the

the iiolil

governmental EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE
SOCIETY IS in lis fifloenlh year ol projBcts.

under the supervision of eminent specialists,

who literally look afler, supervise and follow
up do/ens of current undertakings

We're at home on the range but the E , A. Wild
Life Society has one of the biggest ranges in

the world to cover. It's a 24 hr |ob protecting
one of the most unique collections of wildlife

still in existence. Our scope is the size of Texas.

ton.,

Anti Poaching: T he SoLiety supplies ir many
cases the vehicles and comm unications needed

bv the local authc rities to CO mbat this menace

threatening the continued we Ibeing of v» iidhfe

Animal Research: Environme nt and ecc logical

surveys of nearly every majo species, w hether

threatened or not, have been jndertaken by the

Society m order i D plan for t -\e conservation of

these species.

Animal Rescue: Sometimes referred to as

"translocation", t is activity s one of th e ways
m ,^hich the So ciety can help save species

threatened by ag icultural s ttlemenis As an

example, the movi ngofherdsof Roan An telope

Education: A long rangeproject which. sequaliy
|

urgent in the shor term IS the education of the

people of East Af ica-especi lly the yo Jth-to

the wealth, both economic and cultural of the

wildlife which abounds m he region While

government realize s the impo tance of v\ ildlife.

It cannot be effe ctiveiy CO served un il the

people themselves see the n ecessity o fuller

cooperation with the authont es.

The Society has presentect.fil Ti and educational
equipment to the hree coun nes, and fi msare
shown and lecturesgiver^n r Miinii If and

wildlife conseijtaUM^ffi

Shepherd and other prints.

Christmas cards and Calendars from
our Gift Shop and GallerY m the

Nairobi Hilton Hotel.

I enclose US S 15 for my year's membership.

member of the Society you will

receive a year's subscription to

j^ AFRICANA quarterly wildlife magazine.

W EHSTRFRICnn
lUILDLIFESOCIETV
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Art

INDIAN ART PRINTS by Jerome Tiger. In limited
edition. Color brochure 50j, refundable. Wright &
Co., P.O. Box 54, Checotah, OK 74426

OWN ART GALLERY: How to start on shoestring
anywhere, operate profitably. IVIanual explains all

aspects, $4 75 Director, Post Arts Center. 2414
Boston Post Road. Guilford, CT 06437

REPLICAS. Quality Replicas. Catalog Available. In-

ternational Museum Replicas, Box 31-N, Chestnut
Hill, MA 02167

ROGER TORY PETERSON—Collector bird prints.

Catalogs $2.00, Wildlife Gallery, 162 Bedford
Street, Stamford, CT 06901

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors in a complete, reliable publishing program:
publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books.
All subjects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscript report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHT
84 Fifth Ave.

,
New York 1 001

1

PRIVATE EDITIONERS: Printer-to-Author Service;
quality work for small editions at lowest cost. Inquir-
ies invited. RICKARD, 30 Prince, Bklyn, NY 11201

Books

HAWAIIAN FOREST PLANTS: representative flora

beautifully illustrated; ideal gift, practical guide-
book. 68 pp ,

134 color photographs, $3.50 Orien-
tal Publishing Company, P.O. Box 221 62, Honolulu,
HI 96822

PYRAMIDOLOGY: Extensive book & product cata-
logue, 250 please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Webster
Goves, MO 63119

'THE CAMPOTAUR and Other Campfire Program
Verse For Poetic Park Rangers and Concerned
Campers." Illustrated $3.00. Alexander Weiss, 1 20
9th Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062

WILDLIFE PAPERBACKS, profusely illustrated.

"Seashore Life Between the Tides," 461 pp "The
Frog Book," 253 pp. "Insects, Food and Ecology

"

466 pp. "Extinct and Vanishing Birds of World," 520
pp. Postpaid, $5.50 each. ($6.00 foreign) Sales tax
on NY shipments. Free catalogues. HERBERT
SHPRENTZ CO.. Box 83-N, Irvington. NY 10533

Education

GRADUATE PROGRAM in Environmental Studies
combines course work and internship, some
stipend, leading to Master's in Science Teaching.
Program emphases are field ecology, environ-
mental education. Individualized approach;
teacher certification available Box Y, ANTIOCH-
NEW ENGLAND, 1 Elm Street, Keene, NH 03431

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANTS YOU ! ! I 50.-
000 Jobs! Latest information, $2.00. AUSTCO. Box
8489-NH, Long Beach, CA 90808

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-
rectory and complete information—$2.00. Interna-
tional Opportunities, Box 19107-RT. Washington
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS! All Occupations! Complete De-
tails. Where and How to Apply. Latest Company
Lists. Resume Tips—$2.00. Information Services,
P.O. Box 3345N, Cocoa. FL 32922

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations. Computerized Reports. $2.00
TRANSWORLD. International Airport, Box 90802-
NH. Los Angeles. CA 90009

U S. FIRMS OVERSEAS—Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. Send $6.96
Globalemploy (LCKT). Box 4499-D, Huntsville. AL
35802
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VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Chemistry, physics,
math teachers needed for Peace Corps projects in

Africa, Asia, Latin America. Train teachers, develop
curriculum, workshops, in-service training, ele-
mentary to university level. U.S. citizens, singles or
couples only. Expenses paid: travel, medical, va-
cation and living An Equal Opportunity Program
Information: Cynthia Poindexter, ACTION Box
T-36, Washington. D.C. 20525

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries! Sampler eight countries-$3.98 Free bro-
chure. MULTINEWSPAPERS, Box DE-20, Dana
Point, CA 92629

Friendships

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-
tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure freei

Hermes-Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, D-1 000 Berlin 1 1

,

Germany

Gifts

ABORIGINAL ART REPRODUCTIONS; Can/ed
wood mask, 10"x7", Taiwan, $10.00. McCoy Im-
ports, Cold Spring Road, Liberty, NY 12754

BOOMERANGS! 32 styles, BOOMERANGS! Free
Catalog—Newsletter. Enjoy fun sport! Boomerang-
man, 310-B Park, Monroe, LA 71201

DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids sizes, $4.50. Six de-
signs. Write for free brochure. Dinosaur. Box 2623
Menio Park, CA 94025

SASQUATCH FOOTPRINTS. Anatomically c

miniatures cast into dentalstone, $2.00 each
foof'Whitson. 11 05 Land Street. Norfolk. VA

Gourmet Interests

BRAZILIAN DESSERT RECIPES from Hai
Home Town. Brazil's colonial capital $3.00.
Enterprises. Box 71071 , Los Angeles, CA 9Cj

CREAMIEST RICE PUDDING: Original Sf
recipe. Send $1.00 and s.a.s.e. to; Lopez
22nd St, NYC 10010

DELICIOUS! CHICKEN VEGETABLE SOUP n
$1-50 and s.a.s.e. to; Stynoski, 4750 Central
Phoenix. AZ 85012

JALAPENO CORNBREAD Definitely Texar
cidedly different! For recipe send $1 00 for F
Facts-Fiction No F-10 to: A to Z Workshop
Box 3882. Brownsville, TX 78520

THE DAVID WADE "SPICE OF LIFE" COOKE
and spices. Creative cooking at its finest!

Bar-B-Q to continental cuisine. $14.95 the set
$1.50 handling. Check payable to Alpha
dates. PC. Box 11039. Fort Worth. TX 7610!

Health

SINUS PROBLEM? Booklet explains how w
leading specialists treat nasal phlegm Send :

to Hydro Med. Inc., Dept. N, 10753 Palms #2
Angeles, CA 90034

«
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VE VALUABLE, Fascinating Minerals

/! Free Details. Mineral of Month Club, Box
Yucaipa, CA 92399

:al Interests

3T, EASIEST PIANO COURSE IN HISTORY!
alented syslem. Free information: Box 751-

;anada,CA 91011

300K ON SINGING, Fundamentals of Vocal

tion-—$5 00 Guarantee. Karel Publishing,

446, Milwaukee. Wl 53202

3uild dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

lins. banjos. From $2.95, Finished dulcimers

23 95, Free Catalog, 8665 West 13th Ave-
\. Denver, CO 80215

^DS-TAPES! Discounts to 73%, all labels; no

ise obligations; newsletter; discount divi-

ertificates; 100% guarantees Free details,

nt Music Club, 650 Main St, , Dept. 25-0877,

Dchelle. NY 10801

alist Societies

;STED IN URBAN NATURAL HISTORY,
astern field ecology, or biological conser-

Join the Northeastern Field Naturalists' So-

,nd receive "Engelhardtia, The Pitch Pine

ist," a conservation planning publication

and other benefits Regular Membership
/ear, NEFNS, Box 6, Central Islip. NY 11722

^-^^^^'•1—

'
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Optics

GJANT DISCOUNTS!! Name brand binoculars,

scopes. Free catalog! Plus information selecting

model best for you Write: Marigold, Drawer M-83,

South San Francisco, CA 94080

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes
—Brand Names—Free List—Thomas Manetta, 61

Hoffman Ave,, Elmont, NY 11003

Publications

BOOKS ABOUT BIRDS, Newsletter about new or

old books for birdwatchers, book collectors, orni- .

thologists. For sample write Books About Birds,

Box 106, Jamaica, NY 11415

Real Estate

CANADIAN COTTAGE SITES, fishing, boating,

1 ,000 acres wilderness. $1 700 per lot, $1 down,

$20 monthly. One hour drive west of Ottawa, Carl

Alford, Dept. NH, Kingston, Ontario

50 ACRES WEST VIRGINIA. 150 year old log

house, well, spring, outbuildings $30,000, A. Rud-

ley, Renick, WV 24966 (304) 497-2261

GOOD COUNTRY LAND: How to find and pur-

chase it—invaluable guide, $2.00. Hermans', New
Pans, PA 15554

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment op-

portunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide"

plus nationwide listings—$2,00, Surplus Lands,

Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

Seashells

The Market accepts advertisements only from

dealers who do not offer for sale any endangered
or live-collected species of mollusks.

SEASHELL SAMPLER 200 Beautiful shells for

craftwork or collectors! Plus SHELLCRAFT IDEA
BOOKLET and illustrated Seashell Catalog.
$13.50, BENJANE ARTS, 320 Hempstead Ave

,

West Hempstead, NY 11552

Travel

ADVENTURES Sea of Cortez expeditions. Ob-
serve fin whales, porpoises and explore remote is-

lands Watch gray whales in Baja Wildlife safaris

m East Africa ADVENTURES INTERNATIONAL,
Dept, N, 4421 Albert, Oakland, CA 94619

CULTURAL & WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos, India-Nepal,

Mongolia, Patagonia, Europe and Antarctica. Ex-

pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology Small

escorted groups SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS, Dept.

NH, P,0, Box 5564 University Station, Seattle, WA
98105

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

secluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding

Excellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilder-

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc. Comfortably
mild Chincahua Mountain climate year round. Cot-

tages, apartments, pool Free brochure, birdlist.

Cave Creek Ranch, Box 177, Portal, AZ 85632

ESCAPE TO THE WILDS OF WYOMING. Vacation
year round high in Bighorn National Forest. Plenty

of horses, fishing, big game, and cross-country ski-

ing. Spear-0-Wigwam Ranch, Box 1081 . Sheridan,

WY 82801 (307) 674-4496

EUROPE for people who love to walk! For a sample
portfolio of our unique travel guides send two dol-

lars to: Great Trips, Box 5199-NH, New York, NY
10017

GALAPAGOS-Cruise in the Archipelago, encoun-
tering unique wildlife with naturalist guide Only 3

departuresleft, MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. 1398 Solano-

NH72, Albany, CA 94706

INSIDE TRAVEL SECRETS for getting the most for

your vacation $$ Know what the experts know for

more fun. easy savings, travel-smart planning Free
information, THE TRAVEL ADVISOR, Dept N7,
P.O. Box 31056, Washington, DC 20031

MEXICAN CARIBBEAN Family-operated beach
resort in tiny Puerto Morelos 20 minutes from inter-

national airport Cancun. Personalized introduction

to reef, forest, Mayan ruins; snorkeling, scuba, tour-

ing, birding. Modern beach cabanas. Excellent

cooking. Full American plan. 60 dollars day per

couple PLAYA OJO DE AGUA, Apartado Postal

299, Cancun, OR
,
Mexico

MEXICO Mountain resort and hot springs—sun,
swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13 85 daily

Rio Caliente, Apdo 1-1187, Guadalajara, Mexico

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver

City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

NICE PLACE, NICE PRICE! THR-RIFT INNS, LTD.,

located in Williamsburg and Newport News. Vir-

ginia and Annapolis, Maryland. Forget the Chateau
La Dough! You will like our rooms and our prices

Send for free brochure before hitting the road Write

me! Tripp Ferguson, THR-RIFT INNS, LTD , Dept.

NH, Box 2699, Newport News, VA 23602

POLYNESIAN EXPEDITIONS Share daily life with

Tahitians, Samoans, Fijians, in traditional villages.

UTA French Airlines, PC. Box 9000, Van Nuys, CA
91406or Goodman's GoodTravel Tours, Dept, NH,
Box 2866, Oakland, CA 94618

SAIL WITH A WHALE! Whale observation expedi-

tion off Nova Scotia sailing with U.R.I, cetacean
experts aboard offshore cruising yachts. Sept 3-9,

all inc. $375 Also other exciting courses. Wnte or

call OCEANUS, Box 431, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423
(201)447-0393

ST. JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS Rent our two-bed-
room, beachfront house Attractively furnished,

spectacular view From $340/wk in season, $300
out. Write: Seascape, Box 331 ,

Medina, OH 44256

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the world. Write for free 64-page illus-

trated catalog. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1398 So-

lano^NH71 , Albany, CA 94706

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Expeditions exploring nat-

ural history in New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, An-

2ona Flying, jeeping, rafting, camping, lodging

Geology/Archaeology Free brochure: PO Box
945, Dept. -104, Santa Fe, NM 87501

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1.50 per word; 16 word ($24) minimum. Display

classified is $150 per inch Rates are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-

TORY for each insertion, including your personal

address and telephone Mention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text Deadlines—8th of

month, two months pnor to cover date Thus, a
January issue closes November 8, A learsheel or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphen-

ated words count as two words; abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each. All states are shown
in two-letter codes followed by zip, then telephone

(with area code), if any. An address such as "18

Main St " counts as three words. Occasionally,

slight editing for clarity is required We trust you trust

us. Thank you!

Radha Kanta Paul



WHITETIGERS
AND

CREATURE
COMFORTS.

India is incredible. White tigers.

The most beautiful building ever built.

Whirling bazaars. The Himalayas.

But what makes it especially nice is

that India isn't strange at all.

You'll find air-conditioned hotels.

And bacon and eggs for breakfast.

In fact, incredible India is also

incredibly comfortable.

Come to India on Air-India.

We have tours at all prices.

And we'll make sure when
you come to see our creatures,

like our white tigers, you won't

miss your creature comforts.

filii; F-lfth Ave. .\'ew York. N.Y. 10019

Sc-f Your Travel Agent

Announcements

Now that the Museum is open on
Wednesday evenings until 9:00 p.m.,

visitors can enjoy an increased vari-

ety of activities. On August 24, three

exhibition halls in the Museum will

be enlivened by the performances of

Three Musical Groups. At 6:00

P.M. the delicate sounds of panpipes

will float through the Hall of Mexico
and Central America as a trio called

Tahuantinsuyu presents a concert of

Andean music. The Mitchell Korn
Ensemble will perform at 7:30 p.m.

in the Hall of Pacific Birds. Korn
plays a twelve-string guitar and com-
poses his own imaginative pieces,

which the ensemble performs with

percussion instruments, a piano, a

trumpet, and tapes of the sounds of

nature. The last concert, at 8:00 p.m.

in the Hall of Asiatic Mammals, will

present Eastern music performed by
Shyam Yodh playing the sitar, ac-

companied by a tabia and tamboura.

All three concerts are free to those

who have paid the Museum entrance

fee.

Each autumn, thousands of birds of

prey, which inhabit eastern Canada
and the northeastern United States

during the summer months, waft their

way south for the winter in a massive
and dramatic migration. Many make
the journey by following the Appa-
lachians, taking advantage of the up-

drafts offered by the ridges of the

mountain chain. Most of the birds are

broad-winged, red-tailed, or sharp-

shinned hawks but the migration also

includes ospreys, American kestrels,

red-shouldered hawks, and some bald

and golden eagles.

So close do the birds come to

various outcroppings, cliffs, and
peaks that there are several points

along the Appalachians where man
can virtually meet raptor. One of the

most famous of these vantages is

Hawk Mountain in central Pennsyl-

vania, an S-shaped ridge which pro-

vides admirers of the migration an un-

surpassed view of the birds.

On August 25, just before the

height of the migration, the Museum
will sponsor a slide show and film en-

titled Birds of Prey of Nortl

North America. The program w
presented by James Brett, direci

education at the Hawk Men
Sanctuary, who has observed th

gration for the past thirty years,

program will be held in the ai

rium at 8:00 p.m., and is free to

ticipating and donor members c

Museum. Tickets for associate r

bers and the public will be avai

at the door for $2 each.

During the weekend of Septei

17-18, the Museum will sponso

largest Anthropology Film Fes
ever offered to the general pi

Held in honor of Margaret Mea
rator emeritus of ethnology, who
Her this year celebrated her

birthday and her 50th year on the

seum staff, the free event is desi

to attract the broadest audience pi

ble. On view will be hundred

films, ranging from those made i:

early 1900s to the latest release

anthropologists and filmmakers.

The two-day event will offer

tinuous screenings in eight difff

areas of the Museum—the au

rium, the Education Hall, the Pe

Center, and in five exhibition h
Not only does the Museum's size

itself to such a large undertakin;

its exhibits of the peoples and th(

vironments of the world provid(|

ideal setting for this festival.

Speakers, including Dr. M<l

will introduce the films, which wil

followed by question and answer!

riods. The festival will include a t(|

nical exhibit of camera and filrrur!

ing equipment, a screening room
members of the public who wan
show their own films, and a screen

area for children's films. A spei

feature of the event will be ever

screenings of films by Jean Ron
the noted French ethnographic fi :

maker. Mr. Rouch will be presen \

discuss his work and the art of mak
|

ethnographic films. For further inl

mation regarding price of admiss

and ticket availability for the even i

screenings call (212) 873-1300,

tension 559.

ii8



Newfrom Kodak
A high-speed
color print film.

Kodacoior400 KodacolorflOn

nCG135-36
,„^^i»<^

For daylight, low-light, and fost-oction pictures.

New Kodocolor 400 film is so fost, you
con shoof in less light than you may ever hove
thought possible. Indoors and out, night or doy
And you con get shorp, brilliant color prints

where you couldn't before. Just how little light

depends, of course, on the capabilities of your
comero.

New Kodocolor 400 film hos o speed
of ASA 400, has fine groin and is color bal-

anced for daylight, blue flash, and electronic

flash. In fact, you con get pleasing pictures

in almost any type of light without the need
for filters.

New Kodocolor 400 film gives you more
than just low-light and daylight versotility. It

increases your distonce range for flash pictures.

You con also use higher shutter speeds to stop

action. ..and to shoot hand-held telephoto

pictures that ore sharp.

Keep o roll or two of Kodocolor 400 film

on hand and get greot color prints in

olmostony light. Available in 135
and 1 10 sizes.

NewKODACOLOK400 Rim



That's the 1977 Toyota Celica. Hot

because of the way it looks, and the way it moves. Hot because there are three

models, including the racy 77 GT Liftback. Hot because the Celicas are built

with Toyota's famous toughness and durability Their welded unitized-body

construction eliminates body nuts and bolts to make them three of the most

durable cars on the road.

Hot Performer. The '77 Celicas are powered by the rev-1

olutionary 20R engine—a 2.2 liter overhead cam design.

Built from the ground up to give power, durability, and great

gas mileage. In 1977 EPA tests the Celica

GT with 5-speed overdrive transmission

_ got 37 mpg highway, 22 mpg city.

These mileage figures are estimates. The actual mileage

you get will vary depending on your driving habits and

your car's condition and equipment. California and EPA

designated high altitude ratings will be lower

Hot Items. A lot of hot features come standard on the

1977 Celicas. Like MacPherson strut front suspension,

steel-belted radials, power front disc brakes, electric clock, tachometer, reclin-

ing bucket seats, tinted glass, and much more. We're proud of the '77 Celicas.

In fact, we're proud enough to say if you can find a better built small car than

,
Toyota... buy it.

©1976, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A.,:
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ANNABEL OF AYNSLEY®

Capturing

Wildlife in

the Porcelain

Jungle.

"You can see into the heart of the

sculptor by watching his hands!'

As she toured the porcelain jungle,

Annabel remembered the words of her

great ancestor, who founded the legendary

Aynsley China Works in Stoke-on-Trent

over 200 years ago.

She kept her eyes on the hands of the

artist who modelled a noble Aynsley eagle.

(The Queen of England later carried it to

Boston to celebrate America's bicentennial.

)

She watched the hands of the deep-

etcher, who made every stroke come alive

with the firing of the bisque.

She studied the handsof the painti. r

he captured wildlife with color so natur,

it challenged the senses.

"How you all must love God's ere;
,[,

tures," said Annabel, who knew so we «

that the sculptor's hand was a messengi

of the heart.

Write /or /ree booklet, titled, "Beau

& The Birds & The Beasts" Aynsley BonE
China. 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N Hi

lOOlO. A member of the Waterford Crysti

family. PhoioiPi
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Joseph B. Casagrande first learned

of the intricate weaving of the Otavalo

Indians when he began his field work in

Ecuador in 1962. He has since returned

to the country many times to continue

his studies on the position held by In-

dians in Ecuadorean society from colo-

nial times to the present. His research

has also taken him to Spain, where he

scoured various archives for informa-

tion on Spanish attitudes toward the In-

dians. A professor of anthropology at

the University of Illinois in Urbana,

Casagrande is currently studying the

recent conversion from Catholicism to

Protestantism among Indians of a

number of Ecuadorean highland com
munities.

The science of the upper amosphere

has been Raymond G. Roble's field of

interest throughout his working life. He
has been with the National Center for

Atmospheric Research in Boulder,

Colorado, since 1969, the year he

earned a Ph.D. in aeronomy from the

University of Michigan. His current re-

search involves modeling the

meteorology of the atmosphere above

sixty miles. Future projects include an

investigation of the effects of the aurora

on the upper atmosphere. Living in

Boulder makes it possible for Roble to

indulge in all his hobbies— mountain

climbing, backpacking, and skiing.

"When I was working on my boi

Men, Beasts, and Gods: A History

Cruelty and Kindness to Animals, "
s.

Gerald Carson, "I began to consi

the interaction between men and i

mals when war comes to mod(

nation-states. This led to an investi

tion of the situation in Paris during

siege of 1870-71, when even the i

animals were eaten." Result: t

month's article. Carson, who began

career in the advertising field, has bi

an author and social historian for

past twenty-five years. A frequent

viewer of books for Natural Histc

this is his fourth article for the ma



\"Who'4ikvef'guess

really goodpicttjire$ co\

"Ifyou're like me, you proh

think that taking really gooa
pictures is very difficult . . . th^
must take a lot ofskill and ver_

expensive camera equipment. '.

know, like those professionals "^

always see with their 35mm Nil

cameras.

"That's what I used to tfun

Until one day, wfien I stopped in

at this camera store, and the

dealer told me the Nikon people^

make a low priced camera called

tile Nikkormat!Not only could I

afford it. but it vi;Qs simple to («e|

"To prove his point, he tookt

Nikkormat offthe shelfand
showed me how\works . Within

five minutes, I was able to use the

camera myself. I bought it.

that taking

be so easy?^^
"Ifelt really comfortable with

my new Nikkormat rightfrom the

start. And. the color prints I got

from my veryfirst roll offilm were ;>

so sharp and clear, I knew Td :f,

made the right choice. The built-in ft

meter gives me great exposures -;

every time. For indoorflash shots,

I got myselfa Nikon automatic

electronicflash-it's as simple and
reliable as my camera. And, with

all those interchangeable lenses

and accessories Nikon makesfor
my Nikkormat, Ijust know there

isn't any limit to what I can do!"

For liefails on Ike Nikkormat FT3. check

the Yellow Pagesfor llie Nikon dealer near
you. Ask liini also about the Nikon School

ofPhotography. Or write forLir/Pak N-JO.

Nikon Inc.. Garden City.N.Y. 11530. Sulf,^
sidiary ofEhrenreich Photo Optical Indus. }

Inc. (WIS (lit Canada: .Anglophoto Ltd.)

NIKKORMMm

Q)Nikonlnc I9~^



Peter M. Knudtson combines sea-

sonal work as a wildlife biologist with

free-lance nature writing and photog-

raphy, some of which has been pub-

lished in Natural History. He wrote

about Wintu culture ("Flora, Shaman
of the Wmtu") in May 1974, and the

social behavior of harbor seals (Birth of

a Harbor Seal") in May 1975. During

the winter of 1976, he spent three

months traveling in Central America,
and witnessed the February 4
earthquake in Guatemala. He devoted

part of that trip to a search for the rare

Caribbean monk seal, generally be-

lieved to be extinct. Having recently

returned from Prince William Sound
and southeastern Alaska, where he
worked as a wildlife biologist for the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Knudtson describes his future plans as

"more travel, more writing, more
study.

"

:..-•;, -r^ -»-,. . 3*^

"A scientist who aspires to a pur

of science that is adventurous and esi

tic as well as rigorous," is the \

Pfeter C.H. Pritchard describes h

self. In pursuit of his aspiration,

English-bom zoologist has done f

work in the southern United Sta

Iran, Guyana, Surinam, Mexico, H
duras, Peru, Micronesia,
Galapagos Islands, and earlier

year, Venezuela, where he studied

habits, distribution, and classificai

of that country's turtles. Pritcharc

vice-president for science and resea

of the Rorida Audubon Society,

has served as a special investigator v

the sea turtle specialist group of

International Union for the Consei

tion of Nature.

While working on his master's pro-

ject, which concerned embryonic chick

limb development, it was proposed to

Richard B. Borgens that naturally pro-

duced electrical current might be the

control of limb regeneration. He found

the notion fascinating and his curios-

ity was, as he says, "permanently
aroused." Now a postdoctoral research

fellow at Purdue University, he is con-

tinuing his research into the endogen-

ous electrical controls of amphibian re-

generation, specifically investigating

what the cellular target of the regenera-

tion currents (in salamanders) might be.

Borgens feels that there is good evi-

dence for the assumption that internally

produced electricity plays a role in the

replacement of tissues, and of wound
healing in general, in a// vertebrates.



THE HAMILTON COLLECTION announces
the "lost" collection of Dclfl maslerworks by Porcclyne FIcs,

world's oldest producer of autfientic Delftware.

<!--..

-+' >,.
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THE MONTHS OFTHEYEAR
A superb series of 12 original Delft plates offered in a

numbered edition strictly limited to 2500 sets in the United States.

Between 1890 and 1895, in the Netherlands village of

Delft, a remarkable set of designs was created for a

collection of 12 plates, each depicting a typical Dutch
country scene during the months of the year.

The creator of these delightful designs was Adolph Le

Compte, master porcelain painter and design director of

Porcelyene Fles. For reasons unknown to us now, these

Le Compte designs were never produced and the draw-

ings were believed lost.

Happily, all 12 designs were recently rediscovered in

the archives of Porcelyene Fles, the only surviving

pottery of the original 34 that created Delftware. The
master craftsmen, tme to the long and honored tradition

of Delft, were at last able to execute these beautiful

masterworks as originally conceived by Mr Le Compte.
Each of the 1 2 plates has been created precisely to the

masters design... true in every nuance, every breathtak-

ingly beautiful shade of Delft blue. Each was executed as

a major work of art using all the time-honored Delft

techniques including firing the plates in the ancient 16th

and 17th century kilns.

Only 6000 sets of "The Months of the Year" have

been produced, of which 2500 were reserved for collec-

tors in the United States.

THE HAMILTON COLLECTION PLEDGE
The Hamilton Collection pledges to buy back the

complete "The Months of the Year" collection at the

price you paid, should you desire, at any time up to one
year from date purchase of series is completed.

"The Months of the Year" may only be acquired as a

complete set of 12 plates, delivered monthly commenc-
ing in January of 1978. The price per plate, 5 50. Each
set comes with a numbered certificate signed by Por-

celyne Fles, B.V. Faience-en-Tegelfabriek Wastraven and

the Hamilton Collection of the United States testifying to

the authenticity of the series.

"The Months of the Year" is available in the United

States only from the Hamilton Collection—purveyors of

fine art collectibles and specialists in collections of

unusual quality and interest. Reservations will be hon-

ored in strict sequence of receipt so you are urged to act

immediately to insure that a set will be reserved for you.

THE HAMILTON COLLECTION
40 East University Drive, Arlington Heights, III. 60O04.Dept. 108

Please enter my subscription for one numbered set of Porcelyene Fles The
Months of the Year.' ' consisting of 1 2 Delftware plates, wfiich will be sent to me
at the rale of one plate a month commencing in January. 1978- The price for

each plate is S50.*

I need send no money now but will be advised when the first plate is ready for

shipment, and will be billed for the plate prior to shipment.

Signature

.Zip.

•Plus Si.75 shipping, packing and insurance, and applicable sales taxes.



Eddie Bauer
... for your outdoor lives

The smart, casual look so right for Fall . . . Eddie

Bauer Corduroy loomed medium wale, soft and
comfortable. This handsome sports jacket features

patch pockets with top flaps, a single center

vent in back and leather buttons. Color: Beige.

= 1371 Men's Regular 36-48 $80.00 postpaid

= 1372 Mens Long 38-48 $80,00 postpaid.

OUR GUARANTEE
Every item we sell will give

complete satisfaction or you may
return it. accompanied by your

proof of purchase, for a full refund.

Order Today!

Enclosed is my check or money order for

$ (Add sales tax where applicable )

Please RUSH my order.

n==1371 Men's Regular Jacket. Size

O =1372 (liens Long Jacket. Size

Name

Address

City

,j^i2c£oz/^^cuAa^t^

DepI CNH. Third & Virginia. Seattle. WA 981 24

The Hazards
of Coal Dependence
by Wallace S. Broecker

If coal becomes our main

source of energy, excess

carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere may inadvertently

cause major climatic changes

As global oil reserves dwindle, we
struggle with the problem of deciding

on our next major energy source. The

Utopia of a world powered by light from

the sun lies, perhaps, a century in the

future. Fusion power awaits an even

greater number of technical advances.

Hydropower, wind, tidal, and geother-

mal power are destined for secondary

roles. There is no way to obtain the

amount of energy we will need from

any one or combination of these

sources. This leaves coal and uranium

as the only stopgap energy sources for

the period between the demise of petro-

leum and the onset of large-scale use of

solar power. Despite the rape of the

land and the toll of life accompanying

the recovery of coal, and despite the

host of environmental poisons released

during its combustion, it is the current

front-runner. The threats of catastrophe

resulting from reactor malfunction,

sabotage, or nuclear weapons manufac-

tured from reactor byproducts has

turned a sizable segment of society

against nuclear power.

In this debate over energy sources,

one aspect of the problem has received

relatively little attention. Burning the

world's coal reserves will produce

about eight times the carbon dioxide

(CO2) currently in the atmosphere. In

order to see our way through to the era

of solar power we will almost certainly

have to bum enough of these coal re-

serves to double the atmosphere's CO2
content. Once in the atmosphere, this

CO2 will linger for hundreds of years

before being removed to the sea, a sec-

ond reservoir for CO2 . During this time

the earth's climate, and therefore its

ecology, will be quite different from that

of today. As there is no practical means
of capturing the CO2 produced during

the combustion of chemical fuel;

coal economy will inevitably lea

higher atmospheric CO2 content ani

consequent environmental cha:

Thus, before we take actions that

lock us into bequeathing to the

erations to follow a millennium of

I believe will be a warmer climate,

had better learn more than we
know about life in this "superinterj

cial" world.

I say superinterglacial because cj

the last million or so years the clinl

of our planet has swung back and fcl

between intervals of relatively C'(

conditions, called glacials, and ni

tively warm conditions, called interjli

cials. For the last ten thousand years 1

have been in one of the intergla

intervals. The addition of large qu

titles of CO2 to the atmosphere i

probably push the earth's climate ini

realm considerably warmer than I

experienced during the last several

terglacials. In this sense, the p(

coal-burning era will be a superin

glacial.

The fossil-fuel-derived CO2 we

lease into the air will make itself

through its ability to capture infra

light being given off by the earth,

often used analogy between our atm

phere and a greenhouse, although

perfect, is apt. Just as glass panes all

sunlight to enter a greenhouse

greatly impede the loss of heat, so C

transmits incoming sunlight but i

pedes the passage of outgoi

earthlight. The white-hot sun sends

high-frequency, visible radiations t

cannot be intercepted by CO2 . The re

tively cool earth gives off low-l

quency, infrared radiation that can

intercepted by CO2. The human in;

tion of extra CO2 between the eart

surface and the sun will, according

alter our planet's radiation balance. 1

earth adjusts its energy budget to

required state, in which the amount

energy lost daily just matches

amount of energy gained, primarily

means of temperature change. 1

higher the temperature of an object,

'



He sacrihced his sanity and his lite

to see and to paint as no one ever had before

TheWorld ofVan Goah
s yours to enjoy for lo days free as a guest ofthe TiME-LlFE Library ofArt

HE TRIED to express his feeling for man and nature by becoming a minister,

but his fervor alarmed his superiors. He fell in love with two women of

his own class and they fled from him as from a dangerous lunatic. The famous

incident in which he cut off part of his ear and gave it to a prostitute was only

one more attempt to give something of himself to anyone who would accept it.

This torrent of emotion — for which society had no use — turned Vincent

Van Gogh into one of the greatest painters of all time. Never has a man poured

so much pure responsiveness into his art. You can see in it everything from

salvation to suicide. Sacrificing his life and sanity to his work, he burned

himself up in a blaze of perception, a controlled riot of color that washed over

modern art like a tidal wave of lyricism.

Love, for Van Gogh, was a means of seeing... of fusing himself with his

subjects. Even the lavish way he squeezed a tube of paint directly onto his

canvas symbolized a generosity that knew no limits. To the humblest sub-

ject — an old pair of boots, an empty chair— he brought the special light of his

own fervor. As one critic put it. Van Gogh had the courage to look the sun

squarely in the face and steal its radiance.

Beside almost 1,700 works of art. Van Gogh also bequeathed to the

world— in 66 1 letters to his brother— one of the most moving autobiographies

ever written. It shows this dauntless man trying to learn Greek in order to be

allowed to preach to Dutch coal miners. You find him, his hatband stuck full of

candles, painting the stars at midnight. You trace letter by letter, canvas by

canvas, the collapse of his sanity and his subsequent suicide.

The World of Van Gogh is your introduction to the TiME-LlFE Library of

Art... a magnificently illustrated series that shows you— and helps you

appreciate— the most important achievements in 700 years of Western

painting and sculpture. Focusing on a major artist such as Michelangelo,

Rembrandt or Picasso, each volume is a splendid exhibition, a thoroughly

reliable reference work, and a most enjoyable way of increasing your family's

awareness and understanding of art.

160 illustrations, 72 in full color

To put VanGogh into perspective, the book also offers profusely illustrated

chapters on Gauguin and Toulouse-Lautrec, as well as examples of Cezanne,

Degas, Renoir, Monet and others.

Yet. for all its luxurious features, the book costs only S7.95 plus shipping and

handling.

Examine The World of Van Gogh for 10 days free. If it doesn't make you

want to own it, send it back. If you keep it, you pay just $7.95... and we will

then send you other volumes in the Library of Art at the rate of one

approximately every other month, on the same free examination. There is no

obligation, so why not fill out and mail the order form now.

TIME-LIFE Library ofArt
Superb Art Books at just S7.95 each

t-ach \olume in the Library has
approximately 100 superb repro-
cluciions, about half in true-io-the-

orii^inal full color. Comparable art

volumes are usually priced well
bc\ondwhat most people are able to

spend. Yet. because of Time-Life's

lo produce hijihesi-quality

in laree numbers — and dis-

them by mail— these vol-

ire available to you for only
2ach (plus shippinc and han-

.. perhaps the most oulstand-

ue in all of art publishini^.

Actual book size:9U" x 12' -i".

Illustrated slipcase. hard covers, 188 pages.
160 illustrations, 72 in full color.

TIME-LIFE BOOKS
TIME & LIFE BLDG., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

Yes, I would like to examine The World of Van Gogh. Please send it to me for 10 days'

free examination and enter my subscription to the Time- Life Library of Art. If 1 decide

to Keep The World of VanGogh. Iwillpay $7.95 plus shipping and handling. I then will

receive future volumes in the Time-Life Library of Art. shipped a volume at a time

approximately every other month. Each is $7.95 plus shipping and handling and comes
on a 10-day free examination basis. There is no minimum number of books that I must

buy, and I may cancel my subscription at any time simply by notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep The Whrld of Van Gogh. I will return the book within 10

days, my subscription for future volumes will be canceled, and I will not be under any
further obligation.

BHB3H4
DMr.
DMrs.
D Mis&_



more heat (infrared light) it emits.

Thus, by trapping the outgoing infrared

radiation, the primary effect of more

CO2 in the earth's atmosphere will be a

warmer planet.

Associated with a global warming

will be a host of climatic side effects.

Among these, one of the most impor-

tant will undoubtedly be a change in the

pattern of rainfall on the earth's surface.

Some regions will get more rain than

they now do; others will get less. This,

in turn, will affect the ability of a given

area to grow food. Somehow, we must

determine in advance of a global warm-
ing what these regional changes will be

and evaluate their effects on the web of

activity that allows our planet to sup-

port so many human beings.

There are two different ways in

which this might be done. One would

be to wait until the warming induced by

increased CO2 becomes perceptible and

then make a direct calibration of its

effects. Such a calibration will only be-

come possible when CO2 has moved
the climate well beyond the range of

natural variability. Unfortunately, by

then the die will have been cast. As no

substantial change in our energy supply

can be made in less than about fifty

years, this empirical evaluation of en-

vironmental hazards must remain a

last-ditch backup.

The only before-the-fact method of

assessing the effect of increased CO2 is

by atmospheric modeling. To do this, a

mathematical simulation of all the im-

portant processes occurring in the sys-

tem is constructed. With the aid of large

computers, this model atmosphere is

perturbed by the addition of CO2. The

changes in the climate of the model

atmosphere are then taken as indica-

tions of those of the real atmosphere.

The problem is to make a realistic

simulation. This is difficult for two

major reasons: even the largest existing

computers are too small to duplicate the

atmosphere in sufficient detail, and we
do not adequately understand some of

the physical processes operating on the

earth's surface. Shortcuts and simplifi-

cations must be introduced into the

models; consequently, the applicability

of the model's results to the real atmo-

sphere remains in question.

At present, about the only useful

piece of information that can be ob-

tained from these models is an estimate

of the change in mean global tempera-

ture associated with a given change in

atmospheric CO2 content. Although

falling well short of our real need for

regional estimates of variables, such as

temperature, rainfall, and wind speed,

such a calculation can tell us whether

we are dealing with a change of major

consequence. Before stating why this is

so, let us first see what the magnitude of

the temperature change will be.

Based on the models currently in

use, the consensus seems to be that for

each doubling of the CO2 content of the

atmosphere, the mean earth tempera-

ture will rise by about four degrees

fahrenheit. Thus, if we raise the atmo-

spheric CO2 content from its preindus-

trial value of 295 molecules of CO2 per

million molecules of air to 590 parts per

million (ppm), the planetary tempera-

ture will rise from its current mean of

60° F to about 64° F.

The main concern with the validity

of this result has to do with the maimer
in which cloud cover is handled by the

models. In the absence of greater com-

putational capability and of an adequate

knowledge of cloud physics, the mod-
elers have been forced to hold the

earth's mean cloud cover fixed at the

current average value. The modelers

are fully aware that the mean cloudin

will change with rising CO2 conte

but it is not possible at present to ;

with certainty whether it will incre,

or decrease, let alone foretell how !

the change will be.

Clouds reflect back into space so

of the incoming sunlight that stril

them. If rising CO2 levels enhance

extent of cloud cover, then the eart

extra reflectivity will partly compens

for the excess infrared capture and

planet will not warm as much in

sponse to added CO2 as predicted by

models currently in use. On the otl

hand, were cloudiness to decrease,

opposite would take place: less sunlij

would be reflected and the earth woif

get even warmer than predicted.

At present there is no way to del

mine even the sign of the cloud effe

let alone by how much it will alter 1

current global temperature-change

timates. As much as a decade will p;

before even preliminary estimates

the importance of cloud cover char

can be made.

(Please turn to page

.

The solid curve shows the record

of the mean global temperature

over the last 140,000 years,

as reconstructedfrom -

paleoenvironmental information,

and the expectedfuture trend in

the absence of any human
interference. The dashed line

shows the trend expected

if we double the CO 2 content

of the atmosphere through the

burning offossilfuels

during the next century.
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•ottiEngland,where they stillmakebooks right.

Most book clubs offer best sellers that

• and go. In editions that aren't very

g, either.

n England, we at The Folio Society

vv a different course.

We offer authors like Chaucer,
espeare, and Tolstoy. Modern mas-
like Aldous Huxley and Dylan
nas. And special works like The
IX Tapcitry, reproducing all 230 feet

: original.

Then, we ourselves design and pro-

the books. In editions your grand-

ren will read with pleasure.

Typically, our books are printed by
press on fine papers made to measure

le edition, instead of mass produced,

icver use cheap sulphite wood-pulp
that turns yellow and brittle with

Dur books are thread-sewn in signa-

for durability, and so the pages lie

brtably flat tor reading. They never

h up or fall out, as happens with so-

I "Pertect" binding.

Our books variously feature leather,

iment, or cloth covers of different

ires and hues. Binding designs

:ed in color and gold. Illustrated

end-papers, hand- marbled sides, tinted

page tops, arched slipcovers, and other

niceties of the bookwright's art.

And inside, our books are illustrated

with woodcuts, etchings, aquatints, and

lithographs from the hands of artists who
include Dali, Grosz, Coctcau, Topolsky,

and Ayrton.

Would you like to see an example of

our work? We'll send you Music At Court,

by Christopher Hogwood, which covers

with a wealth of anecdotes—some hilari-

ous and all illuminating—four centuries of

uneasy relationships between such com-
posers as Bach, Hayden, Mozart and

Beethoven, and the great princes who paid

and encouraged them. And we'll include

our 32-page full-color 1978 Prospectus

listing 13U other titles priced at an average

of S13, post-free.

To join the Society, simply select

four titles from the Prospectus. You are

then a member, and can keep Mtisii At

dniyt without charge.

As a member, you'll find we differ

from other book clubs in our operation,

too. Because you select four titles in ad-

vance, you aren't plagued with monthly
computer communications and unwanted

books. In fact, we have no computer. So

we answer any letter by hand—in verse, if

you write in verse. (You also receive, for

nominal payment, our 36-page quarterly

literary magazine.)

One last point. If you're in London
with an afternoon to spare, we invite you

to browse through our Gallery at No. 5

Royal Arcade, London Wl. There are res-

taurant and bar facilities for members
nearby that can enhance the e.xperience,

indeed.

FolioBooks,Ltd.
113 East 5-=ith St.. New York, N.Y. 1(XI22

To The Membership Secretary: I'm interested

in joining The Folio Society, and would hke to

sec a copy ofMusic Al Coitrl, together with the

1978 Prospectus. I will send my order for a

minimum four books promptly, thus taking

up membership, or else send back .V/i(5tV At
Court. As a member, I understand 1 can return

any book if not satisfied. (Please print all in-

formation below.)

Gty Zip



^^Ihey just don'

like th^ used lo>
fffi

We build them better.

Take safety. Underneath the hood you'll

find a safety feature you wouldn't dream of

finding in most cars:

Holes.

They're specially designed using a

computer, so the front end will help

absorb energy in the event of a

collision.

We also developed such things as

an "independent stabilizer rear axle,"

which increases the stability of thecar

on rough roads.

And for ourdeluxe Rabbit, wedevel-

oped special seat belts that actually

put themselves on when you close

the door.

Hardly a detail escaped our atten-

tion. Even the ignition key is padded
for safety.

What about room? It's probably not the

first thing you think about when you say

"VW."
Yet today, Volks- TAXi

wagens actually

have more com-
bined interior

room and trunk space than most other car

in their class.

Rabbits are so roomy they're being usee

as taxicabs in Lexington, Kentucky.

n fact. Rabbits have more interior roor

than 25 other cars you could bu

And more trunk space tha

::::::s:i~ a Cadillac Seville.

1^ V^ They're also surpri

W \ 1 ''^S'y Quick, with accele

Ik \^ ation from to 50 mp
m*"^ ^ -^ faster than a TriumpI

Spitfire.

Which brings us ti

another subject: pe
formance.

Our Scirocco can tak

you from to 50 in ai

amazing 7.5 seconds. And las

year it was the Trans Am Chan
pion in the under-2-liter class.

What's more, our newest Volkswagen:

among the few cars in the world thq

a



xiild Vslkswogens
hmbine front-wheel drive ffor imoroved finished it's out throuah29 individualbmbine front-wheel drive (for improved

acking), fuel injection (for smooth acceler-

tion), an overhead cam engine (for sportier

lerformance), frontdisc brakes (f

oiled stopping), and
in ion steering (for incred

3sponse).

Do we still sound like

leVWyou remember?
Well then, take a

)ok at our station

'agon.

We never made
nything like our
Qsher wagon before.

/ith more cargo room
lan any other wagon in

5 class. With a plush interior and carpeting

II around.

And in our beautifully appointed 2-door

r 4-door sedans, Dasher has more room
lan most American cars in its class.

Yet, with all the changes we've made,

3me things always remain the same.

We still employ 13,500 inspectors to in-

jre the quality of every car we make.
• And much of our work is still done by

bnd.

; Like the paint. It's hand sprayed, over

[nd over. It's hand sanded and hand
teaned. It's even checked by people wear
|:ig special mit-

|;ns. And be

)re it's

finished it's put through~!Z9 individual

steps of preparation.

There's also that familiar "jingle" you
get putting money

in the bank. Be-

SciroGGO

cause all three Volkswagens get 24 MPG in

the city Rabbit and Scirocco get 37 MPG on

the highway Dasher gets 36.(EPA estimates

with standard transmission. Actual mileage

depends on how and where you drive, op-

tional equipment and the car's condition.)

Volkswagens aren't sounding like

Volkswagens of the past.

They're sounding more like cars of the

future.



QUESTERS
WORLD OF
NATURE TOURS
"Nature tour" has a definite meaning when
you travel with Questers, the only profes-

sional travel company specializing exclu-

sively in nature tours.

Our approach is to provide you with the

broadest possible opportunity of experienc-

ing for vourself the natural history and cul-

ture of each area we explore. With the lead-

ership of an accompanying naturalist, we
search out the plants and animals, birds, and

flowers. . .rain forests, mountains, and

tundra . . . seashore, lakes, and swamps. We
also study the architecture, archaeology,

museum collections, temples, and customs

of the people.

The current Directory of Worldwide Na-

ture Tours describes 33 tours, varying in

length from 4 to 36 days, to virtually every

part of the world. Included are Mexico,

Guatemala, Hawaii, Alaska, India, Ecuador

and Galapagos, Migratory Grey Whales —
Baja, Iceland, and Milford Track. Tour par-

ties are small, the pace leisurely, and
itineraries unusual.

Call or write Questers or see vour Travel

Agent today for your free copy of the Direc-

tory of Worldwide Nature Tours
~

Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL. INC.

Dept. NH-1077, 257 Park Avenue South

I

New York, N.Y, 10010 • (212) 673-3120
j

Brain Puzzler's

Delight By E. R. Emmet

" ng pu

m^f.
that can be solved by
straigtit. logical ttiinking

and reasoning. No special-
ized matti. Offers the pleas-
ures of discovering solu-
tions through use of
ingenuity, imagination, in-

sight, and logic. Stimulates
and refreshes the mind.
Fascinating, entertaining
puzzles, arranged in order
of difficulty, with (some
amazing!) solutions and
full explanations at end of
book. ILLUSTRATED

$6.95 plus 60C handling

10-day Money-Back Guarantee

HANDBOOK
OF Knots and Splices

Now tie knots for every purpose.

Charles Gibson gives you detailed

step by step Illustrated direc-

tions showing you how to select

and tie the most effective knot for

any job. He covers every aspect

of splicing, lashing, braiding,

making rope strings , straps

,

hoists, etc.

Over 100 kinds of knots and
rope work are all here In this

comprehensive volume.
Includes instructions for splicing

uses of rope. Specification tabtes for rope and wire help

you determine your specific needs for any project.

ORDER NOW
S695. plus 60c handling, 10-Oav Money Back Guarantee.

i6

el wu'e and fancy

The absence of the capabiHty to gen-

erate clouds in computer models also

prevents modelers from estimating the

changes in regional rainfall. As this in-

formation is absolutely essential to any

evaluation of the effect of enhanced

CO2 levels on the ecology of "wild"

plant communities and on agricultural

productivity, the forecasts we need can-

not be made until this hurdle is sur-

mounted. Thus, all possible efforts

must be made to speed research in this

area.

In the meantime, we will have to live

with the estimate that if through the

burning of chemical fuels we double the

CO2 content of the atmosphere, this

doubling will lead to a four degree rise

in the mean temperature of our planet.

What effect will this have on the earth's

environment? From the point of view of

personal comfort, the answer may well

be, not much. There might be fewer

opportunities for skiing but more for

swimming. This approach, however,

proves to be extremely misleading. It is

not personal comfort that is at stake, but

the state of the whole web of life— the

ecosystem. Plants are sensitive to the

amount of rainfall, the intensity and

timing of frost, the speed of the wind.

Animal life is ultimately geared to the

food provided by plants.

I know of only one method that might

indicate the effects of the coming warm-

ing on the ecosystem and that is exam-

ination of past times during which the

earth's temperature was different from

that of today. Global climate, when av-

eraged over several decades, has re-

mained remarkably constant during his-

toric time. We have experienced no pro-

longed period when the earth as a whole

was much warmer or much colder than

it is now. Since the present interglacial

has persisted for the last ten thousand

years, we have to go back well beyond

the beginning of written records to find

a time when climate was quite different.

Between ten and thirty thousand

years ago, the earth was immersed in

one of its glacial periods. Because we
know of no time in the last million years

when the earth was much warmer than

during the present interglacial, we will

have to make do with what we can learn

from the changes associated with the

warming that took us from that last gla-

cial to the conditions that have pre-

vailed during historic time. Fortu-

nately, nature keeps her own records

and has preserved the information we
need to reconstruct the environmental

changes that took place during that

transition.

Sediments preserved on the sea floor.

[.

for example, carry a wealth of inform

tion regarding past climates. From tl

hard parts of microscopic plants ai

animals found in abyssal muds, scie

tists have been able to reconstruct tl

surface-water temperatures over tl

'

last million years. The astounding r

suit of oceanwide research I

CLIMAP (Climate/Long-Range I

vestigation. Mapping, and Prediction

comparing deposits formed during tl

last glacial period with those formf

during the current warm epoch, is th

the oceans are, on the average, on

about four degrees warmer now th;

they were then.

Continuous records are contained

the slowly accumulating ice of tl fe

"highlands" of Greenland and Antari e

tica. Changes in the air temperature

these regions can be reconstructed froia

ice cores recovered in long borinj

through these polar caps. This record

kept by the isotopes of oxygen in the i(
"

itself. The colder the air, the more d
pleted in the "heavy" isotope of oxygt^

are the snow flakes that form in clout

over the icecap (and hence, the ice u

timately formed on the cap below

These isotopic temperatures tell us th

the polar regions were only abo

twelve degrees cooler during full gl

cial times than they are today.

Finally, sediments in bogs and lak;

bear pollen grains blown in from tl

surrounding terrestrial vegetation. Tl

relative abundances of pollen from di

ferent plants are clues to the ecology

the adjacent lands. In a number of spo

on the globe these clues indicate tl -

degree to which the temperature in tli

continental interiors changed betwet

glacial and postglacial time. The:

values show quite a range, and sugge

that the continents warmed from 10°

to 30° F at the close of the last ice ag

With the help of computer model

this information has been pieced ti

gether to yield a global average tempe

ature difference between peak glaci

time (twenty thousand to sixtet

thousand years ago) and peak intergl

cial time (six thousand to thrt

thousand years ago). The result tun

out to be only nine degrees. Thus, if tl

CO2 we generate warms the earth I

four degrees, we will have succeeded

making a change about half as large ;

the one that occurred when the great i(

sheets covering virtually all of Scai

dinavia and Canada shrank to oblivic

at the close of the last glacial period,

the environmental changes associat(

with the transition from the present i

terglacial to the C02-induced sup£

interglacial are half as great as thoj



)n Photograpliing the Invisible

Vo the naked eye, it was a Swedish

L 80-orc postage stamp. A rarity, and

ry valuable.

The camera, however, told quite

other story. The stamp was a coun-

feit.

Faint tracesoftampering that were

Jden to the naked eye were revealed

the camera. Someone, somewhere,

d ingeniously altered the stamp by

smically removing a surprint. The

jmp was worthless.

To the naked eye (left), the

stamp was genuine. To the cam-

era (right), it was a counterfeit.

Note the faint, dark traces of

tampering now revealed in the

upper section.

What manner of exotic camera

s this that could "see" the invisible?

The lens: one of the 20 in the

isselblad arsenal, the 105mm Zeiss

V'-Sonnar f4.3. Designed for pho-

;raphy within the ultraviolet portion

the electromagnetic spectrum, its

stly quartz elements can detect

liations that are unseeable by the

man eye.

It has peered at objects in outer

ice, examined forgeries, laid bare

secrets of counterfeit money Not

:ns for everyone, ob\'iously, but an

lication of j ust how av\'esomely com-

:hensive the Hasselblad System is.

The camera: an otherwise per-

tly standard Hasselblad 500C/M,

normally fitted with an 80mm Zeiss

Planar f2.8 multi-coated lens.

This is the basic model that allows

you to tap into the vast Hasselblad

System. It is one of the most bewilder-

ingly versatile cameras the world has

ever known. Yet so marvelously simple

to operate that it often plays the part

of the family snapshot camera.

A True System.

The Hasselblad System is a prodigious

array of 4 cameras, 20 lenses, 8 view-

finders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. Choose the right

pieces, and your 500C/M would be

equipped for sports, aerial, architec-

tural, and fashion photography

And portrait, landscape, medical,

underwater, and news photography.

And wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial, and child photography.

And you would always have the

right film in the camera at the right

time. You can shift from color to

black-and-white and back again to

color—and resume shooting at pre-

cisely the right frame—by popping in

the protective dark slide and switch-

ing film backs.

The Camera with Nine Backs.

There is a small button on the film

back of every Hasselblad 500C/M.
Slide it sideways with your thumb and

the back will come away in your hand.

The standard back holds 12 ex-

posures. Each frame of film is 2!4

inches square, almost four times the

area o/a35mm /rame.(Seebox,below

right, for actual size.)

This IS only the beginning. There

are eight other backs available: Backs

that let you change to a 6 x 4.5cm for-

mat... or a 45 X 4.5cm superslide

format for showing in any 35mm
projector Backs that give you a choice

of 1, 12, 16, 24, 70, or 500 exposures.

A back that is a sheet-film adapter

Even two backs for Polaroid film, so

you can check composition, lighting,

and exposure ahead of time.

You begin to realize why eight out

of ten top commercial photographers

surveyed name Hasselblad as the

medium-format camera used in their

work.

Retained Value vs.

Obsolescence.

In an age when machines spew out

cameras in the tens and hundreds of

thousands, when flashy new models

thrust last year's marvels into early

obsolescence, Hasselblad goes its own
way

Planned obsolescence is taboo at

Hasselblad. All but two of the acces-

sories for the 500C/M will fit every

Hasselblad made since 1957 (except

the Super Wide C) . . . and will fit every

future Hasselblad.

The greater part of a year is spent

on building each camera, much of it

crafted by hand. And fully one quarter

of the work force devotes its time to

nothing but quality confol.

Little wonder, then, that a pre-

ov,'ned Hasselblad commands such a

high price ... if its owner can be per-

suaded to part with it at all.

HASSELBLAD

The Hasselblad 500C/M.

A lavisli brochure is .available free it you write:

Braun North America, Dept. NHIO. 55

Cambridge Parkway. Cambridge. Mass. 02142.

Braun North America is a division of The
Gillette Company and exclusive marketer of

Hasselblad cameras in the U.S.



THE SHIP THAT
BROUGHT AMERICA

ITS TASTE FOR
SCOTCH.

December 5, 193 3 was a noteworthy day for

Scotch drinkers. For it was the first tiMe in 13 V6<^i's

that drinking it was legal. Prohibition was repealed.

Perhaps even more note worthy' it was the day

Cuttv SaRk landed in America. A Scots Whisky already

legendary in other civilised parts of the world.

Scotch had been imported into this country before,

but had also been largely ignored. Cutty Sark, however,
with its particular smoothness, soon captured a large

and loyal following of AMericans with good taste.

Today, whereveR you go in America, you will find

the bottle with the famous ship "Cutty Sark" on the
label. And the distinctive Scots Whisky inside.

Who would have thought back in 1933 that some-
day people would be able to cross the United States

without changing ships?

CUTTY SARK.' CUTTY." THE CUTTY SAKK LABEL AND THE CLIPPER SHIP DEVICE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF BERRY BROS & RUDD LTD-. LONDON.
ENGLAND- R6 PROOF BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLED AND BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND IMPORTED BY THE BUCKINGHAM CORPORATION. NEW YORK. NY.
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THE WORLD'S GREATART
FROM THE WORLD'S GREAT MUSEUi

in 24 karatgold on sterling silver
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extraordinary collection ofone hundred beautifully sculptured art medals

traying the greatest masterpiecesfrom the world's mostfamous museums.

This strictly limited Mint Edition

is available by subscription only.

Limit: One set per subscriber,

cription deadline: October 31, 1977.

le Louvre in Paris. The Hermitage in

^eningrad. The Rijksmuseum in Amster-

The Prado in Madrid. The Uffizi in

ice. The Royal Museum in Brussels. The

lal Gallery in London. The Egyptian

im in Cairo. The Acropolis Museum in

The Metropolitan in New York . . .

se are the greatest museums in all the

Each one the home of priceless art

es that are acclaimed and admired as the

masterpieces ever created—the crowning

ements of man's artistic genius.

1 now, the greatest works of art from the

s great museums will be captured for all

a a unique and enduring form. One hun-

vorks of power and perfection—master-

of every kind, from every era and every

f the world—captured forever in a mag-

it new collection of finely sculptured art

s.

rpieces— selected by a distinguished panel

orks of art to be portrayed in this collec-

ive been selected by an independent inter-

al panel of eminent scholars and art

ans. And their choices are the result of

1 and totally objective consideration

—

mdred of the most significant and stirring

of art ever created. Timeless master-

of every kind, from every major period

glorious history of art

—

the very best that

at museums have to offer . . .

(ibrandt's haunting Self-Portrait in Old
from London's National Gallery. Van

beautiful and serene still life. Irises,

The Metropolitan Museum of Art. The
Flying Horse of Kansu, sculptured over

lousand years ago and now displayed in

s Imperial Palace; Michelangelo's Pieta,

:he Vatican collection. The divine Venus

'lo from The Louvre. Diirer's powerful

;ut The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

from the British Museum. And masterpieces by

Leonardo da Vinci, Titian, Goya, Vermeer,

Botticelli, Rubens, Raphael, Velazquez, Renoir,

Rodin—the supreme masters of every age.

In all, 100 immortal works of beauty and
power. Works that have profoundly shaped the

history of art and inspired millions of people

throughout the world. And each will be beauti-

fully and sensitively interpreted in the medium
of fine medallic art.

Exquisite art medals of precious gold and silver

These exquisite art medals will be meticulously

crafted by the master sculptors and engravers

of The Franklin Mint—renowned throughout

the world for the beauty and fidelity of their

medallic art. Thus, each of these medals will

capture the very essence of the work portrayed.

Those who act promptly have the opportunity

to acquire this beautiful Mint Edition in 24

karat gold electroplate on sterling silver. Fur-

thermore, subscribers will be able to acquire

this collection at the convenient and systematic

rate of one medal per month. And the original

issue price of $29.50 for each precious gold on
sterling silver medal will be guaranteed for every

medal in the series.

To possess these fine art medals is to own a

collection of great meaning and lasting beauty.

A treasury of fine art in precious metal, drawn
from the fabulous art treasures of the world's

most famous museums.
Such a collection will be a never-ending

source of inspiration and cultural enrichment

for the collector and his family. For as you

study these magnificent medals, you and your

loved ones will gain an ever deeper appreciation

of the greatest artistic geniuses who ever lived

—and their immortal masterpieces.

Subscription deadline: October 31, 1977

This exceptionally desirable Mint Edition of

The World's Great Art from the World's Great

Museums is being made available for a very

limited time. To be accepted, the coupon at

right must be mailed no later than October 31,

1977. Please note, however, that no subscriber

may acquire more than one set in this strictly

limited Mint Edition.

It is not necessary to send any payment at

this time. Each of the medals will be billed to

you, individually, prior to its shipment. But
please be sure to mail your coupon by
October 31st.

INTERNATIONAL PANEL OF ADVISERS
The Franklin Mint gratefully acknowledges the expert assistance

of the following distinguished professors in helping to select the

works honored in this collection.

Professor Umberto Baldini— University of Florence

Professor Raymond Bissell— University of Michigan

Professor James Breckenridge— Northwestern University

Professor Andre Chastel— College de France

Professor Frederick Hant— University of Virginia

Professor Francis Haskell— Oxford University

Professor Ugo Procacci— University of Florence

Professor Roif Sackenheim— Academy of Arts. Diisseldorf

Professor James Snyder— Bryn Mawr College

^i<•i#^^i|^sy^^^^^}^i?^^^^^^<^^^}^•>^^^^^'^^

• SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATK

THE WORLD S GREAT ART
FROM THE WORLDS GREAT MUSEUMS

Must be poslmarlced by October 31, 1977.

Limit: One Mint Edition set per subscriber.

mP^

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my subscription for a Mint
Edition set of The World's Great Art from
the World's Great Museums, consisting of
100 medals in 24 karat gold electroplate on
sterling silver, to be issued to me at the rate

of one per month.

I need send no payment now. I will be
billed $29.50* for each medal in advance of
shipment. A custom-designed hardwood
collector's chest will be sent to me separately

at no additional charge, and specially

written reference material will accompany
every medal. .„„ ^^ ^,^,^ „,„ ,„

Signature

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss_

City

State, Zip_



A safari adventure
this economical is rapidlybecoming

an extinct species.

An Alitalia tour costs as little as

$1498 (including air fare and land

arrangements). Which is $200 to $500
less than the price of other tours. And
it's just as deluxe. It includes:

Mount Kilimanjaro. The Tsavo

National Park. The Northern Seren-

geti. Luxurious accommodations,

including the Nairobi Hilton, and a

treetop hotel. Comfortable, chauf-

feured minibuses with experienced

guides. (They'll drive you within

touching distance of wild animals.)

If you're considering an African

safari, there's only one kind worth con-

sidering. One of our value-packed

/llitalia
We'll show the world.

ALITALIA TOUR N
DEPARTMENT
666 Fifth Avenue

New York. N.Y. 10019

Please send me the

information about allyom
Safari Adventures.

NAME

STATE

Two great

imported coffee

liqueurs.One
with a great

price.

Both Sabroso and
Kahlua are made from
the finest coffee beans

Mexico has to offer.

Both are deep, rich,

smooth, and satisfying.

Everything you look for

in a fine coffee liqueur.

There's really only

one difference. Sabroso

costs less.

Sabroso Imported.

A great coffee liqueur.

At a great price.

(C)1977 Sabroso Mexican Cofff

50 proof. Imported byUnlled

very terms of our taxonomy reinfo

this prejudice. All mammals are

vided into three parts: the egg-lay

monotremes are called Prototheria

premammals; placentals win the pr

as Eutheria, or true mammals; the p(

marsupials lie in limbo as Metathe:

or middle mammals — not all qi

there.

The argument for structural in|

riority rests largely upon differ

modes of reproduction in marsupi|

versus placentals, bolstered by

usual smug assumption that differ

from us is worse. Placentals,

know and experience, develop as e

bryos in intimate connection wit!

mother's body and blood supply. V
some exceptions, they are bom as r

sonably complete and capable cr

tures. Marsupial fetuses never de\

oped the essential trick that permits

tensive development within a moth*

body. Our bodies have an uncai

ability to recognize and reject fore

tissues, an essential protection aga:

disease, but a currently intractable 1

rier to medical procedures ranging ft

skin grafts to heart transplants. Des]

all the homilies about mother love,

the presence of 50 percent matei

genes in offspring, an embryo is

foreign tissue. The maternal imm
system must be masked to prevent

jection. Placental fetuses h

"learned" to do this; marsupials h

not.

Marsupial gestadon is very shor

twelve to thirteen days in the comr
opossum, followed by sixty to seve

days of further development in the

temal pouch. Moreover, internal

velopment proceeds, not in intin

connection with the mother,
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There is new life

on our planet

Announcing the birth of

HUMAN NATURE...the first

I magazine to bring to life every-

thing important about the hu-

manity inside us and around us.

Human Nature is destined

mman
?N2iture
\RTER BENEFITS
^j!Clal discount. You II pay just $15 for the

|5 year of 12 full issues. That's a savings

jj
over the newsstand price.

„ia Charter Subscriber you are entitled

3 lowest rates available on all renewals,

on gift orders.

ir order reserves a copy of Vol. I, No 1

.

Premier Issue of HUMAN NATURE,
jour stnctly limited first print run.

ii get an unconditional guarantee; At any

jdunng the course of your subscription,

]nay asl< for and receive, an immediate,

lestioned refund of your full subscrip-

)rice.

)IAL NOTE. Because there is a limited

3er of Premier Issues, mal<e sure you

/our coupon immediately

CHARTER
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER

Q* YES. Please enroll me as a Charter

Subscriber, send me the Premier Issue, and
bill me just $1 5 for the year (12 monthly

issues).

I understand that I may cancel my paid char-

ter subscription at any time and receive an

immediate, unquestioned refund of my full

subscription price.

Name

in clear English and illuminating

full color art and photography.

Human Nature is the first

general interest magazine pub-

lished by Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich. Its renowned edi-

"
is directed by the

>. laimed author and

i it Robert Omstein.

ley collaborate with

portant authorities in

at touch human life,

ne a Charter Sub-

I be among the first

Each month you will

And find out about

1 of Human Nature,

lave $6 off the news-

$15 for 12 monthly

II refund at any time.

City State Zip

PLEASE DO NOT INCLUDE PAYMENT
NOW. . , Well bill you after you've received the

Premier Issue. o^.n,.;

been greater.

Now we can learn more about ourselves and

our possibilities. And enjoy the entire experience

A7J017

cription Order

er. Send me the Premier
nonthly issues). I under-

ption at any time and
refund of mv full suli-

Zip

Send no mone y. Just fill in this coupon, clip it out and mail to:

Human Nature • P.O. Box 9100 • Greenwich. CT 06835



shielded from her. Two-thirds of gesta-

tion occurs within the shell membrane,

a maternal organ that prevents the trans-

fer of lymphocytes, the "soldiers" of

the immune system. A few days of pla-

cental contact follow, usually via the

yolk sac. During this time, the mother

mobilizes her immune system, and the

embryo is bom (or, more accurately,

expelled) soon after.

The marsupial neonate is a tiny crea-

ture, equivalent in development to a

rather early placental embryo. Its head

and forelimbs are precociously de-

veloped, but the hind limbs are often

little more than undifferentiated buds. It

must then undertake a hazardous jour-

ney, slowly pulling itself along over the

relatively great distance to the mother's

nipples and pouch (we can now under-

stand the adaptive necessity of well-

developed forelimbs). Our embryonic

life within the placental womb sounds

altogether easier and unconditionally

better.

What challenge can theii be offered

to these biogeographical and structural

accounts of marsupial inferiority? John

A. W. Kirsch has recently marshaled

the arguments in the May-June 1977

issue of American Scientist. Citing the

work of P. Parker, Kirsch contends that

marsupial reproduction follows a dif-

ferent adaptive mode, not an inferior

path. True, marsupials never evolved a

mechanism to turn off the maternal im-

mune system and permit a completed

development within the womb. But

early birtii may be an equally adaptive

strategy. Maternal rejection need not

represent a failure of design or lost evo-

lutionary opportunity; it may reflect an

ancient and perfectly adequate ap-

proach to the rigors of survival. This

argument goes right back to Darwin's

central contention that individuals

struggle to maximize their own repro-

ductive success, that is, to increase the

representation of their own genes in fu-

ture generations. Several highly di-

vergent, but equally successful, strate-

gies can be followed in (unconscious)

pursuit of this goal. Placentals invest a

great deal of time and energy in off-

spring before their birth. This commit-

ment does increase the chance of an

offspring's success, but the placental

mother also takes a risk: if she should

lose her litter, she has irrevocably ex-

pended a large portion of her life's re-

productive effort for no evolutionary

gain. The marsupial mother pays a

much higher toll in neonatal death, but

her reproductive cost is small. Gesta-

tion has been very short and she may
breed again in the same season.
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Moreover, the tiny neonate has not

placed a great drain upon her energy

budget and has subjected her to little

danger in a quick and easy birth.

Turning to biogeography, Kirsch

challenges the usual assumption that

Australia and South America were re-

fugia for inferior beasts that couldn't

hang on in the placental world of the

Northern Hemisphere. He views their

southern diversity as a reflection of suc-

cess in their ancestral homeland, not as

a feeble effort in peripheral territory.

His argument relies upon M. A. Ar-

cher's claim for close genealogical rela-

tionship between borhyaenids (South

American marsupial carnivores) and

thylacines (marsupial carnivores of the

Australian region). Taxonomists have

previously regarded these two groups

as an example of evolutionary con-

vergence— separate developments of

similar adaptations (as in the marsupial

and placental saber-tooths, mentioned

previously). In fact, taxonomists have

viewed the Australian and South

American radiation of marsupials as

completely independent events, follow-

ing the separate invasion of both con-

tinents by primitive marsupials pushed

out from northern lands. But if borhy-

aenids and thylacines are closely re-

lated, then the southern continents must

have exchanged some of their products

,

probably via Antarctica. A more par-

simonious view imagines an Australian

center of origin and a dispersal to South

America following the evolution of

thylacinids, rather than two separate

marsupial invasions of Soiith America

—borhyaenid ancestors from Australia

and all the others from North America.

Although the simplest explanations are

not always true in our wondrously

complex world, Kirsch's arguments do

cast considerable doubt on the usual

assumption that marsupial homelands

are refugia, not centers of origin.

Yet I must confess that this structural

and biogeographic defense of marsu-

pials falters badly before one cardinal

fact, prominently featured above: the

Isthmus of Panama rose, placental car-

nivores invaded, marsupial carnivores

quickly perished, and the placentals

took over. Does this not speak for clear

competitive superiority of the North

American placental carnivores? I could

sneak around this unpleasant fact by

ingenious conjecture, but I prefer to

admit it. How then can I continue to

defend marsupial equality?

Although the borhyaenids lost big, I

find no scrap of evidence to attribute

defeat to their status as marsupials. I

prefer an ecological argument predict-

ing hard times for any indigenous gr
g

of South American carnivores, maii

pial or placental. The real victims h

pened to be marsupials, but this ta i.

nomic fact may be incidental to a !

sealed for other reasons.
'

R. Bakker has been studying the 1

tory of mammalian carnivores throu

out the Tertiary. Integrating some r

ideas with conventional wisdom,

finds that the northern placental ca

vores experienced two kinds of e

lutionary "tests." Twice, they suffe

short periods of mass extinction,

new groups, perhaps with grcc

adaptive flexibility, took over. Dui

times of continuity, high diversity

both predators and prey engendered

tense competition and strong e

lutionary trends for improvement

feeding (quick ingestion and efficii

slicing) and locomotion (high accele

tion in ambush predators, endurance

long-distance hunters). South Am^
can and Australian carnivores w
tested in neither way. They suffered

mass extinctions, and the original

cUmbents persisted. Diversity ne

approached northern levels, and cc

petition remained less intense. Bak
reports that levels of morphologi

specialization for speed and ingest

of carcasses lie far below those

northern carnivores living at the sa

time.

H. J. Jerison's studies of brain £

provide an impressive confirmati

On northern continents, placental pr

ators and prey evolved successiv

larger brains throughout the Tertiary

South America, both marsupial eai

vores and their placental prey quic

plateaued at about 50 percent of bt

weight for average modem mammal:

the same body sizes. Anatomical sta

as marsupial or placental seems to m
no difference; a relative history of e

lutionary challenge may be crucial

by happenstance, northem camivc

had been marsupials and southem c

nivores placentals, I suspect that

outcome of isthmian exchange wo
still have been a rout for South An
ica. North American faunas were c^

tinually tested in the fiery fumacesj

mass destmction and intense comp
tion. The South American camivc

were never strongly challenged. Wl
the Isthmus of Panama rose, they w
weighed in the evolutionary balance

the first time. And like Daniel's ki

they were found wanting.

6J

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolo,

geology, and the history of scienct

Harvard University.
H



Irinoids arc beautiful even in black-and-white.
ictually, you wouldn't be able to see here the difference between

[odachrome film and the new Kodak Ektachrome films.

I
B. MacLirda, Jr. of the University of

Ichigan Museum of Paleontology shot

pre than 350 36-exposure rolls of

idachrome 25 film underwater in the

:ific and Indian Oceans in a program

learn more from the fossil record left

the ancestors of these beautiful animals.

For most purposes, the slightly finer

in in Kodachrome 25 film-impercepti-

except to a user like Professor Macurda
outweighed by the speed advantages of

dachrome 64 film. Graininess is best

ged not from the fine detail but from

arge uniform areas in a picture. Stay

h Kodachrome film for finest grain.

th Kodachrome films can resolve 100

; pairs per mm for a test object of

)0 : 1 contrast, about half that for a

re realistic 1.6 : 1 test object,

f you are one to go by numbers, we
e you 125 line pairs per mm resolving

ver (for a 1000:1 test object) in the

V Kodak Ektachrome films for process

. Process E-6 is swift and simple at

expense of more complexity we build

3 the film compared with Kodachrome
1, for which the processing is not at all

iple. With Ektachrome film you can do

ir own processing and show the slides

hin the same hour they were shot. The
ections that come with the Kodak
tachrome film processing kit, process

j, even tell how to "push-process" for

lanced speed and contrast. If you'd

her do something else than process film,

1 can order "push" processing instead

Iregular if you need it.

The new ones have their nominal ASA
;eds right in their names: Kodak
tachrome 64 film (daylight), Kodak
tachrome 160 film (tungsten), and,

h less graininess than the Kodak high

ed Ektachrome film (daylight) which

11 replace, Kodak Ektachrome 200

(daylight),

v'ersions of these films for use under

cting color balance conditions have the

rd "professional" in the name. These

is require refrigeration until used and
luld be processed promptly after expo-

e to retain their "professional" status.

p
Joth series of the new Ektachrome films

particularly good with flesh tones,

iljorophyll greens, and wood browns
ovided the one is kept refrigerated until

hour before use, the other not kept cold

the time nor left toasting in a car in the

either). They make nice distinctions

ong the reds and oranges. They can be

;ly intermixed in a slide show with

dachrome film. The difference between

y good and very, very good won't jar

ir audience.



Discover tbe &scinatinci

Girding:^.
If you are fascinated by the rich,

infinitely interesting world of birds, the Birding

Book Society will offer you the books you need

and want— at money- saving prices. Pick and

choose among our wide selection of helpful field

guides . . . new ornithological studies that shed

light on the eternal mysteries of bird flight, song,

courtship . . . habitat guides that will put you at the

best birding sites . . . books that tell you how to

attract songbirds to your back yard . . . beautiful

books that capture the rainbow colors and variety

of the avian universe . . . Whether you're a

beginning birder or a veteran, you'll discover

more about the drama and excitement of birds

with the Birding Book Society. Join today and

see for yourself.

i

Takeany3booksforonly$leach
(values as high as $45.95)

if you join now for a trial period and accept only 3 more books
— at member discount prices—within the next twelve months.

(Publishers" Prices shown)

42680. DONANA: Spain's Wildlife Wilderness. Juan
Anionio Fernandez. Sumptuously illuslraled portrait of
one of the world's mosi imponani wildlife sanctuaries-

Counis as 2 ofyour 3 books. $29.95

51945. GLIDE TO EASTERN HAWK WATCH-
ING. D/;/?a/(/ 5. Heintzt'ltnan. A valuable guide to iden-

tifying 24 species of eastern hawks (and vultures) and to

hawk lookouts. "A must." -Birding. Softbound- $5.95

36305. THE BIRDS OF CALIFORNIA. AnwIJ
Small. A superb description, with photos, of the 518
recorded species—their nabitats. seasons, range. $12.50

37550. CHECKLIST OF THE WORLD'S BIRDS.
Edward S. Gruson. Complete with scientific name, ver-

nacular name, region code, source references. ".< very

weli organized and annotated list, perhaps the most
useful yet.' ' -American Birds. $10.95

85850. THE VIEW FROM GREAT GULL. Michael
Harwood. The dramatic story of the 17-acre New York
island, from colonial times to the present research on the

now-revived colonics of terns. $8.95

36300. BIRD SOUNDS. Gerhard A. ThieUke. Com-
prehensive and totally absorbing illustrated exploration

of bird sounds, how they are made, the role they play, for

species from African gray parrot to Zebra finch.

Softbound $6.95

74275, ROGER TORY PETERSON'S DOZEN
BIRDING HOT SPOTS. George H. Harrison. A per-

sonal account of an odyssey to America's legendary

spots. Everglades to Oregon lake country, replete with

visitor tips. $9.95

36641 . THE BOOK OF OWLS. Le\vis Wayne Walker.
An illuminating and irresistible volume about owls of the

world, and their ever-intriguing habits of hunting, court-

ing, nesting. $12.50

36315. BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA. Chandler S.

Rohhins et al. The most complete field guide to birds

from Mexican border to Arctic Ocean with song sono-
grams and range maps, Softbound. $4.95



irorid of birds...

Society
48445. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF
TEXAS and Adjacent States. Roger Tory Pcti-r-

on.The revolutionar>' Peterson system now brought to

xrar on the species in a favorite birding haunt. $8.95

W441. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS: Eastern
:.and and Water Birds. Rotter Tory Peterson. The
lasMc tor bird identification, near and at a distance.
Mitlbound. $4.95

18450. A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN BIRDS.
li'^cr Tor\ Peterson. The classic for birds of western

' S ;ind Canada, Alaska, Hawaii. Softbound. $5.95

W.I2I). WATCHING BIRDS: An Introduction to Or-
utholojjy. Rof^er F. Pasquier. Enchanting exploration
'I the lite and waj's of birds, from anatomy to courtship,
nigration, idenlitication. and more. $9.95

12280. THE ADVENTURE OF BIRDS. Charlton
^Khurn. A unit]ue answer to the Question "Why birds?"
lat unites the insights of ornithology with the poetry of
icsubicct. $10.95

1935. A GUIDE TO BIRD FINDING EAST OF
^'HE MISSISSIPPI. 2nd Edition. Olin Seuell Peitin-

ill, Jr State b\ stale, tells exactly where and when to

ind different species. So Baedeker for ornithologists

likel\ to prove more useful
." -Audubon Masazine.

$15.95

lANDBOOK OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.
iliiid h\ Ralph S Palmer. "Destined to become a

2221. Vol 1: Loons through Flamingos CouMfi d.j 2 (>/

no 1 hooks $30.00
2222. Vol 2: Waterfowl (Part I) Counts as 2 ofxour 3
joks- $30.00
2223. Vol. 3: Watert'owl (Part 2 concluded) Counts a.s 2
fvourMjooks. $30.00

36291. BIRD NAVIGATION. 2nd Edition. G V. T.

Matthews. The story of bird travel and the exciting new
discoveries. "The most thorough coverage ofthe subject

in one book' ' -American Birds.
^

$13.95

36310. THE BIRDS OF CANADA. » . Earl Godfrey.
A wealth ot readable inlornialion with color illustrations

on ranges, ideniilieaimn, habitat, voice, nesting, by
Canada's foremost nmilhoiogist Counts as 2 of your 3
hooks. $21.00

86610. THE WEB OF ADAPTATION. Bird Studies
in the American Tropics. David W. Snow. The adapta-

tion complexities of tropical fruit-eating birds, including

manakins of Trinidad. "Engaging ... a thoroughly

noteworthy volume.
'

' -American Birds. $8.95

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • You begin by

choosing any three of these exciting books for just

$ 1 .00 each as your introductory offer. • You keep
saving substantially on the books you buy. Sav-

ings range up to 30% and occasionally even more.
• If you continue your membership past the trial

period, you will be eligible for our Bonus Book
Plan— an important way to save more, at least

70% off publishers' prices. • At 3-4 week inter-

vals ( 1 5 times per year) you wili receive the Book
Club News, describing the coming Main Selec-

tion and Alternate Selections, together with a

dated reply card. In addition, up to 4 times a year,

you may receive offers of special selections, al-

ways at substantial discounts. If you want the

Main Selection, do nothing and it wili be sent to

you automatically. If you prefer another selection,

or no b<wk at all. simply indicate your choice on
the card, and return it by the date specified. • You
will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of

late mail delivery of the News, you should receive

a book you do not want, we guarantee return

postage.

34920. THE AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE
TO NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS. Eastern Region.
John Bull and John Fanand. Jr. A breakthroueh in field

guides— the first with full-color photos of birSs in their

habitat, pinpointed bv shape ana color for easier field

use. $7.95

56350. AN INTRODUCTION TO ORNITHOL-
OGY. 3rd Edition. George J. H'allace and Harold D
Mohan. A fundamental reference for the study of avian

biology, from evolution to anatomy, behavior, court-

ship, care of young, and more. $15.25

78267. THE SHOREBIRDS OF NORTH
AMERICA. tAhted h\ Gardner D. Stout Filled with

stunning, accurate illu.strationsand descriptions, the best

book on shorebirds to date. Huge, beautiful, and com-
prehensive. Counts as 2 ttfyourj books. $22.50

36470. THE BLUEBIRD. Uiwrence Zeleny - Affecting

account of how the bluebird is being helped in its fight

for survival. $7.95

Birding Book Society n 9AA
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send me the three volumes indicated, billing me
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A Full Feature
Workbench at an

Affordable
Price.

Made of solid Vermont
maple, this extremely versatile

t>ench offers you a massive
laminated 2" thick, 30" x 60"
work surface. All dog holes pre-
drilled. Bench comes with 2
extra large capacity vises (jaw
capacity 7"). Has a unique i ,

steel-to-steel fastening system \/
which will hold bench riaid over years of hard
use, yet can be disassembled quickly should you
ever need to move It. Bench top is 34" above
floor Options include extra large capacity tool

well and tool drawer.
Unlike imported benches, we make these

benches ourselves and ship them directly to you
with no middleman or retailers involved. This
allows us to price our workt>ench far below others
available. We're so confident of the quality of our
bench, and the satisfaction you'll receive when
you own a Garden Way Home Worktwnch that we
offer you an exclusive Life-Time Warranty.

TO: Garden Way Research, Dept. 70350W
Charlotte. VT. 05445

Please send me your free information about the
New Garden Way Home Workbench, including.
details on the build-it-yourself kits.

Name

Address

City

State

Sculpture & Jewelry

Replicas from Authentic

Museum Treasures

Our sumptuous full-color

catalog spans 5000 years

of art with something for

every taste at surprisingly

modest cost. Choose from

hundreds of hand-crafted
authorized reproductions

of art from the world's

great museums. Send $1 to:

Museum Collections
Dept. NH, 140 Greenwich Ave.
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

Airs, Waters, and Places by Robert S. Oesov

Harmonious Parasites

Some ofthe common disease^

of industrialized societies may
be countered by those of

developing societies

Those of us engaged in teaching

parasitology to medical students usu-

ally present a Grand Guignol pictorial

display of the more devastating ef-

fects of our favorite pathogens. This

show business technique helps keep

students awake in a course that might

otherwise not rate too highly in the

curriculum popularity polls. Even
students who want to be psychiatrists

(perhaps especially these students)

rarely fail to respond empathetically

to a photograph of the grotesque testi-

cular enlargement caused by filarial

elephantiasis. The initial impression

is that parasites are inevitably malev-

olent.

While the balance sheet would
show that parasites undoubtedly do
more harm than good, recent research

has brought to light some curious and

intriguing examples of parasitic in-

fection that may contribute to the total

health of the host. These are not merely

oddments in the biological curiosity

cabinet. The phenomenon of the har-

monious parasite has greater import.

Modern medicine now appreci-

ates, or rather reappreciates — since

the concept goes back to the ancient

Greek founding fathers of medi-

cine—that a causal relationship exists

between the nature of our ailments

and the character of the ecosystem in

which we live. The unhappy affairs

of the heart in industrialized countries

are well known, as are the infectious

diseases associated with primitive ag-

riculturists in the tropics. We tend

th^nk of these societies and their ill:

wtjrlds apart, but the emerging ] I

ture from natural and experimei II

observations reveals a dynamic t
;!

ance in which the diseases of one

ciety can actually suppress those

another.

While the primitive and poor of

tropical world may be wanting in

tomobiles, televisions, washing r

chines, and clothes dryers, they g
erally enjoy a freedom from hyp

tension and the cardiac problems s

fered by more civilized, affluent

cieties. Not only is abnormally h

blood pressure conspicuously abs

in these areas but blood pressure d^

not rise with increasing age as

Westernized, urban populatio

Several explanations have been

fered for this, such as diet and a m
of life without stress. Undoubte

these are important factors, but tlfe

have not convinced some investi

tors as being the complete story.

Studies conducted in a region

New Guinea where malaria

hyperendemic concluded that 1

disease, as well as other chronic

fectious diseases, causes a lower,

of blood pressure. In one investij

tion, the blood pressure of adults v

enlarged spleens—-a hallmark of i|

laria—was compared with that of

dividuals from the same village v

had normal spleens. The group v

the big spleens had both lower syi

lie and diastolic pressures than the

affected individuals. Similar resil

were reported by a research tearrtj

the Papua New Guinea Institute

Human Biology, which studied I

communities: one living in the hu(
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Eleven questions to ask yourself
before buying a3Smm SLR.

Knowing what to look for now in

a 35mm SLR can save you
money and prevent problems
later on.

1 . How much camera do I need?
Most manufacturers, including

Minolta, offer a tempting array

of features. Like interchangeable
finders and focusing screens,
motorized film winding, self-

timers and multiple-exposure
capability. If you 'II be using them,

fine. If not, save yourself some
money by cutting out the frills.

s match-nleedle or electronic auto-exposure con-

best? Minolta offers both, so our only concern is

t you get what's best for you.

Generally a match-needle camera costs less. To set

losure, you line up two needles in the viewfinder. It's

ly, fast and accurate, but you do the work. Minolta

T match-needle cameras offer a wide variety of

tures and prices.

yiinolta's newest 35mm SLR's have electronically

itrolled shutter speeds. So even if the light changes
instant before you shoot, the camera will set itself

correct exposure. Among Minolta's electronic SLR's,

find features like interchangeable viewfinders

1 screens, shutter speeds to 1 /2000th of a second
ii multiple-exposure capability.

tlhal should I look for

he viewfinder? First of

a bright image. So you
see clearly and focus

ily. Judge this by com-
ing several brands un-

the same light condi-
is.

hen, exposure information. The more the view-

ier shows, the more you know about how the camera
aking the picture. If this means a lot to you, pay the

'a cost. If not, save on a simpler camera,
'he important thing about Minolta SLR's is that in

ry single one, you can compose, focus, set expo-
9 and shoot without ever looking away from the

/vfinder. So you won't miss shots of even the fastest-

\/ing subjects.

4. What range of shutter speeds
do I need? Most picture taking is

done at speeds between 1/60th

and 1 /500th of a second. But to

stop very fast action, higher
speeds are handy to have. And
slower speeds are useful for avail-

able-light shooting and spectac-
ular night shots. Depending on
the Minolta model, you can get

eds as fast as 1 /2000th of a second and as slow as

seconds.

5. What is a "fast" lens, and do I

need one? The more light a lens

lets in, the "faster" it is. Faster
lenses like an f/1.2 or f/1.4 are

more expensive, but nice to have if

you do a lot of shooting in dim light.

6. Why is the lens system
important? Interchange-

able lenses let your cam-
era grow with you. Minolta

offers almost 40, from a

7.5mm "fisheye" to a
1600mm super-telephoto.

ia»""SK.'"-^'"'s'"^*^I'*^.5r' Minolta makes all their

own lenses to insure compatibility with Minolta cameras.

7. How fast can I change lenses?
You shouldn't have to miss shots.

So Minolta developed and patented

a bayonet mount that lets you
change lenses with less than a

quarter turn. And unlike other bay-

onet mounts, Minolta's doesn't
require you to realign f/stops
afterwards.

8. How should the camera feel? Solid. Comfortable.

Not too big, not too small. Your
fingers should fall naturally into

place on the controls. Advance
the film wind lever. If it feels

gritty or rough now, how will it

feel after a couple of thousand
shots?

9. How should it sound? Press

the shutter button. Noisiness
means either vibration or inade-

quate damping of moving parts.

Or both. The newest Minolta shut-

ters are a joy to hear because you
almost can't hear them at all.

10. How do I judge craftsmanship? Compare. Every-

thing should be tucked in neatly. Finishes should be

even and unmarred. No machining marks should be

visible, even inside the camera.

11. What is the camera's reputa-

tion? Be sure to ask friends about
Minolta. Since it's the best-selling

imported camera brand in the U.S.,

chances are someone you know
owns one.

And if you'd like literature on
Minolta 35mm SLR's, write to

Minolta Corp., 101 Williams Drive,

Ramsey, N.J. 07446. In Canada:
Minolta Camera (Canada), Inc., Ont.

The more you know
BJZ-a^fcl##a about cameras, the more you'll

IflllHIIfll want a Minolta.

_Si.£3',



-^-... the ideal way
to buy your presents from

The Metropolitan Museum

tvery three months— four times a year— the Museum will announce

by mail remarkable new objects— exact copies of Museum originals:

sculpture, decorative art, tableware, and ornaments.

TA The variety will be extraordinary: ancient jewelry in gold and sil-

ver; Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal

and rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval

world; silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America.

!)il. These copies, often produced by the same techniques used for

the originals, are made by artist-craftsmen working under the Mu-

seum's direct supervision. The care taken in production frequently lim-

its the quantity, and the majority of reproductions can be bought only

by mail or at the Museum. (Above: Hippopotamus, bright blue faience

decorated with lotus flowers. Length 8", $i9-75 p'^s $1.25 shipping.)

}iS, To receive all of the advance announcements to be issued during

the next year, send the coupon below with one dollar to cover mailing.

/•J/ You will receive immediately the 116-page Christmas Catalogue. The bril-

liant array of new presents includes an Egyptian jasmine flower necklace;

a golden Buddha; a medieval silver bowl; stained glass; jade and bronze

horses from ancient China; an 18th-century porcelain dinner service; new
needlework kits from the Unicorn Tapestries; snowflakes, stars, and bells in

gold and silver; and an unparalleled selection of Christmas cards. An addi-

tional 24-page full-color catalogue introduces the Museum's Costume Insti-

tute "originals"— line-for-line recreations of designs from the past which

bring unusual flair to contemporary fashion. Among these is the first copy

ever made of the fabulous Imperial Russian "100,000 gold ruble" shawl. This

outstanding reproduction in fine wool challis, with its bold stripes and intri-

cate floral patterns retains the more than 50 colors of the original. It measures
21" X 96"; the price is $55.00.

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OFART
255 Cracie Station, New York 10028 ^^"

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the

Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed.

ADDRESS-

lowlands where malaria transmiss

is intense; the other in the highlaj

where lower temperatures inhibit

development of the malaria paras

in the mosquito vector. No one kno

how malaria and other chronic inf

tious diseases lower blood pressu

With further research, scienti

might be able to reproduce the effe

without the infection, thereby alle

ating the problem of hypertensi

in industrialized societies.

The heart attack, the civilized w
of death, rarely occurs in the less ;

phisticated societies of the tropi

world. High blood pressure and hi

blood cholesterol are the notori(

factors implicated in coronari

Again, the malaria parasite may
prophylactic, for it not only low

blood pressure but also appears to i

crease cholesterol level.

Some years ago my colleagues £

I carried out experiments to det

mine the long-term pathophysiolo

cal consequences of malaria in j

mates and rodents. One of the f

consistent alterations in blood che

istry that we observed was the p
found decrease in the amount

serum cholesterol in the infected a

mals. There was no precise und

standing of the mechanism involv

but we hypothesized that the paras

either affected the cholesterol-p

cessing tissues, notably the liver,

consumed the serum cholesterol

its own metabolic needs.

Still another possible beneficial

suit of the malaria parasite is its inii

ence on the immune response

highly activated does the response

come in attempting to mount a

fense against the parasite that imr

nity to certain other antigens may
depressed. In some circumstan

this is undoubtedly harmful. Child

with malaria, for example, do not

spond to immunization against te|

nus as well as do uninfected you;

sters. Another example is that of

immune response to Burkitt's l>j

phoma—a form of cancer of

lymph system. Researchers have p
tulated that this cancer is caused

a virus that the immune system

usually suppress. The presence of

malaria parasite, however, n

depress the immune surveillance s

tem to such an extent as to allow

proliferation of the lymphoma vir|

On the credit side of the bala

sheet, however, there is evidence 1

malaria prevents autoimmune (

eases, such as lupus erythematos

and inflammatory conditions, sucll '

f
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lat scourge of the temperate zones,

leumatoid arthritis. Remarking on

le rarity of these conditions in the

ndemic malaria zones, epidemio-

)gists have pointed out the apparent

nportance of environmental factors

ilher than genetic predisposition,

/hile the autoimmune and-inflam-

latory diseases rarely occur in West

.fricans, American blacks of West

.frican origin incur these conditions

lore frequently than do white Ameri-

ins. Researchers have thus directed

leir studies toward environmental

[ictors, but they have not by any

neans explored the role of parasites.

[
To date, only a few experimental

^ials have tested the hypothesis that

jialaria suppresses autoimmune dis-

uses. Two British scientists, B. M.
ireenwood and A. Voller, however,

d conduct one investigation. They
htained a strain of mice that sponta-

pously developed autoimmune kid-

l;y disease and infected these ani-

|als with a rodent malaria, Plasmo-

um berghei. In their results, the un-

fected control mice developed se-

re renal disease and died while the

alaria-infected animals (once the

irasite infection had been resolved

self-cure) remained alive and well,

le two researchers did not discover

e manner in which the mice were

otected from autoimmune renal dis-

ise but suggested that the implica-

)ns of their research might carry

/er to the treatment of such diseases

humans.
The benevolent effect of parasites

their victims is not limited to ma-

rial infection. The lowly, ill-

garded intestinal worms may also

ive a beneficial quality. These para-

es may act as antagonists in pre-

nting certain pathological condi-

ms of high prevalence in sanitized,

Drm-free populations . Undoubt-
ly, the most striking of these rela-

mships is that between worms and

ergy. Epidemiologists have noted

It allergies such as hay fever and pol-

1 asthma are rare in wormy pop-

itions. Immunological theories on

causes of allergy and the elegant

periments of R. C. Godfrey and C. F.

aidige in England have created a per-

asive hypothesis to account for this

enomenon.

Allergic reactions are caused by
: production of a special class of

tibody known as IgE, or reagenic

tibody, in response to myriad aller-

ns such as pollens, foods, and even

mites in house dust. IgE has the

ique property of attaching itself to

specific receptor sites on the mem-
branes of histamine-rich cells of the

body called basophils and mast cells.

Through a series of reactions, still not

entirely understood, disruption of the

cell with the release of histamine and

other allergy-inducing substances

occurs when the antigen (allergen)

specifically bridges two adjacent anti-

body molecules projecting from the

cell surface.

The manner in which the helminth

parasites, or worms, prevent this im-

mune reaction is indeed curious since

helminths are even more potent

stimulators of IgE than pollen and

other allergens. In fact, it is this very

immunogenic potency that accounts

for inhibition of the allergic process.

The IgE level in asthmatic patients

averages about 400 units per milliliter

of serum. The level in humans with

worms averages 1,000 units, with

concentrations of 5 ,000 units per mil-

liliter or even higher. Quite simply

then, the amount of IgE produced by

the presence of worms is over-

whelming, occupying most of the re-

ceptor sites on the cell. The IgE pro-

duced in response to pollen or other

allergens has no place to go.

The paradox in this sitution is that

in these parasitic infections there is no

hard evidence that the "worm" IgE

antibodies provoke reactions as they

do in allergic patients. The reason for

this difference remains a mystery.

Hypotheses abound, but no convinc-

ing experimental evidence has come
forth. Nevertheless, insights into the

mechanism are of obvious impor-

tance in developing a treatment for

those who suffer allergies.

Even that vampire of the intestinal

tract, the hookworm, deserves some
consideration. Hookworms cause an

iron deficiency anemia, but if the

worms' toll is not too high and iron

intake from food sources adequate, the

anemia is not so severe as to be mar-

kedly deleterious.

Admittedly, chronic anemia cannot

be advanced as a sign of blooming

health, but even so, it may have a

beneficial effect, still another ex-

ample of the exquisitely balanced

give-and-take between infections.

People with worm-induced iron defi-

ciency anemia are particularly resist-

ant to bacterial infections. Only ane-

mia of this type confers such protec-

tion. Patients with anemias arising

from impaired function of the tissues

that manufacture red blood cells or

hemolytic anemias, which destroy

red blood cells, such as occurs in

'L.L.BeahS
Ou tdoor Sporting Specialties

Chamois Cloth Shirt
Fot Men and Women

Sueded cotton.

Looks and feels like

high grade chamois

leather Machine

washable and is

more durable than

wool. Mr, Bean per-

sonally used this

shirt on his hunt

ing and fishing trips

Colors: Navy Blue •
Tan, Bright Red,

Forest Green.

Ladies'si2es.l0to20,

Men's sizes 14'^ to 20

Men's Long Model, sizes 15 to 19

\^

Please ship postoaid

Ladies' Chamois Clolh Shins a $12 50 ppo

Size Ctilm

Mens Chamois Clolh Shirts* SI.1 0n nnil

Size _ Color

Size _ rj)loi

Check Enclosed

n BankAmeiicartJ

P Masler Charge

' Send Free Catalog n American Express

Address

,

City _
Stale

L. L. Bean, Inc.

761 Ca»co St., Freeport, ME 04033

Uirs-Enc Undblmi )init('s you to

examine the colossal achievements

ofthe prehistoric Polynesians

lC- (/?( Inca Empire.

INCAS, PERU AND
EASTER ISLAND

Deep in the heartland ofthe Andes
and on desolate Easter Island

stand testimonies to cultures ofsuch
glory, that even today we can only

speculate about their origin.

Conie and esplore the monumental
heritage left us. This is a truly

exciting archeologicaljourney
Cost of23 dny expedition is 32,050.

Airj'are is not included.

Please write for our brochure or

give us the name ofvour trawl agent.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept. NHIPE

135 East 55th Street, N.Y, N.V 10022

751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700
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DO YOU
DEMAND

ESTABLISHED
ART?

Original Prints of

Historical Significance
_ at Reasonable Prices

^H^oUectioiX;

John James Audubon
Barred Owl 1840

original hand-colored lithograph
SllOfrarfted.

This print, like all others offered in The Archives

Collection, has stood the test of time.

Audubon endured a lifetime of hardship and rid-

icule in his struggle for excellence. And today—
135 years later— his work is universally recog-

nized as the vi/ork of a master. Through The Ar-

chivesCollection, you may participate in this and
other unique American legacies.

A NevK Concept Publication and Catalogue
VolairLimited presentsThe Archives Collection:

a decidedly different kind of publication. Each
issue will focus on an important nineteenth-cen-

tury American artist. The personality, the story,

and the art itself are showcased by original arti-

cles and color photographs. Most important,

you'll have the opportunity to acquire these won-
derfully rare works of antique art. These are not

reproductions, but rather established prints of

historical significance — framed to museum con-

servation standards and reasonably priced.

The American Nineteenth-Century Masters
Our first issue examines the life and work of

Audubon, unquestionably the greatest natural-

ist who ever lived. Future issues will focus on
Frederic Remington. Winslow Homer, and
Currier and Ives. Offered for sale will be original

lithographs and wood engravings of these early

American masters — truly a unique opportunity.

The Archives Collection is a very special publi-

cation you will want to keep. Each issue is abso-

lutely free.

Write or call for your copy today-supply
is limited.

^TIi(y^i*('l\i\(^C()ll('('ti()i\

,

Please send my first free issue of

The Archives Collection.

Address _

City

Iz^volair limited
1 20 Water Street South/Kent, Ohio I'tZdO

Phone (216) 673-3 110/CableVOLAIRLTD NH
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sickle-cell anemia, appear to be fully

susceptible to bacterial pathogens.

Some researchers have speculated

that since many bacteria require iron

as a metabolic element to sustain life,

iron-deficient individuals could not

easily support bacterial growth and

proliferation. Another possibility is

that a serum protein factor, transfer-

rin, which may play an accessory role

in the natural ability of serum to stop

bacterial growth, is elevated in iron-

deficient states. Although these studies

require further confirmation and explo-

ration, the results so far again suggest

that a kernel of goodness exists within

the seed of evil.

Virtually all living species shelter

and nourish parasites. Indeed, even

parasites may have parasites. Some
parasites cause disease; others are in-

ertly benign. Still others, such as

those mentioned here, may actually

provide some benefit. Natural and ex-

perimental observations on the ef-

fects of parasites in lower animals

lend further evidence for the latter re-

lationship. The primary measure of

beneficience applied in these experi-

ments has been the increased size of

weight of the parasitized host.

One of the earliest observations on

this phenomenon was made by that

remarkable naturalist-parasitologist

Miriam Rothschild. She found that

certain estuarine snails parasitized by

the developmental stages of a trema-

tode (the phylum of flatworms that

includes the schistosome blood fluke

of man) were much larger than para-

site-free snails. She reasoned that the

size of the host, which involves an

increase in the soft tissue, as well as

the shell, is of great advantage to the

parasite. The faculty of producing

this increase in size is a character that

is most susceptible to selection.

Following Rothschild's lead, para-

sitologist Thomas Cheng and his col-

leagues at Lehigh University sought

experimental confirmation for en-

hanced growth of trematode-parasi-

tized snails. Their studies revealed

that the infected snails were heavier

than the uninfected controls but that

this was due to a heavier shell rather

than to growth of the soft parts. They
attributed this effect to the parasite's

destruction of the snail's digestive

glands and the consequent release of

calcium, which was then incorpo-

rated into the shell. Rothschild, how-

ever, believed that the parasite at-

tacked the growth-regulating glands

and in effect "caponized" the snails

that she studied.

As we ascend onward and upwa
through the evolutionary tree, we fir

other intriguing examples of par

sites, provided they are not present

overwhelming numbers, stimulatir

the growth of their hosts. Justi

Mueller's work on the implantatic

of the larval stage of the tapewori

Spirometra ranarum into mice n

suited in a weight gain that sometim(

extended to obesity in his exper

mental animals. In this instance,

appears that, rather than altering t\

hosts physiology, the parasite s«

cretes a growth-stimulating, ho

monelike substance.

Perhaps the most ardent champio

of the harmonious parasite is Davi

Lincicome, formerly of Howard Un
versify. He and his colleagues coi

ducted a series of exemplary exper

ments from which they showed th;

rats and mice infected with Trypam

soma lewisi, T. duttoni, and the roum

worm Trichinella spiralis (the cause

trichinosis in man) all grew signil

cantly heavier than uninfected contn

rodents. What is even more amazing

that the trypanosome-infected animal

lived considerably longer than their ui

infected cohorts. In one typical expei

ment, the control mice lived an averaj

of 49 days, while the animals infecte

with Trypanosoma duttoni survived i

average of 82 days. The apparent rei

son for the longevity was that the par,

sites provided the hosts with the essei

tial energy-mediating vitamins, thii

mine, pantothenate and pyridoxine.

Of course I do not counsel hypej

tensives, asthmatics, and those who di

sire to prolong the salad days of the

youth to embark on a journey to tl

nearest malarial, parasite-infeste

pesthole. I do believe, however, th

there is a lesson to be learned froi

a more tolerant view of host-parasii

relationships. Too often, biomedic;

research takes a microcosmic, mole(

ular approach, neglecting the clues s

generously provided by the events (

the natural world. This, I suggest, h£

been an important reason for our ge

ting so relatively little bang for oi

research buck. By expanding our ir

sights into these dynamic relatior

ships and learning to control the e

fects without the infection, we ma
aid in relieving hypertensior

asthma, and the velocity of aging.

Robert S. Desowitz teaches tropical mec

cine at the University of Hawaii.
]



THE CLASSIC
GRAY'S ANATOMY
3POUND,1,257-PAGE

COLLECTOR'S
DELUXE EDITION
NOWONLY $6.95!
AN EXTRAORDINARY PL BUSHING TRIIMPH- (ORIGINAL 1901 EDITION WORTH S200.00 OR MORE IF VOL CAN FIND ONEI)

For today's men and women truly interested in their own body and its functions. For students,

artists and the medically curious— for everyone. The most fascinating book ever published!

IF
you ever wanted to know how any part of

your body really works, if you want to ex-

perience the same magic feeling a young
medical student feels as the mysteries of the

body are revealed for the first time, then this

landmark edition of Gray's Anaiomy is for

you.
Considered one of the greatest texts of

our time, Gray's Arxalomy has been used by

nearly every living physician and every phy-

sician has been exposed to it. But its appeal is

not only to physicians, but to everyone, in-

cluding students, artists, and collectors of

classic books. Dr. John Crocco, Chief of

Pulmonary Services, St. Vincent's Hospital

and Medical Center of New York, writing in

his new Introduction states:

"This stellar book represents the acme of

anatomical description over the last century

and will probably still be the premier text in

anaiomy over the next one hundred years."

Just what is Anatomy? Anatomy is the

gateway to medicine and the queen of basic

sciences. It is the parts and the whole of the

human body and a prerequisite for entry into

the field of human biology. In this, his master-

piece, Henry Gray unquestionably found the

best method of imparting this knowledge to

other minds.
To those interested, we say that this is

an unprecedented opportunity to acquire a

magnificent classic at the fantastically low

price of only $6.95.

The book itself is divided into 16 main
sections, with hundreds of major subdivisions.

The text includes:

The Skeleton. 181 pages covering all

aspects of the 200 bones of the body.
The Articulations. 76 pages describing

movements of joints, ligaments, cartilages, etc.

The Muscles. 158 pages covering every

muscle from the tiniest in the eye to the largest

in leg with every detail of their action and use.

The Blood-Vascular System. 167 pages

describing circulation, arteries and veins. A
veritable book within a book.

The Lymphatics. 14 pages on every

lymph gland in the body from sex glands to

neck and face glands.

The Nervous System. 171 pages on the

brain, the extremities, the spinal cord, etc.

The Organs of Special Sense. 56 pages on
the tongue, nose, eyes and ears.

The Organs of Digestion. 85 pages start-

ing with the teeth and including the salivary

glands, stomach, intestines, liver, etc.

The Organs of Voice and Respiration. 67

pages on the larynx, trachea, lungs, etc.

The Male Organs of Generation. 14

pages on the prostate glands, penis, testes, etc.

The Female Organs of Generation. 15

pages on the clitoris, vagina, ovaries, preg-

nancy, etc.

The Surgical Anatomy of Hernia. 20
pages including scrotal and femoral hernia.

General Anatomy or Histology. 73 pages

on the animal cell, nutritive fluids, blood,

the skin, secreting glands and much more.
Embryology. 66 pages on the embryo,

fetus, ovum, and development of a baby.

The above list of contents is by the limi-

tation of space just a mere summation. The
actual content of Grav's Anaiomy is so mas-
sive that the table of contents in the book
needs 16 entire pages with 1,932 separate

category entries. And the index of this master-

work covers 41 pages with 8,541 separate

listings.

Again, as Dr. Crocco states, "There have
been many imitations, there have been ana-

tomical narratives, dissection manuals and

pictorial atlases with exquisite photographs.
However, there is only one Giay's Anaiomy.
Gray's is the book all students turn to."

The medical contents alone makes this

book invaluable, hut the writing style makes
It a true literary masterpiece. It combines
both technical genius with a beautiful prose-
like quality usually associated with a great

novel. The 708 illustrations, including 172
original full color plates have never been sur-

passed for their authenticity and clarity.

Originally published more than 100 years
ago, this classic edition is now available

complete and in a new format that is out-
standing for both its visual beauty and the
unprecedented low price of only $6.95.

exi raordinary
opportunity to
acquire one of

the greatest
books of all
time. To order,
simply fill out
form below and
enclose check
or money c

ANATOMY

r's Edition of Gray's

the introductory prices sho

below. I enclose check or money order

Copies of Deluxe Heavy Laminated Soft

Cover Edition (5 only S6.95 each plus

lit for postage and handling.

Copies of Special Hard Cover Library

Edition (a only $8.95 each plus 75? post-

age and handling.

- Address.

Fig. 283—Surgical anatomy of the arier

neck, showing the carotid and subclaviai

I State ZiD -
~ I N. y. Res. Add Applicable SalejTax^ _ ^ J



The Call of the Duck
by GUbert Gottlieb

Hearing their own vocalizations

while still embryos apparently

enables young ducklings to

recognize the calls of their

mothers after hatching

More than a hundred years ago,

Douglas Spalding, a British scientist

considered by many to have been the

first experimental animal behaviorist,

noted that "when guided by sight

alone," young domestic chickens

"will follow any moving object,"

but that when auditory cues are sup-

plied, "their ear prior to experience

attaches them to the right object [em-

phasis added]." Since Spalding's

time there has been considerable re-

search showing that young birds of

various species other than chickens

—

for example, wild and domestic duck-

lings—exhibit similar behavior.

Although Spalding did not know
the social-ecological basis of his ob-

servations, it is now clear that this

aspect of avian behavior is intimately

correlated with the predominance of

auditory over visual perception in the

early social relations between the

newborn and their mothers. (In most

avian species, except songbirds, the

male does not play an active role in

incubation or otherwise take care of

the young.)

In a previous article in this maga-

zine ("Components of Recognition

in Ducklings," February 1965), I

described my work on the early social

interactions between mother and

young in the hole-nesting wood duck

and the ground-nesting mallard duck.

The main, and entirely unanticipated,

discovery was the start of a "dia-

logue" between the hen and her

young that begins in both these spe-

cies when the embryo "pips" the egg

twenty-four or more hours before

hatching. The hen of each species at

that juncture utters a species-typical

maternal call in response to the voca-

lizations of her young.

These embryos begin their social

relationships with their mothers even

before they can see them. Wood
ducks nest in deep, dark cavities and

the young do not have an opportunity

to see the maternal parent until they

leave the nest. She calls the ducklings

out of the nest with essentially the

same vocalization she emitted to the

embryos and throughout the immedi-

ate posthatch brooding period of

some twenty to thirty-six hours. The
same situation pertains with the

ground-nesting mallard, except that

the young of this species can see the

mother when she calls them from the

nest. In both species, the maternal

call appears to be almost irresistible.

In wood ducks, once the call is ini-

tiated, the entire brood usually leaves

the nest within two to four minutes,

never to return. Mallard hens, on the

other hand, sometimes have to make
several efforts to get their entire brood

to follow them out of the nest as

group.

I took tape recordings of the spe

cies-specific maternal calls of mallar

and wood ducks back to the labors

tory to do some experiments. I wa
about to have to relinquish a pre

viously unquestioned assumptio

concerning the perceptual basis of th

early attachment between the hen an

her young. Unaware, at the time, c

Spalding's observations on chickens

I was completely convinced by th

central theme of the imprinting cor

cept, the crux of which was sum
marized in 1937 by Konrad Loren2

It is a fact most surprising to the layma

as well as to the zoologist that most birc

do not recognize their own species

stinctively," but that . . . their reactior

. . . [to] a fellow-member of the specie

must be conditioned . . . during the ind

vidual life of every bird.

The first experiment I did involve

hatching wood ducklings and mallar

ducklings in laboratory incubators i

order to test the response of thes

"naive" young animals to a choic

between the maternal calls of the tw

species. Since the ducklings ha

never been exposed to the matern.

call of their own species, I was certai

that they would respond indis

criminately to the maternal calls c

both species and not show a selectiv

preference for that of their own spe

cies. I was wrong. The "maternall

{Please turn to page 44
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OPERATION
A report on how the forest industry is woricing

to get twice as much wood from America's

commercial forests. Year after year. Forever.

Wood is one of the world's most
valuable resources.

It's America's busiest building ma-

terial. It's also the basic ingredient in

pulp, packaging and a thousand other

products—right down to the paper this

ad is printed on.

More Wood R'om Less Land.

But while world demand for wood
is increasing, the amount of land avail-

able for commercial forests* is shrink-

ing. Some of it has been set aside for

parks and wilderness areas. Much of it

has been turned into farms, freeways

and new developments.

NCREASED DEMAND AND LOSS OF
COMMERCIAL- FORESTLAND
•SOURCE DEPABTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVICE

j^ j

508.1 DEMAND /
(BILLION CUBICFEET) /^

,,6 — COMMERCIAL ,

FORESTLANOS/
(MILUONACRES) 474^7

960 1970 1980 1990 2000 ZOtO 202C

The chart above shows that U.S.

consumption of all wood and paper prod-

ucts will double in less than 50 years.

Thus the reason behind Operation Double

Tree—the forest industry's name for in-

tensive forest management that can

double the amount of wood grown on a

given piece of land. And do it in such a

way that the forest remains a valuable

part of the ecosystem.

^Commercial forest is described as that

portion of the total forest which is capable

of, and available for, growing trees for

harvest. Parks, wilderness and primitive
areas are not included.

The two Douglas firs to the right grew in

the forests of the Cascade Mountains of
Washington State. Both were harvested
when they were 25 years old. The differ-

ence is, the larger one grew in an Opera-
tion Double Thee area, while the smaller
one did not.

Double Tree is ambitious and is

ah"eady working.

All across the U.S., forest product

companies are working to double for-

est yield. In Oregon and Washington,

forest product companies are predicting

Double Tree isn't limited to large ini

trial tree farms. Individual woo
owners from Maine to Georgia are

ting idle lands to work, creating grt

belts that offer the twin payoffs o

increased harvest and eternal fore

That may sound like a paradox

eating a cake and having it, too. But

like oil or coal, wood is one natural

source that is renewable. And mocP
forestry has found ways to make Mo
Nature more productive.

triple growth with genetically superior

trees planted in prime forestlands.

Through thinning efforts alone,

some companies in the Great Lakes

States have increased diame

ters of remaining tre

enough to double

volume per acre

over a 35-year

period.

3reat Lakes New England

Today's intensive forest manager

is rooted in nature's own ecological eye

begins with the harvest. Slower gro

trees are thinned

Others are harvt

at peak gro'

Ande

->



DOUBLETREE
tmpt is made to use every last part of

[tree: tops, limbs and bark.

: New Forest.

But the real key is in the new for-

The new trees.

I

In some areas, foresters plant new

idlings by machine, or by hand. Heli-

|ters are also used to re-seed. When
ng seedlings go in, the forest often

; a five-year head start over natural

aneration in the same area.

Many of them are of genetically su-

or stock, the result of years of se-

ive "breeding." Seedlings by the bun-

ds of millions are grown in special

series. They're healthier, faster grow-

that mature faster and can be har-

ted sooner.

Some forestlands, such

lose in the Northeast

Lake States, are

to Mother

Wood is America's busiest building material.

Nature because natural regeneration

does a better job.

Soil studies determine prime grow-

ing areas. When necessary, nutrients

are added. And the young trees are pro-

tected from de-

structive

insects, fires and natural enemies.

The result is a better quality forest,

one that can be at least twice as pro-

ductive.

Who Owns The American Forests?

Significantly, the principles of Op-

eration Double Tree are being used on

only a small portion of America's forest-

land. And good as Double Tree is, it

might not be enough. Too much of the

American forfest is still under-utilized

and under-productive.

Overall, industrial forestlands are

working the hardest. Industry owns only

13 percent of the commercial forest-

land, but it provides almost 30 percent

of the total harvest. Some 4 million pri-

vate individuals own 60 percent. Gov-

ernment owns about 27 percent.

All of which means we must join to

make the most productive use of our

remaining commercial forestland.

Industry has invested millions to

make the concept a reality.

,
But money isn't enough.

Leaders and landowners

alike must understand

the problem. And,

more important,

the solution.

For more infor-

mation, write for

our free booklet

"Managing the

Great Ameri-

can Forest,"

American For-

est Institute,

P.O. Box 873,

Springfield,

VA 22150.

Trees. The renewable resource.



"Tbday, Stanley and
Livingstone would

fly with us,
I daresay.*

Few airlines know Africa as well as

British Airways. And we've got the safaris

to prove it. Ifyou haven't yet discovered

Africa, do discover it with us. Any of our

African tours will give you enough tall tales

to dine out on for years. (Prices of these 2

are roundtrip from New York, and include

all accommodations and most meals).

The Wonder Safari- 16 days
^1916. Visit the Masai-Mara Game
Reserve in Kenya- it's mostly lion country,

but home to huge herds of wildebeest,

buffalo, and kongoni. too. In the Amboseli

Game Reserve you'll see rhino, impala,

elephant, and much more. Looming over it

all-Mt. Kilimemjaro.

East African Wing Safari

18 days, $2641.Transportation
by 3-engine private plane. The ultimate in

safari travel. You'U stay at places like the

Samburu Lodge and the Governors Camp.
Traveling with no more than 10 others,

youTl see areas of East Africa most tourists

never reach and every major park in Kenya.

These are just some of the many
safaris and other African tours in our new
full-color brochure "Holidays in Africa."

They're all available from Boston,

Chicago, Detroit. Los Angeles, Miami,

New York, Philadelphia and Washington,

D.C. Prices subject to a number of con-

ditions. For details send the coupon or call

your Travel Agent or British Airways.

British Airways, Box 457, Dept. 151-311

Fresh Meadows. New York 1 1365

Telephone: (212) 687-1600

Dear Mr. Morley: Please send me the

"Holidays in Africa" brochure.

Name-

City-

My TVavel Agent Is-

-Zip-

British airways
Well take good care of you to Britain.

Africa.The World.

naive" ducklings were attracted to

the maternal call of their own species

even though they had never heard it

before.

In retrospect, that response made
good sense, but at the time it was a

surprise. The explanation is that the

attractiveness of the maternal call en-

ables the parent to maintain control

over the behavior of her highly active

young at a time when the ducklings

are particularly susceptible to such

hazards as cold and predation. The
hen can call her ducklings out of the

nest and gather them to her promptly

any time danger threatens. In the

wild, ducklings are apt to become vi-

sually separated from their mothers in

swamps and marshes. When that hap-

pens, the young can use the parent's

call to locate her. The adaptive signif-

icance of the "built in" responsive-

ness to the maternal call is thus clear.

In terms of the development of spe-

cies identification, the allure of the

hen's call narrows the range of visual

objects the young might otherwise

approach, given their relatively

nonspecific visual preferences. To
determine that the call was a more

powerful lure than the hen's visual

attributes, I created an experimental

situation in which the duckling could

be near either the hen's call, issuing

from a speaker concealed on a mov-
ing turntable, or her visual replica

—

in this instance a stuffed hen—but not

near both simultaneously. All the

ducklings, without exception or am-

bivalence, chose to remain near the

source of the sound even though they

had to track the moving call without

helpful visual cues. In another test sit-

uation, I measured the ducklings' re-

sponse to the call and to the visual

replica of the hen when each was pre-

sented alone. Again, the response to

the call was far superior. (The best

response is achieved when the call is

broadcast from a moving visual ob-

ject. Interestingly enough, the mov-
ing object need not have the specific

visual features of the hen, nor is the

ducklings' responsiveness best if the

object does have the visual features

of a hen of their own species.)

Current experimental evidence ac-

cords almost perfectly with the obser-

vations Spalding made so long ago.

The qualifying "almost" is necessi-

tated by the most interesting part of

my experimental results, which in-

volved an investigation of the possi-

ble embryonic auditory factors that

could have "tuned" the duckling to

the hen's species-specific maternal

call in advance of hearing it. This so

of experimental attack on the bastic,

of instinct had been recorrmiended bl

several scientists before me, but n

one had previously singled out the aj

propriate instinctive behavioral ph(

nomenon to trace back to embryoni

existence.

What I was trying to ascertain waj

whether the vocalizations of the en.

bryo have acoustic features in con:

mon with the maternal call, so th

in hearing its own vocalizations th

embryo becomes tuned to those of it

mother. In other words, is the instinc

tive behavior of the newborn duck

ling dependent in part on prior audi

tory experience as an embryo? (

should point out that this is not th

same thing as asking whether
human fetus exposed to the music of

say, Chopin will develop into ai

adult devotee of the composer.)

In collaboration with John G. Van
denbergh, a colleague at the Nort!

Carolina Department of Menta
Health, I devised a technique for mut;

ing embryos and eventually was abl<;

to use this procedure to obtain an exj

perimental result that clearly indi'

cated that the ducklings' response tc

the maternal call of its species is de

pendent upon the young hearing the!

own embryonic vocalizations. Th(

technique, which prevented the em
bryos from vocalizing, involved coat

ing the syringeal membranes with ;

nontoxic surgical glue that preventec

them from vibrating. The embryo;

were thus temporarily rendered mute

(The effect wears off after one to twc

weeks, leaving no permanent dam
age.)

Next the muted embryos were!

tested after hatching for a choice be-j

tween the maternal call of their owr!

species (mallard), the maternal calls!

of other duck species, and the calls!

of chicken hens. The muted duck-,

lings chose their own species' mater-'

nal call over that of the other ducksl

forty-eight hours after hatching. Bui

in discriminating between their spe-

cies' maternal call and the chicken ma-

ternal call, the ducklings chose the

chicken maternal call almost as often

as they did the mallard call. (The rea-

son for this unlikely result is that

some critical acoustic features of the

mallard maternal call are also present

in the chicken call, but not in other

duck maternal calls.) When some
duck embryos were permitted to hear

their own vocalizations for eighteen

to twenty-four hours before being

muted, they chose the mallard call
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\bu 11 see it better through

better binoculars!

m
You've moved quietly a long way over

rough back trails — and suddenly you see

something move! High in a tree overhead,

a baby eagle is helicoptering, fluttering up
from its nest in the first perilous lessons of

flight. Is it too young? Will it be lucky?

If it catches a downdraft or a crosswind, it

will miss the edge of the nest and spiral

helplessly to the earth ... to be abandoned
by its parents. You'll want to take in every

detail of this rare and dramatic moment.

At times like this, poor resolution binoculars

will let you down. They only magnify a

fuzzy image, and so you see everything

bigger— but without the sharp detail vou

need. Some won't focus closer than ?>5

feet or more, a critical weakness when you
want to use them for nature study. And
after prolonged viewing through poor
resolution binoculars vou'll experience eye

fatigue that drains your strength, because
your eyes have been struggling to resolve

a clearer picture.

Also the optics in inexpensive binoculars

can be jarred out of alignment when used
in rough field conditions. And looking

through misaligned binoculars will seem
to pull the eyes right out of your head.

Unfortunately, none of this is obvious when
you go in to buy a pair A sweep around
the store, when you're looking

at nothing in particular,

won't tell you much about

the optics or the construction. But the

name Custom by Bushnell will.

Bushnell is the number one name in

binoculars and the Custom line is Bushnell's

finest. Custom line optics are balanced
and aligned through electronic compu
tation, to prevent eye strain and provide

maximum comfort and they are built

rugged, with heavy duty bridges and hinges
— and locked in -place prisms. These
superbly designed high resolution glasses

were created specifically with the out-

doorsman in mind, and there is a model
for every particular need. For instance, the

Custom 7X35s, 9X36s, and the Custom
Compacts focus down to 14 feet for nature

study close ups! So no matter what aspect

of wildlife you're interested in, Custom
Binoculars by Bushnell will give you the

best look at it.

See them at your nearest Bushnell dealer,

or write to Bushnell Optical Company,
2828 East Foothill Blvd., Dept NH 24,

Pasadena, Ca 91107.

Bushnell is a division of Bausch & Lornb,

with offices in Tokyo, Vancouver B.C.

and dealers the world over

PICK THE MODEL BEST
SUITED FOR YOUR TYPE OF

NATURE STUDY

CUSTOM
ALL

PURPOSE
7K35

CUSTOM
RANGE
MASTER
WIDE
ANGLE
7X35

Wide field ol view.

For glassing large

areas (or wildlife

animal and bird

CUSTOM
EXTRA
BRIGHT
7X50

High light galhenng
qualities. Identifying

birds and animals in

poor light. Excellent

for dawn or dusk
spotting.

CUSTOM
HIGH
POWER
9X36
and

10X50

Long distance viewing.

For steep terrain and
inaccessible areas,

or when extra close

detail is required.

BUShnell Optics for the Outdoorsman
Binoculars • Riflescopes • Photo Lenses • Boresighters • Telescopes



Rich, glove-soft brown leather

Air cells absorb tiring shock. up sole

You literally walk on air!

Glove-soft leather, foam cushioning, and an
arch support you can actually feel make

AIRSHOES a great value in comfortable shoes!

When we say you'll literally walk on
air we mean just that! AIRSHOES are

designed with a unique, 3-layer construc-

tion that puts a cushion of air between
your foot and the ground. In addition,

AIRSHOES are made from glove-soft

leather that molds to the shapg of your
foot and have an arch support you can
really feel!

Here's how AIRSHOES
work:
A layer of foam rubber

gives you air cushioned
comfort from heel to toe.

AIRSHOES are also cush-

ioned with foam around
the ankle and under the tongue.

A layer of air cells beneath the insole

works like built-in shock absorbers to

cushion every step you take.

Suction cup soles and a honeycomb
design trap air beneath the shoe. They
also provide non-slip traction, making
it almost impossible for you to slip.

An arch support you can actually feel.

From the moment you put them on.

you'll feel something that most shoes of

this type lack ... a well-defined arch sup-

port. This makes our AIRSHOES great

for sports as well as one of the best walk-

ing shoes you'll probably ever own.

Other special features:

Slit for laces keeps tongue in place.

Toes are gently squared for style, com-

fort, and plenty of action room.

Padded tongue and ankle collar to

make these shoes equally,as comfortable

with or without socks.

Easy care . . . just wipe clean with a

damp cloth.

So versatile you can practically live

in them.
Combine these features and you get a

shoe that's great for so many activities

you'll want to wear them constantly.

For bicycling, tennis, sight-

seeing, boating, racquetball,

« »-i ^^g^^^m *" s'fnost any active sport,

MADli ^^^H .\lRSHOES will give you

|?ll /% 1V#"^^^^H '""""^ of wearing pleasure,

'•••'"•^^'-l^^^^a Try 'em yourself under our
"You be the Judge^^"
money-back guarantee.

Color: Rich, light brown. Men's sizes

6-12 Women's sizes 5-10. One width fits

A-E. EE order i/, size larger. Size 12,

add §2.00.

No. 2730 (Men's) $30.00
No. 2739 (Women's) $30.00

AIRSHOES are fashioned
from rich, light

^NormniDmpson
QSend FREE "Escape from the
ordinary®'" color catalog. Men's
and women's fashions, unique
gift ideas, and items for your
home . . . many of which can't
be purchased anywhere else.

Dcpt. U",-'H, P.O. Box .3999. Portland. OR 9720H
Order TOLL FREE anytime 80(N547-1 160
(excluding Oregon, Alaska, and Hawaii)

Making it easy to shop
the world by mail since 1949.
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over the chicken call when testec

forty-eight hours after hatching, indi

eating the importance of embryonic

auditory experience.

Duck embryos begin to vocaliz«

when they move into the air space a

the large end of the egg two to thret

days before hatching. They are capa

ble of at least two distinctive vocali

zations at that time: a harsh, loud

high-pitched alarm-distress peep anc

a soft, lower-pitched contact-content

ment cheep. To the human ear, nei

ther of these calls sounds anything

like the maternal call. Nevertheless

while I could not perceive acoustic

similarities between the embryonic!

and maternal calls, the ducklings]

might. By using analyzing devices 1

was able to determine that acoustic

similarities do exist. Embryonic call;

share at least three features in com
mon with the hen's maternal call.

First, the range of frequencies ol

the low-pitched contact-contentmem

call of the mallard duck embryo anc

hatchling overlaps the higher fre

quencies of the mallard maternal call

Second, the characteristic repetitior

rate, that is, the number of notes pei

second in bursts of calling, is abou'

the same in the embryonic and mater-,

nal calls. And third, the characteristic

pattern of the way the frequencies

change, or modulate, in time in the

maternal call is also evident in certair

of the embryonic calls, although the

modulation in the embryonic vocali

zations is very exaggerated and at 2

much higher pitch than in the mater

nal call

.

The fact that 'muted duck hatch

lings in experimental situation;

choose the mallard maternal call ovei!

the chicken maternal call when thejl

have heard their own embryonic vo|

calizations, and fail to do so wherj

they haven't heard these vocaliza

tions, indicates that the embryonic

vocalizations may be supplying some

critical information about one 01

more features of the maternal call

And the fact that embryonic vocaliza

tions and maternal calls share some,

acoustic features further strengthens

the proposition that hearing their owr

vocalizations "tunes" the embryo tc

at least certain feamres of the mater

nal call of its species, thereby attach

ing it to what Douglas Spalding callecL

the "right object."

Gilbert Gottlieb is a developmenta

biopsychologist in the Research Divi
e

sion of the North Carolina Depart

ment of Mental Health.



Howto tell original
prints from cheap reproductions.

S.ilt.uior Dali's original

lithograph. "La Danse". Signed
limited edition of 195-

Buying original prints is an excellent way
for the novice to make a modest investment in

beautiful works of art.

j

The buyer had better beware, however.

I

As more and more attention is being given to

art as an investment, more and more dealers are

trying to pass off cheap reproductions as fine art.

At the Original Print Collectors Group,

we sell only fine original works to a growing
number of people who
are enthusiastic about

buying good art at

moderate prices.

One of our primary

concerns is to educate

our customers,

so that they'll be

able to discriminate

and get true value

for their money.

A few pointers,

then about original

prints:

Original prints, whatever the process used to create

them, are "hand-pulled" under the artist's supervision,

or by the artist himself. This means that any work pro-

duced photographically or by another purely mechanical

process is not an original print.

If you examine a print under a magnifying glass

and discover a regular pattern of small dots, you will

know immediately that it is not an original work.

If the print is a serigraph (produced by a silkscreen

process ) , the ink will seem rather like paint and appear

to be sitting upon (rather than absorbed into) the paper.

Etchings and engravings will produce a physical

impression on the paper itself.

Contemporary original prints will always be signed

in pencil by the artist himself, to indicate personal

supervision and approval of the individual print.

Original prints are always produced in limited

editions, at the most several hundred copies. If thousands

of copies are available,

then the work is almost

certainly not original.

( In most cases, to assure

that the integrity of their
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Looms of Otavalo
by Joseph B. Casagrande

photographs by Victor Engelbert

The conquistadors may have

destroyed traditional Indian

society in Ecuador, but their

presence resulted in an
economic organization that

survives to this day

Even on an ordinary day, there is a

constant flow of people along the high-

way near Otavalo in the Andean high-

lands of northern Ecuador. Despite the

burdens most of them carry on their

backs— a sheaf of cornstalks, a roll of

woven mats, a bundle of firewood —
they usually walk at a rapid gait, as if on

the verge of breaking into a trot, even

while shepherding a flock of panicky

sheep or prodding a few refractory pigs.

Their distinctive dress marks them at

once as being both Indian and as com-

ing from this region of the country. Al-

though there are minor differences from

one community to another, discernible

only to the practiced eye, the basic cos-

tume is much the same. Even the cloth-

ing of the very young replicates that of

the adults. For men, this consists of

white, calf-length trousers fastened at

the side, a white shirt, and a wool pon-

cho, usually indigo blue in color, but

more recently of a large-checked blue

or tan pattern. Most distinctive of all is

the long, single braid of hair, a symbol

of ethnic identity and manhood.

Women typically wear two skirts of

heavy blue or black wool, secured by

one or more finely woven colored belts.

Their lace-trimmcd cotton blouses are

elaborately embroidered with brightly

colored floral designs. A large blue

shawl, loosely tied in front, usually

covers their shoulders. They may also

wear a second shawl that doubles as a

sling in which to carry an infant or other

load. Perhaps the most outstanding fea-

ture of women's dress is theirjewelry

—

multiple bracelets of real or simulated

coral and strand upon strand of hollow

glass beads wound around their necks.

For centuries, the Indians of Otavalo

have been weavers. Now, with the in-

troduction of large-scale commercial

weaving, many have achieved a degree

of affluence unknown to other Ecuado-

rean Indians, most of whom are im-

poverished subsistence farmers. The
products of the looms of Otavalo are

sold in department stores and specialty

shops throughout the United States and

Europe, as well as by itinerant sales-

men in virtually every large city in

South America and the Caribbean Is-

lands.

Of the forty to fifty thousand Indians

living in the communities surrounding

Otavalo, only one-tenth work as full-

time weavers. Peguche and Quin-

chuqui, two villages a short walk from

Otavalo, are foremost in the industry.

Many Otavalehos (those who live in the

Otavalo Valley) are also part-time arti-

sans who make rush mats, pottery, and

bricks. A few are still bound to hacien-

das as day laborers, but are no longer

required to work four days a week in

exchange for a meager wage, access to

a small plot of land, and other hacienda

resources.

Given the valley's high population

density, land is prized and costly. Many

young Otavalehos with no hope of

inheritance are obliged to seek er

ployment in occupations other then a

riculture. There is, accordingly,

steady stream of recruits into the wea

ing industry. Many others, howeve

must seek work elsewhere. The rece

construction boom in Quito, spurred \

petroleum discoveries, has been

prime source of employment. Othe

work in Quito's textile factories. Son

young women have entered domest

service or work as salespeople or wai

resses in Indian-owned shops in Quiti

Weaving was transformed from

handicraft to an organized industi

immediately after the arrival of tf

Spaniards in the sixteenth centur

After the conquistadors had secun

what is now Ecuador for the Spani;

crown, they lost little time in setting i

institutions to exploit Indian labor ar

to drain off a steady stream of tribui

into both crown coffers and priva'

pockets. The obraje— a kind of worl

shop or primitive factory in which te;

tiles were produced—was among the;

institutions. Established throughoi

Ecuador, the largest were operated

crown enterprises, others were license

Peasants who do not ow

enough sheep to provid

sufficient woolfor weaving mm
buy additional wool in th

market. Synthetic fibers are no\

becoming more common
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worked endless hours in cold, dark

structures that were virtual jails. One
official report in 1666 on conditions in

an obraje near Pelileo in central

Ecuador describes in gruesome detail

how workers were flogged and died in

chains for such offenses as falling

asleep on the job, leaving the obraje

without permission, or complaining

about work conditions.

The community obraje of Otavalo

was established in the mid-1500s by

Rodrigo de Salazar, a conquistador

Most woven goods displayed in the

Otavalo market are madefor
the tourist trade. Otavalehos usually

wear traditional ponchos: blue on

one side; a plaid design on the

other. Patterns on long rectangles

of woven cloth, which can be usedfor
curtains or wall hangings, are not

indigenous to Otavalo, frequently

being copies ofdesigns from
isolated Ecuadorean towns.
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10 had received an encomienda from

crown — a form of payment for

vices rendered during the conquest.

1 encomienda gave the holder the

;hts to tribute and labor exacted from

ipecified number of Indians residing

thin a particular domain. At the

ight of its productivity, five hundred

iians labored in thisoi>ra/V, including

ys as young as nine years old.

Three hundred Indians worked in the

guche obraje, begun in 1613 under

ense by the crown. For the next two

turies this obraje suffered a series of

lissitudes, but according to W. B.

5venson, a British soldier of fortune,

was still flourishing when he passed

ough the area in the 1820s. He noted

t the Indians seemed more inclined

ivard weaving than agriculture.

In 1863, Friederich Hassaurek, the

St United States minister to Ecuador,

Dvided another account. "Peguchi is

: name of the factory and beautiful

untry residence of Don Manuel Jijon

coarse woolen goods are made,

h as bayetas for ponchos, jergas for

Indians, and shawls for their women
lese shawls are dyed red, yellow,

ue, or brown , but the red color is most

demand); cloth for coats, vests, pan-

oons, carpets, etc. These goods are

ported chiefly to New Granada as far

Pasto and Popayan in the interior,

id Barbacoas on the coast."

During the nineteenth century, weav-

g in Otavalo underwent a decline , due

part to imports of inexpensive cloth

om Great Britain. In 1917, however, a

irtuitous event occurred that ulti-

ately led to a renaissance of weaving

id set it off in its present direction,

ccording to one account, a wealthy

sident of Quito was given a handsome

id beautifully woven poncho. Gready

npressed with its quality, he sought out

maker, Jose Cajas of Quinchuqui,

ave him an upright Spanish loom, and

:rsuaded him to try to imitate Scottish

veed. Although the result was not

veed, Cajas found a ready market in

'hildren, left, are dressed in

le mass-produced, often foreign-

lade clothing ordinarily worn

Otavalehos. Traditional,

ically made costumes are

^servedfor special occasions.

Quito for his homespun woolen goods.

Other weavers soon followed his lead.

During Worid War II weaving was
given further substantial impetus when
imports from Great Britain came to a

virtual halt. As a result, the demand for

local woolen goods jumped ahead.

After the war's end, however, the re-

sumption of British imports stimulated

the search for other markets and new
products. Greatly improved roads and

other means of transportation eased the

way for salesmen who traveled

throughout Ecuador and into neighbor-

ing countries. Added to this was a rap-

idly increasing influx of foreign tourists

passing through Ecuador, many of

whom were hungry for locally made
textiles. The present-day, wide-flung

weaving industry was on its way.

Today, the popularity and profitabil-

ity of weaving in Otavalo continues to

flower. It is nicely ironic that the weav-

ers have turned to their own advantage

the skills learned and perpetuated in the

hard schools of the obrajes — the in-

strument of their exploitation has be-

come the key to the greater economic

independence and affluence they enjoy

today.

In nearby Peguche, weaving is a

constant activity, and scores of former

residents carry on the occupation

elsewhere. Virtually all men and most

boys over fourteen, as well as a great

many girls and women, work full time

in some aspect of the industry. The

household is the basic unit of produc-

tion, and even the largest enterprises

have expanded from this common base.

Very young children assist in such sim-

ple tasks as cleaning raw wool, and

from the time their legs are long enough

to reach the pedals, young boys take a

turn at the loom. Although many tasks

are shared by men and women, weav-

ing is strictly the province of the men
and finishing the textile is usually

women's work.

Weaving in this community has

undergone a series of profound changes

in recent years. The efficient Spanish

loom replaced the back-strap loom,

which dated from preconquest days,

and now, power looms are beginning to

supersede Spanish ones. The woolens

and cottons formerly used for men's

and women's clothing has virtually dis-

appeared. Cheaper, factory-made cloth

is now preferred. Gone, too, are the

heavy woolen ponchos formerly woven
on the old back-strap loom with labori-

ous care. Very few people, even among
the older men, still know how to weave

the magnificent ponchos with a differ-

ent color on each side. The hand-held

drop spindle yielded to the spinning

wheel, and it, in turn, gave way to

manufactured yam. Similarly, synthetic

fibers are being substituted for wool and

cotton.

Just as the materials and the technol-

ogy of weaving have changed, so, too,

have the products. These are now made
with an eye primarily to the tourist trade

and the foreign market. Among the

more popular items are women's large

fringed shawls, ponchos, scarves,

shoulder bags, small tapestries, and

ponchos for children. Shawls and pon-

chos are brushed with large burs to give

them a soft, downy appearance that,

incidentally, serves to hide imperfec-

tions in the weaving. The women's
ponchos follow the same basic design

as those worn by Indian men, but no

Indian woman would ever wear one.

Bright hues and pastels that span the

whole spectrum are used. The center of

the poncho often has a varicolored

geometric animal or other design.

Otavalenos, however, disdain these

brilliant colors and large designs and

prefer dark blue, black, and brown in

their own clothing.

In communities not yet engaged in

large-scale commercial weaving, older

techniques are still practiced. A visit to

such communities is a step backward in

time. Here, one can still follow the

laborious production of a poncho, from

the cleaning of the raw wool to sewing

the two halves together as they come off

a back-strap loom. Only after studying

the intricate procedures used to prepare

raw wool for weaving, can one ap-

preciate the eagerness with which orlon

and other manufactured yams have

been adopted by the weavers. Workers

must first remove bits of foreign matter

from the wool by hand. They then wash

the wool, often using the juice of the

cabuya plant, which yields a cleansing

foam. After drying, the wool is cleaned

again, fluffed by beating it with a long

rod, and carded to align the fibers in

preparation for spinning. As it comes

from the carder, each fluff of wool is

rolled prior to spinning. For fine work,

two threads are spun together or the

yam is spun a second time.

At this point the yam may be dyed.

Today, commercial aniline dyes are

used almost exclusively, although a few
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people still use the fruit of the black

walnut tree to make a dye that ranges

from black to light greenish brown.

Even after all this, the process is far

from over The warp threads must be

put on a special frame before being

transferred to the loom. This is a com-
plicated and variable procedure, de-

pending on the type of loom used and

the article to be woven. The weaving

process is relatively simple and can be

performed by an apprentice, but setting

up the loom usually requires the exper-

tise of a skilled weaver.

There are many ways in which indi-

viduals participate in the weaving in-

dustry. Many families carry out the en-

tire process, from preparation of the

wool to selling the finished product, but

others specialize in only one phase. At

one end of the scale is the man who
spends a few hours a week on a poncho

that may take him several months to

finish; at the other end, the entrepreneur

who employs about sixty persons in two

round-the-clock shifts. In these small

industries young Indian men, some lit-

tle more than boys, from Peguche and

other neighboring communities operate

the imported power looms, while girls

sew and do other finishing work. A
steady stream of shawls, scarves, pon-

chos, and a variety of "novelty" items,

all in garish colors and bold designs,

comes off the looms. These are stacked

in great piles in storerooms, either to be

sold in quantity to salesmen or shipped

directly to customers.

Although the industry depends
greatly on its weavers, it is largely the

salesmen who carry the flag of Otavalo

identity. They travel to virtually every

major city in South America and the

Caribbean and venture as far afield as

the United States, Spain, and even

Germany. A familiar sight in every

Ecuadorean city and town of any con-

sequence, they can be spotted wherever

tourists congregate: in ports and air-

ports, in front of hotels, in markets,

parks, and main thoroughfares. They

do a lively business selling textiles to

passengers and crew members of ships

calling at Guayaquil, Ecuador's largest

port. Wherever one encounters a

salesman in South America, he is in-

variably dressed in full native costume,

complete with braided hair In a tropical

port he may be drenched with sweat and

still not shed his poncho.

As in other Ecuadorean towns, life in

Otavalo revolves around the weekly

market. Although Otavalo's weaving

business has expanded far beyond the

community's bounds, its local market

is still important for the weavers and

sellers of textiles, including salesmen

— the more so since in recent years the

market itself has become a prime tourist

attraction. Saturday is market day in

Otavalo. Beginning well before dawn,

Indians from throughout the valley and

from even farther afield begin to con-

verge on the plaza. They come by foot,

in packed and dilapidated buses, in

trucks, taxis, and even in private cars.

By sunrise, the usually empty plaza is

transformed into a thronged market in

full swing. But several hours later, the

plaza is again nearly bare, and except

for a few stragglers packing up their

goods, the market is over

The weavers of particular kinds of

goods occupy the same relative po-

sitions each Saturday. Lined along one

wall, they offer ponchos or other items

that lie at their feet. Some have only a

single garment, probably finished that

week, while others have a sizable pile

to sell. Cotton and flannel yardgoods,

blouses, belts, and blankets, as well as

shawls, scarves, and other tourist items

are all displayed.

The future of these weavers is in

many ways problematical. It is doubtful

whether the industry's rapid expansion

since 1950 can be sustained. Given the

increased competition from those

recruited to weaving in recent years,

profit margins have fallen. Long gone

are the days when a handful of pioneer-

ing salesmen sold their wares on the

streets of Bogota at handsome profits.

Quick to recognize a good thing, mes-

tizos have begun to encroach on what

was the exclusive preserve of the In-

dian. Abroad, there is increasing com-
petition from finer textiles produced

elsewhere. And unhappily, at least in

my eyes, the goods now mechanically

produced for a mass market have be-

come increasingly shoddy and gaudy

—

a fate that has befallen native handi-

crafts throughout the world. D

Community work projects warrant

the wearing of traditional dress.

For women, this consists of a

white and a blue skirt, a white

blouse, and a blue poncho.

Kerchiefs cover their heads.
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The Auroras
by Raymond G. Roble

These brilliant displays of
multicolored light may
exert subtle effects on our

atmosphere and weather

The polar regions of our planet are

known for their barren, wind-swept ice

fields and the feeling of desolation that

may assail a traveler to those parts. But

when darkness falls, the same traveler

is often compensated by a dazzling dis-

play that can fill the entire sky. This

multihued light show, known as the au-

rora borealis, or northern lights, in the

Northern Hemisphere and the aurora

australis, or southern lights, in the

Southern Hemisphere, is an awesome
sight to those who witness its largest

manifestations. In polar regions, the

aurora is a nightly event. At lower

latitudes, it is less frequent. In most of

the United States, these light spectacles

can only be seen during geomagnetic

storms, when the aurora moves from its

normal polar position toward the lower

latitudes.

The brilliant light emissions of the

aurora are a sign that enormous
amounts of energy are being transferred

to the earth's high atmosphere, about

sixty miles above the planet's surface,

from the space nearby. Where does this

energy originate? How is it introduced

into our atmosphere? Does the aurora

— and the energy transfer that accom-

panies it— affect our atmosphere and

perhaps influence our weather? These

are some of the questions that scientists

are attempting to answer

To examine the physical mechanisms

responsible for the aurora, a huge vol-

ume of space surrounding the earth

must be probed, directly by satellites

and remotely by aircraft and ground-

based instruments. It is not possible at

the present time to put forth a unified

theory of the many processes associated

with the aurora with which all scientists

will agree. Yet we are beginning to get

glimpses of some fascinating effects as-

sociated with the aurora.

The ultimate energy source of the

aurora is the sun— not the sun's radiant

energy, but rather the solar wind energy

that flows radially outward from the

sun's surface in all directions. (The

source and properties of the solar wind

were described in "The Turbulent

Sun," a special supplement in the

November 1976 issue of Natural His-

tory.) Unlike the wind we know, the

solar wind is composed primarily of

charged particles, electrons and pro-

tons, which form a gaseous medium
called a plasma.

The solar wind is turbulent, with

large variations in its speed and density

as well as in its magnetic and electrical

properties. Because of these latter pro-

perties, the solar wind does not impinge

directly on the earth's atmosphere but,

instead, interacts with the earth's mag-
netic field, which extends high above

the atmosphere. During the interaction

of the solar wind with the outermost

portions of the earth's magnetic field,

electric and magnetic forces are gen-

erated that deflect the charged particles

of the solar wind and cause the wind to

flow at large distances around the earth

toward outer space. The earth's mag-
netic field in this way forms a huge,

invisible protective shield, called the

magnetosphere, around the globe. The
solar wind, however, is strong enough

to distort the configuration of the

earth's magnetic field as it flows by. The
size of the magnetosphere depends on

the variable strength of the solar wind.

On the sunward side of the earth, the

solar wind compresses the magneto-

sphere, which extends about 40,000

miles from the terrestrial surface to-

ward the sun; on the night side of the

earth, the solar wind stretches the ma
netosphere into a long tail extendii

about 400,000 miles from the earth

surface.

The shielding property of the ma, i

netosphere is not perfect. Small quai

tities of solar wind particles and enerj

regularly enter the magnetosphere; b

how much, varies in time. The amou
appears to depend on such properties (

the solar wind as its speed, density, ar

magnetic field direction. Once insi<

the magnetosphere, the solar wir

plasma is energized by electrical ai

magnetic processes and ultimately fine

its way to the earth's polar atmosphen

where it produces the aurora.

The solar wind blows continuous!

although variably, and the aurora

consequently always present in th

polar regions. In its typical form, tl

aurora is quiet and relatively smal

suggesting a shimmering curtain or ai

of light. But observations show that n<

all of the solar wind energy entering th

magnetosphere is steadily released int

the earth's atmosphere in the form

quiet auroral arcs. Instead, the maj

netosphere has a tendency to store som

of the solar wind energy for later dii

charge. When the energy stored in th

magnetosphere develops an instabilit

on a global scale, it is suddenly release

from the magnetosphere into the ai

mosphere. These intermittent dis

charges, called auroral substorms, ger

erally last a few hours before the aurot

returns to its normal condition of quiel

Substorms occur on an average of fiv

to six times a day, every day, each tim

The facing photograph an

succeeding pictures ofth

aurora were taken in Alaska
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Llepositing impulses of solar wind en-

•gy into the polar regions of our at-

losphere at heights above about sixty

iles. The average rate of energy these

iroral substorms release into the

irth's atmosphere every day amounts

» approximately a million-million

atts.

Despite the regularity and energy of

jroral substorms, they are not gen-

ally seen at mid-latitudes. It requires

geomagnetic storm, an event powered

y still greater energy than a substorm,

make the aurora visible over the

Inited States, and even then the view-

ig is commonly restricted to the north-

part of the country. During geo-

lagnetic storms, the solar wind flow-

ig past the earth is enhanced by the

ption of solar flares in the sun's at-

losphere. Solar flares eject streams of

ergetic particles from the sun into

uter space. The particles that flow to-

ard the earth require a few days of

avel time before encountering the

arth's magnetic field. In the course of

leir journey, the solar flare particles

ombine with the solar wind, and when
le augmented solar wind interacts with

le earth's magnetosphere, a global

eomagnetic storm occurs on earth.

Unlike auroral substorms, geomag-

tic storms are not a regular occur-

!nce nor do they follow any known
metable. They are characterized by

icreased auroral activity, which moves
award the equator from its normal po-

ition. There are also changes in the

arth's magnetic field strength caused

y the intense electric currents of a few

lillion amperes that flow into and out

if the upper atmosphere during these

vents. At these times, radio communi-
ation may be disrupted and power fail-

res may occur because of interference

I'ith sensitive power monitoring cir-

uits.

A geomagnetic storm can last from

ine to five days. During this period, the

uroral substorm sequence continues as

isual but the size and frequency of the

laily substorms increase greatly. The
imount of energy transferred from the

mhanced solar wind into the magneto-

;phere and then into the earth's atmo-

:phere in the form of the aurora can

ncrease the energy level by ten times or

nore that of geomagnetic quiet periods.

\s the strengthened portion of the solar

vind flows by the earth and the solar

,vind returns to its prestorm condition,

he geomagnetic storm subsides and au-

roral activity moves away from low and

mid-latitudes, returning to its quiet-

time position in the polar regions. The
sequence of quiet auroral displays and

less intense substorms also returns.

Satellite observations of the aurora

show that it has considerable variability

in its special extent, geographic loca-

tion, and intensity, indicating that the

solar wind energy input into the earth's

atmosphere is also highly variable.

Studies demonstrate that the energy

from the solar wind can vary by a factor

of 100 from geomagnetic quiet to geo-

magnetic storm conditions.

Bombarding streams of particles that

have been accelerated from the mag-
netosphere into the upper atmosphere

cause the atmospheric gases to glow

and produce the auroral light displays.

These particles flow along magnetic

field lines from the earth's magneto-

sphere into its atmosphere in the vicin-

ity of its magnetic poles. This is also the

vicinity of the geographic poles. Parti-

cles flow through the rarefied regions in

the magnetosphere without many colli-

sions because there are few particles

there with which to collide. As the par-

ticles flow toward the earth, however,

they penetrate into ever denser regions

of the earth's atmosphere and hence

undergo more and more collisions with

atmospheric gases. The particles can

only penetrate the atmosphere to a

depth at which the gases composing the

atmosphere are dense enough to absorb

the energy of the particles.

The energy of the auroral particles is

such that when they collide with neutral

atoms and molecules in the earth's at-

mosphere, they break the molecules

apart to form atoms, excite the atoms

and unbroken molecules to higher en-

ergy levels, and even ionize the atoms

and molecules, that is, strip away elec-

trons, leaving these formerly neutral

entities in a charged state. In perturbing

the background atmospheric gases in

this way, the aurora changes the normal

chemical reactions that occur in the

upper atmosphere. About 50 percent of

the energy of auroral particles goes into

exciting atmospheric molecules and

atoms to higher energy levels, causing

them to radiate and thereby produce the

dazzling light displays of the aurora.

About 20 percent of the particle energy

is involved in chemical reactions of at-

mospheric gases produced by the au-

rora, namely, atomic oxygen and

atomic nitrogen; the remaining 30 per-

cent of the particle energy heats the

gases of the high upper atmosphere

without exciting the molecules.

Low-energy particles (of a few

hundred electron volts) deposit most of

their energy high in the atmosphere at

an altitude about 150 miles above the

surface of the earth. Atomic oxygen is

the main constituent in this rarefied re-

gion of our atmosphere. The low-

energy auroral electrons excite atomic

oxygen to a higher energy level, and

when the oxygen atom releases its en-

ergy, it is radiated as red light. A com-
pletely red aurora indicates that the at-

mosphere is being bombarded with

low-energy particles and that most of

the particle energy is being deposited

high in our atmosphere where atomic

oxygen prevails.

Higher energy particles (of a few

thousand electron volts) can penetrate

deeper into the earth's atmosphere and

consequently deposit most of their en-

ergy at a lower altitude of about sixty

miles. These higher energy particles

also excite the oxygen atom, but to a

higher energy level, producing a glow-

ing green aurora. When the oxygen

atom is excited, it requires a finite time

before it can produce light by radiating

its excess energy.

The amount of time is determined by

the level of excitation of the atom: 1 10

seconds for the atomic oxygen red line

and about one second for the atomic

oxygen green line. The red emission of

atomic oxygen is suppressed at al-

titudes below about 125 miles because

the excited atom loses its excess energy

by collisions with other particles in the

denser atmosphere of the region before

it has time to radiate. But in the rarefied

atmosphere above 125 miles, where

collisions are infrequent, the red emis-

sion occurs. Thus, the visible color of

the aurora is an indication of the height

at which the bombarding particle en-

ergy is being deposited within our

atmosphere: red near 150 miles; green

near 60 miles. And the intensity of the

aurora is related to the number of parti-

cles entering the atmosphere. The ap-

pearance of simultaneous red and green

in the aurora indicates a mixture of low-

and high-energy particles.

Particles with energies greater than a

few thousand electron volts also bom-

bard the earth's atmosphere. They pen-

etrate to within fifty miles of the earth's

surface but do not produce any visible

light displays. Although the atoms and
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molecules of atmospheric gases are ex-

cited, they lose their energy very

rapidly by collisions in the denser at-

mospheric regions before they can

radiate. The visible light displays of the

aurora therefore only occur above

heights of about fifty to fifty-five miles.

The energetic particles that penetrate

below fifty miles, however, can cause

enhanced ionization that affects radio

waves and communications on earth.

The energy from the aurora, and its

associated electrical processes, is as

variable as the auroral light displays,

but at times it can exceed the amount of

solar radiant energy absorbed in the at-

mosphere above sixty miles. As a re-

sult, the earth's atmosphere above that

height has a meteorology of its own,
which differs somewhat from the famil-

iar weather we experience near the

earth's surface. Unlike the lower at-

mosphere, which is driven by direct

visible solar radiant energy, the atmo-

sphere above sixty miles is driven

primarily by two other forms of solar

energy: ultraviolet radiant energy and

the energy of the solar wind that is de-

posited within our atmosphere through

auroral processes.

For example, during spring and fall,

the maximum solar radiant heating oc-

curs at the equator where the sun is

overhead. The incoming radiant energy

heats the air in that region, causing it to

expand and rise. As the heated air rises,

it develops an increase in pressure and

flows northward and southward toward

the poles, which are cooler regions of

less pressure. The mean wind circula-

tion, or flow of air, in the upper atmo-

sphere is consequently from the equator

toward both poles. This circulation pat-

tern exists when the aurora is quiet and

ultraviolet energy is the main driving

force in the circulation of the upper

atmosphere. When the aurora is being

turned on and off by daily substorms,

however, the average auroral heating is

large enough to disrupt the mean wind

circulation. Occurring simultaneously

in both polar regions, the aurora pro-

vides sufficient added heat to force the

air to flow away from the poles toward

the equator. Just how far back toward

the equator the aurora-driven circula-

tion pattern pushes the mean wind cir-

culation depends on the size of the au-

rora. During very large geomagnetic

storms, the auroral heating is so large

that the airflow is completely reversed,

and in most of the upper atmosphere
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above sixty miles, circulation moves

from both poles toward the equator.

Then as the aurora becomes quiet

again, normal circulation in the upper

atmosphere redevelops and the airflow

moves again from the equatorial region

toward both poles. Through these proc-

esses, the global atmospheric circula-

tion above sixty miles is kept in a con-

stant state of agitation, being forced one

way when the aurora is quiet and in the

opposite direction when geomagnetic

storms a;"e in progress.

The winds associated with the mean
circulation pattern described above are

quite strong compared with the winds

we experience near the earth's surface.

During quiet auroral conditions, the

daily winds at heights of about 185

miles have typical velocities of 225 to

450 mph. When auroral activity in-

creases, the winds also increase to

speeds of about 670 to 900 mph. Dur-

ing very large auroral storms, winds

approach velocities of 1,120 mph. Dur-

ing one large storm on July 4, 1974, a

wind measurement of 1,433 mph at an

altitude of about 150 miles was made
from Fritz Peak, Colorado, about

twenty miles west of Boulder.

The temperature of the upper atmo-

sphere also increases by some 100° to

500°K during auroral events from its

normal quiet time value of 1,000°K at

heights of 150 miles. These large atmo-

spheric responses take place in a region

of our atmosphere that is very rarefied,

where satellites in orbit experience only

minimal air drag. Nevertheless, our

upper atmosphere near the fringe of

outer space can undergo large tempera-

ture and circulation changes whenever

the aurora interferes.

The effect of the aurora on atmo-

spheric motions and temperatures di-

minishes progressively below 60 miles.

At that altitude the atmosphere be-

comes so dense, as compared with the

rarefied region near 150 miles, that

changes in atmospheric circulation and

temperature caused by the aurora are

relatively small and difficult to detect.

Yet, some scientific studies have sug-

gested that the aurora can affect weather

even near the surface of the earth. Such

a relationship between the aurora and

surface weather is difficult to under-

stand. Auroral energy, although large

enough to cause changes in the atmos-

phere above 60 miles, is about a million

times smaller than the visible radiant

solar energy that drives the surface

weather. What physical mechanism ca

account for the influence of the auroi

on our weather?

Auroral activity is related to sui

spots; both have a well-define

eleven-year cycle. Auroral activity i

greatest when the sun has the large!

number of sunspots. The sun also has

twenty-two-year cycle, composed

two eleven-year cycles, during whic

the sun's magnetic poles are reversed

Studies of droughts on the high wester

plains of the United States also reveal

twenty-two-year cycle. The well

known dust bowl of the 1930s, the dr

period of the 1950s, and the currer

drought in the western states have

occurred during periods of sunspc

minimum and minimum auroral acti\

ity. Can this be mere coincidence or i

the aurora really affecting our weathe

in some subtle way?
No matter what the answer to tk

question may be, the aurora does pro

duce a number of clearly documente

effects on our atmosphere. The in

creased ionization that results froi

bombardment by auroral particles af

fects the ionosphere (the outer part o

the atmosphere, beginning at an al

titude of about forty miles) and radii

communication. Very energetic parti

cles, penetrating deep into the atmo

sphere, produce chemical constituent

that affect the ozone layer, fifteen ti

twenty-five miles above the earth's sui

face, which shields us from harmfu

solar radiation.

We are beginning to understand th

effect of auroral activity on the uppe

atmosphere, but it is going to be ver

difficult to find and verify auroral ef

fects on the lower atmosphere, particu

larly those associated with weathe

events. Until that is accomplished, th(

aurora will remain a demonstration o

the terrestrial effects of the vast sola

wind, producing the greatest light shov

on earth. C

Charged particlesfrom a soUu

flare on April 14, 1974

contributed to the large

auroral displays encircling

the northern border oftht

United States, as shown in thi:

composite satellite photograpl

taken several days later

World Data Center, f
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Surrounded as you are by animals, Madame, you need notfear starvation!



rhe Siege of Paris
y Gerald Carson

aced with starvation,

arisians consumed their

ets and zoo animals

Without allies or a ready army,

apoleon III, the emperor of France

uring the Second Empire, was ma-
ipulated into attacking Prussia, the

Tongest military power in Europe,

n a point of etiquette. Thus, by de-

iaring war on July 19, 1870, he

reated an empire—the German

—

nd collapsed another—his own.

Following the catastrophic defeat

f the French army and the capture of

ouis Napoleon at Sedan, two Prus-

an armies, moving rapidly, reached

round the City of Light like the

laws of some giant crustacean. The
trategic plan was simple—it would
e cheaper to starve the city than to

ssault it. The defenses were formi-

able; a garrison of 1 80,000 troops of

le line, a body of marines, and re-

er\ists called Mobile Guards, plus

00,000 National Guardsmen — es-

entially untrained, part-time soldiers,

•;ut full of fight. Ramparts, averaging

hirty feet in height, surrounded by a

i itch eighteen feet in depth, and with

i glacis in front covered by felled

|:ees, enclosed a circle of nearly

iwenty-one miles. Seventeen de-

ached forts defended the approaches

p the main fortifications.

An odd euphoria seized Paris, as

veil as a fanatical determination to

esist the Germans. Having vowed to

ight to the end, the Parisians were
onstrained to do it. A republic, the

rhird, was proclaimed. Amidst gen-

eral rejoicing over being rid of the

Jonapartist Second Empire, the for-

eign invader was for the moment
trangely ignored. The imperial

•agles were torn from public build-

ngs and military shakos. Street

lames celebrating the late regime
vere expunged. One shouted for la

latrie. sang the Marseillaise, shook
lands, and wore something red—

a

carnation, a sash, a cockade. The bust

of Napoleon III at the Comedie Fran-

gaise disappeared from view, and an

American dentist. Dr. Thomas W.
Evans, gallantly spirited the Empress
Eugenie off to England.

Uncomplimentary stereotypes

about Napoleon's big nose and the

empress's morals provided carica-

turists, songwriters, political journal-

ists, and the radical political clubs

with inexhaustible material for pi-

quant and often scurrilous commen-
tary. Hawkers cried up their leaflets

and satiric broadsides on the boule-

vards: 'The Conspiracy of the Jesuits

Against the Republic!" "The Con-
fession of Napoleon III," "The
Bonaparte Woman, her Lovers, her

Orgies." One cartoon depicted Bis-

marck, the Prussian chancellor, as a

cook and explained why the Germans
neither bombarded nor attacked. The
placard showed the Iron Chancellor

as saying: "To cut down these Pari-

sians whom I detest, it is necessary

to let them stew in their own juice

until the right moment."
Inside the city, the theaters, cafes,

and boulevards were crowded and

colorful. There were flowers, illumi-

nations, and the sound of drums and

bugles. Patriotic visits were made to

the statue of Strasbourg in the Place

de la Concorde to honor the fortress

in Alsace that was putting up a heroic

defense. Spy hysteria erupted. One
American clergyman was arrested

and dragged off to prison for writing

in his diary what he had for breakfast.

The suggestion was considered of ar-

resting the functionaries of the late

imperial bureaucracy, although the

appropriate question was how to ar-

rest the Prussians.

Everyone who could put on a uni-

form did so, including pretty ladies

who competed aggressively for cus-

tody of the limited supply of wounded
soldiers then available. A wounded
man was valuable. He defended a res-

idence against the billeting of refugee

peasants, against incendiarism from
social malcontents, against robbery

or possible Prussian requisition.

Semaphores signaled by day from the

Arc de Triumph, and giant electric

searchlights on the hilltop at Mont-
martre swept the northern approaches

to the city at night. Soldiers drilled in

the squares. War industries hummed
in factories and railroad stations and
the gardens of the Tuileries palace

were chock-a-block with caissons

and cannon. The opportune appear-

ance of the aurora borealis early in

September offered convincing evi-

dence to those with a receptive cast

of mind that nature was signaling an

early deliverance for France, while

the devout put their faith in Saint

Genevieve, the city's patron saint.

But the early enthusiasts who had

purchased maps of Prussia in order to

follow the triumphant French army
on its march to Berlin quietly put their

cartes aside. Mass graves were being

dug at Montmartre.

There would be food enough for

all, the Government of National De-

fense announced. Two hundred and

fifty thousand sheep and forty thou-

sand oxen herded into the Bois de

Boulogne, bleating and bellowing

unhappily, made a bucolic scene

where but lately the world of fashion

and elegance had taken its pleasure.

Thousands of meat animals milled

about in the confines of the Lu.xem-

bourg Gardens, while masses of agi-

tated cattle blocked the boulevards,

pushing against the horse chestnut

trees and the urinals. The huge central

market was filled with casks of

smoked or salted meat, barrels of

flour, great wheels of cheese, moun-
tains of dried vegetables. The par-

tially completed Opera, the marble-

and-gold masterpiece of Jean Louis

Charles Garnier. was converted into

a water reservoir below, and trans-

formed above into a bakery, a hospi-

tal, and a depot for food and army

clothina. Fruits, fresh vegetables
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from nearby truck gardens, dairy

products—all the components of the

traditional French cuisine—poured

into the city although rising prices

began to cause some apprehension as

early as August.

September was never more warm
and beautiful and early October pro-

vided a delightful interlude of Indian

summer. While the weather held, and

before the Germans had completed

their encirclement, the general public

was invited to clean out the game in

the oak-and-chestnut forest of Com-
piegne, once the hunting preserve of

kings, to deprive the invading army
of meat and sport. In the suburbs,

houses were leveled and trees cut

down to create fields for artillery fire.

The exodus of upper-class families to

Brittany, Normandy, Tours, and Bor-

deaux was more than replaced by an

inflow of refugees who temporarily

provided more food than they con-

sumed. According to a story widely

circulated at the time, a farmer-refu-

gee, who brought his way of life with

him, was lodged in a handsome man-
sion and soon smelled up the neigh-

borhood. The owner of the property

investigated and found a rooster and

his harem on the balcony. The ante-

chamber was muddy and well ma-
nured. The next room was a rabbit

run. The master bedroom contained

a basin for the ducks, and gruntings

from the drawing room announced

the presence of a pig. When the

owner of the residence asked why the
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farm animals could not have been

kept in the garden, the farmer replied:

"But it is the time for sowing and

where would I sow my barley?"

The theaters were closed by edict

of the Provisional Government, not

for any good reason, but because that

is the sort of thing governments think

of. Meanwhile, those with ready

money laid in private stocks of food-

stuffs and gave chic siege dinners

—

un diner de siege was the phrase in

vogue—as a kind of defiance of the

enemy and to break the ennui. Recre-

ation was narrowly limited. One
asked for the news, but there was no
news. On Sundays, crowds rode on
the beltway railroad inside the ram-

parts, climbed the walls to gaze at the

French outer forts and the Prussian

batteries through telescopes or opera

glasses, or chatted with the Mobile
Guards who had little to do except

gamble, drink to the point of indisci-

pline, and hunt rats. By mid-Sep-
tember, Paris saw its last train depart,

last regular mail delivery ; and Felix

Turnachon, an ardent believer in air-

ships, was testing the possibilities of

communication with the outside

world by balloon flights.

The public powers were reassur-

ing. Louis Trochu, president of the

Government of National Defense and

military governor of Paris, proved to

be a talkative general who declared

that if the Germans penetrated the for-

tifications, they would be killed and
provide abundant humus for future

%

generations of Frenchmen. Privatel

Trochu was lukewarm in loyal

toward the republic he headed ai

considered capitulation inevitable,

military officer of towering incomp
tance, the general's first probing so ^ii,

tie was a failure, as were all his subsi

quent efforts to break through tl

German lines. Trochu talked much i

his plan. But in fact he had no plan

Mid-October. Chill rains turning!

sleet fell heavily from gray skie:

Lack of heat and light posed ne
problems; the food situation gre'

tight. The outlines of "the terribj

year" were becoming visible. Tt
government had only the vaguest ide

of how many people were in Paris

the actual number on December 3(

1 870, not counting armed forces , w£
2,005,709—nor did it develop rel

able information as to the quantity c

food available. But those in authorit

calculated roughly that all could b

fed for eighty days. After that, Prov:

dence or Saint Genevieve woul
surely intervene.

The foreign population was the ob

ject of some hostility as representing

like animal pets, unnecessary mouth
to feed. United States citizens wer

generally well regarded for a numbe
of reasons: because this country wa
the first nation to recognize the Thir

Republic, because Americans wer

not numerous, and because the Amer
ican legation was headed by a re

markably able diplomat, Elihu Benja

min Washburne. Washburne was th

only minister of a major power whi

stayed in Paris throughout the siege

The American "ambulance," mean
ing hospital (drawing on the lesson

of our Civil War), also had the bes

record of all in the city for the car(

and recovery of the wounded.
Bread was price controlled and di(

not yet present a problem althougl

the quality was dropping. Win<
flowed like water. There was plenty

of mustard but little beef to put it on

As early as September 27 there wa!

an angry demonstration on the Boule

vard des Italiens against the fooc

speculators and the inequities ahead)

opening up between the rich and th<

poor. A curious phenomenon arose

All Paris was seized by a sudden anc

uncontrollable appetite. Those for

merly content with two eggs and a bi

of cheese now wished for red meat

grilled rare, and a bottle of Burgundy



Potatoes and dried beans rose four

I six times in price and shortly disap-

lared from grocers" stocks. A laying

n was truly a bird that laid golden

jgs. "Lamb" was still displayed in

'
le shops and appeared on restaurant

lenus but, curiously enough, at the

ime time the dog population

ropped sharply. "Rabbit" became a

immon euphemism for cat or kitten,

lien smothered in onions or served

^astew. Accomplished hosts, noted

)r their good tables, offered

—

ithout apology

—

le rat. sauce
ladere. The fork hesitated over such

ishes. But cultural conditioning

gainst unaccustomed viands could

ot hold out indefinitely against the

nperious demands of a growling

lomach. One meat, the flesh of the

ill\goat, defeated the best efforts of

le most ingenious cooks. As one res-

lurant proprietor noted despairingly,

/ /;/'(( ete impossible de faire dis-

Hiruitre I'odeur.

Parisians disdained horse meat
1 hen it first appeared on the market,

or the French do not modify their

ating habits lightly. Louis XVL it

vill be recalled, was obliged to wear

ne blossom of the potato plant as a

loutonniere to persuade his subjects

; Granger Collection

to accept the white tuber as an ele-

ment in their diet. At the com-
mencement of the siege, the notion of

eating horse produced a shrug and a

grimace. But Dr. Edme Bourgoin,

chief pharmacist at the Children's

Hospital, lectured on the health-

fulness and nutritive values of horse-

flesh. The government instituted

inspection at the horse markets. The
press and the Horse-eating Society

praised horse beef. Hippophagous
fare carried the day, winning accept-

ance first among such group leaders

as scholars, writers, artists, and jour-

nalists. The fat of the horse was also

pushed as a butter substitute since

even lard had become mythical,

something remembered nostalgically

from a former life. People formed
lines just to gaze when a luxury shop

at the Palais Royal displayed a single

pat of butter, like some precious

jewel, centered for dramatic effect on
a stand that slowly revolved.

Butcher shops were frequently

shuttered. When they were open,

meat was obtained only after hours of

waiting. The customer presented a

roughly printed blue ration card with

coupons attached. As the supply of

horses diminished, the meat allow-

Parisians selling pets at a market specializing in dog and cat meat.

ance fell from 150 grams (slightly

more than 5 ounces) a day per person

to 10() grams, then to K8, and finally

to 33 per day (or slightly more than

an ounce). Before long the queues of

patient women obtained horse beef

only after the animals had died on the

battlefield. About 70,(X)0 horses, it is

estimated, were eaten during the

siege.

Theophile Gautier, the novelist

and critic, who published a volume of

eyewitness vignettes of life during the

siege, speculated on whether animals

respond to events around them that

are outside their instinctive sphere.

He concluded that they might not

know what King William I of Prussia,

General Moltke, and Bismarck were

up to, but they sensed well enough
that all was not as it should be in

Paris. Dogs reproached their masters

who offered meager rations, often of

gray, gluey bread, asking with plead-

ing eyes for what fault they were
being punished. Lost dogs from the

provinces, trying to find a new protec-

tor, rested their muzzles in the palms

of passersby, pledging good and

faithful service if only they would be

received. And then they noticed that

people were looking at them in a pe-

culiar way; that the caressing hand
was feeling them over with the

fingers of a butcher. They had be-

come game and were in mortal danger

of the running knot, the sack, and the

club. Cats assessed the situation first.

Prudently, they took to the rooftops

and deep cellars to avoid ending up
on a sharp hook invitingly set off with

paper frills and colored ribbons.

To many, the idea of eating dogs

was revolting. One French journalist

wrote that he could only compare it

to Orestes, of classical literature, eat-

ing his best friend , Pylades ; or to Paul

devouring his true love, Virginie. But

as with the horse dilemma, hunger

has a marvelous effect upon attitudes.

In the last bleak months of 1870, spe-

cialized canine and feline butcher

shops opened in many locations.

They also handled rats.

During this time of misery and near

starvation, French wit still flashed

across the pages of the illustrated

papers. One cartoon set forth the risk

involved in eating rats by picturing a

cat that had jumped down a man's

throat after the rat, leaving only its

hind legs and tail sticking out of his
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A fish market holds a public auction of its dwindling supplies.

mouth. Le Figaro printed the story

that a pack of dogs pursued a man
who could not understand their inter-

est in him until he remembered that

he had eaten a rat for breakfast. An-
other illustrated sheet showed a hand-

some officer escorting a young lady

into a restaurant, a loaf of bread under

his arm. A sign on the wall warned,

"Clients Bring Their Own Bread."

Gallows humor often turned on the

fate of pets. A good bourgeois

couple had a little dog of whom they

were very fond. But a day came when
there was nothing to eat. Their com-
panion had to be killed and cooked.

His master and mistress ate with tears

in their eyes, and as the wife mechan-
ically placed tiny rib bones on the side

of her plate, she sighed, "What a

treat these would have been for poor

Bijou!"

Nerves grew taut while the be-

sieged city waited for the attack that

did not come. Sorties were made but

bloodily repelled, while crackpot

ideas proliferated for dealing with the

impasse. One idea was to infect dogs

with rabies and turn them loose on the

Germans. Another suggestion, en-

dorsed by a number of journals, was
to release the carnivorous animals in
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the zoo against the besiegers. A
difficulty, of course, was that the

beasts would have to be familiar with

the Prussian uniforms so as to know
whom to attack. Since balloons could

not be steered, another Rube Gold-

berg idea for achieving improved
communications with the rest of

France was to have the balloons

pulled by four eagles while the human
passengers in the gondola pointed

poles skewered with red meat in the

direction desired. The use of pigeons

to carry messages worked reasonably

well until the winter storms arrived.

The carrier pigeon came to be re-

garded almost as a sacred bird, rea-

sonably safe from ending up in a pi-

geon pie. Paris was especially bitter

when the Germans imported falcons

from Saxony to bring down the

winged messengers, which bore such

affectionate names as Gladiator, Ver-

mouth, and Fille de I'Air.

November and December were
bone cold, gloomy, snowy. The
Seine froze over. Alternate street

lamps were cut off. Transportation

was almost nonexistent since most of

the omnibus company's horses had
been sacrificed. For a time in No-
vember the theaters reopened, giving

short benefit performances—a mov
ment from a symphony, scenes fro

Corneille's Horace or Moliere's Ti

Misanthrope—for the wounded, tl

orphaned, or for the purchase of

cannon. Ernest Lebouve, the pla;

Wright, lectured on "Moral Foe

During the Siege," and there wei

poetry readings from Victor Huge

Mile. Marie-Justine Favart, lookir

adorable in a satin dress that suj

gested the plumage of a dove, deli

ered a charming topical poem calk

"Les Pigeons de la Republique

at matinees on the Left Bank, Sara

Bernhardt of the Odeon passed th

hat. It was, appropriately, a Prussia

helmet.

The performances ceased by th

end of December because of the col

and lack of fuel and light. Many re;

taurants closed. Even such a wel
known rendezvous as Chez Brebar

32, Boulevard Poissoniere, wher
Edmond de Goncourt joined friend

in the arts and sciences to dine an

talk, shut off the gas at seven-thirty

The amenities of life steadily shrank

While lunching at the Tavern d

Lucas, Goncourt found on his bij

a charge for the napkin, reflecting th

difficulty of obtaining hot water an'

fats for making soap. Men walkei

home through silent streets, hearin;

perhaps the clop-clop of a singL

fiacre, while finding their way with ;

lantern as in the middle ages. The si

lence, L'lllustration said, was op

pressive enough to make one think h(

was in Carpentras (chief town of th(

Vaucluse)—a French way of sayinj

that Paris had become Dullsville. Th<

American minister, who had been

congressman from Illinois, said tha

the Champs Elysees in January made
him think of Main Street in Galena

Illinois. Hunger, cold, dirt, and mal

nutrition were doing their work. Pub
lie health took a sharp downturn due

to respiratory diseases, diarrhea, dys

entery, cholera, and smallpox, which

together tripled the mortality rate.

Parisians of whatever class were

startled when they happened to pass

the show window of Chevet's of the

Palais Royal. Chevet's had been a

famous luxury food emporium,
somewhat like Fauchon's today on

the Place de la Madeleine. Chevet's

had been known for artistic composi-

tions of fresh fish on marble tables,

lobsters and turtles surrounded by
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i A couple setting offfor dinner take the precaution of bringing their own bread.
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y Hungry customers line up in the rain outside a butcher shop for their quota of meat.
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OSS, fat turkeys, deer hanging in

ont of the boutique. Other featured

;licacies were the fine chickens of

lans, pheasants, Scotch grouse, not

omit the pate de foie gras, bro-

lettes of ortolans, peaches and

)megranates, pears worthy— it is

autier speaking, almost overcome

/ his memories—of the grarid dukes

Tuscany. But gone, all gone, were

le gratifications of yesteryear. In-

ead, the stroller saw the blinding art

the tinsmith— in other words,

inned goods. The containers were

)und, square, oblong, but all were

liny and all were ticketed with pro-

ibitive prices. Only those who still

ad gold or bank notes could touch

lem. For the poor, the government

stablished municipal butcher shops

nd canteens. For bread, they ate a

ray-to-black lump compounded of

ats, bran, rice, barley, straw, and

ther ingredients not readily identi-

able. By mid-January the govern-

lent did what it had vowed it would

ever do—forbade the free sale of

read altogether, allowing a daily

uota of 300 grams for adults; for

hildren, half that amount.

Osseine, an ersatz food devised by
le chemist Edmond Fremy and con-

iining ground-up bones, was intro-

uced; also a kind of artificial milk.

'You talk about what is eaten, can

€ eaten, or can be found to eat,"

joncourt confided to his diary.

'Conversation does not go beyond
hat." Each problem tied in with

ome related shortage. With coal,

oke, and wood disappearing, mobs
lesperate for heat snatched away
ences and benches, raided the wood
'ard in the rue Biot. They broke up
loors, furniture, and leveled the re-

naining trees in the parks and along

he great avenues, the Champs
ilysees and nobly shaded, fashion-

ible streets in the west end of Paris,

;uch as rue Montaigne or the hand-

;ome Avenue de ITmperatrice (now
\venue Foch), where the American
ninister lived. Here Washburne saw
vomen and children hacking away at

he trees, gleaning every branch and

wig, anything for fuel to cook their

jrams of food and create some
A'armth on the home hearth. The
greenwood, unfortunately, produced
nuch smoke and discomfort, but lit-

le flame or heat.

The menagerie animals repre-

Prints Division, New York Public Library

Withfood stores empty, the predator becomes the prey.

sented a last food resource. It was a

telling point, too, that it grew more

and more difficult to support them.

An enterprising butcher began the

zoo slaughter and resold his carcasses

at astronomical prices. The establish-

ment carried on its business under the

name of Boucherie Anglaise, possi-

bly to deflect the sorrow and anger of

zoophiles by placing the onus for

what was happening on the English.

England was already exceedingly un-

popular because its goverrunent had

made no serious effort to help France

extricate herself from the grip of the

Prussians. At any rate, dog's leg

flanked with rats, sauce poivrade.

was varied at the Boucherie Anglaise

(for those who could pay the tariff)

by the flesh of unusual creatures

—

bear, antelope, kangaroo, ostrich,

yak. Antelope, for instance, cost 18

francs per pound—call it $ 1 6 a pound
in 1977 dollars. Two young elephants

named Castor and Pollux, the pride

and joy of Paris, were ineptly exe-

cuted by explosive bullets and re-

tailed at 20 francs per pound; how-

ever, the trunks, being especially

choice, brought from 30 to 45 francs.

Voisin's restaurant offered elephant

blood sausages the evening of New
Year's Day. A few days earlier a sup-

per was tendered in compliment to M

.

Bonvalet, mayor of the Third Arron-

dissement. at the well-known Peter's

restaurant in the Passage des Princes.

The principal dish at this dinner was
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A fanciful siege menu includes such exotic items as a salmi of rat, elephant foot, and camel hump.
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scalloped elephant with a sauce of

tiallots.

Perhaps It was a touch of anthropo-

lorphism, but everything became
luch more difficult when one knew
n edible animal by its given name,

o one hungry gentleman found it to

e when he ate the heart of a donkey
nown as Ernest. Ernest's heart was

o\d by a pale, young girl at the

larche des Ternes, wrapped in one

f General Trochu's optimistic proc-

imations: Paris ne capitiilera pas!

Ernest's heart gave the purchaser a

ad case of indigestion that put a new
dge on his grudge against the Ger-

lans.

Eating the wild beasts, if done in-

iscriminately, raised for some per-

ons of scruple the rule of Levitical

aw: "Whatsoever parteth the hoof,

nd is cloven footed, and cheweth the

ud, among the beasts, that ye shall

at. '" Many verses follow in the Book
f Leviticus listing those animals and

irds that are forbidden as food , in-

luding "whatsoever goeth upon its

taws," but when hunger took over,

here were dinners to be had based

ipon English wolf sauteed with

(lushrooms, entrecotes of camel as a

ubstitute for Christmas turkey, or

old slices of toucan from tropical

America, consumed in semidarkness,

prinkled with a brut champagne.
)ther zoological novelties from the

ardin d'Acclimation, which by no
neans exhaust the possibilities, were
iger cutlets, boa a la tartare, and
narinade of crocodile.

The order in which the animals

vere sacrificed is interesting. Those
:onsidered most valuable were saved

intil the last. At first only those spe-

ies of which the zoo possessed two
)r more specimens were sent to the

ibattoirs. But this policy was aban-

doned under the pressure for more an-

mal protein. The hippopotamus was
pared for purely economic reasons,

^o butcher could finance so great a

ive weight. Last to be slaughtered

ivere the monkeys. '

'These were kept

ilive," v.'rote an English corre-

spondent for the London Daily News.
'from a vague and Darwinian notion

:hat they are our relatives, or at least

:he relatives of some of the members
jf the Government. . . ."The writer,

Henry Labouchere, British but of

French Huguenot ancestry, confessed

:hat when he dined upon spaniel he

felt like a cannibal. While there arc

no knt)wn instances of anthropoph-

agy during the time Paris was be-

sieged, the idea lingered not far

below the level of consciousness.

Sometimes it surfaced in a nervous

witticism. Adrien Hebrard, director

of the moderate liberal republican

newspaper, Le Temps, while having

a dog dinner at Chez Brebart, won-
dered if they would soon be eating the

shepherd.

The bombardment. Often pre-

dicted, surely it would come—but

when? A German newspaper ex-

plained that Bismarck was waiting for

the psychological moment. The
French laughed over the moment psy-

chologique as an example of heavy-

handed Teutonic philosophy. The
phrase passed into ordinary conver-

sation: "I am hungry. The psycho-

logical moment has arrived to dine,"

or to shave, to carry on some house-

hold duty, or whatever. On January

5, 1871, shells began falling in the

gardens of the Luxembourg palace,

the cemetery of Montparnasse, on the

normalschool, the JardindesPlantes,

and other locations. The French,

more curious than frightened, nodded
and said the psychological moment
had arrived. There was no panic.

Street gamins and the poor picked up
and sold the shell fragments. Indeed,

a kind of market quotation developed

on the souvenirs: a hot piece of metal

was worth an extra fifty centimes.

Damage from twenty- one days of

firing was limited, casualties were
light, and there was no terror.

The end was near. The National

Guard was filled with martial spirit

and self-confidence, yet had never

been allowed to fight. At last General

Trochu led 100,000 guardsmen on a

desperate effort. The attack was
made, without feint or any diversion-

ary scheme, in the direction of Mon-
tretout and Buzenval where the Ger-

man positions were especially

strong—surely a curious strategy.

The Guard retreated in defeat with

heavy casualties. It was the day after

William I of Prussia was proclaimed

Emperor of Germany in the Hall of

Mirrors at Versailles. "Never in the

history of the world," Washburne
wrote, "has an army of half a million

men cut such an ignoble figure
. "

" Tro-

chu, generally regarded as a military

imbecile, and by many as probably a

traitor, resigned his military func-

tions. Shortly after the debacle, an

angry, radicalized battalion of the

National Guard attempted to take

possession of the Hotel de Ville (City

Hall) and overturn the government. It

was the first time during the terrible

year that French troops had fired on

Frenchmen.

At the end, famine brought Paris

down. The newspapers still dared not

mention the idea of surrender, but the

rumor spread that by the end of Jan-

uary there would be nothing to eat and

that a million people would die before

a sack of wheat could be unloaded.

A three-week armistice was nego-

tiated, followed by a peace treaty.

Under the armistice the city was al-

lowed to reprovision itself. The or-

deal had lasted 135 days.

Food was slow in arriving. Great

crowds of hungry men, women, and

children pressed outward at the city

gates, but food trains and carts were

met with shrugs and delays at the

Prussian forts. When foodstuffs

reached the central markets there

were riotous scenes and some of the

pavilions were looted. Relief ships

arrived from both England and the

United States and order was gradually

restored at the shops. Once more, the

fragrant, crusty, wheaten French

bread emerged from the ovens of the

bakeries, every morsel tasting as

though it had been blessed by the

Church. The windows at Chevet's

were again filled with delightful edi-

bles, and the rat catchers and dog and

cat butchers retired into the shadows

from which they had emerged.

The people of Paris quickly recov-

ered their physical health. But the ac-

cumulation of frustrations, of humili-

ations, the feeling of betrayal by the

responsible authorities, the political

and psychological damage were be-

yond repair. The resistance to the

Prussians became transformed into a

bloody class struggle between the re-

bellious Paris Commune and the

forces of a conservative national gov-

ernment. During April and May the

French fought each other, street by

street, barricade by barricade, until

the Communards were scattered or

dead, while the sound of music from

German military bands in the outer

forts floated down into the burning

city.

But that is another story. D
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The Case of the Missing Monk Seal
by Peter M. Knudtson

The Caribbean monk seal has

not been officially sighted

since 1952, yet its survival

remains an open question

In late August 1494, a ship com
manded by Christopher Columbus
then on his second voyage to the Nev •.

World, lay anchored off the island o '

Alta Vela, just south of Haiti. A shon

party disembarked and approached thi

rocky island. On the beach, the;

chanced upon a herd of eight "se;

wolves," or seals, each about eight fee

long, resting peacefully. Their browi

pelages were lightly frosted with gra>

fading to pale yellow on their stomachs

and hoodlike rolls of fat surroundec

their retracted necks. They closely re

sembled the monk seals that some crev .

members might have seen in th<

Mediterranean's more familiar waters

Astonished by the animals' lack of fear

the men crept closer and within a fev^

minutes easily killed all eight.

And so ended, in a propheticallj

bloody maimer, the first recorded en

counter between Europeans and the sei

mammal now known as the Caribbeai

monk seal, Monachus tropicalus. (Spe

cies classified in the genus Monachm
are the only tropical seals.) Caribbear

monk seal herds once throve along th«

shores and islands of the Caribbean anc

the Gulf of Mexico, but harvested anc

harassed over the last five centuries

their populations have steadily dwin

died. By the late eighteenth century, £

sighting had become a rare event. Th«

No photographs exist of the

Caribbean monk seal, although

localfishermen periodically

claim to have seen the missing

animal. It closely resembles the

Hawaiian monk seal, left.

Candice Bayer: Bruce Coleman, Inc.
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St authenticated sighting of a Carib-

ian monk seal occurred in 1952 on

inranilla Bank in the western Carib-

an, and the scientific world has all but

mceded the animal's extinction. Ask

most any resident within the monk
al's former range — south from the

ahamas and northern Gulf of Mexico

far as Honduras, east from the

iribbean shores of Mexico and Cen-

d America to Jamaica, Cuba, and

aiti — whether he has ever seen a

al. His answer will almost certainly

! no; probably he will softly assure

)u, as if speaking to a foolish child,

at seals are creatures of colder seas

id currents and have never lived in

ese tepid waters.

Nevertheless, since 1900 the Carib-

;an monk seal has been seen at various

cations — the Tortuga Islands, Key
est, the Texas coast, the waters off

ingston, Jamaica, and at Isla Mujeres

;ar the Yucatan Peninsula. Many of

ese sightings, including several with-

the past two decades, remain uncon-

nmed because a trained scientific ob-

:rver was not present; other reports are

:arsay or may have been sightings of

:her sea mammals in the same waters

- the manatee, Trichechus manatus,

hich appears regularly, or the occa-

onal California sea lion that has es-

iped captivity. Yet, persistent seal

ghtings in recent years— infrequent

id vague as they are— by fishermen

om Yucatan and Belize must, like any

nseen animal's spoor, tantalize even

le most fatalistic biologist.

The Caribbean monk seal's life his-

)ry is almost as mysterious as the ques-

on of its current existence. Beyond its

icredible lethargy and fearlessness on

ind, and some evidence that single

oal-black woolly pups probably have

een bom in parts of the Caribbean in

arly December, we know almost noth-

ig of its habits. We do possess some
reserved skin and skeleton specimens,

'hich have provided anatomical de-

:riptions of monk seal characteristics;

for example, an unusual skull shape,

four rather than two mammary teats,

and structural modifications of the flip-

pers. But specimens did not reach

European museums until the mid-

nineteenth century when the monk seal

population already was depleted.

Some scientists, in their zeal to learn

more about the animal, probably con-

tributed to its decline. In December
1886, a joint Mexican- American expe-

dition to study monk seals spent three

days on the Triangle Islands west of the

Yucatan Peninsula. Although the ex-

pedition gathered undeniably valuable

scientific data, it killed at least forty

seals— and preserved only a fraction of

them — at a time when the Triangles

were perhaps one of the last breeding

grounds of the Caribbean monk seal.

Around the turn of the century, collect-

ing for zoos and aquariums resulted in

seal deaths in the field and in captivity.

We do know that there are three geo-

graphically distinct species of monk
seals classified within the genus
Monachus. By this century, all three

species had shrunk to perilously low

numbers, although only the Caribbean

monk seal seems to have slipped from

scientific view. Its widely separated rel-

atives, the Mediterranean monk seal,

M. monachus, of the Black Sea, the

Mediterranean, and adjacent areas, and

the Hawaiian monk seal, M.
schauinslandi. from waters around

Hawaii and Laysan, definitely survive,

and may number from 1,000 to 5,000

and from 500 to 1,000, respectively.

Monk seals are peculiar among the

Pinnipedia (an order of aquatic carni-

vores that includes seals, sea lions, and

walruses) in their year-round prefer-

ence for tropical seas. In this habitat.

Sightings of Caribbean
monk seals since 1900
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their conventional pinniped adaptations

to cold water, such as insulating coats of

blubber and high metabolic rate, would

seem a hindrance. We do not know
exactly how monk seals reconcile their

body plan with their fondness for warm
waters; we can only assume that they

have evolved physiological and behav-

ioral strategies to avoid overheating.

Judging by similarities in teeth and

skeleton, monk seals are most closely

related to seals of the Southern Hemi-

sphere — the Weddell, crabeater,

leopard, and Ross seals of the Antarc-

tic. Monk seals probably emerged from

a parent stock in the Mediterranean,

from whence some may have drifted

astride the Canary and North Equato-

rial currents to seed the West Indies with

their kind. A few may have penetrated

the narrow Isthmus of Panama and

eventually crossed the Pacific to the

Hawaiian Islands. Reproductively iso-

lated from each other by oceans, these

three monk seal populations gradually

underwent sufficient independent evo-

lutionary change to warrant their cur-

rent classification as separate species.

Although Caribbean monk seals

must have been hunted previously, they

were apparently numerous when the

first Europeans arrived. However, from

the seventeenth until the late nineteenth

century, the seals were relentlessly

exploited for the commercially valu-

able oil produced from their fat. In the

early 1700s, a local Bahamian historian

indicated the proportions of the rich

seal fishery and its potential for destroy-

ing its resource; "The Bahamas are

filled with seals; sometimes fishers will

catch one hundred in a night. They try

or melt them and bring off their oil for

lamps to these Islands."

Vulnerable on land, like other seals,

monk seals suffered a further disadvan-

tage: since seal-hungry predators had

not been a part of their tropical envi-

ronment, the monk seals failed to

evolve the innate suspiciousness

characteristic of many seals. Disarmed

by their own calm dispositions, the

sluggish monk seals succumbed when
introduced to a new force of natural

selection — club-wielding men. And
local fishermen have sniped relentless-

ly at seals, regarding them as compet-

itors for fish, as well as sources of

income from blubber, hides, and meat.

Besides these pressures, recent evi-

dence indicates that the ultimate factor

in the decline of Caribbean monk seal

populations may simply be too many
people; seals have been losing their

habitat to an expanding human com-

munity. In 1973, wildlife biologist Karl

W. Kenyon carried out, under the aus-

pices of the Office of Rare and En-

dangered Species and the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, a 4,000-mile aerial

search for the Caribbean monk seal.

Kenyon reported;

At every island group visited, we found

either fishing vessels or shrimp trawlers at

anchor, or fishermen and their shacks on

shore, or the remains of abandoned fisher-

men's camps. We looked without success

for any indication of the existence of monk
seals ... my conclusion from the 1973 sur-

vey is that the Caribbean monk seal has been

extinct from the early 1950s. . . . Even had a

few old Caribbean monk seals survived to

the 1970s, all available evidence leads me to

believe that there is no hope that the species

can recover Man has now dominated its

environment.

While the survey is necessarily in-

conclusive, its failure to locate any

remnant monk seal colonies in the most

promising parts of its former range

must dampen hopes for the Caribbean

monk seal's survival. But reliable sight-

ings within the last thirty years, plus

other, unconfirmed reports by fisher-

men, encourage a continued search.

During March 1976, 1 spent two weeks

in Honduras, Belize, and Mexico, and

ran across several intriguing accounts,

along with numerous negative reports,

of seal sightings in Caribbean waters.

Traveling overland from one coastal

fishing town to the next, I questioned

local fishermen on the wharfs and in the

markets. Many seemed unable to dis-

tinguish between manatees, otters, and

seals; most, upon studying an illustra-

tion I carried, quickly denied the monk
seal's existence in the Caribbean. One
Belizan conch fisherman insisted that

neither he nor his 86-year-old father, in

their lifetimes of fishing, had ever seen

or heard of seals; my reports to the

contrary, he said, were simply lies.

But erratic as they are, reports to the

contrary do turn up. A young fisherman

from Belize City talked of seeing sev-

eral very young seals, each weighing

about forty pounds, swimming near

offshore reefs between Punta Gorda in

southern Belize and Livingston,
Guatemala. Even there, he admitted,

the seals were a very rare sight, visible

only at dusk or dawn.

Another fisherman, a middle-aged

man from Stann Creek, Belize, spol

confidently of seal sightings som|

twenty years before on the beaches

the uninhabited Mexican atoll, Chi:

chorro Reef, east of Yucatan Penii

sula. Here, he said, the seals had oft(

proved a nuisance by becoming enti

gled in turtle nets.

In Chetumal, Mexico, an elderly and,

obviously poor fisherman mentiom

still other seal sightings at Chinchorro|

Reef, where he claimed to have seei

the animals dive from rocks on whid

they were basking and disappear int(

underwater caves. Prodding the oli

man for further details, I patiently e;

plained the seal's plight. Alert to

seal's rarity, the man leaned forw;

and asked earnestly. "Could a man a

the meat of such a seal for mu
money?" I was sharply reminded th^

concern for the welfare of endangen

beasts is a luxury to people with empi

bellies.

At the very least, these and simil

unauthenticated reports of monk seal

sightings underline the difficulty of fin-

ally establishing a species' extinction.

Local fishermen log far more time in

the monk seal's waters than most ex-

peditions can afford, and hence their

reports could conceivably constitute a

sort of grass-roots monitoring system of

a remnant breeding colony. In fact

anyone within the Caribbean monk

seal's range who spots a nearly uniform

brown seal, without apparent external

ears, tinged with gray and fading to pale

yellow or yellow-white ventrally,

measuring six to nine feet from nose to

tail, and weighing perhaps 550 pounds

should photograph and report it to local

and international conservation authori-

ties. (The Marine Mammal and En-

dangered Species Division, National t.

Marine Fisheries Service, Washington

D.C. 20235, has legal jurisdiction over

the Caribbean monk seal.)

The case of another supposedly ex

tinct seal, the Juan Fernandez fur sejl

Arctocephalus philippii, of SoutI

As typical pinnipeds, ili'

Caribbean monk seal aiui //>

Hawaiian relative, right,

could live comfortably in coldi

waters. Yet both species prefeg

tropical seas year-roun

.\

i

n

Russ Kinne. Photo Researchi
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America, may serve as an inspiration in

the search for the Caribbean monk seal.

Once common on a cluster of islands

some 400 miles off the coast of Chile,

the Juan Fernandez fur seal also suf-

fered terrible commercial exploitation,

beginning in the eighteenth century. By
1900, the species had been all but elim-

inated from its island range.

While scientists were lamenting the

fur seal's disappearance, Chilean fish-

ermen of the Juan Fernandez Islands

continued to encounter them from time

to time in remote fishing grounds. Not

until 1958, when a series ofdocumented

fur seal sightings began, did the scien-

tific community begin to accept the

"rediscovery" of the Juan Fernandez

fur seal. Reduced to several hundred,

and inclined to retreat to isolated sea

caves when disturbed, the seals had for

a time been lost to scientists, but to

sharp-eyed resident fishermen, the

animals had never completely van-

ished.

However, the monk seal's critical

vulnerability to human disturbance and

harassment, especially during the

breeding season— and the amount of

human activity in the Caribbean —
weaken the animal's chances of survi-

val. Monk seals, it appears, simply will

not breed successfully in the face of

continual human disturbance, which

poses a serious problem in their man-

agement. The case of the missing

Caribbean monk seal may be another

instance of international concern arriv-

ing too late. Had recent proposals for a

monk seal breeding sanctuary been put

forward and acted upon early in this

century, a more optimistic prognosis for

the species might be possible.

Although its memory lingers fresh

and close, the Caribbean monk seal will

probably remain a stranger. And at

times, I find myself wondering what

dark and fleeting image of species-end

might have passed — barely sensed

like a frigate bird's shadow—before the

eyes of a monk seal as it lay, not long

ago, on the sands of some remote

Caribbean key. CD

Hawaiian monk seals bask in

South Pacific sunlight. On land,

all seals are easy prey, but

Caribbean monk seals, in

particular, were decimated because

theyfailed to recognize humans

as predators. Another threat to

their survival is that monk
seals simply will not breed if

disturbed by people. In the well-

traveled Caribbean, remote

retreats are now veryfew.

Candice Bayer; Bruce Coleman. Inc.

George Raycock. Photo Researchers
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ilkin Batteries

ind Limb Regeneration
y Richard B. Borgens

ioelectricity is the key

growing a new foot

Losing a limb would be disastrous

r most animals. But a large number of

ecies — worms, fish, lizards, and

ickroaches, to name but a few— are

le to replace certain parts of their

dies if they are lost. Some animals

ve even evolved the regeneration of a

St appendage as a defense mecha-

sm. The tails of some lizards, for

ample, have built-in breaking points;

hen seized by a predator, the lizard's

il separates from its body. The pred-

or is left with a small meal, while the

laid is usually able to scamper off and

entually regrow what the predator

ok.

For several years, I have studied the

markable regenerative abilities of

wts and other salamanders. When
;rtain species of salamanders lose a

Tib, they grow a replacement that will

a nearly perfect copy of the original,

(lis capability, common to most tailed

nphibians, has been a puzzle to sclen-

ts because there are no obvious dif-

rences between the tissues of these

imals and those of vertebrates that are

lable to regenerate lost body parts. On
histological level, the same types of

^hen seized by a predator, the

ailing appendage of a long-tailed

ilamander breaks away, allowing

le animal to escape. The salamander

len grows a new tail, which will

e a replica of the old one.

zozynski; Animals, Animals

structural and functional tissues make
up the limbs of salamanders and those

of humans. Yet, the regenerative power
of newts and salamanders is virtually

limitless. For example, a surgically

removed salamander's retina will re-

generate and perfect vision will be re-

stored to the animal.

Much has been learned about the re-

generation process since the first mod-
em description in 1769 by Lazzaro

Spallanzani, an Italian naturalist who
worked with newts, salamanders, and

other animals. The changes that take

place after the amputation of a sala-

mander's limb serve to characterize the

sequence of events during regenera-

tion. After amputation, the tip of the

stump quickly becomes covered with a

thin, transparent wound epithelium,

which seals off the lesion from the ex-

ternal environment. Internally, the

damaged tissues of the appendage are

cytolyzed and removed by the body's

natural "cleanup" mechanism, and the

remaining healthy cells begin a process

called dedifferentiation. This means
that many of the subepidermal tissues

of the stump tip begin to lose the mor-

phological characteristics that distin-

guish them from each other. Cartilage,

bone, and muscle tissues regress to a

cell type resembling the embryonic

mesenchyme (unspecialized mesoder-

mal connective tissue) from which all

were derived. The resultant homo-
geneous mass of mesenchymatous
cells, with its epithelial covering, is

called a blastema.

The blastema, after reaching a cer-

tain size, then redifferentiates. It reor-

ganizes and develops back into a replica

of the severed portion of the limb. The

length of time needed for this body re-

pair is variable, depending on the sea-

son of the year, and the age and particu-

lar species of salamander In general, a

fine forelimb, with only minor differ-

entiation still in progress, is produced

in two to four months.

Experimental limb amputations in

salamanders and adult grass frogs, a

related but nonregenerating species,

have provided clues to the factors con-

trolling the power of regeneration. A
classic example is the pioneering work
of biologist-anatomist Marcus Singer,

who deciphered the relationship be-

tween nerve supply to the limbs of

salamanders and grass frogs and their

ability to regenerate. Singer has shown
that a critical relationship must exist

between the cross-sectional surface

area of nerve tissue at the stump tip and

the total area of the amputation surface.

In salamanders, if enough nerves lead-

ing to the stump are cut away so that this

ratio is lowered to a certain point, the

limb will not regenerate. Adult grass

frogs, like other nonregenerating ver-

tebrates, are naturally deficient in this

axoplasmic ratio. However, if an extra

large nerve, such as the sciatic nerve of

the leg, is surgically rerouted to the

stump of a grass frog's amputated limb,

the appendage will begin to regenerate.

(The limb does not regrow fully, how-

ever, and what does regenerate is defi-

cient in internal structure and organiza-

tion and atypical in outward appear-

ance.)

Other experimental methods have

been successful in promoting regenera-

tion in grass frogs, namely, immersion

of an amputated stump in aqueous so-

lutions of sodium chloride (table salt).
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Richard B. Borgens

Eleven weeks after amputation,

theforelimb of a tiger salamander

has developed well through natural

regeneration. The regrowth process

can be blocked with a drug that

shuts ojf the skin battery.

the surgical implantation of extra ad-

renal glands, and electrically stimulat-

ing the nerves servicing the forearm

stump.

One of the most provocative recent

experiments dealing with the induction

of regeneration in frogs was performed

by Stephen D. Smith of the University

of Kentucky Medical School. Smith

implanted (for experimental conven-

ience) small electrical stimulation

units, made from hearing-aid batteries,

into the backs of adult frogs (Rana pi-

piens). With an insulated wire, he di-

rected minuscule levels of current (100

billionths of an ampere) to the ampu-
tated forearm stumps of the frogs. In

four weeks, the batteries were removed

and the forearms began to regenerate.

This experiment caught the attention

86

of Lionel Jaffe, a scientist whose major

research has demonstrated how natu-

rally produced electricity helps shape

the development and modify the growth

of a variety of plant and animal cells.

Primarily an embryologist, Jaffe has

proved that certain types of cells act like

miniature batteries, driving electrical

currents through themselves and setting

up a natural, stable DC electrical field.

(This is not to be confused with nerve

activity, which produces a rapid, tran-

sient electrical event, or with the mem-
brane potential of all living cells, which

is, in an electrical sense, more similar

to a capacitor than a battery.) His labo-

ratory at Purdue University developed

a remarkable tool, the vibrating probe,

to measure these tiny, naturally pro-

duced electrical fields. Jaffe, de-

velopmental biologist Joseph Vanable,

Jr. , and I felt that the startling results of

battery implants on frogs provided evi-

dence for a direct connection between

self-produced electricity and regenera-

tion.

The first step was to demonstrate that

the regeneration promoted in adult

frogs was, in fact, caused by electricity.

All the methods that had been used to

stimulate tissues electrically relied on
metal wires. Whether the regeneration

effect was due to the electricity or to

electrode byproducts was unclear. The
effect might have been caused by chem-
ical compounds that form when elec-

tricity passes through metal into a con-

ductive solution such as body fluids.

To answer this question, we de-

veloped a nonmetallic, fluid-filled

stimulating electrode that would be free

from byproduct contaminants. Current

was carried by this "aqueous wire" to

the surface of amputated grass frog

limbs through a salt solution, similar to

body fluids, insulated by a jacket of

biologically inert silicon polymer.

Having eliminated the chance of

electrode byproduct contamination, we
achieved results comparable to Smith's:

organized extension of the forearm

bone, abundant new muscle, large

quantities of new nerve tissue, and de-

velopment of cartilage masses resem-

bling the bones of the wrist and hand. In

all cases where the stimulating elec-

trode (lead) was negative, regeneration

was initiated. (Interestingly, if the posi-

tive lead was used, the opposite effect

occurred— severe tissue destruction of

the forelimb.)

Two years of experimentation did

volP.

not, however, support a report, widel W^

circulated in the popular press, of "pe;

feet" limb replacement in adult frogs b

electrical means. Although perfectio

was not reached, the frogs certain!

produced more than if left to their ow
devices. This, plus the amazingly lo\

current employed, made us look mor

closely at salamanders. Could self-geri

erated electrical currents account fc|'"

their ability to regenerate lost bod !"'

parts? Kf

The notion that electricity plays sffi

role in the normal replacement of salaP'

mander limbs dates back to 1905, whe -

biologist Oren E. Frazee unsuccess

fully attempted to influence regeners

tion with imposed electric fields. Ac

tual electrical measurements were ai

tempted in 1940 by biologist Albert

Monroy in Naples. He measured volj

tage differences along the surface

limb stumps, from the shoulder to

tip. These translimb differences in elec'

trical potential (since noticed by othe

investigators) yielded no informatioi

about the actual flow of current bu

provided provocative indications ths

natural electrical currents existed. T
settle the issue of current flow, the vi

brating probe was used. The flow c

current was measured around the re

generating forelimbs of red-spottei

newts. In a biological sense, the curren

densities were enormous, often reach

ing 100 microamperes per square cen

timeten The path of the current arce(

from the end of the stump and reenterei

the animal's body and the shank of it;

forelimb. These currents persisted foi

the first two weeks after amputation an(

seemed to mark the location of the bud

ding blastema.

The measurements of current flov

raised a number of exciting questions

yet one thing was certain: from incep

tion, the normal regeneration of appen i

dages in salamanders is a highly electri
|

cally active event.

Three major questions arose: What i:

the source of the animal's electricity'

How necessary for regeneration are th(

naturally produced electrical fields? I

the fields are required, what tissues d(

they affect? Further experiments witt

the salamanders helped us answer twc

of these questions.

The source of electricity was thf

simplest question to approach experi

mentally. Nerves are certainly electri

cally active and might be the source o:

the current we had measured. Any ver



)rate limb can be rendered nerveless

clipping its spinal nerve supply.

onroy's voltage measurements dem-

strated that nerves could not be the

urce of the electrical regeneration

(rrents since the presence or absence

I the majority of nerves in the arm did

It affect his readings. Although a later

j/estigator insisted that nerves were

i: source of the voltage differences,

1.- vibrating probe measurements con-

imed Monroy's findings: no change in

«^ctrical activity was noted after nerve

. linsection.

: Amphibians possess another electri-

illy active tissue, the skin, that oper-

; iis like a battery. The skin of most

, nphibians possesses a sodium-

, :ecific transport system, which moves
idium from the water on the skin's

irface into the body. In effect, the

iinsport system acts as a complicated,

; idium-dependent "pump" that drives

; ;ong electric currents.

The "skin battery's" sodium de-

iindence provided us with a test of

: lether the skin is the source of the

generation currents. Using red-

: otted newts, we deprived their skin of

i
; dium (either through the use of chem-

als that block the sodium channels or

' simply placing the animal in sodi-

n-free water) , and so were able to turn

f their skin batteries.

By increasing sodium well above the

)rmal levels found in pond water, we
ere able to increase the magnitude of

e currents. With these inhibition and

odulation techniques, we have been

lie to prove that the skin surrounding

e remainder of the amputated appen-

ige, and perhaps some of the body, is

e source of this electrical activity.

The same approach was used to test

e necessity of these currents for re-

neration. The experiments are still in

:
ogress, but one thing is clear— limb

generation can be severely disrupted

' techniques that shut off the skin bat-

ry current and its associated field.

In one such experiment, the diuretic

Frogs lose the ability to regenerate

idy parts during metamorphosisfrom
the tadpole stage. Regeneration can

be induced experimentally, however,

through the use of electricity, salt

baths, and rerouting of nerves.

Dan Budnik, Woodlin Camp & Associates
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ug amiloride was applied only to the

if of skin surrounding the forelimb

imps of tiger salamanders . Amiloride

iplied this way specifically blocks the

dium channels of the outer layers of

in, thereby turning off the skin bat-

ry. Fifty percent of the animals so

ated were inhibited from regenerat-

g or regenerated grotesque facsimiles

a forearm and hand. Preliminary

idence also shows that most animals

: either inhibited from regenerating

do not regenerate normally if kept in

ow-sodium medium, while those in a

gh-sodium medium regenerate ex-

lordinarily fast. We can now begin to

ake sense of how immersions in salt

lutions are able to initiate regenera-

)n in grass frogs: the electrical output

their skin batteries was stimulated

id increased by the presence of more

It than is found in the pond water

habited by the frogs.

We know that the natural replace-

ent of body parts in salamanders is

eceded by a period of high electrical

:tivity, during which a naturally pro-

iced electric field is set up around the

Tib stump. We also have some evi-

;nce that such a field is necessary for

)rmal regeneration in these animals

d that artificially stimulating the

ump of nonregenerating adult frogs

11 partially restore their regenerative

ipabilities.

We do not know what the cellular

rget(s) of this current might be, but

e have some guesses. Ironically, al-

ough nerve tissue is not a source, it

ay prove to be the target of the cur-

nt. Studies of embryonic chicken

mglia have shown that the direction of

•owth of new nerve processes can be

introlled by weak electric fields,

erhaps nerves (which are also essen-

al for regeneration) are directed by

ese natural fields into the region

here they influence blastema forma-

m.
Another unanswered question con-

;ms the electrical behavior of the limb

'aving lost its tail either

:cidentally or by predation, a

'd-backed salamander is growing

new one (dark segment at end of

ump.) Not all species of

ilamanders have this ability.

stump in frogs. Adult frog skin also acts

as a sodium-dependent battery, yet

these animals do not regenerate. (The

vibrating probe is now being modified

to permit measurements on these ani-

mals.) Preliminary work suggests that

the current exiting from the stump of

adult frogs is one-tenth the magnitude

of that in salamanders— possibly frogs

are "shorted out" internally. This may
well prove to be true: beneath a frog's

skin are large lymph pockets that do not

exist in salamanders. The lymph may
short circuit the flow of electricity

around, and not through, the internal

tissues of the stump.

Human beings, like all vertebrates,

are not complete nonregenerators.

Skin, bone, and parts of other organs

and tissues of our bodies replace them-

selves as a normal part of the life proc-

ess. Yet the ability to form functional

tissue, instead of nonfunctional scar tis-

sue, or to replace missing portions of

the body is greatly restricted in all ver-

tebrates except the tailed amphibians.

To discover some of the critical factors

separating the two groups would have

the most profound medical conse-

quences. Bioelectricity certainly seems

to be one factor.

At present, some success is being

achieved in healing chronic nonunions

of human bone fractures by stimulating

the fracture sites with low levels of cur-

rent. Electricity has also been used to

aid the healing of bed sores. Replace-

ment of articular cartilage through elec-

trical stimulation has been ac-

complished in rabbits, and the tech-

nique may soon find practical applica-

tions in hospitals.

There is a parallel between humans
and nonregenerating amphibians that

also demands close scrutiny. Although

adult frogs do not regenerate portions of

their appendages, tadpoles do. They
lose this ability during metamorphosis.

Adult humans, of course, do not re-

place portions of their extremities , yet it

is not well known that children do!

Pediatricians Cynthia Illingworth of

England and B.S. Douglas of Australia

have demonstrated that children (up to

eleven years of age) can perfectly re-

generate the tips of their fingers from

past the first joint. The cosmetic results

are remarkable, including well-formed

fingernails. This extraordinary result

was achieved without any experimental

intervention. The fingers were simply

splinted and bandaged, without surgi-

Internally produced electricity arcs

out of the tip of a diagrammatic

salamander limb. The currents

flowing back along the shank of

the limb create an electrical field

before they reenter the animal.

Sodium-driven "batteries" in the

salamander's skin are the source

of this electricity, which seems

to be the agent promoting

the regeneration of lost

appendages in these amphibians.

cal tampering, and nature did the rest.

Nothing is known about whether

electricity plays a role in the finger re-

generation of children. Interestingly

enough, before the American Civil

War, physiologist E. Du Bois-

Reymond discovered that natural cur-

rents emanate from wounds of human
skin. In light of our data, the existence

of these currents suggests that they may
aid in wound healing and, conceivably,

finger regeneration.

Humans apparently also lose their

regenerative ability as they mature.

Could bioelectricity be involved in re-

gaining this ability, as it certainly is in

frogs?

We may well hope that biological

research in amphibian regeneration will

someday deliver tools to modem medi-

cine for making tissue-regeneration

therapy a normal part of hospital proce-

dure. This may sound more like science

fiction than science fact, yet it is cer-

tainly possible that latent in human be-

ings is the promise of whole-tissue re-

generation so elegantly realized in the

tailed amphibians. D
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Three, Two, One Tortoise

I Pfeter C. H. Pritchard

le giant Pinta Island

toise, thought to be

tinctfor many years,

II survives in the

ilapagos. But only a single

ecimen has been found

On a clear tropical evening in early

72, my wife, Sibille, and I were

joying dinner with Dr. Joseph Vag-

Igyi, a Hungarian-American au-

arity on land snails, in his tiny cot-

;e on Santa Cruz Island in the

ilapagos. As often happens when
ientists convene socially in the

ilapagos, the conversation drifted

the subject of giant tortoises, and

ice I was the turtle specialist and

seph was the malacologist, I was
ting most of the talking.

"The tortoises with normal, dome-
aped shells live on the lush higher

ands where they are never short of

od," I explained. "But on the

lall, lower, dry islands, the tor-

ises have evolved long legs and a

ised shell front—the famous 'sad-

eback shell'—so they can reach

gher for food, since the ground

vel vegetation is not enough to sus-

in them. The one exception to this

»pears to be the tortoise of Pinta

Drmerly Abingdon] Island, which

IS an extremely saddle-backed shell

It which lives on a relatively high

land with lush vegetation in the inte-

Dr."

Joseph interrupted quietly at this

es Darwin Research Station,

esy of Worid Wildlife Fund

point. "But the tortoise we saw on

Pinta last month did not have a partic-

ularly saddle-backed shell
. '

' My jaw

dropped. Not because of the shape of

the tortoise—that was irrelevant for

the moment—but because the Pinta

tortoise, Geochelone elephantopus

abingdoni, had not been seen alive

for fifty years

.

I questioned Joseph closely. Yes,

he had taken photographs of the tor-

toise, which he had encountered on

December 1 in the upper part of the

arid zone on the southern slopes of the

island. The tortoise had not im-

pressed him as being particularly

large or strikingly saddle-backed. He
promised to send me photos when he

returned to the United States a few

months later.

I found it a little hard to concentrate

on social pleasantries the rest of the

evening. The Pinta tortoise was not

just one of about fifteen subspecies of

giant tortoise in the Galapagos Is-

lands; to me, it was the focus of a

boyhood dream. Thirteen years ear-

lier, when I was a turtle-obsessed

teen-ager in, of all places, Northern

Ireland, my parents had given me for

my birthday a copy of Albert

Gunther's classic monograph Gigan-

tic Land Tortoises, published by the

British Museum in 1877. This pon-

derous Victorian work was liberally

illustrated with enormously detailed

engravings of various giant tortoises

and their bones. But the one that

caught my attention showed a pecu-

liar beast whose shell looked more

like a wrinkled, leathery mantle than

a true carapace, and whose long,

stout neck, raised straight up, carried

a tiny head with expressionless eyes.

The text indicated that the draw-

ings were based on three tortoises col-

lected on then named Abingdon Is-

land by one Capt. James Cookson and

presented to the British Museum in

June 1876. Cookson had tried to

bring them back alive, but had not

succeeded; he concluded that their

extraordinarily thin shells rendered

them especially liable to blows, falls,

and other rough treatment, and they

were therefore unable to survive the

rigors of a sea voyage. Gunther

agreed with this opinion. But since

the tortoises had been collected on the

island so recently a population ob-

viously still existed there.

But that was in 1 877—82 years be-

fore Gunther's book fell into my
hands . Galapagos tortoises in general

were known to be suffering from the

depredations of humans and intro-

duced pigs, dogs, and competing her-

bivorous animals (notably goats), but

the Galapagos were highly inacces-

sible before the 1960s, and the few

scientists who went there had more

than enough to hold their attention in

the central islands without spending

the time and money to visit remote

Pinta.

I resolved that some day I would

lead an expedition to try and find any

survivors of this prehistoric-looking

creature. During my Oxford years,

this dream was kept alive by a sign-

post indicating the mileage to the

nearby town of Abingdon. That an-

cient but prosaic English city had no

special interest to me; but the sign-

post regularly reminded me of its far-

away namesake in the tropical Pa-

cific.

The island first appeared on maps
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Santa Maria /"^

<5Espaiiola

in 1684, when the buccaneer William

Ambrose Cowley published a chart of

the "Gallapagos Islands." It was

shown as the "Earl of Abingdon's Is-

land," and was considerably exag-

gerated in size, nearly the same size

as the Duke of Norfolk's Island (now

known as Santa Cruz, which is, in

fact, several times larger than Pinta).

Details included a South Bay and an

East Bay, as well as the Norias

Rocks , off the northern tip , and Rycot

Rock to the west.

The fact that a pirate such as Am-
brose Cowley should have named
many of the Galapagos Islands after

the establishment figures and royalty

of England is worth a little explana-

tion. At the time, England was not

actually at war with Spain, and it was

theoretically British policy to cooper-

ate with Spain in suppressing the bu
cancers. Nevertheless, the raids

Cowley and the other buccaneers

the time were directed against Spa
ish rather than English ships, and tl

royal decrees against piracy, ha]

heartedly issued in the first plac

were virtually ignored by the Engli

New World administrators in Be
muda, Nassau, and Jamaica. Cowl<

showed his appreciation for this tole

The last known Pinta Island tortoise

makes final tracks on his native

island shortly before he was

deported to the Charles Darwin
Research Stationfor safety reasons

i[
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;t attitude by naming the islands

I or his friends in high places. It was

rt until many years later that the

uadoreans renamed Abingdon, Isla

ita.

From the time of the discovery of

ita Island, buccaneers and other vis-

rs undoubtedly collected tortoises

re. The first extant record of such

llecting, however, is for January

22, when Capt. Basil Hall visited

; island. He wrote in his 1840 pub-

ation. Extracts of a Journal Writ-

I on the Coasts of Chili. Peru, and

exico, in the Years 1820. 1821,

d 1822: "We took some [tortoises]

board which lived for many
)nths, but none of them survived

; cold weather off Cape Horn. I pre-

ved one in a cask of spirits, and it

ly now be seen in the Museum of

J College at Edinburgh; it is about

; medium size."

The reat depredations of the Pinta

toise population took place during

; mid-nineteenth century, when
laling ships based in Massachusetts

ire in the habit of stocking up with

ilapagos tortoises, thereby insuring

jupply of fresh meat while at sea.

le tortoises of the smaller islands

;re favored for such operations be-

use they were more accessible and

cause they tended to be smaller,

d thus, more manageable; the huge

•toises of Santa Cruz and Isabe-

islands were not heavily exploited

til permanent settlements were

ablished on those islands.

In the 1920s zoologist Charles

pwnsend undertook a detailed anal-

is of the logbooks of the American

laling fleet, and while each island

ist have been raided many more

les than indicated in the records

it came to Townsend's attention,

research nevertheless gives an

;a of the intensity of tortoise ex-

jitation and also the point in history

which their populations collapsed,

ir example, a single ship, the Abi-

il, collected 142 tortoises on a visit

Pinta in 1837, and sixty-seven were

Uected by the Hector in 1843. Thir-

three were known to have been col-

;ted by two ships in 1848, but

arly this was the last of the big

uls as no subsequent ship's crew

is able to locate more than six indi-

luals.

When Captain Cookson visited the

and in 1875, he found only four

"toises after an extensive search. He
ote; "Tortoises were never, I be-

ve, very abundant on Abingdon Is-

id; our searching party found four
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TO Outrageous Fuel Bills:

Heat Your House with

Energy From The Sun
• Find your home's solar potential in only 1 hour
• Fuel-saving tips alone could pay for this book in no time.

• Fully illustrated packed with graphs, charts, easy examples.

Remember your fuel bills from last winter? Energy costs are still skyrocketing

and government research is finally turning to Solar energy. Why wait? Find out

if your house is suitable for solar heating right now! It could save you hundreds

of dollars in the coming years.

A professional solar consultant would charge over $1,000 to survey your house.

With "Your Home's Solar Potential" you get all the professional advice you'll need

to conduct a step-by-step solar survey in your own home. Designed by leading solar

professionals, this survey eliminates the guesswork and gives you straightforward

facts on solar heating and how it can be used in your home.

Special Bonus Energy-Saving Section

Even if you decide not to "solarize," simply follow the book's energy saving tips

and save up to 60% on space heating, hot water, lighting, cooking, and much

more. This easy-to-read book gives you all the facts to rate your home and guide

you toward greater energy efficiency. Order today! 60 pages; softbound.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC, Dep E-17 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

Please send me "Your Home's Solar Potential" (no. 9515) book(s)

so that I may start planning for solar energy in my home. Enclosed please find

my check or money order for $9.95 plus $1.00 for shipping and handling.

Name _
Address

City State Zip

1

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be completely satisfied or return the

book(s) in 30 days for full refund.
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Where
Clorily

Begins
Whether you're bird watching, in your

backyard, or touring around the world

you want a really clear view of what

you've come to see. And you always
get it with Nikon binoculars. Crafted

by the maker of famous Nikon
cameras, with Nikon's own optica

glass, they are constructed and
aligned with uncompromising
precision, to provide uniquely
crisp, clear, and comfortable

viewing — even over hours

of use.

Nikon clarity comes
in many shapes and
sizes, from jewel-like

Ultra-Compacts, with

full-size features, to

extra-powerful Feattier-

weights and Wide-Field
binoculars. All at surpris-

ingly moderate prices. At

Nikon camera dealers and fine optical

departments, or write for Lit/Pak #N26.
Nikon, Inc., Garden City, N.Y. Subsidiary of

Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

[IBB (In Canada: Anglophoto, Ltd., P.O.)

• • •Nikon
Binoculors

on the island. They were on the hi 'f^,

ground; and it was a work of gr« f^

labour getting them down to t

boats. The distance was about fc

miles; but the ground was excee

ingly rugged, and covered with thi

brush, through which a trail had to

cut for the entire distance. The largef
ijj

found on this island weighed 21

pounds, and the smallest 1]

pounds."

Thirty years later the tortois '

were, if anything, rarer still. Rol!--

Beck, perhaps the most energel

Galapagos explorer and tortoise cc j *

lector who ever lived, wrote in 190i iji

So far as known, Testudo abingdoni,
'^

Abingdon Island, is practically extin(
''

We secured two specimens in 1901, b *

on another trip, after thoroughly huntii H'

over the ground where tortoises were f c'l;

merly common, only a single fresh tr;

was discovered, where a lone tortoise h

passed a few months before. The part

the island where this species lived is fair

easy to travel over, and therefore it wj ,..

not a difficult matter for the hunters wi ^
dogs to make a clean sweep. 'WhUe the

'

are about forty square miles of surface (

this island, not over seven or eight a ''

suitable for tortoises, and for some of tl
5'

other species the proportion of suitabi si

ground is still less. i:

Beck had an exaggerated idea of tl
'^

total area of Pinta Island (twenty-thr( ''^

square miles) but he was right in coi! -

eluding that only a small part of it wi| -

suitable for tortoises. ZoOlogist-e;t ^

plorer Edmund Heller wrote of l\ ^

Pinta tortoise in 1901: »

Probably now nearly extinct. None set
"

by us in June 1899, on the northwe I'

slope of Abingdon. The northern al '

northwestern slopes of the island were e; I

plored by us from sea level to summit ( i

highest peak without finding even a trai >

of the present or past existence of Te r

tudo. What tortoises now remain on tl
[

island are probably confined to the moi .

ter and greener southern slopes where tir

Albatross and Petrel secured their spec^

mens.
|-

The last record of live tortoises o ,

Pinta—until Joseph Vagvolgyi forni^.

the single survivor in 1972—was iy.

1906. The California Academy t^

Sciences expedition, aboard thjj

schooner Academy, spent a full yej^

in the archipelago and several days i
:

September 1906 were spent on Pint;

Three tortoises were found. The fiel

notes taken by J. R. Slevin includ,

the following entry for September 21

Went in after the tortoise which Bee f

found September 19. It was about a mil

;

or rwo above the green zone on the soutl,'

em slope of the mountain. Up there it
;



V nually raining or foggy throughout

iiuruing, but clears off in the after-

It IS capital tortoise country, every-

i; being green, with plenty of water

X cicius.Thethree tortoises taken were

I at , and showed the effects of good

J \Vc saw no other signs, and they

iliK are very rare on Abingdon Is-

I iic stomach of the one collected

, contained grass and cacnjs. Beck

Inund an old shell and a few bones

a\ c . where the tortoise probably had

I 111 and died. We carried these

1. and they are in fairly good condi-

s with the Cookson specimens,

M three tortoises collected were

t males (all were killed for scien-

spccimens). In fact, there was

1 one female tortoise from this is-

I to be found in any museum col-

on This was a young individual

Lted by Rollo Beck in 1901 and

isited in the collection of Walter

ischild, a celebrated and wealthy

ent of giant tortoises, at Tring,

rland. The Academy party noted

, vshile the tortoises collected ap-

ed to be fat and in good condi-

. they were very rare, and no

s were found of any individuals

, r than the three collected,

omehow a minuscule population

tirtoises lingered on Pinta through

i ide after decade of the twentieth

ury. The apparent failure of the

I

I

at ion to increase undoubtedly

\ed from the virtually complete

i nation of females by whalers.

ilers preferred the smaller fe-

;s tecause they were easier to

ay; also, females were probably

a;r to find because more of them

nld be at lower elevations, at least

ong the nesting season. On the

tir hand, giant tortoises live a great

I th of time—probably more
i; a century—and since the habitat

;nined essentially undisturbed

nl 1958 or 1959, the Pinta Island

a use did not die out completely.

or half a century after the Califor-

n Academy expedition, Pinta re-

•Kied unvisited by scientific parties

5was probably little visited by any-

n In 1957 a joint Galapagos expe-

iim by UNESCO and Life maga-
u was undertaken. Biologists Rob-

-?owman and Irenaus Eibl-Eibes-

; climbed part of the way up the

id . They did not find tortoises , but

were not ashore for very long.

lewhat optimistically, the two
ii reasoned that since the island

; seldom visited by man and was
n-ely free of introduced animals,

: B ortoises must still be present and

LEICHTUNG
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FINE WOODWORKING TOOLS
For yourself or someone else special at Christmas

8 PIECE CHIP CARVING SET
Get into a fun hobby! These fine German
carver's tools will let you make just about

any cut you could want. Comfortable

hardwood handles are about 6" long.

Special knife alloy steel takes and holds a

razor edge $18.95

6 PIECE
CABINETMAKERS
CHISEL SET

These shapes and this quality

have been used by Europe's

master craftsmen for two cen

tunes' Hand forged, ground

and honed Tungsten Vanadium

steel Marvelousiy comfortable

ribbed ash handles with

nickelled double reinforcing

hoops. From 10' 2" 12" long, set

includes '4",
^s". '/i",

%", 1
" and

I'V widths $34.95

NAIL/BRAD PLIERS
Don't let your fingers do

the holding!, . you'll probably

need them later for other things'

Seven gripping surfaces and an offset head

let you get into tight corners, stay flush with the

surface and yet be accurate and ouchless. 8" long;

vinyl covered handles $8.95

5 PIECE
CABINETMAKER'S
SCREWDRIVER SET
Tools of this design were used by

the 18th century masters

Heppelwhite, Sheraton and Phyfe.

Turned oval beech handles are just

"fistright". Put a wrench to the

flattened area below the ferrule for

your most stubborn screws.

Lengths (ferrule to tip) 3", 4", 5",

6" and 8" $15.95

PHONE ORDERS IN TO ASSURE ,

CHRISTMAS DELIVERY (216) 461-4677

7 PIECE BRAD POINT
WOOD BIT SET
Made just for wood not metal.

Brad jDOint leads nght to razor

sharp flutes so that you drill

the hole exactly where you
want It . . . perfectly straight

and cleanly round. Excellent

chip ejection, so no binding.

Fit any V portable dnil or drill

press. Set includes 'a". 3/16",

W. 5/16", V. 7/16" and 'j"

^

sizes. Made by German pro's

for pro's - and "wood- be"

pro's $11.95
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A gorgeous 1978 calendar,

presenting 13 splendid underwater

10'4 X 9'8 full-color photographs,

suitable for framing, by award-

winning photographer

Feodor Pitcaim.

These superb scenes with

accompanying descriptions

convey the wonder and beauty

of a living reef system.

The perfect gift for anyone who loves

the ocean and its inhabitants. L

FeoPhoto, Inc.

Jenkintown Plaza — Sixth Floor

Jenkintown, PA 19046

Please send me calendar(s) at $5.95 each.

(Pa. residents add 6% sales tax)

Check enclosed D Please ship COD

Name
Address

City/State/Zip

ARCHAEOLOGY TOUR
TO MEXICO

January 4—January 23, 1978
Conducted by

AMERICAN MUSEUM
F NATURAL HISTORY

A trip to see the most recent excavations of famous archaeological ruins

in Mexico. The past splendor of ancient pyramids and great temples at

Malinaico, Tula, Santa Cecilia, Cholula, Tenayuca, TIalteloIco and Teo-

tihuacan. The hilltop city of Xochicaico, and Teopanzoico near Cuerna-

vaca, and Mitia, Monte Alban and Yagul in the Oaxaca area. Collections

in the Anthropology Museum in Mexico City and the treasure from Tomb
7 in the Oaxaca Museum will be studied. Led by C. Bruce Hunter, Lec-

turer in Archaeology at the Museum.

For further information call or write Miss Ellen Stancs, The American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024.

(212—873-1300, ext. 546)

might well recover. They even foura ^jjo

what looked like an old tortoise trail im

A recovery of the tortoise populai

tion on Pinta Island might have takei,

place, but a year or two later, disaste

struck. A Galapagos settler from th

island of San Cristobal introducet

three goats to Pinta, hoping to estab

lish a population of these animals tha

would provide fishermen such as him

self with red meat when fishing in th

vicinity of the island. The introduc

tion succeeded beyond his wildes

dreams. In March 1963 biologists E

Curio and Peter Kramer camped fo

three weeks on Pinta and found tht

goats to be locally numerous. In Ma;

1964 Miguel Castro, a native of tht

Galapagos who had for years smdiec,

the tortoise populations on a numbe

of islands, and biologist David Ca

vagnaro camped on Pinta for nin<

days searching for tortoises. The;

found that the goats had already ad|

versely affected the vegetation of th(

lower areas on the south side of tht

island where the tortoises were sup,

posed to live—indeed it is about thtj

only suitable area for tortoises, muclj

of Pinta being relatively fresh, un-

vegetated lava.

Castro and Cavagnaro found n(|

living specimens, but chancing tcL

look into a deep fissure in the grounc"

shortly before they left the island i

they found the remains of a dead tor ;,

toise. They spent the next two day:,,

looking in similar fissures and founc

skeletons of twenty-seven more tor

toises. Undoubtedly, the goats, b)

feeding on all the low-growing vege
,
-:

tation in the lowlands, had forced the

tortoises to climb higher in search oi

food; at the higher altitudes, where

the treacherous fissures were ob

scured by thick grass, the tortoise;

had tumbled in one by one and died

It was 1971 before the Ecuadoreai

Park Service, which oversees opera

tions of Galapagos National Park

was sufficiently organized and fundec,

,

to embark on a program to eliminate
:

the goats from Pinta. By then the

goats had reached plague proper

tions. Although the tortoises ap

peared to be extinct, the extermi

nation campaign was still necessar)

because the island harbored nu^,

merous endemic plant species thaji,

were also severely affected by the.,

goats. In the course of repeated visit;

to Pinta in 1971, 1972, and 1973,,,,

33,052 goats were killed and left tc
f

rot. The program has continued evei,i,

since, but as of June 1975 there were

,

still an estimated 10,000 to 15,00(,;
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:ul goats surviving on the island.

\fter Vagvolgyi's dramatic revela-

h, 1 resolved that the time had

lie to look for a Pinta tortoise my-

f. even though I was in the

lapagos, not to look for tortoises,

. to investigate sea turtles. Time in

i islands was precious, and I could

n drop everything for a tortoise

tilt. Nevertheless, it was important

U me to visit shorelines of as many

itinds as possible, including Pinta,

Kicarch for sea turtle nesting areas.

" ta is rarely visited by scientists

tlv because the journey is an ex-

jisive, two-day boat charter from

d Darwin Station base on Santa

Ciz Island, so when I learned that

a arty led by Ole Hamann, a Danish

b anist, was leaving in two weeks to

nd five days on the island, I

, ckly arranged to share his charter.

jalapagos navigators eschew
eiipment more sophisticated than a

CTipass because it cannot be

n aired in the islands; they usually

n/igate by the simple technique of

pnting the boat in approximately

tl right direction and hoping that an

ind will come into sight before the

I,' just passed disappears. The spac-

ii, of the islands is such that this

S'itegy works well except when fog

d;cends; then things can become un-

stling. But as we slowly chugged

nlh, with dolphins cavorting in our

b>v wave, the day remained clear,

al we saw the long, low profile of

gm Marchena Island to the right,

tin Pinta straight ahead, before

J nes Island vanished behind us.

\ party of park wardens had been

asvork shooting goats on Pinta be-

fie we arrived; they were going back

tt Santa Cruz in our boat the next

mrning. Ole Hamann was able to

ntact them by radio. After a long

iversation, during which I admired

tl fluent Spanish with a strong Scan-

d [avian lilt, he came over to me, his

f e beaming. "They have found a

titoise—a large male!" he an-

nunced. The fulfillment of my
dam, to see a live tortoise on Pinta

I: ind, was imminent; it was margin-

ay clouded because it had been

f ind by someone else, but this ego-

C ical worry faded since this large

iiiividual clearly could not be the

c ; Vagvolgyi found. Thus there was

3 1 hope that a potential breeding

pr existed.

For the remaining hours, I paced

: tl boat as we drew closer to Pinta.

Te island showed a broad, evenly

sept profile, with a central peak, a
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solid brass on
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Exact working
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lesser mountain to the left, and an iso-

lated tuff cone rising out of a bed of

raw lava on the extreme right. We
steered for the landing place and

campsite at the border of the fresh

lava flow. By late afternoon, we were

able to see the goat-ravaged lower

slopes of the island, with only the ma-
ture cactus trees standing above the

wasteland. We anchored and went

ashore. I asked the goat control party

where they had put the tortoise, and

they directed me to where it was teth-

ered to a small tree by one hind foot.

I was, at first, disappointed. It

looked too ordinary. True, the shell

was raised in the front into a hand-

some saddle shape; but the animal,

although mature, was relatively

young—still growing, as could be

judged by the fresh, light annuli

around each of the big shell plates

—

and it lacked the antediluvian look of

Gunther's old engravings. But when
the animal raised its head three feet

in the air, I recognized the primeval

stare of the British Museum speci-

mens.

It was nearly dusk, but Ole and I

carried the animal out into the open
for photographs. It doggedly lum-

bered back to its hiding place, appear-

ing, as saddleback tortoises often do,

to have an instability about its gait

that suggested leg injury or deform-

ity. But it was perfectly healthy. The
next day the wardens left for Santa

Cruz and took the tortoise with them,

lest it, too, should fall into a hidden

ravine and die. The only survivor of

thousands of years of evolution was
carried down to the little beach and
dumped upside down in the dinghy to

be rowed out to the boat.

I surveyed the Pinta beaches for sea

turtle signs the next day, but found
very little . One of the beaches seemed
to have an old track and nest pit, but

I could not be sure that the spoor had
been made by a sea turtle or by one
of the many sea lions that honked and
barked at me as I wandered down the

coast. Certainly no aggregated nest-

ing took place here. So I turned my
attention inland during the remainder

of my stay. On the third day, my as-

sistant, Patty Ottens, and I climbed to

the top of the island—a feat that had
been an all-day machete- slashing

operation before the goats took over,

but which was now a relatively easy

three-hour walk.

We came down slowly, past the

area where the ground was deeply fis-

sured by the ravines that Castro and
Cavagnaro had found to be tortoise
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Xathtraps. I had no intention of de-

ending into one, but I clumsily

'.opped a camera lens; it rolled over

y foot and down into the fissure. I

j'entually worked out a method of

tt i ng down and up safely , and while

covering the lens looked around for

rtoise remains, but none were to be

und. In the years since 1964, they

id crumbled to dust. A little farther

)vvii the slope, we found tortoise

)nes—first the skull, neck bones,

id carapace fragments of what had

ost likely been a large male tortoise;

en the intact bony carapace of an-

her individual that presumably was

nature female, judging by its small-

size and fully closed shell sutures,

lese shells must have been only a

w years old. The shell of the female

owed machete marks across the

idges where the belly shell had been

moved; she had been killed by a

an. The utter senselessness of it al-

ost reduced me to tears. We were

itnesses to the final extinction of a

amatic and wonderful form of ani-

al life. Instead of poaching one of

e more numerous tortoises on a

ore accessible island like Santa

ruz—or, better still, obtaining his

'feat from one of the goats that

ttlers were encouraged to kill—

a

rverse and evil man had made the

Ing journey to Abingdon, climbed

mountain, and finding a single tor-

ise, had turned it over and hacked

apart with his machete

.

i|We carried the shell down the

ountain and brought it back to the

arwin Station. This specimen, in

;tter condition than the single shell

3m Pinta that the station already

ssessed, was only the second fe-

ale shell known to exist.

The last faint hope that remained

as that Vagvolgyi's "small, not

;ry saddle -backed" tortoise could

ill be found. Each time the wardens

jent back to Pinta, they looked for

i; but found no traces. They con-

iuded that it must have moved out

f
the area; even if the tortoise itself

j

|icaped their view, it surely would
I iive left some of the distinctive,

I
|i gar-shaped droppings that abound

i \ tortoise country. But none were to

i [: found.

' ; A year later, the promised copies

Vagvolgyi's photos finally arrived.

S ley were good pictures, but tragic

les; the tortoise was obviously the

me adult male that had been taken

the Darwin Station. Vagvolgyi

ust have compared its size with that

the huge tortoises of Alcedo or
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the wonders of the universe with an
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quality telescope provides portability

and superior optics for excellent as-

tronomical viewing. Only $149.95, this

classic Newtonian reflector gives clear,

spectacular views of the heavens.

The result of months of sophisticated

engineering, this fine instrument fea-

COMPLETE AND MAIL COUPON NOW

tures: fully coated optics; AVa" preci-

sion polished mirror; high-impact plas-

tic body; and cast aluminum mount.

Order yours today

with the coupon
below! ^ ONLY

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Dept. E-IS, Barrington, NJ. 08007

Send me

Unique Edmunii Telescopels)

#2001 @ $149 95 ea. J

Service and Handling Charge J—LM-
Enclosed is n CI"'* U M.O.

for TOTAL of }I

I
Signature

I
Name

Address _

I
City

Please send me FREE Edmund

1E4-pg. caUloglDepLE'201

Charge my

American Express

BankAmencard

Master Chg

Interbank No.

Card No

Expiration Date

SO'Daymoney-bai:!! GUARANTEE. You
|

must be satisfied or return any pur

chase in 30 days lor lull refund I

99



<s^
Prisms • Games
Astronomy Slides

Books • Lenses

and much more . . .

Send for free catalogue:

Discovery Corner

Department Ml
Hall of Science

ity of California

Berkeley. California 94720

SHELLS FOSSILS
MINERALS

Fascinating Illustrated

Catalogue of quality

specinaens, plus beautiful
"~" Color Portfolio $2.00

^ Dover Scientific
Box 601 1C
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

MURPHY'S LAWS!
Incomparable "scientific" wit. Colorfully

litfiograpfied on 8" x 10" fieavy Parcfitext

for framing. A great business or personal

gift! Only $3 (4/$10). Four Corners

Press, Dept. NHK, Hanover, Mass.

02339.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS
|

Wa nled: Book manuscnpls in all lelds. E Xpert

edi mg, design ,
manufaclu e. and marke ng—

all roof. Two FREE books (over

270 pages) gi i/e complete detail

Wr te or phone Depl ,7790.
EXPOSITION PRESS, Hie ksville, N.Y. 11801

(51 6) 822-5700

1-rrrrrr TTi
Professional handmade custom enlargements
direct from your slides Sharper more brilliant

color non-fade durability 8 x 10-S4 00 11 x

14— S8 00 16x20- $16 00 Send check Add
$2 00 (or orders under $10 00 Satisfaction
Guaranteed

PRO COLOR INC.— Dept. NH3
955 Yonkers Ave., Yonkers. N.Y 10704

Superior.
The Mason& Sullivan

Clock you build.

The finest woods and
imported movements
distinguish Mason &
Sullivan's 19 different styles

offloor, wall, and mantel
clocks—all replicas ofclassic
antiques. Send $1 for catalog
and plans to build grand
father clock shown, or 50c
for catalog alone to:

MASON (&'SULLIVAN CO.
Uept.NH08 '39 Blossom Ave.
Ostervilie, Mass. 02655.

Santa Cruz, and its degree of dorsal

saddling with the Hood Island tor-

toises at the Darwin Station; by any

standards other than these, it was a

large tortoise and strikingly saddle-

backed.

There is therefore little question

that the Pinta tortoise now resident at

the Darwin Research Station is the

last of its kind; no further trace of

tortoises has since been found by the

wardens during their intensive goat-

shooting expeditions to Pinta. At

first, the tortoise was housed in a

large, lava-walled enclosure between

a group of Santa Cruz tortoises and

the breeding colony of Hood Island

tortoises. He was rarely seen, since

with only a single tortoise to graze on

them, the grasses and shrubs in the

enclosure grew densely.

The last Pinta Island tortoise has

since been promoted from solitary

confinement. The Darwin Station has

broken a rigid taboo, one which for-

bids the placing together of tortoises

from different islands, and has placed

two female tortoises of unknown (but

not Pinta) origin in the enclosure with

him. The purpose is to insure that he

suffers no sexual dysfunction from in-

activity, as is known to occur in some
animal species. Ultimately, a mate

will probably be selected from a

neighboring population; that of Vol-

can Wolf on the northern end of Isa-

bela Island is geographically the

closest to Pinta, and since that

subspecies is known for its extreme

variability in shell shape, it should be

possible to find a reasonable morpho-

logical facsimile of a female Pinta

tortoise. There is of course no cer-

tainty that eggs from such a cross

would be fertile (there is still debate

as to whether the various, isolated

Galapagos tortoise populations are

subspecies or species), and there are

other potential problems, such as the

possibility that the female tortoise re-

tained sperm from past matings in the

wild (female chelonians of some spe-

cies are able to lay fertile eggs years

after male contact), but it is hard to

suggest anything better.

Each time I have been to the

Galapagos in recent years I have

made a point of visiting this animal,

but he hides under his shelter most of

the time, and lurches back as fast as

his skinny legs will carry him when
dragged out for photographs. He may
survive another year or even another

century, but then, inevitably, the cur-

tain will fall on the history of the tor-

toises of Pinta Island. D

MEN'S
HONEY BEAR
51 204K-Sand Suede
5042K -Dark Brown

MEN'S SIZES
B 7 to 12 & 13
C 7 to12&13
D 6'/2to12&l3
E 6'/ilol2

EEE 7 loll &12
Whole and
Half Sizes

HANDSEWN
HONEY BEAR
MOCCASIN

for Men & Women

$13«

Reg
$21.99

You won t believe such fine quality cai

be had tor so little money Luxurlou:

suede leattiers are handsewn inti

genuine tubLlar moccasins (where th(

upper leather surrounds your entirt

toot) Has thick genuine plantation crept

rubber soles, leather sock linings

WOMEN'S bellows tongue, crepe wedge heel

HONEY BEAR Comes in a large range of sizes and twc

20334K-Sand Suede ^^^^^ colors. Sand suede or Dark browr

2142K -Dark Brown suede. Please be sure to specify color

size and style when you order.

We guarantee that you won't be dis

appointed: Wear them for 10 days and

If not delighted' return them tor full

refund of your purchase price. This lov.

price is to introduce you to our supert

quality shoes, so buy now and save'

WOMEN'S SiZES

AAA 6 to 1

1

AA 5 to 12

B 4to12
C 5to10

Whole and

Half Sizes

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!
Please specify Men's or Women's catalog.

LEATHER AND SHOE COtVIPAN

4427 LAWSON HILL BUILDING, WALTHAM, fi«A 0215

Again available: OLD FASHIONED, NATURALLYlfC III
RAISED ON OWN MOTHER'S MILK BABY BEEF & WEH .

^^^^^kNo lioimones, antibiotics, pesticides, lieibicide lllG

H^^v^ used, evei. Deliciously tender Willi less fal.

Y "

J 100% puie oiganic.

SPECIAL 28 LB TASTER-SAMPLER PACKAGE WITH YOUR
FAVORITE CUTS: STEAKS, ROASTS, SCALLOPINI, CUTLETS
4 OZ, PATTIES, ,r.; ,;,, .« J, Si', 77J6 o: .vnri

TEEL MOUNTAIN FARM
BOX 6 STANARDSVILLE, VIRGINIA 22973

rBOOK HUNTING?
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction

All authors, lubiects. Name the book—we'l

find It! (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire

please. Write: Dept. 67.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

«.

Fast, Efficient, Reliable

COMPOST BIN
Turn garden and
kitchen wastes into
ricti, fertile com-
post to improve
poor soil and feed
your plants. Grow
bountiful fiarvests
of vegetables and
more beautiful
flowers. Scientifi-

cally designed bins
produce valuable
compost in weeks.
No turning tfie

tieap. fvlake a ton in

one season. Send
for FREE catalog:

ROTOCROP

1 i\

73 Buttonwood Street

New Hope, PA 18938

Historical T-Shirt
& Totes
Virffinid Wooif. B.

Amelia £artiarl rt

OeofOe Sand. Susan B Am
Freud. Bmiiy Dickinson J

*lo>co, Beelhoven. Wiltgeni

Emma Goldman, Ger
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announcing
:o readers of NATURAL HISTORY
he 1978 schedule

DnIytheAmerican Museum of Natural History brings

/ou these tours.

ravel with us on trips designed especially for members
ind friends of the Museum to places of particular

nterest.

Nature's most beautiful sights and man's most splendid

'ichievements . . . seen in the company of Museum
.dentists and other experts who share their enthusiasm

i/ith you and a compatible group of fellow travelers.

/luseum trips are also relaxing vacations. You enjoy

ie sun, the scenery and the comfortable surroundings.

'ou set your own pace . . . you have fun.

he 1978 Schedule

RCHAEOLOGY TOUR TO MEXICO
January 4-23, 1978

opular Study Tour, concentrating

n the great archaeological sites

nd related museums, led by

;. Bruce Hunter.

HE NILE
January 27-February 16, 1978 and
October 22-November 1

1

,
1 978

ail into the Egypt of antiquity in

sisurely comfort aboard the Delia.

American
Museum of

Natural
History

DiscoveryTours
RCHAEOLOGY TOUR TO MAYA MESOAMERICA

February 4-26, 1978
isit famous Mayan ruins in Southern Mexico and Guatemala,

id by C. Bruce Hunter.

AST AFRICAN SAFARI
February 27-March 17, 1978

ee the spectacular mammals and birds of Kenya with

r. Richard G. Van Gelder.

RCHAEOLOGY TOUR TO SOUTH AMERICA
March 4-25, 1978

|.n unusual archaeology tour to Colombia and Peru, led by

Bruce Hunter. Optional one-week extension to Easter Island.

NTHROPOLOGY TOUR TO MOROCCO
March 17-April 1, 1978

isit urban and rural Morocco, exploring the diversity of its

ulture, led by Paul J. Sanfacon.

ALAPAGOS
April 15-27, 1978

superb trip on a comfortable ship; Dr. Wesley E. Lanyon and
r. Richard G. Zweifel will show you the fabulous birds,

jptiles and amphibians.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS OF EUROPE
April 28-May 14, 1978

Join Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the American Museum,
in a unique tour of London, Berlin, Munich and Paris, with

emphasis on the cultural life in each city.

RIVERS AND PORTALS OF EUROPE
May 12-28, 1978

Visit Europe's western waters on the beautiful Argonaut; see

the cave paintings, birds, vineyards; learn about cultural

movements and modern life.

WILDLIFE TOUR TO ALASKA
June20-July 7, 1978

Share in the Museum's unique look at the wildlife of our "last

great wilderness," led by Kenneth Chambers.

ITALY-TUNISIA-THE AEGEAN
September 17-October 6, 1978

After an exciting 4-day stay in Rome, board the m.t.s. Orpheus in

Naples for a superb voyage of discovery, led by Dr. Thomas

D. Nicholson, Director of the American Museum.
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Art

AUDUBON'S WARBLER. From the tine porcelain
series, "Porcelains of Point Reyes " Limited edition

of 500, For free tjrochure write: Patrice Boyd Studio.

4146 David Street, Casiro Valley CA 94546

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON: the hand-colored litho-

graphs from the original royal octavo edition of "The
birds of America." 1840-44, from sixty-five dollars,

from ihe firsi royal octavo edition of "The
Quadrupeds of North America." 1849-54, from
thirty-five dollars Many other authentic antique
pnnfs from the realm of natural history Remit two
dollars (applied to your purchase) to receive our
detailed 48-pa9e catalogue with indexes
GRAPHlS UVRlSSA. Box 899. Columbia, MD 21044

ROGER TORY PETERSON — Collector bird prints.

Catalogs $2 00 Wildlife Gallery. 162 Bedford Street.

Stamford, CT 06901

WILDLIFE ETCHINGS, Limited edition by English
artist Peiter Smaa Single pnnts- $10, Portfolio of

SIX — $50 Write for catalogue Oval Studio. 1018
Beacon Street. Brookline Ma 02146

WILDLIFE/WESTERN COLLECTOR PRINTS "Sold
Out" limited edition pnnts Frace. McCarthy. Painall.

Bama Wnte tor current price list Condor Art. P 0,
Box 8054, Fountain Valley CA 92708

Books

EXPLORE NATURAL WONDERS Of mmd, immortal
sell, thoughts, cosmic mysteries of being, purpose
of life Read unique, informative book. "Thinking
and Destiny" 1.000 pages 7fh pnnling. Free infor-

mation Word Foundation, Box 769-Y, Forest Hills,

NY 11375

ORNITHOLOGY. NATURE BOOKS Used, raro

Free list Wnie Wheeler 21501-FN Juego Circle
Boca Raton. FL 33433

PYRAMlDOLOGY Extensive book & product
catalogue. 25«( please 8143-NH Big Bend. Web-
ster Groves. MO 631 19

"THE CACTACEAE " Bnlfon and Rose Exhaustive,
definitive Every cactus in world. Full botanical de-
scriptions, nomenclature, habitats Two volumes,
clothbound, 1080 pp 1275 illustrations U S orders
$37 50 Foreign $40 00 Sales tax on NY shipments
Free catak-jgues HERBERT SHPRENT2 CO , Box
83-N, livmgton, NY 10533

WHERE THE FOUNDATION DOLLARS ARE' Wih
tot free brochure describing the new revise i:

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY. Edition 6. DepI NH
Columbia University Press, 136 South Broadway
Irvmgton. NY 10533

Book Publishsrs

BOOK PUBLISHING — manuscripts and inquiries
invited Ficlion. nonliclion and poetry Free "An
Ihors' Guide to Publication " Write Dorrance f.

Company. Dept AA, Cnckel Terrace. Ardmore. PA
19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors in a complete, reliable publishing program
publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books
All subiecfs invited Send for facl-tilled booklet and
free manuscripl report Carlton Press DepI NHV
84 Fifth Avenue. New York 1001

1

Colldctor's lt*ma

af fvluiNE ALASKAN ESKIMO IVORY CARVINGS
\\'-:iif<. seals, birds, bears, lewelry mfonrialion
..ii.i'S name provided wilh each $30 $250
r.ii .Of f air Irade, Box 2368. Anchorage, AK 99;-)0l

(907) 694-2939

RECEIVE VALUABLE'FASCINATING MINERALS
MONTHLYi Write Todayi Mineral of the Month Club.
Box 487-HX. Yucaipa, CA 92399

TRAIN BELL. Brass, oft Sanla Fe Steam Engine
Write, Box C, Vernon, AZ 85940 or phone (602)
537-4786

Education

GRADUATE PROGRAM in Environmental Studies
combines course work and internship, some
stipend, leading lo Master's m Science Teaching
Program emphases are field ecology environmen-
tal educalior) Individualized approach, teacher
certification available Box Y, ANTIOCH-NEW
ENGLAND 1 Elm Slieel. Keene. NH 03431

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZFAIAND WANTS YOU'!!
50,000 Jobs! Latest inlormalion $? 00 AUSTCO,
Box 8489-NH, Long Beach, CA 90808

BAHAMAS WANT YOUi Employmeni Paradise, All

occupations New detailed reports. $2 00 Golden
Laishaw. Box 1256-NH. Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

OVERSEAS — ALL OCCUPATlONSi Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information— $2,00, interna-
tional Opportunities. Box 19107-RV, Washington.
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBSi All Occupations! Complete De-
tails. Where and How lo Apply Latest Company
Lists Resume Tips $2 00 Information Services
PO Box 3345N. Cocoa. FL 32922

OVERSEAS JOBS - NOW HIRINQi High Pay! Al
Occupations Computerized Reports, $2.00
TRANSWORLD, International Airport, Box 90802
NH Los Angeles, CA 90009

US FIRMS OVERSEAS— Complete mlormalion or

hundreds of worldwide companies. Send $6.96
Globalemploy (LCKT). Box 4499-D, Huntsville, Al
35802

Fore ign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 Coun
iriesi Sampler: Eight countries $3 98, Frei
brochure. MULTINEWSPAPERS, Box DE-201. Dani
Point. CA 92629

Friendshlpa

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through inlerns

lional correspondence Illustrated brochure free

Hermes-Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Beriin 1'

Germany

Gifts

AKUBA IDOL from Kumasi, Ghana Hand carvec
10", $10.00 McCoy Imports, Liberty NY 12754



JIMAL-SHAPEO NAPKIN RINGS styled directly

)m1930's Dogs, tish, elephants, rabbits Six col-

S. $1.75 each, $10 set of six FREE BROCHURE,
irsaparilla. 1179 Second Avenue. New York. NY
021 (212)593-1011

WSTAL SILVER JEWELRY — laceled crystals of

illiance and beauty encased m transparent lock-

rimmed in silver or gold Pendants and earrings

mtain 99 99% pure silver m individually created

isigns. $17 50-$25 00 plus $1 25 shipping Since" MelalRex Co . PO 60100. Reno. NV 89506

NOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids sizes. $4 50 Six de-

jns. Write for free brochure. Dinosaur. Box 2623.

anio Park, CA 94025

RS FROM THE GREAT BARRIER REEF Colorful

iderwater photographs mounted on handsome
Ben leatherette bookends. Harlequin Tuskfish

id Clovi/nfish in Anemone. $10 a pair Money-back
laranlee. Unden/vauder Productions. Box 387.

ike Forest. IL 60045

)N-STEREOTYPED NOTE CARDS: 8 Play and
mily Scenes Original, multi-racial line drawings
Ilude girl with blocks, boy with doll, man feeding

ant. single parent, handicapped and older adults

Ih children, etc Three sets of 8 notecards and
velopes. $6 00 Three sets of 8 postcards (each
X 4y4"). $4 60 (NY State add tax.) FREE

ffALOGUE Send check to: Toys That Care. Box
Dept. NH. Briarcliff Manor. NY 10510

ECEIVE VALUABLE UNICORN OBJECT
\TALOGi 50«. Unicorn City. Dept. NH. 55
eenwich Ave . Manhattan Isle. NY 10014

;ENIC stone pendants: Naturally occurring
idscapes in jasper, sterling or gold-filled set-

gs. Earthen Artifacts. 6288 McAbee. San Jose,
k 95120

JUNG BIRD NOTE CARDS make excellent gifts.

boxed cards. 4 designs, carbon dust drawings
blueiay, ruffed grouse, killdeer. robin. $3.25 ppd.
niled edition nature prints Brochure available.

l/PIC, Inc.. PO. Box 494. Dept. N. Morgantown,
/ 26505

Burmet Interests

;UCIOUSi CHICKEN VEGETABLE SOUP REC-
:, $1,50 and s. a. s, e. to: RMSSR-NH. PO. Box
052. Phoenix. AZ 85067

ICIPES FOR A SCRUMPTIOUS five-course Mex-
in feast! $2 50. s.a.s.e.: MEXICANA, Box 27082.
nsing, Ml 48910

salth

vlUS PROBLEM' Booklet explains how world's
iding specialists treat nasal phlegm. Send $1.00
Hydro Med. Inc . Dept. N. 10753 Palms #2. Los
geles. CA 90034

agazines

,MPLE "OLD STUFF- FREE — "Old Stuff is the
igazine about old times everybody loves— full of
I wit. wisdom, and humor of the 19th century.

nd (or your free copy today OLD STUFF Dept.
1, 148 E Lancaster Ave , Wayne. PA 19087

jsical Interests

STEST EASIEST PIANO COURSE IN HISTORY!
es patented system Free information: Box
1-A, La Canada. CA 91011

rS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,
indolins. banps From $2 95 Finished dulcimers
m $23 95 Free Catalog 8665 West 13th
3nue-NH. Denver. CO 80215

RECORDER PLAYERS — Free catalogue, largest
library Recorder Music and Recorders Amster
Recorder Co . 1624 Lavaca St , Austin. TX 78701

RECORDS-TAPESi Discounts to 73%, all labels, no
purchase obligations: newsletter, discount divi-

dend certificates. 100% guarantees. Free details.

Discount Music Club, 650 Main St.. Dept. 25-1077,
New Rochelle. NY 10801

Real Estate

CANADIAN COTTAGE SITES, fishing, boating,
1,000 acres wilderness $1700 per lot, $10 down,
$20 monthly. One hour drive west of Ottawa. Carl
Alford. Dept NH. Kingston. Ontano

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7 50 ACRE'
Homesiles. farming, vacationing, investment op-
poaunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus
nationwide listings — $2.00. Surplus Lands, Box
19107-RV Washington. D.C. 20036

Seashells

The Market accepts advertisements only from
dealers who do not offer for sale any endangered or
live-collected species of mollusks.

SEASHELLS: Special offers monthly for beginning
collectors, advanced collectors, and shell

craftsmen! Latest specials plus illustrated seashell
catalog. 25«. Old Shell Game. Box 252. Milton. MA
02186

Travel

APARTMENT IN PARADISE — (almost). Perched
high above village of Cnjz Bay. St. John. Virgin

Islands Completely furnished Sleeps four com-
fortably Write: Paradise. 12 West Front St.. Morgan-
town. WV 26505

CULTURAL & WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
Guinea. Easter Island. Galapagos. India-Nepal.
Mongolia. Patagonia. Europe and Antarctica. Ex-
pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology Small
escorted groups SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS. Dept.
NH. PO- Box 5564 University Station. Seattle. WA
98105

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for people who love to walk!
Our unique travel guides show the way For free

information wnte: Great Trips. Box 5199-NH, IMew
York. NY 10017

EDUCATIONAL EXPEDITIONS TO BAJA
CALIFORNIA. East Africa. Yucatan-Guatemala.
New Zealand. Hawaii. Sea of Cortez. Galapagos
with expert naturalists anthropologists Small
groups, in-depth travel experience Write: NATURE
Expeditions international. Dept nc. 599
College Ave. Palo Alto. CA 94306

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

secluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding.

Excellent nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild

Chiricahua Mountain climate year round Cottages,
apartments, pool. Free brochure, birdlist. Cave
Creek Ranch, Box 177. Portal. AZ 85632

NEPAL Guided treks to Everest and Muktmath with

sherpa support. Also Ba|a. Switzerland. Noavay
expeditions. Brochure: Wilderness Travel. Box
16614, Clayton, MO 63105

NICE PLACE, NICE PRICEi THR-RIFT INNS. LTD.,

located in Williamsburg and Newport News. Vir-

ginia and Annapolis. Maryland, Forget the Chateau
La Dough! You will like our rooms and our prices.

Send for free brochure before hitting the road. Write
mei Tnpp Ferguson. THR-RIFT INNS. LTD.. Dept
NH. Box 2699. Newpon News, VA 23602

NEW MEXICO Guided tours— wikjtlowers. birds.

prehistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Rarich. Slver
City. NM 88U6I (505) 538-2538

OUR MAGNIFICENT 4700-ACRE DESERT SET-
TING IS perfect for the creation of crafts. Spacious
studios are equipped for lapidary, pottery, weaving,
silver casting, macrame and other crafts Special
craft events with professional instructors sched-
uled throughout the year Activities include unlim-

ited tennis and horseback nding. swimming, nature
activities, and cookouls m the hills Ail inclusive

vacations available Please see your travel agent or
write to: Crafts at The Wickenburg Inn Tennis and
Guest Ranch. PO Box R Wickenburg. AZ 85358
(602)684-7811

POLYNESIAN EXPEDITIONS: Share daily life with
Tahitians. Samoans. Fi|ians. m traditional villages

UTA French Airlines. PO Box 9000. Van Nuys. CA
91406 or Goodmans GoodTravel Tours. Dept NH.
Box 2866 Oakland CA 94618

SAIL WITH A WHALE! 10-14 day Canbbean expedi-
tions directed by Dr Howard Winn of URI atxiard
50-ft. offshore yachts Make whale recordings. Visit

Mayan rums and remote fishing villages. Dive un-
touched pirate wrecks and coral reefs. Get NAUI
certification OCEANUS has it ail! Box 431-N10.
Ho-Ho-Kus. NJ 07423 (201) 447-0393

ST JOHN. VIRGIN ISLANDS Rent our two-
bedroom, beachfront house Attractively furnished,

spectacular view. From $340 wk, in season: $300
out. Write: Seascape, Box 331, Medina, OH 44256

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the worfd. Write for free 64-page
illustrated catalog MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. 1398
Solano-NH71. Albany CA 94706

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Expeditions explonng nat-

ural history in New Mexico. Colorado, Utah,
Arizona. Flying, jeeping. rafting, camping, lodging.

Geology Archaeology Free brochure: PO. Box
945. Dept-104, Santa Fe. NM 87501

THE WIGWAM— Great Anzona Holidays: 7 days6
nights. $299.50 per person including room, all

breakfasts, dinners, airport transfers, and cfioice of

greens fees on 3 courses, tennis, or nding. Mobil
5-Star Resort, private country club atnnosptiere.

nightly entertainment and dinner dancing. 15 miles
from Phoenix. Write or call for reservations and in-

formation The Wigwam, Dept. C, Litchfield Park,

AZ 85340 (602)935-3811

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$1.50 per word: 16 word (S24) minimum Display

classified is $150 per inch Rates are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at r>JATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion: all must be prepaid. Send
check money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.
Central Park West at 79th Street. New Yort<. NY
10024. Please include your personal address and
telephone number. Mention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text. Deadlines— 8th of

month, two months prior to cover date. Ttius. a
January issue closes November 8. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication

Box numljers, telephone numbers, and hyphe-

nated words count as two words: abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each. All slates are shown m
two-letter codes followed by zip, then telephone

(with area code), if any. An address such as "18

Main St." counts as three words. Occasionally
slight editing for clarity is required Thank you'

103



Meet some interesting

people

Things to know about

—

from rocks to tsunamisTake any 3 books for

only $1 each as a member of

Explorers Book Club (values to $59.90)
if you will join now for a trial period and agree to accept only 3 more books

— at member discount prices— within the next 12 months-

Come. Climb to the roof of the world. . . walk on the floor of

the sea. Discover every far-flung cranny where the undiscovered

lies waiting and strange marvels can be seen for the first time.

These are the pleasures that only the Explorers Book Club can

offer. Whether you're a much-traveled adventurer or an armchair

explorer, here are books to fire the imagination, suggest new paths

to follow, bring you close to exotic peoples. Books from many

worlds— primitive worlds, natural worlds, ancient worlds—and

worlds beyond our own. All in beautiful books you'll be proud to

ovvn—and dclighicd to own at the handsome discounts the

Explorers Book Club gives you. Why not join

—

and see for yourself!

(Pubhsliers' Pntc

42575. THE DRAGONS OF EDEN. Curl Sa-

gan. How we evolved, how our brains work, and

why other intelligent beings may try to communi-

cate with us. $8.95

32660. AMERICA B.C. Barn- Fell. Ar

chaeological evidence that the first settlers were

roving bands of Celtic mariners who came to

America 3fXX) years ago. $12.50

50415. GOLD, GALLEONS AND AR-
CHAEOLOGY. Robert F Burfn-y. ami Carl J

Clausen History of the 1715 Spanish Plate Fleet

sunk in a hurricane with its mullimillion dollar

cargo. . and the "gold rush" to salvage the trea-

sure. $12.95

65640. ON STONEHENGE. Sir Fred Hayle.

The mystery of the British Isles' most celebrated

megalith is tackled by the world-renowned as-

tronomer. $9.75

55210. IN THE THRONE ROOM OF THE
MOUNTAIN GODS. Galen Ranell. The excit-

ing story of the quest of the world's second highest

peak—k2—by a bold party of Americans in

1975. $18.50

77505. SEARCH AT LOCH NESS. i)</»i/.v i,

Meredith A report on the expedition of the N .Y

Tune-, and the Acadcni) of Applied Science for

the fabled monster thai may or may not exist.

$9.95

44330. THE EMERGENCE OF SOCIETY.
Johit E. Pfeiffer. From primitive hunter-gatherer

ofthe wild to sophisticated builder of cities, man's

astounding social evolution is thoroughly docu-

mented in this highly acclaimed look at prehis-

tory. With 170 illustrations and maps. $15.00

36645. THE BOOK OF SHARKS. Riehard El-

lis. Illustrated natural history of the shark popula-

tions of the world—their biology and behavior,

plus vignettes of the divers, photographers,

filmmakers and fishermen who know them best.

Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $25.00

53370. THE HITTITES: People of a Thousand

Gods. Johannes Lehmann. Fascinating explora-

tion of the mighty people who rivaled the Egyp-

tians in power—their art. language, daily life,

worship of "a thousand gods' . . . and why their

Empire mysteriously disappeared about 1200

B.C. $11-95

63350. MYSTERIES OF THE MEXICAN
PYRAMIDS. Peter Toitipkins. Stunning array of

500 photos, drawings and maps illustrate the fas-

cinating Mesoamerican pyramids which have

mystified archaeologists and laymen for cen-

turies. $20.00

55000. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF ASTRONOMY AND SPACE. Ian

Ridpath. Consultatu Editor. Covers the full range

of astronomical knowledge and space explora-

tion $16.95

87071. THE WHITE LIONS OF TIMBA-
VATI/THE LAST PLACE ON EARTH. First.

a young zoologist and his family protect to matur-

ity two rare white lion cubs. Then, a close look at

Serengeti, where great herds of wildlife roam

free. The 2 eouttt as ot,e book. $20.95



mitaU
Where to get everything
an explorer needs

•••
Trace North American history
from 30,000 years back

Ride iry the chariot
of the gods

Identify 600 mineral forms

835. THE LAROLSSE GUIDE TO MIN-
lALS, ROCKS, AND FOSSILS. A. C.
hop. A- R. Woolicxand W- R. Hamilton. Over

specimens illustrated in full-color pholo-

liphs. Convenient amingemenl of pictures and
t on the same two-page spread for easy identifi-

lion of samples in the field. $15.95

WALKING SOFTLY IN THE WIL-
RNESS. The Sierra Club Guide to Back-
king/SIMPLE FOODS FOR THE PACK.

an abundantly illustrated, 436-page guide to

aspect of backpacking— from gearing up to

g camp to handling emergencies. Then,
le advice and 1 75 recipes for cooking in the

Idemess. Softbtiund, The 2 couni as one book.

$10.90

320. EXPLORERS LTD. SOURCEBOOK.
of the best equipment, supplies, tours;

lere to go for ever) outdoor adventure—from
llooning to ocean diving. $13.95

560. COLONIES IN SPACE. T. A, Heppen-
Illustrated account of how space will be

Ionized. $12.95

601. THE FIRST THREE MINUTES/THE
)LLAPSING UNIVERSE. First, fascinating

ir of the universe through its expansion and
Mutton. Plus, the investigation of the most mys-
/ing of astronomical phenomena—the black

k.The 2 count u.s one book. $17.90

620, THE SECRET LIFE OF ANIMALS.
and Margery Milne. Myth-shattering dis-

veries about the way animals really benave.
perb color photos. Counts as 2 of your 3 books.

$29.95

500. THE SEARCH FOR THE GOLD OF
JTANKHAMEN. Arnold C. Braekman. A
motch thriller of the search for and discovery of
greatest Egyptological find of all time. $8,95

310. THE ADVENTURER'S GUIDE. Jack
teeler. A how-to by a man who has climbed
luntains. explored unknown wilds, and swum
Hellespont. $11.95

1)50. THE ENDS OF THE EARTH. Isaac
'mow Everything about the frozen polar
stes, from their exciting discovery lo their ef-

t on world climate, $15.00

210. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH
AFRICA. Dean Snon-. Photographs b\
rner Forman. With nearly 200 photographs.
;ps and charts, resurrects the woria of the North
lerican Indian. $18.95

Solve an ancient murder

79705, THE SPACE-GODS REVEALED: A
Closer Look at the Theories of Erich von Dani-
ken. Ronald Story A careful sifting through the

arguments of Chariot of the Gods that separates

known archaeological evidence from blatant

errors. $7,95

61610, MAYA: The Riddle and Rediscovery of
a Lost Civilization. Charles Gallenkamp. Fas-

cinating discovery and exploration of a mysteri-

ous, lost civilization, $12.95

62120, MEN, MYTHS AND MOUNTAINS.
Ronald W. Clark Lavishly illustrated story of
man's conquest of mountains—from the first as-

cent of Mount Aiguille in 1492 by an ill-equipped

royal party to (he contemporary television spec-
taculars. $16.95

36512. THE BOG PEOPLE/THE MOUND
PEOPLE. P. V. Glob. Perfectly preserved

2,000-year-old bodies buried in peat bogs, all

murdered ,. .6-fl-long oak coffins hidden within

mounds of earth, . ,two ancient mysteries solved.

The set counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $25.00

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • In addi

lion to getting three books for $ I each when
you join, you keep saving substantially on
the books you buy. • If you continue
membership past the trial period, you will

be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan, with

savings of at least 109c off publishers"

prices. • At 3-4 week intervals (15 limes
per year) you will receive the Book Club
News, describing the coming Main Selec-
tion and Alternate Selections, together with

a dated reply card. In addition, up to 4 times
a year, you may receive offers of special

selections, always at substantial discounts,
• If you want the Main Selection, do noth-

ing and it will be sent to you automatically.
• If you prefer another selection, or no
book at all, simply indicate your choice on
the c^d, and return it bs the date specified.

• You will have at least 10 days to decide.

If, because of late mail delivery of the

News, you should receive a book you do
not want, we guarantee return ptistage

Find the secrets of
a lost civilization

69325. THE PLANET WE LIVE ON: An Illus-

trated Encyclopedia of the Earth Sciences.

Edited by Cornelius S. Hurlbut. Jr. 300 photos,

250 original drawings and diagrams highlight the

more than 1 ,800 entries on subjects from rocks to

tsunamis. Major highlight: 32-page color
portfolio of pictorial essays. Counts as 2 ofxour 3
books. $37.50

84380. TO THE BACK OF BEYOND. Fitznn
Maclean. With the aid of over 100 pholoeraphs. a

noted English explorer-diplomat probes the exotic

cities of Central Asia. $15.00

48697. THE FORCES OF NATURE. Edited by
Sir ['ivuiii I u</i\ Seventy-five full-color photo-

graphs illusuaie Ihis Study of avalanches, ice

noes, drought. Hoods, volcanoes and earth-

quakes. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books

.

$25.00

54995. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF ARCHAEOLOGY. Glyn Daniel.

General Editor. Provides a worldwide survey of

all significant sites, cultures and civilizations that

archaeologists have discovered- $17.95

Explorers Book Club a sac
Riverside, New Jersey 08075
Please accept m\ application for member-
ship and send nic inc three volumes indi-

cated, billing me only SI each. I agree to

purchase at least three additional Selections

or Alternates during the first 12 months I

am a member, under the club plan de-

scribed in (his ad. Savings range up to 30%
and occasionally even more. My member-
ship is cancellable any time after I buy these

three books, A shipping and handling
charge is added to all shipments.

3 books for $1 each.
Indicate b\ number the 3 books vou want.

A few expensive books (noted in book de

scriptions) count as 2 choices.

City _Zip-.

(Offer good in Continental U,S. and
Canada only. Prices slightly higher in

Canada.)



Sky Reporter

Physics and the Cosmos

New theories devised by

physicists make for interesting

speculations about the

early universe

Physicists and astronomers as-

sume, as a working hypothesis, that

the laws of nature that appear to apply

here and now—on the earth in the

year 1977—apply throughout the uni-

verse, have applied for all times past,

and will apply throughout the infinite

future. Stated boldly like this, such an

assumption appears all but absurd —
much too naive. Indeed, it would be

extremely exciting if that assumption

could be shown to be wrong; if it were

to turn out that new laws of nature do
come into eifect on the cosmic scale.

So far there is no evidence for any-

thing like this.

It should be noted that this idea

—

that the laws of nature are universal

—

is relatively recent in the history of

science. The ancient Greeks, for ex-

ample, were persuaded that celestial

objects followed entirely different

laws from those governing terrestrial

ones. Planets, according to the

Greeks, moved uniformly in perfect

circles as befitted the perfect celestial

"essence" of these objects. The
word "quintessence" is derived from

the idea of a fifth essence, to be

sharply distinguished from the four

local essences—earth, air, fire, and

water. The change in attitude can be

traced to Galileo, who discovered

—with the then newly invented tele-

scope—that there were spots on the

sun and "blemishes" on the moon,
indicating that these objects were not

essentially different from the local

commodities. However, the first sci-

entist, to my knowledge, to present

io6

a truly "universal" theory was New-
ton.

According to Newton, gravitation

was supposed to act universally, with

the same force, among all objects in

the universe. Despite the jokes made
about it, I think that this is the real

significance of the story (which seems

to be true) about Newton and the fall-

ing apple. If an apple on a tree falls

because of gravitation then one might

imagine an incredibly extended tree

reaching from the earth to all corners

of the heavens, to the moon, the sun,

and so on; and if one were Newton,

one might speculate that these objects

must also be falling under the influ-

ence of the earth's gravitational

force. The moon would then be "fall-

ing" toward the earth, but fortu-

nately, gravity is not the only force

acting on it. The gravitational force

is counterbalanced by a centrifugal

force that keeps the moon up there,

so we have nothing to worry about

—

from that quarter, anyway.

From our present point of view , the

force of gravitation is the weakest

force that we know about. K we take

two protons, for example (a proton

being the nucleus of the hydrogen

atom), and let them interact with each

other, the interaction will be in-

fluenced by other forces, all much
stronger than the gravitational force.

The strongest of these forces is the

nuclear force, which at short dis-

tances causes the two protons to at-

tract each other. Then there is the

electric force, about a hundred times

weaker than the nuclear force, which
is responsible for chemical interac-

tions and, in this case, repels the two

protons mutually. In a large atomic

nucleus there is a contest between
these two forces, and the stability of

many of these nuclei is a consequence

of the fact that in this contest pi

strong, attractive force wins. M
atomic nuclei, however, are not

ble, and this brings into play yet

other force that physicists call

weak force. The bulk of my rema

will concern this force and some

the new ideas about it. But firi

would like to explain, very brie [«

why, at least in our daily lives,

gravitational force although the wcis

est of all known forces, appears to \ %

the dominant role.

The explanation, fundamenta

has to do with the universal chara

of gravitation. Every mass in the i

verse attracts every other mass gr;

tationally. The attractions pile u]jb,

bulk matter. A body such as the ei

is nearly electrically neutral-

positive and negative charges all

cancel each other out so the electr#s

force does not play an important n

for example, in determining pk
tary motions. The nuclear force

such a short range, it only comes
play in the tiny atomic nuclei; he|H

the gravitational force wins by
fault.

As I have mentioned, many -

fact, most — atomic nuclei are

stable. They tend to break up spo

neously. Some give off electr

(negatively charged particles), sc

light quanta (particles of light),

some break up into lighter nuclei s^-

as the nucleus of the helium ati

These phenomena are known pcK
larly as the radioactivity of nuc

Each of these disintegrations is in «i|

esting to the physicist, but I wan i

concentrate only on those disintej

tions, or decays, in which electron ns

the smallest unit of matter that carl

an electrical charge—are product:

These are called beta decays by t
physicists. The primal beta deca

I

'it



by Jeremy Bernstein

le decay of the neutron. The neutron

the electrically neutral counterpart

f the proton in the atomic nucleus.

free neutron, outside a nucleus, is

nstable. It breaks up spontaneously

ito a proton, an electron, and a

ntjirious particle called the neutrino.

The discovery of the neutrino is

orth some comment since it illus-

ates how scientific thinking works.

»( eta decays were first observed in

o| 5avy nuclei, and it was noticed that

hen the electron emerged from

111 lese objects it had varying energies.

ra rom this observation physicists

ei )uld conclude, by using the laws of

gii )nservation of energy and momen-
y| im, that another particle also had to

:e;i emitted. (The Austrian physicist

1- /olfgang Pauli made that suggestion

il I the early 1930s.) But this particle

it as undetectable in experiments—it

III )uld not be found. Nevertheless,

pli lysicists insisted it had to be there.

:e he first real theory of beta decay,

siiveloped in the early 1930s by

he nrico Fermi, included this object as

)y necessary ingredient. The neutrino

iteracts so weakly with other matter

- at it was not until 1953 that the

le merican physicists Clyde L.

ipcowan, Jr., and Frederick Reines

cit ere able to detect it directly in ex-

, s( sriments using nuclear reactors (in

I),
hich an incredible number of neu-

eii inos are produced). The neutrino, as

all las we know, has no charge and no

ass. But it is there.

The Fermi theory of beta decay

orks very well provided one does

)t question it too hard. When used

compute very detailed answers, all

ose answers, unfortunately, turn

caijit to be infinite instead of finite. In

111
at sense the theory is like a pinball

achine that functions well, provided

(Please turn to page 112)

EGYPT
BY MAUPINTOUR
MAUPINTOUR'S care and manage-
ment assures you see everything you
should see, comfortably. Join us for

this new travel adventure. 15 days.

GOOD HOTELS such as Asvi/an's new
Oberoi. Luxor Winter Palace, and
Mena House resort beside the Pyra-

mids and Sphinx. Spectacular views.

LEARN the significance, historic, con-

temporary. People. Scenic marvels.

Incredible antiquities, art treasures.

See Abu Simbel raised from the Nile!

WHAT YOU DREAM Egypt should be
begins every Thursday. Ask your

Travel Agent for Ivlaupintour's Egypt/
Middle East folder or send coupon.

ASWAN
LUXOR
CAIRO

Ivlaupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.,

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 913/843-1211.
quality
touring
since 1951®Maupintour
Ask about ttiese Maupintour escorted holidays:

D Africa DAIps D British Isles D Colorado
n Asia D Central America D Egypt D Europe
D France D Greece D Hawaii D India D Iran

D Italy n Mexico D Morocco D North Africa

D Orient O Portugal O Scandinavia Spain

a S, America a S. Pacific D USSR/E. Europe

A collectors Christmas
from the Hamilton Collection . .

.

The Christmas Bell
in Fine Porcelain

Ring in the holiday season with this excjuisite bell, delicately sculptured

in fine art porcelain by Gorham. "Chnstmas Herald" is second in the

series of beautiful porcelain Christmas bells offered each year exclu-

sively by the Hamilton Mint. From the harmonious balance of its wings

to the angels graceful expression as she prepares to sound the horn's

clarion call, "Christmas Herald" is the perfect way to ring in the New
Year. Make it a part ofyour family's Yulelide celebrations this year, and

in years to come. For the special people on your list, the porcelain bell

makes a distinctive Christmas gift, at only $35.

The Hamilton Collection—Holiday Edition.

Over 100 unusual collectibles to make this

Christmas unforgettable. Porcelain, crystal,

precious metals, antiquities and fine works of

art. You'll receive the handsome color cata-

logue when you order the "Christmas
Herald" porcelain bell. Or. write to us for the

free catalogue only.

THE HAMILTON COLLECTION
40 East Llruver5it\ Dnve
Arlinguin Heights. III. 60004

Plea-se send me of the "Chnslmas
Herald" ryircelain bells at $35 each (plus

applicable sales lax) and a copy ofyour
catalogue I am enclosing my check or

money order ;ls payment in 'full.

Plea-se only send me a copy ofyour free

catalogue,'

LX-pl I h)

^,p_
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Is this the
pharaoh of
the Exodus?
^T^^^^^^ Gaze upon the mummy of a 19th Dynasty pharaoh who may have stoo|
Newsweek ^^^^ ^^ f^^g ^l^l, Moses. And ponder the questions bequeathed to

^J^^^^^j^l^^^^ modern man in the awesome and eerie tombs of ancient Egypt.

The pyramids of Giza, looming vast and mysterious out
of the desert sands . .

.

. . . the mute, enigmatic Sphinx, standing sentinel as it

has stood since the dawn of civilization . .

.

. . . the Valley of the Kings, honeycombed with tombc
dating back into the mists of antiquity . .

.

. . . the temple of Osiris, the temple of Amen-Re, the

Colossi of Memnon, the mortuary temple of Ramses
II...

[«

Construction details of the Pyramids and Sphinx have long intrigued
investigators. Great Pyramid of Cheops, at right, is 755 feet long on
each side, yet so well engineered that the Southwest corner is only
V2-inch out of level with the Northwest corner.

Statue of Akhenatei
heretical 18th Dyn
sty king, reveals his
elongated head, dis
tended stomach anc
other physical abnor
malities — the enc
product of genera
tions of royal in
breeding.

The Hypostyle Hall con-
tained 134 massive columns,
some so large that 100 men

Lild stand on their capitals.

. . . for thousands of years, the tombs and temples
Egypt have evoked curiosity and wonder about the|

creators.

How did the ancient Egyptians, just a few hundrc
years removed from a primitive stone-age existenc
manage the incredibly sophisticated construction of it

pyramids?
What beliefs led them to raise such massive mom

ments, and to equip their tombs so elaborately that min( jji

dazzling treasures have survived even after centuries «
|j

tomb-robbing?
How did they preserve their dead with such remarlltji

able success that even today we csin view mummies froi|j|

Old Testament times?

Now, you and your family can explore these and man
other fascinating questions about ancient Egypt in a si m

perb volume called "The Pyramids and Sphinx." It \
Volume I in the stunning Newsweek Books series, T?.

Wonders of Man . . . and it's yours to enjoy free for te

days with this offer.

Travel back through time

In this handsome, gloriously illustrated volume, you' ^
view the whole rich panorama of Egyptian history, froi

the time of early pharaohs to the days of latter-age ruler ^
You'll enjoy 140 photos and illustrations (nearly half i

them in color.

)

You'll view the Grand Gallery through which the bod
of Cheops was carried when he was laid to rest in tl

Great Pyramid . . . and the tiny, 5" statue which is tl

only remaining likeness of Cheops himself. You'll see tl

resplendent second coffin of Tutankhamen, just as it wi
removed from its outer container—and the head of tl

withered mummy that was found inside.

You'll also see a part of the Book of the Dead, burie

with pharaohs to help their spirits come back out of tl

tomb after interment. You'll see mummy wrappini
bearing painted pictures of the people inside—the pi

tures unbelievably modern and realistic though close

2000 years old. You'll see delightful wooden models, UJ

earthed from a long-lost secret chamber, of everydfl
Egyptian life in the Eleventh Dynasty. You'll see pyr
mids, statues, marvelous temples, and more.



And in the illuminating text, you'll learn about a tem-
ple so vast it required a supporting staff of 81,322 people;
pharaoh's coffin made of 2,448 pounds of pure gold; a

lijjpectacular cache of 36 mimiified pharaohs discovered in
i4ie Valley of the Kings. You'll read the actual confession
s<1f a grave robber caught 3000 years ago; learn how the

' phinx lost its nose to latter-day gunners who used it for

atkrget practice; read of the ancient human sacrificial rite

lOJiat inspired the modern practice of throwing a doll into

16 flooding Nile River.

1311)

isuiearn all this and much more as our guest

I'i'here are so many fascinating things to see and discover
rii!i "The Pyramids and Sphinx" that you really must read
tt| for yourself. So we invite you to enjoy it as our guest

)r 10 days. Then, if you wish, you may keep it for just

3.95 plus shipping and handling, and go on to collect

lu-ther volumes in the series on The Wonders of Man.
See full details of this offer in the order form. Then

lail the form today.

Yours to keep FREE just

for examining Volume I .

.

ibjthese authentic replicas

»3of rare coins

unfi -ive coins in all, each carefully docu-
iltHnented, in an attractive, plastic-sleeved
„j])tjiolder. This collection is yours free just
f

j" or examining "The Pyramids and Sphinx"
P't . . and you may keep it even if you re-

urn the book itself.

fjT:

Add these magnificent

books to your library
with a subscription to

The Wonders of Man
The handsome volumes in this series from
Newsweek Books (just a few of which are

shown here) are among the most richly

rewarding books you will ever add to your

library. Each volume measures 9%" x

111/2" in size (over 10% larger than many
other series books), has 176 pages with a

40,000 word text and approximately 100
pictures— more than half in full color.

In each book, with a particular monu-
ment as a focal point, you will examine the

entire culture and history of which it is a

part. In "The Tower of London," you'll walk

with kings; in "The Colosseum," with em-
perors and gladiators; in "The Statue of

Liberty," with our own forebears in this

melting-pot land of ours. And other books
will take you to "The Kremlin," "Notre

Dame de Paris," "The Parthenon,

"The Taj Mahal," "Kyoto," and
"Teotihuacan," to name ju

some of the places you'll visit

Get started now on collect-

ing these magnificent books
by using the order form
provided.

Start by
exploring

The
Pyramids
and
Sphinx

FREE for

10 days

TO Newsweek Books/WONDERS OF MAN
The Newsweek Building, Box 408,
Livingston, N.J. 07039

Please enter my trial subscription to THE WONDERS OF MAN
and send me "The Pyramids and Sphinx" to examine free for

10 days. Also include my free gift of five authentic replicas of

rare coins— mine to keep whether or not I keep the book itself.

After examining the book, I may return it within 10 days and be
under no obligation. Or I may keep it for just $8.95 plus

shipping and handling. You will then send me subsequent
volumes in the series, one every other month, at the same
price. Each book will be sent to me on approval, and I may
return it, if I wish, within 10 days. I may cancel my subscription

at any time simply by notifying you.

D Check here for Deluxe Edition with luxury padded, fine-

grained binding, plus spine and cover design in gold tooling.

Cost is only $2 additional per volume.

Offer good only in U.S. and Canada.
Residents of Canada; add $1 per volume
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Now! Safe drinking
water instantly
anywhere in the world

od Tatle!

re is nolhir

IrealabI

peace
5 and
2 tresh

rait Needed for Good Health

an having a trip spoilec
or olher waler-borni

jact POCKET PAKTIi
mind (or travelers, ex

spo

stream or lake—and makes il bacte
tree ol olt-lasles mslsntly. It meets rigid E PA
Standardsi (EPA. Reg. Est. No. 37403-PA-IDl ).

Ttiis incredibly ligtitweight. portable unit does
ttie job instantly without pills or other additives
It completely eliminates the need for bottled wa-
terl One precision-engineered unit safely tillers

up to 400 pintsi Only 6 inches high by 1 3 inches
deep to slip easily into shirt pocket, backpack,
briefcase or purse. Your satisfaction completely
guaranteed! $29 95 plus $1 00 pp i handl'g Savel
Buy two for only S55 00 postpaid Send check or
money order or charge to f^aster Charge, Bank-
Americard, Diners Club, Carte Blanche. Conn,
residents add sales lax.

Send to The John Sturges House, Inc.. Dept. 070,
49 Riverside Ave.. Westporl, CT 06880.

NATURAL HISTORY

Take a voyage of discovery into the

realm of the Gray Whale at Laguna

San Ignacio. Explore the flora and

fauna of Baja California's off shore

islands. Join with a staff of

scientists and naturalists and
discover the last North American
frontier. Seven day expeditions.

Open Party and Charters available

December through May. For more
information and reservations call

or write: oept n

(714)222-1144 (213)626-8005

H&M Landing
2803 Enwrsen, San Disgo, Ca 92106

one doesn't push it too much; when

one does, it lights up "tilt. "This was

the situation in physics until some
five years ago when an explosion of

new theoretical ideas occurred,

which has turned out to have conse-

quences not only for beta decay but

for the cosmos at large . I will try to

give a flavor of these ideas, but in the

interest of economy I will omit the

names of the discoverers. (I am re-

minded of what Isaac Stern is sup-

posed to have replied when asked to

name the greatest violinist in the

world. He responded that he pre-

ferred not to answer the question be-

cause "they are all my friends.")

For arcane reasons that will serve

no purpose to go into here, the new
theories are collectively called gauge

theories. There is a class of such

theories and they all have one thing

in common: they predict the exist-

ence of new particles that have not yet

been seen in the laboratory. One is

not too disturbed by this since it took

some twenty years before the neu-

trino was seen. The new particles are

of various kinds. There may be new
heavy electrons and new heavy neu-

trinos, and some preliminary evi-

dence suggests that these objects, at

least, are beginning to turn up in ex-

periments done with the most power-

ful particle accelerators now avail-

able to physicists. In addition, the

theories predict new mesons. The
exact definition of what a meson is

has changed over the years; at the mo-
ment, the term is used somewhat
loosely to describe various sorts of

objects. For our purpose it suffices to

say that a meson is a particle that is

not like an electron or a neutrino or

a proton or a neutron. It is also not

like a "quark," which, if it exists,

would have a family resemblance to

a proton or a neutron. In fact, in the

modern view, the nucleus of the

proton and neutron are thought to be

made up of these hypothetical quarks.

Even before the explosion I re-

ferred to, physicists believed that

such mesons must exist. Beta decay,

for example, was seen as a two-step

process in which the neutron, say,

first decayed into one of these

mesons, called the W particle by
physicists

—"W" standing for

weak—and the W particle, in turn,

decayed into an electron and a neu-

trino. These older W particles were

electrically charged and very mas-

sive. In the new theories they are

joined by electrically neutral counter-

parts that are thought to be even moi

massive. The fact that these objec

are so massive explains why tht;

have not been seen in accelerator e:

periments. There is just not enou^

energy available in the present gene

ation of accelerators to produce thenj

New accelerators are now on tl

drawing board and when these ai

constructed it is hoped that the W pa

tides will be produced and detectet i

There is, however, very strong ii

direct evidence for the existence (

these heavy neutral W particles. TI

neutral W mesons can decay direct]

into pairs of neutral neutrinos an(

inversely, neutrinos can transfon

into each other by the emission of oi b
of these W mesons. This latt( :

process has been observed at the huf

accelerators in Geneva, Switzerlam

and at our own National Accelerat(

Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois. 01

servation of this process has give

physicists a good deal of confidenc

in the whole scheme. I should algjs

point out that these new theories c

not yield bad infinities so that t\ k

"tilt" problem appears to have bee b

resolved.

One of the most interesting aspec

of the new theories is what they ha

to say about astronomical and cosm(

logical phenomena. First, a gener

philosophical observation, whic

takes me back to my introductory r

marks. All of these speculations a

based on the premise that our loc

science is really universal. No oi

has been to a star, to say nothing < b

voyaging backward in time to the b
ginning of the universe. We do the:

things in our minds and with instrljie

ments here on earth, and we marv rs

at the apparent coherence of the ente n

prise.

As already noted, one of the crucifci

features of the new theories is the
"

teraction of neutrinos with neutroi

and protons and, hence, with matt

in general, by means of a neutr k

weak meson. According to tl ^
theories, these interactions can pi

up, much as the gravitational intera (

tion adds up the effects of a vast nur
jj;

ber of different masses. A bundle

neutrinos coming into contact wi

heavy matter can produce a pressu ir

on this matter. This, it is conjecture

is an important mechanism for pr

ducing stellar supernova explosion

In this case, the heavy matter is tl

iron nuclei in these stars and the ne

trinos are generated in the cookii j

process that makes the stars radiate i



; first place. Under the right cir-

mstances, these neutrinos can pro-

ce enough pressure to blow the

irs apart. Experts still disagree as to

w all of this works in detail , but the

ggested role of the neutrinos bears

ting.

Finally, these new theories make
iking predictions about the early

iverse. By now, most physicists

d astronomers appear to agree that

; universe began with a cosmic ex-

Dsion some 10,000 million to 20,-

million years ago. To review the

idence for this would require a sep-

ite essay, but it looks convincing,

least to me. The physics that ex-

uns the universe following the

ipse of the first one-hundredth of a

pond after the explosion is treated

rfectly well by the old Fermi theory

d other fairly simple general ideas.

It during the first one-hundredth of

second, the temperatures were so

;h — several million million de-

!es— and the particles were in such

)se contact with each other that the

uation resembled, in a general

ly, what takes place in very high-

ergy collisions among particles

)duced in today's accelerators,

le surprising thing about these col-

ions is that, as the energy gets

;her, they appear to be describable

simpler and simpler physics. This

1 be explained, it turns out, by a

;! iture of the gauge theories that goes

ft der the fancy name of asymptotic

edom. In this domain, the particles

i! lave, in some sense, as if they were

:1 e of each other. Hence, at the tem-

hi ratures of the kind mentioned

sti 3ve, it is thought that the universe

in isisted of free quarks and mesons

nil t rattled around until the whole soup

oled off sufficiently to enable

uc )per nuclear particles to form. The
lei Eirks then got trapped inside the

m 'tides and some of the intricacy we
lal serve today was frozen in. The uni-

ul "se, it appears, has gotten more
1 nplex as it has aged.

p [t is clear that physics has come a

eti ig way since Newton watched an

nil jle fall in his garden but it is far

lie m clear where the voyage is lead-

« ;. There are always surprises. That

sii me of the few things about this sort

Hi science one can be sure of.

PI

emy Bernstein is professor of

vsics at Stevens Institute of Tech-

ogy in Hoboken, New Jersey, and a

ola ff writer on The New Yorker maga-
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Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

'aim Readings

ate-bearing trees arrived

these shores less than

century ago

The most elegant midnight snack on

ord is the secret spread that Por-

yro prepares for his sleeping be-

'cd, Madeline, in Keats's archaic

am tale. The Eve of St. Agnes. The

mosel has gone to bed hungry, fol-

ving the ancient custom that virgins

,0 fast on St. Agnes Eve will dream

their future husband. In this case, the

1 suitor comes by stealth to her bed-

e, in "silver twilight," like a dream,

1 sets out a sweet table of exotic

;am foods:

. . . candied apple, quince, and plum,

and gourd;

With jellies soother than the creamy

curd.

And lucent syrops, tinct with cinna-

mon;

Manna and dates, in argosy transferr'd

From Fez; and spiced dainties, every

one

From silken Samarcand to cedar'd

Lebanon

.ike the stained glass in the windows
Madeline's chamber, Porphyro's

nu shines with rich colors and con-

mtes further to the hallucinatory feel

the scene with its luxurious, sweet,

ooth oriental fruits and spices. It is a

al never seen before or after. Each

n in it does, of course, actually exist

Jie real world. Even manna occurs,

imiraculously, as a sweetish exudate

he European ash, in flake form. And
other glace fruits and jellies crop up
re or less often in our eating experi-

e (although cinnamon-flavored

up may occur only as an accidental,

Idish experiment revolving around

nch toast). But Porphyro's menu is

lly only a symbol of sweetness, a

taphorical match for the lovely

:e, Photo Researchers

Madeline. And even she doesn't eat it.

Nowadays, unlike the postfeudal

era, with fresh fruit of some kind al-

ways available and sugar a common-
place, we have to summon a special

imaginative effort to share Porphyro's

delight at so cloying a collection of

food. But, taken individually, glace

fruits still strike us as special. And
dates, whose sweetness is natural, still

seem a bit out of the way, like medieval

sweetmeats.

Dates have never been absorbed into

the mainstream of our diet. Despite a

few fully naturalized date dishes —
date-nut bread, date bars, and various

date puddings — we only dabble in

dates. While certain desert Arabs have

been known to subsist almost exclu-

sively on a combination of milk and

dates, we have not advanced much be-

yond Madeline and Porphyro in nor-

malizing our relations with the fruit of

Phoenix dactylifera

.

The first date palms were imported to

the United States in tubs on shipboard

from Egypt in 1890 and transplanted

successfully at Salt River Valley, Ari-

zona. Date palms travel well. It takes

only a few years for a tree to grow from

seed or sucker to maturity. Eventually, a

mature plant may stretch up, nearly

straight, a hundred feet, and it may eas-

ily produce more than one hundred

pounds of the one- to three-inch-long

berries with grooved seeds that we call

dates. Since palms bear dates for as

much a§ a century, it may still be

possible to eat dates grown on the origi-

nal American trees.

Date history goes much farther back,

of course, beyond history itself, to

some primordial date grove, probably

in the Near East. There, cultivation is

relatively simple, since the desert cli-

mate provides a temperature of 100°F or

more. The only catch is that P. dactylif-

era is dioecious, that is, some trees bear

male flowers; others bear females. As a

result, hand-pollination is a necessity,

according to standard sources, which

do not explain why insect pollination

apparently does not work with dates.

Perhaps bees just don't like the taste of

date pollen. At any rate, date growers

must climb to dizzying heights on ma-

ture trees and tie the male inflorescence

onto female flowers.

After successful pollination, two of

the three ovaries on each female flower

atrophy, while the third develops into a

hard, green fruit, which eventually

turns yellow or red and may remain

hard or turn soft, depending on the

variety. Fruits grow in clusters weigh-

ing twenty to forty pounds, which will

ripen off the tree like bananas.

Fresh red or yellow dates are re-

portedly available in this country in

Greek and other Levantine specialty

markets, but I have never seen any, ex-

cept in Moroccan souks. If you locate

some, they can be boiled and then pre-

served in a sugar syrup. Along the Per-

sian Gulf and in India, green dates are

also boiled and then fried in oil or, it is

said, pounded to a paste together with

grasshoppers.

Commercial dates in this country are

cured and dried. California produces in

excess of twenty million tons a year. An
additional fifteen to twenty million tons

are imported. Connoisseurs assert that

the best dates in the world grow in the

Hasa district of eastern Arabia, where

the waters of hot springs coax the fabled

Khalasen variety to ripeness. The Mid-

dle East continues to be the leading

date-growing area. By one estimate,

the Basra district in Iraq has eight mil-

lion date-bearing palms. Even in an-

cient times, the same region was so

preeminent in date production that the

Greeks called the date palm phoenix,

the Phoenician tree. The date itself was

caWtd daktylos, which means "finger,"
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as in rhododaktylos , or "rosy-fin-

gered," Homer's epithet for the dawn.

While it is not difficuU to see what

was in Homer's mind, it is mystifying

to try to reconstruct the original connec-

tion between dates and fingers in the

Hellenic mind. Perhaps the Hebrew

date-word dekel is a reflex of the origi-

nal Semitic term that also led to dak-

tylos, which is, of course, the source of

our word "date."

Etymologies aside, the Middle East

is still the place to look for sophisticated

date recipes. Bedouins prepare rice

pilaf with fried dates, almonds, and

raisins. So do Armenians, who also

grind up dates, dried figs, and almonds

with sugar and cinnamon and roll the

mixture into small confectionary balls.

Syrians fill shortbread (kleitcha) rounds

with boiled, chopped dates flavored

with rosewater. They also make a date

syrup (dibis) by squeezing blanched

dates through muslin and then reducing

the liquid by solar evaporation in large

trays. This thick sweetener is then

poured over tahini (sesame paste) or

pieces of broken-up bread or ground

walnuts.

If the sweetness of these dishes

seems excessive to you, try another

Middle Eastern dessert. Slice five ba-

nanas thinly and put them in a serving

dish in alternating layers with a half

pound of pitted dates. Pour \Va cups of

light cream and chill overnight. The

fruit absorbs the cream and acquires a

smooth, rich texture.

Near Eastern Jews use dates for the

traditional Passover dish haroset, in-

stead of the apple used by other Jews in

the Diaspora. They soak equal weights

ofchopped dates and raisins, in water to

cover, overnight; then simmer them in

the same water over low heat until the

fruit turns into a thick paste. Flavor

with red Passover wine and garnish

with chopped walnuts.

If this still strikes you as too sweet,

you might try stuffing a fish with dates,

in the Moroccan manner. Moroccans

also make a casserole of lamb chunks

and dates.

Outside the Middle East, the date

has inspired only a few outstanding

culinary ideas. India leads the non-

Arab countries in date dishes, with

fried dates in cream garnished with un-

salted pistachios and with a date cream

composed of pureed dates (1 pound),

clarified butter (1 cup), hot milk (1 cup),

plumped raisins ('/4 cup), slivered al-

monds (1 tablespoon), and toasted, un-

salted pistachios (1 tablespoon).

Wrinkled, dried red dates go into that

unctuous, strange-sounding queen of

V
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inese desserts, eight-treasure rice

libaofan). They are one of the eight

[asures hidden in the glutinous rice of

Is legendary pudding, For more pro-

ic tastes, there is a superbly refined

j light Brazilian date and peanut

piding (see recipe below). Almost

e;ry other nut, from walnuts to pe-

cis, has been combined with dates in a

riding somewhere. But for those who
Ilk pudding is too heavy, date milk

ikcs are a frothy California altema-

_ Alcoholic date drinks, from mild,

nicnted "wine" to fiery, distilled,

^so-flavored arrack, round out the list

odate options.

Vou could, of course, dispense with

)king altogether and join millions,

iping raw dates, the natural candy

percent sugar as glucose or fruc-

.. except for the semimoist Deglet

or v;unety, which contains sucrose)

.
1 > our mouth, while repeating the

Tds of the prophet Muhammad:
onor your maternal aunt, the palm.

It \\ as created from the clay left over

r the creation of Adam (on whom be

ce and the blessings of God)."

Brazilian Date Pudding

ised on a recipe of Ottilia Jansen de

llo in Margarette de Andrade's

izilian Cookery)

l'/2 cups sugar

V2 cup shelled, unsalted peanuts

Vi- pound pitted dates

6 eggs, separated

V2 cup milk

1 cup heavy cream, whipped

1 cup strawberries or raspberries

1

.

Line a 2-quart (8-cup) metal mold

with caramelized sugar (Tinned

charlotte molds with little handles

are ideal for this.) Put % cup sugar

and 3 tablespoons water in the mold.

Heat directly over moderate heat

until the sugar caramelizes. Plunge

the mold for an instant into a pan of

cold water and then tilt and rotate

the mold so that the sugar flows

evenly over the inner wall of the

mold. You should be able to coat the

entire interior of the mold before the

sugar cools to a standstill. Invert the

mold and set aside.

2. Preheat oven to 350°. Set a pan of

hot water deep enough to come
halfway up the mold (when the mold

is immersed in it) on the middle

level of the oven.

3. Combine remaining % cup sugar

with peanuts, dates, egg yolks, and

milk in a blender. Puree. Then

transfer to a mixing bowl.

4 . Beat the egg whites until stiff but not

dry

Lighten the date-peanut mixture by

stirring a cup or so of the beaten egg

white into it. Then fold in the rest of

the egg white.

Turn the pudding mixture into the

prepared mold. Set the mold into the

pan of water in the oven. Bake for

40 to 50 minutes, until a metal

skewer will pierce the center of the

pudding from top to bottom and

come out clean. During baking, in-

spect the water around the pudding.

Lower heat to 300° if it starts to

simmer or boil. Also lower heat to

300° if the top of the pudding

browns too quickly.

Let cool completely. Run a thin

knife around the side of the pudding

and invert onto a serving plate. Do
not expect this surprisingly light

dessert to hold its shape with the

same glassy solidity you would get

from a creme caramel.

Spread whipped cream over the top

of the pudding and garnish the

whipped cream with the berries.

Yield: 8 servings

Raymond Sokolov's most recent

cookbook is The Saucier 's Appren-

tice, a guide to French sauces.
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to Hong Kong and Bangkok via

Amsterdam. If you're leaving from

the west coast, visit places like

Hong Kong and Kyoto via Tokyo.

And if you can't make the full

14-day cruise, we have some 7,9, and

10-day segments available. Call

your travel agent or send the coupon.

m.s. Prinsendam registered in

the Netherlands Antilles.

r,

^ Holland America Cruises

Holland America, 2 Penn Plaza, New York,

N.Y. 10001. Tell me more about your

Indonesia Adventure Cruises.

Name_

. Zip_

My travel agent is

_
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Books in Review

The Roots of Hunger

How the Other Half Dies, by Susan

George. Allanheld, Osmun & Co. {Uni-

verse Books, dist.), $12.50 hardcover,

$4.95 paperback; 308 pp.

Many would have us believe that

world hunger is a regrettable but ines-

capable phenomenon caused by power-

ful forces over which we have little

control. According to this view, the

changing climate, the irreversible ac-

celeration in the rate of population

growth, and diminishing amounts of

land on which to grow crops all make a

solution unlikely. In this situation, the

United States has a moral obligation to

mitigate the misery by shipping its food

and agricultural technology abroad.

That is one way of looking at the

"problem" of 450 million malnour-

ished human beings, but it is not Susan

George's way. She places the blame on

us— that is, on our inadequate human
institutions, wrong priorities, bad plan-

ning, and nationalistic or corrupt gov-

ernment policies. The situation, she

contends, did not just happen naturally.

She quotes Bertolt Brecht: "Famines

do not occur; they are organized by the

grain trade." And she quarrels with the

passive form of the statement we often

read: "prices are rising." Somebody
made them rise, she insists.

How the Other HalfDies is a polemi-

cal book, written from a strong personal

point of view and steadily critical of the

institutions that have failed so spectacu-

!I

larly to make any real dent on glo si

malnutrition in our time. But in ot »

respects it is optimistic. Once it is

derstood that the problem is man-ma
there is less reason for defeatis

George gives short shrift to the no(

that climate and population gro

have doomed the world to starvat:

She maintains that the problem is m
ageable provided politicians and cor 111

rate power structures can be forcec Ik

do what is necessary to correct

deficiencies in the system.

A few years ago many of these id

would have seemed radical. But tli It

years after the world food crisis mi

1974, analysts with no connection;

the politics of the Left have also be;

to question many of the old assui i

tions about hunger. No less a body t

the august National Academy of !

ences concluded after extensive im ts

tigations that producing more food ' Kt

not the answer to malnutrition,

study that was conducted for

Academy stressed that poverty andtsp

employment and inadequate distri iji

tion systems are at the root of hum ai

This summer, the United States ha Ki

thirty-million-ton stockpile of wl »t

left over from the 1976 harvest bec£

nobody wanted to buy it. Yet malm
tion is severe in countries only a k
hundred miles away, such as Haiti i 8l

Central America.

This is the dilemma that Georgei

vestigates. She does not say that scltin

tists should halt their research on p
genetics, hybridization, photos

ii8



by Dan Morgan

esis, cheap irrigation systems, and

!W systems of fertilizing crops. But

eorge insists that the real problems

e structural and political, not scien-

ic and technological.

Contrary to the popular myth about

8 world running out of food, gov-

oments in wealthy countries often

omote and pursue a policy of

:o ilanned scarcity" to keep the incomes

ci their farmers at "reasonable" (read

fi gh) levels. That is not true in the

iropean Common Market, where

:i( /ish price supports, subsidies, and

iii otective duties enable European

SI mers to produce wasteful surpluses

01 it seldom reach hungry people.

bi It in the great wheat-growing coun-

isi Bs— the United States, Canada, and

ly istralia— ninety million more tons

of uld have been grown in the three

ii ars preceding the food crisis. The

od vemments planned it that way They

B mipelled or provided incentives to

01 mers to idle vast acreages to prevent

ni erproduction. A few years later, in

iisli
! summer of 1977, overproduction is

hill
iin the number one problem of the

si leat planners, and the stage is set for

t w cutbacks in acreage and, eventu-

kft-ly, for another world food crisis.

f [n the United States, planning in ag-

rulture began in the era of the New
al when farmers were in a truly des-

ate predicament. As George points

;, there have been refinements in

nning techniques, but there is no in-

aational system in place (and re-

Irkably little political pressure to
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create one) to prevent the ruinous cycle

of "boom and bust" in the world wheat

economy.
If the rich countries are part of the

production problem, the developing na-

tions are anything but blameless. It

takes food grains such as wheat and rice

to feed people, but in many countries

vast acreages have been given over to

growing cash crops that feed animals or

people in distant, wealthy markets.

Bananas, tea, cocoa, jute, tobacco, and

groundnuts cover enormous tracts in

countries where malnutrition levels are

high. In the Philippines, 55 percent of

the land is devoted to growing cash

crops (mainly for export); in Mauritius,

85 percent.

The kind of crops being grown is not

the only problem. Large landholders

are still dominant in the land-tenure sys-

tems of numerous countries. Although

they have the best access to bank loans,

capital for buying new equipment, and

information about modem agricultural

techniques, they are inefficient produc-

ers of food, tending to invest as little

money as possible in farming modern-

ization.

Given the nature of the world hunger

problem, there is something astonish-

ing about the developments that have

taken place in agricultural trade in the

last thirty years. Whole farm econ-

omies have been reorganized to serve

export markets, rather than to deal with

the problem of malnutrition at home.
One of the worst pockets of malnutri-

tion in the world is in northeastern

Brazil. Yet the most dramatic agricul-

tural story in Brazil involves the growth

of soybean cultivation and the process-

ing of soybeans into animal feed. Mul-
tinational agribusiness companies have

invested heavily in the Brazilian "soy-

bean miracle." The miracle has been

good for the Brazilian economy and

balance of payments. Brazil has be-

come the world's second largest

exporter of beans and of the processed

meal that farmers in Europe feed to

their poultry, hogs, and cattle. The mul-

tinationals are taking advantage of the

worldwide need for rich sources of pro-

tein. But that need has little to do with

feeding hungry people. It arises from

revolutionary changes in people's diets

all over the world. Europeans and
Japanese now line up at fast-food em-
poriums to gobble hamburgers or enjoy

Kentucky fried chicken. Broiler indus-

tries have grown rapidly in affluent

western Europe since the early 1960s. It

takes huge quantities of com and soy-

beans to feed the livestock and poultry

that are the basis of the fast-food trade.
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lis development has been good for

I ibusiness and good for the grain

rle (which has doubled its intema-

iial food shipments since 1972). But

Ise dietary shifts have left virtually

touched those segments of society

h lack money to buy food (let alone

' J (Hit at a fast-food restaurant) or that

ml of reach of the food-distribution

ji.vorks operated by traders and mer-

nts.

^s George notes, land used forfeijao

ick beans) or for rice has been con-

ted to soybean cultivation in Brazil,

il estate prices of farmland suitable

growing soybeans have shot up, and

likelihood is that smaller, un-

- ;hanized farmers will gradually be

linated by wealthier farmers who
afford to buy more and more land,

he real planners of the radical shifts

lanting and eating have been com-
cial corporations. George asserts

the surplus capital of agribusiness

flomerates is a much more power-

force for setting agricultural

rities in countries than are govem-
t treasuries. In 1967, the chairman

le Bank of America had this pre-

Jtion for tackling world hunger:

e profit-oriented approach to in-

jsing food production in the less de-

ped countries provides the only

hanism for real progress and deci-

action." A decade later, however,

i is nothing to suggest that agribus-

5 has the fundamental answer to the

nnial problem of malnutrition,

'e resist the reality that food is just

her commodity and agriculture is a

ness. We invest wheat and grain

special, Biblical qualities. Wheat,
and religion would seem to be a

ty, above the probings of investiga-

joumalists and systems analysts.

Irge
reminds us that wheat prices

and to most of the same forces as

ler and petroleum. Politicians and

orations, who have license to

•X with the food-supply system,

ably have more to do with chang-

vheat prices than does drought.

le structural problems have been

avated by the well-meaning efforts

'calthy countries, she contends.

United States has given food aid

rously in years when its own
uses were large. But there is no

;r any disagreement between ag-

tural economists that the massive

-aid shipments to south Asia,

a, Indonesia, and other places in

?60s had a not altogether beneficial

ct on indigenous farmers. The
;d States staved off famine in India

e 1960s, but probably created a

false sense of security and discouraged

Indian planners from investing more in

agriculture. (Instead, India built up its

armies and constructed an atomic
bomb.)

George cites the green revolution as

an example of flawed agricultural en-

gineering on a global scale. She is hard

on the Rockefeller and Ford philan-

thropic establishments for not seeing

the drawbacks to new, high-yielding

seeds developed in one place and
superimposed on farmers elsewhere.

The work on developing new seeds

must proceed, but with much greater

sensitivity to farmers' needs for easily

adaptable hybrids. The results of the

green revolution have been disappoint-

ing. In the inflationary spiral caused by
the 1973-74 energy crisis, many farm-

ers who had introduced new seeds on

the assumption that they would have

plenty of cheap fuel to run water

pumps and cheap fertilizer to apply to

the crops, were severely set back. It is

interesting that China, which has

roughly achieved food self-sufficiency,

has not adopted any of the seeds de-

veloped at the International Rice Re-

search Institute in the Philippines.

George treats very large, compli-

cated subjects with a sprightly, provoc-

ative style. Her special contribution,

and the reason the book deserves a wide

audience, is that she forces us to discard

simplistic notions about the hunger

problem. She is opposed to "the brain-

washing of innocent bystanders."

Population is one subject that espe-

cially irks her. Populations explode for

rational reasons since people have no

incentive to reduce the number of their

children. As long as wealth is badly

distributed, the poorest segments of so-

ciety will continue to raise large num-
bers of children as useful adjuncts to the

family labor pool. The problem is not

lack of food but lack of adequate social

policies.

George calls her book a "plea for

rationality and social justice. " It is not a

call that is likely to be enthusiastically

heeded by politicians. Agriculture is

perhaps the most sensitive political

issue in the world today. World hunger

cannot be ignored or explained away
as a side-effect of population growth.

Its existence is an indictment of modem
civilization and a rebuke to us all.

Dan Morgan covers agriculture and the

hunger problem for The Washington

Post. His book on multinational grain

companies and the politics offood will

be published by Viking Press next year.
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Additional Reading

Andean Weaving (p. 48)

Peguche: A Study ofAndean Indians,

by Elsie Clews Parsons (Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1945) is a

detailed ethnography of the Otavalo

Valley. This book is the result of Par-

sons's field work from 1940 to 1941 in

Otavalo and in the neighboring town of

Peguche. Another major study of the

people of this region is The Awakening

Valley, a richly illustrated black-and-

white photographic essay on the Otava-

lehos by John Collier (author of Visual

Anthropology: Photography as a Re-

search Method) and a local ethnog-

rapher, Anibal Buitron (Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1949).

There is an excellent chapter,

"Weavers of Otavalo," by Frank
Salomon, in Peoples and Cultures of
Native South America, edited by Daniel

R. Gross (New York: Doubleday &
Co./Natural History Press, 1973, $5.95

in paperback), which gives a concise

summary of ethnographic knowledge to

date. This book also contains an exten-

sive bibliography on the greater subject

of South American Indians.

The Auroras (p. 60)

Thomas A. Potemra's article, "Au-
rora Borealis: The Greatest Light Show
on Earth" {Smithsonian, February

1977, pp. 64-70) is a popular treatment

of the subject of upper atmosphere elec-

trical currents. A journal article, "Re-
cent Progress in Studies of DMSP Au-
roral Photographs," by S. I. Akasofu

(Space Science Reviews, 1976, vol. 19,

pp. 169-215), interprets satellite photo-

graphs of the aurora borealis. It is illus-

trated with photographs and schematic

diagrams. The International Auroral At-

las, published for the International

Union of Geodesy and Geophysics by

Edinburgh University Press in 1963,

provides another way of looking at t

aurora— through colored sketche

the aurora's curtainlike structures.

More detailed are three works Ifc

will either satisfy readers' curiosit;

send them to other sources by wa; rt

bibliographies. Physics of the Aw
!

and Airglow, by J. W. Chamber)

(New York: Academic Press, 1961),i.n

classic source for description andiii

planation. More recent and most cfe

prehensive is A. Vallance Jones's

Aurora (available in paperback fron

Reidel Publishing Co., Hingh
Maine, for $24.00), which include

up-to-date bibliography as well as s

lite photographs. Keoeeit; The 5fo;fc

the Aurora Borealis, by William Pe

published in 1963 by Pergamon Pi

New York, introduces Eskimo
Scandinavian mythologies that 1|d;

evolved around the aurora since

first set eyes on it. M

Monk Seals (p. 78)
^

Two sources provide basic infofci

tion about the Caribbean monk
Victor B. Scheffer's Seals, Sea I

and Walruses: A Review of the

nipedia (Stanford: Stanford Unive

Press, 1958) and Mammals oj

World, third edition, edited by Emi

Walker, et al. (Baltimore: Johns

kins Press, 1975). A 1964 bibliogr

from the second edition's volume 3

monk seal sources on page 430

most authoritative work on the bi(

of the monk seal is "The Monk Se

by Judith E. King, Bulletin of the

ish Museum (Natural History), .

ogy, 1956, vol. 3, no. 5.

Documented Caribbean monk
sightings since the time of Christ<

Columbus appear in Extinct and Vc
^

ing Mammals of the Western f y.

sphere with the Marine Species ofA
jj



?ans, by Glover M. Allen (Special

ylication No. 11 of the American
mmittee for International Wildlife

s itection, 1942), and Remington Kel-

it g's "Past and Present Status of the

1 line Mammals of South America

4 the West Indies," on pages 299 to

of the 1942 Annual Report of the

thsonian Institution. The Red Data
>k of the International Union for the

iservation of Nature is a loose-leaf

ipendium of periodically updated

oijletins on rare and endangered spe-

;. Each information sheet includes a

iography for the animal in question;

Caribbean monk seal is sheet

iber 13.111.11.2 in the mammals
ime.

P

;eneration (p. 84)

general, accessible treatment of

subject of tissue regeneration in

nals is Richard J. Goss's Principles

egeneration (New York: Academic

>s, 1969). Goss includes a great deal

lustration and gives bibliographical

tions. A more technical review of
i subject is Loss and Restoration of

nerative Capacity in Tissues and
' ans ofAnimals, by L. V. Polezhaev

mbridge: Harvard University

s, 1972). Marcus Singer's Limb
IS -neration in the Vertebrates (Read-

's' Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,

; an Addison-Wesley Module in

ogy, No. 6) focuses primarily on
Ml es and their role in the actual mech-
Si Ti of regeneration. Singer has also

en a useful summary, "The Re-
ration of Body Parts" in Scientific

rican (October 1958, pp. 79-88).

e specific material on electrical

nsiijrols and their role in the regenera-

process is found in "Electrical

I Tols of Development," by Lionel

t^ffe and Richard Nuccitelli {Annual

Review of Biophysics and Bioengineer-

ing, 1977, vol. 6, pp. 445-76), and in

"Effects of Electrical Fields upon Re-

generation in the Metazoa," by Ste-

phen D. Smith {American Zoologist,

1970, vol. 10, pp. 133-40).

Pinta Island Tortoise (p. 90)

Ian Thornton's Darwin's Islands: A
Natural History ofthe Galapagos (New
York: Doubleday & Co./Natural His-

tory Press, 1971, $8.95) provides gen-

eral background about the giant tor-

toise's range. Another general treat-

ment is Peter Pritchard's Living Turtles

of the World (Neptune: TEH Publica-

tions, 1966).

Craig MacFarland, director of the

Charles Darwin Research Station in the

Galapagos, and Jose Villa and Basilio

Toro of the Ecuadorean Park Service,

have written two status reports on the

Galapagos giant tortoise for 1974 issues

of Biological Conservation. Part I,

"Status of the Surviving Populations,"

appears in volume 6, pages 118-33 and

Part II, "Conservation Methods," is in

volume 6, pages 198-212.

In 1964, the Galapagos International

Scientific Project, an expedition of

more than fifty scientists, descended on
the islands in helicopters. An issue of

Pacific Discovery (vol. 18, no. 5) is ded-

icated to reports from the expedition

and the opening of the Darwin Re-

search Station. Particularly interesting

is John R. Hendrickson's "Reptiles of

the Galapagos" (pp. 28-36), with good
black-and-white photographs and a bib-

liography on page 37.

For Joseph Vagvolgyi's pictures and
account of his locating the last Pinta

tortoise consult his 1974 article in Pa-

cific Discovery, "Pinta Tortoise: Redis-

covered" (vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 21-23).

Pamela Haas
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Celestial Events
Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is in the constellation Virgo until the end of

October, moving into Libra in November. During this part of its easterly

path through the stars, it drifts rapidly southward, shortening the days and

lengthening the nights, lowering the diurnal path it follows from sunrise to

sunset. It moves past Spica, in Virgo, about October 17. But on October 12,

it keeps a date with the new moon to produce a solar eclipse (see below).

The moon is a morning object in early October, rising late at night and

remaining in the morning sky. It is at last-quarter phase on the 5th, and new
moon occurs on the 12th. By the 15th or 16th, you will see the early crescent

moon in the western sky just after sundown. Thereafter it will come into

view higher and fatter each night and remain in the sky longer. First-quarter

moon is on October 19, and full moon (the hunter's moon) is on October 26.

A morning object again in early November, last-quarter is on November 3,

new moon on November 1 1

.

Stars and Hanets Mercury is the only naked eye planet in the evening

sky in October. It moves to the east (left) of the sun on the 18th and remains

an evening star (but poorly placed for viewing) through November. The
other four planets are morning stars, generally quite bright and well situated

for viewing.

Jupiter and Mars rise before midnight and are quite high in the south in the

dawn sky. Both are in Gemini. Jupiter, the brighter of the two, is well to the

west (right) of the twin stars Pollux and Castor. Mars (to the left of Jupiter)

moves into line with Pollux and Castor on October 16 and then moves away
to the east. Saturn and Venus rise well after midnight. In the dawn sky, Venus
— the brightest object you will see, except when the moon is present— is

lower in the east. Saturn is in Leo, higher and to the right, and near the bright

star Regulus.

October 4-5: The waning gibbous moon moves past Jupiter and Mars in

the morning sky.

October 8- 10: The morning moon is now moving past Saturn and Venus

—

closer to Saturn on the 8th and 9th, to Venus on the 10th.

October 12: There will be a solar eclipse today, visible from much of the

North Pacific Ocean, most of North America, and part of South America. A
total eclipse will occur in a narrow path of the Pacific and in northern South

America. In North America, the eclipse will be partial, occurring shortly

after noon along the west coast, in late afternoon along the east coast. It will

last about two hours.

October 15: The moon is nearest earth (perigee).

October 18: Mercury, in line with, but beyond, the sun, enters the evening

sky.

October 21: The Orionid meteor shower reaches maximum. An observer

may expect to see up to 25 shower meteors per hour after midnight, some

quite bright.

October 24: Jupiter, approaching opposition from the sun, becomes sta-

tionary with respect to the stars and begins to move westward (away from

Gemini, back toward Taurus).

October 31: The moon is farthest from earth (apogee).

November 3: Saturn has been approaching Regulus in Leo. Today it

passes the star and moves away to the east. The bright object near the moon
is Mars.

November 4: The relatively weak (15 per hour) and dim Taurid meteors

reach maximum.
November 5-6: The object near the moon is Saturn.

*Hoid the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match
the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The
map is for 11:15 P.M. on October 1; 10:20 p.m. on October 15; 9:10 p.m. on October

31; and 8:15 p.m. on November 15; but it can also be used for an hour before and

after those times.
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Eskimo Tales
by Dorothy Harley Eber

Arctic authors are subject

to the same literary jealousies

as their southern colleagues

At least once a year a writer can

count on reading a newspaper column
or magazine article on the notable

nastiness of writers, not necessarily

toward each other but toward each

other's books. During the past two or

three years, the literary section of the

Sunday New York Times and the Ca-

nadian magazine Saturday Night

have carried such items. It is a peren-

nial theme, but just how ubiquitous,

I learned in the Canadian Arctic.

For part of the past six summers I

have been interviewing elderly Es-

kimo living in Cape Dorset on Baffin

Island, taping their reminiscences in

order to write oral histories of their

traditions. I quickly learned that pas-

sions rage on the Hudson Strait as

violently as in warmer climates. Just

the same it was a surprise to discover

that a literary reputation can be bad-

mouthed in the Arctic as thoroughly

as if the locale were New York.

The first clue came from Echaluk, an

elderly widow, who popped out of her

prefab one day in front ofmy interpreter

and me, as we trudged along with our

tapes, recorder, and other parapher-

nalia, and announced, "Pitseolak never

caught a goose."

This was abrupt, but I recognized

the reference to the goose. It con-

cerned a passage in the book that Pit-

seolak and I had recently published.

I replied mildly, "Oh, really. She

says she did." But afterward, when
I analyzed Echaluk's remark, I rea-

lized it was loaded—an attack on my
collaborator's credibility. Echaluk

was really saying that Pitseolak had

exaggerated her age (upward; old age

in the Arctic is something to be proud
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of) and therefore in the early days of

the century when the Eskimo had

very few guns, Pitseolak was just a

baby and unlikely to have been a good
witness to the old-style goose hunts

she described:

Four people would corner a goose and my
parents would tell.me to run up behind

it hooting and shouting and put my foot

on its neck. I'd run and I'd catch the

goose and I'd stand there waving my arms

like a bird. Sometimes we'd all have

headaches from shouting and yelling.

On my first summer visit to Cape
Dorset, Pitseolak, a disarming per-

sonality and a remarkable graphic art-

ist, had given me wonderful glimpses

of "the old way." She had a gift for

homey detail that made life in the now
vanished igloos and skin tents vividly

real—and somehow familiar. In daily

interviews, she talked about how to

sew kayaks, the games she played as

a child, the problems of a wealthy

hunter with four wives: "Sometimes
it would get quite dark and that poor

man would still be building the

igloos!"

Pitseolak's willingness to answer

hundreds of questions with great

good temper and often considerable

passion meant the work on her oral

biography went easily and was
always highly rewarding. Still, our

collaboration had its unusual aspects.

I had explained that people in the

south (Montreal) thought she and I

could put together a book, but one

day—just before I packed to go
home—my interpreter said, "Pitseo-

lak wants to know what you are going

to do with all this material?" Pitseo-

lak was familiar with the Bible and
with her grandchildren's school
books but there all reading matter

stopped.

What were books for? Our young
interpreter did her best. "People in

the south spend all their time re

ing!" Pitseolak knew this was nc

sense. Her reply was immedia
"When do they eat?" But eventua

our book, illustrated by PitseoL'

and in an Eskimo-English bilingi

edition, was published, and Pitseol

made her first trip down from the A,

tic to stay at the Montreal Ritz ai

guest of the publisher. (' 'How do y

like it here?" "I feel very much
home, thank you.") During her vi

she ate in restaurants, moved abi

on escalators, handled the press w
aplomb, and seemingly was up
only once by the mysteries of the

erary world. When the publisll

showed her around his warehou
she worried that she would have]

sign all the books.

When Pitseolak got back to Cil

Dorset, the Hudson's Bay post l|

copies of our book. By the time I

rived the next summer and settled i

interviewing other elderly Doi

people who had distinguished the

selves in the graphic arts, residents

the community were familiar with

contents—and not slow with tl

comments. Not only had Pitseo

added several years to her age;

was also guilty of unseemly boasi

about her lifestyle in the old da

"Pitseolak's husband was ne

rich—^he never had eight dog;

"Pitseolak's husband's igloos—

;

couldn't even get into her husban

igloos." And there were rema

with a nasty personal ring:
'

standards of housekeeping in

family were never very high."

The matter of the goose was
tainly a sore point. The widow Ec

luk, reportedly once a hunter with

own team, was a person who ha(

be taken seriously. "If Pitseolak
^

caught a goose," she declared,

was a very small goose." Etid
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and his son Udjualuk—who some-
times came with me on interviews to

interpret—went out on the tundra and

tried to catch geese in the way Pitseo-

lak described. They reported they

couldn't run fast enough to catch a

goose free on the grass. You had to

have stone pens. Obviously, Pitseo-

lak didn't itnow what she was talking

about. She had been too young to

really know about the old ways .

'

'She
should have said she didn't know
about these things when she was
questioned," one critic informed me.

Despite this critical reaction, the

book had not hindered my chances of

getting further interviews. I am often

asked, "Aren't the people afraid to

talk to you when they know every-

thing is being recorded?" But this

particular summer, this did not seem
to be the case. People I interviewed

often seemed quite relieved when
they realized I had done with chit-

chatting and turned on the tape re-

corder. Some who had tape recorders

of their own would help me tune the

levels and would pause and gesture

meaningfully when the tape ran out.

Many of the old people I talked to

believed that the old stories should

not be forgotten. Books were a good
idea, they seemed to feel, even if Pit-

seolak's venture into print was stir-

ring up a storm.

At first I worried about Pitseolak's

feelings. On one visit I gingerly

brought up the matter of the goose.

Pitseolak insisted she had caught, not

one, but two geese on the grass. (I did

not ask her if they were very small

geese.) She also told me more about

her journeys in the umiaks—the huge
skin boats with sails made from intes-

tine—which, although seen in the Cape
Dorset area until the Hudson's Bay
Company arrived in 1913 , had also been

disputed. She remembered sitting in her

mother's amoutik, or amaut (a special

pouch in a woman's parka), and playing

with her mother's braids as they

traveled in the great boats. Once there

was an accident, and her mother, who
was pregnant, fell over in the umiak and
miscarried. On the whole, Pitseolak

appeared unconcerned although she

knew she had critics. "Pitseolak does

not tell lies although some people say

she does," she remarked. Perhaps Pit-

seolak felt that publication was worth

the criticism and difficulties it fre-

quently brings. Royalty checks arrived

occasionally; the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts made her an
academician (she showed me the di-

ploma and explained, "I got it for being
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a good artist"); a large corporation

asked her to make a drawing for an

advertisement; more people wanted to

buy her beautiful "old way" pictures

(the Smithsonian Institution is currently

circulating an exhibition of her draw-

ings); new sources of income opened

up. The interpreter remarked one day,

"Pitseolak says she is really grateful

she was able to buy that small re-

frigerator. She has it beside her bed and

now she can get good cold water

whenever she wants."

Another charge I frequently heard

was that Pitseolak had not told "all
.

"

She had not, for instance, mentioned

a relationship with the Bay Company
man in Cape Dorset. To this I gener-

ally replied, as pointedly as possible,

that few of us would want to reveal

all. But to tell the truth I have never

been really interested in the Bay man
although I have always loved to hear

Pitseolak talk about her husband,

Ashoona, who died too soon. When-
ever we meet nowadays his name
generally comes up:

When Ashoona came to the camp I didn't

know why he came. I didn't know he

came for me. I thought he'd just come for

a visit—until he started to take me to the

sled. I got scared. I was crying and
Ashoona was pushing and sometimes
picking me up to try to put me on the

fcomaf/'A: ["sleigh"]. Anyone trying to get

married would often have to carry the

girl! At that time the young girls used
to be really afraid of the men—frightened

to go to bed with them. The first time I

was sleeping beside my husband his

breath was so heavy, his skin so hard. But
after I got used to my husband I was really

happy; we had a good life together. The
first time we went to Netsilik [a large,

distant lake] we were all alone for a year

and Ashoona delivered my son Kumwar-
tok. With my mother to help. When my
husband died at Netsilik even though I

had relatives, it was as if my whole family

had died— I had no one anymore. Ottochie,

my youngest son, was in the amou-
tik. He was the only one who didn't learn

how to hunt from his father. Ashoona
taught his sons to hunt before he died.

After Ashoona died at Netsilik, when the

geese were coming south and flying over-

head down here past Cape Dorset, I used
to think, "These geese have been with

Ashoona back in Netsilik. They've been
at Ashoona's grave." When it was really

dark and I could hear the geese overhead,

I'd go outside and I'd yell, "Goodbye,
goodbye

! '

'

The most vocal of the critics was
another Pitseolak, although no rela-

tion—Peter Pitseolak, a former camp
boss generally regarded as the re-

gion's official scribe. The name Pit-

seolak, which means "sea pigeon,

is a popular one in south Baffin 1;

land. A most remarkable man, Pett

Pitseolak was an accomplished phc

tographer and considered it a failin

that his people had become literat

only at the turn of the century. "W
were stupid; we should have thougl

of writing on sealskins
! '

' For years h

had kept—in neat syllables (the sy;

tem of writing the missionarie

brought)—notes on births, death;

and important happenings in th

camps. There was more, much mort

Peter Pitseolak suggested, that coul

be better told. "Don't believe ever^,

thing some other Pitseolak tel

you," he warned.

Months later when I was back i

Montreal, the post delivered a Ion

mailing tube. Out of it came pag

after page of syllabic manuscript

Peter Pitseolak's own story, ar

as far as I know, the only written aut(

biography of any length by
eastern Arctic Eskimo of his gener;

tion. Shortly, with a grant from tl

Canada Council's Explorations Pn
gram, I returned to Baffin Island 1

interpolate the written material wii

oral biography. It was a memorab
experience. Peter Pitseolak did ii

deed have much to tell and was eag
to tell it; he had a powerful mind ar

a great storehouse of knowledge. Tl

interviews with Peter Pitseolak we
a joy to do—and as stimulating

think, for the interpreters as for md
But as we worked, I detected son

background static, Eleeshushe

Peter Pitseolak's half-sister, into h

eighties and perhaps ten years his s

nior, was gravely suspicious of tl

stories her younger brother was pas

ing along and also felt the method 1

which Peter Pitseolak had obtain*

some of his material confirmed a bl

on his character. "He was always

lazy boy," she remarked. "He w
always in bed. When the adults we
talking on the sleeping platform in t!

igloo he would sit there. Though
might appear not to be listening,

was listening all the time." And
the day I finished checking the tap

and packed my bags and walked
to the airstrip, I again encountered t

formidable widow Echaluk. "Pel

Pitseolak does not remember as mu
as he thinks he does," she remark

darkly.

I was forewarned; still, a letter i

ceived in Montreal, just as the maij

script on which Peter Pitseolak ani

had collaborated was ready to go
the printer, brought startling neV



le work was accomplished in tiie

lie of time—he died four months

ifr we finished the interviews.) A
;i ural committee of three elders had

itn formed in Cape Dorset, and be-

sse the members felt Peter Pitseo-

a might remember things dif-

c ntly from how they actually were,

hi would be willing to help by

;h:king the manuscript. Of course I

V. appalled. The desire to censor is

iparently strong in man. But not

leiy so strong, work in Cape Dorset

evinces me, as man's desire to

communicate. After some thought, I

wrote back, paraphrasing words at-

tributed to Harry Truman: Clever

men can never agree.

Now I am awaiting results. Hasn't

the competitive notion that there is a

story to tell more honest, more beau-

tiful, more deserving of respect than

the tale told by a rival sent many a

chronicler to the typewriter? It is my
hope that the three members of the

cultural committee, finding them-

selves in strident disagreement with

the published reminiscences of the

two Pitseolaks—and, I think I can

safely predict, with each other—will

set down their own versions of

events. If they do, and three separate

syllabic manuscripts result, those cul-

tural committee members will merely

have become part of the same literary

tradition as their colleagues south of the

Arctic.

Dorothy Harley Eber is a Canadian

journalist who has produced two

oral biographies, Pictures Out of

My Life and People From Our Side.
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announcements

eru's Golden Treasures, an exhibit

nore than 200 gold pieces spanning

00 years of Peru's largely unknown
ory, will be on display in Gallery 77

October 5 through December In-

led will be such delicately wrought

cts as a minutely detailed pair of

ien gloves from the Chimu culture;

backrest of a litter, magnificently

orated with small gold figures; a

:hica pectoral in the shape of a new
n with monkeys playing along its

er edges; and numerous masks,

lettes, and vessels. The artifacts are

of the collection of the Museo Oro

Peru in Lima. The collection was

n in the 1930s by Miguel Mujica

lo, a Peruvian concerned that much
is country's golden heritage was

ppearing at the hands of robbers,

looted tombs of offerings to the

placed in them thousands of years

The exhibit will also include ar-

ts from the American Museum's
Peruvian collection. There will be

)red examples of Paracas mantles.

which were used to wrap mummies, as

well as displays of clothing, pottery,

shells, and musical instruments, all dis-

covered in tombs of Peru's various an-

cient societies.

Beginning in October, the Education

Department will sponsor six series of

unlimited enrollment Evening Lec-

tures: Archeology of Ancient Egypt;

Magic and Witchcraft; Social Behavior

of Animals; The World of Birds; Wild-

flowers of the North; and Insects:

Earth's Most Successful Animals.

Each series will be presented either by

members of the Museum's scientific

staff or by experts from other museums
or universities. The cost ranges from

$20 to $35 for individual series. For

information about length of each series

and registration call (212) 873-7507.

On October 13, the Museum Mem-
bership Office will present a program

devoted to The Bowhead Whale:
Monarch of the Seas. The event will

include a screening of In Search of the

Bowhead Whale and a discussion by

Scott McVay of the Environmental De-

fense Fund. In 1973, McVay led an ex-

pedition to the Bering Sea to study and

photograph the behavior of this rare

whale, and record its sounds. An
offshoot of the expedition was the film-

ing of the bowhead's spring migration

along the northwest coast of Alaska

from Point Hope to Point Barrow.

The bowhead used to be so numerous

in the Arctic Ocean that it was com-

monly referred to as "the whale." For

300 years, the species—the only baleen

whale that lives year-round in the Arctic

—was ceaselessly hunted by Europeans

for its oil. Now, only a handful remain

in the Bering, Beaufort, and Chukchi

seas off Alaska and Siberia. These are

hunted only by Eskimo, who rely on the

bowhead's meat, blubber, and bones for

subsistence.
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D BankAmericard /Visa [I Masiei Criaige

N Y residenis Diease add sales lai

Credil Card No Eioires

Name

Address

City, State, Zip _
Signature

Complete s lisfaction guaranteed.
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Letters

Lightning

Strikes Again
Richard E. Orville's otherwise ex-

cellent article "Bolts from the Blue"

(June/July 1977) had one major flaw.

He states, "the charge delivered to the

earth's surface in a lightning flash is

only about 20 coulombs, enough to op-

erate one 100-watt bulb for just over 20

seconds." Horsefeathers! The one

coulomb per second (one ampere, to

those who find amperes more comfort-

able) is for current supplied across a

voltage drop of 1 10 volts. The energy is

given by the product of charge and volt-

age: thus a 100-million-volt discharge

of 20 coulombs supplies 2,000,000,-

000 joules—enough to keep a 100-watt

(1 10 joules per second) bulb burning for

20 million seconds or more than 5,500

hours, or about 2311/2 days. In other

words, each lightning flash supplies

more than 555 kilowatt-hours . If it were

possible to tap this source of energy, it

would be quite useful, and not merely a

laboratory curiosity.

Mark E. Kandnsky
Trinity University

San Antonio, Texas

The Author Replies: The above cal-

culations are correct. Unfortunately,

virtually all this energy is dissipated

into heat, light, and thunder in the

atmosphere and is not available for use

at the ground. But let us ignore this loss

and assume, as Mr. Kaminsky has, that

555 kilowatt-hours are available and

can be tapped as a source of energy.

How many lightning flashes are

needed to meet the electrical require-

ments of a home? My four-bedroom

house used 900 kilowatt-hours in a

recent month and would therefore need

the energy from twenty lightning

flashes to meet my yearly electrical

needs. A typical flash density in our

area for thirty thunderstorm days per

year is about ten flashes per square mile

per year. So if I collected all the energy

from lightning flashes to ground in two

square miles the electrical energy needs

of my home would be satisfied.

If this seems impractical, I could

meet a fraction of my electrical needs

by erecting a 325 -foot tower near my
home and using the electrical energy

from lightning striking the tower. Re-

search indicates that most lightning

within a 650-foot radius of the tower

would hit it, and that this would amount

to at most one strike per year. This

would supply, according to our assump-

tions, 555 kilowatt-hours or a continu-

ous power supply of 55 watts. Of
course the available power will be

much less since in all our calculations

no account has been taken of the energy

losses in the lightning channel and of

the inevitable losses in the storage area.

It would appear that lightning as a

practical energy source is not useful

and will, in fact, remain a laboratory

curiosity.

The Grizzly Grapple

I read Christopher Cauble's article,

"The Great Grizzly Grapple" (Au-

gust/September 1977), early this morn-

ing and, in a rare burst of intellectual

energy, would like to make a com-

ment. The killing of Stony Bear, purely

and simply because she might have

cubs and then might become overly pro-

tective, is certainly an act that should

not have been carried out. No one in my
family has ever been mauled or killed

by a bear, so I presume I am somewhat
biased in favor of bears; but following

this line of reasoning in regards to the

human race brings up so many
possibilities that it boggles the mind.

Garth E. Fort, M.D.
Nashville, Tennessee

Mr. Cauble gave a fairly unbiased

report on the situation concerning the

grizzly bear in our National Parks; that

is, until the last paragraph of the article.

His statements are a bit extreme and

will probably not be met with en-

thusiasm from the nonbiologist seg-

ment of our society.

The offensive segment of his last

paragraph is: "... if we can yawn and

accept the reports of tens of thousands

of deaths from automobile accidents

and mishaps in the home, can we not

tolerate the exceedingly rare death due

to a grizzly bear?" We found this

sentence offensive because of its inac-

curacy. People aren't taking highway

accidents lightly; as shown by safer

highway design, traffic laws, and en-

forcement. People aren't outlawing

highways because of traffic accidents.

and they aren't just sitting back ai[

letting them occur.

Let us close with conmient. No! ^
Cauble, the public will not just yav|

and allow their children or themselvi

be mauled and killed by grizzlies, i t

more than they will tolerate car aci

dents. We personally have confiden

that an acceptable solution to tl i!

problem will be found.

Jack and Rosalie Seim

Campbell, Californ

I was not very pleased with the ai
fp

cle, "The Great Grizzly Grapple," t

did appreciate the author's effort

bring a matter this serious to the attdjpi

tion of the public. ;|

I was both outraged and appalled ii

what the National Park Service h t

been doing over the years to the grizz i

and very much concerned about f la

public's reaction to the plight of t ;1j

animal. p
Considering that the ratio— appn aj

imately three out of every 1,600,C b
persons visiting the Glacier area i{i(

attacked by bears— of bear/people ico

cidents is extremely low, I think la

odds favor the public. As was poin pol

out in the article, the public seems i ij

mune to deaths caused by motor (Jj

hides. I fail to understand the outragt
1,

a grizzly who attacked someone wl
fe's

that animal has probably been bothe tali

to death by people in his home— jen

parks. These are not tame animals m
should they ever become so. Butpeo ^
fail to understand nature and feel tl b
have to tame everything as long a «,»

falls into their controlling patterns Itiy

man can't control it—he doesn't wai i\

around. I find this quite sad and
jstji

mensely frightening for all of us. an

Mr. Cauble wrote that the grizzly Im

been hunted for years in the Bob N
lool

shall Wilderness Area, and that tl
fey

bears don't seem to be as aggressivi

seems obvious that the hunted aniri

are, in fact, running for their live

again refuse to believe we have the r

to put such fear into these animals.

We owe it to the animals, thri

together in these parks and living (

at the mercy of man, to allow theri

live in peace. If I honestly thoughljOj;

parks were created strictly for m
purpose, I would never step foot in i

h
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'.iple who fear these animals should

i er stay out of the parks (there are

I IS in which one can camp all over the

ted States without being bothered

wild animals) or sanction a few

;cs strictly for wildlife. Should they

II choose to trespass, they, and they

lie, would be responsible for the

csequences.

Carolyn Pierce

Medford, Massachusetts

have just read "The Great Grizzly

iipple." It seems a pathetic sign of

v absurdity of our "civilization"

(In the National Park Service is kill-

'igrizzly bears not for what they've

, but for what they might be capa-

idf doing. The Walker decision ranks

1 ne of the most disgusting ever de-

•d.

reas become designated as national

t s because of the extraordinary and

1 ue qualities of nature that are found

: lat particular place. This includes

e flora and fauna as much as the

logical formations. Preservation of

e: conditions should be of premier

iirtance.

. policy restricting the feeding or

itBiing of wild animals should be in-

ted in the national parks. As Clif-

T J. Martinka pointed out, the

: (le's familiarity with, and feeding

izzlies has produced a disastrous

' ge in the bear's behavior patterns.

ins should also be taken to prevent

icredibly idiotic tourists from pos-

heir children with bear cubs for

is. while the huge mother bear is

I Tt lirty yards away as 1 have witnes-

Jn Yellowstone National Park. In

:' wstone 1 also saw people feeding

ears candy bars. Hostess IVvin-

Jumbo Jacks, french fries, and

; Kool-Aid— in short, nearly any-

r they could find that resembled

> These are usually the people that

ilain the loudest when an animal

them.

for the specific "grizzly bear

;m" (actually peop/e problems), 1

se the following other solutions:

Education of the public as to the

; of wild animals— we must be

)isneyfied."

for 1 Close the parks having a "grizzly

5m" for five years. This will allow

Ike:

the bears to become dependent once

more upon their own abilities to obtain

food.

3. Then open the parks to shuttle-

service tours, but with no unsupervised

camping or hiking for an additional five

years. During this time the bears can

again become accustomed to the sight

of humans, but without expecting

handouts.

4. When the park opens for camp-

ing, have all campers sign National

Park Service responsibility waivers and

acknowledgements that they camp at

their own risk.

Make it a.privilege not a right to enter

our national parks.

William Stout
Hollywood, California

Aside from bears caged in zoos or

performing in a circus, 1 had never seen

a bear in its habitat until a few years

ago, when 1 had been on a fleeting visit

to the Rocky Mountain National Park.

As I stood on the paved roadway over-

looking the vast valley below, 1 spotted

what first seemed to be a hiker, but in

fact was some species of bear. It was

awe-inspiring to see this denizen going

his way of centuries past in this vast and

isolated area that is maintained as a

"mental tranquilizer for frazzled city

citizens" by their payment of Federal

taxes.

But our national parks must be kept

safe for those who use them routinely or

for that once-in-a-lifetime camping

trip! Just as the Indians learned the

meaning of our "thunder stick," so

must the bears. If they can learn the

perfection of their circus performances,

they must equally learn to respect the

taxpayer or be put in a position less

dangerous to him.

The loss of life of one park visitor is

not worth the value of all of the bears in

our national park system.

Greater creatures than bears trod our

wilderness areas until environmental

changes caused their demise, and our

costly preservation of these park areas

and our right to use them safely consti-

tutes an "environmental change."

Bears don't vote or pay taxes — the

people do!

F. Coleman Greene
Pawling, New York

My name is Matthew Clay. I'm elev-

en years old, and I'm a reader of Natu-

ral History. I'm writing becuose [sic]

you made an, era [sic] in our August/

September 1977 issue. On page 75 the

bear standing against the car is a black

bear not a grizzly.

Matthew Clay
Portsmouth, Rhode Island

The "grizzly" shown on page 75 of

your August/September issue is defi-

nitely not a grizzly, but a black bear. On
page 77 the bear described as a "young

grizzly" is almost certainly a black bear

as well. However, all the other bears

pictured in "The Great Grizzly Grap-

ple" are genuine grizzly bears!

Henry B. Green
Tarrytown. New York

Community
Problems

Mary Ann Borrello and Elizabeth

Mathias ("Botanicas," August/Sep-

tember Natural History) are obviously

sensitive and careful observers. They

are also capable analysts of their obser-

vations as shown in their fine exposition

of the interrelated sources of Puerto

Rican religious practices.

Their evaluation of their findings,

however, is reactionary in its implica-

tions. The spiritualist and animist rites

do not, in fact, solve any of the Puerto

Rican's problems. A community suf-

fering from unemployment and the so-

cial disruptions it causes, illiteracy and

the multiple barriers it creates to eco-

nomic advance, excessive population

growth and the resultant inability to

nurture the child's mind and body —
such a community needs to learn, to

organize, and to seek rational, long-

range solutions to its problems.

As long as religious, social, and an-

thropological opinions encourage re-

liance on supernatural means of

problem solving, the community is dis-

couraged from learning rational so-

lutions to social problems. I believe that

the expensive and wasteful practices

described in "Botanicas" are

symptoms of a terrible social problem.

Brucia Witthoft
Framingham State College

Lexington, Massachusetts
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The Heirloom Look of

Classic Pewter Dinnerware
Artfully Reproduced in rCttfuuXOIJ Metal

This superbly crafted metalware will add a new di-

mension to your table settings. Remarkably like an-

tique pewter in the burnished silvery lustre, in the

traditional shapes admired for generations, even in

the solid "feel" of the prized originals. You've ad-

mired similar pieces— at much fancier prices—on

magazine pages and in expensive shops. Now you

can enjoy the same time-honored traditional beauty

right in your own home!

ADAPTABLE TO MANY MOODS AND USES
The classic historic design is equally compatible with fine

china or casual pottery. Graceful plates and sturdy ale nog-

nins like these once abounded in early American inns, and

similar sets graced many a Colonial manor table. Today,

you'd have to scour the antique shops for months in order to

find matching pieces of comparable beauty and utility-and

pav many times more than these modest prices. Imagine

what charming and distinctive table settings they'll help you

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY CAPTURED
IN CAREFREE METALWARE

PEWTALLOY brings you all the justly prized beauty of pewter

with none of the worry. This carefully formulated blend of

aluminum and other metals will remain forever tarnish-free

and will not chip, dent or break under normal use. The spe-

cial casting process imparts an individualized hand-made

look that is enhanced by the finely polished satin finish.

As you use it, you'll find that your PEWTALLOY service

acquires a patina that adds to its beauty.

Complete 16 Piece Set-

Service for Four as shown-includes: foui

10" dinner plates, four 6-3/4" bread/

butter or salad plates, tour 14 oz.

ardsand four napkin rings.

LIMITED SUPPUj
MAIL coupqiMI

ORDER NOW—Supplies Are Limited!

This offer may not be repeated this season,

don't miss out. Take advantage of this truly i

usual value and order your superbly craft

traditional PEWTALLOY dinnerware set rig

now— for yourself or for an impressive gift!

FULLY GUARANTEED: You must be absolu

ly satisfied with your purchase in every way,

simply return the merchandise within 30 da

and receive a prompt refund.

r'c7own-CasTle Ltd., Dept. PDW-82
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please rush me the 16 piece PEWTALLOY dinnerwE

set for only $22.95 on full money back guarantee i

am not absolutely delighted:

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling.)

Enclosed is $

Charge My D Bank Americard D Master Charge

n American Express

Card No

Expiration Date

Signature

Name

Address

City _State_ -Zip_

, SAVE: Order two sets (32 pieces) for only $39

We pay all postage.
______ Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax. ___—
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Crafted of wood ar
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Simulated TV piclun

Computer-sharp color. . . Computer fast

Experience The Magnavox Touch ... and enjoy television I R

you have never enjoyed it before. '^
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J5
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J
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100% automatically
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appear on screen! Recall them whenever you wish.
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Seville Elegante is here.

A new expression of Cadillac excellence.

Elegante combines the qualities of

Cadillac's superb Seville . . . with

elegant refinements you might expect

only on custom-crafted automobiles.

Exclusive Interior.

Seating areas are upholstered with

breathable, perforated leather inserts

designed especially for Elegante. In

Antique Gray or Saddle. There's the

confident feel ofgenuine leather on the

steering wheel. And the backs of the

40140 Dual Comfort front seats have

convenient parcel pockets.

Personal Console.

Elegante features both a fold-down

center armrest-and a functional console

with interior light, rear floor courtesy

light and provisions for writing tablet

and pen. Additional compartments

provide space for telephone installation

or storage of tapes and personal items.

Wire Wheels.

Elegante moves on authentic, chrome-

plated wire wheels with long-laced

spokes. Full-leitgth brushed chrome

molding with etched black grooving ac-

centuates the classic lines. An unbroken

line of molding also frames the rear

window. Other distinctive details

include an exterior Elegante insignia

in script.

Duo-Tone Finish.

The character of Elegante is perhaps best

expressed in the subtle dignity of the

exterior finish. Offered in Platinum

and Sable Black as shown. Or Saddle

Firemist and Ruidoso Brown.

Only Seville.

Most of all, Elegante is a Seville-one of

the world's great cars. A unique Ameri-

can luxury car that shares its body and

suspension system with no other. Only

Seville offers a 5.7 Litre Electronic-

Fuel-Injected engine as standard. Com-

bined with renowned Cadillac comfort,

convenience and quality. And almost

every luxury feature is standard.

Now, Seville offers you Elegante.

At your Cadillac dealer's only.

BYCADILLAC
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RABBIT.

t

It's just a wonderful car.
j

True, we had a big advantag
we started with a wonderful etc

and made it even better.

Over a million people all o\

the world have been impressi ie

enough to buy them.
What's so impressive?

I

Easy. If you trade up tcj

Rabbit from a Merced!
Benz 280E! believe it or rll
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h get better acceleration.

tfli
If you trade up to a Rabbit from
Cadillac Seville, you'll get more
k space. And tfiere are 32 cars

can trade up to a Rabbit for

e people space.
The Rabbit is so roomy, there

i even room for improvement.
The78 Rabbits lookbetterthan

T. Handsome metallic colors.

:>hes of chrome here and there

;ii

to make them even snappier.

The biggest news of all

for 78 can't be seen. And
barely heard. WeVe refined the

Rabbit's fuel-injected engine to

make it quieter and more efficient,

All in all, we are very proud.

Once we were famous for mak-

ing a car that looked ridiculous.

Now we make one that makes
the others look ridiculous.

voLKsmneEN
DOES IT

AGAIN



The CouBteau Ddyssey i

cques Cousteau's life is a histt.ry eighty-six year old Sheila MacBeth the indelible stamp of Cousteau's genius I
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Jacques Cousteau's life is a history

of adventure, excitement, and mystery.

But none of his many expeditions

has ever been as unique as the new one
Cousteau embarks on this year aboard
Calypso.

"The Cousteau Odyssey."

Four hour-long specials begin on
November 22nd with "Calypso's Search
for the Britannic!'

Cousteau and Britannic survivor.

eighty-six year old Sheila MacBeth
Mitchell, return to the sunken luxury
liner to find the reason for its disaster.

Early next year, "The Cousteau
Odyssey" in two hour specials explores

a new theory about a lost civilization

that has held the imagination of people
everywhere.

"Calypso's Search for Atlantis.

Parts I and 11!'

An extraordinary journey that puts

the indelible stamp of Cousteau's genius

on a legend that is sure to keep inspiring

men for all time.

Later, Cousteau's never-ending

search to learn from the past takes him
to an island buried by a volcanic erup-

tion 200 years before the birth of Christ.

"Diving for Roman Plunder." A
fantastic story of Grecian art treasures

stolen by the Romans and recovered

from under the sea by Cousteau.

The produclion of "The Cousteau Odyssey" specials for PBS is made possible by a grant from Atlantic Richfield Company to ICCET, Los Angeles
expressly for the funding of the broadcasts. The specials are produced by Captain Cousteau and Philippe Cousteau in association with KCET ARCO ille

Atlantic RichfieldCompany



Authors

Both C. David Rollo, left, and

illiam G. Wellington, right, are as-

1 ciated with the Institute of Animal
jsource Ecology at the University of

itish Columbia. Rollo, a doctoral

ndidate, is particularly interested in

t homing and competitive behavior of

Testrial mollusks. He has studied

igs in Ontario cornfields and recently

ntributed to a molluslc survey of

uthem British Columbia.

Wellington is director of the institute

and professor of plant science and re-

source ecology at the university. He has

contributed frequently to Natural
History, generally on the impact that

individual differences in animal or in-

sect behavior have on survival of the

local populations. His most recent arti-

cle was "Life at the Cloud Line" (Oc-

tober 1976), about animal and insect

adaptation to mountain weather.

A writer, photographer, and author-

on the human and animal life of the

north, Fred Bruemmer spends al-

)St as much time in the Arctic as he

es at home in Montreal. Over a thir-

n-year period, he has visited most of

; areas where walruses are still found:

ble Island, off Nova Scotia;

Spitsbergen; northern Greenland; many
of the Canadian high arctic islands;

Hudson Bay; and Little Diomede Is-

land in the Bering Strait. On Little

Diomede, the subject of his last article

for Natural History ("Life on a Cold

Rock," March 1977), he noted the mi-

gration of Pacific walruses.

F. Herbert Bormann and Gene E.

Likens are the originators of the Hub-
bard Brook Ecosystem Study of the

mountains of New Hamp.shire. One of

the oldest and most intensive ecosystem

studies in the world, the work con-

ducted under its auspices has produced

volumes of information on the ecology,

chemistry, hydrology, and general biol-

ogy of eastern forests. As principal in-

vestigators at Hubbard Brook, Bor-

mann and Likens are hoping to deter-

mine more about the relationship be-

tween forests and lakes and the effects

of air pollution on forest growth. The

authors report that part of the study's

success is due to their working well

together— they have not had a serious

argument in thirteen years. Bormann,

above, is professor of forest ecology at

Yale University; Likens, below, is pro-

fessor of ecology at Cornell University.



After a great
dinner, serveThe
Christian Brothers
Tinta California

Cream Port.

A varietal Port wine with the

character of the celebrated Tinta

Madeira grape is rarely produced

in California. Although this is the

grape used in the choicest wines

of Portugal, it is not widely planted

here. However, we have found that

a few vineyards near our winery

in the San Joaquin Valley are ideal

for this splendid grape, and give

us the opportunity to make a truly

unique California dessert wine.

Of course, the grape is only

part of the story of ourTinta

Cream Port. The rest is time and '

skill. As the wines mature, only

certain casks will develop the

particular lusciousness that we
seek. The final blend will be

chosen from these, so that each

bottle has the same delicious,

deep, smooth quality and the fine,

garnet red color

We believe you will find

The Christian Brothers Tinta

Cream Port is a wine worthy of the

finest occasion— to _^

be sipped after a

great meal, or to be

opened for your

best friends.

Because of the

scarcity of the grape,

and the leisurely time

it takes to develop, Tinta Cream
Port is not always available. Should

you have trouble finding it at your

wine merchant's, you may write

tome.
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The Christian Brothers*

Napa Valley, California 94558
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"I became interested in the natural

history of Asia at the age of fourteen,"

writes Raul Valdez, an assistant profes-

sor at New Mexico State University.

Part of that interest recently reached

fruition through his field work on the

behavior and ecology of mouflon sheep

in Iran, a subject on which he is writing

a book. Valdez has also conducted re-

search in Mexico, Honduras, Nicara-

gua, and El Salvador. His plans call for

doing ecological studies of native and

introduced ungulates in New Mexico.

Coauthor Leticia V. Alamia

biologist with the Texas Park an

Wildlife Service. In her capacity as

research ecologist with the Iran D«

partment of the Environment, she a;

sisted her husband, Raul Valdez, on h

wild sheep studies from 1971 to 197f

Her past work has included an invest

gation of the renesting activity c

white-winged doves in the lower Ri

Grande Valley of Texas. In her spai

time, Alamia is a serious natur

photographer.

Alan M. Beck is director of New
York City's Bureau of Animal Affairs.

That division of the Department of

Health handles the city's problems con-

cerning all animals except rats. This

past summer, while other New Yorkers

talked about the heat wave, the black-

out, and Son of Sam, Beck worried

about a rising bat population, and called

for a bat alert to avert cases of rabies.

His last contribution to Natural History

was "The Life and Times of Shag, .

Feral Dog in Baltimore" published ii

October 1971.

Now at the Behavioral Science

Foundation in St. Kitts, coauthor Phili|

Marden came to New York fron

Hampshire College in Amherst, Mas
sachusetts, to do a senior research proj

ect on a primate population. Bed
suggested that Marden observe instea(

i* his neighborhood's street dwellers.
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One of the killers you'll encounter in

DANGEROUS SEA CREATURES
The great white . . . most feared of

the ocean's predators. He grows to a

length of 21 feet, and to a weight of

three tons. His teeth measure a full two

inches, and are replaced, when dam-
aged, within 24 hours. His acute sense

of smell can detect one ounce of fish

blood in one million ounces of water.

His nerve endings can picl< up erratic

vibrations — such as those of a swim-

mer in trouble — at a distance of 600 feet.

The great white claimed the lives of thou-

sands of shipwrecl< victims during World

War II ... yet most attacks take place in

waist-deep water! You've heard the myths

about the great white shark . . . now, read

the stranger-than-fiction truth about the

deadliest of all sharks in Dangerous Sea

Creatures. It's your first volume in the WILD,

WILD WORLD OF ANIMALS library, based

on the popular TIME-LIFE television series.

The great white is only one of the terrify-

ing inhabitants of the deep. In Dangerous

Sea Creatures, yours for 10-day free trial,

you'll discover;
• an electric ray, capable of stunning its prey

with a charge of up to 200 volts

• the nurse shark, which can clamp its jaws
so tightly on its victim that the body can only

be dislodged by killing the shark

• a jellyfish that grows to a length of eight

feet, with stinging trailers extending up to

100 feet

• the sea wasp, whose venom is so potent,

it can paralyze the heart of a man within

minutes after entering his bloodstream

• the giant grouper, reportedly capable of

swallowing a diver whole!

• the barracuda, whose barely-detectable
approach and needle-sharp teeth make him
more feared than the shark in some parts

of the world

Embark on an action-photo tour of the
treacherous undersea world. More than 125
incredible full-color photographs {many of

them taken by famed photographer Ron
Taylor who has actually survived a white
shark attack) give you a close-up view of

the ocean's monsters second in drama only
to actually confronting them. Send for
Dangerous Sea Creatures for a 10-day free

examination today — and begin a perilous

journey to the ocean's floor.

The Zambezi shark of South
Africa stalks its prey . .

.



Discover the action photo
excitement of

WildWildWbrid
ofAnimals

Based on the award-winning Time-Life Television show,
the WILD, WILD WORLD OF ANIMALS library takes you
on an astonishing photographic safari to the most action-

pacl<ed places on earth. You'll roam jungles and plains

in The Cats to watch cheetahs, leopards and lions hunt,

fight and struggle for survival. You'll learn the astonish-
ing secrets of man's closest kin when you enter the
world of Monkeys and Apes. Future volumes in the series
will introduce you to all of the animal kingdom's most
fearsome and fascinating creatures. Each will feature

125 brilliant, full-color action close-ups of animals in their

natural habitats, as well as a thoroughly-researched text

that will reveal their habits as never before. To examine
your first volume. Dangerous Sea Creatures, for 10 days

mail the attached postage-paid card today!

Birds
o{Sea,Shor;^

Bephants I
&, Other Undo ^,

. and bites a young
ay shark in preparation
ir devouring It.

^Mail card today!
i or write Time-Life Books

Time & Life BIdg.
Chicago, III. 60611



Can Animals Anticipate Earthquakes
by Evelyn Shaw

When dogs start to howl

and cattle to bellow; when

rats run the streets and

catfish jumpfrom
ponds . . . watch out!

Unusual behavior by animals as di-

vergent as ants, parakeets, sardines,

and yaks has been noted in many coun-

tries prior to the onset of earthquakes.

Some of the behavior, as reported from

China, Japan, the United States, Gua-

temala, and Italy, took place weeks be-

fore the quake, some only hours or

minutes.

Observers recalled that chickens and

pigeons balked at entering their coops;

cattle bellowed mournfully and refused

to graze; dogs howled in chorus all over

town; rats scurried from their hideouts

and marched fearlessly through houses;

catfish leaped out of their ponds; horses

neighed, trembled, and ran wildly

around their corrals; and snakes slith-

ered from their hibernation holes only

to freeze to death on winter ice.

Russian scientists, who have re-

cently become interested in using ani-

mal behavior to predict all kinds of

natural disasters, report that before

tremors and storms, shrimps crawled

on dry land, ants picked up their eggs

and moved in mass migrations, and

pheasants chorused an alarm. Further-

more, a Soviet geophysicist has

claimed that human beings, too, may
have a disaster-warning mechanism and

cited 1948 medical reports from one

area indicating a dramatic upsurge in

heart complaints among patients whose

cardiograms were normal. Within two

months, an earthquake devastated the

region and the heart complaints sub-

sequently disappeared (perhaps the pa-

tients were dead?).

In 1964, the year of the great Alaska

earthquake, kodiak bears emerged from

hibernation two weeks before their

normal winter sleep would have ended

and headed for the hills. In 1975, in

California, an earthquake of 6.0 on the

Richter scale, struck the Oroville re-

gion, a rural area about eighty miles

northwest of Sacramento. Two days

later, a visiting reporter was over-

whelmed by accounts of anomalous be-

havior of farm animals, seen minutes,

as well as weeks, before the event. A
scientist attached to the Max Planck

Institute of Berlin visited northeastern

Italy after the disastrous Friuli

earthquake of 1976. While there he was

told innumerable tales of strange ani-

mal behavior, such as fowl refusing to

roost, cattle panicking in their bams,

mice and rats leaving their hiding

places, and cats moving out of the area.

Finally, a man in San Francisco re-

ported the odd behavior of pet bullfrogs

that had metamorphosed just two weeks

earlier The frogs were housed in an

aquarium attached to a water faucet by a

copper wire. One Sunday, the man
noticed that the frogs had increased

their jumping activity and were hop-

ping about more than usual. But he was

particularly baffled the next day when
he heard the young frogs croaking

loudly at noon and then saw them
swimming in clockwise circles. That

evening at 7:45 an earthquake of mag-
nitude 4.7 on the Richter scale struck

the Bay area. Normally, frogs vocalize

as adults. Males croak during the re-

productive season and occasionally be-

fore an oncoming storm. Females
sometimes grunt when they are cap-

tured or are otherwise disturbed. Con-
sequently, the vocalizations of the

young frogs was out of the ordinary and

may have been a reaction to some oth-

erwise undetected physical stimulus.

These reports, no matter how widely

separated their places and times of ori-

gin, share certain attributes in common:
increased animal irritability and vocali-

zation, restlessness, and greater activ-

ity often leading to migrations. >

though anecdotal in nature, the tal

have enough substance to cause t

People's Republic of China to ta

them seriously. The Chinese have d

tributed publications to farmers a

other rural residents instructing them

what to watch for in their animals

that every household can join in obsi

vation and "the people's war agah

earthquakes" will be won. The gc

ernment of the People's Republ

claims that the location and time of o

gin of about fifteen earthquakes ha

been successfully foretold in rece

years. The predictions have reli

heavily on bizarre behavior amo
domestic animals, which can be eas

observed without technical equipme

or special training.

The Chinese are particularly pro

of their prediction of the maj

earthquake in Haicheng on February

1975. The town was totally destroy

but very few persons were killed, ev

though about a million lived near t

quake's epicenter, because the popu;

tion had been evacuated. Foremc

among the precursory events of tl

earthquake was the discovery in mi

December that normally hibemati

snakes had left their holes and firozen

death on the ice. In the month precedi

the major tremors, the earthquake ali

became more intensive as "hundreds

thousands" of people reported oi

animal behavior, centered on an ai

that later proved to be the quake's e]

center.

Dramatic though these anecdotal i

counts may be, a geophysicist at t

California Institute of Technology h

pointed out that concomitant physi(

events, such as rapidly changi

ground tilt, drops in water level, a

changes in the earth's geomagne

field, could also lead to successful pi

diction. For all their success in predi

ing the Haicheng earthquake of 19"/
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e Chinese could not predict a much

lore devastating quake on July 28,

)76, which leveled the much larger

ty of Tangshan, and killed an esti-

lated 750,000 to 850,000 persons.

Reports of anomalous animal behav-

r associated with earthquakes are not

cent; in China they date back to

/nasties of 3,000 years ago. And in

:venteenth-century Japan, giant cat-

ih were thought to cause earthquakes

1 they churned their massive bodies

ithin the earth's core. These mythical

)isodes were chronicled by the artist

ishiki-e in his colored woodblock

ints. Although in the realm of folk-

re, such beliefs are founded on facts,

tfish normally are bottom dwellers,

It they have been seen to leap out of

e water before some earthquakes and

ve also been found in unusual

ibitats such as the middle of rivers,

dicating that they had left the safety of

eir muddy hideaways.

In the 1930s, earthquake swarms oc-

irred with such regularity in Japan that

veral scientists were able to test the

nsitivity of catfish to earthquake pre-

irsors. Working at the Asamushi
arine Biological Station, two re-

archers discovered a correlation be-

een the response of catfish to a me-

an leal stimulus and the subsequent

currence of an earthquake. The
L tfish were kept in aquariums filled

th water drawn directly from a local

iek. The aquariums were installed on

>oden tables on which the researchers

ped three times a day. Their studies

owed that if the catfish did not react to

! tapping, no earthquake tremor

luld occur; but if they did respond—
jumping — a slight tremor would

;e place, usually six to eight hours

er. The researchers claimed a corre-

Dndence of 80 percent between the

tfish reaction and the occurrence of

rthquakes, indicating sensitivity to

en slight seismic disturbances.

Subsequent Japanese experiments

' th catfish were aimed at discovering

' lether the fish responded to electrical

1 well as seismic stimuli. Electrodes

're inserted in the aquariums and the

f ctric fields surrounding the fish were

Mnipulated. Some relationship

med to exist between catfish sen-

t\ ity to minute electrical changes, on

? order of microamperes, and
mges in the earth's electric field as-

:iated with the occurrence of

. thquakes.

Another Japanese scientist of the

I Ws examined the relationship be-

t ;en daily fish catch and seismic activ-

i in Izu Province, southwest of To-

kyo. By carefully scrutinizing six years

of catch data he reported a positive cor-

relation between abundant catches of

horse mackerel and seismic activity. He
proposed that seismic shocks may have

induced more fish to enter the fishing

grounds or may have altered the mi-

gratory pattern of plankton or affected

the chemistry of seawater as a result of

disturbances to the sea floor. One
Japanese ichthyologist was surprised to

find the stomachs of sardines, normally

upper-layer dwellers, engorged with

bottom-adhering diatoms a day before

the great Sanriku earthquake of 1933.

Three days after the earthquake, the

sardines' stomachs were once again

filled with their normal diet of upper-

layer plankton. Furthermore, the catch

of a rare deep-sea fish some hours after

the earthquake led to the belief that

seismic disturbances on the sea floor

were triggering the upward migration

of bottom dwellers.

With earthquake prediction in mind,

a new look was taken at data collected

at the Stanford Outdoor Primate Facil-

ity (SOPF) for the purpose of studying

long-term changes in chimpanzee be-

havior associated with maturation and

hormonal variations. Several intriguing

deviations in behavioral frequencies

were found to have taken place one day

before a mild earthquake occurred in

the vicinity of the facility, located close

to the San Andreas fault. Observers

reported a "significant elevation of rest-

lessness," as well as significant in-

creases and decreases in the time the

chimpanzees spent in certain areas of

the facility. Similarly, a day before

another earthquake, increased restless-

ness was also observed, but in that case

space-utilization changes occurred only

on the day of the quake. Although of

slight magnitude, these earthquakes

were apparently sensed by the chim-

panzees about eight hours before they

took place.

Chinese scientists in Peking have

been probing the prediction potential of

pigeons. They report that tiny ellipsoi-

dal bodies in pigeons' legs are sensitive

to vibrations of very small amplitude, a

fraction of a micron. These tiny bodies

are connected to each other by clusters

of nerves. That these bodies might de-

tect earthquake precursors was shown
in experiments in which some pigeons

had the nerves to these structures sev-

ered and other pigeons were kept intact.

Prior to an earthquake of magnitude 4 .

Richter, the unaltered birds flew about

wildly, while those whose nerves were

severed seemed to be unaware of the

impending quake and remained calm.

"Tbday, Stanley and
Livingstone would

^^^ fly with us,

flPjF I daresay.'*

^^^t^^Vr

P>w airlines know Africa as well as

British Airways. And we've got the safaris

to prove it. If you haven't yet discovered

Africa, do discover it with us. Any of our
African tours will give you enough tall tales

to dine out on for years. (Prices of these 2

are roundtrip from New York, and include

all accommodations and most meals).

The Wonder Safari- 16 days
*1916. Visit the Masai-Mara Game
Reserve in Kenya- it's mostly lion country,

but home to huge herds of wildebeest,

buffalo, and kongoni, too. In the Amboseli
Game Reserve you'll see rhino, impala.

elephant, and much more. Looming over it

all-Mt. Kilimanjaro.

East African Wing Safari

18 days, $2641.Transportation
by 3-engine private plane. The ultimate in

SEifari travel. You'll stay at places like the

Samburu Lodge and the Governors Camp.
Traveling with no more than 10 others,

you'll see areas of East Africa most tourists

never reach and every major park in Kenya.

These are just some of the many
safaris amd other African tours in our new
full-color brochure "Holidays m Africa."

They're all available from Boston.

Chicago, Detroit. Los Angeles, Miami,

New York, Philadelphia and Washington,

D.C. Prices subject to a number of con-

ditions. For details send the coupon or call

your Travel Agent or British Airways.

British Airways, Box 457, Dept 151A-311

Fresh Meadows, New York 1 1365

Telephone: (212) 687-1600

Dear Mr. Morley: Please send me the
"Holidays in Africa' brochure.

Name_

City_ ^ip.

My Travel Agent is_

British airways
We'll take good care ofyou to Britain.

Africa.The Worid.
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in New York City 212-7.';i-6200

Provocative as these results may be,

they have not yet been verified in this

country.

Since the probability that any ani-

mals would be subject to intense seis-

mic stimuli during their lifetimes seems

fairly remote, it is difficult to believe

that they have developed specific sys-

tems for the recognition of earthquake

cues. Their sensing of precursory

earthquake phenomena is probably ef-

fected through sensory detectors that

are used primarily to gather information

about daily environmental changes in

their respective milieus.

Assuming, then, that no specific

earthquake detectors exist, and that de-

tection takes place through available

sensory equipment, one major problem

in ascertaining what particular stimuli

animals react to is that the cluster of

physical components involved in

earthquakes is not necessarily identical

from one earthquake to the next.

Earthquakes have individual charac-

teristics: modifications occur in acous-

tic waves, air-pressure levels, the tilt of

the land, electrical conductivity, elec-

tromagnetic fields, electrostatic dis-

charges, gas emissions, groundwater

level, and temperature, for example,

but these events do not always appear in

identical patterns. The time of onset,

frequency, duration, and magnitude of

each may vary, as well as which particu-

lar physical events are present. To con-

found the experimenters further, physi-

cal changes that take place are often of

such small magnitude that they fall

within the range of normal fluctuations

regularly experienced by the animal. To

detect such changes would require the

animal to distinguish an earthquake

signal from an array of background

"noise," perhaps through a filtering

system. Moreover, animal responses

tend to differ according to the season,

time of day, age, and previous experi-

ence. Thus, given that we do not have

complete information about animal de-

tection capabilities, and that our
knowledge of the physical events pre-

ceding earthquakes is also incomplete,

we can only guess as to what the ani-

mals are actually sensing.

Animal sensors that discern light,

sound, odor, touch, and temperature are

well known. Less well known are sen-

sors that detect changes in the earth's

magnetic field. That they exist is cur-

rently being revealed by scientists

studying orientation, navigation, mi-

gration, and homing among birds,

bees, and other species. For those who
believe in animals as earthquake predic-

tors, the discovery that some animals

distinguish small shifts in magneti

fields is very exciting since it has Ion

been thought that variation i;

geomagnetic fields is intimately in

volved with earthquakes.

The earth's geomagnetic field i

measured in units known as gammas
One gamma (which is a very wea
field) is one fifty-thousandth of the tota

average terrestrial field. At the earth'

surface, the geomagnetic field is van

able. When analyzing the sensitivity o

animals to earthquakes it is therefor

important to remember that within thei

normal daily foraging adventures, ani

mals may be subject to magnetic field

that vary by as much as several hundra

gammas. More important perhaps is thi

diurnal variation of thirty to fifty gamj

mas that results from the interactioij

between the earth's magnetic field ant!

charged particles in the solar wind

Thus the small changes of one to tei

gammas recorded in local magneti

fields before earthquakes are within thi

range of normal daily fluctuations. Al

though the amplitude of these norma

fluctuations may be small, we do no

know their frequencies. With these con

straints in mind, let us examine re

search that reveals the capacity of somi

animals to detect magnetic fieli

changes, but does not indicate wha

their magnetic sensors may be.

Basically, the research technique

consist of altering magnetic fields -

bringing the field to zero or otherwisi

altering it artificially. The behaviora

changes considered to be indicators o

the awareness of magnetic change

consist of the animals pointing, tumi

ing, and moving in a direction differen

from control animals, in a manner mort

or less consistent with predictions madi

by the experimenter.
^

During the early 1960s, a biologist a

Northwestern University recorded thi

directional responses of mud snails

planarian worms, protozoans, and frui

flies to manipulated fields with varia

tions in magnitude comparable to thosi

of natural terrestrial magnetism. Thi

animals' behavioral changes were con

sistent, but rather subtle, and the result

were not at first generally accepted

Since then, however, other researcher:

have achieved more convincing result

and many animal behaviorists now be

lieve that some animals are indeed sen

sitive to weak magnetic fields.

In the early 1970s the sensitivity o

honeybees to magnetic fields was dem
onstrated by the work of German scien

tists who had studied with Nobel laure

ate Karl von Frisch. As long ago as thi

1920s, von Frisch established that hon

i8
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eybees communicate the distance and

direction of food supplies to members
of their colonies by means of dances.

The direction of the dance within the

hive relative to the angle of the sun

informs fellow hive members of the di-

rection of nectar-laden flowers; the du-

ration of the waggle in the dance indi-

cates the distance.

Using that information as a model,

two German investigators discovered

what seemed to be an "error." The di-

rection of the dance was always a little

oif, yet the bees found the food with

unerring accuracy. Obviously, some
factor in addition to the position of the

sun was involved. The researchers

tracked the diurnal variations in the

strength of the earth's magnetic field

and found that the so-called errors in the

bees' dances corresponded to those

magnetic changes. If the earth's mag-
netic field was artificially reduced to

zero within the hive, the researchers

showed that the direction of the dance

followed the route they predicted from

the model. Moreover, the bees evi-

dently sensed magnetic fluctuations as

small as ten gammas, again well within

the range of normal fluctuations in ter-

restrial magnetism. The bees' magnetic

detectors, however, remain unknown.

Homing pigeons similarly sense

changes in the magnetic field and may
use the information for orientation on

overcast days. A research team at Cor-

nell University found that although the

sun's position is the main directional

cue, pigeons still navigate successfully

on cloudy days. Small bar magnets at-

tached to the pigeons' backs had no

effect on their navigation on sunny days

but caused confusion and interfered

with typical directional choice when the

birds were released some distance from

home on cloudy days. Researchers at

the State University of New York, at

Stony Brook actually forced a new
orientation, rather than merely disrupt-

ing the expected one, by attaching elec-

trical coils to pigeons. When the current

flowed counterclockwise in the coils of

some birds and clockwise in the coils of

others, the birds headed in opposite di-

rections from each other. It thus appears

that cues from the magnetic field may
be used as directional guides when the

sun is hidden.

In other research at Cornell involving

indigo buntings, the birds shifted their

orientation as the magnetic field was

deflected. This tendency disappeared

as the migratory season waned; then the

birds ignored information from both

natural and artificially deflected mag-

netic fields. A European scientist and

his associates also demonstrated mag-

netic field sensitivity among European

robins. The birds selected migratory di-

rections according to the magnetic field

as well as the season. Working with

ring-billed gull chicks, an ornithologist

at Northern Illinois University dis-

rupted their preferred south-southeast

orientation inside a circular arena when
the normal magnetic field was changed.

If it was increased to forty gammas or

more — that of a moderately severe

magnetic storm — the tendency to

orient directionally was reduced.

Nevertheless the ornithologist was
careful to emphasize the tenuous nature

of such experiments since they tend to

generate disturbances and disorienta-

tion, but do not necessarily force the

birds to choose another heading and do

not affect all the birds.

Recent field studies, however, seem,

at least indirectly, to reaffirm the labora-

tory results. One field project visually

tracked noctumally migrating passerine

birds and correlated their loss of accu-

racy in orientation with disturbances in

the magnetic field. But the investiga-

tors cautioned that magnetic field dis-

turbances may not directly affect the

birds but may act through such inter-

mediaries as weather patterns, which

are also modified by the earth's mag-
netic activity.

Another field study found that

man-made electromagnetic field fluctu-

ations caused turning or changes in al-

titude among nocturnally migrating

birds. Evidently, the birds rapidly de-

tected the low-frequency fluctuating

electromagnetic field (in the other

studies reported above, the fields were

constant). Tracking with radar, the in-

vestigators recorded the flight paths

when the antenna system was off, was
on, and during changes of current. The
greatest deviation from linear paths oc-

curred when the antenna was on or was
changing currents. Although cautious

about these results, the investigators be-

lieve that birds detect low-frequency

electromagnetic variations within a few
seconds and that orientation at night can

be altered by the local electromagnetic

field.

Evidence thus accumulates that birds

are capable of sensing small fluctua-

tions in magnetic fields. Animal behav-

iorist William T. Keeton of Cornell

University, who conducted the experi-

ments on homing pigeons, believes that

experimental refinements may eventu-

ally demonstrate that birds and bees are

capable of detecting changes in mag-
nitude as small as one gamma, well

below the amplitude of the earth's field.

In addition, Keeton points out that hoi

ing pigeons sense small shifts in b;

ometric pressure and can also dete

extreme low-frequency sounds—ph>

ical events that are associated wi

earthquakes.

Although the studies of birds ai

bees were not directed at detecting se

sitivity to earthqliakes, they sugge

fruitful directions for further inqui

along that line. Recent research on tl

sensory perception of fish has also n

been directed toward earthquake pr

diction. Nevertheless, fish, like bin

and bees, have sensory capacities th

may permit them to react to earthqual

precursors. Fish have special senso:

equipment called the lateral line sy

tem, an arrangement of canals that rui

down the fish's flanks. Its basic senso

detect changes in nearby water mov
ment and low-frequency vibrations

some fish, the sensors have developed

new function, that of electroreceptioi

This rather remarkable attribute a

lows for the detection of extreme

small changes in voltage. All fish pr(

duce constant bioelectric fields arour

their bodies, and some marine anima"

are acutely sensitive to these field

Sharks and rays, for example, ha\j

minute saclike receptors called ampu
lae of Lorenzini, which they use to pii

point their prey. A series of well

controlled experiments has shown th

sharks and rays can detect a flatfis]

submerged in the sand simply by di

tinguishing its bioelectric field, whe|

all visual, chemical, and mechanic

cues were masked. Electrodes emittirl

the same voltage as a flatfish elicited tl

same hunting behavior. Endowed wii|

electroreceptors, catfish also have th

talent, locating live goldfish in the al

sence of all stimuli except bioelectr

ones.

Granted that many animals seem (

be acutely sensitive to various premoi

itory events associated with eartl

quakes, the basic question remains (

how this behavior can be put to use i

earthquake prediction. Can we leai

just what stimuli particular species ai

reacting to? Can we then design instn

ments of comparable discriminatio

and sensitivity? And even with sue

instruments, do the premonitory evem

take place sufficiently in advance

major tremors to make long-term pn

dictions, and the concomitant evacu

tion of large populations, a realist!

possibility? Only further experiment,

tion will provide the answers.

Evelyn Shaw is a biologist who teacht

animal behavior at Stanford Universit
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The Franklin Library, in cooperation with Encyclopaedia Britannica, presents

THE GREATBOOKS
of the Western World

The works of the greatest thinkers

and writers, in 96 magnificent volumes.

Issued in a strictly limited 25th Anniversary edition.

Subscription deadline: November 30, 1977.

The Great Books were published to give every

thinking person, no matter what his degree of

formal education, the opportunity to become a

really educated man. Through The Great Books you

can acquire for yourself the total wisdom and ex-

perience of the whole human race. With that experi-

ence, you will then be far better equipped to face life

and love it— to meet its challenges and problems with

courage, confidence and intelligence.

That is how Dr. Mortimer J. Adler, distinguished

originator of The Great Books of the Western World,

and Editorial Advisor for this 25th Anniversary Edition,

describes their purpose.

For assembled in this collection are the greatest

books ever written. The works of literature, philosophy,

science, history and religion that are the very basis of

our Western civilization.

Now, these Great Books are available to you in the

most luxurious edition ever published. A special, very

limited 25th Anniversary Edition created by The
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Franklin Library, America's leading publisher of fine

books in genuine leather bindings.

A magnificent leather-bound edition befitting

The Great Books of the Western World

Each of The Great Books of the Western World has

been completely redesigned by The Franklin Library

for this limited edition. Dr. Adler has provided in-

valuable assistance and cooperation in this vast

endeavor.

The books in this unique edition will be totally

distinctive in binding and format, so that each work is

different from all the others. And each will be so rich

in quaUty and beauty as to provide simultaneous delight

for the eye and hand and mind.

The bindings will be genuine leather. Only the finest

of leathers will be used, each of carefully selected

color, grain and texture. The full leather binding of

each book will be richly and intricately ornamented in

22 karat gold. The front cover, the back cover and the

spine will all be decorated in gold. Even the sizes of

the books will vary throughout the collection.

In addition, the spine of each book will be "hubbed"

with raised horizontal ridges formed in the leather, in

the finest tradition of the bookbinder's art.

The endleaves will be of moire fabric, with the inimi-

table sheen and luster that only moire' can provide. The

color of the endleaves for each book will be carefully

selected to complement the color of its leather binding.

Each volume will also include a fine ribbon marker of

the same color as the endleaves. The typography of

each book will be newly designed so that it is more

open, more legible and more beautiful— easier and

more enjoyable to read. And the pages themselves will

be of the highest quality paper, milled especially for

this collection, then fully edged in gold.

Drawing upon a sister art— the art of illustration— to

enhance the beauty of this limited edition, the book

designers will commission leading illustrators to create

original works of art for many of these volumes. These

illustrations will appear only in this 25th Anniversary

Edition, and will never be pubUshed again. In addition,

famous works by outstanding artists of the past will be

used to illustrate other books in this edition.

Together, these superb volumes will form a most

gracious and harmonious collection.

One of the tests of great writing is that it educates as

it entertains. Another is that it stretches the mind, by



Newly and beautifully designed, illustrated and privately printed.

Bound in genuine leather, richly embellished with 22 karat gold.

introducing the reader to new ideas, new knowledge,

new understanding, new wisdom.

The Great Books provide the means by which you
can continue to stretch and expand your mind—
enjoyably.

For here, in these Great Books, is an inexhaustible

mine of knowledge . . . and of pleasure. Prime source

of self-improvement . . . and entertainment. Here are

the fundamental ideas of mankind, as expressed by the

greatest thinkers and writers in all of history. Master-

works by Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe,

Tolstoy. By Plato, Aristotle, St. Augustine, St. Thomas
Aquinas, Montaigne, Rousseau. By Chaucer, Rabelais,

Cervantes, Swift. By Bacon, Adam Smith, Darwin,

Freud. All the authors— and all the great works— that

were selected by the faculties of the University of

Chicago as the basis of a complete Uberal education.

The books— and ideas— that are the intellectual heri-

tage of the Western World.

The Syntopicon— master key to wisdom

Included in this special edition of The Great Books will

be a newly indexed Syntopicon— the comprehensive

master key to all the ideas in these Great Books.

Imagine being able to turn to your bookshelf and find

out what great authors had to say about any idea in a

matter of minutes. This can be done with the Syn-

topicon, making The Great Books an extraordinarily

useful collection.

This 25th Anniversary Edition
will be published only once

This exclusive edition of The Great Books of the

Western World will be privately printed and bound for

subscribers only. This unique limited edition will be

published only once, and it is available only until the

subscription rolls are closed. Thus, the subscribers will

be the only people in the entire world who will enjoy

the privilege of acquiring these beautiful, leather-bound

volumes.

Moreover, unlike the previous edition of The Great

Books (which has been available in the past only as a

complete set), this special 25th Anniversary Edition will

be available only as a series, to be issued at the rate of

one book per month until the collection is complete.

As a subscriber, you will be billed for each book
individually, on a monthly basis— at only S39 per vol-

ume. This favorable price is made possible because

this magnificent edition is offered to collectors by di-

rect subscription only.

Moreover, the original issue price will be guaranteed

to each subscriber for each book in this edition— re-

gardless of any future increases in the costs of fine

leather, gold, printing or binding. In these inflationary

times, when costs are subject to persistent upward
pressure, such a long-term price guarantee becomes a

most important and valuable consideration. Moreover,

subscribers will have the right to cancel their sub-

scription at any time upon thirty days' notice.

An invitation

This invitation is extended to those who appreciate

great thinking, great writing, and the beauty of finely

crafted books. To those who wish to broaden and ex-

tend their education. To those who desire intellectual

stimulation— so that they may become more stimulating

themselves. To those who realize that understanding is

the key to compassion and serenity . . . and that wisdom

is the key to a happier and fuller life. And to those who
wish to acquire a handsome private library that will be

a splendid legacy for future generations.

To enter your subscription, mail the Application at

right directly to The Franklin Library, publishers of

this unique edition of The Great Books of the Western

World, by November 30, 1977, at the very latest. The
subscription rolls for this limited 25th Anniversary

Edition will be closed forever as of that date.



It is not necessary to send any payment with your

reservation. You will be notified when your subscription

is accepted, and later when your first volume is ready

for shipment. You will be billed for your first book at

that time. Subsequent volumes will be sent and billed

to you on a monthly basis, in the same way.

You are reminded that the absolute deadUne for en-

tering your subscription is November 30, 1977.

—SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

-

-~\

THE GREAT BOOKS of the Western World

The Franklin Library

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to the special 25th Anniver- j^^

sary Edition of The Great Books of the Western World. j^j-g

I understand that this private library will consist of 96 Miss
volumes to be specially designed, illustrated, printed and

bound in leather expressly for me. The books will be issued

to me at the rate of one volume per month. And I under-
Address

stand that I have the right to cancel my subscription at

any time on 30 days' written notice.

No payment is required at this time. I will be billed $39.*

for each volume, individually, in advance of shipment. City

'Plus my slate sales lax anil SI. 7? per hook
for shipping and handling

Signature State, Zip_

Must be postmarked by November 30, 1977.

Limit: One collection per subscriber.



This View of Life by Stephen Jay Goul

The Telltale Wishbone

Your Thanksgivingfeast

mightfeature a member

of the class Dinosauria

When I was four I wanted to be a

garbageman. I loved the rattling of the

cans and the whir of the compressor; I

thought that all of New York's trash

might be squeezed into a single, capa-

cious truck. Then when I was five, my
father took me to see the Tyrannosaurus

at the American Museum of Natural

History. As we stood in front of the

beast, a man sneezed; I gulped and pre-

pared to utter my Shema Yisrael. But

the great animal stood immobile in all

his bony grandeur, and as we left, I

announced that I would be a paleontol-

ogist when I grew up.

In those distant days of the late

1940s, there wasn't much to nurture a

boy's interest in paleontology. I re-

member Fantasia, Alley Oop, and

some fake-antique metal statues in the

Museum shop, priced way above my
means and not very attractive anyway.

Most of all, I recall the impression con-

veyed in books: Brontosaurus, wallow-

ing its life away in ponds because it

couldn't support its weight on dry land;

Tyrannosaurus, fierce in battle but

clumsy and ungainly in motion. In

short, slow, lumbering, pea-brained,

coldblooded brutes. And, as the ulti-

mate proof of their archaic insuffi-

ciency, did they not all perish in the

great Cretaceous extinction?

One aspect of this conventional wis-

dom always bothered me: why had

these deficient dinosaurs done so well

— and for so long? Therapsid reptiles,

the ancestors of mammals, had become

diverse and abundant before the rise of

the dinosaurs. Why didn't they, rather

than dinosaurs, inherit the earth?

Mammals themselves had evolved at

about the same time as dinosaurs and

had lived for 100 million years as small

animals in the interstices of a dinosaur's

world. Why, if dinosaurs were so slow,

stupid, and inefficient, did mammals
not prevail right away?

A striking resolution has been sug-

gested by several paleontologists dur-

ing the past decade. Dinosaurs, they

argue, were fleet, active, and warm-
blooded. Moreover, they have not yet

gone the way of all flesh, for abranch of

their lineage persists in the branches—
we call them birds.

A year ago, I vowed that I would not

write about warmblooded dinosaurs in

this column: the new gospel had gone

forth quite adequately in television,

newspapers, magazines, and popular

books. The intelligent layperson, that

worthy abstraction for whom we write,

must be saturated. But I relent, I think

for good reason. In nearly endless dis-

cussions, I find that the relationship be-

tween two central claims— dinosaur

endothermy (warmbloodedness) and

dinosaurian ancestry of birds — has

been widely misunderstood. I also find

that the relationship between dinosaurs

and birds has provoked public excite-

ment for the wrong reason, while the

right reason, usually unappreciated,

neatly unites the ancestry of birds with

endothermy of dinosaurs. And this

union supports the most radical propo-

sal of all—a restructuring of vertebrate

classification that removes dinosaurs

from Reptilia, sinks the traditional

class Aves (birds), and designates a

new class, Dinosauria, uniting birds

and dinosaurs. Terrestrial vertebrates

would fit into four classes: two cold-

blooded. Amphibia and Reptilia, and

two warmblooded, Dinosauria and
Mammalia. I have not made up my own
mind about this new classification, but I

appreciate the originality and appeal of

the argument.

The claim that birds had dinosaurs as

ancestors is not so tumultuous as

might first appear. It involves no moil'J

than a slight reorientation of a branc^

on the phyletic tree. The very cloi

relationship between Archaeoptery:

the first bird, and a group of small din(

saurs called the coelurosaurs has nev

been doubted. T. H. Huxley and mo
nineteenth-century paleontologists ai

vocated a relationship of direct desce:

and derived birds from dinosaurs.

But Huxley's opinion fell into disf

vor during this century for a simple, ar

apparently valid, reason. Compk
structures, once totally lost in evoli

tion, do not reappear in the same fom
This statement invokes no mysterioi

directional forces in evolution, b

merely asserts a claim of mathematic

probability. Complex parts are built b

hundreds of genes, interacting in con

plex ways with the entire develo]

mental machinery of an organism,

dismantled by evolution, how cou^

such a system be built again, piece b

piece? The rejection of Huxley's argi

ment hinged on a single bone — tl

clavicle, or collarbone. In birds, inclu(

ing ArchaeopteryX, the clavicles ail

fused to form a furcula, better known i

friends of Colonel Sanders as a wis!

bone. All dinosaurs, it appeared, hi

lost their clavicles; hence, they cou!

not be the direct ancestors of birds. A
unimpeachable argument if true. Bt

negative evidence is notoriously pror

to invalidation by later discovery.

Still, even Huxley's opponents cou!

not deny the detailed structural simila

ity between Archaeopteryx and the co(

lurosaurian dinosaurs. So they optc

for the nearest possible relationship b
tween birds and dinosaurs— commc
derivation from a group of reptiles th

still possessed a clavicle, subsequent!

lost in one line of descent (dinosaur

and strengthened and fused in anothi

(birds). The best candidates for con

'
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Great Godfrey . . . Ford and GM
owners disappearing . . . without

a trace?

iiwy ve^ieen'Car-napped . .

by the beautiful Diplomat w

Without a trace? Car-napped, Holmes,
Not quite. how fiendish.

^^ha see, it's difficult to resist

the luxury of this particular wagon.

You might say people are

carried away by Diplomat.
Hmmm.

INTRODUCING A FIENDISHIY
EDUCTIVE NEWLUXURYWAGON.
THE 1978 DODGE DIPLOMAT.

Most people will buy the Dodge
iplomat wagon for all the luxury it

fers. And, later, end up patting

lemselves on the back because it

ade a lot of sense, too.

I

Happens all the time. Because

iplomat is every inch a luxury wagon.
i'ith clean, contemporary lines. Teak

pplique on the side. Gleamy deluxe

heel covers. Inside, there's a thickly

jdded split-back bench seat that has

I

fold-down center armrest.

And you can order wire wheel
covers. Or genuine leather seating. Or
a digital AM/FM stereo radio with
electronic station-seeking . . . and a

power antenna.

Diplomat also has the wagon
features that'll make a buyer look . . .

well, smart. Power front disc brakes.

Power steering. Radial tires.

Another thing. While this is a

manageably sized wagon on the

outside, there is surprising people

room and cargo room on the inside.

We invite you to compare the 1978
Dodge Diplomat wagon with any-

thing else around. For

luxury. For features. For ^
comfort. For operation. mmma

We're sure you'll end up Q g
buying or leasing one.

From your Dodge Dealer. .,«,
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East Africa
WILDLIFE VIEWING deluxe safari of

eigfit world famous reserves in Kenya
plus scenic spectaculars, tribal life-

seeing, and the colonial past.

EVERYTHING INCLUDED, most de-

sired lodges, private air safari flight-

seeing, all meals, limited size party,

and only five persons to each vehicle.

Everyone will have a window seat.

Wildlife expert is your safari leader

and guide. Tent camp two-night finale

in Masai Mara. Also you are guests at

Mt. Kenya Safari Club.

DREAMS COME TRUE, an experience
unsurpassed. Ask your Travel Agent
for Maupintour's East Africa folder

or send the coupon below now.

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St.

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 800/255-4266.

my travel agent

quality
touring
since 1951 Maupintour
Ask about these Maupintour escorted holidays:
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The best of
"This View of Life"
Follow the noledNatural His-

tory columnist as he explores

the twists and turns taken by

the science of evolutionary

biology as it changed from
Darwin's theory to its present

state.

^^Original, informative, en-

lightening, and stimulating.

The fortunate reader will rel-

ish them."—Ashley Montagu

^^Combines literacy, com-
prehensibility and depth of

insight; these appealing es-

says deserve a wide
audience." —CarlSagan,
author of The Dragons of

Eden
Illustrated with photographs and

drawings. $9.95 at all bookstores,

or use coupon to order direct

ever
Since

W.W. NORTON & COMPANY, INC.
500 Fifth Avenue. New York 10036

Please send me copy(ies) of EVER SINCE
Darwin by Stephen Jay Gould at S9.95 per copy

If not completely satisfied. I may return the

book(s) within 10 days for full refund. I enclose

S check or money order.
Cily, Stale & Zip_
Please add applica
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mon ancestry are a group of Triassii

thecodont reptiles called pseudosu

chians.

Many people, on first hearing tha

birds might be surviving dinosaurs

think that such a striking claim mus

represent a complete discombobulatioi

of received doctrine about vertebratt]

relationships. Nothing could be furthe

from the truth. All paleontologists ad

vocate a close affinity between dino

saurs and birds. The current debate cen

ters about a small shift in phyletit

branching points: birds either branche(

from pseudosuchians or from the de

scendants of pseudosuchians—the coe

lurosaurian dinosaurs. If bird:

branched at the pseudosuchian level

they cannot be labeled as descendant

of dinosaurs (since dinosaurs had no

yet arisen); if they evolved from coelu

rosaurs, they are the only surviving -

branch from a dinosaur stem. Sinc(

pseudosuchians and primitive dino
^

saurs did not look very different, th( „

actual point of branching need not saj

much about the biology of birds. Nc ^'

one is suggesting that hummingbirdi

evolved from Stegosaurus or Tricera

tops.

The issue, thus explicated, may now

seem rather ho-hum to many readers

although I shall soon argue (for a differ

ent reason) that it isn't. But 1 want tc

emphasize that these twists of geneal

ogy are of utmost concern to profes

sional paleontologists. We care verj

much about who branched from whon
because reconstructing the history o:!]

life is our business, and we value oui

favorite creatures with the same lovinj

concern that most people invest in thei;

families. Most people would care ver)

much if they learned that their cousir

was really their father— even thougl|

the discovery carried few insights abou

their biological construction.

Yale paleontologist John Ostrom ha;

recently revived the dinosaurian theory

He restudied every specimen of Ar-

chaeopteryx— all five of them. First ol

all, the main objection to dinosaurs hac

already been countered. At least twc'l

coelurosaurian dinosaurs had clavicles*

after all, so they are no longer debarrec*

as progenitors of birds. Secondly, Os

trom documents in impressive detail the

extreme similarity in structure betweer

Archaeopteryx and coelurosaurs. Sinct

many of these common features are no

shared by pseudosuchians, they eithei

evolved twice (if pseudosuchians are

ancestors of both birds and dinosaurs'

or they evolved just once and birds in

herited them from dinosaur ancestors.

Separate evolution of similar fea
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"Just because I

work foran oil company doesn't mean I

like dirty beachesJ'

"Some of my friends

actually seem to think that

anybody who works for

an oil company likes dead

birds and dirty beaches,"

says Gulf

Drilling

Superinten-

dent Bob
Eslinger.

"Of course, I don't,

any more than you do.

But I like having a car

and a warm house for my
family. And those things

take energy.

"I honestly think you

can have both energy and
a good environment, if

you try to do things right.

And a lot of things are

being done right.

Three out off 20,000
"For instance, since

the early 1940's, the oil

industry drilled 20,000 oil

"That's me, my wife

Britt, and my son
Erick at Matagorda
Beach. We come here
as often as we can."

Gulf Oil Corporation

and gas wells in the Gulf

of Mexico— and has had
only three major oil spills

in all that time. That's a

pretty good record. And
in each case, after a year's

time, you'd never know
there had been an oil

spill.

We're ffinding ways
"I'm proud ofmy

company— Gulf Oil—
because I know firsthand

a lot of the things Gulf

does, and the precautions

we take, to get the

energy and preserve the

environment. Like

relandscaping old surface

mines. And helping

industry find ways to

eliminate pollution.

"Probably you can't

expect oil companies and
environmentalists ever to

agree completely. But you

don't need complete

agreement to make
something work.

"Gulf and the other oil

companies are making a

lot of things work to get

the energy we need and

protect the environment.

It's a tremendous

challenge, and I think

we're handling it pretty

well."

For further information,

write Gulf Oil Corporation,

Public Affairs Department,

PO. Box 1563,

Houston, Texas 77001.

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge.

"1 think you can have

both energy' and a good

environment, if you

try to do things right."
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tures is very common; we refer to it as

parallelism, or convergence. We an-

ticipate convergence in a few adapt

ively necessary structures when twc

groups share the same mode of life —
consider the saber-toothed marsupia

carnivore of South America and tht

placental saber-toothed tiger. But wher

we encounter a detailed, part-by-par'

correspondence for minutiae of struc

ture without clear adaptive necessity

we invoke a hypothesis of shared
f^

possession by descent. Therefore, I ac

cept Ostrom's revival. The only majoi

impediment to dinosaurs as ancestors oi
'•

birds had already been removed witl:

the discovery of clavicles in some

coelurosaurian dinosaurs.

Birds evolved from dinosaurs, bu'

does this mean, to cite the litany o:

some popular accounts, that dinosaurs



re still alive? Or, to put the question

lore operationally, shall we classify

inosaurs and birds in the same group,

/ith birds as the only living repre-

jntatives? Paleontologists R. T. Bak-

er and P. M. Galton advocated this

ourse when they proposed the new ver-

ibrate class Dinosauria to accommo-

ate both birds and dinosaurs.

A decision on this question involves

basic issue in taxonomic philosophy

Sorry to be so technical about such a

ot subject, but severe misunderstand-

igs can arise when we fail to sort for-

lal questions in taxonomy from bio-

igical claims about structure and phys-

ilogy) Some taxonomists argue that

, e should group organisms only by pat-

ms of branching: if two groups branch

rom each other and have no descen-

ants (like dinosaurs and birds), they

THE CLADISTIC SYSTEM
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Difference in Structure
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must be united in formal classification

before either group joins another (like

dinosaurs with other reptiles). In this

so-called cladistic (or branching) sys-

tem of taxonomy, dinosaurs cannot be

reptiles unless birds are as well. And if

birds are not reptiles, then according to

the rules, dinosaurs and birds must

form a single, new class.

Other taxonomists argue that branch-

ing points are not the only criterion of

classification. They weigh the degree

of adaptive divergence in structure as

well. In the cladistic system, cows and

lungfish have a closer affinity than

lungfish and salmon because the ances-

tors of terrestrial vertebrates branched

from the sarcopterygian fishes (a group

including lungfish) after the sarcopts

had already branched from the actinop-

terygian fishes (standard bony fishes,

including the salmon). In the traditional

system, we consider biological struc-

ture as well as branching pattern, and

we may keep lungfish and salmon to-

gether as fish because they share so

many features as aquatic vertebrates.

The ancestors of cows experienced an

enormous evolutionary transformation,

from amphibian to reptile to mammal;
lungfish stagnated and look pretty much
as they did 250 million years ago.

The traditional system recognizes

unequal evolutionary rates after branch-

ing as a proper criterion of classifica-

tion. A group may win separate status

by virtue of its profound divergence.

Thus, in the traditional system, mam-
mals can be a separate group and lung-

fish can be kept with other fish. Hu-
mans can be a separate group and
chimps can be kept with orangutans

(even though humans and chimps share

a more recent branching point than

chimps and orangs). Similarly, birds

can be a separate group and dinosaurs

kept with reptiles, even though birds

branched from dinosaurs. If birds de-

veloped the structural basis of their

great success after they branched from

dinosaurs, and if dinosaurs never di-

verged much from a basic reptilian

plan, then birds should be grouped

separately and dinosaurs should be kept

with reptiles, despite the genealogical

history of branching. So, we finally ar-

rive at the central question and at the

union of this technical issue in taxon-

omy with the theme of warmblooded
dinosaurs. Did birds inherit their pri-

mary features directly from dinosaurs?

If they did, Bakker and Galton's class

Dinosauria should probably be ac-

cepted, despite the adherence of most
modem birds to a mode of life (flight

and small size) not wonderfully close to

that of most dinosaurs. After all, bats

whales, and armadillos are all marr

mals.

Consider the two cardinal feature

that provided an adaptive basis fc

flight in birds — feathers for lift an

propulsion and warmbloodedness fc

maintaining the consistently high level

of metabolism required by so strenuou

an activity as flight. Could Archaeop

teryx have inherited both these feature

from dinosaur ancestors?

R. T. Bakker has presented the mo
elegant brief for warmblooded dine

saurs in the April 1975 issue of Scien

tific American. He rests his controvei

sial case on four major arguments:

1. The structure of bone. Coldbloode

animals cannot keep their body ten;

perature at a constant level: it flue

tuates in sympathy with tempera

tures in the outside environmeni

Consequently, coldblooded animal

living in regions with intense sea

sonality (cold winters and hot sum

mers) develop growth rings in oute

layers of compact bone— altemai

ing layers of rapid summer an

slower winter growth, just as i

trees. Warmblooded animals do nc

develop rings because their intern;

temperature is constant in all sea

sons. Dinosaurs from regions of ir

tense seasonality do not have growt

rings in their bones.

2. Geographic distribution. Larg

coldblooded animals do not live i

high latitudes (far from the equatoi

because they cannot warm u

enough during short winter days an

are too large to find safe places fc

hibernation. Some large dinosaur

lived so far north that they had t

endure several months of no sun i

all during the winter.

3. Fossil ecology. Warmblooded cai

nivores must eat much more tha

coldblooded carnivores of the sam
size in order to maintain their con

stant body temperatures. Con
sequently, when predators and pre

are about the same size, a commu
nity of coldblooded animals will in

elude relatively more predator

(since each one needs to eat so muc
less) than a community of warm
blooded animals. The ratio of pred

ators to prey may reach 40 percent i

coldblooded communities; it doe

not exceed 3 percent in warm
blooded communities. Predators ar

rare in dinosaur communities; thei

relative abundance matches our eji

pectation for modem communitie

of warmblooded animals.
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4. Dinosaur anatomy. Dinosaurs are

usually depicted as slow, lumbering

beasts, but newer reconstructions

indicate that many large dinosaurs

resembled modem running mam-
mals in locomotor anatomy and the

proportions of their limbs.

But how can we view feathers as an

inheritance from dinosaurs; surely no

Brontosaurus was ever invested like a

peacock. For what did Archaeopteryx

use its feathers? If for flight, then feath-

ers may belong to birds alone; no one

has ever postulated an airborne

dinosaur (flying pterosaurs belong to a

separate group). But Ostrom's anatom-

ical reconstruction strongly suggests

that Archaeopteryx could not fly; its

feathered forearms are joined to its

shoulder girdle in a manner quite inap-

propriate for flapping a wing. Ostrom

suggests a dual function for feathers:

insulation to protect a small warm-
blooded creature from heat loss and as a

sort of basket trap to catch flying in-

sects and other small prey in a fully

enclosed embrace.

No theme has recycled through these

columns more frequently than the ef-

fects of size. Archaeopteryx was a tiny

animal, weighing less than a pound. It

was a full foot shorter than the smallest

dinosaur Small creatures have a very

high ratio of surface area to volume.

Heat is generated by the body's volume
and radiated out through its surface.

Small warmblooded creatures have

special problems in maintaining a con-

stant body temperature since heat dissi-

pates so quickly from their relatively

enormous surface. Shrews, although

insulated by a coat of hair, must eat

nearly all the time to keep their internal

fires burning. The ratio of surface to

volume was so low in large dinosaurs

that they could maintain constant tem-

peratures without insulation. But as

soon as any dinosaur or its descendant

became very small, it would need insu-

lation to remain warmblooded. We may
view feathers as a primary adaptation

for constant temperatures in small

dinosaurs. Bakker suggests that many
small coelurosaurs may have been

feathered as well. (Very few fossils

would preserve any ftaXhers; Archaeop-

teryx is a great rarity of exquisite pres-

ervation.)

Feathers, evolved primarily for insu-

lation, were soon exploited for another

purpose in flight. Indeed, it is hard to

imagine how feathers could have
evolved if they never had a use apart

from flight. The ancestors of birds were

surely flightless, and feathers did not

thi

arise all at once and fully formed. Ho
could natural selection build an adapt;

tion through several intermediate stagi

in ancestors that had no use for it? E

postulating a primary function for insi

lation, we may view feathers as a d
vice for giving warmblooded dinosau

an access to the ecological advantagt

of small size.

Ostrom's arguments for a descent <

birds from coelurosaurian dinosaurs c

not depend upon the warmbloodedne

of dinosaurs or the primary utility >

feathers as insulation. They are bas«

instead upon the classical methods

comparative anatomy— detailed pai

by-part similarity between bones and

contention that such striking n

semblance must reflect common df

scent, not convergence. I believe tl

Ostrom's arguments will stand no ms
ter how the hot debate about warr

blooded dinosaurs eventually resolv

itself.

But the descent of birds fro

dinosaurs wins its fascination in tl

public eye only if birds inherited the

primary adaptations of feathers aj

warmbloodedness directly fro

dinosaurs. If birds developed the

adaptations after they branched, tb

dinosaurs are perfectly good reptiles

their physiology; they should be ke

with turtles, lizards, and their kin in f

class Reptilia. (I tend to be a tr

ditionalist rather than a cladist in n

taxonomic philosophy.) But
dinosaurs really were warmbloode

and if feathers were their way of i

maining warmblooded at small size

then birds inherited the basis of tht

success from dinosaurs. And
dinosaurs were closer to birds than

other reptiles in their physiology, th

we have a classical structural argumt

— not just a genealogical claim— 1

the formal alliance of birds a

dinosaurs in a new class, Dinosaurit

Bakker and Galton write: "T
avian radiation is an aerial exploitati

of basic dinosaur physiology and stn

ture, much as the bat radiation is

aerial exploitation of basic, primiti

mammal physiology. Bats are not sef

rated into an independent class mere

because they fly. We believe that neiti ij)

flight nor the species diversity of bit

merits separation from dinosaurs or

class level." Think of Tyrannosaun

and thank the old terror as a represen

tive of his group, when you split I

wishbone later this month.

Biologist Stephen Jay Gould's mt k

recent book is Ever Since Darwin: I C.

flections in Natural History.
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troversial new thesis about the t'irvt settlers of North
Atnerica. Summons a wealth of archaeological and
linguistic evidence to prove the first settlers were
roving bands of Celtic mariners who set foot in

America 3000 years ago. $12.50

34670. ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY. Sir

Fred Hoyle. A peerless survey of the ideas, princi-

ples, and processes of astronomy by one of the

world's finest astronomer-cosmologists- $16.50

77505. SEARCH AT LOCH NESS: A Report On
The Expedition of The Sew York Times and The
Academy of Applied Sciences. Dennis L. Mere-
Jiilt Armed with television, sonar, and infrared

scanne^^, scientists attempt to find "Nessie." 9.95

34210. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH
AMERICA. Dean Smm Prehistoric Indian cul-

tures, from the first crossings into this continent to

the 20th century death of the last stone-age man, 195

photos, charts and maps, $18.95

57026. JOHN MLTR'S LONGEST WALK: John
Earl, a Pholoerapher, Traces His Journey to

Florida. Bieatntakingly beautiful volume traces

John Muir's 1867 waiTi from Louisville. Kentucky,

to Cedar Key, Florida, Contains over 70 full-color

photographs, Cimnls «,v 2 of \o\ir 3 hooks. $30.00

Covers every
facet of

animal behavior

The fontostic story

of the ancient
Meso-omericon
pyramids

first

ericon natives

ched this continent. .

.

the lost

210. THIS LIVING REEF. Douglas Fautkner.
1 underwater photographer of uneoualed skill and
,"e imagination offers a lavishly illustrated word-
d-picture masterpiece on one of the South

Icific's
most beautiful island chains, Coitnts iis 2 p/

'iri hooks. $25.00

790. THE LAST PLACE ON EARTH. Harold
', Ha\ts. Fascinating look at the Serengeti— the

Idebeest. elephants, lions, zebras, gazelle, and
(her animals that live there and the efforts being

,ide to save them. $10.00

them left it.

84870. TLITANKHAMUN: THE LAST JOUR-
NEY, Text and photographs hy Wiitiam MacQuilty.

Extraordinary full-color photographs visually trans-

port us back 33 centuries to reveal the art, culture

and life along the Nile during the Eighteenth

Dynasty $10.95

33540. AN ANCIENT WORLD PRESERVED:
Relics and Records of Prehistory in the Andes.
Revised and I'pdated h\ Frederic .Andre Engel.

Trun.slated In Rachael Kendall Gordon. Pieces to-

gether the complex relationship between men and

the Andes, A vital picture of man mastering a hostile

environment and erecting monuments that testify to

his victory, $12.95

65640. ON STONEHENGE. S:r Fred Hovle. The

mystery of the British Isles' most celebrated

megalith is tackled by the world renowned as-

tronomer, who proposes that the 5,000-year-old

structure was built to predict lunar eclipses. $9.75

58740. THE LIVING WORLD OF AlDl BON
MAMMALS. Roherl Elman. 'lou can compare 62

color plates of Audubon's paintings with over KX)

full-color photographs taken by outstanding nature

photographers. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $35.00

39220. THE COLLAPSING UNIVERSE. Isaae

Asimov' s investigation of the co:

ultimately lead to the formation

(PublisherN' Prices sho

forces that

of black holes.

$8.95

If the replv card has been removed, please wt
Natural Science Book Club

Dept. 4-8AQ, Riverside, N.J. 08075
to obtain membership information and an

application.



The Sighting at Pine Knot
by Alton A. Lindsey

Was Theodore Roosevelt the

last person ever to see

free passenger pigeons?

The historic weather-beaten cottage

gradually revealed itself through the

leafless trees as my walk down the lane

neared an end. My long search for Pine

Knot, the old presidential hideaway in

western Virginia, forgotten except very

locally, was over.

It was early 1976. The bare oak trees

stood becalmed in the thin April sun-

shine, gathering from it the energy

needed for their spring explosion. The
same solitude beloved by Theodore and

Edith Roosevelt was still there. How
much does this modest house remember
of its distinguished owners? It seemed
unchanged since the day of TR's 1906

photograph, except that the cottontail

rabbits he had bagged for the evening

meal, which he would cook in one of

the fireplaces within, were not now
hanging on the west wall in the shade of

the chimney. One felt that at any mo-
ment the brooding stillness might be

broken by the creaking of saddle leather

or by a rustling of fallen leaves from

footfalls of a stocky figure strolling

among the trees.

The president wrote his son Kermit

in early June 1905, "Mother and I have

just come from a lovely trip to Pine

Knot. It is really a perfecdy delightful

little place; the nicest little place of its

kind you can imagine. Mother is a great

deal more pleased with it than any child

with any toy I ever saw. ..." The cot-

tage and the surrounding fifteen

wooded acres had been given her by

longtime friends of her family, the Wil-

mers of adjacent Plain Dealing. TR
hired Dick McDaniel to build two

chimneys and fireplaces of native

stone, so that a roaring fire at each end

of the large downstairs room would

keep the family warm on winter

weekends. Later, another seventy-five

acres were added and the family kept

the whole ninety until 1941. The couple

usually took breakfast on the porch to

hear the morning bird chorus.

When John Burroughs spent four

days at Pine Knot with the Roosevelts,

he and TR identified seventy-five spe-

cies of birds in the woods and fields.

TR showed his friend two kinds new to

Burroughs and learned two others from

him. Oom John, as TR always ad-

dressed him, wrote after the president's

death that the latter had known the

warblers in the trees overhead during

that spring migration as well as he did

himself. TR was especially expert on

bird songs and calls.

Unlike today's presidential retreat.

Camp David, at Pine Knot both luxury

and security were scarce. Roosevelt

would not tolerate the presence of Se-

cret Service people there. He had
learned to take care of himself in the

wild Dakotah Territory of the 1880s. He
confided in Burroughs that he went

armed and felt confident he could get

the drop on any intruder. One night

during a stroll. Burroughs heard some-

thing large rushing away from him
through the woods. When he men-
tioned it to Edith Roosevelt the next

morning, she whispered that it was
doubtless one of the two agents who
watched over the cottage secretly at

night and hid in a nearby farmhouse in

the daytime. Autumns, TR used to

leave on wild turkey hunts as early as

three in the morning and return after

dark. Thus, the stage was set for a

tragicomedy in which a president of the

United States shoots his own protector

by mistake but, fortunately, the curtain

never rose.

Roosevelt's most memorable
wildlife experience at Pine Knot was,

unquestionably, one no longer possible

for anyone. He sighted, and observed

for some time, a flock of passenger

pigeons already believed, even then, to

be extinct in the wild. A few score of

li

III

years earlier, it had been the most amaz
ingly abundant of all North Americarjl^'

birds, perhaps the most abundant in the

world. Is TR's identification of the pi

geons really credible? If so, was he thef""

last person ever to see free passenge:

pigeons? These questions will be conl

sidered after we have seen what sort of i|

naturalist, ecologist, and omithologis

Theodore Roosevelt was. For his qual

ifications certainly bear upon the va-l

lidity of his wild pigeon claim, included]

rather inconspicuously in his leadin;

article "Small Country Neighbors," id

Scribner's Magazine for Octobei|

1907.

While Roosevelt's achievements in

conservation are well known, the back

ground that made them possible is not

He was not only one of our very few

presidents who had a thorough educa

tion in science but the only one formally

trained in the environmental sciences

From boyhood on, he became, in turn

a taxidermist, traveler, historian, au-

thor, hunter, law student, politician

rancher, conservationist, soldier,

statesman, and explorer. But he was a

naturalist from first to last, an important

fact that seems to have been largely

forgotten. The first and last letters he

wrote were about birds, he wrote many
technical publications on nature, and

naturalists of his time considered him

one of their number. He took camping

trips in national parks with Muir and

Burroughs.

Theodore Roosevelt's parents lived

in Manhattan, where Theodore was

bom in 1858. The father, a prosperousr"

importer, was a founder of the Ameri-
,j

can Museum of Natural History and

assisted societies for the prevention of

cruelty to animals. The boy's Uncle

Robert was an attorney and writer of

outdoor books, who predicted that

many game species would suffer extinc-

tion unless protected by law. Young

Theodore, however, first became a nat-

uralist through his own efforts.
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)n Photographing the Invisible

o the naked eye, it was a Swedish

. 80-ore postage stamp. A rarity, and

y valuable.

The camera, however, told quite

Dther story The stamp was a coun-

feit.

Faint tracesoftampering that were

(den to the naked eye were revealed

\\i
the camera. Someone, somewhere,

pi i ingeniously altered the stamp by

;mically removing a surprint. The

igl mp was worthless.

To the naked eye (left), the

stamp was genuine. To the cam-

era (right), it was a counterfeit.

Note the faint, dark traces of

tampering now revealed in the

upper section.

What manner of exotic camera

IS this that could "see" the invisible?

The lens; one of the 20 in the

isselblad arsenal, the 105mm Zeiss

V-Sonnar f4.3. Designed for pho-

^aphy within the ultraviolet portion

the electromagnetic spectrum, its

stly quartz elements can detect

diations that are unseeable by the

iman eye.

It has peered at objects in outer

ace, examined forgeries, laid bare

secrets of counterfeit money. Not

ens for everyone, obviously but an

dication ofjust how awesomely com-

ehensive the Hasselblad System is.

The camera: an otherwise per-

:tly standard Hasselblad 500C/M,

normally fitted with an 80mm Zeiss

Planar f2.8 multi-coated lens.

This is the basic model that allows

you to tap into the vast Hasselblad

System. It is one of the most bewilder-

ingly versatile cameras the world has

ever known. Yet so marvelously simple

to operate that it often plays the part

of the family snapshot camera.

A True System.

The Hasselblad System is a prodigious

array of 4 cameras, 20 lenses, 8 view-

finders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. Choose the right

pieces, and your 500C/M would be

equipped for sports, aerial, architec-

tural, and fashion photography.

And portrait, landscape, medical,

underwater, and news photography.

And wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial, and child photography.

And you would always have the

right film in the camera at the right

time. You can shift from color to

black-and-white and back again to

color—and resume shooting at pre-

cisely the right frame—by popping in

the protective dark slide and switch-

ing film backs.

The Camera with Nine Backs.

There is a small button on the film

backof every Hasselblad 500C/M.
Slide it sideways with your thumb and

the back will come away in your hand.

The standard back holds 12 ex-

posures. Each frame of film is 2!/4

inches square, almost four times the

area o/a35mm /rame.( See box,below

right, for actual size.)

This IS only the beginning. There

are eight other backs available: Backs

that let you change to a 6 x 4.5cm for-

mat... or a 4.5 X 4.5cm superslide

format for showing in any 35mm
projector. Backs that give you a choice

of 1, 12, 16, 24, 70, or 500 exposures.

A back that is a sheet-film adapter.

Even two backs for Polaroid film, so

you can check composition, lighting,

and exposure ahead of time.

You begin to realize why eight out

of ten top commercial photographers

surveyed name Hasselblad as the

medium-format camera used in their

work.

Retained Value vs.

Obsolescence.

In an age when machines spew out

cameras in the tens and hundreds of

thousands, when flashy new models

thrust last year's marvels into early

obsolescence, Hasselblad goes its own
way.

Planned obsolescence is taboo at

Hasselblad. All but two of the acces-

sories for the 500CA4 will fit every

Hasselblad made since 1957 (except

the Super Wide C) . . . and will fit every

future Hasselblad.

The greater part of a year is spent

on building each camera, much of it

crafted by hand. And fully one quarter

of the work force devotes its time to

nothing but quality control.

Little wonder, then, that a pre-

owned Hasselblad commands such a

high price ... if its owner can be per-

suaded to part with it at all.

HASSFLBIAD'

M\
Tj/M H^filteiM

^9 ^^IB^^lEi^^^^H

^H l^^^^^^lj^r^^

1

The Hasselblad 500C/M.

A lavish brochure is .i\ ailable tree if you write:

Braun North America. Dept. 55

CanibridgeParkvvav. Cambridge. Mass. 02142.

Braun North America is a division of The
Gillette Company and exclusive marketer of

Hasselblad cameras in the U.S.



-L.L.Beah\
Outdoor Sporting Specialties

Chamois
Cloth Robe

ith in a slightly heavier

ight. Makes up into an
exceptionally soft and
warm knee length
bathrobe. ChamoisClolh is

a high grade 100% cotton
flannel thickly napped on
both sides. Absorbent and
long wearing, it gets softer

and more comfortable with
age. Machine washable. By
one of the country's linest

bathrobe makers. Tradi-
tional wrap around style
withtiesash and bell loops

. Double shawl collar, full

[s and two roomy waist level

pockets and breast pocket. Length about 43". Two
colors:Tan. Bright Red. Mens sizes: Ex, Sm (34). Sm.
(36). Med. (38-40.) Lg. (42-44) and Ex. Lg. (46).
Smaller sizes fit most women. $35.00 ppd.

Moosehide Slippers
(For Men and Wo

length sleeves v

Genuine Moosehide leather slippers, Moosehide is

exceptionally thick yet very soft and supple. Has a

rich full grained finish and is long wearing. Comfort-
able, foot conforming moccasin construction with a

hand laced toe piece. Can be snugly adjusted around
the foot with another lacing stitched in the collar.

Color. Moosehide Tan. Women's whole sizes 5 to 10.

Men's whole sizes 7 to 13. Lined Ankel Model. Lined
with warm and comfortable acrylic pile. Women's
Lined Ankle Moosehide Slipper. $13.00 ppd. Men's
$|4.50 ppd. Unlined Low-Cut Model. Full leather in-

nersole backed with a thick foam cushion for extra

comfort. Women's Unlined Moosehide Slipper.
Sll.OO ppd. Men's $12.50 ppd.

Wood

Manufactured by us from heavy duck with leather

handles. A practical arrangement for carrying fire-

place wooci. No dirt or bark on the floor with this

convenient carrier. Size 22" x 42" Wood Carrier.

$8.75 ppd.

n Please send FREE 128-page Fall 1977 Catalog.
Please Ship Postpaid.

-Men's Chamois Cloth Robe
@$35.00 ppd. Color,

-Men's Lined Ankle Moosehide Slipper

D ppd. Size

-Women's Lined Ankle Moosehide Slipper

i Unlined Moosehide Slippe

Wood Carrier@ $8.75 ppd.

D Check Enclosed D Master Charge
O BankAmericard D American

Express

Address _

City

L.L. Bean, Inc.

771 Ca»co St. Freeport, Maine 04033

I remember (distinctly [TR wrote] the first

day that I started my career as a zoologist. I

was walking up Broadway, and as 1 passed

the market ... I suddenly saw a dead seal

laid out on a slab of wood. That seal filled

me with every possible feeling of romance

and adventure. ... I haunted the market

day after day. 1 measured it [the seal] . . .

and at once began to write a natural history

of my own, on the strength of that seal. . . .

I did get the seal's skull and with two of my
cousins promptly started what we ambi-

tiously called the "Roosevelt Museum of

Natural History. " My father and mother en-

couraged me warmly in this . . . When I was

thirteen I was allowed to take lessons in

taxidermy from a Mr. Bell . . . who had been

a companion of Audubon's.

Theodore built up an outstanding

collection of museum skins of birds,

which probably surpassed that of any

other youngster in the country. Latin

names were used for his labels and

notebook records. His preferred read-

ing was on animals, starting with a

tome of Livingstone's on Africa (where

TR was to lead a year-long collecting

expedition for the Smithsonian soon

after leaving the White House) . In 187 1

,

the family visited the Adirondacks

when the region was still primitive. Th
lad kept a diary, not neglecting techni

cal names of things he found there.

At fourteen, TR took his second tri][
:

across the Atlantic and visited Egypi

:

and Palestine. The family took ,

houseboat 1,200 miles on the Nile

where Theodore did his first significan
;

collecting and taking of detailed note

on nearly two hundred specimens. Hi

learned the birds so well that he coult

name them on sight when he was nex

on the Nile, thirty-seven years later. .;

Young Roosevelt entered Harvard ii

1876. He majored in biology, fully in

tending to make science his life workj
Soon before graduating magna curm
laude, he changed his career plans be {i

cause biology was then dominated b} i

the light microscope. "The sound re m-

volt against superficiality had been car

ried to an extreme; thoroughness ii u

minutiae had been erected into a fetish «

... I had no more desire or ability to b( «

a microscopist and section-cutter thai §

to be a mathematician." His first writ
(d

ing to see print was an account o a

Adirondack birds seen on a trip with i

fellow student; his name first appearec
fc
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Ihe Naturalists' Directory in 1878. He

ok occasional hunting trips in Maine

ith woodsmen-guides whom he later

hployed at his two ranches near Med-

ia, North Dakota.

His western activities from 1883 to

S*^; made into TR country forever the

id now in Theodore Roosevelt Na-

iiiiil Memorial Park, a major part of

. Little Missouri National Grassland,

iKh includes the Badlands of North

ikdta. Although he worked strenu-

siy at ranching, the business aspect

IS less important to him than his out-

in observing, adventuring, hunting,

(J writing. He often said later that

iich life had been the making of him.

. wrote there his splendid trilogy of

oks on his western life and part of his

ur-volume history on the winning of

_ west. The Old West still lives in

in\ of the thirty-eight books he pro-

ccd. This scholarly output should

\c corrected the popular image of a

liiician crashing about like a bull

Hise while flashing a toothy grin. For

. reputation as a man of action was a

It-truth; he was equally a man of in-

Icct.

The three intellectuals who have oc-

I pied the White House were Jeffer-

n, Theodore Roosevelt, and Wilson,

t TR had more humor and warmth

ian the other two combined. His

iakness as an intellectual was that he

d no weak opinions. Nevertheless,

dividual aggressiveness has seldom

en better directed to the common
lod, for progress in conservation and

•cial reform do not come about from

e bland leading the bland. Memo-
ble slogans and metaphors came from

s wilderness experience: the Bull

oose Party, the west African hunting

I Joverb, "Speak softly and carry a big

ck; you will go far," and "The vote is

;e a rifle; its usefulness depends on the

aracter of the user.

"

The five national parks, sixteen na-

inal monuments, and many national

Irests and game preserves established

ii

ring his tenure endear TR to modem
I vironmentalists. For the parks, he

i|i not follow the idea of high-use con-

jirvation, more properly espoused for

uest Service operations by his

utenant Gifford Pinchot. Roosevelt's

;a was more subtle—to preserve the

ry highest-quality areas of each type

th a minimum of development, and

I at directed toward esthetic, scientific,

d natural outdoor recreational use

ily He stated, "Nothing is more prac-

al in the long run than the preserva-

in of beauty.

"

Those claiming today that TR was

elegance in illumination is achievec

r .A^.- - w'^*^ ^^^^ graceful oil lamp of handblown glass.

^'^J^''

'

A patented design created by Jon Wolfard,

g^ it lends an aura of warmth and hospitality to any home.
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not a "preservationist" should review

the history of Grand Canyon National

Park. In 1903 when this area was vul-

nerable as a mere game refuge, he took

long horseback rides in its rimland

country and must have decided then to

make it a national monument; this he

could do without the approval of Con-

gress. Then he made a speech that was

far more preservationist than the way
the canyon was eventually handled, and

while it antagonized the local audience,

it delights modem preservationists.

In the Grand Canyon, Arizona has a natu-

ral wonder which, so far as I know, is in kind

absolutely unparalleled throughout the rest

of the world. I want to ask you to do one

thing in connection with it in your own
interest and in the interest of the country

—

keep this great wonder of nature as it is. I

hope you will not have a building of any

kind, not a summer cottage, a hotel or any-

thing else, to mar the wonderful grandeur,

the sublimity, the great loneliness and

beauty of the Canyon. You cannot improve

it. The ages have been at work on it, and

man can only mar it.

The great American presidents were

those who saw their responsibilities to

the future and acted on them. We hear

pious talk deploring TR's "big stick"

methods, but in truth he practiced an

enlightened ethic precisely where it is

most important and most difficult to do

so—toward the rights and needs of un-

born generations. The environmental

movement he started and the living

wildlands he set aside from ordinary

exploitation commemorate TR more
suitably than his visage on Mount
Rushmore.

After birding with Roosevelt at the

White House grounds, at Pine Knot,

Yellowstone Park, and Sagamore Hill,

John Burroughs wrote:

I refer to his keenness and enthusiasm as a

student of animal life, and his extraordinary

powers of observation. He sees quickly and

surely, not less so with the corporeal eye

than with the mental. . . . The chief qualifi-

cation of a bom observer is an alert, sensi-

tive, objective type of mind and this he has

in preeminent degree. . . . His mind moves

with wonderful celerity, and yet as an ob-

server he is very cautious, jumps to no hasty

conclusions.

Roosevelt's passenger pigeon sight-

ing was first reported in letters to the

U.S. Biological Survey and to John

Burroughs. The readers of Scribner's

Magazine learned about it five months

later.

On May 1 8th , 1 907 , 1 saw a small party of

a dozen or so passenger pigeons, birds I had

not seen for a quarter of a century and never

44

expected to see again. I saw them two or

three times flying hither and thither with

great rapidity, and once they perched in a

tall dead pine on the edge of an old field.

They were unmistakable; yet the sight was

so unexpected that I almost doubted my
eyes, and welcomed a bit of corroborative

evidence coming from Dick McDaniel, the

colored foreman at Plain Dealing. Dick is a

frequent companion of mine in rambles

around the country, and he is an unusually

close and accurate observer of birds, and of

wild things generally.

Burroughs and Roosevelt together

questioned McDaniel about all aspects

of his sighting of about forty-five of the

birds six days before TR's sighting. His

observations agreed with the presi-

dent's in every particular. McDaniel

was familiar with passenger pigeons

from his youth, but had always called

them "wild carrier pigeons." Bur-

roughs wrote at the time that, despite

initial skepticism, he was now con-

vinced that both men had seen

passenger pigeons.

The only other sharp-tailed, dove-

shaped bird that an ornithologist of

TR's capabilities could conceivably

have confused with the wild pigeon is

the mourning dove. But the birds seen

by both observers were decidedly larger

than the familiar dove. The latter aver-

ages four and a half inches shorter than

the wild pigeon. Wingspread, the dis-

tinction most apparent in flight, is 17 to

1 9 inches for the dove and 23 to 25 .5 for

the pigeon. Other evidence was the

flocking behavior at that time of year,

the characteristic circling behavior of

wild pigeon flocks, the red breasts,

very rapid flight, and lack of the whis-

ding sound that marks mourning doves

in flight.

In mourning doves, the pair-bond is

strong in spring; the only possible

flocking then would be by the young of

the year, and these would not have had

red breasts nor their full overall length.

But pigeons spent the entire year in

flocks, even in breeding. As a skilled

wingshot, TR was better qualified than

most ornithologists to judge the rapidity

of flight, and as an expert in bird sounds

he would surely have noticed the

whistling noise if they had been doves.

Roosevelt could have gone back to

Pine Knot for his shotgun to collect a

bird for final confirmation, but he

wrote, "Nothing could have persuaded

me to shoot them. There were mourn-
ing doves in the field for me to compare
them with, and I do not see how I could

have been mistaken." This direct com-
parison with doves clinched the matter

for the ornithologists at the American

Museum of Natural History, and the

accepted the record according to a lett

written later by Robert Cushman Mu
phy.

The last specimen authenticated as

date of collection was a single bird shi

in August 1906 in Fairfield Count;

Connecticut. A small flock captured .

1878 had been established in the Cii

cinnati zoo, and eventually produce

Martha, the last individual of what wi

once the most abundant bird of Non
America. She died there in 1914 at a|

29, fifty-seven years after the Ohi

Legislature had declared, "Thj

passenger pigeon needs no protectioii

Wonderfully prolific. ..."
Biologists scoffed at the plethora c

alleged sightings by farmers and hur

ters, from about 1890 on, because s

many laymen's reports were obviousl

based on mourning doves or on distai

flocks of other birds, such as curlew:

No claims after TR's have been estat

lished to the satisfaction of

nithologists. His dozen or so birc

were, so far as science and history ca

tell, the last free members of a species

a single flock of which the conservativ

ornithologist Alexander Wilson in 183

estimated to contain at lea;

2,230,270,000 birds.

There is no indication that the pres

dent tried to determine whether the vei

few subsequent newspaper stories

sightings by untrained observers wei

reliable. Neither did he push for tl

acceptance of his own sighting. But I

never saw cause to doubt the accurac

of his identification of the Pine Kn<

flock, and allowed this incident to t

reprinted in successive editions of h

book Outdoor Pastimes ofan America

Hunter. He held to his origin

statements, the mildest expression (

which was "I do not see how I coul

have been mistaken."

Thus, Roosevelt probably nev<

realized that his sighting was the la

time a trained, qualified naturalist evi

saw wild passenger pigeons. Wheth
he was actually the last human to s<

them will never be known. His distas

for going back for his gun to valida

the sighting beyond any possible que

tion should not deprive this lifelor

naturalist of the most dramatic bird re

ord of the twentieth century.

Alton A. Lindsey, who received the En
nent Ecologist Award last year, is pr

fessor emeritus ofbotany atPurdue Ut

versity arul the author ofnumerous ar

cles and books on plants, general eci

ogy, and birds.
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Why Slugs Squabble
by C. David Roilo and William G. Wellington

Slugs prey on each other

not only in courtship

rituals but also in

competition over vital

food and shelter

Naked slugs lack the visual appeal of

their decently clothed cousins, the

snails. While slugs are denounced as

slimy horrors to be squashed on sight,

snails are depicted, in animated car-

toons and children's books, as cheerful

little wanderers. As escargots, snails

appear on all the better menus. But no

sane restaurateur would feature their

shell-less relatives, even as les limaces

.

Evidently, mollusks without shells

are not acceptable to our fastidious

eyes. Unfortunately, what is beneath

our notice may not only continue to

thrive but may also do much damage
that escapes our notice. Slugs destroy

an astonishing range of crops and or-

namental plants in fields and gardens

around the world. Most of us pay so

little attention to the way slugs operate

that we often blame garden insects for

damage caused by slugs.

At first glance, slugs seem totally

unsuited for life on dry land. These

unprepossessing creatures have no di-

rect control over the rate at which they

lose water to the surrounding air. And
they lose further vital water in the slime

they trail wherever they travel; a slug

moves by rippling its flat, muscular foot

over a layer of mucus that it constantly

secretes from a gland beneath its head.
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A bag of cold water that cannot even

move unless it leaks should not be able

to survive outside a bog. But slugs not

only survive in dry places; they have

become highly successful terrestrial

animals, despite the fact that direct sun-

light can shrivel them as fast as the

dawn crumpled Count Dracula.

A few slug species have avoided the

uncertainties of life on dry land by opt-

ing for totally subterranean habitats,

but most live above ground. They sur-

vive by restricting their mainly vegetar-

ian foraging to the dampest times of

day, when they can safely travel to nor-

mally intolerable places. They can

climb tall trees, dropping back to the

ground on threads of slime, like slip-

pery caterpillars.

On damp, cloudy days, terrestrial

slugs will forage in daylight, but dry

weather restricts them to nocturnal

forays. An extremely precise internal

clock guides their nighttime travels,

prompting them to emerge when the

evening air has become damp enough

for safe travel and insuring their return

to shelter while the predawn environ-

ment is still tolerable.

Many slugs have a highly developed

homing mechanism, mostly related to

their sense of smell, that allows them to

return repeatedly to particular crevices.

A slug can find its own shelter from

more than three feet away by following

the odor of its droppings within the

crevice and, perhaps, by the scent of a

special slime it exudes while resting.

Slime trails leading away from a slug's

i

home may be quite devious, but hom|
ing trails are much straighten

A slug that has strayed too far durinJ
its nocturnal forays to be able to reacll

its home before daybreak may follov|

another slug's slime trail, much as

motorist blinded by fog may keep ar

eye on another automobile's taillights y
This kind of tracking may lead a home
less slug to another slug's shelter, bu

will not guarantee the occupant's hospi

tality. The resident may lash out vio

lently and drive off the stray, which ther v

must take its chances in the inimica [

light of dawn.

Previous descriptions of aggressive

behavior in slugs have been limited tc

ritual displays associated with thei

mating. Both slugs and snails are her

maphroditic. Their mating is usualh

preceded by elaborate courting rituals

that supposedly reduce the chance o:

hybridization. During courtship, part

ners of most species circle each othe:

for long periods. At certain stages, th(

partners carry on bouts of ritualizec

lunging, biting, or sideswiping witl

their tails. A few slugs and severa

kinds of snails even produce calcareou

In a characteristic battle overfood o

shelter, a giant garden slug bites th

flank of a smaller specimen, whici

tries to defend itself by using it

tail to sideswipe the attackei

William G. WellingtO'
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A native of the Pacific Northwest, the

banana slug, left, lays eggs that are

nearly ten millimeters in diameter.

Although this giant slug can attain a
length of more than twenty-five

centimeters, it is no match for
pugnacious Limax maximus, a

European species that is invading

suburban forests. Above, a black

garden slug contracts and rocksfrom
side to side to fend off L. maximus.

orchitinous "recognition darts," which

they shoot— like slow-motion cupids

— into their partners. Some species,

such as the giant garden slug, Limax

maximus, climb plants and launch

themselves into the air, finally mating

while entwined in supporting strands of

mucus.

However bizarre the methods of con-

summation may be, the ritualized ag-

gression that precedes it is frequently

accompanied by an even more startling

display of the huge sex organs with

which many slugs are endowed. The
sight of a courting pair of slugs majesti-

cally circling one another and cere-

moniously rasping small patches of

skin from each other's flanks while they

solemnly wave their enormous penises

overhead puts the most improbably ath-

letic couples of Pompeii and Khajraho

William Q. Wellington

into a more appropriate and severely

diminished perspective.

With so much ritualized aggression

to study in these soft-shelled mollusks'

courtship displays, malacologists have

not noticed more mundane incidents.

Apart from a few casual observations of

occasional biting or even cannibalism

among slugs artificially crowded into

confined quarters, articles on terrestrial

slugs do not mention or describe day-

to-day aggression between individuals.

We have found, however, that aggres-

sive acts between slugs of the same or

different species are common, and have

important effects on their abundance

and distribution.

Deliberate attacks or head-to-head

combat occur most frequently near

shelter or on food. Any attack includes

a predictable sequence of stages. The
aggressor first touches the other slug

with its optic tentacles, then rapidly

withdraws them and touches the victim

with its mouth. The aggressor then

draws its head partially under its man-

tle, lifts the forepart of its body off the

ground like a snake about to strike, and

suddenly lunges forward, slashing

downward with wide-open mouth. A
slug's mouth contains a ribbon of small,

filelike teeth, the radula, over which a

platelike chitinous jaw chops down-

ward like a guillotine. When the aggres-

sor bites down with its jaw, it also everts

its radula so that its teeth scrape back-

ward on its victim's hide.
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The victim reacts in a variety of

vays. Most often, it lifts its tail and

deswipes its attacker, then moves off

it top speed. Some slugs, before they

lee, exude a large puddle of thick

nucus. The assailant, confusing the

'ictim's smell with the real thing, may
inger and aim several strikes at this

tuddle while the prey escapes relatively

inharmed. But the assailant is not al-

vays fooled and may immediately

)ursue and repeatedly strike the victim,

intil it is badly injured or killed or until

t somehow manages to creep out of

ange.

A slug struck on the front part of its

lody will protect itself by instantly re-

racting its head beneath its mantle,

vhich it flares outward with a flapping

notion. Slapping its front end hard

gainst the ground makes a slug's body

nuch broader and flatter and therefore

nuch harder to bite. Some species,

uch as the gray garden slug, Deroceras

eticulatum , are able to secrete a milky

lime on the injured part. This slime is

lighly repellent, even to slugs spoiling

or a fight. The most aggressive spe-

ies, Umax maximus, hastily retreats

fter getting a mouthful, and tries to

vipe off the slime on nearby objects.

Slugs' reactions in their intra- and

nter-specific encounters include the

ame defenses they use when attacked

)y predatory insects. In fact, these de-

enses are usually much more effective

gainst insects than against other slugs,

'or example, the common black slug,

\rion ater, contracts into a hemispheri-

:al shape when it is pricked by any

iharp point— a pin, the jaw of a slug, or

he mandibles of a beetle. At such en-

:ounters, /I. ater pulls its head under its

nantle, humps its back, presses its

nantle and the margins of its foot

ightly against the ground, and rocks

rom side to side. A slippery, rocking

lemisphere can resist the small man-
libles of an attacking beetle, but is no

lefense against the guillotine jaw of a

After launching themselvesfrom
1 branch, two giant garden

ilugs of the species Limax
maximus mate in midair. They are

supported by mucous strands,

which can stretch for as

much as forty-five centimeters.

large Umax. Attacked by L. maximus,

A. ater quickly abandons its pose and

tries to escape.

If set upon from the rear, another

slug, Prophysaon andersoni, can shed

the tip of its tail, the way some insects

and lizards shed appendages under at-

tack. We have not yet seen Prophysaon

shed its tail when attacked by another

slug, but it does so when defending

itself from one predatory snail, Hap-
lotrema minimum.

Slugs also drive off insect enemies by

flaring their mantles and exuding copi-

ous amounts of slime, which fouls

predators' legs and mouths. They may
suffocate the larvae of sciomyzid flies

by excreting mucus that clogs the

squirming attackers' spiracles. De-

roceras reticulatum uses its milky slime

to repel carabid and staphylinid beetles,

as well as other slugs.

After one or more of these initial

reactions to attack, most slugs attempt

to escape at top speed. If forced to flee

from their own or other species, small

slugs are not appreciably slower than

their larger elders and thus are not in-

evitably doomed upon attack. Rather

than retreating, some slugs will turn on

their assailants. Slugs that fight may
acquire dueling scars but rarely suffer

as much as victims that are repeatedly

bitten in one or two places on their

flanks as they crawl away from persis-

tent attackers. The most pugnacious

slugs we encountered, Umax maximus

and Arion subfuscus , can inflict lethal

wounds during pursuit, and we suspect

that some slugs found dying on
sidewalks after sunrise are attack vic-

tims, not merely strays caught by the

morning sun.

Slugs' aggressiveness is certainly a

seasonal phenomenon in southwestern

British Columbia, where we found that

L. maximus andA. subfuscus were most

pugnacious during July and August,

normally the drier period of summer in

the Pacific Northwest. Shelter is impor-

tant to slugs at all seasons of the year,

but refuges that are sufficiently damp
may become scarce during summer
heat or drought. Whenever suitable

shelter is in short supply, homing be-

havior is more obvious: more slugs

promptly occupy, stake out, and return

to the best shelters — those that are

moist and closest to food.

Since shelter is vital to a slug's survi-

val, it is worth fighting for; and so as

homing becomes more marked, aggres-

sion increases. In summer, L. maximus
adults consistently drive other species

and weaker individuals of their own
kind out of shelters and away from

food. They even disrupt mating by at-

tacking the partners. Since other spe-

cies of slugs begin to avoid shelters

occupied by Limax adults, solitary

Umax adults eventually occupy all

shelters near the better sources of food.

But as autumn approaches, Umax
adults calm down considerably, and

their aggressiveness disappears during

the winter In fact, in midwinter we
often found large groups of adult and

juvenile L. maximus sheltering to-

gether These gatherings would have

been impossible while the adults were

still combative.

Although both adult and immature

slugs home to shelter, the adults also

require shelter for their eggs, whereas

the juveniles only rest there. Thus, the

juveniles do not become as firmly at-

tached to one place as their elders and

are not at all aggressive. As summer
waxes, adults' homing and aggressive

responses seem to strengthen: at their

peak, adult slugs will force larger

juveniles to leave home, harrying them

out of their birthplaces and into new
habitats.

We know that homing has been ob-

served in some marine mollusks, nota-

bly in limpets and octopuses. We also

know that truly predatory slugs and

snails exist on land and in the sea, but

these are carnivores that attack other

kinds of animals more often than one

another Our discovery of seasonally

varying aggression and its linkage with

homing behavior in largely vegetarian

terrestrial slugs presents a very different

view of their ecology and population

biology and provides another way to

generally assess the importance of ag-

gression and territoriality in the popula-

tion dynamics of animals.

The effects of aggression and territo-

riality on the numbers and distribution

of animals are still not well understood.

Many birds and mammals that display

conspicuous individual behavior move

so freely, and over such large areas, that

it becomes too difficult and too expen-

sive to study their populations. But

even the most active slug has a home
range only a few yards square. Slug

populations are much easier to observe,

and so these pugnacious gastropods may
provide fuller answers to some impor-

tant ecological questions. D
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The Gregarious but
Contentious Walrus
Text and Photographs by Fred Bruemmer

Tightlyjammed herds and
tusk rattling are features

of this huge marine

mammal's way of life

On a rare calm autumn day, delicate,

chimelike tones, as of distant bells,

drift gently over Round Island in Alas-

ka's Bristol Bay. Incongruously, the

melodious sounds emanate from some
of the warty walrus bulls floating near

the island. Just how they produce such

sounds—heard most often among the

ice floes of the Bering Sea during wal-

rus courtship in late winter—is not

known, but it is assumed that their large

pharyngeal pouches act as resonators.

The thousands of walruses on and

near Round Island in summer and fall

are all males, and the sounds may be

from a few young bulls "practicing" for

the next breeding season. Some swim
leisurely in groups of from five to fifty

around the island, propelled by the

rhythmic, alternate strokes of their

large rear flippers. A few sleep verti-

cally in the water near the island,

buoyed, as by built-in Mae Wests, by

their inflated pharyngeal pouches. But

most lie on favorite island beaches in

dense, malodorous congregations.

They show a distinct preference for

company and contact, yet at the same
time they display a great deal of hierar-

chical hostility. Disputes are frequent

and noisy.

As a rule, walruses seem highly gre-

garious. There is ample space c

Round Island, but nearly all the wa
ruses prefer to lie together, tightl

packed. After a storm, when most wa
ruses leave the wave-lashed beaches fi

,

a while, or when they have bee

panicked into the sea by a low-flyir h

aircraft, they swim back and forth alor
g|

the coast, loath to haul out on an empi
|jg

beach. Usually an old, massive bu

makes the first move. Wheezing ar

snorting, he laboriously hauls his tw( ^
ton bulk onto the beach. He pauses fn ,

,

quently and appears apprehensive. /

this time, the warning cry of a gull a
send him back into the sea. But once 1

has found a congenial spot ar r

stretched out, his presence acts as „,

magnet to other walruses. The small



ies "walk" ashore, pivoting their hind

ppers forward in a Chaplinesque
* addle, while the big bulls usually

tch themselves forward in a sequence
' slow, massive heaves.

The behavior of latecomers seems

depend on their social standing,

nailer animals come ashore quietly

id try to insinuate themselves next to

ready sleeping walruses. Big bulls

4lvance with much more assurance and

ually crowd right in, jabbing those

at are in the way with their tusks. A
wer-ranking animal will try to move

^ id make space, but a bull of equal

anding is more likely to rear up with a

ar, head thrown back, tusks held out

)rizontally. The two confront each

her, feigning attacks or hacking

downward and sideways with a speed

surprising in animals so huge and bulky.

Fights rarely last long. The weaker
walrus backs off (in such a tightly

packed group this is difficult and may
result in a whole chain reaction of fight-

ing), and the dominant one slumps

down in the desired place. Severe in-

juries in these fights are infrequent. The
walrus's skin, two inches thick, is ex-

tremely tough, but occasionally an

animal bleeds from shoulder and neck

gashes and twice 1 saw walruses that

had lost an eye. Bulk, power, and tusk

size seem to determine dominant status.

Animals with short or broken tusks

"regularly evince social inferiority to

other walruses of the same size,"

biologist E. H. Miller observed during

a study on the island.

For many hours, while the group es-

tablishes itself—usually with the most

powerful animals near the center and

subdominants on the periphery—there

is constant jabbing and jostling, ac-

companied by a chorus of angry bel-

lows and grunts. Once all are settled in

an accepted order of precedence, they

sleep soundly.

The herd consists mainly of adult

bulls; most of them bear scars typical of

the contests that take place between

large males during the breeding season

in February and March. After mating

among the ice floes in the Bering Sea,

the Round Island males begin their re-

turn journey to their traditional ugli,

arriving there usually by May. ("Ugli"

is the Eskimo term for a walrus

hauling-out place; "uglit" is the

plural.) The females with their young,

the other adult bulls, and many imma-

ture males migrate northward to the rich

shellfish banks of the Chukchi Sea. The

Round Island bulls remain on the ugli

through the summer and autumn; dur-

ing this time their wounds heal and they

molt. Bristol Bay is also apparently

rich in shellfish, thereby providing the

nonmigratory males with a dependable

source of food.

Round Island, a part of the Walrus

Islands State Game Sanctuary, is the

site of one of the two remaining uglit on

the American side of the Bering Sea

and Bering Strait that are occupied on a

predictable annual basis. The other ugli

is on one of the Punuk Islands off the

eastern end of Saint Lawrence Island.

This hauling-out place is used mainly

by adult females and immature indi-

viduals of both sexes during their

southward autumn migration.

Once there were many such uglit on

the Pribilof Islands (commercial hun-

ters wiped out that walrus population by

1891), on Sledge Island near Nome, and

on Besboro Island in Norton Sound. Of
the thirty-three former uglit on the Sibe-

rian coast, where walruses once hauled

out in groups ranging from a few

hundred to many thousand, only two or

three are still regularly occupied.

Unless they are exterminated or con-

tinuously disturbed, walruses will re-

turn to the same hauling-out place for

centuries. Seahorse Point on South-

ampton Island in Hudson Bay was

given its name in 1615 by the explorer

William Baffin because he saw large

numbers of walruses there. Walruses

haul out at the same spot today.

In historic time, the southernmost

walrus colonies were on Sable Island,

one hundred miles east of Nova Scotia,

on the latitude of Milan, Italy, and on

the Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of

Saint Lawrence. (During cold periods

of the Pleistocene, walruses ranged

even farther south and basked on the

beaches of South Carolina and the Bay

of Biscay) In 1641, hunters from Bos-

ton obtained "four hundred pairs of

seahorse teeth" on Sable Island, but by

the end of the seventeenth century that

colony had been exterminated. The

much larger one on the Magdalen Is-

lands vanished a century later; now
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only the many island names containing

the word echouerie, the old French

word for walrus hauling-out places

(for example, "Plage de la Grande
Echouerie"), recall their long-ago

presence.

The herds of Atlantic walruses

{Odobenus rosmarus rosmarus), once

probably numbering in the hundreds of

thousands, melted away under the in-

cessant pressure of more than three cen-

turies of commercial hunting. In the

Spitsbergen archipelago, where the

hunt started in 1604, the Norwegian

biologist Thor Larsen has seen only

five walruses in ten years of recent

travel. (There are some indications,

however, that walruses in this area may
be on the increase.) On the little island

of Moffen, situated off the northern end

of West Spitsbergen, the preserved

bones of slaughtered walruses are

heaped in such masses that, from a dis-

tance, they look like snowdrifts. In the

Canadian Arctic, when whale catches

declined toward the end of the

nineteenth century, whalers augmented

cargos by methodically wiping out

most of the accessible walrus colonies

for their ivory, oil, and skins. There are

now only about 10,000 walruses re-

maining in Canadian waters. Another

10,000 survive along the Greenland

coasts, and an estimated 6,000 live in

the seas north of Norway and the Soviet

Union.

The commercial hunt of the Pacific

walrus {Odobenus rosmarus divergens),

whose original population is believed to

have been about 200,000, began only in

the nineteenth century, but was so

enormous (200,000 were killed be-

tween 1860 and 1880 alone) that by the

1920s only about 40,000 were left.

Now both populations are increasing:

those of the Atlantic walrus slowly;

those of the Pacific walrus, in recent

decades, quite rapidly The latter now
numbers at least 140,000.

As their populations increase, the

walruses establish new hauling-out

places and attempt to resettle aban-

doned ones. In southern Hudson Bay,

walruses now haul out on a new, little-

known, but growing ugli off the On-

tario coast near Cape Henrietta Maria.

In the northern Bering Sea, they at-

tempted a few years ago to haul out

again on Sledge Island but were spotted

by Eskimo and shot for food. (Walrus

hunting on and near this island is now
forbidden.) Walruses tried repeatedly to

reestablish their ancient ugli on Big

Diomede Island (Ostrov Ratmanova)

in the Bering Strait, but were shot at

and panicked away by Russian border

guards stationed on the island.

The latest reports from Soviet biolo-

gists, however, indicate that many of

the traditional walrus uglit on the Sibe-

rian coast are again being used, al-

though as yet only on an irregular basis.

Since about 1970 the ugli on Big

Diomede Island has been used regu-

larly during the autumn migration. On
the American side, the uglit on Sledge

and Besboro islands are now being used

irregularly by walruses on their north-

ward and southward migrations.

On Round Island, walrus numbers

are also increasing. From a few indi-

viduals at the beginning of the century

(in 1935, eight were spotted), they in-

creased to about one thousand in 1953

,

three thousand in 1972, and more than

five thousand in 1975.

With the onset of winter the water in

Bristol Bay freezes over. Most of the

members of the herd then swim out into

the Bering Sea where they will spend

the coldest months of the year with the

females that have returned from the

Chukchi Sea.

Walruses are good, though slow,

swimmers. Their cruising speed rarely

exceeds four to five miles per hour, but

when chased by boats they can surge

forward for a limited time at about

twenty miles per hour They are, per-

haps, the least "marine" of the marine

mammals. While elephant seals, sea

lions, and fur seals haul ashore pri-

marily to breed and molt, walruses

spend much of their time resting on ice

floes or on their traditional land uglit.

A few bulls, usually big ones, re-

main in the vicinity of the Chukchi Sea

shellfish banks all winter They can

smash through ice up to eight inches

thick by ramming it from below with

their heavy, dense skulls. When the ice

cover increases and thickens, they

move to leads or to areas kept iCe-free

by strong currents and usually rest near

the floe edge. They can endure severe

cold and have been seen sleeping on ice

when the temperature was — 35°F with

a strong wind blowing. Sheathed in a

heavy skin and wrapped in a blubber

blanket more than four inches thick on

large bulls, they are well protected from

the freezing air and the arctic water.

The blubber is both insulation and en-

ergy reserve. At very cold temperatures

the peripheral vascular system is ccB

stricted, and blood flow to blubbj

skin, and flippers is kept to an absoll|

minimum, thereby reducing loss

body heat.

Heat loss may be further reduci

when walruses huddle together in tigl

groups. This thigmotactic behavior hi

been explained by scientists Francis ll

Fay and Carleton Ray as an adaptatiJ

to preserve body heat. Whether singi

or in groups, walruses in cold air all

reduce surface exposure by assuming!

"fetal position"—head drawn in, baJ

arched, flippers pressed tightly again|

the body.

On warm summer days walrusd

have the opposite problem: they mul
dissipate heat. They still huddle tl

gether on the beach although this makif

heat dissipation more difficult, but th^

no longer curl up. On the contra

looking like bloated burghers on a hJ

beach, they sprawl, often bell)

upward, flippers flung out, to expos

the maximum amount of body surfac

to the cooling air.

Walruses, covered by a short fur (

half-inch-long hairs, are normal]

madder brown. Molting, which usual!

takes place between May and Angus

leaves them nearly hairless, and aftt

long immersion in the sea, they are

peculiar bluish white or occasionally

mottled gray. As they lie in the sui

their peripheral blood vessels dilats

blood pulses through the vascular syi

tern of blubber and skin, and the

gradually change color— from whitis

to a flush of pink to russet and roar

When the temperature rises above 60'

they become restless, sleep les

soundly, and change position more fre

quently; on the rare days when it rise

above 65°, most seek relief in the cool

ing sea.

During the late winter courtshi

period, walruses emit a variety c

sounds, which may be used to establis

underwater territories. While female

and immature animals crowd the floes

Packed tusk by jowl, a herd ofwalrw

bulls sleeps on a traditional ugl

on Round Island, off the coast q
Alaska. A late-arriving bull car

set off a chain reaction ofnois)

disputes as he jockeysfor position
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Hard, fist-sizedfibrous tubercles

cover lire neck, chest, and shoulders

of old bulls. Chipped and broken

tusks are common in these animals.

The entire crown of these upper

canine teeth consists of ivory.



the larger bulls patrol the water around

them. The bulls emit the melodic bell

sounds, click their teeth with such

rapidity that the sound is like castanets

being played, and whistle shrilly

through puckered lips, usually just be-

fore diving. They rise abruptly near

chosen floes, expelling air with such

force that their snorts can be heard for a

considerable distance.

In early spring, as the herds move

slowly northward in the Bering Sea,

walrus cows that mated the previous

year give birth on the floes. The calves

are about four feet long, the size of an

adult ringed seal, and weigh about 120

pounds. They are covered with a coat of

short, silvery gray hairs, which are ex-

changed for rusty brown ones after the

postnatal molt at two months of age.

Despite the calves' size and weight,

Ray and Fay have pointed out that they

have "less than half as much physical

insulation [hair and blubber] as other

arctic pinnipeds of comparable size."

Calves on their own are cold and shiver

violendy in the arctic air.

But, barring disasters, walrus calves

are rarely alone. The mother-calf bond

is extremely strong; for about two years
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they are nearly inseparable. The calf

suckles frequently and grows rapidly on

its mother's rich milk, which contains

about 35 percent butterfat and 12 per-

cent protein. Within a year, the calf will

be five feet long and weigh about 450

pounds.

In cold weather, the female hugs the

calf to her chest, cradling it with her

broad, two-foot-long front flippers to

keep it warm. When swimming, the

calf rides on its mother's neck, clasping

her firmly with its rough-soled flippers.

When danger threatens, the female

sweeps her calf off the floe, holds it to

her chest with her flippers, and dives.

She defends it valiantly and, even when
severely wounded, does not abandon it.

The high-pitched, desperate barking of

a frightened calf arouses not only its

mother to furious protectiveness but

also impels nearby walruses to rush to

its defense. Thus, although the repro-

ductive rate of walruses is low, with

cows bearing calves only at two- to

three-year intervals, calf survival, due

to intense maternal protection, is high.

Apart from man, walruses have few

enemies. Powerful, long- tusked, bel-

ligerent, and reacting with fury when

Heads thrown back and tusks held

horizontally, walrus bulls threaten

each other in a hierarchical

dominance display. Actual fighting

rarely causes serious wounds, but

many bulls bear the scars of battle.

threatened, walruses are formidable an

tagonists. A very hungry polar bea|

may try to kill a walrus calf, but il

chances of success are slim since th

calf's mother will rush to its defens

According to some reports, kille

whales kill walruses, but the Polar Es

kimo of northwestern Greenland clair

that, on the contrary, killer whales ar

afraid of walruses and avoid all encoun

ters. When a Polar Eskimo is hunting i

his frail kayak and is surprised far fror

shore by killer whales, he cups hi

hands and bellows into the water, in

itating the roar of an enraged walru

bull. The sound travels far in water, an

Eskimo hunters have told me that th

killer whales promptly veer off.

The strong group cohesion of wal



'uses tends to increase losses when they

ire hunted by man. When a group is

ittaclced, rather than flee, the walruses

nill in the water, bellowing with rage

ind attempting to assist wounded indi-

'iduals. They try to support animals

hat have trouble swimming and appear

o push severely injured companions as

hey try to haul themselves onto a floe,

fct walruses on floes only a few

lundred yards away often pay little or

10 attention to the tremendous noise

nd confusion of such encounters,

emales and young bulls in particular

re highly aggressive, frequently at-

acking the boats of hunters with their

usks.

Northward migration from the

winter feeding grounds in the Bering

lea to the summer feeding grounds in

I walrus bull bleeds from a head

.iHind inflicted by another male.

icmuse a bull's skull is dense

noiigh to enable the animal to

mush through eight inches of ice,

hisi injuries are superficial.

the Chukchi Sea begins in April and

continues until July—the pace deter-

mined by the rate of breakup of the pack

ice. Animals swim considerable dis-

tances before hauling out on the ice to

rest. Herds of females, calves, and im-

mature walruses are now in the van-

guard, pods of young bulls follow, and

lagging far behind and traveling at a

more leisurely pace come groups of

large bulls. By June most of the wal-

ruses reach the Bering Strait, riding the

floes swept northward through the strait

by the strong current flowing from the

Bering into the Chukchi Sea.

During summer, the herds disperse.

Females and young seem to prefer the

region near Wrangel Island; mature

bulls are more common near the shell-

fish banks along the Siberian coast.

Others spread eastward along the Alas-

kan coast, but only a few pass beyond

Point Barrow into the Beaufort Sea.

Floating on floes above the shellfish

grounds of the Chukchi Sea, the wal-

ruses dive, feed, fatten, and rest. Al-

though they prefer shallower water,

they can dive to a depth of about 300

feet and can remain submerged for nine

to ten minutes. The assumption has

been that walruses rake up shellfish

with their lusks, crush them with their

molars, swallow the mollusks, and spit

out the shells. Scientists now speculate

that the walrus dives to the sea bottom,

roots in the muck like a pig searching

for truffles, detects shellfish with its

400-odd, quill-like vibrissae set in

highly innervated, sensitive mystacial

pads, and sucks off the siphons and feet

of cockles and clams with its strong,

mobile lips.

In the Bering Strait region, they fre-

quently feed on nearly fist-sized whelks

that sit tightly in their whorled shells.

The walruses apparently extract them

easily; in their stomachs one finds no

shells, only the fleshy bodies of the

gastropods and a multitude of opercula.

However it is done, a walrus is able to

feed quickly and efficiently. Its full

stomach weighs about 100 pounds and

may contain the remains of 3,000 or

more highly nutritive shellfish. Clams

are their main and preferred food, but

they also eat other benthic fauna —
marine worms, sea cucumbers,

shrimps, and marine snails.

While this is the diet of the vast

majority of walruses, a few live on

meat. These are the "killers," or

"rogues," which figure prominently in



the lore of Eskimo from Siberia to

Greenland. They are waifs, according

to the Eskimo, animals that lost their

mothers while still young. First they

fed on carrion, then developed a taste

for meat and began to kill and eat seals.

The appearance of such rogues is dis-

tinctive. The shoulders and forelimbs

appear unusually large and powerfully

developed; chin, throat, chest, and

tusks are amber colored by oxydized

seal oil. Their tusks tend to be long,

slender, and sharp. A rogue walrus, say

the Eskimo, swims quietly up to a

sleeping seal, enfolds it with its power-

ful front flippers, crushes it, rips the

skin with its tusks, and sucks off the

blubber and some of the meat. The liv-

ers of rogues, like those of the primarily

blubber-eating polar bear, contain ex-

ceedingly high amounts of vitamin A.

When eaten by man, the liver of such

walruses can cause severe poisoning or

even death due to hypervitaminosis.

Rogue walruses, again like polar bears,

are also likely to be infested with

trichinae. In 1947 in Greenland, 300

people contracted trichinosis after eat-

ing such walrus meat and 33 died.

Although rogues are rare (about one

in a thousand walruses, according to

Fay), other pinnipeds are usually nerv-

ous in the vicinity of walruses. There is

a small rookery of northern sea lions on

Round Island, on the opposite side of

the walrus beaches. Whenever wal-

ruses swim close past this rookery, the

Using its broad, rough-soled

flippers, a walrus heaves its

massive bulk ashore. A herd ready

to haul out on an empty beach is

extremely cautious. Usually an old

bull leads the way; not until he is

settled will the othersfollow suit.

During this time, the slightest

disturbance can cause the animals

to stampede back into the water.

This ugli on Round Island is

used by more than 5,000 walruses.

sea lions get the jitters. They roar loud

warnings, follow the walruses' prog-

ress attentively, and relax only when

they are well past their beach.

In late September, ice begins to form

in the Chukchi Sea, the vast ice masses

of the polar pack press southward, and

the walruses begin their return migra-

tion to the Bering Sea, passing through

the Bering Strait from mid-October to

later December.

The exodus also begins on Round

Island. A few walruses remain on or

near the island all winter and they may
be joined by some of the migrants from

the north, but most disperse into the

Bering Sea. Only when the ice vanishes

in spring do those males that disdain to

migrate to the Chukchi Sea return to the

island to loaf on its beaches. D
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S. J. Krasemann, Photo Researchers

The Fresh Air-

Clean Water Exchange
F. Herbert Bormann and Gene E. Likens

Forests remove pollutants

from the environment at no

cost to man. Solar energy

powers the woodland

cleansing machine

To the untrained eye, forests appear

static; in reality, they are sites of intense

activity. Each year, millions of gallons

of precipitation, trillions of calories of

energy, and vast tonnages of gases flow

into each square mile of a forest. Thou-

Shostal Associates

sands of plant, animal, and microbe

species use these elements to live and

reproduce, regulating the flow of water,

energy, and nutrients through the

ecosystem. Forests, with their com-
plement of animal and plant species,

provide immensely important benefits

to humans—modifying streamflow and

erosion, filtering the air and water that

constantly flow through the landscape,

and releasing sediment-free water to

underground and surface water

supplies. Stands of trees also modify
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local climate by moderating tempera-

tures and humidity. Through investiga-

tion of what enters and what leaves a

forest ecosystem— and under what cir-

cumstances— a vivid, instructive pic-

ture emerges of the intense activity that

goes on in a forest. A drainage stream,

for example, can be viewed as analo-

gous to the bloodstream of an animal.

The stream can be used to keep tabs on

the health of the forest.

The areas we study are small (30 to

100 acres), heavily forested watersheds

in the mountains of central New Hamp-
shire. We measure the precipitation en-

tering these watersheds and determine

its chemical content. From this we can

calculate the approximate amount of a

specific nutrient that enters a particular

watershed each year. Since the only

way most nutrient substances can leave

these watersheds is by being washed

out by small streams, we measure the

amount of streamflow and its chemical

content and then calculate the pounds of

each nutrient leaving the watershed dur-

ing a year. From these data we construct

nutrient budgets.

In a well-developed forest, large

quantities of nutrients move about

freely between vegetation and the soil,

but very little is lost from the ecosystem

in drainage water. We have measured

small losses of calcium, sodium, and

magnesium. At first glance it appears

that the ecosystem is running downhill,

but these losses are made up by the

chemical breakdown of rock particles

^fU. r. Michael Melford

Overleaf: Michael Melford
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Michael Melford

;^ly

through weathering. For example, only

2 percent of the calcium contained in,

and circulating between, plants and soil

leaves the ecosystem in stream water

each year and that amount is replaced

by the weathering of rock.

We had assumed that since stream-

flow is very low in summer, owing to

water evaporation through plant leaves,

but very high during spring snowmelt,

concentrations of dissolved nutrients in

the stream water draining from the

watersheds would be high in sunnmer

and low in spring. Instead, nutrient

concentrations remained about the

same. This finding revealed a most im-

portant principle: a forest regulates the

chemical quality of water percolating

through it into streams or underground.

The qualities of mature forest soil are

often the result of developmental proc-

esses occurring over hundreds or even

thousands of years. Weathering, decay,

and animal activity build up organic

matter, silt, and clay, which contain the

stores of nutrients necessary for plant

growth. These are concentrated in the pa^Kr-*
upper foot or two of most soils. Bull- lK9;Jt>^.
dozing and blacktopping destroy or

disrupt nutrient cycles and thereby di-

minish the filtration capacity of the

land.

Forest and other wildland soils are [ £t*^^
important filtration systems between [^^^^^jll*

polluted rainfall and human water M ;^
supplies (streams and groundwater).

We have discovered two important
functions of the forest ecosystem in this

regard. Measurements over a ten-year W^gAi/
period indicate that the amount of ni-

trate (a naturally occurring compound
of nitrogen that is also one of the end
products of automobile exhaust) is in-

creasing in rainfall. The addition of ni-

trate to streams and lakes can contribute

to their eutrophication or to the acceler-

ated growth of certain organisms with a

consequent loss of water quality. Our

W<f^^v

r^^
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nutrient budget data show, however,

that most nitrate is being held within the

forest ecosystem and is not reaching

surface and groundwater supplies.

Rainfall is also becoming more acid as

a result of the increasing use of fossil

fuels, which introduce sulfur and nitro-

gen pollutants into the atmosphere.

Over all of the northeastern United

States, rainfall is now largely a mixture

of water and sulfuric and nitric acids.

This condition may worsen as the na-

tion responds to the energy crisis by

relaxing air-pollution standards, but our

data indicate that the forest ecosystem

removes much of the acid from rainwa-

ter; consequently, the stream water

draining from the watersheds we
studied is about thirty times less acid

than rainwater

Natural soils also remove a wide

array of other pollutants from precipita-

tion filtering through the soil, including

dissolved heavy metals such as lead,

zinc, nickel, copper, and manganese,

some radioactive isotopes, and pes-

ticides such as DDT. For example,

some of the rain falling on New Hamp-
shire forests exceeds national health

standards for the lead content of drink-

ing water, yet stream waters flowing

from these forests have extraordinarily

low lead contents.

Soil and forest vegetation also re-

move a variety of particulate and gase-

ous pollutants from the air. As wind

passes through the trees, very fine par-

ticles of certain pollutants stick to

leaves and branches, and gases, such as

ammonia, sulfur dioxide, ozone.

chlorine, and hydrogen fluoride, an]

absorbed and chemically detoxified

Sulfur budgets we constructed sugges

that vegetation may be especially effi

cient in removing this element from th(

ambient air Recently, we have showi

through laboratory experiments that thi

microorganisms in forest soil have ;

phenomenal capacity for absorbin;

carbon monoxide, a common pollutant

from the air and biochemically convert

ing it to harmless carbon dioxide

These experiments show that forest;

can improve the quality of air for hu

mans. This, like water filtration, is

done at no cost to man. Solar energ)

powers these processes.

A word of caution is necessary, how-L,

ever: the air and water filtration ca
ij

pacity of forest ecosystems is not un

An average of a million gallons of rainwater fall on each acre

of land along the eastern seaboard of the United States. Rainfall,

particularly over the northeastern states, is loaded with a mixture

of nitric and sulfuric acids and carries high concentrations

of such dissolved heavy metals as lead, nickel, and copper.

Ammonia, sulfur dioxide,

ozone, carbon monoxide,

chlorine, and other gases,

along with particulate

pollutants, flow into

forests that are downwind

from industrial operations

and urbanized areas.

**-«*' C
%rf

•^'iX

Very fine particles ofsome airborne pollutants adhere to the leaves

and branches of trees. Quantities ofmany gaseous pollutants are

absorbed and chemically detoxified by the trees and other plants.

Most pollutants that enter the forest ecosystem eventually reach

the ground where they are either bound up in the soil, chemically altered

by microorganisms, or become nutrientsfor the trees.
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I tnited. Forest vegetation and soils can

bsorb and tolerate a modest amount of

I ollution and continue to function more

r less normally for a p)eriod of time,

eventually, however, they will come
ito equilibrium with pollution loads

nd lose their storage function or fxjllu-

lon-induced damage may drastically

Iter the ecosystem.

Dramatic examples may t>e seen near

eavily polluted industrial areas such as

)ucktown, Tennessee; Palmerton,

'ennsylvania; Magna, Utah; and Sud-

'ury, Ontario, where pollution from

melting plants has devastated natural

cosystems and biological regulation

nd cleansing of air and water flows has

leen essentially lost. Early symptoms
'f forest ecosystem destruction result-

ng from widespread automobile-

iir passing out of the forest

'cosystem is considerably cleaner

ind more temperate than the air

ntering. Streams passing

hrough forests carry less

ediments and have a higher

•hemical quality. Trees and
Hher vegetation also reduce

loading and erosion downstream
ry regulating water flow.

The entire system is

cowered by solar energy.

caused air pollution are evident over

thousands of square miles in the Lx)s

Angeles basin where, high in the sur-

rounding mountains, millions of trees

are dead or dying. A forest ecosystem

should be seen, not as a license for

additional pollution, but rather as a nat-

ural sponge with finite capacity.

An average of approximately one

million gallons of water fall each year

on each acre along the Atlantic sea-

board. Yet this water's huge potential to

wear away the land and to pollute sur-

face water supplies with sediments is

rarely realized because forests strongly

control the erosive capacity of falling

and flowing water. This regulation of

the erosion cycle by vegetation is one of

the keys to maintaining quality water

supplies and healthy streams and lakes.

Our data from New Hampshire show
that even though the forests we studied

occur on steep slopes, each year they

lose, on the average, only a few tons of

eroded material per square mile.

Studies from other areas suggest that

rates of erosion for a variety of eastern

deciduous forests are equally low. As a

result of this regulation of erosion,

water flowing to streams and ground-

water from forested or other well-vege-

tated land is virtually sediment free and

can be used by man with minimum
treatment costs.

The enormous stabilizing force of

forest ecosystems is best seen when
contrasted with areas undergoing ur-

banization, where poor planning —
usually combined with careless con-

struction techniques— commonly pro-

duces erosion rates several thousand

times greater than those for a well-

developed forest. A rate of 140,000

tons of eroded material per square mile

per year was reported from one con-

struction site near Baltimore.

Massive erosion of upland construc-

tion sites results in serious degradation

of aquatic ecosystems — streams,

lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries. Sedi-

ments derived from erosion can change

the physical character of stream chan-

nels, causing changes in bottom depos-

its, erosion of channel banks, obstruc-

tion of flow, and increased flooding.

Sedimentation can fill natural ponds

and reservoirs. Finer sediments reduce

water quality, adversely affecting pub-

lic and industrial water supplies and

recreational uses. Turbid water, another

result of increased erosion, reduces

light penetration into water. This, in

turn, reduces plant photosynthesis and

may lower dissolved oxygen supplies,

leading to changes in the natural flora

and fauna. Coupled with these effects is

the possibility that pollutants normally

filtered out by soil and vegetation might

find their way directly into human water

(and air) supplies.

In areas moving toward urbaniza-

tion, little thought is given to the natural

functions of vegetation; the useful work
of nature is totally undervalued or ig-

nored. The urbanizing region is not

seen as a highly interactive mosaic of

natural and developed land with some
optimal proportion necessary for a qual-

ity urban life. Powerful, but one-sided,

arguments for profit, growth, and fa-

vorable tax rates generally outweigh

arguments for leaving land in a natural

state. The resultant proportions and dis-

tribution of natural and developed land

are therefore artifacts of the mar-

ketplace.

What are the optimum proportions of

developed and natural land? A study

carried out in Georgia has estimated

that two and a half acres of agricultural

land, two acres of natural land, and half

an acre of residential-industrial land are

needed for each citizen. Obviously, op-

timum profKjrtions are debatable and

will vary according to local conditions,

but it would seem prudent to maintain

natural vegetation on all lands where

the environmental costs of construction

are especially high. These would in-

clude flood plains, wetlands, steep

slopes, and areas with thin soils, erod-

ible soils, or poor dr-iinage.

When land is overdeveloped, the

functions of natural systems have to be

replaced with costly, fuel-consuming,

technological substitutes. Larger and

more elaborate sewage-disposal and

water-treatment plants are needed. Air

conditioning and filtration become a

necessity rather than a luxury. Streams

must be pip)ed, channels dredged, and

flood controls installed. Man-made
facilities must substitute for natural rec-

reation areas. The additional facilities

necessitated by poor planning represent

a huge and unnecessary expanse to the

tax-paying citizen.

Although arguments for the preser-

vation of natural land in regions under-

going development are most often

based on the need for recreation areas,

wildlife preserves, and parks, a more
basic argument exists, namely, the bio-

logic and economic health of man. D





Fecund Mouflon
Text and Photographs by Raul Valdez and Leticia V. Alamia

High reproductivity is a

key to the success of these

Asian wild sheep

Sheep are among the most common
large wild animals in Asia. They have

survived despite constant hunting pres-

sure and the extensive environmental

impact of humans, who for millennia

have occupied much of the wild sheep's

range. Other animals on the Asian con-

tinent have suffered disastrous conse-

quences, so the survival of wild sheep is

a testament to their adaptability. Wild

sheep in North America, with a shorter

history of exposure to humans, have not

fared nearly as well.

Based on body form and habitat

preferences, wild sheep in Asia are di-

vided into three basic species: Asiatic

mouflon, argali, and Siberian bighorn.

Mouflon, which we studied in Iran,

also live in many areas of Tbrkey, Iraq,

and Oman, and range into Soviet

Turkmenistan, through Afghanistan,

Pakistan, and northern India. (Another

species of mouflon occurs in Europe.)

Mouflon differ, physically and

ecologically, from their Siberian and

North American relatives. Bighorn try

to escape from their enemies by using

their short, powerful legs and strong,

muscular bodies to climb precipitous

rock slopes where predators cannot fol-

low. Mouflon, with their long, slender

legs and graceful, supple bodies, flee

from predators by running over the un-

dulating, broken pastures they prefer.

Older Asiatic mouflon rams are more

successful breeders than young males.

Because of their dominance, they are

able to segregate estrous females

from a herd. Their refined

courting technique also saves energy.

Mohammad Reza Shah National

Park contains one of the most scenic

wild sheep habitats in Asia. Situated in

northeastern Iran, approximately forty

miles from the Soviet border, it strad-

dles both deciduous forests and upland

sagebrush-bunch grass communities.

Urial sheep — a subspecies or geo-

graphic race of mouflon— inhabit the

gently rolling grassy steppes in the

park. Lush growths of sagebrush,

ephedra, wild alfalfa, festuca, and

wheat grasses provide excellent forage.

Dense stands of junipers cover the

slopes of ravines; sheep avoid these as

well as other forested areas.

The ten thousand urials in the park

make up the most numerous and con-

spicuous population of large mammals
in the park, but there are many others.

Roe deer and red deer primarily inhabit

the forest, although the latter occasion-

ally wander into sheep habitat. Wild

pigs prefer the humid forest floor where

they root for vegetation and acorns, but

during the spring and fall they move out

onto the upland steppes to graze. Wild

goats inhabit the precipitous, rocky

slopes and ridges that sheep usually

avoid.

Wolves and leopards are common in

the park; both are major predators of

ungulates. The leopard is a solitary

predator, but Iranian wolves hunt much
like their North American counter-

parts, usually moving in packs of three

to six. Brown bears are basically forest

dwellers, but to supplement their

largely vegetarian diet, they occasion-

ally wander into sheep habitat and prey

on newborn lambs. Red foxes feed

mainly on rodents, but they prey on

wild sheep during the lambing season

when the tiny newborn lambs can be

easily overcome by a small predator.

Lambing in the park takes place in

early May after a gestation period of

150 to 160 days. Ewes seek the best

areas for lambing, mainly the lower,

warmer altitudes that are not subject to
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chilly rains and snowstorms, which can

occur on the uplands as late as May.

Ewes also prefer warm, southern slopes

associated with rocky, broken areas that

afford cover and protection for the

newborn lambs.

Prior to parturition, ewes live to-

gether in groups. Just before lambing,

however, a pregnant female will leave

the group and seek an isolated place in

which to give birth to a single lamb or

twins or, rarely, triplets. Lambs weigh

about six to seven pounds at birth.

Within a day they are able to follow the

mother, albeit for short periods of time.

When a potential predator is sensed, the

lambs drop to the ground in an attempt

to avoid detection. When they are four

or five days old, lambs can keep up with

their mother, and ewes and their lambs

now rejoin the group.

Ewes spend a leisurely summer feed-

ing on grasses and shrubs and nursing

their young. Lambs are weaned at

about four months of age, when they

weigh about forty pounds. By October

both the ewes and their offspring have

grown their winter coats in preparation

for winter

During the spring, summer, and most

of the fall, rams live in bands apart from

the females. Rams frequent the higher,

cooler elevations while the ewe-lamb
groups remain at lower elevations. In

October the rams begin to show interest

in the ewes. In anticipation of the mat-

ing season (late November and early

December), the rams come down to the

areas preferred by ewes. By November
the rams are mingling with the ewes.

The larger rams begin to test ewes to

see if they are in estrus, wandering from

herd to herd in search of a receptive

female.

Despite the seemingly random in-

teraction of rams and ewes, there is a

definite rank system involved in these

encounters. Generally, the larger, older

rams — at least five years of age —
participate in mating. Whenever a

younger male approaches a ewe, an

older ram usually comes forward and

drives him away with a threatening ges-

ture, such as a twist of the head. Some-
times the older rams need only to pre-

sent themselves in front of the younger

rams in order to chase them off.

Older rams have a more refined

courting technique than their younger

competitors. Such a ram will approach

a ewe in a low-stretch position, walking

toward her from the rear with his head

held at the level of her rump. He may
occasionally rotate his head sharply

right or left, with the chin toward the

recipient, or touch the ewe with a quick

kick of a foreleg. A courted ewe usually

responds by squatting and urinating.

The ram smells the urine, then per-

forms a lip curl.

When a ewe comes into estrus, a

large ram immediately segregates her

from the main herd. The guarding ram

prevents any others from bothering the

ewe during this period of several days,

especially younger rams who may at-

tempt to steal her. Copulation takes

place during this time of segregation.

Younger rams are less refined in their

mating efforts. They are aggressive and

bullying. Their approach to a female is

not the slow, deliberate walk in a low-

stretch position; instead, they run up

behind a ewe, twisting and kicking,

and succeed in making her scamper off.

When a younger ram does steal an es-

trous ewe from an older male, his frene-

tic and inappropriate attempts to mate

on the run only result in preventing the

object of his attentions from feeding

and resting. Such action lasts only until

an older ram runs off the young suitor

The behavioral mechanisms through

which older rams are dominant over

younger ones may have evolved to pro-

tect the ewes from such unnecessary

stress, conserving the energy of both

sexes during the breeding season.

The rut peaks in early December,

when snow usually blankets the sum-

mer pastures. By mid-December, the

sheep begin to form large, mixed herds

that concentrate in the lower valleys

where they spend the winter They do
not leave these areas until the snow
cover melts, which could be as late as

March. At this time the rams and ewes

again separate. The ewes remain in the

lower valleys, at elevations of five to

six thousand feet, in preparation for

lambing, while the rams move back to

the high pastures.

The ewe-lamb relationship of Asi-

atic mouflon shows a cursorial adapta-

tion. North American bighorn often

form nursery bands in which one adult

female remains with a group of lambs

while the rest of the ewes may wander
several hundred yards away to feed.

Such a situation has never been ob-

served among wild sheep in Iran, where

each lamb stays with its mother In a

species adapted to running from danger

in gently rolling terrain, the lambs

A juvenile mouflon frolics o

Kabudan Island in Lake Rizaiyehl

Iran. Running is the primary defensl

of both mother and young. When
predator threatens, theyfleh

together over the rolling terrain

would be at a disadvantage in a nurser

band. Confronted by predators, a grou|

of lambs could be easily scattered an<

separated from the attending ewe
Mouflon lambs are therefore alway

close to their mothers and ready to rui

with them whenever alarmed. Nursen

bands of bighorn are in less dange:

since they are seldom far from steep

rocky terrain where the lambs can eludt]

predators by climbing.

Among the major predators ol

mouflon in Iran are wolves, leopards

and cheetahs. Leopards are restricted tc

mountain terrain; wolves are commor
in most types of habitat, including

mountains, plains, deserts and forests

In Asia, cheetahs occur in significani

numbers only in northeastern Iran

They inhabit steppes and desert plains

where they rely on their speed to catch]

gazelles, and broken terrain to moun
tainous areas, where they feed onl

sheep. Leopards use their stealth to

ambush or stalk sheep, then make a

quick spurt to catch their prey. Wolves

usually chase sheep until they can bring]

their quarry down with a biting attack

In reproductive capacity, Asiatic!

sheep surpass North American
bighorn. Bighorn give birth to one]

young per year; mouflon twin regularly.

In studies conducted on one sheep]

population in Iran, more than 40 per-

cent of the ewes were found to twin;

among ewes four years and older, more
than 50 percent twinned. This high re

productive potential can result in a

rapid population increase after a period

of decline.

Leopards are common in many

of the mountainous areas of

Iran that support wild sheep

populations. Solitary hunters,

leopards capture sheep by stalking

or ambushing their fleet prey.
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An excellent opportunity to study the

population dynamics of wild sheep was

afforded us on Kabudan Island, the

largest of fifty-two islands in Lake

Rizaiyeh in northwestern Iran. Kabu-

dan covers an area of 7,600 acres and

supports a population of Armenian

sheep, another subspecies or race of

mouflon. These animals were intro-

duced from the mainland during the lat-

ter part of the nineteenth century, but

hunting and competition firom goats and

domestic sheep that also grazed on the

island limited the growth of the wild

sheep population.

In 1967 the island was declared a

wildlife refuge; with the removal of

domestic animals by wildlife au-

thorities and the curtailment of hunting,

the wild sheep population quickly built

up in numbers. The first count in 1969

revealed a population of 2,500 sheep.

By 1970 there were an estimated 3,000

wild sheep on the island. That was

more than the available vegetation

could support. In succeeding winters

the sheep suffered serious die-offs, and

by 1972 the population numbered fewer

than 1,000. It has remained at that level

for the last three years. Nevertheless

the quickness with which the popula-

tion had previously built up is evidence

of the high reproductivity of these

sheep.

Wild sheep populations in Asia are

parasitized with lungworms, liver

flukes, and various other intestinal

parasites. These parasites do not affect

the sheep except in stressful conditions,

such as overpopulation or severe win-

ters. In these circumstances lambs

usually suffer the highest mortality.

During the first sheep population crash

on Kabudan Island, more than 90 per-

cent of the lamb crop died over the

winter.

The introduction of domestic sheep

and their diseases probably contrib-

uted to the decline of North American

wild sheep populations. North Ameri-

can bighorn (Dall's sheep and the

Rocky Mountain bighorn) have been

separated from their Asiatic ancestors

for thousands of years. During this

separation, bighorn may have lost

their immunity to some sheep diseases

or simply did not evolve defenses

against pathogens and parasites that

appeared in Asiatic sheep after the

two groups sepeirated. Once the North

American bighorn came into contact

with domestic sheep, which were de-

rived from Asiatic wild forms, they

quickly succumbed to their diseases.

In Iran most wild sheep and domes-

tic breeds have always lived in proxim-

ity and have coevolved some measure

of tolerance to diseases and parasites.

In all of Asia, Iran probably sup-

ports the largest populations of wild

sheep. There are several reasons for

the paradoxical situation of the exist-

ence of large populations of wild

sheep in a country where other large

mammals have been decimated. One

is that Iran is very large and, up to

twenty years ago, had a relatively

small population of about twenty mil-

lion people. Wild sheep found refuge

in the rugged mountain massifs and

isolated, lightly populated areas.

Another reason is enlightened wildlife

conservation measures: Iran passed its

first conservation law in 1956. Now
the Iranian government supports a

wildlife preserve system encompass-

ing nineteen million acres and hun-

dreds of game officers.

Many of these preserves contain

excellent wild sheep habitat. Probably

the most important reason for the

large numbers of Asiatic wild sheep,

however, is their tolerant and adaptive

nature. Protection alone did not insure

their survival. Despite many protec-

tive programs in the United States,

wild sheep populations have failed to

make a significant comeback. But be-

cause of their high reproductive ca-

pacity and ability to live in proximity

to domestic breeds, Asiatic wild

sheep can easily maintain their num-

bers or recover from heavy losses due

to a catastrophe.

Asiatic wild sheep have a promising

future. The esthetic and recreational

values of wildlife are being recognized,

and several other governments have

now established wildlife populations.

Hardy and tenacious, the sheep will

thrive so long as they are not over-

hunted and provided their habitats are

afforded some measure of protection.D

The rut is over by mid-December,

and mixed herds of mouflon have

moved to lower valleys to spend

the winter. They will return to

upland pastures in spring, after

the snow cover has melted.
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Street Dwellers
by Alan M. Beck and Philip Marden

photographs by Joan Roth

Little is known about New York

City's durable street people,

and they themselves do not

explain their homeless lives

On a hot, humid Indian summer af-

ternoon in New York City, the streets of

Greenwich Village bustle with crowds.

From sidewalk stands, long-haired

craftsmen sell earrings and pottery to

tourists in pantsuits and open-collared

shirts; neighborhood couples hurry

from butcher to baker to greengrocer,

buying the weekend's groceries; teen-

agers carrying portable radios hang

out in groups on the street comers.

Traffic on the Avenue of the Americas

(Sixth Avenue), one of New York's

major thoroughfares, is heavy: many
New Yorkers are escaping to the coun-

try for one last warm weekend. The

traffic hardly slows as cars weave to

avoid an elderly, unkempt woman who
is slowly crossing in the middle of the

block, seemingly oblivious to danger.

She pushes a shopping cart overflowing

with bags, bottles, pieces of cloth, bro-

ken appliances, and clothes. Despite

the ninety degree heat, she is wearing

three thin cloth coats and two sweaters.

Eventually, she reaches the other side of

the street, leaves her cart at the curb,

and sits on the steps of a bank to rest.

Some amazed passersby point her out to

their companions; others recognize her

and nod a greeting; some give her a coin

or two, although she is not actively

begging. Throughout the afternoon,

she smokes the remains of cigarettes

she has found. As dusk falls, she re-

trieves her cart and pushes it down the

block. She checks a few trash cans,

picks up food and a few objects that she

wants, and puts them in her cart. Fi-

nally, she settles down in the doorway

of a closed shop, where she will spend
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the night, shielded from the weather

and from view.

This is how Lea (a pseudonym)

spends most of her days and nights. She

is what New Yorkers call a "bag lady,"

although not all such people are women
and not all carry everything they own in

bags. Bag ladies are the most notice-

able members of an urban subculture

that spends most of its time on the

streets. For people like Lea, at least for

the time we knew them, the streets were

their work, their recreation, and, in

fact, their homes. Therefore, we called

them "street dwellers."

Identifying an individual as a street

dweller is a subjective and inexact task.

We depended on physical appearance,

behavior, and presence in the same gen-

eral area over a period of days or weeks.

People who carried excessive or inap-

propriate belongings for an extended

period of time, who wore shabby or

poorly fitting clothes, or who dressed

unseasonably (many are probably

anemic, and may wear several topcoats

even during the summer) were consi-

dered candidates for study. So were

people who spent an excessive amount

of time in one place or a few places in

the same area and people who rum-

maged through garbage, even if they

were not encumbered by their belong-

ings. Harry (another pseudonym),
whom we always saw on the same
block, told us that although he did

spend all day and most nights on the

street, he stored his possessions with a

sympathetic merchant. Most street

dwellers, however, had no storage and

carried their possessions with them,

usually in shopping bags, sometimes in

canvas sacks, and less often in suit-

cases. One man's suitcase was so heavy

that it had to be dragged along the

ground, but most people packed for

portability. Five of the people we
studied used standard shopping carts,

as Lea did, or supermarket baskets.

Most street dwellers' belongings arel

the staples of daily life — blankets,

clothes, shoes, umbrellas, soap, pots,

pans, and eating utensils. Like most of

us, bag people are attached to some

useless belongings — broken radios,

scraps of fabric, toasters, electric

clocks— even though they have no ac-

cess to electricity. Lacking attics,

basements, empty file boxes, and

closets, street dwellers collect bags. We
often observed people going through

trash, scattering garbage on the street in

order to retrieve empty bags. Perhaps

they want to be prepared in case they

find something of value.

Street dwellers are not found in all
ij

New York neighborhoods. They prefer

moderately dense middle-income

areas, such as Greenwich Village,

perhaps because here they do not risk

the reprisals they are subjected to by

private homeowners in wealthier

neighborhoods or the street violence of

low-income areas. The Village is tra-

ditionally a bohemian community
known for its young, integrated popula-

tion, tolerant of nonconformist behav-

ior and appearance. The geographic

area, comprising large avenues and nar-

row back streets, is lined by small

shops, restaurants, and for the most

part, townhouses and low apartment

buildings. The streets are never entirely

empty Some parts of the area have

numerous coffeehouses, restaurants

and off-Broadway theaters, and are ac-

tually busier at night.

During our study, from October to

December 1975, we observed street

dwellers only in the Village's public

places. At no time did we interfere with

their activity, and we were prepared to

abandon our observations if there was

any evidence that we were doing so. In

fact, however, subsequent interviews

with some street dwellers revealed that

^
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we were never even noticed. After

completing field work, we interviewed

officials at public shelters in the Village

and several people who managed food

programs used by street dwellers.

We also tape recorded interviews

with the three most frequently observed

street dwellers— two women, includ-

ing Lea, and one man, Harry— about

their background, way of life, and
health. They were fully informed of our

purpose and were paid for their serv-

ices. But although their comments gave

us some information about their present

life-style, they provided little insight

into our subjects' pasts or motivations:

these people clearly did not have a to-

tally accurate view of reality.

Lea could not precisely describe her

background or how she came to live as

she does, as indicated by our inter-

views.

I was an actress; I had a daughter but lost

track of her. I lost my glasses so I cannot

write. I'm divorced. I was married to a

bishop in the church. He had a head injury. I

don't date. I used to write love letters. I'm

going to cut it out, altogether I also worked
for the Treasury Department, but I haven't

turned in anybody lately You get $120 per

year and more every time you turn in a bad

person. I was after counterfeiters and people

passing bad checks.

Years ago. Lea had a canary. Now,
she has everything she owns with her.

Harry said he had been in the New
York area for the last five years and on
the streets for the last six months. He
spent some time on the Bowery, but

found "a better class of people up
here." He comes from Santa Barbara,

California, where he was a miner. "I

did work in the garment center when I

first got here." He has an illegitimate

son— "a bastard, if you know what I

mean." He does not date either.

Date! With whom? On the Christian charity

[handouts] I receive? I'm strictly a loner I

once got public assistance for a while, but

then they reduced my budget. It went to

arbitration and they reduced my budget even
more. Now I won't ever go back. I am a

Republican. Republicans have bank ac-

counts, government issue [money]. Repub-
licans are management; Democrats are

labor So, I am a Republican.

During our study, we identified fifty-

three street dwellers: forty-one men and
twelve women. We observed nine
people on ten or more different days.

From three to seven days we saw thir-

teen people, and saw thirty-one

once or twice. Each woman was ob- ,,

served for an average of nine days, and :•

each man for an average of three and a

half days. Four of the nine people we
saw most frequently either appeared

after we were well into the study or

disappeared before it was completed.

Often, people would be seen severali

days in succession, then disappear for

some time. Since more than half were
seen only briefly, we believe that some
portion of the population takes to street

dwelling only temporarily. Many social

service workers we interviewed agreed
;i

that some street dwellers take on this ,

role only during short periods of unem- .

ployment or between stints as tempo-

rary laborers, migrant workers, dish-
j

washers. Others, like Lea, have been i,j

known and recognized as permanent jl||,

neighborhood fixtures for years. L,

Determining age by appearance is
,

never easy, and our age estimates had to

be based on subjective impressions. We -

never saw street dwellers younger than
j

twenty years of age, probably because ,.

in this country, very young vagrants are
,^

invariably picked up by police. More ,

than 60 percent of our observed popula- .

tion was forty to sixty years old. About
j



;0 percent were over sixty and 20 per-

lent under forty. Our population aver-

ged forty to fifty years old, and, in

encral, the women appeared older

han the men.

While we observed them, street-

Iwelling men spent 60 percent of their

ime sitting, women 80 percent. Since

vomen moved around less (and we did

ee individual women more often than

nen), women may have smaller ranges

han men. A New York City medical

•xaminer confirmed our general obser-

/ation that the majority of the street-

ilwelling population is male. He
ihought that the public assumes street

Dcople are female because "women
itand out more. You expect to see male

ilrunks and derelicts." We believe that

ijvomen have smaller home ranges, and

|o local people see them more often and

|re more aware of them.

Because we wanted to draw an accu-

ate picture of street dwellers' ecology,

fjt tried to determine how they coped

iA'ith their harsh environment— expo-

iure to heat and cold, lack of food and

» ihelter, illness. Male and female street

I

dwellers reacted quite differently to

lemperature extremes. We observed

significantly more men on the streets at

i ligher temperatures (65° to 75°F) and
' significantly fewer at lower tempera-

ures (30° to 45°). Men were more ac-

ive as the temperature increased. In

' ;ontrast, women were most active be-

ween 45° and 55° and were least active

'- 3etween 65° and 75°. Assuming that a

^ decline in the number of people visible

Dn the streets meant that they were
' spending more time indoors or at least

' m a sheltered area, we found a lower

' lolerance for heat, but a higher toler-

' ince for cold among women compared
with men. Perhaps women were less

willing to use the indoor alternatives,

such as hotels or public shelters. (The

neighborhood offers far fewer facilities

for women.) Not surprisingly, the

number of visible street people did not

seem related to times of day: street

dwellers do not "go home" at day's

jnd. They seek shelter in response to

weather, not the hour.

For street-dwelling people, finding

places for shelter and for sleeping is not

difficult. We saw them in doorways,

telephone booths, restaurant entrances,

subway stations. Father Lott, priest

af a local church, told us that "street

people generally come into church

more to escape the cold than to wor-

ship." Harry said that some Village

building superintendents allow street

dwellers to rest in their basements, and

that some token-booth attendants let

them use subway stations. The New
York subways are a vast complex of

subterranean stations that are relatively

warm and dry and may provide food

and toilet facilities. Symbiotic relation-

ships can develop between street

dwellers and the rest of urban society.

For example, Harry was permitted to

sleep in a truck owned by a lighting-

fixture store. Perhaps the merchant was

simply magnanimous or he may have

thought that his truck would be safer if

someone was in it.

There are city-run shelters for both

men and women near our study area.

The men's shelter has room for several

hundred men and places hundreds more
in numerous low-cost, multiple-

occupancy hotels, locally known as

"flophouses." The women's shelter, on

the other hand, can house fewer than

fifty people and requires a higher order

of personal hygiene standards than the

men's shelters. During our study, no

street dweller we observed appeared to

be sleeping at these facilities. They
usually slept in the open, in parks, or

along busy streets. Three women spent

nearly all their time within a few blocks

of each other along a very busy stretch

of Sixth Avenue. Two of them told us

that they chose the area because they

thought it was safe: in other parts of the

city, they were harassed by storekeepers

or assaulted by young hoodlums. Like

the streets, Village parks are well popu-

lated all day long and therefore are rela-

tively safe. Harry recalled that the

police would chase him and fellow

"parkmates" out of Washington Square

Park when it closed. If he and the others

returned a short time later, however,

they could sleep in peace for the rest of

the evening.

Both street dwellers and neigh-

borhood people said that parks are more

popular for sleeping during the warmer

months of the year, while doorways,

building halls, basements, subways,

and public shelters are favored during

colder periods. Lea preferred the out-

doors all year round, insulating herself

in winter with up to seven layers of

newspaper under her coat. "I had eight

coats but they stole them." (She never

explained who "they" were.) In cold

weather, Harry pursued a nomadic ex-

istence on the subway: he would ride
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for a while, get off to find something to

eat in a station, then get on a train again.

"I go to Washington [D.C.] for the

winter. I take the dog [Greyhound

bus]." In a heat wave, such as the one

New York experienced last July, Lea

took "sponge baths in the fountain."

Harry said, "I take it slow."

Street dwellers get their food and

water from a variety of sources: food

programs, sympathetic pedestrians and

merchants, and food refuse found on

the streets and in trash cans. Some,

including those we interviewed, were

able to obtain enough money to pur-

chase food.

Although some street dwellers ac-

tively solicit charity, others sit passively

where they are well known and are

often given money. A street dweller

whose range is small becomes so much

a part of the daily routine of the area that

residents and local merchants provide

food or money. With familiarity comes

sympathy Perhaps charity is encour-

aged by street dwellers' recognition of

their patrons. The patron's act of char-

ity is less anonymous and, therefore,

more appreciated.

In Greenwich Village, many private,

public, and religious organizations reg-

ularly provide free meals. These orga-

nizations include private, missionlike

services supported by donations and

small membership fees, men's and

women's shelters maintained by the

city, and church-sponsored food pro-

grams. Many of the street dwellers we
observed used these services, but only

sporadically. Frequenting the services

probably requires more social interac-

tion than some street dwellers desire.

Basically loners, they are suspicious

even of one another's company.

Some of our study population picked

up discarded food and beverages from

trash baskets in public parks and gar-

bage cans on streets, but less frequently

from restaurant and apartment garbage.

We saw ten people eating food taken

from garbage, and two ate such food

almost exclusively. Most often, they

found bread and rolls and such take-out

items as rice and French fries and, less

frequently, parts of sandwiches. For

drinking, they relied on public water

fountains, discarded cans and bottles of

soda, and discarded liquor bottles. Un-
like the derelicts found further south in

the Bowery area. Village street

dwellers were not often seen drinking

alcoholic beverages.

dl

irki

To ascertain whether street dwellers

really depended on discarded food am
clothing, we compared their scaveng

ing activities with times of garbage col

lection. There were three different gar^

bage districts within our total stud)

area. In two districts, collections wenjdea

made on the same three days a week

After the day of collection, when dis

carded resources are at their lowest, we

made 2.5 street dweller observations

per hour. On other days, at least twcieei

days after a collection, we only counted inai

1.9 street dwellers per hour. Activity oi kett

these people was consistently greateiiom

after the garbage was removed and de- id

creased as discarded resources began tc ly

accumulate until the next collectiorleai

day. As resources became less avail

able, street dwellers had to expendlitsl

more effort. This relationship between iiirc

collection day and scavenging was ob

served in all three collection districts

although street dwellers did not neces

sarily go outside an area aifter a coUec

tion day more than on any other day.

Apparently, there is always enough jhi

food to be found in an area's garbage:

after collection, however, streel

dwellers need more time to find it

Because they rely on discarded food *
for nutrition, street dwellers risk all

kinds of health problems. Discarded

food does not necessarily guarantee s

balanced diet— some street dwellers

are overweight because discarded food

is often starchy— and lack of refrigera

tion increases the chance of food

poisoning. Going through garbage,

street dwellers can incur nasty cuts

from cans and broken bottles. And

there are unexpected problems: once

while searching through trash cans. Lea

was knocked down by a garbage truck

As scavengers, street dwellers con

stantly compete with bacteria, flies

rats, and dogs. The quality and amount

of food varies, and often a streel

dweller can find nothing edible.

Far from being continually ill

however, street dwellers complained o)

few ailments. When asked about hei

health. Lea told us that the Treasury

Department gave her a first-aid kit

along with her gun and badge. She has

had to hock the gun. Her major health

problem is that her legs fall asleep

Father Lott, who runs one of the food

and shelter programs that attract streel

dwellers, told us with some pride thai

during the flu season, street people

showed up for services while many



™l iddle-class parishoners were absent.

''' According to a medical examiner,

" jst people who die on the streets are

"I ;oholics and heart-attack victims.

'8 tposure cases usually survive. For

*ii. nalcoholics, the most common cause

*fi death is cerebral arteriosclerosis, the

''^llrdening of the brain's arteries that

'Ji|5ults in senility. No one cares for

'"jifiiie street people.

Iwllf they do not want to be harassed,

"weet dwellers must avoid washing,

iiiiaBnating, and defecating in public.

ilj'tfiere are, in fact, many public wash-

«lioms in shelters, parks, subways,
i^i: id public bathouses, as well as

ly showers in some Village hotels.

a routinely used subway pay-toilets

i

I wash herself and change her clothes,

i'ftlit she refused to remain in any of the

>S(urch shelters because they required

HiMr to change her clothes. Street

niiiivellers were observed both urinating

Mi id defecating somewhat discreetly in

'lift |xks and on streets— as do people who
ii]ii not street dwellers, especially at

X ight when the public toilets are locked.

'f Solidarity among street people is

iret
I iknown . For the most part , they rarely

teract with one another or with the

neral public. Often, their contact

with the public is limited to people who
acknowledge them with a nod or give

them a coin; a brief conversation might

follow. Once we did see a group of

street dwellers, all men, gathered

around a subway entrance, talking and

sharing food and wine; the drink

seemed to catalyze the socializing. We
never saw a female group. Lea,

however, told us that she occasionally

slept with several other women in

doorways. This atypical group was
formed for warmth or protection: "I

sleep with the girls and we share the

blanket." She does not know the names

of the other "girls" who scatter hither

and yon the next morning. Sometimes
one will come back with a black eye.

Street dwellers did congregate at the

various food programs in the area, but

socializing was limited to "pass the

ketchup" or conversations about the

food or the service. Here we saw some
hostility among street dwellers: they are

uncomfortable in group situations,

although they can cope when necessary.

Street dwellers are a reminder of the

durability of the human species. Most
of them are protected from the elements

by only the most primitive insulation.

They eat society's food wastes and live

with little emotional support or human
communality. They are urban hermits,

people who have chosen or have been

driven to cut themselves off from the

physical comforts and human contact

that most of us take for granted. Street

dwellers do not pose any inordinate

threat to public health, although they

themselves may be more susceptible to

communicable diseases such as

tuberculosis.

Generalizations about street dwellers

are risky: some of them will spend their

whole life on the streets; others will

remain on the streets only until they get

a job or in some way give their life more

direction. Some spend only their days

out of doors. Some are more ambitious

than others. After we interviewed

Harry, he realized we needed him and

immediately raised his price.

Some street dwellers are not very

different from the average jobholder.

One street woman sat and passively

begged in front of the same subway

entrance every day. She slept in a room
farther uptown, but because that neigh-

borhood was too dangerous to "work,"

she commuted daily by bus. For the

present, street dwelling was her chosen

profession. D



From the shores of Gitche-gumee .

WILD RICE
FANCY DRESSED BIRD

There are so many ways Minnehaha Wild Rice

makes a good meal great. This festive stuffing will

make your turkey, chicken or pheasant all the more

delicious.

2/3 cup Minnehaha Wild Rice uncooked

4 beef bouillon cubes

4 slices bacon, 1 medium onion diced

1 tbsp. butter, Vi lb. fresh mushrooms sliced

V/2 cups chopped celery, 3 bay leaves crushed

1 tsp. crushed oregano, 2 cups dry bread crumbs

Cook wild rice, dissolving bouillon cubes In

the water. Cut bacon slices Into 1 Inch pieces and

fry with the butter, onions and mushrooms until

bacon is crisp, onions tender and mushrooms until

lightly browned. Add this mixture to cooked rice,

stirring in bay leaves, oregano, celery, and bread

crumbs. Salt and pepper to taste. Makes enough

stuffing for a 10-14 lb. turkey.

This Is just one of over 150 recipes In

Minnehaha's colorful new cookbook "Wild Rice

For All Seasons". Spiral bound, in easy-to-read

style, now have the greatest recipes for this

rarest of grains at our special price of $5.95,

postpaid.

Enjoy Minnehaha Wild Rice with fowl and

game, fish and beef. Each pound is polysealed and

placed in its own distinctive muslin bag. At $6.60

per pound, a perfect treat.

So fine a food makes a grand gift. Simply list

the names and addresses of those to whom you

want Minnehaha Wild Rice sent, the number of

pounds per addressee and when you wish it to

arrive. We do the rest, Including signing your name

to an attractive gift card.

MINNEHAHA WILD RICE, INC. NH-11

WCCO Radio Building— Suite 420

Minneapolis, Minn 55402

Please send, postage paid

-Three 1-lb. bags® $1<) 90/shipment $

_"Wild Rice for All Seasons" Cookbook $5.95 $

(SAVE: Order both for only $24,95)

My check is enclosed for total: $

Name
Address

City_

State- .Zip.

(Remember: enclose gift mailing instructions.)

A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

The Quality of Coriander

The seeds, leaves, and oil of this

parsleylike plant have been used

by cooks since ancient times

The delicate green-leaved vegetable

floating in the broth looked like parsley,

but its pungent aroma rose from the

bowl and filled my nose. New flavors

don't come along every day, so I asked

the Vietnamese women who had pre-

pared their national soup, called pho,

for the name of the herb. "Coriander,"

they said. At first, I thought there must

be some misunderstanding, one of

those cross-cultural confusions that

constantly arise when people from one

place try to translate the ingredients

used by cooks from somewhere else

into their own culinary language. Co-

riander, I was sure, was a seed — a

small, round brown seed that cropped

up most frequently in Indian recipes.

We were both right. Coriandrum
sativum has both seeds and leaves. In-

deed, it also has little white flowers,

which grow in delicate clusters that

look like tiny parasols blown inside-out

by the wind. So do garden variety,

curly-leaved parsley (Petroselinum

crispum) and flat-leaved Italian parsley

{P. hortense). They are all part of a large

and economically important family of

plants with similar inflorescences. The
Umbelliferae number more than 2,900

species, including celery, carrots,

parsnips, fennel, and a large number of

herbs and spices: cumin, caraway, dill,

anise, chervil, angelica, lovage, and

myrrh. Like coriander, they contain al-

kaloids, essential oils and resins used

by cooks from ancient times to the pres-

ent to flavor food.

The similarities between, say, carrot

tops and cumin leaves or between dill

and fennel seeds are so obvious that the

umbellifers were the first family to be

recognized by taxonomists. Actually, it

was the inverted umbrella pattern of the

flowers, perched atop slender stems or

rays all growing from a single point,

that clinched the grouping of so many
plants into a single clan. In 1583, well

before Linnaeus, Andrea Cesalpino, an

Italian botanist, proposed the existence

of a family, and Robert Morison's Um-
belliferae treatise of 1672 was the first

systematic study of any group of plants.

The history of this venerable family

actually goes back much further. One of

the first words that Michael Ventris

identified, when he deciphered Linear

B (the proto- Greek script that dates

from 1700- 1500 B.C.) was a form of

the Greek word for coriander (which,

by the way, derives from the Greek

word for bedbug, koris, whose odor is

supposed to have struck some botanical

Hellene as resembling the smell of co-

riander). Several umbellifers are men-
tioned in Chinese texts of the Han
dynasty. Pre-Columbian peoples also

knew the umbellifers. It is no coinci-

dence, then, that coriander in leaf form

should still appear most frequently in

the cuisines of the Mediterranean,

Latin America, and the Far East. In this

country, fresh coriander is sold almost

exclusively in Chinese and Hispanic

markets, and it is customary to identify

it in recipes with the three names in

local vernacular use: coriander; cilan-

tro, its Spanish name; or Chinese

parsley.

If you have never tasted fresh corian-

der leaves, it is well worth an expedi-

tion to an appropriate Latin or Chinese

source. The distinct taste will surprise

you. Chinese love it so much that they

garnish all sorts of food with a sprig or

two. Coriander's essential oil, which is

extracted from the seeds of dried, fully

ripe fruits by steam distillation, has a

pale yellow color and has been in indus-

trial and pharmaceutical use for cen-

turies. Today, it is a common flavoring

agent in perfumes, candy, cocoa,

chocolate, tobacco, meat products,

baked goods, canned soups, and al-

coholic beverages, notably gin. Many
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AniH/.lnKHAV AHART trap captures raldtnR rats. rabblt.H.
sgulrrolM. skiiiikM. plRcons, nparrows, etc. TakcH nitnk,
coons without Injury. StrayInK pels, poultry released
mhurl. Fully asHenibled. Easy to use—open ends Rive
tinirnHl conrideiice. No ]aws or Hprinns to break, Galva-
nlzcil. Sizes for all needs. Send 25c for your liooklet on
triipplTiK secrets.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562

(lere'H my 25c, Please send price list, trapplnw nutde.

Ntme

f„u.,.f,,n,„.Mar,-, NATURAL H15TORY BOOKS

ll,..a„,. /,„.l,.fv.

llie^ Or,h„lol„p,,

CATALOGUE AVAILABU. S1.00

19 Oilwi) Pljce ll«t»il!t Onlrt. Nn York 11570

FISH T-SHIRTS
Largemoulh Bass. Smallmouth Bass, Rainbow
Troul, Brooh Trout. Catfish. Muskie. Northern
Pike. Crappie. Blire Gill. Tarpon. Shark. Perch.

Bluefish. Salmon. Arctic GraYtinfl. others,

FREE BROCHURE SpeciN S. M. E, X-l

SEOOea, 4/120,00

STREAMERS • P 0. BOX 6946-D,

PRO\/lDENCE. R,l,0294a

THE MOUNTAINS
OFTHE^IfXjQ
A Fantastic Journey into Reality

by ANDREAS FEININGER
Andreas Feininger's superb photographs
transform humble objects into visual poetry

in his new book— perhaps the most magnif-
icent of all his creations. A STUDIO BOOK
85 black-and-white %#||^|M^
photographs; 16 pages V IIVII^VJ
in color $30.00 b25M.Kli-.on Avenue^

umbellifcroil.shave very distinct tastes.

Anise and caraway seeds may iooic

aliivc, but they taste as different as Per-

nod and Aquavit, whicii they respec-

tively flavor.

Not all umbellifers are used for their

oils, .seeds, and leaves. Carrots (Daucus
carota) and parsnips {Pastinaca saliva)

are, of course, grown for the tubers that

develop below their foliage. The Flor-

ence fennel (Foeniculum duke) and cel-

ery (Apium graveolens) are cultivated

for their thickened leafstalks. Many
species, however, have no economic
use whatever, and a few are poisonous.

The most famous toxic umbellifer is

hemlock (Conium maculatum), the herb

put in the potion that poisoned Soc-

rates. This herb has nothing to do with

that other hemlock, Tsuga canadensis,

which is a celebrated and normally be-

nign tree.

The toxicity of herbal hemlock is

only the most extreme example of the

potency of umbellifer extracts. A great

many of these plants were once staple

items in the premodem pharmacopeia,

and it is still possible to find them
quaintly described as diaphoretics, for

promoting sweat, or emmenagogues,
for encouraging menstrual flow.

I have no reliable information on the

emmenagogic powers of oil of corian-

der, but I can attest to the diaphoretic

role of coriander seeds ground up in

Indian curries. The seeds are also used

to enliven stuffings, chutneys, and

pickling spice. Elizabeth David men-
tions the Cypriot technique of spicing

crushed green olives with coriander

seeds. And they are sometimes found at

the center of candies, throwbacks to the

old-fashioned, sugar-coated corian-

der-seed treats known as comfits.

Although coriander is grown quite

easily in this country, it is still perceived

as an exotic ingredient, especially when
used for its leaves. But they can be

chopped as easily as ordinary parsley

and mixed into all sorts of dishes, usu-

ally in small quantities, with remark-

able and dramatic results. Chopped co-

riander leaves, says Paula Wolfert in

Mediterranean Cooking are "one of the

most important ingredients in Moroc-

can food, and, to a lesser degree, the

food of Algeria, Tunisia, and the Mid-

dle East." She goes on to describe

Palestinian fava beans dusted with

chopped coriander and garlic, as well as

squab braised with saffron, aniseed,

scallions, and chopped coriander in the

braising water, then sprinkled with

more coriander and scallions mixed
with lemon juice.

Anyone who wants to prepare

Sex.

Deception.

Survival

of ttie fittest.
Sarah Hrdy's spellbinding

account of sexual conflict

among the gray monkeys of

India is the first full length

application of sociobiological

principles to a primate

population.

It shows that violence,

selfishness, and, occasion-

ally, altruism are vital to the

genetic success of these

animals.

"The Langurs ofAbu joins

The Scrcngcti Lion as best

of its class in natural histon*'

writing."— Edward 0. Wilson

The Langurs
ofAbu

Female and Male Strategies

of Reproduction

Sarah BlafferHrdx

$17.50
H.ARV.ARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Cambridge. .Massachusetts 02138
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JapaneseArt
CalendarH50

JAL's 1978 art calendar features a stun
ning collection of Japan's rarest art

treasures. Shown is tfie April selection

the statue of Yakushi Nyorai. All illustra

tions are in full color and the large

format (12" x 17") makes them suitable

for framing. To order, send only $4.50
with the coupon below. The edition is

strictly limited, so avoid disappointment
by returning the coupon with your
check today. (No cash, please.)

UAPAN AIR LINES

I Japan Air Lines, P.O. Box 777, Burlingame California 94010

I enclose 5 ($4.50 per calendar. Mo cash, please.)

Please njsh_

Name

_calendar(s) postpaid by first class mail.

Address^

City _Zip_

You can win
up to $1000
in travel

in the new .

.

Maupintour
Travel

photography
Contest

An unusual opportunity to win
valuable awards with photographs
taken on your travel holiday.

Here are the rules:

1) AWARDS. Monttily: 1st prize $100.00,
2nd prize $75.00, 3rd prize $50.00. Yearly:

1st prize $1000.00 off any Maupintour,
2nd prize $750.00 off any Maupintour,
3rd prize $500.00 off any Maupintour.

2) ELIGIBILITY. Anyone who travels.

3) LOCATION. Any travel area.

4) SUBJECTS. Anyttiing ttiat says travel.

5) TRANSPARENCIES. 35mm or 2% "x2y4"
color originals mounted in cardboard.

6) B/W AND COLOR PRINTS. No less
than 4" x 6" and no more than 8" x 10"

mounted on cardboard.

7) DATA. On cardboard mount list name
and address of entrant, date, place, and
caption. Sorry, entries can't be returned.

8) ENTRY. Mail to Travel Photography
Contest, Maupintour, P.O. Box 807, Law-
rence, Kansas 66044. All winners become
the property of Maupintour and cannot
be further used by entrant.

9) JUDGING. Entries judged monthly and
winners announced by mail the end of
the following month. Year's grand prize
winners announced January 31. Winners
chosen by qualified judges on basis of
photographic quality and originality.

10) RESPONSIBILITY. Maupintour cannot
be responsible for material submitted,
and reserves the right to publish entries.

11) PUBLICATION. Entrants' photographs
not selected as prize winners, but pub-
lished by Maupintour, receive $25.00.
FOR INFORMATION and complete rules,
contact your Travel Agent or Maupintour,
P.O. Box 807, Lawrence, Kansas 66044,
Entries may be sent direct to Maupintour
using information listed.

quality
touring
since 1951 €»Maupintour

Moroccan meatballs or one of those ?

delicious Moroccan casseroles called

tagines will need coriander leaves to

produce the authentic flavor (see re-

cipe). Seeds are, incidentally, not a

possible substitute, since their flavor is

completely different from that of the

leaves. For those who live far from a

fresh source of leaves and are unlikely

to trek out very often for a supply, the

answer is coriander water Puree three

cups of tightly packed leaves in a blen-

der with two cups of cold water. Place

the puree in an ice tray and freeze into

cubes. The cubes can be popped out

and stored in a plastic bag. Each cube is

equivalent to two tablespoons of

chopped greens and can be used for any

recipe except a salad, where fresh

leaves are essential.

Thus supplied, you are in a position

to try a very cosmopolitan repertory.

For instance, you might prepare fresh-

killed carp, steamed in the Soochow
manner, with a sauce composed of

small amounts of oil, soy sauce, sugar,

salt, cooking wine, cayenne, and

chopped coriander. Mexicans marinate

snapper in lime juice, then bake it in a

cup of oil with onion slices, chilies, and

two cups of chopped coriander.

Perhaps coriander leaves come into

their own most completely in Indian

cookery. Indians call them dhania and

use them with everything from carrots

and peas to sweetbreads. There is even

a very rich lamb stew flavored with

almonds and sauced at the last minute

with cream and coriander leaves.

Finally, there is no need to stick with

established recipes for an herb as ver-

satile as coriander. Once you have

some, you can follow your own taste

and substitute it for parsley as a garnish

on almost any main dish. It will make
an unusual addition to tabbouleh, the

Middle Eastern bulgur (wheat) salad

usually flavored with mint. And you

can mix chopped leaves with ham-
burger meat or yogurt or chicken soup.

Just go slowly, adding a little at a time,

because fresh coriander is like super-

parsley and can overpower other flavors

if you don't watch out.

Stuffed Vegetable Tagine

(Adapted from Paula Wolfert's recipe.)

5-6 medium zucchini (about 2

pounds)

5 large ripe tomatoes, plunged in

boiling water and then peeled

Salt

% lb. ground beef or lamb

Black pepper

Vi teaspoon ground ginger

I



Now in Paperback

SONGBIRDS
IN YOUR
GARDEN
New Third Edition

byJohnlLTerres
Introduction by
Kdwin Way Teale

Illustrated by
Matthew Kalmenoff

'With contagious enthu-

siasm, this book offers

)u the enduring enjoyment of

tiracting birds throughout the year."

—Defenders of Wildlife News

aper, $5.95

Isd hy fohn K. Terres

()\\ BIRDS FLY, Paper, .$3.95

UK WALKING ADVENTURES OF
NATURALIST, Paper, $3.95

f Ixiokstores or direct from

lAWTHORN BOOKS
.0 M,Klison.\\enue. Neu 'lork.N.V 10016

at

This is a complete rei»riling, delivered by L

Zoul, 01 Edward Fitzgerald's 5th version, and is

the cumulative effort of three men of genius.

It is lollowed by a few comments and compari-

sons, and also Pedro Calderon de laBarca's The

Dream Called Life and Lite is a Dream.

Lastly, beginning with Hamlet's soliloquy, there

is some of Shakespear's best.

Among the kudos we've received, this came from

aprofessor in Ethiopia:"lt Is beyond compare!" A

Brooklyn lady wrote; "I play it over and over. It is

my treasure." While from Canada a gentleman re-

quested:"Because the record is such a beauty,

send another one."

A luper/ohve delivtry ol suptrlotivt poetry

ifO.OO

Now there is also available a companion book It

is hand bound and printed on high bulk long life

archive book paper. Estimated duration 500 yrs.

SI 5.00

Plus Applicable Sales Tax

(011(1, for N.Y. Sill- retHir,!.)

Available Only By Mail

PUBLIC OPINION

Box N -4044 Long Island CKy,

New York 11104

1 two-inch cinnamon stick

3 cloves garlic, peeled and crushed

Vi cup chopped fresh coriander

leaves

'A tea.spoon dried mint

Vi cup raw rice

1 cup grated onion

'^ cup unsalted butter

2-3 tablespoons lemon juice

2 tablespoons oil

3 eggs, well beaten

1. Wash and trim zucchini and slice

into 2-inch rounds.Cut a thin slice

from the top of 4 of the tomatoes and

reserve. Scoop out the cores of the

zucchini rounds and the tomatoes.

The pulp can be reserved for soups.

You should leave only about 'A inch

of the zucchini. Sprinkle the hol-

lowed zucchini and tomatoes with

salt and let stand for 30 minutes.

2. Meanwhile, prepare the stuffing.

Place the meat, Vi teaspoon black

pepper, ginger, cinnamon stick, gar-

lic, % of the coriander, mint, rice,

onion, butter, and IVi cups water in

a saucepan. Bring to a boil, reduce

heat, and simmer, uncovered, 25

minutes, or until the rice is fully

cooked and the mixture is thick but

still juicy. Stir in the lemon juice

and correct the seasoning with salt

and pepper.

3. Remove the cinnamon stick and let

cool. Up to this point the dish can be

prepared in advance.

4. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

5. Rerinse, drain, and stuff the to-

matoes and zucchini loosely with

the nieat mixture. Oil a baking dish

and arrange the stuffed vegetables in

it. Pile the remaining stuffing over

the tomatoes. Then cover the to-

matoes and the stuffing with the to-

mato tops and slices of the remain-

ing tomato. Sprinkle with salt and

pepper. Cover with aluminum foil.

Pierce the foil in two places and

bake 30 minutes.

6. Remove the foil and transfer the

dish to the upper level of the oven.

Raise heat to 400 degrees and con-

tinue baking for 20 minutes.

7. Meanwhile, beat the eggs with re-

maining coriander plus salt and

pepper to taste. Pour the mixture

over the stuffed vegetables and re-

turn to the upper shelf of the oven to

bake for 10 minutes or until the egg

solidifies. Serve hot.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance writer

whose specialfield of interest is the his-

tory and preparation offood.

HONT
BLANC,

^^oci^.

Noblesse is crafted

with traditional

Montblanc perfection.

Deep engravings

tiirough layers of

precious metals create

a brilliant relief of

enduring elegance.

Noblesse fountain

pen S95, ballpoint and

pencil, each S45. In

14 Kt. heavy gold

electroplate or gleam-

ing rhodium electro-

plate. Ask at your

pen store to see

other models in the

Noblesse line.

Individually or in

sets, beautifully

gift boxed.

Incomparable flexibility

of the all new/ long-

profile 14 Kt. gold

fountain pen nib

accentuates the w/riting

style of every person-

ality. Choice of extra-

fine to broad nib. Each

fountain pen is

provided with two

Montblanc ink car-

tridges and an inter-

changeable converter

for alternate piston

filling as desired.

For full-color literature

describing the com-

plete world-famous

Montblanc line, write

to Koh-I-Noor

Rapidograph, Inc..

100 North St.. Blooms-

bury, N.J. 08804,

exclusive U.S.

representative.

H/lontblanc writing instruments and virriting

inks are available at fine stores, stationers,

college stores and pen shops everywhere.



More Birds in

Your Yard
. . . or your money back!

Amazing new SUNFLOWER FEEDER
attracts cardinals, purple finches,

chickadees, gold finches, nuthatches,

red polls. Easy-to-install! Small port-

holes save on seed! Birds pick out one
HULLED sunflower seed at a time. No
shells! Keeps lawn and patio clean.

NO SHELLS!
NO WASTE!
NO MESS!

FREE
3Jb.

HULLED
Sunflower
^eed wifl,

Sird
Saint Paul, MN 551 10

Send Feeders including
FREE 3 lbs. hulled sunflower
seed @ 59.50 each PPD. If

not delighted I will return with-
in 30 days for full refund-

Street -

State _

. City -

-Zip.
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NOT JUST
ANY
KNIFE!

The handiest

of kitchen kniues

Use it for paring.

peeling, slicing, trimming, etc

Henckels makes the most expensive

kitchen knives you can buy

—

And they're worth every penny!

We're convinced that they're the

best—prove it to yourself!

Introductory offer—Limited time

only—4" Chef's Paring Knife

at 25% off!

Regularly $13.50, try it for only $9.95.

(Fully refundable if you're not con-

vinced, too.)

If you're already a Henckels fan, write for full details

on their other knives, plus our free descriptive

booklet What eueiybody who cooks should know
about kniues.

Please rush me Henckels4" Chef s Paring

Knives 'a $9.95 each (25% off!) plus $1.00 ship-

ping per order

ri7\ i c^^ Dept MHHP. RT. 6

Check Money Order AMEX VISA oi Miislei Charge

A Naturalist at Large

Walking the Railroads

Left to nature's ways,

abandoned rail lines

produce a rich assortment

offlora andfauna

Whatever its economic significance,

the decrease of American train traffic

has left us with hundreds of uncrowded

trails throughout the nation. Govern-

ment-subsidized trains still link large

population centers, but miles of trib-

utary tracks now lie abandoned, the

passengers and freight they once car-

ried long since shifted to highways.

Some environmental and recrea-

tional groups propose purchase and

conversion of these lines to formal hik-

ing or biking trails, but other than a few
showpiece efforts, little decisive action

has resulted. The idea is good, but

maybe we should also allow some old

spurs to rust away in the second growth.

For by the time a railroad track has been
converted to a formal trail—with ready

access, civic pride, and signs of civil

admonition decorating its length— it is

back to being not much different than a

busy railroad: one technological switch

exchanged for another. Completely
abandoned track, however, takes on a

look of wilderness, sprouting the al-

ways incipient possibility of spon-

taneity.

I like to walk any rusty spur of

warped rails and crazily tilted ties, one
whose heaviest freight has long since

whistled past some boarded-up country

station. Such tracks— going nowhere
that folks and their luggage still want to

go— now head into the woods like old

corduroy trails. With their frost-heaved

crossties split and sunken and their

vine-snared rails agape, these remnants
jaii

of noisy commerce demonstrate how

steel loosens its grip.

I also hike still shiny lines whose

freights are just frequent enough tc|

stunt the weeds between rails. Whethei

corroded or polished, the tracks form

kind of inverted rut, a trail in bas-relief

As human roads go, it seems less im-

posed, less permanent than most. I

does not cap earth so finally; it buries nc
j,(

ground.

Dedicated track walkers know tha

railroads have always carried traffi<

other than trains. Fifty years ago

botanist B. Shimek identified railroac

rights of way in the Midwest as impor

tant remnants of original prairie. Rail

roads have also channeled numeroui

weeds across the country. On still func-
jj

tioning lines, a track walker comes tCjjj,

realize how conducive the roadbeds ar(

to the spread of floral associations ovei

continental distances. Mostly aliei

species, the plants survive constan

trimming, flowering early and late iiJBg

the grease of axle sweepings. Midwest

em rails frame alfalfa, chicory, bounc||,(

ing Bet, green amaranth, white and yel
ju!

low sweet clovers, peppergrass, mus

tard, lady's thumb, cinquefoil, amja,

common ragweed. Locomotive belliei

scrape the bristles and beards of down;[jj

brome, foxtail, and Panicum grassei

clumped between the ties, their uppek;,

stems stiff as caked brushes. Late in thi ^

season the only green lies low in thi

biennial rosettes of spotted knapweed

and common mullein.

My favorite railroad hike spans sev

eral kinds of environment. Across

swampy lowland stretch, the track ba

is a dike, sloping down on both sides ti
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by John Eastman

''< tail openings and gray dogwood—
^1 in shrub of the wet margins. Late in

year, the once firm and glossy cattail

^\ ids have become frayed lint wads

1 ing apart. Now, in the windy, rain-

£iij y weeks, the white-footed mouse

'( romyscus leucopus) plunders them.

'I"! er colored, with white underside and

s^ red tail, the species is nocturnal,

siljlg whiskered, and big eyed. On a

^"d;wood branch, a mouse heaps an old

cibird nest high with the downy stuff,

tin tunnels a residence into its midst.

'i It breathing flanks mold the clinging

'liter walls of its nest, and I imagine
«i th hardly a surface separates felt from

Ti'iit therein. That merger of plant and

R-amal, I have also imagined, extends

"it time and space to incubating cat-

b is, fat pollen-smoking cattails, blos-

i: sining dogwood, and leaking land.

i Mong the drier margins of the track,

' Pvmyscus's work can be seen in wads

nay, matted just above arm's reach in

! densest grapevine snarls. The
jiv n use also wedges its dwellings inside

h'cuj cavities, logs, and crevices beneath

xnroad trestles. There is simply no

ii v^ng side of the tracks for this animal.

F^or the wildlife biologist, railroads

;n provide convenient strip-census

rites. Last spring, my focus was on

: bds, and 1 ran a nesting survey along

ti tracks. Now, half a year later in the

fless brush, my bits of red tape still

rk the stations. Eyesores now, those

u s were beacons in the jungle of June.

Nist of the nests remain too, even a

li g-lost cardinal nest I had given up.

3ut it's another season, virtually

aither country altogether, and these

n idual muds and sticks hold no re-

A&aal warmth. Hot hormones did not

Solid brass kerosene lamps from

the coal mines of Wales.
Virtually unchanged since themid-1800's.

.

.

an uncommon collector's item that'll add a special

charm toyour home or office.

This is definitely not a light-

weight reproduction. It's the real

thing . . . crafted from more than
three pounds of solid brass in a

way that's remained virtually

unchanged for more
than a century

Lamps like

these have
played an important part

in the life and livelihood

of Great Britain's coal

miners and are actually

responsible for saving
thousands of lives.

From deep in the mines
to your home or office.

Although it gives off

light in much the same
manner and intensity of

the early-American hur
ricane lamp, its most im
portant function was
the detection of dan-

gerous gas. By reading

variations in the light

given off, an experi-

enced miner could tell

when a dangerous level

of methane gas was pres-

ent. It was one of the

most remarkable ad-

vancements in mining
safety ever developed.

In fact, it was so so-

phisticated for its time^

many are still in use

today.

A handsome addition

to almost any setting.

We believe these solid brass lamps

are among the most unusual decor-

ator items in existence. They'll add

a special "character" to your home
or office and we honestly feel their

value as a collector's item will in-

crease with time.

The lamps measure 10" in height

and 3'/2" in diameter. Each is de-

signed with a solid brass hook for

hanging, or it can be set on a book
shelf, coffee table, desk, mantel

. the list is endless. They
blend beautifully with

your prized antiques and
equally well with the most

modern interiors.

They really work.

The lamp operates on
kerosene and burns a stand-

ard size wick. The inten-

sity of light can be con-

trolled by adjusting the

wick to different heights.

L'se it to provide a mellow
atmosphere for conversa-

tion or build a centerpiece

around it at a dining table

for a very British version of

dinner by candlelight.

A unique gift.

You might want to order

an extra lamp for those oc-

casions when a gift means
more than providing

I >w^ a social amenity.

Because it's

solid brass (not plated) it can be

easily engraved. As a gift it would
be remembered and cherished for a

lifetime.

Along with your lamp, we'll send

complete operating instructions and

a detailed history. $70.00.

^V^NomlliompsonT ^^MQli^JjmibiJjiMi^
Order TOLL FREE anytime 1-800-547-1160

(Excluding Oregon, Hawaii, and .\laska)

No. 9300 Brass Miner's Lamp: Qty.

Dept. 03-35. P.O. Box 3999. Porlland. OR 97'.20

Please add $1.50 for postage & handling.

Check enclosed Q ^'ISA

Master Charge Q American Express

Card #
M/C Intbk. # Exp. date

Sig. X

Address_
City

State

Send FREE "Escape
from the ordinary®" color

catalog full of men's and
women's fashions, unique
gift ideas, and items for

vour home... many of

which can't be purchased

anywhere else.
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j Givethe giftofnature.
For friends who are
adventurers, historians or

naturalists, this lavishly

illustrated personal
account ofjourneys
into deserts and
wastelands and a study of

their origins is a most
appropriate gift.

With 38 full-color and 21 black-and-white

photographs; 42 drawings and charts

Translated by Richard and Clara Winston

A HELEN AND KURT WOLFF BOOK
At your bookstore or direct from:

fifljl
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH— General Books, Dept. CE-NH
757 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Please send me copies of IN THE DESERTS OF THIS EARTH
(1-446103) @ $15.50 ea. (includes postage). I enclose D check

D money order for $ total. (Please add sales tax where

applicable).

Address

City Zip.

"A masterly analysis of afascinating tribe.'

-Claude Levi-Strauss

A renowned anthropologist documents and inherently fascinating culture

from its earliest known contact with the white man. Wagley covers every-

thing from Tapirape economics to mythological explanations for the

natural world to their remarkable system of population control. With 50

photos by the author. $12.95, $7 00 paper

WELd
OF TEARS

THE TAPIRAPE INDIANS
OF CENTRAL BRAZIL

CHARLES WAGLEY
author of Amdzon fovvn

OXFORD
UNIVERSITY

PRESS
200 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y, 10016
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build them for cold exposure; hence

they look jelled in the brash, seemingly W

materialized from the leaf-ripping

wind. Yet these monuments of a differ-

ent season mark the birth sites of gold- ti'"''

finch, catbird, cardinal, robin, fly- :(

catcher, and rose-breasted grosbe^. »s£

The tags mark where I witnessed one,

two, four eggs appear: where the young

birds jostled, feathered, fledged. Now,

in the autumnal chill, I am suddenly

nostalgic for sweat.

Black-capped chickadees, white-

breasted nuthatches, downy wood-

peckers, and dark-eyed juncos are the

common residents now. Cardinals, the

males red as bittersweet berries, flit in

the thickets and utter sharp, quick

notes. Goldfinches still bounce in

flight, but yellow feathers are few—the

birds' dullness, however, is only of

color, not pattern. Tufted titmice rasp

and buzz beside the roadbed. Blue jays

bicker.

Few birds sound melodious

now. November's style is staccato— thefalii)

notes exclamatory, mostly monosyl-

labic. One bird with something re-

sembling a song is the tree sparrow,

down from tundra for the winter Since

the bird spends most of its time on the

ground or in shrabs, its conmion name

reflects little more than the grand old

ornithological tradition of dogmatic

misnomer.

Among the mammals here, muskrats

and fox squirrels often walk on a rail for

considerable distances; muddy paw
prints of raccoons, opossums, and feral

cats also attest to the rails as a path

Something about the smooth straight

ness evidently satisfies some motive

impulse. I don't know why, but I, too,

like to walk the rails, and I've become

very good at it.

Red foxes deposit signal feces on this

as on other roads. Last summer, dew

glistened on steel at five o'clock in the

morning, and robins, perched on the

polished bar, excreted globs of mul

berry. Then the rails began to clank as

the morning sun warmed them. The

sunmier railroad is a fast heating unit

for the coldblooded and morning slug-

gish; hognose snakes and blue racers

unwind and lie along the ties. For all

these walkers, perchers, baskers, the

inverted rat— linear in the nonlinear

webs of wilderness— is a biotic ingre

dient, adapted by wildlife in ways

analogous to plank bridges, stone

fences, and telephone wires, and it is

traveled without much surprise. jfi

Best proof of this integration is the l»,

number of creatures killed by the in- eiiir

frequent trains. Only a year's listing of id

id II

mils

i]k
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th crushed and mangled can provide a

faly complete sample of marginal

wiilife. Most of the snakes and turtles

ujust smashed in place. Mammals are

Hit often killed running away from an

oioming train. In 1970, eight hundred

Djse in Alaska were killed by trains

otause they could not escape the ac-

u channel cut through the deep snow.

i here, a simple flanking move could

<i the fleeing animals—and probably

j|;n does. However, when the train's

iidlight-beam— a long shaft of light

Kimed by darkness — imposes the

iiavioral conditions of escape, the

I im's outrunning pattern is hopeless

i il bloody

In the daytime, birds— perhaps dis-

.)|;nted by the movement in another

- v/— sometimes fly directly into the

:
rtn. So one of a train's unintended

r:;l;cts is that of behavioral trap, and

ih' aspect of linearity is lethal.

Railroads also exert their own adapt-

V pressures by influencing animal

- lality and creating human dilemmas,

r September, I watched a grasshopper

: hist its ovipositor into the wide seam

; )l crosstie. Egg laying was imminent.

r P; abdominal tip, questing for the re-

aance of soil, met only the gap be-

\ en timber slivers. I could have

: il;ed the insect three feet away on

i Jient ground, thereby casting my bal-

cfor one more spring. And I could

lii;e done it easily, for the female

lidsshopper at egg time has lost her

t^xavioral flight releasers. I saw the

::35shopper as an inch-long existential

i'mma confronting me. By exercis-

a more vital business on this rail-

.d than dodging me, it suddenly

icxed, as if it had asked, a question:

lA^uld I, from the heights of my high

^ in, help it, help another spring

ne, implicitly help the limping wild-

II s of the world?

kfter watching a few moments
cger, I made my decision. I walked

j'ly and left the grasshopper strug-

- 2 ig to find a place for its next genera-

ii. It would meet the selective de-

lads of its chosen site or not. Spring

^;wl come or not. It can't be helped, and

J
'h''s the not-so-limping wildness of the

V Add. Perhaps the insect had no busi-

n s trying to adapt to a railroad.

N ybe none of us do, but I can't know
- ;t;. I can only walk the line to see

;re it goes. And vote for frankly

ndoned ruts.

A'ree-lance writer and editor, John

£ .tman has written several articlesfor

> tural History. He lives in Kalamazoo,

A:higan.

A gorgeous 1978 calendar,

presenting 13 splendid underwater

10'/4 X 9% full-color photographs,

suitable for framing, by award-

winning photographer

Feodor Pitcaim.

These superb scenes with

accompanying descriptions

convey the wonder and beauty

of a living reef system.

The perfect gift for anyone who loves

the ocean and its inhabitants.

FeoPhoto, Inc.

Jenkintown Plaza — Sixth Floor

Jenkintown, PA 19046

Please send me calendar(s) at $5.95 each.

(Pa. residents add 6% sales tax)

n Check enclosed D Please ship COD

Name —

L
Address

City/State/Zip _

... to make it

on my own!
I know I can do it, if I can only get

some help.

Trouble is our Indian family is so
poor we're lucky to have food. And
I don't even know if I can stay in

school.

Unless you help . .

.

Here's What You'll Give . . .

and Get in Return

As a sponsor of an American Indian child — through

Futures for Children — you'll be giving "your " child the

money for decent clothing to go to school, unashamed.

Money for school supplies. Books. Hair cuts. Sturdy

shoes, glasses, a wamn coat. And. you'll be giving what is

needed most of all — friendship, caring and love.

You'll get letters and photos directly from "your " child

and you'll get a lot of love back too. Plus the wonderful

opportunity to watch a child grow up with an education

and real hope for the future. Right here in America.

Thousands of children need a chance like this. All we
ask is that you help just one.

1 want to sponsor an American Indian child

nboy Dgiri D either

Enclosed is a check for 5 ('20 monthly;

560 quarterly; 5 120 semi-annually; '240 annually.)

Can't be a sfxsnsor now, but I'd like to help your
program. Enclosed is my tax-deductible donation

of 5

Send me more information about sponsoring an
American Indian child.

Address

City Zip

(All contnbuljons i

Futures For Children

4401 Montgomery Blvd, N.E, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87109 Toll-Free No, 800 - 545-6843
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Guayule Bounces Back

A desert shrub that supplied

the Aztecs with rubber

could change our dependence

on petroleum-based

synthetic rubber.

In 1910, about 10 percent of the

world's rubber and half the rubber used

in the United States were supplied by

guayule, a small shrub native to the

Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts of

Mexico and the southwestern United

States. A member of the daisy family,

guayule was familiar to the Aztecs.

They made rubber balls for a basket-

ball-like game by chewing guayule

twigs, spitting out the pulp, and saving

the remaining elastic mass of rubber.

Early commercial rubber production

was simply factory adaptation of this

Aztec technique. The harvested wild

plants, containing rubber in individual

stem and root cells, rather than in tap-

pable latex ducts, were first dumped
into boiling water to remove the leaves

(which contain no rubber), to wash the

plant, and to coagulate the rubber The
washed and defoliated plant was then

ground and the slurry deposited in a

flotation vat of hot water containing al-

kali, which facilitates rubber extrac-

tion. The rubber floats to the surface in

wormlike strands that can be skimmed,

while the rest of the plant, the bagasse,

becomes waterlogged and sinks. After

this process is repeated several times,

the rubber produced is reasonably free

of gross impurities such as soil, leaves,

and wood. About 20 percent of the rub-

ber's weight will be resins, which make
the rubber tacky and cause it to age and

crack more rapidly. Soluble in warm
acetone, these resins are easily ex-

tracted from the rubber, which then is

indistinguishable from the product of

the rubber tree, Hevea brasiliensis

.

By about 1980, Hevea rubber pro-

duction will probably rise to about five

million tons per year, constituting about

one-third of the world's current rubber

needs. The remaining two-thirds will

come largely from the petroleum-based

synthetic rubber industry. The Soviets

still produce some rubber from the Rus-

sian dandelion, but the other 2,000 or

so species known to contain rubber are

not now exploited commercially. But

the rise in rubber use, a projected short-

age, and the cost or scarcity of petro-

leum have meant that guayule and other

rubber-bearing plants might be pressed

back into economic service. This

possibility would be especially useful

to the United States, which currently

uses one-fifth of the world's rubber

supply. In 1974, we imported more than

700,000 tons of natural rubber at a cost

of half a billion dollars, making rubber

our third largest import of inedible

crude material.

I first encountered guayule in 1943

when, as a new Ph.D., I went to work
on the wartime Emergency Rubber

Project at the California Institute of

Technology. As a country at war, the

United States needed rubber tires for

airplanes, trucks. Jeeps, and cars. But

because the Japanese had overrun the

Malay Peninsula, 90 percent of the

world's rubber was out of our reach. To

solve this problem, -two projects were

quickly organized: one was to produce

natural rubber from guayule; the sec-

ond, synthetic rubber from petroleum.

Between 1942 and 1946, during the

guayule project, about 1,000 research-

ers planted more than a billion seed-

lings over 30,000 acres, producing

about three millon pounds of rubber

Late in 1945 production from two
California factories approximated fif-

teen tons of rubber per day, while in

Mexico roughly four factories turned

out twice as much. After only three and

a half years, the project scientists knew
more about guayule than almost any

other plant; had the program continued,

improvements in guayule genetics, ag-

ronomy, pest control, milling, and
purification would have increased pro-

duction much more. But outpaced by
the production of synthetic rubber, the

guayule project was abandoned in 1946

and its fields plowed under or burned.

Recently, after taking a long look at

America's needs for the future, a Na-

^

tional Academy of Sciences panel ha

recommended that the production o

guayule rubber be resumed.

Guayule's great virtue is that it is

completely renewable resource, whos

use would free for other purposes petrc

leum now used to produce syntheti

rubber Guayule can be grown in th

United States and Mexico, eliminatinj

our dependence on most foreig

sources.

Unlike production of synthetic rub ^
ber, producing guayule rubber does no

cause pollution. Guayule grows well ii

semiarid regions and needs only abou

sixteen inches of rain a year, althougl

optimal rubber production does requin

some irrigation water And since mud
^

of the land on which it could be growi

lies on Indian reservations, it coul( "

possibly become an economic boon to i

generally impoverished segment of th(
''

American population.

Early in the twentieth century,

group of financiers, including Rocke

feller, Guggenheim, Aldrich, and Ba
ruch, invested $30 million in the Con
tinental-Mexican Rubber Company
This American-financed venture pro-

''

duced much revenue for Mexico, anc

desert land prices in both the Unitec *

States and Mexico boomed in anticipa-

tion of a continued bonanza. But over-

use of wild plants and failure to replani

(sixteen million pounds of rubber were

imported into the United States in 1912 ^

alone) led to a virtual disappearance ol

the new industry's basis, and mills were

forced to close. In Mexico, the revolu-

tion gave the industry its coup de grace

as a large operation. Minor operations

continued in California. In the late

1920s, Britain's control of Malaya and

its resultant rubber monoply suddenly

increased rubber prices threefold (much

as the OPEC nations have recently

done with petroleum, and Brazil with

coffee). In Mexico and California,

guayule rubber was profitable again and

production resumed. A then Maj
Dwight D. Eisenhower, assigned to

study guayule in connection with na-|'

tional security, recommended further'

development of the industry, but theft-
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by Arthur W. Galston

leii
/orld depression of the 1930s
ostponed the project until its short-

ved resurrection in 1942.

Mexico, however, has never stopped

iif reducing guayule, and at present a

n ilot plant in Saltillo, in northeast

lexico's Sonoran desert, can process

ne ton of shrubs daily. Aix)ut 2.6 mil-

on tons of wild guayule grow in an

ca of approximately 10 million acres

1 the states of Durango, Coahuila,

acatecas. Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon,
id San Luis Potosi, just south of the

ig Bend area of Texas. The project's

^al is 30,000 tons of rubber per year,

om a harvest of about a third of a

lillion tons of plant. Hence, the Mexi-
ins have a nine-year supply of gua-

jle: the harvest of about one-ninth of

le total number of plants per year
ould allow adequate regrowth of

I

idlings. A harvest of wild shrubs ob-

ously depends on a large supply of

ijp expensive hand labor, available in

I, ,
[exico, but not in the United States.

: If guayule growing were revived in

e United States, the main location

p. ould probably be about five million

;
p. :res of the arid zones of Texas and

, alifomia, connected by a narrow band
imposed of part of southern Arizona
id a small portion of southwestern

ew Mexico. But as the National

cademy of Sciences panel points out,

e industry would be economically vi-

ile only if it were to benefit from the

me kind of research that has led to a

nfold increase in Hevea production

,ji,i_/er the last thirty years. The

,j,
nergency Rubber Project showed

jljji

at guayule can be genetically im-

j |j
oved through conventional selection

,jji
d breeding techniques. Innovations

lijju

chemical weed control, insect con-

,jjui
)1, and rubber technology, as well as

^jjj
w insights into the biochemistry of

l^,j

bber formation in plants, can be ex-

^^jfcted to increase yields. Agronomic
. icks, such as harvesting only the tops

id leaving the roots to resprout, might
.' orten the current three- to four-year

icle before rubber harvest is optimal.

Along with each ton of purified rub-

Ir, the guayule plant produces about

A camera can explore the world In

ways your eyes cant, stopping action
that's just a blur, bringing the distant up
close, capturing fine detail you might
miss. But the camera Isn't an end in Itself,

It's only as creative as
the photographer " ~

behind It.

The Canon AE-1 can
make you a more cre-

ative photographer be- |,-,,

cause it gives you
almost total creative

freedom through com-
plete exposure automa-
tion. To use it, you just

focus and shoot. You
simply forget you're using a camera and
instead start creating beautiful photo-
graphs. And with this kind of direct op-
eration comes a versatility that's limited

only by your Imagination.

With the AE-1's unique Power Winder

A. you have the option of motorized fi.

advance so you re ready for every shot;

sequence photography of every move
your subject makes, at up to two frames
per second. And the Speedllte 155A elim-

inates flash mistakes

^ ' forever, because It sets

k''y the AE-1 s aperture

and shutter speed.

Automatically

Both the AE-1 and its

sister camera, the AT-1

are capable of handling

almost any photo-

graphic challenge, ac-

^ ^ . cepting almost forty

Canon Interchangeable
lenses and dozens of accessories.

If you're interested In bringing your cre-
ativity to life in pictures, you should be In-

terested In the Canon AE-1 or AT-1. Both
are very affordable. And both will bring you
worlds of photographic satisfaction.

EKplore uiorM of uour ouin
creation.

^

V?anQ^ ^ ^
^'*^ M^'^
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Carry TEN TIMES

a Wheelbarrow Load

with INCREDIBLE EASE!
These BIG, strong carts are perfectly balanced

on two huge wheels — roll easily over lawns

and gardens — carry up to 400 lbs. of load— huge volume capacity means you make
fewer trips — you'll save time and steps.

If you are still struggling with a wheelbarrow

or inadequate cart (with tiny wheels) send for

FREE Cart Catalog. Build-it-yourself kits, too.

Garden Way Research,

Charlotte, Vermont 05445.

I

'gardenTaTresearich

I

Dept. 7035N

I

Charlotte, Vermont 05445

Please send FREE CART CATALOG.

Address

I
City

I State . Zip.

A NATURAL
SELECTION
Victor Scheffer's

newest book

MESSAGES FROM
THE SHORE

A poetic and photographic
testimonial to the saltwater

beaches. Over 50 color

photographs
8 X 9 • 80 pages • $8.95

Address

Cily

Amount Enclosed $

I I'ac'ific- St'cirth Press
715-N Harrison St., Seattle, WA 98109

two tons of bagasse (mainly crushed

stems), one ton of leaves, and half a ton

of extracted resins. Each of these could

find commercial use as a byproduct.

The bagasse can be used for paper,

pressed board, and cardboard manufac-

ture. Guayule leaves are covered by a

hard cuticle wax, whose melting point,

169° F, one of the highest ever recorded

for a natural wax, makes guayule wax
competitive with camauba wax, most

commonly used for polishes. The res-

ins, containing odoriferous terpenes,

shellaclike components, cinnamic acid,

and drying oils, could probably find

some use. Minute guayule seeds could

be sources of protein and fat, and the

leaves might serve as an occasional

browse for sheep and goats. But what-

ever the contribution of its byproducts,

guayule must stand or fall on the quality

and quantity of its rubber.

Even if petroleum were indefinitely

and cheaply available, demand for nat-

ural rubber would grow. Rubber is a

polymer, a very large molecule made up

of repeating units of isoprene—a small

molecule made up of four carbon atoms

in a row and one branching off the chain

and eight hydrogens. When isoprene is

polymerized, or linked in a specific way
to make rubber, the units join end to end

along the unbranched four-carbon

chain. The isoprene unit has two double

bonds involving four of the five carbon

atoms; each of these two double bonds

is rigid, whereas the carbons are able to

rotate freely around the single bond.

This means that there are two possible

ways, known to the organic chemist as

cis- and trans- configurations, for the

carbon atoms to be grouped around the

double bond. In natural rubber from

Hevea and guayule, the bonds are all

cis, that is, the branched carbon atoms

all protrude from the same side of the

backbone of the polymer. This config-

uration gives maximum elasticity and

bounce to the molecule. Even a small

percentage of /ranj- links can markedly

reduce the desirable qualities of the

molecule. In synthetic rubber manufac-

ture, both cis- and franj- linkages are

produced, so that the resultant molecule

is weaker than natural rubber. While

perfectly acceptable for many commer-

cial uses, the synthetic product does not

stand up well in tire sidewalls; accord-

ingly, all tires must have at least some of

the natural polymer, both to give basic

strength and durability and to serve as a

kind of template around which the syn-

thetic units are deposited in a regular

way. Since tires account for about 75

percent of all rubber used in the United

States, the reason for continued re-

Mystery Electronic Top
I

A Look into the Futu i

Spins for days on Invisible Pen

Unique Christmas Gift

Johnson Smith Co., 35075 Automation D
Dept 7211, ML Clemens, Mich. 48043

rorri Catalog of 1800 Novelties, Tricks, Jok
rnCC! Odd Scientific, Hobbv and Fun Iten

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 D/

Wanted: Book manuscripts in all fields. Ex

editing, design, manufacture, and marketir

all under one roof. Two FREE books (i

270 pages) give complete details.

Write or ptione DepI : 7790,
EXPOSITION PRESS, Hicksville. N.Y. 1

(516) 822-5700

NATURE ON STAMI,

•X-
SAMPLES & APPROVALS-$t
Sotisfacllon Guaranteed

Mil Mad Stamps
P.O BOX 297 NH AURORA. CO

MURPHY'S LAWS!
Incomparable "scientific" wit. Colorful!'

lithographed on 8" x 10" heavy Parchtex

for framing. A great business or persona

gift! Only $3 (4/$10). Four Corner
Press, Depi. NHL, Hanover, Mass
02339.

Sail a Semester
aDoard
Regina
Maris

Ship aboard the square-rigged barquentine r/v

Regina Maris for a two-month scientific and edi

tional expedition to study whales and open oce;

ecology This 144' sailing vessel provides a ran

opportunity for students (ax least 18 years old)

interested in marine ecology as well as learning

navigation and other nautical skills. Credits are give

through the Harvard University Extension program.

Expeditions leave m October and December, 1977;

and in February, 1978. For details write:

The Ocean Research and Education Society, In

5 1 Commercial Wharf t 6b, Boston, MA 02110

(617) 523-3455

^

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC POSTE
Limited offering. Exclusive authe

cated editions by the Musee d'AI

Catalog available $1.00.

George J. Goodstadt, Inc.

225 Park Avenue So., New York 1(

(212) 777-6170

n
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iiance on natural rubber is clear.

The amount of natural rubber re-

^juired depends on the type of tire.

' Airplane tires, which must withstand

i he tremendous, jarring shocks of land-

; ngs, are composed almost entirely of

, latural rubber; truck and bus tires,

vhich operate under great stress for

prolonged periods of time, have about

, iO percent natural rubber; and ordinary

. lutomobile tires generally have about

!0 percent. (A post-World War II gov-

i rnment-sponsored test of a set of
> ommercial truck tires made of guayule

: bund that they performed as well as

levea.) Radial tires have somewhat al-

ered this picture: radials must contain

Jmost double the amount of natural

ubber. Since 1972, radial tires have

aptured more than half the tire market,

jid this trend will probably continue,

inderscoring the need for more natural

-ubber. Since Hevea production, al-

jieady strained, cannot expand indefin-

"Itely, guayule looks like the answer.

«[ iven with its modest 1940s production

;vel of about 500 pounds of rubber per

ere per year over a three- to five-year

eriod, guayule would be economically

:
workable, but with expected im-
rovements in productivity, it may

- ome to match Hevea, which consist-

I

ntly produces about two and a half

M\ mes more rubber.

• To the plant physiologist, guayule

^nd other rubber-producing species

L;ose the additional lure of research,

/hy does the plant make rubber, since

ibber is inert metabolically and cannot

s used as a food source? How does the

lant manage to achieve 100 percent

i-bonding as it fabricates the long-

lain isoprene polymer? Why is rubber

lade only in stems and roots, not in

aves? How can guayule compete so

Tectively with other plants in the arid

isert environment? Part of the answer
I the last question involves the secre-

Dn from guayule roots of a substance

at retards the growth of nearby seed-

ags. This kind of "chemical warfare"

common in desert plants, and in

44, working with James Bonner at

alTech, I was able to identify trans-

amic acid as the main effective

|)mpound. Oddly enough, this same
iecule later found use as an antago-

st of auxin, one of the major plant

bwth hormones. As far as I know,
|iayule is the only plant known to use a

tural hormone antagonist in this way.

doubt this is not the last surprise we
n expect from guayule.

thur W. Galston teaches biology at

\le University.

rprr^-^

ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM
AND
CHRISTOPHER J. SCHUBERTH
Formerly Staff Geologist at The American Museum of

Natural History and the City University of New York

\J ^
^ c present the 1 1th Annual

O

0^0

o

o

-J O

L?
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FIELD CEOLO<iy OF
THE CRAND CANYON
JUNE 26 - JULY 8, 1978

A 10-day, 300-mile raft trip through the Grand Canyon
on the Colorado River, biggest and fastest Whitewater
river in the country. Study of the first 1% billion years

of Colorado Plateau history. Then, on to scenic Zion
and Bryce canyons nearby to study the remaining 250
million years for this region for the last 3 days.

For further detailed information, call or write:

CHRISTOPHER J. SCHUBERTH
Curator of Education

Illinois State Museum
Springfield, Illinois 62706

Telephone: (217) 782-7386

Admit It—you've always
been secretly fascinated
by the mysteries of an-
tiquity. . . always wondered
what life was really like

in ancient Egypt, .

China, Greece, Mexi-
co, Peru. Find out in

ARCHAEOLOGY MAG-
AZINE! Six times a
year its authoritative.

clearly-written articles and
stunning color photographs

' bring the ancient world
alive. Meet the peoples of

the past. Marvel at their

^ achievements, and ad-

i
mire the beauty they

^ left behind. There's

1^ nothing else like

ARCHAEOLOGY.
Try it now!

ARCHAEOLOGY
THE MAGAZINE FOR PAST-LOVERS

ARCHAEOLOGY MAGAZINE, Dept. 22. 260 West Broadway. NY.. NY. 10013

Please send ARCHAEOLOGY to:

Name .

Address

Cty State

-

none year $15 D Two years $27 D Payment enclosed

Add $2 00 per year outside USA.

Please send gift card signed
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A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Hall
of Reptiles

and
Amphibians
On November 18 in the Chinese Year

of the Snake, 4675, roughly 350 million

years after amphibians made their first

appearance on earth, the Museum's

new Hall of Reptiles and Amphibians

will debut. Reptiles, which came on the

scene about 50 million years later, share

the billing with their amphibian pro-

genitors.

The evolutionary paths taken by the

amphibians and reptiles are remarkable

for their breadth and variety. When the

first amphibianlike creatures found a

suitable niche along some ancient

shoreline, new possibilities for life on

earth took form. During the Permian

period, some 30 million years later, rep-

tiles were the dominant land animals.

Dinosaurs came and went, but other

reptilian experiments were to be of

greater duration: the first shelled eggs

were produced by reptiles, and one of

their myriad evolutionary lines gave

rise to the birds. Another group, the

therapsids, produced the precursors of

today's mammals.

Museum halls have also undergone a

remarkable evolution. Beginning as

curio cabinets housing the odd and ex-

otic leavings of nature, the new genera-

tion of exhibition areas pulsates with

holistic renderings of ecological sys-

tems. Gone are the dusty cases and

rows of entombed carcasses. Today, a

museum of natural history is a vital

By exposing the vivid, contrasting

color of its underside, a ring-necked

snake can startle predators. A model

depicting this defensive posture

is on display in the new hall.

98
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A featured player in the hall is this South American frog, Physalaemus

natteri, below. When disturbed, it presents its hind end on which are

two "eye spots." A predator would presumably take one look at this

creature and search elsewherefor a meal. The banded gecko,

right, an inhabitant of desert areas in the southwestern United

States and Mexico, storesfood reserves -in theform offat -in its

tail. This adaptation enables the gecko to survive lean periods.

place; its halls are interlocking stages

on which thematic dioramas arrest the

eye and inform the beholder.

"Three-dimensional textbook"

would be an apt phrase for the new hall,

located on the third floor of the Theo-

dore Roosevelt Memorial Building.

The Komodo dragons on display are

impressive enough to look at. These

giant lizards command attention. But

there is more to being a huge lizard than

weighing two hundred pounds. What
adaptations to their environment have

the world's biggest lizards made? What
do they eat and how do they reproduce?

In their habitat exhibit, a group of

"dragons" is scavenging a wild boar.

Careful study of the tableau reveals a

series of clues to this lizard life style,

and a vivid picture emerges.

The new hall is primarily a teaching

hall. The specimens are not a taxo-

nomic roll call; they are chapters in the

history of evolutionary biology. Am-
phibian and reptilian feeding and re-

productive strategies have their paral-

lels in other orders of animals. Life

flows and adapts, and the survivors

must meet the challenges of newer
worlds. In this age so conspicuously

dominated by mammals (Homo sapiens

in particular), amphibians and reptiles

continue to play an important role in a

wide variety of ecosystems. Their in-

teractions with their environments have

lessons for man.

Featured players in the hall are .

poison-dart frogs with brilliant colon

so variable that two nearby population; ?

look like completely different species;

;

twenty-five-foot python coiled around

;

tree and ready to strike a preening cocl

jungle fowl; an all-female species o

lizard that has eliminated the need fo;

males; a fourteen-foot crocodile and :

twelve-foot alligator, both obtained by

the Museum many years ago. They;::

would have a slim chance of reachinj -

such lengths today; they would proba
;

bly be shot by man much earlier in life •
-

Snakes that look like worms and lizard; t,

,

that look like snakes share space witlA-.

the box, spotted, and painted turtles ofenf

the northeastern United States. Theife:



sHiavioral and physiological adapta-

,
tns are shown in situ.

The old hall of amphibians and rep-

t;s opened to a wondering public in

:t: 1920s. By 1969, out of date and
c finitely the worse for wear, it had
r ched the end of its line. Planning for

a accessor had gone on for some time.

S; years, more than a million dollars,

a 1 the newest techniques for bringing

t! drama of nature to life went into the

<: ation of the new hall.

'In the interests of conservation, we
'j:d as many specimens from the old

b 1 as possible," reports Richard

5 'eifel, chairman and curator of the

I partment of Herpetology. Using in-

giious methods of molding and cast-

ing plastics and fiberglass, new speci-

mens were created and old ones were

given a new lease on life. In some in-

stances, the new lease meant some
startling transformations. A leather-

back turtle, one of the veterans from the

old hall, began life as a male. No longer

satisfied to simply show a leatherback

as one of the world's largest reptiles,

the exhibit on these sea turtles was

planned to depict egg laying on a beach.

But no female was available and the

species is too threatened to allow the

collection of one. So, through the

magic of plastic surgery, the old male

underwent a sex-change operation that

was a complete success.

From myths that tell of the snake as

earth mother and of turtles as support-

ers of the universe, we learn of the

symbolic importance of these reptiles.

From the blowguns of the Choco In-

dians of Colombia and the role of the

green sea turtle in the colonization of

the New World, we leam of the pragma-

tic uses to which man has put amphi-

bians and reptiles.

A bottle of liquor (a Japanese con-

coction with the look of bourbon) in the

new hall also tells us a bit about our-

selves. In making the drink, the distill-

ers toss live venomous snakes into the

fermenting liquid; the unfortunate

snakes become part of the spirits. The

label reads: "Old Mam."
Frederick Hartrnann
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Art

ETCHINGS IN COPPER. Endangered species,
rural scenes, ships, Old West. Catalog-$1.00. Re-
funded on first order Century Etcfiings Corp., 424
W Washington, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103

REPLICAS Quality Replicas, Catalog Available. In-

ternational Museum Replicas, Box 31-N, Chestnut
Hill, MA 02167

Astronomy
SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC 1978, 38 pages
packed with tables, maps and diagrams, all with full

explanations regarding the sun, moon, planets and
135 bright stars, including our exclusive feature: 12

pages of computer-generated times of sunrise,

sunset, moonrise and moonset, for your city or a
fixed geographical location of your choice. In use
by schools, planetariums, newspapers, amateurs
and professionals worldwide. $9.00 U.S currency
in U.S., Canada, Mexico. $10.00 U.S currency air-

postpaid, elsewhere. Overseas orders particularly

welcome; please specify latitude and longitude.

Order early for holiday enjoyment! Astronomical
Data Service, 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado
Springs, CO 80917

Books
AVAILABLE AGAIN AFTER 95 YEARS ^Clarence
Dutton's "Tertiary History of the Grand Canon Dis-

tnct with Atlas." (Two volumes; monograph, SVjxIl;
atlas, 16 X 20; handsomely bound, individual slip-

cases.) Number 2 in the USGS monograph series,

this classic and beautiful work, first published 1882,
is still considered a "bible" of the Colorado Plateau
region The Atlas, containing 23 double-spread to-

pographical drawings and maps, is reproduced in

fine 12-color process. Price per set: $145.00 before
Nov 15, 1977; $175 00 thereafter. Edition of 1500
copies: orders filled first come basis; available

November 1977. To Order: Mail payment plus $3.00
handling to Peregrine Smith, Inc., Box 667, Layton,

Utah 84041

AWARD WINNER! "Appendix i" Personalized,
autographed by poet. $3.50. Hammack, Box 63,

Ste. Genevieve, MO 63670

BOOKS ABOUT BIRDS. Newsletter about new or

old books for birdwatchers, book collectors, orni-

thologists. For sample write Books About Birds, Box
106, Jamaica, NY 11415

HARDCOVER BARGAINS! "Wildflowers of

America" (listed $15,001, $8.98. "Larousse Ency-
clopedia of Animal Life,' 1,000 photographs (listed

$2500), $1298. "Wildlife Encounters" (listed

$14.95), $4.98 "World of Birds," Peterson and
Fisher (listed $22 95), $6,95. All postpaid. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Greenvalley Books, 319
Greenvalley Road, Langhorne, PA 19047

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON: the authentic, hand-
colored lithographs from the original royal octavo
edition of his "Birds of Amenca," 1840-44, from
sixty-live dollars, from the first royal octavo edition

of his "Quadrupeds of North America," 1849-54
from thirty-tive dollars. Remit two dollars (applied to

your purchase) and receive our detailed catalogue
with complete indexes, mailed First Class
GRAPHIS LARISSA, PC. Box 899-C, Columbia, MD
21044

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK LIST Over 3600 items,

$2.00 Herpetological Exchange, 117 E. Santa
Barbara Road, Lindenhurst, NY 11757

PYRAMIDOLOGY Extensive book & product cata-
logue, 250 please. 8143-NH Big Bend, Webster
Groves, MO 63119

Collector's Items

ANTIQUE ENGLISH REPRODUCTIONS including
mercury stick barometers Catalog free. BAH. A.,

Dept, 402N, 10884 Santa Monica Blvd,, Los
Angeles, CA 90025

FIND OLD COINS, JEWELRY, VALUABLE RELICS
— new revolutionary patented device — GAR-
DINER, 4729BC N. 7th Ave,, Phoenix, AZ 85013

GENUINE ALASKAN ESKIMO IVORY CARVINGS.
Whales, seals, birds, bears, jewelry. Information,
carver's name provided with each, $30-$250

range. Fair Trade, Box 2358, Anchorage, AK 99501

(907) 694-2939

Education

COLLEGE OF THE ATLANTIC, Bar Harbor, Maine,
offers B.A. in Human Ecology The community of

110 students and 18 faculty study the interactions

between humans and the natural and social envi-

ronments through an interdisciplinary, problem-
solving curriculum. In courses, workshops, field

study independent study and internships the areas
of Environmental Sciences, Environmental Design
and Planning, Social and Cultural Studies, and
Values and Consciousness are explored, A fully

accredited, 4-year college founded in 1969. For
more information wnte: Admissions Office, Box NH,
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

GRADUATE PROGRAM in Environmental Studies

combines course work and internship, some
stipend leading to Master's in Science Teaching.

Program emphases are field ecology environmen-
tal management. Individualized approach; teacher
certification available. Box Y ANTIOCH-NEW
ENGLAND, 1 Elm Street, Keene, NH 03431

TETON SCIENCE SCHOOL: An outdoor academic
school, located on a ranch opposite the Tetons,

Investigate the flora and fauna, waterways and
snowfields of the Grand Teton National Park, Credit

available. Write: Box 68, Kelly WY 83011

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANTS YOU!!! 50,

000 Jobs! Latest information, $2 00. AUSTCO, Box
8489-NH, Long Beach, CA 90808

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2,00. Interna-

tional Opportunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington,
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! High Pay! All

Occupations, Computerized Reports, $2.00.
TRANSWORLD, International Airport, Box 90802-
NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

U,S, FIRMS OVERSEAt, -Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. Send $6.96.

Globalemploy (LCKT). Box 4499-D, Huntsville, AL
35802

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 Coun-
tries! Sampler: Eight countries $3,98. Free
brochure. MULTINEWSPAPERS. Box DE-201. Dana
Point, CA 92629

Friendship

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11,

Germany

Gifts

ANIMAL-SHAPED NAPKIN RINGS styled directh

from 1930's. Dogs. fish, elephants, rabbits. Six col

ors. $1 75 each, $10 set of six. Free brochure. Sar

saparilla, 1179 Second Avenue, New York, N'

10021 (212)593-1011

BOOMERANGS! PRO-RETURNING. Free catalog
30 designs, 5 books, newsletter. Quality gift mode
$5.00 Boomerangman, 310-B Park, Monroe, U
71201

DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids sizes, $4.50. Six de
signs Write for free brochure. Dinosaur, Box 2623
Menio Park, CA 94025

E""nDANGERED/WILDLIFE Hand-painted sill

scarves signed by artist, suitable for framing

Brochure $2 00 refundable Stiffler, 157 Hudson St

NYC, 10013
_ _ _

FO^SSIL PATCHES! Large, embroidered
Triceratops, Pterodactyl, Protoceratops, Tyran
nosaurus, Brontosaurus, Dimetrodon, Sabertooth
Mammoth, Stegosaurus, Plateosaurus $175'
6—$7,95. 10—$12.50. Fossil Erasers—85 ditferer

$1.60. MILLER, 1219 Glenside. Wilmington, DL
19803

GIFTS FROM THE GREAT BARRIER REEF Colorfi

underwater photographs mounted on handsomi
green leatherette bookends. Harlequin TuskfisI

and Clownfish in Anemone, $10 a pair Money-bac
guarantee. Undenwauder Productions. Box 387
Lake Forest, IL 60045

GREAT GIFT—For those who like to read. Give 1

different great Sunday newspapers. Delivery any
where postpaid. Free information Nation's Press

Box 12297-NH, Kansas City MO 64152

LEATHER-BOUND, HAND-CARVED Cedar Woo
Bellows, from Ecuador, 13", $18.00. McCoy Irrr-

ports, Uberty NY 12754_

RECEIVE VALUABLE Ut^lCORN OBJECl
CATALOG! 50«: Unicorn City Dept. NH, 51
Greenwich Ave , Manhattan Isle, NY 10014

SCARABS (SACRED EGYPTIAN BEETLE) storil

carved: scarab jewelry Free brochurelS)
RAGSDALE, 186 Fifth Ave, NY 10010

SCENIC STONE PENDANTS: Naturally occurrini

landscapes in jasper, sterling or gold-filled sel
tings. Earthen Artifacts, 6288"McAbee, San Jos(|
CA 95120

TOASTWCKER-OufEa $1 , 50 each , 5 for $6 50 N"

Pulis, 3336-2C Punta Alta, Laguna Hills, CA 9265

WILDLIFE ANTIQUE BRASS BELT BUCKLES-
deer, bear, moose, mountain sheep, ducks, ran

pheasant, $5.95 each. Plain leather belts $6 5'

Tooled leaf $9.50. Black or brown. We pay postag
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Couin

tryside Crafts, Department C16, Stoddard, Vl
54658

Juxllahuaca Market



PRO-RETURN

BOOMERANGS
Quality Gift Models

boSmerang man
^310 Park »B Monroe, La, 71201

ourmet Interests

ELICIOUS! CHICKEN VEGETABLE SOUP REC-
E, $1 50 and s.as.e. lo: RMSSR-NH, PC. Box
1052, Phoenix, AZ 85067

Y GRANDMOTHER'S PLUM PUDDING, $1,00
3,s e M, Pulis, 3336-C Punta Alta, LagUna Hills,

\ 92653

;RM0NT MAPLE SYRUP—Grade A-Pure. natu-
I, delicious—no additives whalsoever—recipes
;luded Gallon $21 75, half-qallon $13. quart
' 75 postpaid, (Florida, west of Mississippi add $2
illon, $1 50 fiaif-qallon, $1 quart). Gift orders han-
3d promptly, FROM VERMONT INC, R,D, #2,
nes Hil l, Box A-7NH, West Brattleboro. VT 05301

lealth

)SE WEIGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE
OURSE? Yes—by learning to control and enjoy
ling througfi an interesting, individualized betiav-

modification program, F'rofessionaily designed
d administered. Should you? Write for Self-Test,

TT Programs, Box 1290B, Williamsburg. VA

\JUS PROBLEM' Booklet explains how world's
iding specialists treat nasal phlegm. Send $1,00
Hydro Med, Inc, Dept, N. 10753 Palms #2, Los
igeles, CA 90034

1 inerals

CEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Join
rldwide mineral club. Send for free details, Mm-
3l of the Month Club, Box 487-HZ. Yucaipa, CA
399

jsical Interests

STEST EASIEST PIANO COURSE IN HISTORY!
es patented system. Free information: Box
1-A. La Canada. CA 91011

rS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,
iindolins. banjos. From $2,95 Finished dulcimers
,m $23,95, Free Catalog 8665 West 13th
.snue-NH. Denver. CO 80215

I jtlcs

"\NT DISCOUNTS! Name brand binoculars,
opes. Free catalog, plus information selecting
iidel best lor you Write: Marigold. Drawer M-88.
; jih San Francisco. CA 94080

.'LUNG AT DISCOUNT PRICES nationally adver-
d brands of binoculars and spotting scopes,
nd for price list. Orders shipped postpaid,
;nty-[ive years experience selling optical goods.

,
iidan Associates, PO, Box 1925, West Palm Be-
ih, FL 33402

lints

IIIQUE PLANT LOVERS GIFT. Orchid and
meliad in 5" x 9" cork planter. $12.00 mailed. H,

)e Orchids. 4677 Seneca St.. W. Seneca, NY
^24

al Estate

EE ALASKA LAND, For information send s,a,s,e,

Alaska Lands Bureau. Box 2375. Juneau. AK
303

IVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50 ACRE!
Tiesites. farming, vacationing, investment op-
tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide " plus
ionwide listings—$2,00 Surplus Lands, Box
07-RW. Washington. DC 20036

aiishells

Market accepts advertisements only from
ilers who do not offer for sale any endangered or

-collected species of mollusks.

SEASHELLS: Special offers monthly for beginning
collectors, advanced collectors, and shefl
craftsmen! Latest specials plus illustrated seashell
catalog. 250. Old Shell Game. Box 252. Milton. MA
02186

16" CHRISTMAS STOCKING with more than
enough seashells to (ill it lo overllowingli Use the
extra shells to trim your tree, $10,00/ppd. Two sets
for $17 50, BENJANE ARTS. 320 Hempstead Ave
W Hemp. NY 11552

Travel

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS—Enjoy the physical
exhilaration and tranquil beauty of a northern winter
in the company of expert naturalist guides. Each
cross-country skiing tour is five days, limited to
eight persons, geared to beginners as well as ac-
complished skiers. Daily sojourns into the 18.000
acre St, Regis Wilderness Area and its "forever wild"
lakes, ponds, forests and mountains. Excellent
winter birding and chance to observe habitats of
deer, beaver, bobcat, coyotes, black bear. fox. ot-

ter, pine marten, fisher, mink. Evenings spent in

warm comfort of wilderness lodge on secluded
lake Hearty home-cooked meals. Evening pro-
grams feature distinguished ecologists. historians,
writers, conservationists. Weekly from late Decem-
ber lo early March For information write Adiron-
dack Tours. Box 934. Saranac Lake. NY 12983

ADVENTURES, Watch gray whales on 8-day Ba|a
trip departing January 28 (also February. 1978)
21-day wildlife safaris in East Africa. August 1978.
Limited group size. Other unique destinations, AD-
VENTUfTES INTERNATIONAL. Dept, N. 4421 Al-
bert. Oakland, CA 94619

ALL ROADS LEAD TO SRI LANKA—Independent
tours to Ceylon via North or South Pacific or Atlantic
using chauffeured private car sightseeing. Write:
Murphey Travel. 552 Lincoln, Winnetka, IL 60093

CULTURAL & WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos. India-Nepal.
Mongolia. Patagonia, Europe and Antarctica, Ex-
pert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology Small
escorted groups, SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS, Dept
NH, PO, Box 5564, University Station, Seattle, WA
98105

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE tor people who love to walk!

Visit fascinating places at low cost using our unique
travel guides. For free information write: Great Trips,

Box 5199-NH, New York. NY 10017

EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE in

natural history, anthropology nature photography
Small groups, expert leadership For information,

write: NATURE EXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL.
Dept NC. 599 College Avenue. Palo Alto. CA 94306

EGYPT Egyptologist leads informal groups to an
incredible country, 15 days (Holy Land extension

optional). Free catalog FORUM INTERNATIONAL.
2437 Durant. Suite 208. Berkeley CA 94704

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

secluded and uncommercial. Outstanding birding.

Excellent nature study opportunities. Trails, wilder-

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc. Comfortably mild

Chincahua Mountain climate year round. Cottages,
apartments, pool. Free brochure, birdlist. Cave
Creek Ranch, Box 177, Portal, AZ 85632

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the world. Write for free 64-page
illustrated catalog MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 1398-r^IH

Solano, Albany CA 94706

INDIAN BIRD TOUR, Jan, 6-23, $1595. Exotic Nat-

ure Forays. 43-70 Kissena Blvd., Flushing, NY
ri355 (212) 445-0600

INTERNATIONAL RIVER EXPEDITION Mexico/
Guatemala Exploration of Usumacinta River. Maya
Culture. Ancient Ceremonial Centers Bonampak.
Yaxchilan. Piedras Negras and Palenque, SACRED
MONKEY EXPEDITIONS. Box 363A. Jerome. AZ
86331

MEXICAN CARIBBEAN. Family-operated beach
resort in tiny Puerto Morelos. 20 minutes from inter-

national airport Cancun, (Personalized introduction

to reef, forest. Mayan rums: snorkelmg. scuba, tour-

ing, birding. Modern beach cabaiias. Excellent

cooking. Full American plan. 60 dollars day per

couple. PLAYA OJO DE AGUA. Apartado Postal

299, Cancun. OR.. Mexico

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT STUDIES ABROAD
1978 lor adults Switzerland alpine botany and
ecology Galapagos: Darwin's "living laboratory of

evolution.' Vancouver Island: ecology and Indian
culture. Hawaii: the sea and life of Ine hunnpback
whale. Hudson Bay: arctic tundra ecology. Glacier
Bay. Alaska: the humpback whale Australia:
unique natural history. Write: Letters & Sciences.
Dept. E-37. University of California Extension. 2223
Fulton St., Berkeley CA 94720

NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITION, Explore Ba|a
California's Pacific Offshore Islands. San Ignacio
Lagoon, Marine Mammals, Migratory Birds, Man-
grove Swamps, Week Cruises December-April
Make early reservations. Fisherman's Landing.
2838 Garnson. San Diego. CA 92106. (714) 222-
0391

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers. birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver

City NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

NEW ZEALAND ADVENTURE. January 13-

February 5 or 12, Peruvian Expedition. July 1-23 or

30. Beartooth Camp in Montana. August 7-18.

Major objectives are sightseeing, hiking and/or
climbing IOWA MOUNTAINEERS. Box 163. Iowa
City IA 52240

NEW ZEALAND: NATURAL HISTORY DISCOVERY
Our small escorted group will enjoy catered over-
night hikes. Six national parks fealunng steaming
volcanoes, spectacular geysers, glacier explora-
tion, mountain wilderness. Maon culture experi-

ence, 23 days. Feb departure Pacific Exploration

Co,. Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara. CA 93105

POLYNESIAN EXPEDITIONS Share daily life with

Tahitians. Samoans. Fijians. in traditional villages,

UTA French Airlines. PO, Box 9000. Van Nuys, CA
91406 or Goodman's GoodTravel Tours, Dept, NH,
Box 2866, Oakland. CA 94618

SAIL WITH A WHALE! 10-14 day Carribbean exped-
itions directed by Dr, Howard Winn of URI sailing

aboard 50 ft, offshore yachts, making whale rec-

ordings. Dive untouched wrecks and reefs, obtain

scuba certification, visit Mayan ruins or remote Hai-

tian villages, OCEANUS has it all! Box 431-N11.
Ho-Ho-Kus. NJ 07423 (201) 447-0393

THE WIGWAM—Great Arizona Holidays: 7 days/6
nights. $299 50 per person including room, all

breakfasts, dinners, airport transfers, and choice of

greens fees on 3 courses, tennis, or riding, Mobil

5-Star Resort, private country club atmosphere,
nightly entertainment and dinner dancing, 15 miles

from Phoenix, Write or call for reservations and in-

formation The Wigwam. Dept. C. Litchfield Park.

AZ 85340 (602) 935-3811

WINDOWS TO THE WORLD' Informal, expert-led

expeditions lo: Galapagos, the Inca of Peru Bolivia,

the mystical Maya of Mexico and Guatemala:
Kenya/Tanzania safaris. Free catalog: FORUM IN-

TERNATIONAL, 2437 Durant, Suite 208. Berkeley
CA 94704

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$1,50 per word: 16 word ($24) minimum. Display
classified is $150 per inch f^ales are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion: all must be prepaid. Send
check'money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.
Central Park West al 79th Street. New York. NY
10024. Please include your personal address and
telephone number, (viention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text. Deadlines— 8lh of

month, two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
January issue closes November 8. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphe-
nated words count as two words: abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each. All stales are shown in

two-letter codes followed by zip. then telephone
(with area code), if any An address such as "18

Mam St," counts as three words. Occasionally
slight editing for clarity is required. Thank you'
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon In November, the sun moves to nearly 22° south of the

equatorial plane while traveling eastward through the constellation Libra. It

enters Ophiuchus about November 23 and Sagittarius after mid- December.

Although winter is still three weeks off at the end of November, daylight by

then is within sixteen minutes of its shortest duration for the year, and sunset

comes only one minute later than on December 7, the date of the earliest

sunset.

The moon is in the morning sky in November (and early December). It

becomes visible in the evening as a slim waxing crescent on November 13

and remains prominent in the evening till late in the month. Last-quarter is

on November 3, new moon on the 11th, first-quarter on the 17th, and full

moon on the 25th. In December, the last-quarter moon is on the 3rd and new
moon on the 10th.

Stars and Planets Although none of the bright planets (except Mercury,

which is poorly placed) is an evening star, Jupiter appears on the Star Map
because it rises shortly after sunset and will be above the eastern horizon in

the early evening. Above and to the right of the twin stars Pollux and Castor

in Gemini, Jupiter will be the brightest starlike object in the sky until Sirius

rises later. By midnight, Mars will be visible in the east just below the twins.

And Saturn will then be rising to the right and below Mars.

The planets will be best in the morning. Just about dawn, Venus will be

low in the east; Saturn will be halfway up the sky in the south, quite close to

Regulus in Leo (Saturn is the brighter of the two); Mars will be to Saturn's

right; and Jupiter, farther to the right, will be high above the southwestern

horizon and above Orion.

November 1-3: The waning gibbous moon moves past Jupiter and Mars,
while the other morning planets are in conjunction with nearby stars: Saturn
with Regulus and Venus with Spica.

November 4: The Taurid meteors (15 per hour) reach maximum.
November 5: Saturn is near the crescent moon this morning.
November 9: The moon passes very close to Venus, covering it (an

occultation) over southern skies.

November 12: The moon is at perigee (nearest earth).

November 16: The Leonid meteor shower reaches maximum. Although

sparse (up to 15 per hour), the meteors are swift and often bright.

November 20: Venus is in conjunction with Uranus.

November 27: The moon is at apogee (farthest from earth).

November 27 - 28: Look for Jupiter near the moon from early evening

until dawn.

November 30- December 1: Mars rises near the moon late at night.

December 2-3: The moon is near Saturn from late evening until morning.

December 3: Although Mercury is at its greatest distance to the sun's left

(east), it is poorly placed as an evening star.

December 7: The earliest sunset of the year occurs.

December 10: Perigee occurs six hours after the new moon, enhancing the

effects of spring tides. Look for exceptionally high tidal levels tonight and

tomorrow.

December 11-13: Mercury, Saturn, and Mars become stationary among
the stars, and all three begin to move westward (retrograde): Mercury on the

way to conjunction with the sun; Saturn and Mars as they approach opposi-

tion from the sun.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon . The map
is for 11:20 p.m. on November!; 10:20 p.m. on November 15; 9:20 p.m. on November
30; and 8:20 p.m. on December 15; but it can also be used for an hour before and after

those times.

*
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Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Maran

Ring Galaxies

A recentfinding leads

to a new explanation

of theformation of
these peculiar objects

In the past few years, astronomers

have recognized a class of rare galaxies

that are shaped like giant smoke rings.

It appears that these "ring galaxies"

may be the short-lived remnants of

cosmic collisions in which one galaxy

has struck through the heart of another

and then passed on into space.

A galaxy is a vast collection of stars,

gas, and dust, all held together by

mutual gravitational attraction. These

assemblages are occasionally referred

to as "island universes" in the even

vaster expanse of the cosmos. A famil-

iar example is the famous Andromeda
Galaxy, pictured in nearly every text on

astronomy. The Andromeda object is a

fine specimen of a spiral galaxy, re-

sembling a huge, flat pinwheel with a

central spheroidal bulge at the galactic

nucleus. Spiral galaxies come in a wide

range of sizes and shapes, but in each

case the arms of the pinwheel are con-

fined to a thin, flat zone known as the

"galactic disk."

Other common types of galaxies,

some of which also have disk struc-

tures, are ellipsoidal or spheroidal in

shape or are so-called irregulars ol

formless or chaotic appearance. Th(

very small minority of galaxies that d(

not fit into this classification scheme

(spiral, ellipsoid, spheroid, irregular'

are known collectively as "peculiai

galaxies." Even among this relative!)

rare class, it appears that only about on

peculiar galaxy in a thousand is a ring

In almost every case, a ring seems t(

have an adjacent companion galaxy.

The earth has no nearby ring g
axies, hence they are small, faint ob

jects as we observe them. Telescopu

observations revealed the first of thesi

objects as long ago as the early 1940s

and a few brief papers discussing indi

vidual rings appeared in the 1960s. I

was not until the present decade, how
ever, that they became recognized as i

distinct class of object, one that shouli

be subjected to systematic investiga

tions and comparative studies. B
1973, when the first extensive study q

this type was made by John C. Theys a

a Ph.D. thesis in physics at Columbi

University, only about a dozen ring

had been found. Since then, they hav

attracted much greater attention amonj

astronomers, and many regions of tn

sky have been carefully search* I

that by now at least six dozen ring I

been found.

A negative print made by

superimposing three four-meter

telescope photographs shows

the large off-center nucleus

in the ring galaxy II Hz 4. A
faint secondary ring can be

seen immediately above the main

ring. This double-ring galaxy

is the first known instance

of such an object.

\
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Now you can personally explore the heavens

I

with the most innovative astrononnical in-

( strument ever designed. It's Astroscan 2001,

^
a unique new telescope built by Edmund
Scientific Co., a leader In astronomy for over

35 years.

Take Your Entire Family on a

Fantastic Visual Voyage
; The Astroscan 2001 gives you a window on a
I world beyond that which you have ever

j

known! You'll see light from distant suns
;
which began traveling to our Earth long be-
fore you were born. You'll see star clusters,

double stars, nebulae, the planets -— the full

I
celestial display of the night sky.

;
You'll see the moon in crisp, clear detail.

I It's an inspiring, awesome experience you can

I

enjoy for a lifetime!

I Engineered in the Edmund
I Scientific Laboratories

\ Edmund Scientific has devoted more than
two years of concentrated engineering and

1
product development to produce this special

i
instrument. Our objectives were simple

i but challenging. The newest Edmund
! Scientific telescope had to: • give

i
bright, clear views of the stars, the i

i
planets, the moon • be light .•^

i weight for extreme portability; ^'
; convenient for hikes, bike trips,

I vacations • be simple to set up
;and use so anyone, even a

I young child, could enjoy the ex-

: citing hobby of astronomy • and,
I most important, be affordable!

The result of this intensive pro-

Igram is Astroscan 2001, a tele-

i scope so different and so precise
^

ieven professional astronomers have
iraved about it. And at just $149.95

,

I
it's one of the best telescope buys

javailable.

ASTROSeK\\
.

• .200A
A TELESCOPE LIKE NO OTHER

Astroscan — A "Richest Field" Telescope
The 2001 is a classic Newtonian reflector

telescope, using the same basic optical de-

sign as the largest obsen/atory instruments.

Light from distant celestial objects enters

through an optically-coated window, is re-

flected and focused by a 41/4" highly-

polished parabolic mirror, reflected onto a

secondary flat-surfaced mirror and through a

28mm magnifying eyepiece, to your eye. The
fine optics in Astroscan are equal to most
found in the world's best cameras.

With the Astroscan's wide field you can
see more stars and features in a single view

than possible with most other scopes. And,
Astroscan's amazing light-gathering ability

permits views of stars so faint they're invisi-

ble to the naked eye.

Astroscan weighs just over 10 pounds and
is only 17 inches long. The attractively styled

2001 body is ruggedly constructed of high-

impact red plastic. Its uniquely designed

aluminum mount and fingertip focusing en-

ables anyone to set up and use this fine

instrument in minutes.

Tomorrow's Telescope You Can Own Today!
The Edmund Scientific Astroscan 2001 is

now in full production and available for im-

mediate shipment. You can order yours today
with the coupon below. Use the Astroscan
under the Edmund 30-day unconditional
guarantee. Use the 2001 in your backyard,

at the beach, in the mountains — anywhere.
Experience the spectacular views awaiting

you wherever you go. If you and your family

are not completely satisfied with this exciting

telescope, simply return it for a full refund.

Expand your world today. Order now.

Owners report: "A good flexible instrument
of this quality has been long overdue,"

"... has great overall design.

"

"The Astroscan 2001 is a very complete
telescope.

"

Just $14995
Use your credit card to charge your purchase.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
Dept. E-2I, EDSCORP Building, Barrmgton, N.J. 08007

n YES, please send me Astroscan 2001 Telescope(s) pnced at

$149.95 each plus $1.00 service and handling charge.

Enclosed is my Check M,0, (or total of $

Please charge my Am, Exp,
' BAG G MC

D Please send me Free Catalog E^

1
Card #

.Sm

1 r.,i. ^lal» ?ip

1 !1J restdeiilb add 5^0 sales !a

The New Telescope That's Popularizing Astronomy



Ifyou want to be as good as you can get, your

tools should be as good as theycan get.

Garrett-Wade Co. Dept. NH-11 -77

302 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001

Gentlemen:

D Send me the tixils listed i>n attached sheet, and a FREE

D Send me your 108 page catalng only. Enclosed is SI.OO,

D Send me your catalog of INCA SWISS stationary power
tools Here's my S 1 .00 for that catalog as well.

Name
Address

City State Zip

Total amount enclosed: S

D Master Charge O Ameri

Card*

'All prices postpaid

_ _ Exp. dai

You're only as good as your

tools. And we offer over 1,000 of

them to help make you proud of

your finished project. Tools which

cannot be bought m your average

hardware store.

For example, the brass-backed

dovetail saw ($26.00) shown in the

photo, or the accurate honing

guide ($9.90) and the beautiful

36" Boxwood rule ($1.3.90). ..all

unique tools in their own special

way. We've searched the world

for our line of tools and

our 108-page catalog

shows and describes them
all. Not only that, but you'll find

diagrams, "how-to"sections and

helpful pointers which will help

you become a better woodworker.

If nothing else, $1 is a small

price to pay for finding out that

these exceptional tools are still

available in this day and age.

*A11 pntes postpaid

A classic is reborn
Lennart Nilsson's landmark photographs of life before birth made
the first edition of /A Child Is Born an interna'tional, million-copy

bestseller a dozen years ago. Since then Nilsson has continued

to photograph the developing fetus with increasingly advanced

techniques. The result is this wholly revised volume, with 125

unparalleled color photographs (all butelevenof them new),

accompanied by the latestprenatal advice

from three physicians.

Like the earlier volume,

ACHILDISB0RN"QU/7e
literally illuminates the

mystery of pregnancy
without in any way dimin-

ishing its splendor."

—Berton Roueche,

The New Yorker

%

A Book-of-the-Month Club

Featured Alternate

$1 1.95 at bookstores

A Merloyd Lawrence Book
Delacorte Press/
Seymour Lawrence

delacorte press

A typical ring galaxy is perhapsp

60,000 light-years in diameter and IOC
'

billion times more massive than ouitjitit

sun, according to rather uncertain esti-ft

mates. These quantities are somewhal

smaller than those characteristic of a

typical large spiral galaxy such as thai

in Andromeda. John Theys (now aii

astronomy professor at the State Uni

versity of New York at Stony Brook]

noted that three basic types of ring

galaxy can be distinguished: those with ii

a prominent nucleus off center buiiime

within the ring; those characterized as'Stv

"empty rings," that is, without a nukpi

cleus; and those with bright knots, pre-taa

sumably concentrations of stars or otheiljja

luminous matter, on the ring itself. 'm

The discovery of ring galaxies cameiier.

as a surprise to astrophysicists because .loin

the ring is usually an unstable shape foi fc i

a large distribution of matter, unless wg

there is a very massive object at its ith

center. (Thus, Saturn's rings are rela iin

tively stable because they are centered n
on that massive planet.) Without such jjiii

central object, theory suggests that i\m

ring is likely to break up, spin apart, Ano

collapse, or diffuse into space. Calcula icli

tions for specific ring galaxies indicate \m

that they cannot persist as rings foiial

much more than a hundred milliorjyjs

years. Since most normal galaxies arf;ala(

at least ten billion years old, the ob liu

served ring galaxies must have beeupie,

created long after the normal galaxies i k

came into existence. This, taken toini

gether with their unusual shape, migh Tesi

mean that ring galaxies are also profon

duced in a different manner from that o:
iiinn

normal galaxies. [ipos

At first, theories advanced to explaii
il p

the rings tended to concentrate on the! a^

formation as new objects, somehov fcas

generated from a hypothetical gaseou wijo

medium in intergalactic space. AlD-fjo

though we know that there is much ga xa J

in the interstellar space within spiraUoisj

and other kinds of galaxies, there i^ni

little hard evidence on the properties o iuiy

any possible gas in the space betweei t[

galaxies. Theorists tended to concenii

trate on individual cases since rinm

galaxies were not generally recognize)

as a class of objects with common prop

erties.

One of the pioneering studies wi

made by E. Margaret Burbidge, an asLj

tronomer at the University of Califoi

nia, San Diego, who observed the mysl jrij

terious Mayall's Object in May 1961. t mof

photograph obtained with the 120-inc
:^ jj|

telescope at Lick Observatory 1^
California showed that Mayall's Objed "),,

(named for a well-known astronomer
|([

consisted of a ring and a highly elon

io8



)ted companion galaxy that Burbidge

imed the "cigar-shaped main body,"

) )ng with a faint luminous streamer, or

lidge, apparently connecting the ring

id the cigar. Based on a study of the

I
olograph and of spectrograms that

!; also made with the Lick telescope,

lirbidge was led to "propose tenta-

t ely that this object is an example of

i interaction between a galaxy and the

^ergalactic medium." By "galaxy"
' j; meant the cigar-shaped body, as the

iture of the ring seemed uncertain.

' 'Several years after Burbidge's idea

IS published, more detailed theories

f sre advanced that also accounted for

I ^'g galaxies as products of encounters

fl normal galaxies with intergalactic

f titter. According to one theory, a ring

' jibrmed from a vortex generated in the

ike of a normal galaxy as it flies

drough the intergalactic medium,
I ijlich as a vortex may occur near a large

> Btk in a shallow, swiftly flowing river,

tie normal galaxy, of course, would be

It ntified with the observed companion
ijaxy of the ring.

Another concept, which attracted

1 ch more interest, was that ring

igaxies "result from encounters of

rnnal spirals with intergalactic . . .

icuds." This theory assumes that in-

'« galactic matter consists of a clumpy
dtribution of clouds, rather than a

biiple, smooth medium. Advanced in

fil''4 by astronomers at the Australian

1 >tional University and the University

10 Texas, this proposal was the leading

;rlory for a time. It is interpreted as

uxuiring that intergalactic clouds be

cinposed of neutral hydrogen atoms,

fwh properties that would render the

iuds readily detectable in sensitive

;Tc io-astronomy surveys. Pertinent ob-

ssi/ations have now been made with a

3i)-foot-diameter radio telescope at

liGien Bank, West Virginia. Although
pL-a ousand regions of the sky have been
:[i3tiied with this telescope, analysis of

Btt results reveals no support for the

»jn;rgalactic cloud theory. Last year,

r 1 Green Bank observer wrote to me
t: radio emission from the clouds

m Duld easily be seen" in his data if it

p:5)ited, but that "we see nothing."

n addition to its shape, the most sig-

. aicant characteristic of a ring galaxy

T / be the presence of the nearby com-
3; ion. After studying a collection of

1 ;
galaxy photographs and taking ac-

:c nt of likely effects due to perspec-

i
, John Theys concluded that the

r 'i ipanion is always located on or near

1! h "axis of symmetry" of the ring. In

)t ;r words, if some cosmic giant were

; )oke a finger straight through the

Celestron 90
Maksutov-Cassegrain

Telescope

C90 Astro

Telescope

$495.

OBSERVE OR PHOTOGRAPH
IN CRISP DETAIL

A butterfly's antennae at 20 feet, a
friend's portrait at 100 feet, tfie infinite

crater detail on the Moon, the belt

structure and twirling satellites of Jupiter or
the awesome grandeur of the rings of Saturn.

Celestron has established a new standard
in superb optical systems at affordable
prices with the new C-90. It features large
observatory type mirror-lens optics folded
into a compact portable telescope.

Celestron - the world's leading
manufacturer of mirror-lens telescopes -'4

in apertures from 3.5 to 14 inches.
Hundreds of colleges and universities
have selected Celestron telescopes in

portable and observatory models for

teaching and research.

Send for free data sheet on the C-90 or '

enclose $2.00 for your copy of the new
Celestron 32-page color catalog showing
how to select and use a Celestron
telescope. Dealer inquiries invited

C90 Telephoto

$245.

C90 Spotting Scope
$295.

Celestroti
(g) Celestron International
I 2835Columbia, P.O. Box 3578 -HC
], Torrance, California 90503

Telephone (21 3) 328-9560
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Kdpllng s Classics come to life

on ourfascinating journeys through

INDIA
Come and mar\'el at India s
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Explore the world of the African

predator In some of the best

animal photographs ever

published. These unique wildlife

portraits, the fruit of Hugo van
Lawlck's more than 15 years'

work In the field, are

accompanied by the author's

description of life in Serengeti.

133 full-color photos, 16 black-

and-white, 121 black-and-white
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XWILLIAM MORROW

Books in Review

Troubled Waters

Killing the Hidden Waters, by

Charles Bowden. University of Texas

Press, $9.95; 207pp., illus.

Moving southwest from New Eng-

land to Baja California, a distance of

some 2,500 miles, one passes from

forest through grassland to desert.

Rainfall decreases and evaporation in-

creases along this gradient until the ex-

tremely arid climate of the desert is

reached.

Until recently, population density

was roughly proportional to the amount

of available moisture. For centuries the

sparse native population of the desert

survived by strict adjustment to the

harsh environment. Water scarce,

people few; much water, many people.

In addition to the surface water of

lakes, wetlands, and rivers, there are

vast stores of water underground.

These have been built up during the

long geologic past. Where rainfall is

abundant, these stores are continually

recharged, replacing the water that es-

capes or is brought to the surface.

Where rainfall is light, the rate of un-

derground storage decreases corre-

spondingly, until in the desert it be-

comes zero. Here the subterranean res-

ervoirs are, like any mineral deposit,

nonrenewable. Their content is cor-

rectly called "fossil water"; if drawn to

the surface by pumps, it cannot be re-

placed. Rural and urban developments

that depend upon it are living on bor-

rowed time.

Such developments were virtually

impossible until the advent of cheap

fossil fuel and the internal combustion

engine, although there were a few re-

markable instances of deeply dug wells

in ancient times. Once deep drilling and

pumping began, early in the present

century, change followed fast: irrigated

farms; urban centers to serve and be

served by them; then large cities to ac-

commodate refugees from harsh win-

ters, wishing to bask in desert sunshine.

Less noticed were the well-meant ef-

forts of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

ease the laborious life of the desert In-

dians by furnishing them with deep
jj

drilled wells equipped to supply abun-}^".

dant water. Thus, abruptly, the whitf

man's ideal of minimizing physical ef

fort was imposed upon an ancient ,

-

highly disciplined pattern of adaptatior
y

to the limitations of desert climate.

Essentially, this is the story told b}

Charles Bowden, project coordinate

for the Radio-Television-Film Bureai :

of the University of Arizona, in hi;

book Killing the Hidden Waters . But s(

unusual, effective, and important is hi

manner of telling, that a fair amount o|

background seems justified.

Too little known and almost com|

pletely ignored in public policy is

quiet revolution in the professional

study of human societies. With rare exi

ceptions, such as Marco Polo, obseij

vers of alien societies have generall;

looked upon them as something abnoi!

mal, the standard of measuremer
being the society of the observer Thi

attitude weakened any scruples aboi

exploitation, enforcement of violer

change, or even extermination. One i

reminded of the reply of a rustic chide

for shooting a pelican many miles oui

side of its range. "Shoot it, course

shot it. I never seen such a damn thinj

before."

Gradually, and not too long ago, stil

dents of mankind began to adopt a ne\

working assumption. In effect, thi

amounted to saying, "Suppose that it

stead of regarding ways of life othe

than our own as abnormal or evei

pathological curiosities, we treat theiL|'*

as legitimate entities in their own rigbL

each with its own internal logic, mal||jj,

ing sense to its members, and to b

understood, so far as possible, fro(

within."

A century earlier the science of geo

ogy became possible when geologis

adopted the idea that past changes hi

been due to the same forces that opera

today. In similar fashion, the students i

human societies found a powerful to

in their new working assumption. Tl 1

old idea of folkways (which had et

phasized differences) was modified]

itSk

ife,

laii

5. an

men

fiii
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by Paul B. Sears

imonstrate a quality common to all

pups, namely the tendency to develop

I
ttems of behavior, and values to re-

i force them, that fitted both the re-

iurces of each environment and its

(mpelling limitations.

This means that each culture pattern

inot a fixed thing, but a process. If it

liults in a viable relationship with en-

vonment, the group survives. If not,

t; experiment fails. Meanwhile, the

terations of the group are reinforced

t value systems expressed in belief,

iial, and the arts. Thus, what works

ernes to seem right, and what seems

rht becomes right.

This idea, of course, is like a red rag

Dthose who insist on an absolute code

cright and wrong applying universally

tiall of mankind. Yet the late Justice

(iver Wendell Holmes, through his

sdy of the common law and the

p losophy of law in general, arrived at

J d essential idea of the culture pattern.

( e morning as he and Judge Learned

- I- nd were parting on their separate

vys to work; Holmes turned half an-

giy on his friend Hand, who had bade
f hi go and dispense justice, saying, "I

•' di't dispense justice. All I can do is to

" 'I and see that the game is played ac-

. ding to the rules." Obviously, the

1 ;s must vary as do the conditions that

1 he shaped the various cultures.

- ^ot only is each culture pattern

1 '2;ely a response to environment but

li It beliefs and values determine its

: intment of environment. Thus, any

:i| roach to environmental problems

J T5t reckon with the culture patterns

uir Dived. The conventional approach

: i insists "there ought to be a law" or

: h divides a society into the righteous

u the evil on this issue is too naive,

ii med to fail

.

: b an extent unique in my experi-

i;, and with rare insight, Charles

Svden analyzes the human adven-

, past and present, within the great

hwestem desert. Introducing the

ure of the Papago, he tells of the

fehed stick that serves as a record,

ring parallel events of the white

lllWU

iM

Killing the Hidden Waters

By Charles Bowden

Water is energy, and in the arid South-

west it rearranges human beings

around its flow. Killing the Hidden

Waters looks at the "mining" of this

precious resource and what it has

meant for the land and the people.

207 pages, illustrated, $9.95

A Bird Watcher's Adventures

in Tropical America

By Alexander F. Skutch

One of the world's foremost bird

watchers provides a colorful

narrative of his journeys and

long sojourns in the wilds of

tropical America.

344 pages, illustrated, $13.95

University of Texas Press

Post Office Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78712

'^e excitement ofdiscovery...
the intense personal pleasure ofcoming upon the

ultimate beauty ofbirds in their native habitats—

this is the experience awaiting you in Eliot Porter's

extraordinary new book ofbird portraits. The

exquisite detail ofeach of the 70 color plates /s

complemented by Michael Harwood's mi'^'"'

biography ofleading birders from Mark^

Catesby and Audubon to Roger
^

Tory Peterson. 15" x 10 ¥2"

format: $29.95 at

bookstores.
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Explore the world of the African

predator in some of the best
animal photographs ever

published. These unique wildlife

portraits, the fruit of Hugo van
Lawlck's more than 15 years'

work in the field, are

accompanied by the author's

description of life In Serengeti.

133 full-color photos, 16 black-
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WWILLIAM MORROW

Books in Review

Troubled Waters

Killing the Hidden Waters, by

Charles Bowden. University of Texas

Press. $9.95; 207pp., illus.

Moving southwest from New Eng-

land to Baja California, a distance of

some 2,500 miles, one passes from

forest through grassland to desert.

Rainfall decreases and evaporation in-

creases along this gradient until the ex-

tremely arid climate of the desert is

reached.

Until recently, population density

was roughly proportional to the amount

of available moisture. For centuries the

sparse native population of the desert

survived by strict adjustment to the

harsh environment. Water scarce,

people few; much water, many people.

In addition to the surface water of

lakes, wetlands, and rivers, there are

vast stores of water underground.

These have been built up during the

loiig geologic past. Where rainfall is

abundant, these stores are continually

recharged, replacing the water that es-

capes or is brought to the surface.

Where rainfall is light, the rate of un-

derground storage decreases corre-

spondingly, until in the desert it be-

comes zero. Here the subterianean res-

ervoirs are, like any mineral deposit,

nonrenewable. Their content is cor-

rectly called "fossil water"; if drawn to

the surface by pumps, it cannot be re-

placed. Rural and urban developments

that depend upon it are living on bor-

rowed time.

Such developments were virtually

impossible until the advent of cheap

fossil fuel and the internal combustion

engine, although there were a few re-

markable instances of deeply dug wells

in ancient times. Once deep drilling and

pumping began, early in the present

century, change followed fast: irrigated

farms; urban centers to serve and be

served by them; then large cities to ac-

commodate refugees from harsh win-

ters, wishing to bask in desert sunshine.

Less noticed were the well-meant ef-

forts of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

ease the laborious life of the desert In-

dians by furnishing them with deep-

drilled wells equipped to supply abun-

dant water. Thus, abruptly, the white

man's ideal of minimizing physical ef-

fort was imposed upon an ancient,

highly disciplined pattern of adaptation

to the limitations of desert climate.

Essentially, this is the story told by

Charles Bowden, project coordinator

for the Radio-Television-Film Bureau

of the University of Arizona, in his

book Killing the Hidden Waters . But so

unusual, effective, and important is his

maimer of telling, that a fair amount of

background seems justified.

Too little known and almost com
pletely ignored in public policy is a

quiet revolution in the professionai

study of human societies. With rare ex-

ceptions, such as Marco Polo, obser-

vers of alien societies have generall)
j

looked upon them as something abnor

mal, the standard of measuremeni

being the society of the observer. This

attitude weakened any scruples abou

exploitation, enforcement of violen

change, or even extermination. One ii

reminded of the reply of a rustic chide(

for shooting a pelican many miles out ,

side of its range. "Shoot it, course
j

shot it. I never seen such a damn thinj
|

before." i,j

Gradually, and not too long ago, stij
j

dents of mankind began to adopt a ne\
j^

working assumption. In effect, thij|

amounted to saying, "Suppose that it
|^

stead of regarding ways of life oth^

than our own as abnormal or evi

pathological curiosities, we treat thei

as legitimate entities in their own righ'

each with its own internal logic, mal

ing sense to its members, and to t

understood, so far as possible, froi

within."

A century earlier the science of gedj

ogy became possible when geologii

adopted the idea that past changes hi,

been due to the same forces that opera.

today. In similar fashion, the students L
*

human societies found a powerful tdf
'

in their new working assumption. T

old idea of folkways (which had e

phasized differences) was modified
.ihp



by Paul B. Sears

5monstrate a quality common to all

oups, namely the tendency to develop

ittems of behavior, and values to re-

force them, that fitted both the re-

mrces of each environment and its

impelling limitations.

This means that each culture pattern

not a fixed thing, but a process. If it

isults in a viable relationship with en-

ronment, the group survives. If not,

I: experiment fails. Meanwhile, the

(erations of the group are reinforced

t value systems expressed in belief,

rual, and the arts. Thus, what works
.mes to seem right, and what seems
r ht becomes right.

This idea, of course, is like a red rag

ti those who insist on an absolute code
I" aright and wrong applying universally

"ttall of mankind. Yet the late Justice
* Civer Wendell Holmes, through his

^ dy of the common law and the
'" P losophy of law in general, arrived at

"HI essential idea of the culture pattern.

T'Ge morning as he and Judge Learned
ii^^Hnd were parting on their separate

»v»/s to work; Holmes turned half an-

0»'»iy on his friend Hand, who had bade
chiJi|| go and dispense justice, saying, "I

is'1( 't dispense justice. All I can do is to

Mi^rjand see that the game is played ac-

in*-«iing to the rules." Obviously, the

U s must vary as do the conditions that

?»ia5 shaped the various cultures.

p' |lot only is each culture pattern
ii ately a response to environment but
:ito:s beliefs and values determine its

lie 'ement of environment. Thus, any
f oach to environmental problems

ej lit reckon with the culture patterns

;'lved. The conventional approach
:

.
li insists "there ought to be a law" or

iiJ I'li divides a society into the righteous

n: nthe evil on this issue is too naive,
" led to fail.

' an extent unique in my experi-

.. and with rare insight, Charles

; den analyzes the human adven-
n past and present, within the great

-iwestem desert. Introducing the

I re of the Papago, he tells of the

"tied stick that serves as a record,

ning parallel events of the white

Killing the Hidden Waters

By Charles Bowden

Water is energy, and in the arid South-

west it rearranges human beings
around its flow. Killing the Hidden
Waters looks at the "mining" of this

precious resource and what it has

meant for the land and the people.

207 pages, illustrated, $9.95

A Bird Watcher's Adventures
in Tropical America
By Alexander F. Skutch

One of the world's foremost bird

watchers provides a colorful

narrative of his journeys and
long sojourns in the wilds of

tropical America.

344 pages, illustrated, $13.95

University of Texas Press

Post Office Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78712

'^e excitement ofdiscovery...
the intense personal pleasure ofcoming upon the

ultimate beauty of birds in their native habitats—

this is the experience awaiting you in Eliot Porter's

extraordinary new book ofbird portraits. The
exquisite detail of each of the 70 color plates is

complemented by Michael Harwood's multiple

biography ofleading birders from Mark
Catesby and Audubon to Roger
Tory Peterson. 15 " x 10'/2

"

format; $29.95 at

bookstores.
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man's world, such as the Mexican Wa
and the Gold Rush, this chronicl

notices the changing phases of the sea

sons, climatic vagaries, and othe

events of significance to the Indians

Toward the end, it records the killing c

a tribesman by a white man's au

tomobile and the drilling of a well i Jt

1912 by agents of the government.

In almost symphonic form we ar

made aware of the grim but viable rq

gimens that enabled the riverine Pim
of the Gila Valley, the desert O-otanl

and the Sand Papago farther west t

survive. The Pima grew cotton an Kt

food crops by virtue of miles of ditches £

constructed by such primitive mean iii

that the first shovel seemed like ii

miraculous object. Away from the Gil ll

River, life was sustained by carryin dii

water, often for distances of seven »

miles; by moving about to take advar b

tage of the seasonal yields of dese:

plants; and where possible, by gathe

ing food from the seashore. I have see

mute evidence of this way of life: man
and metate for grinding seeds

though left yesterday—in a cave cfcli

Tiburon Island on the Gulf of Califo ii

nia and shell heaps devoid of artifac
!)(

along the shore of the Sea of Cortes

Querulous critics of the "Puriti

work ethic" could do worse than po|t[

der the account of the uncompromisii s

code of the desert people, obliged

bring water, plant and tend gardens, ai

harvest native sources of food as tht

became available, all at distances

miles and by foot travel. Unquestionii

acceptance of unremitting toil was tl

basic virtue, as was courage for t;

Spartan. Along with this went devotit

to whatever ritual was needed to insu I

favorable conditions and, as trans) t

tions show, genuine poetical feelin
tnj]

Supporting both effort and belief w i
an amazing knowledge of desert

sources.

Our generation, which blissfully i

nores the succession of round tri

through the human alimentary syste

made by river water flowing past c lij

great cities, has little cause to look w
je

contempt on the "second harvest"

the desert people—the retrieval of ik
ij,

digested seeds from excrement for i

in times of extreme need. But Strang
t,

to hunger as we are—too oft
ijmij

overfed—we might be entitled to soi

qualms in witnessing a child snatch

and eat a newborn puppy as thougl

were a freshly plucked fruit.

If there is any way other than cr
^^^

hardship and necessity for changing

trend of a human society, I suspect it 1

in drama. And by his insistent portra
jj^|

if[

m

sit



'i|»f the traditional culture that made sur-

ival possible without exploiting the

lonrenewable resources of the south-

vestem desert, Bowden has furnished

he structure upon which to dramatize

!« k'hat follows. For this is an account of

he illusory riches suddenly made
li vailable by using nonrenewable fuel to

xploit nonrenewable water Instead of

operating on the current budget of en-

rgy and materials, the farms and cities

"ii|f the Sunshine Belt are living upon the

M ccumulation of ages, consuming in

ecades what it took millions of years to

a^ore.

Even now this spectacular example

tiijf technology is beginning to digest its

wn tissues in order to keep going. One
f the greatest of its urban centers is

M uying up the water rights of the irri-

«i ated farms that spread beyond its bor-

taers, thus ending whatever wealth

lese light be created by solar energy acting

itlit pen green plants by grace of a limited

:s« ipply of surface water. Predictably, as

»iii«iis self-cannibalism progresses, there

s- pressure for relief by an expanded
K ( chnology, drawing upon increasing

alifc nounts of energy and resources from

tiiac ;yond the desert boundaries.

ties. Invoking the inexorable laws of

Wi ermodynamics, and pointing out that

npo lent and dispersed resources disadvan-

nffiiige the future, the author concludes:

ikJ This writing has always been on the

ns.ai all. It is not a revelation to learn that

asihieap energy makes societies boom,
ices at groundwater in arid regions has

lioDi ;gligible recharge, that humans tend

was I use as much of anything as they can

for I / their hands on. We can ignore these

Icvoti :ts and pump, mine and combust [sic]

m th abandon, or we can recognize

trans ;se facts and attempt to construct a

leelii stainable society. There will be no

lief« inless answers, nor were there any in

sri : past."

Which suggests something too often

ifally erlooked. Cultures establish them-

d iii ves by learning to use the resources

their environments. They persist by

pssi liming to respect the limitations of

lonU )se environments. Our own has more

in met the first of these conditions.

of I le increasing pressure on clean air

fori d water, minerals, building mate-

Is, living space, and energy are grim

ninders that we have yet to face the

end— our limits.

0fl

ologist Paul B. Sears is professor

CI eritus ofconservation at Yale Univer-

!. He is past president of the AAAS
ill|i author of several books, including

serts on the March.
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Announcements

Made especially

for Natural History

readers, il holds an

entire year's sub-

scription. Bound in

brown smooth leath-

erette with gold lettering

NATURAL HISTORY
BINDERS

The Museum Shop
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. N.Y. 10024

Please send me the following

D
Address

-

City

Members are entitled to a 10% discount ofl the
purchase price. Please add Sales Tax where
applicable.

The new Hall of Reptiles and Am-
phibians will open on Friday,

November 18. Containing ten large ex-

hibits, the hall is one of the most com-

plete presentations on the distribution,

behavior, physiology, and evolution of

reptiles and amphibians. It is expected

to be one of the Museum's most popular

permanent halls and is located on the

third floor, Theodore Roosevelt Memo-
rial Building, Central Park West. For

further details please see page 98.

In conjunction with the above, the

Museum library, fourth floor near the

77th Street elevators, will display some

rare illustrated books on reptiles and

amphibians. Included in this Rare
Book Exhibit will be an important six-

teenth-century treatise on natural his-

tory written by Conrad Gesner; an early

nineteenth-century first printing of an

important tractate on Brazilian natural

history by Johann Baptiste de Spix; and

one of the first and most important

books on North American herpetology,

written in the mid-nineteenth century

by James Holbrook.

On November 10 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Museum auditorium there will be a

slide lecture on the New Alchemy Insti-

tute presented by its cofounder John

Todd, an agriculture scientist and

marine biologist. The New Alchemy
Institute, located near Woods Hole,

Massachusetts, was established in 1969

to explore the possibilities of solving

the world food shortage problem by

creating small, self-contained, ecologi-

cally balanced units that would use

wind and solar power to recycle water

and nutrients. Tickets for associate

members and the public are $2.00 am
will be available at the auditorium doo

half an hour before the program begins

Participating and donor members wil

be admitted free.

The African Elephant, filmed am
directed by Simon Trevor, will h
shown on December 1 at 8:00 p.m. i

the Museum auditorium. Nearly twi

hours long, the film tells the life story o

these intelligent, gentle, and mysteri

ous creatures from birth (after a 22

month gestation period), through dail

life in the highly organized society c

the herd, to eventual death. Dr. Richar

Van Gelder, curator in the Museum'
Mammalogy Department, will lead

discussion following the screening.

Tickets, available at the door ont

half hour before the program begin;

are $2:00 for associate members an

the public. Participating and done

members will be admitted free. All pe:

sons attending this program shoul

enter through the lower-level drivewa

entrance on Central Park West.

Peru's Golden Treasures will rt

main on view in Gallei^ 77 on th

Museum's first floor through January

1978. The exhibit includes more tha

200 of the relatively few survivors (

Peru's extraordinary gold-working tn

dition. Gloves, small figures, drinkir

beakers, a litter backrest, crowns, ce

emonial blades, and burial masks, a

fashioned out of gold, are on displa

along with Peruvian ceramics, music

instruments, two priceless, 2,00(

year-old Paracas textiles embroiden

in wool with cactus-thorn needles, arj

much more.
I
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(With the taste of the

Virgin Islands.)

Enjoy a taste of the

Virgin Islands tonight.

Mr. Boston Virgin

Islands Rum. Perfectly

clear, dry and every bit

as sunny as the Islands

that distill it. Makes
you wish you were there.

Let Mr
Boston
make
your
party,

Virgin Islands Rum. 80 Proof, Imported and bottled by Mr. Boston Distiller. Boston. Mass., Owensboro. Ky.. Albany. Ga
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Additional Reading

Naked Mollusks (p. 46)

Alan Solem's The Shellmakers: In-

troducing Mollusks (New York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1974) provides an in-

troduction to this whole group of ani-

mals and places slugs in their proper

context. Papers dealing with slugs and

other gastropods appear most regularly

in three biological serials devoted to the

Mollusca: The Nautilus (published by

the Delaware Museum of Natural His-

tory, Greenville), The Journal of Mol-

luscan Studies (published by the

Malacological Society of London), and

Malacologia (published by the Institute

of Malacology, Ann Arbor). While ag-

gression in terrestrial slugs had not been

seriously considered prior to the RoUo
and Wellington study, aggressive reac-

tions in a marine gastropod were
recently described in S. Zack's "A De-

scription and Analysis of Antagonistic

Behavior Patterns in an Opisthobranch

Mollusc, Hermissenda crassicornis"

(Behavior, 1976, pp. 238-67). Readers

interested in the classification of slugs

or in faunal lists should consult Henry

A. Filsbry's "Land Mollusca of North

America North of Mexico" (Mono-

graph of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences, 1948, pp. 521-1113).

CD. Rollo and W. G. Wellington have

listed the kinds of slugs to be found in

the lower mainland of British Columbia

in "Terrestrial Slugs in the Vicinity of

Vancouver, British Columbia" (The

Nautilus, 1975, pp. 107-16).

Walruses (p. 52)

The World of the Walrus, by Richard

Perry (New York: Taplinger Publishing

Co. , 1968), is enriched by an extensive

bibliography This general history of

walruses focuses on their biology, their

behavior, and their exploitation by hu-

mans. The yearly rhythm of Arctic

animals is treated most fully by Peter

Freuchen and Finn Salomonsen in The
Arctic Year (New York: G. P. Putnam
Sons, 1958). This popular work, illus-

trated with line drawings, gives exten-

sive coverage of the walrus. Francis H.

Fay and Carleton Ray have reported on

their studies in volume 53 (1968), of

Zoologica, which is published by the

New York Zoological Society. The tw(

articles are "Influence ofClimate on th

Distribution of Walruses, Odobenu "

rosmarus [Linnaeus]: I. Evidence fror '

Thermoregulatory Behavior (pp. 1-lf *

and II. Evidence from Physiologic; ""

Characteristics" (pp. 19-32). Both sec i"

tions deal with thermoregulatory cause *

for walrus huddling behavior. Fay als "

discusses rogue walruses as diseas *

bearers in "Carnivorous Walruses an "''

Some Arctic Zoonoses" (Arctic, Jur "

1960, pp. 111-22). Gavin Maxwell '»

Seals ofthe World, published in 1967 b

Houghton Mifflin, Boston, includ<
f'

detailed descriptions of all seal specif

as well as information on exploitatic

and biological subjects.

For other general biological ar

physiological treatments of the pi:

nipeds, please see last month's "Add
tional Reading."

li

if

Forest Ecology (p. 62)

Peter Farb's profusely illustrat«

book The Forest, a part of the "Li

Nature Library" series, contains sui

chapters as "The Web of Forest Lift

and "The Hidden Worid of the Soil '»

The Great American Forest, by Ruths *
ford Piatt (Englewood Clifl

Prentice-Hall, 1965), a scholarly b

readable natural history, contains d
J>'

tailed information about forest ecosj

terns. For an in-depth account of t

work done by Likens, Bormann, et a

the reader may consult a paperba

published by Springer-Verlag of N<

York in 1977, Biogeochemistry of *l

Forested Ecosystem, written by th«

with Robert S. Pierce, John S. Eatc

"

and Noye M. Johnson. Three woi ^^

deal effectively with water as an actij'

physical component of an ecosyste

Fluvial Processes in Geomorpholo,

by Luna B. Leopold, M. Gord

Wolman, and John P. Miller (San Fr

Cisco: W. H. Freeman, 1964) is a p

cise explanation of such processes

erosion and river formation. Sligl '*>

less technical is Luna B. Leopold's I

ter: A Primer (San Francisco: W.

Freeman, 1974). K.J. Gregory and

E. Walling'sDra/n«ge Basin Form i

Process: A Geomorphological /

ii8



I,
lach (New York: Halsted Press/John

ley, 1973, $12.50 in paperback) de-

ibes such characteristics of a drain-

; basin as landscape, vegetation, and

k in terms of erosional processes. It

(Inonstrates ways of measuring pre-

s{
itation, erosion, and water balance.

a lo Leopold's eloquent Sand County

al
nanac (Westminster: Ballantine

oks, $1.95) has line drawings by

irles W. Schwartz and includes sec-

is on land conservation, erosion,

,{j
I wilderness.

,„' Id Sheep (p. 72)

jjj
K recent Natural History article on

(jlj

d goats of the west coast is Bruce E.

blentz's "Wild Goats of Santa

I

J alina" (June/July 1976, pp. 70-77).

, ; untain Sheep: A Study in Behavior

y { Evolution, by Valerius Geist
licago: University of Chicago Press,

1), is based in part upon the author's

.D. dissertation field work on

.„j,
lerican species from 1961 to 1966.

I
s book, available for $7.95 in

ijji
erback, includes seventeen pages of

I

q liography and refers the reader to

jjjl

I sources for further study of the

jjij
avior of mountain sheep. Black-

(^li(

-white photographs illustrate spe-

jl^ I

; behaviors and settings. James L.

^jj I

rk's The Great Arc ofthe Wild Sheep,

^.jj
lished in 1964 by the University of

,(
ahoma Press, Norman, is a less sci-

^ jij
fie work that describes these ani-

'

j^. 5 species by species. It is based both

|N^- iie literature and on Clark's own
J ang experiences. Clark was an ar-

,

il,

and the reader's visual curiosity

jjli
It each animal is at least partly

^ jj
fied by illustrations of mounted

.j,| imens and by pictures of museum

^^^^,(
amas. The reader might also enjoy

ing at Richard Lydekker's Wild

I, Sheep and Goats of All Lands,

f,

ig and Extinct (London: R. Ward,

, 1898). This work is only available

arger research or university li-

es, but is beautifully illustrated and
h the effort involved in locating it.

e is a copy in the library of the

rican Museum of Natural History,

most complete recent book on
in the New World is edited by

James B. Trefethan, and entitled The

Wild Sheep in Modern North America.

This work, the printed proceedings of a

workshop on the management biology

of North American wild sheep, was

sponsored by the Boone and Crockett

Club, the National Audubon Society,

and the Wildlife Management Institute.

It was published in 1975 by the Boone
and Crockett Club with Wmchester

Press, New York, and is available in

paperback for about $10.00.

Street Dwellers (p. 78)

A recent article dealing with New
York's shopping-bag people is Joan

Roth's photographic essay, "If I'm Not
on My Milk Crate, You Can Find Me in

My Phone Booth," in the March 1977

issue of A/.y. (pp.74-77). TheA^eu- York

Times of September 30, 1976 (p. 43),

published an article by Molly Ivins

about one woman's return to "normal"
living. An entire issue of the women's
newspaper Majority Report (October

17, 1974) was devoted to the subject of

shopping-bag women with several arti-

cles by Beverly Burlett, some based on

participatory observation.

Although there is no body of scien-

tific literature to deal with the subject of

street dwellers, the following material

may be relevant to the subject. First,

there is the classic work by Joseph A.

Singh and Robert M. Zingg, Wolf-

Children and Feral Man (Hamden;
Shoe String Press, 1966), about cases

of so-called wolf children who may
have been raised by wild animals with-

out human companionship. In "Feral

Man and Extreme Cases of Isolation"

(American Journal ofPsychology. 1940,

pp . 487-5 17), Zingg suggests that isola-

tion from other humans may cause

some of the symptoms shown by these

people. Two well-known studies of

street people are William Whyte's
Street Corner Society: The Social Struc-

ture of an Italian Slum (Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1955) and 7a/-

ley's Corner, written in 1967 by Elliot

Liebow (Waltham: Little, Brown &
Co.), and available in paperback.

Pamela Haas
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PURCHASE
OF A
LIFETIME
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While Supplies Last

50PIECE SET...PISTOL-HANDLED
FLATWARE OF 1776 ...Beautifully

reproduced in stainless steel with the

satin-finish look ofantique pewter.
NOT $44.95! NOT $34.95! ONLY $22.95!

Your home can reflect the candlelight appeal and gracious atmosphere

of Early American Colonial elegance when you grace your table with

this incredibly beautiful service. Through a special purchase, we can

offer you the famous Pistol-Handled Flatware with all its stunning

Colonial simplicity in magnificent, satin finish stainless steel at just a

fraction of what you would pay for luxurious Sterling Silver. Each

and every piece is a lovely replica of the graceful place settings that

highlighted many a candlelit Colonial dinner. The knives are the

genuine hollow pistol grip handles; the forks are the graceful 3-tined

design. And the entire 50-Piece Set is made of modern stainless steel,

to give you years of carefree service.

LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE AT THIS VERY SPECIAL LOW. LOW PRICE
Don't be disappointed! Take advantage of this amazing low price

while our supplies last. Order now and we'll send you the complete

service for 8 including 8 Pistol Grip Hollow Handle Knives; 8 Dinner

Forks; 8 Salad Forks; 8 Soup Spoons; 16 Teaspoons PLUS a SPE-
CIAL FREE GIFT of a matching Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon—
50 pieces in all. The entire set is yours for just $22.95 on full money
back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted. But don't delay.

Due to the rising cost of quality stainless steel, the price of this set will

be increased in the very near future. Take advantage of our truly low

price while current supplies last. Mail coupon today!

CROWN-CASTLE Ltd., Dept. PGP-697
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please send me the Stainless Steel Pistol Grip Flatware

I have checked below on full Money Back Guarantee if I

am not absolutely delighted.

(Please add $2.00 postage and handling with each order.)

Check Quantity Desired

D Service For 8 (50-Piece Set) $22.95

n Service For 12 (74-Piece Set) 33.95

n Service For 16 (lOO-Piece Set) 44.95

Enclosed is $

Charge my D BankAmericard D Master Charge

n American Express

Card No

Signature-

Exp.

-Date-

Name

-

City.

State. .Zip-

L_ Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax



Egg nog wasn't

the favorite cup ofcheer in

pre-revolutionary Russia.

The package haschanged

zonsiderably since 1818 but the

contents are a version o

'

feterSmirnoffs original formula

(note the No.27on the label). Ji
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A_s[mple truth about color TV:

You don't have to settle for a color

picture that won't stay right.

Zenith's Color Sentry controls

and corrects your color picture.

Thirty times a second. Think of it

as a TV control room in your set.

To give you that great Zenith

picture—automatically

.

^£MW*^

COLOR SENTRY
The quality goes in before the name goes on.-

Color Sentry available in 1 3 through 25 (diagonal) screen sizes.

Shown: The Reynolds. SJ2543E, with Oak veneers on top and ends:

front and base of simulated wood. Simulated TV picture.
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'HENTHE QUEEN OF ENGLAND
yVANTED TO TAKE A SCULPTURED EAGLE

TOAMERICA,SHE CHOSE
— ONEBYAYNSLEY

The Queen perbdiially Ctirried the

Aynsley eagle to America as a gitt tor

its 200th birthday.

(Note; Aynsley's legendary

factory is a year older.

)

Indeed, the eagle is a work of art.

It is sculptured, fired & painted by
hand, like all the birds & beasts in

Aynsley's porcelain jungle.

In search of a majestic gift?

Visit the Aynsley Gallery at your

appointed shop. Or write for free

booklet, titled, "Beauty & The Birds

& The Beasts." Aynsley Bone China,

225 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010.

A member oi the Waterford

Crystal family.

Art for the love of wildlife.



,'\NNABEL OF AYNSLEY*

Capturing

Wildlife in

the Porcelain

Jungle.

"You can see into the heart of the

sculptor by watching his hands."

As she toured the porcelain jungle,

Annabel remembered the words of her

great ancestor, who founded the legendary

Aynsley China Works in Stoke-on-Trent

over 200 years ago.

She kept her eyes on the hands of the

artist who modelled a noble Aynsley eagle.

(The Queen of England later carried it to

Boston to celebrate America's bicentennial. I

She watched the hands of the deep-

etcher, who made every stroke come alive

with the firing of the bisque.

She studied the hands of the painter as

he captured wildlife with color so natural,

it challenged the senses.

"How you all must love God's crea-

tures," said Annabel, who knew so well

that the sculptor's hand was a messenger

of the heart.

W'rite for free booklet, tided. "Beauty

& The Birds & The Beasts." Avns/ey Bone

China. 225 Fifth Avenue. Neu- York. NY
lOOlO. A member of the Waterford Crystal

family. ptioic» itain
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^"Evas the night after, ,

,

.

.

. and all through the house, not a creature was stirring except the two of you as you sipp<

Amaretto di Saronno. The (m^nale, beautifully wrapped for the holidays in the green velv^ij

box with roses on the covet The gift of love from Saronno, the village of love. Whether yofe'

give it, or receive it, Amaretto di Saronno means a memorable night aftet crystal by Bacd
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salt away puffins, fulmars, and barrels of pilot whale meat.
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Authors

Dwindling supplies of firewood

in developing countries alerted

Edward S. Ayensu to the impor-

tance of fast-growing eucalyptus

trees, which are widely used as a

fuel source. His knowledge of the

subject led him to head a panel on
firewood energy resources held

earlier this year by the National

Academy of Sciences. A botanist

by training, Ayensu is the director

of the Smithsonian Institution's

Endangered Species Program and

secretary-general of the Interna-

tional Union of Biological Sci-

ences. He wrote "Beautiful Gam-
blers of the Biosphere," for the

October 1974 issue oi Natural His-

tory. New York-born Gail Rubin is

now living in Israel. Through her

work as a free-lance nature pho-

tographer, she became aware of the

subtle color changes in that coun-
try's arid regions and is now study-

ing this phenomenon in the Sinai

Desert.

^^
When John F. West first visited

the Faeroe Islands in 1956, he im-

mediately felt at home because the

villages reminded him of those in

his native England. Since then, he

has returned to the islands seven

times. West, who lectures at Trent

Polytechnic in Nottingham, Eng-
land, has spent many years study-

ing the history and literature of the

Faeroes and has written a history

of the islands, Faroe: The Emer-
gence of a Nation. Photographer
Michael Spring went to the islands

to find peace and quiet in which to

write a play. The beauty of the

islands, however, proved a greater

distraction than the bustle of New
York, where he wears still another
hat as editor of Literary Caval-
cade, a Scholastics Magazines pub-
lication.

A professional writer living

New Mexico, Stan Steiner is n(

in Venezuela, where he is study]

the cultural, ecological, and pol;

cal changes that rural people oi

developing country undergo wh
oil is discovered on their lands a

they begin working in oil fields a

industry. Steiner's article on t

prowess of ancient Chinese m
iners is taken from the last ir

series of four books he has co

pleted on non-European, nonwb
peoples who have contributed

the character of contempon
America. Steiner previously wrot

special supplement for Natural H
tory, "The Waning of the Wesi

which appeared in the June/Ji

1975 issue.
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Only one insfantfilm

givesyou fhis.M

bright,brilliantcolorby Kodak.

This Christmas give people what they really want from an instant camera—bright, brilliant

color! The kind of color you get with Kodak instant film, the heart of every Kodak instant camera.

See your good times come to color in minutes— in pictures protected by an elegant

Satinluxe™ finish. Pictures you can take using an accessory Kodak instant (electronic) flash.

Pictures that can be made into beautiful color copyprints

and enlargements.

This Christmas, remember—great
instant color starts with great instant color

film. PR-10 Kodak instant color film. The ^^^^ ^
heart of every Kodak instant camera. f ^MSSi I'^'^'^^^^^II!^
NOW SAVE $10 on Kodak instant cameras and

film. See your photo dealer for details.

"Kgdak gifts say^Open me first
.Jo save Chrisinias inpictures.



Jntil the end of November,
I en he returned to his native New
irk State, Peter Bernhardt taught

lany at the National University

I El Salvador in San Salvador,

iJer the sponsorship of the Peace

;rps and the Smithsonian Institu-

m's Environmental Program,

irnhardt's prime botanical in-

test is pollination ecology of high-

itude tropical terrestrial herbs,

though he had never felt drawn
(orchids before his arrival in El

Jvador, he found that the more
In 290 local species were "hard
( ignore even if I wanted to."

'irking in conjunction with the

Jjthsonian Institution on orchid

))tection and propagation, he has

^it seeds of more than fifty spe-

:s of both common and extremely

•e Salvadoran orchids to Wash-
(ton for cultivation.

A consulting geologist for Fondo
Nacional Exploracion Minera, an
agency of the Bolivian Ciovern-

ment, Juan Murioz is exploring the

hinterland of that country in

search of tin deposits. While on a

similar expedition in 1971—in

search of fluorite in the Patagonia
region of Argentina—he came
across the nesting islands of the

Chilean flamingo near the village of

Colan Conhue. Three years of

intermittent observation and film-

ing of the bird's reproductive activ-

ities followed. As a geologist,

Muiioz has trekked through many
of the less accessible reaches of

North and South America, giving

him the opportunity to pursue his

twin avocations of wildlife study

and pre-Columbian archeology.

ames H. Shaw conducted one of

\ first ecological and behavioral

Idles of the endangered red wolf
the early 1970s. An assistant pro-

liOT of biology at Oklahoma State

-iversity, he is now working on
I taxonomy, ecology, and socio-

nomic status of coyotes. Other
arch in progress includes a

y on elk ecology and fieldwork

the red fox. Coauthor Peter A.

i

Jordan is associate professor in the

Department of Entomology, Fish-

eries, and Wildlife at the University

of Minnesota. His recent research

has centered on the impact of

moose on forest vegetation and

aquatic ecosystems. He has also

studied wolves on Isle Royale, in

Lake Superior, as part of Durward

Allen's long-term program on that

island.

Taste the
extra aire we take
in makingThe

Christian Brothers
California Chablis.

Chablis is an old and noble

wine Lirea of Burgundy, justly

tamiuis ti)r itN dry white wine. Early

California winemakers adopted the

name for one of their own wines,

and wc still follow the custom
today. However, each winemaker
uses his own palate and standards

to determine the tnsre ofhisChnhli^

I think you will be pleasantly

impressed with the unusual depth

of character in our Chablis. It

has the flinty dry taste and well-

rounded body worthy of its her-

itage, and yet there is a definite

California quality.

The Christian Brothers

Chablis is made from our careful

selection of grapes. As with all

our wines, it has been blended

from several harvests and \ine-

yards, and then given all the time

it needs to come to life

before it leaves /^'Ttrti'?!?^
our cellars. fLhristiunBrolh.

This is a white

wine you can

ser\'e with almost

e\'ery food . . . one
that will be appre-

ciated for its good taste

at parties. For whether you choose

our California Chablis in the

regular bottle, or our economical

"four-for-dinner " 1.5 liter metric

magnum 1 50.7 tl o:. 1, it is always

the same wine, made by us alone tcp

our own traditional staiidards.

If you would like to know-

more aix)ut The Christian Brothers

wines, you may write to me.

Cellarmaster

The Christian Brothers*-

Napa Valley, California 94558

CHABLIS



Airs, Waters, and Places by Robert S. Desowitz and Louis H. M le

Dangerous Nymphs of Nantucket

In the wake of major
ecological changes, a small
arthropod has begun to

transmit a serious disease

to this island's upper crust

The rich are not like you and me.

They summer on Nantucket and

get babesiosis, hardly a household

word in the almanac of human ail-

ments. Not readily recognized by
the infectious disease pundits or

hotly pursued by the parasitologist,

this low-class, malarialike parasite

of rodents has come to plague the

residents of that idyllic Massachu-

setts island.

Babesia parasites have long been

known, particularly for infecting

domestic stock. In the warm, arid

climate of Australia, and at one

time in Texas, babesiosis resulted

in enormous economic loss to the

cattle industry. And before the out-

breaks on Nantucket, four well-

documented cases had occurred in

humans, the first of which was
discovered in Yugoslavia in 1957.

In each of these cases, however,

the infected individuals were im-

munologically deficient. All of

them had previously had their

spleens removed, an operation

that weakens one's immune de-

fense system. Generally speaking,

however, these animal parasites

were considered incapable of mak-

ing the enormous leap to humans.

But on Nantucket Island in 1969

they crossed the barrier. The list of

epidemiological-ecological ingredi-

ents that made this situation pos-

sible reads like the contents of a

The Ixodes scapularis nymph
(magnified 247 times) feeds on

the blood of rodents and humans
by penetrating the skin with

formidable mouthparts.

witch's caldron—sheep, deer, mice,

ticks, Babesia parasites, bayberry,

and scrubland.

From this brew emerged the

evil genie that was to possess a

long-time summer resident of Nan-

tucket Island. The patient had en-

joyed remarkably good health for

most of her 59 years, but in July

1969, she found herself in a New
Brunswick, New Jersey, hos-

pital. Two months earlier,

had closed her home in Santa

bara, California, to make her anj

summer pilgrimage to Nantucl

where she owned a pleasant e!|

in a scrubland area near the

Early in July, she began to si

from a high fever, abdonl

cramps, and a depressed stateJ

spite a battery of medical tests!

cause of her ailment did not cfne

A. Spielman and C. M.



The Great Pacific&Orient Cruise
of theQueen Elizabeth 2:

A legendary voyage on
the Greatest Ship in theWorld, including visits

to the People's Republic of China!

! January 16, 1978, Queen
;abeth 2 embarks on an extraordi-

,y voyage to the other side of the

(id: the Great Pacific & Orient

; ise. For three months, she'll sail to

ne of the most exotic and fabled

res on earth—the breath-taking

; fids of the South Seas, Australia

,

iv Zealand, Japan, Singapore,

I ig Kong, and, again this year, an

;ursion into the People's Republic

lihina.

or the second time in history,

2 passengers will have the option

tour from Hong Kong to Canton,

ie People's Republic of China.

> limited groups will continue on
eking, the forbidden city, and the

at Wall, or to the beautiful garden

of Kweilin.

hroughout the cruise, you'll

experience the magnificence of the

Queen Elizabeth 2, the finest ship

ever designed for extensive cruising.

A dazzling environment of outdoor

fun and indoor elegance and excite-

ment...shops, cocktail lounges,

dance floors, nightclubs, a cinema,

dining rooms and what is considered

by many to be the finest restaurant in

the world.

Rates are from $8,900 to $35,000
per person, double occupancy, for

the full 90 day cruise from New York.

Or you may join the Queen in Florida

(86 days, from $8,600) or Los

Angeles (62 days, from $6,450).

If you do not have time for the

i *

entire voyage, you can still share part

of the Green's splendid adventure.

Choose from 23 sector caiises, or 10

inclusive air/sea vacations (in con-

junction with Pan Am and Thomas
Cook). Sail from Los Angeles, for

example, to the South Sea islands.

New Zealand and Australia. Stay at a

Great Barrier Reef resort, then fly

home via Honolulu. 30 days, from as

little as $4,679.

The cruise of a lifetime. Or a lively

vacation. The choice is yours, at your

own price. Make your reservations

now. See your travel agent or write

Mr Vaughan Rickard, Cunard,

555 Fifth Avenue, New York,

N.Y 10017

CUNARD
Great ships of British Registry since 1840



to light. The fever persisted, the

depressed state worsened, and the

woman felt the will to live slipping

from her.

A New Jersey physician vaca-

tioning on Nantucket persuaded

the ill woman to enter the hospital

he was affiliated with, where, in

addition to her other symptoms,

she was found to be suffering from
pronounced anemia. Chance now
intervened. A technician employed
in the hospital laboratory, who had

served in the Army Medical

Corps in Vietnam, noticed forms

in the patient's blood that were

remarkably similar to the malaria

parasites he had seen in Vietnam.

The patient, however, had never

traveled in the tropics and Nan-
tucket is hardly an area of endemic

malaria. The stained blood smear

was then air-mailed to the Center

for Disease Control in Atlanta,

where parasitologists provisionally

identified the parasite as a species

of Babesia.

The annals of medical literature

are studded with reports of infec-

tious oddities: rare and often bizarre

instances of alien pathogens infect-

ing humans. Was this an example

of one of these isolated cases or

did the woman's infection herald

a true zoonosis—a disease of ani-

mal parasite origins? The answer

began to appear four years later

when a second person from Nan-

tucket was diagnosed as having

babesiosis. In 1975 seven more
cases were reported from the island

and during the summer of 1976

another five vacationers were in-

fected. At the time, a zoonotic

outbreak of babesiosis seemed to

have struck Nantucket; however,

no new cases have appeared this

year.

There are various species of

Babesia, all containing a wisp of

cytoplasm and a minute dot of

nucleus. Within the red blood cell,

they appear deceptively similar to

Plasmodium falciparum , the malig-

nant tertian malaria organism. In-

deed, considerable parasitological

connoisseurship is required to dis-

tinguish between the two kinds of

parasites. This morphological sim-

ilarity has led to a diagnosis of

malaria in some patients suffering

from babesiosis.

Within the red blood cell the

Babesia parasite divides asexually

once or twice. The cell then dis-

rupts, releasing the parasites.

which proceed to invade new host

red blood cells. Not all the patho-

genic mechanisms associated with

babesiosis are fully understood, but

anemia, due to continuing red

blood cell destruction, is a hallmark

of the untreated infection. Another

symptom in humans is severe de-

pression. Whether this is caused

by a chemical reaction to the para-

site is not known.
Unlike the malaria parasite,

which is transmitted by mos-

quitoes, the obligatory vector of

Babesia is the tick, that grotesque

arthropod that dog owners soundly

curse each time their animals re-

turn from wandering in the under-

brush. The Babesia reproduce

within the tick but this phase of

their biology is not well known,
mainly because their unisex ap-

pearance has made scientific spec-

tatorship difficult. Researchers do
know that the tiny wormlike off-

spring first invade the tick's epi-

thelial cells, undergo division, and

finally invade the salivary glands.

When the tick next feeds, the para-

site is capable of infecting a warm-
blooded host.

The gaps in our knowledge of

Babesia biology illustrate the occa-

sional slow pace of scientific prog-

ress. In 1893, T Smith and F. L.

Kilbourne, two Americans studying

cattle babesiosis in Texas (where

it is commonly called red water

fever) determined that the parasite

was transmitted by the tick. The
discovery that a parasite of warm-
blooded animals could, indeed

must, jump the biological gulf to

develop in the cold blood of in-

vertebrates in order to effect trans-

mission boggled the scientific com-
munity.

Those who have suffered tick

bites or attempted to dislodge a

tick's mouthparts tenaciously bur-

ied in their skin would agree with

Aristotle's complaint that ticks are

"disgusting parasitic animals."

They belong to the Arachnida, a

class of arthropods that includes

the spiders and mites. To survive,

grow, and reproduce, ticks must
drink the blood of their hosts. Most
species partake of this sanguine diet

by a kind of movable feast. After

hatching from the egg, the small six-

legged larva attaches itself to, and
feeds on, a host, then molts to an
eight-legged, sexually immature
nymph (a term coined by an ento-

mologist with a particularly mor-

dant wit). The nymph contin

feeding on the same host until ad

hood, when it switches to a seco

usually larger host species.

Between meals, most

species drop from their hosts

either hide on the ground or c

to vegetation and await a new hi

In temperate regions, adults

immature stages of ticks can o>

winter and will renew their sea

for a suitable host in the wan
of the late spring sun. Like vi

ally all other bloodsucking art!

pods, each tick species posses

genetically programmed idios

cracies and restrictions as to h;

tat and host preferences. Whe
a particular species can coloni2

particular ecological niche depe
to a great extent on its ability

withstand desiccation.

So much for the biology less

The diagnosis and subsequ

escalation in the number of clin

cases of human babesiosis on N
tucket resulted in the mobil

tion of an army of experts. Sci

tists from the Center for Dise

Control, the Harvard School

Public Health, and the Laborat

of Parasitic Diseases of the 1

tional Institutes of Health flocl

to Nantucket to begin the detect

work to determine the causal

factors and extent of infection

humans and animals. The appro;

they took to understanding

Babesia outbreak was an exam
of how the exotic arts of the labc

tory and the enigmatic arts of <

demiology can work in tandem.

Before the outbreak on N
tucket, babesiosis had never h

considered a significant threat

public health since only those v

were immunologically comj

mised by lack of a spleen appea

to be susceptible. But the pec

on Nantucket who had come dc

with the disease were healthy, r

mal individuals prior to infecti

That this did not fit the patten

the European experience gave

to the suspicion that another,

yet unidentified species of Babt

was involved in Nantucket.

Thus the first priority was to

termine the species of paras

Fortunately for the investigate

the patients continued to si

parasites in their blood des

chemotherapy and the abatemer

their clinical symptoms. Bl

from these patients was innc

lated into a variety of laborai



AUIXURYCOUPETHATOTFERS

' TRQDUCING THE BMW 630CSi .

riiis year, the Bavarian Motor

'^rksot Munich, Germany will

rnufacture less than four thousand

llW Coupes for the entire world.

Yet, what makes it so rare

long the world's luxury coupes is

h while all affect the racy lines and

I" trappings of the true GT car, the

31W 630CSI truly is one.

While the 630CSi features as

=;tiiy a list of luxury items as one
iM reasonably require of an auto-

supple leattier, full-power

ones, etc.— it provides a driv-

-erience so unusual, so exhila-

,-. tjiat it will spoil you for any
I er car.

In proclaiming the BMW Coupe
ft best GT car in the world. Town &
' intry magazine's automotive

' ty put it this way: "Before

sing people learned that you

jpply any name to any kind of

uT stood for Grand Touring,

i:h, simply stated, means a

^ed. two-door car with consider-

5 style and considerable perfor-

ice. . . I can't think of a better ex-

;'5sion of the GT idea than this car."

BENEATH ITS LUXURY IS A CAR
WORTH OWNING .

If the Bavarian Motor Works is

known for anything, it is superb, in-

novative engineering. And the BMW
630CSi IS a direct reflection of this

cache of engineenng intelligence.

Its suspension—independent on

all four wheels— IS quick and clean

through the corners; its steering

sharp and accurate.

Its four-speed manual transmis-

sion (automatic is available) slips

precisely into each gear. And its

acceleration comes up smoothly, with

the turbine-like whine so characteris-

tic of the justifiably renowned 3-liter

BMW engine.

SUPERB ENGINEERING
SHOU LDN'T BE CONFINED TO A
CAR'S MECHANICAL PARTS .

Traditionally the domain of the

stylist, the interior of the BMW
630CSi—while rife with creature

comforts and complete in every

sense— IS ergonomically engineered

to the nth degree.

All seats are orthopedically

molded; both front seats are infinitely

adjustable.

Controls are within easy reach

and all instruments are instantly visi-

ble in an innovative three-zone con-

trol panel that curves out toward the

driver in the manner of an airplane

cockpit.

So thorough is the integration of

human and machine that the driver

literally functions as one of the car's

working parts—the human part that

completes the mechanical circuit.

Intnguing? "...my feeling goes

beyond mere respect. ..." writes the

European automotive journal. Car. of

the BMW Coupe.

"This one for me, is the definitive

BMW, the epitome of the character

that the Bavarian company set out to

develop..."

LET US ARRANGE A TEST DRIVE
FOR YOU .

If you'd care to judge the BMW
Coupe for yourself, simply phone us,

toll-free, at (800) 243-6000

(Conn. 1-800-882-6500)

and we'll arrange a

thorough test drive for

you at your convenience.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
Bavarian Motoi Works, iviunich, Germany.

BMW of North America. Inc.



An historic collection of bronze sculptures to be issued in limited edition by The Franklin Min

SUBSCRIPTION DEADLINE: DECEMBER 31,1977.

"/ do solemnly swear that I will faithfully

execute the Office of the President of the

United States and will, to the best of my
ability, preserve, protect and defend the

Constitution of the United States. So help

me God.

"

Speaking these words under oath, thirty-

eight Americans have in turn assumed the

duties of the most powerful elective office

in the world —the Presidency of the United

States of America. They have guided our

nation through Umes of peace and conflict,

from past glories to present greatness.

Now, to honor each of the men who have

held that high office, an historic collection

of original sculptured bronze busts is being

created. This will be the first such collec-

tion ever to honor all the Presidents of the

United States.

Superbly sculptured works of art

The original sculptures for The Presiden-

tial Bronzes will be created by the artists

of the world-famous Franklin Mint exclu-

sively for this important new collection.

This is a vast and challenging undertaking.

Each sculptured bronze bust will be based

on painstaking historical research. And
each will be a superb work of art that cap-

tures the character and greatness of the

President it honors.

Here, for example, is the calm strength

of George Washington. The intelligence of

Thomas Jefferson. The care-worn lines on
the brow of Abraham Lincoln. The sturdy,

common sense of Harry S Truman. The
characteristic warmth and dignity of

Dwight D. Eisenhower. Each is an extraor-

dinarily compelling work — powerful and
true to life.

Hand-cast in solid bronze
Great national leaders have been memori-
alized in bronze throughout history. And
the finest of these bronzes have been cast

using the "lost-wax" process.

Every bronze sculpture in this outstand-

ing collection will be individually hand-

cast in that same time-honored methoi Sff

addition, each bronze will be meticulo ife

finished by hand to impart a warm IJ

lustrous patina to the sculpture. fli

Available by subscription only *

The Presidential Bronzes will be cas *'

order in a single, limited edition. They '^

be issued exclusively to subscribers at
""

rate of one per month. I \
There is an absolute limit of one co||5v|



I-'' k^

'D/^/???^€4^ /4.^i.^^^#i'i?/^m M/z/e^f^'de'"^^

person, and the subscription dead-

ecemberSl, 1977. The issue price

i: $29.50 for each bronze sculpture

billed on a convenient monthly

5 This issue price — an exceptionally

tjle one for hand-cast, sohd bronze

p res of such artistic excellence — is

; teed to you for the entire series.

lagnificent gallery display

Isome, hardwood wall cabinet to

Be complete collection of thirty-eight

:ntial Bronzes will be provided to

ibscriber at no additional charge.

Ition, the bronzes will be accom-

by hardwood pedestals of different

, so that the collection may be dis-

in a variety of arrangements.

1 subscriber will also receive a spe-

mtten book, describing each Pres-

term of office— adding further to

Dyment of owning the collection.

Vn important opportunity

lericans who value our unique her-

f the Presidency . . . and for those

who appreciate finely crafted works of

enduring beauty . . . this historic collection

of original bronze sculptures will be an im-

portant and rewarding acquisition indeed.

To enter your subscription, mail the

application below by December 31 , 1977.

All applications must be postmarked by

that date to be eligible for acceptance.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

(^M^'/i&i/^/k^/^^

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The Presiden-

tial Bronzes, consisting of thirty-eight bronze

portrait busts honoring all the Presidents of the

United States, to be issued to me at the rate of

one per month beginning in Januar>' 1978.

I need send no money now. I will be billed

$29.50° for each bronze sculpture in advance

of its shipment.

I will also receive a specially designed hard-

wood display cabinet to house the complete

collection, at no additional charge.

Valid only if postmarked by

December 31. 1977.

Limit: One collection per subscriber.

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss-

Address-

City-

Signature- State. Zip_



A camera can explore the world in

ways your eyes cant, stopping action

ttiafs just a blur, bringing ttie distant up
close, capturing fine detail you might

miss. But the camera isn't an end in itself.

Its only as creative as

the photographer

behind it.

The Canon AE-1 can
make you a rnore ere-

'

ative photographer be-

cause it gives you
almost total creative

freedom through com- L^,^, ,

plete exposure automa- i^.i^lf^
tion. To use it, you just '5^ji^
focus and shoot. You
simply forget you're using a camera and
instead start creating beautiful photo-

graphs. And with this kind of direct op-

eration comes a versatility that's limited

only by your imagination.

A, you have the option of motorized film

advance so you're ready for every shot, or

sequence photography of every move
your subject makes, at up to two frames

per second. And the Speedlite 155A elim-

inates flash mistakes

forever, because it sets
'' the AE-1 's aperture

and shutter speed.

Automatically

Both the AE-1 and its

sister camera, the AT-1

are capable of handling

almost any photo-

graphic challenge, ac-

cepting almost forty

Canon interchangeable

lenses and dozens of accessories.

If you re interested in bringing your cre-

ativity to life in pictures, you should be in-

terested in the Canon AE-1 or AT-1. Both
are very affordable. And both will bring you

With the AE-1's unique Power Winder worlds of photographic satisfaction.

EKplore a uuorlil ofyour ouin
creation.

^

eap^^^

anon

i

animals. Three weeks later

besia parasites appeared in

blood of experimentally infec

hamsters. A monkey also bees

infected. The species was ide

fied as Babesia microti, a para

commonly found in certain v

rodents throughout almost the

tire temperate zone of the wo]

What had happened? Was the N
tucket B. microti a mutant
dowed with an ability to infec

broader host range than its par

strain? Or had a peculiar ass«

blage of conditions brought m
tick, parasite, and rodent host

gether in such a way as to fac

tate human infection?

An attempt was made to ans'

these questions by analyzing

B. microti species. Scientists t

compared the character of the i

enzymes from different B. mici

isolates. The chemical proces

that make life possible are cataly:

by proteins called enzymes, wit

specific enzyme responsible fo

specific step in the cell's chemist

Since the basic chemistry of all

is remarkably similar, the sa

enzyme (isoenzyme) performs

same task (such as breaking do

sugar for energy) in animals rang

from amoebas to zebras. But wl

they do the same thing, the i

enzymes of different species h;

different physical properties, s

these differences can be visuali

by the pattern the enzymes m;

when migrating in an electril

starch gel. The changes may
subtle but the investigative metl

is so sensitive it can detect mutat

leading to incipient speciation

Researchers applied this pow
ful probe, gel electrophoresis,

comparing isoenzymes extrac

from "Nantucket human" B
croti and from strains isolated fr

wild rodents inhabiting Nantuc
and England. No differences w
found.

While the parasite species I

now been definitely identified as

microti, the question remainedS'

to its origins. Which species of •

dents acted as reservoir hosts ;
i

how prevalent was the infect i

among them? Using peanut bu ^

as bait, the researchers trap; I

mice, voles, and rats. They '

covered that only deer mice (Pt

myscus leucopus) and voles {Mii

tus pennsylvanicus) were infecl

Now the Babesia species and

reservoir hosts were known.

mmmmmmm



searchers still had not identified

e transmitting tick. The trapped

lies and deer mice carried both

val and nymphal stages of two

k species. One was Dennacen-
variahilis, whose adults feed

linly on dogs; the other was a

ecies resembling Ixodes scapii-

'is, whose adults prefer deer. The
ung of these species are not ex-

isive to rodents and will bite

mans who brush by the vegeta-

m on which they rest. While all

; evidence is not in, the species

sembling /. scapitlaris appears

ely to be the vector.

[The development of /. scapu-

[is coincides neatly with the tour-

i
season . In early summer the

kmphal ticks, already infected

Uh their charge of Babesia, await

t;ir next hosts, primarily rodents,

; hough humans will do. Most of

le human babesiosis cases on
tntiicket have occurred in late

miner and early fall. The infec-

t ns that occurred in the summer
\"re presumably transmitted by
'? bites of nymphal Ixodes ticks.

inng the fall, the ticks feed on
: hlood of deer and then, as the

wither turns colder, drop off to

ceivvinter on the ground.

Finally, the investigators wanted
t know the full extent of human
besiosis on Nantucket. Were the

ignosed cases only the tip of the

heig or did those with clinical

mi testations represent the limit

'. the infections? Analyses of the

Lta disclosed that all those with

s^iptoms severe enough to seek

rdical help were older people,

nging in age from 52 to 85 years.

^3st of them were also economi-
c ly well ofiF. Generally, the more
airious homes on Nantucket are

aled some distance from the

ul dunes and beaches, in an area

It, ecologically, is cheek by jowl

vth the scrub, the natural habitat

ctick and deer.

\gain, the laboratory served epi-

drniology. Infection, even when
criically inapparent, will elicit anti-

bdy that may persist for some
yirs. The detection of these anti-

bjies can provide a highly useful

t'ltale as to who has or has had the

iiection. A full-scale "bleed" of

^.ntucket's permanent and sum-
rr population has not yet been
cried out, but the results of the

fi;t "grab bag" sample suggest a

hh risk of infection. Approxi-
n tely 2 percent of the people

whose blood was tested showed
antibody against B. microti, yet the

great majority of these people could

not recall having any of the malaria-

like symptoms of the clinically af-

flicted. At the relatively nonpatho-

genic end of the infection, however,
the symptoms may be so ephemeral
as to go unnoticed.

While members of all age groups
have apparently been infected,

clinical babesiosis seems to be a

senior citizen's disease. This

agrees with the topsy-turvy im-

munological pattern that animal

babesiosis has shown. Young
domestic animals are highly toler-

ant of Babesia infections, while

older animals are particularly sus-

ceptible. Ranchers have exploited

this age-specific resistance by pur-

posely infecting young stock,

which ultimately produces an im-

munity that protects them in later

life. If older animals without anti-

body were moved into tick-infested

range, they would rapidly sicken

with babesiosis and the mortality

would be high.

We can only speculate upon the

historical dynamics that led to the

present situation on Nantucket.

Retrospective epidemiology is a

diflFicult and sometimes dangerous

exercise. And the problem of re-

constructing the epidemiological

events associated with Nantucket
babesiosis is even more thorny

because there is no precedent or

parallel experience to guide the de-

ductive process.

The visitor to Nantucket gains

an impression of unspoiled, un-

changed permanence reaching to a

distant past. The carefully nurtured

and protected island is indeed a

delight, but major changes in its

landscape have occurred even

within living memory.
Prior to colonial settlement.

Nantucket was probably forested.

Indians hunted deer here with the

aid of selective burning, which

seemed to cause little permanent

ecological disturbance. During the

mid-seventeenth century, British

commercial enterprise began with

the collecting of sassafras, which

at the time was selling very nicely

on the London market as an aphro-

disiac. These early porn brokers

were succeeded by a more somber

lot of farmers who made the island

into a sort of ovine condominium,

the land being held in common
through a system of shares allotted

to individual sheep farmers. The
sheep population burgeoned and,

according to historical reports,

reached an estimated 10,000 to

17,000 by 1875. .Sheep arc highly

efficient grazers and this large pop-

ulation not only deforested the is-

land but also reduced it to close-

cropped pasturage. Photographs

taken in the early 1900s show an

island of grass unrelieved by a

single tree.

Sometime during the nineteenth

century the combination of dwin-

dling forest cover and increased

hunting exterminated the deer and
probably the tick /. scapularis.

The absence of higher vegetation

produces a desiccating environ-

ment inimical to survival for many
tick species. For many years, the

Russians have recommended in-

tensive pasturage by domestic

stock as a means of controlling

ticks and tick-borne diseases.

In the mid- 1 850s Nantucket's

ecology again began to change as

the island's economy slumped with

the decline of both its whaling and

sheep industries. The common land

system had already come under

attack by wealthy proprietors who
in 1812 petitioned the Supreme
Court to cede them large acreages.

Later, cranberry farmers—and

then the wealthy in search of sum-

mer retreats—progressively re-

duced the amount of land grazed

by sheep. With their disappear-

ance, the island underwent a botan-

ical transformation. Wes TifFney,

head of the University of Massa-

chusetts field station on Nan-
tucket, believes that the prolifera-

tion of indigenous bayberry facili-

tated the changes that took place

in the former sheep pastures. He
and his colleagues have shown that,

like legumes, bayberry fixes nitro-

gen and thus enriches the soil. As
a result, since 1890 most of inland

Nantucket has grown up in heath

and scrubland, ideal habitat for

ticks. In 1830, settlers introduced

pine trees to serve as windbreaks

and their spread into discrete forest

stands provided the sanctuary nec-

essary for the deer's comeback.

The first deer to return came by

sea. In 1922, a Nantucket fisher-

man rescued an exhausted buck as

it swam from the mainland. Four

years later, two does were imported

from Michigan, and additional deer

were brought in during the 1930s.

This meager nucleus has now pro-
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duced a herd estimated at between
500 and 1,000 animals.

At some point when deer were
being imported, the /. scapularis-

like tick covertly came with them.

It, too, flourished and has now be-

come the dominant tick species on
the island. The reason for its pro-

liferation is somewhat of a mys-
tery. During entomological surveys

of Nantucket in 1937, 1941, and
1944 no /. scapularis were found.

However, /. muris, a tick species

exclusive to rodents, was abundant
on these animals. This species

probably cycled B. microti from
rodent to rodent. By 1976 a strik-

ing change in the nature of the tick

population had taken place. /.

muris had virtually disappeared

and the /. scapularis-\{\^& tick pre-

dominated.

At this point, conjecture must
embellish the facts. What brought

about the change in tick popula-

tion? Was this change crucial for

the transmission of B. microti to

humans? The displacement of a

native species by an introduced

species has occurred many times in

many ecosystems. Perhaps this oc-

curred when the /. scapularis-like

tick came to Nantucket. After all,

there are just so many field mice to

go around and /. scapularis may
have consistently come to dinner

before /. muris. Then, too, the

deer host of adult /. scapularis is so

much larger than the rodent host

of the /. muris adult that it would
be reasonable to assume that deer

could support a much larger num-
ber of ticks. More adult /. scapu-
laris ticks would produce more
eggs and, in turn, more larvae,

which could outcompete /. muris
for hosts.

If we make the broad assump-
tion that human babesiosis did not

occur in Nantucket prior to the

establishment of a sizable /. scapu-
laris population, then why did only

this species and not /. muris trans-

mit the infection to man? Perhaps
/. scapularis is more catholic and
aggressive in its taste. The sheer

density of /. scapularis may have
also been an important factor. An-
other possibility is that this species

occupied an ecological niche that

brought it into closer contact with

humans than did /. muris. Or per-

haps /. scapularis is a more effi-

cient biological host of B. microti

than is /. muris. Or it may be a

combination of some or all of these

factors. Perhaps the true story w
never be completely known
though the testing of these hypot
eses in order to predict, prever

or control babesiosis outbreaks

Nantucket and elsewhere would I

important.

Nantucket should not be pi

tured as an island embattled I

babesiosis. The number of clinic

cases have, so far, been mode
and nonfatal. Nevertheless, tl

risk is there and those who lack

spleen or are otherwise immun
logically unresponsive should exe

cise caution if they visit the islani

There is no drug to provide an ea;

cure. The antimalarials are ineffe

tive, and the treatment given catt

is too toxic for man except in situ

tions of dire emergency. Nor
there a simple solution that wou
interrupt the chain of transmissioi

other than reducing or eliminatii

the deer population. We do m
even know the limits of the infe

tion. Isolated cases have occurr<

outside Nantucket, on Martha

Vineyard, Shelter Island, and Mo
tauk, Long Island, but all the e\

dence now suggests that the cone

tions inherent on a tight little islai

are responsible for the continuati(

of the disease in humans.
Human babesiosis on Nantuck

represents yet another assault c

our sense of complacency. Tl

truly great accomplishment
medical science during the la

century has been the discovery

efi'ective means to combat the ii

fectious diseases caused by ba

teria, viruses, and parasites. Whi
vaccines, antibiotics, and the flui

toilet have admirably protected i

from many pathogens, the last wi

has not yet been fought. Old di

eases such as influenza and m
laria are flourishing and new on(

such as Lassa fever, legionnaire

disease, and human babesiosis a

always a threat. If we accept tl

necessity of a strong military po

ture in times of peace, it seen

just as reasonable to train aii

maintain an army of medical ej

perts against these new pathogeri

invaders.

Robert S. Desowitz teaches trap

cal medicine at the University

Hawaii and Louis H. Miller direcl

malaria research at the Laboraton

ofParasitic Diseases, National 1\\

stitutes of Health.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Goil

Caring Groups and Selfish Genes

Recent attacks have failed
to downgrade the role

of individuals in evolution

The world of objects can be ar-

ranged as a hierarchy, box within

box. Molecules are made of atoms,

crystals are made of molecules, and

so on, to minerals, to rocks, the

earth, the solar system, the galaxy

made of stars, and the universe of

galaxies. DiflFerent forces work at

diflFerent levels. Rocks fall by
gravity. At the atomic and molecu-

lar level, gravity is so weak that

standard calculations ignore it.

Life, too, has many levels, and

each has its role in the evolutionary

process. Consider three major lev-

els: genes, organisms, and species.

Genes are blueprints for organisms;

organisms are the building blocks

of species. Evolution requires vari-

ation, for natural selection cannot

operate without alternatives to

choose among. Mutation is the ulti-

mate source of variation, and genes

are the unit of variation. Individual

organisms are the units of selec-

tion. But individuals do not evolve

—they can only grow, reproduce,

and die. Evolutionary change oc-

curs in groups of interacting organ-

isms; species are the unit of evolu-

tion. In short, as philosopher David
Hull writes, genes mutate, individ-

uals are selected, and species

evolve. Or so the orthodox. Dar-

winian view proclaims.

The identification of individuals

as the unit of selection is a central

theme in Darwin's thought. This

idea underlies his most radical

claim: that evolution is purposeless

and without inherent direction. As I

argued in my column for April

1977, Darwin's theory transfers to

biology the individualism of Adam
Smith's laissez faire economics.

Smith had argued that a well-

regulated economy, apparently har-

monious and stable, would arise as

a natural result of untrammeled
self-interest, actively pursued by
all. Many would lose and fall by
the wayside, while winners would
check and balance each other. Dar-

win contended that the exquisite

balance of nature had no "higher"
cause. Evolution does not recog-

nize the "good of the ecosystem"
or even the "good of the species."

Any harmony or stability is only an
indirect result of individuals relent-

lessly pursuing their own self-in-

terest—in modem parlance, getting

more of their genes into future gen-

erations by greater reproductive

success. Individuals are the unit of

selection; the "struggle for ex-

istence" is a matter among indi-

viduals.

In the last fifteen years, how-
ever, challenges to Darwin's focus

on individuals have sparked some
lively debates among evolutionists.

These challenges have come from
above and below. From above,
Scottish biologist V.C. Wynne-
Edwards raised orthodox hackles

fifteen years ago by arguing that

groups, not individuals, are units of

selection, at least for the evolution

of social behavior. From below,
English biologist Richard Dawkins
has recently raised my hackles
with his claim that genes them-
selves are units of selection, and
individuals merely their temporary
receptacles.

Wynne-Edwards presented his

defense of "group selection" in a

long book entitled Animal Dispi

sion in Relation to Social Behavi

(New York: Hafner, 1962). He
gan with a dilemma: Why, if in

viduals only struggle to maximi

their reproductive success, do
many species seem to maint!

their populations at a fairly c(

stant level, well matched to 1

resources available? The traditioi

Darwinian answer invoked exten

constraints of food, climate, a

predation: only so many can be f<

so the rest starve (or freeze

get eaten), and numbers sta

lize. Wynne-Edwards, on the otl

hand, argued that animals regul;

their own populations by gaugi

the restrictions of their envin

ment and regulating their own
production accordingly. He rec<

nized right away that such a the(

contravened Darwin's insistei

on "individual selection" for

required that many individuals lii

or forgo their own reproduction

the good of their group.

Wynne-Edwards postulated tl

a species is divided into many mc
or-less discrete groups. Soi

groups never evolved a way to re

late their reproduction. Wit)

these groups, individual select]

reigned supreme. In good yea

populations rose and the grot

flourished; in bad years, the gro

could not regulate itself and fac

severe crash and even extincti(

Other groups developed systems

regulation in which many in

viduals sacrificed their reprodi

tion for the group's benefit I

impossibility if selection can oi

encourage individuals to seek th

own advantage). These groups s

vived the good and the bad. Eve
tion is a struggle among groups, i
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individuals. And groups survive if

they regulate their populations by
the altruistic acts of individuals. "It

is necessary," Wynne-Edwards
wrote, "to postulate that social

organizations are capable of pro-

gressive evolution and perfection as

entities in their own right."

Wynne-Edwards reinterpreted

most animal behavior in this light.

The environment, if you will, prints

only so many tickets for reproduc-

tion. Animals then compete for

tickets through elaborate systems
of conventionalized rivalry. In ter-

ritorial species, each parcel of land

has a ticket and animals (usually

males) posture for the parcels.

Losers accept gracefully and re-

treat to peripheral celibacy for the

good of all. (Wynne-Edwards, of

course, does not impute conscious

intent to winners and losers. He
imagines that some unconscious
hormonal mechanism underlies the

good grace of losers.)

In species with dominance hier-

archies, tickets are allotted to the

appropriate number of places, and
animals compete for rank. Compe-
tition is by bluff and posture, for

animals must not destroy each
other by fighting like gladiators.

They are, after all, only competing
for tickets to benefit the group. The
contest is more of a lottery than a

test of skills; an allotment of the

right number of tickets is far more
important than who wins. "The
conventionalization of rivalry and
the foundation of society are one
and the same thing," Wynne-
Edwards proclaimed.

But how do animals know the

number of tickets? Clearly, they

cannot, unless they can census their

own populations. In his most strik-

ing hypothesis, Wynne-Edwards
suggested that flocking, swarming,

communal singing, and chorusing

evolved through group selection as

an effective device for censusing.

He included "the singing of birds,

the trilling of katydids, crickets and
frogs, the underwater sounds of

fish, and the flashing of fireflies."

Darwinians came down hard on
Wynne-Edwards in the decade
following his book. They pursued
two strategies. First, they accepted

most of Wynne-Edwards's ob-

servations, but reinterpreted them
as examples of individual selection.

They argued, for example, that who
wins is what dominance hierarchies

and territoriality are all about. If

the sex ratio between males and

females is near 50:50 and if success-

ful males monopolize several fe-

males, then not all males can breed.

Everyone competes for the Dar-

winian prize of passing more genes

along. The losers don't walk away
with grace, content that their sacri-

fices increase the common good.

They have simply been beaten;

with luck, they will win on their

next try. The result may be a well-

regulated population, but the mech-
anism is individual struggle. Adam
Smith's invisible hand operates

again—order and harmony from the

pursuit of personal gain alone.

Virtually all Wynne-Edwards's
examples of apparent altruism can
be rephrased just as well as tales of

individual selfishness. In many
flocks of birds, for example, the

first individual that spots a predator

utters a warning cry. The flock

scatters but, according to group
selectionists, the crier has saved

his flockmates by calling attention

to himself—self-destruction (or at

least danger) for the good of the

flock. Groups with altruist criers

prevailed in evolution over all-

selfish, silent groups, despite the

danger to individual altruists. But
the debates have brought forth at

least a dozen alternatives that inter-

pret crying as beneficial for the

crier. The cry may put the flock in

random motion, thus befuddling

the predator and making it less

likely that he will catch anyone, in-

cluding the crier. Or the crier may
wish to retreat to safety but dares

not break rank to do it alone, lest

the predator detect an individual

out of step. So he cries to bring the

flock along with him. As the crier,

he may be disadvantaged relative

to flockmates (or he may not, as the

first to safety), but he may still be
better off than if he had kept silent

and allowed the predator to take

someone (perhaps himself) at

random.
The second strategy against

Wynne-Edwards reinterprets ap-

parent acts of disinterested altruism

as selfish devices to propagate
genes through surviving kin—the

theory of kin selection (discussed

twice in this column. May and No-
vember 1976). Siblings, on average,

share half their genes. If you die to

save three sibs, you pass on 150

percent of yourself through their

reproduction. Again, you have
acted for your own evolutionary

benefit, if not for your corpoul'

continuity. Kin selection is a fc r

of Darwinian individual selecti

These alternatives do not (

prove group selection, for tl

merely reteU its stories in the m e

conventional Darwinian mode if

individual selection. The dust

yet to settle on this contentii

issue but a consensus (perhaps i-

correct) seems to be emergi;.

Most evolutionists would n

admit that group selection i

occur in certain special situati( j

(species made of many very ([;-

Crete, socially cohesive groupsjn

direct competition with evh

other). But they regard such sit i-

tions as uncommon if only becai e

discrete groups are often n

groups, leading to a preference r

kin selection as an explanation!

altruism within the group.

Yet, just as individual select n

emerged relatively unscarred aljr

its battle from above with grcp

selection, some other evolutionis

launched an attack from bekk
Genes, they argue, not individi s

are the units of selection. Tl

begin by recasting Butler's farm

aphorism that a hen is merely c

egg's way of making another e

;

An animal, they argue, is o \

DNA's way of making more D> ,.

Richard Dawkins has put the c ;

most forcefully in his recent b( k

The Selfish Gene (New York: (

ford University Press, 1976).

body," he writes, "is the ger

way of preserving the genes i-

altered."

For Dawkins, evolution is

battle among genes, each seek

;

to make more copies of its *

Bodies are merely the places wh e

genes aggregate for a time. Boc s.

are temporary receptacles, surv il

machines manipulated by ge s

and tossed away on the geok c

scrapheap once genes have re i

cated and slaked their insatic e

thirst for more copies of themsel s

in bodies of the next generatii.

He writes:

"We are survival machine

-

robot vehicles blindly programr i

to preserve the selfish moleci

known as genes. . . .

"They swarm in huge colon

safe inside gigantic lumbering )

bots . . . they are in you and
they created us, body and mi

and their preservation is the i

mate rationale for our existenc

Dawkins explicitly abandons
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Darwinian concept of individuals

as units of selection: "I shall argue

that the fundamental unit of selec-

tion, and therefore of self-interest,

is not the species, nor the group,

nor even, strictly, the individual. It

is the gene, the unit of heredity."

Thus, we should not talk about kin

selection and apparent altruism.

Bodies are not the appropriate

units. Genes merely try to recog-

nize copies of themselves wherever
they occur. They act only to pre-

serve copies and make more of

them. They couldn't care less

which body happens to be their

temporary home.
I begin my criticism by stating

that I am not bothered by what
strikes most people as the most out-

rageous component of these state-

ments—the imputation of con-

scious action to genes. Dawkins
knows as well as you and I do that

genes do not plan and scheme; they

do not act as witting agents of their

own preservation. He is only per-

petuating, albeit more colorfully

than most, a metaphorical short-

hand used (perhaps unwisely) by all

popular writers on evolution, in-

cluding myself (although sparingly,

I hope). When he says that genes
strive to make more copies of them-
selves, he means that "selection

has operated to favor genes that, by
chance, varied in such a way that

more copies survived in subsequent

generations." The second is quite

a mouthful; the first is direct and
acceptable as metaphor although

literally inaccurate.

Still, I find a fatal flaw in Daw-
kins's attack from below. No mat-

ter how much power Dawkins
wishes to assign to genes, there is

one thing that he cannot give them
—direct visibility to natural selec-

tion. Selection simply cannot see

genes and pick among them di-

rectly. It must use bodies as an

intermediary. A gene is a bit of

DNA hidden within a cell. Selec-

tion views bodies. It favors some
bodies because they are stronger,

better insulated, earlier in their

sexual maturation, fiercer in com-
bat, or more beautiful to behold.

If, in favoring a stronger body,

selection acted directly upon a gene
for strength, then Dawkins might

be vindicated. If bodies were un-

ambiguous maps of their genes,

then battling bits of DNA would
display their colors externally and
selection might act upon them di-

rectly. But bodies are no such

thing.

There is no gene "for" such

unambiguous bits of morphology as

your left kneecap or your finger-

nail. Bodies cannot be atomized

into parts, each constructed by an

individual gene. Hundreds of genes

contribute to the building of most

body parts and their action is chan-

neled through a kaleidoscopic se-

ries of environmental influences:

embryonic and postnatal, internal

and external. So parts are not trans-

lated genes, and selection doesn't

even work directly on parts. It ac-

cepts or rejects entire organisms

because suites of parts, interacting

in complex ways, confer advan-

tages. The image of individual

genes, plotting the course of their

own survival, bears little relation-

ship to developmental genetics as

we understand it. Dawkins will

need another metaphor: genes cau-

cusing, forming alliances, showing

deference for a chance to join a

pact, gauging probable environ-

ments. But when you amalgamate
so many genes and tie them to-

gether in hierarchical chains of

action mediated by environments,

we call the resultant object a body.

Moreover, Dawkins's vision re-

quires that genes have an influence

upon bodies. Selection cannot see

them unless they translate to bits of

morphology, physiology, or be-

havior that make a difference to the

success of an organism. Not only

do we need a one-to-one mapping
between gene and body (criticized

in the last paragraph), we also need
a one-to-one adaptive mapping.
Ironically, Dawkins's theory comes
just at a time when more and more
evolutionists are rejecting the

panselectionist claim that all bits of

the body are fashioned in the cru-

cible of natural selection. It may be
that many, if not most, genes work
equally well (or at least well

enough) in all their variants and
that selection does not choose
among them (see my column of

December 1975 on the theory of

neutrality). If most genes do not

present themselves for review, then

they cannot be the unit of selection.

I think, in short, that the fascina-

tion generated by Dawkins's theory

arises from some bad habits of

Western scientific thought—from
attitudes (pardon the jargon) that

we call atomism, reductionism, and
determinism. The idea that wholes

should be understood by decompi

sition into "basic" units; that proi

erties of microscopic units c^

generate and explain the behavii

of macroscopic results; that j

events and objects have definit

predictable, determined cause

These ideas have been successf

in our study of simple objects, ma
of few components, and uninfl

enced by prior history. I'm pret

sure that my stove will light wh(

I turn it on (it did). The gas la\

build up from molecules to pr

dictable properties of larger v(

umes. But organisms are mu
more than amalgamations of gem
They have a history that mattei

their parts interact in compl
ways. Organisms are built by gen

acting in concert, influenced

environments, translated into pa
that selection sees and parts

visible to selection. Atoms tl

determine the properties of wa
are poor analogues for genes a

bodies. I may not be the master

my fate, but my intuition of who
ness probably reflects a biologi

truth.

Biologist Stephen Jay Goul
most recent book is Ever Sii

Darwin: Reflections in Natu

History.
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Minolta by Minolta by Irving Penn.

Should you buy a good used camera?
Ask three million users.

Behind every new Minolta SR-T, there's ex-

perience and know-how that have satisfied

more than three million owners.

And to satisfy that many people, a camera
has to do a lot of things right.

Let's take a look at what's behind the

Minolta SR-T's popularity.

It's easy to use, for one thing. With Minolta's

patented through-the-lens metering system,

you get perfect exposures just by lining up
two needles In the big, bright viewfinder.

Interchangeable lenses, for another All

Minolta SR-T models accept all of the nearly

forty Rokkor-X and Celtic lenses made by

Minolta. So you can get all kinds of photo-

graphs—from fisheye wide-angle shots to

close-up pictures of faraway subjects with a

super-telephoto lens-using just one camera.

And the lenses are easy to change, with

the unique Minolta bayonet mount that re-

quires only a quick turn to put a lens on or

take one off.

Should you buy the good used camera?
Yes. Especially now that it's easier to own
one than ever before. For more information,

see your photo dealer or write Minolta Cor-

poration, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey N.J.

07446.

More than three million people own a Minolta SR-T.



The Problem With Simple Folk
by Peter J. Wilson

Some peoples, like the

Tsimihety of Madagascar,
prove difficult to describe

because they don't take

structure as seriously as

anthropologists do

In the Indian Ocean, 250 miles

oflF the southeast coast of Africa,

lies Madagascar, called the Great

Red Island because it is a thousand

miles long and composed of red

laterite soil. It contrasts steamy,

tropical rain forest on its east coast

with cool, temperate highlands in

its center and arid deserts in the

south and west. Its five million

people came across the Indian

Ocean from the islands of Indo-

nesia. But they have African blood,

particularly those who live on the

west coast where Arab traders

landed with African slaves.

Runaway slaves from East

Africa settled in Madagascar, and

the political structure of many Ma-
lagasy is clearly African. People

look more European on Madagas-
car's northeast coast, where in the

seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies Malagasy mated with Euro-

pean pirates. The Malagasy lan-

guage bears out the people's Indo-

nesian origins, for it is distinctly

Malayo-Polynesian and seems
most closely related to Maanjan, a

language of Borneo.
Some years ago I spent a year

among the Tsimihety people of

Madagascar, who live in the north-

central interior's hilly savanna,

which is separated from the high-

land plateau by a belt of forest.

The Tsimihety live in villages of 20

to 500 inhabitants; their huts are

made of mud and cattle dung.

Herding cattle and growing rice are

the principal Tsimihety occupa-

tions and my objective was to find

out how these occupations might

determine other aspects of Tsimi-

hety life. My research should have

resulted in the customary scholarly

articles, climaxed by a monograph
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that would have entered the Tsimi-

hety into the ethnographic annals.

So far, I have written a few arti-

cles, but the awaited monograph
is still stuck somewhere between
my field notes and my intentions.

Since my stay with the Tsimihety,

several English-speaking anthro-

pologists—for whom Madagascar
is virtually terra incognita—have

studied Malagasy tribes, and one,

Maurice Bloch, has actually pub-

lished a monograph. Whether the

others suffer from my own block I

cannot say, but they have not been

prolific. Fortunately, French an-

thropologists have published a

large number of studies, many of

them excellent. Is it perhaps a co-

incidence that Bloch is a native-

born Frenchman, even though he

grew up and was educated in Eng-

land? Do English anthropologists,

who can cope very well with the

anthropology of the British Em-
pire, or Americans, who can, han-

dle the Spanish Empire, find the

combination of the erratic French
and the indigenous tribes who have

come under their aegis in Madagas-
car just too much for Anglo-Saxon
susceptibilities?

I think there may be something

in this, but as for me, I think my
difficulty originates with the Tsimi-

hety themselves. In any case, after

seventy years of French colonial

rule, they remain impervious to

French culture. As I have tried,

time and time again, to report on

the Tsimihety to the anthropologi-

cal fraternity, I have begun to won-
der whether my specific problem is

not far more general than is at

present realized or admitted. Per-

haps many more of the world's

tribes than we suspect do not lend

themselves to being described sys-

tematically by anthropologists.

Since Sir James Frazer, in The
Golden Bough, more or less de-

fined anthropology for the layman,

civilization's interest in non-Euro-

pean cultures has been guided by
curiosity about the strange and

exotic aspects of our own beg
nings. Contemporary anthropoj

gists, like their nineteenth-centij

colleagues, see the exotic as ch
lenging them to make some sei

of it by ferreting out the logic a

rationality that presumably lies

hind alien behavior. And so

library is stocked with descriptic

and analyses of tribes who, in th

own way, are shown to be as inl

lectual as the anthropologists w
study them—tribes whose lives

volve around dominant therh

rationalized, highly structured

stitutions; metaphysical me
phors; and central ideas.

But what of those tribes, suchj

the Tsimihety of Madagascar, w
do not appear to be of a mt]

physical bent; who show little

cern about conforming to a i

fied, coherent philosophy or so

system; who live opportunistica

unspectacularly, with as little f|l!

and bother as possible; who app
to an outsider to be pragmae
utilitarian, mundane, and with 111

the constraints or esthetics o i

systematic, ordering structure? : ;i

The Tsimihety cannot be inl s

preted in the light of environme B f

determinism for they are a pecli i

who choose where and how t ;] i

will live, selecting their own 1

1

vironmental conditions. Tsimihf! x

move in search of new cattle i)s i

tures, but they lack the comp i

tive pride in cattle ownership

would transform it into an t

nomic institution. Similarly, n sij

Tsimihety villages grow rice, ui;

production and exchange vary i

syncratically from village to t

lage.
I

These are hardly the sort oil

tribes who can provide the antlfo

pologist with a new model tcb

slotted into the anthropolog'a

repertoire or help him dazzle li

colleagues with a virtuoso anal

of a new logic. The people of i

tribes don't do things, don't t n

new thoughts, don't create

symbols; they can, in a sense



i described negatively, by com-
fring them with neighbors who do
iliieve in reciprocity or do prac-

iie elaborate rituals crammed with

lysterious symbols; who do tell

rntrapuntal myths or prescribe

iiir daily lives through kinship,

lilt there is not much point in try-

% to write 200 pages or so listing

16 the things a tribe doesn't do.

ilYet, the Tsimihety do not live in

iiaos or anarchy and their lives

rd tribe are not disintegrating.

ilie first census of the Tsimihety,

i:en about 1900, placed the popu-

(tion at 60,000, a figure that can-

t be taken too seriously, given

li; tribe's lack of sympathy for

«i:h an enterprise. But the most
iel:ent census numbers the Tsimi-

aty at more than 400,000, firmly

uablishing that they have multi-

)aed enormously.

alDnce I had explained my pur-

liise in being among them, the

piiimihety were more than friendly

ad went out of their way to keep

k informed. In fact, most Tsimi-

o!::y were natural ethnographers,

?j;erting that they lived the best of

M possible lives in the best of all

eiBsible ways. They never tired of

;ojinting out how different—and in-

tliior—were the customs of neigh-

ifing peoples. Actually, the dif-

ibjences were only minor. Mada-
plicar's twenty tribes share many
ipUural elements, based on a com-
)i|in language and a common an-

eiitor and funerary cult, which is,

mih Christianity, the recognized

:,
|igion of the Malagasy Republic.

iJ themes of Tsimihety culture are

1 t^sent throughout Madagascar,
. where other tribes orchestrate

)rt|se themes in different styles,

ntW Tsimihety simplify them down
lolthe bare essentials.

,ij|!oon after my arrival in the

Iftrict town of Mandritsara, the

jljmihety heartland, the "mayor"
isiled together as rhany elders as

lh could contact, and for three

['s we sat in his office and
ijrked out a list of Tsimihety

On cultivatini> the vineyard
for better wines.

t^

^^L ^^^al "^f^ \^-i4.
Cultivating— which is simply the

turning or loosening of the soil by
mechanical means in order to control

weeds and aerate the soil—might seem
to some to be the most prosaic of all

vineyard operations.

Yet, the truth is, we find its contribution

to the production of fine wines far more
complex than one might expect.

Weeds, to be sure, are undesirable.

They compete with our vines for valu-

able nourishment and moisture in the

soil.

But that is only one reason we take

great care to manage an efficient and
extensive cultivation program.

Frost Protection

Our experience shows that a moist,

clean vineyard— one without weeds
— also offers our vines measurable
protection against morning frost dur-

ing March, April, and early May.
Normally, during the day, the soil is

warmed by the sun's rays. Then in the

early hours before the following dawn,

the heat that has been absorbed by the

soil is released in the form of radiation,

thus warming the vines above.

However, if there are weeds growing

on the ground, they will shade the soil.

Thus, its temperature will be cooler than

if the sun were striking it directly

Since the temperature difference

between a clean vineyard and one with

weeds can be as much as six degrees,

and since in most instances a mere three

or four degrees difference between the

ground and the air is enough to protect

our vines' tender young buds against

frost damage, we do everything we can

to keep our vineyards clean.

Our goal, of course, is to ensure that

the tender buds ultimately develop into

the best possible grapes for our wines.

Pest Protection

Cultivation in the early spring also

helps us control insects and pests by

destroying their breeding places, both

above tfie soil and just beneath its

surface.

In the Gallo vineyards, we might point

out, we probably do more cultivating

than normal simply because we prefer

not to use herbicides when we can avoid

them.

That same policy applies to the use of

insecticides. We prefer natural controls.

For example, in one of our vineyards,

instead of spraying to eliminate the
destructive leaf hopper, we planted a

number of wild blackberry bushes
nearby to provide a refuge for several

colonies of wasps.

The wasps then laid their eggs withiri

the eggs of the leaf hoppers and thus

prevented them from hatching.

In another case, rather than spray with

an herbicide to control an obnoxious
weed called puncture vines, we used
weevils.

These natural enemies then burrowed
into the germ of the puncture vine seeds

and prevented them from sprouting.

By so protecting and nurturing our

vines, we naturally improve the quality

of the grapes that we grow.

Other Uses
We also rely on cultivation to enhance

the effectiveness of our fertilization

programs.

Fertilizers—except for nitrogen and
boron— tend to become fixed in the

surface soil. In order to be sure that these

nutrients reach the roots of our vines, we
disk them under the ground.

Then. too. during vineyard opera-

tions, soil often becomes compacted, a

condition that could destroy the vine's

fine root system.

To rectify this situation, we cultivate

and loosen the soil, thus providing

the roots some growing room. Proper

cultivation makes stronger vines: and
stronger vines make better grapes.

Why We Do It All

It is only by taking full advantage of all

the opportunities available to us in the

practice of cultivation — as in all the

other facets of the art of viticulture —that

we can hope to achieve our goal.

Which is, simply, to provide you with

the finest unnes we. or anyone else, can

possibly produce.

Gatlo V\neyaTds. Modesto, CaUfomia
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clans—their genealogies, histories,

and domains. The townspeople not

only thought that this was an ob-

vious thing to do, but expressed

astonishment at their n6t having

done it before. As for kinship and
descent, the social anthropologist's

bread and butter, there was no
reticence about explaining how
they worked and what their role

was. But no orderly kinship sys-

tem provided the Tsimihety mind
with a blueprint for actions and
social relations. Tsimihety kinship

terminology is a fairly common
variant of the Iroquois system.

Descent through males is com-
monly practiced, but in no case as

an orthodox principle. Sometimes
it is not recognized at all. One of

my most memorable evenings was
spent in a hut trying to convince

the resident family and its neigh-

bors that matrilineal descent ex-

isted and that many African tribes

lived by its rules. My listeners

were fascinated but incredulous,

pointing out immediately the inher-

ent problems of this system, and
firmly avowing that people who
followed it must be simple or stupid

or both. Yet the Tsimihety are by
no means averse to recounting

genealogies in which descent is reg-

ularly traced through the mother's

brother or where residence after

marriage might be in the bride's

village. For them this is no con-

tradiction. Expediency and free-

dom from structural purity come
first.

Therein lay the catch for me:
there did not seem to be a Tsimi-

hety way of going about things, at

least not a way so well defined

that it could constitute a sort of

ethnographic trademark. What
these people did and thought was
simple and straightforward, devoid

of flourish and subtlety, and suited

to personal situations. Some vil-

lagers irrigated their rice fields

while others relied upon rain. Some
organized cooperatives that ex-

changed labor; others worked on
their own. Some men performed a

certain ritual using a prayer; others

omitted the prayer or used a dif-

ferent one. I see the Tsimihety as a

people wholeheartedly dedicated

to the possibilities of freedom,
probably more so than any other

people I have read about. While
sharing with all Malagasy a com-
mon culture, they have, within its

limits, refused to be imprisoned by

the demands of system and symbol.

For all Malagasy, ancestors are

the most important aspect of life.

Every person looks forward to

becoming an ancestor, a status

insured by the birth of children

and then grandchildren. The an-

cestors keep a constant watch on

all that goes on and are quick to

react when they are not given their

due—sacrificial offerings, obser-

vance of taboos, and the building

and upkeep of tombs.

In return, the Tsimihety expect

protection against illness, misfor-

tune, bad crops, and supernatural

forces. Sacrifices to ancestors are

not particularly inconvenient; they

usually consist of small oflFerings of

honey placed in a raffia tube hung
in the house, a libation of rice

water, coflFee, or fermented cane

juice poured on the floor, or a

mention in a prayer prefatory to an

undertaking. But the Tsimihety

make these oflFerings only if and

when they think of doing so—and

then in a thoroughly oflFhand man-
ner. Only when something goes
drastically wrong—when crops

fail, when cattle are missing, or

when people fall ill—do the Tsimi-

hety seem to take spirits and an-

cestors seriously. Then individuals

will consult a medicine man-diviner

(ombiasa) to pinpoint the cause of

the trouble, meanwhile urging the

ombiasa to prescribe the cheapest

possible sacrifice. If only an ox
will do, they will make sure that

the oldest, feeblest beast in the

herd is sacrificed.

Observance of taboos (fady),

usually by promising to avoid acts

or objects favored by particular an-

cestors, is equally lackadaisical. In

return, the Tsimihety request sim-

ilar abstinence from the ancestors.

In very few cases can these taboos

be considered onerous. Common
taboos are small birds or insects

that no one would eat anyway or

oxen without horns. Taboo days,

when work is forbidden, are more
significant because of the frustra-

tion they used to cause the French
colonial administration and now
cause the present government. Al-

though these taboos play a large

and important part in the regula-

tion of Tsimihety life, a broken
taboo, even the rare instance of

incestuous marriage, is no great

calamity. Taboos are certainly not

allowed to interfere with practical

matters. One village had inherited

Ji

taboos on eating or using sug;

cane and on traveling at a certaj

time. Since these were inconve:|

ient, the villagers arranged that tl

oldest woman among them wou
observe the taboos on everyone

behalf.

Tsimihety tombs are perhaps tl

best illustration of the people

matter-of-fact approach to li\

While other tribes of the islai

build elaborate tombs, highly de

orated and very visible, the Tsin

hety place their dead in natui

caves hidden high in the hills

fact, they indulge in no artistic pi

suits whatsoever. The raffia clc

they weave has no design and
left its natural color; their tools

plain and finished only enough
make them usable. Their muslt
rarely performed, is crude and e

mentary compared to the skill

instrumentation and singing

other tribes. A Merina valiha

zitherlike instrument easily fou

in the marketplace, is highly d

orated, but a Tsimihety valiha

rare object, is a plain raffia paL
tube with wooden strings. (1

Merina are the largest ethnic grc

on Madagascar.) The Tsimih
drum, once made of wood
cowhide, is now usually an enai

bowl covered with cloth. Tsimih
cuisine consists of boiled rice

companied by a boiled vegeta

or, if a special visitor arrives, b

boiled chicken. Meat is eaten o

when an ox must be sacrific

The standard drink is rice wa
made by allowing rice to forr

burned crust around a pot's ec

the crust imparts a flavor to

water.

One possible explanation for

unadorned culture is that it i

decline. Has exposure to EilJ®

pean culture brought so ml *"

change that I observed only rf*
nants of a more sumptuous
authentic past? Yes, there

instances, such as that of the dr fc<

where modern items have
placed some indigenous ones,

generally speaking, the Tsimi

are dyed-in-the-wool cultural

servatives. In the mid-1820s,

Radama I, the Merina king

conquered most of Madagascar
vaded Tsimihety, the people'

action was to retreat to caves ii

hills, oflFering no resistance, lea

villages either abandoned or

one or two elderly people 1

ing the fort. In order to maiiW

b,

I



f luid just about decided that

'totoi^rapliy and I weren't nwanl

>r each other. My pictures were

'ill and amateurish, hut Ifigured

'at a really good 35inin camera
ould he both too complicated

'hi expensivefor me.

"Boy, was I wrong! Luckily,

Jure I gave up, I talked to a

lend who knows about cameras.

put his Nikkormat FT3 into

y hands. Told me how it was
ade by the Nikon people, who
ake the sophisticated cameras

ost professional photographers

ie. He showed me how easy it

as to use . . . took me just

inutes to get the hang of it.

'hen he mentioned how little it

)st. my mind was made up. The

'Xt day, I went out and bought

y own Nikkormat FT3

.

'

"Things haven't been the

mie since. My veryfirst roll of
'm had the sharp, clear photos

i always hopedfor-just about

ery shot was perfect . And, once

started using the camera more
ten, Ifound out what that Nikon
lality and reliability didfor me.

'Who would have
^ could take pictures

"Now Vm taking sports and
Idlife shots with my new Nikkor

'ephoto lens, fabulous closeiips

th my Nikon e.xtension tubes,

\d indoor party photos with my
' 'kon automatic electronicflash

.

ii?xf. Ive got my eye on a Nikkor

d de angle lens!

"One of the nicest things

<out this camera is that it grov

th you . There are more than

kkor lenses and dozens of
cessories you canJbuy

help you get the

ctures you want"

r derails on the Nikliormal FT3 as well

a schedule for the traveling Nikon

nool of Photography, check your local

lj/o«' Pagesfor the Nikon dealer nearest

1. Or. write for LitlPak N-40 to Nikon
.. Garden Cily N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary

\Ehrenreich Pholo-Opiical Indusi. Inc.

jg (In Canada: .Anglophvto Ltd.. PQ.)
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is short
and sweet.
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We now print the Kraft Guarantee
on Kraft paokages. And we mean
whiat we say.

Fact is, we've always guaranteed
our products. Because we've always
believed you were entitled to full

satisfaction from the Kraft foods
you buy.

So we select our ingredients very

carefully. And we maintain a very

firm quality control through all our
operations.

But in the rare instances when we
might fail to measure up to your
expectations, we'll return the money
you paid for the product.

Satisfaction from Kraft. You have
our word for it- in writing.

Packaging like ours

gives you the facts and help

you should have when you shop.

his rale, Radama brought Merin;

to settle in Tsimihety territory. Th ''

Tsimihety countered by placing

total taboo on all interaction witi

the Merina. (Because the Merin
were Christians, this taboo
eluded Christianity. European mis

sionaries have since had a mos

unrewarding time trying to convei

the Tsimihety.) When the Frenc

took over Madagascar in the 1890;

the Tsimihety again resisted pas

sively. In reports to the govemoi^
French-appointed district officei

uniformly complained of the in

possibility of getting cooperatioi

work, or taxes out of the Tsim
hety. Neither threats nor persu

sion ever worked. The French dii

tributed plows to each village, hoj

ing that Tsimihety rice farmir

would 'become more efficient ar^^

productive. Today the Frenc

plows stand half-buried in front

village houses, and the Tsimihet

as they have always done, prepai

rice fields by allowing cattle

trample them.
The colonial government consip

ered education a necessary instr

ment of development, and in mo 'fsi

of Madagascar, particularly in t!

highlands, literacy is highly valui m

and almost universal. The Tsin '
si

hety, however, have generally i'm

fused to allow schools to be bu fei

in their villages. If the governme *»

offered a grant, the village woudun

accept the money with profu'fci

gratitude and promises—but us^P'

ally would somehow never find tflr*

labor to build a school. If the Cat fa

olic Church, the London Missic ' of

ary Society, or another privi p'

organization built a school, t*il

Tsimihety rarely sent their childtist

there. Such schools were attend kai

by Europeans or by children of i
I

migrant tribes.

Yet I cannot get away entirl

with this generalization, for

Tsimihety are individualists. So
villages and some individuals hi

gone out of their way to acquir

modem education and to gain

try into a new world. From a tijlilc. i

that has deliberately chosen to

serve its preliteracy and its

ways, came one of the pri sed

movers for Madagascar's in , tro[

pendence, the first French col( I

to achieve this status after Wcfnoosi

War II. Philibert Tsiranana,

Tsimihety village schoolmaster

came the first president of

Malagasy Republic and his c

Ike)

stmi

isao

locrai

disiri

Wtiv

con

Mo

er.le

Tfc(
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was dominated by Tsimihety.

hat the first president of the

iblic should have been a Tsimi-

l masks another irony. Al-

igh other Malagasy tribes have

ous forms of political and social

archy, the fiercely egalitarian

nihety recognize no office to

V ch they assign responsibility or

>' I obedience. Every village is a

'( intary confederacy of house-

K Is; each has an equal say in

J affairs, exercised through the

11 'ersal Malagasy institution of

ll fokon'olona (village assembly),

i :h is presided over by the vil-

^ elders. No two villages are in

!< tical alliance, although some
i e cultivation and living space

\\ pasture. Apart from the right

?l idividuals to be buried in family

J bs, no person or household

f\ s allegiance to, or has any

ll n on, the village. All are free to

if
e at any time. Equally, indi-

[i lals who disturb the village

ji asked to leave. Especially in

1 dry season, numerous families,

[ir belongings piled on ox carts,

i.;l off for other villages or to

jQiestead on their own. They give

B
jiriety of reasons for moving.

alb most common is a desire for

scenery, but some families

new cattle pastures or better

fields or new neighbors. Such
iom of movement is hardly

iucive to hierarchy.

course, the French and the

igasy government after them
s tried to govern the Tsimihety.

ricts are supervised by a dis-

officer; within the district

quartiers, with appointed and
led officials, and villages, each

a chef de village. The Tsimi-

have little choice but to ac-

these formalities. At the same
they have found ways to avoid

structure for all practical pur-

s and thereby preserve their

ocracy. An instruction from
district officer goes down the

>rchy to the chef de village,

conveys the order to the

lie. Once, the chef of the

ge where I lived called together

fokon'olona and appeared

ed in a huge military great-

from which only his bare

jj and his bare feet protruded,

riously imitating the district

;r, he announced the amount
collection date 'of the village's

The people discussed the

er and then the senior elder

5e
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Spanish plunderers.

Natural History has se-

lected the most striking of

these treasures to illustrate its

1978 wall calendar; a 36-page

portfolio of color photographs,
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high quality gloss stock.
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stood up and, imitating Presiden

Tsiranana, directed the chef tc

report back that since the admin
istration had done little for th(

villagers in the past year, they saw

no reason to pay for services no

rendered.

Generally, the Tsimihety refusi

to acknowledge hierarchy an(

authority vested in individuals. Ye

I visited two villages ruled b
chiefs whose office was hereditarj

and sanctified by ritual. Howeve
the anthropologist tries to build i

model describing the Tsimihety, hi

finds the joinings insecure. When
ever he generalizes about commoi
cultural norms, he has to insert

caveat.

Perhaps the constraint of havin

to provide a coherent and sys

tematic account of some aspect o

an alien form of life has impose
upon anthropologists the structur

that they attribute to other people

Perhaps the esthetic necessity c

basing a monograph upon a centri

theme or problem has led anthrc

pologists to overplay one or ar

other of the possible models the

think they can discern for anothe

culture or even to give us a mod
for its own sake, irrespective {

what they have, in fact, observe

and recorded. Undeniably, man
of the world's peoples have indee

developed intricate, beautiful, an

intellectual philosophies and coi

mologies by means of which the

live out their lives in structuri

symmetry.
My own feeling, however, is thi

the Tsimihety, like many oth(

peoples, have—for one reason i

another—developed an unsp©
tacular, flexible, pragmatic, aJ

utilitarian solution to social lif

They choose to retain their frej

dom, giving up the possibility

producing a thoroughgoing mei

physic by which they might orj

nize their lives systematically. F
them the world—often incompi

hensible and always piecemeal

exists as a fact and not as a close

bounded system to be kno\

through central metaphors,

piecemeal world is a free world a

that contention is surely the Tsir

hety philosophy.

Peter J. Wilson, professor of c

thropology at the University

Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand,

on sabbatical leave at Churcl

College, Cambridge, England
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THE
1978

NATURAL
HISTORY

PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION
This year, the Grand Prize of Natural History's photo-

graphic competition will be two tickets for the American
Museum of Natural History's Discovery Tour of Egypt.

The three-week trip will include a two-day stop in London,
followed by a leisurely cruise down the Nile from Cairo

to Aswan, with an optional flight to Abu-Simbel. This will

be an unsurpassed opportunity to photograph the Nile's

abundant and unusual bird life, as well as the temples,

tombs, and sphinxes of such remarkable sites as Memphis,
Karnak, Luxor, and Thebes.

Besides the Grand Prize, the 1978 competition oflFers cash

prizes totaling more than $3,000. The winning entries will

be published in a special double issue of Natural History

in August and will be exhibited at the American Museum of

Natural History.

The four categories for entries are broad enough to fit the

interests of any photographer. They are: (1) The Natural

World; (2) A Sequence of an Event in Nature; (3) Photo-

micrography, including pictures with a scanning electron

microscope; and (4) The Human Environment. First Prize

in each category is $500. In addition, all entries are eligible

for the following awards: Humor in Nature, $200; Urban
Wildlife, $200; and ten Honorable Mentions at $100 each.

The deadline is April 15, 1978. Please put your name and

address on every entry and include a stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope—since we do want to return your pictures

to you.

To all, the best of luck!

1

TIIE RULES
1. The competition is open to

everyone except employees of the

American Museum of Natural

History and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to

three previously unpublished entries

in each of the four categories.

Decision of the judges is final.

3. The Museum acquires the right

to publish and exhibit the winning

photographs and to use them for

promotional purposes. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for

other entries.

4. Entries may be traiisparencies

or prints up to 8 by 10 inches,

and each must bear the photog-

rapher's name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for the return of

entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no

later than April 15, 1978.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77th Street

New York, N. Y. 10024
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Eucalyptus Bark
by Edward S. Ayensu

photographs by Gail Rubin

A mixture ofpigments,

tannin, and acids,

influenced by climatic

variations, produces

endlessly changing designs

No one is certain how many
species of eucalyptus trees exist,

but there are between 400 and
500, making the Eucalyptus genus

one of the largest in the plant king-

dom. Some species are probably

best known for the sweet-smelling

oil their leaves produce, while the

leaves of other species provide the

sole forage for koalas, both the tree

and the animal being indigenous to

Australia. Eucalyptus species are

also indigenous to Tasmania and

New Zealand.

For more than one hundred
years, thirty to forty species of

eucalyptus have been grown on dif-

ferent continents, introduced when
it was discovered that the wood of

the fast-growing and versatile trees

could be put to any number of

uses. Wherever one travels in the

world's warmer and more arid re-

gions, eucalyptus trees now
thrive—their great height and
drooping, leathery leaves often

contrasting sharply with their stark

surroundings. The trees are com-
mon in southern Asia, Africa, the

Middle East, and in the western

United States. On a global scale,

more than twenty million acres of

the trees are growing.

In the late nineteenth century,

eucalyptus seedlings were intro-

duced into what is now Israel

(where the accompanying photos

were taken), in order to aid the

draining of malaria-infested coastal

swamps. Today, twenty species of

eucalyptus, growing on some

25,000 acres of land, serve numer-
ous purposes: as sand dune stabi-

lizers and windbreaks along roads,

in soil conservation projects, and
as a source of lumber and fuel.

Most eucalyptus plantations

were begun because of the need
for firewood. Now, some species

are used for hardwood lumber,
while the wood of others is used for

transmission poles, pilings, rail-

road ties, pulp, plywood; as char-

coal; and in the manufacture of

fiberboard and chipboard. The tan-

nin of some species is extracted for

leather processing and the abun-
dant supplies of oil in the leaves

are used in medicines, perfumes,
and solvents.

Eucalyptus trees make up three-

quarters of the entire tree popula-

tion of Australia. Prior to commer-
cialization on a massive scale, Aus-
tralian aborigines used eucalyptus

bark for canoes, roofing, ropes,

shoes, stools, and sacks.

In most places throughout the

world, the varieties of eucalyptus
still retain the common names they

were given in Australia long ago.

Many of these refer to the unique
and sometimes flamboyant charac-

teristics of the bark, the trees' most
identifiable trait. Stringybarks, for

example, have thick, long-fibered

bark that peels off in strips. Iron-

barks produce rough and deeply
furrowed hard bark whose ex-
tremely short fibers break up into

small polyhedrons with a texture

like that of hard cork. Other spe-

cies are called "boxes" because
of their thin, scaly, square-shaped
bark pattern.

Whether the bark is hard, scaly,

long- or short-fibered, it takes on
marvelous patterns and hues that

rival the imagination of the most
skillful modern artist. The art form

unfolds when the trunk's diamete

grows to such an extent that tl

bark tissues stretch and subs(

quently crack to form various pa

terns.

The composition of bark is mo
complex than meets the eye. Tree

contain two thin, but distinc

layers of tissue—the vascuh :

(wood) cambium and the cork can

bium—which encircle the trunk bi

neath the bark. The vascular can

bium produces the inner portion (

the bark, or phloem. The prom
nent outer bark is derived from tl

cork cambium, or phellogen,

layer that forms as the tree grov

in diameter. The phellogen pri

duces to its outside a corky tissi

known as phellem, or ordinal

cork, and to its inside a minor layi

of tissue known as phelloderm. Tl

two types of tissue—cork cambiu
and ordinary cork—are collective

known as periderm. Exterior to tt

periderm in young trees is anotb

layer of cells that make up a tree

epidermis. As a tree expands i

girth, the cells of the epiderm

divide, stretch to their limit,

burst, and the epidermis lay:

sloughs off. The periderm layer

tissue then multiplies, replacing tl

epidermis and forming the out

protective coating of bark. At th

point, the various bark character!

tics of each tree species develop

The intricate color patterns

eucalyptus bark result from tl

abundant amount of anthocyant

and, to a minor degree, tanni

which the trees produce. Anth

cyanin, formed by sugar and oth

compounds, produces i'ed, blu

and purple pigments in varyi

hues. The anthocyanin pigment

tion manifested in eucalyptus ba

is a result of a rather complicatl

phenomenon. Simply put, the coj







bination of colors and their inten-

^ity derive from the concentration

jfthe different pigments, the modi-

ying eflFects of color rendition due

o the presence of tannin, the phys-

cal state of the anthocyanins

—

A hether they are in solution or ab-

>orbed—and the acidity of the cell

>ap. In acidic solution, anthocyan-

ns are usually red, but as the acid-

ly decreases, the color changes to

line and violet.

Color variations may also result

rom the reaction of tannin to

iictallic elements in a tree's sap.

or example, the combination of

|i[erric iron and tannin in such euca-

^i.

lyptus species as mountain ash,

messmate, stringybark, and alpine

ash causes bark patterns ranging
from blue to mauve to dark rod.

Although a considerable amount
of research has been conducted on
anthocyanin, very little is known
of its actual formation other than
that the process differs from one
kind of plant to another. Research-
ers have discovered, however, that

the characteristics of the pigments
are closely associated with the ac-

cumulation of sugars in the plant.

Any environmentally induced fac-

tor—drought, poor nitrogen sup-

ply, low temperature, or high light

'?PK, f»?

intensity—that favors an increase

in a plant's sugar content, often

results in the increase of antho-

cyanins.

Given the virtually infinite varia-

tions in the genetic makeup of eu-

calyptus trees and the different

environments in which they grow,
the combinations of shapes and
colors of bark are also infinite. Even
from day to day, the delicate de-

signs and hues of these trees are

constantly changing as the bark
peels in different successions and
shapes, the removal of each piece

subtly altering the appearance of

the trunk. D





The Edge of Europe
ly John F. West

hotographs by Michael Spring

s an ancient way of life

n the Faeroe Islands

'ies, peace-seeking
acationers are reclaiming
wlated villages

The Faeroe Islands are a world

mist and drizzle hurled against

ay-green mountains; of stony,

eless valleys, wet moorland, and
ack basalt cliflFs rising a sheer

500 feet above the wild, but pat-

med, swirl of the tides. Even in

mmer, storms can throw one on
the hospitality of strangers for

,ys on end; in the winter, it could

for weeks.
Much of the 550 square miles of

is Danish dependency, located

lOut midway between Norway
d Iceland, looks as it did when
rsemen first settled it 1,100

ars ago. Even the Faeroese Ian-

age, like Icelandic, has changed

le intensity of traditional

cupations on the Faeroes has
isened since the end of World
2r II. Torshavn harbor used to

full offishing boats, which
t each dawn and returned

imming with cod each evening,

yw, many of the boats are used
'pleasure. Small-scale sheep
ising, also once common on the

ands, has dwindled as more
ople either buy their wool or

ve joined the labor pool to

nk in service industries.

little from the Old Norse of the

Vikings.

Isolation from world population

centers, pronounced until the pres-

ent century, has bred an independ-
ent, hardy people, who live in

a hundred or so villages and small

towns that look out across the

straits or nestle in the Qords of the

islands. Some of the houses are

still grass roofed, and until a dec-

ade or two ago, the acrid but com-
forting smell of peat smoke hung
over the more remote villages.

Some of the older men, carrying

on traditional sheep raising and
cod fishing, wore handmade lamb-

skin shoes fastened around their

ankles with multicolored woolen
bands.

Sheep raising used to be the is-

landers' most important activity

{faeroe means sheep islands). The
sheep are now rounded up twice

each year—in June for shearing

and in October for slaughtering.

After the animals have been butch-

ered and skinned, the carcasses are

hung in curious little wood-slat out-

houses to dry in the winter winds,

creating a tough but tasty meat that

the Faeroese eat raw in thin slices.

For centuries, wool played an im-

portant part in the economy and
until a hundred years ago was the

principal export.

The Faeroese distant-water fish-

ery began to develop about a cen-

tury ago; the first vessels used

were wooden smacks that sailed to

Iceland and Greenland every sum-

mer. Then, the fishermen used

ordinary handlines. Just before

World War II, the Faeroese bought

their trawlers. During the war,

smack fishermen performed heroic

service running cargoes of Ice-

landic fish to a beleaguered Great
Britain. Wartime earnings, to-

gether with some Marshall Plan

financial aid, led to the establish-

ment of a modem Faeroese fishing

fleet.

Today, fishermen work aboard
well-equipped trawlers, seiners, or



factory ships. Many fishermen own
a share in one of the sturdy wooden
vessels that work in the inshore

waters. The Faeroese now export

quick-frozen cod fillets, Greenland

shrimp, and herring meal to a score

of countries, the principal im-

porters being Denmark, Britain,

Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the

United States.

One result of this economic

boom has been the modernization

of Torshavn, the Faeroese capital.

With a population of only 11,500,

it possesses the facilities of a city

ten times its size—three hotels,

three banks, two libraries, two
museums, a number of book
stores, and a small university. Five

newspapers are published and a

radio station broadcasts during part

of each day.

Village life is also changing.

Those with good harbor facilities

or those linked by the new road

network, with its bridges, car-

ferries, and tunnels, are doing well,

but the more remote villages are in

decline. In both, however, the in-

habitants tend to be pulled one
• way by their cultural heritage, the

other by their prosperity and the

allure of modernization.

The village of Nolsoy, three

miles from Torshavn by sea, is

Typical of many northern latitude

islands, bright colors predominate

in settlements. House painting,

to cover up the effects of severe

winters, is commonly done during

summer months. The local

television station stops transmitting

in these months and the time

previously spent watching

programs is taken up by staring

out of windows at passersby.

prospering. When I first visited the

islands in 1956, I fell in love with

this little settlement of 340 people,

made it my home for the summer,
and lived among its shepherds,

fishermen, and smallholders. Some
of the old tarred houses around
the tiny harbor still had grass roofs.

There was no electricity in the

village and at night, one often had
to rely for guidance on the phos-

phorescence produced by the oxi-

dation of split fish and pilot whale
meat strips hanging to dry near

almost every back door.

In two decades, Nolsoy has

changed greatly. An underwater
cable now brings power from a

hydroelectric plant twenty miles

away. A new school stands on

hill just outside the village. Bright

painted houses have sprung

everywhere, and one is hard put

find any of the cunning wood( ve b

locks that were once used ever ire
i|

where. A new graveyard is pa

tially hidden behind ugly concre i

walls. Two sturdy wooden smac
lie moored in the enlarged harbc

In the fields, small tractors wi

mowers have replaced scythes

Yet much remains of the cfoiiiif

way of life in such villages

Nolsoy. Old World courtesy is s

eirs

U'



MTimon among the people, and
MP speech is pithy and concise,

lolent with allusions to Faeroese
ends and ballads. Some ballads

ue been handed down orally for

eiire than five centuries, and dur-

:i times of celebration, the villag-

' sing them lustily, linking arms
i dancing time-hallowed steps.

\ 61 soy will undoubtedly con-
je to develop, retaining some of

ancient customs, but also

outing modern buildings and
iveniences.

ilykines, a far more isolated vil-

lage, and one that lacks a harbor,

does not have a future. Like a num-
ber of outlying villages and is-

lands, it has only a past. The
island of Mykines lies thirty miles

to the west of Torshavn, on the

very edge of the archipelago. Here,

the ancient Faeroese way of life

continues little altered from Viking

times, but now there are few left

to carry it on. At the end of the

last century, the population was
150. Today, there are only 50 peo-

ple and most of the young have

gone to Torshavn and modem

times. Last year, the village school

closed as there were only three

small children left on the island.

Many of the neat dwellings along

the single village lane stand empty,

and visitors in search of peace can

rent them for a pittance.

Mykines is probably the most
inaccessible spot in Europe. The
only way of getting there is on the

mail boat, which sails four times a

week from the village of Sorvagur,

ten miles away. It is supposed to

leave at 10:00 a.m., but whether it

does depends upon the landing con-
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ditions on Mykines. Winds often

exceed fifty miles an hour for days

on end, but even more crucial is the

wind direction. Even a light breeze

from the south can make it impos-

sible for a boat as small as a dinghy

to land. The final decision as to

whether the mail boat leaves Sor-

vagur rests with its eighty-year-old

captain.

The first four miles of the jour-

ney are through a sheltered Qord,

but once in the open Atlantic, the

little wood boat begins to pitch and

roll in the swells. The passengers

have to clamber over crates, card-

board boxes, milk churns, an

heaps of lumber, for literally ever

thing that reaches Mykines is ca

ried in this twelve-ton vessel. Aft(

three more miles, the boat com*

under the lee of the towering clif

on the south of Mykines. The

rise up, stratum after stratum



'lasalt, interspersed with grassy

sdges and, in one place, a thin

earn of coal.

The only landing place lies at

he southwest extremity of the is-

iand. Here, a valley slopes toward

he sea, terminating in a cliflFa mere
wenty or thirty feet high. The

landing lies in a shallow basin;

with an onshore wind, it alternately

fills and empties with great vio-

lence. A concrete jetty juts into the

basin and a stairway leads up to the

tiny village. Whenever the mail

boat arrives, a little crowd gathers

on the jetty; invariably, it turns

out to be the entire population of

the island.

Nobody knows when the island

was first settled. There is some
evidence that by 1200, herdsmen
were bringing cattle to the island to

graze on its abundant summer
grass. By late medieval times there

was a settled population, and a

tiny church had been built, as well

as an even smaller chapel that was
demolished during the Reforma-

Because wood is virtually

nonexistent on the wind-swept

islands, most buildings are

constructed of concrete or

corrugated metal. Settlements,

such as Sorvdgur, at left, are

nestled deep within protective

fjords. On Mykines, puffins

used to form an important part

of the islanders' diet. Now,
the birds are netted as

a form of recreation.

tion. A Faeroese archeologist re-

cently excavated the site and found

a broken basalt candlestick and
some fragments of a bronze candle

snuffer. The first documentary rec-

ords of Mykines date from 1584.

One blessing that Mykines of-

fered was security from enemies.

The population of the Faeroe Is-

lands has never been large enough
to defend itself from marauders,

and in former times there were
many. During the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, English fishing

boats were not above stopping at

the Faeroe Islands on their way to

the Iceland banks and helping

themselves to sheep or seizing is-

landers for unpaid service on
board. In the seventeenth century,

pirates—even Barbary corsairs

from Algeria—became a menace.
Many Faeroese villagers cunningly

concealed refuge huts in the moun-
tains and hid there while their

homes were pillaged.

Mykines, however, was safe

from such terrors. On the north

and south, the island is protected

by sheer cliffs that rise 1,300 feet

or more out of the sea. There is no
beach, and it is difficult to imagine

how any landings could have been
made here before the jetty was
constructed.

For the traditional subsistence

economy, Mykines was well en-



dowed. Every visitor to the island

is impressed by the greenness of its

fields. The unusual fertility is pro-

duced by the droppings of hun-

dreds of thousands of birds—^guille-

mots, puflRns, kittiwakes, razor-

billed auks, gannets, petrels, and
arctic terns. Through subsistence

methods of farming, the lush grass

could carry 40 cows and 800 sheep
through the winter.

In summer, the fields around the

village are a patchwork quilt of tiny

grass plots—some freshly mown,
others grown up in rich hay. This

is the result of an incredible sub-

division of ownership. On Nolsoy,
ownership was rationalized a few
years ago by means of the Faeroese
enclosure laws. On Mykines, en-

closure has not been worthwhile,

and the cultivated land remains a

complex of tiny strips, many owned
by nonresidents.

A five-foot-high dry wall pro-

tects crops from being consumed
by the moorland sheep. The gates

in the wall are thrown open every

October 25, after harvest, and the

sheep surge in to graze over the

fields. They are rounded up each

May 14 and driven back to their

summer pastures and the gates

are once again closed.

Cattle graze just outside the wall

during the summer, but they are

brought inside the village and kept

in small outbuildings for the win-

ter. Nowadays, on Mykines as

elsewhere in the Faeroe Islands,

beef cattle are preferred to dairy

stock. The task of searching out

the cows for milking every morn-
ing and evening seems unnecessary

when sterilized milk imported from
Denmark is so cheap.

Sea birds used to be an impor-

tant factor in the Mykines economy
in former centuries. Even today,

the hunt is carried on with enthu-

siasm. Traditionally, the most fre-

quently hunted birds were puffins,

guillemots, and gannets. Recently,

Knowledge of traditional

occupations is handed down from
generation to generation. Each

spring, children are encouraged to

lend a helping hand when sheep

are herded into corrals for
shearing, but instruction is

usually informal. After shearing

on Mykines, the sheep are let out

of the gates of the village and left

to graze for the summer on the

island's lush expanses.

fulmars have also become populal

Gannet catching is peculiar tl

Mykines, as the only Faeroe;!

gannetry is situated on the wesi

ernmost cliflFs of the island. Til

breeding stock is said to vary bJ

tween one and two thousand pair

Gannet is tasty—like a fat goose.

Puffins are hunted with nets, f!

extraordinary method requirir

speed and timing. Using a ^

shaped net at the end of a twelv

foot pole, the hunter conceals hir
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;lf behind one of the low, dry

one walls built for this purpose

;ar the large breeding ground just

est of Mykines village. When the

jffins fly past, the hunter swings

le net up so as to take them from

ihind.

Most Faeroese families take

ide in being at least partially self-

ifficient, and their basements
ill always have some puflRns or

ilmars salted away, in addition

I barrels of pilot whale meat

and sacks of home-grown potatoes.

At least some of the cultural heri-

tage of the Faeroese village will

live on into the modern age. But
the very existence of the Mykines
community hangs in the balance.

Two tiny hamlets on the nearby

island of Vagar have already dis-

appeared, as have several small vil-

lages on islands in the northeast. A
dozen other outlying Faeroese vil-

lages are likewise threatened. With
the ever declining population of

Mykines, the day may come when
there are not enough able-bodied

men for the spring and autumn
sheep roundups.

The values and skills cherished

over the centuries in villages such
as Mykines may, to some degree,

continue to influence the modem,
urbanized Faeroese, but given the

present trend, within a generation a

way of life rooted in the Viking cul-

ture of a thousand years ago may be

a thing of the past. D
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The sea comes to an end somewhere in China ....

Anonymous Roman author, a.d. 100

Long ago in China, there lived a father who had two sons.

le was a merchant. So were they. Whenever he sailed across

le seas to trade in far-off countries, he would ask his sons to

ccompany him. On one of these voyages, a terrible storm

ngulfed their ship; the waves tossed the ship so violently that

le father and his sons feared they soon would be drowned,

ut the youngest daughter of the family rescued them.

She was a mere seven years old, but she already possessed

upernatural powers. Although she was at home, the little girl

nsed her father's and brothers' danger. And so her soul left

er body and flew like a bird over the turbulent waves to the

inking ship. Sweeping down from the sky, she grasped one

rother in each fist and her father in her mouth and flew away

) safety.

When the little girl's soul had left her body in her father's

ouse, her physical being became empty and limp. On seeing

lis, her mother began to comfort the child and fondle her

old limbs.

"Are you all right?" her mother asked.

When the little girl opened her mouth to answer her

lother, her father fell out of her mouth, his body dropped

ito the stormy seas, and he drowned.

"You," the little girl angrily told her mother, "are to blame

)r the death of my father!"

Then sorrowfuUy, she told her mother how her soul had

own out to sea to rescue her father and her brothers on the

nking ship. And how she had saved their lives. But because

'r mother had been so worried about her physical being, she

j id opened her mouth to comfort her, and in doing so, her

ther had fallen from her lips into the seas and died.

In 1592, the Ming dynasty's long

reign (1368-1644) was marred
by the Japanese invasion of Korea.

Facing page, a Ming ship under

full sail (at right) successfully

repels Japanese vessels.
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In 1788, rebel forces from south

and central Vietnam occupied
Hanoi, and the emperor appealed
to China. Below, a Chinese fleet

sent by the Manchu emperor
lands cavalry to quell the rebels.

"Is it really true?" her mother asked.

"Look, my hair is still moist from the sea," the little gij

said. And seeing this, the mother wept.

Compassion now filled the heart of the child. Her anger le)

her, and she grieved for the sorrow of her widowed motheij

She took an oath never to marry. And until her mother diec)

the youngest daughter cared for her. She was as selfless as
|

daughter should be.

She became an immortal known to all as T'ien-hou, goc

dess of the sea, protector of ships and seamen on all th

oceans of the earth and all the rivers of China.

And it was said she even became an empress of Heaver

That is why all along the Fukien coast of China, one of W
most sacred and popular of deities has been T'ien-hou. H(

cult spread throughout southern China. Her worshipers ca

ried her legend across the Pacific to the shores of Americ



And they built temples for T'ien-hou in many of the China-

towns of California.

Some of the writings celebrating the powers of the goddess

of the sea are known to date from the tenth century a.d. and

there are some writers who trace her origin to the third cen-

tury B.C., to the river goddess of Wushan. Sung Yu in Fu of

the Goddess tells of the dreams of the emperor Hsiang (298-

264 B.C.) in which the goddess is described as the source of

the rain and mist. But her deification and worship may be

much older, as old as the earliest fishermen and seamen of

tribal China, who sailed the rivers and seas before the begin-

ning of written history. And, if so, who was T'ien-hou?

Where did she come from? Why was she so powerful?

A sacred tablet in the temple of T'ien-hou, in the village of

Foshan, puts the seamen's pragmatic faith in the divine god-

dess this way: "As the ancients said, 'In the age of perfect

The Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

Photograph by Wan-go Weng



An early-seventeenth-century

woodcut portrays a ship from the

navy of Cheng Ho, the Ming
dynasty's eunuch admiral. His

fleets explored Java, Ceylon,

Malacca, and the coast of India

and reached the Persian Gulf,

the Red Sea, and East Africa.

Mao Y'uan-i, Wu-pel chlh

Photograph by Wan-go Weng

government, the spirits become unnecessary.' " But at sea,

"when the Way of Man fails to do right, the spirits and the

gods come into the light."

Was she a mythic sister of the great goddess of the seafar

ing Pelasgians of pre-Grecian tribalism? Or was she the

daughter of the mother goddess worshiped by the ancestor;

of Phoenician seamen and described by the second-centurij

Roman writer Lucius Apuleius, in The Golden Ass, as having

"risen from the midst of the sea" to guide "the seas' winds,'

and whose "true name" was Isis? The worship of these god

desses may be as ageless as the fears of the first tribal seai

men—and seawomen—who needed guidance on the un

known seas.

Even older, her lineage may be in the darker beginnings o

the sea, going back to the earliest worship of water. In thi

Shang dynasty (mid-sixteenth to early thirteenth centur

B.C.) a god of Ho (the Yellow River) lived like a drowned mai

beneath the water. In times of flood and storm, he wa
calmed by the gift of a young girl who, upon a raft for a brida

bed, was given to him in marriage. In his palace offish scale!

and cowrie shells, she became goddess of the river, while o

the shore the people sang her wedding song, 3,500 years age

Oh, you mount a white turtle!

your robe is a striped fish!

Oh, I wander at your side!

in the corridors of Ho!

Oh, we combine our hands!

as we travel to the East!

Oh, waves in steady surges!

come to welcome us!

The symbol of the dragon as a giver of life is not sole

Chinese, but it is particularly so. And what is a dragon but

great fish with feet; a serpent with wings. In China, this aw
some and powerful creature was not a bringer of knowled}

and evil, as it was in the Garden of Eden in the West; rather

brought fertility and abundance, which was knowledge ai

wealth. It was a magical fish that created human progeny; tf

legendary father of Heaven of the legendary emperors.

And in the oldest of the older legends, the heavenly dragci

was often a woman, a young woman. She was at times v.

innocent girl or the forsaken virgin or the bride abandoned i

the altar, who went forth as a dragon to bring her lover bac

from the seas. T'ien-hou, the goddess of the sea, might be t

;

daughter of that dragon.

The origin of Chinese civilization may owe more to H
importance of fishing on its rivers and its seas than has evr

I



)een recognized. Fish were an essential food of the "nu-

;lear" civilization of northern China, writes Kwang-Chih

Zhang in The Archaeology of Ancient China (1971). Chang

;ays that some authorities on early Chinese history have

:ome to believe that "the birthplace of farmers and herders"

n ancient China was in that cradle of land at the confluence

)f the northern rivers, the "habitat for the sedentary water-

ide fishermen" of Neolithic times. Here was the origin of the

'distinctive pattern" of the Chinese civilization's "inde-

)endence and originality."

Fishing may well have provided ancient peoples with an

asier and more accessible source of food than hunting. The

ong coasts and longer rivers of China offered a natural reser-

oir offish. Both in the folklore of the ancient fishermen and

n the scientific lore of modern archeologists, there is evi-

lence of the importance of fishing not only for the survival of

he people but also in the creation of their character.

In Honan Province, caves of the Yang-shao civilization

lave been found filled with towering heaps of fish bones,

'hese ceremonial and culinary mounds date to 3000 b.c, and

iiefore. And on the banks of the Yellow River and its many

An eighteenth-century cloisonne

box cover shows a seascape and
dragon boats in the earlier Tang

style (618-907). The scaly

dragon, giver of life, is really a

giant fish with feet. The
Chinese sea goddess is thought

to be the dragon's daughter.

The Avery Brundage Collection, photograph by Wan-go Weng



An early twelfth-century scroll

painting of a festival in the Sung
capital depicts bustling river

traffic. Under the Sung
(960-1279), China's navy

first became important.

tributaries, fishing, a source of myth and food, was a highl;

skilled Neolithic industry. The symbolic significance of fisl

in early Chinese history is extraordinary.

"In subsequent centuries, down to the modern period

stories of the miracles of T'ien-hou continued to be told b

sailors returning from dangerous voyages up and down th

China coast," C. K. Yang writes in Religion In Chinese So

ciety (1961). The Chinese seamen were "among the most ad

venturous and self-confident" of explorers but their belief i

the "magical practices" of their goddess of the sea was so ol

that it began long before the "dawn of history."

No one knows how long ago the tribal fishermen and se?

men of China set sail. There is no written history of the

journeys or much archeological evidence of their way c

Hving, as there is of hunting tribes. On the seacoasts, th

boats and tools of seafaring peoples were vulnerable to wave *;

and weather; they were not as well preserved as the fires an

tools of hunters, deep within caves where even the pollen

flowers has been preserved after a hundred thousand yearsl

The Palace Museum, Peking, photograph by Wan-go Weng
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Ilection of Wan-go Weng; photograph by Wan-go Weng

tie rafts of logs and boats of reeds, the dugout canoes and

imitive sails have vanished.

The sea has never been gentle with the memory of its dead.

buries its conquerors and victims indiscriminately and with

jual grace.

Still, upon those glacial blue waters of the Ice Age, blown

stormy trade winds, there is evidence of Stone Age sea-

en in Asia who sailed forth on incredible voyages. They

aved the turbulent waves as courageously as their tribal

^temporaries who walked across entire continents. They
ossed the oceans, leaving the details of their voyages in

gends and on stones that we have just begun to decipher,

r we could hardly imagine the skill, or measure the daring,

our ancestors.

On the islands of the Pacific there are still sailors who re-

ember the nearly forgotten science of the ancient mariners.

seeking to record their dying science, the Australian an-

ropologist David Lewis has explored the ways that islanders

jnaided by modern navigational equipment [traveled]

eat distances on the open sea." His journal. We the Navi-

tors: The Ancient Art of LandfilUng in the Pacific (1975),

s been described by a fellow Australian, anthropologist

ephen Harris, as listing the navigational guides of ancient

afarers from "the more obvious ones of sun and moon posi-

)ns, positions of the zenith stars, land loom, cloud lore,

:>ming birds, sea marks and wind direction, but also the less

"vious features of swell orientation, wave refraction pat-

In a seventeenth<entury scroll

painting, the river in Soochow,
one of southeast China's largest

cities, teems with barges,

transfer vessels, fishing boats,

and pleasure yachts.



Freer Gallery of Art; photograph by Wan-go Weng

One of China's most popular

deities was the sea goddess. This

twelfth-century Sung painting on

silk depicts a local water deity,

the nymph of the Lo River. Her
impressive entourage includes a

multidecked ship like those

dispatched by the Sung to

trade with Korea, Japan,

and the Arab world.

terns, wave shapes, deep phosphorescence and current spet

and direction."

The islanders, even today, can sail for great distances u

ing their sea and sky technology. One of these contemporai

"ancient" seaman is said to know a world of navigation th

spans an area 2,600 miles wide.

The ancient Chinese and Japanese mariners were surely ii>

less, and perhaps more, skilled. The earliest known voyag

of the seamen of the Asian continent seem remarkable

length and duration. But they were not. In the most distat

times, seamen sailed the seas as far and as freely as tho

whose later voyages happened to be remembered on pap(

And we are beginning to decipher their legends and stones,

recognize and appreciate their accomplishments.

In recent years, archeologists have been startled by the d

covery on the shores of the Americas of pottery resembli

the Jomon ware of Neolithic Japan. The thought that Chines

or Japanese ships may have reached the coasts of Ecuad

nearly 5,000 years ago was baffling. The pottery could ha

been traded from island to island across the Pacific, but tht

would indicate the existence of Neolithic trade routes, thc-

sands of miles long, across the world's largest ocean.

In ancient Mexico, signs of oceanic contact between U
Stone Age tribes of Asia and America have also been i

-

earthed. The evidence of a possible Chinese influence on te

art and ritual of the Olmec culture has long been a source jf
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v'onder for Mexican archeologists. As Miguel Covarrubias

emonstrated in Mexico South (1946), even the spiritual use

if jade was similiar in both cultures.

China itself may have been subject to "disturbing influences

from] as far afield as the arctic coasts of North America, cen-

ral and southern America, and the South Pacific, in late pre-

iistoric times," declared William Willetts, in Chinese Art.

he effects of such influences on Chinese culture have long

'cen debated, but to Willetts the findings of archeology sup-

lorted a belief in Stone Age crossings of the Pacific Ocean,

n any event, "the implications are evidently highly re-

varding." These surprising discoveries confirmed possible

ranspacific contact as long ago as 3000 B.C., or before. In the

lineteenth century, such historians of the West as Hubert H.

Bancroft and Charles W. Brooks were less cautious. They

oldly believed that early explorers had crossed the Pacific

)cean in both directions.

Speaking before the California Academy of Sciences, in

Aay 1876, Brooks said: "Great maritime empires existed in

ery remote times. And both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

vere crossed, and races and civilization widely extended in

ges still called prehistoric. A knowledge of the western

bores of the American continent has long existence in both

-hina and Japan. That a restricted communication has existed

•y sea across the Pacific does not admit to question."

To cross such vast and uncharted seas, in small boats of



In 1279, the Sung capitulated

to Mongol invaders led by

Kublai Khan, shown hunting in

this fourteenth-century ink

drawing. The Khan's navy

astounded Marco Polo, and
Mongol fleets of huge junks

traded with Genoa and Venice.

National Palace Museum. Taipei

Photograph by Wan-go Weng

primitive design, required a knowledge of geography am
astronomy that could only be acquired by years of experience

Perhaps by generations and centuries spent upon the sea. Bu

these were rough and robust men, skillful and knowing ii

mastering the discontents of winds and waves.

More than that, these earliest seamen had to learn the chari

acter of the sea. They had to be both daring and bold, stoi*

and cautious, as people of the sea have been throughout his

tory. The character of the sea had to become their own.

And what of their shipbuilding skills? They sailed forth o

seagoing canoes dug out of huge Neolithic trees and on grea

rafts of reeds and on flat-bottomed boats made of tied logs

Many similar boats of contemporary tribal people are large

than those of European explorers who "discovered'

America and Africa and Asia. Most likely the ancient boat

of the Chinese were as large as, or larger than, the mor

famous ships of the Renaissance.

In classical times the Chinese were already building massiv

junks that could cross oceans. These heavy, ornate seagoinj

vessels were known to have reached South Asia before th'

birth of Christ. "For upwards of twenty centuries the Chines

junks have been known to be large, fast and strong, the

people skilled mariners, excellent carpenters, and marir

architects. They early possessed mechanical skill to buil

junks of comparatively great tonnage, capable of conveyir

large amounts of cargo and great numbers of passengers,

wrote Brooks.

These early junks rivaled the ships of Arab caliphates. ]

the fourth century a.d., sea voyages lasting months were n!

corded, during which the crews survived thousands of mih

at sea before reaching port. The mastery of the sea by the:

men, "may account for [ancestral China's] skilled boatmei

who have lived upon the water from time immemorial, ar

for the enormous fleets of junks, generally of large dime

sions," thought Brooks. "A taste [for the sea] early cultivatei

may have come down through many centuries."

One of the earliest emperors of the Ch'in dynasty, 221 »

206 B.C., sent a fleet of seagoing junks to the Isles of the Ir

mortals in the Eastern Sea. We now believe that these m;

have been the islands of Japan, but there is no one who cm

say they were not the Solomon, or the Hawaiian, or tl

Aleutian islands.

No one knows the islands of the Pacific by the names thi

the early Chinese seafarers knew them. So all we can say i'

certain is that while the scholars argue about their geograpl -'
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ocation, the sailors and traders of the Ch'in empire simply

lailed to them, and in celebration of their daring gave these

slands names so poetic that we shall never discover them

ipon our prosaic, precise scientific maps.

Just as the seas flow many ways, so do the ships that sail

ipon them. When the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius

lought the silks of China he sent a fleet of traders to buy them,

t is said that these Roman merchants reached Asia in a.d.

66, "going around Arabia and across the Indian Ocean." It

vas evidence, wrote one historian, "that the sea route from

he West to China was already in operation" at the time of

he Caesars. Recent discoveries of Roman lamps and trading

;oods in the seacoast cities of Thailand confirm the extent of

he trade between Europe and Asia in the earliest years of the

Christian era. The sea route was a well-traveled thorough-

No Latin or Greek equivalents exist for the names the

I!hinese gave the envoys of the Roman emperor; but they

vere recorded by the historians of the Han dynasty. The

Chinese were suspicious of the Roman merchants and

loubted their credentials. So the Roman emperor sent a sec-

)nd fleet of traders with convincing credentials, and the Han

;mperor diplomatically sent an envoy to Rome; unfortu-

lately, he died during the long voyage to Europe.

It was not an expedition for the weak—in mind or body.

)ne Chinese traveler. Fa Hsien, who journeyed to India in

^.D. 399, described how he sailed back to China by way of

ava, and how the sea captain lost his way in the China Sea,

that this ship sailed for seventy days before land was

ighted—a longer voyage than that of the Mayflower more

ban a thousand years later.

Even so, for centuries the sea trade to China was domi-

lated by foreigners. By the sixth century, Roman, Egyptian,

'ersian, Indian, Arabian, and Jewish merchants and seamen

ii'.rowded the harbor of Canton, making it one of the world's

argest and most cosmopolitan ports. But in a.d. 727 a T'ang

listorian reported that the "Posse [Persians] sacked and

turned the city of Kwang-chou [Canton]," as the Arabs had

lone, and would do again. Infuriated, the T'ang emperor

'anned foreigners from the city. But, on second thought, he

! aunched a vast shipbuilding program that was to create

China's greatest merchant and naval fleets.

it By the Sung dynasty, the Chinese navy had grown to hun-

plreds of ships: an impressive armada larger than the Renais-

jtiance navies of Spain and England. The fleet was manned by

A fourteenth-century ink-and-wash

drawing depicts a dragon boat,

part of a Sung regatta. These

palatial ships could carry

hundreds ofpassengers and crew.



This illustration of a Chinese
trader appeared in a book that the

British ambassador commissioned
and presented to the Chinese

emperor in 1792. The hold of a

vessel of this type was divided

into several partitions so that,

in the event of a leak, most of
the cargo was protected.

52,000 sailors. The seagoing junks of the emperors of Sun I

were built at this time—huge vessels that could hold six hun

dred people and "a year's supply of grain." Chou Ch'u-fe{

described these junks as being "like houses," with sails "lik-

great clouds in the sky." The cargoes of these junks, as listei

in the Annals of the Sung in the year 999, included export

and imports of all sorts, from rhinoceros horns to steel-platel

armor. The geographers of the emperors had learned enough

E^SS^^^^SSi,-

1 Alexander, The Costume of China. Courtesy of Avery Architectural Library, Columbia University.
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/en by then, to describe faraway lands such as Somahland,

rabia, and Sicily, and the dragon-shaped ships were becom-

g known far into the Western seas.

These enormous junks must have seemed an apparition to

''esterners, who first saw them when the Great Khan, Ku-
ai, sent an entire fleet to bring a Mongol princess to her

)yal wedding in Persia. In some disbelief, the Chinese junks

ere described as having four to six masts, fifty to sixty

ibins separated into watertight compartments for safety, as

lany as ten lifeboats on board, and two or three supply boats

I tow, with room on their decks for vegetable gardens for the

jndreds and hundreds of passengers and crew.

To Europeans the Golden Horde is remembered as the

Drsemen of the Khans who swept across the steppes of Asia

» the very banks of the Volga and the Danube. They were

ae of the most brilliant and victorious land armies in all of

istory. Less known were the maritime exploits of the Khans,

)r these were less triumphant.

Soon after the Mongol conquest of the Sung empire, Ku-

iai Khan commanded the Chinese fleets to invade Japan. A
aval force of 900 ships and 25,000 men tried in 1274, and

ied again in 1281, with 600 newer ships and 140,000 men.

ut the Kamakura shogunate of Japan and the god of weather,

ho unleashed a typhoon, combined to all but destroy the

eats of the Great Khan. Nor were the fleets sent to conquer

hat is now Vietnam and Java any more successful or any

:ss spectacular. On the sea, as on the land, the Great Khan
ished to be second to none. Even his defeats were leg-

adary.

By the time that Marco Polo arrived at the court of the

ireat Khan, the Mongol-commanded Chinese fleets on the

angtze River alone were so numerous that the traveler from

'enice wrote in amazement: "The amount of shipping it [the

ver] carries, and the total volume and value of its traffic,

xceeds aU the rivers of the Christians put together, and their

sas into the bargain." On coming to the port of Sinju (I-

hing). Polo saw 5,000 ships "in the harbor at once." The
2aports of China were "a marvel to behold" he wrote, most

f all Zaiton (Ch'uan-chou), which another European

aveler, Odoric of Pordenone, described as twice as big as

Lome. An Arabian chronicler, who visited Ch'uan-chou not

)ng after proclaimed: "The harbor is one of the greatest in

le world. No! I am wrong! It is the greatest!"

Of all the feats of Chinese seamanship none surpassed the

oyages of the eunuch admiral of the Ming dynasty: these
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"seven voyages of Cheng Ho" equaled the adventures (

Sinbad.

Emperor Hung-wu, founder of the Ming dynasty, hi

decided to extend Chinese mastery of the sea as far west
;|,

his fleets could sail. His successor, Emperor Yung-lo, cho:

Cheng Ho, the "three-jeweled eunuch" of the court, as tl

commander of the imperial fleets, to go into the western sea

And though Cheng Ho had come from the inland province
:

Yunnan, his seamanship was so exemplary, so skilled, that

will be remembered, along with Odysseus, Leif Ericsso

and Magellan, as one of the great captains of the sea.

In 1405, Cheng Ho sailed from Foochow at the head ofli

fleet of sixty-three junks and 27,870 seamen. His flagsh)

measured 444 by 180 feet, as large as a modern ocean line.

The fleet explored Java, Ceylon, Malacca, and the coast

India, sweeping the sea of enemies throughout the Indii

Ocean, before returning in triumph to China. From 1405

1433 seven of these royal fleets, actually armadas, sailed in

the western seas. One of the greatest was the third fleet

30,000 men and forty-eight junks: the largest one carried

crew of about 1,000; the average held 600 men. The

fleets reached not only the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea (t

Aden, they captured a giraffe for the emperor's gardens), bt

the sixth fleet also explored the coast of East Africa, perha

as far as Kenya.

Of his voyages Cheng Ho wrote, with no immodesty: "T;

Imperial Ming dynasty, in unifying the seas and continenij,

surpassing the three dynasties even goes beyond the Han ai

T'ang. The countries beyond the horizon and at the ends of t ;

«

earth have all become our subjects." The ships sailed 100,03 !«

// (a // is about one-third of a mile), more than the now kno\i

'

circumference of the earth. "Our sails, loftily unfurled li;i

the clouds, day and night continued on their course, rapi

as a star, traversing the savage waves as ifwe were treading

public thoroughfare," Cheng Ho reported to the emperor.

The last of the fleets had barely returned when the mi

darins of the court began to decry the extravagance of saili

so far away, as is so often the opinion of those who stay

home. No sooner had the emperor begun to doubt the wisdc

of the sea voyages than Japanese piracy swept across the s

like a scourge; it had been provoked by the invasions of K

blai Khan and the civil war raging between the warlords

feudal Japan. One after another the ports ofChina were sacki \

by Japanese pirates who attacked, not singly, but in rovi

packs, year after year.

a
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And so the Ming emperors enacted a decree prohibiting sea

jyages. The explorations of the vast fleets ended inglori-

jsly; an era of Chinese seamanship died stillborn. Within

le century, European ships commanded the seas.

Since that time historians have wondered what might have

ippened to the course of history if the emperors of the Ming

/nasty had not withdrawn their fleets from the seas and had

tiled down the coasts of East Africa and around the Cape
"Good Hope? And if, in doing so, they had met the smaller

id lighter ships of the Dutch and the Portuguese head on?

nd if they had gone farther into the Atlantic, north to the

lores of Europe?

One thing is certain: the seamanship of these ancient Chi-

;se mariners refutes the myth that China was a withdrawn,

ickward nation, living in self-imposed isolation. The mys-

que of the mysterious Orient, inscrutable and secretive,

as little foundation in the robust and raucous history of the

;as. If anything, the seamen of China seem to have opened

lany of the trade routes to the West, which Westerners then

sed to reach China.

"No race [on earth] can compare with the Chinese in their

ipacity as traders, colonists, and pioneers," wrote Sir John

ratt, in his history of the China trade.

"As far back as we can discern, the sea-borne trade [of

hina] between the countries bordering on the Indian Ocean
id the China Seas exceeded many times in volume the petty

affic of the Mediterranean world. ... If their vessels never

died the Atlantic or the Mediterranean it was because, as

h'ien-lung pointed out, China had no [need to] import manu-
ictures of outside [namely, European] barbarians.

'The Chinese, like the British, are a seafaring race," Pratt

iid; and no Englishman could say any more than that. n

This 165-foot wooden ship, dating

from the Sung dynasty, was
recently salvaged from Ch'uan-
chou Bay in Fukien Province,

on the southeast coast of China.

These remains barely suggest the

magnificence of Sung ships,

which often had as many as nine

or ten masts, were as wide as

a modern ocean liner, and were

frequently 400 to 500 feet long.

- 1*5«'>..^:j.-^

Wen Wu Magazine. Peking No. 10, 1975
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San Salvador's Urban Orchids
by Peter Bernhardt

In the trees of El Salvador's
capital, orchids thrive,

largely because the city's

population ignores them

The Central American country of

El Salvador is the smallest main-

land American republic, roughly

the size of Massachusetts. Never-
theless, like other political bound-
aries carved out of the Neotropics,

El Salvador possesses an abundant
native flora to delight and fascinate

a systematic botanist. One Sunday,
for example, I found two orchid

species in blossom. These sightings

were not made under especially ro-

mantic circumstances. I was not

slashing my way through rain for-

est lianas or climbing a cow path on
one of El Salvador's numerous vol-

canoes. I was walking down some
of the busiest streets in the capital

city of San Salvador.

The first plant was Cattleya

aurantiaca, which produces small,

star-shaped, red-orange blossoms.

The plant was clinging to a tele-

phone pole that overlooks five daily

bus routes.

The second plant, Oncidium ce-

bolleta, was brightening the fork

of a tree growing in a school play-

ground and bore a spray of flowers,

each the size of a child's finger-

nail. The sepals and petals of On-
cidium have a yellow finish marked
with red-brown spots that undoubt-
edly give this orchid its common
Salvadoran name of chorizo con
huevo, "sausage and egg."
As far as San Salvadorans are

concerned, the ten orchid species

that adorn their streets are as use-

less as the wild, weedy plants

North Americans associate with

their own cities. No one takes care

of dandelions, crab grass, ragweed,

or ailanthus, "the tree that grows in

Brooklyn." Yet they flourish under

minimal conditions, regardless of

whether city dwellers root them

out or ignore them.

These plants are colonizers that

benefit from the exposed soil of a

disrupted or destroyed ecosystem,

be it a fire-ruined forest or an aban-

doned lot. Their seeds germinate

rapidly, and their growth pattern is

typical of weeds: long, spreading

stems; no woody tissue; dense,

durable root systems; and anatomi-

cal and physiological adaptations

that permit them to withstand en-

vironmental pressures from cli-

mate, animals, and insects. Most
important of all, the energy that

they glean from their habitat is

almost completely directed to-

ward their reproductive systems.

Weeds' individual life spans are

short—they flower and die—but

several generations a year insure

many offspring during the limited

growing season. There is a penalty

to be paid here, in the form of

limited exchange of genes.

But the orchid may only com-
fortably survive in association with

the environment in which the origi-

nal seed was deposited. The family

Orchidaceae belongs principally to

climax ecosystems and old stable

environments. The sunlight, water,

and minerals orchids convert into

life processes indicate slow matura-

tion and feature complete adapta-

tion to the subtle ties of their habi-

tat. While a single orchid fruit may
contain thousands, if not millions,

of viable seeds, the plant may not

be ready to flower for several years.

Individual species rarely flower

more than once a year. In the trop-

ics, the blooming season of a single

plant may last up to two months.
San Salvador is hardly Walden

Pond. The population exceeded
350,000 in 1970 and increases an-

nually by 3.8 percent. The city

suffers from all the ills that plague

other Latin American capitals—

a

large transient population; over-

expansion, which threatens the

water table; and environmental and
hygienic abuses, ranging from the

discharge of raw sewage into local

rivers to the absence of air poUl
tion filters and noise control unf
on automobiles and public trar

portation. Yet in the face of

these obstacles, ten orchid specii'

appear to maintain standing pop'

lations here.

At 2,238 feet above sea level S; :

Salvador is in the climatic ranj

that local topographers and met
orologists call el clima templac

cdlido, the climate of the high i

central valleys. Sixty-six to se

enty-eight inches of rain falls du

ing the rainy season months of Jui

through October, and the averaj.

annual temperature is 75 degrei

Fahrenheit. Where natural veget

tion has been permitted to remai }

plant geographers note that a lo\

altitude hot zone flora and a hig

altitude cool zone flora coexist

this area. The orchids of San Salv

dor represent both floras. Specimj
such as Oncidium cebolleta ai

Catasetum integerrimum beg

their range in the dry forests

the Pacific coast. Epidendru

chacaoense, Brassavola cucuUat
Epidendrum adenocarpon,

Laelia rubescens become cot

mon in the low valleys. All tl

other species are essentially co

zone plants, but they do descei

to the lower altitudes and meet t

former orchids on equal terms

the parks and side streets of Sj

Salvador.

All urban orchids are epiphyt

and exploit microhabitats that h

man beings have no intention

claiming for their own. They spei

their lives clinging to the bark

A white orchid touched with gret

and gold, Brassavola cucuUa

blooms in San Salvador's pari

and side streets in June and Jul

After dark, it exudes a fragrant

that attracts pollinating moth

Kjell B. Sandi







trees, but unlike strangler figs and
mistletoe, orchids never parasitize

their hosts. The long, tangled root

systems of epiphytic orchids en-

circle a tree's limbs to form a living

net that traps rushing rainwater and
holds dust and leaf debris used as a

mineral supplement after being

broken down by epiphytic bacteria

and fungi. In this way, parks and
tree-lined streets form islands of

life in a sea of asphalt.

This principle also holds in the

countryside. Roughly 30 to 40 per-

cent of El Salvador's forests have

fallen to cultivation. When forests

are cleared for coflFee (the coun-

try's most important export and
greatest source of wealth), the or-

chids of the herb layer, such as the

many species of Spiranthes, Hab-
enaria, and Sobralia, vanish for

good. But since the tallest trees

are left standing to shade coflFee

bushes, many epiphytic orchids are

given a reprieve. Local popula-

tions survive, if on a somewhat
limited scale. One reason they last

is that at the onset of the rainy

season, Salvadoran farmers cut

boughs of local tree and shrub spe-

cies, strip the branches, and use

them as stakes for barbed wire.

Many stakes take root and put out

new branches. Within a few years

these living fences and windbreaks

become hosts to orchids and other

epiphytic plants.

Only a few centimeters of rain

falls during El Salvador's dry sea-

son, November to May, but since

dryness is a cyclical aspect of the

climate, the native flora generally

has evolved to deal with both the

excess and absence of water. The
leaves and shoots of all orchids

are covered with a thick, waxy
cuticle that retards evaporation.

The leaf stem is normally swollen

and globose, forming succulent,

fibrous structures that botanists

Cattleya aurantiaca is a cousin

ofthe large hybrids commonly used

for corsages. Shaped like small

stars, its reddish-orange blossoms

grow in thick clusters on tree limbs

over San Salvador's streets.
Kjell B. Sandved

and orchid fanciers call pseudo-
bulbs. During the height of the

European orchid craze in the latter

half of the nineteenth century,

pseudobulbs, like the tuber of the

potato, were believed to be the

plant's true regenerative part. De-
prived of their roots, leaf blades,

and the shoot meristem, pseudo-
bulbs prepared in this manner for

export did not survive to produce
flowers or more pseudobulbs. As
its name implies, the resemblance
between a pseudobulb and a true

bulb is superficial. Like most spe-

cies of cactus or South African
euphorbias, orchids growing in dry
places draw in water through their

roots during the rainy season and
store moisture in their pseudobulbs
against long months of deprivation;

however, orchids growing on trees

in areas of high moisture may also

have pseudobulbs because even if

rainfall is plentiful, drainage on a
tree limb is rapid.

Not only are El Salvador's or-

chids able to tolerate changes in

climate; they are also able to thrive

on a remarkable variety of culti-

vated and introduced tree species.

I have seen the tiny-flowered Bar-
keria chinensis and the handsome
Epidendrum ciliare and Brassavola

cucullata forming massed colonies

on Australian pines that line the

road to the National Fairgrounds.

The dense branches of the monkey
puzzle tree support the heavily

pseudobulbed Catasetum integer-

rimum . And on the grounds of the

National University, sweetly

scented bottlebrush plays host to

naturally dispersed colonies of

Epidendrum adenocarpon.
Orchids grow in parks, in play-

grounds, along streets—in virtually

any spot with trees. But along the

banks of the Rio Lempa, where the

homeless have cleared trees and

vegetation out of ravines and put

up cardboard, sheet metal, and

adobe huts, no orchids grow.

While the situation has not been

studied thoroughly, there do not

seem to be many barriers block-

ing the fertilization of a city blos-

som. Catasetum integerrimum, for

example, belongs to one of the few

orchid genera with unisexual flow-

ers. The plants are dioecious.

Each plant produces either male
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flowers (the anthers are fertile; the

ovaries small and useless) or female

flowers (small infertile anthers,

functioning ovaries) and self-polli-

nation is impossible. Instead, both

male and female flowers exude a

chemically complex, clovelike scent

during the morning hours that at-

tracts the large, furry Eulaema bee.

Epidendrum adenocarpon's fra-

grance smells like a mixture of

orange blossoms and burned rub-

ber. It draws small, solitary bees

that transport the sticky pollen

wads, known as pollinia, from
flower to flower. Brassavola cu-

cullata only exudes fragrance after

dusk; its sweet perfume fills the

night air and is believed to attract

night-flying sphinx moths that carry

the pollinia on their heads.

Moth-pollinated species of Bras-

savola and some bee-loving species

such as Epidendrum adenocarpon
offer insects the usual caloric re-

ward, nectar, for their vector serv-

ices. Nectar, a fluid consisting of

well-diluted simple sugars, is a

form of easily metabolized liquid

energy. However, about half of all

orchid species have no nectar.

Catasetum and probably some of

the urban Epidendrums fall into

this category. Bees have been ob-

served assiduously scraping the

scent glands located on the flow-

ers' epidermis and storing the per-

fumes in the pollen baskets on their

legs. Pollination biologists used to

think that these lazy male bees

were "floral junkies," using or-

chids as easy fixes. But recent re-

search suggests that bees use or-

chid scent to produce a pheromone
essential to the completion of their

life cycle.

The floral biology of one orchid,

Cattleya aurantiaca, appears to

have changed under urban condi-

tions. In neighboring Guatemala,

this orchid's red-orange color and

half-open flower is typical of bird-

pollinated species, and orchidolo-

gists suspect that C. aurantiaca is

pollinated chiefly by humming-
birds. In Guatemala, probably

thanks to a bee vector, C. auran-

tiaca also crosses naturally with

the large, purple-flowered C. skin-

neri, resulting in a medium-sized,

delicately scented, pink-flowered

hybrid known as C. x. guatemalen-

sis. But even though both C. auran-

tiaca and C. skinneri are found
south of Mexico, I have not found

in El Salvador the natural hybrid to

which the two are supposed to give

rise when they share a pollinator.

The form ofC aurantiaca found in

San Salvador fails to open com-
pletely: the irregularly shaped petal

known as the labellum remains par-

tially folded over the column com-
posed of a single stamen fused to

the pistil. The labellum also lacks

the characteristic red dots believed

to attract pollinators drawn to nec-

taries by visual cues. Yet every

flower on the urban C. aurantiaca

sets fruit. Presumably, although its

pollinators are absent in the city,

the orchid flourishes by self-polli-

nation.

El Salvador's orchids, even
those urban species that lack floral

nectaries, have established a so-

phisticated relationship with the

local ants. Below the flower bud of

most species, on the flowering

branch, but not on or in the flower,

is an extrafloral nectary. Before the

buds blossom, these nectaries ex-

crete large, luminous drops of nec-

tar, which are gathered by tree

ants. The orchid's flowering

branches remain free of sucking

pests such as aphids. Further ex-

perimental work will reveal

whether the ants studiously keep
the branches clean on their own
or whether the nectar is a bribe

to keep the ants from tending their

"cows" on the orchid's delicate

flowers.

Seeding presents little problem
for urban orchids. Parasites, such

as mistletoe, and many epiphytes,

including aroids such as philoden-

dron and night-blooming cacti, pro-

duce fleshy fruits or seeds bearing

oil glands or sweet, pulpy seed

husks. These are eaten by birds, as

well as by bats and other mammals.
Some seeds are eventually defe-

cated or regurgitated in fertile

places, such as lichen-encrusted

branches. This method of seed dis-

persal is alien to all orchids. Urban
orchids, like their country cousins,

have hard capsules, or pods. Orchid
seeds are incredibly numerous and
practically microscopic. They are

so small, in fact, that one seed

consists solely of a tiny embryo

m^ '^
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and a transparent testa only one
cell thick. In the city or the wild,

orchids do not need animal agents

to spread seeds. Ripe capsules split

open and the wind carries the seeds

away.

I have found orchid plantlets

citywide—on both rough-barked
and lichen-covered trees. Seeds
fortunate enough to reach the latter

havens germinate in the presence
of a species of fungus. Presumably,

until the plantlets produce their first

leaves and roots, the fungus nur-

tures the orchid, while the orchid's

tissues offer a comfortable environ-

ment for the fungus.

Another factor contributing to

the survival of orchids in the city is

the apparent apathy of the general

populace. More than 290 species of

orchids have been described in El

Salvador, and taxonomists believe

that there are more than 300. Oddly
enough, both urban and rural Sal-

vadorans continue to think of or-

chids as the ornamental imports

and florists' novelties that they

are in North America. Orchids are

not generally worn in El Salvador,

and the middle class is only just be-

ginning to discover their possibili-

ties as house ornaments. Some spe-

cies, such as the vanilla orchid,

are thought to have medicinal prop-

erties, but these have remained

mainly uninvestigated and unex-

ploited.

The Salvadoran attitude toward
orchids is reflected linguistically.

The word orquidea is a technical

term used by plant fanciers and
botanists here. All tree-dwelling

plants, including orchids, brome-
liads, peperomias, ferns, certain

cacti, mistletoe, and strangler figs,

are known by the collective name
ofpardsita or "parasite." Few Sal-

vadoran orchids have common
names, and those that do fre-

quently share them with members

The green-and-white flowers of
Epidendrum ciliare, abundant in

Mexico and common throughout

Central America as far south as

Colombia, appear in El Salvador

from April to June.
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of the same genus. For instance,

chorizo con huevo is applied not

only to Oncidium cebolleta but

also to all yellow- and brown-

flowered members of the genus

Oncidium , of which there are four-

teen. Epidendrum pentotis and E.

fragrans, flowers of the city and of

forests and coflFee plantations, are

known collectively as conchitas, or

"little shells." Catasetum integer-

rimum and C. russellianum share

the surprising name of zapatellas

suecas, "little Swedish shoes."

The shoe part of the name must

refer to the slipper-shaped labellum,

which is also found in the North

American Cypripediums, but I have

found no good explanation as to

why they suggest Swedish clogs.

Since the flowers of the urban

species are rarely larger than two

or three centimeters and the plants

are usually hidden by the dense fo-

liage of their host trees, they are

comparatively safe from dilettante

collectors and gardeners. Oncidium

cebolleta frequently grows on

mango trees planted in the city to

shade passersby. Green mangoes

are popular sliced and served with

salt and chili sauce, and the poor are

adept at knocking the fruits down
with sticks and stones. I have

never seen anyone apply the same

technique to orchids that grow

out of reach.

The case of one urban species

indicates that, for orchids, popu-

larity is risky. As late as fifteen

years ago, Cattleya skinneri (flor

de San Sebastian) was a familiar

sight in San Salvador, and books

on the local flora note how com-

mon the flower was in the city. A
comparatively recent burst of inter-

est in what is now the national

flower of Costa Rica has caused

these extremely showy plants to

vanish from their old haunts in pub-

lic parks and in the city estates of

the wealthy. The plants may still

be found in San Salvador but their

distribution can hardly be called

natural. Now they brighten the en-

closed private courtyards of

middle-class homes, where they

are stuffed into window boxes or

wired to branches and logs.

Many questions about urban or-

chids remain unanswered. Why are

some species seen on the outskirts

of San Salvador but never seen

downtown? Large and ancient fig

trees mark important bus stops just

outside the city limits. Here I found

Epidendrum stamfordianum, Iso-

chilus, and dense, matlike colonies

of Hexadesmias. Are these merely

remnant populations of a time when
the area was a forest or are there

subtle environmental factors that

keep them around the periphery

and deny them a niche in the city?

And as for the terrestrial orchids,

will they be forever denied their

old territory in the city? I have

found one or two terrestrial spe-

cies surviving in San Salvador.

Last year I came across a mature

Cyrtopodium punctatum growing

in a bed of snake plants (.Sansevi-

eria) at the university. This orchid

is the largest species in the coun-

try, bearing thick, rigid pseudo-

bulbs more than three feet long.

Because it was growing in an area

that was originally a center for

tropical research, this orchid may
be the lone survivor of an earlier

landscape. But there is no such

explanation for the tight little col-

ony of green-flowered Habenaria

alata I found two months ago,

growing in the center of a well-

tended lawn. "Oh those," the

owner said, "Aren't they cute?

Just sprang up one day."

I suspect that orchids will con-

tinue to colonize San Salvador for

as long as appropriate microhabi-

tats remain and the interest of the

residents remains tepid. Just re-

cently I proudly dragged a girl-

friend across town to see what I

considered an especially fine stand

of Cattleya aurantiaca growing on

an African tulip tree off a side

street. "How ugly)" my friend

sneered, "so small and only one

color. Not at all like the ones I

got for proms." D

A close view of an Epidendrum
ciliare blossom, seen from above,

shows the lip pointing downward,

as it does in most orchids. The

ciliated side lobes probably

entice hummingbirds and
other pollinators.

Kjell B. Sandved
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Chilean Flamingo Court and Dance
!xt and photographs by Juan Munoz

lese long-legged birds

St in muddy lakes where
'and predator would need
airboat to reach them

The Tehuelche Indians of Argen-

a's Patagonia region tell a legend

out how the child-god Elal met

th all the animals to give them

ir places on earth. The flamingo,

lich at that time was white, ar-

ed late. It was assigned to a lake

It had already been given to the

an, so the flamingo had to go to

jarren, salty lagoon to live. Elal

sorry for the bird and decreed

It henceforth its feathers should

ve the color of the dawn sky.

k more recent explanation of the

mingo's coloring is that it comes
im carotenoids in the bird's food,

any case, a brilliant pink mass of

sting Chilean flamingos contrasts

/idly against the stark landscape

the South American altiplano.

The Chilean flamingo, readily

ntified by its bright red knees

d feet, has the widest range and

latest numbers of the American
mingos. Its population, esti-

ited at about half a million birds,

iges south from Peru to Tierra

Fuego, throughout Chile, Bo-
ia, Argentina, Uruguay, Para-

iy, and southern Brazil,

[n Patagonia, these flamingos

jally nest in shallow, brackish

cons, more than 11,000 feet

)ve sea level, which often dry up

vair of Chilean flamingos

'form a mating dance. The
ds pivot around their touching

Is, gradually entwining their

cks. After the dance, either

rtner may still reject the other.

completely during periods of low

rainfall. Temperatures range from

68°F in summer to -5°F or lower

in winter. In the higher Andean
lagoons, nighttime temperatures,

even in summer, can suddenly

drop below freezing, creating prob-

lems for feeding flamingos.

During the nesting seasons of

1971, 1972, and 1973, my wife and

I observed and photographed an

isolated breeding colony of Chilean

flamingos near the village of Colan

Conhue in western Chubut Prov-

ince, Argentina.

The area is one of moderate re-

lief, with elevations of from 2,400

to about 5,000 feet, and the nesting

lagoon is about three-fifths of a

mile wide and almost two miles

long. The lagoon's usually exposed
bottom is of a treacherous, quick-

sand type of mud that is highly

caustic and encrusted with a layer

of salt. Standing water is most often

present only in the center of the

basin. Amidst the mud, eight small,

grass-covered islands serve as the

actual nesting sites. These grassy

knolls, situated above freshwater

springs, form a long line 600 to 900

feet from the western shore. They
average 90 to 240 feet in length

and 33 to 50 feet in width. The
flamingos feed at a number of shal-

low lakes three and a half miles

from the lagoon.

Probably no other flamingo nest-

ing site in South America is so

accessible to man and so close to

his activities. A well-traveled high-

way passes within two and a half

miles of the lagoon, and the ranch

house of the Urretiviscaya family

is only several hundred feet from

the shore. Jose Urretiviscaya har-

vests salt from the lagoon during

the nesting season but does not

seem to disturb the birds. His live-

stock water at the same spring

at which the flamingos feed and

bathe.

Flamingos are noted for the ir-

regularity of their breeding habits,

often not returning to a site for

several years. But here they bred

each of the three years we ob-

served them, and Urretiviscaya

told us that during his forty

years on the ranch he could not

remember a year when the fla-

mingos had not raised a creche of

young.

During the first few days of

October, adult flamingos begin to

arrive in the Colan Conhue area

from their wintering grounds at

lower elevations on the pampas and

along both coasts of southern South

America. This is early spring, when
the temperature is above freezing

for only a few hours each day. The
flamingos scatter around their feed-

ing lakes and appear to have very

little interest in one another.

In 1973, the first flamingos ar-

rived at the nesting lagoon on Octo-

ber 6, but spent their time feeding

and sleeping in the central part of

the lagoon. On the 7th, we counted

twenty birds, and by the 13th, more
than one hundred birds were sighted

in the lagoon. There was some
minor courtship displaying, one

short-lived "march," or group

dance, and for two hours they

seemed to be doing an imitation of

incubating eggs. Fifty or more birds

sat on one island as if incubating,

while a small group displayed be-

side them.

The flock increased daily by ten

to twenty birds, and soon display-

ing continued for two or three

hours at a time. Larger numbers
were now arriving each day, and by

November 2, we estimated that be-

tween 2,000 and 2,500 birds had

arrived, and all of the eight nesting

islands were occupied. On Novem-
ber 9, the colony numbered more
than 4,000. Virtually all of the birds

participated in courtship displays

during these early days of Novem-
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At the onset of a breeding season,

displaying birds engage in a

premating "group dance." The

birds rush headlong for about

fifty feet, do an about-face, then

dash back to the starting point.

ber, and more than half started to

build nests.

Displays of the Chilean flamingo

take various forms but usually fol-

low a distinct pattern. Typically,

we observed a group of five or ten

(usually led by a male) holding their

heads in an "alert" posture with

the neck stretched to its full length.

They would then begin a "head-

flagging" display, call to one an-

other, and move their heads from

side to side in a horizontal arc. This

would increase in tempo during a

period of several minutes. Others

would soon join the head-flagging

group, until there were twenty-five

to fifty birds displaying together. At

times the head flagging would stop

as suddenly as it began, but more

often it would be followed by "wing

salutes" or a marching display.

In a march, the displaying flock

rushes in a tightly packed mass for

fifty feet or more in one direction

while continually calling and head

flagging. They then pivot in unison

and dash back to their starting

point. These marches are often re-

peated five or six times in quick

succession. They stop abruptly, but

the head flagging continues and

then gradually decreases, as if the

birds are winding down.
During periods of intense dis-

playing, we observed many birds

pairing. Two birds stand with their

necks fully stretched, beaks touch-

ing. They then circle slowly, pivot-

ing around the touching beaks,

Both male and female take turns

sitting on the egg during the thirty-

day incubation period. A change of

shift often takes place at dawn,

and the relieved partner flies off to

feed at nearby lakes and streams.
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hen the chicks are more than a

«ek old, Ihey form a creche,

hich is patrolled by a few
lults, or "aunties," that

Tve as herders and lookouts

the absence of the parents.

radually intertwining their necks,

t times there is some ritual peck-

ig and sparring. This may continue

)r three or four minutes, after

hich they walk off together if the

uirtship is successful. During the

iil\ period of copulation, the birds

icn mount each other, especially

hile bathing. Often a third will

loiint the second, and once we saw
iLii stacked on top of each other.

Frequent bathing and preening

e important parts of the daily rou-

ne during courtship. At the Colan
onhue site, bathing is important

iring the entire period the birds

;cupy the nesting islands because
le caustic mud dries to cement
irdness and must be removed
hile it is damp. A nesting pair rou-

nely spell each other for this pur-

3se.

Both sexes share in nest building,

hey build cone-shaped, foot-high

ounds by picking up mud in their

lis and piling it up. Some of the

ud is so soft that the birds drool it

/er the mound; the mud runs

iwn the sides and hardens. The
;g is deposited in a concave de-

ession on the top of the mound,
lit some eggs are deposited on
assy, level areas of the island.

Jth birds add to the nest until the

ly the egg hatches.

Late arrivals to the colony were
ill displaying and mating through

ovember 25, but the great major-

of birds were incubating eggs.

\' December 8, almost the start of

tiring a rainstorm, the parents

turned from their feeding
ounds to provide some shelter

r their nearly full-grown young.
ftcr the storm passed, the adults

ft the young on their own again.

summer, the first eggs were begin-

ning to hatch. On that day we
counted 200 newly hatched chicks.

Within a week, all but the infertile

eggs had hatched on the island

where nesting first took place. This

synchronous pattern of egg hatch-

ing occurred, at intervals, on the

other nesting islands in the lagoon.

The thirty-day incubation period

is the only time when the colony is

relatively quiet. The birds sleep

during the day, heads tucked under

wings; occasionally they stand to

turn the egg with their bills. At first

light in the morning and just after

sunset there is a change of shift.

Birds that have fed in nearby lakes,

ponds, and streams return to the

nest, and a pair will usually spend a

short time together. The new ar-

rival stands over its incubating

mate for a few moments before tak-

ing its turn on the nest. The other

promptly leaves for the feeding

grounds where, with the coarse fil-

ter in its bill, it strains the water for

annelid worms, small moUusks,
crustaceans, and such zooplankton

as amphipods, copepods, and in-

sect larvae.

A newly hatched chick has white

down, red legs, and a red beak.

After a few days, the down becomes
gray; the legs and beak black.

Feedings are several hours apart

—

a task shared, as is brooding, by
both parents. The chick's head pro-

trudes from under the brooding

adult's wing, and with beaks touch-

ing, the feeding parent drools a red

liquid into the open bill of the

chick. This liquid is rich in fat and

contains a good amount of glucose.

Carotenoids, erythrocytes (blood

cells), and about one percent whole
blood are also parts of the mixture.

The liquid is thought to be a secre-

tion from the lining of the upper

digestive tract.

The chicks leave the nest when
they are three or four days old and

able to walk. Searching for food,

they mill around, scavenging egg-

shells, feathers, and mud from

other nests. Creches begin to form

when there are from 100 to 200

week-old chicks. The assemblage

quickly builds to hundreds of

chicks, and they leave the nesting

area en masse to wander all over

the nesting lagoon. Frequently, the

creche will move to a freshwater

spring where the chicks drink and
bathe.

The creches are supervised by
only a few adults who serve as

"aunties." These aunties may be

parent birds who are staying with

the creche at a given time or, pos-

sibly, they are birds that have lost

their egg or young. Another possi-

bility is that they are unmated indi-

viduals or subadults that have a

"parental urge" but no oflFspring.

The ratio is approximately one
supervising adult per one hundred
chicks. The aunties function chiefly

as herders and lookouts rather than

actual protectors. They keep the

creche together by constantly pa-

trolling the periphery, while a few
maintain order among the inner

ranks. As long as the creche stays

in the areas surrounded by sticky

mud, there is Httle danger from
foxes, dogs, or other mammalian
predators. The chicks are seldom
molested by predatory birds; they

seem to have an instinct to draw
tightly together when alarmed, do-

ing so even if no supervising adults

are nearby.

All of the eight nesting islands

are completely abandoned by the

time the youngest chicks from the

last colony to hatch eggs have

reached two weeks of age. By mid-

January the mud around the islands

dries up and no longer provides

sanctuary for the birds. The entire

creche, now composed of chicks

from all the nesting islands, moves
to the middle of the lagoon where

a few scattered springs and residual

water keep the mud damp and im-

penetrable to predators.

The creche, which in 1973 we
estimated to be about 1,500 chicks,

gathers around two constantly

flowing springs on the eastern side

of the lagoon to bathe, fight, and

sleep under the watchful eyes of the

aunties. From time to time a group

of adults fly in, find their young

(possibly by vocalization) and feed

them. By the time the chicks are

about fifty days old, their bills have

developed enough so that they can

begin feeding on their own. Some
of the incoming adults relieve the

aunties, giving them a chance to

feed in the nearby lakes.

By late summer, the chicks are
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ready to practice flying, and
group of young separates from th

main creche. Strong winds are al

most constant in Chubut. Openin
their wings, the chicks run into th

wind to gain airspeed. Usually, thi

is enough to lift them two or thre

feet above the ground. Those ac;

vanced enough to flap their wing

sometimes manage a fifty-foe'

flight. Others come back down a

niost immediately, hitting th

ground on the run. When sever;

hundred birds are practicing, th

confusion is great, resulting i

many collisions between th

clumsy chicks. But they lear

quickly, and by the end of Marc
those with full plumage are begii

ning to fly to the nearest lake

around the nesting lagoons to feec

As their chicks become indepei

dent, the adults begin to leave fd '

lower elevations in the north. Th '

is a critical time for the young fij i|

by mid-April there are practical ;i

no adults remaining. Those chicl s

unable to fly to the wintering are;

are abandoned. Although they a

able to feed around the nestir

lagoon, very few can survive t!

freezing rain and snow flurries

the hard faU and winter.

In our three years of observii

the colony, we estimated that tl

population varied from 4,000

6,000 nesting birds, and the crech

averaged about 1,500 young. Un ,

tiviscaya said he had never set o

any major changes in the populj •

tion during the years he has livij -'[^

on the ranch. Unlike many oths t

flamingo colonies, seasonal var;

tions in rainfaU, which greatly ;

feet the shallow lagoons where t

birds feed and nest, apparently i

not affect their breeding at this sii
. .,

The greatest danger to this zm^
ony is the accelerated developmeBr.i

of Patagonia, bringing with it toi- "

ism, industry, and an expandi;
j

human population. There ha;

been numerous incidents of want i „

shooting of flamingos in the an

.

and with only nominal protect! i

aff"orded the birds, this can only -

crease. The local ranchers respit

the flamingos and do their best 3

protect them, but they cannot cc J

with the flood of settlers com ?

into the area. Our hope is that i

;

government will take the necess; y

measures to create a proper p-

serve that will secure the nestg

and feeding grounds of these be

tiful birds. '
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The Wolf That Lost Its Genes
by James H. Shaw and Peter A. Jordan

Coyotes are "genetically

swamping" this little-known

carnivore, bringing it to the

brink of extinction

Remnant populations of one of

North America's most critically

endangered mammals live within

an hour's drive of Houston, Texas.

Most travelers passing through the

prairies and marshes along the

upper Texas gulf coast would prob-

ably not suspect that a large carni-

vore, averaging some 55 pounds,

still inhabits this farm and ranch

country that has been settled for

more than a century. Although the

howl of the red wolf can still be

heard from Galveston Bay to the

southwest comer of Louisiana,

perhaps fewer than one hundred
animals, the last of their kind, still

survive in the wild.

The red wolf {Canis rufus) once

occurred throughout the southeast-

em United States from southern

Florida to central Texas and pos-

sibly as far north as the Carolinas

and Kentucky. Along with other

large carnivores, red wolves were

persecuted by generations of

farmers and ranchers who feared

for their livestock. State and local

governments subsidized the de-

stmction of the animals by oflFer-

ing bounties, and personnel of the

Bureau of Biological Survey (fore-

runner of today's U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service) trapped and poi-

soned the animals under a mandate
from Congress. These eflForts, to-

gether with habitat alterations as

the land was logged, grazed, and

farmed, resulted in the animal's

disappearance from most of its

geographic range.

Just short of annihilation, the red

wolf was officially recognized as an

endangered species in 1965, and

lethal control measures by federal

agents were halted. Today, when
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rancher claims that wolves are

ling his stock, a federal trapper

dispatched to capture the sus-

t. Should the animal turn out to

a red wolf, it is relegated to a

jtive breeding program.

VIost endangered species can

vive given adequate legal pro-

tion and sufficiently large re-

ves of critical habitat. The red

If is now protected by federal

i state laws and there seems to

enough suitable habitat to sus-

n several populations. But a

re subtle form of extinction

eatens the species—genetic dilu-

n through hybridization with

ither, far more numerous and

iptable species, the coyote

2nis latrans). Although the nat-

occurrence of interspecies

jridization is rare among free-

ng mammals, human disturb-

;e of animal populations and
ir habitats increases the chances

his happening. The result can be

alteration of the genetic charac-

istics of one or both species.

^s red wolf numbers declined,

coyote (a species more resistant

trapping and poisoning and
ter suited to disturbed habitats)

jan extending its range eastward,

aging the two into increasingly

ater contact. Most members of

genus Canis are interfertile;

re being no physiological bar-

rs against hybridization. Fur-

rmore, the hybrid offspring may
3 be fertile, either breeding

ong themselves or backcrossing

h either parent species.

Jnder normal conditions, differ-

species of wild canids maintain

letic distinctiveness through

igraphical separation or by mu-
1 intolerance in the form of terri-

iality and species-specific court-

p patterns. Evolutionists predict

t hybridization is most likely to

ur when a rapidly expanding

species comes into contact with a

less numerous close relative. Fluc-

tuating populations and altered

habitats also enhance the prospects

for hybridization. Since all these

conditions were present as coyotes

invaded areas where red wolves

were being drastically reduced, the

behavioral safeguards failed and
hybridization began.

The coyote-hybridization threat,

together with very low red wolfnum-
bers, requires that management be

approached in terms of saving the

red wolfs "gene pool." This term

refers to the sum of genetic infor-

mation carried by all members of a

"deme," or interbreeding group.

On a larger scale, it is all the genetic

information possessed by a series

of related demes that may make up

the entire species.

Traditionally, wildlife manage-

ment has largely been a numbers
game, the objective being to either

increase, decrease, or maintain

population sizes with little or no

regard for genetic changes. Man-
agement of a gene pool is broader

because it considers not only num-
bers of individuals but also the

amount of genetic variability pre-

served. When working with rem-

nant populations, wildlife managers
must try to save all remaining

genetic variability in order to as-

sure the species' adaptability to

future environments. The smaller

the remnant population's gene

pool, the more vulnerable it is to

dilution through interspecies hy-

bridization. To preserve a gene

pool, the species" genetic limits

must be identified. For most mam-
malian and avian species this is no

problem—the black bear, the

whooping crane, and the white-

tailed deer are so clearly distinct

from their nearest relatives that

there is no debate as to where one

species ends and another begins.

Defining the red wolfs gene pool

is difficult for several reasons.

First, individual specimens range

in size from that of large coyotes to

that of small gray wolves {Canis

lupus). Second, because so little is

known of the red wolfs behavior,

taxonomic comparisons by be-

havioral criteria have not been
possible. And finally, the extent of

the geographic overlap that once
existed between the red wolf and

the gray wolf in the eastern United

States will never be known because

both were long ago extirpated from
that region and not enough skulls

were preserved from either type to

permit reconstruction of the origi-

nal picture. So we will never know
whether the red wolves of the south

maintained themselves as a clearly

distinct entity from the larger gray

wolves to the north or whether the

two merged into a continuum char-

acteristic of single, widely dis-

tributed species. Most taxonomists

describe the red wolf as a distinct

species; some claim it is merely a

small subspecies of gray wolf; still

others suggest that it represents

a stable hybrid complex between
the coyote and the gray wolf.

Accurate recognition of a species

and the limits of its gene pool have

important conservation implica-

tions. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, and other conservation

agencies, recognize that an entire

species on the brink of extinction

presents a more critical situation

than does an endangered subspe-

cies in the same condition, pro-

vided that other subspecies exist

safely elsewhere. Unless zoologists

maintain a reasonable consensus

on the question of separate-species

status, agency administrators may
face difficulty justifying significant

portions of their limited budgets

toward saving such animals as the

red wolf Most likely the issue will
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never be completely resolved be-

cause of so much missing evidence,

but we believe that the bulk of the

evidence supports the separate-

species view. Furthermore, for

management purposes the animal

should be given the benefit of any

lingering doubts and recognized as

a distinct species.

When we first became involved

with the red wolf in 1970 its en-

dangered status had been clearly

established. The animal's ecology

and behavior remained largely un-

known, however, and the taxo-

nomic uncertainty persisted. We
began a detailed field study of the

animal, concentrating on collecting

ecological and behavioral data to

aid management efforts and facili-

tate understanding of gene pool

management. By comparing our

results with those of similar studies

on the gray wolf and the coyote, we
also hoped to provide new insights

on the taxonomic relationships

between North American canid

species.

We needed a study area that had

a relatively high red wolf popula-

tion density and that did not con-

tain coyotes or hybrids. Because

more than 90 percent of the remain-

ing red wolf range is on private

land, we also required landowner
cooperation. A 1970 red wolf sur-

vey by the Texas Parks and Wild-

life Department indicated that

Chambers County, Texas, along

the eastern shore of Galveston Bay,

offered the best potential. Ranchers

there proved cooperative, freely

allowing us to trap, release, and

track wolves on their land and

sometimes recording useful obser-

vations. At the center of this area

lies the Anahuac National Wildlife

Refuge, which had already become
a sort of center for red wolf re-

search. Anahuac had kennels for

holding wolves, and refuge manager
Russel Clapper and his staff gen-

erously provided vital logistic

support.

Elusive species can best be

studied in the free-living state by
the use of radio-location telemetry.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

loaned us radio telemetry equip-

ment and supplied the services of

Glynn Riley, a skilled trapper and
self-taught biologist experienced in

safe and effective live trapping of

red wolves.

In the summer of 1971, Riley

found unusually small canid tracks
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in the vicinity of the Anahuac
refuge, indicating that at least one

coyote or possible hybrid was liv-

ing among the last red wolves. It

was probably the same animal we
captured the following November
—a 36-pound adult female with a

narrow, coyotelike head. We held

her for five days while we searched

the surrounding area for additional

small tracks made in her absence.

Fortunately, none appeared, so we
concluded that she was probably

the only abnormally small Canis

in the study area. She was then

immobilized, measured, photo-

graphed, and fitted with a radio

transmitter collar. We released her

at her capture point, hoping to learn

whether or not such an atypical

animal would be accepted socially

by local red wolves.

The additional nine canids cap-

tured in the study area were mark-

edly larger than coyotes and typical

of red wolves before the coyote

hybridization began. Four adults

weighed from 52 to 76 pounds;

five immatures, from 45 to 50

pounds, roughly 20 percent smaller

than eastern gray wolves and

nearly 100 percent larger than

Texas coyotes. One young male be-

came the only fatality when hunters

found and shot the trapped animal.

Red wolf facial threat expres-

sions proved to be unusually inter-

esting. While all North American
canids can threaten with a snarl,

only the coyote is known to

threaten with a wide gape of the

mouth. Those animals that, on the

basis of size, appearance, and cap-

ture location, were judged to be
pure red wolves threatened only

with a snarl and could not be in-

duced to gape. Wild canids cap-

tured outside the study area and
judged to be hybrids threatened

with a gape. We believe the ability

to gape is inherited rather than

learned—a conclusion strongly

supported by Benson Ginsburg's

behavioral genetics studies on
canids at the University of Con-
necticut. The threat expression

may well be one of the more valu-

able criteria for distinguishing

trapped red wolves from coyotes

and hybrids.

To make genetic comparisons

between species, subspecies, or

local populations, population ge-

neticists are relying increasingly

upon comparisons of the molecular

structure of enzymes. These struc-
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tural differences are simple and are

direct reflections of genetic varia-

tions. Enzymes related to funda-

mental cellular processes, such as

energy metabolism or respiration,

tend to be less altered by environ-

mental changes and are therefore

conservative compared with many
external characteristics, such as

body size or color. Any observed

differences in enzyme structure

indicate that animals carrying them
are members of demes that have

been separated for quite some time.

We collected blood samples from

our trapped animals and sent them
to Robert Storez of Yale University

who was studying enzyme relation-

ships within canids. Storez isolated

some thirty enzymes from the

blood and examined' differences in

the molecular structure of each

enzyme. He then compared our

samples with others collected from

known coyotes and gray wolves.

Only one of the thirty enzymes
had more than a single molecular

structure. Of its two forms, one

was typical for the gray wolf and

the other typical for the coyote, but

neither form was 100 percent con-

sistent within either species. This

enzyme alone, therefore, could not

invariably determine the species of

an animal, but the frequency with

which the two forms occur within

given populations could be a useful

measure of genetic changes through

time and space. By this criteria, the

animals in our study area ranked

about midway between gray wolf

and coyote populations. Outside

the study area, populations sus-

pected by other criteria of being

hybrids proved virtually identical

to coyote populations. This enzyme
comparison could prove useful for

monitoring populations that are

suspected of undergoing hybridiza-

tion.

Our main research effort was
devoted to the ecology and be-

havior of free-living red wolves.

Food habits, determined from the

contents of scats, showed that

these red wolves invariably killed

animals smaller than themselves.

Leading prey were nutria (a large

aquatic rodent introduced from

South America), swamp and cot-

tontail rabbits, and cotton rats. De-

spite the numerous cattle and occa-

sional deer in the study area, we
found no remains of these larger

animals in red wolf scats through-

out the study's fifteen-month dura-
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tion. Sheep ranching is not prac-

ticed to any extent along the upper

Texas gulf coast and this is fortu-

nate because these animals might

make easy and tempting prey for

the red wolf.

Home ranges averaged only sev-

enteen square miles for our radio-

equipped red wolves, far smaller

than gray wolf home ranges but

similar to those of most coyotes.

Red wolves proved to be primarily

nocturnal, even in winter, an ac-

tivity pattern more typical of coy-

otes than of gray wolves-

Within its remaining range, the

red wolf forms small, unstable

social groups, an arrangement well

suited for hunting small prey. Gray
wolves, in contrast, usually form

packs that permit them to prey

upon larger animals. Sightings of

up to six or seven red wolves have

been reported, but the vast major-

ity of year-round observations are

of one or two.

Parasites of serious consequence

flourish in the warm, damp climate

of the Texas gulf coast. Serious

infestations of heartworms, hook-

worms, tapeworms, and sarcoptic

mange have been found in cap-
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tured red wolves. A heavy heart-

worm infestation can kill adult red

wolves just as it can kill domestic

dogs. Hookworms constitute an

even greater threat because they

can be transmitted to pups, killing

entire litters. Mange and tape-

worm, although common, pose less

of a threat in terms of direct mor-
tality.

Since heartworms are mosquito-

borne and hookworms are trans-

mitted through contact with wet
soil, we suspected that a positive

correlation exists between rainfall

and red wolf mortality. Residents

of the study area recalled a sharp

increase in red wolf numbers from
1961 to 1964. Local weather rec-

ords showed that these were excep-

tionally dry years, particularly dur-

ing the spring whelping periods.

Although this is only circumstantial

evidence, it suggests a causal rela-

tionship between rainfall, parasit-

ism, and red wolf mortality. It also

supports the view that the gulf

coast region, while providing abun-

dant natural foods for red wolves,

is ecologically marginal because of

the heavy parasite burden. These
parasite loads were compensated

for by some favorable conditions,

such as the sparse human popu-
lation and an abundant food sup-

ply from the highly productive

prairies and marshes.

Overall we found that the ecol-

ogy and social behavior of the red

wolf within its remaining range

were similar to those of the coyote

and generally different from those

of the gray wolf. These similarities

between the red wolf and the coy-

ote may explain why the behavioral

barriers against hybridization be-

tween these species were breached.

The gray wolfs strong social affini-

ties cause that animal to form
packs that maintain distinct terri-

tories and repel intruders, thereby

minimizing opportunities for breed-

ing with outsiders. Since neither

the coyote nor the red wolf has

such strong group bonds, hybridi-

zation is more likely to occur.

About five years ago the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service began
developing a recovery plan for the

red wolf. Curtis Carley was as-

signed as biologist in charge of field

operations and Russel Clapper was
appointed leader of the Red Wolf
Recovery Team. The recovery plan

consists of three interrelated stratli;

gies: maintenance of a capti'

breeding colony, reintroducti<'

into areas where red wolves on
occurred, and curbing hybridi2

tion within the animal's remain!

range.

A captive breeding colony h

been established at the Point D
fiance Zoo in Tacoma, Washingtoi

and field personnel of the Fish ai^

Wildlife Service have sent anim;

considered to be pure red wolv

to Tacoma. Norm Winnick of t

Tacoma zoo reports that in 19

captive red wolves produced fc

litters totaling fourteen pups. Tl

breeding colony could provi,:.

long-term survival insurance if

else fails.

The captive breeding strate^

while a necessary last resort,

several drawbacks. High costs

limited space make it difficult I

preserve a large enough gene popj
A long-term captive population rit ^i

only loses many learned survi'

traits but also may undergo /

natural selection, losing criti

genetic information unrelated -

survival in captivity, but esseni

for survival in the wild. Saving i
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icies only in a zoo is something

a tie game with extinction. Only

insuring that the red wolf can

sist in the natural, free-living

te can the species genuinely be

iserved.

Reestablishing red wolves some-

ere within their original geo-

phic range presents a difficult

I critical challenge requiring

sc cooperation between federal

I state wildlife agencies, private

downers, and area residents, as

ill as careful selection of suitable

Insplant sites. Another problem

iolves the source of red wolves

ibe transplanted. Captive-reared

lividuals may not have the hunt-

I skills and wariness of humans

I essary to survive in a new en-

pnment. Removing wild red

jIves from the gulf coast might

jiy hasten the demise of the last

Dwn wild population. The hy-

(Jization threat will persist if coy-

is are in the area, so sites se-

ited for release cannot contain

15 competitor, which has invaded

ist of the southeast in recent

irs. Southern Florida and some
inds along the Atlantic and gulf

ists are essentially coyote-free

I there may be other areas yet

liscovered. The first transplant

[;mpt did not provide a very en-

iraging start.

lull Island lies about three miles

the South Carolina coast. As
t of the Cape Romain National

dlife Refuge, it seemed a rea-

ably good site for an experi-

ntal red wolf release. After

eral years of planning, the Fish

I Wildlife Service transported a

of wild-caught red wolves to

ding pens on Bull Island. There

/ stayed for six weeks to accli-

e before being radio-collared

released in December 1976.

about a week the pair explored

island; then the female sud-

ly swam to the mainland and

to be recaptured. (Later the

e was also recaptured.) The
h and Wildlife Service now be-

es that something frightened the

nal and caused her to flee the

nd. They are planning another

Production on Bull Island with

ifferent pair of red wolves. But
small size of the island, and its

ximity to the mainland, may
se it difficult to hold such far-

ming animals.

outhem Florida and perhaps a

coastal islands may oflFer suit-

: release sites. Everglades Na-

tional Park has been suggested be-

cause protection would be auto-

matic and no coyotes are known to

occur there.

The third aspect of the red wolf

recovery plan is the effort to main-

tain existing wild populations along

the Texas and Louisiana coasts.

During our 1970/1972 investiga-

tions, the wild red wolves seemed
to be relatively homogeneous and

robust, but even then we accounted

for one apparent hybrid within the

study area. Our radio tracking,

incidentally, showed that this sus-

pected hybrid regularly associated

with a large male red wolf. After

her death we examined her repro-

ductive tract and found that she had

been bred, presumably by her fre-

quent companion. The Fish and

Wildlife Service has since sampled

wild canid populations more exten-

sively, eastward into southwestern

Louisiana. While some large, wolf-

like animals are being found, the

ratio of apparent hybrids to red

wolves seems to be increasing

rapidly.

Curtis Carley now believes that

there is little hope for preserving

pure red wolves within the animal's

remaining range. Accordingly, the

Fish and Wildlife Service is now
attempting to capture the last ap-

parently pure red wolves for inclu-

sion in the captive breeding colony.

If the tide of the coyote invasion

is overwhelming and the remaining

red wolves are unable to maintain

their genetic integrity, then this is

the only course left open. It will,

however, invariably hasten the rate

at which the remaining wild red

wolf population is genetically

swamped by the coyote.

Whenever an animal population

is drastically reduced, there is

danger of irretrievable loss of ge-

netic information. The possibility

that some genes will be completely

lost from the population by chance
alone increases as the population

shrinks. If only one corner of the

species' original range is left, often

the case with endangered species,

losses from the gene pool through

genetic drift will be permanent and
will occur independently of natural

selection. As more genes are lost,

the population's chances of adapt-

ing to future environments diminish

and the threat of extinction in-
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Monarchy. Moreover, the Crown— larger and
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An Expedition to the

Northwest Coast ofAmerica

JOHAN ADRIAN
JACOBSEN
Translated by ERNA GUNTHER
from the German text of

Adrian Woldt

/\ true tiilc of ad\'cnturc in ihc gr;incl

tradition of 19th-ccntun.' exploration,

tfiis is tfic account by Johan Adrian

Jacnbscn ol liis quest lor nali\'e artifacts

Irom America's Xortliwcst Coast,

undertaken for the Royal Berlin l:thno-

loojcal Museurn. •

1 he intrepid jacnbscn tra\'cled

among Indian tribes Irom Vancouver

Island to Southeastern Alaska, among
liskimos of Western /Maska and among
both peoples in the Yukon. His report

is lull ol human interest— of funerals,

leasts, hardships, and trading deals. He
w,\s the first white man to reach some

of the remotest tribes and tells how one

set of people stripped him to see if his

body was as white as his face, while

another group "handled me as if I were

a wonderlul animal." His enthusiastic

collecting secured 7.000 pieces for

Berlin, many of which are valued

museum items today.

I'.rna Cunther. who is herseli an

outstanding expert on the peoples of

the Northwest, has pro\'idcd .1 scnsiti\-e

translation and adapted the original

work lor exciting 20th-centur\' reading.

Handsome illustrations include one

original map. and 75 line drawings.

SI7.50

University of Chicago Press

Chicigo'iflfvlT

When an entire population is

lost, a large part of that species'

gene pool vanishes. When the Cali-

fornia grizzly became extinct in

1924, the diflFerences between that

bear and other grizzlies were lost

forever. If grizzlies from the north-

ern Rocky Mountains were intro-

duced into California and allowed

to thrive, they would not assume
the particular set of traits that made
the original California subspecies

unique.

Transplanting members of one
subspecies into the geographic

range of another subspecies can
result in genetic mixing that perma-
nently blurs local distinctiveness.

The bison that originally inhabited

Yellowstone National Park were
wood or mountain bison, a subspe-

cies morphologically and behavior-

ally distinct from the more numer-
ous plains bison. A few native

mountain bison survived in Yellow-

stone into the twentieth century. In

1902 plains bison were introduced

from herds in Montana and Texas
to increase the Yellowstone popu-
lation. The two subspecies inter-

bred and, although bison thrive in

Yellowstone today, they are a hy-

brid population, genetically diflFer-

ent from their wild ancestors.

Some population geneticists,

such as Michael Smith of the Sa-

vannah River Ecology Laboratory
in South Carolina, have presented

evidence suggesting that the ebbs

and flows in a population's gene

variability (heterozygosity) direc

influence that population's grov

rates and productivity. Not all

thorities agree on this interpre

tion, but if heterozygosity pro
to play a significant role, it it

someday provide important

mates of survival and recov*

potentials for endangered speci

Techniques for measuring
netic variability in wild populatii

are indirect and somewhat cru

but they are undergoing rapid

finement. Future wildlife manag
can take advantage of new tech:

ogy to manage species more
terms of their gene pools rat

than in terms of numbers alone

The only realistic hope for

survival of red wolves in the v

would seem to be transplantat

into suitable sites outside of tl

current, shrinking range. We h
that the U.S. Fish and Wild
Service and various cooperat

agencies are successful in fim

coyote-free and otherwise i

able sites within the generally f

ognized former range of the

wolves, and that the animals ad

to these moves. If this doe;

happen, this unique North Am
can wolf will be known to fu

generations as a mere vestige ol

former self, surviving only in z

dedicated to preserving what
mains of its genetic distinct:

ness.



THEY FOUND GOLD.
THEY'LL FIND DEATH !

OUh lUaUmiuUSLY-BOUND

OLUMES AT PAPERBACK
OOK PRICES

THE CURSE OF THE PHARAOH
(2 volumes)

'hose who disturb the Pharaoh's sleep will be tou-

led by the wings of death". Seventeen scholars

tie ignored this warning inscription, died of unknown

luses. What does it mean ?

IIS, or IN SEARCH OF SHROUDED
EGYPT ( 1 volume

> i Isis roamed Egypt in search of the scattered re-

ains of her lover Osiris, scholars have painstakin-

t sifted through this country. As intriguing as an

iventure novel, ifs the story of their search, by

erre Montet, member of the Institute.

jlYSTERIES OF THE GREAT PYRAMID

( 1 volume

)

) human engineering in the world is heavier with

fstery than this spectacular construction on the

le shores. Its dimensions are exactly proportonal

those of the terrestrial globe. Do they involve a

pt secret as though the builders had access to

me unsuspected esoteric knowledge ?

lich strange discoveries have induced the archae-

|ists to wonder about the reason of this construe-

^superbly-bound

volumes for only tpr*

V
ALL FOUR
WHY THIS AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE ?

Simply because we want you to disco-

ver the interest and quality attributed

to our editions, at no risk to you. In fact,

you only pay for the books once you

have decided to keep them and only

after a 10-day free examination. To re-

ceive them, clip and mail the reply cou-

pon today.

• Gold leaf em-
bossed titles

• Many illustrated

plates
• Feather weight
paper
• Bookmark, head-
band and tailband
• Format 4 ^/s" x
7Vs".

FRIENDS OF HISTORY

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
Rtttum to FRIENDS OF HISTORY, P.O. Box 46. MOOERS NY. 12968.

YBS I Please rush me the de luxe 4-volume set for 10 days' free examination. If. attheend
of W days. I decide to keep tftese beautiful books, all four of them are mine for a total of

just $ 12.95. plus a small charge for postage and handling. Otherwise, I will return them at

the end of 10 days and owe nothing. -_- «« um
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Art

ANTIQUE SHELL PRINTS; Fine 18th, 19th century

colored prints of historical, scientific, decora-
tive interest. S.a.se, for list. Morrison Galleries,

5111-H Ocean Blvd., Sarasota, FL 33581

ART PRINTS BY GENE. Limited editions of 100.

Signed, numbered. Color brochure 50^, refund-

able. Write: gene, 8135 Southeast Salmon, Port-

land, OR 97215

ESKIMO ARTS QUARTERLY. Subscriptions avail-

able for Volume Two. Reviews. Arctic news,
worldwide calendar, auction prices, appraisal

information. ARTS & CULTURE OF THE NORTH,
162 E. 80th St., NYC 10021

REPLICAS, Quality Replicas. Catalog Available,

International Museum Replicas, Box31-N, Chest-

nut Hill, MA 02167

Astronomy

THE ASTRONOMY QUARTERLY designed for the

intelligent layman, educator, amateur Eight dol-

ars yearly (ten foreign). Pachart Publishing

House, Box 6721 -N, Tucson, AZ 85733

SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC 1978. 38 pages
packed with tables, maps and diagrams, all with

full explanations regarding the sun, moon,
planets and 135 bright stars, including our exclu-

sive-feature: 12 pages of computer-generated
times of sunrise, sunset, moonrise and moonset.
for your city or a fixed geographical location of

your choice In use by schools, planetariums,

newspapers, amateurs and professionals world-

wide. $9.00 U.S currency in US., Canada,
Mexico. $10.00 U.S. currency, air-postpaid, else-

where. Overseas orders particularly welcome;
please specify latitude and longitude. Order
early for holiday enjoyment! Astronomical Data
Service, 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado Springs,

CO 80917

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries

invited. Fiction, nonfiction and poetry. Free

"Authors' Guide to Publication." Write: Dorrance
& Company, Dept. AA, 35 Cricket Terrace,

Ardmore, PA 1 9003

Books

EXCITING PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOK on Costa
Rica. 8y2" X 1 1", 80 pages, color and BAW.
Send $8.00 plus $1 .50 for shipping to: Tico Times,
Apt. 4632, San Jose, Costa Rica

Crafts

CANDLEMAKING PROFESSIONAL STYLE for fun,

profit. Simple, dignified craft. Starter Kit, sup-
plies catalog, details 250. General Crafts, Dept.

NH, 350 E. 17th St., P.O. Box 124, Costa Mesa,
CA 92627

LOST ART REVISITED Stained Glass Supply Cat-

alog, $1.00. Nervo Distributors, 650 University.

Berkeley, CA 94710

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS. Illustrated

catalog 250. Beaver Lodge, 6 Mountain View
Drive, Orono. ME 04473

Education

GRADUATE PROGRAM in Environmental Studies
combines course work and internship, some
stipend leading to Master's in Science Teaching.
Program emphases are field ecology, environ-

mental management Individualized approach;
teacher certification available. Box Y, ANTIOCH-
NEW ENGLAND, 1 Elm Street, Keene. NH 03431

TETON SCIENCE SCHOOL: An outdoor academic
school, located on a ranch opposite the Tetons.

Investigate the flora and fauna, watenways and
snovrfields of the Grand Teton National Park.

Credit available Write: Box 68, Kelly, WY 83011

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANTS YOU!
50.000 jobs! Latest information, $2,00. AUSTCO,
Box 8489-NH, Long Beach, CA 90808

FREE! TRAVEL OPPORTUNITY REPORT! Reveals
current opportunities in the travel industry. In-

cludes sample lesson from our Professional

Travel Management home study program! Write:

I.T.I , Dept, LOB, 1205 W. Barkley, Orange, CA
92668

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2.00. Inter-

national Opportunities, Box 19107-RX, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS-NOW HIRING! High pay! All

occupations. Computerized reports. $2.00.

TRANSWORLD, International Airport. Box
90802-NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS. Current U.S.

school, college openings list $5,95. Abroad
$5 95- Leading placement sources U.S. $3.95,

foreign $4 95. EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA 02162

U.S. FIRMS OVERSEAS-Complete information on
hundreds of worldwide companies. Send $6.96.

Globalemploy (LCKT), Box 4499-D, Huntsville.

AL 35802

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS. Peace Corps need
dedicated volunteers to teach chemistry, physics,

and math in Africa, Latin America, Asia and the

Pacific. Volunteer expenses paid. U.S. citizens

only; singles or couples. An Equal Opportunity
Program. Information; Betty Punches, Peace
Corps Box T-36, Washington, DC 20525

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 Co
tries! Sampler: Eight countries—$3.98. F
brochure. MULTINEWSPAPERS, Box DE-2
Dana Point, CA 92629

Friendship

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through intei

tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure ft

Hermes-Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Be
1 1, Germany

Gifts

BOOMERANGS! PRO-RETURNING, Free cata

30 designs, 5 books, newsletter. Quality

model $5.00. Boomerangman, 310-B I

Monroe, U\ 71201

CALENDAR 1978, by Canadian-Welsh poet
poems and prints, autographed edition, $2
John Brook, 889 McGillvray, Kamloops
Canada

GARA YAKKA (DEMON) MASK from Sri La
7" x 11", handcarved, colorfully painted, $16
McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

GENUINE GREEN JADE. Beautiful 20 x 30
cross or 25 x 25mm heart. 18" gold-filled cl

included. $6 95 each, two for $12 00, postp
La Joya Enterprises, Box 29541, New Orle

LA 70189

NO BURNED FINGERS with safe, wooden T
Tongs. Mailed First Class, same day, $1.50 e;

90

Kabbushiya. Sudan



jr $650 Marg Pulis, 3336-2C Punta Alia,

una Hills. CA 92653

OUE PLANT LOVERS GIFT. Orchid and
leliad in 5" x 9" corl< planter $12 00 mailed.

obe Orchids. 4677 Seneca SI .
W Seneca.

14224

D ANIMAL POSTERS Gorgeous full color

ographs, 18" x 24". 6 different $5.00, 13 for

00. Add $1,00 postage. Sample $1.25 post-

. Florida residents add 4% tax. Printers

Bt. Dept N. Box 1665. N Ivliami. FL 33161

lirmet Interests

IlCIOUS! CHICKEN VEGETABLE SOUP
MPE, $1 50 and s a,s,e. to: RMSSR-NH. P.O.

1 34052. Phoenix. AZ 85067

JMAN CHRISTfvlAS COOKIES. 5 prized family

)es. $1.00 plus stamped return envelope.

CO. P,0, Box 31N. Hyde Parl<. MA 02136

VIONT MAPLE SYRUP—Grade A-Pure. nat-

delicious—no additives whatsoever

—

)es included Gallon $21 75. half-gallon $13.

$7.75 postpaid (Florida, west of Mississippi

$2 gallon. $1.50 half-gallon. $1 quart),

orders handled promptly FROM VERMONT
R,D, #2. Ames Hill. Box A-7NH. West

leboro, VT 05301

ijth

IS PROBLEM? Booklet explains how world's

mg specialists treat nasal phlegm. Send
3 to Hydro Med, Inc., Dept. N. 10753 Palms
.OS Angeles. CA 90034

lazlnes

iKS ABOUT BIRDS. Newsletter for birdwatch-

book collectors. For sample write; Books
It Birds, Box 106. Jamaica. NY 11415

D "ZOO REVIEW" Wildlife Book Newsletter—
Die 50*—Includes free 30-page Wildlife

Catalog, ZOO BOOKS. 520 N Dixie Hvi^,.

'wood. FL 33020

ileal Interests

Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

dolins. banjos. From $2.95. Finished dul-

irs from $23.95. Free Catalog, 8665 West
Avenue-NH. Denver. CO 80215

ORDER PLAYERS—Free catalogue, largest

ry Recorder Music and Recorders. Amster
)rder Co.. 1624 Lavaca St.. Austin. TX 78701

Ics

.ING AT DISCOUNT PRICES nationally ad-
3ed brands of binoculars and spotting

es Send for price list. Orders shipped post-

Twenty-five years experience selling

;al goods. Sandan Associates, P.O. Box
West Palm Beach. FL 33402

I Estate

TA RICA. Private/forest reserve. 125 acres,

g rim of Continental Divide bordering Mon-
de Cloud Forest. Clear title. Write: Rolondo

Apartado 976. Costa Rica. Central

•ica

ALASKA LAND. For information send
.e. to: Alaska Lands Bureau. Box 2375.
au. AK 99803

lERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7,50 ACRE!
esites, farming, vacationing, investment op-
inities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide"
nationwide listings—$2,00. Surplus Lands.
19107-RX. Washington. DC 20036

3Y SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA: Our area is

ided and uncommercial- Outstanding bird-

ing. Excellent nature study opportunities. Trails,

wilderness lor hiking, backpacking, etc. Com-
fortably mild Chiricahua Mountain climate year
round. Cottages, apartments, pool. Free brochure,

birdlist. Cave Creek Ranch, Box 177, Portal,

AZ 85632

MEXICO: Mountain resort and hot springs—sun,

swimming, massage, tropical buffet—$13,85
daily, Rio Caliente. APDO 1-1187. Guadalajara,
Mexico

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers. birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch,
Silver City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

THE WIGWAM—Great Arizona Holidays: 7 days/
6 nights, $299.50 per person including room, all

breakfasts, dinners, airport transfers, and choice
of greens lees on 3 courses, tennis, or riding

Mobil 5-Star Resort, private country club atmos-
phere, nightly entertainment and dinner dancing.
15 miles from Phoenix. Write or call for reserva-

tions and information The Wigwam, Dept. C.

Litchfield Park, AZ 85340 (602) 935-3811

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter

in the company of expert naturalist guides. Each
cross-country skiing tour vacation is six days, lim-

ited to eight guests, geared to beginners and ac-
complished skiers. Two guides with each tour.

Daily sojourns into the 18.000 acre St Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild" lakes,

ponds, forests and mountains. Evenings spent in

warm comfort of wilderness lodge on secluded
lake. Evening programs feature distinguished

ecologists. historians, writers, conservationists.

December-March, Write: Adirondack Tours. Box
934. Saranac Lake. NY 12983

AFRICA ADVENTURES. Watch wild animals in

their natural habitat of Kenya on a 21-day safari

beginning Aug. 1, 1978, Also, for 6 persons, an
exploratory "Gorilla Safari" to Rwanda and Zaire

beginning July 8, 1978 ADVENTURES INTER-
NATIONAL. Dept N, 4421 Albert Street, Oakland,
CA 94619

ALL ROADS LEAD TO SRI LANKA—Independent
lours to Ceylon via North or South Pacific or

Atlantic using chauffeured private car sightsee-
ing. Write: Murphey Travel, 552 Lincoln, Win-
netka, IL 60093

CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPEDITIONS to Guate-
mala, Mexico, Belize, Small, personalized
groups Visit Mayan ruins, remote Kekchi Indians,

caves, waterfalls, coral reef islands, cenotes,
skin diving, jungle exploration, etc. $789/3
weeks + air. $599/2 weeks -I- air, Chatham
Travel International. 453 Main St.. Chatham. MA
02633

CULTURAL & WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS to New
Guinea. Easter Island, Galapagos. India-Nepal.
Mongolia. Patagonia. Europe and Antarctica.

Expert lectures on culture, wildlife, archeology.
Small escorted groups. SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS.
Dept. NH, P.O. Box 5088 University Station.

Seattle. WA 98195

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for people who love to

walk! Visit fascinating places at low cost using
our unique travel guides For free information
write: Great Trips. Box 5199-NH. New York. NY
10017

DISCOVER NEW ZEALAND'S NATURAL HIS-
TORY, Our small escorted group will enjoy
catered overnight hikes. Six national parks featur-

ing steam volcanoes, spectacular geysers, gla-
cier exploration, mountain wilderness, Maori cul-

tural experience. 23 days, Feb. departure. Pacific

Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara.
CA 93105

EXPEDITION TO STUDY NATURAL HISTORY. Ex-
plore Baja California's Pacific offshore islands.

San Ignacio Lagoon, Marine mammals, migratory
birds, mangrove swamps. Week cruises De-
cember-April, Make early reservations. Fisher-

man's Landing, 2838 Garrison, San Diego, CA
92106(714) 222-0391

GREAT EXPEDITIONS The international news-
letter-clearinghouse bringing people together for

noncommercial expeditions, travel and alternative

adventures. Information $1 (credited towards sub-
scription): Box 46499, NH. Vancouver. B.C.
Canada V6R 4G7

INDIAN BIRD TOUR Jan. 6-23. $1595. Exotic

Nature Forays. 43-70 Kissena Blvd.. Flushing,

NY 11355(212) 445-0600

NEW 1978 EXPEDITIONS TO NEW GUINEA,
Baja California, Nepal. Bhutan. Zambia, the Ama-
zon. New Zealand. American deserts For infor-

mation, write: NATURE EXPEDITIONS INTERNA-
TIONAL. Dept, NO, 599 College Avenue. Palo

Alto. CA 94306

PETEN (GUATEMALA) RIVER EXPEDITIONS, Ex-

plore inaccessible Mayan ruins, exotic nature

life, interpreted by naturalist. Information: Mayan
Jungle Expeditions. Apartado 2264. Guatemala

POLYNESIAN EXPEDITIONS: Share daily life with

Tahitians. Samoans. Fijians. in traditional vil-

lages, UTA French Airlines. PO Box 9000.
Van Nuys, CA 91406 or Goodman's GoodTravel
Tours, Dept. NH, Box 2866, Oakland, CA 94618

SAIL WITH A WHALE OR GROPE WITH A
GROUPER! 10-14 day expeditions living aboard
50-60 foot offshore yachts. Make whale record-

ings, dive untouched wrecks and remote reefs

led by marine life experts Obtain scuba certifi-

cation, visit Mayan ruins or remote Haitian vil-

lages. We have it alM OCEANUS, Box 431-N12,
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423 (201) 447-0393

SEEKING TEN ADVENTUROUS STUDENTS 13-16.

Horsedrawn cart expedition, southern Greece,
winter 1978, School credit, GRASSROOTS EDU-
CATIONAL EXPEDITIONS, Freedom, ME 04941

(207) 342-5422

70 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wil-

derness areas of the world. Write for free 64-page
illustrated catalog, MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. 1398-NH
Solano. Albany, CA 94706

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Expeditions exploring

natural history in New Mexico, Colorado. Utah.

Arizona. Flying, jeeping. rafting, camping, lodg-

ing. Geology/archaeology, Free brochure: P,0,

Box 945. Dept-104. Santa Fe. NM 87501

WHALE ADVENTURES. Observe annual migra-

tion and breeding of California Gray whales on

8-day Baja trips departing Jan 28 and Feb, 18.

1978. ADVENTURES INTERNATIONAL. Dept, N.

4421 Albert Street, Oakland, CA 94619

WILDLIFE VACATIONS IN SCOTTISH HIGH-
LANDS and islands March-October. Viewing,

photography. Write International Airmail: , Cale-

donian Wildlife Services. Kingsmills Gardens.
Inverness IV2 3LU. Scotland

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$1-50 per word: 16 word ($24) minimum. Display

classified is $150 per inch Rales are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing. All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion; all must be prepaid. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.
Central Park West at 79th Street. New York. NY
10024. Please include your personal address and
telephone number Mention issue preferred,

suggested heading, and text. Deadlines — 8th of

month, two months prior to cover date. Thus, a
January issue closes November 8. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphe-
nated words count as two words, abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter codes followed by zip. then telephone
(with area code), if any An address such as "18

Main St." counts as three words Occasionally,

slight editing for clarity is required. Thank you!



Celestial Events
Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon: As December begins, the sun is moving east and

drifting slowly south (relative to the equatorial plane) through the

constellation Ophiuchus. On about the 18th, it crosses into Sagit-

tarius, where, on the 21st, it arrives at the winter solstice, its most
southerly position in the sky. This event marks a change in the

seasons, from autumn to winter in the Northern Hemisphere.

The evening crescent moon should first appear in December on
the 12th or 13th. As it waxes, it will brighten and stay in the sky

later, until the night of Christmas Eve and Christmas morning, when
it will be full. It will also be in conjunction with Jupiter that night,

and the planet (the only bright object visible near the moon) will

accompany the brilliant full moon on its high, long winter course

through the skies, to give us an exceptionally beautiful Christmas
Eve sky (weather permitting). Phases of the moon in December are

last-quarter on the 3rd, new on the 10th, first-quarter on the 17th,

full on the 25th. In early January, last-quarter is on the 2nd, new
moon on the 8th, and first-quarter on the 15th.

Stars and Planets: With the coming of the winter constellations

into our evening sky, we will find the brighter planets returning as

evening stars.

Jupiter is the most prominent evening planet, brighter than any
starlike object in our sky this month. It rises at about sundown in

Gemini, and moves across the sky, about midway between Pollux

and Castor (the twin stars of Gemini) and Aldebaran (the bright red

star of Taurus), until it sets at sunrise. Mars rises some four hours

after sunset, but earlier at month's end, as it rapidly approaches

opposition in January. It will also brighten rapidly and should stand

out prominently among the dim stars of Cancer, as it rises high into

the south in the hours past midnight. Saturn rises late in the evening

near Regulus, the bright star of Leo, and will be high in the south at

dawn.

December 1-2: The waning gibbous moon passes near Mars and
Saturn, visible from shortly before midnight on.

December 8: Latest sunset of the year occurs.

December 10: Perigee moon occurs. Its effects will enhance the

normally strong spring tides tonight and tomorrow.
December 11-13: Mercury, Saturn, and Mars become stationary

with respect to the stars and begin retrograde (westerly) movement.
On the 13th, the Geminid meteor shower reaches maximum. Ob-
servers may see up to 50 meteors per hour early on the 14th, perhaps

half as many on the 13th and 15th.

December 21: Winter begins at 6:24 p.m., EST. Mercury is at

inferior conjunction and enters the morning sky.

December 22: The weak and unreliable Ursid meteors reach

maximum. Jupiter is at opposition from the sun.

December 24: The moon is at apogee. Jupiter and the moon move
across the sky together.

December 28-30: The moon passes near Mars and Saturn.

January 1: The earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun.

January 5: Latest sunrise of the year occurs.

January 8: The moon is at perigee.

*Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom;
then match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near

the horizon. The map is for 11:20 p.m. on December 1; 10:20 p.m. on De-
cember 15; 9:15 p.m. on December 31; and 8:15 p.m. on January 15; but it

can also be used for an hour before and after those times.
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A Matter of Taste

A Christmastide Treat

This is t^ie season to be
merry and to eat the now
plentiful chestnuts

In America, most of the time,

nuts are not a problem. We can buy
almonds and walnuts, filberts and
cashews—shelled, even slivered

and toasted and salted if we prefer.

Macadamias are available for a

price year-round and ready to

munch, which is a boon, for their

spherical shells resist most nut-

crackers (I once had to resort to a

claw hammer and a flat rock). But
chestnuts are not normally plentiful

in this country, except now, at

Christmas time.

In New York City, chestnut ven-

dors are out on street comers with

their braziers. Gourmet shops have

dusted off their chestnut-roasting

pans hoping to sell some to those

folks with wood-burning fireplaces

at home. Food editors, meanwhile,
dust off their favorite recipes for

chestnut dishes. And so, with all

this seasonal flurry of interest in the

fruit of the genus Castanea, a nut-

naive person might conclude that

chestnuts are a winter crop,

shipped in for the holidays from
California or Florida, like most
other produce.

That, at any rate, was my work-
ing theory, until one spring I asked

a petulant home economist (known
behind her back as the Witch of

Blender) why the American chest-

nut industry couldn't stock the

stores after Epiphany. With scorn,

the W. of B. retorted: "There are

94

no local chestnuts. They're all

imported."

How could this be? Chestnuts

(C. dentata) grow wild on this con-

tinent. That's what the textbooks

say. And as any schoolboy knows,

Thomas Jefferson grafted cions of

the larger. Old World chestnut (C.

sativa) onto local host trees at

Monticello in 1773. By 1803, Irenee

Du Pont took time out from build-

ing the industrial empire that bears

his name to start commercial pro-

duction of European chestnuts in

Wilmington, Delaware. All appears

to have gone well for Du Font's

trees and their descendants. It was
not for nothing that Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow wrote,

"Under the spreading chestnut

tree/The village smithy stands,"

when he wanted to depict a typical

scene of American small-town life.

Chestnuts, like their cousins in the

Fagaceae family, the oaks, were
typical American shade trees. The
tallest rose to a magnificent emi-

nence of 100 feet. And when their

nuts fell ripe to the ground, the

spiny outer covering, the involucre,

or bur, would open and release the

delicious, starchy nut to anyone,

man or foraging pig, who could deal

with the thin shell.

Around the globe, the story was
similar. Corsican peasants led a

life so bountiful in chestnuts that

they used chestnut meats for flour

in bread and porridge, in polenta,

in fritters called castagnacci, in an

anise-flavored cake known as pisli-

cine, and as fodder for their pigs.

So too, in the Aveyron and neigh-

boring districts of south-centf] k

France, chestnuts were a stapl-ii!

Koreans to this day consume che "

nuts as we would eat potatoes, n >

the United States, however, the a

of chestnut abundance came tc a v

tragic close.

A tree grew in the Bronx. At eiii

Botanical Geu-den. Or possibly it I

the Bronx Zoo. And it had beco&H
infected with a fungus brougt
probably, from the Orient on n

sery stock. Within twenty ye

after the blight was discoveredinad

1904, this fungus, Endothia pa^-i

sitica, spread throughout the enieK

American commercial chestnut i- w.

dustry, established itself in e

cambium of virtually every prod : m

ing tree in the land, and girddj

each one—and that was tli.

Spraying did not help.

Today, there is once again h(f

for a viable American chestr! ]

The chestnut blight seems to h; e

finally been licked. A spontanea,

nonpathogenic strain of E. pan'".
I

tica was isolated not long agon en

Italy. And recent work by Rich dir,

A. Jaynes, geneticist at the Ci-ii

necticut Agricultural Experimit

Station in New Haven, confiiis;

that the new strain will convert le

old, pathogenic strain out of >

normally virulent state. By putrg
;;

the good fungus in proximity v

the old, Jaynes and his team of

researchers have, in effect, cu

sick trees. They discovered ths

virus moves from the Italian vari

to the old Oriental fungus type

neutralizes the malignant tendeiijiij

Jaynes doesn't know precisely I

h



by Raymond Sokolov

happens or how to make it

ead naturally without an assist

m human "vaccinators." Never-
less, the outlook for a revived

(lerican chestnut crop has bright-

d considerably.

3ut for the time being, until great

siduous trees grow to maturity in

if favored acid, sandy, well-

dned soil, chestnuts will con-

ue to come to us as a foreign

icacy. The most luxurious com-
rcial preparation is glazing. My
dlady in France once went
ough the arduous process of pre-

ying and glazing whole chest-

s in syrup to make marrons
ces, but she was a sturdy sort

—

voman who singlehandedly de-

:red her own daughter during the

|ial bombardment of Caen in

4—and even she vowed never

I bother with marrons glaces

I in. The French—and Hungarian
-hestnut industries also preserve

>"ole chestnuts as well as chestnut

ee. If you push the puree, which
dready sweetened and ready to

e
, through a potato ricer and top

aiound of it with whipped cream,
have that elegant and very rich

sert known as Mont Blanc,

r the snowcapped Alp. Seekers
r the ultimate revel in this line

melt six ounces of semisweet
colate and blend it into the

stout puree, along with a quar-
ttcup of dark rum, before ricing.

or many reasons—economic,
euetic, and possibly political

(cined puree is expensive, leaves
ji' eeway for the cook with definite

iois about sweetness levels, and

:&*s

% Jl
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cedes culinary craft and the option

to add artificial ingredients to a for-

eign factory)—some people will

want to start from scratch with

chestnuts in the shell. This is not a

simple matter. Expert opinion

divides. The Larousse Gastro-

nomique advises either (1) slotting

the curved surfaces of the shells,

placing them in a baking tin with a

small amount of water, roasting in

the oven for eight minutes, and

peeling while still hot; or (2) slot-

ting, deep-frying the chestnuts, a

few at a time, for two minutes, and
then peeling them as soon as pos-

sible after draining.

For her part, Marcella Hazan,
author of The Classic Italian Cook-
book, recommends slotting the

shells all the way around the curved

side, simmering in abundant water

for twenty-five minutes (put the

nuts into cold water and bring the

water to the boil), then peeling one

by one, leaving the other nuts in the

hot water until you are ready to

peel them. Finally, there is the

utterly simple method of Lily Joss

Reich (in The Viennese Pastry

Cookbook), who does not slot the

chestnuts at all. She simmers them
in water for fifteen to twenty min-

utes, then extracts them one at a

time and peels.

All these methods involve peel-

ing the chestnuts while they are

still quite hot. Slotted or not, the

nuts become impossible to peel

handily once they have cooled. The
paperlike inner membrane loosens

during heating but reattaches itself

to the wrinkles of the nutmeat as it

returns to room temperature. Slot-

ting the nut is probably essential to

prevent explosions in the oven or in

hot fat. Slotting also eliminates

many a burned finger since it

speeds the peeling of very hot nuts

no matter how they are heated. On
the other hand, Mrs. Reich's proce-

dure works perfectly well and does

not require asbestos palms (the

knack of partially cooling a handful

of nuts to a manageable, but not

too cool, temperature for success-

ful peeling is quickly learned). Fur-

thermore, unslotted nuts remain

ideally dry and ready for ricing into

flour for tortes.

Whatever method of peeling one
chooses, prying loose two pounds
of chestnuts from their fibrous

husks is a paradigm of tedium. But
it is the only way to acquire the

fresh chestnuts for a corrupting

and delectable array of chestnut

dishes that run the gamut—quite

literally—from soup to nuts. Per-

haps the richest selection of non-

sweet chestnut dishes in any ethnic

menu comes from the Caucasus. In

The Best Foods of Russia, Sonia

Uvezian gives recipes for lamb
soup with chestnuts, quince, and
prunes (see below); quince stuffed

with meat and chestnuts; and rice

pilaf with lamb, dried fruits, and
chestnuts.

Among less exotic cuisines, simi-

lar dishes also exist. Our own and

other Western cookbooks all list

some kind of fowl stuffing with

chopped chestnuts as an ingredient.

Hungary contributes a vegetable

soup thickened with chestnut

puree, heavy cream, and egg yolk.

Braised chestnuts and unsweetened
chestnut puree are traditional ac-

companiments for game nearly

everywhere.

Most chestnut dishes, however,

are desserts. Austria-Hungary car-

ried chestnut baking to its highest

level. Tortes, creams, sweet pates,

and a sweet spectrum of other fa-

miliar chestnut goodies need no
special introduction. France con-

tributes an ice cream, a sort of

chestnut rice pudding, cold and hot

souffles, dessert croquettes, and

most elaborate of all, pastry bar-

quettes filled with a puree of mar-
rons glaces, flavored with kirsch,

and iced with a kirsch fondant.

Marrons, incidentally, are a spe-

cial variety of large chestnut that

grow one to each bur. Typical Old

World chestnuts {chdtaignes, in

French) come three to a bur. One
way or the other, they are all chest-

nuts and, fancy or plain sized, don't

need elaborate preparation. Scored

and roasted over hot coals in a spe-

cial pan or a wire basket and tossed

frequently until tender, any chest-

nut will provide the perfect, con-

vivial, and folkloric note to a holi-

day celebration. People without

wood-burning fireplaces can use

outdoor barbecues or even stove-

top burners.

Aside from the obvious gustatory

and spiritual benefits they bring,

chestnuts will, according to Ger-

man tradition, ward off backache if

carried in one's pocket. An Ameri-
can variant of this nostrum prom-
ises relief from rheumatism. The
English also have endorsed the

preventive powers of chestnuts,

but only those chestnuts that are

begged or borrowed. And it is iii

portant to remember that ovel

indulgence in chestnuts will, ll

legend, thicken the blood and cau
headaches. Keep this in mind wh
you are next pulling your chestnu

out of the fire. Don't try to pass (

too many old chestnuts on yo
friends, either real ones or tho

hackneyed stories coUoquia
known as "old chestnuts"

American expression of unkno>

etymology dating from about 18i

Most important of all: stay aw
from horse chestnuts {Aescul

hippocastanum), those lov{

shade trees that bear nothing

real edibility and are, you mig

say, chestnuts of a different col(

Lamb Soup with Chestnuts,

Quince, and Prunes

1 pound boneless lean lamb, i

into 1-inch cubes
Salt and freshly ground bla

pepper to taste

3 tablespoons butter

1 medium onion, finely chopp
4 cups beef stock

1 medium potato, peeled

cubed
1 small quince, peeled and

cubed
V2 cup dried, pitted prunes

cup fresh sour prunes

V4 pound chestnuts, shelled

peeled

% cup canned chick peas,

drained and rinsed

2 tablespoons clarified buttei

1. Season the lamb with the

and pepper.

2. In a heavy pot, melt the 3 tal

spoons butter over moder
heat. Add the lamb and on

and saute until browned, stirr

frequently.

3. Add the stock and season

taste with salt.

4. Cover and simmer 30 minut

Add the potato, quince, prun

and chestnuts. Cover and

mer 20 minutes. Add the ch

peas and simmer, cover

about 15 minutes.

5. Taste the soup and make sur

is done. Before serving, si

the clarified butter into the so

Yield: 4 servings

Raymond Sokolov is a free-la

writer whose special field of in

est is the history and preparai

offood.



Let's have a party, at our place and
yours: Trinidad & Tobago. Two terrific

islands, one glorious country. Look
who's here: everyone. Trinidad swings
with the rhythms, colors, sights, sounds

and gastronomic delights of people from all the

races of the world. We're sports: cricket, soccer,

rugby, tennis, golf, swimming, scuba, sailing,

horseracing, more. Music? We invented steel

bands, calypso, limbo. We have Carnival, And
color. (At Caroni, watch our Scarlet Ibis' fly

home in the setting sun.) Tobago is Robinson
Crusoe's island, ringed with sweeping
beaches, green with mountains, drenched

with flowers. Rainbow fish glide through

Buccoo Reef. More golf, more tennis. More
iving. And attractive packages let you fly to

Trinidad and Tobago with BWIA, our inter-

national airline. With convenient schedules,
up-to-the-minute jets, and delightful in-flight

service. Ask your travel agent or BWIA
International or us. Just the two of you. All of

you. Or one. Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board,

400 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017,

(212) 838-7750 or Trinidad & Tobago
Tourism and Trade Center, P.O. Box 010255,
Flagler Station, Miami, Fl. 33101,

(305) 374-2056.

llriniclacl&Tobago
BWIA



OPERATION DOUBU
IN THE ROCKIES, (almost

In most parts of the country, Opera-

tion Double Tree is working. Foresters

are harvesting twice as much wood from
commercial forestland.* And doing it

without damaging the environment.

But in the vast areas that border the

spine of the Great American West, the

forests are not nearly as productive as

they should be, given their true potential

and the world's growing need for wood
and wood fiber.

The problem is more one oi per-

ception thanpotential.

Some people have written the region

off as unproductive—period. They see

it as a vast wilderness, valued only for

its wildlife, recreation and scenic beauty.

These things are valuable. And large

areas have already been set aside as

permanent wilderness. But because wild-

erness areas have no roads, they are in-

accessible to all but a few—and almost

impossible to protect against wildfire and

insects.

Operation Double Tree:Why
it's needed and how it works.

In the U.S. alone, the demand
for wood and paper products is ex-

pected to double in less than 50 years.

Yet today, only about one-third of

this country's total forest is used to

grow repeated crops of timber

INCREASED DEMAND AND LOSS OF
COMMERCIAL FORESTLAND*

DEMAND
(BlUJONaJBICFEET) 2^g

11,6

508.1 (UILUONACRES)

474.7

•S»CESmM^AG»S,U«^STSE™°Ct ""

That works out to about one acre

of trees for every man, woman and

child. And each of those acres will have
to be carefully managed to provide a

lifetime supply of wood products.

Thus the reason behind Operation

Double Tree— the forest industry's

name for intensive forest management
that can double the amount of wood
grown on the nation's productive for-

estland. And do it in such a way that

everyone can share in the multiple

benefits of the forest.

The Under-Productive Forest.

The Rocky Mountain States contain

12.3% of U.S. commercial forestland,

but they provide only 6.7% of the forest

harvest— sort of an Operation Half-Tree,

that could well place an unequal strain on

other parts of the American forest.

One of the reasons for this low pro-

ductivity is the stagnated condition of

the forests themselves—older trees,

past their prime and more susceptible

to disease and decay.

More intensive forest management
would mean a healthier mix of young.

14'\1LI 'f^^j^"^O
jii

H^tfffF^j^^^ "^Bk
•lllsli vt^mp^!l i^SKu

nvSl w'M^mm v9^HI

riWP^ 'JB
iM mkMm ^'"^fl^l

mmM;m
These forests are only half as productive as they

could be.

thriving forests. It would also benefit

other forest values, such as wildlife and

watersheds. And open the forests so

that more people could enjoy them.

Unfortunately, the level of sci-

entific forestry that could make
all of these things possible

simply hasn't materialized

in the Rockies.

The Rooky Mountain States contain 12.3% c

commercial forestland.

Now The Good News.
That's the bad news. The good:

is this: What Operation Double Tr

doing in the rest of the country hizi

ready begun in the Rockies, on a '.M

scale.

Important first aid for the fo ~

comes fromPotlatch Corporati( i

Idaho, where scientists are workij

develop odor-emitting pellets capal : (

repelling the destructive Douglas fir a

beetle which, if left unchecked, -u

wipe out a fore; i

size of Rhode I «

in a deci

1/

>
These ponderosa
pines are shown
here 56percent of
actual size. Both
are about 75 years
old. The smaller
onegrew in an over-

crowded stand and,
therefore, received less

sunlight and water. The
largerpinegrew in an area
that was thinned to give the

best trees room to grow. Manage
ment made the difference.



FREE ISWORKING

In Libby, Montana, St. Regis Paper

;
pany helps make nature more pro-

ve by working within the natural

\ ^tcni. As the young forests grow,

are thinned out to give the best

; more room to grow. And after the

ist, the land is carefully prepared

I tie next generation— a new forest

metically improved seedlings that

ij-ow stronger, faster.

St. Regis raises these seedlings in

i ATI greenhouses and nursery beds

bby. A similar program has taken

<at Bonner and Plains, where Cham-

[ International has established its own
II ling nurseries.

Operation Double Tree is not just

ting more trees, faster, butget-

1 nore use out of every

E harvested.

In Wyoming,

«'.dward

Lumber Company is using computers to

analyze every log that comes into its mill

to determine its best use.

Other companies like Champion,

Potlatch, Kiabab, St. Regis and South-

west Forest Industries use virtually all

of the wood in each and every tree they

harvest. Residues from lumber and ply-

wood manufacture, formerly considered

waste, today are ground into wood chips

for the paper mills.

A Long Way To Go.
So there is some progress with

Operation Double Tree in the Rockies.

And even more progress in forests all

across the coun-

try. But we

still have a long way to go.

On the average, industry lands grow
50 percent more wood than the lands

owned by government and private indi-

viduals. Yet, even here, there's room for

improvement.

Overall, the American forest is only

half as productive as it could be. And

Forest management benefits.'. .: :u ...

this is a waste of one of our most
valuable natural resources. But
working together, all timber

growers—private owners, in-

dustry and government—can

learn to make the most pro-

ductive use of our remain-

ing commercial forests.

Industry has invested

millions to make the con-

cept a reality. But money
isn't enough.

Leaders and land-

owners alike must both

understand the problem.

And, more important, the

solution.

For more infor-

mation, write for our

free booklet, "Manag-

ing the Great American

Forest," American For-

est Institute, RO. Box 873,

Springfield, VA 22150.

"Commercial forest is that por-

tion of the total forest which is ca-

pable of, and available for, growing
trees for harvest. Parks, wilderness

and primitive areas are not included.

Trees. The Renewable Resource.
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oMONT
BLAHC
Diplomat 149...$1 10

Also, the
Classic 146...$90

No other fountain pen is

"built" like the magnifi-

cent MONTBLANC Diplo-

mat! Man-size to fill a

man's grip, take a man's

handling. Extra-large 14-

karat gold point assures

super-smooth writing action

and gives a man a new
"personality on paper".

Giant ink capacity is a

man-pleasing feature too!

Nib sizes fine to broad.

Many pen experts here

and abroad consider the

Diplomat to be the finest

pen ever designed. It's

Europe's most prized pen,

unmatched in writing ease.

The Classic 146 is a slighdy

smaller version of the

Diplomat 149. For full-

color brochure describing

the complete line of world-

famous, luxury Montblanc
writing instruments, write

to Koh-I-N(X)r Rapidograph,

Inc, 204 North St., Blooms-

bury, N.J. 08804. Beauti-

fully gift boxed.

Montblanc wrilinK instruments and
writing inks are available at fine

stores, stationers, college stores and

pen shops everywhere.

Sky Reporter

Solar Magnetism

The sun's magnetic fields not
only cause such solar

phenomena as sunspots and
coronal holes; they also

affect the earth's atmosphere

The sun is quiet at present—it

has been virtually without sunspots

for the last few years of the sun-

spot minimum. I write these pages

after looking through a telescope at

an uninteresting sun that shows
only two measly spots. Yet there

is a feeling of expectancy—the ex-

isting sunspots already have the

magnetic polarity of a new eleven-

year cycle. Any day now the first

great outbreak of the new sunspot

cycle will occur, as it did in Feb-
ruary 1956 and July 1966. The poles

of the sun still show their coronal

holes, which means that the gen-

eral solar magnetic field of the last

sunspot cycle will dominate until

enough new-cycle spots erupt to

change it in their mysterious way.
So we watch the grand pattern of

solar magnetism continue.

There are two kinds of solar

magnetic fields: a relatively weak
general field, which covers the en-

tire sun, and local sunspot mag-
netic fields that are much smaller

—

about 50,000 kilometers (30,000

miles) across—but also much more
intense. The general field, like that

of the earth, has a positive (or

north) magnetic polarity at one
solar pole and a negative (or south)

polarity at the other. Sunspot fields

also have dual polarity. At great

distances from the sun, the effects

of sunspot fields of opposite polar-

ity cancel, leaving the general field

dominant. Locally, on the solar

surface, the sunspot fields are far

more intense than the general field.

In fact, in the long run the sunspots
are the source of the general field

{see "The Turbulent Sun," Novem-

ber 1976 issue of Natural Histori

Sunspot magnetic fields seem
form below the sun's surface in

unknown way and then rise to t

surface where they live for a ft

weeks. Spots appear in pairs or

groups of plus and minus polaril

The groups often measure 50,0

km (about 30,000 miles) or mcp

across. At heights of about 10,o')

km (6,000 miles) their magne
fields are still almost as strong

they are at the sun's surface. E;

the density of the gas falls off ve

sharply above the surface, with t;

result that solar matter at the;

heights is dominated by the si-

spot magnetic fields and is align!

along them. Conversely, lower i

the atmosphere, in the photospht;

(the visible surface), gas densitv

much higher; and when the }5

has more energy than the field t

pushes the magnetic field aroui

.

The alignment of gas clouds j l

above the surface, easily visible!

hydrogen-alpha pictures, indicas

the direction of the local magne
lines of force—imaginary lit

showing which way a comp:

would point.

As practically everyone kno^

the number of sunspots varies w
an eleven-year period. Althoi

magnetic fields appear in pa

they are not always symmeti

Sometimes one of the magn«

poles is broken up into a wea
field and shows no spots. Tl

only a bright region called a pl^e

marks the medium-strength fid-

Sometimes there are many spot;)!

each polarity, but there is alwaj

«

balance of opposite fields. In e h

cycle the spots first show up it

higher latitudes, about 30° (hai )'

ever above 40°), but during e

course of the cycle, spots appif

in latitude belts gradually close o

the equator.

Emerging sunspot fields h e

100



by Harold Zirin

;characteristic appearance. The
fit thing we see when a magnetic

d rises from below is a bright

ch in the chromosphere (seen in

red light of the hydrogen-a
ijctrum line). Next come dark,

1 hed loops that trace the lines of

^ce pushing up from below,

wen the loops are particularly

MTg. little sunspots appear at

h end. The material at the top of

loops is shifted toward the blue

ion of the spectrum, indicating

upward motion. Wherever such
ps intersect the sun's surface,

I get a sunspot. It is thought

ilt sunspots are dark because the

nng magnetic fields Inhibit the

ward flow of energy and leave

sunspots cooler and darker
n their surroundings. The sun-

ts spread rapidly as the feet of

arched loops rise through the

face, forming extensive regions

opposite magnetic polarity about
H)() km apart. In time the sun-
ts break up and disappear, leav-

behind these magnetic fields in

eaker form. These fields mi-
e toward the poles of rotation

eventually form the weak gen-

solar magnetic field.

omehow, instead of dissipating

nixing and canceling with the

nants of other sunspot groups
\\ here on the sun, the plus and
us polarities of a given field

I to segregate into very large

ons of one polarity known as

lolar regions. If the general

netic field of the sun has had
I us polarity in the northern
iisphere, then almost all the

-pot fields in that hemisphere
have plus polarity leading each
or group as the sun rotates

1 east to west and a minus
J* rity following. In the southern
« isphere, the situation is re-

's ed. As the unipolar regions

V V, the minus polarity spreads to
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the north pole of rotation, am
the time of sunspot maximum
new field cancels out the old

eral solar field. Gradually the ni

magnetic polarity builds up at 1

north pole until, a few years \

fore the sunspot minimum, a ni

general magnetic field is in pis

at the pole of rotation, with mir

magnetic field in the north, p
in the south, and the leading s]

having the same magnetic sign

the new polar field.

After eleven years, the sunspijl^

have come and gone, and left 1-

hind a reversed solar magne:
field. The process then begs

anew, but with minus magne:
polarity at the north pole of ro

tion and the leading sunspots in i

northern hemisphere now hav

minus polarity. After twenty-t

years we are back where
started, with plus field at the no

pole and minus field at the soi r

pole.

The solar magnetic cycle is tl s

a twenty-two-year cycle. Interc-

'

ingly enough, that is also the pri-

odicity of droughts in the Gri!

Plains, which have occurred at e
'

alternate sunspot minima of 19

1954, and 1976, as well as earl

Something in the earth's ati

sphere is apparently connected w h

the polarity of the overall sc ir

magnetic field, rather than with e

number of sunspots (although otl i
,

f

'

much weaker eflFects in e

weather, such as abrupt change: r*'

large-scale storm patterns, mayie*

connected with sunspot activity •

The leading sunspot of a paint

group always has the same ir;

netic polarity as that of the gent.^

solar field in that hemisphere, r

inexorable force seems to prcl

the spots to the proper polar

Sometimes when a sunspot gn!

of the wrong magnetic pola>-

rises to the sun's surface, the "r si

placed" sunspots muscle their m\

into their proper place through k «

surrounding magnetic fields, tw t

ing and straining the fields and f
y

ducing many solar flares, k*

greatest solar flares, such as thi(

of August 1972, have been p
duced in such reversed polarity s

gions.

We do not understand how it

twenty-two-year solar magn it ;

cycle is produced, but some g'"i.

ideas have been set forth. In le

model the lines of magnetic ft :e

running through the inside of le



in from pole to pole are wound up
/ the differential rotation of the

in. (The sun, being a sphere of gas

ther than a solid body, is thought

rotate faster at the equator than

the poles: once every 26 days at

e former; once every 29 days or

ore at the latter, for an average

tation period of 27 days.) As the

agnetic field is wound up,

lotted lines of force appear,

hich float to the surface as sun-

lot pairs. The winding up would
;ak first at higher latitudes, so the

St spots appear there.

Another model carried this pic-

re further and showed that old

agnetic fields would diffuse out-

ard from the old sunspot groups,

icause of a tiny tilt of the arches

their lines of force away from
ie east and west, the magnetic

Id of the leading spot group
jves equatorward, where it can-

Is the fields from the other hemi-

here, while the field of the fol-

wing spot drifts to the pole,

lere it produces the new polar

Id.

These models make some sense

t they have big problems. First,

differential solar rotation winds
the magnetic fields, the rotation

jst itself slow down. Actually,

; presence of differential rota-

n is somewhat doubtful. Sun-
ots and some measurements of

; photosphere show differential

nation, but large-scale surface

iignetic patterns do not. Nor is

i: magnetic field seen to diffuse

itward from the active solar re-

))ns. In fact, our magnetic obser-
' tions of the surface are too crude
I show the long-term poleward
(fusion of magnetic fields or the

ncellation of the polar field, so

can't be sure that this model
i valid.

3ne of the most interesting

1 ets of solar magnetism is the ex-

iince of coronal holes. A long
lie ago it was noticed that, al-

Imgh the outer atmosphere, or

i'ona, could be seen during total

ipses as a pearly halo around
sun, it sometimes had missing
ches. At sunspot minimum the

ona was absent at the poles,
> ile at sunspot maximum it was
Mble all around the edge of the

M. When X-ray pictures of the

1 became available, we could see

corona against the solar disk
V hout an eclipse. Although the
ck is far brighter in ordinary
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light, the corona's milUon degree

temperature makes it a potent

source of X-rays. Long-term X-ray

observations of coronal holes have

enabled us to watch their evolu-

tion.

It has been found that coronal

holes occur wherever magnetic

field lines stretch far outward from
the solar surface and are swept

away by the solar wind, so that

they do not return directly to an-

other point on the sun. These
"open" field lines permit hot cor-

onal material to escape into space

as high-speed streams in the solar

wind. Because the general field,

which dominates at sunspot mini-

mum, is simple and open at the

poles, we get polar coronal holes.

Besides the polar holes, sev-

eral extensive equatorial coronal

holes were observed in X-rays by
Skylab. In each case the hole fol-

lowed a large-scale magnetic pat-

tern—sometimes extending north-

south nearly from pole to pole—in

which the magnetic field flowed out

into interplanetary space. Studies

of the solar wind and geomagne-
tism showed that a series of high-

speed interplanetary streams ac-

companied by geomagnetic dis-

turbances was associated with

these coronal holes. These disturb-

ances showed up every twenty-

seven days, each time the hole

rotated with the sun to face the

earth.

Geomagnetic storms always

occur during the last few years of

the sunspot-cycle maximum and
into the minimum, as though, with

the sunspots gone, the solar mag-
netic field is getting itself reorgan-

ized and simplified for the next

cycle and forming extensive cor-

onal holes in the process. Unfor-

tunately our instruments are not

good enough to pick out all these

large-scale magnetic patterns, but

the coronal holes trace their loca-

tions for us. The patterns are so

extensive and long lasting that they

are enabling us to test whether the

sun does in fact rotate faster at

the equator than at the poles.

The largest coronal hole ob-

served by Skylab lasted seven ro-

tations, or 189 days, and stretched

from the north pole to forty degrees

south latitude. If the sun really

rotates 10 percent faster at the

equator than at the poles, as indi-

cated by some measurements, we
would expect to have seen the cor-

onal hole wrap nearly once arouilJ

the sun in this period—instead, ti f

equatorial part gained only twen I

degrees. This indicates either \\

there is no differential rotation

that the large-scale magnetic fiel

are unafiFected by it and flc

around the solar surface like con

nental plates.

The equatorial coronal holes ;

usually low-latitude extensions

the polar holes. It has been si

gested that the sun's magne
field is like the two stitched halv

of a baseball, at least for part

the cycle, with the north field d

tributed around the surface in
\.\f

longitude sectors and the soiji

field protruding upward in t-

tween. It is further suggested tit

these field patterns are blown !•

ward the earth by the solar windl)

that as the sun rotates, the eaili

passes from one solar polarity It

the other within a few hours.

It has been found that whene\|r

the interplanetary magnetic fit!

blowing from the sun has a co

ponent that is parallel to v-

earth's magnetic field and then -

verses its polarity (which may h; -

pen as the "baseball stitche'

sweep across the earth), grjt

changes are brought about in Ijs

outer reaches of the earth's fie.

Geomagnetic substorms take ph;

at such times, accompanied ^

auroras, other atmospheric effec

,

and even power outages. This ny

be a clue to the way in which
polarity, and not just the mag
tude, of the solar magnetic field c
play a role in geomagnetic distujiT

ances. The sun's magnetic fiJiil

returns to the same sign eviyts

twenty-two years even though e i,|

magnitude of the field peaks eviv-

eleven years.

For a long time we have btn
;

puzzled by the fact that only eye S-C;

of twenty-two years can be foid

in the terrestrial climate in sih

phenomena as the twenty-two-y i -

Great Plains droughts and in tti-

perature-sensitive isotope ratio!' rs

tree rings. The key to the puze

of some of the earth's changg

climatic rhythms may thus lie in e
,

solar magnetic cycle.

Harold Zirin teaches astrophy

at the California Institute j

Technology in Pasadena and / ^

'

the Big Bear Solar Observati

one of the Hale Observatories.

J
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Books in Review

The Elusive Marsh Birds

Rails of the World, by S. Dil-

lon Ripley, with 41 paintings by J.

Fenwick Lansdowne. David R.

Godine, Publisher, $75.00; 406 pp.

The tradition of the lavish and
costly treatise dealing with a single

family of birds is more than a cen-

tury old. It first flourished during

the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, when—for the edification and
delight of wealthy "subscribers"

—

ornithologists, artists, and pub-
lishers vied in producing large and
handsome volumes, with hand-

colored plates, in strictly limited

editions. Many of these mono-
graphs have soared in value in

recent years, thanks to the general

affluence that brings more and
more collectors into the market,

and to the less savory demands of

the "breakers," those art dealers

who bid against the bibUophiles

with the intent of retailing the color

plates, page by page. In recent

catalogs we have seen D.G. El-

liott's monograph on the hombills

quoted at $2,450; Wyatt and
Sharpe's swallows at $3,150; and
Gould's toucans at $3,750. And
some run much higher.

Because of recent tremendous
strides in color reproduction, the

days of the hand-colored plates are

over, but today there is no shortage

of serious ornithologists devoting

themselves to single avian families,

with fine artists to supply the por-

traiture. Such a book is Ripley's

Rails of the World.

There are, of course, a few basic

requirements for the creation of a

successful monograph. First, there

is the family itself. It must be inter-

esting and varied, and the rails are

that. Secretive and elusive, inhabi-

tants of swamps, marshes, bogs,

and deep forests where they can
quickly conceal themselves, many
of them are stUl mysteries to us.

This is a family a number of whose
members are now threatened, en-

dangered, or recently extinct, and
almost the entire family is vulner-

able, as the wetlands of the world
are drained and filled. And as

Ripley says, "What a paradox; to

fly poorly, to occur so widely, and
to evolve flightlessness so easily!"

A fascinating family indeed.

Other requirements would seem
to include a dedicated scientist

willing to spend years of research

in field and study on a single-

minded quest; additional months of

effort and no little talent on the part

of an artist; and finally, a publisher

willing to give time, capital, and
tender loving care to every detail of

the final product.

All these elements are happily

combined in this beautiful book.

S. Dillon Ripley, already a noted

ornithologist and author, andia

present the innovative director

the Smithsonian Institution, ,i|

brought the broad scholarshipD

the true Renaissance man to i

splendid work. J. Fenwick L;s

downe, one of today's leading h
artists, has painted the portrt

with his usual accuracy and fth

fulness to detail; their reproduc

»

on the pages of this royal qu t

volume in a multicolor proces i

striking.

In plan, the book is stand c

Brief chapters (but in this caseu

ticulate and spiced with literary i

historical allusions) dwell on ^

rail famUy: its distribution, J

history, habits, and voice. By ig

33 we are into the species tai

ments, which vary in length, e

pending on current knowledge, h

clapper rail, for example, is tre ;

to two color plates, one map, a e

to races, and 2,000 words of to

Its races occupy another s(e

pages. Mayr's chestnut rail, ork

other hand, receives the follom

treatment, quoted in its entii )

"Mayr's Chestnut Rail [of
';'

Guinea] is a mountain forest h

cies about which very littl

known." Except for the " tl

knowns," the species treatnil

are under the headings of syn

omy, other names, descrip

"

measurements, distribution, stiii
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and remarks. Ripley is a "lumper":

he has reduced the number of

genera to 18, and of species to 129,

of which 6 are definitely extinct

and 2 probably so. Birders will

note that the king rail is demoted
to subspecific rank (of the clapper).

Minus one for the life list! Without

getting into a taxonomic discussion

here, I have one minor quibble. I

dislike the elision of modifiers into

single words: whitewinged coot,

rustyflanked crake, graynecked
wood rail should be joined with

marital hyphens, not merged into

illicit cohabitation. An extensive

bibliography at the end of the work
brings the literature through 1974.

An important and valuable addi-

tion to the monograph is Storrs L.

Olson's synopsis of the fossil rails.

Because many of these rails inhabit

swamps and bogs, a rather rich

fossil avifauna has been discov-

ered. His treatment, with many
photographs, covers 38 species and

lists 20 more, some as yet unde-

scribed. Included is a lengthy dis-

cussion of the mysterious Aphanap-
teryx bonasia, the Mauritius hen.

Most fossils date from the last 500

years, although the family traces

back at least to the lower Eocene.

Finally, it should be said that this

book, produced in Italy, is truly a

tactile and visual pleasure. Its fine

paper, its elegant typography, its

rich color printing, artistic format,

and binding—every detail gives

evidence of painstaking devotion to

the best in book production toda

there is almost a sensual pleasu

in turning the pages. At $75 t

price seems high, but the standa

edition is only 4,600 copies, so t

publisher is taking consideral

risk. But win or lose, all concern

with the creation of this exemph
monograph are to be thanked a

congratulated.

Robert Arbib writes for the A
tional Audubon Society and al

edits their bimonthly magazi
American Birds. His book,

Lord's Woods, won the John Bi

roughs medal as the outstandi

nature book of 1972.



's not unusual for visitors to see Margaret
lead here and there in The American
luseum of Natural History. It has been
9me base for the famous anthropologist
ir most of her distinguished career. Here
e see her in the Discovery Room, a new
•ea in the Museum where children are en-
turaged to learn by the feel and shape of
ifferent objects.

hese children are among the more than
vo million visitors we attract every year
-school groups, families, couples, individ-
ils. In themselves, they are one of our
ost impressive exhibits. They're drawn
?re by the desire to learn, and they leave
iving enjoyed themselves in the process,

verall, our business could be described as
'Meeting and disseminating information

about the condition of life on earth. We
share this information not only with the
public in our exhibit halls, but with college

students who come here to work with the
scientists in our laboratories, and with
other museums and scientists all over the

world who borrow from our collections of
rare artifacts and specimens.

Our funds, like those of many other cul-

tural institutions, have been cut back con-
siderably, lb keep our doors open to eager
minds and our collections in circulation,

we need the support of businesses and indi-

viduals in New York and elsewhere. Your
contribution to The American Museum of
Natural History will help us to continue pro-
viding answers to questions about life on
earth from the beginning and from now on.

"^^
AMERICAN
MUSEUMOF
NATURAL
HISTORY
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

Your contribution is tax*deduclible.



Additional Reading

Nymphs of Nantucket (p. 10)

The first report on Nantucket's

human babesiosis problem, "Babesiosis

in a Massachusetts Resort," by K. A.

Western et al., appeared in the New
England Journal of Medicine, vol. 283

(1970), pp. 854-56. Since then, litera-

ture on this subject has appeared in

other scientific journals. For example,

A. Spielman, in "Human Babesiosis on
Nantucket Island: Transmission by
Nymphal Ixodes Ticks," American
Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hy-
giene, vol. 25 (1976), pp. 784-81, dem-
onstrated that ticks transmit the disease

in one stage of their development after

having been infected in a different

stage. An ecological study of the island

to determine which animals are in-

volved in transmitting the disease has

been reported by G. R. Healy et al. in

Science, vol. 192 (1976), pp. 479-80

("Human Babesiosis: Reservoir of In-

fection on Nantucket Island"). The
most recent article is "Human Babesio-

sis on Nantucket Island," by T. K. Rue-

bush et al., inAnnals of Internal Medi-
cine, vol. 86 (1977), pp. 6-9.

Madagascar (p. 26)

Virginia Thompson and Richard Ad-
lolf have collaborated on a number of

books about former French colonies;

one of them. The Malagasy Republic:

Madagascar Today (Stanford: Stanford

University Press, 1965, $15.00), is the

first encyclopedic survey in English to

describe the political, economic, and
cultural developments on Madagascar
since the end of World War II. It does

so with text, photographs, a glossary,

an index, and a bibliography.

Placing the Dead: Tombs, Ancestral

Villages, and Kinship Organization in

Madagascar, by Maurice Bloch (Lon-

don: Seminar Press, 1971), is based on

the author's fieldwork with 5,000

Merina people in Imerina, a mountain-

ous region in the heart of Madagascar.

Emphasized in this monograph is his

characterization of Merina society as

"extremely diverse," in which ties with

ancestral villages and habits are bal-

anced against the practicalities of every-

day life

Eucalyptus Bark (p. 36)

In The Biology of Eucalypts, Studies

in Biology Series No. 61 (New York:

Crane, Russak & Co., 1976), L. D.

Pryor discusses bark in relation to the

other parts of the tree. A general treat-

ment of the eucalyptus is included in

Trees of the Australian Bush, by E.

Worrell and L. Sourry (Melbourne:

Angus and Robertson, Ltd., 1967). The
Eucalypts, by A . R. Penfold and J. L.
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Willis, in the series entitled World Crop
Books, edited by Nicholas Polunin

(New York: Interscience Publishers,

1961), focuses on eucalyptus forestry.

Faeroe Islands (p. 40)

The Atlantic Islands: A Study of the

Faeroe Life and Scene (London: Rout-

ledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1970,

$13.25) was written by Kenneth Wil-

liamson, a naturalist whose familiarity

with the islands is such that he is able to

give us lists of mammals and birds, dis-

cuss local customs at length, draw and
explain the use of Faeroese tools and
farm buildings, and provide a glossary

of Faeroese words and place names, as

well as an extensive bibliography.

Two books by Hedin Bronner, Three

Faroese Novelists: Jorgen Frantz Ja-

cobsen, Hedin Bru, and William Hein-

sen (New York: Twayne, 1973) and
Faroese Short Stories (New York:

Twayne, 1972) reflect the literary

world's interest in the Faeroe Islands.

These books trace the history of Fae-

roese literature and give the reader a

sample of works translated into English.

Bronner' s works include bibliographies

and are useful for providing a quick his-

torical sketch of the Faeroes. A new
journal. The Faroe Review, is the only

English-language periodical that deals

solely with the Faeroe Islands. It is ob-

tainable from the editor, E. Thomsen,
P. O. Box 160, Torshavn, Faeroe Is-

lands, for $2.50 per copy.

China's Mariners (p. 48)

Children ofthe Yellow Earth: Studies

in Prehistoric China, by Johan Gunnar
Andersson (Cambridge: MIT Press,

1973, $4.95 in paperback), provides an
interesting background for the study of

prehistoric China. Translated from
Swedish by Dr. E. Classen, it was origi-

nally published in 1934. More recent is

Kwang-Chih Chang's Archaeology of
Ancient China (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1971, $6.95 in paper). In

The Southern Expansion ofthe Chinese
People (New York: Praeger Publica-

tions, 1972), C. P Fitzgerald follows the

flow of Chinese presence and influence

to the south, both by sea and by land,

in historic times. C. G. Simkin, who
served as an economic consultant in

Asia and became interested in the his-

tory of trade in that part of the world,

has written The Traditional Trade of
Asia (London: Oxford University Press,

1968, $10.50). Intended for the general

reader, the book contains maps, a chro-

nological chart, photographs, and bib-

liography. An all-inclusive work is the

3-volume An Ancient Economic His-

tory, by Fritz M. Heichelheim (Leiden:

A. W. SijthoflTs Uitgeversmaatscha

pij, 1958-1970). These massive tome
available to the reader through inte

library loan or in larger libraries, sui

marize our knowledge of early worl

wide trade. Finally, for a Western vie

point of Chinese trade, the journals
\

the early discoverers of Asia, from Plii

to Marco Polo and beyond to nir

teenth-century imperialists, are e

cerpted in Silks, Spices, and Empire, li

Owen and Eleanor Lattimore (Ne|

York: DeU Publishing Co., $.95

paperback).

The question of early Chinese ai

other Old World contacts with the Nc

World is addressed by chapters in v(

ume four of the Handbook of Mida\

American Indians, edited by Gordon 1

Ekholm and Gordon R. WiUey (Austii

University of Texas Press, 1966). "Tl

Problem of Transpacific Influences
i

Mesoamerica," by Robert Heir

Geldem (pp. 277-95), and "The Role

Transpacific Contacts in the Develci

ment of the New World Pre-Columbiji

Civilizations," by Philip Phillips (f

296-315), provide two somewhat cc

trasting viewpoints. A more recent c

lection of papers on the same subject i

Man Across the Sea: Problems of Pi-

Columbian Contacts (Austin: Univj-

sity of Texas Press, 1971, $13.91,

edited by Carroll L. Riley et al. G. i.

Worcester' sytt«^.y and Sampans ofk
Yangtze (Annapolis: Naval Institi!;

Press, 1971) contains illustrations
"

modern Chinese vessels that woi

provide some idea of how a seago::

junk looked.

Orchids (p. 64)

Fritz Hamer's two-volume Las (

quideas de El Salvador (San Salvad

Ministerio de Educacion, 1974, $40.0

the first complete work on the Orel;

aceae of this country, describes '

species in Spanish, English, and G
man. Each species has its own illusi

tion; many are in color. Fourteen ad

tional species have been found in

Salvador since the publication of tb 4;

volumes. Edward Ayensu's "Beaut
Gamblers of the Biosphere" in

October 1974 issue of Natural Histi

(pp. 35-45) discusses the dispersalW

the orchid family throughout the woi I-

Calaway H. Dodson's "Co-evolutioi 'f

Orchids and Bees" appears in <

-

evolution ofAnimals and Plants, edi J

by Lawrence E. Gilbert and Peter w

'il£

mi

Raven (Austin: University of Te

Press, 1975), and relates male bee

orchids and the scents they prodii

Flamingos (p. 72)

Leslie Brown, a government ofR

mil



Kenya, became so enchanted with

1
question of flamingo behavior that

; six years he spent every nonworic-

moment following them to the alka-

lakes of Kenya and Tanganyika,

ng a small plane when necessary to

i;h them in their most inaccessible

leding and feeding grounds. The
lilt of his work is The Mystery of the

'mingos, which is illustrated with

iderous black-and-white photographs

Indon: Country Life, Ltd., 1959).

:et Kear and Nicole Duplaix-Hall are

editors of Flamingos, a collection of

:les resulting from the International

'fningo Symposium held in Slim-

flge, England, in 1973. This sym-
«ium, sponsored by the International

Imcil for Bird Preservation, pro-

led information on the conservation,

(logy, physiology, captivity, and
nnomy of the flamingo. The volume

i excellent photographs, maps, and

t;ral pages of bibliography (Berkham-
t : T and A. D. Poyser, Ltd., 1975).

wo National Geographic articles,

n pictorial supplements, provide in-

oiation about flamingos: "East
lea's Majestic Flamingos," by
t Philip Kahl (February 1970, pp.

-94) and "In Quest of the Rarest

ningo," by William G. Conway
h 1961, pp. 90-105).

Ii Wolves (p. 80)

the howl of the wolf should some
'i be stilled forever, it will still be pos-
1

: to hear it in a 1971 recording by
:iimbia (#C 30769) of The Language
I Music of the Wolves, narrated by
lisrt Redford with slipcase notes by
;iies Burr. Ronald M. Nowak's arti-

lifor Natural History ("The Mys-
eus Wolf of the South," January
9 ) detailed work being done to pre-

't the extinction of the red wolf.

4 s specific is the chapter, "Status of
hiled Wolf in the United States," by
i.>. Riley and R. T. McBride, in The
yt Canids: Their Systematics, Be-
a nal Ecology, and Evolution, edited

tichael W. Fox (New York: Van
rand Reinhold Co., 1975, $19.95).

" ' and McBride describe steps taken
>yie federal government in the early

9 s to protect the red wolf and its

Ii s at that time.

' David Mech's standard reference

, The Wolf: The Ecology and Be-
>r cf an Endangered Species (Gar-
2ity: Natural History Press, 1970,

5 '), includes a section on the history
<f 5 understanding of red wolf/coyote
ly idization. Also addressed is the
Ti iem of the identification of the red
'c as a separate species.

Pamela Haas

7" X 4%" high. Numbered issue of 600. $275.

NEWEST IN QUALITY PORCELAINS
'HARP SEAL PUPS" BY KAZMAR

While all baby animals are cute and endearing,

few can match the preciousness of the very young Harp Seals.

Prized for their soft white fur they are

subject to massive, bitterly contested hunts which
if continued may result in their eventual extinction.

Because the babies live in constant fear, the

Kazmars chose to portray them this way. Two newborns, one
emitting a tiny growl as he seeks to protect his

dozing companion. Cuddled together on a

lichen covered rock they seek the warmth and solace

of each other as well. In the winter, these members of the

earless Seal Family journey south from Greenland
via the Arctic ice pack to Labrador and the

Gulf of St. Lawrence. The issue is low. We must urge

you to place your order now.

A complete color catalog of the Kazmar line is available for $1.

Armstrong's
150 East Third Street • Pomona, California 91766

To telephone orders — (714) 623-6464 or (714) 622-4535

California residents please add 6% sales tax.

Price includes insured delivery anywhere in the United States.



BY OUR WORKS YOU'LL KNOW US"

shall V the nd if

what k mg24hrsadav.
send for our free leaflet "Help", just off the

press. You will see that the non profit, non-
governmental EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE
SOCIETY IS in its fifteenth year of projects,

under the supervision of eminent specialists,

who literally look after, supervise and follow
up dozens of current undertakings.

We're at home on the range but the E. A. Wild
Life Society has one of the biggest ranges in

the world to cover. It's a 24-hr job protecting
one of the most unique collections of wildlife

still in existence. Our scope is the size of Texas.

CAPETOWN

Poaching; The Society supplies m many

he local authorities to combat this menace
stening the continued wellbeing of wildlife

Animal Research: Environment
eys of nearly every maior sp

atened or not, have been und
lety m order to plan for the c

e species

nd ecologic

ich the Society can help save species

ined by agricultural settlements- As an

le, the moving of herds of Roan Antelope.

Education: A long range project which is equally

urgent -n the shon term is the education of the

people of East Africa—especially the youth—to

allh, both economic and cultural, of the

B which abounds in the region. While
government realizes the importance of wildlife.

be effectively conserved until the

people themselves see the necessity of fuller

(Vith the authorities.

Shepherd and other prints;

Christmas cards and Calendars from
our Gift Shop and Gallery in the
Nairobi Hilton Hotel.

/ efK/ose US S 15 for my year's membership.

' Ntme

I

i As a member of the Society you will
j

} \ also receive a year's subscription to "

Pfc^ JSt APf^lCANA quarterly wildlife magazine. \

f ERSTHFRICnn
lUllDLIFESOCIETV

Announcements

We've Been Here 100 Years, a

photography exhibit to commem-
orate the hundredth anniversary of
the Museum will open December 8

in the Hall of Northwest Coast In-

dians on the first floor of the Mu-
seum. The photographs will depict

the bustle of opening day on De-
cember 22, 1877, as well as the

farms, tenements, and stores that

surrounded the original Museum
building. The exhibit will run
through January.

The traditional pre-Hispanic

Music of the Andes will be per-

formed in the Museum's audito-

rium at 3:00 p.m. on Sunday, De-
cember 4, by Tahuantinsuyo, a

musical group consisting of Pepe
Santana of Ecuador, Guillermo
Guerrero of Peru, and Jorge Link
of Argentina. The group, which
uses more than fourteen traditional

instruments of the South American
highlands, also performed in the

Museum during the "Songs for a
Summer Night" in August. This
concert is free to those who have
paid the Museum entrance fee.

The Roosevelt Rotunda will be a
child's wonderland until January 6

as hundreds of origami animals,

plants, and even minerals shimmer
on the Museum's twenty-five-foot

artificial Christmas Ttee. Every
year for the past five years. Mu-
seum volunteers have added to the

collection of traditional Japanese
folded-paper ornaments, until now
there are 1,500—including pandas,
crabs, spiders, reptiles, squirrels,

and even a dog complete with fleas!

A dove of peace will crown the tree

and, adding to the magic, a giant

mobile depicting the sun, moon.

and stars will be suspended fi

the ceiling.

The December event of

month, Azurite and Gold Cryst

will go on display in the Roose
Rotunda, beginning December
The exhibit, on loan from the N
mont Mining Corporation, inclu

a matrix specimen of azurite ci

tals of unsurpassed quality. Val

at $250,000, it was unearthec

Tsumeb, South-West Africa in

where, it is rumored, a m
traded it to a hotel keeper to

oflF a small debt. The Newn
Mining Corporation recognizee

value, however, and arranged

its recovery. Another feature of

display will be a large specimei

crystalized gold, also valued

$250,000, which was taken fro

mud-filled fissure at Empire
Mine in Grass Valley, Califor

Peru's Golden Ik-easures

largest exhibit of Peruvian

ever to appear in this country

remain on display through Jam
1, 1978, in Gallery 77 on the

floor of the Museum.

The Museum's new Hall of In

tiles and Amphibians, one ofr

world's most complete exhibit';

these animals, opened on Frii

November 18. The hall is loc

on the third floor of the Muse

The Ballad of the Bremen Banl

light opera for children under!

will be performed by the Caranf

Center for Music and the Arts,

cember 27 to 30 at 11:00, 1:30,1

3:00 in the Museum's auditori|

Admission is free to those

have paid the Museum entrance!



Egg nog wasn't

the favorite cup ofcheer in

pre-revolutionary Russia.

"he package haschangec

lonsiderably since 1818 but the

contents are a version of

ter Smirnoffs original formula

(note the No. 27on the label ).

Na Zdorove >(/

and BestWishes. M
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Smirnoff Silver* Vodka, 90-4 Proof- Dislilled from g _
Sle- Pierre Smimott Fls-(Di«.of Heublein, Inc.) Hartfora.ConnT



The new Toyota Celica. It's here now. A
car which meets or exceeds all 1980
Federal fuel economy and safety stan-

dards. The latest in Toyota engineering

advancements and wind tunnel refine-

ments have produced an aerodynam-
ic work of art. The Celica GT Liftback

(pictured), GT and ST Sport Coupes.

A beautiful car and a fine machine. The GT Liftback aerodynamics have

contributed to increased interior room (4" at shoulders), stability accelera-

tion and efficiency. The handling formula includes MacPherson strut front

suspension, power assisted front disc brakes, and steel belted ra-
^

dials. The Celica's cockpit instrumentation is a beautiful

example of functional engineering. And comfort is

\ exemplified by the reclining bucket seats with newly de-
' signed adjustable driver's seat lumbar support.

The beauty is value.The 1978 Celica GT Liftback delivers

. Toyota dependability and economy In EPA tests the

^Celica GT Liftback was rated at 34 highway 20 city.

These EPA ratings are estimates. Your mileage will

vary depending on your driving habits and your car's condition

and equipment. California ratings will be lower. GT Liftback op-

tions are for personal taste. Like power
steering, automatic transmission

or the new sun roof (available

Jan. 1978). The 1978 Celica

The car of the 80's here

today
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